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Something of a ‘'first** in show
hiz annals will get the plush-carpet
treatment by
on the night of
Sept. 24, when the network takes
over a half-hour of cream time to
“world premiere** highlights of the

Fish as

You Watch

New Pennsy Ozoner

Bait

’

gainbling emporiurii.
the kiddies and the old
Work will be rushed to coinplete
folks attracted by these pix that the b u i I d i n g in time for the
make the difference in grosses, Christmas holiday trade. Mae West
The ’teen-agers and is a member of the corporation,
exhibs say.
early 20s group can be counted on headed by S. A. Schwartz.
pretty much in any case, so the
family pix get some of that “lost
audience” that has become an industry maxim,
Most seasoned trade observers,
however, are of the opinion that
too much emphasis on the family
pix could be as deadly as other
cycles have proved. Last year exhibs were screaming about the
(Continued on page 22)
Danny Thomas was pacted by
NBC-TV this week as the third
name comedian for its upcoming
Wednesday night comedy series, in
which the comics will rotate on a
once-a-month, basis. Series is schedV
uled for launching Oct. 4 with Ed
Wynn in the driver’s seat- Thomas
will probably take over the following week (11), with Jimmy Durante doing his first show on the
It’s

.

•

perform-

.

RCA

Victor album of the score.
New record advance sale for a
As such, NBC will be applying a legit show will probably be set
by
doublerbarrelled coast-to-coast pro“Call Me Madam,” the Irving
motion on behalf of the Broadway Berlin - Howard Lindsay - Russel
musical which it is financing out of Crouse
musical to star Einel Merits own pocket, and for the RCA
man. An estimated $650,000-$700,album. It wa$ primarily for the 0Q0 in mail orders has already been
purpose of wrapping up an ex- received, and the figure is exclusivity on the score that NBC
pected to reach about $800,000 by
made the plunge into Broadway the time the boxoff ice opens, Sept.
musical production:
25, at the Imperial, N. Y., where
the show is due to premiere Oct. 9.
In addition, the Show-of-the-Month
Club has ordered $85,000 worth of

Sadler’s Tour

GOLDEN

trade

ance of the “Madam” music, with
Miss Merman and other cast headliners appearing, along with Victor
Young, Perry Como and Mindy
Carson, featured in the upcoming

London

opens its second U. S. Visit with
an engagement at the N. Y. Met
and thereby sets
Sunday (10)
a record unequaled in the history

—

of the dance.

Troupe

will

appear

in N. Y. for

three weeks, followed by 17 weeks
of a coast-to-coast U. S.-Canada
(Continued on page 54)

Web

is still

resenting any such snub
on their conscience arid advising

passed

all members to resist pacts containing such a provision. Scribes
contend that such a hobble would
jeopardize their economic security
,

and

restrict their creative flair.
,

Contracts with picture studios
always carried a morals
clause even though it has rarely

have

been pulled.

5.

Bob Hope, ih person, Covers
more territory than a quartet of
traveling salesmen but his new
contract covers more territory than
that.
It is a triple-action deal involving pictures, radio and tele-

interwoven with complica-

vision,.

tions like a jigsaw puzzle.

It

will

be signed some time soon by representatives

of

Paramount,

NBC,

Hope Enterprises and Hope himself as

an actor, producer and cor-

poration executive.

The Paramount pact, supersede
the old one signed in 1945,
calls for eight pictures, four to be
made by that studio and four by
Hope Enterprises for Paramount *
release on a budget of $1,500,000
irig

.

each or a total of $12,000,000. First
of these is “The Lemon Drop Kid,”
now in the cutting rooms. It was
produced by Hope Enterprises
with its own coin amU without
financial
help from any bank.
Profits from “Lemon Drop” will be
used to finance the next Hope Enterprises film, in which Hope will
gallop the western trail with Roy
(Continued on page 61)

uncertain whether to

pitch for another comedian to hold
down the spot the fourth Week
each month, or to put in a revuetype show on the fourth stanza,
which would spotlight promising
new talent. Latter system will be

Despite its willingness to pay
$800,000 for the TV rights to the
tickets for its members. There will World Series, Gillette has given an
be no theatre parties for the emphatic “no” to demands for
$200,000 for the privilege of buymusical.
followed ort the “Colgate Comedy
As of last Saturday morning ing the video rights to the upcom- Theatre” series, which opens Suning
Joe Louis-Ezzard Charles fight.
approximately 40,000 mail
(2),
day (10) in the 8 to 9 slot and
Gillette, in fact, feels that, in
orders had been received for the
which will rotate Eddie Cantor,
Leiand Hayward production. On view of its willingness to plunk
Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis and
the basis of $15 per order (that down the unprecedented 800G for
Fred Allen for three weeks out of
was estimated on a check of 1,000 the World Series, it’s now being in- every four.
orders taken at random) the sale timidated into inviting inflationary
prices for major sports events, and
(Continued on page 60)
wants no part of such* deals.
As Gillette points out, the $800,- 'Street Scene’ Taking
000 it’s paying for the Series is not
Brings Capitalist
based on dollar-f or-dollar value,
Street in Philadelphia
since it cain’t hope to retrieve that
Culture to Proletariat kind of coin, but was the result Of a
Little Theatre Version
competitive bidding situation. On
Biz the other hand, setting an arbitrary
Through
Philadelphia, Sept. 5.
The Neighborhood Players, VeterShowbusiness is being used in- $200,000 price for a bout of dubious
South Philly little theatre
creasingly as a weapon for democ- merit is to set an unhealthy TV pre- an
racy by the International Ladies cedent that will encourage run- group, came up with a smart gimprices.
away
mick
by skedding an outdoor proGarment Workers Union. This outduction of Elmer Rice’s “Street
fit, headed by David Dubinsky uses
Prepping 40th Scene” tonight' (5) on the sidewalk
virtually every current medium of
in front of the playhouse.
expression in bringing both culture
Season
of 1-Niters
Stunt, *Which has attracted much
and democracy to its members and
attention., both, .in the. press and
Lee, Mass., Sept. 5.
to outsiders.
Ted Shawn, modern dancer, will little theatre circles here, is being
Union, whicl soirie years ago
produced “Pins and Needles,” and begin his 40th season of one-night used to mark the 65th anniversary
with an appearance in Bos- of the Neighborhood Center, which
stands
“With
this year produced a film,
These Hands,” operates FM‘ station ton Oct. 12. La Crosse, Wis., will sponsors the Players. As far as
can be learned, it also marks the
WFDR, N. Y., and is one of the be his next Stand.
A: New Mexico date and Florida first time “Street Scene” has been
major users of legit and variety
shows at its camp,. Unity House, engagements will follow, before played on a bonafide street.
." Permission from the Police Dept,
Christmas.
Forest Park, Pa.
Vet pioneer in the modern is letting the Players rope the block
At its Unity House operation,
off
and the city is also aiding in
(with
his
wife,
Ruth
St.
dance
summer-camps
one of the largest
in the country, union is bringing Denis), Shawn has just completed securing grandstands for the specthe capitalistic culture to its pro- another successful summer sea- tators. Show is being presented in
letarian membership at commensu- son with his Jacob’s Pillow Fes- combination regular and arena-style
theatre.
tival at Lee, Mass.
(Continued on page 63)
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Hollywood, Sept. 5.
Radio writers want no morals
clause in their contracts and have
At a
so advised the networks.
Guild meeting,? resolution was

CENTS

18th.

,

Sadler’s Wells Ballet of

25

'+7

Family type product has provid- Start Construction Of
ed the backbone of the improveDiamond Lil Casino
ment in grosses which has been
felt by most theatres this summer.
Las Vegas, Sept. 5.
This gives strength to the arguGround was broken here with
ment recently put forth by inany elaborate ceremonies yesterday for
e^hibs that studios should lean the construction of the Diamond
more heavily to film for the family Lil Casino, a $2,500,000 food and

Pix,

NBC-finahced Ethel Merman musiPittsburgh, Septi 5.,
comedy, “Call Me Madam, ’’"prior to
New wrinkle in ozoner come-ons
Broadway engagement.
has been dreamed tip for the new
Broadcast will emanate from the Lakevue drive-in here, just started
Center theatre, N. Y., also marking last Week. It’s “Fish While "You
the curtain-raising event for the Watch,”
Outdoor theatre is lorefurbished house
being cated on banks of small Alcoa
since
taken over by NBC for use as a Lake, between Mt. Lebanon and
television theatre. The web is now Washington, Pa. Patrons are perworking on an invitation list of mitted to cast a line but have to get
2,500 for the combined “dedicatory” out of their cars to do it.
and “Madam’’ preem ceremonies.
Management doesn’t advertise
Howard Lindsay, who co-authored whether it pays for the fishing li••Madam” with Russel Crouse, will censes or not.
emcee the event, with Irving Berlin, composer of the score, and
Crouse also participating. Broadinitial

PRICE

1950

Hollywood, Sept.

its

mark the

'
•;

By HERB

NBC

cast will

—

'

6,

Ted Shawn
Dance

1

1

-

I

Ivory ton, Conn.
Editor, Variety:

Everyone who has worked in
them must have been interested in
your feature on the state of the
summer theatres. I would like to
suggest; now that you have canvassed the managers, that you do
the same for the stars, as I am
sure you will get some very interesting replies which may add up to
another side of the picture.
Two years ago I took out my own
production of “The Beaux Strata-

gem”

as a

package deal, but this

year I am out with “Dear Brutus”
taking only three people with me.
I have done this because my agents
(Continued on page 63)

COMPOSING WITH

W

^Rudolf Friml, who’s been professionally inactive" for the last
dozen years or so, may Write a new

operetta.
Composer is interested
in doing the score for “The Enchanted Inn,” an original libretto

by

pressagent-novelist

Buttitta.

Anthony

He would

collaborate
with Forman Brown, who supplied
new lyrics for /the revised edition
of Friml’s “Rose Marie” recently
presented by the Los Angeles and
San ^Francisco Civic Light Opera.
Show would probably be produced by Edwin Lester, with William Zwlssig and S. Laz Lansburgh
supplying the financing.
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.

)

,

MISCELLANY

Wednesday, September

6,

1950

Or on
By .Gypsy Rose Lee
One hour after I signed with
ABC to do a radio show called
“What Makes You Tick,” (not
sponsored by Balova Watch Co.
the phone started ringing.
The
,

43

Edinburgh* Aug. 29,
This is America’s year at the
Scottish capital’s fourth annual
junket of the arts. Although visitors are here from all parts of the
world, there are mbre than ever
from the U;S. Sleek American
automobiles from New York, Washington and Ohio are conspicuous,
Edinburgh never before having
seen such a mass Yankee influx.
More than 100,000 people are here
for the three-week Edinburgh festival, which ends Sept. 9.
Festival crowds can choose from

Lou Clayton’s Condition
Gershwin Workshop To
Boston, Sept.

George Gershwin Theatre Workshop will be established this fall
Funds for the
by Boston U.
project are being' raised by a
committee headed by Oscar Ham-?
merstein, II. The workshop, to be.

.

division of radio,
speech and theatre, will train
students, for Che professional stage,
radio and television. It will offer
courses in acting, direction and
management, and technical production;
The workshop’s program will
center around the arena-type theatre, with experimental projects in
playwrighting and drama history,
Plays will be produced for performance in various New England
communities with the idea of developing public interest in the
theatre.
The committee raising funds for
.

part

some 145

There are six
events;
orchestras, four choirs, five
chamber music groups, 50 soloists,
three ballet companies, two drama
units and one opera company. Approximately 1,630 artists are par-

top

ticipating, coming from France,
Denmark, Italy, America, Hungary,
Germany, Austria and all parts of

Britain.

of

the

Fireworks will close the Festival
9, with a performance (conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham)
of; Handel’s Music for the Royal
Fireworks, accompanied by cannon and real fireworks on the the memorial to the late composer
Castle Esplanade.
Hammerstein,
besides
includes,
Sherwood Blasts Hollywood
Fred Astaire, Aaron Copland, Max
Fireworks of the verbal variety Gordon, Moss Hart, Fannie Hurst,
launched one of the major sideGeorge Jessel, Jeanette MacDonshows, the International Conferald, Alexander Smallens, Sigmund
ence of Poets, Essayists and NovRomberg, Rise Stevens, Sophie
elists.
This was a heated encount- Tucker, Fred Waring 'and Paul
er between St. John Ervirte (IreWhiteman.
land), Robert E. Sherwood (America) and C. M. Grieve (Scotland)
over the inclusion of political references.
Later, Robert Sherwood
attacked the cinema, saying that
American playwrights had disappeared the day talking films arSept.

.

He

rived.

declared a large
number of promising playwrights
had never beep heard of since they
took the road to Hollywood^
On Aug. 21 Glyndeboume Opera
gave the first version of Strauss’
“Ariadne auf Naxos” at the King’s;
(Continued on page 61)
also

Hollywood, Sept/ 5.
Dick Mack, newly-elected prez of
the Radio & Television Directors

DRAPER, ADLER SOCK
London, Sept.

Hollywood, Sept. 5.
Lou Clayton, longtime Jimmy
Durante’s personal manager arid
partner, is near death in St.
John’s Hospital, Santa Monica,
Former member of Clayton, Jackson & Durante, a top nitery act
of the Prohibition era, has been
from cancer of the
suffering
pancreas for nearly a year.

5.

Guild, this week sharply rebuked
the alleged raiding by the Screen
Directors Guild of America on

RTDG

5.

membership, thereby

dis-

SDGA

prez

puting the claims of

The
Palladium
bill,
which
opened Monday (4) with one of
the largest complements of U, S.
acts to be used on one program

Clayton's

WILL MAHONEY
THE INIMITABLE
An IRISHMAN doing: SCOTCH
In

MERRIE OLDE ENGLAND
Currently

was

rived in N. Y. from Europe yesterday (Tues.) aboard the Mauretania.

Bing was abroad on a talent quest.
The memory of Benjamin F. Other arrivals included Orville
Keith, founder of the theatre chain Bullitt, Philadelphia Orch prexy,
bearing his name, may be honored and his wife; Ania Dorfman, conwith the erection of a marker on cert pianist; Eva Turner, British
Hillsborough, N. H., Sept.

5.

birthplace here. The opera singer, arid P. F. Dee, Alliold home was razed ance Theatre Corp. prexy, and his
about 30 years ago and a cottage wife.
owned by his son, Paul Keith, at
Film producers Hal Wallis and
Loon Lake, was sold in 1910.
Sol Lesser, and their wives, reOfficials of the Keith theatrical turned to N, Y. fro Europe Satursyndicate have visited Hillsborough day (2) aboard the Nieuw Amsterto discuss the; proposed memorial. dam.

the

site of his

showman’s

i

|

I

!

]

>

Illness

serious.

,

.

Ceilings in

New

Washington; Sept. 5.
Rentals charged by film distributors for their product and theatre
admission prices are /specifically

exempted from price ceilings in the
new Economic Control Bill which
Congress approved last weekend.
Time charges by radio stations are
also exempted.

the measure,
the President may freeze wages of
He also has
all in show business.
authority to. allocate any scarce
materials, such as raw film, and to
set prices over all materials purThis includes building
chased.
materials used for film and stage
Control over materials
sets, etc.
could halt erection of new theatres.

However,

know why .every time you do
something other than drop dead,

to

“Better get out Of the contract,”
one of my well wishers,

said

,

“Gypsy Rose Lee writing murder
mysteries, troupirig with a carnival,
making movies, editing a newspaper, catching a fish, even having
a baby—that’s okay. But Gypsy
Rose Lee on the radio—uh uh,
that’s a gruesome something else
again.”
said another
. “My advice to you,”
simpatico gent,” is to develop an
incurable case of quincy throat,
You may have been a sight for
sore eyes but you’ll never be a
SOU nd for sore ears.” They all seem
to think that Gypola on the air
is like a silent movie of Lily Pons,
0 r,trying to get your back scratched:
by Hedy Lamarr over the tele-

Clayton, one 6f the top soft-shoe
dancers in showbusiness, was at
one time partnered with Sammy
White with whom he appeared in
the “Passing Show of 1915.” Afterward,, he was teamed with Cliff
(Ukelele Ike) Edwards, and in 1924 phong/
teamed with Durante and Jackson.
For’all the lads who advised that
"'
T
Bill
I stick to the flashy flesh and avoid
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Artists Alliance,

if I’d listened to all my good
friends back in 1930 I Would never
hav& taken that total of 38 weeks
i n burlesque. I would have laid off
with all the other acts when vaudeville got stranded in a hall bedr° om fl hd would have wound up
behind a counter or modeling

thing,

-

IV

the ethereal ether, I had. an answer
which was rough, ready and, I
For one
hopq, a little raucous.

Uvu

indie omit

set

up by Mary Pickford and Lester

Cowan

early in 1948, is about to be
dissolved. Cowan has made a “buy
or Bell” offer to Miss Pickford for
the 11-story properties owned by
the unit. It is understood likely
that he will make a deal with her
to take them over.
Stories include “Rain,” “Sorrel

»

jumpers on Seventh avenue—if I
was lucky. I wouldn’t have written a book, because those same
j a ^ s told me no one was interested
i n a stripteaser’s mind. I wouldn’t
(Continued on page 52)

RKO. AGVA SETTING UP

UNIT FOR

ARMY CAMI

and Son,” “Greeks Had a Word
The RKO Circuit and the AmeriFor It” and a number of others.
REJOIN *EAR’; About six are in script form. Prop- can Guild of Variety Artists are coEYTHE
erties are said to be valued at operating on an Army entertainment venture. Union has okayed a
$1,000,000.
JUGGED IN CHICAGO about
AA made only one film, “Love proposition whereby the theatre
Minneapolis, Sept. 5.
chain
will sponsor an overseas tour
Happy,” Marx Brothers-starrer. it
William Eythe has been an- was released by United Artists, of of eight acts to play for American
Ear”
An
rejoin
“Lend
to
nounced
which Miss Pickford is part owner, troops in Europe. RKO will pay
for the road tour which starts here under a deal by which she is en- $100 per performer and the Army

TO

Joseph L. Mankiewicz that no such
raiding has occurred. Presaging a
long, drawn-out hassle between the
Mack told Sept. 18 for a week at the Lyceum
organizations,
two
this season, hit a high stride, with
Variety that “we shall continue to
Reharmonica player Larry Adler fight this battle until SDGA leaves following its Chicago run.
and dancer Paul Draper getting the jurisdiction of video directors suming his original role, Eythe is
to supplant John Beal, who was
top acclaim; Draper registered in
to the RTDG, by which organiza- starred during the Windy City ena sock manner while Adler topped
tion it was: started, has been fairly gagement.
In solo offerings.
and carefully nurtured and to
Will Mahoney returned to this
Show plays its Twin City enwhom such jurisdiction properly gagement
exclusively in Minneapcountry for his first trip in some, belongs.”
Paul. In preyears and showed up better than
New RTDG prez continued: “I olis, passing Up St.
vious seasons, St. Paul city officials
ever.
Harold Barnes’ acrobatics
(Continued on page 54)
and newspapers have protested to
were well received.
the N. Y. Theatre Guild arid
The King Cole Trio garnered
United Booking Office on those ocgood returns, but total result was Rudolph Bing Returns
when other legitimate
casions
of
expectations
in
light
below
their disk rep.
From Europe Talent O.O. roadshow attractions confined their
Rudolph Bing, general manager appearances to Minneapolis. The
St. Paul sheets refuse to. accept
of the Metropolitan Opera Co., ar-

Marker Mulled for Site
Of B. F. Keith Birthplace

Durante

came, known that Ciayton’s

PALLADIUM, London
Represented by

Ida,

wife,

,

and Eddie Jackson, third member of the trio, are at his bedside,
Durante had turned down severa! engagements in recent months
to be near his longtime partnerr
manager. He cancelled out of the
Palladium, London, when it be*

were the usual
calls, of course
Broadway whys guys -— the dear,
hearts and gentle people who want

titled

to

preferential

distribution

New

Jerry Wald-Norman Krasna
RKO is reportedly attemptmake a deal for “Rain,”
which is based on Somerset Maugham’s short story, “Sadie Thomp*
son.” Pic under that title was produced for UA release in 1928 by
the Gloria Swanson unit, with Miss

unit at
ing to

Swanson

provide

will

starred.

Another

food

transportation,

and quarters.

terms.

'

In return, circuit will tour the
the acts upon their return at their
reguar salaries.
Ti'oupe will be

ballyhooed heavily,
It’s an attempt by RKO to build
up attractions for the chain. RKO
toppers feel that sufficient exploitation can build up the troupe to
Ver- similar proportions to that of the

sion, titled “Rain,” starring Joan first unit of filmsters which made
Crawford, was produced by Lewis similar tour during the last war.
Milestone and presented by Jos- Latter included Kay Francis, Mitzi
eph M. Schenck via UA release Mayfair, Martha Raye and the late
Carol Landis, which tourned Euin 1932.
Wald and Krasna are understood roupe under title of “Four Jills and
the attractions’ paid advertising or thinking of Vivien Leigh for the a Jeep.”
permit any mention of their pres- starring role which Jeanne Eagels
ence here in the news columns.
made famous on the stage. Miss/ fLimc
Pickford tossed “Rain” into the vlallllo
AA
stockpile.
Chi Divorce Snag
His Ukes to Tune of 300G
Chicago, Sept. 5.
Damage suit for $300,000 was
William Eythe, who arrived here Josh White Keynotes
filed against Arthur Godfrey in
over the weekend to look over
N. Y. supreme court this week by
“Lend An Ear,” of which he is coNegro Loyalty to
S. Tex Smith, the Harmonica Man,
producer, was arrested on a court
Inc.,
mail-order h ou s e which
Washington, Sept. 5.
order obtained by his ex-wife, Izia
Josh White, Negro folk singer, claimed the CBS star had libelled
Wallace, the former Buff Cobb, and
was lodged in the county jail in last week denounced the Paul and slandered it to such an extent
default of a $5,000 bond. The ac- Robeson statement that American that it was forced to go out Qf busitor-producer is charged with fail- Negroes would not fight against ness.
ure to pay a $2,500 settlement in Soviet Russia. White appeared as
Plaintiff manufactures and sells
connection with Mrs. Wallace’s di- a voluntary witness before the ukuleles.
Suit alleges that Godvorce from him a year ago.
House
Un-American
Activities frey, on his CBS radio show April
Committee
to
charge
that he and 11, described the uke as “cheap
The order reiquires him to remain in the jurisdiction of the lo- other entertainers had been ex- junk” and quoted him as saying:
cal court until the settlement is ploited by Communists for causes “Why the heck they don’t jail peolater discovered to be subversive. ple F who do things like this (manu'paid.
“In recent years,” he said, “a lot facture and sell the product), I
of us have been drawn by our don’t know.”
heartstrings into groups fixed up
id For
to look like noble causes which
later were found to be subversive.
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and I suspect that many
share the same deep regret
with me, that an effective exposure
of communistic activities in the
theatrical and musical fields had
not been made long before now.”
He said the Robeson statement
was “both wrong and an insult, because I stand ready to fight Russia
or any other enemy of America. I
have great admiration of Mr. Robeson as an actor arid a great singer,
but I feel sad over the help he’s
been giving to people who despise

Cantor’s

I regret,

.
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John Garfield is listening to an
offer by Otto Preminger to star in
“A Candle For Ruth,” to be filmed
next March in Israel. Under his
contract with 20th-Fox, Preminger
has the right to produce and direct
independently six months in the
year.

artists

Project calls for a “Ruth” cast,
consisted of players signed in Israel, with the exception of the top
male role, offered to Garfield.
America.

33 Concerts

Eddie Cantor

is doing .33 oneconcerts this season, starting
with Carnegie Hall, N.Y., Sept. 30.
All are under his own management,
with the; exception of three bene-

man

'

•

fits.

Ope

’

1

is

for a

.

/

colored Catholic

church in Camden, which he is
doing Nov. 14 as a courtesy to RCA
prexy Frank M. Folsom; one for
Dr. William Kountz’s clinic in St.
Louis, and another in Dallas for
one of Interstate Circuit’s g.m.-veepee Bob O’Donnell’s charities.

a

Wednesday, September

6,

Some

the

of

clarification

UA

feeling of pessimism seems to be
Kelly, his distribution rep, on disappearing. Not that there’s any
tor take some
of his old great, talk of a vast production
upcomedies out of the vaults for re- surge. But by arid large, filmites

W.

plans

expect production to continue along
at an “average” level for the next

UA

decision against providing financing will continue^ in effect until
establishes itself on a more
solid footing, production-wise and
internally. Oh the latter count he
pointed to the number of personnel
changes made in recent weeks.
Meanwhile, some of the uncertainty which has prevailed since

UA

homeoffic,e
as vice-president in
charge of sales, as provided by his
employment contract. This came as
a reassurance to independent proand
ducers releasing through
their eastern representatives, who
had been in a state of unrest and
indicated intent of delaying delivery of prints.

UA

A Switch
Sears’ return took, almost all
concerned by complete surprise,
since it grew from
appeared to be a legal maneu-

particularly

what

(Continued on page 20)

Warner Bros.

Sto

Seen Bold Step; Ale

ynTJiwlrewllE
Warner

Bros.’ widely-broadcast
invitation of three weeks ago for
submission of original scripts by

all-comers has won the admiration
and applause of other studios’ story
departments. Feeling is that it’s a
bold step in light of industry
experience in solicting screen material from amateur authors.
There’s unanimous agreement
that new sources of stories are
direly needed, but also that the
step may prove very dangerous legally. Likewise, there’s commendation for Warners’ willingness to go to such lengths for material though that experience has
shown the chances are slim for

WB

.

important results.

Metro tried a similar idea on a
basis about 15 or 20
years ago and found it reaped only
headaches and expense. Nobody
tried it again until Jack L. Warner
issued his statement recently. Interest it has created is reflected in
the deluge of yarns to the company’s story departments ®n both

more limited

i

.

coasts.

Major American distribs, ready to
Call off their efforts to sell Holly-

(Cbntinued on page 16)

to Russia, have received a U, S. government suggestion that they continue their negotiations ais long as any possibility
at all exists.
The suggestion was
reportedly imparted to company
toppers at a session in New York
early last week by Eric Johnston,
following talks he held with President Truman and State Dept, of-

hoped
ciation

hoped

Team To

Joseph

40% by

latter.

In his introduction to the report,
Rank stated that his policy has
been to reduce film production commitments to such a level that the
disastrous financial experience of

(Continued on page 20)
*

.

SDG

•

Cites

.

„

Huston

Hollywood, Sept. 5.
investment in British filmQuarterly
Award of Screen
making. This carries with it an Directors Guild goes to John Husabundance
technical
of
detail ton for directing “Asphalt Jungle.”
which is awaiting' clarification.
Period covered by award is from
The Society of Independent Mo- May 1 to July 31, initial quarter
tion Picture Producers is slated of the 1950-51 year.'
to meet in Hollywood later this
Assistant director Jack Greenmonth on the pact which will be wood will receive medallion for
(Continued on page 18)
work on same picture.

Push ‘Early Last Show'
Plan in
In a

Bow

in

Venice, Aug. 29.
annual Venice Film

Eleventh

Festival, ending this Saturday (9),
has not drawn the flocks of tourists
anticipated for the event. Probably
because of the Korean situation*

there are few Americans present.
Rubbernecks now in Venice apparently are not impressed® with
the opportunity of seeing the films,
since they can see most of them
at

home.

Most people here have been invited by the Italian government,
so the bar and gambling casino
(Continued on page 22)

Of cooperation

exhibitors,

representatives

among

:

Queens

new example

major New York circuits
banded together this week to push
Of seven

the so-called “early last show’’ idea
to customers in the borough of
Queens, N. Y. Circuits are staging
an election among filmgoers, which
will be announced in special quarter-page ads in two Long Island
daily newspapers, Sept. 13, to determine whether the customers
favor a change in tha theatres’ program schedules.
Tieing in with the campaign are
Brandt Theatres, Century Circuit,
Prudential,
Loew’s,
Interboro,
RKO and the Skouras chain. Idea

J.

Deal in Justman’s

MPC

picture

Mankiewicz Burbank

business,
clan.

is

now

but not

He

is

J.

5.

in the
of the

Arthur

give him the right to produce Warner, head of the Wall Street
one picture a year independently. investment house bearing his name,
Negotiations are still very much in who becomes a director of the Mothe preliminary stage and it is not tion Picture” Center with an investcertain yet that if Mankiewicz wins ment of $150,000.
The New Yorker, while here en
the right to make indie pix they’ll
be distributed by 20th or another route from a Honolulu holiday,
closed the deal, which is personcompany.
Director-writer pact under which ally guaranteed by Joe Justman,
Mankiewicz is now operating has head of MPC, large independent
Justman has pieces,
seven months to go. Talks on a rental lot.
new deal began prior to his depar- ranging from 2V6% to 10%, in 11
ture for Europe recently and will pictures turned out on the
continue on his return to the Coast lot, and these equities are guarantees for Warner’s investment*
this week.
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Week Booms Biz ‘Rose’ Takes 1st Place
With ‘Pants/ ‘Sunset/ ‘Stock’ Next Biggest

Labor Day
Labor

Day

week

carrying film theatre

upsurge
biz

in

is

key

1

“Three
Little Words” (M-G) and “Born to
Be Bad” (RKO), latter a newcomer,
round out the Big’ 10 list. “Kiss
Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB) and “In
Foreign Legion” (U) head the runnerup pictures.
Of the new entries, “Saddle
Tramp” (U), “Union Station”
(Par) and “Life of Her Own” (M“Louisa”

(U)

Martin's

Trafalgar Sq.

PI.,

being leader in four cities.
“Fancy Pants” (Par) takes over
second slot by a sizeable margin,
nosing out “Sunset Boulevard”
Both are largely smash in
(Par).
“Sunset,” third
current week.
place winner, hung up a new Labor
Day week high at the N.Y. Mysic
Hall, where in its( fourth week.
“Summer Stock” (M-G), on its
first week out on extensive release,
....

finishing fourth.

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual

Foreign

$10

“Tea for Two”

Seattle.

new,

is

“Shakedown”

okay

in

...
ill
25 Cents

eighth.

is

shows the top eight pictures grossing over $1,852,000, or a pickup
of nearly $900,000 over recent
weeks. Cool weather in many keys
was a favorable factor but strong
product appeared the keynote.
G), besides “Born,” hint greatest
“Black Rose” (20th) is easily box- possibilities. “Tramp” is socko in
office champ this session, with more three Denver spots, holding over
than $455,000, total, which is about in all of them, and is fine in Omaha
$119,000 ahead of its nearest com- and Chicago. It also started out
petitor.
Tyrone
Power - Orson well in St. Louis. “Life” is smash
Welles starrer is registering fine to in San Francisco and solid in
“Station” looms great in
terrific biz in some 15 key spots, Philly.

is

St.

Single Copies

cities to highest peaks since early
Reports from Variety
this year.
correspondents in 22 key cities

1

8

;

-

MPC

Trade Mark Registered
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Arthur Warner’s 150G

may

.

By HELEN McGILL TUBBS

their

Another Warner
by

For Venice Pix Festival;

to

.

Hollywood, Sept.

20th-Fox

Rank added that he will give up
50% financing via distribution
guarantees, equipment and facilities of Pinewood and Ealing studios. Risks involved will be shared
by General Film Distributors (
subsid of Odeon) and GaumontBritish, 60% by the former and

Working formula of the new
Major prexies,. it is understood, trade agreement with the British
had been about ready to instruct will be taken up in detail by the
Irving A. Maas, v.p. and general directorate of the Motion Picture
manager of the Motion Picture Ex- Export Assn, at a meeting in New
port Assn., the co-op which handles York tomorrow (Thurs ), with the
the Russe territory,, to give up af- most discussion promising to center almost two years of delaying ter around the specific definition
tactics by Moscow.
One of the of production investment in Engreasons behind the desire to call land.
The basic deal, which already
the dealings off is the feeling that
the industry is suffering public re- has been given tentative approval
lations-wise in the U. S. as a result by MPEA and the independents,
provides for annual remittance of
(Continued on page 16)
earnings up to $17,000,000.
Additionally, each company may convert earnings over that level at
the rate of 50% of the amount of
7 N.Y. Circuits
ficials.

•

contract being talked with

Tourists Lagged Behind

20 pix during the year ending next
June.

is based on an experiment launched
other points about the
months ago at Loew's EmWarper plan is the expense in- several
bassy theatre, North Bergen, N. J,,
volved.
If everything that comes
which
the last complete
under
in is to be readmit means employ(Continued On page 20)
ing a large staff of experienced

New

to produce them all in assowith British independents
firms...
He said he
by this means to complete

or American

Among

story analysts, Which costs money.
If everything is not to be read,
there’s no point to the whole
scheme, unless it be publicity.
(Continued On page 9)

report

previous year.
Consolidated statement of Rank’s
varied production, distribution, exhibition and technical enterprises
also showed a very substantial improvement in trading profits. Increase amounted to £ 2,300,000.
Only £ 1,706,070 of this increase
shows on the current report, howLondon, Sept. 5.
ever, because of a change in acJ. Arthur Rank, in connection counting methods.
Trading profits
with his annual financial report is- for 1949-50 are listed at £ 3,293,426
sued today (Tues.), disclosed that
(Continued on page 18)
he will not make any films on his
own during the coming year* but

ait 500 yards believe firmly
that the trend at the moment is
toward normalcy-—that is, toward a
sensible level of production that
will keep studioites busy through
the early days of the new year at
least.
To support this contention,
they point out that' some of the
studios have already had What
amounts to a layoff, a summer hi-

wood product

New

year.

shows production having lost £2,325,000 ($6,510,000) compared with
£.3,350,000 ($9,290,000) during the

a trend

;

previous

the

months at least.
what constitutes an “average” in these parts is hard to establish. But the boys who can spot
several
Just

the

the new regime took over was
cleared when former president
Gradwell Sears returned to the

J. 1.. Warner’s Quickie
today (Tuesday), disclosed a loss of
Jack L. Warner, who passed £91,818 ($257,000) for the year
through New York last week on his ending last Jun^ 24 as against a
way to France; is expected back in profit of £33,010 ($92,000) for the
He flew to previous fiscal year. Paradoxically,
about a month.
Paris last Wednesday (30) night despite the figures, study of the
and headed from there to the Ri- complex statement of the Rank fiviera, where he has a home.
nancial empire reveals the 12
Trip was said to be purely a va^ months as having been considercation, He is expected to sperid at ably more successful than the disleast a few days in Warner Bros, astrous 1948-49 semester.
homeoffice huddles »upon his reWhile Rank’s various production
turn to New Y ork and before going activities continued to account for
back to the Coast.
heavy losses in the 1949-50 stanza,
they were cut impressively from

:

issue.

5.

J. Arthur Rank Organization, in
its annual financial report issued

veterans peer into the future in
an effort to determine what job
prospects are like for the final
third of the year.
Usually, the
crying-towel boys come back from
the long Labor Day weekend with
dire forebodings.
This year, to the surprised delight of the timid listeners, the

:

(Tues.) Milton Gordon, v.p. of the
Walter E. Heller Co., commercial
financing Outfit, said that he had
engaged in
talks in N. Y. at
the weekend and his company was
in
providing
with
not interested

KAPLAN

Hollywood, Sept. 5.
Annually at this time, Hollywood

in to N.Y.

Charles Chaplin is due in New
York from the Coast Sept. 20.
Chaplin's status as a United Artists’ stockholder is vague as far
as
the industry is concerned at
end after an extended vacation, and
company officials are hopeful that present and the possibility is seen
he iBs now ready to make known he’ll confab with UA’s new manUA’s future Course so far as the agement on company’s setup.
Among other matters on his
availability of credit is concerned.
However, in Chicago yesterday agenda are huddles with Arthur

V. McNutt and
homeoffice executives commencing
today (Wed.) in New York, McNutt
returned to ,N. Y. the past week-

Paul

He added

.

London, Sept.

By MIKE

picture at UniArtists may result from a
series of meetings between board

ted

any immediate, aid.

....

1950

muddled financing
chairman

.

(U),

also

one situation and

nice in another.
“Treasure Island” (RKO) shapes
great on third N.Y. Week. “Flame
and Arrow” (WB), big in Seattle, is

smash

in Montreal.
“Destination Moon* (EL), fine in
Baltimore, looms solidly in Philly
and socko in Washington. “Desert
Hawk” (U) looks nice in Frisco.
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great in Cincy.

(WB), another new entry, is taking
“So Young, So Bad” (U A) shapes
fifth money while “Broken Arrow” smash in Montreal.
“711 Ocean
(20th) is winding up sixth.
Drive” (Col) is okay in Minne“Our Very Own” (RKO), even in apolis.
( Complete Boxqffice Reports on
the face of all this new product,
Pages 11-13)
captures seventh position while
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BIG EXHIB
Hollywood, Sept. -5. >
If a yarn proves profitable picture fodder once, there’s ho reason
tvliy it shouldn’t do so again. That
March of Time revamped its exappears to be a growing credo
among Hollywood’s filmmakers on ecutive setup last week in keeping
the basis of the flow of remakes with its increased TV activity.
Arthur Murphy, Who lias been genrecently.
When is a remake not a remake eral manager of Life mag, was
is a pertinent question, of course, niaide general manager of MOT,
in this regard. Despite eyebrow- change being made to solidify busiraising similarities', some studios ness activity with industrial achave insisted that a pic bears no re- counts.
..

!

lationship’' to any forebear. A case
in point was 20th-FpX’s “Wabach
Avenue,” which most observers insisted on coupling with the same
studio’s previously-released “Coney

Island.”

Then

again, some films
sciously start out as remakes,
by the time the scripters get
ished writing and rewriting,
similarities have pretty well

Arthur Tourtellbt, associate producer of MOT, was promoted to
director of television production.
He was associate producer of “Cru-

MOT

sade in Europe,” made by
for TV, and recently was loaned
con- 40 Life mag to work on its history
but of the last war.

,

r

tions.

In asking the exec board to vote

the
van-

approval of the project as soon as
prez Ned E. Depossible,
pin et said the 41 questions which
exhibs will be asked to answer will

COMPO

here is Bob
Hope’s current “Fancy Pants,”
Which bears little likeness' except
in basic theme to “Ruggles of Red
Cap,” from which it has heen
lifted.

Paramount is by fat the leader
ampng the lots for remakes. It has
gone in for them heavily as Hope
*

and Bing Crosby vehicles. Aside
from “Fancy Pants,” Hope was in
“Sorrowful Jones,” which was an

Monogram, which released two
updating of “Little Miss Marker,” of its big-budgeters during the past
And he’s currently making “The year through United Artists, will
Lemon Drop Kid,” which is a re- turn no further pix over to other
furbished version of a pic of the companies for distribution, George
D. Burrows, exec v.p..and treasurer/
same title in 1934;
The studio reached back into the sdid in New York this week. Mono
and its affiliate. Allied Artists, will
files for Crosby yarns in the case
stick to the moderate-cost category
of “Riding High,” which had been
“Broadway Bill,” and “Connecticut of production and distribute all of
Yankee,” which had been done their own product in the future,
twice before, once in 1921 and
again in 1931.
Warner Bros, has a remake in release currently. It’s “Tea*for Two,”
which originally hit the screens as
“No, No, Nanette.” Latter was the
title of the Broadway musical on

(Continued on page 16)

as

Hollywood, Sept! 5.
Shakespeare’s “Richard III” will
feature stories as part of the indusbe filmed by a new indie productry’s public relations job, will be
tion unit recently organized by
undertaken by the Council of MoRichard Whorf and Fred Finkletion Picture Organizations as soon
hoff e, Current plan is to shoot the
as the exec board approves the
picture at The Cloisters in N. Y.
plan.
Project is to be handled bl
to take advantage of the Gothic
JEarl Hudson of, United, Detroit
architectural background,
Jjheatres, who will chairman a subFilm is slated for a spring start,
committee under Nathan Yamins’
with Whorf starring and splitting
committee on program and planthe director job with Finklehoffe.
ning. Cost of the project, estimated to be $10,000, lias been subscribed by an unidentified charter
member of COMPO, who will be
repaid later by COMPO contribu-

fin-

An example

ished.

Comprehensive study of every
exhibitor and theatre irt the. U. S.,
which is to be used in composite
form for magazine and newspaper

Burrows

provide the organization with “a
wealth of information to use in
answering critics of our industryinformation which We have never
had before because there was no
organization to which.it could be
Majority of
entrusted.”
safely
questions deal specifically with
each theatre’s operating policy, “but
there is also a group which asks for
specific information on the exhib
personally.
Noting that “at first
blush these may seem to be none
Depinet emphabusiness,”
of our
sized that the answers will never
be used on an individual basis, but
that composite answers “will prob(Continued on page 9)
t

said.

release by

.

either

Mono

or

AA.

at a leisurely pace,

'

They are expected to perk early
next month when the Texas theatreman comes through New York
Council of Motion picture Or- on
his way from his summer cot-,
ganizations moved several steps tage
on Cape Cod, Deal at that
closer to active operation this week
time is anticipated to take on
with the appointment of Robert W. more
definite shape.
Coyne as principal aide to exec v.p.
Arthur Mayer, and the start of dues
collections.
Coyne will

move over

to

Spurred by the business upswing,
which has been in - progress gen-

COMPO BREYER-LUSTIG IN

Burrows, who will return to
Sept. 15 from his present exec post
Coast next week; is in New York with the Ted Gamble theatre chain.

erally since July 4, theaitremen are
busy with plans for an all : out ef-

tljfc

for a fortnight for talks with Guar-

David 0. Selznick and Sir Alexander Korda settled their differ- anty Trust (of which he was formerly v.p.). and Bank of Manhatences last week under the spur of
revolving credits.
New York Federal Court Judge Irv- tan on Mono’s
Talks are routine, with no imporing Kaufman.
Jurist’s demand that
the litigants stop stalling
last Friday (1) in Selznick releasing to Korda approximately £100,000 ($280,000) that was in escrow
in London and the turning over by
Korda’s rep in New York to
a print of “Gone to Earth.”
Dispute grew out of the arbitration decision a couple months ago
of Robert P. Patterson.
Judge

DOS

Kaufman ordered that that decision be abided by.
That meant
acceptance by Selznick of certain
papers insuring his western hemisphere rights to “Earth,” which he
got in a trade from Korda, Selz-^

wnsldSr

a

0,1
(Continued on page 22)

PAM BLllENTHAL’S
BIG PRODUCTION PLANS
Pam

Blumenthal, board chairman of Fidelity Pictures, said here
yesterday (Tues. he is well underway with full :scale independent 00eration, with four films already
completed or near completion and
with a program of five per year
planned.
A.

)

Flock of writers and technicians
associated with the Louis de Rochemont unit at Columbia are working
for Lou Breyer and Emil Lustig
on a pic they’re co-producing in
Boston. Indie film is “The House
on Beacon Hill,” satire of four old

.

ladies who conjure up and pull off
a $500,000 robbery similar to that
of the Brink’s Express Co. in the

Hub.
Breyer

is an indie exchange operator in Boston and Lustig is a
New York financier who got the
coin together for de Rochemorit’s
“Lost Boundaries.”
Idea for the
yarn was Breyer’s and he put three
writers on leave from de Rochemont on his payroll in Boston to
develop it. They are William Colleran, Martin Plissner and Michael

COMPO

COMPO

(NC) Observer.

of
COMPO’s exec
board, particularly reps of Theatre Roemer.
Owners of America, appeared well-,
Breyer

Members

.

starred,

TO

tion Picture Center, Blumenthal
said his future lineup Includes “Mv
Wife, the Celebrity.” starring Paulette Goddard, .slated to go into

production Oct 1, and “Chuck-oFILMS Luck,” to start rolling at the end
3
of'November. His other past efforts
Hollywood, Sept. 5.
Santana Productions, organized were “Montana Belle,” Jane Russtarrer, for RKO, and “House
sell
about two years ago by Humphrey
Bogart and Robert Lord, will be By River” for Republic. Blumendissolved on completion of three ilial said his story properties inmore pictures. To date the com- clude “The Life of Helen Morgan”
pany has made four films for Co- and “Gentleman From Chicago.”
He has a bid in for the Broadlumbia release.
Three stories awaiting produc- way musical, “Gentlemen Prefer
tion on the Santana schedule are Blondes,” he added.:
Blumenthal will be in New York
“Sirocco” and “The Secret,” starting in November and “Butcher for the remainder of the week, reBird,” to be filmed early in 1951. turning to the Coast on. Monday.

AFTER

MORE

.

Perlberg’s

tional

push and

other

customer

(Continued on page 22)

for the filming.
They are
also said to be dickering for re- TIE
lease with Columbia,: which distribHollywood, Sept. 5.
utes de Roch?mont product.
Jack Cummings and Roy RowThere’s also, said to be a slight pos- land are forming an independent
sibility of the pic bearing the de unit, with possi bility of either 20thRochemont label..
Fox or United Artists releasing.
Budget on the pic, which ifc ber New company will be activated
ing made in semi-documentary when Rowland winds up directing
fashion, is about $125,000.
“Excuse My Dust,” Red Skelton

WITH ROY ROWLAND

;

6-Week Yacash
(

ing at Par

Hollywood, Sept. 5.
The William Perlbergs (Bobbie
Hollywood, Sept; 5.
Brox) are combining a six-week
Republic will start seven picholiday, before the 20th-Fox producer shifts over to the Paramount tures in the next seven weeks, two
lot with his own Perlberg-Seaton in September and five in October.
(George) Productions, with golfing, On this month’s sceduie are “Cufootball and seeing their son ma- ban Fireball,” starring Estelita; and
“Honeychile,” first of the new Judy
triculate at Stanford.
Perlberg, Jr., enters Stanford Canova series.
October schedule calls for “The
remain
on
for
his
parents
Sept. 21,
Jose opening Pride of Maryland,” “Heart of the
the Stanford-San
game Sept. 23, and after that they Rockies,” “Rough Riders of Duwill retire! to their Palm Springs rango,” “Winds of Monterey” and
“Million Dollar Manhunt.”
home until mid-October.
j

,

has be en improving and bigger
business is available. Extra promo-

:

mont

.

.

is

RKO

and Lustig are using a
crew put together by de Roche-

1

.

Jennifer Jones,

keep the customers coming.
Boxoffice stimulants are prominent on the agenda of the. series
Theatres division manaof
gers meetings which will begin
today (Wed.) at the New York
homeoffice, with assistant general
manager William W. Howard presiding. Home office executives of
United Paramount and exhibitor
partners in the field similarly will
go into a huddle Sept, 26-28 in the
Poconos for an exchange of views
on means of boosting income, as
well os other matters.
The feeling being expressed in
exhibition circles is tha product

fort to

He’ll carry the title of special coun-'
sel to COMPO. Post is a full-time
one and will: pay $20,000 a year,
plus another $5,000 in expenses.
Duties will be of general executive nature in the operation of the
new all-industry public relations
setup, plus considerable speechmaking to exhibitors and other
groups, and travel for the purposes
of promoting grass-roots organization of COMPO.
Also invited to the
fold
as special consultant on a parttime basis was William Ainsworth,
former president of Allied. The
editorial
of
of
director
.post
went to Dick Pitts, former film critic for the Charlotte

nick attorneys had objected to the
Blumenthal is n New York from
form of some of the documents, the Coast to talk releasing plans
and Korda’s counsel has agreed to with Universal, which will handle, pleased last week with the prospect
revise them to give DOS further two that he has just com Dieted. of Coyne’s joining up, since his
assurances.
First is “Woman On the .Biin.” star- background and experience well.-’
Escrow coin was the proceeds of ring Ann Sheridan, and Dennis fitted him for the job. Prior to
distribution by Korda in England O’Keefe, set for release in mid- joining Gamble, he *was exec direcof
Selznick’s
“Paradine
Case,” October. Next will be “The Groom tor of TOA and before that was
(Continued oh page 22)
which was traded for “Gone to Wore Sours ” January. release;
Earth,” in which Selznick’s wife,
Operating at Hollywood’s Moi

who will go. to the capital
to present it.
Arthur’s blueprint, it is understood, would obviate various government departments and agencies
making pictures on similar subwhether for training or
jects,
informational purposes; Reportedly, there was much overlapping of
production effort along this line
by the Army, Navy, State Dept.,
etc., during the last war.
If the committee feels it' practical, the plan may be mentioned to
the President during the group’s
confab with him, Otherwise, it may
be taken up with a number, of Government ^officials who’ll conclave
with the 10-man committee before
and after the session with Mr.
Council,

from Hollywood

“We’ve had discussions, but
Truman;
still very much in the prepossibility that among
liminary stage,” Leonard Golden- r There’s a
those who’ll talk with the group
son, United Paramount prexy, said
will be Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt.
this weelt . regarding the circuit’s
Also John W. Snyder, Secretary of
forthcoming split of its interest
the Treasury, who’ll consult on
with Karl Hoblitzelle in the Interfollowing up the. film industry’s
state chain in Texas. UP topper reactivity on the sale of bonds in
fused comment, oh the basis that
World War II, A rep of “Voice of
negotiations to date .have been too
America” is also expected to be on
vague, on reports that his chain
hand f 0 r discussion of films
would buy out Hoblitzelle and then through which the industry may
employ him on a management con- advance the “Voice” program of
tract.
*
overseas information,
Goldenson pointed out that unOn another COMPO front, its
der the federal court decree in Committee on Organization will
which the split was ordered, the meet in New York today (Wednescircuit has until March 3,. 1952, to
day). Prime purpose; of the session
accomplish it Thus, he explained, called by chairman Harry Brandt
negotiations have y been going on
(Continued on page 9)

Mono

exec added that results of
UA of “Red Light” and
“Gun Crazy” would' determine hoW
well his company’s first quarter
financial
statement would look.
Mono’s year begins July 1 Results*
of distribution of the two pix so
far, he admitted, had been someFilms
what below expectations.
were* handed to UA because it was
felt it could get terms and playdates more commensurate with
their budgets arid values than could

Committee on Cooperation with
the U. S. Government prior to its
meeting: with President Truman.
Plan was devised by Art Arthur,
of the Motion Picture Industry

they’re

v

;

Detailed plan for coordination
of all the Government’s film activities will be discussed in Washington Friday (8) by the Council
Of Motion Picture Organization’s

starrer, at Metro in a month or so.
No slate is set yet, but Cummings will produce and Rowland
direct in new setup.
Understood

part financing
mings- cousin

L coming from CumNathan Cummings,

board chairmar of Consolidated
Grocers Corp. Chicago. Cummingsnephew of Louis B. Mayer, has
been at Metro over 20 years, having started as an office boy. Rowland, who is married to Cummings'
sister has been there 18 years.
Dore Schary, Metro production
head, requested they stay on, but
they want indie status.

Wednesday, September

PftfilBTTf
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R.— seated— DANIEL R. HOULIHAN, Albany FRED R. DODSON, Atlanta JAMES M. CONNOLLY, Boston; CHA
GILLIAM, Chicago; JOSEPH B. ROSEN, Cincinnati; IZZY J. SCHMERTZ, Cleveland; MARK SHERIDAN, Dallas
JOE J. LEE, Detroit; TOM O. McCLEASTER, Indianapolis; JOE R. NEGER, Kansas City; CLYDE W. ECKHARDT, Los Angeles; TOMV
lis; GERRY CHERNOFF, Montreal; BENJAMIN A. SIMON, 'New Haven; WILLIAM BRIANT, New Orleans; SAM E. DIAMOND, A
3rd row— SIEG HOROWITZ, Philadelphia; AL LEVY, Pittsburgh; CHARLES F. POWERS, Portland; CHARLES L. WALKER, Sa
St John; GORDON F. HALLORAN, St Louis; CHILTON L. ROBlNETT, Seattle; PETER MYERS, Toronto; JAMES E. PATTERSON,

Reading from L.
Charlotte;

TOM

to

R.

^rksAtA

Ato
BOOK

THE INDUSTRY SHORT FOR DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS

—“ON

STAGE EVERYBODY

!

3 QUALITY
PICTURES

A MONTH

KOSCO .Buffalo; VERNON M. SKOREY, Calgary; JOHN E. HOLSTON,
tlCENT J. DUGAN, Denver; 2nd row-RALPH PIELQW, JR., Des Moines;
IB.

JUNG, Memphis ;JACK H.LORENTZ, Milwaukee; MOE A. LEVY, Minneapofork; MARION W. OSBORNE, Oklahoma City; JOE E. SCOTT, Omaha;
ike City ALEX W. HARRISON, San Francisco; REGINALD G. MARCH,
converge. GLENN NORRIS, Washington; JOSEPH H. HUBER, Winnipeg

/
hi*

.

.

.

,

.

.

.. . . .

.

FILM REVIEWS
The Sleeping City
Universal-International release o£ Leonard Goldstein production* Stars Richard
Conte, Coleeh Gray; features Richard
Taber, John Alexander, Peggy Dow, Alex
Directed by George Sherman,
Nicol.
Story and screenplay, Jo Eislnger; camera, William Miller; editor, Frank Gross;

music, Frank Skinner. Previewed at Park
Ave. theatre, N. Y„ Aug. 30, *50, Running time, tS MINS,
Fred Rowan .............. Richard Conte
Ann Sebastian............. Coleeh Gray

Pop Ware

...... Richard

Inspector Gordon . ...
Kathy' Hall
a,
Dr. Steve Anderson.

i.

.

.

Taber

.John Alexander
.....Peggy Dow
.Alex Nicol

tt nnr
Maik
Hellinger
s

,

The Naked
City” apparently formed an indelii

ble impression a couple of years
ago as a murder melbdrama reeled
against the New York skyline, and
for good reason. The pattern was
certainly successful enough to warrant being followed up, and “The
Sleeping City” is along those lines.
It hasn’t the depth in story and
performance value of “Naked City,’*
but it maintains strong interest to
got by at the boxoftice. It has been
/
given a good production.

!

I

'

corridors

the

the plane down in Naples. Both
go sightseeing for a couple of
hours. They return to the airport
just in time to see their plane roaring away overhead. Mote sightseeing together to Pompeii and Capri.
When they return to Naples for
new plane reservations, they discover that the ship they were to
have taken had crashed and that
they are reported dead. They decide that since the world no longer
believes they exist, they will start
a new life together. One day his
wife, Jessica Tandy, and son, Rob-ert Arthur, arrive in Italy. She is
go
willing to let the divorce
through, but Cotten and .Miss
spite of
Fontaine realize that,
their love, they cannot run away
from responsibilities, or cut the
They return to New
past away.
York to pick up where they left
off— and with beautiful memories
of romance in Italy in September.
The story does not call upon its
characters for any great dramatic
Miss Fontaine gives a
acting.
light touch to her role without becoming flirtatious. Cotten is always believable as the engineer
who finds that running away from
work and wife is not the answer
to his restlessness and unhap-

mystery.

“September

of

hospital— and acBellevue— has recruited a New York stage cast, in
the main* to back up the stars,
Richard Conte and Coleen Gray, in
telling a yarn of intrigue and murder; Only' as Conte points up in
a foreword, none of these actually
happened at Bellevue. (The foreword, incidentally, was U-I’s balm
for Mayor O’Dwyer’s gripe that the
city-operated hosp was pictured in
an unfavorable light).
“Sleeping City” tells of two
deaths in which the hospital is involved. Both victims are internes.
Bot h, because -of meagre wages that

“Rookie Fireman” (Col) has
enough action to guarantee

m

internes receive, are forced to
narcotics from the hospital
stocks and sell them to pay off

all

steal

gambling debts. Both haye become
linked with an unknown bookmaker. One of the internes 'is shot
to death, and the other forced to
suicide. Conte plays a member of
the police confidential squad who
planted in the hospital as an interne to uncover the mystery, and
Miss Gray is the nurse snared in
the illegal drug traffic.

recruited players with their tendency to overact. Miss Gray looks
attractive as the nurse, though her
characterization doesn’t call for
much thesping ability. John Alexander, vet legiter, punches a little
too hard as the police inspector,
while Peggy Dow, being given a
buildup by Universal, is little more
than a waikOn. The part of the elderl5 elevator operator, the key to
the racketeering, as played by
Richard Taber, is also somewhat
The over-emphasized
overacted.
r

performances could have
curbed by the direction.

been
Alex

new face to pictures, plays
the interne Who suicides, and indicates high promise. He gives a perNicol, a

formance of marked dramatic intensity, yet he never overplays.
Otherwise, the picture is full of
unbilled background types.
Photography is low-key, in keeping with the “sleeping city” aura
that the direction successfully emKahn.
phasized.

September Affair

.

i

.

.

.

.

,

>

.

.

.

playing the Rachmaninoff Concerto
with an intelligent look on her face

above-average cast for a low-budgeter of this type.
Players, especially Williams and
Barton MacLane as the fire chief,
do well considering their roles.
Direction of Seymour Friedman
could have avoided some of the
cliche sequences, but otherwise is
okay. Remaining technical credits
Neal.
are stock.

instead of a dreamy and tearful
half smile. Direction never gets
out of William Dieterle’s capable
Tubbs.
hands.
'

Indian Territory
(SONGS)

/

•

Columbia release of Armand Schaefer
production. Stars Gene Autry.. Directed
by- John English. Screenplay, Norman S.
:

N; Y., Aug. 30,

Gene Autry.

Running time,

'50.

..

Shadrach Jones
Melody Colton
Lt. Randolph Mason.
.

.

James

Griffith

.Philip Van Zandt
Curt Raidler
Pat Collins
.... ...
Jim Colton
.
Roy Gordon
Major Farrell ............
.Charles Stevens
Soma ...
Captain Wallace .......... Robert Carson
.

.

.

.

.

. .

. .

,

.

..

Jim

Indian Territory” is an abovepar oatuner in the Gene Autry
cycle. Pic has an unusually good
production framework, with an]
impressively sized cast and a fast,
action yarn that’s slightly more
complex than the ordinary run
modest-budgeted westerners.
of
Couple of tunes, including “Chattanoogie Shoe Shine Boy,” intervene occasionally but not enough
to slow the pace.
Yam is set immediately after the
Civil War, with Autry playing an
ex-Confederate officer now in the
Indian service. Assigned to pacifying some braves in a western

David Bruce
Laura Lee

Based on James Oliver Curwood
narrative
“Retribution,”
deals with attempts of a logging
story,

'

river in time. Timberman is murdered and his death blamed on engineer by super, who actually com-

mitted crime.
For juve pleasure, there’s Zoro,
a white Greenland husky who
plays pivoted part in plot, a beautiful animal but never called upon
to perform any unusual stunts.
David Bruce, as the engineer,
hasn’t much chaiice with part, although he’s in a fight with George
Slocum, the heavy, which gets by.
In pair’s second fight, action is
handled by thinly-disguised doubles.
Slocum is old type heavy,

down to a leer.
femme lead, Sam

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

Previewed

.

.

,

.

.

.

Hollywood, Aug.

.

;

Belle
...i.
. ,
Abbie... ... ..........
.

,

.

In

31, *50. Running time, 91 MINS.
Len Howard.....,.,....;
Don Barry
Staley
...... .......... Robert Lowery
Gulliver.
.Wally Vernon
Dr. Willoughby.
.Tom Neal

!

i

. ;

. .

.

.

.Marika Roekk

, , . . .

.

,

, ,

•

•*..

*.

»

• •

Hnvelock-Allati production.
Stars Richard Greene* Valentina Cortesa; features.
Greta Gynt, Byinie Barnes. Directed by
Sidney
Salkow.
Doreen
Screenplay.
Montgomery, Hagar Wilde; camera. Edwin Hillier, Cecil Cooney; editor, Peter

;

'

;

Graham

At London Pavilion. Run-

Scott.

ning time, 92 MINS.
Count Alexei Orloff ..... Richard Greene
Princess TarakanoVa ..Valentina Cortesa.

Empress of Russia. ....... .Binnie Barnes
Countess Loredana, .V.
Greta Gynt
General Korsakov
..Charles Goldner
. . .

Walter Rilla
Prince Radziwill
Captain Sergei Nikolsky... Hugh French
Vance
Vasska ....
. ........... .Dennis
.

.

.

Whatever

.

may

liberties

.

,

.»

.

.

,

.

.

.

.;

Fi*cd LiCwclir*
.Josef Egger
.

i.,
. . .

.

• , , , ,
.

. .

.

, . .

.«

.

i

Anme Rosar
Karl Skraup
.

Hclly Servl

.

however,

many

lacks

The

pic,

ingredients

needed for popular musical entertainment. It is too crammed with
songs and dance numbers which
slow down the slight plot.
Marika uses her physical attractions to the utmost.
Her voice is
hot what it used to be but she still
appeals.
As child of a Danube
boatsman, she is discovered by a
reporter. She backs her own legit
company, and then marries him.
Fred Liewehr, as- her partner, has
a chance to exercise his mediocre

been taken with history, Indepen- vocal chords, and fails to impress.
Karl Skraup as the newspaperdent Film Distributors’ first picture provides plenty of thrills Of man, plus Josef Egger as an old
sailor
contribute the few laughs in
the. swashbuckling school. Just as
There is a well done
westerns claim an audience, so this the film.
may prove satisfying fare for lesser role for Helly Servi as the
cutie
who
unsuccessfully
attempts
lovers of pseudo-period heroics.
Set in the turbulent days of to capture the scribe’s heart.
Maas.
Catherine of Russia, story concerns
the mission of Count Orlof, orAil
voir Monsieur
dered by his Empress to proceed
to Venice and abduct the lovely
fjirocit
Princess Elisabeth, who is a pre(Goodbye, Mister Crock)
tender to her throne. The couple
(FRENCH)
meet incognito during carnival and
Paris, Aug. 8.
fall in love.
On discovering her Disclna release of Le Trident production. Stars Crock, Suzy Prim. Henry Casidentity, the Count switches sides sidy.
Directed by Pierre Billon. Screenbut both are captured and impris- play, N. A. Constantin!, Christfn-Falarzc;
oned on arrival in Russia. Cath- camera,' Nicolas Toporkoff editor, Michei
Serein.
erine decides to execute her rival 102 MINS.At Rex, Paris. Running time,
after torture has failed to make Grock
Himself
her renounce her claim to the Countess
Siizy Print
:

>

.

Re

1

-

;

.

When

.

....

.

Orloff offers his Henry. Cassidy..,.., ....... .... .Himself
The Aunt.
......
Helena Mansoh
life in exchange for the girl’s, the Durand .............
Charles Lemontier
jealous Empress decides they shall Adrien ....... .............. Ted llemy

throne.

.

.

. .

.

.

;

both die. A skillfully planned escape enables the lover to rescue
his lady, carry her to safety over
the Swedish border and leave a
trail of speared bodies behind.
Richard Greene is duly gallant
and foolhardy as the romantic
Count
and
Valentina
Cortesa
makes a charming lady in distress,
though her change from dark to
blonde hair detracts from her natural beauty.
Binnie Barries plays
a statuesque Empress and Charles
Goldner gives one of his rich characterizations as a scheming general.
Greta Gynt and Walter Rilla
make an impressively sinister pair
of conspirators.
Minor roles are
exuberantly handled to bring realism to an improbable story.v
.

Camera work by Erwin Hillier
and Cecil Cooney is on an exceptionally high level.
Clem.

My Widow

and

I

(ITALIAN)
Distinguished Films release of Fauno
production. Stars Vittorio De Sica. Isa
Miranda, Gino Cervi. Directed by Carlo
'

.

This film pays homage to Grock,
the famous international clown,
who plays himself in the picture.
Unfortunately the pic docs not
avail itself of the opportunities of
its colorful background.
Instead,
it
is
an oversweet outline of
Grock’s life with the war overshadowing the important aspects
of his career.* This misplaced emphasis creates a static film. On the

Grock name and its show background, pic might do for dualers.
Story is told in flashback by
Grock. He runs away from home
to join, the circus. He plays many
instruments and does acrobatics,
but the film completely sLuffs off
his development as a clown. He is
caught in a border incident just before the war. -Then follows much
newsreel footage which has: little
to do with the film. His love for
kids then is pushed to the fore.
Standout of the pic is his farewell
performance with him doing the
piano routine. Here is the first evidence of Grock’s fine clowning,
6

and hints what the film might have
been with smart scriptirtg.
Grock plays himself with ease
while fed Remy makes an intense
young Grock. There are many
Maria Lari
Isa Miranda characters rung in without motiGuglielmi
Gino Cervi
Madame Guglielmi ...... ..... Dina Galli vation, The worst offender is Suzy
Caretaker
.Luigi Almlranli. Prim, who overacts an operettatype countess. Henry Cassidy, of
An often-amusing comedy, but NBC, is brought in to commentate
one which stretches out a single the war passages.
humorous situation into an 81Nicolas Toporkoff ’s lending is.
minute vehicle, “My Widow and good.
I” should nevertheless do fairly
Director Pierre Billon gives the
well in Italian-language theatres. pic a pedestrian pace, the sawdust
Its chances in general arty loca- exhuberance never showing.
tions are not as good, although it
Mosk.
has the draw-value of Isa Miranda
and Vittorio De Sica (director of
I Fiioritogge
“Bicycle Thief” and “Shoeshine”).
(The Outlaws)
Farce concentrates its humor
(ITALIAN)
around the ramifications of a husGenoa, Aug. 9.
band (De Sica) who is believed
Roma Film release of a Rome producdead and decides to pose as his tion. Stars Vittorio. Gasamann. Umberto
brother in order to cash in on a Spadaro, Ermftnno Randi, Maria Gra/.ia
'

big insurance policy. The fortune,
howeveiy loses its appeal when his
boss (Gino Cervi),. an old friend
of his wife (Miss Miranda), makes
a big pitch to woo the ‘'widow”
and tries to enlist De Sica’s help.

by

Directed

Fraftcia.

Aldo

Vergaho.

Screenplay, Vergano. Mangidbe, Callcgari.
Marinuccl, Mercaiiti, Caramazza, Fugllese,.

Marco Scarpelll; editor,
Dolores Tamburini.
At Parco, Genoa.
Running time, 90 MINS.

Trieste; camera,

Turrl

Don

.

.

.

.

.

Vittorio

Gassmann

.Umberto Spadaro

Cicclo-

....... ...
.Ermanno Randi
The gag wears a little thin, al- Cosimo.
Maruzza
... .Marla Grazia Frnneia
tures Robert LoWery, Wally Vernon, Tom though there are some witty lines
Neal. Directed by William Berke. Screenplay, Victor West, OrVille Hampton, from as the husband has to listen to
Rushed into release after the redrtginal by Don Barry; camera, Ernest the boss point up his shortcomMiller; music, Albert Glasser; editor, Carl ings. Pic gets over some sophisti- cent death of Sicilian bandit chief
on
Giuliano, this
Pierson.

.

•

Whit.

Train to Tonibgtfoue

.

. . .

.

“My Baby and Me,”

Hollywood, Aug. 31.
Lippert release of Donald Barry-Willlitm
Berke production. Stars Don Barry; fea-

.

.

.

is

2.

.

.

Laura Lee

Flint murdered
Niela Di Bruno warbles couple of songs, “Blue, in Love

timberman.

Again” and

*

Marika
Roekk’s
presence
in
“Child of the Danube” will help

superintendant to prevent delivery of a timber shipment so L. Braga glia. Written by Aldo de Beneowner’s rival can get the order. detti; camera, Arturo GaUea; music, Nino
Conflict enters scene when owner Rota; English titles, William Mishkin. At
Little Cine Met, N. Y., Aug. 29,- *50.
brings in a young engineer to solve Running time, tl MINS,
problem of getting logs down the Adriano Lari
Vittorio De Sica

.

.

little

unimpressively.

sentimental
story takes away any idea of the
Jerry Sackheim; story, Harry Field;
picture becoming a travelog, even play,
camera. Vincent Farrar; editor, Aaron
though Italian tourism is given Stell; music,. Mischa Bakaleinikoff.
Pregreat encouragement throughout viewed Sept. 1, ’50. Running time, 43 MINS.
Jo# Blake;
Bill Williams
the well photographed scenes.
Jess Henshaw.
Barton MacLane
Romance plot is plausible. It Capt.
Margie Williams.. .. ...Marjorie Reynolds
accents that most humans wish for Peggy Walters.
......
Gloria Henry
far away places and a new life with- Johnny Truitt ... ..... ... Richard Quine
Harry Williams
John Ridgely
out ever hearing again from their Al
Greco
Richard Benedict
past lives, and the strings attached Capt. Mack Connors. ...
Cliff Clark
.> ........... Barry’ Brooks
thereto. -This story hinges on just Harris. ,
Floyd.....,..,......’.,. George; Eldredge
that Joan Fontaine, pianist, and Potts
...
.
/(Gaylord Pendleton
...
Joseph Cotten, an engineer, are on Charlie. ..... ... ,.i.
.Frank Sully
», .Ted *J ordan
the same plane bound for New Hanover
York from Rome; she to fulfill a
Columbia’s “Rookie Fireman”
concert engagement, he to return
to his work, his marriage on the includes enough action ingredients
brink of divorce, and a son he sel- in its somewhat interest-holding
dom sees. Engine trouble forces theme, twirled around city fire.

routine

a

is

to offer
in way of novelty. Blowing up of
a logjam is highlight scene, but
this is brief and balance of acSuitable for
tion is pretty static.
small situations only.

release of Milton Feldman
Stars Bill Williams, Barton
Marjorie'
Reynolds,
Gloria
Henry, Richard Quine, John Ridgely. Directed by Seymour Friedman.
Screen-

.

Fury”

“Timber

Herin.

.

[paui^HoffmaS
.Spencer^ chan

logging meller with

.

......

.

this pic at the boxoffice.

,

.Lee Phelps

oro

.

.

.

Chung.

*

. ...

m

Bruno
-Sam Flint

Nicu
sheriff .....................

j

Hollywood, Sept.

Running

'50.

1,

Henry Wilson

.

A

Sept.

..

‘

Rook to Fireman

interesting.

Reviewed
MINS.

Stanley.
time, 41

.

.

1.

Eagle Lion release 'of Jack Schwarz
Stars David Bruce, Laura
production.
Lee, Zoro the Wonder Dog; features Sam
Flint, George Slocum, Niela Dl Bruno.
Produced and directed by Bernard B.
Ray. Screenplay, Michael Hansen; camera, Elmer Dyer; musical director, Ralph

•

.

Apache Kid

.

.

...

Hollywood, Sept.

Himself
Pat Buttram
Gail Davis
Kirby Grant

.

.

...

,

(SONGS)

MINS.

70

.

.

Timber Fury

.

Hall;editor,
James Sweeney; camera
Yradeshown
(sepia),
William Bradford.

Florence, Naples and Capri, are
used to the highest advantage.
Those who have seen these memorable sights abroad will view them
with nostalgia; for those who
Columbia
haven’t, the pic will be educational production.
MacLane,

and

friend, the waitress about to

his

r

.

24.

.

The lensing of the backgrounds become his wife, and the fire dehandled with except partment as his profession.
The musical
taste.
Film has received fine mantling
sequences are also tasteful, and it from Milton Feldman, who’s made
is gratifying to see Miss Fontaine
good use of the stock shots and

Editor
Edith

Eagle

British Lion-Independent Films Dislrib
utors release of Valiant Filnis-Anthony

in Europe is
tionally good

. .

.

looms

.

players.

tlie

(BRITISH)
London* Aug.

American soldier, is excellent, and who prizes his independence and
Miss Tandy and Arthur, as the wife takes a job with the fire departand son, give good performances. ment only because of a dock
The minor roles are. weak, and strike, gets mixed up with a strict
scenes could have been strength- fire chief, a waitress, and other
ened by the selection of stronger incidental standard characters unpersonalities for characters and bit til he winds up with the chief as

,

.

Sliutlowof

screenplayed by Jerry Sackheim, are all stereotyped and as
such do quite a bit to lessen impact film could have contained.
A documentary narrative serves
to explain the trials and tribulations of becoming a fireman, settling on Bill; Williams as an example. Williams, a tough seaman

.

.

(British)

.

.

.

story,

territory, Autry masquerades as a
rancher in order to track down the
Venice, Aug. 25.
Paramount release of Hal Wallis pro- culprits. After several Indian raids
duction.’
Stars Joan Fontaine, Joe Got- he nails the white man who has
Jessica
features
Francois#
Rosay;
ten,
Tandy, Jimmy Lydon, Robert Arthur. Di- been, stirring lip the Indians. Minor
rected by William Dieterle. Screenplay, romantic interest is furnished by
Robert Thoeren from story by Fritz Gail
Davis, as daughter of a
Rotter; camera, Charles B. Lang; score,
Victor Young; concert scene conducted rancher, and Kirby Grant, as Aupremiere
at
World
lay Wolfgang Frankel.
try’s sidekick.
Venice Festival, Aug. -35, *S0. Running
Autry plays with his usual Comtime, tl MNS.
.Joan Fontaine petency, handling the songs acManina Stuart.
..Joseph Cotten ceptably even though the numbers
David Lawrence.
Franchise Rosay
Maria Salvatini
little out of tune with the
Catherine Lawrence ....... Jessica Tandy are a
David Lawrence, Jr ..... .Robert Arthur time of the picture. Miss Davis
.Jimmy Lydon registers okay as the heroine, while
Johnny Wilson.
G raz/.i
........... Fortunio Bonanova
Bianca ...... ............. .Grazia Narciso James Griffith, as leader of the InRosita.
....
.Anna Demetrio dian raiders, and Philip Van Zandt,
Vittorio Portinl.
Lou Steele as the foreign-bom intriguer, are
Mr. Pcppino.
.... ... .Frank Yaconelll
solid as the heavies. Pat Buttram;
as Autry’s scout, provides usual
“Affair” is a clever combination brand of western comedy.
©f culture and commercialism put
Camera work, in sepia, is good
together in a manner which makes with several fine scenic
shots addfor good b.o.
ing values to the production.
The exteriors* filmed in Romej
.

come off.
“Shadow of Eagle”

Rouau

.

men, to guarantee it okay reception as a supporter.
Harry Field’s
in
Characters

is

Conte gives his usually plausible
performance, underplaying in contrast to a number of the Broadway-

doesn’t

.

.

.

.

Francoise Rosay is a happy
choice in liei* role, giving it a Continental flavor much needed in the
story line, Jimmy Lydon, as the

•

which

Oater

Satisfactory b.o.
(B-L).
for this swashbuckler.

piness.

.

W

illiam Berke handled both pro- Marika
Georg .....
duction and direction chores.
Christof ..v.
Whit.
Fi 3ii Kovas

Weak

logging yarn.
“Train to Tombstone” (Lippert).

1950

Running time, 90 MINS.

other direction entirely.

reception as a supporter.
(EL).

.

funny in their ridiculousness.
(COLOR—MUSICAL)
Don Barry, who wrote original,
Vienna, Aug; 17.
moves through all this With his sixStaifilm release of Nova-Wien Filin
hue gel production. Stars Marika
guns a-blazin’, shooting out the car Rosen
Koekk. Directed by Georg Jacoby. Camwindows at Indians who are in an- era, Hans
Koenig. At Apollo, Vienna.

oatuner.

“Timber Fury”

.

.

6,

Das Kind

(Par),

Affair”

Joan Fontaine- Joseph
Cotten starrer; good bio..
(Col)
Territory”
“Indian
Good Gene Autry
(Songs).

Slick

OK

.

,

carries odd assortment of char- of acting. Cervi is somewhat stiff
Plot has something to do as the eager suitor. Luigi Almiranwith a stickup man’s plans to rob ti has some highly comic bits as
baggage car of $250,000 worth of the caretaker.
Lensing is good and music score
gold train is transporting to TombBril.
stone, but this isn’t clear in its is imaginative.
are
^a
There
planned execution.
couple of Indian attacks on train
star
and same Injun repeatedly falling
(Child of Danube)
off his pony, which are just plain
(AUSTRIAN)

murder

hospital

,

acters.

“The Sleeping City” (U-I)
Richard Conte-Coleen Gray in
interesting

,

.
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Miniature Reviews

;

The Leonard Goldstein production, storied in
N. Y.’s Bellevue
tually filmed at

,

Pft&IETY

7

,

.

.

J

.

.

..

.

.Judith ^^11 en
Phillips

•

Minna

......

Doris
Barbara Stanley
Marie......,...,,..
Nan Leslie
Brown
................ Claude Stroud
Conductor. « • , ........ » *
.Ed Cassidy
.

.

.

.

•

•

•

.

nr

Train to Tombstone”
excuse for a western,
‘

1

doesn’t

is

it

a poor
simply

jell,

Action on a train to Tombstone

.

.

.

.

.

pic, based largely
cated, satiric notes via De Sica’s
being legally dead and unable to Giuliano’s exploits, is likely to cash
in
on
public
interest
and publicity
compete against his former emWithployer’s
fabulous
wealth
and connected with the bandit.
.ardent attentions to his spouse. out the topical angle, pic would be
the
a
entry,
routine
bit
on
and
a
Ironic touch is that in the end he
loses his wife to the consoling dull side because it lacks action.
one
tycoon and takes a job as grave- If properly exploited, this
digger in the cemetary where he looks like a better than average
grosser overseas. It will have much
is “buried.”
Both De Sica and Miss Miranda lesser chances in America
Traces of the hurry with which
reveal excellent thesping talents,
although the overly-talky script film was rushejd to completion are
doesn’t require much in the way
(Continued on page 20)

.

;
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Alas, Poor Yorick

.
Philadelphia, Sept.

Hollywood, Sept. 5.
Irving Allen signed the Ritz
Bros, for a retur*. to the screen
in “Hamlet and Three Eggs,”
travesty on Shakespeare’s Mel-

Pa. State Censorship

ancholy Dane.
Picture, based on a script by
Sid Kuller, will be made in
the
new Anscolor process,
starting about Oct. 15.

5.

Federal circuit court of appeals
yesterday (Tues.) confirmed that
the Pennsylvania State Board of
Censors has no legal right to cen-

Cooper’s Teakettle’

Hollywood, Sept. 5.
Gary Cooper signed with 20thsor films originating on any of the
Fox for the top role in “The Flyfive television stations in the state,
ing Teakettle,” a yarn about U. S.

Original decision was handed down
Oct. 26, 1949, by federal district
judge William H. Kirkpatrick.
In thus giving the state bluenose
organization the second setback in
its fight to gain censorship authority over vidpix, the three-man
court averred the censor board was
attempting to interfere with the
authority of the Federal Communications Commission.
“We think,”
the court declared, “that Congress
(through the FCC) has fully occupied the field of TV relations and
that tlie field is no longer open to
the state.”
,

.

Censors originally had demanded
all films to be televised be submitted to them prior to the broadcast for approval. Five video stations objected, since adherence to
the demand Would have meant they
would have needed the pix so far
Complainant stations
in advance.
that

Were WPTZ, WFIL-TV and WCAUTV, all in Philadelphia: WDTV,
Pittsburgh, and WGAL-TV, Lancaster.

GEO.

'

’

MURPHY

SPIELS

AS HOLLYWOOD ENVOY
Hollywood, Sept.

5,

With Metro's Maurice N. Wolf

now

in his fifth

year of carrying a

film industry public relations pitch
to civic groups throughout the
country, the company is sending
star George Murphy out on a
speech-making tour in two weeks as

Navy Patrol Boats.
Fred Kohlmar will produce and
Henry Hathaway will direct, in cooperation with the Department of
Defense:

COMPO

Plan

Continued from pace S
to speed up the establishment
of the new all-industry public relations organization on a national
basis by the election of area chairis

committees.

Meeting with the President is
Other talks
will precede and follow it at the
Statler hotel, with the session
actually 'going into gear at 10 a.m.

On hand

at the conference with
the President will be his assistant,
Dr. John R. Steelman, who has
been designated as the GovernHollywood, Sept. 5.
Following a lull during Septem- ment’s liaison with the industry
ber and October, Paramount will and Dallas Halyerstadt, film secbreak out with a rash of produc- tion chief iik Steelman ’s office.
Not all of the members of the
Sam Briskin,
tion in November.
who succeeded ' Henry Ginsberg as Committee on Cooperation can be
on
hand for. the powwow, and
production chief, is rearranging
the schedule for heavy activity substitutes have been named in
during the fall and winter. Slated a number of cases.
Attending the session will be
for November filming are “You
Belong to” Me,” “Dear Brat,” “The Marc Wolf, representing Robert J.
to O’Donnell; Gunther Lessing,., act“Passport
Keystone* Girl,”
ing for Eliis Arnall; Sherrill CorCairo” and “The Stooge.”
and
With the completion of “Ace in win for Samuel Pinanski,
Lauritz Garman foe Truqman T.
the Hole,” the only active picture
Other delegates will
on the Paramount lot is “Carrie,” Rembusch.
be H. V. (Rotus) Harvey, Arthur,
the William Wilder production
DeMille,
Carter Barron,
B.
Cecil
Laurence Olivier and
starring
A. Julian Brylawski, Abram F.
Jennifer Jones.
Myers, Abel Green, Brandt, Leo
Brecher and COMPO prez Ned E.
Depinet. William Holden will rep
Ronald Reagan, prez of the Screen
Actors Guild.
...

MAUGHAM ON TV TO

for his

first

Maugham

scheduled
live appearance on an
is

*

,

Pictures; yesterday (Tues. ) in the

slated for 12:30 p,m.

INTRO HIS STORIES

Jons RKO

Robert Goldfarb; who recently
exited as United Artists’ office and
personnel manager, joined RKO
,

men and

Somerset

Goldfarb

Initial project by the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations in
the line of boxoffice promotion
may be sponsorship of the “Starmakers Contest” which Leonard
Goldenson,
United
Paramount
prexy has advanced. Following a
series of meetings of reps of varied
segments of the industry, at which
the plan was discussed and refined,
Goldenson last week officially

Repping COMPO will be Arthur
Mayer, exec v.p., and Francis
S. Harmon, v.p. of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America and
L.

same

capacity.

He

partially

fills

the

..position of

John Farmer, who resigned last
week as office and~personnel man- transmitted the proposal
ager for

RKO,

including theatres Jpcpinet,

.

yarns.

volved in correspondence.
Author, due to arrive in the
Invites Plagiarism
U. S. aboard the Queen Mary Sept.
Dangerous feature of the plan
27, will introduce the first two pro- is the plagiarism suits it invites.
grams personally 'from the CBS It is the fear of such actions
His introductory remarks that has led other companies, after
studio.
for the remainder of the-season are long and sad experience, t*' refuse
to be filmed during his stay in to read any yarn that does not
this country. Series will take over come in from a recognized agent.
the Wednesday night 9 to 9:30 slot, Every story that a studio reads
immediately following the “God- opens the way to a plagiarism suit
frey and Friends” program.
for years afterwards if it makes
newspaper publishers
film goers,
Maugham is slated to attend the a pic with the remotest similarity
and editors, etc. Murphy has been American preem of his new film,
and sometimes it doesn't even
doing a similar stint during the last “Trio,” and also to take a major require that to a story to* which
three years.
role in Paramount’s publicity cam- it has had access. These suits are
paign for the J. Arthur Rank pro- practically never won by the alduction via press, radio and tele- leged authors, but they are expenr
sive and troublesome to the studios.
Rodgers to Coast Sept 15 vision interviews.
Picture, based on three Maugham
Warners is attempting to head
short stories (similar to his “Quar- off such potshotting by demanding
Group Sales Plan tet”
last year), opens Oct. 10 at that everyone who submits a yarn
Metro sales veepee William F. the Sutton, N. Y. Maugham will sign a waiver relieving the studio
Rodgers is slated to leave for the also be guest of honor at two din- of responsibility on plagiarism
Coast Sept. 15 for two weeks of ners during his stay in this coun- charges. Such releases have very
huddles with studio execs on his try. One is to be sponsored Oct. little meaning, except a moral one,
projected new group selling plan. 17 by the National Society of Arts according to attorneys. They can
Following his visit to the studios, and Letters, and the other Oct. 23 not prevent suits being brought or
he’ll attend the National Allied by the J. Pierpont Morgan Library.
judgments being won if the author
convention in Pittsburgh Oct. 2,
accessibility to the
can prove
he’ll
where it is expected that
material and substantial similariannounceformal
first
his
make
ties in the pic against which the
Decisions
Color,
ment of the plan to exhibitors.
charge is made.
Plan, designed to eliminate unnecessary traveling and expense by
the field sales force under the old
Another Big Snag
Not until video has reached the
si ngl e-picture selling system, procolor stage and the American FedStory editors for major Comvides basically for Metro’s exhib eration of; Musicians’ ban on the
panies, almost desperate in
customers to buy an entire pack- use of music tracks has been retheir efforts to find new script
to
six
three
for
age of releases
moved will Walt Disney go into the
material, point to a recent camonths at one time. Rodgers, con- TV medium, the cartoon producer
pitulation in the New York
sequently, will confab with studio has indicated in answer to new
Times Book Review as one of
production
chief Louis B. Mayer,
pressures to release his old product
the reasons for* the difficulty
veepee Dore Schary, studio exec to tele. Disney asserted that color
of their quest. It showed that
E. J. Mannix and other Coast top- and music are both prime elements
of 59 major fiction efforts slatpers to determine whether the pro- in his pix and that without them so
ed for publication up to next
maintainbe
duction schedule can
many values are lost he feels he’d
Dec. 1, 31 are by foreign auOnce he is certain that the be hurting himself to allow use of
ed.
thors and were originally pubstudios will turn out the required his product.
lished abroad. In addition, 18
threenumber of films during a
are anthologies of previously
In any event, producer is unhis
greenlight
at
can
on
tele
pix
printed stories and novels.
month period, he
willing to allow his
“The conclusion is inescapsales force to begin offering the the moment because of the exhib
able,” states the Times, “that
package to exhibs.
relations problem it would cause.
... more than half of all the
While on the Coast, Rodgers will Theatremen have naturally reacted
imaginate literar
significant
huddle with Mike Naify, Strongly against competition of
also
ture in the U. S. will be (1)
Charles P. Skouras and other lead- similar product on TV to that which
warmed over from previous
ing exhibs in the west to sound they’re buying for their houses.
years and/or (2) shipped in
If and When, he’s ready to turn to
them out on the proposed package
Europe. Is this a comfrom
he’ll
destated,
has
Disney
tele,
look
selling. He’ll also, of course,
pliment to the good taste of
over new product either completed velop special characters different
American publishers or a conor in the process of filming, which from those familiar to theatre
fession that native authors are
he usually does on his fall visit to audiences. He has had an experibeing outhit in their own ball
Hollywood pyior to his annual mental department working on tele
park”
projects for some time*
Florida vacation.
!

—

—

On

WB

4

AFM

.

:

:

Ned

E.

theatres, for the most
promising starlet of the year
In
addition to hypoing attendance by
stirring interest in films in gen*
eral, plan would have the legitimate aim of developing new stars.
While UP execs conceived the
plan originally and the company
has spent considerable coin and
effort working it out, Goldenson
has turned it over to COMPO as
Dollar shortage, which has eased the result of a consensus by everyone 'who has been informed of it
in western Europe, is still exert-

•

\

that it would make an ideal project for the new all-industry public relations body.

ing a pi^ch on film dollars converted from local currency in the
East; New crackdown has hit
the American distribs in the Philippines^ where the government is
now promulgating a decree which

Far

Depinet is expected to forward
the plan to the GOMPO Committee on boxoffice promotion. This
group will Undoubtedly bring it up,
along with a number of other plans
which have come from various
sources since COMPO Was conceived a year ago, at the hext meetof the organization's exec
irig
board.

reduce convertibility -on film
50% of the amount earned
during the; next 12 months.

will

coin to

Until late last year, there were
restrictions on the amount of
dollars that filmites Could send
out Of the islands. Current quota
of 72% was then fixed to ease the

no

made

Goldenson

his

.

original

proposal at a luncheon with the
tradepress in New York In June.
He followed it up with further
exploratory meetings with publishers and editors of fan mags,
and then with distribs and their

drain on hard currency. New
proviso lops off another 22%
Yank distribs regard the Philippines as one of the most important
markets in the Fa^ East. U. S.
pix earn approximately $4,000,000
yearly from this territory.

publicity-advertising chiefs.
After these meetings, a summary of the plan was prepared and
sent for further comment to an
industry cross-section. When these
replies came in-Mhey were generally favorable and, in many cases,
highly enthusiastic ^another session of pub-ad chiefs was called to
discuss these reactions.

•

With his. particular pitch for M^G
to be secondary, Metro is paying all
his expenses as its contribution to
the current pub-relations campaign. Actor, who is also an exec
veepee of the Screen Actors Guild,
is scheduled to start Sept. 22, when
he’ll dedicate the new Union staDuring the next
tion in Toledo.
six weeks, he’ll hit 25 cities in 18
states, discussing “good news about
current Hollywood activities” with

to

prez.

tiations.

its “Goodwill Ambassador No. 2.” American television show Oct. 18,
secretary of the Cooperation ComMurphy, who will .also talk ta Ki- when he'll appear on the new mittee.
Quota of 72% actually works out
wanis and Rotary clubs, Chambers Tintair-sponsored series via GBSso that no distrib can send more
of Commerce, etc., will limn the TV to introduce one of his short
than 5% of a year’s earnings durindustry from the Hollywood and stories to be dramatized on the
ing any one month. * Additional
production angles, thereby supple- program.
by indie
Packaged
restriction bars any one distrib
menting Wolf’s standard talks agent John E. Gibbs and titled
from converting more dollars than
Continued from page 3
about production and exhibition.
“Teller of Tales,’’ the series, being
it earned during 1949 if 72% of
Even though Murphy’ plans to done from New York, is to be com- There’s also an expense in the this year’s take should exceed
spiel about the entire industry, prised
exclusively of Maugham large amount of clerical work in- total 1949 revenues.
’

COMPO

and production-distribution. TheaIdea, in essence, would call fo^
tre personnel post has not been
balloting by the public, through
set because of divorcement negotheir local

Plan was turned over to a committee headed by Metro pub-ad
topper Howard Dietz. This group
had a new presentation and format
prepared by ad agency chief MonQuizzer
roe Greenthal.
As explained by
Continued from pace S
Goldenson in his letter to Depinet,
-ably afford us the .greatest single “This w£s on a purely speculative
store of valuable material for pub- basis because of Greenthal's great
interest in the plan.”
lic relations use.”
He added:
Another huddle of top exhibs
“If we can establish—as we are
was held by Goldenson in New
sure we can through the answers
York
two Weeks ago at which
to these questions that a large perGreenthal made his presentation.
centage of exhibitors are members
“There
was virtually unanimous
of worthwhile organizations, paragreement,” the UP topper said,
ticipants in the religious life of
“concerning
the valu~ of the plan,
their communities, active in civic

COMPO’s

—

and that their theatres are its benefits to this industry and
community centres, then the in- again its ideal suitability as an
formation supplied so far from initial project for COMPO.”
Certain objections expressed by
being none of our business—is of
the most vital consequence.’* Thus, the exhibs, Goldenson said, will reaffairs

—

one question inquires as to the sex sult in corrections in the plan prior
of each exhib, with Depinet ex- to Greenthal’s next presentation.
plaining that stories on femme the- Exhibs asked that Greenthal make
atre operators could be planted in that presentation to the COMPO
women’s magazines. Another, on exec board.
the military service record of exAt the exhib session were Edhibs, could be used for stories in ward L. Hyman. Charles Skouras,
American Legion Monthly, etc.
George Skouras, Harry Kalmlne,
According to Arthur L. Mayer, Sol Schwart?, Si Fabian, Arthur
COMPO exec veepee, approvals Mayer, John Murphy, Paul Levi,
have been received to date from Harold Rinzler, Gael Sullivan, Walnine of the 20 board members. ter Reade, Jr., Leo Brecher, Max
None has yet voiced an objection, Cohen arid Manny Frisch.
with the remainder apparently
having not had time to answer.
Motion Picture Assn, of America,
r

incidentally, published a theatre
directory several years ago which

Continued from page 4

was compiled by branch managers
in various territories.

This

is,

now

import licenses or coin or
whatever is involved among its
This invariably leads
members.
to disputes and ill-feeling (which
has proved even more true among
MPAA niembers than in SIMPP),
and Arnall opines that that is not
ing

considered out of date and, in addition, it is nowhere near being
comprehensive as the one
as

COMPO reeyeing.
iii
portedly is aware that exhibs may
consider the questions to be “prying,” but hopes it can convince
any recalcitrant theatre operators
of the value to be derived from the

.

COMPO

;

project.

According to Depinet, all information obtained will be placed on

IBM

perforated cards to provide
general listings of the theatres by

•

the organization’s job.

SIMPP topper also raises a legal
point in the voluntary agreements.
maintains that not even the
and SIMPP together represent anything like the entire industry, and they therefore should
not be in the position of accepting
deals which non-members must
accept perforce.

He
!

:

:

I

MPAA

states,
exchange
organizations,
If the exec board deareas, etc.
cides to publish the information in
the form of a directory. Depinet
Cole Opens Texas Outdoor
said, it will cost another $10,000,
Bonham, Texas.
but he predicted half of this could
H. S. Cole opened t;he Bonham
be recouped from sales of the Drive-In here, located three miles
west of town.
directories.
i

}
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Climbs; ‘Rose’

Wham

TANTS’ PERT $12,000,
OMAHA; ‘BORN’ 0KE 6G

$24,000,

Omaha;

Leader; Tea’ Sock 16G, ‘Own’ 10G, ,2d
Washington, Sept. 5..
Three-day
holiday
weekend,
with thousands of government
workers on a final summer spree,
is proving a bonanza to midtown
theatres; ‘‘Black Rose” at Loew's
Palace and ‘Tea for Two” at the
Warner, are current boxoffice
champs, with latter giving the
:

Warner show case

best week
in many months. “Mystery Street”
at Loew’s Capitol is better than
average for *a starless pic, thanks
to draw of “Going Native,” annual
local revue, on the stage.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (LoeW’s) (2,434; 44-85)
“Mystery
Street”
(M-G),
plus
“Going Native” revue onstage.
Firm $23,000, thanks to stageshow.
Last week, “Stella” (20th) and
vaude, $15,000.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-80)
.
•‘Our Very Own” (RKO) (2d wk).
Fine $10,000 after big $15,000 last
week. Moves over.
Palace (Loew’s (2,370; 44-74) -—
its

Key

Torrid $24,Last week,
000, to top town.
“Broken Arrow” (20th) (2d wk),
(20th).

okay $13,000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-85)
“Panic in Streets” (20th) (4th
wk). Mild $5,000 after $4,500 last
.

—

i

wcclc

Sept.

;

5.

With upped-prices, and influx of
visitors over weekend, the boxoffice is up noticeably here despite
outdoor opposition. Para-

,

Ann Blyth, Joaquin
Carol Varga and Rock
With stage; appearances
opening day, gave “Saddle Tramp”
at the Orpheum a big sendoff on
looms.
Friday*
session
Solid
“Born To Be Bad” shapes okay at
Brandeis.
Estimates for This Week
Garay,

.

f

Based on 22

.

.

176 theruns, include

cities,

atres, chiefly first

ing N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
.... $3,249,000
Last Year
(Based on 23 cities and 208
•

:

.

.

.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .... ..$762,600
( Based
on 18 theatres
..... $795,200
Last Year.

—

XBas^d on

fancy $12,000 or near. Last week,
“Black' Rose” (20th), $10,500, and

Orpheum

(Tristates)

(3,000;

“Skipper Surprised Wife” (M-G)
Minneapolis, Sept. 5.
with Chuck Foster orch onstage,
Plenty potent film line-up this not big at $15,000 with 20-80c.
week, including “Fancy Pants” Scale
y
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
and “The Black Rose,” is turnstile
grease. Bob Hope is the local No. 1 “Born To Be Bad” (RKO). Okay
boxoffice ace and “Fancy Pants” $6,000.
Last week, “Our Very
looks smash at Radio City.. RKO- Own” (RKO) (2d wk), $5,500.
State (Goldberg) (865; 25-75)—
Orpheum’s “Born to Be Bad” also
is getting attention. “Black Rose” “Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) (2d wk).
shapes fine at State. It's the third Strong $4,500. First week, $6,200;
week downtown for “Sunset
-

,

(UA), $6,000.

‘Stock’

Broadway (Wolf berg) 1,500 3574)— “Happy Years” (M-G). Fair
;

Hep

at

$32,000

Boston, Sept.

With

all

5.

major houses showing

Crown” (M-G) (2d wk), $7,000.
strong new product to snare holiDenham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74) day biz, a substantial boxoffice upSmash swing is under way this week.
—“Fancy Pants” (Par).
$14,000 or over. Last week, “Men” “Black Rose” at the Met opened

“Fancy Pants” at ParaDenver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)
mount and Fenway and “Summer
“Broken Arrow” (20th) and ‘‘Gun Stock” at State and Orpheum are
Crazy” (UA) (2d wk), day-date with shaping solid, “In Foreign Legion”
Esquire. Fair $11,000. Last week, looks fair at Boston.
“Our Very
big $22*000.
Own” in second week at Astor still
Esquire

(Fox)

(742;

35-74)

—

.

Last week, big

Fair $2,000.
ver.
$5,000.

very big.

000. Last

(EL)

Indpls,; ‘Pants’ $14,000

—

week, “Destination Moon”
“Beware of Blondie”

and

(Col) (2d wk), $11,500.

—

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)
“Fancy Pants” (Par) and “Modern
Indianapolis, Sept. 5.
Marriage”
(Mbno). Neat $6,000 for
Long weekend is giving film biz
Last week,
a nice boost herd this stanza de- this uptown house.
spite heavy competition from state “Kiss Tomorrow. Goodbye” (WB)
and
“Snow
Dog”
(Mono)
(2d wk),
“Summer
fair, now in full swing.
Stock,” at Loew’s, built after a $3,800.
Memorial
(RKO) (3,500; 40-85)—
rainy opening day to lead town at;
sock figure. “Fancy Pants,” at In- “Born To Be Bad” (RKO). Opened
diana* is a strong second. “Sun- Sunday (3). Should hit okay $18,set Boulevard,” at Circle, also is 000 or over. Last week, “Louisa”
’(U), $25,000 for 10 days.
n
stout.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-85)
Estimates for This Week
44—“Black Rose” (20th) and “Lonely
(2,800;
(Gamble-Dolle)
Circle
65)— “Sunset Boulevard” (Par) and Heart Bandit” (Rep). Big $25,000
•

.

(2d wk), oke $16,500.
and “Spy Hunt” (U), $11,500.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)
Indiana (G-D) (2,800; 44-65)
•‘Fancy Pants” (Par) and “Destina- “Summer Stock” (M-G). Neat $20*tion Big_House” (Rep). Solid $14,- 000. Last week, “In Lonely Place”
000.
Last Week, “Kiss Tomorrow (Col) and “Skipper Surprised His
Goodbye” (WB) and “Snow Dog” Wife” (M-G), fair $15,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
(Mono), $8,000.
“Fancy Pants” (Par) and “ModLoew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 44-65)—
“Summer Stock” (M-G). Sock $15,- em Marriage” (Mono). Fancy $16,
Last week, “Kiss Tomorrow
000.
“Conweek,
000. May hold. Last
victed” (Col) and ‘‘Good Humor Goodbye” (WB) and “Snow Dog”
(Mono) (2d wk), just under $10,000.
Man” (Col), $9,500.
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)
.Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)
“Beau Geste” (Par) and “Lives of “Summer Stock” (M-G); About
looms. Last week, “In A
$12,000
Bengal Lancer” (Par) (reissues).
Nice $6,000. Last week, ‘‘Cariboo Lonely Place” (Col) and “Skipper
Trail” (20th) and “Shark Woman” Surprised His Wife” (M-G), not

—

—

—

—

.

(Indie), $5,500.

“Petty Girl”

Last week,

—

D—

—

“Summer Stock”

Great

(M-G).

‘Life of

$21,000. Last week,; “Rogues Sherwood Forest” (Col) and “Federal
Agent” (Rep), $14,500.

.Missouri

(F&M)

United Artists,

Own’ Fast 23G,

“Fancy Pants” (Pair)
“Louisa” (U) (2d wk). Opened today (Tues.) Last week, “Broken Arrow” (20th) and “Louisa” (U), fine

Ritz,

Vogue, Stu-

dio City, Culver (UA-FWC) (2,100;
1,370; 885; 880; 1,145; 60-$l)
“Louisa” (U) and “Timber Fury”
(EL). Mild $25,000 or near. Last

—

Frisco; ‘Rose’ Boff 34G,

60-75)—
(m.o;) and

(3,500;

.

week, “Savage Horde” (Rep) and
“County Fair” (Mono), mighty dull
$10,500.
San Francisco, Sept. 5.
Four Star (UA) (900; 60-$l)
City is magnet for tourists cur- “Since Went Away” (SRO) and
$14,0*00.
Cenweek-long
with
rently
what
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 60-75)—
I’ll Be Seeing You” (SRO)
(reis“Black Rose” (20th) and “Rock Is- tennial Celebration and lengthy sues) (2d wk). Under $2,000. Last
visitors
land Trail” (Rep). Big $16,000. Last holiday weekend. Influx of
week, weak $2,000.
week, “Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” is being reflected all down the
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 60-$l)
is
(WB) and “Great Jewel Robber” line at first-runs. “Black Rose”ses“Beware of Pity” (Indie) (2d wk).
street with boffo
pacing
the
(WB), $15,000.
Sour $1,000; Last week, with Guild
sion at the huge Fox. Playing one
'
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 60-75)
(968), anemic $2,200.
“Sunset Boulevard” (Par) (m o.). of its initial dates, “Life of Her
Socko $8,000. Last week, “Treas- Own” looms socko at the Warfield
ure Island” (RKO) (3d wk), $5,000. while “Fancy Pants” looks smash
Paramount. “Louisa” shapes ‘Rose’ Terrif $17,000 In
at

Hope Powerful $21,000

—

—

—

‘Pants’

the small United Artists.
is holding in
strong style at the St. Francis.

“Sunset Boulevard”

Trim $13,000,
‘Stock’

L’ville;

Estimates for This

Stout

12G, ‘Tea’ Robust

7?G

bad $9,000.

j

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850;
85)— “Our Very Own” (RKO)

’

60(2d

Wk). Held okay at $12,000. Last
week, fine $15,600.
Louisville, Sept. 5.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)
Trade* at the first-runs is lively
this week. Labor Day holiday looks “Black Rose” (20th). Boff $34,000,
like the turning point, after a topping whole town. Last week,
summer of slow biz. “Tea For “Broken Arrow” (20th) (2d wk),
Two”; looks healthy at the Mary 6 days, $14,000.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,647; 60-85)
Andefson, “Fancy Pants'’ is nice
at the Rialto and “Summer Stock” —“Life Of Her Own” (M-G). Sock
at the State looms fine. The drive- $23,000. Last week, “Duchess Of
ins, which have a long season in Idaho” (M-G) (2d wk), nice $14,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 66-851
this climate, may stay open until
-“Fancy Pants”. (Par) and “HiNovember.
Jacked” (Lip). Smash $21,000 for
Estimates for This Week

—

—

:

Mary Andersson

(People’s)

(1,-

000; 45-65)— “Tea For Two” (WB
Healthy $7,500. Last week, “Quicksand” (UA), modest $4,000. ^
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
45-65)— “Fancy Pants” (Par).. Bob
Hope pulling ’em in briskly with
).

and “Spy Hunt”
$ 10 000
State
,

(U),

satisfactory

.

(Loew’s)

(3,000;

45-65)—

“Summer Stock” (M-G). Looking
for strong getaway, with fine $12,000 possible. Last week “Convicted” (Col) and “Good Humor
Man” (Col), mild
StraM (FA)

$9,000.
(1,200;

45-65)—

“Furies” (Par). Catching nice play
on single pic, with newly instituted
vocalist and electric
organ on stage, four shows daily,
helping. Renee at the Hammond,

policy

of

and Dwight Gordon, disk jockey

Bob

Hope

“Pretty

comedy.

Baby”

Pitt; ‘Stock’

Week

r

Stout likely. Last week, “Broken Arrow” nice $13,000 in view. Last week,
Last week* “Louisa” (U) (20th) and “Triple Trouble” (Mono) “A. .& C. in Foreign Legion” (U)
.

45-65)
Roll-

.

,

“Golden Twenties” (RKO).
$12,000.

—

(Col).

(3,500;

terrific at

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jay cox) (1,200; 50-95)

—

Snags Sock 15G,

1,538; 60-$l

Very slow $21,000 or less.
“Summer Stock” (M-G)
—“Summer
Stock”
(M-G).
(3d wk ), fine $19,700 on the finale.
St. Louis, Bept. 5.
Last week,
Hillstreet. Pa ntage s (RKO)
Cold* rainy weather over .week- ing up big $20,000,
“Good (2,890; 2*812; 50; $1)— “Our Very
and
(Col)
end and absence of major league “Convicted”
average Own” (RKO).
(Col);
Man”
baseball On Labor Day is boosting Humor
Rousing $24,000
12
000
trade at the big cinemas here this $
looms for first 3 days; Last week,
45-65)—
(RKO):
Missouri
session. Neat bally ahead of “Sum(2,650;
“In
Lonely Place” (Col) and
mer Stock” is push I n g this to “Born to Be Bad” (RKO) and “Fed- “When Smiling” (Col), fine $41.smash total at Loew’s for best eral Man” (EL). .Strong $1 1 ,000. 500 for 11 days.
gross at house in several months. Last
week, “Our 'Very Own”
Los Angeles. Hollywood Para“Black Rose” also looms big at the (RKO) and “Destination Murder” mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 40-$l)
St Louis while “Fancy Pants” (RKO) (2d Wk), $9,000.
.“Sunset Boulevard” (Par) (2d
shapes nice at the huge Fox. Combo
Paramount (United Par) (1,900; wk). Big $37,000. Last week, very
of “Broken Arrow” and “Louisa’’ 45-65)— “Sunset Boulevard” (Par) strong $48,600, but below hopes,
is fine at the Missouri.
Nice holdover with with smaller Hollywood leading.
(2d
wk).
Orpheum. Hawaii (Metropolitan)
Estimates for This Week
$8,000. Last week, smash $15,006.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)— “Sad“Convicted”
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (F o x (2,210; 1,106; 50-$
dle Tramp” (U) and “County Fair” Midwest) (2,100; 2,643; 700; 45-65) (Col)
and “Fighting Redhead”
(Mono). Opened todaj) (Tues.). Last —“Black Rose” (20th).
Sockeroo (EL). Slow $18,000 or better. Last
Small
week, “Fancy Pants” (Par) and $22,000 and sure holdover.
Orpheum,
“It’s
Last week,
“Woman f r o m Headquarters” week, “Stella” (20th), $15,000.
World” (EL) (2d run) and Count
(Rep), nice $18,000.
Sugar
Chile
Robinson
Basie orch,
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
onstage. Hefty $17,100.
Midland (Loew's)

is nice.

“Our Very Own” (RKO) (2d wk).
Still up there with neat $16,000
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)— after nifty $19,000 for first.
“Born To Be Bad” (RKO) and
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)
“Rider from Tuscon” (RKO). Thin “A. & C. in Foreign Legion” (U)
(Continued on page 18)
and “Timber Fury” (EL). Fair $14,-

‘Stock’

404;

week’s excellent $2,500.

.

—

fine $24,-

good at $25,000 for five locations*
“Convicted” with “Fighting Redhead” looks mild $18,000 or near
for two spots.
“Sunset Boulevard” is pacing the
•holdovers at $37,000 for second
frame, two houses.
Kansas City, Sept. 5.
Holiday and continued favorable
Estimates for This Week
weather plus big pix will boost
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,
grosses at most houses this week. Loyola, Wilshire (FWC) (2.097, 2,Fox-Midwest trio is certain to hold 048; 1,719; 1,248; 2.296; 60-$l)-r‘‘The Black Rose” another stanza “Black Rose” (20th). Great v3B,000
after smash $22,000 opener. Mid- Or near.
Last week, “Broken Arland’s “Summer Stock” is big. row” (20th) (2d wk), fine $30,000.
“Born to Be Bad” looms strong at
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltem
ih& Missouri.
(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 60-$l)--“Tea for Two” (WB). Very good
Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 50-75)^— $59,000. Last week-,—Kiss-Tomor“Man About Town” (Indie) and row Goodbye” (WB) (2d wk), okay
“Golden Twenties” (Indie) (2d $21,700.
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UA) (2,wkh Strong $2,000 after last

stage, may get solid
or better.
Last week,

‘

—

“Broken Arrow” (20th) and “Gun
Crazy” (UA) (2d wk). Also Den-

“Our Very Own” looks

.

16-

on

actors
$11,500

TAMS’

—

theatres

000 in two spots for first three
“Petty Girl” shapes disapdays.
pointing with slow $21,000 or less
in two Sites.
“Louisa” is not so

65)—^-“Saddle
Tramp” (U) and
“Operation Hay lift” (Lip). Aided
by big opening day with five film

—

(UA) (2d wk), $8,000.

lft

houses,

m.o.

,

My

:

.

Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 1665)
“Fancy Pants” (Par). Looks

theatres.)

—

Last week, “Stars in

‘Own Fat

Los Angeles, Sept. 5.
Spotty holiday biz is being re*
corded this week by first-runs here.
“Black Rose” will top the list of
six new bills with smash $66,000
likely in five theatres. “Tea for
Two” also is registering strongly
with around $59,000 in three

Hudson

—

$6,000.

Best Bet, Giant

Joel McCrea,

Estimated Total Gross
This Week.
$2,780*500

Metropolitan (Warner)
(1,163; Boulevard” and “Our Very Own.”
Estimates for This Week
44-74)— “Convicted” (Col). Better
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
than average $6,500. Last week,
“Sunset
Boulevard” (Par) (3d wk).
“711 Ocean Drive” (Col) (m.o.),
Has come through fine, still profit$4,500.
able at $5,000. Last ’week, good
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)
“Tea for Two” (WBh Sock $16,- $ 6 000
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
Last
000, best here in months.
week, “Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” “Fancy Pants” (Par). Hope’s Comedy is doing okay. Nice $15,000. Last
(WB) neat $13,000.
week, “Duchess of Idaho” (M-G)
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 44-80)
•‘Destination Moon” (EL) (3d wk). and Frankie Laine, others,, onstage,
Hypoed by holiday to smash $12,- huge $33,000 at 50-85c scale.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 35000 after big $10,500 last week.
70)— “Born to Be Bad” (RKO).
Okay $10,000. Last week, “711
Ocean Drive” (Col), $10,500.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,800; 35-70)—
“711 Ocean Drive” (Col) (m.o.).
Here after Orpheum week. Okay
I4G $6,000. Last week, “Our Very Own”
DENVER;
.
Denver, Sept. 5.
(RKO) (2d wk), satisfactory $5,500.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70) .—
World preem of “Saddle Tramp”
is giving that Technicdlored West- “Black Rose” (20th). Great $13,000.
ern top money, making it the first Holds.
Last week, “The Furies”
film to holdover at three first- (Par), slow -$5,000.
World (Mann) (400; 50-85)
runs here. “Fancy; Pants” is packr
Denham to holdover “Our Very Own” (RKO), (m.o.).
ing
the
money. “Love That Brute” is Third stand and Week for this one
in lodp. Okay $2,500. Last week,
very dull at Paramount.
“Hidden Room” (EL), $2,000.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)
“Saddle Tramp” (U) and “Trial
Without Jury” (Rep), day-date Rost’ Big $25,000, Hob;
with Tabor, Webber. Big $6,500,
Last Week, “Broken -ArHolds.
row” (20th) and “Gun Crazy”
(

‘Rosie’

13

mount with “Fancy Pants” led as
Bob Hope pix usually do here.

City Grosses

—

“Black Rose”

PICTURE CROSSES

PfcftlETY

Last

week,

Hangup 21G,

Great at

13?G

Pittsburgh, Sept. 5,
“Black Rose” at the Harris and
“Summer Stock” at the Penn are
way ahead of the field this holiday

week. “Rose” shapes smash while
“Stock” also is big at the larger
Penn. “Broken Arrow” also looms
In contrast, “Tea
For Two” is somewhat disappointing at Stanley*
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-80)
great at Fulton.

—

“Broken Arrow” (20th). Great $13,500. Last week, “Our Very Own”

(RKO)

(3d wk), big $7,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,2Q0; 45-80)

(WB) and “Open “Black Rose”

(20th).

—

Got away to

start and should hit sock
Secret'’ (EL), $14,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)— $17,000 or over. Holds. Last week,
“Sunset Boulevard” (Par) (2d wk). “Desert Hawk” (U), surprisingly
Held to huge $15,000. Last week, good $11,500.
terrific

Penn (Loew’s)

sock $17,000.

(3,300;

45-80)

—

“Summer Stock” (M-G).. Another
and that teed off fast. With Judy Gar“Chain Gang” (Col). Nice $14,000 land and Gene Kelly on marquee
or over. Last week. “711 Ocean ought to hit big $21,000.. Holding
DriVe” (Col) and “When You’re over. Last week, “Sunset Blvd.”
(Par) (2d wk), fancy .$12,000, and
Smiling” (Col) (2d wk), $14,500.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,218; moved to Ritz for continued down55-85)— “Louisa” (U). WOw $12,500. town run,
Stanley (WB) (3.800; 45-80)
Last week, “If This Be Sin” (UA),
“Tea for Two” (WB). Got some
$7,500.
heavy
exploitation but a bit disSf agedoor (Ackerman Rosener)
“The Beachcomber” appointing at $15,000 or less. Last
(370; 85-1)
(Indie)
“Anna Karenina” week, “Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye”
and
(20th) (reissues). Only $2,400. Last (WB) so-so $12,500.
week, “RUn For Money” (EL).
Warner (WB) (2,000; 45-80)
“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB)
$2,500.
Orpheum

85)

Coast)
— “Desert(No. Hawk”

(2,472; 55-

(U)

—

—

Clay

(Rosener) (400; 65-85)
(EL)
and vocalist. Satisfactory $4,500. “Kind Hearts, Coronets”
Last week, “Trigger, Jr.” (Rep) and (m.o.) (10th wk). Held at $2,300.
“Avengers” (Rep), $4,000.
Last week, nice $2,700.

(m.o.).

week,

NSH

with

$5,000.

“San Quentin”

Last

(WB) and

“Alcatraz Island” (WB) (reissues),

okay $7,500.
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.
8 St. Martin's Plact, Trafalgar Square

INTERNATIONAL
ir

Zurich, Aug. 29.

+

play

.to

filmed

he does hot want the
Under any circum-

stances.

Sydney, Aug, 29.

Roy

Darling, in chargd of the
Tatler theatre here, Was sent to
jail for 12 months for failing to pay
the income tax department instal-

ments deducted from employees’
wages. Darling told the Court that
he had taken over the Tatler, a
950-seater, as a film house but
found it a losing proposition. He
.

being set for Sept. 14.
Also slated for this season are
some four or five world preems,
including a posthumous drama by
Gerhart Hauptmann, "Herbert Erigelmann,” adapted by Carl Zuckrnayer; a new Bert Brecht play,
"Caucasian Chalk Circle”; two
by Swiss authors. Max
wortys
Frisch (‘‘Count Oederland”) and.
Friedrich Duerrenmatt ("Marriage
of Mr. Mississippi”). Finally there
is
a
comedy-drama by German
playwright Hermann Kesser, "The
Last Day.” Negotiations for the latter are still underway.
Following the opening show and
Camus’ "The Just Ones,” Schauspielhaus will have guest performances of Albert and Else Bassermarin in Henrik Ibsen’s “Props of
)

Mexico

then Went into stage shows.
He was alleged to: have financed
the show with mone^ due to the
taxation department. Darling said
he borrowed money on his auto
and got coin from other parties,

’

City,

Aug.

29.

.

Indicating keener competition for
Hollywood by Mexican pix is shown
by the fact that of the 10 top current boxoffice pix, five are Mexican and that the top topper is a
:

.

.

Champ is
bdt lost everything in the Tatler Mexican-made film;
venture ^Darling, stated he next "Slums,” which in 28 days at the
went; into a vaude-revUe policy and Cihe Opera hit a new high fpr reclaimed he would have made out cent months with $55;253 gross.
Okay if the tax people had heft; him Runnerup is Metro ’s Little Women,” grossing $39,764 in 21 days at
alone.
the Cine Roble.
Strong third in this lineup is the
Mexican, “Orange Blossoms for
Your Wedding” at the Cine Metropolitan with $27,850 total in 21
.

,

‘

‘

•.

days.

20th-Fox’S:

"

;

here for years.

made

in

Hollywood sometime

in

October, with secondary prizes for
producers Anson Bond and Louis
de Rochemorit. Two of Kramer’s
films, "The Men” and "Home of
the Brave,” were screened and disVienna, AUg.
cussed during the: three-day. conSimultaneously with the customference.
The award was made in
ary film festivals in Salzburg, recognition
his attitude toward
MPEA has started a threefold pub- pix and howofthey
can be used in
licity
campaign throughout the the World today
rather than as a
country. More than 2,000 answers prize for
any specific picture.
already are in on star quiz. Prizes
De Rochempnt’s award was for
are free passes to the newest pix, his "Earth and Its
People,” shown
The contest for a bathing queen at the conference, and Bond’s for
tied to "Neptune’s Daughter,” and "The Vicious Years;” Also
screena jazzband competition, (they must ed were "The Heir.ess,” “Lost Bounplay hits from the latest American daries,” "Way to Peace” (indie docmusicals) seem to have repaid the umentary), and "The Last Stop”
extra effort.
(Polish).
Another stunt was to jnvite all
Cpnference affairs included the
Austrian comedians for the preem planning pf a One World film pn
of "The Inspector General" (
the style of "The Search,” with
in Salzburg as MPEA guests in the production scheduled to start early
Idea is to "teach in 1951.
festival town.
John Huston cabled a
Danny Kaye’s technique.” Among tentative acceptance, based on stuthe Other films, shown recently in dio commitments, to direct the picSalzburg are Metro’s "The Wizard ture, while Dore Schary, William
of Oz,” "That Forsyte Saga,” "Ni- Wilder and Anson Bond are said to
notchka ” Par’s "The Heiress,” "The be interested in furthering the
Paleface,” "For Whom Bell Tolls,” production.
The conference, attended by 120
20th Fox’s "That Lady in Ermine,”
"Willie Comes Marching Home,” representatives of 12 nations (all
and Warner’s "Adventures of Don this side of the iron curtain), has
as its main purpose the preservaJuan.”
tion of peace within the framework

Arg. Shows Great Yen

For Screen Comedies;

26.

One Grosses $152,810
Buenos Aires; Aug. 29.
grosses are any criterion, the
Argentine film public is a glutton
for comedy. All the more recent
If

,

Argentine-made
the

of

It is

|

j

grosses,: higher

possible that another, inter-

On the other hand, the recent
United Artists "Outpost in Morocco” ran three weeks at the Opera,
doing $20,830 in two weeks. "Africa
Screams” at the Metropolitan ran
two weeks with $9,000 in the first
week.
‘Marie Therese’ Set for U. S.
distributor of
acquired certain western hemisphere distribution rights to the French-made
"Marie Therese,” from Atlantic
Film of Paris,

Mexico Film Industry

Co., Inc.,
films, has

TV

-

.

...

i

impossible to estimate how many
record machines are in Argentina
at present, because there are too
many small assembling plants and:
individual set makers, who are able
to undercut the prices of reliable:
brand manufacturers. The census
taken by the Person government in
19447 was expected to show the
total number of sets in operation*
but none of the statistics has been

.

.

,

*

.

'

.

Milan, Aug. 29,

One by one the theatres of Milan revealed.
At present the platter companies
are reopening after the summer
recess. The company of Marcello are facing the problem of whether
or
not to convert to 33 1/3 br 45
Giorda and Guilio Donadio that
presented a series of thrillers at rpms. Manufacture of these would
the Odeon moved to the Olympia involve radical alterations in their
on the other side of the town with present recording processes, and;
moreover,
imports - of vinylite
"Terr of,” their latest success.
Near the lend of August, the would further the difficulty of conOdeon got the revue company star- version.
An immediate change to the
ring Nino Taranto who is presenting a last year’s, boxoffice success, slower speeds doesn’t appear too
"Come To the Stage.” Authors likely. Except for a few people
Nelli and Mangini have revised it: from the U> S., who have brought
Gigetto Cimara and his company their own long players here, the
have opened at the Nuovo Theatre general Argentine public is unwith the Italian translation Of the aware of this latest development in
French comedy, "The Sons and' a the manufacture of disks.
Daughter” by Roger Ferdinand.
It is doing well. The Nuto Navarrini company has been doing the
:

Picture stars

!

night.

Mexico

City, Aug. 29.

Legit theatre here is giving indications of coming back with the
definite click of the tragedy, “To
Know How to Die” at the Teatro
Ideal.
Play, written in Paris by
Wilberto Canton, was liked by the

/

The Dalverme theatre reopened
about a month ago with a local
revue, "Addio, Vecchia Periferia,”
by Bfacchi, starring Pina Renzi,
Mario, Car ote nuto Ermanno Rover! crix,
Austria’s Jenny D’Astrea and EngProduction has several unusual
lish tap dancers Mary and Johnny features,
Miguel Aleman, Jr., son
Hay. A big success from the Start, of President Miguel Aleman, comthere is every prospect that the posed the musical background.
show will continue well into the He is ovationed with the cast and
autumn.
author at every show.
Cast is
Another hit Was scored by the headed by such screen-stage toprevue in Milanese dialect .by Silva pers as Isabela Corona, Rodolfo
Terzoli. It stars Fausto Tominei Landa, Miguel Angel Ferrlz and
and Clelia Fiamma, playing at the Pituka de Foronda.
Teatro
Alcipne.
The company
Plot is the story of a disgruntled
headed by film star Nino Besozzi man, who murders his mistress to
is continuing at the Excelsior with
free her of the worldly struggle.
a repertory of old and new French
-

;

j

and Italian farces.
Of the 80 cinemas open at pres'.exit at least 70 are showing American pix; the others use Italian and
Irene Corday, who French
year-old
pictures.
The

French-Jack Buchanan comedy by
Threat portrays the Saint of Lisieux.
Alarmed at
Alan Melville, which just termiMexico City, Aug. 29.
nated long run at Savoy. Pic goes
on floor, at Walton studios, Oct. 9,
Film people, mostly exhibitors,
with David Niven in the Buchanan were near-paniced by the ahyent
role, Googie Withers in the Corol
of regular commercial television in
(Figures show weeks of run):
Browne role, and Eve Arden do- Mexico, Suspending the emergency
London, Sept. 5.
ing the Irene Manning role. Paddy
called
meetings
by
Andres
Serra
"Worms
Carstairs will direct
"Ace of Clubs,” Cambridge (9).
prexy
of
the
film
Rpjas',
trade’s
Riverfloor
at
the
View”
ori
Eye
"Brigadoon,” Majesty’s. (71).
side Studios Oct. 9. Film Will be own bank, Banco National Cinema"Capt. Carvallo,” St. Jas. (4).
produced by Byron Productions^ tografico, top coin supplyer for the
."Carousel,” Drury Lane (13).
with Jack Raymond directing and biz, to take precautionary action,
Ronnie Shiner as star in his origi- it was decided to put their case up
"Cocktail Party,” New (18).
Charles K. Feldman to the recentljfcorgahized national
nal role
"Dish Ran Away,” Vaude (10).
was the backer of Gregory Ratoff council of cinematographic arts.
"Folies Bergere,” Hipp. (48).
for the film rights of T. S. Eliot’s
Council, composed of most top
"Golden City,” Adelphi (12).
"The Cocktail Party” which the
government officials and reps of
"Got What Wanted,” Ph’nix (3).
author refuses to sell.
by
orders
"His Excellency,” Princess (15).
pic
was
formed
the
trade,
"Full
Productions’
Coronado
"Holly and Ivy,” Duchess (17).
for
Circle,” for Which David E. Rose of President Miguel Aleman
"Home at Seven,” Wyndh’m (26).
has brought over with Ray Milland the announced purpose of improv"Ice-Capades,” Empress (15).
in star role, has been renamed ing Mexican pix by upping their
"King
Rhapsody,” Palace (50).
"White Heather.” Pic is costarring quality.,
"Knight’s Madn’ss,” Vic. Pal.(25).
and
Patricia Roc, Marius Goring
"Latin Quarter,” Casino (25).
Hugh Sinclair, with cast now on
"Little Hut,” Lyric (2).
location at Plymouth, England.
G-B NEWSREEL QUITS AUSSIE
"Mister Roberts,” Coliseum (7),
Sydney, Aug. 29.
"Oklahoma,” Stoll (170).
Mex Crovt. Bank Active
"Ring Around Moon,” Gl’bg (32).
After nearly 20 years, the Gau"Seagulls Sorrento,” Apollp (12).
mont-British newsreel is quitting
Mexico City, Aug. 29.
"2d Tanqueray,” Haymarket (1).
formerly
Reel
Pic trade received nice midsum- the Aussie zone.
"Touch & Go,” Wales (15).
mer bank coin hypoing. Its own Was handled here by the Gaumont"Traveller's Joy,” Criterion (117),
bank, the semi-official Banco Na- British division of 20tfi-Fox, swing"Worm’s View.” Comedy (176),
tional Cinematografico, reported in ing over earlier this year to British
the
CLOSED LAST WEEK
has
which
also
Films,
Empire
Its Juiy 31 balance sheet loans,
"Eliz. Slept Here,” Strand (44).
Cinesound Recredits and discounts totaling $1,- locally-produced
"Love or Money,” Ambass. (1).
view.
453,862.49,
.

,

than any revue, "Scandal,” at the Mediola-

americana pic, "El Embajador,”
starring. Argentina comedian Luis
Sandrini, will surpass the "Avivato”
record, as it has already run seven
weeks at the Ambassador.

Simpex
Wendell Willkie’s "One World”
Hal Wallis heads the motion religious

picture section;

Stanley

have been in

(Interamericana) With comedian
Pepe Iglesias, Which rah for 25
Weeks, With $152,810 gross.

idea.

London, Aug. 29.
Hallmark Films definitely doing

hits

comedy vein and have made

terrific

WB

.

RCA

marked up by U S; material when num theatre for the last four
top yank material was available. months. They fought the heat by
Ace grosser to date is “Avivato” remodelling, the revue every fort-

:

Air,”

to Fold

by

14 days at the Cine
Alameda, did $23,185, tq nose out
the Mexican; "I Want to Be a Man;”
Which ran 26 days at the Cine
Mariscala, grossing $23,074.
San Remo, Aug, 29.
Other strong ones current are
Stanley Kramer; indie producer,
was winner of the One World RKO’s "Man pit Eifel Tower” at
Award for his "realistic and coura- the. Cine Alameda; "Faceless Man”
geous. approach”; to films at the (Mexican), at the Cine Chapulteconcluding session of the One pec; "Door,. Young Man” (Mexican),
World conference in this Italian at the Cine Orfeon; and Columbia’s
city
-Monday
on
(28).
Ac- "All King’s Men,” at the Cine
tual presentation of award Will be Roble.

dOux and Shaw’s "Man and Superman,”. which hasn’t been given

the

Company

Dozen,” in

Remainder of the legit schedule
includes some classics by Shakespeare, Aeschylus, Calderon, Schiller and Kleist, as well as modern
plays by Sardou,
edekind Girau-

in

upbeat in Argentina. Hypo in disk
sales is attributed to an increase
in the Argentine population and
London, AUg, 29.
also to the additional coin in cirCarnegie Films, the recently culation as a result of the Peron
formed company, headed by the regime’s boosting of wages for laEarl of. SoUthesk, chairman (Derek. borers,
The request for platters
Tinker and Irene Saville, directors), has been so great Jthat diskeries
whose first film, "Dangerous Meet- are finding themselves unable to
ing,” had to halt production due to meet the demand, and have had to
lack of finance, is in the red by ration allotments to dealers. Scarabout $160,000, it was revealed at city of records is believed to be
a meeting held by the promoters duq largely to import restrictions.
In line with this shortage of mateon Aug. 24.
Shortage is accounted for by rial, some factories here have had
to
transfer orders from other coun$28,000 owed to Michael Redgrave,
$12,600 to Anouk, stars of the film; tries to their Chilean branches for
$12,600 to Harry Reynolds, the pro- pressing.
and Industrias EleCtricas
ducer; $8,400 to Terence Fisher,
the director, and $11,000 to French Odeon, local branch of the British
E. Mvl both have their own plants
film technicians.
Assets of the company, both in Argentina for the manufacture
here and in France; are around ofi radios and radio-phonograph
Meeting decided to dis- combos; with their cheapest sets
$8,000.
now selling for around $90, It’s
solve the company.

In Red;

.

Society.”

"Castle

Buenos Aires, Aug. 29.
Record buying of both pop and
classical tune disks has been on the

discuss the project With him, insisting that

formances of T. S. Eliot’s "Cocktail Party” (skedded* for October),
Eugene O’Neill’s “The Iceman
Cometh.” Thornton Wilder's "Emporium,” "The Silver Flute,” Marcel Ayme’s Paris comedy hit of the
past season “Clerambard,” and Albert Camus’ "The just Ones,” last

W

Not for Pix

London, Aug. 29.
Gregory Ratoff was anxious to
obtain the film rights of "The Cocktail Party” for a Hollywood film
company.
He approached T; 3- Eliot, the
author, who didn’t even want to

SchauspielhaUs Zurich’s 1950-51
schedule, due to open Sept. 7 with
a revival of Shakespeare’s "Merchant of Venice” looks like one of
the most ambitious in recent years.
It includes the first German per-

15

Tanqueray’ Revival In

j

London Set for Long-Run
London, Aug.

presentation of important U. S.
films in the 16 first-runs will not
start until the middle of October.

OK to Ship
Product to Japan

Mono Gets
Its

30.

H. M. Tennerit, Ltd., presented a
revival of Sir Arthur Pinero’s “The
Second Tanqueray” at the Haymarket, Aug. 29, making the play’s
sixth production in the West End.
Leslie Banks and Eileen Herlie coStar, with latter winning eulogistic
praise in the role created by Mrs;
Patrick Campbell in 1893.

Tokyo, Aug. 29.
License to import feature films
to Japan has been granted by occupation headquarters to Monogram Pictures. It has concluded
a deal with the SHochiku Theatrical Co. for screening its product

;

The story of l womAn with a
past, who is unable to live down
her qualms' about becoming respectable, is still moving, if outdated.
However, the period, dress makes
a brilliant contribution and perfect

Shochiku theatres in principal
Nipponese cities. First pic will be
at

“Babe Ruth Story,” probably

in vehicle for Miss Herlie.
Leslie
Banks scores in the
Deal was pacted by Monogram less dramatic characterization and
International president Norton V.
Ronald Ward is outstanding as a
Ritchey, now in Tokyo. Two other
sympathetic friend. Colorful setpix, “Song of My Heart” and "Kidtings by Cecil Beaton and impecnapped,” have been okayed.
cable direction by Murray MacMonogram license was made donal enhance the show. Likely
possible by the recently modified
set for prolonged run.

October,

SCAP regulation on film imports
which abolishes the requirements
that the entire American film industry operate in Japan through a
“single unit,” which meant the Motion Picture Export Assn.
Other
non-MPEA members who have obtained Jap import licenses under
the new arrangement are Sam
Goldwyn and Walt Disney.

1

Pic on Richard Tauber^ Life
Vienna, Aug. 29.
Max Tauber, cousin and many
years manager of the late tenor
Richard Tauber, revealed he has
financial backing of a GermanBritish company to shoot a life
story of the singer.

a
'
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Continued from page

Avengers (Rep).
Backfire .WB)
Baron of Arizona (Lippert)
Barricade (WB)
Beauty on Parade (Col).
.

—

Metro Activity
of

titudinous

problems

usually

j

!

7

Companies have recently been
attacked by columnist Ward Marsh
in the Cleveland Plain Dealer and
by Pete Wood, Ohio exhib leader,
both of whom gave the impression
was in the Kremlin
that the
deal as a money-making proposiActually, the price at which
tion.
pix are being offered to Russia—
for the prime purpose of getting

,

MPEA
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*

Vincent Price-Ellen Drew.

•

• «

«

«

i

.

Ruth Roman-Dane Clark.
.Robert Hutton-Ruth Warri

S

S 6

•

•

*

.

«

nSpvan«s

(Col)
Hills (Col)

.

’

moT/TnV va’n
*

•

•

•

•

.

,

^u

Clift-Paui
6 ia S
.'Gene Kelly ......... ...
Tyrone Power-Orson Welles^...

.

.

.Jan.
.

•

•

.

.

.

•

.

Lon McCallister

.

.

.

11
11

Aug. 23
.March 29

.

.

.May 24
June 14
March 1

.

.

.

,

.

.May

.

.June

.
.

.

Robert Sterling
'..Eleanor Parker...

.

.

Aug.

16
3

,

...Eric Portman

.

Alan Ladd-Wanda Hendrix
Johnny Weissmul.
Lew Ayres-Teresa
Broderick Crawfor

;

for anybody.
Captive Girl (Col)
If altruism were going to be mis- Capture (RKO)
taken in this country for commer- Cargo to Capetown (Col)...
Trail
they'd be better off out Cariboo
c ialis
~
of the de al, the Yanks figured. In Catskill Honeymoon (Yiddish- Amer.) (Cohen)
in

it

.

;

~

1

m

j

^

,

“....Ronald Colrhan-Celeste Holm.....
Basil Radford-Bernard Miles
Clifton Webb-Jeanne Crain

,

j

!

.

.

.

.

.

April
.April

.

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.March 22

.

.April

,

.

.June

.

.

.

.

,

.

.May

,

.

.

.

.

.July

Jim Bannon
Gene Autry..

.

Cary .Grant- Jose Ferrer
Carol Mathews-Jack Lord....
Robert Donat-Renee Asherson
O’Connor-Gale Storm.
, .Donald
William Eythe
Geo. Montgomery-Rod Camera
Joan Crawford-David Brian
...... Donald Houston
.Dennis Price-Gisele Preville.'.
•

-j

!

j

!

.

.

.

.

.

.June

.

.

.

.

May
Feb.

.

.Jan.

11

.May

24

.April

19

7.
.

.

.

.

.Feb.
.April

.

.

.June

.

.

.

.

.

.

•.

.

.

Remake Kick

J

!

j
!

which

was based, and “Tea

it

for

Two” was the top tune.
Columbia and Monogram each
Same studio has in work now

j

!

a
sue-;

July

19

Edge

'

.

.

..

—

Holt.

.

.

Bob Hope-Lucille

.

William
Spencer
Dorothy
William

*

'

April
July

Ball

Holden-Coleen Gray
Tracy-Elizabeth Taylor
Patrick.

.Feb.

May
.March
June
.May
June

.

Henry-Pamela Blake

.

.

.

,

.

.

28

March

Joyce Reynolds

Feb.
April

James Dunn
Trevor Howard

‘

”

4 r

.

June

Carrillo...

’

*

’

*

’

*

*

•

’

.Feb.

'

jack Carson
Jean Kent
David Brian

1

.

.June

March
March

.

i

1

*.

.

;

*

’

.

.

.

.
’

’

’

*.

’

.

.

’

.
*

.

.

’

.
‘

’

.
‘

’
’

’

j

,

.

;
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!
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.
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!
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April
July
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8

26
8

March 22
.May 31
24
.Mav

’

German hit
acquired a current
..
....
..Tom Conway
Tj;
is
Dr. Guilt Is My Shadow (British) (AB-Pathe)
refilming. in English. It
Elizabeth Sellers-Patrick Holt
Goetz.
between pictures, others are busy Rrae torius by Curt
.Guilty Bystander (FC)
Zachary Scott-Faye Emerson
making plans for lensing. At the
On Metro’s slate at the moment, Gunfighter (20th)
Gregory Peck
moment only three indie films are although work hasn’t started yet, Gunfire (Lippert)
Don° Barry
before the cameras. Start of some is a refilming of “Scaramouche.” Gunmen of Abilene (Rep) ......
Allan “Rocky” Lane!
.!..!!
(Mono)
has been stalled by release uncer--* Company is also making “Quo 1-Gunslingers
Whip Wilson
"
Vadis,”
previously
in
seen
this Happiest Days of Your Life (British) (B-L)...
tainties, particularly in view of the
Alastair
Sim-Margaret
Rutherford
M• \ n
^
but
only
in
foreign Happy
United Artists situation, but it’s country,
Years (Metro)
Dean Stoekwell.
generally expected that the indies versions.
Harbor of Missing Men (Rep)
Richard Denning
Will be well .represented when the
Among the independents, Walt Hign Lonesome (EL)
John Barrymore, Jr
roster of 1950 product is compiled Disney now has in release “Treas- Hi- Jacked (Lippert)Jim Javis-Marsha Jones
come next January.
ure Island.” Robert Louis Steven- Hills of Oklahoma (Rep)
.
Rex Allen
Also in the “about normal” clas- son classic has been made three Hoedown (Col). ,
.... .....
Eddy Arnold
sification is the number of an* times previously, once by Fox in Horsemen of the Sierras (Col)
Charles Starrett
nouncements of planned projects. 1918, again by Paramount in 19 20 Hostile Country (Lippert)
Jimmy Ellison-Russ Hayden.
Spot check of would-be producers and for a third time by Metro in House by the River (Rep)
Louis Hayward
Indicates that the number current- 1934.
(Continued on page 18)
*
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ly also continues to fit into the
same old groove. Some are resting

June
.May
.

.

4

18
3

16
21
11
21
17

Jan.

Duncan Renaldo-Leo

~

19
15
10
22
28
10
21

Aug.
.June

Girl from San Lorenzo (UA)

Girl (FC)

12

May

Furies (Par)

Great Jewel Robber (WB)
Great Plane Robbery (UA)

8
9

...Jan.

EdwardS-Doris Merrick
Mickey Rooney-Pat O’Brien
Burt Lancaster-Virginia Mayo.
Mikel Conrad
Don Harvey
Louis Hayward
Barbara Stanwyck* Wendell Corey

Good Time

17

Bill

Golden Salamander (GFD)
Golden Twenties
v« A v4v
(RKO)
Good
Humor Man (Col)...
_

:

7

May

Aug.

Jim Bannon

(20th)

School (Col)
Golden Gloves Story (EL)

:

June

;.Feb.

.Whip Wilson-Andy Clyde

Girls’

:

^

7

Flame and the Arrow (WB)
Flying Saucer (FC)
Forbidden Jungle (EL)
Fortunes of Captain Blood (Col)

.

.

The

Fireball,

I

•

......'

.

j

i

Doom (RKO)

Tim

9

14
28

June 14
.March 22

..John Payne-Rhonda Fleming
Dana Andrews-Farley Granger
Spade Cooley-Richard Lane...

.

|

—

j

of

.

.

Everybody’s Dancin’ (Lippert).,,..
Fancy Pants (Rar) ..
Father Is a Bachelor (Col)
Father of the Bride (Metro)........
Federal Agent at Large (Rep)
Federal Man (EL)
Fence Riders (Mono)
50 Years Before Your Eyes (WB)
Fighting Redhead (EL).
Fighting Stallion (EL)

j

!

Joyce MacKenzie-Stanley Clements
Robert* Taylor-Louis Calhern
Esther Williams-Van Johnson

.

Duchess of Idaho (Metro)
Dynamite Pass (RKO)
Eagle and the Hawk, The (Par)

,

have two pictures shooting, with refilming of one of its top
each slating another five to roll cesses, “To Have, and Have Not.”
before Oct. 1. Lippert Productions High opinion* of the yarn held by
still is shut down as the company
WB is evident from the fact that it
prepares a new setup, announced in was released only six years ago
June. Last year Lippert turned out very short time for a remake. New
29 B’s. This year Lippert plans only version, “The Breaking Point,” will
12, but each will be of higher qualhave John Garfield and Patricia
ity than heretofore. First under the
Neal in place of Humphrey Bogart
new schedule, “20,000 Leagues Un- and Lauren Bacall, who were in the
der the Sea,” probably will roll original.
around Oct. 1.
Also on the remake schedule at
Up above the “average” class is
RKO, which currently has three Warners is “So Big,” from the Edna
films before the cameras and an- Ferber novel, which has twice beother four slated to go this month fore found its way to the screen.
This is the top activity the Gower Firi t tu SS.^ as in 1925 and the sec :
Street lot has seen in some time ond ln 193Zand with the commencement of f Aside from “Wabash Avenue,”
activity of the Wald-Krasna unit, on which you can pay your money
which joined the studio last week, and take your choice, 20’th’s entry
sweepstakes is
the remak
indications are thatw the
vilv
LAW VV UJL u in
Howard
_ e
Hughes plant will continue to op- Love That Brute,” which had its
erate at a high level of production, origin in 1941’s “Tall, Dark and
Among the independents, activ- Handsome.” Studio has also recent-

(EL)

Murder (RKO)
Doorway (Metro)

Devil’s

5

11
7

31

!

I

Continued from page

9

29
24

Yvonne De Carlo-Richard Greene ...... Aug.
June
Dorothy Patrick
June
John Archer

j

i

1

May

June
.May

:

j

.April 26

.Jan.

.

!

falls into the “routine”
classification at th,. valley lot, with
indications that the studio plans to
maintain about this level through
the year’s end.

1

12
14

Aug.

March

.

.

.

j

j

Activity

1

.

.

Moon

10
21

.

!

Destination
Destination

22

.

.

;

9
12

.

j

j

10
26
26

Aug.

.

.

.

Lizbeth Scott-Viveca Lindfors
Time Haver-Gordon MacRae..
Willard Parker
Geo. Moiltgomery-Ellen Drew

j

July

.July
Feb.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Xan

‘Rocky”

7
3
5

April

(

Rory Calhoun-Jane Nigh

12

May

.

.,

Allan

8
8

.

.

Glenn Ford-Brodenck Craw

5
5
5
1

July
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

.May
3
March 29

.

.

28
22
19

.

,

Maureen O’Hara-Macdonald

j

.

.

.

.

.Allan “Rocky” Lane
Jimmy Ellison-Russ Hayden
Randolph Scott-Ruth Romai

•

•

.

js

Michal Michalesko-Jan Bart ...
Humphrey Bogart-Eleanor Parker.

J

:.

j

.Feb.
April

.

,

:

any case, they have become com- Chain Lightning (WB)
pietely discouraged about the pros- Champagne for Caesar (UA)
pects of the Russians ever fulfilling Chance of a Lifetime (British) (B-L).
the deal made by Johnston in Mos- Cheaper by the Dozen (20th)
cow in October, 1948. That called
for purchase of a minimum of 20 Code of the Silver Sage (Rep)
backlog underwent a complete pix
Price has Colorado Ranger (Lippert)
at $50,000 each.
overhaul.
Many now are in the since been revised downward in Colt .45 (WB)
process of being rewritten. Others
Comanche Territory (U)
interest of making a deal.
may be shelved entirely. But by theCompany
prexies had come to Congolaise (FC)
late October, or early November
the conclusion prior to last week’s Convicted (Col)
at the latest, Paramount will be
decision had to be
back at work and the studio ex- meeting that a
made as to whether efforts to sell County Fair (Mono)
pects to set a normal weekly proMoscow were going to be allowed Covered Wagon Raid' (Rep) (EL)
duction level and maintain it.
Cowboy and the Prizefighter
to drag on forever* or whether they
Cow Town (Col)
Republic Slack
should be cut off. The Russians,
Republic also is in the midst of who have already looked at more Crisis (Metro)
(FC)
a slackoff at the moment, but the than 60 pix .in an alleged attempt Cry Murder
(British) (B r L)
studio has a total of seven pictures to find 20 suitable ones, now want Cure for Love, The
Call
Curtain
at Cactus Creek (U).
slated to start late this month and to see still more, and the Ameri(Col)
Agent
Customs
early next.
cans have begun to tire of the
Dakota Lil (20th)
Remainder of the studios around game.
town fall into the “average” clasMoscow persists in wanting to Damned Don’t Cry (WB)
sification. Twentieth-Fox currently see more samples, and each time Dance Hall (British) (GFD)
has nothing in town, but three pix Louis Kanturek, eastern European Dancing Years, The (British) (A-B Pathe)
are shooting on location, “Birds manager for the MPEA, has been Dark City (Par)
of Paradise” in Hawaii; “House on sent to Russia with them. Now the Daughter of Rosie O’Grady (WB)
Telegraph Hill” in San Francisco, Americans are beginning to won- David Harding, Counterspy (Col)
and “Wild Winds” in Montana, and der if this just isn’t a pleasant way Davy Crockett, Indian Scout (UA)
three more films will get underway for the Kremlin, to see and enjoy Daybreak in Udi (British) (Brill)
Day in Congress (Instructional)
by the end of this month. Uni- new Hollywood product.
Death of a Dream (ELC)
versal-International has five before
Desert Hawk (U)
the cameras with another three
Destination Big House (Rep)
slated before the end of the. month.

•

1

18
25

,

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

‘

James btewart.
* vonne DeCarlo

.Jan.
.Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

.

.

.

9
11

March

•

•

Buccaneer’s Girl (U)

.Aug.

.

•

•

.

12
25

.

.

.

15

April
.Jan.

.

•

.

.March
.

.

Dorothy Patnck-Robert Rockwel
Leo Gorcey-.
Bill Williams-Jane Nigh
.Jack Warner. ... ... •.•••••
Johnny Sheffield- Allene Roberts
Fred MacMurray-Claire Trevor.
Joan Fontaine-Robert Ryan
,

*

Johnson

Montgomery

•

.

i

.Penny Singleton- Arthur

Bunco Squad (RKO)
American product played behind Caged (WB)
the Iron Curtain— is such that Cairo R oa(j (British) (AB-Pathe)
there would be very little coin captain Carey, U.Sj.A. (Par)

)

erable period of time.
Low ebb among the majors currently is to be found at Paramount,
which is in the midst of a production hiatus. Following the change
in production personnel, the script

12
.May 10
.Feb.
22
f .April
12
.
April 26
. .June
14
. .May
10
. .Feb.
15
. .June
14
. .Jan.
18
Feb.
.
15
. .March
8
..July
26
. .July
5
Feb.
.
8
.
J an.
18
.
April
5
. .July
19

rl:

,

•

.July

.

Eileen
Retty Hutton-Howard

r

.

:

ISSUE

!'!!'!!!!!!!!!!••••••••< John Carroll-Adele Mara
•

Blonde Dynamite (Mono)
Blue Grass of Kentucky (Mono)
Blue Lamp (British) (GFD)
Bomba on Panther Island (Mono)
Borderline (U) .... ..........
(RKO).
Born to Be Bad (RKO)
Boy from Indiana (EL)
Bright Leaf (WB)
Broken Arrow (20th)

Russia.

j
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i

.

i

. . .!
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R®*

Big Lift (20th) .........
Black Hand (Metro)
Continued from page 3
Black Rose, The (20th)....
of attempting to do business with Blonde Bandit (Rep)

en-

countered in pre-production activity, Metro plans, to keep shooting
at about this level for a consid-

.

*

Moscow Talks

\

.

.

.

Beware of Blondie
Beyond the Purple

’

the activity in Hollycentered around Metro, as
it has for the last month or so.
The studio currently has eight pic
tures in work and another four
will get underway within the next
month. Two of the eight now Tensing are being shot abroad, “Quo
Vadis” in Italy and “Calling Bulldog Drummond” in England, but
the other six are strictly local
products” The rollcallYncludesThe
eoisodic “It's a Big Country” and
the others also are in the topdrawer category with “Royal Wedding,” “Mr. Imperium,” “Across
the Wide Missouri,” “An American in Paris” and “Red Badge of
Courage” making up the roster.
While the actual total may vary
from time to time due to the mul-

»

.

.

pnl^O-Brlen
Wanda°Il
OBrlen-Wanda
Edmond

Belle of Old Mexico (Rep)

than doing nothing.

is

.

STARS

Abbott and Costello in Foreign Legion (U)
Admiral Was a Lady (UA)
Angel with the Trumpet (British Lion)
Annie Get Your Gun (Metro)
Arizona Cowboy (Rep)
Armored Car Robbery (RKO)
Asphalt Jungle (Metro)

and the indications are that as the actually materialize.
winter season' sets in the producMeantime, these non-productive
tion figure will remain steadily
easy which is
right around the 40-each-week-fig- producers tajce life
better,

1

..

Jan, 1 to Aug, 23, 1950)

(From

PICTURE AND DISTRIB.

How

Most

u

. .

Wednesday, September

3

ly readying films is about the same
as it usually is at this time of year
when the milder winds of autumn
drive
away summer lassitude
studios around town or on location enough to prompt a man to anscattered around the world.
Ad- nounce a picture-.
many will
mittedly,' the figure is below the be completed is, of course, another
40 that were shooting right after question. That, too, when the yearLabor Day last year, and even a end check is made, probably will
few below what has been lensmgjf a u within the “average” classifiin recent weeks.
But pre-produc cation—that is, about 10% of the
tion activity has been accelerated announced independent pictures

wood

.

Index to ‘Variety Film Reviews—

atus, and “nobody ever has two
layoffs in the same year.”
As of this morning (5), 36 pictures were before the cameras at

v

. ..

.

PfiniEfr

H’wood’s Production Optimism

ure.

.

:

Aug.

March
.May

14
8

29
15

26
]9
15
9

June

15
31
19
16
28

.June

28

April

Aug.

June 21
.March 8

May
March

17
29

Wednesday, September 6, 1950
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MOST POPULAR
AMERICA TODAY!

Big City, Small

I

Ji\

I

Town ..Everybody
.

Loves "Our Very

A

Own”

$

Sweeping wider and deeper into the
/:

heart of the nation following

its

sensational performance in scores of

key runs, "Our Very

Own”

is

lyX-:

setting

happier boxoffice standards for more

and more theatres

in every type

of

#

one thing.
Small-town success another. Put them
together and you’ve got "The Most
Popular Picture In America Today”!
situation!... Big-city success is

w
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Starring

ANN

BLYTH

GRANGER
JOAN EVANS

Directed by
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mm

JANE WYATT

DAVID MILLER
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Director of Photography
Distributed by

Written by F.
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HUGH HERBERT

LEE GARMES,

RKO RADIO PICTURES#

A. S.C.

BOOK YMC INDUSTRY SHORT FOR

INC.

MIAULED AMERICAN VETERANS**
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“ON STAGE EVERYBODY**
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Greater Union Subsids
Show $377,340 Profit
Sydney, Aug, 29.
The four holding companies under the Greater Union wing

(Continued from page 16)
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STARS

PICTURE AND DISTRIB.

D. Williams, Spencer’s,
2
Aug.
April 12
..Scott Brady.
West’s an’d Amalgamated Pictures I Was a Shoplifter (U).
June
28
Cummins
Loy-Peggy
—returned a net profit of 150,550 If This Be Sin (British) (UA)
...../, Myrna
May 17
Humphrey Bogari-Gloria Grahame
pounds or about $337,340 for the In a Lonely Place (Col). .
. . .
... . . . ....... ........
June
7
financial year ended last June. Iroquois Trail (UA). ...... . .... ..... . .>?. ...... ... .Geo. Moritgomery-Brenda Marshall.
31
May
Profit is about $35,840 ahead of It’s a Small World (EL).
,,/.,, ..... . ..... ..... ...... /Paul Dale-Lorraine Miller.
Dividends now range from Jackie Robinson Story (EL) ..... ... ..... . . ... ...
1949.
17
May
J aekie Robinson
614%: to 8^%..
March 22
'
Jiggs and Maggie Out West (Mono)
y Joe Yule-Renie Riano
June 28
GUT on expansion moves sank
1
Feb.
a healthy slice of capital into procJune 14
••
essing laboratories, 16m distribu- Johnny One-Eye (DA)..//.. ... ... .4
Rat O’Brien-Wayne; Morris.
v
Aug.
2
•
Vo r
tion, and the takeover of Aussie Jungle. Stampede -(Rep) .... * • ,
...
sound equipment. Quite a lot oil Key to the City (Metro) ... v. . v.
1
Feb,
Clark Gable^Loret
the GU profits came from these Kid From Tex&s (U)
.March 1
...... .... .... Audie Murphy-Gal
. ;
new ventures. Further expansion Killer Shark (Mono).
April 12
«
f o
.. .. Roddy McDowall
moves are likely to be made in Kill Or Be Killed (ELL
14
.
.... Lawrence Tierney
f June
.... .
1951 - by Norman B. Rydge, GUT. Kill the Umpire (Col). //.:. ..... .......
,-.
May
3
William Bendix.
chairman.
Aug.
2
...
,
....
.... James Cagney/.
Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye (WB) ... ...... .,. ....
19
July
Hedy Lamarr- John Hodiak
Lady Without Passport (Metro)
17
Alec Guinness-Beatrice Campbell ... May
....
Last Holiday (British) (AB-Pathe) ....... ,
April 12
Macdonald Carey-Gail Russell ....
....
.
Lawless (Par) ,//.•//.
.-./,/. /.
...
9
...... «•/;. Aug.
...
Betty Hutton-Fred Astaire
Let’s Dance (Par):
... .. ...
16
.. . . ... .Aug.
.Lana Turner-Ray Milland.
Life of Her Own (Metro) . . . ...
.
Continued from pace S
June 28
May 31
compared with the previous year’s Louisa ( U)
.*.
*
«.«
1 i
.May
10
Love
That
<20th).
...
Brute
£1,587,356.
May 31
... ,//,././ . Leo Gorcey
(Mono) /..
A principal reason for the loss Lucky Losers
k
March 29
Marjorie 1
...
.
suffered by the combined Rank Ma and Pa Kettle Go to Town (U)
.
Feb.
22
Ann Todd
.
Madeleine (GFD). ..........
....
...
enterprises was the heavy writeoffs Mark "of the Gorilla (Col)
V
Feb.
22
Weissmuller.
...
...
Johnny
.
,
. .
.
taken. These were bigger than in Marshal of Heldorado (Lippert).
... Jimmy ElliSoh-Russ Hayden.
July
19
. ... ,
> .: ...
.Aug.
9
......... .
... ......... Erich Von Stroheim-Sessue Hayakaw
either 1948 or 1949, when substan- Mask of Korea (Ellis)
.Jan.
11
...... v , Leo Gorcey
tial reductions were also made. It Master Minds (Mono)
........
Marlon
Brando-Teresa
Wright
May
24
(UA).
:
.
Men
-4s believed that the current report
...
.John Beal.
... ,
..;.... ....
... ^ ..
March 22
might be the last in which such Messenger of Peace (Astor)
.
Stanley Clements
.
...
.April 26
.
writeoffs are necessary. With Rank Military Academy (Col)
*’..!•
Michael
Rennie-Yolande
••
Denlan
Feb.
(British)
8
Miss
Pilgrim’s
Progress
(QN).
•
getting his house in order to show
Burt Lancaster-Dorothy McGuire
.> , •
.Aug. 23
Mister 880 (20th). ....
.. ... ..
a neat upturn in profits next year.

Greater

(Continued from page 13)
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week*

Poor
and

(20th).

“Night

Tabor

(Fox)

35-74)

(1,967;

“Saddle Tramp”

:

and

(U)

•

%,

Webber.

Aladdin,

•

•

Socko
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.
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.
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(Fox)

Tramp”

“Saddle

Fine

(742;

(U)

35-74).—
and “Trial
or

$2 ,500

better.
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.
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Evalyn”
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Improvement in Rank’s outlpok
the great slash in bank loans
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was Mystery at the Burlesque (British) (Mono)
and Mystery Street (Metro).
........
overdrafts. These were reduced by Nancy Goes to Rio (Metro).
... ...
£ 3,336,545 (about $10,000,000) Next Voice You Hear (Metro).
from £16,286,581 to £ 12,950,036.
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for remittances of $1,250,000 annually appeared to be finalized, South of Death Valley (Col)
..
,
Charles Starrett. .4
y
the Peron government imposed
Paul Hehreid^Gatherine Me
new conditions on the U. S. com- Spy Hunt (U)
Howard Duff-Marta TOren
panies which detracted from the Stage Fright (WB)..
. . ... ......
.... .,
uane w yinan-ivianene U
attractiveness of the pact. These Stars in My Crown (Metro) ....
.
... ........... Joel McCrea-Ellen Drew
State
Penitentiary (Col)
Included a ban on investing in
..........
.... f*. ......
Warner Baxter .......
state secret (British) (B-L) ....... .
theatre ownership.
Stella’ (20th).
...........
.
Situation was further aggravated last week With the devalua- Storm Over Wyoming (RK
y .......
...
Charles Starrett
tion of the Argentine peso. The Streets of Ghost Town _l.C>olj
Si
4*9
Ingrid Bergman-I
likely 'CensequenceV of this will be
Summer
Stock
(Metro)
Judy
Garland-Gene
Kelly.
a bid by the U. S. companies to inSundowners (EL).
crease, the number of pesos allowed to be converted so that the Sunset Boulevard (I
.Dorothy
original $1,250,000 sum will be Tarnished (Rep)
equalled.
(Continued on page 20)
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March 1
,May 17
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(4th wk). Big $4,000 after $4,700 in
previous week.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877; 5984)—“Union Station” (Par) and “I
Killed Geronimo” (EL). Sock $10,Last week, “Con000 or over.

and '‘Prelude
(Col)
Korea” (EL) (2d wk), $5,000.
victed”

to

Fifth Avenue (Hamrick) (2,349;
59-84)
“Black Rose” (20th) and
“When You’re Smiling” (Col): Immense $18,000. Last week, “Treasure Island” (RKO) (3d wk), nice

—

$7,100.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; .59-84)

—"Louisa”
(RKO).

“Bunco Squad”

(U) and:

Excellent

Last

$9^000.

»»

“Lady Without Passport »*
(M-G) and “Lonely Heart Bandits

stanza,

(Rep), $5,200.

*

Music Box (Hamrick)

—

84)

.

.

(850;

59-

“Our Very Own” (RKO).

Smash $10,000 ordose. Last week,
“If This Be Sin” (UA) (2d wk-6
days), $2,500.

84)—“Three

OrpheUm (Hamrick) (2,600;
“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye’*

—

84)

-

(WB)

and

“jungle

Stampede’*

$10,000. Last week,
Baby** (WB) and “Small
World” (EL), $7,400.
Palomar (Sterling) 11,350; 40-5297)— “Where Sidewalk Ends’* (20th)
(2d run) plus Cab Calloway orch
onstage. Stageshow pushing this to
great $13,000. Last week, “Lawless”
(Par)
(2d run) plus stageshow,
$ 10 000

Okay

(Rep).

“Pretty

•

,

;

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
“Fancy Pants” (Par) and
11
19 “Rookie Fireman” (Col). Solid $14,000. Last week; “Broken Arrow’*
April
5 (2Qth) and
T r 1 p 1 e Trouble”
(Mono) (3d wk-4 days), $5,000.

Jan.
...
/ April
.

84)— "Flame and Arrow” (WB) and
“Armored Car Robbery”, (RKO)

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 49Little Words” (M-G)
and “Savage Horde” (Rep) (2d wk).
19 Fine $11,000.; Last week, $16,800.
49-

April 26
July
19
/. Feb.
8
. ./Aug.
16
,
Feb.
15
Aug.
9
.

.

« .

.

. .

.

.

.

.July

.

...May

.

.

.

...July

.

5.

.

.

.

.

•

.

,

Sept.

.

.

.

.

. ...

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4

.

.

.

.

.

Seattle,

Business appears solid this week
in on
.Feb.
1 but nice weather may cut
.June 14 the holiday weekend. Big parade
is
newcomers
sock
to
excellent
.Feb.
22 of
“Fancy Pants,”
June
14 headed by “Louisa,”
“Black
and
.March 1 “Our Very Own” being smash.
two
last
Rose,”
.Aug. 23
“Union Station,” new pic on one
Jan
11
of first dates, is sock.
.March 15
Estimates for This Week
Aug;
2
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 59-

.Guy

*

t

31

Quicksand (UA). ....
. ...
.Mickey Rooney.
.
.March 1
no immediate comfort to Rank's Radar Secret Service (Lippert) ...
John Howard-Adele Jerge
..
... ......
Jan.
18
common shareholders. They got no Range Land (Mono)
...
Whip Wilson
.4
....
.March 1
dividends this year, as against Reformer and the Redhead (Metro)
.
June Allyson-Dick Powell
^ ....... ......
•
March
8
334% tax free last year.
Return of the Frontiersman (WB)
........... ...
Gordon MacRae- Julie London
.May 17
Rider From Tucson (RKO) ...
Tim Holt
>
4
.....
.June 14
Riders of the Ejusk (Mono) ...
... ... ... .... Whip Wilson
Jan.
11
»
,•»•«.. ...Bing Crosby
•••
Riding .'Iligh. (Par)
...
.
.Jan.
11
Right- Cross (IVIetro.)
J une AlI ly son-Dick Powell
Aug. 16
...... .
Rocketship X-M (Lippert) .......
.... Lloyd Bridges-.Osa IVlassen
Continued from page 3
]^ay
3
...... v
Rock^^Island Trail (Rep) 4.,.. ......
Forrest TuckeivAdele Mara .......... :.May
presented to it by president Ellis Rogues of Sherwood Forest (Col) .4 ... ........ .... .... .John Derek-Diana Lynn. ... ....
.... .June
21
G.Arnall. MPEA conferees will. Salt
Lake Raiders (Rep). ..
v. ........... ............Allan ‘Rocky’’ Lane
.•*
May 17
receive a first-hand report on the
Sariinriba (EL)
•»
...
.*.
.....
.Klichael AjVhalen.-X)oris Do\vling.
.]\larch 22
trade accord from Fayette W. AllSavage Horde (Rep) .-. ...
.-. «... ... ..... ...
.....
IVilliam Elliott-Adrian Booth.
...
...
July
5
port, European chief, who arrived
Secret .Fury (RKG)
.v
.»
...
.
Claudette Colbei* t-Robert -Ryan »
April. 26
y
from London yesterday.
Seven Days .to Noon (British) (B-L) ....
...
Barry Jones
.J ./
Aug. 23
MPEA tpmbrrow also will go 7 1 1 Ocean Di ive-. Col)
>•«•»• .*• ........ .<•••••<<• Edmund O Bn en- Joanne Dru
July
19
Into
the
Argentine,
situation, Shadow on the Wall (Metro)
Ann Sothern-Zachary
Scott ..... .
.March 15
~
i which has been a source of many
Shakedown
<U)
I,.:.
.Howard: Duff-Brian* Donlevy
,
Aug. 23
"
headaches among U. S. negotia- Sideshow (Mono) .4
,
...
... .....
Don MeGuire-Tracey Roberts. ... .
/. June14
tors, including John G. McCarthy, Siena (U)
••*••••••
.... ....
... ... ..Audie Murphy-lVanda Hendrix. ....... .April 26
head of the international division Silver Bandit (Fnedgen) ...
Spade' Cooley
...
,,,,,, IMarch 29
M
of the Motion Picture Assn, of Singing Guns (Rep)
Vaughn Monroe-Ella Raines
.4
March 15
.

i*

1

.May

.

.

.

Feb;

.

.

.

Own’ Smash

-Aug, 23
.March 8

.

.

Although

the
picture
looks
brighter for the future, that gave

70-

19

.April

ID

»
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.

studios.
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(2,000;

—

.

.

.

»

,

.

.

.

.

.

United Artists (UD)

95)—“Admiral Was a Lady” (UA)
and “The Showdown” (UAL Low

•

<

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

week,

“

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
70-95)—"Sunset Boulevard” (Par)
(2d wk). Big $20,00.0. Last week,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

Last

$30,000.

—

.

.

.

.

1
7

;

,

.

*

.

.

mash

Last week, “Return of
24 $5,000.
Jesse James” (Lip) ahd "Shot
22
Billy the Kid” (Lip), $6,000,
v
Jan
25
Adams (Balahan) (1,700; 70-95)
April 12
"Three Little Words” (M-G)
Aug:
2 (3d wk). Good $15,000. Last week,
11 about same.
.Jan.
.June 14
Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70"Summer Stock” (M-G)
Aug.
9 95)
.June 28 fancy $15,000. Last week, “Cariand “Lucky
(20 th)
Trail”
boo
.April 12
.July
26 Losers” (Mono) (2d wk), $5,000,

.

.

.

(5,000; 70-95)
(20th) (2d wk).

(Fox-Detroit)
—Fox
"Broken Arrow”

.Feb,

.

.

.

.

at

Week

.May

.

.

.

.

.

Palms.
Estimates for This

17

Feb;
.June

In the aggregate, according to the N 0 Man of Her Own (Par)
Barbara Stan wy ckT J 0 hn Lund
.... /,
.
report, mortgages, loans, deben- No Place for Jennifer (British) (AB-Pathe) ............ .4 Leo Genn
tures and overdrafts have been No Sad Songs for Me (Col).
.. .Margaret Sullivan-Wendell C<
............ ......
reduced by £4,064,665 during the No Way Out (20th), ...
... /Richard Widmark-Linda Darn
.4 ......
....
year.
... Randolph Scott-Dorothy Malor
. ...
Nevadan (Col). .... .......... . .T,
Reason for the paradox of the Odette (British) (B-L). ....
... ... Anna Neagle-Trevor Howard.
.4
. . .4
improvement ip Rank’s situation, Old Frontier (Rep)
,
... .... .4 ...... Monte Hale
.
. .
despite the apparent loss this year Once a Thief (UA)
... ........ Cesar RomerO-June Havoc,
;
......
against the previous semester’s One Way Street (U).
James Mason. ...
..
....
. ..
. ....
gain, is to be found in a large On the Isle of Samoa (Col) ...... ..4. ............... 4. Jon Hall
4
number pf items in both -this year’s Operation Haylift (Lippert)
* ... ......
.Bill Williams-Tom Brown
.
.
.... .
M
and last year’s report, Actually, Our Very Own (RKO) / Ann Blythe-Far'ley Granger
.... . . . . . > . . .
... *
as far as operational results them- Outcast of Black Mesa (Cbl) .......
Starrett
Charles
>
....
.
.
. .
. .
selves go, there; was a gain of Outrage (RKQ)
..... Mala Powers-Tod Andrews
,
....... .... .... . • ......
. .
compared with last Outriders (IVIetro)
£552,264,
.Joel TMcCrea
.....
. ..... ....................
.... .
...
year’s loss of £746,747.
... Richard
.4 ... .4
Outside the Wall (U)
Basehart-Marilyn Maxwell.
........ ;
,
.
Johnny Mack Brown
....... ..........
....
Going beyond that, however, to Over the Border (Mono) . .
...
get the consolidated figure, last Palomino (Col). , .....
.
Jerome Cortland. V.
year’s report showed that Rank Panic in the Streets (20th)
................
Richard Widmark-Paul D<
had forgiven the company a per- Paper Gallows (British) (Adelphi) ..
..
Rona Anderson-Dermot Walsh
tv*
sonal debt of £650,000 and that
it had withdrawn £1,341,000 from
reserves to keep going. ' The only
9'9
Girl (Col)........
income this year aside from operat- Pioneer Marshall (Rep) ,4
... .... ... . ...
Monte Hale
ing profits was £1,082,298, re- Please Believe Me (Metro)
... ...
.....
Deborah Kerr-Robert Walker.
ceived for the sale of fixed assets. Portrait of Clare (British) (AB-Pathe)
... .4 ......
.Margaret Johnston-Ri chard Todd.
These included Shepherd’s Bush Powder Riyer Rustlers (Rep)
...... Allan “Rocky” Lane
....
.... »
.

10

May

.

.

.

Downtown

at

26 $24;000.
23
70-95)—
(2,900;
Palms (UD)
28 “Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB).
.May 31 Fine $18,000.
Last week, “711
April 19 Ocean Drive” <Col) (2d wkl, $9,000.

Cummins
....

Stock”

and “Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye”

.Aug.
.June

.

.

.

.

“Summer

>

.July

.

.

.

. .

.

.

biz

$38,000.

1
1

r-

.May

.

Garry Marsh
.....
Ricardo Montalban.
.. ......
Jane Powell-Ann Sothern ....
.James Whitmore-Nancv Davis

....

,
.

i

^

Betty Grable-Dan Dailey
.Edward G. Robinson-Peggy
...... Marie Wilson- John Lund

.

.Feb.

.

.

.

.March

.

Detroit, Sept. 5.
tempo here is brisk this
despite many holdovers.
Biggest coin goes to “Broken Arrow” at the Fox and "Sunset,
Blvd.” at Michigan, both in second
Top newcomers arp
sessions.

The

stanza

5 S

.April

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

...

...

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

*

.

. .

..

.

.

;

.

•

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

;

.

..

.

.

.

Patrol (Lippert)
..... ...
£ 1,- Motor
... ...... ....
Mule Train (Col)
My Blue Heaven (20th) ...
My Daughter Joy (British) (B-L) ....
the My Friend Irma Goes West (Par)
.

'.

•.

.

.

.

,

.

;

.

.

Modern Marriage (MonoK .., ..... ...
Morning Departure (GFD) ...
Mother Didn’t Tell Me (20th) ....

.•

,

.

Highly

.

.

.

.

.

Slash'

.

.

.

,

Bank Loan

.

.

:.

.

.

£1,481,320, compared, with
169,779 for the 1948-49 period.

.

.

.

.

.

Writeoffs
on amortization of
buildings, plant and equipment
and the 16m film library totalled

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

....

.

.

.

,

$18,000, ‘Arrow’ 30G, 2d

.

.

.

.

In Detroit; ‘Kiss’ Sultry

.

.

59-84)

—
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MIX Business with

Pleasure!

territorial coverage can be packed
delightful
days at America’s most
into four
talked-about hotel! Here’s an excellent opportunity to effectively display theatre equipment and supplies to the real buying
powers of the Motion Picture Industry^
Special tours of exhibits will be con-

Months of
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t

1
4

1
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ducted daily by prominent showmen!

HALL OF
EXHIBITS
AT THE

SHAMROCK

0

$

-.

At Glenn McCarthy’s Fabulous Hotel Shamrock

in

Houston!

!
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New York.
Editor Variety:
One of the most un-American acts I can ever recall in my lifetime took place last week when Jean Muir was fired from the
“Aldrich Family.”
I do riot know who was responsible, but what concerns me and
should concern every American with a sense of fair play, is that
the basis for her being retired from her chosen profession was a
handful of telephone calls and several telegrams accusing her of
,

lino SCREENING ALL RADIO-TV
RWG

Faction which protested the appearance of Jean Muir in the cast
of NBC-TV’s “Aldrich Family,” because of her purported Communistfront tieups, have mapped out a

campaign to screen the cast of
every program on radio or television this year, it was reported
Encouraged by their
this week.
success in having Miss Muir ousted
they reportedly
“Aldrich”
from
will follow the same tactics in trying to have any performer fired
from a show if they consider him
to have so-called subversive lean-

Pitt Jewish Publisher

war,

Pittsburgh, Sept.

v
.

following the decision of GenFoods*, bankrollers of the
show, that it could not gamble on
antagonizing its customers by employing a “controversial person.”
While other talent and .the networks fear that GF’s action in the
Muir case may serve as a precedent to any similar situation that
occurs, the networks claim they
will not be stampeded into screening all actors for their political
beliefs before casting a show. They
conceded, however, that once the
damage .has been done; as in -the
case with Miss Muir, they could

.

roll,

tract

Muir

cancellation” of
from the cast of

dish programs, filed suit last
for $200,000 damages.

Borkon asks

Broadcasting COrp., owners of the
and Leizer Halberstam,
station,
who conducted the programs.
Accordingto the suit, Borkon received many complaints from the
readers of his publications, as well Co-Op Advertising In
as acquaintances, Qbjecling to the
Yiddish- American programs carNBC’s Fall Promotion
by Halberstam. As
ried on
NBC’s 1950 fall promotion cama result, the publisher said, he
paign will feature* for the first time
personally monitored several of the
in tlie web’s history, cooperative
programs and was “shocked by the
advertising in which the net and
invited listeners
Contents.”
affiliates Will split the cost on a
to comment on the programs, Bor50-50 basis. George Wallace,
kon contended, and he did, in a
estimates]
ad-promotion
director,
letter which protested the proworth of newspaper and
grams as being “unrepresentative $1,000,000
mag space will be used.
of Jewish life and, .offensive' to- JewOn-the-air carnpaign will spotish taste.” As a result of the latlight the NBC chimes with the
ter. he charged, Harberstam broadslogan “Three chimes means good
cast libelous and scandalous remarks about him on. five successive times on NBC.” Web’s talent roster
has been recruited to transcribe t
days in July;
the
returning
plugging
Borkon said he was not named spots
shows. The stars will rotate as
directly in the programs but he was
“chime-masters,” introducing all
so identified by reference that it
doubt in listeners' minds the shows on specified evenings.

Jean

NBC-

WHOD

i
1

WHOD

!

AM

“that the traditional right of
all to private opinions and the
right of all writers to employment on the basis of ability
may be reaffirmed.”

No Net Stampede

no

left

TV

as to who was meant. In addition,
he said Halberstam informed listeners that anyone calling the station would be told who was meant,
and a number of persons who did
call were informed that Borkon was
broadcasts.
the
qf
the
object

W

Among

W

other

things,.

Borkon

Halberstam referred to
as an “informer,” likened him
to Hitler, and asked, “how long will

charged,

him

this man be permitted to run wild
in the Jewish community?”

Chicago, Sept.

Tommy

I

5.

NBC’s
his am-

Bartlett, enfeee of

“Welcome Traveler,”

'

flying

phibian airplane, rescued four persons stranded on a sand bar in

!

nearby Lake Calumet after their
skiff had capsized Monday (4).
Victims had been in the water
for an hour and were suffering
contention that Wismer’s sports from shock when Bartlett, flying
activities “precluded his
giving in the area, spotted them. A-foradequate time to the station,” mer Northwest Airlines and Army
Wismer for years has been ABC’s transport pilot, Bartlett flew out
ace sports broadcaster.
the victims in two shifts.

(Continued on page 34)
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Mutual to Hit the

Theme
Sagebrush

and

saddle

will bust out all over

month when Mutual’s

|

Trail,

fall

i

To.

themes

MBS

(Sept. 6-16)

next

promo-

a “Western Week,” Oct. 15-21,
plugging the net’s kid block and
Sunday lineup. Drive will attempt
to cash in on the public’s cowboy

is

.

•

Shows

be
plugged
are
‘Straight Arrow,” “Mark Trail,”
•‘Sky King,” “Challenge of the
to.

Yukon,” “Roy Rogers,” “Bobby
Benson, ’’“Hashknife Hartley” and
“Curley Bradley.”
During the
week almost all other programs
Will take on a Western flavor, with

Cone

$64 Question.

>.

in

Durstine.

Mark

dept!,

Western

with

10 p.m.

RCA-V.ictbr, through Milton Biow.
a.m.

Serutan, through

.

Trail.

SEPT. 12
Mutual, 5 p.m*

McCarin-Erickson.
Sky King. Mutual, 5:30 p.m.
& Brorby.

Week

NBC,

8 p.m.

National Biscuit Co., through
'

\

Derby Foods, via Needham, Louis

SEPT
Halls of Ivy.

:

13

Schlitz Brewing, through

Rubicam.

Young

&

SEPT. 16

announcements by the
and other
will also be

Cecil Brown.

BBD&O.

Western 'characters
Mutual personalities
used.

NBC,

Straight Arrow.

will also be used for merchandise
tieins,
since
Roy Rogers and
Bobby Benson have many licensed
Heavy saturation of
products.

courtesy

—

or Sinatra”

—

is out.
Singers are
clicking when they come up
with an individual delivery, all of
which is aiding the fresher young
chirpers.

a strictly “trade a ggregation” having its rise in radio. (Longines

now

program is heard Sunday afternoons on CBS and the broadcasts
will be transcribed in advance of
the tour. )

Whereas the recent Arturo Tos»
canini-NBC Symphony tour of the
CBS in Public Service
nation was underwritten by ’RCA
company of 'NBC > to the
( parent
on
tune of approximately $400,000,
and whereas! the N. Y. Philharmonic and Philadelphia Orchestra
tours, have bee ; “angeled” in the
Hollywood, Sept. 5.
past by CBS, the Longines 61-city
Dedication of Forest Lawn’s
trek, will be made on its own moHall of Crucifixion Will be broadmentum and expects to show a cast by
CBS Nov. 19 as an hour" r;
profit,
long public service program. DeIn each of the 61 cities there,
tails now being worked out include
will be dealer tie-ups. and it’s ana TV simulcast locally and kineticipated that CBS will embark on
scope for the CBS eastern web.
some promotion of its own.
Hall of. Crucifixion is a $250,000

|

Mutual, 7:55 p.m.

Chamberlin
Sales, through,
'

What Makes You Tick? ABC, 9 p.m. Sustaining.
Shoot the Moon. ABC, 8 p.m. Sustaining.

structure erected specifically by the
memorial park to house a 195feet-long-by 45-feet-hlgh painting
depicting the life of Christ from
Pal
Sunday through the Resurrection.
Cemetery pitched for a
public service airing because the
public will be admitted free to
view the painting and attend services in the 1,600-seat auditorium.
Hilly Sanders, radio-video veepee
of the Dan B. Miner ad agency,
is
mapping the program on a
$10,000 budget and has already set
Werner Janssen to conduct a symphony orch and Dr, Charles HirL
U. of Southern California dean of
choral music, to conduct a 300voice choir from USC. and Holly-

m

U. S. Steel, through

Mutual, 5 p.m. Kellogg, via Kenyon & Eckhardt.
College of Yukon. Mutual, 5:30 p.m.
Quaker Oats,! through
Sherman-Marquette.

local schools. On Oct. 21 at 9 p.m.
a half-hour stanza will roundup
All the web’s cowpoke characters.
Idea of Hal Coulter of the MBS

promotion

8:30 p.m.

SEPT. 11
Victor H. Lindlahr Show. ABC, 10:45

cross-the-board
at 4:45 p.m., will dramatize the
lives of “Heroes of the West” with
tie

NBC,

.

two or three weeks

to

Unusual aspect of the tour, how- for fresh* original styles and the
copyist who “sounds like Crosby
is that it is being made by

American Tobacco, through BBD&O.

BBD&O.

oater locales.
special series, Which will rUn

.

Indie WNEW, N. Y., whose
alumni include Frank Sinatra and
some of the flourishing young
talent such as Jimmy Blaine, Russell
Arms, Johnny Thompson,
Johnny Andrews and Jeff Clark, at-

ever,

SEPT. 10

musical airers using prairie tunes

an attempt made

British import.

tributes the renewed interest in
crooners to the current sentimental
surge the nation is witnessing.
Disk
Jerry
Marshall
jockey
points to the popularity of tunes
Something of a precedent will such as “Mona Lisa,” “Good Night,
be established this fall and winter Irene,” “Sentimental Me,” “No
Other Love,” '‘Our Very Own,”
when the Longines Symphonette, “Count Every Star” and “All My
with Mishel Piastro at the helm, Love.” Marshall says the upbents
embarks on its first nationwide in sentiment and masculine "wartour of the country, Beginning mid- blers go together because the ballad has always been the inale forte,
October
and continuing until while tlie femmes take the. rhythm
Christmas, the Symphonette, com- numbers.
it’s also figured that the nostalgia
prising 35 musicians, will play contrend, with its romantic slant, is
certs in 61 cities, marking the most
whetting
interest in manly tonsils.
extensive tour to date by a syrnph
Additionally, the public is looking
entourage.

& B elding.

Jack Benny. CBS, 7 p m.
Theatre Guild on the Air.

and dramas adopting

A

sung at Bill Miller's Riviera; Dick
Edwards, who was on the Sammy
Kaye show; and Denny Vaughn, a

1

a list of shows, either new or returning after a
summer hiatus, scheduled to preem on the four major networks
during the next 10 days:
SEPT. 6
„
The Great Glldersleeve. NBC* 8:30 p.m. Kraft, through J.
Walter Thompson.
SEPT., r
Screen Guild Players. ABC, 8 p.m. Sustaining.
Father Knows Best. NBC, 8:30 p.m. Maxwell House; Benton &
Bowles.
Hallmark Playhouse. CBS, Iff .p.m. Hall Bros.,, through Foote,

Following

tion campaign will center around

kick.

Network prograrn toppers are reporting that the male vocalist, always a strong radio attraction, is
showing increased audience popularity.
And at the same tinie they
find a bigger supply of promising
young baritones and tenors available and gathering large followings.
NBC recently added a male partner, on! a rotating basis, for Mindy
Carson, with Don Cherry currently
holding down the berth. The web
has worked up a list of 20-odd
singers who have had at least one
year of pro experience and whose
auditions have shown “star calibre
potential.”
Among those on the
NBC list are Eddy Fisher, who’s

1

The Welcome Traveler

conduct of his KMPC-statioh, also
a show.
As for the legal question of announced that Worth Kramer, of
Whether the Muir case contributes Detroit, would take over as veepee
a violation of civil rights, play- and general manager of WJR,
wright Elmer Rice, as spokesman succeeding Harry Wismer, who*]
for the ACLU’s civil rights com- resigned last week. Kramer had
mittee, pointed out the difficulties been Wismer’s assistant. Wismer
in trying to prove such a conten- checked out over what he called
tion.
He said the ACLU would long-standing differences W i t h
•'like to investigate the whole gen- Richards on basic policy matters.
eral situation,” but while empha- On the other hand it was Richards'
1

i

j

A network spokesman, who declined to be identified, suggested
that an argument might be taken
Under the Commisto the FCC.
sion’s licensing laws for radio and
stations, he pointed out, the
licensee alone has the right to determine what the public shall lisDetroit, Sept! 6.
ten to or watch. In the case of
John F; Patt, president and genMiss Muir, he said, it might be
GAR in Cleveproved that an outside pressure eral manager of
group, which was not so licensed, land, has been elected president
of
the
three
G. A. Richards staprogramming.
determined
the
Spokesman for another group sug- tions, which in addition to WGAR,
JR, Detroit, and KMPC,
gested that Miss Muir and some include
of the persons who protested her Los Angeles. The office has been
appearance might be persuaded to vacant the past year! since the
participate in a discussion on the resignation of Frank Mullen, who
air.
It's believed; however, that is now with the Jerry Fairbanks
no network or station would take TV operation.
Richards, currently on the FCC
chance
of stirring Up right-wing
a
antagonism by programming such hot seat for alleged bias in the

|

.

week

compensatory damages
$100,000
and $100,000 punitive damages in
a suit filed against the Steel City

TV’s “Aldrich Family” and offered to joii AFRA, TVA or
any other organization “seeking to put an end to the blackthe
list
practice;”
Finally,
Authors
the
Guild
urged
League and its censorship committee to cal. an immediate
conference against blacklisting

not employ the actor.
Execs of the American Civil
liberties Union will meet with
their attorneys today (Wed.) or tomorrow to determine what legal
steps they can take to prevent a
recurrence of the Muir case.

.

WHOD

plated or in progress by the
ACLU on the effect of the current blacklisting Of radio and
television artists upon the professional welfare of writers.”
Guild; expressed “shock and
horror” to the American Federation of Radio Artists and to
Television Authority over what
it. termed the “sumniary con-

eral

5.

Louis Y. Borkon, Yiddish- American publisher here arid a leader in
Jewish circles; Who claims he was
because he
libeled over
dared to criticize the station’s Yid-

American CiviV Liberties Union
“in any investigation contem-

Miss Muir was replaced in
the “Aldrich” cast by Nancy Car-

being a Communist.
What is happening to our Constitution the most important paper
„ever written for a free people? What about a fair trial? What
lias happened to the courage shown by the men who built this
country? Have we none left? And if it’s merely a matter of economics, what would happen* say 1, if 10,000 people with red blood
in their veins and who will not see the little fellow kicked around,
stood up and said to the corporation, “I will hot buy your product
until: you will let somebody bigger than a bigot sit in judgment of
Eddie Cantor.
the accused!”

—

in

taken this week
by the Radio Writers Guild. In
three resolutions adopted at a
meeting of its eastern region
council, the Guild pledged Vim?
mediate cooperation” with the

Muir case

;

ings.

‘Shocked’

First formal' move by any of
the radio talent guilds to combat the alleged blacklisting of
artists in thie wake of the Jean

j

Chicago, Sept. 5.
“The Falcon,” Sunday afternoon

whodunit sponsored on

NBC

by

Kraft, Is slated to get an international treatment next month. Food
company, through the J. Walter

Thompson agency,

last

week

final-

j

ized a deal with NBC and indie
packager Bernard Schubert to air
a French version of the series on
an eight-station Canadian network.
Story lines of the mystery will
parallel the American shows, but wood Presbyterian Church. Sanders
north-of-the-horder programs will also is trying to line up Ronald
use a French speaking cast. Show, Colman to read from the Bible the
set to bow the first week in Octo- passages depicted in the painting
ber, will originate at CKAS, Mon- and Ezio Pinza and Kirsten Flagtreal, with Paul Langley producing. stad to sing.
Vincent McCopnor
Deal was arranged by Si Mowatt of would script with Norman C<H’Wi n
JWT.
producing and directing.
.
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LOOMING

The Jean Muir case, with its much broader involvements, is
a danger signal for radio and television. Fear alone is responsible for bringing a,bout this present critical situation that could
well choke
and TV’s creative growth.

AM

One

Some

cry from a mere handful of self-appointed judges
as to whom America should see and hear sends sponsors,
agencies and the networks scurrying to their retreats. And iri
their fear of the slightest taint of the ogre 6 i Red infiltration
they bend over and fall into the hands of a more invidious form
of totalitarianism^—the self -»righteous patriots who individually
take, it upon themselves to purge our country of those they
designate as its enemies.
-

little

Despite all the fears and appre^
hensions as to the ’50-’51 broadcasting

Obviously these are critical times, when radio and television
exercise extreme caution as to what goes over the airlanes. But we have better weapons than character assassination and guilt by association. There are due processes of law

1

Granted that the networks have no choice, since the sponsor
holds the reins.
Put with due conviction, and with the realization of the future implications involved in the firing of
Miss Muir from the ‘‘Aldrich Family’' TV show, it would seem*
imperative that the networks put up a fight to preserve their
own independence.

On

the heels of the General Foods incident, not only has radio
television put itself completely in the hands of those who
control the, pursestrings, but it has paved the way for a withering of this gigantic Industry by the stifling of its bloodstream
4ts writers, its performers, its creators.

and

—

behooves the network chieftains to point this out

.to the sponsors and the agencies; to show them that this scurrying to safety at the first hoot is playing into the hands of the

self-anointed.
Surely neither General Foods nor any' agency
believes that the score of telephone calls (which inspired Miss
Muir’s dismissal) could stop the sale of Jello.

The onus

on the doorstep of the networks. They
alone, by acting now, can stop the impending deluge. Thus far
only one person has. been hurt since the panic has gripped
Madison avenue. Only Jean ,Muir has been sacrificed without
trial. Only fear could temporarily blind people who, at another
time, would have ridiculed any Tittle Napoleons attempting to
sit in judgment.
is

directly

A* few well placed telephone calls by network officialdom can
prevent any further moves to open the floodgates for indiscriminate purging,

now

•

assured. While there are gaps in
the nighttime programming schedules. nonetheless there is every
indication that the ’50-’51 semester
will translate itself into billings
equally as profitable, if not more
so, than the previous season.

series

is off and the broadhave plunged into their
post-Labor Day chores with an enthusiasm and optimism that haven’t

existed
dicated

iii

many

months*.

It's

pre-

on a variety of factors,
Which break down as follows:.
Agency-client inquiries as to
availabilities" over
the

(1)

program

past couple of weeks give every inWhile it’s all pretty much water
dication that many of the current over the dam nm, there has been
sustaining slots will soon be ob- considerable
speculation around
sorbed by bankrollers.
CBS as to what transpired between
(2V Those initial jitters of clients the web’s - ace commentator Ed
holding themselves aloof because Murrow and his boss, Bill Paley,
of the Korean war situation seem upon Murrow’s recent return from
to have diminished to an appreci- Korea.
0
This much i? known, that the
able degree, so that the web sales
boys are no longer getting the news analyst, who is also on the
brusheroo in making their pres- board of directors of the network,
did confront Paley upon checking
entations.
in at headquarters.
He was seekTV Plus Factor
ing some explanation as to why
(3) The TV upsurge, far from the
CBS newt department had
hurting radio, is becoming a plus been ordered to kill a special disWith all cream nighttime patch Murrow had sent in from
factor.
video availabilities gone, sponsors Korea only a few days prior to his
confronted with the TV SRO. are return home in which the analyst,
interested in converting the coin in a sum-up of the war situation,
into radio program sponsorship.
reportedly laid it ^on the line in
»

•

.

:

NBC

Plan-If

Goes

’

between movements of a symphony.
Ancl the type of commercials would
obviously also be a factor in getting. an okay fronj the fastidious
conductor.

criticizing U. S. tactical operations,

None

of it got on the air.
In the two-week interval between
his return from Korea arid resuming his cross-the-bdard commentary on Monday (3T Murrow has
been “cooling off” at his country
Now that the Catholic Diocese
home in Pawling, N. Y.
has given NBC the okay to move
the “Catholic Hour” Sunday show
to 2 p.m„ after many years as 4
6 p.m. fixture, the network is embarking on a fishing expedition in
the hopes of luring over one of the

Shows Air In Absentia’

,000 Yearly

In

8-9.

The heat

ABC

180(1601’

on NBC, Sundays

casters

(4) The networks’ successful campaign in holding the line against
advertiser pressure for reduction
Sterling’s
Buy
in rates has sparked the whole inSterling Drug has bought * fivedustry'' oh the morale front—the
minute news summary with John
clincher in establishing radio’s conB. Kennedy on the full ABC web
tinued impact as a coast-to-coast
at
10:30 p.m. Monday through
medium, with the slogan “nobody
Thursday.
sets.”
Show starts Sept. 18. Agency is can laugh off 65,000,000
(5) A reappraisal of radio as a
Helbros, the watch company, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
po ten t entertainment medium rewhich some months back swore off
veals but few casualties among the
radio because of its experience
major personalities who have domwith NBC and the Dick Powell
inated the talent rosters over the
4t
past 15 years. The Jack Bennys,
Richard Diamond” Whodunit, apCrosbys, Bob Hopes, Edgar
Bing
parently has had a change of heart
Bergens, Red Skeltons, Fibber &
and is ready to embrace the
Mollys and Walter Winchells—
medium again.
they’ll all be back under the same
Company during the past week
or new sponsor auspices. While a
lias been making inquiries as to
Burns&Allen (who are transferring
program and time availabilities
their allegiance to TV), a Phil Harprior to embarking to an extensive
It
ris or an Ed Gardner may have been
sales campaign. But not on NBC.
caught in the transitional dilemma
Watch outfit reportedly is still
NBC will grab itself a fast $6,- of some sponsors questioning the
miffed over the treatment it re250,000 a year mid establish for it- top prices asked, nonetheless It’s
ceived a few months back when self the biggest sales coup in re- conceded that the percentage is
NBC terminated the Helbros spon- cent radio annals if its “Operations small when contrasted with the
sorship of “Richard Diamond” and Tandem” meets with sponsorship initial fears that swep t the radio
turned the show over to Rexall as acceptance.
That’s based on six industry.
the latter’s summer replacement participating bankrollers plunking
for Phil Harris and Alice Faye. It down $1,250,000 each a year for

Helbros Due Back,

Arturo

Eddie Cantor is of the opin-.
ion t hat CBS apparently
doesn’t believe he’s on NBCTV, judging by a guest-shot
casting call he had from Robert Q. Lewis’ Office. He was
wanted for the latter’s 9:19
p.m. show next Sunday.
This is the same day that
Cantor kicks off his video

officially

for at least another season is

and judgment.

it

which

radio’s continued “bigness”

tries,

must

Certainly

season,

teed off over the ’Labor Day weekend with the return of many of the
four webs’ major commercial en-

,

of the members of the
Syriiphony Orchestra say that
Currently in
Toscanini,
Italy, practically blew his top when
word reached him that he and the
symph were beirig dispossessed
from Studio 8-H in Radio City and
that the web had negotiated d
deal whereby the Toscanini concerts would henceforth emanate
from Carnegie Hall, N. Y. And
there’s a strong likelihood there
won’t be an invited audience ior
the concerts.
:
NBC has decided to convert 8-H
Toscainto a television studib.
nini had a particular preference
for it because of the backstage
private*
dressing-room facilities,
The
studio and other comforts.
fact that use of Carnegie Hall will
entail continuous stair climbing if
alsore ported to annoy the maestro/
Meanwhile, the web is awaiting
Toscanini’s reaction to the plan to
slot the NBC symph in the Monday night 10 to 11 slot as part of
the “Tandehi” sales formula whereby six participating sponsors would
be plugged on one-hour shows five
nights a week. It poses e multiplicity of problems insofar as the ma«
estro is concerned.
How, some are asking, would he
react to following the Telephone
Hour and Firestone programs?
What possible solution could be
reached in spotting six commercials on a program that could include a 45-minute symphony? it’s
considered hardly conceivable that
Toscanipi would tolerate a plug

NBC

letting

Causing Some Confusion

Sunday afternoon Mutual commerSpecifically, NBC has de*
cials.
signs on MBS’ “Martin Kane,’*
since slotting it-at 6 o’clock would
spark the web’s sequence Of adven*

Although the practice of Arthur Godfrey -teeing off his M6nday night “Talent Scouts” simul- ture-crime programs. NBC also
cast “in absentia” provoked con- cast envious eyes at “True Detec*
fusion and some criticism when tive Mysteries,” but Williamson
initially inaugurated last year, the Candy came through with a 52*
same situation prevails this sea- week renewal on Mutual.
Both NBC and CBS have been tryson. The first four stanzas of the
Lipton Tea-sponsored show are ing for some time to nibble away
rolling while Godfrey is still va- at Mutual’s strong-pulling Sunday
cationing, with first two already afternoon attractions, CBS being,
already successful in weaning away
aired.
Young & "RubicamV agency on “Hopalong Cassidy,”
Shift of “Catholic Hour” to 3
the CBS program, is getting in a
web’s
leaves
the
“NBC
quickie announcement weekly that p.m.
the show is transcribed, but to all Theatre” temporarily without *
Hour long show, which
intents and purposes the radio berth.
listener is under the impression dramatizes the world’s great literclassics
(with a home study
ary
it's a live presentation.
It’s more
apparent, however, on the video angle in cooperation with five universion, since the first four have versities), will probably get a late
Godfrey plat- evening spot or go into the Saturbeen kinescoped;
tered the radio installments and day afternoon lineup.
Network feels that the literary
TV counterpart
“kinriied”
the
epics couldn’t be scissored down to
NBC has two new vice-presi- prior to leaving on His vacation.
30-minute
format
a
dents. They are James M. Gaines,
A five - minute news summary
director of the web’s owned-andwill be aired at .2:30 p.m., foloperated stations, and Edward D. tosee Will Solo It At
lowed by 25 minutes of “Voices
and Events.”
Madden, who was one of the Booz,
WINS, Murphy to Cincy
Allen & Hamilton offspring, who
WINS, N. Y.; which has been Kurie
came In as assistant to the presiResearch
in
dent arid now moves into television under the co-management of Wilmot H. Losee and Kieran T. Murin charge of sales operations,
Post; Brown Personnel Set
The veepee chevrons were con- phy since the death of Eldon Park
John F,. Kurie has joined the
ferred at last Friday’s (1) meeting last December, will now be managed by Losee, Murphy moves to Sherman & Marquette agency as
of the NBC board of directors.
comptroller
Cincinnati
become
to
research director, replacing SamThe Gaines v.p. had long been
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., uel E, Gill, who left along with
anticipated, with practically the of
Carl. S: Brown, veepee in charge
whole web personnel pulling for which owns WINS.
Murphy takes the post vacated of the N. Y. office. Latter has
the appointment. Gaines formerly
Smith;
who
becomes
W.
A.
by
opened his own agency:
in
headed the WNBC operation
Other key personnel of ’the
N. Y.» moving into the owned-and- comptroller of the Crosley Divioperated setup in 1947. He joined sion of the AVCO Manufacturing Brown agency, also from S&M, are
operBroadcasting'
Crpsley
Christine
Corp.
Petrino,
space - time
the network in 1942.
Madden joined the web last Feb- ates WLW, Cincy, in addition to buyer; Bernard J. Hanneken, copy
ruary after 12 years with McCann- WINS and TV stations in Cincy, supervisor; Gaetano Penna, art
Erickson and later a$ -exec veepee Columbus and Dayton. Both Mur- director; Robert F, Kirby, produo
of the American Newspaper Ad- phy and Losee have been with tion manager; and Mickey Hart*
office manager.
WINS for the past seven years.
vertising Network.
’

!

t

repayment to a 39- week ride on five orie-hour
also
entailed
a
Helbros, which had splurged ex- shows on Sunday, Monday, Thurstensively on dealer promotion tie- day, Friday and Saturday.
Web
UpS;
execs say two clients are ready to
go; it’s holding off until a minimum of three sign up.
It’s unquestionably the most radical sales concept (fathered by exec
veepee Charles R; Denny) with the
two-fold aim of (1) establishing a
NBC last week sent cancellation new program selling technique for
tile radio of the future; and (2)
its
all
of
notices t;o packagers
sustaining -shows as a protective resolving in one fell swoop the
measure, predicated on the fact problem of how to cope with a
personalities
that its “Operation Tandem” and flock of top-priced
would otherlate sales of time may kick sonie of and packages that
the non-commercial airei’s off the wise have to be sustained.
These include the upcoming Sunair.
“Dream
90-minute
night
day
Cancellation letters provide for Show,” the first hour of which
recapture of the shows and re- r would be embraced in “Operations
negotiation of the pacts. Only two
(Continued on page 36)
sustainers which have definitely
been renewed are the Charles
'

ON NBC CANCELLATIONS

.

.

Boyer “Adventures of Marcel” and
Karloff’s ‘Mr. Moto’
“Tales of the Texas Rangers.”
NBC is auditioning Boris KarHowever, web is interested in
keeping on several of the still-un- loff in a radio version of J. P. Marsponsored crop, including “Want- quand’s “Mr. Moto” stories. Radio
Ashleyed.” “Top Secret,” “Jack Lait’s rights are. owned by Ted
Confidentially Yours,” “Dangerous Ira Steiner.
package
Another Ashley-Steiner
Assignment,” “Night Beat.” “Diis
mension X,” “Cloak and Dagger,” already auditioned by NBC
Wolfe;” with Sidney Green“Nero
DiMaggio
“Joe
'‘Big Guy” and
street starred.
Show.”
‘

S&M

j

,

;
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After a few seasons of economies in which the networks, sponsors and agencies practically abstained from, those “pre-premiere’*
cocktail. sorties which reached their- height during the. free-spending World War II era, the freeloading fraternity is whetting its
lips in anticipation of a major comeback.

For example, there are five major events oil the Dry MartiniManhattan Circuit this week which appears to be par for the
course for the next few Weeks. On Sunday (10) Colgate is tossing
a super cocktailery following the premiere of its Sunday night TV
show on NBC; yesterday (Tues.) Eddie Cantor, star of the Initial

The Bulova Watch Co', via the
Milton Biow agency, will officially
tee off on Sept. .1 5 its most ambi+ Relationship between the nefa
tious
radio-television
spot campaign to date. At a $50,000 producworks and ad agencies seems to
tion cost, it has wrapped up a
be undergoing an upheaval.
On
Emerson’s
probable $1,000,000 parlay of top
the one hand, it appears, they art
Emerson Radio reported a con- now perking iri program producname talent that will sell Bulova
watches on
and TV strictly solidated net profit this week of tion, both in
and TV, in an
$3,559,800 for the 39 weeks ended attempt to get back some of the
for free.
It’s regarded as the most unusual Aug. 5, as compared with $2,256,- control over show building lost in
plug-for-plug coup ever engineered 718 for the same period last year. recent years to the webs. On the ^
This year’s earnings are equal other hand, the nets are frequentby an advertiser on either radio or
television. The Bulova watchmak- to $2 .02 per share, as compared to ly bypassing the agencies and peders have approximately appnopri- $1.28 per share for the same pe- dl in g their programs direct to* the
sponsors.
ated a $5,000,000 budget to grab off riod in 1949,
cream time segments on
and
Instrumental in changing the
TV for the 20-second sales spiels
agency attitude, it’s argued, are inr
done by practically all the top perstances such as the case of Magsonalities on the NBC and CBS
navox and the Maxon agency. Latkilocycles with the talqnt plugging
ter
surrendered the Magnavox
the timepiece and trailerizing their
billings on a CBS-TV show after
own shows. (Blow has pacted for
the sponsor claimed it shouldn't
what is actually $3,000,000 of radio
pay commission on an airer which
spot time on the two webs and
that agency didn’t produce. Mag-'
navox has since gone to Kenyon
about $1,500,000 for TV spots,
grabbing itself practically all the
& Eckhardt to produce the stanza
cream station-break franchises.)
(which alternates with the K&E
produced “Ford Theatre”). InciThe Bulova “salesmen” on TV
dentally,
will include Grouch o Marx, Ed
K&E will probably hanStation breaks are agitating the dle the
Wynn, Eddie Cantor, Ed Sullivan,
commercials even though
and TV fraternity; In radio the it has the competitive
Faye Emerson, Ken Murray (who
Sylvania TV
has already inaugurated the plug- importance of the quickie commer- set account.
cials is pointed up by a new plan
for-plug technique on a test run
K&E has expanded its producbeing readied by WOR, N. Y.,
basis), Alan Young, Ralph Edtion staff, setting up two separate
wards, Ted Mack, Bill Gargan, which expand its evening breaks units for the Ford and Magnavox
Maggi McNellis, Abe Burrows, from 15 to 20 seconds. The Mutual series, and has drawn heavily from
Henny Youngman, Garry Moore, key feels it will thereby give bank- CBS personnel and to a lesser exPerry Como, and the Lucky Pup rollers more sales punch, permit- tent from NBC. Other agencies,
and Howdy Doody characteriza- ting about 45 words of copy instead similarly expanding their productions.
In addition, the Philco, of 35.
tion, are raiding the network perPressure for longer breaks has sonnel precincts.
“Studio One” and Ford dramatic
stanzas have effected tie-ins, with been coming from the advertisers,
Some agency toppers figure that
Tony Miner doing the “Studio who have been using more of the in many cases the networks can
is not contemplating package
One” spiel and guest stars on Ford spots.
a show that will be ecoany rate increases for the 20-second nomical.
arid Philco to be utilized
However, in other inbreaks.
stances they consider themselves
What! No Godfrey?
An
old argument in radio, that able to put on a stanza for less
On radio, Bob Hope, Fibber Ac
of station breaks are get- than the network would charge,
Molly, Groucho Marx, Dennis Day the users
and Judy Canova will make the 20- ting a cheap ride on the heavy absorbing part of the costs by usexpenditures
of the sponsors who ing their own personnel.
Some
second Bulova endorsement on bebiiy the programs around them, is of this, of course, comes out of the
half of their NBC shows, while
now
being
projected
into video. As radio-teevee department’s share of
Jack Benny, Bing Crosby, Marie
the 15% commission.
Wilson and Amos ’n’ Andy will get tele costs mount, the bankrollers
BBD&O’s inserting of “Charlie
feel their large production riuts are
their CBS shows plugged in exWild, Private Eye” into the Sunchange for the quickie Bulova garnering large audiences for those
day
5:30 p.m. slot on NBC for
outfits which use minute and even
pitch. (Biow was anxious to work
Wildroot is reportedly a move to
Arthur Godfrey into the deal, but shorter spots.
cut
network
influence.
Network
expensive
“Why should we build
it hit a stalemate, since CBS is
had pitched “Cloak and Dagger,”
planning its own Godfrey Subsid- shows,” these backers ask, “when
a
Lou
Cowan
package
which
it has
iaries, which will include a Godfrey someone is* able to get a big audibeen sustaining.
Agency, howwrist wacth. Ditto in the case of ence with his 20-, 30- or 60-second
ever, pulled a switch and built a
CBS’ Gene Autry, who already commercials?” Some agencies are. new stanza about which the web’s
thinking it may be wise for these
markets a timepiece.)
programmers
know little:
As an entirely separate adjunct, spenders to buy up the breaks preOn the other phase—-network bythe Biow agency has set Van Hef- ceding and following their shows passing of agencies^-both sides
art

.

;

Colgate presentation, -tossed his own private press party. Also
on the agenda is the cocktail party and dinner being bankrolled
by the Bendi* Home Appliance tonight (Wed.) at the Savoy Plaza
marking the preem of its “Chance of a Lifetime Show” on ABC.
The Peter Paul Candy has a drinks-on-th e-house bio woff for its
NBC “Hank McCue Show,” and NBC wants the press for cocktails
tonight (Wed.) to meet: Gordon MacRae in connection with “Railroad Hour” bally.

—

AM

AM

.

AM

Membership meeting of the Radio Writers Guild at the Hotel Astor, N; Y., tonight (Wed) promises
to
to be a hot affair. It Will discuss
Chicago, Sept. 5.
charges by WelboUnr Kelley and
“Cliff Johnson. Family,” cross*
Daisy Amoury that the RWG’s
Eastern Region Council letter cen- the-bpai’d family airer carried on
for the past three years
suring Kelley for “invoking politito
cal or religious issues in such a shifts
WGN, Monday (li).
way as to weaken or divide his Show, a remote from the Johnson
union”, contains “half-truths” and home in Oak Park and featuring
Cliff Johnson, his wife and four
“lies,”
Fracas stems from a meeting of daughters, goes into the 8:15 to
the council in July when Kelley 8:45 a:m. period on WGN.
proposed a resolution supporting
Sold in quarterrhour segments,
the U. S’. Government in the three sponsors have been lined up

(

;

WBBM

AM

'

-

Korean

and urging forma- to date. They are: Illinois Meat
body similar to the Writ- Co.
Broadcast Brand Foods)
Board of World War II. Beechnut Products (coffee and
the council tabled his reso- baby food
and Jay’s Potato Chips.
crisis

tion of a
ers War

When
lution.

,

(

)

Kelley submitted

,

another

;

WOR

would
resolution
(declaring he
vote against it) which would have
put the group on record as having
been anti-U. S. That was voted
down. Kelley thereupon resigned
his post as alternate member of
the council, saying he did not want
to be associated with a body that
would neither vote for or against

Friday Roost In

the Government.
In a letter explaining hjs resignation, Kelley charged that members of the council had- attacked
the Catholic Church and the American Legion, “simply because they
are attacking Communism.”
Political Implications?
In reply, some council members
say that the Kelley resolution
was tabled because it was “political.” “outside the purview of the
constitution” and that only
six members were present at the
meeting. Denying it made attacks
on the Legion and the Catholic
Church, the council’s letter says
“certain Catholic and Legion publications
were cited for using
smear material.” This reportedly
refers to articles in the Sign and
Catholic
Digest listing alleged
Communists in radio and tele.,
Some council members feel the
articles help to spread “blacklisting” in the Industry.
A letter by Kelley and Miss
Amoury,. attacking the council
statement* comments: “You prob-

.•

Friday night’s the loneliest night
in the week for CBS and NBC,
neither of which now h^s a sponsor between 8 and 10 p.m. On the
other hand, it’s the strongest night
on the ABC schedule, the web sitting pretty with a solidly sold lineup from 7:30 to 11 p.m.
CBS’ list of sustainers starts with
“Philip Marlowe” at 8, “Up for
Parole” at 8:30 and “Songs for
Sale” at 9. At 10 p.m.. Phillips
Petroleum has a regional hookup
on 63 stations.
NBC currently has “Cloak and
Dagger” at 8, an opening at 8:30

RWG

on the local outlets.
reluctant to talk.
However, sevWhat has been aggravating the eral recent sales were made directsituation on tele is that many sta- ly, For some time, since AM betions are double-spotting, or fol- gan feeling the pinch, the chains*
lowing a one-minute spot with a top salesmen (including the brass)
Station identification message that have been making it policy to pay
includes a commercial. When there calls on clients and potential clipicture.
are hitchhike announcements at the ents in swings around the country,
No coin changes hands. That end of one show, a spot, a cornmerSome key network sales execs
goes for the radio-TV personalities, cial station identification tag and
(Continued on page 38)
as well. All they get is a Bulova a pitch at the start of the next pro...
gram viewers are confronted with
(Continued on page 36)
different manufacturer’s
f o u r

lin, Celeste Holm, Joan Caufield,
Lloyd Nolan, and Janet Blair from
the ranks of films to plug Bulova
on TV. In their case, the payoff is
a $750 television receiver, plus of
course the intergrated plugging of
their most recent or upcoming

and Dimension X” (which General
will soon give up) at 9.
Lait’s “Confidentially Yours”
is in
at 9:30. Pabst’s “Life of
Riley” thereby finds itself in something of an island position. However, the web hopes to correct the
situation by skedding a strong hour

!

Mills

Jack

,

WMCA’s

in a row.
v.
Sports Accent,
Defenders of spot, however,
claim that they are paying high
Sells
Grid Series
shows ahead of “Riley.”
rates compared with what program
(Continued on page 36)
WMCA, N. Y., as part of its
ABC’s sponsored lineup, holding
users pay, that they don’t get some
to build a year-round sport
ABC is auditioning “The Big of the advantages of sponsoring a
over from last year, leads with
“Lone Ranger” at 7: 30 and follows Game,” a half-hour audience partic- program, such as identification absence and to hold its N.
with “Fatman,” “This is Your FBI,” ipationer on baseball which will with a stanza and ability to mer« G^nts baseball audience, will air
“The Sheriff,”' “Champion Roll be emceed by Mel Allen and Russ chandize it. Rates for spots, they the entire series of Notre Paine
Showcase Call” and winds with the Gillette Hodges. A Larry Elliott package, point out, are steadily skyrocketing grid gairies, starting the same week
Mulled as
fightcasts at 10 p.m. Mutual has it's being designed for simulcasting. on TV, Reason why there are so ^at diamond broadcasts end. The
Joe Franklin, whose antique recABC program chief Leonard many spots, they say, is that many nln f %?.* u r£ ay a fternoon games
one sponsored show, a Johns^anord show is now heard from 6:30-7
the fighting Irish Will be sponville newscast, within the 8-10 p.m. Reeg has also waxed comedian Ben- local stations find them a more
a. m. arid 11:30-11:55 p.m. daily on
by General Electric Supply
ny
Rubin for a projected disk lucrative source of revenue than
WJZ, N. Y., is being mulled for a hours.
Corp. for GE Television arid Hotjockey stint to go cross-the-board network shows.
once- weekly evening hour stanza
point Appliances.
in a late afternoon slot. Idea is for
on the ABC net. Reason is that
Series, marking the first time
Rubin, now residing in Chicago, to
Fair’
Franklin’s nostalgia specialty has Miles Nixes ‘Ladies
that the complete nd card has
tap the Windy City talent pool for Three
Shows Set
been copied by a large, number of
Mutual to Co-op Strip guests.
been
aired in N. Y., wil be heavily
<|tm
•
cji
a
y
stations, many which have written
f Of AJt>V S Ulu ptnp promoted via fullpage newspaper
Reeg has also settled details on
Miles Laboratories has cancelled
him for advice on starting oldtime
ABC program veepee Leonard ads and weekly ads op sports
out on its “Ladies; Fair” Mutual the web’s Saturday evening “Game
disk airers.
Night,” designed as a block in
pages. In addition to football,’
The new hour show will include strip, effective Sept. 29. Sponsor which parties at home can partici- Reeg has set three new shows for
is airing sports dope ’four
via Wade
5-6 p.m. “kid strip,” starting
show,
the
the
backed
had
a segment of “I Knew Him Well,”
11."
It kicks off Sept. 16 at 7:30
pate.
“Jimmy Wakely Show,” times daily: roundups at 7:30 a.m.
Sept.
interviews with friends of the “late agency, since Feb. 6.
p.m,
“Buzz
with
Adlam’s
and
Play
11:05 p.m., racing results at
a Hollywood transcriber, takes the
,MBS will launch its “Ladies
greats*';
diskographies of stars;
0
p.m.
and Giant Jottings
at 2- Room, fallowed by Bud Collyer in 5 p.m. slot.
In the 5:30 period 6:30
contests for the ideal vaudeville Fjtir,” heard cross-the-board
2*30 p.m
as a co-op on Oct. 2. “Shoot the Moon,” Jimmy Blaine, “Space Patrol” will be aired Mon- (backed by the N. Y. Giants 52
bills, which will be recreated, with
singer On “Stop the Music,” will be days and Fridays and “Blackhawk,” weeks a year) at 6:45 p.m.
records, and a coast-to-coast record Web wants to help its affiliates
Since day after Korea fighting
latch on to some of the 3,200 local starred in “Marry Go Round” at based on A comic book, will be
hunt contest for rare recordings.
heard Wednesdays.
“Superman” broke, indie has added to its N, Y.
its “Game of 8:30 and Gypsy Rose Lee in “What
backed
sponsors
who
Pointing up the nostalgia trend,
be Makes You Tick?” goes at 9:30 p.m. has the Tuesday and Thursday seg- j Herald Tribune news bulletins on
WJZ may incept a. stanza with DaVe the Day” ballcasts, which will the
Block will be followed by music ments.
the hour with Associated Press
Elman, who once produced “Hobby bowing out with the end of
with a remote from the Shamrock
Starting Sept, 18, Mars* new headlines on the half-hour. It Is
Lobby.” Elman would spin old diamond season.
hotel, Houston, at ,10, and “Dixie- show, “Falstaff’s Fables,” takes the also rebroadcasting United
cooperative
a
mulling
N&r
is
ABC
disks; gabbing on what the .particJ
>r «
* 9 « land $Jahibake j\:gt i
1 6 l5;5&i£m. segment cross-the-board. itiona sessions nightly at 10:‘45 tong
i
1
^basl# fdr its “Thin Man.” i
ular
in'

block from

its

names

ABC BUSY PACKAGING;
SAT. ‘CAME NIGHT SET

“Operation Tandem”
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Washington, £ept. 5.
Here’s what the FCC color video decision means:
1. Color cannot come before Oct. 1* but is almost certain to come

between

months and a

six

year.

Present receivers will require installation of adaptors to get
color programs in monochrome if CBS system, which Commission
proposes to commercialize, is adopted.’
3. Existing set owners will continue to get current programs for
some time. CBS would add 20 hours per week of color broadcasts
which would necessitate installation of an adaptor to get pictures
in black and white or a converter to get pictures in color. These
devices are expected to be on the market shortly after CBS color
standards are finalized.
4. If manufacturers agree to new “bracket standards," prospective purchasers can buy biack and white sets in about 70 days
which will be color programs in black and white whichever qf the
systems now proposed is adopted,
5. if manufacturers do not agree within 30 days to the “bracket
standards," Commission will issue a final decision “forthwith"
adopting CBS color standards. In that case, new color receivers,
converters and adaptors would be on the market within a few
months.
M
6. Acceptance of “bracket standards" (involving installation of
flexible adaptors at the factory in new sets to provide compatibility
for CBS color) will be followed by proposed decision favoring CBS
but keeping door open: for new systems providing they can be
demonstrated by Dec. 1 of this year. In the meantime, CBS, will
be helped by FCC to obtain tri-color tube for its system.
7. If no other system meets the criteria (another system as good
or better than CBS’) laid down by FCC. Commission will adopt final
standards for CBS color. Demonstration by CBS, showing that the
tri-color tube can be used in place of the filter wheel, would
strengthen the Commission's decision to adopt the Columbia sys2.

Washington, Sept. 5.
FCC has decided

Now

Daytime

that the

affirmatively for color television
hut has deferred final standards to
Cincinnati, Sept. 5.
give industry a three-months peWLW-T extension of its fall prothan
better
riod to show something
gramming to 16V4 hours on weekthe CBS system, the big question days, starting at 7:30 a.m., was inaugurated this week.
manufacturthe
here is what will
WCPO-TV tops local video operaFor it is up to them to
ers do.
determine whether we shall have tions with a weekday schedule from
6
a.m. to 12:30 a,m. WKRC-TV is
color now or wait from six months
to a year with no one knows how now on the air from 2:55 p.m. to
much dislocation in the receiver 11:30 p.m.
In making the time stretch,
market
.

WLW-T

back downtown to

moved
In proposing that manufacturers
Crosley Square / from its hilltop
build in compatibility (for CBS
studios,
called
“Mt. Olympus."
color ) in all new sets, the ComPlans are to have all radio and TV
mission has given the industry a
originate in the spacious
shows
taste of the kind of problem the
downtown studios by mid-October:
agency itself has been wrestling
Operational departments, includwith for the last three months: how
ing Short Wave Propagation and
to keep the door open for further
Engineering
be
Research, ’Will
developments and at the, same time
from Crosley Square to the
protect
new receiver owners moved
smaller of two studios at Mt.
against obsolescense*
Olympus. The big studio, there will
The manufacturers are given a be held in reserve for program
choice (which is a nice way of say- originations.
ing the FCC is holding a club over
them) of putting in adaptors or
else.
And the “else'’ is CBS color
immediately. It is a tough question and one that is not likely to
be decided overnight (FCC gives
until Sept. 29 for an answer), since
the industry is given only three
months to produce a better system
than Columbia’s, and to deliver to
the Commission in that time “repapparatus"
resentative
receiver
which can get color transmissions
.

;

-

from a Commercial station. Judging from the time that it has taken

new

develop to
the apparatus stage, even under
the impetus of the Commission
hearings, it would be considered
phenomenal if *a better system than
that of CBS (which has been 10
years in development) can be demonstrated by the Dec. 5 deadline.
May Mull 'Johnny-Cqme-Latelies’
The manufacturers, therefore,
will have to consider whether the
“frequency interlace" system of
General Electric Co., the new “Uniplex” system of Color Television,
Inc., or possibly a more acceptable
R£A system have potentialities
worth waiting for and justifying
the risk of unduly prolonging the
effect on the market which a delay' in color standardization can be
expected to have.
As Comr. Rose! Hyde observed
In his dissenting opinion in which
Continued on page 38)
color systems to

(

B’casters, Film

Assure

NAB

Washington, Sept. 5.
of the big surprises of the
FCC color decision involves the
application of a gimmick developed
by the Commission’s chief engineer, Curtis Plummer, It is known
as bracket standards, and provides
for the installation of a flexible
adaptor in new TV receivers which
permits the set owner to adjust his
set whatever color system is transmitted. It is, in effect, compatibility insurance to the set owner, in
that he is guaranteed a black and
white picture regardless of which
color system is standardized.

One

Plummer’s concept

Need

in

Of Camouflage

Ease

to

Paytime television grooved for
the housewife audience must halve

.

entertainment camouflaged if its
to be successful, according to Dr.
Ernest Dichter, psychological consultant to some of the country’s
top advertisers. Based on results
of a study just completed of the potential audience for daytime TV
among women, Dr. Dichter declared
that the femmes also won’t go
for strictly domestic material, such
as cooking and shopping hints. Best
way to reach this audience, consequently, is “middle Voad" programming, he said*
According to the psychologist,
the majority of women interviewed
rejected pure entertainment programs through fear of temptation
to watch TV and so lose the time
from
household
their
chores;
through “guilt feelings" If their
work is not finished, and through
fear they may lose their recognition as “sacrificing housewives/*
This latter factor prover especially
interesting, Dr. Dichter said, addits

ing:

•

•

.

tem.-

of

.

.

;

.

“Housewives stressed the so-called unawareness by other member
the

family

the

of

x--

t

strenuous,
that their

time-consuming work
household duties entail. They revealed the desire to be seen and

Rad’s Video Test
Rad household detergent

and sympathy'
'sacrificing’

their

of’

*

roles

York

as

housewives would be

markets.

threatened."

.

t

With eight new television dramatic shows scheduled for launching this

is start-

ing a test video campaign in New
on
participations
with
WABD’s “Your Television Shop,
per," WPIX’s “Gail and Bill" and
WATV’s “Homemaker’s Guide.’’
Cleaner has been sold heretofore
through ~ dblnonslratorS
chiefly
working in groceries and super-

appreciated
as
the
‘sacrificing’
housewife, rather than one who has
time for leisure..
Thus, many
women subtly expressed fears that
if they permitted themselves to enjoy daytime TV, /full recognition

Daytime TV, Dr. Dichter concluded, must find “ways and means
to induct women to shop and cook
and rest at different hours than

fall expected to raise competition for story properties to a
new peak, producers have been setting their shows farther in advance
than ever before. NBC’s Fred Coe,
producer of “Philco TV Playhouse," for example, started six
weeks
ago to line up his properties
...... ^
...
now has
them set for the first
f
11 programs. Robert Montgomery,
producer of NBC’s “Lucky Strike
Theatre," similarly has been working on the problem for the last
month or so and has succeeded in
lining up seven programs.
.

,

.

Montgomery, whose show

they do at present. It will have
to learn what woman want in the
way of camouflaged entertainment
and how the ideas and facts they
teach can act as sufficient appeal
to provide the moral basis for overcoming feelings of guilt over having switched on TV during the
day fl

will al-

ternate Monday nights at 9:30 with
the Bernard Schubert series of operettas, again will stick almost exclusively to adaptations of properties previously produced in films.
As a result, his program again will,
not be kinescoped, since the ques-

1

tion of whether kinescoping viofilm
lates a Hollywood studio’s
rights has not been settled. MontWith the color question tenta- gomery said he may also do an
.; original story. from time to time,
tively scttleft, the FCC will c0m
-'but has none lr mind yet.
mence hearings on Oct. 2 look“Lucky Strike’’ series tees off
ing toward ending the TV freeze. Monday night (11) with “The AwCommission Chairman Wayne Coy ful Truth," co-starring Lee Bow-

Washington, Sept.

carrying the color broadcasts. The
Plummer system goes further in
that it encompasses other possible
standards for color or monochrome
which might be standardized.

5,

has estimat e d that the freeze man and Jane Wyatt. (Original
film was produced by Columbia,
might be lifted by the end of the starring Cary Grant., Irene Dunne
Television’s large bonus audi- year and that processing of applistandards,
which manufacturers
and Ralph Bellamy.) Succeeding
are requested to adopt (or else ence is twice as big for sports proprograms will have “Big Sleep,"
CBS color standards will be impos- grams as it is for non-sports pro- cations for new TV stations may starring
Zachary Scott: “Arrowed immediately), thus holds the grams, according to a study made start early in 195i.
smith,” with Van Heflin playing
line on possible incompatibility at in the New York area by The
Testimony will be taken at the
the doctor’s jole; “Star Is Born,"
the approximately 7,000,000 sets Pulse, Inc., for WOR-TV, N. Y.
fall hearings on allocation of chan- “Petrified Forest," “Brief Encounnow in use and permits FCC to
The survey, which counted noses nels in the VHF and UHF bands, ter" and “Night Must Fall/’ Casts
search for further developments in of viewers who don’t own sets and stratovision, reservation of chanfor the latter four have not been
TV owners who watch, away from nels for educational video stations, set. Montgomery said he may play
(Continued on page 34)
their own homes, found that on feasibility of “metered television," the
“Night,"
role
in
starring
the average summer day 732,400 and, possibly, new developments to
(Continued on page 39)
persons in the area are bonus increase detail of black and white
viewers.
When the bonus group pictures through incorporation of
was at its peak, in the 8-11 p.m. horizontal interlace.
RASH;
hours, the extra viewers averaged
Witnesses slated, to appear in-

Owners

The

Committee

secretary-treasurer

an exten-

veloped by another FCC engineer,
Edward W. Chapin, chief of the
Commission’s laboratory division.
The Chapin invention, which has
been patented by the U.S. Government, automatically brings in CBS
color broadcasts in, black and white
by merely tuning to the station

Washington, Sept. 5.
National Assn, of Broadcasters
was told last Friday (1) that broadcasters would have little to fear
from theatre television. Robert H.
O’Brien,

is

sion of an automatic adaptor de-

TV Seen

employment

of

bracket;

j

,

of

United Paramount Theatres, and
Nathan Hal pern, TV committee
chairman of Theatre Owners of
America, assured NAB that theatre
video would be “supplemental to,
rather than competitive" to broadcast video. The two appeared before NAB’s television committee,
which met here to consider an extensive agenda on TV matters.
A subcommittee to keep contact
with the theatre operators was appointed by Robert D. SwCzey of
WDSU-TV New Orleans, chairman
of the NAB TV committee.
Ted

Philadelphia, Sept. 5.
This city’s mounting sports consciousness, with the Phillies leading
the National League in baseball
and
the
champion Philadelhia
Eagles bowling over grid opposition
in the Mid West and Far West, is
being reflected in the air with a
Cott, general manager of the NBC rash of sports programs.
New York flagship stations, was
Latest addition is the “The
named chairman of the subcommit- Eagle’s Nest," weekly half-hour TV

210,200

persons

per:

quarter-hour clude broadcasters, manufacturers,

and added 16,4% to the regular networks, engineers, government
audience. Front noon to midnight agencies, and educational organiza-

:

they

represented

an

additional

!

.

tee. Other subcommittee members program covering pro grid activinamed, were Victor Sholis of ties. Don Kellett, former UniverLouisiville. and Charles sity* of Pennsylvania halfback and
Reversing a general assumption,
A. Batson, director of NAB’s TV coach and now administrative assistant at the Philadelphia Inquirer most of the bonus viewers were
department.
The broadcasters committee also stations (WFIL-TV and WFIL), will not in bars and grills. The WOR
recommended that NAB retain a conduct the show which kicks off study found 69.1% of the nighttime
television adviser, preferably some- tonight (Tues.) at 7:30. C. Schmidt bonus viewers were visiting friends
one prominent in the sports field, & Sons; Inc., brewers, are picking and relatives. Daytime figure was
to assist in questions regarding up tjie tab and the agency is. A1 61.5%.
Paiil Lefton.
From the economic standpoint,
sports rights for TV stations.
Kellett and guests will discuss the bonus audience has a « larger
In other actions, the committee
recommended that NAB institute a football in general and the Eagles percentage in the low-income
campaign to bring producers of TV in particular, diagram plays and group than the general TV audiplayers
assignments. ence. It was also found to be
film into the association as associate explain
Data also
members, establish machinery to Guests at opener will include Bert dominated by men.
advise with public agencies on Bell, commissioner of the National shows that WOR-TV is second
Football
among
League; James Clark,
the Gotham nutlets in depreparation of material for use on
in- -president ol the Eagles, Greasy livering extra viewers, with a
television
«v.^,.u.vu In
promoting public .u
«» f..
terest causes, and. prepare a sales Neale, the team’s coach, and Al 19,9% figure, presumably because
>
of 4fes' heavy sport* format.
iWlstert, star tackle and 'captain.
manual id t TV- Stations ^
V
.

WHAS-TV,

Cleveland, Sept. 5.
Carlings Black Label Beer will
its first major entrance into
the television sports arena here by
sponsoring the Cleveland Browns
professional football team.
The
East Ohio Gas Co. has already
signed for the
rights over

make

?

!

n9

‘
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;
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each agent and
to

interest

little

clients

time is found
other pro-

in

grams.

The William Morris agency was
first to form these lines of demarcation last year when Harry'
Kalcheim Was assigned to service

'

the

the Milton Bcrle show.
It was
will be a si- found to be a fulltime job. Agency
with either
or is now arranging a schedule so that
taking the video side. The about half the staff will be assigned

The AM-TV venture
mulcast

WNBK

WEWS

issue is undecided pending clear-

I

n

AM

'

WERE.,

.

i

how splitting
television sectors into selling and
servicing divisions. Reason for the
split is the impracticability of attempting to keep the same personnel in both jobs.
It’s been found
that servicing of every major show
is
practically a fulltime job for
Talent agencies are

ported, prefer sports 8-5 in the daytime, when extra viewers for baseball added 14.5% to the regular
audience. In the evening the preference for sports was 5-3, when
sports in general garnered a plus
audience of 24%.

,

•

Shows Fulltime

tions.

12.8% oyer those viewing, at home.
The bonus audience. Pulse re-

.

ances of cable rights.
Bob Neal, WERE general manager, who’ll do the mike job, said
Carling will take at least five outof-town games. Under present rulings, ho Cleveland Brown telecast
is
possible within 75 miles of
*
-'-i
«
Cleveland . ^
1

I.

;

I

i
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one major program^
Music Corp/ of America is also
There
working along these lines.
have been several personnel additions in this office, because of the
increasing demands upon an agent’s
time in handling various shows.
Agencies are finding that the
m (Continued. on pagfe 38> ^ 1 ; J
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Wednesday, September

Gillette,

1950

6,

which topped the video 4
v

rights to the World Series for'
$800,000, has agreed on a three-

way pooling dtrangement whereby
NBC, CBS and ABC will share in
telecasting the ^ames. 'For the
privilege, each of the networks is
paying $50, 00(h (Mutual TV affiliates are automatically included because of the Gillette^MBS tie-in,
Which also gives Mutual exclusivity
on the radio broadcasts).
Originally it was Gillette’s intention to restrict the Videocasts
of the Series to one network, and
Understood that NBC could
it’s
have grabbed off an exclusive on

the games by plunking down $200,000, but board chairman Niles

Trammell opposed any monopoly

DiMaggio

TV Show

By GEORGE ROSEN
Sold

Mexico

City,,

Aug. 29.
.

Lionel Corp, has pacted for the
Perhaps the major TV Ripley ex“Joe DiMaggio, Show” on NBC-TV. tant today exists in Mexico City.
Program is scheduled to tee off Emilio Azcarraga* whose far-flung
Sept, 23 and will be aired. Satur- radio, pix and music interests justdays from 5:30 to 5:45 p.m. Bank- ly rate him “Mr. Show Biz of
roller, signed for 37 NBC stations Mexico” cognomen, is all set to
on a 13-week deal.
embrace video --- but on such a
Show is packaged by the Japk grand scale that it would cause a
Barry-Dan Enright outfit..
studio - cramped NBC or CBS to
turn green with envy.
This coming December, Azcarraga will be ready to launch Mexico City’s Television Center, a
magnificent edifice comparable in
size to two New York City blocks
now being completed at a cost of
.

r

.

,

preferring

deal,

the

three-way

several* million

spread.

DuMont

willingness to come in, at $50,000,
but prexy Allan DuMont himself

Series will be paid on the basis it took the action to protect interof an hour of playing time rather ests of all actors 'and because TVA
than for the full length of the has intervened
against
SAG’s
The webs don’t figure to petition filed in L. A.
games
make any money out of the Series;
Television Authority will meet
again with representatives of the
onSept. 14. According to
networks
'Studs Place’ Won’t
George Heller, TVA executive secShuttered, After All, But retary, these talks are on “issues

on

Chicago, Sept. 5.
now that the “Studs

It looks
Place” obituaries were a bit premature, Well-received show Which

was dropped by NBC-TV

after a

not contested by the Screen Actors
Guild and cover live production
and supplemental kine recordings.”
The negotiations are not expected
to be altered by the amended petition TVA has filed with the National Labor Relations Board. This
asked for the establishment of two
covering
(1)
bargaining units:
the networks and agencies; and (2)
covering motion picture producers.

six-months sustaining ride* was
picked up last week by Manor
House Coffee who is seeking time
Reason for the shift, Heller says,
on ABC to spot the program. Coffee firm, through Earle Ludgin is to" facilitate NLRB handling of
also
It
agencj wants to bankroll the series the TVA-SAG dispute.
as a co-op deal here on WENR-TV changes legal points in the original
obNLRB
the
which
to
petition
midwest
and possibly several other
markets if suitable time can be jected/
found, on ABC.
Also involve! in the pending reEXIT
vival is indie packager W, Biggie KILGALLEN,
Levin. Idea for “Studs Place” was
,

JAMES

CBS FOR

originally dreamed up by writer
Charlie Andrews of the Levin office

and was sold to
and writer’s fee

NBC

James are resigning
month, casting director and

When

web scratched

OWN

Eleanor Kilgallen and Monique

on a royalty

basis.

the

their jobs as
assistant cast-

a position to set their

own

price.

the show last
ing director of CBS to set up CastDream Fulfillment
it reverted back to Levin,
Consultants.
NBC attempted to get back into ingNew
Azcarraga, with a fortune inoutfit, which starts Oct. 2,
the act when Manor House definitewill not be an agency with actor- vested in Television City, the fully decided to latch onto the show.
but will help producers and fillment of a dream started back
a
Web offered the coffee firm Sat- clients
directors with their casting prob- in 1944, intends, doing something
urday or a Sunday afternoon slot lems. Performers booked through about it;
His brother-in-law’s
for the show but offer was nixed.
CC will pay 109c. except in those company, Remsa, in which he has a
interest,
has been
considerable
package
or
agency
the
cases where
company is paying CC a retainer making radio sets at about oneof
the
U.
S. manuthird the cost
J.
fee,
Miss Kilgallen is the sister of factured product, and is currently
tuf
Dorothy (and Dick Kollinar) Kil- exploring the TV vistas with a view
Miss James is the daugh- toward turning out video receivers
gallen.
Hollywood* Sept. 5.
Edwin L. James, N. Y. Times at the same one-third-less price
Lee J. Cobb will make his tele- ter of
Azcarraga isn’t sure the
level.
managing editor.
film debut this week, stepping betrick can be turned* but he’s Willfore the cameras at General Serving to stake his future in a “TV
ice studios to star in Palisades Promanana” as 'he sets the groundChi
AfHollywood
ductions’ series “A
work for the launching of the video
fair.”
Rip Van. Ronkle is scriptcounterparts of his two fabulous
2-Year Ffchts
ing the pilot film.
and XEQ*
radio operations,
Palisades, headed by Marion
Chicago, Sept. 5.
the brace of 200, 000-watt stations
has
Lewis*
Eddie
out
get
Parsoriett and
ABC-TV has decided to
(Continued on page 38)
budgeted $100,000 for the 13-Week of the fight game* The web is
series.
cancelling its subsidization Of the
Tu esday ui cht amateur boxin g card

LEE

,

XEW

Arnold Sponsors ‘80’;

Chi Rainbow Arena which it
as “Tomorrow’s Champions.”
will be replaced by Roller

Barber’s 'Inside Stuff’
aired
Red Barber, CBS sports director, Show

the World Series.
With Barber on the road with
the Brooklyn Dodgers last
the preem show was taken over by
John Derr, associate sports director,
as guest emcee. He interviewed Vince Scully, one of Barber’s assistants in the dodger ariof
nouncin^L' chocesr rPhi
the pennant* fightsin both leagues,

the start

Video Series
&

for

,

Reed, Roach Set Deal

Hollywood* Sept. 5*
Basic five-year contract, calling
for a series of half-hour vidfilms
co-starring Stuart Erwin and his
wife, June Collyer, has been inked

between Roland Reed Productions
and General Mills. Deal is a partnership arrangement between Reed
and Hal Roach, Jr,, who conceived

for Burns arid Allen.

the idea for the domestic

Reed will be executive .producer
DEAL with Roach producing and Guy
AUTRY'S
Frank
Phair associate producer..
CBS Strayer, who has been with the
FOR 26 FIX
some
time
organization
Reed
for
Hollywood, Sept. 5.
Gene Autry’s Flying A pictures scripting and directing commercial

EYING A
ON

films, will direct the series, first
inked a deal with CBS for productwo of which must be delivered to
tion of 26 videoaters under series
by Get. 16. Reed plans to lens
tag, “The Range Rider,” starring
three vidpix weekly.
Jock O’Mahoney Proauction starts
Oct. 1, with location filming slated
for each picture, with each carrying

GM

I

$20,000 budget.

Lou

Gray

will

with

produce,

'BELIEVE IT

scripting to be done by Autry’s
stable of scribec Flying A is controlled by Autry, Mitchell J. Hamilburg and Armand Schaefer;

OR NOT’

Ballantine has decided to cancel
out on sponsorship of the “Believe
One of the
It or Not” TV show*.
major bankrollers among brewery
companies in
and video, Ballaritine is primarily concerned with
hewing to a two or three-month
seasonak pattern, rather than yearNebraska
round, with accent on sports.
Omaha, Sept, 5,
Company currently sponsors the
Cudahy Packing Co;, which has
No. 1 baseball parlay, the Phils and
just removed its general head-

AM

On

from Chicago to
8 Spot quarters
Omaha plant, will celebrate

at

its

the

WOW

j

j

!

WOW

of.

[
!

!

j

,

comedy

series.

j

prior to

-

Yankees.
J.
Walter Thompson iA the
Derbv telecasts after Sept.
Arnold Bakers has bought “Life event by sponsoring all Nebraska .?6 enc y
“Champions” has been carried Begins at 80” on ABC-TV.
The University football telecasts over
as a co-op on ABC for the past jack Barry-Dan Enright production WOW-TV this fall.
Deal includes
Co-Ax Comes to L’ville
two seasons. After the fight pro- will go into the Wednesday 8 p.m.
and KODY, the latter at
gram nearly died last spring be- slot, opposite Arthur, Godfrey on North Platte, Neb.
Louisville, Sept, 5.
cause of gate, the net made a deal CBS-TV and the rotating comeSponsorship
includes
direct
Coaxial TV service Will be availwith a new promoter, Leonard dians stanza on NBC-TV.
broadcast of Nebraska’s nine games able to this area either Sept. 30
Schwartz, wfiereby he’d be paid a
and KODY. Television or Oct. 1, and both WfiAS-TV and
Benton & Bowles picked up the by
reported $500 a week to put on
schedule includes direct teleeast WAVE-TV will be fed the World
only
days
Arnold
for
five
airer
independent of the
fight cards
Coafter its last sustaining broadcast of the five home games over WOW- Series live for Tucal viewers.
gate, To background the fights
TV’s privately owned microwave ax leg, which will come down from
audience, fans Son NBC-TV- Latter web had to
a
with
......
- ringside
* 'drop “80” because of the return relay system, and telecasts at 10:30 Indianapolis, will
shared
by
be
were admitted upon payment of a
'of “Versatile Varieties.” B&B's de- p.m. Monday nights of the Satur- both local TV stations on an equal
nominal ticket tax.
Tip basis.
cision was based on audience loy- day games away from home.
The promoter plans to continue alty shown in 55,000 letters NBC Saggau,
sports editor* will!
When one station has cable servthe fights on a regular admission
^pnqelj
received
^fj^r^^kipg*
the^
will, X&fa Pff.
W**W«*>»
basis hut doubts it win,
j jgfa
announcement.
lation
without the video subsidy.
^
— —

To Brave Wed.

[

.

week

too.

j

:

26, a

commission

TV

,

Reaction of some TV station
is that with video
spots at such a premium now,
it doesn’t pay to swap time
for cameras* and pay a cash

managers

5.

teed off a special news series of
four 15-minute, programs to give
baseball fans the inside stuff on
the current pennant fights via.
CBS-TV last night (Tues.). Shows
Will be aired in the 10:30 to 10:45
p;m. period on a sustaining basis

through Sept.

advertised

nationally

a

watch and photo equipment.

'

*>

COBB SET FOR

at

in cash' Group is also
making the same proposition

for

.

r

.

time— advertising,” Would be
15% commis-

paid the usual

Hollywood, Sept. 5.
Carnation inked Burns
Allen
television oyer the weekend,
with program bowing over CBS in
October. Team will telecast every
other week, with three of first 13
to be done in N.Y. the remainder
on kinescope from here.
Carnation is reportedly paying
the pair $18,000 per show. It’s understood if the kine falls short of
expected quality, the team will do
most of the shows from N.Y. for
eastern cable with kine for n onTo interconnected stations,
tion now exceeds 2,500,000,
Show was bought on strength of
date a shipment of about 1,500 sets
has been brought into the country, the CBS test film which won critCarnaequally divided among RCA* Gen- ical praise in the trade;
eral Electric and Philco, the three tion will continue its two radio
with
here
someshows
from
firms that will supply the remainThe 1,500 are being changes on “Contented Hour,” with
ing 8,500.
bought up at a pretty fast clip, but Tony Martin replacing Dick Haymes
it’s strictly a rich man’s luxury October 1. Format Will be revised
here.
A 16-inch receiver costing by Robert L. Redd, new Coast ra$250 or $300 in the U. S, costs dio head of Erwin-Wasey, who also
about 3,500 pesos ($400), not only produces. Howard Blake's matinee
because of the import tax, but be- “Carnation Family Party,” starring
cause the distributor and the deal- Jay Stewart, continues as heretoCBS is still working out time
er, lacking any competition, are in fore.

Be

It

While that would mean that

has held a close cheek-rein on proAuction costs, it means also: that
actors and actresses won’t benefit
from the much greater amount of
money that advertisers are pour-r
ing into video this year.
While none of the producers
would say as much, it is believed
that the average dramatic talent
won’t be able to negotiate for more
money until its unions wrap up a
pact of some kind with the networks.
Such a move has been
stymied until now because of the
jurisdictional battle between the
Screen Actors Guild and TV Authority.
Each union is claiming
complete
all
jurisdiction
over
thesps working in the medium. Until that hassle is ironed out, the
networks and/or agencies possess
complete authority to determine
how much an actor is to get for
his work.
Webs, of course; maintain that
they are already paying actors as
much as, or more* than the talent
would receive under any minimum
wage scale that might he set up.
That, however, is not enough for
the actors and actresses. They
claim such Ray Was okay during
the period When TV was struggling
to get on its feet. Now that at least
two of the networks are practically
sold out for the fail and winter
season, they believe they should
share in the greater income, even
(Continued on page 30)

sion,

Where

the Ripley comes in is that,
With all this grandiose display,
with all of Azcarraga’s vision into
TV’s future in Latin America, with
his resultant blueprint of a plant
that embraces four modern theastudio^, rehearsal
tres, countless
rooms, a block-long storage unit,
and the finest of equipment, TV
may well wind up playing to a
phantom audience. Because of the
Government nix on U. S. imports,
a quota of 10,000 receivers has
been set for a city whose popula-

.

Television stations around
the country have been receiving bids from Great Lakes
Associates, Detroit ad agency,
asking for spot commercials on
a Polaroid camera,VtP be paid
for in cameras. GLA, which is
described as a specialist in
“reciprocal—merchandise for

the young architects of Mexico
(Aczcarraga wants no “old thinking” to go into his Latin-Americari
TV baby) who are vying for the
privilege of designing the ultramodern facade for Television City.
Azcarraga has laid down only two
requisites: (1) that it be made of
Mexican stone and bronze and (2)
that it represent a daring and venturesome spirit in architecture so
that, 10 years hence, it will still
be the last wojrd in modernity.

chimed in with “no dice,” asserting he wants nothing to do with
Screen Actors Guild yesterday
the Series. It was DuMont that (Tues.) formally intervened against
wrap
to
up Television Authority in New York,
initially bid $650,000
an exclusive on the 'Series, With filing natnek of 8,000 members, and
other documents With the National
Gillette finally topping it.
Affiliate stations carrying the Labor Relations Board. Guild said

Wants

is

nothing on tele y islon-happy United
States to match it and even now
there is a competition on among all

execs also expressed a

Client

There

pesos.

Television dramatic talent can.
expect about the same fees this
year as last, despite the much rosier outlook for stations and networks. Roundup of producers on
the major dramatic programs reveals that they’ll be operating with
virtually the same budgets as they
had during the previous season.

Payoff in Profiles
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TELEVISION
Sweden Sees
Television

Due in 1951,

(Sept 6-16)
of programs, either new or returning after a
summer hiatus,, scheduled to preem^on the major television networks during the next 10 days:

Stockholm, Aug.

Jim Moran

—known

to

Windy

‘The Courtesy
City viewers as
Man’' arid known in automotive circles as a shrewd car dealer—has
early
fceen a u^er of Chi video since
than
in 1949, when there were less
s
60,000 sets in the city. Today, he
the biggest single local spender,
his
kicking out $8,500 a week for
.....
three- tele shows.
He started bankrolling his first
teevee show—wrestling on ^WENRTV—-in February, 1949. His gross
and
biz- from, his Hudson franchise
w as
bis used' car lot at that time,
running about $800,000. a year,
Sales perked lip almost immediateso he
ly after his tele entrance,
added another show, a weekly feature film on WGN-TV By the end
of 1949 his Courtesy Motor Sales

Continued from page 29

.

his most ambitious video project in February,
1950, when his weekly “Courtesy
HoUTV variety showed bowed on
WENR-TV. The first six months of
of ‘50 he grossed $10,275,000 in new
and used Car sales and servicing.
May was one of his better months.

Moran launched

-

peddled 690 new Hudsons and
644 Used -cars in 31 days.

He

Besides finding himself rather
jsuddeniy knee-deep in coin, Moran

the

hour-long

personally screens

all

WENR-TV

the acts used

This

ceived in the 1949-50 series.

of

Ed Suilivan' to hike the budget on
his “Toast of the Town” program
on CBS in order to get better
talent, which he figures he’ll need
this year to buck NBC’s “Colgate
Theatre.” Latter show

Comedy

is

buck Sullivan directly in the

to

May Go Net Co-op
ful audience-wise that

so sucess-

DuMont

is

—

reportedly dickering with Moran to
for a co-op show. tion,
If the deal goes 'through, Moran
would continue to package vand emcee the stanza and would “sponsor”
it on WGN-TV, the local DjuMont

WOAI-TV and KEYL.

outlet.

a miniof $1,700 weekly for the acts
Hour.”
“Courtesy
used on the local
average of six. turns are used on
the show. Leo Salkin takes over in

Moran currently puts out

mum

An

October as talent booker for the
segment, replacing Lou Cohan.
Before Moran climbed aboard
the tele bandwagon, his best sales
record had been about 50 new cars
a month, keeping him down pretty
near the bottom of the sales list
2,800 Hudson dealers in
the country;. Today, after a year
oh teevee, he’s the No. 1 Hudson
dealer.
Moran, through the Malcolm
Howard agency; will plow back
close to $500,090 into Chi video this
year. He’s never used radio adver*
tising and since he got into teevee,
he’s Used practically no newspaper
Contrary to rumors, the
space.

among the

Joseph W. Bailey, one-time manager of the Grey agency’s radioTV department, named production

for Robert; Montgom“Lucky Strike Theatre” series
NBC CBS-TV’s Sheriff Bob
Dixon scheduled for personal ap-

supervisor
ery’s
via

.

.

Saturday

pearance

the

at

(9)

store in
a tie in for his western wear apformerly
Sinclair,
parel. .Charles
radio-TV editor of Today’s Advertising, has joined the publicity
staff of the N. Y. Daily News’

Broadway Bond clothing
.

WPIX

Pup”

“Lucky

CBS-TV’s

.

airing 5 to 5:15 p.m. cross-theboard, while the web’s other pupSnarky
show, “Life with
pet
Parker,” moves into the 5:15 to 5;30

now

contribute to
budget.

agencies.

Chi Stations Chipping
In For Pubservice Drive

.

5.

.

is

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

Rubicam

.

.

Chi’s

is
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WENR-TV Grooming

& Night Spots
outlet — WENR-TV—

ABC’s Chi
grooming a

5.

With only two half-hours of evedaytime and ning network; time still available

flock of

.

for sponsorship, NBC is spreading
far backwards into the daytime
hours on a network basis for the
first time.
Starting Sept, 25, the
web takes over cross-the-board
from 3 to 6 p.m., while Sunday
;

programming is slated to start late
this month at 3 30 in the after:

noon.

On

weekdays, an audience participation show emceed by Bert Parks
hnd bankrolled by Hunt’s Dog Food
will hold down either the 3 .or 3:30
spot, with whatever slot is left open
going to the Ransom Sherman
show, which has not yet been sold.

Then the Kate Smith program

will

be aired from 4 to 5; “NBC
Comics,” a series of animated cartoons being lerised on the Coast,
going from 5 to 5:15; “Panhandle
Pete and Jennifer,” a Chicagooriginated series, holding down the
5:15 to 5:30 slot, and “Howdy
Doody” continuing from 5:30 to 0.
:

Sunday programming

will tee off

3:30 p.m. with “Battle Report,”
a half-hour production of the NBC
news
Mrs.
department.
The
Frankin D. Ropsevelt show again
Will hold down the 4 to 4: 30 period,
with “Meet the Press,” bankrolled
by Revere Copper* & Brass, going
from 4:30 to 5. Slot from 5 to 5:30
is still open, while “Zoo Parade,”
originating from Chi, goes from
5:30 to 6.
“Hopalong Cassidy”
season*
westerns,
sponsored by General
Another Chi web feed, “Hold ’Er
Newt,’’ also a puppet strip, Will go Foods, will be aired from 6 to 7.
into the 4 30-4 45 period. “Space
Patrol,” film from N. Y., takes over 60-Min. 'Ladies Day’ Show
A local
the next quarter hour.
Set for Detroit
show, “Mary Hartline’s Party,” has
been built to fill the 5-5:15 spot.
Detroit, Sept 5.
“Lois and Looie,” local, kiddie
WJBK-TV. will begin an hourcartoon show, moves into the next
long variety show strictly for the
period to be followed by a film
feminine audience Sept. 11. Enstrip, “Adventure Time,”, sponsored
titled “Ladies Day,” the feature
Central Ice will
on WENR-TV by
be presented Monday through
The 5:45-6 slot will be Friday at
Cream!
with Ralph
1:30 p.
taken over Sept. 25 by a new ‘U ri- Binge
the show with gimde Mistletoe” stanza, bankrolled micks, topping
quizzes, music and comedy.
by Marshall Field & Co.
Studio audience Will be comAlso teeing off Sept. 25 are five
prised of Detroit’s Women’s Clubs,
new strip segments filling the 11 of
which there are more thail 1/
p.m. to midnight hour. Paul Harvey
000.
Each day a different club
Will do a ib-minute news show to
Bruce
Will be invited to attend.
launch the signoff hour. He’ll be
Mayer, recently with CBS in Chifollowed by Pat Flanagan’s sports
cago, is the producer.
roundup.

Wednesdays.
Chi Web Feeds
Unless the net fills, the station
will go dark from 1:30 to 4 p.m.
when the kid shows commence with
“Mr. Magic,” quarter-hour net sustainer from N. Y. Next 15 minutes
will be filled by Chi-originated web
show, “Paddy the Pelican,” puppet
show showcased locally the past

.

.

&

;

Chicago, Sept.

.

.

.

For Day

.

..

\
:

Philco, through Hutchins.

Flock of Local Shows

.

.

SEPT. IS
ABC, 9 p.m.
SEPT. 14

SEPT. 15
N. Y. Football Giants Huddle. ABC, 8:30 p.m. Sun Oil, through
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather.
Magnavox Theatre. CBS, 9 p.m. Magnavox, through Kenyon &
Eckhardt.
Penthouse Party, ABC, 10 p.m. Best Foods, through Earle
Ludgin.

.

.

Masland Carpets, through An-

Alan Young Show. CBS, 9 p.m. Esso, through Marschalk
through Ralph H. Jones.
Holiday Hotel. ARC, 9:30 p.m. Packard, through Young

i

.

American Tobacco,

p.m.

9:30

Pratt; Kroger,

.

.

'

Club.

'

.

.

.

NBC,

CBS, 11 p.m.

Platte.

Don McNeill TV

.

.

&

derson, Davis

.

.

McCann-

Chrysler, via

BBD&O.

At Home Show.

j

.

In

Lucky Strike Theatre.
through

.

.

.

.

.

Men

.

.

Hollywood
NBC

Treasury
Erickson.

trying to clear time for
an Andy and Della Russell proChi video stations started making gram, scripted by Nornlan Blackarrangements for their fifst ma- burn, NBC’s west coast director Amundson j Oins Ghi-NBC-TV sales
“Hit Spot,” starring Johnjor local public service effort as of network tele operations, Who staff
their contribution to the 1950 Com- pitched the idea. Show would be ny Paul jumps from, a quarter
WBKB.
munity Fund drive.
Campaign, done on film, each one recreating hour to a half hour on
sponwhich gets underway Oct. 9, is aim- one of the niteries in which the Sidney J. Page package is
Ale
and
Beer
wry’s
Dre
by
sored
ing for goal of $8,532,000.
husbarid-wife team has appeared
Dan Petrie, Chi NBC producer,
KLAC-TV inked Johnny Brad- vacationing
Special tele committee has been
Mike
this
week
30-minute Stint at 6:30
set up to organize time and talent ford to a
Wallace did gabbing on series of
nightly with Bradford informally
for the drive. Hal Rorke, J. Walgabbing with guests. Show usurps tele spots for Vigoro, handled by
ter Thompson TV director, was
Walter
niche held by Sam Balter and Bob Guilbert of the J.
Mike
named chairman of the group. the
Harry Flannery and latter will do Thompson Chi office
on
regular
Other members include; Jules Her- a Sunday-only show
sitting
in
a
Flannery
as
As part
buveaux, Chi NBC-TV general man- of the deck-clearing for fall pro- Herbie Mintz’s “But Not Forgotager; Fred Kilian, Chi ABC-TV gramming, KTLA is cancelling its ten” quarter-hour strip on WNBQ.
program director; John Mitchell, Monday night beamings of boxing Gabber first “broke into” video on
Dick Garton experimental station, W9XAL, KanWBKB general manager; Ted from South Gate
Weber, WGN-TV sales, and Irvin resigned as radio and video head sas City, in 1930 ... Jimmy VenAgency to able, choreography director of the
and
Bull
Smith
of
the
Wagner, TV producer.
devote all his time to his KTLA Chi Fair Music in the Round Theappearances
Pat Healy joined atre, set to take over as terp diDallas’ ‘Webfoot’ Client the KTTV promotion department rector and soloist on projected
Citizens National Trust and “Truly Yours,. Ann Davis” on
Dallas, Sept. 5.
Savings Barik renewed the “Lucille WENR-TV ... Shep Chartoc and
Webster Webfoot, popeyed pup- Norman Sings” show on KTTV for Don Cole came up with their
pet in duck’s feathers, will be pre- another 13 weeks
..
Lee Green fourth sale in recent weeks When
sented for a full year over WFAA- and William Tillisch sold their they peddled weekly half-hour
TV under the sponsorship of rear projection equipment for tele WBKB show featuring Danny
.Max Baer inked for O’Neil to Toni Kemp Health StuSanger Bros., pioneer local depart- to KTSL
“Butcher Baer” telefilm, first in dio ... Joyce Homier and the Los
ment store.
the series of “Adventures of Skip- Nortenos trio headlining WGNShow, named “Webster Web- along Rosenhloom,” which Wally TV’s
“Music - Comedy
Playfoot Rally, ” will be telecast five Kline Enterprises is making .
house” for Esserman Motors
.
days per week and will run one Mitchell Boys Choir set to do five Eddie Hubbard replaces Bill Bailey
hour. The contract is one of the three-minute vidfilms for Snader as emcee of “Show Kids,” Sunday
largest of Its kind ever signed
Telescriptions
Bill Welsh
handling color on1 *Motbr l Polo
'tte.mitMttag i-

Chicago, Sept.

.

t

Reinald Werrenrath, Chi NBCTV producer, reports to the Navy
Thursday (7) as a radar specialist
Bob
with rank of lieutenant
Elson subbing for Ernie Simon as
Ad...
Cutup
Curbstone
WBKB’s
miral veep R. A. Graver announced
price boosts averaging about 8%
Mike
for company’s tele line
Todd and A! Capp sat in as judges
was
Television”
when “Miss U. S:
picked Sunday (3) on DuMont
beained show, Duo did its voting
Dorothy
from N; Y. via phone

feature promising longhair
Colgate, for Halo Shamtalent
poo, has bought a segment of NBCTV’S “Howdy Doody” show.
.

.

Colgate, through Sherman-

8 p m.

SEPT. XI
Action. ABC, 8 p.m.

:

.

.

:

.

.

to

is

SEPT. 10

:

Comedy Hour. NBC,
Marquette and Ted Bates.
Colgate

are waiting for. the coming of. TV late evening shows which, when
instead of buying a new radio.
they get underway this month, will
put its Channel 7 firmly in the local strip show sweepstakes. With
the fall network picture pretty well
set, plans now are urider way to fill
most of the gaps; with local shows
riding across-the-board.
Shows being worked up will
afternoon housewives’
tele rernotes from Culver City go into the
on
segments,
the early evening kiddie
evenings
Friday
Stadium
Bing Crosby En- block and the late evening windup
.
KLAC-TV
terprises set legit and film actress hour.
Station now is opened by the
Frieda Inescort to star in “The
Hope Chest,” half-hour vidpic for two-hour, cross-the-board “Bob and
The“Fireside
Procter & Gamble’s
Kay” stanza at i l a, m. Three new
atre” series. Frank Wisbar pro- shows are being prepped to go
Two home- into the following 1-1 30 p.m. slot.
duces and directs
audience giveaways bow on KNBH Starting Sept.
11, “Housewives Holtonight (5), “Circle the Globe” with
audience participation show
Tom Dickson, Jean and Jim Dean iday,”
and Jim Williams for Lowry’s and emceed by Claude Kirchner, will
“TV-O” with Bill Welsh and Candy occupy the period on Mondays and
McDowell for Van De Kamp Fridays/ A cooking show featuring
Bakeries. A1 Buffington packaged Beulah Karney will go in the same
week on Tuesdays and Thursdays
both shows.
with a home economics segment
hosted by Kay Morrow filling on
Chicago
.

Philip Morris, through

;

to
at

post,
.*
sale of radio sets has been
year, and the
the
very low during
industry fears that many Danes

inked

Moran’s hefty tele

expect*

programs for

SEPT. 7
CBS, 10 p.m.

.

’

least two or three years yet. The
state radio has; given the director
of its entertainment department,
Jehs Lawaetz, six months’ leave
to work out the many TV problems, while popular quizmaster
Svend Petersen takes over his

.Gene (Dr. Gino) Hamilton
to emcee a new DuMont
starting next month, which
show
parent Hudson company does not
slot.

Belding.

SEPT. 8
CBS, 9 p.m. Ford, through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
SEPT. 9
Hank McCuhe Show. NBC, 7 p.m. Peter Paul, through Maxon.
Various sponsors and
Saturday Night Revue. NBC, 8 p m.

The

Latest count of
San. Antonio
TV sets estimates 22,655 here. The
city has two TV outlets in opera-

buy the package

doesn’t

TV

Armour, through

p.m.

10:30

Ford Theatre.

former

to 9 period.

Sunday night 8

radiofonien

send regular

Bendix, through Tatham,

7:30 p.m,

NBC,

Hollywood.

Biow.

,

was underlined by the decision

ABC,

Truth or Consequences.

on Robert Montgomery’s “Lucky which is 1,175,000 kroner more
Strike Theatre” Series will con- then they usually get.
tinue to be much higher than that
on such shows as “Philco PlayFirst: TV at Dane Exhib
house,” “Studio One,” etc., since
Copenhagen, Aug. 25.
Montgomery utilizes more top
name talent. Already lined up for
•At the big exhibition in the
his program this fall are such stars Forum here, Where the Statsradioas Van Heflin, Lee Bowman, Zach- foriien celebrated its 25th anniary Scott, Jane Wyatt and others.
versary by introducing the first
programs to the pubMinimum pay to run-oMh e-mill Danish TV
experimental
lic, after having sent
talent also does not apply this year
programs for half a year to a small
to vaudeo performers. Fees to the
Danes could
observers,
top-name comedians will range; circle of different 20-minute prodownward from the $40,000 per see fiveeach repeated three times,
show paid Bob Hope for his series grams, day during the week that
every
of Frigidaire-sponsored; programs.
exhibition was open.
Because of the anticipated intense; the
The opening was marred by
competition among vaudeo shows
but
mistakes,
technical
for top ratings this year, however, some
exhibition
even the average variety act can apart from that the
StatsThe
success.
expect higher fees than he re- looked a great

stint.

The show has proved

\

.

vaudeo show, the car dealer took
over the emceeing job. He also

on the

.

.

how knee-deep in show biz. He
did his own commercials on his
first TV show, and has been doing
them all ever since. So when he

a Lifetime.

list

.

.

:

is

Chance of

&

represent profits for the webs.
First TV stations will be located
Basic pay scale, such as it is, at Stockholm. Gothenburg and
Hollydoes riot, of course, aff ect
Horby, with a local station in
wood and legit name stars. As in Maimo. The government has given
other media, they can continue to the Swedish Broadcasting Co, a
demand and receive whatever the total of 11,350,000 kroner for its
traffic will bear. Thus the budget work during the 1950-51 season,

.

started

its

is

Laird.
Stars Over
Foote, Cone

meeting next

though that income might not yet winter.

.

grossed $5,906,000.

project at

this

a

Following

SEPT. 6

A

4

1

25.

First regular TV programs are
expected to air in Stockholm durtest-station will be
ing 1951.
built here, and Parliament will be
asked to give several millions to

5.

1950

Its First

Denmark in 2-3 Years
Chicago, Sept.

6,

:

at

:

Femmes

m

1

will

be

The 11:20-11:30 period
occupied by a weather

San Antonio

show.

—

!,

WOAI-TV

will

present the Southwest Conference
“Game of the Week” starting on
inked to do a 15-minute program, Sept. 24 and continuing through
in the ll:30-li:45 Slot.
A Tele- the season each Sunday thereJazz pianist Fats Pichbn has been

.

news segment

after.

tentatively scheduled for the final quarter-hour.
is

The

special films of the

game

be rushed here from the proceeding day’s game. Ed Hyman,

will

WOAI-TV

—

sports director, will give

San Antonio Bill Jackson, for the commentary. The telecasts will
merly with WPIX, New York, has be
sponsored by the
cooperatively
m
Mm-.
m
been
WV.VU
named
UUJkiiV,
U VUAVi.
chief engineer UX
of Alamo National Bank; Gasateria;
i

|

4

.

m.

*~m
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•

1950

6,

LIGHTS OUT
(“The Benuili Chant

1

SUSPENSE

')

•*

TELEVISION REVIEWS

PfirtmfY
MR.

(“Poison”)
Starring Tom Drake and Ed Beg^
With Arnold Moss, Ruth Ford,
ley; with Jean Sheppard, Ralph,
Wesley Addy^ Richard Fraser
Riggs, Leora Thatcher, Wells
Richardson, Wyrlie Birch, Philip Producer-director: Robert Stevens
Robinson; Frank Gallop narra- Writer: Alvin Saplnsley (adapted
from story by Rolad Dahl)
tor
30 Min.: Tues., 9:30 p.m.
Producer Herbert Swope, Jr.
AUTO-LITE
Director: William Corrigan
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
Writer: Gordon A. Van Riper
(Cecil tc Presbrey)
ADMIRAL
SO Mins., Monday, 9 p.m.
CBS-TV’s “Suspense” returned
NBC-TV, N. Y.
from its summer vacation Tuesday
(Kudner )
night (29) with a grisly tale that
The eerie and the sinister *are fully lived uj) to the program’s
again with us in the form of title. Yarn was about a British
colonial in India who woke up
“Lights put," which has returned
from a mid-afternoon nap to feel
for a second season on NBC-TV
a
poisonous snake coiled
under Admiral sponsorship.
A on deadly
his belly and realized that the
short story, “The Mind Robbers,”
slightest muscular quived would
was adapted by Gordon Van Riper frighten
the reptile into striking.
to become “The Benuili Chant,”
If ever a video program was desecond in the returning series, and signed
to keep viewers on the edge
the results were eye and ear-ar,

,

'

M AGINATION

I.

MARTIN KANE, PRIVATE EYE

.

Writers: Tripp,

Ted

Tiller

Rosemary Foster, U. S. TOBACCO
NBC-TV, from New York
f Kudner )

30 Mins., Sun., 6:30 p,m.
Sustaining

CBS, from

New York

Reduction of classic literature
and historical incident to juvenile
levels, as done by Paul Tripp in
his

.

year,

starting

is

as

a

sustainer,

but will pick up a bankroll er, the

Lament

Corliss

Co. for Nestle’s
Chocolate products, on Sept. 24;
Tripp started his current annum
with
an incident from Mark
Twain's “Huckleberry Finn.” The
format of the central character’s
interview with a juve who longs
to be another person in an Offer
^

era,

and speedy compliance with

the wish provides the start of the
show. From then on historical and
literary incident is fairly faithful
to the original.
Donald Devlin played Huck Finn
and excellent assistance was by
Ruth Enders, Ted Tiller and David
McKay. The writing staff retains
the essence of the original even
with the necessity of keeping
I. in the script. Tripp is still writing original lyrics, for this show
with musical conductor Ray Carter
providing the melody.
Sets and production are on a

Mr

high,

level.

Worthington

Miner,

who produced
son, is now the

the Show last seasupervisor. Norman
and Irving Pincus are taking care
of the production this season.
Jose.

,

lihy,

<

announcer;

Glenn

Osser

orch
Producers: Bernard L. Schubert,
Richard Lewis
,

Director: Ed Nugent
,30 Mins.; Thurs., 9:30 p.m.

Sustaining

NBC-TV, from New York
“Blind Date,” back after a hiatus,
stands up as an amusing stanza,
Primarily it attracts by way of human interest, through the gab and
actions of the college students who
The
vie for dates with models.
University youths are generally
watch,
to
fun
hep, clean-cut and
while demoiselles are chic and
As femmecee Arlene
charming.
Francis proves she knows how to
ad glib sharply and wittily, yet
without smugness or coyness. However, on the broadcast Thursday
(31) there were a couple of points
at which she was a little too brittle, striving a bit too -hard for the
turned phrase.
Format remains unchanged from
Three unthe previous seasons.
dergrads from Colgate competed
Syracuse.
from
against three boys
Some of the date-pitching is conducted via telephone, but for visual interest several stints involve
a production setups—for example,
one boy’s having to pose as 'the
gal’s caddy and another having to
deliver a live chicken-— allowing
for variations from the usual gam1

.

bits.

Winning males get to take their
dates to the Copacabana and the
favorite couple got Gruen watches.
That’s a plug for the timepiece
which is slated to take over sponsorship of the show Sept. 28;
;

Bril.

GOOD GOLF
With Joe Ruzas, Howard Rely
Director: Bill Miilvey
15, Mins.; Thurs., 7:30 p.m.

ROTIIBARD UPHOLSTERERS
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
Walter & Karma)
( Goldman
,

hit par on its
round of the television course,
but registered a reasonably good

Program did not

first

score. It offers visual instructions,
in a few, brief lessons, on the
fundamentals of golf. Joe Ruzas,
former N. Y. state amateur champion and current area, professional,
is

the teacher.

Howard

LUCKY PUP
With

Brown,

Morey

Reig, sta-

tion announcer-emcee, is the student game is completely new to
him, he said on first shot.
That consisted of demonstrations
by Ruzas, and followups by Reig,
of overlapping grip, stance and
swing, capped by a neat drivlng-

—

into-a-bag exhibition on the part

“Martin Kane, Private Eye,”
again starring William Gargan, returned Thursday (31) from its
summer hiatus, blit the crimefighters and the crooks hadn’t
really settled down to the business of sowing suspicion and
suspense. The vehicle, which concerned mysterious deaths from
gas poisoning in a coal mine, lacked

NBC-TV, from New York
( Young
& Rubicam)

,

“The Aldrich Family” got off to
a belated premiere Sunday (3)
night on NBC-TV, General Foods
having cancelled opt the original
preem the previous Sunday and
subsequently firing Jean Muir off
the snow in the role of Henry
Aldrich’s mother.
The initial installment of the ’50-’51 season
found Nancy Carroll taking over
belie vability in many spots.
the role, played last Season by
For one thing, the settings Lois Wilson.
failed to convey the reality of a
As a mild, slightly diverting
coal mine; the floor was level and situation
comedy,
one
would
spic ’n’ span* the walls betrayed scarcely suspect the behind-scenes
their flimsiness. Extras, supposed smoldering fires that have proto be mining coal, were obviously jected this General Foods package
toying, not toiling, with the picks and Miss Muir’s dismissal as a
and shovels; Kudner may well cause celebte iri the current camhear from John L. Lewis on this paign to rid radio-TV of so-called
lapse; And the figure of a masked Communist infiltration.
menace, spraying cyanide from a
Whatever the merits of the case,
tank, failed to convey any horror. and weighing the “Aldrich” preem
Scriptwise the production suf- strictly as an entertainment enfered from over-compression and tity, the video version of Clifford
How- Goldsmith’s long-running radio
[.from episodic j umpiness.
ever, it maintained interest via the show, as in the case of last season,
unusual method of murder and covers Jackie Kelk, as Homer, with
.

•

*

,

the underground locale. Film shots the major laurels.
Alone of all
used for some scenes were excel- the characters translated into TV,
lent.
it’s the Kelk characterization carGargan clicks as the “eye,” Wal- ried over from radio that is most
ter Kinsella registers warmly as successively captured, Dick Tyler
proprietor of the tobacco shop is disappointing as the new Henry
which Gargan uses as his clearing Aldrich, With the audio dimensions
house and which also permits in- achieved by Ezra Stone on
tegration of the commercials into not realized here.
Plugs are done well,
the action.
MisS Carroll, General Foods*
but the device tends to make the choice as the exemplification of
commercials seem overlong.
American motherhood, has a someBril.
what innocuous role and if there
was some evidence of nervousness
in her first performance, it’s to be
THE WAYNE KING SHOW
With Harry Hall, Gloria Van, assumed that she’ll fit more deftly
Jackie James, Don Large Chorus in the characterization with time.
Others handle their roles well, but
Producer: Andy Christian
Director: Bill Hobiii /
Chapter 1 in the Aldrich saga was
particularly slipshod productionWriter; Gerry Morris,on
30 Mins.; Thurs., 9:30 p.m. (CDT) wise, with too many miscues and
.:

AM

.

.

STANDARD OIL OF

and

GENERAL FOODS

IND.

(Split), from Chicago
(McCann-Erickson)
Producer-director: Lloyd Gross
Wayne King, his orch, and a
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri.; 6:30 p.m. covey of pleasing vocalizers re(30 Mins., Sat., 6:30 p.m.)
turned Thursday night (31) to start
BRISTOL MYERS, SUN DIAL their second season on the 11SHOES
station NBC split for Standard Oil.
Stal.
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
Opening session was enjoyable
“Lucky Pup,” which rates fare, pleasing for both the eye and
among the kiddie programs with the ear.
ABOUT THE HOUSE
adult
appeal, has
returned to
A showmanly produced affair,
With Lydia Rogers, Woody Klose; CBS-TV for its third year as a the program moved at a good pace
vi<Jeo entry. Interest taken in the and took full advantage of the
guests
show by o 1 d s t ers undoubtedly strong singing cast. After opener
Producer-director: Bill AUyn
60 Mins.; Mon. thru Fri., 1:30 p.m. stems from the similarity of by the band and the Don Large
airer’s two central characters to chorus and an- early commercial,
Sustaining
familiar real life types. Attraction, bulk of stanza was devoted to a
WCBS-TV, N. Y.

Doris

Hope Bunin puppets

NBC-TV

...

faulty direction.
Initial 'installment concerned a
family feud over a wiener-roast,

with tempers and temperatures
approaching the boiling point. It
was below par for the course in
the

Henry-Homer involvements.
Rose .

THE QUIZ KIDS
With Joe Kelly,
Harvey
Miles,
Luiide,

emcee;

Melvin

Dytch;

Lonny

Naomi Cooks,

Sally

Ann

Wilhelm
Producer: John Lewellen
Director: Don Meier
Writer: Jay Sheridan
30 Mins.; Fri., 7 p.m. (CDT)

nevertheless, is essentially molded well-staged production device fea- MILES LABORATORIES
for juve tastes, with emcee Doris turing a group of ditties by the NBC-TV, from Chicago
Brown catering to the short-pants various members of the crew.
(Wade)
element via facial distortions and
Harry Hall led off with an easy
The “Quiz Kids” went back on “
%ocal intonations in her commen- version of “Home Cooking.” Gloria
After
a weekly basis Friday (1).
taries on the day’s proceedings.
Van and Jackie James; newcom- nearly a year of experimentation
Show, which uses puppets han- ers this season, blended in nicely. it’s apparent that the exact fordled by Morey and Hope Bunin, is Miss Van did a trim job on “Once
mula for converting the popular
a 15-minute, cross-the^board en- in a While” and “They Say.” Miss juvenile
quizzer
into
an
try. Five daily stories are. recapped James was pert, both vocally and
equally effective tele Version still
programming is well- via kinescope for a half-hour show- visually, with “Choo’n Gum” and hasn’t been found. Although this
station’s
ing On Saturdays.
Predominant “Bewitched.” Entire gang got to- particular segment came off as
rofinded
\
“House” is like a number of characters in the series are Foo- gether for a windup with “Good- fairly good video fare, much of
other programs for femmes now dini and bis stooge Pinhead. It’s night, Irene,” featuring some pleas- the appea} of the mental Wizardry
riding the TV channels but judg- through the actions of these two ant terping by members of the of the young panelists was lost in
ing from its nreem Monday (4), puppets that the similarity be- chorus.
the attempt to hypo the show with
Since this uninterrupted se- visual tricks.
its femcee, Lydia Rogers, has the tween actyal people is developed.
show,
the
Foodini
self-centered,
of
is
most
treacherup
quence
took
experience
right nersonality and
Frame opened nicely with some
She and ous and conniving; while Pinhead King’s emceeing duties were slight, brief film shots showing the kids
hold it together.
to
Woody Klose indulge in the usual amply fills the role suggested by but deft.
favorite
summer
their
playing
The band’s support was excelchit-chat about housewifely prob- his name.
On show caught Wednesday (30), lent throughout.
Staging and sport. Other live action situations
lems, Miss Rogers gives 'em cookdemonwrestler
pro
the
as
such
ing and household hints and Klose Foodini was, as usual, taking ad- choreography by Joan. Woodruff strating holds on seven-year-old
Andy Christakes care of the man’s viewpoint vantage of Pinhead, but the pro- were nicely done.
musical
Harvey Dytch and a
on the sundry house-keeping mat- ceedings were strictly for moppet tian’s production and Bill* Hobin’s chairs game registered only mildly.
Dialog and' action direction were expert.
ters. ' In aditirtn, various guests consumption.
Best sequence of the show, howwell-spotted
were
both
flowed
Commercials
along
youthful lines.
are presented for variety (on the
preem, it was a French chef de- Program wound up with Foodini and brief and not too Jarring to ever, Was when the five kids, siton their podium,
ting quietly
scribing the intimacies of French practically doing Pinhead out of the relaxing mood of the show.
grappled with the question “What’s
Dave.
$900,000 due the latter as a reward
pastry).
the best age to get married?” Not
money from a mythical kingdom.

Newest addition to WCBS-TV’s
daytime
gradually - expanding
schedule; “About the House” is
grooved strictly for the housewife
audience.
Show is followed,
though, bv the hour-and-a-half
“Real McKay,” which is devoted
more to straight entertainment so
that. On
an overall basis, the
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'

,

•

Miss Rogers did CBS-TV’s first
children’s
- scheduled
show in 1941. She demonstrated
an easy, infectious personality on
“House” and evidently knows her
way about a kitchen. She also
brought her two-year-old son before the cameras for a demonstra-

The manipulation

of the puppets
executed expertly by the Bunnins, while Miss Brown displays an
appealing personality. Program is
sponsored on Thursdays by Bristol Myers for ipana Toothpaste and
on Fridays by Sun Dial Shoes.
7
tion of homemade toys to get the Good and Plenty Candy is skeddefi
take
over
sponsorship
on
kids out of their mothers’ hair. to
prothe
Wednesdays,
ooened
beginning
she
today
(6).
addition,
In
Gros.
gram with a highly suspenseful
story about an anti-Fascist Italian
she had met once, which proved
VERSATILE VARIETIES
extremely interesting.
Starring Bob Russell; with the
Show, is staged on a simulated
Delmars, Yo u
Sc
a n Bros.
living-room and kitchen, which
Frances, Janis Paige* Leonardo
was especially well - designed,
&
Jerry
Zola;
Jerome’s
Orch
in
ease
cameras’
judging from the
Producers: Ctiarles Basch, Frances
tracking from room to room.
Scott
“House” should attract its share Director:
Mark Hawley
of the housewife audience from
among those who can take time BONAFIDE MILLS
a
sneak
Friday,
Mins.,
chores
to
30
their
9 p.m.
off from
NBC-TV, N. Y.
tpeak at TV now and then.
Stal.
With the personable Bob Russell
its
new emcee, “Versatile
as
Varieties”- returned to TV for its
Cincinnati—Two more salesj ex- second season last week in* a lowto
ecutives have been appointed
budget program that was enterthe WKRC-TV staff by Don ^L. taining nevertheless. It's another
Chapin, local sales manager. Men variety show, of course, with nothare Earl Bradley and Charles T. ing novel about it, but it’s one that
riiehel, jljOtfvKetSj ,ifi the
j< rsi^i *i
nela.

regularly

is

,

.

ALDRICH FAMILY

With Paul Tripp, Ted Tilter, Ruth With William Gargan, Walter Kin- With Dick fyler, Jackie Kelk,
Enders, David McKay, Donald
sella, Fred Hillebrand, others
House Jameson, Nancy Carroll,
Devlin
Producer-director: Edward SutherJim Little, Leona Powers, others
Producers:
Norman Sc Irving
land
Producer-director: Frank Papp
Pincus
Writers: Joel Sayre, Finis Farr
Writers: Normaii Toker, Ed Jurist
Director: Donald Richardson
30 Mins,; Thurs., 10 p.m.
30 Mins., Sun,, 7:30 p.m.

role of “Mr. I. Magination”
remains excellent fodder for all
age brackets. it*s still a series
which not only should draw on
its own merit, blit should pick up
vast audiences by virtue of imprimateur of educators and parent
groups. It's a rare blend of educational and entertainment values
with both facets enhancing each
was other. Series, now in its second

of their seats, this was it. It
resting though not all that they
also designed, though not necesmight have been.
sarily
intentionally,
to
provide
‘Chant,” which deals with an plenty of nightmare fodder for the
Arabian parchment whose control Small fry, and It’s to be hoped
gives the possessor the power to they were all tucked safely in bed
divine men’s thoughts, was excel- before the show started.
lently cast with Tom Drake and
Topnotch production, direction
Ed Begley in the starring roles, and thesping! on the show was a
and with Ralph Riggs in a some- tribute to Robert Stevens, who is
what lesser part, but it needed back this year in the dual capacity
sharper direction and more pointed of pi’oducer-director. Working with
The denouement espe- a tightlv-scrioted. adaptation by
writing.
could have been plotted Alvin SaDinsley of a story by
cially
Even at that, “Chant” Rolad Dahl, the cast too played
better.
never lost Interest.
it
strictly for the chill effect.
Yarn specifically concerns an Arnold Moss scored in a deft
ambitious
businessman characterization of the native
overly
(Begley) who employs the power medico who agreed to attempt reof the parchment' 'to pick the moving the snake, despite the
brains of his company president Britishers’ discrimination against
and thus capitalize on the latter’s his people. Ruth Ford was begenius to put himself at the head lievably contemptuous and hysteriof the firm while rendering the cal as the gal who planted the
former helpless at his home. snake to get rid of her husband.
Drake played a company, employee Welsey Addy turned ip a fine job
Whom the helpless president had as the guv lying rigid in bed and
befriended, and it is he who up- Richard Fraser Was sympathetic as
set the too - ambitious Begley’s the other man.
plain of omnipotence.
Stevens made good use of his
Herbert Swope, Jr., has given cameras in playing up the situation.
One shot of the man lying
Espethe show a good production.
cially effective for creation of the horror-stricken in bed, had the
lenses
at the foot of the bed
mood is that flickering
eerie
accompanied by Frank angled at his face and fully caught
candle,
Gallop, as the narrator who ap- the stark terror. Rex Marshall is
pears, as a bodiless head to tell also back in the guise of an AutoLite dealer for the commercial
Kahn,
the story’s' framework.
pitch. He did a neat selling job,
but the sponsor should get some
new animated films, instead .of reBLIND DATE
With Arlene Francis; Walter Her- peating those used last year.

31
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HERBIE KOCH SHOW

only were the answers interesting
With Bill Pickett; Bob Flournoy, but the closeups of the mobile
faces of the juves as they chewed
announcer
over the query was effective video.
Director: Bill Loader
Star of this spot was Melvin Miles,
30 Mins.; Thurs., 9 p.m.

LIBERTY NAT’L BANK
TRUST CO.
WHAS-TV, Louisville

&

age seven, who. confessed he’d
given a lot of thought to matri.

mony.

Herbie Koch, vet organist for
Genial quizmaster Joe Kelly also
years on WHAS, and prior to that seemed more at ease handling the
a Publix Theatres console artist, straight q & a situations.
He did
has come into his own on TV, with a nice job of smoothing over a
a neat 30-minute show on behalf couple of hitches during the atof one of the large local banks; tempts at animation,
especially
Star of the show is the big four- when a goose; used in a lptermanual pipe organ, with viewers question, started squawking pernow' gandering the four keyboards maturCly in the wings.
and banks of stops, and Koch givLive, commercials done in seping it the full treatment of glisProducarate s^ts Were punchy.
sandos, full organ, various instrution Was a bit loose and somebody
ment simulations, and the like for missed
a cue which sent the... live
slick showmanship.
back into the main set durTeaming with Bill Pickett, staff camera
Dave.
ing the commercial.
baritone, Koch blends neat organ
.

background to latter’s fine warbling!
“Toymaker's Dream,” for
the kids, is illustrated by Some

Bra's ‘Mrs. America' One-Shot

Exquisite Form brassieres has
cute animal cartoons executed by bought a one-shot on eight ABCWhite, Bob Flournoy, an- TV stations for Sunday (10) at
nouncer, also has some Words and 6-6:
30 p.m. Bra will back the
pictures, giving a factual, institu“Mrs, America” contest finals- from
tional pitch anent the sponsor.
veil, into
C°J>» is.dlgniftei
Agency is
eill
tH
ol. >:
s -i d ') 3 sWf c<t -
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THE BONUS DEAL gives your customers top
value for their money— gives you extra oppof<*
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tunities to sell records and instruments. Bonus'
Book given with each 45J brings customer
back to your store every month for five months

to select his bonus “45” record for that month^
It gives

you

five extra

chances to

customer.

/
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s
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_ .mm***

BOTH FOR

t^JS MASTER'S VOICED

sell

the sameJ
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GIVES YOU.

.

Beginning September 10th,

America’s best-loved Quiz

Show goes to

YOU

bat for

and RCA Victor Products!
Now RCA

Victor adds to

its

line-up

power the extra
smash of the radio show that’s become part of America’s language—the
famous, the one-and-only “$64 Question” (Take It Or Leave It). A top
deal and a top show— equal top profits
of top advertising

for

YOU!

GET IN ON
THE BONANZA!
Ask

NOW for Special

<

Tie-In

Merchandising Material to Link

Your Store With the Power of

\

The $64 Question"!

AND— ON TV — "Kukla,
Pfa&

special LIFE

A/WVNN'*
&

Mon, and Fri., NBC-TV Stations
Magazine campaign and local newspaper support
Fran

Ollte"

.

.
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from Atlanta to Mamaroneck .... Hank Sylvern marks

his third year as
musical director of Mildred Fenton's “Puck Comics Weekly” series.
station relations
Service
Program
Walter S. Bates added to Associated

Mgr. for Albany’s

dept.

WPTR

Albany, Sept. 5.
.... .
IN
Dick Mills, for the past year feawestern
Ed Buckalew, for many years station relations rover for CBS
tured disk jockey at WEOK in
division, was named general sales manager for KNX and the far west Poughkeepsie, has been appointed
skein. Takes over from Wayne Steffner, Who pulled out to form a part- program manager of WPPR by
nership, with Frank Oxarart fors the packaging of radio and tele bundles general manager Robert L. Coe.
With Luigi” moves to N. Y. Oct. 10 to take aboard Frank He will also do a deejay show twice
Ted PearSRiatra;for a spot written into the script by Mac Benoff
Mills started as a singer at
son, annoupcer bade east, and Charlotte Keane, radio emotrix, were
Fenwick
pulled
out of WHOM, New York, going from
Dave
week
Hills
last
wgldec^ in (Bfeverly
Abbott’Kimbkll agency and moved in with Calkins & Holden, Carlock, there to KMOX, St. Louis. Since
with two 'of the firm’s accounts. Billing: runs bet- then he has been a record rounder,;
Jack Runyon, boss out here for Blow, also singing emcee and program direcyear.
knocked off an account, Maier beer, which has been on the books of tor for stations in Newburgh, N. Y.j
the Brisacher outfit.
.Dee Engel bacli is 51 pounds lighter than a year Pittsfield, Mass., Burlington, Vt,
ago. Diet did it . ;Bud Barry signed Meredith Willson for the music and Bridgeport. Mills also has
Cornwell Jackson flew out to worked in night clubs.
on NBC’s 90-minute Sunday whopper.
Stanley Resor’s ranch in Wyoming to help, him pitch hay
.On. the
door of his “annex” office, John Guedel has had lettered JGRPATSO,
Pixiest of all the packaging producers, it’s
Overflow Vice Presidents.
his way of saying John Guedel Radio Productions and Television Sort
Of .... Dennis Day's writers this season will he Bill Manhoff, Joe
Continued from page 24
Quinneii and Les White. Latter two replace Frank Galen, who is oyer
at CBS dreaming up a few program ideas which he will write and sizing that any final opinion must
produce
NBC is readying the Hedda Hopper show for takeoff this come from attorneys, he noted that
month and is prowling the marts for fresh variety talent
Frank it first must be determined “if
Ferrin is tiffing with NBC because ho mention can be made of Smilin' any organized attempt is being
Ed McConnell’s TV show on the Saturday ayem broadcast. Both are made to keep certain people off
on NBC but the net heads here ruled that such cross reference would the air.” If that can be proved,
be unfair to its affiliates because of being competitive both as a pro- he said, “we must then ascertain
gram and medium ... Bill Spier's picture came down off the wall at to what extent they exercise control and then what we can do about
CBS and Frank Galen’s went up.

HOLLYWOOD

NEW YORK

KV

CITY

Stevenson School has picked up the tab for a flve-minute sports
newscast in Spanish p^.W^WRL cross-the^l)oard.at 6 p.in.. vii Richmond
(he's* a freelance scripter) celdtHraflngf
agency.
The Hazard
for their first child^ a. soi& .Burton l&L Adams, has left NB.C ^tatlop
relations to join Haiirington, Kighter "if/ParSons: :|S#acc%j^
Dudley Faust, asst* smiles 'manager for CBS*'westemnetwpi^
account man in the; web’s Gotham office.* .Johnny Andrew^
for Skitch Henderson on WNBC, due to latter’s ptomaine poisoning.
Monica Lewis and Bibi Osterwald have signed with World Broadcasting.
George Herman, CBS newsman, flew last Week on assignment
.Martin Magner set to direct Carl Sandburg
to Korea arid Japan
documentary, “Machines Without Men,** on \N;BC, ... Hugh Williams,
currently starring in “Cocktail Party” on B’ way, will play in “Edward,
Charita Bauer
My Son” on “Theatre Guild on the Air” Sunday (10)
spotted on “FBI in Peace and War” and “My True Story” this week
Bernard Ryan, Jr>, son of State Court of Claims Judge Bernard
Mary Mason, Grace
Ryan, has joined the AM-TV staff of BBD&O
Coppin, Maurice Wells, Daniel Ocko, Florence Robinson, George TipMeredith Willson,
lady and Hal Studor join “Front Page" Farrell’’
set as one of the permanent, musical directors on NBC’s upcoming
Sunday evenihg “Dream Show” is giving up his Coast connections and
WNBC’s Win! Schaefer spending
will settle in N. Y. around Sept. 25
two weeks on the Coast
.Mutual has snagged renewals on two stanzas
in its Sunday lineup: Williamson Candy is backing “True Detective”
for the fifth year and Cudahy will bankroll “Nick Carter” Tor the fourth
Bob Heller, CBS exec producer, to Martha’s Vineyard.
season
Arthur W. Rhinow has been named business manager of the Protestant Radio. Commission
David Levy has been upped to talent and
Don Gillis
programming veepee in Young & Rubicam’s AM-TV dept.
has been assigned to directorial chores on NBC’s new Alvy West-Don
Cherry show.
.Alfred E. Lyon is waiving his retirement prerogative
Ciggie outfit has an
to continue on as Philip Morris board chairman$11,000,00(3 plant expansion program.
Larry Hammond has flown Englaridwards, eyeing: new talent.
Christopher Fry’s “Lady’s Not For Burning” to be aired, transcribed
by the original London cast, on WNYC Tuesday (12) 9-10:30 p.m...
John Ringgold added to WQXR continuity staff, vice Oliver Roosevelt,
.Dave Carpenter, in
who resigned to manage Birmingham Symphony
charge of
Radio Attractions at Music Corp. of America, moving
.
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Illegal Censorship
According to Rice, censorship
until now has always been considered a governmental action, exercised by the municipal, istate or.
Federal .authorities.
Based on
that, he said, it was always possible to determine whether such
action is illegal under the Constitution.
But, he pointed out, no
radio or TV sponsor is legally oblir
'-gated. -to "employ a certain actor for
a role and, if there is an organ/

Frank Schreiber, WGN and WGN-TV general manager; resumed his
duties at Tribune Tower last week after a month's illness
Dudley
Faust shifted from berth as assistant CBS' Western network sales, manager to post on N. Y. CBS net sales staff. No replacement has been
named for the Chi job
.Fairfax Cone, Foote, Cone & Belding board
chairman, appointed University of Chicago trustee, .Jeff Wade, Wade
agency radio-TV Chief, and Les Waddington, Miles Lab radio-TV topper, planed to Coast last week for a look-see at Miles radio properties
Harold (Red) Grange to do play-by-play of Chi Bears-Philadelphia
Eagles exhibition game Sunday (10) via WMAQ for Standard Oil
New edition of Chi NBC public affairs topper Judith Waller's text on
the radio and teevee industry, Radio—The Fifth Estate^ hits the racks
this week.
.Aaron Foosner, cx-Variety mujgg, up from Florida for a
Chi visit
.. Soprano Nancy Carr to headline Mutual’s “Chicago Theatre of the Air” Saturday (9).
.Robert Harrington, manager of WSVA,

.
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.
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Harrisonburg, Va,, checked -ip to Chi NBC headquarters on biz.
Clifton Utley, Chi NBC radio and teevee commentator, temporarily
knocked out with a penicillin reaction
J. A. Campbell moves to
newly-established LeValley agency branch office in Louisville, Ky., to
service the Frank Fehr Brewing Co. account
Chi NBC veepee I. E.
(Chick) Showerman off on his vacation.
.CBS correspondent Bill
Downs enroute from Korean assignment to Washington spending a few
days this week visiting Windy City friends .... Autobiography of Lee
de Forest, inventor of the electron tube, out this week.
.Bill Wyatt,
from the N. Y. office of Forjoe station rep firm, gets in this week to
take over management of Chi office, replacing Bob Balfour now in Japan
.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE-NO BARRIER

decision.
Theodore Kirkpatrick,,
editor of Counterattack, the magazine which reportedly sparked the

protests

.

.

.

|

.

Clark Thornton, radio and TV announcer for WMAL-ABC, ex of KLZ
in Denver, has been called back into Army service as Signal Corps
major.
Reversing the national trend,
manager Ben Strouse
announces addition of two more giveaway shows, bringing daily station
total to five
.Vincent Callahan, ex-Treasury Bond Division radio topper, though on leave of absence from
in order to do war work,
has been elected to the “Blue Book” station’s board of governors and
will serve as consultant.
.Bill Herson, ayem man for WRC-NBC,
will add a daily afternoon TV stint to his schedule starting Sept. 25 ...
.Ditto for Nancy Osgood, WRC director of femme programs, who takes
ion a twice weekly patter- interview-products* display video show Sept.
26.
.NBC-TV Washington cameraman (Camel Caravan, Battle Report,
Washington News Review) Bemie Dresner, off on a fortnight’s vacation
WCFM, town’s co-op station, holding a press conference today to
preview its new music programs.
.Mrs. ImOgene Putnam has been
.

|

!

officer.

.

boycott
among sponsors
against certain performers which
could be construed as censorship,
there are no laws governing the
situation and thus no legal precedent on which to act.
In addition, Rice said, it will be
much more difficult to prove that
any undercover boycott is in opr
eration. An actor might simply be
judged “not right” for a part, he
said, and there would be no way
of determining if some outside influence was exerted to force that
ized

.

.

.

.

against Miss Muir, told
Variety this week that it would
have been impossible fpr the persons who protested to determine
her guilt or innocence of tye
charges but maintained that; once
the protests had been lodged, it
.

was the

responsibility of the sponsor to determine whether her civil
rights were in jeopardy.
“Any citizen has the right to
protest the appearance of some
performer on the air if he objects
to

that

appearance

on

promoted from director of special events at WCFM to program man- their dials from one station to anager, replacing Sid W. Slappey, who becomes commercial manager for other if they don’t like a particular
station .... Robert McCormick, NBC-TV news commentator, presented program.”
to Mrs, Nayar the last films taken of her husband, M. K, Nayar, press
attache of India, who was killed in Korea while on duty as U. N. liaison
officer.
.Art Brown, WWDC disk jockey, inked by International Assn,
of Ice Cream Manufacturers to emcee their variety show in Atlantic City
Oct. 19>- succeeding Jack Carson, last year's emcee,
.

,

Color Gimmick

WILL ADVANCE DUBBING COSTS

Continued from page 28

SUBJECTS TO BE DUBBED

color systems without aggravating Within which the receiver could
the corp platibility problem. Should operate were as
high as 29,160 for
the CBS system be standardized,
the horizontal oscillator and 144
ais thej; Commissidjii proposes, the
existing 7,000,000 sets will require for the vertical oscillator, it would
installation. pf adaptors in order to be capable of receiving. CBS color
.ireceiv^ color program’s in black transmissions in black and white
and White and converters to re- simply by the adjustment of condeiver :J:olor transmissions in color. trols already on the receiver. MoreHere is how bracket standards] over, such a receiver would be
are explained in the FCC decision: capable of handling the different
that might
“Existing
television
receivers synchronizing rates
are built to operate on transmis- later be adopted by the Commission standards that haVe a hori- sion for modification of the existzbntat synchronizing rate of 15,750 ing black and white, or CBS field
(scanning lines per second) and a sequential color, or both, as a
vertical synchronizing rate of 60 result of further tests with hori(fields per second). As a practical zontal interlace and long persistmatter, the oscillators on receivers ence phosphors.”
that accomplish the synchronizaReceivers built
the
tion are built so that this response bracket standards would.be equipis broader than the specific figures ped with a manual or automatic
set forth. For example, if the hori- switch to select instantaneously
zontal synchronizing rate were 15,- between two sets of standards
000 or 16,000, the receiver could falling within the range of 15,000
accommodate itself to the change; to 32,000 scanning lines and 50 to
there are controls on the back of 150 fields, one of Which will be
the receiver that can be adjusted the present black and white standto operate on any figure within the ards and the other the proposed
assumed bracket 15,000 to 16,000. CBS color standards. The CBS
The same is true for the vertical system has a line scanning rate
.
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grounds,” Kirkpatrick said. “Citizens have the same right to switch
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Wednesday, September

& Mae provided a spirited tap
turn and the Gaudsmith Bros. (2)
made the most of their familiar

Tele Reviews

Radio Reviews

dog act. The extra-curricular attraction was the appearance Of
golfer Sam Urzetta, national ama-

Continued from page 31
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Continued'
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pills
Bonny Maid linoleum, rpealing and deft as his frau and teur champ, who drove a few clips
touted throughout the about American audiences, who
strortgly
out to the audience, Newsreel
Though plugs just have patronized such films as
Russell, who replaces Harold Herbert Rudley turned in a good of the tournament gave him a good broadcast.
tiring listening to non- ‘Song of Bernadette/ *Goin’ My
of
harried
characterization
the
make
for
Barry in the emcee slot, diH a neat
intro.
New York’s acting Mayor farmers, they probably get neat Way* ‘Bells of St. Mary’s’
manager,
Taylor
Vaughn
pi^pgram
and
the
had
show,
job of pacing
which
Vincent Impelliterri made his first results from the overalls set. In- ’The Next Voice You Hear/
She
for its opening guest headliSerj aftd^Jane, Seymour jfcoj
taking of-

should

sell

i

ideo aptea^&nge since
MiSs fP^fee^ fu^^sjBand-and-sHfifit
Janis Paige, of pix.
ce, vviUiw vfelnpme to Urzetta,
iall^sdljthe guyltAig
revealed neat feel for a Jyncvtin
a ballad, and she gave the show a Lee contributed an okay carl
NBC-TV's^ eeverage of the semidecorative touch also ' with her cature of a radio bankroller but
Arthur O’Connell, as the "station finals of the. National Tennis
looks.
lines
his
Championships Monday (4) proThe Delmars, man and woman, f owner, stumbled through
Bill Perrott, vided court fans with some topdid neat balancing in the hand to and overdid the role.
and
Cooke
Harry
Ken
Raymond.
flight
viewing,*, The three-and-aYouman
he
hand stuff, while
good suppOyt-.A hal^iour seS^fbn included the
Bros, and Frances went through the Jack Ewing topped a
ing
cast.
Osborne DuPont-Nancy
Margaret
standard musical imitations with
Nickell’s Camera direction was Chaffee match and the Gardner
their accordion, clarinet and violin.
tops in all directions and the sets Mulloy-Herbert Flam contest, both
The bill's only other act, aside by Richard Rychtarik were both of which were see-sawing frays
f coin the finale stint by Russell, authentic and eye-appealing. Betty
plenty of action.
was the low-down Latin hoofing Furness handled the Westihghou.se with
coverage
the
Productionwise
and fire-eating of Leonardo <& plugs in her standard okay fashion.
by fine cameradistinguished
was
Zola; who smashed over.
work
that provided good closeups
Russell remains a versatile perEd Sullivan t r°Ued out some ex- on the service Shots both in the
former, doing a finale song spot cellent acts on Sunday's (3) “Toast fore and rear courts and a long
in which he did a minstrel take- of the Town” for One of his
shot that kept both players in
off that would have been better superior shows.
Stanza had a view. Play-by-play description by
had he some sort of production quality aura with good routining Don Budge was not as rapid as the
backgrounding.. As it was, he did providing fine settings for the vari- typical diamond or grid sportsthe numbers in pleasant voice, but ous performers.
casting, but it was knowing, with
without blackface and the other
Sullivan is apparently expanding Budge calling on his Own match
accoutrements necessary to strike the program’s bankroll because of experience to interpret strategy
the real illusion; But that’s where the stiff competition from the Col- and tactics]; At the same time he
modest budgets come in. Kahn.
gate show starting on NBC this frequently explained terms and
Sunday. He prevued art imposing technique to make the battles inlineup of subsequent shows which teresting to viewers being introshould help retain interest in the duced to the sport.
Bill Stern
N. Y. Daily News columnist’s video added some color comment and

—

member of the au- saluted “the good taste” of the
dience who appears on the show producers and writers who made
them “I hope we can look for
is given a prize, which ranges from
n y 1 on stockings to pressure more of the same kind.”
Gros.
cookers.
She attributed the occasional
sensationalized
about one
ORCHESTRAS OF THE WORLD of her colleaguesstories
to “personal sin,
With Vienna Philharmonic Orch, which is always ugly «and of Which
Frank Gervasi
all are sometimes guilty.”
She
55 Mins,, Sat.* 4:05 pan.
underlined that pictures are sold
Sustaining
on stars’ names and that the inWQXR, N. Y.
fluence of their behavior must
® novel
is presenting
therefore be for the good.
idea tied in with a relaxing 55minute musical interlude via “Orchestras of the World/’ Produced
and recorded by the Economic
Cooperation Administration, this
program was the first in a series
Continued from page 25
of weekly concerts spotlighting
different orchs from Marshall Plan Tandem”; Arturo Toscanini and
countries. Initial broadcast; Satur- the NBC Symphony Orchestra on
day (2), featured the Vienna Phil- Monday nights 10 to 11; Phil Harharmonic Orch under the direc- ris-Alice Faye and “Duffy’s TavMusical ern,” which will be bracketed
tion’ of Rudolph Moralt,
offerings on preem, show' were Thursday nights 9:30 to 10:30; an
the first three sections of Mozart’s hour-long version of “Screen Di“Eine Kleine Nachtniusik,” Shu- rectors Guild”, with Cecil B. deSymphony 5 in B flat Mille at the helm, for Friday nights
bert’s
and Franz Schmidt's opera “Notre 9 to 10, and the mysterioso parlay
Dame/’
During intermission Frank Ger- of “Man Called X” and “Dangerous
correspondent, Assignment” fOr Saturday night 8
American
cidentally, each

;

•

WQXR
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:
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!
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Investment

activities.

tele

in

spelled

Budge

vasi,

for awhile.

took over the mike for a. commenTechnical crew had to contend tary on current conditions in Auswith the Forest Hills stadium’s tria, citing the tremendous help
lack of a TV box, with the cameras’ given the country by the Marshall
position in the stands causing Ob- Plan.,
However, Gervasi also
structions when spectators passed noted that Austria is Still not yet
Intermission interviews, back on her feet. These commenin front.
I,ast Sunday's show hewed to a wjth L ouise Brough and Aussie
adapted and produced by Worthtaries by Gervasi Will be a weekly
acts, Pro*
K en McGregor, were particularly feature and will pertain to the
ington: Miner from a story by John Bne °f Providing, quality
Ed Pearce, the. yarn told of' -a i-gram hopped- -off to. a. fast pace with hampered ’'by; the passers-by and various countries being repreangled shot,
small radio station news commen- the juggling exhibition of the
i on g
Other counsented at the timd,
fronrMike
tator going stagnant, who finally
tries to be represented on the
one
Todd
Peep
Duo
is
Show.
s
got hts break as a last-minute sub
Sweden,
Italy,
include
show
for an early-morning farm hour of the most skillful manipulating
France, the Irish Republic, Belannouncer; Despite the fact -he’d teams, and hit top reaction with,
gium, Greece, Holland, Denmark,
never seen a farm, the guy be- their dextrous antics.
Norway, Germany, England and
Vine, who has appeared, on
came an immediate success, which
Continued from pagi 27;
Portugal.
went immediately to his head, “Toast” several times, took one of
longhair
afternoon
Saturday
Rest of the show told of the coil- bis cafe and vaude sketches and watch, plus the opportunity to plug dialers should find this show enspiracy cooked up by his wife parlayed it into a good laugh ses- their shows. In all instances, the grossing.
Gros.
The courtroom bit, done copy is written to match the particand the friendly program chief of sion.
the station to break him of his as with the assistance of Mack Pear - u i ar personality. In not one in- LADIES FAIR
similated hayseed veneer to save son, isn’t an essentially good piece stance have the networks, the With Tom Moore; Porter Heaps, ortheir happy home.
It made for of writing, but Vine’s vigorous pro- agencies, the sponsors or the talent
ganist
good vievying to wind qp the La- jection gives it a top laugh rating, itself balked. It adds up to an- Producer-director: Jim Billings
bor Day weekend.
Name value of the show was con- other plug for their programs; for 30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 1 p.m
(CDT)
Show carried the usual stand- tained in the Ink Spots, who made Bulova it’s the star-studded click of
CO-OP
out production mountings associ- two appearances On -this session, Hi advertising
aHvprticjfnff career
caieer,
from Chicago
MUTUAL,
ated with Miner, including a fine The Spots, the always, gave a grade
Idea was the brainchild of Terry
job of direction by Paul Nickell A performance with renditions, of
r
aUS
Bulova
the «mova
and agoodcast ~ Darticularlv "Vn “Everybody Loves. My Baby,” “I’d Clyne, account exec on toe
ail HPp nc^
narHcina
^hn
W 0
U
Highest Mountain” ancl
the leads. Tom Avera, straight
“Ladies Fafr” moves into its seccH g hUv under
deal
man to some of Sid Caesar’s Feet s to ° Bl gty ond season with the same sturdy
shenanigans on last, year’s “SatMaria Neglia provided a session cost entailed in filming^ the TV appeaL Show is bu t lt ar0 und emurday Night Revue” for NBC, reg- of trick and straight fiddling. The spots (both in N. Y. and on tpe r cee «j*om Moore and the flock of
and recording the
istered solidly as the announcer girl works the cutgut effectively for Coast)
fe^rne visitors he gets up to the
turned hick. Janet Ward was ap- top returns. Dance Team' of Winik plugs.
mike. S eg men t is loaded with
games and devices and, in the
main, moves along briskly,
On the frame caught, Moore
kept the ladies busy vying for

includes appearinces of
Frankie Laine, Gloria Swanson,
CBS-TV’s “Studio One’’ scored Margaret
Truman, Moira Shearer,
With its second show of the new
Froman, Billy Eckstine, King
season Monday night (4) via a Jane
Melchior, and others
pleasantly - relaxed production of Cole, Lauritz
“Look Homeward, Hayseed.” As in the top brackets.

to

futures

:

with programs, Will
go for the idea of sharing the
shows with other products.
But NBC feels it’s got one of the
vital answers to re-patterning ra-

identification

;
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concept.
Also, whether Sponsors,
for years
conditioned to solo

.

I

9.

Question asked in the trade is
whether radio, after a 30-year established “format,” will adapt itself to a brand new operational

dio for the

j

TV

future.
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ably do not have to be told that
the word ‘smear’ is defined here
as an attack on Communism.” The
Kelley-Amoury letter scoring the
council was sent to members by
the council itself, after a request

,

I

[

I

[

i

!

by Kelley and Miss Amoury

citing
a court decision giving ail members access to membership lists.
That decision w as won several
years ago by left-wing elements irk
the Authors League.

j
!

W
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.

j

i
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^^^he

j
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r
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League, parent body of RWG,
was brought into the tiff last week
the two members petitioned
the League to review Kelley’s censuring. They charged that the Cen-

AM

,

prizes in a series of quizzes,

when

sure action W'as “illegal” because
“Only the League has the power to
discipline a member.”

most

of which used musical questions
featuring Porter Heaps at the organ. Stanza was aired before an
enthusiastic studio audience,

Subsequent to Kelley’s resignaMiss Amoury also exited,
exec secretary and counsel
Jim Stabile has also resigned. At
first
he expressed disagreement
tion,

RWG

Moore’s jovial emceeing, which
is markedly free of cuteness, is the
with council policies* but after the
thread that holds the melange topassed a Coast-initiated resogether. In less adept hands, the
format could misfire into a noisy lution for a war writers board, he
agreed to stay until Taft-Hartley
hodgepodge.
Second quarter-hour of show is certification proceedings are comsponsored by Miles as a lead-in to pleted and said he and the counits succeeding “Queen for a Day” cil are in “complete accord/’
strip. Jack Callaghan’s -handling of

RWG

the drug firm’s well -targeted commercials was smoothly professional.
Oaue.

INC

Rosoff’s Eyeing Late

Evening Mike Trail
Another New York eatery is
about to hit the late evening microphone trail with Rosoff’s talking to WINS, N. Y., about a halfhour nightly gab and record show.
Times Square restaurant is dickering with N. Y. Post columnist
Earl Wilson and N. Y. Mirror columnist Nick Kenny; among others.
RosofTs is planning the stanza

t
44

Casting Corisvltants

Loretta

Young, in a talk on
and the Nation” via
Hour over NBC Sunday (27), set a precedent. It was
th e first appearance of a worn an
[on the program in more than 20 to
hypo
years of existence. It yvas also one Whether

“The

to the

Entertainment industry

lete
.

_

Shows

Dramatic

,e

Individual Parts

9

Variety

>

Extras

Talent Information

Personal Representation

21 West 47th Street

New York

City

7-0600

-

Actor,

the Catholic

1519 Crossroads

of the
Hollywood, Cal.

HEr-5134

World

Speaking Of “the positive side”
of the film capital— because “it is
the least well known”
Miss
Young cited these figures: 79%

—

are

married;

have never
have children;

to charity, “compared with the national average of $4.”

Miss Young cited Pope Pius XI’s
encyclical on recreation, “which
must be morally healthy and
wfiich must stimulate noble sent!- -

its
after-theatre
will be able to

columnar

scribes*

Agency

is

fihe-

^v? To worry to

biz.

ink

commitments.

Daniel E. Lewitt.

,

(

70,1%

been divorced; 60%
63% attefhd church regularly; 83%
voted at the last election; 73% are
participants in local civic, church
arid college movements; 88% averaged $22 annually in contributions

Lmpnt -

it

Kenny pr Wilson depends on the

of the finest tributes to the basic
goodness of Hollywood and show
business that had ever been voiced
on a religious broadcast.

;

[

i

|
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CourJosy of M-G-M
appearing with

Now

'

DONALD O'CONNOR
”
in ”VHE M!U(M
(Universal-International)

Wednesday, September

6,
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Sincere

to the superb easts, writers,

to all

It is
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'
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V.

who have made

with equa

u

cameramen, engineers—

this coveted

ure

award

ours.

we announce

The Traitor
By

99

HERMAN WOUK

Sta

The Ford

Television Theater

is

produced for Ford Motor Company by Kenyon

& Eckhardt, Inc.

.
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Television With a

—i^aiiiwMia

XEW

city of 28 radio stations,
80% of the total audience.)

everybody works for one or another ad agency, For with every
minute of every hour sold out, the
interplay between the station and
Uhe agency representing the client
It’s the agency man
is constant.

Sombrero

i

way

.

...

s

Commerce Committee said he
was particularly gratified that the
Commission unanimously agreed
on the advantages of color over
monochrome and its potentialities
in opening up new fields in teleate

.

-

,

]

]
;

vision.

“The decision ” Johnson wrote,
“brings very close the day when
this great new improvement in the
cannot be precisely determined at ait will serve the American peo,

ple.”

this time.

/

.

“Purchasers of new sets who
would have had the option of obtaining color sets immediately, if
they so desired, will now be forced
to elect either to purchase a set
which will require conversion to
color, or to await final action at
some fuiture undeterminable date.
Manufacturers; would haye been
able to deVote their full television
research facilities and energies
towards the further improvement
of one proven arid acceptable sysinstead of dissipattem (CBS)
ing! them in further attempts to
surmount difficulties which may be
inherent in non-field sequential systems, such as those shown to exist
in the systems demonstrated in this
Broadcasters would
proceeding.
have been able to begin immediate
experimentation with color programming techniques, assured of a
audience
growing
progressively
during the period of transition.”
.

.

.

The senator said that in “leaving the door partly ajar” thp decision challenges the “ J ohnny-comelatelies” In color television “to produce or step aside.” Moreover, he
added, “it is in the best traditions
of American democracy and the
free enterprise system since it does
not foreclose improvements arid
advances which I am sure our
American electronic science may
bring out. I am sure the majority
of the Commission will not permit this desirable approach to delay the commercial use of color.
This will allay the fears of those
who dissent on the grounds that

.

Company

.

j

i

—

j

the Sunday afternoon bull fights

—

.

and some jai-alai games, virtually
all the programming is confined to
it’s generally accepted
old pix.
that the full impact of video in
Latin America won’t assert itself
until Azcarraga turns on the cameras and brings to video those
same elements of showmanship
the most sucthat have made
cessful entertainment medium of
kind in the whole of Latin
its
America and have spiraled many
performers into international re-

j

,

XEW

nown.
But despite the “phantom audience” threat; the competition for
viewers will be plenty tougli. Four
applications for channels have alto Azcarready been granted
raga’s XEW and XEQ, to D’Far-

—

XHTV

certain essential of any new system. Adoption of CBS color now,
the, decision declares, “Would furnish to manufacturers a real in..
... „
successful ti icentive to u
build a
A
color tube as soon as possible.
real competitive advantage would
accrue to the company that sueceeded in bringing out such a
tube.”
Comr. Robfert Jones, who vigorously opposed any delay in adopting the CBS system, thought the
quicker standards are set the quicker the industry will develop the
equipment to get color to the public.
If standards are adopted now,
Jones declared in his separate
opinion, the apparatus situation

1

.

.

28

servicing of tele shows is an expenv
Unlike radio;
sive proposition.
a

show was

set, a

i

1

;

i

Continued from page

27;

^confide that they’ve taken to talking directly to the bankrollers because of agencies’ “unnecessary
stalling,” “optioning shows they
haven’t, any intention of buying,”

“dickering for programs on one
network while buying one on another.” In the final analysis, they

Junction; Tex.
i

.

•

where once

;

AM

j

two

or three hour rehearsal and possibly one or two guest bookings
were adequate, television offers a
complexity of weekly problems
such as finding writers, skits, performers and lighting, plus the increasingly vexing task of. getting
guests thgt haven’t been used too
Widely oil that medium.
The pqper-work aspects of the
various tele shows are also on the
increase.
Payrolls are on the upgrade.
Clearances are becoming
ah increasingly greater problem
arid variations in production routine create the problem of getting

commenda-

.

say, it’s the sponsor who will make
the decision. This point is particularly significant today, when, because of the glamor of video, many,
spenders want to have their personal fingers in the pie.
Another factor prompting the
chains to go directly to the businessmen is the changed industry
picture: the push to lure new and
small
spenders;
unconventional
time-selling plans, such as NBC’s
‘‘Operation Tandem”; the shifting
Paradoxically, a« final decision (and problem-provoking) relationimmediately ship between
color
standardizing
and TV; and the
Will hasten development of the, tri- uncertain manufacturing and discolor tube; according to the FCC, tribution situation since the Koyet the tube would be an almost rean crisis.

and the other to Vonsales Camarena, an audio engi- closely-knit relationship,
There is little or no talent on
neer wlio perfected Mexico’s first!
TV camera for a* mechanical color the staff of XEW, Practically

Continued from page

essential.”

expressed

tion to Coy and his colleagues ‘‘for
a difficult job well done arid the
progress made thus far.
I know
that every effort will be made to
push forward rapidly the allocation
decisions so that television will be
made available- by many more mil-;
lions of our citizens who are waiting patiently to have television in
their homes.”

It

j

i

is

Johnson

Meeting of Minds
can be expected that “a meeting of minds” will be called soon
to decide whether it will be color
now or later. Practically the entire manufacturing industry stood
as one during the Commission’s
color hearings in opposing the CBS
system and in building adaptors in
new sets to provide compatibility
while final standards could be determined. However, there was testimony that the manufacturers
would comply once they were given
“a hint” that the CBS system
would be adopted,
Meanwhile, CTI prexy Arthur
Matthews, who feels confident that
his Uniplex system is “definitely
superior” to the CBS system and
can be demonstrated within the
Commission’s deadline/ will have to
wait on the manufacturers, in effect, to give him permission to
make good his prediction that CTI
“will win in the last lap of the
color video race.” Even RCA or
G-E will require,/ the majority of
the industry to back them up with
adaptors in order to demonstrate.

now

finality

.

the pressures from HKO, which has
a 50% interest in his Churubusco
Studios set up four years ago)
were other factors that forced
Azcarraga to put his TV plans in
camphor until this year. Only the
framework of a building suggested
Azcarraga’s dream.

.

urday .(2) the chairman of the Sen-

final

in

;

.

1

Azcarraga ’s stake in film production and as one of Mexico’s leading
exhibitors (with a syndicate of 20
theatres in Mexico City alone, plus

Rival

delay

.

*

!

transmission.)

Because of the delays, a rival company, Roinulo O’Farrili’s XHTV,
has been getting in the initial TV
innings, having gone on the air
earlier this month with two hours
However,
of daily programming;
with the exception of picking Up

any

opposed
.

j

)

explore the problem,
finally deciding that
-u
best
broadcasting pattern was
suited for TV in Mexico.
Then followed / the protracted
period of litigation while Azcarraga went about the task of buying
up countless properties for his
video centre. Then the long period of uncertainty attending blackand-white vs. color television cued
a cessation of activity, after construction work had already started,
for Azcarraga didn’t want to find
himself saddled with equipment
that would have to be discarded.
(With color now on the immediate
horizon, Azcarraga is equipping
all his studios for both methods of
to

he

standards:

to a program,
gation to use,

envisions fob TV as well. Politicos
are told to go peddle their ideologies to the newspapers,; or on
street corners, or through loud
speakers. Same applies to the religious Clements.
From 7 arm to
signoff at midnight, the formula is
five TV stations along the border, strictly entertainment, which finds
3nt more important are his plans its expression chiefly in music.
for a Latin-American exchange of And whether it’s the current craze
TV film programs, notably in the for Mambo, or Tchaikovky, it’s
realm of educational programming, all live stuff, with seldom more
stanza a day.
to embrace Venezuela, Argentina, than two recorded
Peru and Cuba, and also to in- As such, Mexico is a paradise for a
Petrillo
dedicated
the perpetuato
clude United States and Canada.
One of the comprehensive units in tion of live music. Hundreds" of
Azcarraga’s Television City is a union card holders pass through
vast studio that will turn out 16m XEW’s portals daily.
TV films— a studio capable of havIf, as has become apparent in
ing six stages, in action, with spe- recent weeks, the financial moguls
cially designed walks for lighting behind the Mexican film industry
equipment, cameras, etc.
have suddenly become alarmed
Most pretentious of all, however, over what video might do to Mex
are the four television theatres, pix business, Azcarraga doesn’t
each Seating as many as 1,500, with hold with such fears. His. forthe seats constructed in stadium mula is quite simple: (1) make
fashion similar to a bull-fight good films; (2) evolve a TV patterp
arena, but only on ope side. For consisting primarily of short subbehind the Vast stage of each thea- jects that will not be in direct
tre will be separate, smaller stu- competition with the film industry.
dios which can be operated by the /As one who has a major stake in
same crew of technicians and to both, lie’s already devoted considerable time to the problem.
permit for continuous action.
About three weeks ago Andres
Every last detail is being attended to, including separate make- Serra Rojas, head of the semiup rooms, underground and over- official Banco Naclonal Clnematohead avenues leading to the vast grafico, which furnishes the coin
storage rooms, rooms where art- for most of the film trade, called a
meeting of industry brass and exists; sculptors, designers, etc., will
be Constantly alerted to the scenic pressed the fear that_even with
requirements of programs, special 10,000 sets, the TV drain would
rehearsal rooms being leased out deal a heavy blow to Mexico’s film
to the
advertising agencies (if houses and recommended a united
Procter & Gamble or Colgage, for industry protective bloc by nixing
example
two
of
Azcarraga’s all offers to make pix for video and
clients
want a cross-the-board to prevent film players from persoap opera, they will have exclu- forming on TV.
sive use of the leased studios;
Azcarraga is convinced that pix
There are even studios designed and video can work together to the
for a miniature laying out of the advantage of both. He refuses to
scenic needs, before moving on to believe that TV is solely respon?
the life-size studios).
sible for the Hollywood lamentaTelevision City will also house tions over declining boxoffice reAzcarraga’s radio facilities, since ceipts and thinks it is particularly
it has outgrown its present quarsignificant that, in a country where
ters.
TV has still to assert itself, most
gave the of the Hollywood films has been
; Last week Azcarraga
ad agency heads here a “sneak taking it on the chin in Mexico
preview” of his TV City. These while Mexican pix are enjoying unare the men (representing J. Wal- precedented popularity. It’s simpter Thompson, Ruthrauff & Ryan, ly a case, he maintains, where the
Foote, Cone & Belding, Grant, Mc- Mex Aims are of superior quality.
Cann-Erickson and Other top U, S. He's willing to wager that, When
ageivcies having branches here) TV hits the bigtime here, the MeX
who spend top coin in Azcarraga’s film biz will continue to flourish,
radio ventures and who Will have a so long as the product is good,
major stake in his commercial even as superior Hollywood films
video operation.
Unlike broad-' still pack 'em in in the United
j
casting in the U. S., it’s a more States.

1950

Continued from page 26

the talent decisions, decides what announcer is best suited

government couldn’t decide whether it wanted TV to be operated as out to: Pueblo, Cuernavaca, Toluca
private enterprise or as a govern- and PachuCa.
ment subsidy (hiving had some reLatin- American Exchange
morse about letting radio get out
Similarly, Azcarraga envisions a
of its hands and realizing that it Mexico City-Vera Cruz link as
was too late to do anything about something of the near future and.
A committee was there’s talk that he plans four or
it at this date

6,

CBS

Color Nod to

what musical aggreSuch dislocation ana inconand it’s the agency venience as Will necessarily be
man who negotiates directly with caused by the introduction of a
the union
As’, such none of the color system would be minimized
Such
talent is Von staff.”
by definitive action now.
inconvenience
and
Azcarraga’s concept of operation dislocation
service; 4#rohghqhtv .v>M^i$ft and in his 18 y fears as a broadcaster would be magnified by the absence
that within the next two years h is has (been summed up. in one word— of final action during- the period ot
Mexico City operafcidn Will branch entertaihment-^and that’s what he indecision, the length of Which

$lx years, ago;
tile carrying-through process' Was
beset by a succession ol'.ob^taclfe’s
that more than once nearly spelled'
disaster.
First off, jfti'e Mexican

named

‘Iffy’

who makes

system. And only last week Q’Farrill revealed in a dispatch from
Washington to his English-language daily in Mexico, the News,
his plans for a' TV network to serve
major (pities in -Mexico, He said a
technlcM .survey wiTl $ie? :ihape;Vpy
ftCA Victor on how- best to. expand

gets

Although Azcairaga’S Television
City got under
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that long since have* forgotten
what sustaining time means. (In a

rill’s

1

;

;

;

1

.

|

[

— Work

is

expected

to start here on the town’s

first

standard broadcast outlet, Which is
expected to be on the air before the
end 0 f September.
Co-owners
James E, Calhoun and Callan Graham, local attorney and state representative from the 86th District,
will operate. Outlet is scheduled to
operate ort 1,450 kilocycles from
6 a.m. to 10 p m, and from 12 midnight to 4 a.m.
1

1

1

.

!

will be as follows;
“In the first place, color television. up through
12-inch picture, would be available to the

American public immediately. Exand; white set owners

isting black

would have the opportunity

to convert these sets so that, they could
receive pictures in color.
Those
potential set owners and existing
set owners who did not desire to
see
se
" ei sequential color in color
.® field
in a position to view these
W1 1
transmissions in black and white
on
receivers
of any size the indusa new set of performers arid writtry may build. But more important
ers periodically.
than anything else is the fact that
The percenteries are finding the once
standards have been set, the
handling of a video display to be
television industry will then have
an expensive proposition.
Last the stimulus to develop
one or.
year, most of the agencief dipped
more types of direct-view elecinto the red.
However, generally tronic
tubes. Arid in addition, perlarger budgets will enable the varisons such, as Dr. (Ernest) Law?
ous
,

We're proud of the successful
company we keep on WJBK
DA.

CALDWELL

CARTER'S LIVER PIUS

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
PALMOLIVE SOAP
FEENAMINT
HILL'S CASCARA QUININE

!

KOLYNOS TOOTHPASTE
METRO GOLDWYN MAYER
OLSON RUG COMPANY
PURITY'S TASTEE BREAD
ROYAL DESSERTS
STOKELY FOODS

your sales!
Follow those loaders and boost

offices

at least

ahead.
WJBK-TV,

a

CBS

Represented

NEW YORK

22,

Nationally

by

488

MADISON AVENUE

ELDORADO 5-2455
THE KATZ AGENCY,

INC.

to

come out rence

will

have an immediate-

AVAILABLE SHORTCY
TV PRODUCER-DIRECTOR
Hfedyy ‘Film Commorclal
and Livo Network Experience
CREATIVE-IMAGINATIVE SEEKS
AGENCY OR, STATION CONNECTION
WRITE BOX V-931, C/O VARIETY
154 West 46th St., New York If

in-

centive to work on tubes.
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D.-Colo.),
who has been a persistent prodder
of the FCC to bring color television to the public, regardless of
the complicated problems involved,
lost no time in congratulating the
.

affiliate.

WJBK-AM * TV-DETROIT
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS;

!

'

1

and Dumont

I

—

Columbus, O.
Rhea McCarty
Ahn, former Women’s commentator for WTVN and newscaster for
WELD, has been named executive
secretary of. the Ohio Development and Publicity Commission. agency on having reached a deciMrs, Ahn at one time worked on sion.
In a “Dear Wayne” letter
Cleveland newspapers.
to Commission chairman Coy Sat-

WHICH

TELEVISION STATION

would employ (preferably es Assistant
Cameraman) young man, 36, European

who is Intorestod In this
new medium, and has 15 years. Still
Photog. and some Motion Picture experience (Camera and Editing)?
background,

VARIETY, Box V-385~
154

West 46th

New York

St.

City 19, N. Y.
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RADIO-TELEVISION

Inside Stuff-Radio

Story Properties

of what is considered one of the best announcing
staffs in
only indie 5,000- watter in the town, reveals
Pittsburgh, that of
that most of the boys came to radio from widely diversified fields not
even remotely connected either in background or training with broadcasting business.
Jan Andree, considered among the best of the local disk jocks was
an investigator for the Juvenile court in Pittsburgh when he first got
mike-happy. Phil Zinkand drifted into announcing straight from a job
with the Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board. He was first a clerk and
then had charge of the booze displays in store windows.
Joe Tucker
recognized as the ace sportscaster on the local scene, took his first
audition for the job nearly 15 years ago while a suit salesman at Frank
and Seder, downtown department store. Ray Schneider, head announcer, studied engineering ^nd intended to follow that line wlvw
he detoured into radio back in the ’thirties. Johnny Davis used to be
a clothes model and while Jimmy Fitzgerald was once a boy actor in
microphone playlets, he left to study for the priesthood, giving that
up only recently to become an announcer.
Only three of the
announcers, Rege Cordic, Art Pallan and
Mike Marlow, virtually cut their eye teeth on radio, and have known
work,
coming
other
to the station direct from high school.
no

Rundown

WWSW,

i=:

Continued from pare 28

a—

which he did in the Metro film,
but might also turn the part over
to a promising new actor if he can

For Wide Test Survey in Frisco

find the right one.

Twin

Philco’s Kickoff

Coe tees off the Philco series
Sunday night (10) with an adaptation of Maxwell Anderson’s “High
Tor,” co-starring Alfred Ryder and

band-partner, Dick Kollmar, tongue-in-cheeking her enthusiasm. The
newspaper-trained half of the Mr. & Mrs. team, however, did a forthright exposition of Scully’s volume, predicting, incidentally, that “it’s
bound to be a bestseller.”

The movement

of longhair conductors becoming classical disk jockeys
reaching near-epidemic proportions. Now WOR, N. Y., is hanging
out the help-wanted sign for a distinguished baton-wielder to take on

is

platter-spinning chores.
WNBC, N. Y., airs Arthur Fiedler, of the Boston Pops, and Leopold
Stokowski, quondam head of the Philadelphia orch, while WQXR, N. Y.,
beams a transcribed series with Sir Thomas Beecham, the noted Britisher.
Sir Thomas, incidentally, has just joined the American Federation of Radio Artists and is claiming title as the only Knight on the
union’s jockey roster.
.

Felicia

Monteleagre. Succeeding,
programs, which are aired, weekly ,-

Jerome

include

will

Weidman’s

Mayor

Parker, private

sec to
Watkins Overton
here, has resigned her post to take
over as women’s director with

Philadelphia, Sept. 5,
Temple University’s technical
institute, a division of the Community College, will offer courses
in television and radio at five offcampus, units during the coming
school year.

WHBQ,

Memphis’ Mutual outlet.
is no newcomer to

Miss Parker

radio row as she formerly
aired several shows with WMC,
local

NBC outlet, and WMPS,
Memphis ABC affiliate. She will

local

direct all women programs and
students are to be enrolled for the spiel a daily morning stint in her

More than 400 day and evening

classes,

which begin Sept.

j

25.

I

new

spot.

for

“He

is

.

’ .

«

«

.

i

Minneapolis, Sept. 5.
The Minnesota State Fair Aug.

26 through Sept. 4 seems to have
been the fall medium for promotion, at least the kickoff for new
radio activities. Four twin cities
stations took this advantage to
meet their audiences, skedding
State Fair originations and special
Three conduct
promotion-wise.
projects
indie

Project

ABC-TV

centre, N. Y., site of

set

Orchestra

more than

own independent
was

incepted

At last week’s meeting, special
tabulations from C. R, rfooper and
The Pulse, Inc., were examined,
and it was found that both yield
different results even when the two
organizations confined their study *
to telephone homes in identical
.

BMB

areas. The
group concluded
that the differences, occurring in,
identical areas with Comparable
samples, must therefore be attributable to differences in method.
Now the committee will look into
the significance of the differing
telephone and recall methods. Next
meeting will be held Sept. 15.

hours of pro-

15

culture

addition

In

building.

WCCO State Fair promotion included a booth 20 feet long by
eight feet deep, where 60 members of the

on rotation
the

station staff
basis, duties of

shared,

meeting

Broadcasts included

public.

Cedric

Adams noon news

daily, arid

MBS Sets ‘Game

of

farm minute sports co-ops: “Tomorrow’s
programs with Bob Dehaven and Football” on Fridays at 7:15 p.m,
out several new production tech- Larry Haeg, WCCO farm service and “Football Results,” Saturdays
director.
at 7 p.m.
niques when he moves there.

HE COMES BACK WITH A BANG - ON WOR

New

says

York’s

is

is

the press.

And what the press

well borne out by such sage sponsors as:

Colgate; Lever Bros.; American

and he expresses himself

Home Foods and

many others who sponsor him at 11:1 5 AM on WOR.

in decent

Remember

”

.

. •

.

Rudy

ME magazine:

"For many a radio
(“The Rudy

high

Vallee can be bought at low cost to produce

results*

listener, it

He’s a merchandising natural.

Vallee Show”) was just like

old times.”

He’s wise io thtr ways of influencing thousands
lays

BILLBUMItV-

"He's

still

of listeners.

a superlative

showman and probably
most

Week*

Patterning it after its successful
“Game of the Day” co-op ballcasts.
Mutual will launch a college football “Game of the Week” show fyr
Saturdays, starting Sept. 23,
/
Web is also incepting two 15-

a special State Fair series of

That, gentlemen,

the

consciously literate

disc jockey in

radio”

call,

writ* or wire

WOR

—that power -full atation
at

,

status.

grams from the Agriculture-Horti-

and commercials will be housed in
6A and the cast in 3A. Montgomery
said the two studios will provide
him with as much space as he had
last year. Despite that, he plans
to move into NBC’s 8H as soorras
it is converted from radio to TV
use. Space in the latter studio, he
said, will be “the answer to a producer’s prayer” and he plans to try

English His stones are fascinating

says Tl

field

some

weeks ago when RGBS, Frisco, proposed a test of audience measuring methods in its area. In the expanded evaluation, reps of the rating services will have observer

,

the

its

investigations.

WDGY, WMIN,

Operations,

and KEYD, covered fair events
from grandstand, midway, liver
stock and educational exhibits.
WDGY had newscaster John
by Hoffman Hayes which will star Leslie on hand for special events,
Everett Sloane; “Bonanza,” to be news and interviews. The 50,000
adapted from the play by Ben Mar- watt indie also bombarded the
tin; “Husband For Mama,” and crowd with latest news via mimeo“The Man Who Got Away With It.” graphed flasheasts. Flashcasts were
Coe explained that, while the list similar to Army-Navy orientation
includes some originals, the stress news sheets issued at Washington
will continue to be placed on pub- & Lee Info School during last war.
lished works. He added that he
WMIN, 250 watt indie, originated
cannot utilize any properties that eight,
10 and 15 minute shots daily
have ever been filmed because the except Sunday with special eveiits
Philco shows are kinescoped for
man Norm Page taking the listentransmission on non-interconnect- ers to the fair.
ed outlets.
KEYD, another Twin Cities inMontgomery series^ incidentally, dependent, keyed all its fair prois to originate .from NBC studios
motion around folk-singer Slim
3A and 6A in Radio City, N. Y„ Jim. - /
instead of the WOR-TV studios at
WCCO, Columbia Twin Cities,

head and shoulders above most disc
. .

•

Sixth show, for Oct. 15, has not
set, but subsequent ones will
include “Wacky, the Small Boy;”
“Trial of Aaron Burr,” an original

“World Telegram”!

jockeys

'

-

HARRIET VAN HORNE,

famed radio columnist

Minnesota State Fair

been

rudy vallee
says

*

'

-

“Long

last year’s productions.

Memphis—Helen

At

In Promotion Licks

WWSW

WOR

City Stations Get

•

starring
Francis
Run,”
Lederer; -pear Guest and Ghost,”
adapted from a Sylvia Dee hovel
and starring Josephine Hull and
Barry Nelson; “Touch of a Stranger,” adapted by Joseph Liss from
a story by Whitfield Cook, and
“The Vine That Grew on 50th
One broadcast in Rudy Vallee’s transcribed series for WOR, N. Y., Street,”
scripted by Nelson Olmwas deleted last week (and another platter substituted) because it con- stead, who
will also be featured in
tained a review of "Behind the Flying Saucers,” new tome by Frank
the cast.
Officials said they nixed the show because of Vallee’s
Scully.
enthusiastic endorsement of the volume, which “authenticated” the
theories in the book. (See review in Literati section,) Station said it
had no objection to Vallee’s doing a review, but that it should be
“objective.” Spokesmen said they feared endorsement of Scully’s theories might “scare” listeners.
On the other hand Dorothy Kilgallen (Dorothy & Dick) did an interesting review of the book on their Sunday (3) broadcast, with ifus-

The Special Test Survey Committee of Broadcast Measurement
Bureau voted last week that the
originally proposed study of local
audience measurement, which was
to have, been made in the Sail
Francisco-Oakland area, will be
broadened, instead of setting* up
any one service, method, area or
time as a standard, all systems will
now be appraised.
The BMB group will deal With
telephone coincidental, diary, roster-recall,
house-to-house coincidental and continuous mechanical
or electronic methods. To push the
project, the committee is calling
for additional information from the; ^
nose-counting services and may

I

1440 Broadway,

In

Now York

:
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LEOT MUSICALS
t>eeca prexy Milton R. Rackmil
another 'who sees the inevitability of one new speed for phonograph records all over again,

Is

it niay be a long time
because of the public’s
extraordinary investment in 10,000,000 new machines in 1946-47.
Those are the official statistics of
the radio-phonograph trade associations which showed that many
combination machines sold in those
two years, immediately following

although

coming

:

the war which had curtailed manufacture of any new equipment.
Since the 10,000,000 new combinations comprise the majority of
the 16,000,000 phonographs in the
U.S., and since the hulk is still
78 rpm, the horizons for a universal speed are indefinite. But Rackmil is committed to the idea that
when and if that ‘‘one speed”
comes it will be 45, i.e. the RCA
Victor principle, rather than Columbia’s 33Va rpm.

Columbia Records president

W

a 1 1 e r s' t. e I n has
similar views about “one speed
Ultimately,” but he thinks it
will be
the.

on 33 rpm

re aso n

if

only for

“you just
can’t get enough music for air
bums and symphonies on 45.”
Wallerstein, however, reiterates that he never closed the
door behind him and his company as regards any of the
other speeds. “I always said
that if: the public wanted 33
We’d give it to them, and if
that

.

a size 7%
record ever made,,
customers prefer,
ness will be to give it
there’s

type of
that our
our busito them.”

.

000 machines might

mean

that each machine only enjoys a
12 or 13-per-phonograph average.
In actuality, the average is much
higher, around the 50 mark. The
differential comes from possibly
3-4,000,000 machines which are
only occasionally dusted off, say
for Xmas albums, Mother’s Day, a
birthday, and the like.
But it is a fact that there is a
constantly replenishing market for
new-speed customers, either via
jacked-in radio and, TV jobs, or the
new self-contained pop priced
models. There were 1,300,000 machines sold in 1949 for instance,
many of these of course having
provisions for the new speeds.

Hollywood, Sept. 5.
Otto Harbach makes his first trek persistent practice of some -mer*
prexy Sept, chants to offer substantial discounts
to the Coast as
2.8 to attend the semi-annual meet- on current; records, particularly in
ing of Coast members at the Bev- the longhair line.
The big retailers in New York,
erly- Wilshire hotel.
He will be

ASCAP

Diskery

,

Hollywood, Sept. 5.
precedents are being

trailblazed In the music industry
by the handling of the “Hopalong
Cassidy” character as a crutch
upon which to hang and exploit
.

sales. J. J.

Robbins Music

retailing coast-to-coast

a

folio

.

.

Columbia previously attempted
down on Sam Goody; one

to crack

Hollywood, Sept. 5.
“The^$64 Question” lias become
a part of the standard American voIt
cabulary in the last 10 years;
has also, in the shorter span of
three years, become a terrific headache to the American Federation of

Further, Robbins is marketing
two pop tunes, “Hopalong Cassidy
March” and “Hoppy, Topper &
Me,” and plans to block any diskery from etching the material.
Robbins himself has paid to have
tunes waxed by 26-man orch a nd
While Rackmil encountered some eight-voice choir. He’ll send copies
to
almost all the disk jocks, hoping
frank resistance from his associates in Decca, including the late the Wax-whirlers will spin mateJack Kapp, founder president of rial into public demand for sheet
the firm, when he shut down three music. Profits to a publisher or a
plants and cut off 20 distribution writer are much greater from
sheets than from shellac.
This
(Continued on page 48)
is

three years*

The standard U. S. copyright
law holds that no one can etch a
song commercially until licensed;
once one version is licensed and
marketed, rivals cannot be stopped
from doing so providing royalties
are paid. Robbins’ plan is to fore-

under performance-for-profit commercial status.
All “Cassidy ’’-based tunes' are
controlled by Nacio Publications,
(Continued on page 47)

be issued in the new speed.
Columbia is banking on Kaye to
click under its label in the 45 rpm
field since the bandleader was one
also

ments “may set an unwise and unsound pattern for the entire industry,”

of

Advertising Agencies.

Shader Telescription Corp., one
of the vidfil m producers which recently
is,

made

k deal with the

however, maintaining

its

AFM.
posi-

that musicians* as well as
other creative participants in a
film, “are entitled to a fair reward
for their contributions.” In a statement issued by Spader last weekend (2) position was taken that
royalty payments to musicians are
similar In principle to the payments made by broadcasters to the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers.
Refuting the
contention
that royalty payments “are likely
to impose a heavy burden of administrative detail on agencies,”
Snader declares that its payment
of 5% of gross revenue from the
end sale of the films will involve
no “collection complications.” Company points out that the 5% will
be taken off its end, with station
time rates and other variable factors not' being involved in their
tion

.

,

AAAA

agreement.

ON PIRATING OF BOOKS
Continuing

fight

its

against

copyright pirating, Music PubUshers Protective Assn, recently
cracked down on the distribution
of a bodk 'containing the entire
choruses of a great many stand-,
ards. Book, which was being sold
to musicians at tabs ranging from
$1.75

to

$5,

was

also

offered

in

London concern
through a New York outlet.
iMPPA first got wind of the book
late last year and called in the FBI
quantity

to

a

.

after

a

preliminary investigation

by Arthur Hoffman, the

associaHoffprivate investigator.
two
uncovered
FBI
the
man and
sources for the books but neither
in one
person was prosecuted,
case, 157 books were surrendered
not
promise
with
the
to
*
to deal in pirated books while, in
the other, a vet -of the last War
with a good previous record was
the FBI felt no useful
involved,
tion’s

MPPA

,

purpose would be served in sending him to jail.

can be effective; Legally and. prac-

ago when they sanctioned liquidation sales of old albums with discounts ranging up to 60%.

j

Evasion of Network
Scales Plugged

On

Touring Orch Remotes
Hollywood, Sept*

New minimum

scale

for

5.

side-

men in traveling orch playing
regular network radio programs
goes into effect Sept. 15 as a result
of a drive by

RADIO-TV-PHONO SALES

of top-selling artists for Victor before he switched affiliation. Big
sales 6f Kaye on 45 rpm disks is
seen helping the way for national
acceptance of all Columbia pop releases when diskery decides to
plunge fullscale into the 45 rpm

according to a recent state-

ment by the American Assn,

it

AFM

Producers of video-plx who have stall plattering at the outset. Ilis
agreements with the American own exploitation platters are not
Federation of Musicians to pay con- for sale, hence are not considered
tributions to the musicians’ trust
fund are facing tough sledding in
selling their product to agencies
and program sponsors. Latter are
taking the broadcasters’, position
that agreements for royalty pay-

Last week, the final

copyright laws .might be in order
to halt the platter practice, which
could kill off musicians on radio.
Columbia Records, which rerep says a performing rights
cently edged into the 45 rpm field
on an experimental basis, is cur- regulation is vital to protect the
livelihood of the sidemen.
rently widening its entry into the
Coast radio programs* have been
pop market with that speed. Diskcutting sidemen for some time.
ery is propping national 45 rpm re“Carnation Hour,” for example,
lease on several new pop releases,
currently is using 12 less sidemen
including Sam my Kay e*s disk conthan
it employed two seasons ago,
taining “Sugar Sweet” and “Harbour Lights.”. Disks by Harry and Fischer mournfully adds he
James orch, which recently inked has a list of similar situations with
a new pact with Columbia, will other programs.

entirely

new.

Producers on Sales Due

held

tailers

blow felL The program fired the tically, price-cutting has become
remaining five sidemen, announc- one of the regular features of the
ing that henceforth platters will be record business, according to some
used where necessary for musical trade execs. They point out that
the majors themselves opened the
questions,
door to price-cutting several years
Fischer feels that changes in the

—

exploitation

of the largest New York outlets
for discounted records.
While
diskery several months ago with»

,

Tower.”

of

Colum-

bia company directly into the fight,
since previous moves were handled by Col’s distribj Tirnes-Columbia* Price-fixing of Col’s merchandisc * will be limited to New York
state, and possibly extended to
other states where price-fixing legislation is possible.
There are no
national price-fixing laws.

its merchandise from Goody,
was unable to prevent the refrom getting sufficient records to continue normal business;?
Musicians.
Through shipments of records.,
out-of-town
distribs
and
Latest call for aspirin was in the from
form of a letter from Phil Fischer, through buying through other outradio and video rep of AFM Local lets, retailers have been able to
47, to bossman James C. Petrillo get all the disk needs to supply
urging quick action to. halt what the trade.
Other diskeries, meantime, have
across their tunes. Once a number might become a trend—-the lopping
breaks on a minor label, past ex- off of musicians from network pro- been “tying their shoelaces” while
perience shows that the major grams. “The $64 Question,” long the price-cutting has been going
Execs of some of the bigger
labels will climb on it even if it known as “Take It or Leave It,” has on.
means expanding their release been gradually whittling down the indie companies are frankly skeptical that any price-fixing measures
schedule.
number of sidemen for the last

is

of

tunes which publisher has copyrighted as a dramatic work. This
stunt hasn’t been pulled since Lou
Levy’s Leeds Music did the same
with Gordon Jenkins’ “Manhattan

type

Latest step puts the

tice.

and

repertory
are already gearing their
waxing schedules for complete coverage of the show tune hits with
their leading artists. Pop music
pubs, meantime, are facing the
prospect of cooling their heels in
the a&r anterooms vyhile the show
tunes are getting the top treatment.
Some publishers are already getting a polite refusal from the diskery chiefs because of their loaded
schedules. “How are We going to
squeeze your song in on our release chart?,” a publisher was told
by an a&r chief who ran down the
arm-long list of show tunes he was
planning to cut in the fall. It’s expected that only top numbers will
get a hearing fromi the a&r departments to fill in after the legit and
film tunes are waxed.
Some of the pubs are now banking on the smaller .diskeries to put
artist

chiefs

copy

5

Ahlert

eral other musicals.

Several

“

Step represents another
attempt by Columbia to uproot the
act.

.

f

figures, which might indicate that
this gross sale of disks against the

ford

accompanied by ex-president Fred including several of the large deto deliver financial and partment stores, have been putting
state-of-the-organization messages. heavy pressure on the major diskDate for the session Was set by eries to halt the prlce-jcutting. One
L. Wolfe Gilbert, official Coast rep department store has threatened
for writer element of the society, to start a pricer-cutting war on its
before training to New York to sit own hook in retaliation for the
in on ASCAP classification meet- flock of small sidestreet retailers
ing to ready a new rating system who have been offering discounts
Siam” ( Richard Rodgers and Oscar for presentation to the Govern- from 30% to 50% on longhair longHammerstein II); “Top of the ment for final consent decree clear- playing disks.
World” (Cole Porter); “Toyland” ance.
Columbia, to date, has been making a single-handed but unsuccess(E. Y. Harburg, Fred Saidy and
ful fight to halt the discount pracHarold Arlen ) in addition to sev;

His conclusions are in face of
the fact that LP 33 rpm) had the
200.000.
sales edge, and may still have even
now, With some 20% of the market supporting 33rpm, whereas the
16.000.
45’s enjoy an estimated 12-15%
of the trade.
These ratios are based on a
000 platter turnover per
annum. There is a discrepancy in

In a new move to crack down on
price-cutting by retailers, Columbia
Records has moved to fair-trade its
merchandise under the provisions
of the New York State Feld-Craw-

In face of a flpck*jef top new
musicals due on Broadway
this season, pop music publishers
are currently concerned about their
chances for getting records on their
tunes this; fall and winter. Predicament of the pop pubs in the upcoming season is pointing up the
fact that show and film scores are
now in the saddle of the music
business, with other numbers facing tougher obstacles.
Disk releases by all the major
companies and most of the large
indies during this season are expected to be dominated by the
tunes from “Call Me Madam,” with
songs from Irving Berlin; “Guys
and Dolls,” with songs by Frank
Loesser; “Anna and The King of

Wallerstein’ s Idea
Edward

DISK SADDLE

AFM

number

Local 47. Reso-

empowering the
Following the recent reshuffle of union to enforce the scale, was
elxec sales personnel at London
drawn up by Maurcy Paul and prelution

53,

Records, Daniel R. Borne has resented at the national convention
signed as exec vice-prexy and will
by John de Groen, Phil Fischer
into a n o t h e r division of
arid Ray Menfeenick.
prexy E. R. (Ted) Lewis' hpjdings.
field. Although Col is still shying
Object of the resolution was to
Berne; who remains as a directoi;
clear of making any sweeping conadvisor to the diskery, will plug' the loophole by which name
l and
version to 45’s, that development is
’handle sales of radio-TV phono bands, w£re avoiding payment of
now accepted as inevitable in the sets, marine radar equipment and regular radio scale by sliding from
trade.
motors for the ; London Grama- one city to another. As an example,
Columbia has been testing the
phone (Corp. ahd its affiliated com- an orch currently playing Los An45 rpm market to date with only
panies. No appointment to the va- geles cou Id trek down to Long
two releases, one by Frank Sinatra
Beach and play the airer from
and the other by The Mariners, in cated post of exec vice-prexy is be- there. There are many communiing made,
six markets covering Baltimore;
ties
in which the radio scale is $3
Berne's shift was made by Lewis,
Washington, Dallas, Albany, Kancurrently visiting the U. S. Lewis although it is adjacent to a large
sas City and Milwaukee. Upcoming
city where the .scale might be $45
releases on 45’s will get full na- leaves for his London homeoffiee per
half-hour.
on the- Queen Elizabeth Sept. 21.
tional distribution.
Berne is planning to make a South
New resolution calls for a fiat
American trip to establish outlets $33 per man scale for a 30-minute
Stryker to S. America for the London products in the program requiring two hours or
Fred Stryker, head of Fairway company’s move to extend its ac- less of rehearsal, and $53 for a
Music, for which Happy Goday has tivities in that area. Berne was one-hour .show with four hours of
become sole selling agent for one formerly with a Latin- American rehearsal. Leaders get an added
50% arid each sideman earns $3.75
year tinder a new deal, is going to export firm.
for each half-hour overtime or porSouth America for several months
tion
thereof. And if the prevailing
on business.
Dave Kapp, Decca vice-prexy, reHe plans to remain in the music turns to New York next week after rate in the vicinity of the broadbusiness upon his return from holding recording sessions on the cast is higher than the scale set,
the sidemen earn the higher rate.
south-of-the-border.
Coast.
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through the years they’ve tried

ex -plain

to

the
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CAN

AN-Y- ONE EXPLAIN

the thrill
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bvobm w*A

when two ea-ger

lips
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are pressed

a-gainst yours,

you’ll

know,

know

yes, you 11
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AN-Y
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glow
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you
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g*een

c

n
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will find

to give love a

AN-Y- ONE EX-PLAIN

the

start, don’t think with

won-der of

'

i

your mind, just

love?

No!

.
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No!

Victor
i»

now

that you and

I_

are shar-ing a

sigh

we

know, yes,

we know!

BOMr/na

CAN know!
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Valentine. Exits 3 Blazers

Retail Disk Best Seller

“Goodnight Irene”
Retail Sheet Best Seller
the
Chicago, Sept. 5.
featured vocalist and pianist with
Griff Williams’ orch leaves
“Mona- Lisa”
Encyclopedia Britannica Films Johnny Moore’s Three Blazers. Starlight Roof of the Waldorf-As“Most Requested” Disk
is moving into recording field and
“Goodnight Irene”
Valentine, why joined the combo toria, N. Y„ tonight (Wed.) after
will distribute name artists through
early this year, plans to bow with a six-week stay
Seller on Coin Machines
Band goes into
non-profit channels/
Deal made
his own group in mid-September.
“Goodnight Irene”
howith Columbia Records is first of
New outfit, when formed, will be San Francisco’s Mark Hopkins
Best British Seller
projected series and has B.uri. Ives
also
slated
is
13-29.
Grew
tel
Sept.
booked by Shaw Artists Cprp.
“Bewitched”
singing 120 folk tunear tied in /with
v Valentine aisd recently-signed a for a four-week, stand at the CocoaAmerican history, Vvhich A^Hl be three
- year
pact With f
Oct.
31,
^it driven £.A., beginning
distributed through schools and
Records.
added a
other institutions*
>....
EB spokesman sitid thijs^orm of
Integrity Music Corn; chartered; iiumpet^tyopaUst-arranger to his
educational endeavor * has b^eri to conduct a music ptmlisbirig and
is; Les
aggfb|^||||,/ Addition
practically uhtquctfed and other theatrical business in New Vork,
his professional
Roanoke.
name stars will be used in tying with capital stock of 200 shares, Grui$^^
Editor, Variety:
>
debut,
in with educational film program. no par value.
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Tops of the Tops

Griff Williams Set

To Head Up Own Combo

6,
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ON SOME WAX WORKS

•

As I believe
of the type of

am

I

the Originator

program featuring

old-time recordings

(

Walsh’s

Wax

Works has been on the air since
1939); ! should like to comment on
review of Terry Cowling’s

Elie’s

“Wax Museum” from WCOP, Boston.

I

take a bit of personal in-

show since WCOP’s

terest in this

Gene

King,
wrote to me last year for information on how such a disk jockey session should be presented while the

manager,

program

show was

under consideration.
reviewer
y o u r
be
to
expected
a specialist in old records and
may be pardoned technical inaccuracies. In saying that most of
records used, by Cowling must be
still

Obviously,
couldn’t
be

25 years old" Tip much underestimates age of those' he men-

at least

“The American Standard
March” by the Edison band, was

tions.

recorded in the ’90’s, but since
cylinders were frequently remade,
there is no telling just when the
first

Hollywood, Sept. 5.
Flat package buy of the Lionel
Hampton band for 27 coast onenighters has been worked out by

Aladdin Records’ bosses Eddie and
Leo Mesner to cap Hamp’s longest
and most loot-full stay in the
pacific area.

Vibesmari’s unit of 20

sidemen arid 10 hoofers and singers
has been working steadily in these
parts since June, racking up top
grosses constantly, and is now set
for dates through early November.

Mesner deal is a flat purchase
for $50,000 of the unit’s services,
starting with a Sept. 15 bow at
Santa Barbara and including four
Saturdays at Balboa, commencing
Oct. 15.

Biggest

gross racked
up by
the last- two months

Hampton

in

his Sunday afternoon “Caval-,.
cade of Jazz” at Wrigley Field here
n July. Unit lured in 2 1,090 customers, on a flat $6,000 deal. Other
fancy figures were recorded at the
Million Dollar theatre, where the
hand grossed $23<000 on a straight
50-50 deal, and at the Golden Gate,
Frisco, the following week, where

was
i

the gross hit $30,000.

At least two dance-draw records
copy played by Cowling came out. have been set by the, crew during
Quickstep,” the trek, 7,800 admissions at the
State
“The
Bay
plunked as a banjo solo by “The Pasadena Civic auditorium and
Banjo King,” Vess L. Ossman (not 6,500 at the Oakland aud. It has
Cecil Osborn), goes back to around been many years since any band
The Len Spencer monolog came near the 1,950 admissions
1900.
of “Reuben Haskins’ Ride on a Hampton snared for a one-niter at
Cyclone Auto” is vintage of 1903, Monterey, and other heavy pulls
Spencer, incidentally; have included 2,900 at San Diego’s
not 1908.
was the first performer to win Mission Beach, 2,300 at Bakersfield
world-wide fame as a recording and 2,10b at Sacramento.
Most novel arrangement was the
artist, his career beginning in 1889,

when the Columbia company set stunt of playing consecutive one*
up headquarters in Washington, He niters in rival terperies in Portland, Ore. On Aug. 3, Hamp played
died in 1914.
adjective McElroy’s ballroom, Portland, earning $1,400 under a percentage deal,
and followed it up the following
night with a date at nearby Jantzen
Beach ter palace, drawing 2,200
customers and exiting with $1,800
lions who bought records in the as his share. The following night,
pre-electric era remember them af- in Seattle, he earned over $3,300
fectionately, and thousands of col- on a 60% deal at Eagles audilectors treasure their old disks and torium.
Campbell, who died in
cylinders.
One-niters
been interhave
1947, made records from 1892 to spersed with solid business loca1930 and was best known as the tions at such spots as the Cave
partner of the late Henry Burr, Nitery in Vancouver and the

a poor
said that “My

picked

Elie

Old New
Hampshire Home” was sung by
two “obscure” artists. Perhaps he
never heard of Albert Campbell
and James F; Harrison, but mil*

when

hfe

.

with whom he made many duets. Palomar, vaudfilm house in Seattle,
first tenor of the Sterling
Trio and Peerless Quartet. “Harrison,” who is still around, was Hunter Inks
4-Year

He was

New

Frederick J. Wheeler, a
Records
fre- Pact With
noted concert baritone.
quently sang with Victor Herbert’s
Singer-pianist “Ivory Joe” Hunorchestra and toured as a recital ter has signed a new four-year conpartner with Marcella Sembrich tract with M-G-M Records. Hunter
and other famous opera stars. For has been with the diskery for the
years he was the duet partner of past year.
“Harry Anthony,” who was really
Hunter’s initial, etching, “I AlJohn Young, a New York concert most Lost My Mind,” has been his
tenor still alive and active.
biggest seller to date. He’s recordFrequenters of the Roxy theatre ed a number of his own originals
(N. Yj in the pre-talkie days will for the firm.

really

M-G-M

remember Young as the top tenor
“Anthony
of the Roxy Quartet.
and Harrison” made so many recNew Longhair Label
ords of gospel hymns that Billy
Murray dubbed them “the Come to
Colosseum Records, headed by
Jesus Twins” a name which stuck Bruno G. Ronty, has been formed
to them in recording circles for in New York. Platter company
years. Believe me, neither Camp- will specialize in the production

—

bell

nor Harrison was exactly “ob- of long playing classical and

scure.”

Jim Walsh
(Walsh’s

Wax Works, WSLS).

serinclassical works.
Among the artists set to Wax for
the new outfit are David Oistrakh,

J eanne Palmer and ThelVotipka, both Metropolitan

violinist;

ma

Ex-Kid Singer

Working

Now
Band

in Pitt

Pittsburgh, Sept.

t

Opera sopranos; William McGraw,
baritone, and Randy Simoniette,
bass.

5.

Kid singer around here years
ago on Enright theatre's weekly
Hillbilly Combo to
kiddie shows was Billy Bonura. He
San Antonia, Sept. 5.
was featured on the stage arid in
The Bunkhouse Boys, an eightthe regular broadcasts from Sta- piece hillbilly band, enlisted en
tion WWSW. Upon getting a little mass in the
Navy here. The band
older, his voice changed and lie will be sworn in
at Houston and
dropped out of sight.
then shipped to San Diego, Calif,

War

|

Recently Joe Pape’s orchestra
played a prom at Central Catholic
high school and invited the students up to sing. One of them was
Bonura, now 18 and about to graduate from Central Catholic. Bandleader was so impressed he immediately tagged youngester to a
contract, and Bonura’s been singing with Pape all summer at Castle
irin^ Youngster has already en-

to undergo boot training.
The group was organized about
four years ago arid have appeared
on local radio and television shows
and have appeared for various
dances in the area. The group was
organized by Harmon Boazernan*
and includes Eddie Vance, Walter.
Hamilton; Dudley Laurie, Fred
Lattimer, Charlie Read, Jimmy
Clay pole and George!. -McMalleiv
rolled for fall at Duquesne U.’s They want to serve together ana
business ad school but intends to thereby keep their musical organjob around on weekends*
ization intact.
.
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Week of Aue. 25-31, 1950
Richard Himber’s new development in logging broadcast performinces lists tunes in the survey based on jour major network schedules
They are compiled on the basis of X point for sustaining instrumental ,
*

.

commercial instrumental, 4 for
commercial vocal, respectively, in each of the * major territories, New
York, Chicago and Coast For example, a commercial vocal in all three
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topflight group; geared straight for

Another of the revivals getting record attention is a novelty called
“I Don’t Care/’ written in 1928 by Saxie Dowell and published by Miills.
Dowell at the time was a saxophonist in the old Hal Kemp band. Time
was recorded by Kemp, didn’t attract much attention, then got buried
Last spring someone dug it up and showed it to
in the Mills catalog.
Eddy Howard, who recorded it for Mercury. Side hasn’t been released
yet, but Johnny Long has cut it on King and Benny Strong on Capitol.
Meanwhile Dowell, who still writes, has gone through successive
careers as sideman, bandleader, flack and record promoter, and is now
temporarily installed, as Chi contactman for Laurel and Valando Music.

Pieper spotted on accordion passages. and. occasionally subbing on

.

format. Commercial and novelty
appeal of the group is high, with
the unit employing some glee-club
work for nice effect. Added novelty is that each of the sidemen is
equipped with a miniature accordion, on Which they double for
comic accordion-band numbers.
Workhorse of the group is the
maestro himself, who fronts in an
easy off-hand manner. Pieper, Who
on vocals,
is spotted frequently
warbles in an easy drawl, and also
teams with brunet chirper Sue"
Morris for some nifty dueting and
Mel.
cross-patter.

,

.

Selections are neatly aspiano.
sorted between straight pop and
novelty, With a good share of corn
thrown in, yet never enough to
pull the band off a sweet tempo

This Will probably go down in the books as an example of how creative artists suffer for their art; Jay Livingston and Ray Evans, whose
list of top-selling songs is capped by the current smash “Morta
Lisa,” have turned out a tune they never want to hear again. It’s called

long

“We’re Coming, Leo.”

.

,

New method whereby football band marching formations can
achieve a better clarity insofar as the spectator is concerned is outlined in “Show Band Perspective Plotting Chart,’’ which Mills Music
has just published. By means of a mathematical formula, the chart
shows band directors how to arrange their musicians in order to offset
an otherwise natural distortion, when seen from the stands. Authors
of the manual are Robert Mills, son of Mills Music veepee Irving Mills,
and J. Maynard Wettlaufer, doctor of music at Freeport, N. Y., high
The younger Mills devised the formula after months of reschcpl.

I

'

search.
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Bated on copyrighted oudienco coverage index.
"Office of Research, Inc.

Dr. John G. Peatman, Director
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-
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Top Tunes on Television!!

'

•

recording of Gary Crosby, duetting with his father, Bing
Crosby, on “Sam’s Song’’ and “Play a Simple Melody,” caused a slight
dispute between the elder Crosby and Decca execs. Crosby had asked
Decca to give billing on the disk as “Gary Crosby and friend” in order
Decca execs, desirous of getting
to avoid “exploitation” of his son.
maximum acceptance of the disk, wanted full billing on the label, and
the initial disks for release read that way. Crosby, however,,, insisted
on his point and Decca made the revision on the label two weeks later.
The disk incidentally, is among Decca’s best-sellers.
Initial

•

JIMMY McHVGH

Ditty was an assignment for Paramount’s “Ace

in the Hole.” Script called for a tune, obviously written by an amateur, and chanted by a crowd as encouragement to a man trapped in
a cave-in. Livingston and Evans shuddered through the assignment
but director Billy Wilder says happily that “it’s exactly what we
wanted—terrible, Unbelievably terrible.”

and Detroit.

1

/

Recently, Paul Weston cut his first four sides* at his new post as
Columbia recording topper on the Coast. Within a few days, both Joe
LEO PIEPER ORCH (ID
Perry of Decca and: Jim Conkling of Capitol received anonymous Calls
Melody Mill. Chicago
offering to reveal what Weston had tracked.
Weston recalled seeing
Leo Pieper, an old hand at mid- an unidentified Woman hanging around the studio during the recording
west dance spots, has settled down sessions, but assumed she was the wife of one of the musicians. Henceto a location date here with What forth, all sessions Will be carefully policed.
stacks up as a highly stylized and

.

.

.

number.

.

.

.

to track do wii an anonymous tipster’
$50 a throw, to reveal What rival labels are currently
etching. Recording sessions are always highly secret, some firms even
attempting to keep titles off sheet music, referring to tunes only by
offers, for

.

,

.

^

Hollywood waxeries are trying

who

the Lane
...
Friendly Star— t “Summer Stock” ....
Feist
Harbor Lights
Feist
Home Cookin’-^t “Fancy Pants” ....... . . . > . . . . . . . ...... . . . Famous
Monestly I LOve You •. ... ........................ y*. . . .. .Shapiro
If You Were My Girl
... . . . . ................ . . , ... Duchess
I Was Dancing With Someone ....
.... .... ........... ... .Harms
GARNER’S ADVANCE DISK
Let’s Choo Choo to Idaho— t “Duchess of Idaho” ............. Robbins
Columbia Records is issuing an
Nevertheless— t “Three Little Words” . ..... ... .... ...... .Crawford
No Other Love ... •••••. ... . , ... ... . . ...
..•••••»•••• ... ... .Disney advance disk jockey release of its
Say When
.
.Duchess new Errol Gamer piano album to
Sentimental Ale ... ................. « .............. ICn^Qkerbocker tie in with the jazz pianist’s date
Thinking of You ....
.... .............. ... .......... Remick at Cafe Society, N. Y. nitery, Sept.
Third Man Theme— t“Third Man” ........................ Chappell 14. Album’s regular release date
Wanderin ....................
Republic has been set for October.
Garner is currently playing oneniters in Kansas City, St, Louis
t Filmusical, * Legit Musical*
.

a collegiate vein.

.C. K.'Harris

Band sports four redds/ three
Paramount brass
and three rhythm, With

.

.... .... . . ,
... . . . . .....

She Sweet
Beck to Donegal.

‘A\n’t.

*

Second Group

Can Anyone Explain
C’est Si Bon V. .....

,

.

...Itobhins

o

. ...... . . .... .......
.... ....... ...*... . . .

... . •

.

.

5 Top* Standards

,

4
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•ay

Dam

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

Fight the Feeling

You Wonderful

.

•

«

. :. < -.
.

Famous

.... ...

.

.

.

—t “Let’s Dance”
You— 1“£jummer Stock”
i

•

.

•

•

•

,

.Remick

,

.... ...... ..............

.

.

•

. .

,

...... ...

,

,

•

.

\

.

.

«

,

.
.

It oses

.

.

. .

. . .

.

Mona Lisa— t“Capt. Carey, USA”
Our Very Own— t“Our Very Own”
Play a Simple Melody

.

«

. . . .

....

.

,.

.

.

...

. .

..

...

....

.

....

...

.

*

•

.

.

..**

.

.

,
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.

.

Again

.

...

.

-

fin

•

Let

Cr.uy

Get a Thrill
Be Lo.yed ...

1

.

,

.

:

..Spencer
Morris
United
.

.. ..

.

.

Love
.Harms
La Vie En Rose
You Wonderful You ... Miller

Famous the dance trade. Band is patterned
Campbell somewhat after the style of the
utilizing
Shapiro- old Lawrence Welk outfit,
v .««.....
staccato trumpet.Words-Music the same type of
... .... ;
and a reed section which
Supreme ing
..... . ...
doubles on clarinet, crisp instru.Harms mentation® and punch.
....... ......
.
.

i

.

.

.

...

... • . .

. . , .

.Chappell

Natur’lly ....... Berlin
Guy. ..... Shapiro-B

I

.Paxton

.

«

.

.

You— “My Friend Irma Goes West”
Dream House

Always Love

Build a
I Love the

.

.

.

.,...

Fingers

.

.

.

.

I’ll

.

f

director.)

.... ...

—

—Music

.Remick

.v.

.

..

I

Idea for the recent Shapiro-Bemstein publication, “The Beer That I
Left On the Bar,” was originated over 30 years ago by Will D Cobb
and Leo Edwards. Cobb, who collaborated prolifically with the late
Gus Edwards on a number of his tunes, died in 1930. While going
through Cobb’s papers recently, the administratrix of his estate came
across some old song titles and lyrics, which she turned over to ShapiroBemstein. Firm picked out the “Beer” title, which had no accompanying lyric, but to which Leo Edwards’ name was appended. Company then contacted Edwards, who had a lyric, Which the publishing
firm felt was dated, hence Lew Brown was given the job of writing the
music and also new words to coincide with the title. Sheet music credits
Brown for, words and music “from a suggestion by Cobb and Edwards.”
However, Cobb’s estate and Edwards are both receiving royalty dividends. Number is parenthesized “College Memories” to indicate it’s in

.Chappell

.

......

.

Didn’t Slip, I Wasn’t Pushed, 1 Fell ...
Don’t Care If the Sun Don’t Shine
.......

I’ll

,'VBVC

.

.......... ........... .Beacon
....’.
Words-Miisic
. ... . . , .
.. ...
...... ...
... . .... tl o cla y
. .
.
Feist
................ . . ;
.

Dbo

ioop Dee

.

..

.

of

.

^

.

...

...

»

... ....

oodnight Irene

1

. .

. . . .

»

...» .Mills

Bewitched

.

•/,

My Love

All

Comes

the listener ratings of
The two groups of songs are alphabetically ljsted, :i
these totals

John G, Peatman,
Bewitched

2 points for sustaining vocals,' 3 for

territories counts 12.

.

Inside Orchestras

Alphabetically Listed)
Week of Aug. 25-31

(Based on copyrighted Audi
ence Coverage Index and Audience Trend Index, published
by Office of Research, Inc,, Dr,

,

.

1
.

Top Songs on TV.
t

1950

6,

'

'

:

Richest local in the country is No. 47, Los Angeles, which has a net
worth of $1,111,829, according to the financial statement issued, by
secretary A1 C. Meyer. Cash oh hand is listed as $393,829 with the
worth of the new Musicians building listed as $718,000. Under California law, the unincorporated union can’t own real estate, so the
building is owned by the Musicians Club of Los Angeles, to which all
AFM members automatically belong. Local, chartered in 1894, has
more than doubled, its membership roll in the last decade with 14,000
looters now listed as paid-up members.
After 56 years the Charlie Lawlor-Jimmy Blake standard, “The Sidewalks of New York,” entered into the public domain last week. It’s
estimated song since 1894 has sold around 2,000,000 copies. Number,
when first written, was sold to Howley, Haviland & Dresser for $5,000,
which the composers split. For the last 30 years, copyright to the tune
has been held by Pauli-Pioneer Music Corp. Firm still holds the foreign rights to the song.

11

Both Lawlor and Blake are dead, the former having died in 1925 and
the latter in 1935.

WEEK ENDING

AND AGAIN... Week

A

yesteryear pop song is reported aiding a realty boom in the town
of Ho-Ho-Kus, N. J., in recent months. George H. Beckman, head of
a Teaneck realty firm, claims that the song, “Ho-Ho-Kus,” is attracting buyers of homes there. Realtor Beckman said customers were attracted to two new developments in the. town by hearing the tune, and
being curious over what Ho-Ho«Kus really looks like. Tune is pub-

Ending August 24th

blished by Leeds, written by A1 Stillman and Paul McGrane.

-TOP

OF

A

new career is being carved .out by Nick Castle, veteran dance director, who’s being kept busy these days sprucing up vaude and nitery
acts for singers.
He’s already worked out new routines for Andy
and Della Russell; June Hutton and June Christy, and is already expanding by working out vaude acts for Frank Yankovic’s polka combo
and the Three Weidler Bros. Latter trio once worked as a section with
Stan Kenton’s orch and recenltly cut some Cap platters.

U.S.-

N 0.1-

Continuing its policy of granting free licenses to Government agenand the armed services, American Society of Cbmposers, Authors
and Publishers has okayed gratis use of its music Ch “The National
Guard Show,” ASCAP also has given free licenses to “Voice of America,”. State Department’s broadcasting agency, and the United Nations’
programming. “National Guard Show” will be a series of 15-minute
•transcribed shows to be used for recruiting purposes.
cies

NO. 3-

•

:

.

i

!

i

First tunesniith to chalk up an active record of 50 years of songis. A1 Von Tilzer, dean of Coast
members, who has just
weighed in with a new pop ballad tagged “I’m Praying to St. Christopher.’
His first published tune was released in 1900, Wjien he was

writing

an Indianapolis high school boy and was published by his older brother*
Harry. “Praying” carries lyrics by Larry McPherson and has been
etched by Tommy Tucker’s band for MGM.
•

About
in a

ic:

ASCAP

2,000 miniature^ bags of
special promotional stunt for

Domino, sugar Were involved
Kaye’s initial Columbia

Sammy

recording, “Sugar Sweet.” Packets of sugar attached to letters were
sent to disk jocks and other tradesters With the notation that they stir
the sugar in their coffee, While spinning the record, “a new tune which,
has Its own supply of sweetness/’

Wednesday, September

6,

1950

ORCIIESTIIAS-MUSIC
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEBS
~
\
'
.

P^ahiety

o

Survey of retail sheet music
based pn reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.
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W&P53’ Greenwich
'Y,V^pot has been home plate group whose minimum guarantee
for h’pt Virtuosi of the New Orleans is $750 per \yeek.
Other former jazz sidemen now
or Ohieago schools, is actually having trouble currently filling all leading their own combos, are
trumpeters Yank Lauseii, Jimmy
positions.
During the past year, the follow- McPartland and Marty Marsala,
ing soloists have left his club orch and clarinetists Peewee Russell*
Jazz
to lead their own units: George Sol Yaged and Tony Parenti.
Brunies, now tromboning around drummer Buzzy Drooten is also
Max Kaminsky, now forming his own crew.
Chicago;
touring eastern jazz spots; Ralph
Sutton, who just closed at the
don,.
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different recording combos, including Gene Krupa’s Chicago
Jazz for Victor, Boti Crosby Bobcats for Coral, Eddie Condon for
Decca, Bphby. Sherwood, for Mem
cury, Torhfriy Reynolds for Atlantic
and ihi-s own- gro*Up for Columbia.
Highest paid sideman remains Jack
Village, Teagarden of Louis Armstrong’s

Revival of public interest in
small band jazz has grown to such
proportions, in recent* months that
bandleaders, now almost outnumber the ^idemen. Transformation
;
of the iazz instrumentalists into
l/lea&e'rk b'f owh bands has been on
VV
{such a mass scale that Eddie Com
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“Goodnight Irene” (Spencer)
...
“Sam’s Song” (Sam Weiss),..,..,
“Simple Melody” (Berlin)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena” (Cromwell)
“La Vie En Rose” (Harms)
...
“Bewitched” (Chappell)
...
“Bonaparte’s Retreat” AcufLRose)
“I Wanna Be Loved” (Supreme)
“Third Man Theme” (Chappell),
“Count Every Star” (Paxton)
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This Last
wk.

A
A

fcr

-.8

National
Rating

>—

a
<u
O

sales,

w
3

-

San Francisco; Joe
another
at
recently
spot, the Say When; and

Hangover

in

Sullivan,

Frisco

Charlie Spivak’s orch took to the
a six-week

road last week following
Peanuts Hucko, who had been sitvacation.
V
/
10
4
4 .44*
5
ting in Condon’s clarinet chair for
Appearing witl the band- now are
three years until booked into Mike
2
31
5
6
9
3
10
7
recently signed vocalists, Bill
two
Colum
in
Inn
Grandview
Flesch’s
2
30
8
99
8
5
5
7
8
Black, formerly with Gene Krupa,
bus, Q., with his own trio.
Collins, formerly with
24
10
8
8
7
8
5 10
6 '99
9
f
Wild Bill Davison, Condon’s and Pat
The Girlfriends trio.
23
99
5
9
8
5
7
5
cornetist, leaves Sept. 20 to open
at Kathryn Donahue’s Savoy in
20
7
7
*
9
6
11
7
Boston in front of a Dixieland
..49
2
2
Bourne's Novelty Folio
11
“Our Lady of Fatima’’ (Robbins)
12
^ 18
combination on a four-week con”7
14
6 ‘‘99
9
8
13
“Can Anyone Explain” (Laurel)
13
Bourne Music has departed from
usual trumpet chair
tract., The
.-713
8
10
Bobby Hackett and the usual folio publishing procealternates,
“No Other Love” (Disney)..,....
14
Billy Butterfield, have also acquir- dure to release folio of essays and
11
3
•
9
“All My Love” (Mills).... ...... 10
15
ed bandleading commitments. Con- poems by Cottonwood Clark, westdon has acquired Johnny Wind- ern radio and recording artist.
hurst, a Louis Armstrong potege, Folio includes Clark’s humorous
er” by such an expedient. Levy tested. Thus far, it appears the as trumpeter, with Windhurst to poetry and essays, pictures, and an
gave sole disking rights to Decca; strategy is not to permit them to disband his own Riverboat Five introduction by Tex Ritter.
album has been a stout seller for be waxed.
combo for four weeks.
Only two pieces of music appear
four years and no rival recorder
Continued from page 41
‘Hamburger Era’ Out
in the folio, both of which arc
yet has been able to etch it. though
Income of the hot sidemen is background bits to poems. Bourne
Inc, Bill Boyd owns 35% of com- some have tried.
VISION’S INITIALER
now at the highest level and what has ordered an initial printing of
pany, Nacio Herb Brown, 35%,
Boyd has been maintaining that
Hollywood, Sept. 5.
has called the “era of the 20,000 copies, which will retail at
Condon
Jack Bobbins 30%. Latter has no turiesmith can clef anything
Initial chore of Paul Weston, transparent hamburger” is defi- 60c. each.
sole selling rights. The two single anent “Hopalong”. sans his pernovelties were cleffed by Brown, mission, since he controls certain who recently stepped into Colum- nitely a thing of the past. Hucko,
with L. Wolfe Gilbert supplying rights to character. It is obvious bia Records spot as musical direc- for instance, is set at the GrandN. Y. Dancery Fire
view Inn at $750 per week while
lyrics. Pair also turned out the Nacio Publications will do all such tor and
artist and repertory chief
A small fire emptied the Tango
Davison’s crew will drag down $900
folio.
work. Two years ago Boyd was on the Coast, will be waxing of a at the Savoy. Jazz sidemen are Palace, Broadway danoery, Monday
To protect copyright Of folio as signed by Capitol Records. Just ‘Dance Date” album.
also cleaning up by doubling in (4) around 10 pm. Origin of the
dramatic opus, long narrative has whether Gap will insist that conWeston is using the same 30- diskery studio orchs where they fire, which occurred in a partition
been written into it, in addition to tract, an exclusive one, covers piece orch for the Col album that are in constant demand.
behind the bar, was undetermined.
eight songs. Leeds Music was en- these new tuiifs, on which Boyd worked for him while he was waxFiremen extinguished the blaze
Hucko, for example, ‘recently
abled to protect “Manhattan Tow- does not perform* is yet to be ing for Capitol.
held the clarinet slot in seven in short order.
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DECCA
RECORDS

The Great LIONEL

AND

HAMP'S BOOGIE WOOGIB
coupled with
TEMPO'S BOOGIE.

HIS

ORCHESTRA

DECCA 23836
HEY! BA-BA-RE-BOP

FLYING

WHERE OR WHEN

NNK CHAMPAGNE

cdupled with

HOME

coupled with

coupled with

WELL GH WELL

THERE WILL NEVER
BE ANOTHER YOU

DECCA 471M—*9-27!64

DECCA 271 98— *9-27 1 98

DECCA 23837
BEULAH'S BOOGIE
coupled With

TWO

FINGER BOOGIE

EVERYBODY’S SOMEBODY’S FOOL

DECCA 23838

coupled with

HAMP'S WALKIN' BOOGIE
coupled with
HIDIN'

ON

THE L AND

DECCA 23839

SEPTEMBER

N

IN

THE RAIN

DECCA 27176— *9-27176
.
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“No Other Love”— 1053
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BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
“I Wanna Be Loved”— 10716.
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signed for Tavern Room at the
hotel indefinitely.
He goes in
Sept. 27
Don Ragon into
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(Capitol)
......
“Nola”— 1014
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SAMMY KAYE
VIC

Milwaukee, Sept.
12 for three weeks
Harmonicats
returned
to
Hippodrome,
Baltimore, for fifth time in three
years Aug. 31 for week. Group
then does two weeks of one-night
vaude dates in Minnesota
Nadine JansYn, Horace Heidt winner, to Blue Note Sept. 22, with
Red Norvo combo, and Chubby
Jackson moving in Oct. 5
Duplicators set for two weeks,
Pastime Club, Des Moines, Sept.
18
Mary Kaye trio set on new
tele show over WGN-TV, Sept. 6
Leo Pieper to Music Box,
Omaha, Oct. 11 for one Week
hotel,
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(Columbia)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena”—38885
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ANNIE GET YOUR

SOUTH PACIFIC

THREE LITTLE

WORDS

GUN

Broadway Cast

Hollywood Cast

ALBUMS

Sacra-

Fair,

mento, Sunday (10) , Jerry Gray
orch etched eight sides for Decca.
.

*

•

•

5

<

."

.

State

*

MITCH MILLER

plug his Palladium opening last
night (5)
Bob Crosby one-nites
.

(M-G-M)
Love Her”— 10758 A.

“Just Say I

18B

.

California

-

JOHNNY DESMOND

Dorsey’s hew three-.year
deal with RCA Victor calls for him
to, receive standard 5%-of-retaiiroyalty and pay all costs of recording sessions, including vocalists,
himself ..... Frankie Carle filmed
a dozen one-minute video spots to
at

(Victor)
Irene’.*— 20-3870

“Goodnight

18A 14

Tommy

'

Decca’s

....

.

9.

(Coral)

.

•

•

•

p

new

accent, on 45’s will
releases. For its

pop

new

“Sentimental ^”-"-80140
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
“All My Love”— 5455

•

3

•

•-

•.

•

•

Star”—27042,

AMES BROS.

.

t

Always Love You”— 1028
HAYMES-A. SHAW (Decca)

“Count Every

•

*

«

(Capitol)

“I’ll

•

,

—20-3697B

(Decca)

•

.

•

(Victor)

RED FOLEY

DEAN MARTIN

.

...

.

HUGO WINTERHALTER

intensive, the< price right, and the
market huge.
Decca is all-out for 45, including
its own trademark machines. The
company points to jukeboxes being

.apply to its

•

EDITH PIAF
14

1

8

'

(Columbia)
Rose”— 38912.

goods”
(electric
refrigerators,
deep-freezers, kitchenware) " merchants who envision a possible
curtailment of goods. Just as it
was natural for the phonograph
dealer to add TV equipment, it is
just as natural that he return to
phonographs and platters as a
cushion against shortages. Even
now video sets are being allocated.
The 1949 economies were influenced by an intra-trade knowledge that the 1946-47 volume of
10,000,009 new combinations was
abnormal and just couldn’t continue. The abnormality came from
the many small war plants, making
electrical parts, and since radio is
essentially an assembling job it
was natural for most of these exdefense
plants
to
segue into
civilian production of radio-phonograph, equipment as they reconverted into the civilian economy.
As a result, the merchandising was

8

•'.12

•

-

has seen

retooled for the 7" platters, either
to play 45s or 33s, the former
getting the edge. Certainly the
mass-capacity jukeboxes favor the
vinylite-type of new recording as
a space and money-saver, because
of price and minimum breakage.
The industry figures that as the
jukes spread the 45s, the influence
on the public will expand. Decca
meantime is converting its own
plants to 45s, both for the major
label and the Coral brand, while
depending on RCA's plants In
Indianapolis and Ganonsburg, Pa.,
to do its pressing in the meantime.

15

•

*

v

.“Vagabond Shoes” —5429 ...

13B 13

.

(Columbia)

“Harbor Lights”—38963 ...

13A 15

...

•

8

LES PAUL
12

74

.

(Capitol)
.

12

9

3

i

“Bonaparte’s Retreat”—936
FRANKIE LAINE (Mercury)
M
“Music, Maestro, Please “5458

i...

.

i

10

.

.

—60253.

9

10

8
.•

Coral)

6

KAY STARR

'

2

.

(Victor)

“Can Anyone Explain”

.

.

1

at
it

rti

at

til

1

p

•r*

1'

already

phonograph and record dealers
coming back into the business.
These are the TV and “white
old.

•'

.'.

“La Vie En Rose”— 20-3819.

8

.

.

.

....

...

BING-GARY CROSBY

7

ped up by McConkey Booking,
whose group, Bud Wafles orch, is
moving in. Lenny Dee, organist,

.

.

&

•

..Nd-...

<

•

4 s

*

?3

Boston—

o

.3..

1

1

Si/

;

Philadelphia—

cu

CA

P

:v

a

<
.

S5.

,

“Sam’s Song”— 27112 ..

6

Sept.
26.
Tommy Carlyn
follows Oct. 6 for six days
.
Benny Strong orch to Syracuse
hotel, Syracuse, Sept. 20 for three
Weeks.
Unit
then
moves to
Schroeder hotel, Milwaukee, Oct.
17 for three, weeks
Exclusive
booking at Congress hotel wrap-

.

.

;

4

AMES BROS.

days

.

.

4

Warnie

.

;

3

spot for
Sept.
15.
in for five

.

.

1

8

.

1

I

1

CQ

I:

(Capitol)

3

5

.

.

bfl

'

-a,:

:

merchandising,

i'-L

•

(Decca)

(Decca)
“Play a Simple Melody ”-^271 12

TONY MARTIN

Mitch Miller in town for look.'
around
Ray Robbins orch
pacted for Casa Loma, St. Louis,

.

JENKINS-WE AVOIRS
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War

The Korean War may be a factor
because Rackmil, whose metier is
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BING-GARY CROSBY

Chicago
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“Goodnight Irene”^27077
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(Wafiamaker)
.
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NAT “KING” COLE

14.

.
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Artist, Label. Title

G.

.

.
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o
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Music
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3
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Segl.
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as
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Dorsey moves

as

r

s*>*«

the necessary economies which the
other companies instituted months
later—he is bullish anew on the
record business.

o

*»<

a

•

Ufl

Week Ending

.

8.

O
Co.)

u
to

'

•Ci>

Hotel) N. Y., this week
Decca singer Marion Margan
opens at Boulevard, Queens, N. Y.,
Henry
for three days Sept. 15
Jerome orch opened at Hotel Edison, N. Y.,. Green Room for third
consecutive year.
Buddy Johnson’s orch takes off
on a solidly-booked southern oneIllinois
niter tour next week
Jacquet’s unit goes into Birdland,
N. Y., for two weeks starting Sept.

starting

M
<U
u
o

m

f

1

;

O
.W

—

r

4^.-

I

Room, Plaza

week starting Sept.
Ruhl band follows as

•

and showing com-

cities

.

for

best

based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in
j

Royal
Nicholas
Matthey’s
7
Tzigane orch opens at Rendezvous

days

Rackmil Sees

<D

cd

oj retail disk

Survey

sellers,

Rock

.

1950

6,

Continued from page 41
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1

•

i

.

Tommy

,

'

..

outlets early in 1949^-anticipating

_

j

Island,
111., for 10 days starting Sept. 1 /
organist Jack Skeily begins his'
third season at iceland nitery Sept.

eight

i

'

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

.

.

.

.

(he Upbeat

.j.

Nat “King” Cole, currently playing Palladium, London, due back
in late October following a tour
of Europe and entertaining occuMel Tonne planpation troops
ing into New York this week for
.Nellie Lutcher opens
radio shots

.

,

'

'

P^SZIETt

New York

at

......

.

OUCHESTRAS-MUSIC

48

.

..
..

Hollywood Cast

M-G-M

Columbia

M-G-M

M-G-M53

MM850

E-509

E516

ML4180

YOUNG MAN WITH HARMONY TIME
A HORN
Chordottes

catalog of longhair works,
diskery will utilize the 33 rpm type
disks because of the “uninterrupted music” advantage. All of
Decca’s longhair releases will be
put out only on 33 with the exception of “The Consul,” which
will also be available in a 78 rpm

album.

From M-G-M's Smash Musical

“SUMMER STOCK”
>

larrlng

Judy Garland and Gene Kelly

Thf

H. James-D.

Day

Columbia

Columbia
Cl 98
CL6106

CL6111
C201

Disk Best Sellers by Companies

For Christmas

(

C-H-R-I-S-T-M4-S
and

No. of
Records

Label

Decca

THE MERRY
CHRISTMAS POLKA

.

.

. .

.

rnnitnl
Victor ........ ... .......
Mercury ....... ....
.

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

6
5
,. .. 3
... 3

.

..

.

Based on Points Earned)
Points
245
159

46

No. of
Records

Label
Coral

Columbia

2
3
2

......

M-G-M

Points
35
29
23

39

For the Winter Season

America's Next Big Ballad!
cold

Dallas 1-Niter

Louann’s,

THE SNOWMAN

Dallas, Sept.
local nite spot,

Disk Jockey Review

5.

has

MYRON BARG SHOW

with

too

much

lull

before

theme music arrives; but this is
only minor detraction.
Yet Barg
would do well, also, to peel some
of the inflexibility from the format,
as well as from his voice. Mel.

set Ray. Anthony band for one- 60 Mins.; Mon. -thru-Sat., 7 p.m.
nighter Sept. 22 and Stan Kenton Sustaining
HILL & RANGE Songs, Inc.. N. Y.
WMOR, Chicago
Crew Oct; 5.
This show stack? up as a slick
hour of good listening music, and
Prado
Album
combines some ;&erious and wellRCA Victor will use a group of
handled background chatter by the mambo
records
Perez
by
Prado
spinner, along with an occasional
for an album addition to its “Here
THE NEW RHUMBA KING
guest Shot by local or passingthrough talent. Show, however, is Come the Dance Bands Again”
weighted heavy with music, most album series. Prado is generally

“ALL
ft

Mambo

NORO MORALES
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

Featuring

k

HORACIO AND LAMA
Pelliii

Currently CAPITOL,

5

f

Exclusive

f.*

e

ji

!

New York

DECCA RECORDS
*_*-_*

Management

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER,

New
745 5th Ave.

York
PI.

9-4600

|

Pres.

Chicago
203 No. Wabash

|

Hollywood
91 51 Sunset Blvd.

of Which is comprised of lightclassical and ballad instrumentals,
split off with an occasional vocal,
but avoiding jazz and novelty.

considered responsible for birth of
the mambo dance fad in the U. S.

Album, which

will

fect.

Desmond

stint

HOUSTON SYMPH TOUR
Houston,

Widely Recorded
Program Now!

—

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
1619 Broadway

New

York 19

PROGRAM THE NEW
wedding standard
DOROTHY STEWART'S

Septi' 5!

The Houston Symphony on its
was proceded second annual, major tour
next

by the d.j, narrating a religious
spring will travel half again as far
with some concerto backing,
which later merged into platter on its midwest tour last spring.
of “Our Lady of Fatima.”
Barg The 6,500-mile trip will include
makes this a weekly feature and performances in 25 cities in eight
ties it in to tolerance theme for states in 27 days beginning Feb.
13, Efrem Kurtz is the conductor,
good effect.
Program, however, could be im- and Ania Dorfman, pianist, will be
proved in initial stage by faster soloist,
opening. As it stands, show opens
Tour closes March 11.
tale

1

include his

recording of “Mambo Jamba,” will
Show caught had warbler John* be called “Perez Prado Plays the
ny Desmond easing with Barg on Mambo.”
some entertaining patter around
singer’s disks. Barg, who is apparently trying to get away from
standard twirl er format, has given
show something of a production ef-

French Title “Bolero

ME
YOUR HAND
GIVE

LAUREL MUSIC CORP.
1(19 Broadway, N. Y. If

Wednesday, September

1950
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Sarah Vaughan’s 2
Theatres, Cafe Dates

Gampdown on

Rigid

AGYA

Sarah Vaughan begins a twoweek stand at Johnny Brown’s new
nitery, Pittsburgh, on Friday (8)
to be followed by a one-week en-

Omaha,

Sept, 5,

gagement

at Detroit’s
starting Sept. 22.

+

Tipoff that gambling jin adjacent
Iowa areas looks dead, came last
week when the owners of the Stork
Club announced' that the place is

Jack Powell, Jr., Laid Up
Because of Knee Injury

Fox

country.

had

Just before closing they
angling for Sophie

been
>

The Stork was packed
Three miles from Omaha

nightly.
across a
attracted a stream

free bridge, it
of cars continuously.

Afternoons,
they played bingo and the horses.
Nights, it was the casino where

many

varieties of chance were of-

fered.

Max Abramson, one of the Stork
owners proved he is through, by
buying a local drug store. “I'm
going to try this how.,*’ he said.
The Chez Paree, other- big gambling spot, is also dark. With Iowa
turning thumbs down, the gamblers have Nothing to look forward
to in Nebraska.
Governor Val
Peterson lias declared himself
against it.
Candidate Raecke of
the Democratic ticket promises the
same course if elected.
,

Powell,

Sr.,

is

Jr., will

i

Buffalo, Sept.

5.

following an automobile accident
at Orchard Park, nearby suburb.
Marlowe’s car crashed against
the front of a truck making a
lefthand turn as Marlowe sought

the

first .of

New Hamp-

organizer, testified, against the re-

which, Lake
in

admission of the* Asia Boys at an

Sunapee,

’

followed by Mascoma Valley Fair
at Canaan.
Other dates are as follows;—*Lancaster Fair, Sept. 1-4; Hopkintori Fair at ContoocoOk, Sept. 2-4;
Madbury,
Sept.
8-9;
Cheshire
County at Keene, Sept. 7-9; Plymouth, Sept.
13-16;
Rochester,
Sept. 17-23; Pittsfield, Sept, 24-27

Ellis

Chicago, Sept.

5.

Chicago Lake Front Fair wound (tentative); Deerfield, Sept. 28-Oct.
summer yesterday (4) 1, and Sandwich, Columbus Day,
Hadacol Med. Show
with attendance far short of the Oct. 12.
expected 2,000 p00 mark.
Cold
To Up Talent Budget
weather, accompanied by rain, for
the past several weeks, hit at- Hill-Country Resorts As
On Next Yr’s. Caravan tendance and open air shows
heavily. As fair had interest in
Lafayette, La., Sept. 5.
Storehouse For
Ideas;
The Hadacol Caravan, which; most of the admission shows, it
took a double loss. Season, which
this year was headlined by Mickey
Green Mansions’ Example
Rooney,
Connie
Boswell,
Roy started late, June 24, had few free
Warrensburg, N. Y., Sept. 5.
Acuff, Minnie Pearl and other admission exhibitions and about
paid attractions. With a 50c
eight
acts, will be expanded next year,
The vast backlog of talent, magate and a Tike tab, plus tax, for
according to Sen. Dudley J. Lemost attractions, family trade was terial and ideas in staging deBlanc, prexy of the company, with
light with most of the take coming veloped in the mountain summer
expenditures to go as high as
from group sales. Only during the resorts is looming as a storehouse
$3,000,000 if developments warrant
t

Island hearing.

'

has been in
this country about four years, according to Connors, having their
permits
extended
periodically.
Asia Boys some months ago left
for Cuba when the Immigration
dept, sought to haye them deported, and has sought re-entry
Oriental

-

act

from that country. Connors
•

testi-

fied
the union feels that acts
should be permitted entry for a

specific

series

of

engagements

lined up in advance of their departure from another country, and
should leave immediately afterward. Current immigration regulations
permit that procedure.
However* in the case of the Asia
Boys, time had already been extended several times.
Union feels that unlimited extensions of foreign acts will depress talent values of American
acts. Guild points out that threat
of deportation has been used time
and again by agents and employers
of television ideas. Practicability
to force acts to work below normal
of using the entertainments of the
salaries; Threat is especially ramphill-country has already been demant in the outdoor field, where
onstrated with the Max Liebman
bulk of imported talent is used.
production of NBC’s “Your Show
Union, however, explains that it
of Shows.” Same network has again doesn’t
oppose extensions granted
tapped Ernie Glucksman for the to foreign acts who have proven
production of the Martin and value at, the boxoffice.
Lewis displays in the fall.
Decision on the Asia Boys is
Glucksman, for the past eight still to be handed down.
years, has been staging the entertainments
Green Mansions,
at
Warrensburg, N. Y., which has one
of the most elaborate entertainLondon, Sept. 5.
ment plants of any vacation spot.
Singer Rose Murphy made her
Under Glucksman ’s direction, the
cabaret bow at the
resort has expanded its facilities to European
include a 500-seat theatre which Colony last night (4) for a wow
Stages dramatic plays, musical re- reception.
vues, vaudeville shows, operas and
Negro singer did 12 numbers
(Continued on page 52)
before she could bow off.

TV

1

.

it..

The

show,
which
started Out as a $50,000 operation
and is said to have cost over

medicine

expanded

in

last month did the management
slice attraction prices with a special deal, which almost halted ducat
.price.
However, attendance still
lagged with out of city trade rather

low in comparison with Railroad
25 cars, the
Fair of previous two summers, in
senator says, including a bigger
years before, railroads gave rock
array of talent and his own TV
bottom rates to fairgoers, but this
It’s
and color film cameramen.
year no discounts Were offered,
planned to invade the east and
Insistent that this be an “educamidwest cities, and possibly the
tional”
well as a socalled
as
Coast.
Rponey ends his stay with the “entertaining” fair, Crosby Kelley,
director,
exec
nixed girlie shows
Caravan in Houston, Where Chico
Marx will join the troupe. George and elaborate presentations; deBurns and Grade Allen, Carmen pending mainly on the efforts of
Miranda and her band will be free amateur groups to draw busiPageant, which last year
ness.
added for Lukfin arid Dallas.
*

Frank Marlowe, nightclub and
vaude comedian, is in a fair condition iff Mercy hospital here

all of

a disastrous

will
be
$500,000,
1951 to a train of

In Buffalo Car Crash

•

shire fair%*>the

rtow at the Casino

urging the U. S. Immigration Dept,
to limit the time allotted to foreign
acts to appear *fn this country. Vic
Connors, ACfVA; .outdoor division

Sept. 5,
’ Concord, ;N. H.,
y
Vaudeville r shows have been

,v

booked for

theatre, Oslo, and is slated for a
return date at the China theatre,
Stockholm, Sept. 10.

tists

Using More Vaude Acts

.

Jack Powell,

American Guild of Variety Arlast week offered testimony

N ew Hampshire Fairs

•

4.;

be out of
for sale.
circulation for several months beThe Stork was notable not only cause of an in ury sustained
at a
j
for gambling, food and the fact that recOnt benefit. A cartilege in his
it was a center for night life of this knee
was removed as a result.
section of the two states, but for
Powell at various times played
its shows. The owners proved they under the names of
Hal Hunter
were gamblers by bringing in top- and more recently David Powell.
flight entertainers at salaries that He’s the son of Jack Powell, who
were fabulous for this part of the is
currently
touring
Europe.
Tucker.

Of Foreign Acts as Yank Job Aid

theatre,

Songstress follows the Detroit
date with a Paramount, N.Y., booking; starting Oct.

Stumps to Limit U.S. Stays

to pass. Marlowe, whose home is
Hadacol is a patent medicine dein Buffalo, has been playing local scribed as a ‘dietary aid” and not
nightclubs.
a hair tonic as previously reported.
4

it

drew heavily, dropped sharply.
Cyprus Garden Water Thrill Show,
(Continued on page 53)

Murphy Wows London

Year
of the

The Fun

A GREAT NEW COMEDY HIT
NOW AT mu wllers RIVIFRA
Thanks

to BILL

MILLER—also Senia Gamsa and Allan Walker
THE CRITICS SAY:

“ The brightest and most unusual young comedian to hit

Personal

Management

DAVID BRANOWER
2322

Lincoln Park

Chicago,

III.

West

New York

99

in

Years

.

!

VAUDEVILLE

50
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U&RIETY
Blue Note, Oil

Bop

Chicago, Aug, 30.
Mildred Bailey Adrian Rollini
Trio, Joe Marsala band (5), ?io

Chib Reviews

isfat
City, N. Y.

vocals, which
naturally.

Gene Krupa Orch (16), Benny
Morion All Stars (5); admission

.

fail

come

to

off

minimum, no

cover.

Bounding out the show, Morton’s
combo dishes out a repertoire of
98c, table minimum $2.50.
jazz numbers in a relaxed manner.
As its last straight musical With Morton o. trombone, Sid Cab
Combo presentation prior to test- lett on drums, Rex Stewart on

This nitery is on a continuousentertainment policy, with chirper
Mildred Bailey splitting off the
two instrumental groups. Layout
adds up as neat fare for this jazz
cornet, Buster Bailey on clarinet
spot, with Miss Bailey nabbing
and Billy Kyle at the keyboard, heavy dividends with some simple
crew offers such standards as and wistful piping.
“
“Basin Street Blues,” “Sheik of
Current engagement marks first
Araby” and 'Linger Awhile, 4 Catfor the
appearance
nitery
Tegular
lett solos oh 1 atter tUri e, showing
illness, but she
topnotch form.
His nonchalant singer since her
no visible signs of the laymanner while beating the Skins shows
off. Her chirping' seems unchanged
adds to the effectiveness of his ofthrough the years, is still fresh,
fering. Rest of the outfit show propacking plenty of feeling, and
ficiency with their instruments,
close attention. Opens
commands
with Stuart adding a little vocaling
with “Got The World On A
to his cornet playing. Quintet, in
String,” then carries over slow
a switch from the norm, plays withtempo; for “It’s So Peaceful,”
out any bass accompaniment in the “Rockin’ Chair,” arid “Lover Come
rhythm section.
Back.” She accelerates only for
“St. Louis Blues” to score heavily.
?
riiarlcy
s
Booking, of Adrian Rollini comes
(SHERMAN OAKS, CAL.)
as something of a surprise for
(FOLLOWUP)
this spot. Instrumentals are all on
Shenman Oaks, Aug. 29.
the quiet side,, with vibist alterThe “comedy revue” which teed nating on three*-, tempos. First
has
chorus
is played straight, merging
ago
off here several weeks
proven so successful that bon if ace- into Latin tempo, and finally into
emcee Charley Foy has decided to bounce. Group setup consists of
continue it, even though star. Ben vibes, electric guitar and bass,
Blue has hied to. New York for, With Rollini doubling on celestine,
video' work. Stepping in to take chimes and piano. .Combo runs
over the stellar spot, and do a through slick arrangements of

out a floorshow policy Sept.
City is, currently offering
a double bill consisting: of Gene

ing

.

Bop

15,

Krupa- s orcli and. Benny Morton
and his All Stars. Krupa ’$ outfit,
though registering Okay in the music department fails to abet its
instrumentalization with a necessary degree of showmanship.
Pop arrangements are along
fairly straight lines, with most of
the numbers geared for terp reception. Aggregation is heavy on
vocals, whijh is valuable at a spot
like this where there’s no dancing.
When caught opening night (31),
Krupa erred in not taking any
Drummer,
meaningful solo spot.
occasionally, took the spotlight for.
a brief session, but not long enough
to work up any steam: Band, comprised mostly of youthful members,
includes, in addition to Krupa on
the skins, five sax, three trombones, four horns, a .bass, piano
and electric guitar, Offerings run
the gamut from Krupa ’s standard
“Boogie Blues” to the current
“Bonaparte’s Retreat.” Both numbers are vocal ed' by Bobby Soots.
Grew shows to best- advantage
with its rendition of “Southland.”
A number, of the arrangements
spotlight" the first trombonist, but
there seems to be an equalization
of instriinientalizing

among

;

,

'

,

j

|

Foy

,

all sec-

In the ballad department
singer Joe Tucker is handicapped
ala Eckstine treatment of

For All Branches of Theatrical*

FUN-MASTER

• Nos
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thru 35

(Sold in

GAG

fllE'

•

$1.00 each

Sequence Only)

SPECIAL— FIRST 13 FILES FOR $10
BIG SPECIAL— ALL 35 FILES FOR

ONLY

•

Bks.
—all 3
3

-

$25

PARODIES, per book
diff. Books for $20—

• MINSTREL BUDGET
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS.,
—all 4

diff.

$T6

•
|

$25

ea. bk $25
Vols. for $85—
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HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
(reissue), $2.00

NO

C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 St.. New York 1 9
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First*

Dept. V

“Estrellita,”

of his own stuff as well, is
Frisco.; The hilarity thus reach-

new

and

heights.

De Wolfe

gets

flavor

and group loses

lost

initial drive.

Band

sports clarinet,

and
piano. With the exception of some
leader,
work by
fine
clarinet
trombone,

trumpet,

balance of group

is,

drums,

.

at best, ..rqu?

Mel.

tine.
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Danny

Crystal

is

one of the best comeplay at
Normandie Roof."

dians

to

the

is

and a definite relief
from the run-of-the-mill
night club comic.
This
time he is playing In a
very big room and he
has adapted his act admirably to reach every
table."

The

Montreal Herald.

Exclusive

New

Jimmy

Sheldon

,

!

(

i

.

:

j

r

?

m<t

!
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Gal has all the equipment necessary to click in a cafe, particularly one in the class category, if
she sets up the right catalog in
the right order. Something a little
away from the pop cycle would be
helpful, tod, and so would a couple
of the lighter ones from the Irving
Berlin score, like “Doin’ What
Comes Naturally” and. “Can’t Get
a Man With a Gun,” Particularly

letting

A

Money-Maker

‘WHITET’ ROBERTS

Now NBC
D

colour television, Wash.,
Sept. * to 16,
C. (Sept. 4 to 8th).

Brockton, Mass., Fair.
ington, N.

Last wk., Flem-

Fair.

J.,

Some Day

I'll

Have My

Own

Palace

Theatre-r-(To be continued),

*

Wally Overman
Warner Thea., Havana, Cuba
Sept. 21

-

Oct.

4

Thanks: Harry Smith-Herb Marks Agcy.

Management:

MATTY ROSEN, New York
SAM ROBERTS, Chicago

COMEDIENNE

— DANCER

PALMER HOUSE, CMcage

Held Over,

Opened August

Closing October 41

3,

Thankt to

MERRIEL ABBOTT

j

;

LEE SANDS

,

AND NEAL REEDMAN

I

:

i

!

j

Just

Completed 13-Month Engagement, Australia

i

thanks to MR. DAVID MARTIN, Tivoli Theatres, Ltd.

the size

with ease, telling some
very entertaining, sto-

Danc« r$

to
the mood of the audience ana getting off the
impression routines for
much applause."

MICHAEL

ISH

ries, fitting his ad-libs

HAL

—MAX NEWTON,

GEORGIA

Montreal Standards

Opening Sept,

C0. f INC

11 th

CIRCLE THEATRE,

Curreelly

BiLTMORE HOTEL

ifotel

Montreal

York 22, N. Y.
*

One Man Show

i

the room get him
down, Danny breezes
material
through
his

Mount Royal

m’-m

"The

!

Management

Avenue
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$1.50,. $2.50.
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Gazette.

MAY JOHNSON
Fifth

"Never

—.Harold Whitehead,

—BRIAN MacDONALD,

745

always

minimum

Orch;

!

Jack Goldina, has come up with
Chicago, Aug. 29,
Nelson, The Darkens, what looks like a successor to
Dorothy Hild perennial favorites in his Clover
Ballet Co., Jimmy Dorsey Orch Club, the Vagabonds, in the Kirby
16 )
with Pat O’Connor, Shorty Stone Quintet.
Slier pek; $1.80-$2.30 admission.
Comparison with the Vagabonds
is inevitable for the Stone group.
opening night reaction, howFrom
Current layout here is breezier ever, it looks like Goldman
has
customary
Dorothy
Hild
than
come up with tne answer to falling
shows, using only one act to sup- biz in recent Weeks. On
basis of
plement Jimmy Dorsey orch and arid reaction the quintet is
a click.
the Hild ballet numbers. VentriloCombo of accordion-piano, bass,
quist Jimmy Nelson snares hefty
drums, sax arid trumpet, plus the
response soaking up abuse from
of “coweyes” goes over big.
dummy, Danny O’Day, whose quick vocals
Leaving impresh of being accomuptake and snide patter browbeat plished musicians, they
do almost
the cowering ventro. Bashful voiceas well in the clowning departtosser is taiior-made stooge for the
(Coutinued on page 53)
duriimy, but also pulls off some
fancy tonsil-capers by stuffing gag
in 0 Day’s rnouth to emit some accurate squashed vocalizing While,
dummy choruses on “The Best
Things in Life Are Free,” pulling
heavy returns. Nelson also switches the standard smoking routine,^
this time letting O’Day puff and
voice-toss while ventro moves his
n
own libs. He brings in another puppet, Humphrey Higsby, and trio
team for chorus of “Rag Mop” fpr
America's Newest arid
sock clpse.
Greatest Comedy Attraction!
Dorsey orch comes made-to-or!
Real
der for the juve dance crowd here.
Band sports plenty of bounce, emDVORIN
Direction:
AL
ploying a five-reed, seven-brass,
54 West Randolph; St, Chicago
three-rhythm arrangement, with
FRanklin 2-4*80 A
the maestro fronting, with his alto.
Orch has- stint midway, featuring
fast version of “Sweet Georgia
Brown,” with Dorsey taking the
ALWAYS WORKING
lead all the wa„ on alto, and full
brass section filling-in, to haul-in
.

Charles

Wonder-

.

m

Iteachwnlk, Oil
(EDGEWATER beach HOTEL)

ful” and “Sun in the Morning”—
to get them solidly in her corner.

here anyway where she’s just been
so recently and intimately associated with “Annie,”
Show opens with some sparkling
toe work by Evelyn Marova (New
Acts) and she’s followed by Skeets
Minton, a new Ventriloquist. in
these parts who looks like a comer,
Minton only needs to solidify
what he’s got, cutting out some of
the extraneous stuff. When he gets
with the dummy, and goes into the

rll.

fortless.

Miami, Aug. 27.
Kirby Stone Quintet, Christine
Jeann
Johnson,
Forrest, Carlyle
Dancers (6) with Rudy Trohto,
Woody Woodbury, Tony Lopez

three' days of her single-week conDance team, The Darkens, supwhich she agreed to stay
nine days, so “Annie” could be held plement the ballet group with some
over for trio of performances at
Stadium:
Miss Deel looks great on the
floor, is strikingly gowned and has
plenty on the ball vocally, but she
made a major mistake, at opening
show in her routining. Starting
with a slow number and following
it with another one pretty much
the same proved so much of a
handicap that it took her until almost the. end, with a pair from

“Annie”— “They Say
:

fresh and his comedy is
s
o o t h , .gentlemanly

Mel.

EILEEN O’DARE

MONTREAL

"His material

pacer.

Clover Clul» 9 Miami

tion and good show music with his
Cohen
five-piece outfit.

tract, for

NORMANDIE ROOF

Crystal,
currently at the Normandie
Roof,
is
comedian
a
with genuine and original wit and a manner
of presentation that is
both, polished and ef-

makes a neat show

Pittsburgh, Aug. 30.
Sandra Deel, Sheets Minton, tremendous plaudits. Following is
Evelyn Mar ova, Jackie Heller, Her- brunet chirper Pat O’Connor and
man Middleman’s Orch; $3-$3.50 trumpeter Shorty Sherock, merging for horn-vocal duet on “Kiss
minimum.
Me.” Thrush takes first Chorus
straight, with Sherock filling in on
Jackie Heller, made a
Little
muted trumpet. Pair then duet as
smart buy in Sandra Deel, cashing Sherock
plays talking horn, which
in plenty on the cascade of pubretorts to Miss O’Connor’s lyrics.
licity and .plaudits she got at Pitt
Band
closes With .dixieland numStadium playing title role, in out- ber,
“South Rampart Street Padoor production of “Annie Get rade,” using tenor,
tromYour Gun.” Both room and singer bone, .trumpet, and clarinet,
full rhythm,
grabbed plenty of additional space with full reed
and
brass merging
of
first
when, Heller let her out
—
at close.

AT THE

"Danny

.

j

Joe Marsala unit, billed as a
dixieland band, backs for Miss
Bailey and has stint of its own.
Unit tees off on two-beat einpo for
half-chorus on standard dixie stuff,
but with lengthy riffing and little
Or no instrumental backing, dixie

HELD OVER

'V

“Amer-

“Count Every Star” and
ican Beauty Bose.”

Be

to

.•

to

a.

Since Billy

neat

for lusty hand. Guitarist
A1 Purvis acquits well on vocals

Kap.

Comedian

“Limehouse Blues,”
“Sunrise Serenade”
“Loch
of
version

Lomond”

Frisco adapts himself easily to the
low comedy routines which go to
make up the “revue,” clowns a
bit with Foy and then holds down
the spotlight himself with his
“horseroom” routine and a spot
of the inimitable Frisco dancing.
As expected, he works easily,'
knowing wher to let loose With
apt ad-libbing to work the crowd
into the turn in keeping With the
informal, roadhouse atmosphere of
the spot.
Strong supporting stints continue to come from such comics as
Cully Richards, Sid Fields and
Sammy Wolf, with Roberta Lee bn
the vocals and Kay Parsons hanfiling keyboard-singing while the
Abbey Browne combo rests. Actually, of course, everybody is in the
show, particularly in the rousing
glee ..club number in which the
busboys.- waiters, chef and onionpeelers all get a chance to slice a
little different type of ham:
.

COMEDY MATERIAL
BIZ

“Sorrento.”

Joe
es

by his

SHOW

little

1950

lively

.

tions.

GLASON'S
THE ORIGINAL

song

of

6,

South African terping. The
voodoo type number is a pleasant
change from Miss Hild’s usual
idiom of lavish-but-not-sexy stuff,
and registers strongly with seatholders. Baritont Charles Sheldon
handles background vocals, doing
an exceptionally fine job providing
traditional South African warbling.
Ballet group is spotlighted in opening number, ‘Hoop De Doo,” which

impressions, the
woodenhead “singing” them, Minbest
and the most
makes
ton
the
hay. Heller is sticking strictly to
the m.c. chores with this layout in
deference to Miss Peel since that
would put two singers on the bill.
He’s so popular in his own room
star could well help herself to adinsurance
by perhaps
ditional
teaming up with him at the finish
on “I Can Do Anything Better.”
Herman Middleman, here since
Carousel opened nearly four years
ago, still dishes out smart dansapar
cycle
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Channel Swimmer Pacted
For Sports Events Dates
Florence Chadwick, who recentswam. the English Channel, has
been signed by the William Morris
Agency. She’s being submitted for
sports promotions.
Acuity in .obtaining proper enterIt’s planned to have the San
tainers.
The Barclay is currently Operat- Diego, Cal,, girl lecture on all her
ing under an old agreement which dates.
It’s
recalled
that
expires this month. Management
(Gertrude
of that spot is expected to join Ederle, the first woman to conquer
other bonif aces in resisting the the Channel, made some vaude
appearances after her feat.
year-round employment clause.
Most of the major Toronto niteries use America 11 nets. Probably
the heaviest talent buyer in the
Bartel
area is the Prince George which
has a name policy.
Sounds Off on Europe
Cafes are expected to attempt
ly

-

I

A

dispute between Toronto nitoperators and the Musicians
of that city may darken all
niteries for some time.
Union is
seeking to have the operators agree
to a scale which guarantees 52-

ery

Union

,

week annual employment

to tootbattling this

Bonifaces are
the ground that they
Operate
continuously
throughout the year.
The Prince George, due to open
last week, 'is attempting to effect
an agreement which will enable
them to open next week, but no operation as straight eateries until
After 14-Month Tour
pact is likely. Prince George man- the situation resolves itself.
agement is reported to have ofEditor, Variety
fered an increased scale as subWhen one is anxious to see Paris
stitute for year-round employment
stipulation.
Union has rejected
and the rest of Europe, and with
this.
the summer season approaching
The Club Norman at the outset
anyway, one takes a chance.
I
of the difficulties installed a nonWith Syiatra as
packed my formals and OrchestraAs a consequence,
union band;
Atlantic City, Sept. 5.
tions, two boxes of kleenex and a
the American Guild of Variety ArtLabor day weekend business at bar
of soap, bought myself a plane
ists pulled its performers.
Cafe Steel Pier was reported
ahead ticket and set off 14 months ago
30%
is now operating with a non-union
of last year Sunday (3) by Richard
for
what
I had planned to be a sixband and show. It’s felt unlikely Endicott,
who manages spot for week tour of the Continent. I
that spot will be able to continue
George A. Hamid.
stayed well over a year. Played
with non-union acts- because of difEndicott said that Frank Sinatra,
everything from a swank boite in
headlining the vaudeville there,
Paris to a turban-crowd in Lebwas packing them in, giving from
Fields Joins
Agcy. seven to a possible 10 shows daily, anon. After re-reading my diary,
Sid Fields, formerly with Milt Since the Music Hall, Where Sin- here are a few facts which I feel
Ebbens, has joined Shaw Artists atra is playing, has a 22,000 seating are important, for American performers to consider before they
Corp. as head of agency’s tele, capacity, it is; estimated that Sinmake the trip:
radio and record department.
atra will have played to about 66,Transportation; Most clubs do
He replaces Jack Green, who 000 during his four day engageleft to go with Music Corp. of ment, which ended yesterday (4). not furnish transportation .from or
to
the States. They do, however,
America.
Admission of $1.25 entitles payee
furnish transportation from bookrto all pier amusements.
ing to booking within Europe.
Appearing with Sinatra were EdMost club managers work hand in
die White, comic who emceed show,
Roy Benson, Taylor Bros, Narda hand by setting a performer in
geographical continuity. Thereby,
and Mardrake, and Hal Sands’ line.
each club only has to furnish
through
Pier remains

lers.

demand on
do

not

ence, nor do they include program
5.
looms for the 1950 sales and other income.
Warner Bros, is reported to have
Miss America Pageant which starts
paid the Pageant directors $50,000

Atlantic City, Sept.

A

.

100,000. gate

tomorrow (6). It’s anticipated to
for the right to shoot background
draw 4b,000 to the huge Convention scenes for a full length feature pichall where Miss America; 1951, will ture based on the Pageant. A crew
be selected and crowned Saturday from Warners, including William
(9)

bight.

Guthrie, location manager, arrived
here last Wednesday (30) and since
has been shooting location stuff
about the city.
Again this year local radio stations are not being permitted to
broadcast the Pageant on a running basis, Saturday night excepted.
House then is sellout anyway,
so an all-evening broadcast will be
permitted. The usual set-up will
permit various newsreels to make

\

Last year *the gross for the four
judging events was $83,000 with an
attendance of 30,000.
,Advance
sales so far this year (2) were reported at $34,000. These figures do
not include ticket sales for the Pageant parade, scheduled this afternoon (5). along the long boardwalk
before an expected capacity audi-

.

:

shots.

Draw

•

.

Bob Russell returns

.

In

Damage

Suit vs.

MCA

Los Angeles, Sept.

Abner Greshler

5,

a petition

filed

rent agent.
Greshler declares he needs their
testimony in his damage suit
against th^im He charges
with luring his clients by means of
“gifts, loans and other inducements.”

MCA

-

emcee

lot/

in Superior court for permission
to take depositions of Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis, his former clients,
and Julfes Stein of MCA, their cur-

Shaw

to

show. Judging starts Wednesday
night (6) when 54 girls will be divided into three groups and will be
picked for talent, etc. A $25,000
scholarship prize plus an estimated
income of some $50,000 is winner’s
Besides the Miss America of last
year and 1948, Miss Wisconsin, *49;
Miss Minnesota, 49; and Miss, Kansas, ’48 will retrun to entertain.

Pageant tickets are scaled from
$1 .25 to $3 for orchestra arid $1 flat
general admission weekdays. Orchestra- prices Saturday night range
from $2:50 to $6.15 while general
admission

is $2.

ALAN and BLANCHE

open
Suntransportation up to the town of
day (10), when Marion Hutton and
the next date, until the performer
Jack Douglas will be the headliners
^gradually works his way back to
with Art Mooney orchestra in ballhis home base, in my case Paris.
room. After that pier will operate Essentially it
is the same system
on weekends on through autumn.
as the good old American institution of circuit booking.
Only instead of playing New Haven, HartFire Sweeps Chi Fair,
ford and Boston, one plays Cairo,
Set at $75,000 Beyrouth and Athens.
Chicago, Sept. 5.
Agents: Most performers work
Fire swept through the Chicago through one agent located in their
Lake Front Fair administration home base country. In foreign
building last we^k^ causing damage countries, these agents have to enestimated at about $75,000.
list the services of; local agents.
Blaze disrupted telephone service Usually the commission is split;
for several days and also burned sometimes though, the contracts
large quantities of admission tick- get mixed up and the performer is

Damage

VIC HYDE

and uniforms. Emergency of- left paying 15% instead of the
fices were set up. for rest of the usual 10.
No sight is more Welexposition, which closed yesterday lcome when arriving in a strange.,
(4).
country than the sight of a smiling
character Who turns out to be your
local agent.
He is the one who
pre-arranges the welcoming routine, such as local publicity, hotel
reservations and setting up rehearsal periods, as well as the inevitable armful of flowers.

ets
Mgt.:

HORRABIN, D«« Moln*»

;

j

RALPH and LORRAINE
PALACE, New York

Currently

and

"Ralph

Recently

ommend. them

On Broadway

room

any

country
stopped
the
In

‘SONG 0FN0RWAY’

.

In
.

the

.

for

the

They
show

OPENING
SPOT.".:.
LEE MORTIMER,

‘MAGDALENA’

Daily Mirror, N. Y.
".

.

.

BEST

Thanks

Is one of the
acrobatic danc-

ing acts that has hit

the Latin Quarter in
a long, long time."

DAN FRIENDLY
Dir.:

Lor-

they

are, to
put it mildly, SENSATIONAL... I rec-

raine,

CINCINNATI
TIMES STAR

JIMMY SCHURE, LEO COHEN

Office,

HO W.

46 St„

New

York, JU 2-2000

Money: The question which is
almost more important than “how
much” is Ihe one of .Vwhat is the
rate of exchange?”. Very often the
figures

!

mentioned at the outset of

an engagement sound terrific, only
to experience a terrific letdown
when arriving at the scene of the
Suddenly- the exengagement.
pected figure dwindles down to
one-third by a beating of the rate
In Spain, for inof exchange.
20 pesetas constitute $1.
finished my four-week
I
there,
stand
I was lucky to get $1
for 40 pesetas, cutting my expected
salary in half, The smartest thing
to do is to do all the shopping posstance,

When

thereby getting the most out
Some
your earned money.
countries even have special rates
gets
one
The
further
“artists.”
for
a Way from the big towns, the
Paris and
larger the salary is.
sible,

of

HARRY ADLER

.

Rome are strictly prestige towns;
the money is in places like Africa,
Portugal and the Middle East. The
cost of living varies greatly in each
country, Spain being the cheapest

Takes Pleasure In
Announcing that

CHARLES
Is

Now

(Continued on page 53)

H.

Associated With the

Opening October 26th

Just concluded:
1

Mark Hopkins Hotel
San Francisco

PERSIAN

Ed Sullivan TV Show

ROOM

!

September 6th-October 3rd

Theatre—

In Charge Of
Radio

Television

—

B ookings
PATRICE

AGENCY
HARRY ADLER Street

MINNEAPOLIS FASHION

PLaza .7-2535— 6—

DUDLEY

Exclusive

SHOW

with
m m

.Ewk flfiXWk «ivL WJtMLAW*. J

Management

MAY JOHNSON

HELENE and HOWARD

165 West 46th
New York City 19, N. Y.

GILBERT—Associate

NEW YORK

Montreal
JAN

745 5th Ave.
York 22, N. Y.

New

CO., INC.
Mt. Royal Hotel
Montreal, Canada
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Country Resorts

Hill

Las Vegas, Sept.

Continued from paif 8

5.

Phil Spitalny all-girl orch has
Sketches and revues, most of which been signed for
a return date at
haven’t been performed on the the Last Frontier, Las Vegas, in
commercial stages. Performers in December, at $15,000 weekly. He’ll
the resident companies frequently be there for four weeks.
start out as- variety acts and by. the
Spitalny is currently at the
season’s end-have picked up suffi- Riyerside hotel, Reno, where he is
cient experience to direct drajnatld one, of [the top grossers that ever
Tamiris as a. choreographer. .This' productions, ; do' •#, jbU..pL ^writing, played tb[at inn. At conclusion of
year, the spot, introduced .opera^p-f apd even work in opsi^vi c tuts, /The. tWs [date, he’ll return to New York
the-round, in which works oil tfre schooling
hoohi ,.Vftlup)5ie for where.,lie’s slated to play a stand,
masters are presented, arena-style every category of performer.,
at t'l}e Qapitol theatre following
tainineht>.
Enter
For
in an open air amphitheatre.
50G
ruh di etiVrent bill.
The tendency at this resort, as
this
The Green Mansions outfit
well as others that cater to an $80 year has spent fclose ;to $50,000
and up weekly crowd* is to increase for its entertainment needs. Resort
the amount of classic entertain- housed a resident company of
ments available without diminish- around 40 performers which ining pop varieties.
cludes an offshoot of the Lemonconcerts. This spot has aided in the
development of such outfits as the
Group Theatre,, which one season
imported intact for dramatic
it.
presentations there. It was among
the first to stage dance festivals
which
helped -'develop .-Helen.

have gone fishing, either, because out through a few well chosen
hauling in a big one develops mus- questions What Makes Them 'Tick.
When I ask a guest from, the stucles. If the room rent Went along
With the advice I still wouldn’t dio audience how romantic he is
his wife I’m not just asking
with
have listened t3 them. The most
I’m ask ng every would-be
important answer about this ABC- him
Gable who’s, tuned in on ABC.
deal is that I like this medium
the guest in the studio
Actually,
called radio. What’s more, I think
has it a lot tougher than the man
the medium’s right up my runway,
in. his own parlor, because Gable
and if sofneone, will please hold the
No. 2 can answer any way his heart
cover to my typewriter I’d like to
and ego desire. That’s illusion at
tell you why.
its fanciest and fulsomest and I’m
I’m a kid who*9 gone in a lot for
all for U.
illusion, the stuff of which dreams
And if you don’t think that iland show, business are made. At

;
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Television, as a result, has found
a fertile field of new ideas in the
mountain-camps. Most of these
of
inns
huge backlogs
have
.

Opera, which performed in
Greenwich Village, N. Y., as well
standard performers Bernie
as

ade

MEMO

to:

revues.

.

JASON

•

done

must be imported.
staffers,
Glucksmart, who writes for radio
and video during the time when
he’s not at the resort, contributes
does Dorothy Sachs,
material,
who has written for “Blackbirds”
as well as other shows. Writers of
all .categories find the mountains

“Enjoyed the two biggest
weeks of the season With
the greatest comedian to
.

my

ever play

•

•

»

*

-.

club. .[Only:

longer engagement here.”

Lewis "Dutch'- Shields

Dunes Club
Virginia Beach, Va>
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William Wallace has joined the
Irving H. Grossman agency as head
He
of the orchestra department.
will continue to head his own band
'

...

on mid-west dates.
Wallace was formerly program

1

KIOA,

!

station,

,

.

Joins Grossman
Des Moines, Sept. 5.

radio

De$ Moines.

i

.

W allace

of

.

1

of

director

RAMER

i

:

Because of the speed with which
video is burning up material and
also performers, it’s, probable that
the networks will call upon talent
and writing developed at these
spots with Increasing frequency.

TV— HERE'S ME

,

j

ing gandered.

hi.

.

-

For example, Harry KalMorris
the William
agency, and Herb Rosenthal, head
of the Music Corp. of America teevee department, have made trips to
that spot. Other spots are also becheim

.

!

!

•

:

W

Pittsburgh

REX

.

I

suitable testing spots since it’s felt
that the audiences comprise a suitable cross-section.
The importance of Green Ma nsioiis type resorts to the video field
is demonstrated by the fact thut
major talent agencies are now
scouting many of the better-known

CURRENTLY
Jackie Heller's Carousel

.

;

.

resorts.

wish your previous bookings had not prevented a

.

,

,

by

JAY

'

.

•.

of the writing, while

;

.

j

.

Much

lusion is what makes the kilocycles
the age of 1$ I knew the value of
go round, remember what Hamlet
keeping on something flimsy when
once said: “Stay illusion! If thou
the rest of the gals at Minsky’s
hast any sound or use of voice,
were working on the third layer
speak to me.”. Even before radio
of skiii. When they covered themMyron Cohen tapped for the selVes with a dark blue spotlight he knew that illusion sounds most
effective with sound effects.
Paramount, N. Y., Sept. 27.
I covered myself with a Shubert
By the way, before we drop the
Maxine S u 1 1 i y a n starts at La
and black lace undies. Why?
Commedia, N. Y., to mo r r o w pink
subject^let me* point out that, acskin to the
Jean Carroll into Because the naked
(Thurs.)
cording
to the Oxford dictionary,
so fiiuch epithe Latin Quarter, N. Y- Oct. 24. naked eye is just#
illusion isn’t simply “a mental picat
Also slated for a shot on the Ed dermis, but When it’s hinted
ture of something that isn’t so.”
rather than hollered about, it alSullivan video show, Sept, 24.
It also, according to the word-wise,
lows for illusion.
has reference to “a very thin, deliIt’s illusion, for example, that
cate sort of veil.”
Chicago
makes it possible for Martin and
Chicago, Sept. 5.
Pinza to sing their way around a
Dave Barry and Los Gatos Trio lot of painted, props and give the
join Frankie Laine at the Chez impression of steaming passion in
Phil Lampkin of
Paree, Sept. 15
The audience
j the tropical jUfigle.
the William Morris office takes over
knows darned well those chunks
the booking of the Club Hollywood
cardboard, and papier-mache
of
and has set Mickey Manners, Proreal cocoanut trees, but to
Vickey Deviner, aren’t
„ ......
fessor Fabian,
..
..
Phyliss Seymour for the first show, Set then* money s worth they pretend
work as hard as the
They
Sept. 8. .Palace; Rockford,; 111.,
resumes weekend vaude Oct. 1 actors in pretending. It’s all in the
with the Sam Roberts office again eye of the beholder. Well,, with
Silver Frolics reopens radio the same thing: is true, -except
booking
Sept 13 Und lO girl line and Ellen that here the illusion Is all in the
Currently:
Fargo with Greshay & Broura, Jill ear of the belis^ener.
BARNES & CARRUTHERS
Adams, Joyce Bailey, and Dick
You want the audience to preRaymond. Vine Gardens goes tend th it they’re with you at the
FAIRS
back to name policy with Barton edge o£ a babbling: brook, so a
Direction:
Sept. 7, almig^ with _Folie sound fellow crinkles a hunk of
Bobby cellophane neai the: mike and
EDDIi ELKORT
Miller and Judy Talbot
alI
Lew A Lisli* Grad*, Ltd., Inc.
million listeners are not
ih presto—a
250 West 57th Street
the brook
Birmingham,^ Ala^V ..Skeets Minton 0 "'* on th « b f.nks of
New York, N. Y.
jwith you, but the more energetic
headlines at the Casino, Sept. 8.
Johnny Bachemin returns to one s arc in a canoe and ^working
.Professor Back- u P a sweat with the paddle. No
Helsings Sept. 8
wards set for the Brown Hotel, [Matter how you slice the tape, it’s
Louisville Oct. 6 and into Eddy’s, still illusion, accomplished not with
Kansas City, Oct. 27 for a repeat sight but with sound, and maybe
Jessica Dragonette set for Cin- a dab of fury.
That’s for me. As an illusion kid
derella Ball, Detroit, Sept. 23,
I went through plenty of years of
show
business— name it, I played
Hollywood
it.
I've Invited audiences to preEileen Barton opens at Ciro’s tend with me that we’re escaping
tomorrow (6) with a new nitery act from Bobby Clark,
in love with
.
penned by David Gregory and
Judy Clark at D P n Amechg-and looking for FlueWally Wechsler ,
gal
^street.
Now,
decibelmg
instead
the Golden hotel, Reno, for a twovveeker with Foy Willing and the of disrobing, I’m still asking them
to pretend with me—that I’m sitEiders of the Purple Sage
Kay Starr booked for a fortnight ting with them in their parlors getat Flamingo, Las Vegas, opening ting them to talk about their favor.Mel Tonne opens at ite subject^ -themselves. Finding'll
Sept. 28
the Oriental, Chicago, Thursday
(7) for two weeks ... Patti. Moore
and Ben Xessy trek east for a
Sept. 21 bow at the Beverly Club,
.Herbers and
outside Cincinnati
Dale join the Biitmore (hotel) Bowl
j

1

/.

West and Mickey Ross, balleteers
Zamira Gon and Nina Ddva; and
musical conductor ^ou Haber, who
frequently writes scores of original

1950

Big Illusion

REPEAT AT $15,000

Continued from page 49
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Joan Brandon Mystifies
With Her Magic
“How about a drink? Milk,:
coffee, beer,

kind

of.

;

1

1

bourbon, scotch, any
.

cocktail,

champagne

—or

.

whatever else you want. Joan
Brandon, who is that rarity, a
personable LADY magician, can
supply them all on stage in the

Monday

at the.RKO
Palace. She also seemingly polls
lighted cigarets out of her skin.
No long sleeves for her. She’s
got pretty shoulders and arms,
and she exhibits them.”
•H. J.

new eight-act show

JOAN BRANDON
'America's First Lady of Magic

Just Concluded ^ftplGE,

I

1

Billboard, Aug. 24

“Joan Brandon makes ah excellent
impression with some
magic bits and. her maglic bar
act, in which she dispenses from
an empty cocktail shaker any
drink named by the audience V

Joan Brandon Amazes
‘'Working, with a black light,
magician Joait 'Brandon amazed
"with a magic cane bit that drew
a big hand, followed with th
magic cocktail party and the
wellrbuilt-up bit of getting eggs
into water glasses.
The latter

i

i

recently

got

national

publicity.

m
mm

I
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A hod of appreciation to Harry
Jackson for taking time out to entertain the kiddies at the William
Moris Memorial Park. Also for his
visits to the lodge to cheer up the

W

U

SION EY

.

I

LIBIN

0ENEBAI

H. PI ERMONT

MA«A«W

booking manager

*m

ailing gang.

Charles

“Chick”

Lewis

and

Joe Martin.

Murray Weiss, Variety Clubs-Will

Placed by EDDIE SMITH

Rogers hospital executives, in for
a general look-see and check up on

liked her.

BOOKING A6BKY

the Variety Clubites who
attended the local Elk’s ainnual
clambake were Dolly Gallagher,
Kitty Bernard, Sam (RKO) Kelley,
Joe (UA) Phillips, Charles Kaufhold, John Lake, Johnny Nolan
and John Rosenberg.
Following
the bake an entertainment and
dance was given by Doren Bouche’s

'•’Baltimore Five,

•

The crowd

Ed

Among

New York

Variety,' Aug’. 30

MARCUS LOEW

5.

'

observation.
!

1

in to visit

(IATSE) Gaiser:
Don Wright, from N. Y. C. Radio City Music Hall, in for rest

'

FRIENDLY

.

Saranac Lake, Sept.

The Kyre Olson’s

'

DAN

.

Saranac Lake
I

to

.

By Happy Benway
j

Thanks

(11)

iel

:

'

.

Billy Danand the Dansations, 10-girl line,
open at the Fairmont hotel Frisco
Sept 12, and trek down to L. A.
for a Cocoanut Grove bow Oct. 10,
with Jack Smith.

layout

i

repairs at the san.

Currently Playing the Part of “PANCHO” in U,l.’s
Now On Personal Appearance Tour with

JQEL McCREA and
Thanks tc

In

ANN

BLYTH

Conjunctien with Nationwide Release of
.: SAQ0J^TJUb« :^rUle.j
,

“SADDLE TRAMP"

Direction:

,

m.m m w-m

j

i«i

•
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Variety
Celebrity Theatres Gets

Majestic in Adelaide

Talent employment around New
York is expected to be at a low
ebb now as Labor Day marks the
knell of activity in the mountain

Jean Bartel,

One of the reasons for the
anticipated slack will be the failure
and Loew circuits to
of the
their one-nighter theatre
start
dates in force until later in the
season, and clubdates Won’t be hitting high gear until October.
So far, the Loew circuit hasn’t
made any plans for its one and
two-night vaude stands and RKO
is currently down to four houses.
No pickup i$ anticipated for some-;
time.
The acts _ that must depend on
the mountain dates and the onenightefs for the bulk of their income generally aren’t the calibre
used in the top niteries. These
turns must depend bn the smaller
cafes for their more protracted
engagements. Majority of these
will be opening after Labor Day,
Many acts anticipate that conditions will be much fetter around
New York later this year. It’s$ expected that the club, date field
will pick up because of war activity. They look forward to an
increase in sales meets and organization activity so that the
year’s take will be on par with
last year despite a slow September.

Continued from page Si

resortSi

and

RKO

.

Switzerland

probably

t

he

highest.

Repertoire: American standards
are always welcomed,
European
audiences prefer to hear Songs
which they are familiar with rather
than new songs; I used all the
old. standbys such as “Begin the

Beguine” and “Man

•

learned

I

I

songs,

which were almost a necessity, not
only in Paris but in every other
country. Also, it is a good policy
to present at least one song in

1

.

the local language. The audiences
like to see you cope with their
native tongue, however poor the
attempt may turn out to be. The
accepted American routining of
a program does not always hold
true. It is! quite acceptable to open
with a very slow, pianissimo ballad
to get the attention of the audience.
Paris right now is on a
strong Latin kick; anything Spanish
or Cuban goes over big.
Gowns are very important to the
success of the act.
The mbre
changes you have the better, since
essentially the same people are out
front every night.

,

No

Balto Club Pacts Names

Set

Boston, Sept.

5.

Dormant HUb nightlife is due
for hypo next week when two important spots, the Oval Room and
Latin Quarter open for the season.
With definite trend towards name
attractions hereabouts

of both

spots

will

management

contfnue that

Oval Room, in Hub’s swank Cop-

Show Time

ley Plaza hotel will tee-off the sea-

There is Usually no set time for son Sept. 13 with Carl Brisson,
Club Charles, Baltimore, the
show to go on. The manager followed by heavy roster of names
will resume name shows shortly.
decides when you are to appear, that should pull solid biz during
Spot has already set Sophie Tucker
according to the turnout of that their stints. Last season room did
to start No. 15.
particular night. There is also no nicely with strong names but
set time for the club to close, the slumped with lesser knowns arid
poor musicians have to stay there management is going along on the
until the last patron decides to call theory that you have to spend

money

A

very ticklish problem for a
is the question of orchestrations.
Every club has an entirely
different
combination, from 20
strings to an accordion and three
singer

It is

make

Accordingly, such attractions as Connie Haines (plus another top act),
Elsa Lanchester, Hoagy Carmichael, Hildegarde and Rudy Vallee
will be seen here. There is also the
possibility that Jimmy Durante,
Burl Ives and Billy De Wolfe will
be Signed shortly.
The Latin Quarter is skedded. to
open the following Sunday Sept,
17) with Martha Raye in for a
week’s stint, followed by Mills
Bros, in a two-weeker. Spot will
also stick to names with Danny
Thomas, Carmen Mirandaj Tony
Martin arid Gypsy Rose Lee all pos-

a night.

guitars.

advisable always' to

have a full piano-part available.
Usually they come in handier than
any expensive orchestrations, There
is usually no such thing as entrance or exit music—sometimes
you get a sustained chord in G to

to

it,

this season.

(

get off.
The programming of
the shows is sometimes rather
puzzling to the American taste. I
Can recall playing in a show where
I followed six separate dancing sibilities

for

later

dates,

!

i

The 10,000-seat Coliseum was
sold out Saturday night and over
$5,000 in mail orders had to be refunded. On the basis of her draw.
Fair manager James A. Friel in*
vited Miss Hutton to return to
headline the 1951 edition Of the

;

fair.

,

Night Club Reviews
Continued from page 50

rio%’€*r (lull, Miami
At this time no announcement
has been made as to whether or ment. However, when “Coweyes”
not the exposition will continue— takes over on his rousing vocal-;
at least under the present set-up istics and Stone and the others
arid with the same policies.
takje off on such band and recording greats as C^vallaro, Armstrong,
Calloway, Rose Murphy, Lombardo
Boniface Hoyer Becomes
with an hilarious version of “OP
they keep the mittWhilom Wax Whirler Man River”
met^r rising to a beg-off reception
v
Hollywood, Sept. 5.
from the payees. The Louis Jordan*
Disk jockey Johnny Grant re- Louis Armstrong topper featuring
sumed his platter-pushing stint Stone and “Coweyes” is a rousing
from the lobby of Giro’s nitery, bit that sews things up.
Supporting acts are adequate.
Christine Johnson does Latin tunes
in fair fashion while Jeanne Foroccasionally to gab. Bistro flacks
rest offers standard tapstering. The
compare the stint to those of Carlyle Dancers, with Rudy TrOnto,
Samuel Goldvtyri or Sir Thomas hold over in a pair of bizarre and
Beecham.
Woody Woodbury
j colorful routines
Grant’s new show is six nights is ari affable am capable youngster
from
the lounge as
weekly as before, but over KGIL who doubles

with a quondam assistant.
Boniface* H. D. Hover will

sit in

.

j

;

KMPC.

rather than

Tony

Deejay also emcee'
j

Lopez

pack age

Sept. 15 over

Denmark’s

L ary.

KMPC.

New Revue House

Copenhagen, Aug. 22.
The popular revue theatre, the
Apollo, bombed during the war by
the Germaris, is being replaced
soon. Apollo

back-

orch

celeb interviews, grounds in solir manner*
taped at the nitery, for a half-hour
sponsored s h o w slated to bow

Will

manager Aage

RUBY RING
THE UTMOST IN

ACROBATIC DANCING

Booked Solid

Sentoft,

together with actor-manager Knud
Pheiffer from the Fiffer revues
and cartoonist Asger Jerrild, has*
bought the cafe Olympia just opposite the old Apollo and is turning it into a new revue house.
They will open New Year’s with
a winter revue.

Until Christmas
Direction:

EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
1560 B 4 way, New York City
JUdson 6-3345

1

!

Foot-to-Foof Somersault

'

;

i

as Pictured

Sam

Levenson, whose stint last spring
The first time I was conscious of broke all records at the L.Q. is
the war in Korea was when I was another strong possibility for the
refused a working permit to work spots name sweepstakes.
I had the American
in Portugal.
Embassy get in touch with the
Portuguese Embassy to find put the
exact reason for the refusal, The
answer was that they weren’t
lotting any North Americans work

acts.

Featuring Original 3-High

Coliseum.

;

policy for the forthcoming season.

The

it

Detroit, Sept. 5.
Betty Hutton returned to her
home town, Detroit, after 12 years'
to appear, at the Michigan State
Fair for two days, Friday (i) and
Saturday, She set a new two-day
opening record for business at the

,

Love.”

some French

utton Hikes

Bad Weather

Adelaide, Aug, 22.
Continued from pace 49
Celebrity Theatres, headed by
one of the holdovers from last
Harry Wren, has obtained a long- year, was hurt by the cold Weather
term lease on the 1,020-seater Ma- and rain, as was the ice show and
Dixieattractions.
jestic here, and will spot revues in Vaude-circus
land, which took over from Westhouse.
First will be the U. S.
version of “Ladies Night in a Turk- ern show last year, was on the
of the midway. Only
ish Bath,” with preem listed for wrong end
October.
Dave Gould, who pro- two paid attractions were covered,
duced the Aussie version of the Children’s theatre, which with
Olsen- Johnson show, “Hellzapop- sriiaU seating capacity and quarter
pin/ ” returns here Aug. 24 ’With tab, could never get off the nut,
arid IVfusic-iriHhe-Rountf, which unseveral U. S. acts under contract'.*
der Charles Blake, was an artistic
Af^er huddles with Gould, Wren success with. tab operettas prewill plane to America to looksee
sented With Broadway cast; took a
shows and talent for Down TJnder; financial licking at the b.o.
The Tatler in Sydney will get Van
While the major backing for the
Loewe, South African hypnotist.
Fair cable from local businessmen
with several department stores and
newspapers alone pu tting up $200,000, a spot check of several subscribers found reluctance to go for
funds for next year. Also added to
the generally poor situation, is the
possibility that the Korean war will
continue into 1951 and traveling
will be sharply curtailed.

in

1

in Portugal for the present time on
account of the war in Korea. This

Nov. Iisut of ’tie" Maqoiino
]

Currently

;

:

NEBRASKA STATE FAIR
j
I

not general throughout Europe
or the Middle East.
Does any of this sound like I’m
Comes next sumcomplaining?
mer, I’ll do it all over again a the
ticket.
drop of a

is

4

HARRY GREBEN
203 No. Wabash
Chicago,

III.

MILES INGALLS
Hotel Astor

New

York

TWA

Jean Bartel.
The writer is an
note:
American singer just returned
from a European tour.)
(Ed.

GIGI

BUD and CECE

"Rhythm on a Rampage

fl

Just concluded

New

Currently

York
//

thanks to DAN FRIENDLY

Durston

Gigi

New York

VARIETY

at

“Miss Durston
does a neat job in this
room. Her ballads are given a wealth of
feeling and she creates a mood which gives
Her session a rich atmosphere,”
Jose
.

By LEE MORTIMER

SINGEfe

1419 Broadway,

sensational

Cafe Society."

—.Direction—

JOHN

HELD OVER

is just about the most enjoyable enGigi was' sensational
tertainer I’ve seen.
last night. But business was even more so.”

“She
,

.

JANE

'

ROCHELLEM and BEEBE
"Ami

in the.

.nd B..b. .r.,
bwilnees."— Dally Variety.

NOW—Nash

Aata Shaw

*tw«y»,

.««.n*rl«

Personal Management:
11

d««.t..n.

uvr
N.V.C._
Mgt. Al Wllsaa. 1 SOI Sr aadway.

West 42nd

HOWARD HOYT

Street/

New

York
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Paramount, N. Y.

bill.

CnpHob N. Y.

strategic that he’s spotted

It’s

Carmen Cavallaro Orch (18), in clbsing slot, since nothing could
Noro Morales Orch (18 Rositd
with Bob Lido > Jean Carroll, Alan have followed him.
Serrano Phi’ Foster, Hal Le Roy,
) ,

,

Gillespie’s crack combo, com- Edwards
Dale and Sapphires ( 5 ) 4 Evans;
“ Summer
Bros.
(3);
“Fancy Pants” (Par), reviewed in prising three rhythm, four reeds Stock ” (M-G), reviewed in Va*
six
and
brass,
is
another
facsolid
’50.
Variety July 19, 1950. /
Iriety Aug,
y 9,
tor. Aside from backing the other
Current stage show at the Para- acts, with exception of Eckstine,
The Latin motif predominates on
By ABEL GREEN
mount is a neat, fast-playing layr group gives out on its own with a
current Capitol bill to give
Last week Milton Berle, this the maestro's personal take is $5,- out comprising snappy and well* solid bop session, with the maestro
U3
118 d
a "hjnge of pace. It s
jv
alternating
between
zany
stuff
and
9! £L
.
semester Dimitri Mitropoulos
000. If there is any profit it is sup- varied turns. Backbone of the show hot trumpeting.
di
0 1 b n with Noro Morales
This, too, rates!*
is the svelte Carmen Cavallaro or?t0 attract
i
cb
the nitery set, Rorecting the N. Y. Philharmonic- posed to redound to the treasury ganization with Jean
high
applause.
Threi
Berry Bros. °.r
Carroll regisof the Philharmonic-Symphony Soas , usual with their slick sita Serrano for the class trade
Symphony Orchestra, and the next ciety
tering big in the comedy depart- are -sock --j
-- - - and Phil Foster, whose
of New York.
remmisment and Alan Dale, the Columbia boofery and comedies, with cane censes on Brbokiyri please virtually
show the ice revues again—-that
From the Roxy’s viewpoint, A, J. Records
vocalist, smartly handling dance the. topper.
spells plenty good showmanship jBalaban, Sam Rauch, Arthur Knorr
everybody.
"*
Rounding but the bill are the
vocals.
v ,‘
& Co. have a smart booking item. theCavallaro
for the Roxy.
One of the focal points of layout
’s crew is distinctivhYy
Miss. Serrano, who made her
Somewhat of a noble experiment, Just as the Berle fortnight attracted marked by its carefully deisignbtf, playing i repeat here, in a neat
anew a bunch of kids to the house, instrumentatioi. that sets
N> Y bow f*st season at the
off the song and dance session, and -Pigboth as a means to ‘‘popularize” something which the
house missed five brass against an equal number meat” 'Markham & Co., house Pierre's Cotillion Room. She has a
the Philharmonic, of which 20th- for a long time, so does the Mitrovolatile
delivery,
personable
a
Fox 'Fikn-n^rexy. S^ros^Skouras poulo^engageqaent spell irnew^au- of reeds, three violins arid^a strong comics, in a comedy bit that goes stance and an extremely expressive
Edba.
fbiltman'rhythm^section. Pivot of over; neatly.
is a board member, and also as a dience potential. House personnel
voice. One of her strong points iS:
the
orch,
course,
Of
remains the
change of pace for his company’s has been intensively studying its
her ability to create vocal doodles
Broadway showcase, the parlay audiences and feels that the reg- polished keyboarding of Cavallaro,
Capitol,
around Latin standards. Her “Cie*
with Tyrone Power on the screen ulars, including youngsters, appre- who comes in for at least one solo
lito Linda” has a refreshing sense
Washington^ Sept. i.
on e « ch ntj mber. Book is geared
spell good dividends all around.
Her offvthe-cuff det0 the current hits, for most part,
“Going Native” revue, with Ed of humor.
It may even expose a few long- at
e
me 1S at * raqtmg '.S?
non “ except for Gershwin’s “Rhapsody in Vernon, Mervin Cohn Jack Stoll, meanor in this number and un,
hairs to the lure Of Hollywood, al- Rnxv
reeniar^
xy Aguiars.
orthodox
toying
with the melody
Blue” number in which the band- Tommy A lien, June Elliott, Although it is more likely that some
sets her off excellently with this
leader’s piano is brilliantly mianipu- \Fred~Al Trio, 3 Cliffs, Line (13),
middle-brow Roxy customers may
Palace, N.-.Y., „
lated. Band vocalist Bob Lido com- Sam Jack Kaufman house Orch;
become subscribers to the symph..
il
c r ed with sensitivity provides
a
«
handles -Sorrento" with “Must™,
Bud & Cece Robinson, Bcrnic
change of pace.
The Virtuosity of the symph’s 104
“Babalu” as ai
Ralph & Lorraine, Kanri'y & ^ r
closer, also gives her the opportumusicians requires little technical
Re^iriSiig ^to'^the^’pafampunt,
Capitol's revue of local talent nity to kid this tune. Several bows
comment other than that their Kitty Watson, John (Spider Bruce)
ZLuSXL'
showmanly maestro does an expert Mason (3) Four Jacks & a Jill, Miff.
ffr/tlU? and show biz aspirants, brainchild qOieted the crowd.
**
S
of the late Gene Ford and annual
Foster’s
dissertations
on the
job in directing them through four Wally Vernon (2 ) The Lavernes ng
has an unusual delivery.
(4). “Cariboo
Fnv) «
riooo Trail”
Iran
(ZOth Fox)
tribute to his memory, is currently gang at the corner have a lot of
series of programs, purposely soj *
^oi a femme comic, handling the turning the big Loew house into a nostalgic humor * He paints a picdevised to -obviate “staleness.” reviewed in Variety July 5, ’50.
audience exactly like one of her
Doing four-a-day is quite a switch
male counterparts. Steady patter showcase for civic pride. Cleverly ture of the Brooklyn kids who grew
up in the depression era that must
from. the Philharmonic’s usual
Palace bill includes several vet- of gags, including a running, bit built up over the 11 yeari of its
wbnt, so the first half of the. week eran turns that register solidly. about a yokel of a husband, builds existence as: an all-family affair, be universal to most of the eve(Friday-Monday) comprises Wag- Wally Vernon, who played on the steadily for a sock payoff. She also this latest entry into the “Going Ding crowd. Foster,' however, picks
ner’s overture to “The Master- theatre’s last two-a-day bilk back delivers a con edy song, “The Man Native” annals rates the enthusi- off the humorous toplights Of these
reminiscCnses and gets off tp a winasm with Which it is greeted.
singers,”
Prokofieff’s
“Classical” in ’32 and who has since exhibited I Marry,” in okay Style.
Symphony; two items by soprano his comedies in a large number of
Star of the show is undoubtedly ning mitt.
Dale also makes a strong impresThe Edwards Bros. (3) perform
Eileen Farrell (“One Fine Day” pix, devotes a considerable portion sion with his vocalizing routined the man behind the scenes, Capitol
_ Jtu
_
*
^
from Puccini’s “Mme. Butterfly” of his act to the nostalgia element, Crooner mixCo up a brace of producer
Joel Margolis, who has their customary role in warming
the house for the rest of the
up
and Moorej-FlotOw’s “Last Rose of doing a lyrical salute to the pid straight numbers,, including “With whipped his 30 callow; performers
They’re a good aero
Summer” from “Martha”) and the vaude stars, a reprise of his own a Song in My Heart” and “Where into a smooth, colorful and near- performers.
trio who entice applause with good
gay ballet music from DeFalla's turn Of the 1920’s arid a terping Can I Go,” with a series of well- professional unit. Cast, culled from balancing trickv They play a few
“Three-Cornered Hat.” Eliminated tribute to the soft-shoe school of executed impressions of Vaughn hundreds of hopefuls, has been re- passages ori the piano and perwas the four-minute scherzo from dance. In a couple of spots his rem- Monroe, Frank Sinatra, Billy Eck- hearsed nights, lunch hours and form the majority of their tricks
Mendelssohn’s “Midsummer Night’s iniscing is a bit saccharine, but his stine and Tony Martin. Scoring spare moments by Margolis for atop that instrument.
Dream” in order do maintain underplayed dancing is pleasing. big with this bit. Dale encores with past five weeks .until they have
The Morales crew brings to the
moving rendition of “Laugh,
schedule, thrown bub of kilter Windup, in which he shows his a
chill that he
'«•**.$*
nifty assistant, Ginger Sherry, how Clown, Laugh.” A mixed quintet, ofate^nd^nj^able/’if nrt llways
from the start by the applause. to
do a burlesque parade number the Sapphires, give Dale colorful the most $teady, vaude shows seen nfterw^nds^
S
Nof
^l^
of ^t ^s fitThis gives the orchestra 45 minhere this year. Credit must go, too,
choral backgrounds.
while she mimics him, is sock.
l ng t0
auHi^nces but
0 theatre
e audiences>
Dut tne
thb
utes on the rostrum; the power
Chi dance
Evans, billed as a sister- to Margaret Faber,
The
who
Watson
Sisters
(2),
pic runs 121 mins.
icipei, who,
wiiu cuauicu
UJL inner,
and terper,
coached f
^‘her,
momer-iamer
aci,
mother-father act,
race teacher aim
|. v
nictnrpcmi#»
riprfrirm
coifSs to“To“ years "in shoW
P
the
line and solo dancing, and, of
The second of the week (Tues- get a hefty mitting in their third through a neat terping routine,
|nces Dlease th« customers here
day-Thursday) retains .Miss Far- appearance here since the reprise Two younger members dish up course, the ever-present Carter ihs&umentattnn of six hras<? five
boo<in « whilb the!
rell’s two fine solo opportunities— ot the vaude policy. There’s a lit- some: trick ^
elders provide some smooth nostal
" supervised the at a S(6cond pian0| and a trio of
'
tle too much emphasis On Fanny
nrnHnctinrt
Herm.
y
Watson’s overstuffed physique, but gic routines.
bongo and maraccas players erev,,
V
.
N. Y.
Pht^arm^K-Syu^hjyny their
Flashiest parts of the 70-minute ates some excitement in the house.
exUberance
a owh .toOrch- (104), conducted by Dimitri
show are the four big production Unfortunately not all of Morales*
Bimini
Spiearth, quality gets over. John
Mitropoulos; assisting artist/ Eileen der
numbers. Following the standard selections were fitting theatre fodMiami. Sept. 2.
Bruce) Mason,- assisted by
Farrell; Jay Hereford Lambert at
'Bob Eberly. Johnny Coy, Johnny formula of plenty of pretty girls, der, but there’s enough color in
Vivian Harris and Charley Ray,
organ; V The Black Rose” (20th
stages his, w.k “Camp Meeting” Morgan, The Preferdys, Celia Cabot, leg fl rt and a gimmick, all of these his crew to hit audience appreciareviewed in Variety; Aug. 9, ’50. stint, an earthy and somewhat im- tes Rhode House Orch; “Mystery come off successfully. Most pro- tion.
fessional is the “On the Beam” curAnother strong point on this show
pious jibe at a “Holy Roller” ses- Street” (M^GJ,
tain raiser, introduced by a film is Hal Le Roy, an extremely comand she gets generous rewards both sion. There may be some question
Final
show
at this South Florida clip, showing cast in a plane flying petent tapster who can excite the
the
elder
involved
in
and
taste
of
times but substitutes Smetana’s
vaude showcase until sometime in towards “destination Capitol,” and crowd with straight passages as
“Bartered Bride” overture, Tchai- the congregation tippling from a
little brown jug, but it gets a re- November is a smooth-running One built around a Capital Airlines set. well as eccentrL. measures. Routin-.
kovsky’s Andaritino & Scherzo pizThe precision terping of the 13 jng and personality gets them
that sets well with the regulars,
sounding hand.
zicato from Symphony No. 4, and
In featured spot, Bob. EBerly gals^ Wghlightefi^by some deft^tap- handily,
Ralph and Lorraine (New Acts)
concludes with Wagner’s “Tannping by Sammy Tremont and Billy
It’s a comparatively long list of
get lots of s.a. into their turn in returns with his songstering. Has
hauser” overture.
Garney, seemed in the best tradi- performers for this house. For this
he dances and she goes into some fairly amusing gab to spell tion
The second-week likewise is di- which
of the Rockettes.
his
that
also
nicely.
reason,
songs
go
over
encores were eschewed, but
amusing contortionist posivided into two more hew programs. some
Most dazzling, and also corniest virtually every performer here
George ..does a rou- OfFed to solid mitting.
Friday-Monday (Sept. 8-11) re- tions. Berriie acty spiced with some
Tapster
Johnny
Coy
clicks in of the production scenes is “An could have done extra-curricular
mimicry
shuffles the preceding week’s lay- tine
Indian Legend,” complete With hits without satiating audience.
fashion
with
his
finely
naturalistic oral sound effects of sock
outs by reprising the Smetana, an nvoreflac hrnn/ipflct nnA a parhon defined heel and toe work, inter- tom-toms, braves, and an Indian
Jose.
Tchaikovsky arid DeFalla items,
princess, as well as a story idea.
interps.
spersed
'type
Had
ballet
Fields’ RiDDline Rlivthm
topped by Berlioz’s Rakoczy March, wi fu f 0S«.,A manipulations.
Payees
liked
one,
despite
its
this
with amiable perJ
p
U
He can them all the way,
Strand, N. Y.
^ the final lap introduces Weber’s with tongue m aniDu?ations
and
phoniness. Others consist of a
matArfai
Bud gonality adding to lmpact
Gordon MacRae, Patrice Wy*
“Euryanthe” overture and repeats
a
Walt": Ballet” and
In the emcee slot Johnny Morgan “Grande
Acts)
Apts)
(New
Robinson
Gece
and
Prokofieff, Tchaikovsky and
handles the buildups in competent Charleston finale. Each was greet- ijiore, Alan Carney, Florian Zahave a MV iuvenile \erD
*
P
P reDCrtoire
style and in own Spot garners ed With enough enthusiasm to go bach,; Anthony, Allyn 8t Hodges
her. No encores allowed.
” C
and con e dver tiieplv
“Tea For Two
(WB), reviewed
l
/XT
A
; yocks With his standards orch com .the rounds Of half a dozen ballets
Frank Waldecker does a showan j a Jill (New Acts) ducting bit and the fairy tale twist at Carnegie Hall, a nostalgic hang- in Variety Augl 16, ’50.
jacks and
F 0Ur Jacks
Four
wanly job w ‘‘ h „«“.,*"‘™ductwnL do well
department,
weU in the vocal department.
I
niusic.
Though familiar, it gets over, perhaps, from the old days
__
_
_
that Punches, over the universality closlnf, the bill lhe LaV ernes 4.)
The Strand is making the most
of dance lines and chorus at the
healthy reaction.
us
which
number
Apache
do a flashy of in-person possibilities by top°5
l£‘
TV VA 1%
of the
VA
VIAV
dys^ is Capitol.
1Aero
4
Refer
HVf U work
r
t
of the N, Y. Philharmonic, ^vh n_
f Vi some
enmn spectacular
cnpotafliiliir knifekniffiwith
winds urt
well timed, with the femme adding
Most polished and professional li n iog two performers from its curwas founded 108 years ago, he throwing.
Bril.
much appeal. Celia Cabot, fills the •«£ the individual. stints _ are the
Cites how Americans in 1842 read
an
( lat:
distaff singing spot. Her character ThrCe Cliffs, trio of U of Maryland
their newspapers by gas' jets, went
ter New ^
Acts), to help the ilive
songs go over well.
acros, whose techniques and poise
to Work on horse-drawn trolleycars,
Steel Pier, A. C.
Les Rhode and house orch are [ n a series of highly skilled pyra- portion of the show to a good conf
etc., but accenting that “since good
Atlantic City, Aug. 28.
okay on the backgroundings.
mids must surely be the result of elusion, while Alan Carney, Flomusic belongs to the people” it is
Lary.
Norda
White,
Eddie
Froos,
Sylvia
numerous campus shows. The at- rian Zabach and Anthony, Allyii
as
later
here more than a century ______
Line 10
troupe can hold its own & Hodges round out an entirely
it was when this orchestral aSso- & Mandrake Hal Sand s
} tractive
MacRae gives
.Orch;
House
O'CdiinelV
IV.
Apollo,
Y.
Johnny
with most acts of its kind cur- satisfactory bill.
ciation was first organized.
layout the major- portion of its
Story
Billy Eckstine:, Dizzy Gillespie rently on the vaude circuits.
Other showmanly ticups are (1) The Underworld
(-punch.
Personable
singer kno,w$
Band. (13). 3 Berry Bros.. China
Act which registered best with all the tricks of showmanship,
the music critics’ coverage of the
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Roxy

for
periodical

_

symph does

a regular

Sunday p.m,

over that network.
House has added (MissV

1

ia

na

Lambert

n

i.iif.viio

°r

'

Jay

at the giant conun fv-*
a i H tpr-
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Lainbert perched high on to the -MaV
proscenium forward for
her specialty; * The Philharmonic,
ind
hidden behirid
itself,
•
introduced
KA
AWAA is ***
j iTIP
a specially contrived flying urape.
And, of course, Seeing Maestro MiWh
V\ hite, no stranger to
4
y*av\aiv 1 nd rl « liic
cfnff sans
enns score,
score.
do his stuff,
tropbulos
ckf His pitter gets
e c
djences also 5*?
in the Toscanini tradition, is somev
“,fb a
^
e,
thing chiefly for the onghairs to
a
8
I
s
bqaqq
appreciate. Visually, that battery
Me;
For
“Wait
^
and
an
d
of 60 fiddles, the teams, of brasses,
wists
twists.
ith a few t
Mary, with
reeds and percussion instruments
Narda and Mandrake have a dove
gives the auditor an eye-filling as
picopen with .Oriental dance
Gals
act.
arresting
well as a musically
land then proceed to bring doves
ture.

left of the

,

'

*

)

—

.

|

stint

ireford

and has a voice to back up his
He walks off a soV? d
authority.
.. hit after running through a series
..
that could 0
gaucheness
appealing
"*
i
t-er than' average picture to make
which
wim-n
UJL
f
**uiuuuas
numbers
nitmuts the
i _.ii
includes
imc
me title
—
v»ifc a
vii^v,
3
developed, into part- o? the tu n e f rpm the current film. M-cW< 11
it solid fare for vacation crowds.
1
I?.'
alSo
take
advantage
personRae
of
the
looks,
Miss Froos, with
?
lavout h? «
h nerhaDS
P the sockiest
?
•••crowd’s", good, humor by rounding
ality and ability to -put over'.'R, song, me
?h i -Har1em
nro- authentic takeoffs of Jimmy Stewr
Has
eVer _ pro
iiariftiTi ^atder
has ever> 31* 06 ^
I.
...
...tiv. .Ran oil fv<n :«:av
sing
‘‘LoVe
a community
on
’Em
art, Peter Lorre, and Clark. Gable. All,” Which he recorded for Capian(j snares a hot hand bn
! bgt was^ an uncannily conic
eunnti
n*
t ho
snooting,
tne
management
is
the
yincing impresh of Arthur Godfrey, “Vaeabond Sbne” and “Mona Lisa”
ac
Rn alumnus of “Going Native.”
Zabach, currently starting his
CoVld' Be Wonderfui.” and
Ma gic by a local shopkeeper, Ed .ninth week at this house, is unbegs off with a diversified “Chloe.”
^
it
accordion
he
Vernon;
some
truly
a tradebuilder for this
doubtedly
and
timing
P
nice
'has
eSS
gstr
on
s
that Billv Fnkstine
?
between
ambers
by a nervous, but. sble housed. His^ddling.has a .high ,.de^
patter
^
some neat
— X"
in kJVAAkV
Ail
T1 VI
ill
111.
em
M1I11LIC4H. tb 1U1C t
UtJ tdffictettt^
iVUUlll. be
j
*_f
_ a
n
In: gree
rtvnn a#[-ViA,iriv><iricViin
onH musimhci.
showmahship
and
inof
the
teacher
of
Conn,Mervin
returns.
num b er s for solid
Hmvpvpr Hpcnifp thp
of the
Ul
th e mill
Hov
P
a personable
e fo?
ot rar,eer tb re?
auresort
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n
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TrianA?p - strument; tunes of the^ blues va- cianly attributes. He’s
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The Philharmonic, represents, g

$27,500 cost item to the Rox
out extras Which include
use of Carnegie Hall for.rel
rehearsal overtime^ and t
The personnel collects $22;
1
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EMa

Se
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his -last aPP
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Alan Carney's familiar lmpressions bf a labor meeting has an
excellent laugh quotient. It’s done
with a rough-arid-ready humor that
pleases the assemblage. His verbip r e Ced ing. this,, impression has'
Eorrest ? familiar ring, but all Is apparent

Ai-Fred-Al trio. round out the bill,
All have talent in varying degrees,
fave a
aV
;n ^J? and all are applauded.
Whether anv of the current cron '
ay
heifibts^
'‘Natives” will reach the height
off .Natives.,

UNfoflv^nff nff at t.he wicke^^^

“Ivvctini?
house through^
anc.es,-

!

'Ttow barmonldi: routine.
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The Long

Way

Wednesday, September

Inside Stuff-Lent

5.

Seems there are too many
Olneys around for Elf rida Der-

Sept.

J.,

year

this

5.

by

producer

William

previous stanza’s "Hit

added
The Deck" was
son.

here; Solid b.o. made it the third
highest grosser of St. John Terrell’s summer at the Music Circus.

to

make

Scott $8,100,

a 12-week sea-

D

booked again to play With the "AnCast
gel Street" company
pulled into U nion Station at
Washington and the other
members thought nothing of it
when Miss Derwent didn’t accompany them from the staThey felt she knew the
tion.
way.
Later tliey began to worry
when she failed to show up.
Long afterward a phone call
told all. Miss Derwent had absent-mindedly bought herself
a ticket on the one train a day
that .goes to Olney, Va., about
250 miles away. By bus and private machine she finally made
it to Olney, Md., just in time
for the opening curtain last
week.

Chevy Chase

.

...

-

.

,

;

j

Also given stellar billing were

Edwin Dunning, Kaye Connor and
Paul Reed, backed by the Music
Circus’ regular choral and dance
group. Ruth Gilette, Rowan Tudor
and Howard Ross were prominent.
"Good News" opens tonight (5)
to a so-so advance with Wilton
Clary and Marilyn Landers starred.
Featured are Jack Goode; Audrey
Meadows, Betty Ann Nyman, Paul
Jarvis, Rowan
Reed, director
Tudor, Pordan Bentley and Lee_
opening
Calvan.
Show Boat.
Sept. 12 for two weeks has the
Terrell
date.
biggest advance to
haS decided to play an extra
matinee of the Jerome Kern land-

•

!

j

.

:

;

J

j

Md. Strawfrom

liatter is about 20 miles
C. This year she was

was topped only by "Brigadoon"

W

estboro
‘Road’ $3,150,
Westboro, Mass., Sept. 5.
Labor Day showing ,of the Red
Barn’s "Tobacco Road" here was
SRO, sending the second week’s
gross to $3,150.
Third week advance holds same
Arthur Gerold is the propace.
ducer.

to run until Labor Day, but
business was poor. The strawhat
mark the first week for eight per- had a resident company and did
the not use the star system. But comReshuffle
and
formances,
normal Thursday matinee the sec- -petition was too tough from nearly

Despite various reports of his plans, Maurice Evans would still like
New York in time to supervise the drama season at the
N. Y. City Center, starting during the Christmas holidays, but he is
uncertain how long he will continue his current tour of "Devil's Disciple." The actor has not signed to costar with Ethel Barrymore in *
Metro picturization of "Kind Lady," nor tentatively agreed to do so.
The studio has been talking about such a deal for months, but hasn’t
even shown him a script for the picture, and he’s understood not particularly interested in the part involved
Ilow long the "Disciple" tour wRl continue depends primarily on
business.
If the Lewis & Young presentation grosses enough to pay
the show’s Steep overhead it will continue indefinitely, with bookings
In that case, Evans will
already pencilled in through next spring.
Supervise the City Center season by phone, with his production aide,
George Schaefer, in active charge. But if "Disciple" disappoints at the
boxoffice, Evans intends to return to New York and take personal
charge of the Center operation. In that case he would probably take
some lecture dates dui'ing his open weeks.
.

•

ne d

Roger L. Stevens, as co-producer of "Peter Pan," has an unusually
Local concert managers thrbugh- advantageous setup. For raising ‘.the final $30,000 of the financing for
out the country have been in for
Peter Lawrence
in the
revival, he shares 50-50 W
revjva1
with
co-producer .....
C
*
....
.
a
In the 1949^0 season
1;^ ?

j

j

!

'

i

,

.

Since he

understood
° *7“ one manager l’eporung a
have personally supplied only $5,000 of the total amount he brought
Eddie Rich previously operated
lile on
ur " in, he is an equal partner and gets 25% of the net from a $100,000
summers.
three
for
ty
the house
,
AI
the 60-odd local impresarios an the investment.
industry claimed^ a gain over f lie
Jennerstown’s Long Season
^ Detroit real estate man, Stevens has been actively interested in
0n
Costs steadily,
Pittsburgh, Sept. 5.
f« w seasons in the Ann Arbor Drama Festival. He presented
f5??
Latest-running strawhat in this rose so that the average return a revival of "Twelfth Night” on Broadway last season and produced ait
to
of
talent
Presenters
was
4.7
Moun/e
the
area this season will be
all-star revival of Shaw’s “Getting Married" early this summer. Latter
Admitting that they are in a s hqw folded during a Coast tryout, but the physical production lias
tain playhouse, Jennerstown, Pa.,
which hasshows scheduled through declining market, managers are been stored and the offering may be put on again next season,
Oct: 7.
Other two top rural ven- mulling ways of lopping off ex.......

fering stars.

schools being in session.

:

to return to

v

.

cancellation of the star’s run-of-the-play contract for the

over, the part.

Clinton, N. J., Folds
Clinton, N. J., Sept; 5.
Clinton Music Hall has shuttered
Earl and Myril
for th<, season.
sickle5; twin brothers who took
ovei t he house this summer, plan-

4

its

That message may have been the vital factor in the actress
getting back into the revival, as at the time it was sent the management was about to sign a contract for Betty Field to take over the title
Subsequently, Washer repart in the Sir James M. Barrie classic.
portedly advised Miss Arthur on her attitude toward the other memthe
company
returned
she
and publicized her
the
cast
when
to
bers of
action of last week in presenting a $1,000 cheek to her understudy,
Barbara Baxley, who subbed during her two- week absence.
It’s generally agreed in Broadway managerial circles that Miss Field
enhanced her standing in the profession by her behavior during the
turmoil, The actress not only didn’t demand tougher terms than Miss
Arthur’s when she knew that the producers weren't in position to hold
out, but she maintainded her dignity throughout the difficult affair.
Incidentally, Shirley Temple, who planed east during the management’s negotiations for the return of Miss Arthur to the show, apparently did so with the misunderstanding that she was set to take
show.

in the

theatre, at Olney.

Chicago, Sept- 5.
Zachary Scott in "Blind Alley
*nd ‘‘Red Mill.’’
racked up a neat $8,100 last week
Despite the high humidity and at the Chevy Chase theatre, Wheelsquallish weather on three of the ing, 111. Management changed its
six nights, the Straus version of schedule, bringing in Mady ChrisGBS’s "Arms and The Man" was a tian in "Papa Is All,’’ ope day
strong item. Terrell, for the first early, on Monday (4).
time this season, staged the musical
Producer Marshall Migatz is exin absence. of his regular director, tending the season four more
Robert Jarvis, who was at Hyahnis weeks with ZaSu Pitts set to follow
Miss Christian.
readying "Show Boat."
It

protesting

Helen Hayes
"Alice Sit by the Fire” company which played the Olney

went was

Good advance is reported for the
current "Smilin’ Through;’’ which

starring in “The Chocolate Soldier,"
proved a steady increase over the

Jean Arthur, who recently returned to the cast of “Petei* Pan" at
the Imperial, N. Y., after a squabble with the management, engaged
pressagent Ben Washer to advise her after the affair broke into the
papers. Washer is understood to have drafted the wire to Actors Equity

went, actress-sister of Actors
Equity prexy Clarence Derwent. But she’s not likely to
get ’em mixed up again.
Two years ago, Miss Der-

and John Tyers, Miles.

Nelson

1950

’Round

Washington, Sept.

Lambertsville, N.

6,

.....

.
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|
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Ilka Choice In ‘Fancy*

•

New Hope, Pa., Sept. 5.
Ilka Chase in “Goodbye, My
Fancy” gave Bucks County Playhouse a good, if not outstanding
Week, It would have been better
except for a sagging Friday night,
first arid get-away eve of long holi-

completed the triangle.
Sara Secgar in the secretary role
and Ruth White as the former
roomie were also featured in a
good company, which gave Theron
Bamberger’s attractive apprentices
a break. Among the neophites were
Joan Gilbert, Helen Seamon, Alis
Kimbrough and Jeanne Flanigan.
Harry Mehaffey,
Brew,
Betty
James Doohan and Fay Sappington,
gbly backed up the star in the
comedy, which was bsiskl; staged
by thesp Henry Jones against David Reppa’s authentic setting.
Brian Aherne in "Dear Brutus"
lenser,

;

.

i

1

.

.

,

;

,

nually presents an original musi

u
Figures disclosed above are the
re y
S
de
h . Na
v.
among °L
i.s members ?r
by...+the
,
tional
Concert
Managers
Assn,
of
Hummel.
two weeks with Claire
from the Pittsburgh Civic Light which claims, almost all the local
Opera, doing the femme lead. concert managers in the U. S. in
Musical director is Bill Wheeling, its group, It is the first time such
who last summer authored the a survey has ever been made, and
.

cal, is this year doing an -estabIt’s currently
lished one instead.
presenting “Of Thee I Sing " in for

.

the

,

.

:

the

for

j

it

j

reveals

.

^some

surprising statis*

'%

New Hampshire

j

is

i

New Hope

i

.

;

i

1

i.i.
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orice

;

fions,

more.

Danbury Record

Sr

'

thl eAWcit’c
S
S
ecordat $14,500.
RVia#rw °vf
Shafer,
yictoria
Sherry,
^

,

renovated by the Woods.
pf small capacity.
atre.

Jo^lin

is

Edward,
“The Bishop Misbehaves,” bowJvane ^and Audrey Guard headed ing Monday 14), is closing the seacast of the Romberg-Hammerstein- son
Harbach revival.
Ben Boyar and James Wester!

;

field, operators of the initial Connecticut tent shO\y, hope to have
the same location on the Danbury
in Penna.
Fair grounds next season.
Fair
Pat Paget, of the team of Pick
management has so far refused to
discuss rental terms for next sea- ’n' Pat, will open a summer theatre
son. Barring in agreement, Boyar next season^ Paget plans to open
and Westerfield have other site the Pick ’n’ Pat Playhouse at his
home near Claysville,. Pa. A 12Offers In the Danbury area.
week season is .scheduled. Theatre
will be given
two-to-three week
Pitts, $5,300 at Stockbridge
break-in
period, starting sometime
Stockfiridge, Mass., Sept. 5.
.

:

Za Su Pitts in ‘‘Post Road" drew this month.
The Players, Inc., semi-pro group
$5,300, almost capacity, at the 432seat Berkeshire
Playhouse here, at from Wheeling, W. Va., have been
v
engaged
by Pa$et for tho break-in
a $2.94 top last week. Miss Pitts
r
was tone 61 "file'' lew
ibbkbd
1
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OPERA 406G

Ass'embly ended^ last Saturday (-.
Pittsburgh, Sept. 5.
wl «? near record attendance
The eight-week schedule of conBiggest total .gross in the fivecerts pIays operas amJ lectllres year history of Pittsburgh Civic
attracted over 50,000 visitors, close Light Opera Assij. was turned in
record of M.000.
this season When 10 Vi weeks of
to
outdoor shows took In $406,000,
*
a " ere no ex t raor<linary exdrawing around 292,000 people in
p '^ s>
Atlantic City ’Prostie’ OK;
58 performances, five of them havAverage Fee
ing been rained out. It was also
for a concert
Go on Thru September the longest schedule for the al
was $2,021, with the S^mut of fees
fresco productions, previous sumPaid ranging from $350 to $4,720.
Atlantic City, Sept. 5.
As to the artists who made the
The Playhouse here will con- mers having been limited to eight
best showing; top*
honors were tiriue until Sept. 16, and if the and nine weeks.
_
evenly divided artistically between weather continues warm, until the
"Kiss Me, Kate," the opener,
T>.. V. _
J tri Arthur Rubinstein
and
Vladimir en ^ pf September, producer Wil- hung up the high, with $67,000,
Horowitz, with Horowitz slightly ti a m Robins said last weekend, while "Annie Get Your Gun," the
the better draw financially. Other ji e declared that a convention closer, wound up in second place,
draws financially were Launtz W ants reservations for a Sept. 21 doing $51,000 the first full week
Melchior, James Melton, Solomon, performance.
and another $14,000 on a threeKirsten Flagstad, Jascha Heifetz,
Labor
sixth day holdover. "Pinoccliio" hit the
Re- low, at $22,000; For the second
The straight year the venture will
Boor.” with which the producer show better than an even break,
named”while^en"tourf
and casli put up by guarantors
has
appare,ltly
str uek
PWtffr.
"AVerime "hhniber of eoneeWx grossing
^
between $5,000 and $6,000 will again be returned,
presented in the sclson ne^ to
expected
Construction
is
give: him nice return.
le
ls
offering matinees start some time next month on the
i He is continuing
.........i.,P'
oftc r only one subscription
senes. weiWsdava an? Saturdava when it company’s own $1,500,000 amphiaverage number of concerts in a Wednesdays and Saturdays v. hen it theatre in Schenley Park. It’s to
rains. .
series being six, the. others being
Karen Lindgren is star of the seat 9,000 and is supposed to be
extra attractions.
equipped with a movable roof that
Only five managers reported ^titute,” tlie lhird lead in that will eliminate possibility of any
more concerts booked for the
rained-out performances. Ground
coming season (1950-51) than last.
is
being donated by the fcity.
About half claim they are paying BrOWir Musical Fantasy
which is also contributing $500,000
more for talent this year than
$1,000,000
N.Y. Tryout to go along with the Kaufmann
last. a
said there was: In
donated by the Edgar
"Christopher Columbus Brown," (department store head) Foundaless interest in concerts this year
musical fantasy with book, music tion.
than last.
and lyrics by Horace W. Stewart,
will be presented by him for two
London Yiddish Legit
Better
weeks beginning Sept. 18 at the
Henrietta Jacobson and Julius Henry Street Playhouse, N. Y. The
Pittsburgh, Sept. 5Adler, Yiddish legit performers, author-composer will also direct.
Last year, in winter stock. Val
Sailed last week from N. Y. to
Equity cast will include Nico- Avery appeared in "Broadway/
London, where they, will establish demus, Louise Woods, Clarence playing the role of Scar Edwards.
a permanent legit Yiddish play- Rock,
Richard
Thelma He wound up getting shot.
Ward.
house at the Alexander theatre.
Cordero, Ken Freeman, Jimmie
This week, at the White Barn
They will be seen there in a Wall, SalVidore Thomas and a theatre, lie’s doing "Broadway"
series of Yiddish musicals, opening Katharine Dunham experimental again, only now he has the part
the season Sept. 23 with “My Mil- dance group. George Byrd will di- of the guy who shoots Scar Edlion Dollar Baby,” musical by Wil- rect the music and Sylvala do the wards, Avery doubles as the stage
liairt Siegel.
manager of the local strawhat.
choreography.
.

!

In a" t^out at the MMden
Bridge Playhouse here. Funice Qsborne, director and wife of biz
Danbury, Conn., Sept. 5.
manager Walter Wood, said in
With a record Saturday
night
v
interview (11 over WXKW, Albany,
. ..
gross of $3,040, final
week of. music tHat h la!n .. a had been “nrctiv
tent season here at Meody Fair
foi^thl ainnmer Barn the‘Song’ Sets

PITT CIVIC
3.

May

]

!

Buffalo, Sept.

Annual

.

j

on the upbeat

Chautauqua Draw

!

Jennerstown group’s tuner, "Let’s
CIaaIf ^
TakeA Stock,

season.

is

;

;

with Hie* jmichirer/syivia Gassell,
in the leading role, and her busband, Joel Friedman, directing,
The Windham playhouse closed up
‘Angel’ Poor at Olney
with Henrik Ibsen’s “Ghosts,” in
Olney, Md.< Sept. 5.
Which leading roles were taken by
Despite good reception in the Marion Morris, Page Johnson, Jua
»
« a
press, "Angel Street," with Judith dith" ~
Love" and
- _ ’a.
_ E. Austin
Evelyn, Wound up the poorest
announced..'
Both strawhatters
r
_ , Air i
week of the season at the Olney tentative plans for
the 1951 season.
theatre, delivering a mild $6,000
lit the boxoffice; Show started slowMaiden Bridge ‘Dollar’ OK
ly and failed to build, although
Malden Bridge, N, Y., Sept. 5.
Miss Evelyn’s performance was
“A Dollar Down,” comedy by
called a standout.
Richard Kirk, former Albany
finals

b

I

Survey disclosed that of a manClosings
ager's average receipts, 61.5% was
Concord, N, H., Sept. 5.
paid out for artists; 11.5% for
The final curtain has been rung promotion; 13.3% for auditorium
down on the season at two of New expense and 9% for office expense.
Hampshire’s summer theatres. The This feftT return of 'onlv^4*7^
with

opened Monday night (4)
Helen Craig featured. Next week

Kane was replaced in the second stanza
Williams. who received an ovation for his singing of the Important
tenor aria in the “Eastern and Western Love" scene,
Director James Westerfleld had' brought MlssWiicox and Williams
on for a special nuptial bow between acts, and his unexpected chance
won him further audience enthusiasm.

laryngitis after the first act,

I

m
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:
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.

-

;
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Philly Papers Please

Copy

New Haven, Sept, 5.
Following notice Was posted
by associate producer John
Haggott on the Shubert callboard here last week as a

Two major recommendations

.

like to institute

warning to the, “Affairs of
State" company prior to moving on to Philly:

in

the proposed public relations program about to be submitted to the
League of N. Y Theatres by the
Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents &
Managers involve ideas already initiated and being carried out by. independent groups, The ATPAM
plan would involve expanding arid
implementing the present setups.
Among other things, the plan also
suggests two new and progressive
devices for building legit business,
particularly out of town.
One Of the principal recommendations of the ATPAM program is the expansion of the show
train idea. It is suggested that the
existing setup, thus far operated
only by the New Haven R. R. for
the Broadway theatre, could be
extended to other lines as well as
to airlines and bus companies. So
far, the device has been used spasmodically and for only one Broadway show at a time. No effort has
been made to put it on a regular
schedule and broaden it to include
all Shows.
According to a high official of
the Ncwllaveri, the company would

Minn. U. to Tour Plays
To Out^of-Way Towns

“To

Minneapolis, Sept. 5.
U. of Minnesota Theatre will
again tour two plays, “She StooDs
.

Conquer” and “Night Must
Fall,’*
through small' towns in
Minnesota and neighboring states
this fall and winter. “She Stoops
to

It

~

May Con-

a

professional

for the

little

chance of success.

w

L

1

,

P d
br okc rs” pIan There*

i

,1

memhers^of the theatre owner-proof
dl ® er
«“*? •“* '*“?
the ANTA Playhouse.
Pearl was! suspended and later •ffi.y.lT'
°f
discharged from the Majestic spot
be acceptable. Si
There s be^
by Lee Shubert, operator of the
nC ^
C
theatre, when he refused to “coK«
e^u
operate" in the scalping probe be- 2,1^
? wou ^4 be reinstated,
^bere
s also a question <)f /the. Ac«
ing conducted by John M. Murtagh, at that time New York City t ? rs Equity attitude pn the ^subject
since Equity is a party to the code.
Commissioner of Investigations,
As part pf a new “buy" setup,
the brokers are seeking an increase
in the mark-up limit on tickets, The
present limit is 75c. ( plus tax 1,
which the agencies hope to boost
to $1 (plus tax ) That would raise
the actual price to the theatregoer
a total of 30c, including tax.
Although the marfcu p limit is set by
N. Y. State law, its revision would
probably have to go along with an
Washington, Sept. 5.
Four different persons or groups okay of “buys,” since brokers obviously can’t afford to make adhave put in bids for Washington’s
vance purchases of tickets at the
Watergate, as result of the success
present 75c mark-up because there
of legit and opera there this seaisn’t margin enough to cover losses
son. The four are Fortune Gallo,
on flop shows
who presented opera here this
Although the existing ticket code
summer; George Ross, N. Y. presstechnically, expired last week, the
agent for “Kiss Me, Kate," which
brokers and the League are going
had a huge success here last along
on a status-quo basis until
month; Ned Armstrong, road p.a.
it can be renewed or a revised one
for the touring “Kate” troupe, who
agreed upon.
also Claims he’s fronting for .prior
ducer Richard Aldrich, and Richard Skinner and Evelyn Freyman,
In
who run the successful Olney, Md.,
strawhatter outside of Washington*
Gallo wag originally set as part
presenter of the recent “Kate"
here, but bowed out. Skinner and
Houses Lit by October
Miss Freyman plan to continue
Philadelphia, Sept, 5.
their Olney operation, even if they
Philly’s
1950-51
legit
season
get the Watergate,
opened last night (Mon.) With two
The Watergate setup consists of houses re-lighting. Another tees
a barge anchored in the Potomac off this evening (Tues.).
close to shore, with a stage and
Last night’s pair of arrivals conshell built thereon, plus an ad- sisted of “Affairs
of State," tryout
jacent .fiat barge for an orchestra. comedy by Louis Yerneull which
The National Symphony of Wash- started a two- week engagement at
ington gave some al fresco concerts the Locust with Celeste Holm as

Maha^ers ahd house’iiianagcr

'

;

.

,

theatrical

Unorthodox performance schedfor the Labor Day weekend
paid off this week for “Death of a

.

ule

:

Salesman," at the Morosco, N. Y.
Instead of the regular showings

Monday

!

;

night (4) and this afternoon (Wed.) co-producer Kermit
Bloomgarden slated two perform*

ances Sunday (3), The Sabbath
matinee gross Was approximately
$2,100 and the evening $3,000.
That was figured a total of about
$2,500 better than the take for the
normal Monday" night and Wednesday matinee.
In taking advantage of the fact
that the holiday fell on Monday,
Bloomgarden followed the policy
that proved successful for the same
show last July 4, which fell on a
Tuesday. In that case, too, he
shifted the schedule to give two
Sunday performances and cancel
the holiday night and the midweek
matinee. Manager had previously
gotten satisfactory receipts on similar tactics With other shows in
the past when the holiday fell early
in the week.

Laraine Day has filed a complaint with Actors Equity to collect

$500 withheld from her last week
by Richard Aldrich in connection
with her appearance the previous
week at his Falmouth Playhouse,
Coonamessett, Mass. The union has
requested the producer to forward
the money, but he says he will fight
the case, carrying it tb arbitration
if

.

.

j

*

,

Actually, Bloomgarden believes,
he might also have cancelled the
“Salesman" performance last night
(Tiles.) in favor of a holiday matinee Monday, when the Labor Day

trade was still in town.
However, even without sharing in
generally bullish Labor Day
matinee business, he mopped up on
(Continued on page 60)
tourist

the

Poche Pitching tor Legit
Bookings

in

New Orleans;

here this summer, and lost money
on them. The Watergate project is
administered by the National Parks
Service, under the Dept, of the
Interior. NPS wants to make no

Subscription List Aids
Management of the Poche, New

money out

but wishes only
entertainment.
Edward. Kelly, of NPS, wrote the
four bidders last Friday (1) for a
.
..
_
and legit
submission of programs^

s ibly

“Diamond

Lil.”

The

.

A

.

1.575-

includes p.a. system, electricity
and police guards, but not ushers
or ticket sellers.

Ralph
Chicago

T.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 5,
Veteran:
Kettering,

theatreman,

Murray Lang, treasurer of the
Y., for the last
has shifted to the
Playhouse, N. Y., with a similar
status, Marie DixOn remains as
assistant at the Playhouse,
N;,

years,

assist-

ant at the Hudson, N, Y., is now
treasurer of the Music Box, with

Haven, Sept.

5.

treasurer

Westport (Cohn.) Country
Playhouse, has been engaged by

of the

the Shubert, local legit stand, as
treasurer
under Ben
assistant
Witkin. Lou Moscow also remains
as assistant.
Carlson Spear is manager of
the UBO-booked house.

New

of

has

been

Pittsburgh’s

Nixon, formerly
the Senator, a film house. Appoint
by Gabe Rubin,
was
made
ment
head of the syndicate which has
leased and will operate the play
house, only a few days before the
season grit under way last night
(Mon.) with “Oklahoma.”
Kettering
once
owned the
Adel phi in Chicago, was the last
lessee and operator of the Illinois
and hgd the Civic theatre there
until it was taken over by ABC
for television. This summer he has
been managing Musie-in-the-Round
at the Chicago Fair. He replaces
Charles Strakosch, who had prelegit

New

•

1|

(Continued on page 59)

FINANCING

NOW SET

FOR BRITTEN ‘OPERA’
With nearly all the financing now
in, Peter Lawrence is readjM& go
with

the

production

of

Make an Opera,” which he

present ip partnership with
the Show-of jtfce-tylonth Club ( Sylvia
Ziegler).
Ilglf of the necessary
$60,000 was pledged in One lump
week
by
last
a, 'Philadelphia syndicate. That, reportedly leaves only
about $10,000 still to be raised.
Marc Blitzste iq will stage the
r
Benjamin Britten audience-participation musicrl, with Norman Del
Mar, who narrated and conducted
the orchestra in the original London presentation, set to repeat the
assignment.
Will

FOR PITTS NEW NIXON
named manager

Don Glenn, formerly

—

“Let’s

New

offers;

I

ahead

zation, Theatregoers of
Orleans, with a mailing list of 3,000,
a factor.

Hugh McGauley, formerly

tional

three Weeks’ stay at the Shubert
Where the No. 1 company had its
world premiere two seasons back.
Tonight’s opening is also a return— “Mister Roberts,” presented
by the national or touring com,pany at the Forrest for what is
advertlsed a g a limited stay.” and
which wiu probab , y be for four or
five weeks.
After this Labor Day week activity
the most exhibited by the
legit here in several seasons—there
AviUj apparentl
be an extended
hiatus, the next openings not being skedded until Sept. 25.
The
|

mind.
expenses
average
Operating
$350/400 a night on a weekly basis
or $450/500 for a one-shot. This

local subscription organi-

Music Box,

season,

Next July is reserved for the
local symph, which may not want
it due to this season’s losses. June,
August and two weeks Tn September would be available to the
bidders, plus J uly, if the sym ph
doesn’t take it. There’ll be no decision till the symph makes up its

is

several

,

.

n ext

for
before deciding;

Walter O’Connor as assistant.
Sardi’s Ticket Service
Sardi’s restaurant, N. Y., now
Glenn to New Haven
theatre ticket service for its
Renee Carroll* hatcheck
patrons,
girl in the theatrical eatery, takes
orders and,, fills them via. direct
phone line to the Mackey ticket
Agency, next door in west 44th
Seats are delivered imstreet
mediately to the patron’s table.
Miss Carroll is the wife of Louis
Sehonceit, head of Mackey’s*

it,

good

commitments

sea t Poche is the only regular legit
house in New Orleans since the
closing, 20 years ago, of the Tulane.
Although “Streetcar Named Desire" and “Private Lives” played
two-week engagements there last
season, neither one did enough
business to warrant the longer
booking, and Richard is convinced
that New Orleans is good for only,
a single week for strong shows and
perhaps a split-week foe lesser

draws.

of

provide

to

Thus far the dates set for the
spot include “I Know My Love,”
“Death of a {Salesman," “Brigadoort," “Kiss Me, Kate," Ballet Thejatre, Les Ballets de Paris, and pos1

Me Kate" ( nacompany), which began a

the star, and “Kiss

•

is making a determined
pitch to get legit bookings for this
season. John A. Richard, managing
director of the house, was in New
York last week for personal confabs with various individual producers as well as to make a call
on the United Booking Office.

Orleans,

j

,

’

.

TCWU

a^gmhent

.

for two,

,

!

!

S

company. Communities will be
asked to guarantee $300 for a oneengagement of one play or

Finding
Committee, representing the vari- lated $2,000.
Although it 'is against Equity
ous legit craft unions, will meet
today (Wed.) with Luigi Quin- policy to discuss claims and Counter-claims between actors and mantiliano, manager of the Theatrical
Costume Workers Union, Local agements, the union is understood
to be taking; the stand that Aldrich
124, in an effort to settle the latter
acted arbitrarily in withholding any
group’s demand against the Broadof Miss Day’s contractual fee. The
way producers.
It’s understood
producer’s proper course, it is
that the other union reps will attempt to influence the costumer claimed, would have been to pay
the full amount, under protest if
outfit to drop its insistence that
necessary, and to bring charges
all show costumes, no matter what
against the actress for violation of
kind, must be made by its memher contract. Aldrich disputes that
bers.
argument, however, asserting that
The TCWU demand, made in a he intends to make an issue of
letter to all producers, would re- whether Equity means tn enforce
quire every costume for every its contracts or is simply going
Broadway and touring show to be to support its members, regardless
turned out by its members, instead of the merits of the case.
......
of producers purchasing many of
Besides denying that she violated
the contemporary clothes ready- her Contract with Aldrieh, Miss Day
made* through retail stores. It’s defends her last-minute refusal to
figured the proposed change would go through with a tentative agree.drastically increase the costume ment to play “Angel Street" last
bill for many shows, since street week at Olney, Md. She explains
clothes and more particularly cos- that she was ready to accept the
tumes like simple gingham dresses, date until she learned that it would
overalls, etc., now purchased for require her to play both matinee
relatively small amounts* would and evening shows Saturday and
have to be custom-made at much Sunday. That would be too tough
higher cost.
a strain in such an emotVnal part,
Although Quintiliano’s letter to she says.
The actress also denies statethe producers threatened picketing of their shows unless his de- ments of other, cast members that
she
ever missed entrances or cues
mand is granted, the matter ac^
tually doesn't involve the manage- because she was listening to N. Y.
ments directly, as the union’s con- Giants’ baseball broadcasts in her
tracts are with the costume houses, dressing room. She never had 4
the principal ones being Brooks radio set at the theatre, she asserts,
and Eaves. Since a strike against and the only time she missed ail
tiie latter would presumably con- entrance was due to another reastitute a secondary boycott and son. She also disputes charges by
thus be illegal under the Taft- several strawhat managers that she
Ilartley Law, the union’s only was uncooperative about local inmethod of pressuring the pro- terviews, but concedes that she
ducers- would be the picketing of may have been indiscreet in the
opinions about legit that she has
their shows.
Whether the latter step would expressed to inter viewers.
be effective would probably dethe action of the other
unions* principally Actors Equity,
the
stagehands and musicians.
That is why the Fact Finding Committee, including Equity, stagehand and musician representatives, should have a decisive voice
in settling the costumer demand.
If the other unions should refuse
to honor the
picket line
(and indications are that they
would refuse)* a strike would' have

[

!

&

-

rijn

Another move to legalize legit
-^uys" has been made by the New
[York ticket brokei organization.
Y. Although details of the new proposal haven’t been disclosed, the
no
grou
P has requested the
Y

Tv***
ireas.

Taok Ppori who
treasured of Lhe^ MaiStk^
daring the Murtiigh theatre ticket
^hT^cket codf'
fnd TmeWtne^hri
C0
investigation, .last summer, will be
* «?b f<
~?ii
hch?
wi!hh,°»*
hcId wlthln
the. assistant at. the ANTA Play-

.

necessary.
According to the actress, she did
not violate her contract by arriving
the show trains, it is explained, at the strawhat more than a day
but figures the operation is worth- late to start a week’s engagement
while from a public relations stand- as star of “Angel Street." She expoint, since the enthusiasm and plains that several weeks in adgoodwill created among the com- vance she received verbal permission from Warren Caro, Aldrich’s
(Continued on page 60)
resident manager of the spot, to
arrive there on Monday, the day
of her opening, instead of the preLegit Craft Unions In
ceding day, as specified in her contract. Because she didn’t get there
Meeting to Dissuade
in time for press and radio interviews, which would presumably
have helped the boxoffice, Aldrich
paid her only $1,500, of her stipuThe Theatrical Fact

pend

iVSSl.

ANTA Playhouse. N

Of
,

Conquer” begins tour Oct; 2
Owatonna, Minn;, “Night Must
Fall" will be launched in January.
Tour will be made in an old army
ambulance and sedans.
Casts will be professional. Most
towns to be visited never have
seen

AW

Pparl limed
Tnkpri
redri
:

to
in

some such

setup,
but has thus far been unable to
get the cooperation of the League
or the Comriiittee of Theatrical
Producers in working out details.
On two occasions, it is revealed,
the rail official asked for an opportunity to attend a League board
meeting to explain the 'company's
desire to expand the existing operation, but never received a reply.'
The same official contacted a CTP
member with a similar proposal,
also without result.
The railroad makes no profit on

Whom

cern: The purgative effects of
the tap water in Philadelphia
may be beneficial, or even
necessary, to the inhabitants;
but they are usually rough on
the visitors,
Unless you like
challenge in these matters, I
advise that you use only.boftied spring water while thepe.’f

;

’

site,

-

.

,

Ray Golden Options ‘Heart’
For B’way This Season

Hollywood, Sept, 5.
“Eat Your Heart Out,” comedy
by Manny Self and Paul Yawitz,
has been optioned by Ray Golden
for late fall presentation on Broadway. The producer will plane east
viously been engaged to manage in two weeks to start preparations.
the New Nixon* but had to with- George Abbott is sought as direcdraw from the berth couple of tor.
Golden’s last Broadway venture
weeks ago when a brother died in
California and he had to go there was “Alive and Kicking,” a revue
for several months to look after J presented last season in partner*
ship with William KatzeU.
the estate.
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eye appeal. Paul Morrison’s living

Plays Out of

room

settirig and Dorothy Jeakins’
costumes are well in keeping with
the high calibre of the overall production.
Bone.

Town

Henderson the thought that marriage would be the key to the senator’s better acceptance by the
American public, Russell implies

Affairs of State
New Haven, Aug.

30.
Richard W. Krakour and Fred F> Finklehoffe presentation of comedy in three
acts (five scenes) by Louis Verneuil, Stars
Celeste Holm; features Reginald Owen,
Barbara O'Neil, Shepperd Strudwick. Directed by the author. Setting, Paul Morrison; costumes, Dorothy Jeakihs; production associate/ John Haggott, At Shubert,

Jed Harris Will produce the
Warren Mungell, Jr„ will; be
company manager and Sol Jacob- new Thornton Wilder play, ‘‘Em.

Pardon Our French

Golden State,”
the Samuel Spewack comedy starBoston, Sept. 4.
that such a condition could be atring Josephine Hull* which Bella
Olsen & Johnson production of revue
tained through a marriage of conlii two
acts (18 scenes). Stars Olsen & (Mrs.) Spewack will present. ,
venience.
Johnsdh; features Denise Darcel, Marty Grey Blake was due- back iri the
Supposedly unknown to him, May. Music by Victor Young; lyrics by cast of “Cocktail Party” last night
Edward Heyman; sketches by Olsen &
Constance and Henderson arrange Johnson;
scenery by Albert Johnson; cos- (Tiies.) after a week’s illness, durNew Haven, Aug. 30, '50; $3.60 top,
Sherman Holbrook. ....... David White to “hire” as his wife Irene Elliott, tumes by Jacks of Hollywood. At the ing which Rhoderiek Walker, who
Philip Russell
Reginald Owen n on-glamorous school teacher; who Opera House, Boston, Sept. 4> *50; $4.80 regularly plays the caterer’s man,
Constance RusgeUV.
Barbara O'Neil is Constance’s niece and, incident- top.
Cast: June Johnson, BUI Shirley, Helene doubled as the film writer
George Henderson
Shepperd Strudwick
The Stanley, Patflcia Denise, J. C. Olsen, Spencer James, will stage-manage
L^wren^e
..... Elmer Brown ally, a favorite of Russell’s.
George Zoritch, Lubov Roudenjco, Nina “Southern Exposure”
Irene Elliott
...
....
Celeste Holm denouement
when the chrysalis Varela,
Louis
Billy Kay, The Konyots, Robert
Harry Bannister breaks, bridging forth an Irene
Byron Winkler.
Rosellat, Phil Terry, Six Mighty Atoms, Lissner is house manager of the
Whose physioal attractiveness, men- Leo Anthony, Richard. Clayton, John Ci- Memorial Auditorium, San Franampa and Les Huit Chanteuses.
Marian Byrairi is presscisco
In writing and directing his first tal alertness and general charm
eventually sqpplant Constance in
agenting /‘Season in the Sun”
American stage production, French Henderson’s affect*bns,
can scarThere’s plenty of Work to be Bert Lang is p.a. of the “Formsby
playwright Louis Verneuil has cely be labeled exhibit A in the
Peggy Phildone on this elaborate revue be- Show” in Canada
achieved a capital job of play tai- file of original play plots. How- fore it’s safely ori the Broadway lips is associate to James Proctor,
ever,
the
working
details
out
is
of
loring. The garment he has selected
stretch. As it stands here, it is too pressagent for “Giaconda Smile/’
entertainingly long on production, too short on for which Ed Haas is manager
so
for his basic theme is somewhat 'accomplished
antiquated, but the threads with that the matter of obviousness is the zany brand of comedy Olsen Sam Stratton will p.a. the D’Oyiy
which he has bound the segments of minor consequence.
& Johnson are identified with, top Carte’s U. S. tour ... Harry
Bright dialog is a major con- long on dance routines, and too; Davies is pressagent for “Black
together, and the conversational
and gestural frills he has added, tributibn to this opus, With many short on sketches and specialties, Chiffon/’;
stamp- 'it as highly entertaining the- pithy phrases carrying deep sigGeneral format is that of the
Milton Baron is house manager
nificance, although, as a whole, the previous pieces in the OlsenfJohnat“cai raiment.
Emof the Playhouse, N. Y.
Presented with extreme good play’s purpose is to entertain, not; son tradition, the theme in this mett Callahan is mariager and
moralize.
to
t? ;:e by an adroit troupe of actors,
case being— as the title indicates Howard Newman advance man for
“Affairs” boasts a cast that has —a roundup of Paris. Most of the “Devil’s Disciple” > Paul Vroom
“Affairs of State” should enjoy
p easant diplomatic relations with all the polish of the top apples in production numbers take their is company mariager for Paul
the Broadway playgoing public for a barreli Written for Celeste Holm, locale in and around the French Horn’s revival of “Sea Gull/’ in
the coming fall and winter calen- script makes excellent use of her city,; with all the usual characters Which Margaret O’Brien/ Anne
dar. Also, proper treatment can attributes, both physical and his- of the Apache, the mannequins, Revere and Walter Abel may approduce effective screen diversion. trionic. She bears the burden of the gendarmes, etc. The atmos- pear
Harry Zevin is manager
Laid in a present-day suburb of a long role ini topflight fashion, phere is consequently anything and Hank Levy p.a. for. “Little
registering
equally
well
a but fresh arid the level of invenwith
Helen Hoerle is
Washington, story revolves around
Boy Blue”
comedy line or a romantic phrase. tion, in the production and dance pressagent for “Curious Savage”
a schoolteacher-turned-personalityReginald .Owen, back to the foot- numbers, is never Very high. As a
g*rl who marries a senator in a
Nat Schenkei* is second p.a.
“business” deal, but ends up by lights after a 17-year separation, show piece for a hunch of shapely for /‘Kiss Me, Kate”
Lor ell a
convincing him that the three R’s gains audience approval and sym- show girls and a couple of singing Val-Mery succeeded Byron Bentpathy
retired
as
the
knowing
and dancing stars, however, it ley as? p a. of /‘Two Blind Mice”
stand for romance, romance and romance. Almost on a par With this statesman who proceeds on the would serve the purpose if the
Les Thomas is manager and
theme is the counterplot of an theory that “life’s problems ean be comic vein were richer;
Dorathi Bock Pierre pressagent of.
solved only through gentleness,”
a Ting retired secretary of state,
and Smoke” on the
It is in that department, how- “Summer
Barbara O’Neil gives a beautiful ever, that the most serious defi- Coast;
about to lose his more youthful
V Maurice Winters is back
wife, through divorce, who surrepti- reading of Constance, being partic- ciency lies, as an O&J audience as obmpariy manager of “South
tiously, and successfully, engineers ularly effective in her final scene in expects and perhaps even demands Pacific” after a vacation ... Noel
the marriage deal in order to pre- which she graciously accepts Hen- an unending procession of- the Coward Will be the guest Sept. 14
change
of
affections.
serve his own marital status quo. derson’s
maddest gags. Of the five or six at the season’s .first Drama Desk
When septuagenarian Philip Rus- Shepperd Strudwick carries strong sketches uncorked at the opener, luncheon/ at Rosoff’s, N. Y.
feminine
appeal
as
the
handsome
so' 1, recently retired from office,
only two showed any/ of the oldCarol Stone, after playing the
is approached by his wife Con- senatorial bachelor arid he matches
time spontaneity, despite the’ in- silo circuit all summer in “Gay
stance, 30 years his junior, for a this asset With a grade-A perform- clusion
everything
from
of
midg- Divorcee/’ went to the Coast over
divorce, he suspects an attachment ance. Harry Bannister, in support
ets to a human fly. Others had the weekend to visit her father,
for George Henderson, his sena- as a current secretary of state, cap- their moments,
but usually peter- Fred Stone, and attend the openitalizes
strongly
his
on
not-too-long
torial protege, who is making rapid
ed out, and nearly all called for ing of “Little Blue Boy/’ Which
strides in political advancement. but meaty role. Elmer Brown, as a
a barrage of blank cartridges arid her
sister ..Paula
and Michael
Russell pulls strings which deprive manservant, and David White, a
co-presenting
Sloane
are
Henderson of an anticipated post, political colleague, complete the explosions of every kind.
Ole
Olsen,
recent
autodue
to
a
Fields
has;
been
submitted
Leonard
then convinces the senator that his efficient troupe.
mobile accident, made only token by producer Michael My er berg fox’
standing as a bachelor is a stumProducers Richard W, Krakeur appearances
on
crutches
with
membership in the Assn, of Theabling block to his career. Planting and Fred F. Finklehoffe have inMarty May handling his assign- trical Press Agents & Managers
in the minds of Constance and vested the play with considerable
ment and. clicking with his fa- under the new blood clause
v
miliar but, alwavs sock vaude spe- James Ilammerstein, son of Oscar
cialty. Chick Johnson, still one of Hammersteiii, II, has been subthe master timers in the business, mitted to the union on a similar
gets laughs with the scantiest ma- basis,, to be apprentice to Carl
terial and carries the show, but Fisher, company manager of Leit’s obviously a terrific burden.
iarid
Hayward's presentatibn of
Of the eight or nine dance pro- “Call Me Madam/’ His brother,
ductions. one called “There’s No William
Hammerstein, is Hay..

4f

son pressagent for
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Man

Like

A Snow Man”

.

emerge, however, is Bill Shirley,
a good-looking boy with a straightforward manner, a tenor of ingratiating duality and with a fine
flair for acting, he bears watching.
Denise Darcel, who appears only
a couple of times, makes a sensational appearance, hut her voice
doesn’t proiect too well, and she
is hampered by an only so-so song
called “Dolly From The Folies
Bergere.” A session' with a stooee
[
from the audience likewise fails
;

i

to click.

j

!

1

THE LIVE WIRE//

;

MICHAEL TODD Production

at

.

i

!

.

•

Is

Talking About

Me

in

"The Live W| re"

I

my

you

\

/.by Marty May and Chick Johnson
called “The Flower Song” gets
plenty of reaction.
This about sums it up, however.
The material in nearly jail depart-

(Tues.)

from Cuba, where he has

business interests .
St. John Terrell, at one time/ a sideshow fireeater, will revive the act as a bit
part in the World’s Fair
in
ments is weak and generally un- Show Boat” next week at scene
his MuInspiring. The .real strength of sic Circus at
Lambertville, N. J.
the show lies in its production,
which calls for everything from
the re-production of an elevated
train to an April shower.
Flic,

:

.

.

.

in 'The

!

‘

SROOKS ATKINSON. N.

Y,

'Jack Gilford's sketch of a
ing to keep awako is the

Timet;

man

try-

peak of

ROBERT

COLEMAN,

"Gilford

contributes

Daily

an

.

Mirror:
hilarious

characterization."

Compass:

"Jack Gilford has a good role at last
ds the play's sunniest and amusing
character."

Hobo, VARIETY: "Jack Gilford scores
as an irrespressible jester."

HY GARDNER,
Gilford's
is

Herald Tribune: nJack
asleep comedy bit

falling

a classic

in the

best tradition of

IRVING HOFFMAN, Hollywood Re -

James Barton's drunk

porter.

saytt "Jack Gilford
may
the movie grade via comedy
contributions to The Live Wire'."

Field's

make

lin

CHARLIE BAKER
MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

.

.

.

associate to pi’essagent William
Fields, got a breathing-do wn-therieck letter from the Air Forces
He was a radar expert
last week.
Oscar Karlduring the last war .
weis is mentioned for a part in
Gilbert Miller’s Broadway production of “Ring ’Round the Moon/”
for which Lucille Watson and Neva
Patterson are set. The producer is
reportedly still planning to direct
and will also have new scenery de.

by

signed

.

Raoul Dufy, although

staging and physical production are considered the outstanding assets of the London original
... Henry Sherek hopes to persuade Elmer Rice to direct the
London production of “Dream
Girl,” if the author’s Broadway
commitrhents dont interfere,

the

Irene M. Selznick

due from

is

“The
the Coast today (Wed.)
Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone,”
Tennessee Williams’ novel about
the romances of an American
actress in Italy, will be published
Sept. 27 by New Directions
The American Guild of Musical
Artists will have jurisdiction over
The Equity
“The Barrier”
which was scheduled for
Ball,
Thanksgiving night, has beeri cancelled
New members of Equity
and
Cathleen
Nesbitt
include
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Eileen Peel, of British Equity, and
Marie Wilson. Also, Evelyn Freynian has transferred to Equity
from the American Federation of
Radio Artists and Lon McCalliSter
from the Screen Actoi's Guild
Robert Rapport is general manager for Craig Kelly, Who will
make his producer debut with
“Cock of the Walk,” for which
Sol Jacobson Will be pressagent.
Rapport is also g.m. for Peter
Cooksoh, who’s readying a. production of “Lily Henry.” William
Fields will p.a. the latter show, as
well as Morton Gottlieb’s revue
.

presentation,
.

.

.

,

.

.

FOR RENT

Idea} theatrical producer, etc.
Convenient, mid-town, reasonable.

BOX
154

V86, Variety

West 46th

St.,

New York

19

—

SECRETARY-VALET-DRIVER

available-

Go Anywhere,

Excellent References
Just completed 9 months' tour, with
well known artist*

Address: Variety, Box V-831,
St.. New York 19

154 W. 46th

i

routine;

W.

C.

pool table, scene, and Chapmaking a banquet but of an

old shoe."

Preis Representative:

GORE-SOLTERS AJSOC.

MIAMI'S LATEST!!

Dell Isola's 2 Dates
Salvatore DellTsola, musical director of “South Pacific/’ will con-,
duct two performances of grand
opera at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., during Alfredo Salmaggi’s PucciniVerdl
Opera Festival, opening
tonight (6).
He’ll be guest, conductor for “La
Boheme,” Sept. 8, and “Aida,” Sept.
10.
DellTsola- iriade his debut as
opera conductor with Salmaggi at
the Brooklyn Academy of Music in

1941.

.

.

I

I

Pally

.

j

the .entertaihment/’:

ARTHUR POLLOCK,

Mrs. Lodewlck Vroom, widow of

manager, is staying with
the
friends in the country after leaving
the hospital, where she was treated
for a triple fracture of the leg,
sustained in a fall in her home
Arthur Klein, producer of
“Tickets, Please,” is collaborating
With Lilian Gale on his autobiog,
to be titled “From 14th Street to
Times Square”
Arthur Cantor,

;

think you're a reg'lar Milton Berio."

grocer, says: "Jack; I saw
Live Wire.' I nearly split a gut/'
Artie,

theatre to bally the show.

;

My friend Heriny Berger, a cutter at Howard
Clothes, says: ''Jock, I saw you in *The Live
Wire/

.

.

,

.

j

Everybody

says

.

Nor can too much be said in
favor of the songs or the ballet
numbers. One standout with an
eve on the Hit Parade is “I Ought
To Know More About. You.” while
an arty type song called “A Face
In The Crowd” might survive; But
the.
other
tunes
are
routine.
Patricia. Denise scores personally
as the prima ballerina, and there N. %\ owner Ben Marden will
..is some excellent male dancing bv
pi’obably decide this Week whether
.George Zoritch, Richard Cahill to accept an offer from the Amerit
and Brahm van den Berg, but the can Broadcasting Co. to lease the
ballets themselves are fairly tepid theatre
as
a,
television; studio.
in inspiration.
One specialty, a Meanwhile., no further legit booksock parody adagio by the Konyots, ings for the spot are being set.
reallv clicks, and a song specialty Marden was due back yesterday
.

Currently in Gar son Kanin's

author

.

.

.

|

|

the

require more scenery than
“Our Town,” but less than “Skin
of Our Teeth”
When “Peter
Pan”; moves Sept. 19 to the St.
James, N. Y., the management will
hang a huge banner outside the
will

.

,

i

*

“Mad Money.”
Robert Ullman, pressagent
at the Olney theatre in Maryland,
ward’s production rrianager
has resigned from the strawhatter
Henri Caubisens will be pipdiicarid returned to New York to betion stage manager of “Guys and
come apprentice flack for “Call
Dolls”
Nick Holde is general Me Madam.” Ullman’s spot with
manager for “Season in the Sun/’ Olney has been taken over by
With Charles Durand as stage man- Alice Sircom.
ager and Dick Ewell assistant.
playwright-novelist Morley Callaghan of Toronto arrives in New Leaves Randolph-Macon
York tomorrow (6), to discuss proLynchburg, Va., Sept. 5.
duction possibilities of his play
Dr. Richard Hanna Hadley, ad“To Tell the Truth” with Harriet
Gratian ((Fridolin) junct pi’ofessor of English in
Ames
Gelinas is in New York from Mont- charge of dramatics and speech
Randolph-Macon’s Woman’s
real for conferences with Arthur and
Schwartz about an early '51 pro- college here, has resigned to beduction of Gelinas’ play, “Ti Coq.” come associated with the school of
Deal is being handled by George the theatre of the U. of, -Denver.
Wood through the William Morris
S^cceedirfg him here will be
agency
Sarah Marshall, daugh- Joseph W. Cohron, of Catawba
ter of Herbert Marshall, arrives college, Salisbury, N. C.
from the Coast next week with
her mother, Edna Best, for rehearsals and a 30-week tour with
the Lunts in “I Know My 'Love.”
With “Live Wire” due to Close
OFFICE SPACE
next Saturday (9) at the Playhouse,

stands
way out. This one brings out
Helene Stanley, a personable kid
who sings and dances with the
Top new personality to
best.

JACK GILFORD

.

porium,” which

DADE COUNTY THEATER AUDITORIUM
MIAMI, FLORIDA
j
>

Open Dates Now Available
.

for

OPERAS — MUSICALS - LECTURES
hydraulic orchestra lift — fully air-conditioned
CAPACITY 2,506
/

— seating

;

For Dot** Writ*: JERRY DONOVAN, Manager
Room 1400, County CourthoiH*, Miami, Florida

"FINEST

SOUTH OF RADIO CITY"

*
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Chevy Chase Extending:
ARENA-STYLE THEATRE
Season by Four Weeks
Chicago, Sept.

5.

Sodom, Tennesson

The Chevy Chase Summer The-

Houston, Sept. 5»
William Z. Rozari and Joanna
Albus are organizing a professional
New
arena style theatre here.
Playhouse Theatre, Ltd., will be
one of the first permanent buildley,” for the fourth highest week ings constructed for use exclusivefly as a professional arena theaof the season.
-Madr Christians is btirrcnt in tre. The plajnng area will be a
“Papa Is All and ZaSu Pitts is true circle, rather than a square
scheduled next week in “Post or rectangle, and will be surroundRoad.*’
ed by 300 seats.
?
Pnyhonse will feature appear-

nearby Wheeling, 111., has
extended its season four weeks,
through Oct. 1. on the strength Of
business.
The stra what
bullish
grossed about $8,500 last week
with Zachary Scott in “Blind Al-

^

atre, at

Hayloft Theatre presentation of draiha

j

man

;

Aug.

•'

Pittsburgh,

,

’

v’

,

Minfccnt Coiema n
Edmund. Cambridge

Hi|gJ ns

'

.

: ;

;

—

Roland
p°ug_Con\yay

I

dl-

:'wmtem H«doQk
.Joseph Gorman

;

S killv Spark* ..

.Yetby

.'Sam;

•

......
,f

.

Jake^udffi^stbnV.

Poppy Meadows,

.\',^ V.
...

.

—

•••

.

-

.

-

*

>

Pat

•

of the local Civic Light
Opera Assn., for the last four sea^
sons, arid Karl Kritz, conductor at
outdoor musicals for two of them,
will be associated again this fall

...

.

...

.

.

;

v
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.

;
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Drama
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Last wintdr, after finishing up

'

drama, “Unto These li^es^
here, Wymetal went to Sweden for Chetokee
several months as director of tire Hills.' and Sam Byrd’s hlstbric .l .}
M
a
Stockholm Opera. He had an in^'
Ly“n Teimessee as thl setting U
000 pations .have come fiom
vilaUon ho return this; year but re- 60 Q
/esents Biblical Sodom in a new
p
see
performances
s^tes
of
to
35
jected it on account of unsettled
setting. Both Sodom and Gemor'Hills,
a historical drama "Of tho yah the'' other towri Which fiffures
conditions abroad.
-'>
"
Clierokee- Indians, at Mountainside irihe playl are destroyed in ihe
~
theatre, Cherokee. N. C. The spec- end, those who look back are lost,
tacle will close Labor Day, but and only the lone “Good Man” reATDAIfl
Harry E. Buclianan; chairman of mains,
Hl rrllfl IfldUS
r
the board of the Cherokee HistoriThe story has to do with the
_
Continued from page 57
cal Assn., says it Will be presented rivalry between two towns, Sodom
Gemorrah, separated by a^yal3gain
next
Surirmer.
pany’s regular patrons in ConneCti“Duplin Story,” whioh former
cu* and Westchester county have
ilads to^kfllinSf and^rsmf
been s u rpi'ising; Ne\v Haven execs Bi padway actor Byrd has Written, with destruction of both in the end.
^^
believe that with
the cooperation and will produce, direct and play Q ne nian tries to stop the war He
of Broadway: rrankgements it might the leading part in, will be pre- i s Lot Johnson, who found religion
be possible "to run special show sented Sept. 7-12 at Kenansyille, and is the only man in Sodom
trains on a regular schedule, say N. C., for the second consecutive against whom there is no black
weekly or every two weeks, and year. It is also a historical drama mark in Gabriel’s book. He fails,
covering a period from 1755 to the but is the lorie man saved in the
serving all shows.
Present.
Byrd’s legal ward, Pat end The young _gkl whom he marIt’s also suggested that, on the
Fred“
blthdugli-^Snant
ned,..although
“pfegnarit' by
another
by .another
basis of the response thus far the Bolap. an Ei.gli.sh girl, will play
man, dies as she looks back at her
railroad might be able- to Sell sea- the
dying lover. The allegory’s messon subscription tickets, good for
sage, if any, is not to Irate the
!
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^

;
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The play is staged with rriuch
imaginative quality by Howard Bay
against a series of fragmentary sets
(also Bay’s) of charming "aspect,

and was given here without mtermission the first night. An intermission was provided thereafter
but even so it. is not likely that an
interval will help to achieve the
commercial
success
this
one
achieves on the artistic level. A
notable attempt, in short, to prer
sent the perceptive, visionary and
dramatic
powerful
genius
of
Strindberg, but one that seems a
dubious Candidate for Broadway;
Elie.

.

''Blonde

Barbara

Perry,

dancing

*omedienne partner of Tommy Trinder
Val Parnell's show "Starlight RenJexyous" at the Hippodrome, Brighton,
bn Tuesday became perhaps the first

‘rt

Variety Artist, certainly the

first

:

A me r-

a certain number of shows. However, such a setup and a regular
show train schedule would be de-

-

ing

br

flops

These are

Interstate Theatre Circuit’s legit
is beginning to take shape,
'‘Death of a. Salesman” has been
booked for the Melba for Dec. 8
Or 9; “Mr. Roberts” will a rrive
early in January and there’s a
possibility
that
“Diamond
"Diamond Lil,”
Lil.”

season

shows.

borderline

company
intended discussing with League

American Bari
bara Perry, making her first appearance in this country since "Starlight
Roof," When Tommy brought her forward to say a few words she proved
she is not the dumb blonde she would
have us believe. Instead of the usual
platitudes she gave us Viola's speech
to the Clown from "Twelfth Night."
Miss Perry twinkles more brightly than
the,, lights on the front."
"Pert and- vivacious

details that the

representatives,

the latter had

if

been interested.

Mae West,

with
._

a bouf

•

in

_

, T

tw
„

.

AM

all

Her comedy and singing are excellent,
and her dancing superb, and her
'Pedro the Fisherman', number
ing mime at its finest."

is

of the

agencies

danc-

a serious reflection on
If
the

is

Broadway
present

managements.

ticket

report poipts out;
a small portion of the public attends the theatre
even in the
Greater New York’ area. The reason it’s serierallv believed is not

-

star.
Barbara's
dancing but the does sketches
and sings production nurrjbers at well
as stopping the show with her. mod’
ernisfic tap-cum ballet routines."
ii

;

the prohibitive time and trouble
to obtejn ^icket^ un^er the pres-

BUSINESS.

.

suggested

^e

^

itdb for those supir muthat .Hollywood revels In, arid
apart from her dancing she.. puts over

seat in the
sicalt

song numbers with slickness and has
a nice sense of comedy:
Pedro the
Fisherman jn which she does a mimed
dance, and her number in the scene
where the influence of 'Annie 'Get
Your Gun' exerts a marked effect on
Piccadilly

Circus,

:
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English Representative:

CHARLES,!. TUCKER
;
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brokers.
The inanagement is tryr
.Blanche Yurka ing to arrange to get them at least
,
Valerie Bettis some locations at the start of the.
-r7.'^5®ert«*-'j5Jgj5J..
.....Helmut ***.*«Dentine
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One. of
One
of the more interesting exi
c l U(^ e(l in tbe cui lent weeks take,
periments Of the stra what season,
Virtually all shows did bulging August Strindberg’s “Crimes and
business at the Labor Day mat- Crimes” doesn’t^ seem to add, up
mee That was particularly true of f °r Broadway. It could easily: hold
where the
SOc!c
11 1
sU.RduiK.^roanljws wld.
*,
th

1

-

;

*

run, but is selling most of the seats
to mail applicants.
Sylvia Siegler,
president of SOMC, is also putting
up a battle to get desirable locations for her clientele, but the management is giving the mail orders
precedence over, her requirements,
too.

•

'V

There will be 100 house seats
per performance held out from
both the mail orders and broker
allotments.
They will beV divided
day night (91, so -some- of the extra
approximately as follows: 52 to the
trade, may 'have been those grab- cZiLs anT^Ghdmes.”
AUhou^h: management,
director,
authors,
binR a last chance to see the star there is a very great deal in the
his most successful part. “Peter play that is as alive, penetrating stars, etc.; 40 to the Shuberts, and
eight
Cancer
to
the
Runyon
Damon
Pan.” which would have seeriied and stimulating as it was in 1899,
a natural to plav a Labor Dhy mat- it somehow fails to make real con- Fund.
One remains largely uninee, failed to do so. However; the tact.
,

Bolder

d^Ue

to^Stlraw

The adaptation o/thls

tor's resf
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that^

P.la y,
crime is a

SoiSt^d.

seH
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In Langner’s adaptation. Which
appears to be faithful to the orig^ na ^ save in the closing moments,
^ Playwright on the evening of
what he hopes will be his first real
s c ces$; iPcets and falls in love
wM\t-\ th mig,r1 ?F'his- best friend, an
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-
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Play, Brokers

and

'Authors' Representatives
25 West. 45th Street, New York
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Maurice'.

aimed to attract a national audi- 000. At least some of the increase
ence, probably using stars of cur- was figured to be juveniles who
rent Broadway and touring shows were flocking to the classic before
for guest interviews, and would be schools reopen.
t0 local s ^ ati0ns on a
Only show not affected one /Way
8
or the other by last week’s seasonal
« 1 draft
^ rj. of,
lhe Sa’a/t
A l PAM plan, final
i
s um
or
holiday trade this
which may be okayed by the union weekp was “South
Pacific.^ which
board and submitted to the League jammed in the usual
standee limit
in a few days, was prepared by a at
all performances to riel its usiirI
special committee headed by Wolfe cross 'Of almost
$50 800 last week
Kaufman and Including Paul Reis- T b e Rhd-Xttn^^ISteln

S
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are her best contri-

AL CAULDER
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the
^the extenSion of the a tre paity business to
3yeekly rec
°F^ d
radio series.
QPrfnc The cooperation
f
.radio
of the
tneatre party agents
association
would be sough; in setting up such

"Sha ring the honours It Barbara
an attractive American dancer
When .vivacious Ml m Perry If on the
stage one it teooltftdrted to ft front
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Sunday showings and “Salesman”
League and CTP took ex tra ’SPace ads in the Sunday
ann °Pnce the- special peradmit that the existence of such J a P^rs
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An; exciting' newcomer
Californian Barbara Perry demon*
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by no meant a one man
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be brought

will

u
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Mauri cee Evans in The Devil s
Mauri(
the ATP
report and already be^lready_
Ple.
ias been
beGn an^ll*? a fly„Jhas
ing carried out by independent Dlscl P!e
,
_
nounce
^ ^01
27,.
agencies is subscription ticket sale
setups. In one form or another.
the Show-of-the-Month Club (whose
.
, iA
,
,
president, Sy^’ii Siegler, reportedSOGCidl ‘SalfK|
wCHyOlllClII:
ly would be interested in cooperating in a regular show train operaContinued from page 57 tion) the Plsv of' the TVTnrith friiilH
V
.
,
, .
standee-limit
dnuee
houses ai
at both
mouses
ootn Sun&unand about a half-dozen other similar organizations, bring in over aa y poriormances.
Fact that no other shows gave
$100,000 in business for single
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at that time was figured at $600,000. The mail has been Coming in
steadily since then. The pre- open-

ing window sale and the SOMC
order ’will be added to the total
before the premiere;
The sale for “Madam’’ is already
far ahead of the $430,000 piled up
by “South Pacific,” which was said
to have been a record at that time.
In the case of “Madam,” however,
the boxoffice scale is Jiigher, with
a $7.20 top and other locations correspondingly up. -“South Pacific”
showman, with conviction.
conviction,
Rose-; has a $6 top.
Rosemary Pettit, as Becky Dunbar, the
niary
The difference in scale will probyoung girl whom both Lot and Joe ably enable “Madam” to better the
want,
gives
an excellent per*
art
pei> b.o. record of “South Pacific” in
forrnance .that
that is forthright
forthright and its tryout engagements in New
simple:
The ballad used for a Haven and Boston. In the former
frame in the pl
ay Was
play
was written by town, opening next Monday (1 1
Billy
P
Powl.
3 Wilson.
the “Madam” top will be $5.40, a
new high there, and the week’s
»
I
V*
riI
IriiiiOR
anil irriinivs
* VIirrog
gross will probably reach $40,000.
Cambridge,
L3DlblidS0 Au§«
Aug. 29.
In Boston, opening Sept. 19, with
4
Festival Theatre production' of pLay
festival
play in
.one
on e ac
actt by August Strindberg,
Strindberg. stars
Stars VaiVal- a $4.80 top through the week and
erie Bettis, Sanv
Sant. AVananvaker.
Wananvaker. Blanche $6 Friday and Saturday nights, the
Yurka, Helmut Dantinc.
in
Direction' and.
gross is expected to hit $41,000 to
St5 £y Howard' B!?J costu^
DuPbtit. Adaptation by Lnwvence Lang- $42,000. The' musical is already a
® rat '- e theatre Gambridg€ A
^; virtual sellout in both places.
.§f^> 5 0
Watchman......
As usual, the huge advance sale
for the New York, run of the show
;•
I.!
is causing resentment among ticket

b.

i>ept.

.

!

other fellow just because he lives
across the valley, and not to look
back but ahead.
Segasture has gathered a capable cast, especially in lead roles.
Norman Roland, as Lot Johnson,
gives a powerful performance, first
a ? Die riiiddle-aged irian who marnes a young girl and later as a
re val st Ed '^t Biudana
"* 4 a ana piays.
plays. tne
the
i V
traveling
t
r ® vjol ln g
J*

_

H allas

I

|

Interstate Sets Dates

pendent on the cooperation of all
managements, not just those hav-

BRIGHTON AND HOVE GAZETTE.

"This

Continued from page
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to quote a whole speech from
n hqkespeare to a hard boiled “we've
seen it all before” audience.
It was
''Starlight Rendezvous" first night and
Barbara will remember it. as the first
night she had so much applause for
Shakespeare."

‘:an

:

is

'

in San Francisco for nine weeks of the grand
opera season. Wymetal, long associated with opera there, will be
returning as the director and
Kritz is to conduct.

Uama

the playwright,
.

man. He

.

when they team up

-

of

-!

:

AT THE

W

anamaker achieves a Singularly felicitous blend of the romanti'c arid the mystical, the ereative artist and the devoted family

John Hertz

.

.

.

•

.

Sam

in

-

'.

rector
.

love with her.
In’ the role

le

given what might be
.Norman Porter: called a radiant sort of support by
Sheriff Bates >
Boh Beger
will be six performances evenings zeke Higgins...
Bettis, who employs her
Valerie
TMffeston
Kenn
.......
Higgins
Eb
•‘•-.-.a
the
week +u«
and tw0 mat i n ees each ...AaI.
choreographic intuition to achieve
yC ar t oun d. On the free evenings.
a vstrangely ethereal mood in her
ti,a Playhouse will orpsent lectures
,
projection of the girl.
Helmut
Producer Jack Segasture has Dan tine conveys a collected, raan d musical and dance events
:
7
something in “Sodom, Tennessee.” tional atmosphere in the role of
;
;
riu flitA
which, with some doctoring, may the artist arid best friend of the
Iieruiie “ ruiib
,
have possibilities for Broadway, playwright* to give the play a sense
.reality and solidity.
Blanche
v
Parnlrna where it is headed. A two-jacter. of;
^ rH
*
in 12 scenes by Howard Richard- Y rirka in a role remotely akin o
Charlotte, N. C., Sept. 5.
son and William Berriey, authors of the Madwoman of Chaillot, lends
t
but droll quality to the
a- wise
Two North Carolina plays are “Dark of the Moon,”* the play -owner
of the Parisian cafe, in
having considerable showing Over opened a two-week, tryout at the which much of the action takes
laS * '' eek to hne local nothe Tar Heel state. They are the
place.

v 5.

managing

happened had he actually fallen

Vc-orsIL

'

William Wymetal

|

............ Norman

^ff john.on.V.

..

'

*^ ’

Gabriel.

ances. -of established, acto rs, supported by all professional casts;
Basic casts and directors will be
changed often enough to Offer vaThere
riety to the theatregoer.
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.
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xot Johnson
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°flayiSr^theSt?e[
^Hayiotr theatre,
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Ephraim
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APPEARING
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28.
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NOW

Biudana, Rosemary

Roland, Edwin

ll

At
Do^V^Dickhmn?^
M

.

harrassed by a world that turns
against them,
At length it turns out that thp
entire action took place in the
mind of Maurice the playwright in
the split-second of his first meeting with the girl. He is thus, both
in the staging and in the elaborate
syriibolism of the scenery and decor, an observer to the entire action, looking on, as it were- to the
melancholy events that might have
,

Guthsville, Pa., Aug. 29,
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Times while Ed Schallert

is

61

on a

three-week vacation.

“The New Barbarians,” book of
poems by Winthrop Palmer, an editor of Dance News, to be pub-

The Busy Mc^voys
P. McEvoy, a roving

my pal Scully. I go further in
J.
editor the book and get tangled in words
for Reader’s Digest, hosted his son like geophysicist, astrothelogian,
Dennis McEvoy last week, in N. Y., electromagnetic,
aerodynamicists
before the latter returned to Tokyo and thermodynamics. Here I said,
where he edits the Japanese edi- at last, is a book that is not only
tion of the monthly. He may also interesting but healthy
* it
also
incept a -proposed new edition of gives the reader exercise running
to the dictionary and back. As I
RD in Hindustani.
Daughter \ Dorothy, now east got further into the book I kept
from California, plans going into saying to myself, “Hey, Laurie,
publicity.. The
senior McEvoy’s this ain’t for you; remember you
Wife, Peggy is also on Reader’* never even graduated grammar
Digest, and did S;S. the Liberte school. Why are you monkeying
shots of the new French liner’s With this stuff? Why you ain’t even
maiden voyage, planned for Life. up to Mutt & Jeff yet!”

lished by Rinehart this

sez

a

The^ American Weekly tees off
serialization of Adele Rogers
Johns’ Hollywood story. “Love,

St.

Laughter

&

Tears,” Sept. 10.
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Continued from page 2

By Frank

Scully >4

»

<

Hollywood, Sept. 1,
Psychiatric glossaries and indices are uniformly lacking in terms
beginning with the letter Y. The letters Q, W, X and Z are also rather
sparsely settled outposts of minds in the muddling,
So if you are determined to go crazy arid don’t,.w&nt to be classed
among the ordinary run of screwballs, it would fee well to explore in
these unfamiliar fields before settling down as the maddest genius of
'

:.

;

;

,, ,

iA

'

t

'

,

I

.

.

;

:

.

.

.

.
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The old historic Assembly Hall
To The Moon’ was Thompson &
Dundy’s at Luna Park it was dark has the Old Vic Company’s production
of the English oldie, “Barand it Was a lot of fun.
This guy Scully is educated, tholomew Fair,” first produced iri
he knows
astronomy, 16 14. This costume-type pageant
brother,
age level.”
science, mathematics arid has in- is from the pen of Ben Jonson.
Dr. Bigelow commended King terviewed scientists with enough Cast is headed by Roger Livesey,
Features and its art director* Joe degrees after their names that Alec Glunes, Mark Dignam; Ursula

sprightly

—

;

Musial, for cooperating in produce look like the alphabet.
ing the book, and Chic Young for
The funny part: of it all is, I
his generosity in making the char- keep on reading arid get more inacterizations available.
terested ini this Flying Saucer busi^
Variety mugg Scully sure
ness.
Flying Tackle at Flying Saucers knows his stuff. He gives you facts
My editor handed me a nice arid figures and through his expert
’em interesting
looking book saying, “Here is writing makes
Frank Scully’s latest book ‘Behind (which is no mean feat). Scully is
interesting.
(I adWays turn
it.”
always
the Flying Saucers,* review
•‘Behind the Flying Saucers” eh, to his column in Variety the first
it ought to have a lot of laughs. thing right after I read my own)
I’ll
bet he has that one in it, and it was iri his. Variety column
“Would you like to see flying that he started this Flying Saucer
. and from which many
Trip a waitress.” I business
saucers?
tucked the book under my arm mags and Writers copied and
and went home. After dinner (in copped.
which we had plenty of flying
But here is a serious Scully. He
saucers) I settled down in my means this; “it’s for real” with
library (it’s a room With a Racing him. He is delightfully argumenForm and a McGuffey’s Reader in tative, he is visionary, fanciful and
it) to have a few laughs with my inventive.
It’s a swell book that
clever friend Frank Scully’s latest makes even a mugg like me
book published by Holt at $2.75! THINK! Well. u Happy INTERyou!
So wha* hoppened? On the very PLANETARY travel
to
first page my eyes stumble across But,,
mebbe the whole
then,
words like ‘New Sublimation* *
thing’s a tongue-in-cheek exercise!
then as I read page after page I
P S. And as for you, Dear Edgot panicky What is this thing he itor, it Won’t hurt you to read this
handed me? Was his glasses book and learn magnetics
it
fogged and he mistook me for Ein- would help you pull out my stuff
stein? Maybe he figured I was the from the drawer you bury it in
only guy on the Variety staff that
SEZ
.
.
.
;,=
_
r
had a dictionary? Maybe he gave
Laurie , Jr.
Joe
me the hook to review to prove
staff
the
on
that there is one guy
CHATTER
by the name of Frank Scully who
jiot~only knowsJtor to sp ell- a nd,
McCall’s magazine is opening a
unmay
who
with Pete Dailey
but
office
words
wood
write big
Holly
derstand ’em too. And maybe he in charge.
he
because
gave the book to me
Mitch Woodbury, Toledo Blade
doesn’t understand anything but film editor* interviewing names in
Sticks Nix Hick Pix!
Hollywood.
Well, I had a job to do and I
MacKinlay Kantor left for Japan
was gonna do it. I’m that kind of to join the Far Eastern Air Force
a guy. I once kicked a big guy in
as a war correspondent.
the shins on a dare, I got a beating
Eva Perrick in Hollywood to
for it but I had the satisfaction of
celebrity inkicking him. And no book is going round up a series of
terviews for the London Express.
to throw me.
to
Hollywood
in
Sammis
Fred
the
I found myself arguing on
situation as ediside of Scully against the Pentagon gander the film
PubMacfadden
of
director
Ddsk Generals of the Air Force. torial
This flying saucer is no gag,^they lications.
Phil Scheuer is pinchhitting as
-the-L. A,
spected by reputable scientists-— motion picture -editor-ef

Jeans, Heather Stannard and. Esmond Knight. Still to come is the
Grand Ballet de Monte Carlo, due
in Aug. 26.

Critics and broadcasters from
many countries are here to cover
the Festival. Top magazines of the
World also are represented.

Continued from page
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in the

United States,”

Ultimately clinked* Kaden got a transfer to the Illinois State Insane
Asylum and underweiit 14 shock treatments to reunite his split per?
soriality.
This dramatic and frequently fruitless treatment worked so

-

well in Kaden’s case that he not only got a recovery but subsequently
studied law and led a successful fight for his own freedom arid a pardon. This sort of rise is described under “yeasting” in Scully’s Psychiatric Word Book of Hollywood:

Y

Y—Twenty-fifth

.

letter in the English language which got In triers
through the Greek upsilori and grew to “Why?”, a question no yes-man
Iri Hollywood has dared ask since the rise of the film industry.
In
Anglo-Saxon literature it was confused with a thorn. In Hollywood it
is identified with the Y-plot, which in turn is derived from a branch
v
pipe used in pluriibing.
/
Yacht-Complex—Met With among Hollywood bigshots, especially those
who cannot manage their careers, their wives or their children, but feel
they personally can handle a pleasure vessel large enough to go ’round
•••'

the world.
Yadil Symbol—Proprietary nime. for an antiseptic, deodorizer and
bactericide. First used by a producer who believed by perfuming a
theatre before a 'preview he could transform a stinker into another
“Johnny Belinda.”
Yah Symbol-Derived from barking like a dog when excited. Used
by actors when the writers, run out of dialog in a fight Sequence.
Yahoo—One of the imaginary race of brutes, described by Swift in
Gulliver’s travels; model for leading characters in gangster pictures.
Reached its lowest and most psychiatrically vicious form in James
Cagney’s playing of “White Heat.”
Yak—A ruminating bovine common to Tibet which was imported to
support Milton Berle in “Always Leave Them Laughing.”
Yakimoff’s Test—Method of telling whether a picture contained
dangerous iiripurities by dipping the negative in atoxyl. It didn’t work
out arid when the Legion of Decency moved in, Yakimoff was shipped
back to the salt mines of Siberia.
Yama—Derived from the provinces of Britain where the dialect was
riiistaken for a continual whine. In the ZaSu Pitts syndrome of acting.
Yap (1) A worthless dog; (2) one of the Caroline Islands and (3) the
muffled dialog of Herbert Marshall.
Yarn Any fibrous material, whether animal, mineral or vegetable
whiqh eventually ends it days as a Hollywood original scripts
Yawl—Iri old English it has the same meaning as yowl but in Hollywood it is southern for “you-all,” which in turn is just a longer way of
saying “you.”
Yawning Reflex Usually iriduced by bodily fatigue but stifled at a
preview lest an alerted spy report it to the front office and cause the
firing of the character who did nothing to prevent the automatic opening of his lower jaw. Fear of this reflex has caused many^ -persons to
Chew' gum and eventually drop all control and chew popcorn.
Yazoo— A river in Mississippi which has a, delta from which have
crawled characters like Bilbo, Rankin and Long to terrify Hollywood
producers into knocking anything out of their pictures which would
indicate in the least that the War Between the States had been lost by
the south.
Yea-ahd-Nay Test-^-Test to discover, how obedient one may be to the
dictates of one’s superior, Characters seen walking down Hollywood
Boulevard and, mumbling “No, no, no!” are yes-men taking compensating exercises prescribed by their psychiatrists.
Yearning Symbol—A ceaseless desire for something* Starlets who
believe that the way to get a mink coat in Hollywood is to live and
yearn.
Yeasting Characterized by or provocative of agitation or expansion
within a mass or group. Reached its zenith when Rudy Vallee was
maharajah Of the Fleishmann Hour.
Yelk Test—Sobriety test to discover if the character urider examination can distinguish a Yelk from an Elk.
Yellow-Back Delusion Actors in soap operas who imagine they have
Derived from a popular, cheap
a yellow streak down their backs.
novel so called from the former practice of binding such books in
yellow-board or paper covers.
Yellows—A disease of cowards and peachtrees. They begin by being
red-spotted prematurely arid turn yellow as soon as their redness is
pointed out by a columnist who didn’t like his Christmas present.
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SCRAPBOOK

James Bridie’s latest play, ’’Queen’s
Dr. Will’. Menninger, prez of the Arrierican* Psychiatric Assn., who
Comedy,” was preemed j>y 'Glas- headquarters in,. ojPall places, Topejca, has been sitting. in on Hollywood
productions now and then, his last peek being “The Haden Story.” This
gow Citizens’ Theatre
..ttyq Lyceiimy arid the American, National Was based on the recovery of a Chicago mail carrier who went into
blackout
?fotf 18 mofiths, committed 79 major crimes and received the
Ballet Theatre opened at trip Etripire.
The American ballet ap- enviable billing from J, Edgar Hoover as “the most desperate criminal

kept paying no attention to
More Mags Hike Rates
myself, knowing what a bore I am,
peared before a distinguished auJoining the ranks of magazines and 1/ kept reading about flying
which have upped their ad rates, saucers, made out of metal Un- dience, iricluding American AmEsquire, Coronet and Apparel Arts known to our scientists, so light bassador to Britain, Lewis Douglas
announced last week that higher that two or three men could lift and his wife (he is guest of honor
space rates Will go into effect with One side of it. A saucer 100 ft. in at the Festival) the Lord Provost
the March *51 issues. Reason cited diameter, 18 ft. across and 72 of Edinburgh; Sir Andrew Murray
Was increased publishing costs;
inches in height. No motor, and the Duchess of Buccleuch; SecreThe Smart publications said that the whole thing run by buttons! tary of State for Scotland, and the
the increases parallel circulation It all sounds like Alice in Won- Douglas Fairbanks, who are proving
boosts for the three mags.
derland stuff, but this is 'for real.’ top ambassadors here, The AmerIt was even reported a radio found ican company performed three balin the saucer was one-inch square lets, “Fall River Legend,’* “Fancy
Benefits For Freelancers
With President Harry Truman’s (can’t get big yoks on a radio like Free” arid George Balanchine’s
signing of the hew Social Security that), and a chart with funny look- “Theme and Variations,” to- the
and to top music of Tchaikovsky’s Third
bill Aug. 28, freelance writers, for ing symbols on it
the first time, Will receive social it off 13 guys 36 inches high found .Suite.
Security benefits. Like Other self- dead iii it—none of ’em singers or
Another world preem was staged
employed groups, the freelancers Ike Rose’s Midgets.
Aug. 24, Glasgow Citizens* Theatre
Honest, I believe my pal Frank.
will pay 1% more in social security
Company
presenting Erie Linklattaxes than fulltime— employees;. Where did—they _come .from!.. Do.
Movement to include freelancers they belong to our Air Forces? er’s “The Atom Doctor,” with Scotin the new bill was sparked by Who sent ’em? Maybe Venus or land’s ace legit actor Duncan Macthe Society of Mag Writers, an Mars—ask my buddy Scully. The rae starred in the title role. This
organization of about 75 American saucers were run by magnetism, company also will present “The
freelancers.
maybe? I know nothing about mag- Queen’s Comedy” and a revival of
Jack Harrison Pollack, veepee netism except the little magnet I John Home’s Scotsboldie, “DougOf the society, was responsible for bought when I was a kid for a las,”
the major part of the lobbying cent, that made pins and nails Disney,
Flaherty Fix on Program
•done on behalf of the freelancers. move around. Then there was LotBesides the drama, ballet and
tie Gilson, the ’Little Magnet,* who
music,
there
are film showings on
would shine a mirror on a bald
Blondle’s Educational Plug
and
every
morning.
Blondie and other characters guy’s head while she sang a flirty Sundays
from Chi Young’s Bumstead family song to or at" him. Then there was World preems were given “Our Ingo through experiences which Annie Abbott (The Georgia Mag- dia” (India) and “The Red Flower”
subtly emphasize basic mental hy- net) who had a dozen guys trying (Yugoslavia). Walt Disney’s- “Seal
giene _principles, in a comic book to lift her from the stage and they Island” and Robert Flaherty’s “The
which the JN. y. state “Dept' of 4aited-. Then, of course, there was: 3?itan” follow-on-Aug. 27, together
Mental Hygiene began distributing that little redhead in Rock island with “Kon-Tiki,” shot by a Norlast week at the State Fair in who had plenty of magnetism. wegian expedition when it sailed
Syracuse. At that exposition, huge (And I remember rightly, I think from Peru to Tahiti. Britain’s top
replicas of the book bring the she could have moved one of them feature entry is “The Wooden
she certainly moved
Dept.’s message to spectators in saucers
Horse.”
flashing lights and animated cut- me and I’m not much bigger than
There are many sideshows, ina saucer, in fact I was *orice° Called
outs. Life-size figure of Blondie
cluding one-act plays, concerts,
and Dagwood distribute the book- “the demi-tasse comedian.”)
Anyway, here I was reading Scottish dancing, art exhibitions,
lets to visitors.
Announcing release of the publi- scientific stuff from Professor Ein- displays of tartan and Scottish
Dr. Kuiper, professor of relics and a puppet show. Vaudestein,
ComBigelow,
cation, Dr. Newton
missioner of Mental Hygiene, said, astronomy at the University of ville is the only show branch, miss“The universal appeal of the Chicago, Dr. Auguste Piccard who ing,
comic book stems from its color, plans trips to the moon in rockets,
Old Vic Company’s ‘Fair’
action and drama. In utilizing this The only thing. I know about ‘Trip

medium for education, we
are reaching the same public that
is reached by comics in general
cutting across all social and economic strata and embracing every
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Yeomanic-Depressive Derived from Yeoman who, in olden days was
Rogers Some time next spring. The
other two Hope productions will a freeholder, but in a modem navy is a petty officer whose tossing
overboard always make a ship run better. In Hollywood when you call
be financed the same way.
Paramount will put up $6,000,000 a man that you are expected to smile, lest you disturb his emotional
for its own four Hope starrers, balance beyond repair.
Yerk To tie with a jerk. Long seven-year contracts with short
starting in November with “Pass*
port to Cairo,” with the star work- options.'
Yerkes-Bridges Test Just another one of those intelligence tests
ing on a profit-sharirig basis, unroutine of BinetrSimon. Chief difference was
derstood to be about 25%. This lifted: from the original
arrangement gives the actor an that If you said Harry Bridges wasn’t- a Communist, Yerkes flunked you,
flunked you.
Bridges
said
he
Was;
and
if
you
c
interest in each of the eight picYes arid No— A round game in which something is to be guessed with
Hope’s productions will be
tures.
answerable by yes or no. Popular with
made within three years. Mean- the help only of questions
associate producers, assistant directors, stand-ins and agents.
while, he will exercise approval of
(2) The way a
Yew—
(1) A medium-sized evergreen tree of lorig life.
stories, directors and leading playBudapest producer of the same Hollywood backstage musical for 12
ers in Paramount’s four films.
“you.”
years spells
In the radio and TV fields, Hope
Y-Guri Sign— Common to scriptwriters who are up against it and find
Enterprises* will produce the shows themselves forced to resort to a gun with two firing arms mounted aft
and supply the talent While Hope, on a destroyer and used for discharging depth bombs against enemy
the actor, remains under exclusive submarines. What drives them crazy is that the front office decrees
contract to NBC in both media, that to cut down expenses the whole thing must be done in miniature
With a clause permitting outside but with live actors.
appearances as a guest star, His
Yit—Hillbilly English in westerns for “yet.” When he graduates to
Chesterfield program next year “I’ll git you yit,” they let him study to be a moron.
TV
only,
with
a
radio
Will be on
v Yodel— Derived frorii abrupt changes from chest to headtones and
setup coming later./
reverse. Originated among Swiss and Tyrolean mountaineers. Imported
Complications between motion to Hollywood by producers on being Called before Congressional compictures and television will be mittees rind asked quite frankly what they think they’re doing out there.
Yoghourt Sign—Frequently seen during previews when a character
straightened out by another clause
which calls for a timing arrange- reaches for a highball and the onlooker sees something that looks like
ment. It provides that Hope, the curdled milk: Producer’s only consolation is that the picture at least
TV star, Will not make live video wili do well in Bulgaria, where yoghourt is a national drink, attached;
Yoke—To attach by means of a yoke, as draft-animals are
appearances in spots where Hope,
Source of
the Paramount star, is on the to bring into bondage, to enslave. Those one-way contracts.
In the risible, “Can’t you take a yoke?”
screen in first-run theatres.
name
Mickey
the
family
of
Hollywood
In
Yule— Christmas time.
this way he won’t be competing
Rooney, who has every reason to believe in Santa Claus.
himself.

—

/
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—
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Wednesday, September
on

his 50th birthday Sept. 18 with
a testimonial dinner,
Eric Johnston named to serve on
Rex Harrison and Lilli Palmer
the rodeo
Joe
jury of biz and professionalieaders to Italy on vacation.
publicity at Madison Square Gardue here in mid-September to pick
-Larry Adler—and PauL Draper
den.
winner of the 1950 industrial open a,t the Empress club Qct. 11;
“I Remember Mama” radio cast award.
four
weeks with options.
Irwin
Carol
birthday-surprised
Fred S, Kogod, loCal exhibitor
Kay Ballard out Of “Touch and
last night (Tues.) at the House of and head of Variety Club's Welfare
Go” suffering from laryngitis,
Chan.
‘Fund, dedicates a $5,000 x-ray with Beryl Stevens subbing.
Dave Golding, 20th-Fox home- machine in Children’s Hospital,
Hannen Swaffer back from over
to
flew
donated by Club', this week.
office publicity manager,
two weeks in Copenhagen where
Europe Friday (1) for a two-week
he attended the national annual

Broadway
Roberts doing

.

vacation.

Bruno Maine, after 18 years with
City Music ^Htill, opening
*

Radio

own
end

office to

design sets for

By

TV

Yma

Sumac,

Peruvian

prinia,

series.

C. C; Philippe, Waldorf-Astoria
tomorrow
back
dornp,
(Thurs.) via Air France from a
month.
a
Paris holiday; gone
National Orchestral Assn, will
celebrate its 20th anniversary this
season. Leon Barzin has been muiical director since its start.
Pegeen)
The Fitzgeralds (Ed
mushed on down to Quebec in
their Rolls and discovered they
ghoulda stood in Hay Island.
Kathryn Grayson back to the
Coast after a short visit, during

major

"

ducer,

NBC,

Jerry Gaghan

WCAU-TV proleaving for a w post with
York.
in New
Huhn,

Austin

legit.

inet by Eddie Cantor at the airport
yesterday (Tues.); she’s On his new

TV

h

s

;

•

1

is

:

.

.

Accordionist’ Andy Arcari is
forming a new publishing company- music strictly for accordion
players.
George Sharp, who was in
charge at the Walnut last year, is
the new manager of the Locust
'

—

.

"

Theatre
Leland Hayward, just back from
London, here for the opening of
the National company of “Mister
.

Roberts,” at Locust.
Jack Mack has been made general supervisor of all comedy material and routines used on the
I. Hirst hurley circuit.
The Shuberts and Local 77
(Musicians Union) have settled
night
which she guested Sunday
their differences. A crew of four
(3> on the NBC symphony airer.
men to play entr’actes at straight
Judy Garland given an ovation at plays was agreed upoh.
The Nut Club will be the first
the Capitol when she unexpectedly
visited the house Monday night (4) of the spots to reopen after sumto catch her picture, “Summer mer shuttering, launching its new
season Sept. 7 with Buddy Greco
Stock.”

&

;

,

Anthony Mann, Metro

director,

arrived from the Coast Saturday*!
(2) and planed out for Rome the
following day to join the “Quo
Vadis” troupe.
Variety Club tent in Hotel
Astor wants Will Rogers phot
graphs, letters and other memorabilia for a Will Rogers corner at
the clubhouse.
Dr. Peter Adler, NBC television’s musical director, trained
to the Coast over the weekend to
supervise the scoring on Metro's
“Great Caruso.”
Chez Cardinal, new east side
restaurant opening tomorrow (7),

and Eddie Kiriley as co-headliners.
Robert N. Pryor, v,p. in charge

of public relations for WCAU,
will chairman the mass meeting
and Convention Hall rally to open

engagement

at

Tlhambra

6,

1950

Club,

Cleveland.
Sportscaster Joe Tuckers celebrated their 15th weeding anni

Lou Costello in from Europe.
Dore Schary celebrated a birthweek.
Beverly Bennett, vocalist— with day,
Alfred Hitchcock returned from
Maurice Spitalny’s band, lost her
N, Y.
father last week.
Sam Handlesman and his wife
Scott Dunlap hospitalized for a
Clippering out next week for vaca- checkup.
tion in Bermuda.
Sylvia Kaye recovering from apDuquesne University Tamburit- pendectomy.
zans back after two-month concert
Jimmy Saphier returned from a
tour of Yugoslavia.
sports.
Francis Mayville, director of Honolulu siesta.
A book adaptation was made by drama
Irene Dunne in town after four
at Duquesne U, home after
Chapman of .Ivor
Hester W.
months in England.
play,
“King' summering in Europe.
ovello’s musical
Eve Arden aired in from N, Y.
The Lunts have been booked into
Rhapsody.”
Know My Love” to resume film work*
J, Walter Thompsons acquired the Nixon in "I
week,
Thanksgiving
Tor
Pat O’Brien to Minneapolis for
the Australian broadcasting rights;
Henry Ward, Press critic mak- a personal appearance.
“Young
Stanley
French's
to
vacationing
Kap
rounds
for
ing
WivesV Tale.”
Julius Tannens celebrated their
Val Parnell signed Adele Dixon Monahan, had his car stolen*
50th wedding anniversary.
Fred Burleigh; Playhouse direcfor principal-boy role in his LonMilt Grossman ankled Famous
don Palladium pantomime “Babes tor, back on the job again after Artists to open his own agency.
seeing Europe for two months*
in the Woo d.”
Joan Evans in town after eight
_
Flock of lqcal newspapermen to weeks of personal appearances.
Ben Henry appointed chairman
Day
Labor
to
Atlantic
City
Over
for
the
the
House
Committee
of
Thornton Delehanty in town as
Variety Clubs of Great Britain, catch break-in of “Ice-Capades*”
guest of the Nunnally Johnsons.
drama
Jackson Wboliey, Tec
replacing Larry Kent, resigned.
Joe Newman in town after eight
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn, graduate, appointed director of La months of film directing in Europe.
announced that Sept. 10 is the Jolla, Cal., Community theatre for
Hollywood was practically dedate fixed by the treasury for in- coming season.
serted over the long holiday weekDanny Brown, p r o d u c e r of end.
creased prices at picture houses
“Jewel Box Review” at Balconades,
to go into effect.
Oscar Mdsick left his job at.
The final section of Gatti’s, once in Paris scouting new ideas for RKO for his third hitch in the
famous Bohemian restaurant in his female impersonators.
Army.
the Strand, has closed, being taken
Rosemary O’Reilly and Claire
Bob Hope off again, this time,
over by Charing Cross Hospital Hamel, local singers, doing leads to put on a show at the Minnesota
Medical School.
in “Of Thee I Sing” at Mountain State Fair.
After many years, the twice- Playhouse in Jennerstown,
Maureen O’Hara heading for
nightly vaude house, the HippoLois Sterner, formerly of danc- Australia to play the femme star
drome, Golder’s Green, has aban- ing Sterner Sisters, in from Cali- in “Kangaroo.”
doned this policy to use plays and fornia for visit with her mother.
Martha Vickers withdrew from
operas, one per bight*
She and her sister, Jean, are both the title role in “Bandit Queen’*
Arts Theatre Club staged re- married and have retired.
on doctor’s orders.
vival
of
Somerset Maugham's
Robert Young received an award“Home and Beauty” Aug. 31, diof-merit plaque from the Interrected by Roy Rich. Brenda Bruce
state' Theatre Circuit.
had role created by Gladys Cooper
Walter Wanger talked before the
By Les Rees
in 1919.
Los Angeles Press Club on the
Eddie Russell, comedian, open- anti-communist, campaign.
Nat Karson gets $1,400 for staging the special show for the Royal ing booking agency.__
“^Maury 'Foladare-appoirfted^Char«=
Film Performance at the Empire
Pat O’Brien at Hotel Nicollet lotte Klein to handle ttte N. Y.
Oct. 30. He has donated his fee Terrace with Phil Silvers set to
branch of« his publicity office.
last

N

>

,

,

.

*

.

.

the 1951 Community Chest campaign, NOv. 1.
The Met, former Hammerstein
opera house and now a fight arena,
being rebuilt following two
is
fires* Owner Jimmy Toppi is plan- to
the
Cinematograph
Trade follow.
Johnny Green tossed a lunchning to put on vaudeville shows Benevolent Fund for which this
John Sebastion iqto Hotel Radis- eon for Andre Previn who is leavthere as well as wrestling and special show is given annually.
son Flame Roqm for return en- ing Metro to serve
Uncle Sam.
boxing bouts.
Michael Redgrave is to star in gagement!
Sid Rogell presented with a spethe film version of Terence RattiEdyth Bush Little Theatre hold- cial award for his work in behalf
gan’s school play, “The Browning ing over “Polly With Past” for
of the United Jewish Welfare
Version” in place of Eric Portman second week.
created the original role.
Cheri Barton at Heinie’s nitery. Fund.
who
By Maxime de Beix
Erwin Gelsey succeeded George
Trocadero bistro has Art Kaye,
Anthony Asquith will direct the
operated by Nino Carjdinale, former
(33 Blvd Montparnasse )
Willner as head of the literary depic which starts shooting at Pine- Jack Rose Trio and Mary Lou.
owner of the Chez Jean, another
partment
for the Nat GoldstOne
Elias Lapinere to Switzerland.
wOod Sept. 11.
Sally Holladay to- handle pubeast side eatery.
Borrah Minevitch back from
The Bedford, Camden Town, licity for University of Minnesota Agency,
Noel Meadow, indie foreign film Cannes.
Fred L. Metzler explained the
which was bought by John Penrose Theatre’s two touring attractions.
distrib, due for discharge from
The Irving Tishmans getting and Pat Nye for presentation of
Milton Berle and Frank Sinatra functions of the Motion Picture
Will Rogers Hosp. in Saranac ready
Academy of Arts and Sciences in
home
until next sea- new plays
go
to
and
revival
in
of
old
person,
head
first
national
Lake, N. Y„ and returns to New son.
meilers, closed during the summer Fashion Show at Auditorium here a lecture at the Beverly Hills ExYork around Sept. 15.
change Club.
Biarritz film festival is to include
Wall Streeter J. Arthur Warner, a Jean Genest short that is rated because of bad business. Having Sept. 5-7.
Collection of autographed photos
lost over $11,000 on this project,
Bonnie Baker, here with Royal
wk, in show biz, back from a torrid.
of
oldtime stars was bequeathed to
it
was decided to stage twice- American Shows at Minnesota
Honolulu and Hollywood holiday,
the Academy of Motion Picture
to rep Sol Lesser nightly touring revues.
Caron
Lucette
Fair,
State
to
into
go
Chicago
TV
in between investing in a film in Paris on French product and
show following her present tour. Arts and Sciences by the late
studio While on the Coast.
material.
“South Pacific,” set ror St. Paul Georges Jomier.
Paramount TVThe
Mclnerney,
Jack
Lessers hosting Erich
Sol
Auditorium Oct. 30-Nov. 1, already
theatre’s., ad-publicity chief, now
Pommer at dinner just before
being advertised in newspapers
recuperating in hospital from a heading
By Margaret Gardner
for home.
Reno
and accepting mail orders with
heart attack, expects to be well
Alan Curtis at the Carlton In $4.80 top.
Gerry Mayer had to cut down
about
in
By Mark Curtis
enough to leave for home
his vacation from 14 to 4 days due Cannes.
Opening
of Lyceum roadshow
10 days.
Andrews Sisters at Tahoe VilJeap-Paul Sartre vacationing at season set forward as result of
to pressure of business here.
Barron Polan huddled with WilArthur Lesser back to see the Juan-les-Pins.
penciling in of “Lend an Ear” lage.
liam Morris agency g.m. Abe Last- new Roland Petit Ballet, then off
Cannes celebrated 6th anni of week of Sept. 18. Return engageDenise Darcel booked next at
fogel on the Coast, listening to to N. Y. to see them open there.
its liberation oil Aug. 25.
ment of “Death of Salesman” and Golden.
latter’s bid for Polan to join the
John Nathan, Paramount Euro- “South Pacific,” also set, latter for
Fire House Five Plus Two back
Morris office but deciding to repean manager,
vacationing
at 10 days starting Nov. 2.
for Reno’s “Horseless Carriage
main a solo 10%er.
Juan-les-Pins.
Caravan.”
Marilyn Cantor, who did a “cast
Genevieve Guitry by plane to
By Ken Frogley
irig of the backers” audition for
Nat Brandwynne’s orch will
Edinburgh
for
rehearsals
of
Vienna
her new revue at the Harry Goulds’
finish out summer in Mapes hotel
Rudy Vallee show breaking all “Music at Midnight,” due to open
Connecticut manse, kept papa records at El Rancho Vegas.
By
Emil
W.
Maass
Sky
Room.
in London this fall.
Eddie away “because, after all,
Willi Forst wrote the story for
Sari Fraricisco columnist Herb
Grandstand for Las Vegas Park
Steve Crane subbing for wife,
his
what could follow him?”
next
Caen, in town and at Lake Tahoe
pic, “The Sinner.”
racetrack now Under construction. Mar tine Carol, at the
Cannes
Michael Gordon in New York
Austrian Institute of Culture while on vacash.
Arthur Lake, Rhonda Fleming, world preem of her latest film,
this week shooting backgrounds Victor Mature, John Payne vacawill hold a festival Nov. 19-25.
Helen Grayco, Spike Jones’ wife,
“Beware
of Blondes,”
in
shot
for 20th-Fox as the first chore tioning here.
Otto Storm, 77, one-time famous pacted with London Records While
Cannes.
under his new seven-year direc
operetta tenor, died here recdritly. band was at Cal Neva.
Red Nichols and Five Pennies
torial pact with the studio. Lens- into Hotel Thunderbird along with
Hilde
Gueden,
Madelyn Flo Rito divorced bandstate
opera
ing was on “I Can Get It for You Day, Dawn and Dusk.
singer, iriked for U. S. tour in leader Ted Fio Rito after 15 years
Wholesale
spring 1951.
of marriage.
Long awaited Golden Slipper, a
A1 Daff Universal-International replica of life in the early west,
Paul Hoerbiger inked for ThierNini Marshall to Mexico and
executive veepee and foreign sales newest attraction for tourists. Fea- Spain On film chores.
see Studio production, “The Devil
chief, returns to N. Y. from the tures Gay ’90s shows.
Marian Anderson in Buenos Shall Get You.”
Coast this week, and likely will
Luis
Treriker,
Labor Day weekend jammed Aires for three Colon Opera confilm
director,
By Lary Solloway
stay at the homeoffice for about town, overflow being accommodat- certs.
plans to go to Argentine for a
two months before going out on ed in nearby towns of Boulder City
Kirby Stone quintet held over at
Italo-German
Cinematografica Interamericana
production,
his next trip.
Film comic Hans Moser awarded Clover Club.
arid Hertdersop. Nightclub tables inked director Daniel Tiriayre for
Borrah
Minevitch,
longtime were at a premium.
honorary ring of city of Vienna on
two pix.
U. of Miami building a $100,000
American-in-Paris-resident, flying
Ring theatre.
Pianist
Alexander Brailowsky occasion of his 70th birthday*
Vic Damone, back at Flamingo
oyer next week for several weeks
Burg
for second successive engagement, does two broadcasts over Belgrano
theafre
accepted
Carl
Dixie t h e a t r e in heart of
on business attendant to TV films also doing stints for local bobbyweb with General Electric bank Zuckmayer’s latest play “Song in Miami, now playing vaude four
he produced in France, and the rer
soxers at -Wildcat Lair, local teen- rolling.
Gas
Chamber.”
It is a resistance days weekly.
make sale of a film feature, “Jour
Armando Bo to Italy to roll
Clubs and hotel-cafe shows comde Fete,” which he produced age recreation center.
sequences for picture on career of
Annie Maier of Ihsel theatre pletely off Labor Day weekend,
abroad, with Jacques Tat.ti starred.
Argentina’s
racing
signed
auto
champ
M.
by
Briskin
for
role
a
due to “m i n o r” hurricane arid
The Eddie Cantors, having
Juan Miguel Fangio;
in “The Magic Face,” being pro- squally weather*
moved out of their large Roxbury
Soprano Hilde Reggiani and duced in Sievering studio.
Martha Raye close d at Five
Drive house, in Be.vhills, have taken
By Humphrey poulens
a lease: on a Sutton Place apartO’clock Club Tuesday (5). Lenny
Noel Coward here for holiday tenor Bruno Landi of Colon theatre cast signed by Swift. Argentina
ment, bought a smaller house for weekend.
Kent holds over with Johnny Coy,
Bucks County, Pa.
Jack Prince and Juanita Juarez
daughter Edna on the Coast, and
Mrs. William Anthony McGuire for nine broadcasts on Belgrano
will reside at the Beverly-Wilshire to N, Y. for television appearances. web.
Ilka Chase’s spouse, T)r. Norton added. If biz continues good, spot
hotel when west. Indicating that
Hermione Gingold, here from
Browri, in to catch her in “Good- will remain open.
the comedian’s TV and' other show London, took a bow between acts
bye My Fancy” at Playhouse.
biz activities will centre east^- at final night of Melody Fair.
Abe Burrows down to Work
Don Glenn, longtime in Country
for a year anyway.
over weekend With George KaufBy
Hal
Cohen
Playhouse boxoffice, new house
man. Readying ‘‘Guys and Dolls”
By Joe W. Walker
Variety Club resuming its week- book.
manager at Shubert, New Haven.
Joe E. Lewis closed, at 500 Club
Lily Pons and Andre Kostelanetz ly Friday Family Nights on Sept! 8.
Edward Ludlum in from Ivory- Sunday night (3).
Perry Nathans back from vaca- ton, Conn, last week as
expected at their Silvermine home
advance
By Florence S. Lowe
Burlesque! folded at the Globe
next
week after summer in tion in Colorado Springs and Den- director for Brian Aherne at New
Stanley Kramer due in next Europe.
ver.,
Sunday (3) after successful season.
Hope.
Monday (11) to tub thump for “The
Stanley Kramer and Petty Girls
Bobby Sherwood Substituted for
Oscar Hairimersteln’s wife toss‘Ice-Capades” shuttered on SunMen.”
ailing Skitch Henderson at Sun- with Janis Carter hitting town this ing fashion show at her
Doyles- day night after six weeks run at
Nathan Morris Shor, booker for day night stand (3) of Henderson’s week.
town home as benefit for Pearl Convention hall.
Equity Filttis, joined local Variety band at Pleasure Beach.
“Goodbye, My Fancy” will open Buck’s
international
Luxury tax take off $88,000 for
orphanage
Club tent.
Horace MacMahon, John Tyers Playhouse’s 17th season early in Sept. 20.
year so fat. City gets about $1,Xavier Ciigat troupe will un- and Marcella Howard heading up October.
Matthew Smith in from Ma- 500,000 annually from 3% levy.
shutter the newly decorated Statler professional talent for Norwalk's
Grace Price to Minneapolis for tunick, R. I., Sept. 5 for “Dream
Take at A, C. racetfak behind
Hotel .Embassy Room, Sept. 18.
community sendoff for 43d Na convention of children’s theatre Girl” rehearsals at New Hope. 1949 meeting' with drop of 25,000
Frank Boucher, manager of the tional Guard Division, at Roton directors.
Jean Parker starring in Elmer in attendance and $298,000 at
K-B chain of nabes, being feted Point Park (7).
Jackie Heller set for two-week Rice comedy*
1
mutuels.
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iss's

declaimed while the resident compahy grouped themselves in a
star delivers with a telling song rough semicircle, preferably downlyn & Hodges hit a nice stride with ? es h a ? well. Selection from “Carr stage, and tried to throw him \he
their comedy dancing. They do not men Jones" reveals a fine; throaty right cues.
Inevitably the stars
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Estes,

Don Henry
Billy
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Trio,

Bob
Mdvmo~

Kelly,

Goodman, Naomi Irwin ,
Ehla, Charles Gregory Girls (T8)
Archie Stone House Orch; “Secret
Agent of Japan” ( 20th)
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Nightclub operators throughout
the country: predict the coming
season will be one of the best
since the lush wartime years and
probably reach the high grosses
that were registered during 194647, conceded to be the best in hisThe industry that
tory of cafes.
has opened since the start of
the Korean war, has apparently
pumped fresh coin into the entertainment industry, and patrons
seem to be stepping " out with
nearly the same frequency as they
did
during
the
lush-spending,
eras.

Bonifaces feel that gross business will exceed that of the lush
years because of the fact that
there are no OP A ceilings to hamper takes.
•One. factor that indicates top
business is the fewer number of
cafes still in the running. There’s
been a considerable decline in the
number of spots and most of the
clubs in operation are on reasonably good financial footing. Most
spots had a good summer. This is
especially true in New York. Top
example is the Latin Quarter,
which in summer previous lost
about $40,000, but racked up a sizable profit this year;
Bonifaces also have faith in the

(Continued on page 61)

NBC

By ARTHUR BRONSON

MacArthur’s

TV Shot?

dustry financial affairs are looking
forward to 1951 as possibly the
most profitable year in motion picture history. On the basis of current outlook and trends^-and the
considerable stock of finished pix
made at reasonable costs they
foresee the 12-month stanza as topping 1947, when net profits in the
industry hit their all-time peak.
Peering deeper into the crystal
ball, they see 1951 as possibly a
last big fling for the industry

Tokyo, Sept. 12.
Gen. Douglas Mac Arthur may
make his first appearance on a
regularly - scheduled
television

—

show via NBC’s “Meet the Press.”

Web

execs have invited the United
Nations military chief to participate in a special version of the
program, which would be filmed
by NBC newsreel cameramen in
Tokyo and flown to the U. S. for
video transmission.
If MacArthur accepts the invitation, NBC plans to use its own
staff correspondents now covering
the Korean fighting to interview
him.
Among these are George
Thomas Folster and his wife, William J. Dunn, Peter Murray and
Ken Kantor.

still

.

<

A

by a couple of
Judy Garland's Legiter? enterprising young New Yorkers^Judy Garland, in New York last- involving George Bernard Shaw
week on a holiday, struck show and what might have been a $1>
people with her physical fitness, 000,000 TV-newsreel-radio-recordwhich is further borne out by talk ing-newspaper parlay—rhas just
that she may do a Rodgers & been nixed by the British dramaHammerstein musical to be spe- tist-sage, on apparent grounds of
Plan, if it had been
cially tailored for her. Metro star sheer vanity.
plans returning to N, Y. next month consummated, would have been an
with her husband, Vincente Min- astonishing news beat, perhaps

Feeling

Her

legit

director.

chore would depend on

the studio’s approval.

that the impact of the
tremendous amount of coin the
Government has started to spend

riod of declining costs. That will
be just opposite to what occurred
during the industry’s disastrous
days of 1948, when pix made at
top costs were released during a
declining market.

.

,

.

*

4

'
.

1

:

Plan was to bring this film short
back to the U. S., for release on
the day that Shaw died. Exclusive
(Continued on page 53)

On the basis of current grosses
of his various shows, Joshua Logan
is

Lambertville, N.

.

J;, Sept.' 12.

Army engineer officers were
here last Week to confer with St.
John Terrell, producer of the local
Music Circus, about the possibility
of adapting his tent-show setup
for soldier entertainment. It’s figured that such a system could save
the Army large amounts in theatre
and recreation hall investment,
besides simplifying production and
transportation costs for shows for

servicemen.
Ironically,

Terrell

offered

the

same idea to the Army during
World War II, but it was turned
gross, which was approximately down then as “impractical.” HowY.,
and
$50,800 at the Majestic, N.
ever, with the Music Circus com(Continued on page 12)

pleting

its

second successful sea^

and similar operations
mushrooming around the country.

son

here

Dept, brass now recognizes
the possibilities of the tent-show
setup, for both semi-permanent in-

War

ENTERTAIN TROOPS

(

|

94-year-old British savant, giving
his valedictory or goodbye to the
world. In this specially prepared
the
brilliant-tongued
testament,
Shaw would expound on the times
and its problems, and leave a
message to mankind based on his
longtime, acute observations and
reactions.

.

ABC

unique in journalistic annals,
Idea revolved about a simple
project. This was to make a 10 or
15-minute film of the venerable

‘

perhaps the top-earning legit
director-author of all time.
Excluding “Wisteria Trees,” from
which he is taking no income, his
With comparatively low weekly royalties and share of the profits
for last week were figured to total
With the TV season just begun, amortizations being charged off
about $12,800.
the virtual inundation of the chan- against high income, .profits natAs director of “South Pacific”
nels with variety shows is already urally will be tops. This may not
and
“Mister Roberts,” Logan got
1951
if
film
costs
continue
beyond
throwing the video impresarios for
royalties totalling nearly $4,900
a guest-star tailspin. It’s the big- during the year start to climb, so
for
the
As co-author of
weqk.
gest sellers market since vaudeo that by 1952 budgets and b.o. will
“Roberts” he got additional royalbecame ’’an established format and
(Continued on page 61)
ties of nearly $1,100 (he is also coalready the quest for talent has
author of the book of “South. Pasent prices spiraling to new highs.
cific,” but does not share in the
The situation becomes particuroyalties).
In addition, his share
larly acute in N. Y. because of the
of the profits from “Roberts” is
migration of variety shows to a
estimated
at around $1;100 on the
Manhattan point of origination.
week, while his cut of the "‘South
The Jack Carter Saturday night
Pacific” net is figured to have
NBC show, Seen from Chicago last
added about $5,700 more.
season, is now established in GothLogan’s royalty as director of
am.
Ed Wynn, kinescoped from
“South Pacific” is 2Vi% of the
Hollywood,
Sept.
12.
the Coast last y^ar, is

•»

.

is

on war production k will begin to
be felt strongly next January or
February.
This will give further
impetus, to the b.o. gains already
experienced as a result of the industrial production splurge to date
and the sense of economic security it has given workers.
This upturn will be met by release of films made during a pe-

fantastic idea

'

M-G

nelli,

profits-Wise*

pursuing the Sadler’s
Wells Ballet of London;
which is now doing a three-week
season at the N. Y. Met Opera
House, and is willing to spend the
necessary $40,000 to $50,000 to put
the dance troupe on video for an
hour. All four N. Y. TV networks
have been bidding for a chance
also emato televise the famed dance troupe
Possibility that CBS may make
~-the hottest thing in show biz to- nating his Wednesday night NBC
day—-with NBC believed to have show from N. Y.
films for theatre exhibition Was
The new Frank Sinatra TV show, disclosed when Howard Meighan,
the inside track.
As of Monday
(Continued oh page 12)
(il):,
veepee and general executive of
NBC thought it had the
troupe clinched, but chances have
the net, appeared, before the zoning commission to ask for clarifieased off since.
cation of a city ordinance regardSadler’s would have preferred a
ing film production at the recentlyregular performance being teleBeverly-Fairfax bouleacquired
Continued on page 53)
vards site.
HollyWOod, Sept. 12.
Meighan declared that “it is
Seven name singers have been
}
thought by many that some picinked by Chevrolet for a series of
tures or shows might eventually
three-minute commercial blurbs to
be made for a dual purpose, that
Legion’s Commie Charge; be used on radio this fall. Platter of distributing through television
cost will run close to $20,000 for
channels and through traditional
spots.
Refuses to Cancel theTony
It is necessary
Martin,
Dick Hayihes, theatre channels.
ABC. network cracked the bar- Ginny Simms, Dorothy Shay, Dick that we have a specific understandrier this week in the thorny per- Powell, John Charles Thomas and ing with the city that we may make
former blacklist problem now con- Lauritz Melchior will collect $2,000 moving pictures on .CBS television
Thus there is an ecofronting the radio and television each for the stint, with musicians property.
industries by indicating it will air getting another $5,000,
Sidemen nomic reason as .-well as a show
Gypsy Rose Lee’s new radio show, pocketed $27 each for every 60* product reason for our requesting
What Makes You Tick,” starting minute waxing session. Melchior full permission of the city to make
Saturday night (16), despite pror and Thomas were backed by 42 moving pictures on CBS property.
tests lodged by the Illinois Amerimen, the pop sessions by 24 footers
“Our contract for purchase of
can Legion that Miss Lee “has and Miss Shay
by a 10-piece oatune Gilmore Island property contains
Communist sympathies.”
combo. Leaders and contractor got a provision for cancellation proMissLee, following the protest, $40.50, time and a half, on every vided we are unable to get such
(Continued on page 61 )
sessicru
V
permission.”
is

.

pj.

Execs on the inside of film in

(

Continued on page

Hollywood, Sept 12.
Al Jolson should be entertaining
the

UN

morrow

troops in Korea by to(Wed.), having left Los

Angeles by Air Transport Command on Monday (ll), at General
He will,
MacArthur’s invitation.
be gone around three' weeks With
his pianist, .Harry Akst.
Jolspn holds the distinction of
having entertained troops in the
following parts of the globe: North
Africa, Sicily, Italy, England, Ireland, the Aleutians, Dutch West
Indies, South America and Panama. This is his first time in the
South Pacific,

Petriilo

Cracks

12)

Down
Shows

Simulate Live

Chicago, Sept. 12.

James C. Petriilo, American Federation of Musicians prexy, is currently prepping a crackdown on
disk jockey programs which are
simulating live shows via taped interviews with bandleaders. Hinterland jocks, in particular, have
made the use of specially-taped interviews with top names in music
Don Barclay, cartronist-comedi- field a familiar practice in the last
an, is just back from Korea, whore couple of years. Cut-in of the inhe entertained for two Weeks. He’s terviews between numbers, In Pcdue to return there shortly.
(Continued oh page 12)
,
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PfauEfirr
Hollywood, Sept, 12*
After a lot of legal thumb-wav-

Harry Cohn takes ‘‘Pickup” for
a ride in a Columbia cab. Final
legal papers to that effect were
signed by the quickie’s producers,

ing,

To Truman
Washington, Sept.

offered

cooperation to the
Friday (8) in conwith the war crisis and
full

Government
nection

last

was promptly taken up by President Truman, who asked the industry spokesmen to line up with
the U. S. program to counteract
the powerful Russian propaganda
machine.
Mr. Truman told the COMPO
Committee for Cooperation with
•

.

the V. S. Government that pictu res had done a terrifi c^ job in
Especially, he said at the
oeat.
White House, '‘no organization in
the world can make a better coriribution to truth than can .yours,”
.

urging help
Pro ‘Tram.

the

for

information

COMPO

delegation, headed
by its president, Ned E. Depinet,
•net also, with Secretary of Com-

The

nerce Charles Sawyer, General J;
bawton Collins, Army Chief of
Staff; Oscar* R. Ewing, Federal
Security. Administrator, and Edward W. Barrett, Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs,
whose division handles the foreign
information program.
All acknowledged the ‘contribution of pictures; admitted plenty
(Continued on page 12)

Withholds Its Okay
Theatre Owners of America, one
of the charter members of the
Council of Motion Picture Organinformed COMPO this
izations,
week that it is withholding an
okay on COMPO’s projected survey of exhibitors throughout the

TO A reportedly is diswith several segments of
the project and, as a result, TOA
exec director Gael Sullivan • is
slated to huddle with COMPO
exec veepee Arthur L. Mayer later
th s week.
line other charter members of
C >MPO, meanwhile, have approved the project. As detailed
last week by COMPO prez Ned E.
Depinet, the comprehensive study
of exhibs would be used in comcountry.

satisfied

,

:

form for magazine and
newspaper feature stories to back

posite

the

public

industry’s

relations,

Depinet emphasized that no
private information on individual
exhibs or Circuits to be derived
from the study would be made
public in any Way.

drive.

objection to the
project is based on the length of
to be mailed exquestionnaire
the
hibs and its contention that many
of the questions not only are unnecessary but will arouse exhib
antagonism to the entire project.

TOA’s

chief

PIX ELIGIBLE

Picture, financed by Walden, was
Cot
Bijou
shot for approximately $85,000. For
a time 20th-Fox tried to thumb its
More, Sez Berger
‘Cyrano’ as 2-a-Day way into a releasing deal, but the
problem was straightened out amiMinneapolis, Sept. 12.
While no deal has been inked cably by huddles between Cohn and
Figures show distributors here
yet, it is likely that Stanley KraJoseph M. Schenck.
are collecting approximately 200%
mer’s ‘Cyrano” will preem on a
more in film rentals in aggregate
two-a-day hard-ticket basis at the
from Twin City independent neighBijou, N. Y. Maurice Maurer, opborhood and suburban exhibitors
erator of the house for the City
than they did before the consent
Investing Co., recently journeyed
decree’s earlier runs, according to
to Chicago, where* Kramer showed
Bennie Berger, North Central At*
him a rough cut of the Jose Ferrerlied president.
starrer.
Berger says he’s taking these figOpening Is being primed for Noypmhpr nr December. Whether th e
ures to National Allied States’ conwentionrin -Pittsburgh Oct- 2r when
policy nationally will be; roadshow
he’ll ask the national body for
It is
hasn't been decided as yet.
“some sort of action” that will
likely that George J. Schaefer, Krabring exhibitors “relief” from presmer’s sales chief, and United Artent “ exorbitant” rentals.
ists’ distrib topper Grad Sears Will
Washington, Sept. 12.
“Northwest Allied directors have
seek some outrof-town test engageArthur L. Mayer, executive v.p. protested to distributors, but nothments before making up their
Motion
of
OrCouncil
Picture
of
ing has come of it,” says Berger.
minds.
ganizations, Will serve as the all- “Distributors
persist
in
their
industry agency’s liaison with the gouging policy although theatre
various Government departments grosses are declining and costs are
in the new war cooperation pro- generally
increasing,
with film
gram. Mayer was named for the companies* earnings greater than
job last Friday (8) at the D. C. ever.”
Commitmeeting of the
tee for. Cooperation with- the U. S.
Government. Mayer said later that
he does not foresee the need to
open a general office in Washington but believes that the newsreels will need a fulltime spokesman here, just as they had during
th4 last war.
Minneapolis, Sept, 12.
Harry B. French, president of
Art Arthur, executive secretary
Minnesota Auius, Co., and Bennie of the Motion Picture Industry
Berger, head of North Central Al- Council, brought to Washington
lied, have gone to the mat over with him a report on duplication
procedure for establishing the lo- and waste in the production of
Twentieth-Fox’s newly-developcal unit of the Council of Mo- Government films during World
tion Picture Organizations. French War II and urged Immediate co- ed emphasis on longhair music, as
wants it his way, although he operation with the Government to exemplified by the N.Y. Philharjumped the gun on bringing eliminate such duplication.
He monic Symph’s booking into the
Minneapolis
under the failed to get action on his plan, Broadway Roxy theatre arid the
exhibs
roof, and Berger is claim- which would have called for pro- upcoming series of feature-length
ing foul.
ducer activity partially because the concert filriis, is believed to be tied
Battle has its roots in a meeting distributor and exhibitor spokes- in directly with the company’s
for theatre
television.
called by French latter part of last men wanted to hold up decision p 1 a n s
“war until their own programs were Twentieth pre? Spyros P. Skouras
month at which a
has
talked
repeatedly
about
activities organization” was formed ready for submission.
However,
for the area with French elect- Arthur remained in town for sev- spreading concert and ballet to the
Berger eral days to consult with Army masses via large-screen video, and
ed to the chairmanship.
balked on the complaint that the and Navy officials and make ar- the present moves iri that direction, consequently, are construed
unit wasn’t formed in accordance rangements to help.
as a test of longhair’s boxoffice
with
procedure.
Actor William Holden made a potential.
Sensing trouble, COMPO’s comreport for the Hollywood Coordimittee on organization, headed by
If 20th's theatre TV plans go
nating Committee on the volume
circuit
operator Harry Brandt,
through as presently constituted,
of personal appearances arranged
went into session in N. Y, and set
company will have an initial
the
during the last war as an indicathe rules, providing for local cominvestment of some $2,000,000 for
tion of what the Committee stands
mittees to cooperate in the work
the
24 theatres /on the Coast to
ready to do whenever called upon
of the organization. All the varibe linked initially for the new
the services.
by
ous charter members were to have
medium. With that much coin
representation and with the comtied up, the company presumably
mittee to select an area chairman,
wants to make certain that its
state chairmen Were desired, the- Subtitled Spanish Pix
large-screen
programming will
atre,
distribution, publicity and
meet with, public acceptance. Also
any other chairmen representing
bearing out the experiihental
groups affiliated With the industry
aspects of the present moves is
who may be invited to participate
the fact that Skopras envisions
U.S. Theatres both the concert films and theatre
activities.
in
This action failed to stem the
TV as secondary to a top feature
Hollywood, Sept. 12.
Minneapolis row. French asked the
Campaign to take Spanish-lan- on theatre programs, rather than
cooperation' of all theatremen in guage films out of the Latino house the chief draw in themselves. He
the territory over the protests of category and make them available, describes both as being designed
NCA and Berger.
(Continued on page 17)
English subtitles, to general

Maj

.

'

'

COMPO

COMPO

COMPO

COMPO

with
600 Pledge Support
situations around the country has
Despite the NCA disapproval, been launched by Azteca Films and
(Continued on page 20)
Clasa-Mohme, which have banded
together in a new Mexican distribution setupi Harry Stern has. been

‘FREEDOM’

A1 Zimbalist Joins
named to head a special features
division which will act as a sales
Alperson as Exec Aide agency and handle publicity and

Hollywood, Sept. 12.
exploitation on the pix, many of
A1 Zimbalist, formerly advertis- which star name- well-known to the
ing-publicity head of Film Glassies, American film public;
ments for telling the American has been named executive assis
Clasa-Mohme handles the Canstory of f reedom” and because they tant to Edward L. Alperson, indie
tinflas
comedies, among others,
“do much to underscore the*, basic producer.
while Azteca has another comedy
concepts of our American way of
Alperson currently is shooting star in Tin Tan, to bulwark the
life,” Kenpeth D. Wells, Founda- “Sword of Monte Cristo,” slated
release list.
tion’s executive veepee, announced for 20th-Fox release, at the Motion
Drive for wider distribution aclast week.
Picture
Centre
Studios
with
Annual competition, open t<? va- George Montgomery and Paula tually has two phases, the first to
make all of the films available to
rious fields of public expression Corday in the leads.
the 400-odd foreign film houses
and communication, had included
around the country, and the secThis
shorts.
documentaries and
ond to interest the larger chains
year’s competition will be open to
Dale Exits Rank Press
'

because ‘‘in
Jerry Dale, handling U. S. press
the process of providing entertain- duties for the J. Arthur Rank Orment to millions of persons ganization, left last week. Dale
throughput the world, American didn’t ws-rk for Bank directly, but
films dramatically reflect everyday for Jock Lawrence, who continued

full-length

features

:

aspects of life in a free society,”
as the British producer’s chief
according, to Wells. “As such, mo^ Yank flack under a revision of his
tion pictures serve as messengers Contract early this year that perof the freedom story, a. role that mitted him to take, over the puba ad duties for Samuel Goldwyn in
becomes increasingly vital
World torn by mounting ideological New York.

m

conflict,”

he

said.

Foundation, a nou-political, nongroup formed in 1949 to “encourage all citizens to ‘speak up for
freedom,’” is awarding $100,000 in
cash plus medal's and honor /Certificates to winners to be announced
next soring.

Lawrence hired Dale to handle
end. He has now trans
Estep, an aide who
worked for him at the Goldwyn office, to the Rank headquarters.
Dale had been associated with

the

Rank

f erred

profit

Jeff

Lawrence
I

Franklin, Indy, Sept. 12.
Allied States is going all out in

combatting what prexy Trueman
Rembusch describes as a concerted
drive by all distributors to boost
on a nationwide basis.
Rembusch reports the committee
at Work ori- Allied’s national con*
vention in Pittsburgh Oct. 2-4 has
developed a national film clinic
which will be part of the gettogether and to which film buyers
might look to cure their productlicensing headaches. He said he’s
been at all local meetings of Allied '.
units so far this year and has no
doubt that the move is on fullscale for rental hikes; at a time
when- the distributor^— ^should- be -thinking about keeping their customers in business;”
He said the clinic will function
as “a school of instruction for film
buyers” and indicated theatremen
Will be acquainted .with their new
“rights’! under the court decisions
in
the Government's monopoly
suit against the companies.
Rembusch also disclosed that
Arthur L. Mayer, executive vicepresident Of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, has acfilm rentals

cepted an invitation to address the
Allied conclave, which will be at
the William Penn hotel.
Mayer
will
outline the full scope of

COMPO: activities and what it can
accomplish for the industry. He is
slated to do the same at the Oct.
30-Nov. 2 convention of the Theatre

licity since

in handling

Rank pub-

the end of the war*

in south-.of-th e-border extravaganzas in which such names as Maria

Felix

and Pedro Armendariz are

starred.

Product earmarked for U. S. distribution will be the pick of the
output of the Mexican film industry, currently marking its 50th anniversary.
1

Included among pix to be released generali. in the U. S. are
“Rio Escondido,” starring Maria
Felix; “The General and the Senorita,” starring Maria Felix and
Pedro Armendariz; “Little Dark
Angels,” described as a Mexican
“Lost Boundaries;” and “Madness
of Love,” Spanish historical film,
r

.

A

in

The

ums

Allied film clinic plan

son and Arthur Rush, medium
town and suburban ruris; Nathan
Yamins arid O. F. Sullivan, city
runs; Martin Smith and Wilbur
Snaper, key neighborhoods and
subsequent runs; John Wolfberg
and Rube Shor, dri veins. Jack
Kirsch and Abe Behrenson will
conduct a special meeting for circuit buyers and those interested in

bidding situations.

PAR’S 50c DIVVY
Parainount board of directors
has voted a quarterly dividend of
50c per share on the common
stock, payable Sept. 29 to holders
of record Sept. 18.

Europe to N. Y.
E. Power Biggs
Phil Bloom

Sidney Box
Jeanne Chauchoin

Thomas

B, Costain

William Dieterle
Leo Dolan
Dame Edith Evans
Patrick Holt
Raymond HUntley
Dudley Jones
H. V. Kaltenborn

Pamela Kellino
Andre Kostelanetz
Irvin Margulies.

James Mason
Helen Mencken

Edgar Bergen
True Boardman
Charles Boyer
Carleton Carpentef
Hal Chester
Melville Cooper
A1 DeLynn
Charles Dreyfus
Dari Duryea
John Garfield
Denis Green

;

George Guetary
.

Cecil B. deMille

Lillian Picard
Joel Preston
•

Eric R. Pleskow

Bernard SobeL
Alida Valli

Betty Hutton
Sol Lesser
Brenda Marshall

v James Masoh
J oe McConnell

N. Y* to Europe
Josephine Niggli

Art Arthur
George Byron*.
Frank Cooper

Judy Garland
Leonard Goldstein
Abel Green
William Holden
Bob Hope

Joe Kirkwood
Russell Lewis
Joseph L. Marikiewicz

Lenore Lemmon
Mark Marvin

Ralph Michael
Cecil Parker
Lily Pons
George Richard
Flora Robson
Cesar Romero
Rene Marie St. Germain
Oscar Serlin
Jean Simmons
Ethel Smith
Paul Vuillaume
Hal Wallis

N; Y. to L. A.

Charlotte Greenwood

^

to

atres, each to be chairmanned by
actiye Allied Unit heads.
These
include: H. A, Cole and Charles
Niles, small towns; Sidney Samuel-

Irving Allen
Carlton Alsop
Glen Allvine
Lucille Ball

George J. Schaefer
Marvin H. Schenck
Gale Storm
Ben Thau
Syd Zelirika

is

involving various types of the-

Anita Loos

Howard Harris
Dick Haymes
Van Heflin
Lou Irwin

Hous-

break the sessions down into for-

L. A. to N. Y.

.

lerised in* Spain.

Owners of America

ton;

To

COMPO

FOR

...Motion pictures will be eligible
for competition in the 1950 General Awards program of Freedoms
Foundation, Valley Forge, Pa., because films, “constitute one of the
most powerful, and effective instru-

4

Hugo Haas and Edgar Walden.

53^ «^«*5SS5|IIY.

spokesman for the film industry,

"

War Emergency

12.

:

o

in

Mack

Millar

Michael Miridlin, Jr.
Manie Sacks
Skip Scully
Dinah Shore
Spyros P. Skouras
Jule Styne
Jonie Taps
Sam Wiesenthal
Tennessee Williams
;

•

•

;

»
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S

*

were some
week that United

There
this

POPKIN.

indications
Artists'

Filrii

•

•

,

;

,

new

With both

triumvirate may have a.
Leo Joins Rathvon
on a production financing
John: Leo, former Eagle Lion
yet
hint
as
that;
no
although
plan,
Obtained much - needed division manager on the Coast,
lias
it
has joined the N, Peter Rathvon
wor^ng capital for its distribu- unit
to supervise sales from ChiBoard chairman Paul
tion setup.
rexy Frank L« cago west. He’ll work under Rathan d
ruling

1

start

McNutt,

,,y,

p

;

their von’s sales chief. Jack L. Schlaifert
and with the unit’s southern manacustomary silence on both matters,
ger, Lee Gribble.
but the trade is looking forward
Leo started as a salesman for EL
to a possible clarification of the
a in San Francisco. He more recentfollowing
status
company’s
ly
has been engaged in financing
mannew
of
the
scheduled session
agement with owners Mary -Pick- production of “Tokyo File 212,”
ford and Charles Chaplin in New produced’ by Breakston-McGowan

McNamee have maintained

York next Wednesday (20).
McNamee has been working
with a syndicate headed by agentmanager Edward Sherman and
Coast lawyer Max Fink on a deal
by which they would organize a
unit through which all UA prowould be channelled.
duction
They would advance coin via the
unit for "filmriiakihg by indies for

UA

release.

was confirmed in New York
and Hollywood that Sherman and
Fink are working on the plan and
have amassed considerable coin to
It

put

it

into

effect,

although

the

problems of such an undertaking
are: so manifold there's no assurance that all the ends can be

drawn together to make it effecSherman is a fortner Philative,
delphian and a close friend of McNamee; who also hails /from the
He's a vet vaude
Quaker City.
agent and booker, who was to a
considerable

degree

for bringing Abbott
prominence via his

&

responsible
Costello to

management.
Unless McNutt and McNamee
have a source of operating coin up
their

sleeve, however, it appears
(Continued on page 18)

Stillman’s Stance

UA

On

and McNamee

Is

Sweetness and Light
Indie producer Robert Stillman
said

in

New York Monday (ID*

following a meeting with Frank L.
McNamee, that he was “much impressed*’ With the new United ArtSession was Stillman's
ists prexy.
intro to the new regime Which
took over UA July 12.
Producer, arrived in New York
Sunday 10) for a week of talks
with the. UA management, sales
Chief Grad Sears and publicity-ad'
vertising-exploitation huddles with
UA pub-ad chief Howard LeSieur
and his own eastern pub-ad rep.
Dick Weaver. He brought with him
a print" of his initial indie production. “Sound of Fury,” for delivery
(

Goldenson’s Switch

Washington, Sept. 12.
Leonard H. Goldenson, president
of United Paramount Theatres, has
converted 500 certificates of interest into 500 shares of common stock
of the chain, according to the Securities and Exchange Commission
report for the month from July
11. to Aug. 10.
This gives Goldentighter.
son a total of 900 shares of comPeal with Popkin—who Was enmon stock. He owns another 250
deavoring to buy control of :UA
when the Paul V. McNutt group shares jointly with hi$ wife.
The report shows that A. A.
recently moved in-^ntails firstmoney financing of his product by Garth waite, member of the board
ELC. That’s a hurdle Which prexy of Universal Pictures, purchased
William C. MacMillen is having 500 shares of the U $1 par com-

:

in Japan,

;

Rathvon distribs through Eagle
Lion Classics and Leo will attend
the company’s convention in Chi- some difficulty jumping, however,
cago today (Wed.) before proceed- and on his success will hinge the
outcome.
ing to the Coast.
7
ELC advanced N. Peter Rathvon
fifst
money oh his product
and then was able to lay off the
loan with the Fidelity-Philadelphia
Trust Co. MaCMillen is trying- to
Work a similar arrangement for
Popkin or possibly skip a step
and get them a bank loan directly.
ELC prexy is obviously trying
to make hay mowing down some
better-known producers While UA
is in its present confused state.
As an added atti’action, he has just
swit bed the company over from
Influx of United Artists pro- a^dglayed to an; advanced payoff
ducers into New York in an en- policy to producers. This is exactly
deavor to learn “what’s cooking” opposite to what UA was recently
went into high gear this week. Ar- forced to do in order to give itself
rival of a new group brings to a cushion of working capital.
seven the number of indies who
Cash Settlement Weekly
have traveled east in recent weeks
Under the new ELC plan, top
in the hope of learning from the producers will get a cash settlecompany’s new management where ment weekly, based on an estimate
it goes from here.
of the past Week’s earnings of their
Robert Stillman arrived in New pix. Each fourth week there will
York Monday, while due latex’ are be an adjusted payment' to eqtialIrving Allen, Edward Small and
( Continued
on page 20)
Joseph Justman. Already in to see
the Paul V. McNutt-Frank L. McNamee-Max Kravetz (Operating-triumvirate have been Carl Leserman, I. G. Goldsmith and Sam
Spiegel, Stanley Kramer, who was
planning to head into New York
this week, has been forced to
change bis plans to get back to
the Coast today (Wed.) for final
Hollywood, Sept. 12.
editing of “Cyrano.” He has been
Screen Writers Guild has adon a publicity tour on behalf of
vised its members that a total of
“The Men.”
Harry Popkin* who was expected 24 motion picture and television
this week, has pushed off his visit producers have been placed on the
“unfair” list.
Recently a resoluuntil after the Jewish holidays.
Producers had all been waiting tion was adopted requiring all
members
to
get
permission from
on the Coast for the new regime’s
the Guild before entering into any
(Continued on page 63)
business arrangement with producers who have been found “un-

mon.

.

Bankers Trust Co. of N; Y. figures largely in the five-year pro-

gram mapped by Harry Sherman

ters of real estate. In addition to
the approximately 100 private antitrust actions on file and the windup manuevers in the government’s
monopoly suit* which, is now in its
12th year, the lawyers are burning
the midnight current on unravelling the last of the majors* partnership interests, affiliations which
abound in corporate complexities.
Faced with the most extensive
disaffiliation job. of all, United Paramount has been doing well so far
in meeting the demanding threeyear schedule set down by the De-

partment of Justice. But problems
have been encountered in the required UP sale of some properties
after the partner’s holdings have
been acquired. More time was
heeded and, with Dept, of Justice
approval, that was granted last
week" by the U. S. statutory court
in N, Y.
The D. of J. has allowed extensions on deadlines originally set
down fpr unloading numerous
houses in the. south. Unless, additional time again is* granted, UP is
now called upon to unload the following properties by Oct. 5 (Original deadline was June 3)
One theatre each in Anniston,
Bessemer, Jasper, Montgomery and
Mobile, all Ala.; one each in Pentwo in
sacola and Monroe, Fla
New Orleans; one each in Biloxi,

in his 50-picture deal with Eagle
While firm com- Clarksdale, Greenwood, HattiesLion Classics.
mitments have yet to be made, the burg and Vicksburg, Miss.; one
financial outfit has tentatively in- each in Chapel Hill, Gastonia,
dicated willingness to provide first Greensboro* Raleigh and Rockingmoney for an initial group of four
continued on page 22)
Sherman pix in an arrangement
which could be extended to cover
others. The credit would be guarTieup,
anteed with equities in Harry Music
Sherman Productions and California Studios, which Sherman owns.
Mdse. Plans
So far as ELC is concerned the
pact is strictly for distribution,
Krasna
with the company having no finanHollywood, Sept. 12.
Discial participation whatever.
jerry Wald-Norman Krasna are
tribution fee is 30%, it is reported,
with Sherman to supply his own moving into high gear on a variety
of
fronts, immediate objectives inprints and advertising.
Teamed with Sherman on the cluding a music publishing tie-in,
business end is Neil Agnew, part- merchandising program which inner with Charles Casanave in Mo- cludes close contact with the
and exhibitors and
tion Picture Sales Corp., and Alec homeoffice
The latter completion of casting for initial
Moss, also of MPSC.

Pub

Mapped

By Wald

RKO

,

which clistributes foreign
pix here, is not equipped to handle
the extensive Sherman output and
for this reason MPSC and Casanave are not parity to the ELC
film,

Both Agnew and Moss
contract.
have a financial participation in
Agnew will have the
the deal,
(Continued on page 22)

irresponsible or unsubstantial in their dealings with writers.”
The list, mailed to all the members, follows:
Eddie
Albert,
Allen,
Irving
fair,

Chicago, Sept. 12.
UA.
Presaging a hypoed drive by Polan Banks, Benedict Bogeaus,
Stillman added that in talks on
Yorke Coplan-Geprge BreakstonMetro
for newsreel business, Wilthe Coast with Tom Deane, of the
Phil Krasne of World Adventure
liam
B. Zoellner, head of the comBank of America, who recently was
Pictures, Lou Costello and Edpany’s shorts and reprints sales
east to meet the new UA toppers,
ward Sherman, Al Ji*e DeToth,
he had gotten the same expression department, has been assigned to Jerry Fairbanks, Inc.,
Samuel
take over as head of the newsreel
(Continued on page 6)
Goldwyn, Melvin Geimer and Joe
sales concurrently. Creation of the
new post was revealed here today Larigdoiy Remy Hudson, Carl
and Central National
(Tues.) by sales veepee William F. Kreuger
Rodgers, who stopped off eh route Pictures, Frank Melford, Richard
M. R. S. Productions,
Morros
and
to the Coast from New York for
Seymour Nebenzal,
Moss,
huddles with central division man- Lou
Richard Oswald and Skyline ProMoving ahead with plans for its ager Burtus Bishop.
Polimer, ProserRichard
ductions,
Appointment of Zoellner to head
annual convention in Houston Oct.
Nasser Productions, B, B, Ray, A1
30-Nov. 2, Theatre Owners of newsreel sales is believed based on
Frank P. Rosenberg and
America has lined up W. Stuart the intensified interest in reels on Rogell,
Lionel J. Toll, Berman SvvartzSymington, chairman of the Na- the part of both exhibitors and
- Earl
Cohen -^Joseph,
Gray
Harry
tional Security Resources Board, as the public in the wake of the KoZoellner is sched- Raboff, and Philip Waxman.
guest speaker at the group's windup rean fighting.
president’s dinner.
Symington in- uled to leave in a few weeks for a
formed TOA executive director nationwide tour of the company’s
Gael. Sullivan of his Acceptance of exchanges to confab with branch
the TO A invitation. According to managers.. He’ll also talk With the
a statement from: the organization, field salesmen in each branch who
ETC.
SUIT VS.
there’s a likelihood the talk by have been his special representaLos Angeles, Sept. 12.
Symington, top figure in the na- tives for shorts and reissues, and
tional defense program, will be whom he is now expected to tag for
Parktoh ’Theaitres, Inc., filed suit
carried in a nation-wide broadcast. the newsreel also.
for $672,000 against the Fox-West
On the Texas front, convention
Rodgers, meanwhile, >is sched- Coast and Warner Bros, theatre cirgeneral chairman R. J. O’Donnell uled to arrive on the Coast Thurs- cuits charging conspiracy to violate
and Fred Nahas, chief barker of day (14) to look over new product the anti-trust law. Plaintiff operthe Houston Variety Club, have and hyddle with studio chief Louis ates the Park theatre in Huntingworked but arrangements for the B. Mayer and production veepee ton Park and accuses defendants of
Unit's temporary move from its Dore Schary, He’ll attempt to get using monopolistic practices.
regular quarters at the Texas State a line on the exact number of
Also named in the suit are Nahotel
to
the Hotel Shamrock, pictures to expect for the remain- tional Theatres, 20th-Fox, Parawhere the TOA conclave will take der of the year in order to imple- mount, RKO, Columbia, Loew’s,
place. Variety Club privileges will ment his proposed hew group sell- Universal, United Artists and Warbe granted to all at the convention. ing plan.
ner Bros. Distributing Corp.

are

;

!

M-G NEWSREEL SALES

still

'

—

ZOELLNER HEADING

industry legalities

working overtime, largely on mat-

product and financial
situation paradoxically improved via its recent abortive
merger attempt With Film Classics,
Eagle Lion Classics has turned to
swinging its lariat on United Artists producers.
It currently has a
multiple-picture deal cooking with
Harry POpkin and several other
•UA; indies whose names are being
kept dark until the noose is pulled
its

RATHVON UNCERTAIN
ON BRIT. PIC DISTRIB

to

productions.
The two are dickering With several eastern publishing houses to
become affiliated: with their own

pubbery to be known as WaldKrasna Music Co. Deal, expected
to be finalized in a few days, Is
cued by fact that RKO, with which

W-K

recently negotiated a deal,
has no pubbery, nor has it any
agreement with any publisher to
sell its songs.

At least 20 of the 60 W-K pix
under deal with RKO will be musicals,
with a large number of
tunes to be used in other films as
well, so partners want an outlet.
Situation was discussed with How/ard Hughes and Ned Depinet,
RKO heads, who have approved

N. Peter Rathvon, in New York
last week to arrange for further
funds for his Motion Picture Capital Corp., said he expected the
seventh pic which the company
has financed in part to be com- plan.
pleted in England at the end of
this

month.

It

is

“Happy

Go

Lovely,” starring Vera -Ellen and
David Niven, and being produced

SYMINGTON TO TALK
AT TOA CONVENTION

by Marcel Heilman in association
with Associated British Pictures
Corp.
Rathvon ^qid he is still uncer-

Six of first year’s 12 pix will be
tuners; with songs to be plugged
Additionally, partners plan Sending a song out with
.

to exploit pix.

;

(Continued on page 15)

tain as to what company Will distribute it in This Country’ although
Eagle Lion has handled all of

•

-

[wee’s'

previous

pix;

Former

Selznick Releasing Organization,

RKO

prexy also declared he plans which was reported a month ago as
to keep on financing product, but planning to drop its entire field
circumstances will determine dis- sales force, is continuing with four
tribution.
men throughout the Country and
Rathvon financing has come in Sol Edwards as eastern division
the past from a group headed by salesmanager in New York under
Ypung,
controlling distribution chief Sidney Derteau.
Robert
R.
stockholder in Pathe industries,
They are currently selling reEL’s parent company. —This has maining accounts on “Third Man”
been personal, not EL, coin. Nev- and “Fallen Idol” and are also in a
ertheless, it is believed that Rath- drive to book five reissues.
They
von is dealing with Young on the are “Since You Went Away,” “I’ll
basis of giving the pix to EL for Be Seeing You,” ‘‘Rebecca,” ’’Interfurther financial backing.
mezzo” and “Blandings Builds His
Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust Co. Dream House/’ Eagle Lion, which
put up first money for the first handles residual selling for SRO,
group of Rathvon pix and has in- has been peddling the reissues for

FWC, WB,

'

dicated interest in further financ- the past 18 months, but the SelzAmong the initialers was nick force itself has now been
“Destination Moon,” which has turned loose on them to bring in
proved exceedingly profitable.
maximum income.
ing.

’
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FILM REVIEWS
About five

All

Running time, 138 MINS.
Bette Dayis
Margo .......
Anne Baxter
Eve .........
Addison De Witt ...... .George Sanders
*50.

.

*

*

,»

t

,

.

<»«*••»

< •

•*

*•

Celeste

.

Holm

Gary MerrilJ
Simpson ............
Lloyd Richards. ........ .Hugh Marlowe
.V,
.Thelma Rilter
Birdie
Marilyn Monroe
Miss Casswcll.
... ....
.Gregory Ratoff
,
Max! Fabian
Barbara Bates
Phoebe
.

...

.

.

.

.

. ,

.

.

.

.

«

Hampden

Randy Sluart

Girl

Craig Hill
.Leland Harris

Leading Rian ..............

Doorman

;

...
.

Autograph Seeker ...
Stage Manager.

.

.

...

,

.

...

Pianist

/>..

,-7.

.

.

Barbara White

.

Frenchman

,

........

..

. . .

.
.

Claude

Stroud

Eugene..-

Borden

....... .V. .Helen Mowery
Reporter
Captain of Waiters .......... Steve Geray

news

because

“Frisco To r n a d o’V (Rep).
Stock addition to the Allan

Like Warners’ “Fifty
Before Your Eyes’* and
March of Time’s “The Golden
Twenties,” this documentary re*
lives the events of our times via
It
its compilation of news clips.
longer than the others. Its
is
canvas covers the period from the
signing of the Versailles Treaty

series.

;

.

TIm* IKiTaklng INiint

.

.

.

World War I to today.
But where the other documenhad a - nostalgic motifr or
divided their interest between the
frivolous and the sombre, emphasis of “Farewell” is strictly on
the serious side.
As 20th prexy
Spyros P. Skouras bluntly told re.

.
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.

,

.

; ,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.
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.

.

.
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.

reasons. The snide references to
picture people, the plug for San
Francisco (“an oasis of civilization
in the California desert”) and the
like are purposeful and manifest
an intelligent reflex from a group
of hyper-talented people towards
the picture business. In itself it
was courageous to retain these
segments. It is typical of the general quality of the film, both as to
the screenplay and the players.
It is obvious author-director Joe

.
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.
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.
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.
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. .
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Hollywood

wfii

Red

fea-

tures— but rarely in so concentrated and overwhelming a fashion,
for so powerful an effect.
Scenes of bombed European
cities, of sinking aircraft carriers,
of Jap snipers flushed out by
flame-throwers, of crashing buildings, of concentration camps and

.

The thinking at Warners, it is
the prosperity which
the Industry experienced during
the last War and immediately after
stands a chance of returning in
future months. Consequently good
business sense demands that the
company hold off on separating
with i^s theatres in one year when
it can put the split over to three
years* when the market valuations
of the theatres figure to be so

in the Bowery Boys
“Triple Trouble” is a routine entry for the dualer situations.
Formula is pat, with gang
finding itself up to its ears in
trouble which it eventually irons
out. Film sports the usual quota
of yOck material conveyed
via
corny actions and lines.
Leo Gorcey is on hand to chieftain the boys and murder the
king’s English with his constant
misuse of words, one of the angles
used mostly to draw laughs. Huntz
Hall, as Gorcey’s No. 1 stooge, continues to take the brunt of friendly
insults arid abuse dished out by the
latter, Rest of the gang* made up
of William Benedict, Buddy Gor-

Hitler-Mussolini get-togethers; the
attack on Pearl Harbor; the Normandy invasion; the Pacific campaign, have a fresh fascination and
interest.

and is liancapably by
John Larkin,
Post,
William
and
Murdock
Kerm it
by Louis
score
Original
Jr.
Applebaum, Robert McBride arid
tinent editorial slant,
dled alternately and

Blackmer,

,
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much

greater.

Of the three remainirig riiajors
in the Government’s trust action,
only Loew’s, Until now, had no intention of entering a compromise

get
a
line
on the mob re- Government came after several
months of strenuous negotiating.
sponsible for pulling the caper.
Once in prison the pair are. mis- Every theatre situation was extaken for a couple of w.k; tough amined on an individual basis, not
only to the extent of existing
guys, which aids them finally getthreats on competition but also on
ting the goods on the crooks and
the basis of future possibilities in
clearing their names.
Gorcey gives his role the char- every town.
When the final agreement Was
acterization it demands,, mugging
throughout, while Hall docs a con- reached it was sent to the Treasury
vincing job as his exasperating Department for a ruling on its
buddy. Gabriel pell is sincere as taxation aspects, This subsequently
a
former Bowery Boy turned was withdrawn when the company
lawyer;
Bernard Gorcey, as a decided on divorcement in 1953
sweetshop owner, is good for a with its prospects of healthier thefew laughs, while Pat Collins is atre-marketing conditions*

!

,

.

.

With the Department. Tlie motivation was different, however,; the
Loew’s idea being from the outset
that the need for divorcement itself might be averted. Although
man and David Gorcey, have little turned down once on appeal to
to do.
the U. S, Supreme Court, Loew’s,
During pic’s fuhning time boys as well as all other parties to the
become innocently involved in a action, have petitions pending for
robbery for which they have to reconsideration
high
by
the
take the rap due to circumstantial tribunal.
evidence.
Before going to trial,
20th-Fox decree talks with Jushowever, Gorcey discovers that a
tice Department lawyers will be
prisoner in the state penitentiary
resumed in Washington late this
is in contact With the actual robmonth when Philip Marcus, U. S.
bers.
returns from
Oregon
He and Hall pass up a chance attorney;
where lie has been active on anfor probation, which the other
other case.
members of the gang take, in order
The Warner accord with the
get into the state prison and thus,

Editing by Louis Tetunic and
production 15y Edmund Reek have
a good deal to do with the impact
Narration,, written by
of the pic.
Joseph Kenas, has a frank but per-

.

said, is that

Marlowe

Another

crematoriums, are no less breathtaking or appalling because they
are being reprised; The frequent

Sidney

Frank

series,

.

as that

;

.

. .

fictionalized

existence.

certain to continue, particularly in
view of the inteniational crisis.
It’s a well established fact that
any global emergency up to arid
including fullscale conflict sends
the public on an entertainmentbuying spree;

.

.

sistent role of flic siren whom the ler. Martha Hy.er, Stephen Chase. Dir
four-flusher fisherman-client ditch- rected by R. G, Springsteen. Written by
M. Coates Webster; camera, John MacBures when he jumps his bill.
nie; editor. Robert M. Leeds. Tradeshown
On the other hand, Phyllis Thax- Sept. 8, ’50. Running time, 40 MINS.
Himself
ter, featured in the best part in Allan "Rocky” Lane
,
Waller
Eddy
... .......
Nugget Clark.
the film, gives a genuinely touch- Jean .... ........
Martha Hyer
ing portrayal of the wife who Jim ('rail ................ Stephen Chase
.Ford
Rbss
.............
Weston
Paul
knows all. the herb’s faults and Brod. .......
Mnuril.z Hugo
,v.
loves him only the more for it. Mike
Lane Bradford
.... .... •
Hal Price
...
...
...
Mankiewicz knew What and how Juano. Hernandez is excellent as Thompson
Rex Lease
lie wanted his cast to say and in- the skipper's devoted Man Friday, Mac
Gun Guard. ... ...... George. -Chosebro
terpret. It comes out that Way, while Wally Ford, Edmon Ryan Stage Driver vv.
Edmund Cobb
and Black Jack
even in the bitter ending with and Ralph Dumke are acceptable
its suggestion that still another in lesser parts, and there is an
tyro, who had latched onto Miss eloquently silent bit of a small NeThis hour-long oater is a stock
Baxter, might well tread the same gro boy Waiting in solitary terror
addition to the Allan- “Rocky”
hard path.
for
his
the
father,
whose
clock
on
Business
should
Lane series.
It is cogent that a sharp Broad- murder has precipitated the gum
par that done by other Larte galfight-finale^.
--- —
—
f-loper s^about Broadway people was craThe adaptation; credited to RanCourse of events has Lane, in the
dled and produced in Hollywood, ald MacDougall, fails to get be- [
U.
S. marshal, crackcapacity
of
a
Tire
characterizations
are pomr neath the surface of What is escrooked insurance
posite prototypes, of course, al- sentially a concocted yarn or give ing down on a
though some may see in Miss Da- dimension to the Characters. The outfit which has been offering citiprotection
of
a
cowtov.n
zens
vis’ role a vivid counterpart. The
direction of Michael Curtiz stresses
ruthless critic is 100% fiction; any Underplayed realism, except in a against a gang of outlaws who are
of
the inin
the
employ
actually
analogy, because of his debonair
couple of phoney-seductive scenes surance agency. Plot carries little
typecasting, ends there.
in which Miss Neal does almost a weight,
situations
with routine
“All About Eve” has substance
Mae West characterization in try- occurring throughout. In the acin virtually every dramatic and romantic mood, which have been ing to hire: Garfield into: shipboard tion department Lane makes his
entrance :by walking into an amgiven proper shading and project dalliance.
bush from which he escapes after
tion by producer Darryl F. Zanuck
a couple Of minutes of gunplay.
and Mankiewicz. The segue from
‘Formosa*
Some more scattered scenes pave
the commentary school of eineHqlly WOod. Sept. 12.
maiurgy, to bridge the flashback
the way for flying bullets and
War clouds over Formosa are heavy;
riding. There’s little fistisequences, into the vignettes is unoMrusive but an effective tech-, causing ropercussioris on the Hollywood
film
causing
complicalots,
U'cme to tie up the entire package
Working with Lane in getting
title registry.
w ,: eh ends with Miss Baxter hug- tions in the
the goods on the gang is Eddy
RKO registered two titles, “For- Waller, a regular in this series*
ging the coveted trophy— and a
mosa” and “The Defense of For- Both turn in okay portrayals, per
stronger to her friends.
The Zanuck production investi- mosa,” aiming to dramatize that is- usual, A romantic lift is provided
ture is plush in every department. land, but Paramount arid David O. by Martha Hyer and Ross Ford.
Abel.
iSel/nick have prior claims.
Duo perform routinely. As head

—

.

. -i

in

V Upward Trend
However* the upward trend in
boxoffice activity seems reasonably

. .

.

Tornado

.

...

,

Richard Mohaupt is vivid backgrounding for the events, espepresentation Jack
cially in the
As the dense, mute, tough-ten- Shaindlin and orchestra give it.
Bron.
der hero, Garfield is plausible, direct and manages to read the stilted lines credibly,
Miss Neal is
Frl*ic*o
understandably baffled by the unRepublic release and production. SUrs
necessary, ill-defined and inconAllan "Rocky” Larte; features Eddy Wal-

reproduced with authentic
are plausible and not
in for any smartalecky

Would be largely the same

now

.

.

element’.

dragged

-

:

.

3

company largely because the required divestiture was so reiatlye*
ly limited that the new independent circuit which would emerge

!

;

.

—

(both

,

.

:

interiors)

Trouble

Triiile

Continued from page

.

V

:

-

were in full accord on the terms
which seemed, attractive:, to /the

.

...

.'

.

:

.

.

Wear.

today in the light of the current
Monogram .release of Jan Grlppo production. Features Bowery Boys. Directed,
challenge to our freedom.
by Jean Yarbrough; screenplay,. Charles
Ironically enough, the film also K. Marion; additional dialog, Bert La\V«.
points up some, of the lessons We rcnce; camera. Marcel LePicard; editor,
Austin. At New York theatre,
apparently haven’t learned -— such William
N, Y., dual, week of Sept. 5, ’50; Runas our present attitude towards ning time, 6i MINS.
Leo Gorcey
Germany in View of the horrors Slip Mahoney.
Sach.
Huntz Hall
it unleashed, or our Official attiGabe Moreno...........
Gabriel Dell
But its Skeets O’Neil.
tude towards Spain, etc.
.Richard Benedict
.. Pat
Collins
main effect is to alert ns once Bat Armstrong,..
Shirley O’Brien
Lyn Thomas
....
more to the barbarities of war and Louie
Dumbrowsky
Bernard Gorcey
the necessity of being on guard. Pretty Boy Gleason
Paul Dubov
Joseph Turkel,
This it does via its emphasis on Benny the Blood .......
Whitey
..:...
..William Benediet'
war shots— the bombings of towns, Butch. ...... ......
(Idrman
.... .Buddy
burnings of buildings, attacks on Chuck.
....... ... ...
David Gorcey
planes and ships—from Italy’s in- Squirrely Davi*. ....... George Chandler
Hobo Barton ...... ..
Eddie Gribbon.
vasion of Ethiopia to the North Judge .................. .Jonathan Hale
Joseph Crchan
Korean spillover into South Korea. Warden
Ma Armstrong
Eltle Laird
Such shots have been seen before Murphy
.... ... ,
...... Edward Gargan
—in newsreel shorts, in otherwise Charleston
Eddie Foster

.

.

j;

Scripting and narration are very
common place, excepting in part
four, which is half-way passable;

.

showing the: effect of yesteryear’s
appeasement, it points a moral for

..

,

...

bad

in

closeups of nauseating

:

‘

.

Only here they are done
taste, with
.episodes.' \

;

..

.

.

enough material

moke

trade-screening, of the insurance company' and
viewers
at
its
“Farewell” is not only entertain- leader of the gang, Stephen Chase
ment but propaganda. The film, is convincing. R. G. Springsteen’s
he said, is reminder of yesterday’s direction keeps things going at a
Gros.
By snappy .pace.
mistakes and today’s threat.

.

,

many

digressions.
There is
in this subject to
a first-class one-reeler, providing it was given smart narration.
The family life of a fish is hardly
for theatre audiences, (part one).
The dog-eat-dog episodes in a desert (part three) are unpalatable,
repetitious 'and far from original.

too

.:

taries

>

.

!

film “is done in a brilliant
visual
manner and accompanied by fine thesping,” review went on to say “it rates
as a definite art house and
sureseater entry,” Review continued:
“word-df-mouth and
crix will probably assure its
stateside run.”
Reviewer added; “film is
underlined with a bitter irony
that makes it one of the most
important social films to come
out of France this year.” Directed by Yves Allegret and
starring Simone Signoret and
Bernard Blier, it is being released in the U. S. by Discina
International.
*

•

after

“All About Eve” is a literate,
Warner Bros., release of. Jerry Wald
adult film of the calibre that will do production. Stars John Garfield, Patricia
features Phyllis Tlrixter, Juano
b“ league,, big town business. In Neal;
Wallace Ford, Edition Ryan,
Ileinamloz,
addition it has all the elements for 'Ralph Dumke.
Directed, by Michael Curth'' general runs.
tiz. Screenplay, Ranald MacDougall, based
’Jhe whyfore of the producer’s on story by. Ernest Hemingway; camera,
editor; Alan Cropland, Jr.;
McCord;;
Ted
Insistence for “scheduled perform- dialog director, Norman Stuart;, musical
a nees” becomes obvious as the .director, R;iy. Heihdorf. Tradeshown N.Y.,
story unfolds from, its banquet Aug. 3.1, *50. Running time, 97 MINS.
1 la rry
Morgan
John Garfield.
sei ne that honors a new Broadway Leona Charles
Patricia Neal
........
and the flashbacks Luc.v Morgan
legit
great.'
Phyllis Thaxter
which detail the brittle, hard-bit- Wesley Park- ........ ...Juano Hernandez
Duncan.
Wally Ford
....
ten and frequently bitter saga that -Rogers
.Edmon Ryan
.... ......
te ‘s us “All About. Eve.”
Ralph Dumke
ITannagan
Guy Thomaian
Anne Baxter,, in the title role, is Da tiny
Concho/.
.William CampbeU
tli
radiant newcomer who has at- Amelia
Sherry Jackson
.....
te led the thcspic heights. And as Connie
,Jo Boyce
.Donna
.V. ....
.Victor Sen Yung
she mounts the podium to receive Mr..' Sing
......
Peter- Brocco
the supreme accolade, the inti- "Macho.
mates who figured in her breathA relatively minor Hemingway
less success story project their own
vignettes on what made this hammy noycl, “To Have and Have Not,”
has
again been adapted by Warners
g nfnmy. run.
Tette Davis is the established al- as, a vehicle for one of its he-man
The initial picture, which
beit somewhat aging star. Hugh stars.
Marlowe is. her author; Celeste used (he book’s original title, was
Holm the playwright’s wife; Gary made in 1944, with Humphrey BoMerrill the play’s director who gart starred and' Lauren Bacall feaTins remake, titled “The
yields to a quick call, and some tured.
easy money, from Hollywood but Breaking Point,” co-stars John
It
soon returns to Miss Davis, his ma- Garfioid and Patricia Neal,
jor romance. Backgrounding are strays even further than its preGregory Rato IT, as the producer, decessor from the Hemingway story
and George Sanders as the debo- line, but is apparently no more efnnii\ machiavellian dramatic critic fective entertainment.
who knows the angles-r-plus.
For this version of the yarn, the
Miss Baxter plays a starry-eyed hero is no longer a gun-runner in
wouldbe actress who, by extraor- the West Indies but a former PTdinary design, finally meets Miss boat skipper who owns a power
Davis, her histrionic idol (through cruiser which he rents for private
t he kind offices of Miss Hoi m)
fishing parties out of a southern
She is taken into the household, California port. He's already in
machinates an understudy chore, debt, so when a client whom he’s
apparently possesses the basic tal- taken to Mexico skips out without
ent to click resoundingly once she paying his bill-, the skipper gets inengineers an opportunity -and in volved with smugglers of coolie
return is ruthless in her pitch for labor and then with a mob of gunboth the beau and the husband of men in order to get money enough
the two women who most befriend- to get bark home and pay what he
ed her;
owes on the boat. But where the
The basic story is garnished with Hemingway hero was killed in a
perform- gunfire finish, this remake has him
exceedingly
welLcast
-ances wherein Miss Davis does not wipe out the gangsters and, it’s
spare herself, makeup-wise, in the implied, is ready to face the future
aging star assignment. Miss Bax- again with his wife and kids.
ter gives the proper shading to
On the screen, this is a shallow
her cool and calculating, approach story, with sketchy characterizain the process of ingratiation and tions and no suggestion of the feel
ultimate opportunities; and the
the water or the inprincipals
ether
mouth dialog and smell ofdevotion
of a skipper
which is real and convincing; The expressible
inarticulate hero
to his boat;
The
intra-trade references to Zanuck
is neither bright nor sensitive, and
(perhaps the first time a producer
permitted his own name-dropping the principal femriie character,
to further the plot), the William played by Miss Neal, seems more
Morris agency, 21 and the Stork an afterthought than an integral
,

It will cfo

'

situations.

j

familiar.

it is

business.

Years

(Mono).
Trouble”
“Triple
Routine entry in the Bowery
Boys series; okay for dualer

Eddie Fisher.
........... .William PuUen,

.

ed pic as being “an intelligent;
biting study of the selfish,
erring wife and the faithful,
adoring husband.” Noting that

its

clips.

“Rocky” Lane

.

Clerk

war

on

mainly

based

:

.Walter

from Paris, March 8, 1950,
under
title,
its
original
“Maneges”
Riding
(“The
School”) Reviewer Mosk laud-

“Farewell to Yesterday;” 20thFox’s historical harkbaclc based on
own as well as outside newsreel shots, is ho less fascinating

decades,

three

last

;

.

...

.

the

of

.

.

.

.

Aged Actor.

“The Breaking Points (WB).
Routine remake from Ernest
Hemingway's novel, “To Have
and Have Not," with John Garfield and Patricia Neal.
^Farewell to Y e s t e r d ay”
(20th). Dramatic documentary

bird subject is skillfully done,
with some change of pace and hu«
mor, enhanced by deft photography. But even with this subject,
it; is
prolonged, dragging in too.
many varieties of birds when the
obvious interest is centered on an
injured stork forced to stay in the
Ukraine during the winter with its
mate.
Part two depicts what occurs
when all types of wild animals are
brought up together from infancy
at a Russian zoo. Some of scenes
captured by the camera are' especially good; But here also there are

tradeshown in N. Y., Friday
(8),
was reviewed in Vaiubtt

release of Edmund ReekMovietonews production. Written by Jo*
soph Kenas; edited by Louis Tetunic; editor, Frank Coffman; original score by
Louis Applebaum, Robert McBride, Richard Mohaupt; music director. Jack Shaindby Sidney Blackmer, John
liri; narrated
Larkin, Hermit Murdock. Wiliam Post,
Jr.' T|*adeshown in N. Y., Sept. 8> ’50.
•
Running time, 90 MINS.

for big league grosses.

,

even these need sharp Scissoring,

The

“The Cheat,” French-made,

20th-Fox

Eve” (20th).
Sock romantic drama with a
big league cast and production

Holm; features Gary Merrill, Hugh Mar*
Music, Alfred Newman; camera,
J«we.
Milton Krasner; editor, Barbara McLean;
Edward Powell; special
orchestration,
e Heels, Fred S?Fsen. Tradcshown Sept. 6,

Bill

(DOCUMENTARY/

About

“All

The Cheat

Farewell to Yesterday

Miniature Reviews

20th-Fox release of Darrel F. Zanuck
•reduction, written and directed by Jo*
*eph L. Mankiewicz. Stars Bette Davis.
Anne Baxter, George Sanders. Celeste

ren

Wednesday, September 13, 1950

,

adequate in the Jieavy departmerit.
Jan Grippo’s production, Jean Yarbrough’s direction arid Marcel Le-

•

.

j

.

I

Picard’s

camera are

all

H

Stillman-UA

standard.

Continued from

pa.ge

8

|

Oxford Films produrtioo and release,
In four partg (part one adapted by Israel
Berman; part two directed by Boris Fav*.
lov at Mosteohnim Studios; part three
produced by Kievtechlilm Studios: part
four directed by Boris Dolin at Mostechfilm Studios). Previewed In N. Y-., Sept.
8, ’50, Running time,- 80 MINS.
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War

Over

'

|

!

MPAA

;

1

j

j
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duction next week.

Loan

Is

1

the

by a bank for a release by UA
Since the new regime took oyer.
It is secured in part by Stillman’s
share on his initial pic, on which
Bank of America advanced first
money.
Stillman Was accompanied east
t y Irving RubinC, v.p. of the production unit, in charge of advertising, and publicity.
Rubirie will ret.
main in New; York for about three
first

This is a fairly good documentary
of its sort. Difficulty is that it does
not 'for the most part constitute
overall theatre entertainment. Film
is suited only for a few arty spots,
and then only for mild biz.
Production _ls divided into four
parts,
with different producing
units or directors on each. Only
part two and part four have worth-} weeks, setting plans for “Fiiry,”
while material theatrewisej and which goes into release in January.
s

.

1

of confiderice in them.
This was
he indicated, in the
reflected,
Bank’s granting to him of a loan
to make his second picture, “Queen;
for a Day,” which goes into pro-

Secrets of Yaiure
(DOCUMENTARY)

J

i

|

;

,

.

PICTURES

Wednesday, September 13, *1950

DRAINING
There was reportedly more than met the eye behind the conclave
RKO theatre managers called in New York last week by prexy
Ned E, Depinet and circuit chief Sol A. Schwartz. It is understood
that the meeting was held at least partly at the instigation of Harry
Brandt, who is negotiating with Howard Hughes for purchase of
of

.

control of the chain.

•

reportedly anxious to keep personnel of the circuit
He has already publicly stated that
intact if he does acquire it,
Schwartz would continue as general manager. Part of the purport
of the New York session, therefore, was to indicate to the theatre
managers and execs that there Would be continuity of operation
and that their jobs are secure. It is understood that some of' the
men, feeling a change was inevitable and they might lose out in
the shuffle, have been soundjng around for other posts, They were
reportedly giveii as broad hints as possible that such precautionary
action is unnecessary.

Brandt

is

,

new Anglo-U.

S. films

seen by the majors and indies who
stamped it with the Yank okay last
week is that it undoubtedly means
the end of frozen coin in England.
At least during the one-year period Of the agreement, terminating
Oct. 1, 1951, the combination of
guarantee, bonuses and uses for
blocked funds is seen as insuring
f here’ll be nothing left in the deep

in
Rags-to-riches
a
saga
new version was incorporated
unintentionally this week in
the Motion Picture Assn, of
America’s title registration report.
Listing similarities to a
new picture-tag registered by

Metro, “That Was No Lady,"
the registration bureau also
printed in the following order.
“That Ain’t No Lady," “Al-

freeze.

most a Lady" and “She Was a

Only minor changes in wording
to assure clarification of intention

Howard
and
Brandt
Harry
Hughes are understood to have;
won informal and preliminary approval from the Dept, of Justice
for merger of the Trahs-Lux and

Brandt’ s 2-a-Day

ceed in present negotiations
to acquire control of the RKO

RKO

Attorney-General-s
chains.
has also reportedly hinted
an extension of the Jan. 1
deadline for divorcement of the
RKO theatres by Hughes will get
D. of J. assent if there's an actual
written agreement by that time
between Hughes and a prospective

circuit from Howard Hughes,
it well might mean return of
two-a-day vaude to the Palace,
N. Y. Brandt has long had a
conviction that he could successfully restore RKO’s Broadway showcase to its former
glory
as
nation’s
top
the
vaudery, and vows he’ll try it
if he gets control.
Brandt feels he can get a
weekly bigleague layout for
the Palace at $12,000 to $14,000 a Week and show a profit.
House for the past 15 months
has been playing acts plus
first-run lower-case pix on a
grind basis at a combined
budget of somewhere around
Grosses have been
$4,000.
ranging from about $16,000 to
permitting
reasonable
$25,000,

office,

.

that

.

buyer.

Meantime, Brandt and his prinnegotiator,

cipal

Sam Dembow,

Jr., are continuing efforts to put
the other pieces together in what
has become a giant jigsaw puzzle.
Brandt, controlling stockholder in
Trans-Lux, is endeavoring to purweb
chase control of the
from Hughes for the melding of
the two chains.
Dembow left New York for the
Coast yesterday (Tues,) for anwith
session
personal
other
Hughes and his negotiators,
board chairman Noah Dietrich and
Tom Slack.
counsel,
Hughes’
Brandt and his attorney, Milton
Weisinan, may follow if necessary,
or the Hughes reps may come
east;
In any event, Brandt is
pushing for a settlement Of the
situation within 10 days.
Still to be obtained is approval
of the Securities & Exchanges
Commission for the deal, which

RKO

.

RKO

(Continued on page 22)

I6M PRINTS

Investigation by the Federal Bureau of Investigation has led to the
recovery of 16m prints of five features and two Shorts which Were
it

,

tion tossed at Harry Brandt and
others by a group of security holdof
ers
Trans-Lux Theatres is
labeled by Brandt as a “nuisance
suit."
The action, filed in N. Y.

Thursday

years for figuring excess profits,*
Companies will attempt to exclude
all potential writeoffs in their annual statements so as; to present
the highest possible nets.
In the event the tax does not
materialize or 1950 is not included as a base year, companies
will revert to their normal procedure.
Some take" only those
dictated by
business prudence, while others
have been in the process of putting on their balance sheets all
possible losses in order to clear
the slate for a better financial report next year.

Writeoffs are normally taken on
anticipated picture losses, invenvalues of real estate, story
properties and numerous other
items. There is a wide variance in

tories,

how much

right matters, for return to their
respective owners.
Metro’s “Three Men in White"
was ipund in Vale, Ore., and its
“Dangerous Partners" in Portsmouth, Va.,
20th-Fox’s

where

“ Juniorr- ~Miss“ -and
Columbia’s
“Talk About a LadiL^HopeympOD
Blues" and “Camera Digest" also
were recovered. Columbia’s “Bedtime Story" was found in Norfolk,

Top

awaiting

men

with the ma-

pending

presently

tax

legislation, This is almost Certain
to call for the excess profits tax—
as in the case of World War XI-

—

but reports Vary on what the .base
period may be.

MUSIC

(7),
i

With

“Sunset

last

Boulevard"

ex-

pected to finish its fifth (current)
at Radio City Music Hall
With $134,000, the Gloria Swanson
starrer seems assured of toppling
the former five-week mark at the
Hall and come close to the alltime record of $1,203,000 if it
should go seven stanzas. “Sunset"
looks to reach $790,800 in the first
five sessions as against $789,000 for
“Notorious," registered in 1946.
RKO release continued on eight

week

war

Reports
1947-50,

it

was 1936-39

inclusive.
likely to be
1946-49 or 1947-49.

now have

it

Air, of course, is ip show highest
possible profits for the base period,
so there’s a mcpe favorable comparison with cur rent earnings.
Film companies generally favor
including 1946 and leaving out
1950, while large, industrial firms,
such as General Motors, have been
lobbying for the reverse.
.

UI

BUYS 140 ACRES
Hollywood,

New

Sept.

12.

slogan at Universal-Inter-

national is “Movies Are Covering
More Territory Than Ever." In
keeping with that idea the company has bought a tract of 140
acres in San Fernando Valley adjoining the film lot, making a total
of 38L acres, the widest spread
ever rounded up by one studio in
connected acreage.
Deal was

swung

by

president,

“By

this

Nate

Blumberg,

UI

who explained:
move we not

only assure ourselvf es of elbow room for
anticipated growth, but we will
also be enabled to make substantial savings in production costs
over the years in the elimination
of costly location trips for filming
outdoor pictures."

Indie joe

Kaufman

.

V*

;

Opening N. Y. Office
~ Tiidie 'producer Joseph Kaufman,'
who made the Ava Gardner-James
Mason “Pandora and. the Flying

Dutchman"

Leonard Goldstein, UniversalInternational producer, left 'for the
Coast yesterday (Tuesday), after, a
five-day visit, to start roiling with
“A Prince Who Was a Thief" and
|

.

“I’ll

George Raft-.
Get You For

this

year,

and

Gray
This" abroad
Coleen

is

open-

ing a N. Y. office for talent and
properties,
with Michael
story
Mindlin, Jr., in charge. Kaufman
is returning to N. Y. on the lie

:

...

financial,

jors are still in the dark as to what
course to follow for *50; They are

:

Va.

Paramount Sopt.

each

off

.

u

j

,

knocked

is

year, determined partially by accounting discretion and practice,
tax questions, Internal Revenue
Bureau rules and ^ the aims of company execs.

.

Oregon and Virginia', where they
were recovered and turned over to
Sargoy & Stein, special counsel
for the major distributors in copy-

“Up Front With Mauldin." His
schedule .after these includes “Reunion in Reno" and “Francis Goes
to the Races."
Goldstein was in N.Y. for a njjurid
of promotional events in connection
-With the campaign on “Sleeping
City," which opens at the N. Y.

ordinarily

Base period is the one on Which
comparisons are made. with current
revenues to determine how much
is, in excess of normal. During the

•

was

disclosed in New York yesterdy
(Tuesday). Trail of the “hot" prints
began in Kansas City and led to

-

.

Complaint alleges-, lhat Brandt
and co-defendants Milton C. Weisman, William M. Girden, Allan
Fromme and David Greenfield inInternational
trade
relations duced the Trans-Lux acquisition
would benefit considerably if U, S. of the Embassy theatre, Dobbs
producers, upon returning to the Ferry, N. Y., and the Hastings
U; S. from abroad, would exercise theatre, Hastings, N. Y., without weeks to hit $1,189,000.
more caution in comments about making it known to. Trans-Lux
“Sunset" may run seven weeks
their Counterparts in foreign lands, that they were Sherbrooke trus- although a commitment will not be
Brandt
Controls
Trans-Lux.
tees,
Mike Frankovich said in N. Y. last
made until after the first four days
Brandt said Monday (11) the ac- of the sixth round, Which starts toweek. He observed some American producers too often openly tion is no cause for great concern morrow (Thurs.). The seven-week
criticize European pixmakers, par- to him. “Ip my opinion it is noth- total would bring pic close to the
ticularly because they were unable ing but a nuisance suit and we’ll record made by RKO’s “Bells of
to make a deal in either production just have to disprove Whatever St. Mary’s" in its nine weeks,
they (the plaintiffs) are trying to opening in 1945 and carrying
or distribution.
Active in indie production in prove," he stated.
through the Christmas-New Year’s
Italy the past two years, FrankoThe complaining stockholders, holiday to 1946. “Bells" had the
vich said he found numerous Ital- including Jerome B. Ross, state benefit of upped scale, extra shows
ian producers plenty filed over un- that Sherbrooke was dissolved in and the annual Xmas stageshow
friendly statements made by Amer- 1948 with the sale of the theatres for the holiday frame.
icans who were, not capable of. rec- to Trans-Lux at a price in excess
“Sunset," Paramount release, is
ognizing problems in Italian indus- of $200,000,
They charge the beating the five-week marks of
try operations.
amount was about twice what it “Anna and King of Siam" (20th),
Frankovich has two pix nearly should have been and Trans-Lux registered in 1946, the total made
Completed, including “I’ll Get You has lost money since on operating by “In Good Old Summertime"
for This," which has stampings of the houses. This, they charge, en- (M-G) last year and “Father of
three global points. His company, titles them to damages of $500,000. Bride" "(M-G) hung up recently.
Current Week of “Sunset" is the
Venus Productions, made the picfirst one in which the weekly gross
ture in Italy in association With
dipped below $161,000.
England
has
John and James Woolf of
breaking
is
“Sunset"
While
and J oseph Kaufman of Hollyrecords in major cities, it is doing
wood. Rights to the picture, Shot
beldW average in a n u m b e r. of
in both English and Italian verminor openings. Feeling by Par
Hollywood, Sept. 12.
sions, Will be shared on the basis
of the Western Hemisphere to ~;Nevv rsTreamlm^
policy: execs-is* that itris^ a^picrthat must
(Continued on pag.e 22)
was adopted on the- Paramount lot be., keyed by publicity and exploiwithout eliminating any depart- (-tatiom and that it -is- impossible,- no*
ments or personnel. Under the matter how big a job is done, to
Robert Siodmak To
hew setup Richard Johnston, as reach, through the sticks. Par is
manager, will attemptin g to counteract this by
Direct de Rocheihont Pic executive production
be in charge of all departments preparing new ads to be used by
Robert Siodmak has been signed directly engaged with motion pic- small town houses.
to direct Louis de Rochemont’s
ture production. This includes the
next feature, “Whistle at Eaton editing and music departments,
Fails," for Columbia release, The
which have hitherto been taking
director arrived in Nv Y. yesterday
orders from the front office.
Hollywood, Sept, 12.
(Tues.) for script and casting conY. Frank Freeman and his aides,
After two years on the shelf, the
ferences with de Rochemont;
The two will choose actual loca- Sam Briskin and Jack Karp, will Harold Lloyd starrer, “Mad Wedtions in New England next week be responsible for all plant and nesday," is coming out into the
for the pic, which marks Siodmak’s Studio operations not directly con- open under the RKO banner. How*
It concerns a cerned with actual filming. These ard Hughes has ordered a press
first in the east.
labor leader who prevents his com- five departments and their heads preview date, indicating the picmunity from becoming a ghost are: special engineering, Loren ture’s early release:
Film, once known;, as “The Sin
town. Production starts at the end Ryder; plant managment, A. B.
of September. Robert Lantz of the Hilton; industrial relations, Ted of Harold Diddlebock," has been
Gale agency set the deal for Leonard;, legal staff, Sidney Justin, on ice ever since its lone pre-release showing in Florida.
and comptroller, M. H. Simpson.
Siodmak.

entail payment by TransLux of something over $7,000,000
to Hughes at the rate of about $8
a share for his 929,000 shares, representing a 24% interest.
SEC has so far withheld its nod,

being illegally marketed,

,

last

eral excess profits tax. If 1950 is
to be included as one of the base

writeoffs

in
Switches
being
language
sought will be handled via correspondence with the British Board
Hollywood, Sept. 12,
of Trade.
There is expected to
While common necessities are
be no difficulty in achieving them going up, production costs at 20thand the pact should have final Fox are going down,
They’re
signatures on it prior to its Oct. down to a level of $1,500,000 per
1 effective date.
“A" production, except in cases
Agreement admittedly leaves like “The Black Rose,": which cost
many questions unanswered, which over $3,600,000 in being filmed
(Continued on page .17)
abroad with frozen coin.
Lineup of recent 2dthrFox pictures shows a tendency tot keep
within the million - and - a - half
For example, “Rawhide"
budget.
Get By,”
“I’ll
cost
$1,350,000;
$1,495,000; “The Jackpot," $1,135,000, and “All About Eve," $1,451,Just a Nuisance Suit 000." All of them were enacted
That $500,000 stockholders’ ac- by top-salaried personnel.

supreme court

materially

improved by the threat of a fed-

,

are being asked by the Americans
in the draft which was received
in the U. S. last week. Otherwise,
pact has won approval of both the
Motion Picture Assn. of America
and the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers.

charges that Brandt and others, as
trustees in the dissolution of Sherbrooke Realty, engineered the sale
of Sherbrooke properties in upstate N. Y. to Trans-Lux at costs
far in excess of values^

profits.

would

‘HOI’

Vow

Should Harry Brandt suc-

companies

may be

nets for 1950

What a Lady!

agreement

major

on

Reports

•f'

Most important aspect of the

No release
de. France Sept. 27.
has been set on the Raft pic yet,
while Metro Will handle “Pandora.
Mindlin, last season on the pro- A
ductioh staff of the “We, the Peo-

;

pei*
pie" airOr, will be Kaufman s
Y. yesr
sbnal assistant. He left
to
Coast
terday (Tues.) for the
work on screenplay of a new mysscfipter
tery, “Sudden Fear,“ with

K

Allen Vincent.

Kaufman

is

to film.

—

—

*

.

/
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PICTURE (GROSSES

PSXRIETY
‘Life’ Lively

$9,000 la

Hcse’ 10G, 2d

Seattle;

Seattle, Sept. 12.

,

Tea’-Vaude Moderate 45G,
;

Chicago; Sept. 12.
post holiday let-up has failed to
out of downtown
starch
the
take
business this frame, but heaviest
holdovers'.
around
trade revolves
Topping the new card, “The Black
looks
mighty
Rose” at State-Lake,
$24,000, With opening day gross of

“Kiss

•

Tomorrow Goodbye”
Torme topping stage

\% 2d

Film gross estimates as re-*
ported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on not take; when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

Vaudillm house entries, however,
appear spotty. CliiOago newcomer,
“Tea for Two” with stageshow, has
fair $45,000 in sight. Oriental, with
jVlel

*

Estimates Are Net

'

$5,500.

‘Men’

arid
bill,

should rack up a good $48,000."
Woods second-weeker, “Broken
Arrow” shapes stout $26,000. “The
Men” holding over at the Grand
should snag tall $19,000, United

at the Liberty. “Panic
in Streets” is fairly good at Coli-

seum. ‘.‘Black Rose” still is great
on second Fifth Avenue stanza.
Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877; 5984)— “Panic in Streets” (20th) and
“Marshal of Heldorado”
(Lip).
Good $9,000. Last week, “Union
Station” (Par) and “I Killed Gerotumo” (EL), 9 days, oke $10,300.

Avenue (Evergreen)

(2,349;

59-84)— ‘Black Rose”

(20th) and
“When You’re Smiling” (Col) (2d
wk). Great $10,000 after huge $18,-

000 Opener.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 59-84)
of Own” (M-G) and “Fun
(U>. Big $9,000. Last week,
“Louisa” (U) and “Bunco Squad”
(M-G), fine $9,500 in 9 days.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 59-84)

—“Life
at Zoo”

tax.

—“Our

Very Own” (RKO) (2d wk).
Solid $6,000 after big $8,800 last

week.
Music Hall (Hamrick)

(2,200; 5984)—“3 Little Words” (M-G) (3d
wk). Fine $7,500. Last week, $10,-

500.

Week

Philadelphia, Sept. 12.

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 59_ 84)— “Saddle Tramp” (U) and “Mu=-

Chicago (B&K) (3,000; 50-98)—
Rain over weekend is beii
“Tea for Two” (WB) with the Wiere blamed by some for the slump in
Bros, topping vaude show. Modest biz for current stanza but dearth
$45,000. Last week, “Fancy Pants” of new product appears mostly to
(Par) (2d wk) and Victor Borge blame. City is nearly 100% holdheading stageshow, solid $53,000.
over. “Union Station” looks to do
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 50-98)— okay at big vaudfilm Earle which
“The Men” (UA) (2d wk). Fancy usually needs stage layout to get
$17,000. Last week, $26,000.
best results. “A. and C. In Foreign

sic and Moonlight” (Rep).
So-so
$7,000. Last week, “Kiss* Tomorrow
Goodbye” (WB) and “Jungle Stam-

pede” (Rep), $9,900 in 9 days.
Palomar (Sterling) (1*3.50; 40-69)
—“71 1 Ocean Drive” (Col) and
“Kid from Texas” (U> (2d runs).
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 50-98)— Legion” shapes lusty at Stanton. Good $5,000. Last week. “Sidewalk
“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” WB) “Black Rose,” “Life of Own” and Ends” (20th) (2d riyi) and Cab Caland Mel Torme onstage. Good “Summer Stock” loom as strongest loway orch onstage, moderate $9,500 at 50c-$l scale.
$48,000. Last week, “Blue Heaven” of second-week holdovers.
(20th)
and A1 Morgan heading
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
Estimates for This W^ek
59-84) “Fancy Pants” (Par) and
stageshow (3d wk), $38,000.
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—“Life “Rookie Fireman” (Col) (2d wk).
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—“In
Foreign Legion” (U) and “Rookie of Her Own” (M-G) (2d wk). Solid Oke $7,500.
Last week, great
Fireman” (Col) (2d wk). Neat $15,000 after $18,000 in opener.
$14,300,
Boyd WB) (2,360; 50-99)— “Tea
$10,000. Last week, $13,000.
for Two” (WB) (2d wk). Mild $12,Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)
“Saddle Tramp” (U) and “A Kiss 000. Last week, okay $16,000.
50-99)—
Earle
(WB)
(2,700;
for Corliss” (UA) (2d wk). Smart
“Union Station” (Par). Okay $16,$10,000. Last week, $14,000.
000,
Last
week,
Squad”
“Bunco
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)
—“Black Rose” (20th). Mighty (RKO) plus Louis Armstrong, Sarah
$24,000. Last week, “Pretty Baby” Vaughan onstage, hefty $27,000,
with stage-layout big draw.
(WB) (2d wk), $10,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)— “Black
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 5008)— “Summer Stock” (M-G) (2d Rose” (20th) (2d wk). Great $20,000
St. Louis, Sept. 12.
wk).
Fast $12,000.
Last week, or near. Last week, terrific $35,000.
Turnstile activity at the main'
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50$19,000.
99) -“Subset Boulevard” (Par) (3d stem, houses was hypoed over the
Woods (Essaness) (1.073; 98)
“Broken Arrow” (20th) (2d wk). wk). Down to $12,000. Last week, weekend by intermittent rain and
colder weather,
Holdovers pregreat
$17,000.
Excellent $26,000.
Last week,
currently.
However,
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99) dominate
$40,000.
“Saddle
Tramp”
with “County
-“Lady
Without
Passport”
(M-G)
World (Indie) (587; 80>— “Children of Paradise” (Indie) and “Ja- (2d wk). Slim $4,500. Last week,. Fair” shapes solid at the Fox and
“Fancy Pants” .finished its first
maica Inn” (Par) (reissues). Tidy $7,500.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)— week: at the Missouri with a big
$3,800.
Last Week, “Ghost Goes
West” (UA) and “Elephant Boy” “Summer Stock” (M-G) (2d wk). total. Strongest holdover appears
(UA) (reissues) (4 days) plus “Chil- Holding okay at $20,000; Last week, to be “Black Rose,” great in second
round, at the St. Louis.
dren of P«aradise” (3, days), $2',200. sturdy $30,000.
Estimates for This Week
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 5099)—“Three Little Words” (M-G)
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)— “Tea
(3d wk). Still nice at $13,000 or for Two” (WB) and “Federal Man”
Holdovers Dim Frisco;
near. Last week, $17,500.
<EL). Opened today (Tues.). Last
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)— week, “Saddle Tramp” (U) and
“Fancy Pants” (Par) (3d wk). Fell “County Fair” (Mono), solid $16,(

—

.

(

.

—

—

—

BOP

.*

Orpheum.

“Lady Without Passbarely okay at Golden
Gate while most holdovers including “Black Rose,” “Life of Her
Own,” and "“Fancy Pants” are Way
off.
“Louisa,”
however,
looms
steady in second United Artists
port”

is

stanza,

Estimates for This

v

—

-to--$lb;000 in~5
sock $30,500.

Warfield; (Loew’s)

.

$14,500.
.

Orpheum
>

-

.

—

(No. Coast) (2,472; 55-

®§
“Saddle Tramp” (U) and
«i
JungJe Stampede” /Rep).
Fine
$lo,000 or close, Last week, “Desert
Hawk” (U» and ~ “Chain Gang”
(Col), $14,500.

'

Unitcd Artists (No. Coast) (1,|08; 55-85)—v“Louisa” (U) (2d wk).
$ 11 *000, Last week, sock
ttA

$12000
Stagedodr (Ackerman - Hosener)
(Continued on page 24)

1

Monday

Trade'
night.
picked up considerably yesterday
(Tues.)
and likely will today
(Wed.) because of the Jewish holidays.
Upbeat, started yesterday
afternoon at most houses.
Still pacing the city is the Music
Hall although “Sunset Boulevard,”
with the same stageshow, is in its
fifth week.
Hall is heading for

ih

-

(11)

,

$134,000, which makes $790,800
for the first five Weeks, Hall record
for a five-Week run. Current stanza
is the first for “Sunset” to dip
below $1 61,000 since it opened,
“Black Rose,” with N.Y. Philharmonic Symphony orchestra on. the
stage, is,, running far below opening week at the Roxy, with big
$87,000 likely for this second
frame. This contrasts with a ter-

|

.

,

—

nice for fourth Riyoli big at $87,000 or a bit under; first
week, wliile “Treasure Island” soared to terrific $124, OOff but becontinues stoutly with $21,000 for low expectancy. Initial week hit

$20,000,

.

fourth round at the Mayfairi
new Labor Day week high, for
Estimates for This Week
house. Booked for two weeks only,
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 60-$ 1.50) with “Blue Heaven” (20th) with
—“Edge of Doom” (RKO) (6th wk). Mindy Carson, Betty and Jane
Down to $8,000 this round after Kean, Mr. Ballantine, new iceshow
$12,000 last week. Stays.
opening Friday (15).
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20State (LoeW’s) (3,450; 55-$1.50)—
“Red Shoes” (EL) (99th
$2.40)
“Three Little Words” (M-G) (6tli
wk). Back in regular stride with
Fifth round ended last night
Wk).
nice $5,000 after holidays pushed
take up to $6,000 last week. Stays. (Tues.) slipped back to $16,000,
Capitol (Loew’s) (4.820; 55-$1.50) still solid,, after $23,000 for fourth
“Summer Stock” (M-G) With week. Continues.
Strand (WB) (2,776; 55-$2>
Rosita Serrano, Noro Morales orch,
Hal Le Roy, Phil Foster topping “Tea For, Two” (WB) plus Gordon
stageshow (2d wkl Still doing MacRae, Patrice Wymore, Alan
strong business with* $65,000 likely Carney topping stage bill (2d wk).
this round after smash $86,000 Off to sturdy $48,000 after big
opening week, although below $65,000 opening Stanza, below expectancy, Stays a third.
hopes. Stays a third.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$l. 75)
Sutton (R & B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“Gilda” (Col) and ‘‘Platinum “Winslow Boy” (EL) (15th wk).
Blonde” (Col) (reissues). Opened Continues very profitable at $4,700
yesterday
(Tues.).
Last
week, after $5,400 last week. Stays on,
“Shakdown” (U) held four extra with “Trio” (Par) opening Oct. 10.
days for okay $22,500 in 10 days.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$ 1.20)
“Kind Hearts, Coronets”
—“San Quentin” (WB) and “Alca- 74-$L50)(EL) (l-4th wk). Still fine With $5,traz Island”- (WB) (reissues) (2d
500 after $7,000 last round. Conwk). Off to around $8,000 after
tinues.
nice $15,500 opening week.
Victoria' (City Inv.) (1,060; 9550Mayfair
(Brandt)
(1,736;
“Our, Very Own” (RKO)
$1:20)— “Treasure Island” (RKO) $1.50)
(5th wk).
Fourth session ended (8th Wk). Seventh session ended
Monday (11) held to $21,000 after last night (Tries.) held to $9,000,
great $29,000 for third week. Con- still in chips, after stout $44,000
tinues, with “Louisa” (U) due to last week. Holds indef.
.

—

—

—

—

—

—

BUT

.

Cleve.; ‘Sunset’

$17,500;

‘Rose’ Robust 12G,

2d

.

—

.

•

—

.

,

I

ing to about $7,000 after fine $8,000 initial week. Continues.
Radio City Music Hall ( Rockefellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)— “Sunset
Boulevard” (Par) plus stageshow
(5th Wk)* Slipped somewhat after
Labor Day holidays but still doing
sensationally at about $134,000,.'
making $790,800 for first five
weeks, ahead of previous high for
such run by “Notorious” (RKO) in
1946. Fourth round held to smash
$161 ,Q00. Stays a sixth week and
possibly a "seventh.
“Glass Menagerie” (WB) due in next.
Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-98)
“Strange Mr. Gregory” (Mono) and

“Mystery of Mr. Wong” (Mono)
(reissues).
Not doing well at
around $5,000, and staying only
one
In
week;
ahead, “Bedeviled
rific
$124,000 garnered in first
(Indie)
arid “Miracle
week. Second week of “Summer Woman”
From
Stratosphere”
(Indie)
(reStock,” with Rosita Serrano,' Noro
issue)
wk),
(2d
held
well at $5,500.
Morales band, Hal Le Roy, Phil
Rivoli
Foster onstage, continues strong
(UAT-Par) (2,092; 90*
$1.25)— “No Way Out” (20th) (5th
With $65,000 at the Capitol.
“Fancy Pants,” plus Carmen wk). Fourth session ended last
Cavallaro band topping stageshow, night (Tues.) declined sharply but
is holding at big $70,000 in second still nice at $20,000 after smash
week at the Paramount, “Tea For $30,500 for third week. Stays on.
Two,” with Gordon MacRae, PaRoxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.75)
trice Wymore, Alan Carney head- “Black Rose” (20th) plus N. Y.
ing stage bill, shapes up for sturdy Philharmonic Symphony orch on$48,000 in second round at Strand. stage (2d-final wk). Down sharply
“No Way Out” is slipping to from opening round though still

.

Week

days. Last Week,
f
(2,647; 60-85)
—“Life of Her Own” (M-G) (2d
wk). Modest $11,500.
Last Week,
smash $20,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
lancy Pants” (Par) arid “Hijacked” (Lip) (2d. wk). Moderate
$12,000. Last week, big $23,000.
.St Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
.Sun set Boulevard” (Par) (3d wk).
Okay $10,000. Last Week, boff

ended by Sunday’s (10) rain. TailPark Avenue (U) (583; 90-$1.50)
end of the Florida hurricane cut —“Madeleine” (U) (2d wk). Hold-

—

•

—

4 Evans, Alan Dale with the
Sapphires onstage (3d-final wk).
Second stanza ended last
sharply from Labor Day week's (Tues.) slipped to $70,000, albeit
bullish session. It was the usual very good, after sock $91,000 openpost-holiday dip but accentuated ing week. “Sleeping City” (U) due
by a return of warm, weather in Sept. 20.
*

—

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 60“Lady Without Pas s'port”
(M-G) and “Bunco Squad” (RKO).
Just okay $13,000. Last week, “Our
Very Own” (RKO) (2d wk). $9,500.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)
Black' Rose” (20th) (2d wk). Down
85’

With Broadway virtually .100%
holdover this week,, business at
first-run theatres generally is' off

to $11,000, still profitable.
Last 500.
Week, $14,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
50-99)—
Stanton (WB) (1,475;
“Summer Stock” 1M-G) (2d wk).
“A. & C. in Foreign Legion” (U). Down to $15,000 following wow
Sturdy $12,000 or close. Last week* $23,500 initial session.
“Shakedown” (U), $11,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99)— “Fancy Pants” (Par) (2d wk) and
“Destination Moon” (EL) (4th wk). “Saddle Tramp” (U) (m.o.). Opened
Nice $7,000. Last week, $8,000.
today (Tues.). Last week, “Fancy
Pants” (Par) and “Louisa” (U), big
open next.
$14,000.
** £\ yn v>ATfe niTT nilHP
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$1.20)-^
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 60-75)—
PITT
-RO/S
“Black Rose” (20th) and “Rock “Spy Hunt” (U) and vaude, Good
Island Trail” (Rep) (2d wk). Great $20,000 or near likely. Last week,
‘STOCK’ NICE $13,500 $14,000 after $20,000 first stanza. “Cariboo Trail” (20th), with vaude,
fancy $24,000,
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 60-75)
Pittsburgh, Sept. 12.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
Holdovers of holiday pictures “Sunset Boulevard” (Par) (m.o,)
‘Fancy Pants” (Par) plus CarHolding
at $5,000 after
wk).
(2d
dotting the first-run situation with
men Cavallaro orch, Jean Carroll,
session of fine $6,500.
one exception, the Warner, Where Opening
“Happy Years” and “Shadow on
the Wall” are doing virtually nothing.
Of the holdover pix, “Black
Rose”, at Harris and “Broken Arrow” at Fulton are getting the best
play, with “Summer Stock” okay
at Penn.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-80)—
“Broken Arrow” (20th) (2nd wk).
“Fancy Pants” (Par) and “Modern
Boston, Sept; 12.
James; Stewart picture still staying
Only newcomer in town this ses- Marriage” (Mono) (2d wk). Not bad
big at $10,000 on top of a smash
$15,000 last week. May hold again. sion is “Desert Hawk” at the Bos- $5,000. Last week, neat $7,000.
Memorial (RKO) <3,500; 40-85)—
Harris (Harris) <2,200; 45-80)— ton with Okay stanza. All other
“Black Rose” (20th) (2nd wk). Will majors are holding over with “Born To Be Bad” (RKO) (2d wk).
“Sumand
Met
“Black
Rose”
at
About
$8,000 for 3 -day holdover
wind
stout
probably
$9,000.
up
mer Stock” at State and Orpheum after $18,000 for first week.
Last week, terrific $18,000.
Pants”
"Fancy
at
well.
holding
up
Metropolitan
.40-85)
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 45-80)
(4,367;
and Fenway is off but “Black Rose” (20th) and “Lonely
“Summer Stock” (M-G) (2nd Wk), .paramount
still
In second round while Heart Bandit”
(Rep) (2d wk). Still
Not too sharp a drop for Judy Gar- “Our oke
Very Own” at Astor is not strong at $21,000* after smash $28,land-Gene Kelly stamen Nice $13,bad in third week.
000 for first.
500. Last week, big $21,500.
Estimates
for This Week
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 45-80)—
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 50-95)
“Tea for Two” (WB) (2nd wk). —“Our Very Own” (RKO) (3d wk). —“Summer Stock” (M-G) (2d wk).
Staying for only 4 days on h.o. for Neat $11,500 aftor nice $15,000 for Off to about $17,000 following nifty
$25,000 for opener.
okay $7,00Q,
Last week, nice second.
$15,000.
Paramount' (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
Boston (RKO) (3*200; 40-85)—
Warner (WB) (2,000; 45-80)— ‘‘Desert Hawk*’ (U) and “It’s A —“Fancy Pants” (Par) and “Mod“Happy Years” (M-G) and “Shadow Small World” (EL). Oke $14,500. ern Marriage” (Mono) (2d wk).
on Wall” (M-G). Anemic $5,000. Last week, “A & C in Foreign Nice $10,500. Last week, $15,000.
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
Last week, “Kiss Tomorrow Good- Legion” (U) and “Timber Fury”
“Summer Stocks” (M-G) (2d wk).
bye”
satisfactory (EL), $14*000;
(WB)
(m.o.),
40-85)—
Neat
(NET)
$11,000. I^st week, $17,Q00.
Fenway
(1,373;
$6,500.

—

San Francisco, Sept. 12.
Six-hour Admission Day
tennial parade that sloughed matinee biz last Saturday is producing a rather tepid session at firstruns this week. The fact that the
city is loaded with holdovers also
is hurting. Despite the offish tone,

Holdovers Plentiful;

newcomer

Fifth

Artists Carryover, “Summer Stock/’
in second round, looks brisk $12,000. “Saddle Tramp” and “A Kiss
for Corliss” hold steady at the
Roosevelt at fast $10,000 in second

week.
Estimates for This

After a satisfactory -Labor Day
week, several new pix are doing
nicely this round as holdovers fare
well. '“Life, of* Her Own”, is ace

Upsurge

Cleveland, Sept. 12.
in key-house takes

is

bringing back managerial smiles..
at Palace stepped
out rapidly for a great showing.
“Sunset Boulevard”' is fine at State
but not big enough to hold. “Black
Rose” at Allen looms stout on
second week. “Tea For Two” is
okay for initial holdover round.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warners) (3,000; 55-^5)—
“Black Rose” (20th) (2d wk). Stout
$12,000/ following woW $25,000
last week.
Esquire (Community) (704; 5575)^-“ Johnny Holiday” (UA). Nice
$3,000. Last week, “If This Be
Sin” (UA) (2d Wk). Okay $2,800.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-75>—
“Tea. For Two” (WB) (2d wk)., Oke
$11,000 after $17,500 last frame.
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-75>—
“Our Very Own” (RKO>. Rousing
$17,000. Holds. Last week, “Woman
on Pier 13” (RKO> and Louis
Prim a orch onstage, sock
State "(.Loew’s)- (3,450;
“Sunset Boulevard” (Par*. Pine
$17,500, but won’t hold. Last week,
“Summer Stock” (M-G). $18,500;
Stillman (Loew’s* (2,7.00; 55-75)
—“Summer Stock” (M-G) (m.o.).
Pitching fancy $8,000. Last week#
“Furies” (Par), lively $9i000.

“Our Very Own”

4

;

'
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Set 12th Venice Fest

COMPO

Venice, Sept. 5,
that the BienContinued from page 4
nale Festival committee has decided to hold the 12th Venice Film of help would be heeded again ternational; Edmund Reek, chair^newsreel comFestival in 1951. • It will be held and, in turn, promised Govern- man of the
mittee; Anthony Muto, of Fox
here from Aug. 20 to Sept, 10, pre- ment backing. »
Movietone; and Richard F. Walsh,
The day shook down primarily
ceded by the second Scientific and
president of International Alliance
Art Documentary Festival and the into a series of get-acquainted Theatrical Stage Employees.
grease
way
for
the^
meetings
to
Third Festival Of Films for Chil-

Announced here

Pledges

:

MPAA

*

4

12.

Washington, Sept.

Spanish film production looks
good for about 50 features this year
on the basis of the 26 completed

1

i

i

;

funds;
production lunas.
production^

special provision for education is
made; a working week of five

additional

During.
uu .* June

and July alone, 14 impo
were issued to the producers as a
reward for 10 films completed,
Soain produced 32 features in 1945,
Ao in,
n i1947,
Q 47 45 in
m 1948
1948,
38 in 1946, 49
and 38 in 1949.

rif

^ain points proposed are: A
n m |t of 80 days’ work a year when

,

I

to

Show Biz

children in the
entertainment world. A .government appointment committee prop0S ed welfare-safeguards In the
intctcsts „f the ml ors.

employment

|

distributors

pj^n to Protect

London, Sept. 5.
dren.
A plan has been drafted to settle
Invitations to
long tussle in legal circles over the

first

obtain

r j^

Children in

seven months of
year,, reports Nathan D. Golden,
Chief of thie Commerce Depart*
1
ment’s film divlsioh.
y,
l "*
plctuies made ' the
26 nietmW
For. the on
government has issued a total ot
31 export licenses which the Span
ish producers may sell to foreign

during the

•••

g

j

!

eight-hour days on a film; restriction of stage performances to four

.

j

week;

a

teacher

if

employment Of private
child had to be absent

j

future working arrangements and
the various na- to start the wheels of industrytions are being sent out through government cooperation.
The COMPO pledge of support
official channels.
was given \ by Depinet iri the
gardens back of the White House
offices. With the entire delegation
gathered around, the RKO prexy
declared: “The. American motion
picture industry ’grew Up in an atmosphere of freedom. We accept
the responsibilities which go with
the privileges of freedom. So we
are here today, representing all
Tokyo; Sept, 5.
branches of the motion picture inThe Communist cell at the Toho dustry, to pledge the aid of our
motion picture studio has been oiv cameras arid bur screens.
dered dissolved and its 14 leaders
“We are at your service and the
have been purged from public of- service of the United Nations—
fice, the Japanese attorney gen- until peace and freedom are made
.

from school; medical examination
before and after every show; appotntment of a matron for every
12 children; and banking of ear nThe county has seen a consider* jpgs of more than $280 a year with
of
county court.
a
number,
eral’s office ItnnoTinced. The disso- secure.” *
the
able decline in
lution order was issued chiefly beAmerican pictures shown. During
During the morning, the delegacause of the anti-occupation and
4
tion, then in session at the<Statler
the first seven months of this year,
terroristic activities of the Toho
hotel,
was thanked by Oscar' Ewing
only 40 Hollywood pictures were
cell in recent months, announcer
’

(
1

i

;

(

i

:

i

released for first-run in Madrid,
compared with 57 during the same
period last year. Take of our pictures totaled 60% Of all grosses in

ment stated.
The Toho

While 20th-Fox Shoots

for
the

Sydney, Sept. 5,
for the protracted Toho. strike of
that 20th-Fox 1948 which shut down the studio
for five months and caused Toho
for its first Aussie-made Techni- management to suspend its produccolor pic, with Peter Lawford and tion schedule indefinitely.
Firm
Maureen O’Hara costarred. Lewis has kept going with the distribMilestone is directing,
uting end of its operation, relying
Interesting angle is that a local on the product of the offshoot Shin
outfit, Allied Australian Films Ltd., Toho (New Toho) studio or indie
headed by the McCreadie Bros, in producers.
association with the Harry Brown
Crackdown follows in the* wake
^ljeady of General Mac Arthur’s purging
Cuba: Country has about
eompleted. a pic out here called last June of Japan Communist bigfilm. theatres in operation with a
The Kangaroo Kid; with Jock wigs and the closing of red newsseating capacity of approximately
D ° u g * a s -Dumbrille papers and party organs.
360,000. In addition, there are 145 9
•Selandhouses using 16m, mostly in the and Veda Jain Borg.. Leslie

the Madrid first-runs, a drop from
the 76% registered in 1949. During
1949, the U. S. had 105 of its pictu res released in Madrid. The year
before the figure was. 134; in 1947
it was 141; and in 1946, 150; This
year it will be under 100.
16m Theatres on Upbeat ^
Other countries which Golden
reports on*

Indications

are

will stick to the title ’’Kangaroo”

;

;

j

«.

_

5

^

!

six

three of
whieh have both

houses,

'

director,

.

,

“Kangaroo will be distributed
Havana
by 20th-Fox, with ’’Kangaroo Kid”
35m and 16m equipment.
handled by Eagle Lion-British
France: The 16m theatre is
Empire Films.
growing in France. There are cur
rontly 1,250 theatres and halls so
equipped and operating either part

ih.m

in

1

Army Tent-Shows
Continued from page

.

Two more 16m

have opened,

News

On

theatres

lifting to 12 the

He

tary Barrett.

num-

ber of regular commercial theatres operating with sub-standard
many fac
In ^auinuon,
addition, many
equipment
equipment. in

\

tones, mills, mines, etc., enterta n
their personnel with 16m films,
Number of feature pix in 16m size

,

is steadily increasing.

“We

haven’t lost
the propaganda war,”, he; concluded, “and we have a good

I

and portable use.
Meanwhile, Terrell is proceed- chance

stall ations

,

to

win

it.”

Later Barrett, Herbert Edward,
his motion picture specialist, and

Mutual Co-op Setup
Report covering the first six
months’ operati .s of the Motion

V

adPicture Assn. of. Ai ric
visory Unit for Fo rign Films
shows that the project has benevj
as
filed both overseas filmmakewell the U S. industry in general.
Foreign producers, throujr, a istance of the unit, have placed three
pictures with U^S. distributors _at
Likewise, the
“favorable terms.
has ga! ed considerable
goodwill abroa’d via its program of
assistance extended producers in
some 18 film-producing countries.
Following recent trade screenings in New York under the unit’s
a j spices, two Italian films arid one
—Xrench - entry ..were - acquired for
I

:

’

i

MPAA

S. distribution

Trrbs.

.

by American

Italian-made

“St inger

dis-

of

San Marino,” owned by Countess
Dorothy di Frasso, wijs picked up
by Irwin Shapiro’s Films Interna-”

“Passion Of St. Matthew
also an Italian entry, was U ken by
Lewis Productions, Inc,* while Bill
Holland’s Hyperion Films! bought

tional.

French

“Barry.”
Typical of reactions among foreign producers who have been
aided by the unit is a statement
tile

pic,

which “St. Matthew” producer
Bruno Sequin made to T.PAA prez
Johnston following consummation of his U.S. distribution deal.
In a letter
j
the MPAA chief.
Sequin praised, the “spirit of negotiations” and lauded -he program
of cooperation. Countess di Frasso,
according to the unit’s executive
director B. Bernard Krcisler, said
she placed her film with the
MPAA’s help after other avenue*
were exhausted
Eric

;

this season to the long string of

carryover variety stanzas that have
created a bonanza fpr guest talent.
Actsdtliat got $50Q last year are
getting rs high as $1,500 this seaMilton Berle has upped the
son.
ante from $1,500 to $2,500 for
guests.
Ed Sullivan,;, who genera
ally pays around $750-$l,000 fees
for guests, is going as high as $3,500. That’s what he’s paying Gloria
Swanson.
NBC’s Saturday night
“Show of ; Shows” will also pay as
high as $3,500.
$am Levenson,
who 10 months ago started on TV
at $100 per shot, is getting $2,500
a shot when he goes on “Star
*

'

Time.”

And

so

on down

the line.

Continued from page 1

1

$85,400 at the Memorial Auditorium, San Francisco; His Director royalty on “Roberts” is 3% of
the gross, which was $27,900 at
the Alvin, N* Y., arid $20,9Q0 at
the Forrest, Philadelphia.
His
royalty as “Roberts’- co-author is
slightly less than 2
of the
gross;

As one of the four ^ co-producers
of

“South Pacific,” he gets one-

ninth of the profits, which are es-

timated to have totalled: around
$51,000 on both companies last
week.
And as silent partner of
Leland Hayward in. the presentation of “Roberts,” He gets one-

Howland Sargearit of. the State
Department met with a newly ap- sixth of the profits, which came to
COMPO sub-committee an estimated $6,300 on both compointed
headed by Cecil B:De Mille, to co- panies lasf week.
operate with the “Voice of AmerIf Logan were taking his “Wisica” program.

royalties (10% as author
3% as director), his week’s
earnings would have been inCreased by nearly $1,500, But he
has been putting them into an escrow account to be paid to the
*
backers in case, as expected, the
show fails to recoup its $100,000
In addition, the auinvestment.
thor-stager is paying the operating
deficit of any: losing weeks.
above
figures
The
exclude
Logan’s royalties and. share of the
profits, the amount of which is
not yet clearly indicAted, from the
London production pf “Roberts.”
teria”

General Collins came in after
lunch io extend his thaqks to the
industry for making new pictures
available for showing In the training camps. He assured those present that “our camps will stick to
the rules and admit only authorparallel.
tic pipes to heat the tent, Terrell
said he would
Both medium and shortwave plans to employ a special plastic ized personnel” and
complaints
BCJ transmitters are employed, dome for the canvas playhouse, to take cognizance ofofany
violations.
distributors
usually with no more than nine in improve the acoustics and permit from
afternoon the
later
the
In
The present the elimination of the. present
use at one time.
broadcast schedule includes a. daily ampTWiCatiqn system. Technicians COMPO Committee went to the
to meet
Commerce
of
Department
30-minute newscast and commen- at the Mass. Institute of Technoltary for South Korea, a daily 15- ogy are perfecting the device for Secretary Sawyer, who promised
help in any troubles over allocaminute newscast at dictation speed him.
tions and controls, and assured the
for South, Korean newspapers and
The Music Circus, firm has tenta- industry people that they would, be
radio stations, and daily 30-minute tive deals for musical tent-show
newscast and
commentary for operations next summer in Balti- dealibg directly with Nathan D*
Golden, head of the motion picNorth Korea which is broadcast more,
Buffalo,
San Francisco,
twice on different frequencies, Minneapolis or St. Paul, and an ture division, who has been alloWhenever possible* U. S. officials Idaho location to be selected, in cated the wartime job.
Others in the group which went
say, Korean networks pick up the addition to resuming its season
programs arid rebroadcast them here and continuing its Gape Cod to the White House to pledge supini'oradditional coverage.
tieup with Aldrich. Terrell’ is al- port to President Truman
ready figuring on opening his Lam- cluded: Arthur L. Mayer, COMPO
bertville season of 1951 with the executive v.p.; Art Arthur, execuJap Occupation Legit
first under-canvas presentation Of tive secretary of the Motion Picture Industry Council;
William
Director Back to U. S. “Carousel,” with an English-lan- Holden, Hollywood Coordinating
guage production of Bizet’s “CarTokyo, Aug. 29.
men” as the second bill. Both Committee, Myrna Loy, Screen
Willard Thompson, theatrical pf- productions would be toured to Actors Guild; Brenda Marshall,
ficer in the American occupation other tent-shows irt the Music Cir- Carter T. Barron, Loew’s rep here,
— for - Variety- -Glubs“-I-nfernationMt
headquarters for the “past three- xus Co; circuit: ~ - “t
r
years, has returned to the U. S. to
Harry Brandt, president of Indeprepare for his return to active
pendent Theatre Owners Assn.;
duty- in the Marine Corps, ThompLeo Brecher, president of the Metson was a leatherneck pilot for
ropolitan Motiori Picture Theatres
S
four years during World War II,
Assn.; .Roy Brewer, head of the
Continued from page 1
seeing action with the First Marine
AFL Film Council; A. Julian BryAir Wing in the South Pacific and trillo’s opinion, is art attempt to lawski, president of the Motion
Philippines. He holds a reserve simulate live programs,,
Picture Theatre Owners of Metrocommission in t e corps and anPetrillo’s office has written to politan D.- C. Sherrili C. Corwin,
ticipates early orders to report some
national
v p. of Theatre Owners of
20 name bandleaders to
back.
gather some factual data about the America; Lauritz Garman, alterAs SCAP theatrical officer, interview practice.
Bandleaders nate for Tnieman Rembrisch, of
Thompson has helped Japanese who received letters over last the Allied States Assn.; Abel
producers stage approximately 40 weekend were asked to describe Green, editor bf Variety, repreAmerican, British or French plays how the interviews were put to- senting the
picture
industry’s
since tlie surrender, in addition to gether.
press; Francis S. Harmon, MPAA
a large number of one-acters arid
v.p.;
R.
Lessing;
Gunther
for So
Petrillo’s move is seen as a sure
shorter theatrical offerings produc- prelude to the banning of such in- ciety of Independent Motion Piced by universities and amateur terviews by members of the AFM. ture Producers; Abram F, Myers,
groups. Most successful of the com- AFM execs contend that it’s bad Allied States Assrii board chairmercial
productions under his enough that records are replacing man; Joyce O’Hara, executive assponsorship were “I Remember musicians on the airlanes without sistant to Eric Johnston at MPAA;
Mama,” “The Voice of the Turtle,” bandleaders giving these programs Marc Wolf, alternate to Robert J.
and “Of Mice arid Men.”
O’Donnell, of Variety Clubs Inthe added prestige of live shows*
'

Foreign, U.S. Film

‘XU

WynmJimmy

Thomas-Ed

Durante rotating shows the Colgate-sponsored Eddie Cantor, Fred
AUeri, Martin & Lewis, Bobby
Clark Sunday night NBC productions—-these are all added starters

told about the

expanded foreign information program just getting under way and
said bluntly that “American motion pictures have more of an impact abroad than all the things
the U S. government can do,”
new “Truth*’ campaign,
Iri the
said Barrett, the best- and biggest
job. must be done amorig the RusEastern Europe.

ing with plans for a tent-show
tour this fall and winter of his
s
pecial in-the-round “Show Boat”
Yank’s Korean
production,
w h 1 c h previously
' Tokyo, Sept. 5.
played Richard Aldrich’s Cape
Nineteen transmitters of the Cod Music Circus, at Hyannis,
Broadcasting Corp of Japan have Mass,, and last week concluded the
been pressed into service by U. S. season here.
The tour will be
officials in Tokyo to beam Ameri- sponsored
by Music Circus of
can informational broadcasts to America Co., of which Terrell is
Korea. Operation is directed by manager, with Oscar Hammerpsychological warfare section in stein II, Richard Rodgers and
MaeArthur’s headquarters, which Laurence Schwab as silent part**
swung into action three days after ners.
the Korean reds crossed the 38th
Besides using a system of plas-

projectors.

India:

Adjourn to MPAA
Following a noon visit to the
White House, the COMPO committee Adjourned to the Motion Picture Assn. of America for a luncheon addressed by Assistant Secre-

Danny

sian satellites* especially those in

19 Transmitters Used

In addition, there are
about 5,500 operators of either mobile or fixed 16m equipment operating in 19,000 communities. Presently 14 French firms are making

or full time,

16m

ing this conference.

1

,

M'**?*^

plus

pledge of support to

j

.

sticks,

COMPO’s

Mid--CentuiT Conference of
Youth to be held in Washington
tained an estimated 150 members. in December. COMPO had previThe group was largely ‘responsible ously passed a resolution endorsCOniriiunist cell con-

Continued from page

the “Star Time” one-hour variety
layout on DuMont, the new ANTA
show preeming next month, the

and

Continued from page

1

.

X

sustain.
“If an unknown actor is
right for a particular role,” he said,
“the public will accept him as willingly as it accepts an established
star. ”
In addition, he explained,

casting has become one of the
greatest problems faced by a film
producer. “Even. with the number

.

;

,

of stars in Hollywood,” he said,
“there seems to be a shortage of
talent when you are trying to cast
.

,

-a-part-the-vvay^he -writeL.anduti=reqtor visualize

it.”

Film which Preminger is now
Montreal is “The Sear- r
let Pen,” scripted by Howard Koch
and starring Linda Darnell, Charles
Boyer arid French actress Franlensirig in

.

coise Rosay. About 60% of the picture! he said, will be shot in Canada, since it is a French-based story
requiring Gallic flavor and bi-lirigual accents. Film will feature Judith Evelyn, Guy Sorreir and Rom*
riey Brent, all from the Broadway
stage, as well as some 20\FrenchCanadian actors.

;

,

;

^Trio’ Star

To N. Y. For Preem

London, Sept. 5.
Jean Simmons, star of J. Arthur
Rank’s “Trio,” sails for New York
|

Sept. 17, to make a personal appearance when the picture opens
in New York Oct, TO.

yVAniITY'$'I.ONDON
O^ICI
1

Plan

’51

INTERNATIONAL
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Edinburgh

Rennie in 20th-Fox’s ‘Pen’

Serv

•

•

,

Glasgow, Sept. “5.
Michael Rennie, British pic star,
here to make personal in connection with new film “Trio,” plans to
leave soon for location work in
Canada,
He will have a featured part ip
the new 20th-Fox, “Scarlet Pen,”
with Linda Darnell and Charles

Mexico City, Sept. 12.
Branding as totalitarian the national cinematographic law, enact-

Boyer starring, and Franchise
Rpsay also in cast. Entire, .film
will be made in streets, offices and

trade

.

mm

.

Edinburgh,

12.

Sript.

The current topic here is theplanning for the Edinburgh International Festival pf Music and
in 1951, which is now set to
act as a sort of grand finale to the
Gerald
1951 "Festival of Britain,
Barry, now director of the all-Britdovetail
here
to
is
festival,
ain
.

Drama

London, Sept.

5.

Dublin, Sept. 12.

hotels of Montreal;

Irish rights of T, S. Eliot’s “The
Cocktail Party” landed by Stanley

Bernard Dejforit’s short Season
Of Jewish plays in English opened
the Edinburgh at the Saville, Sepjt.
4, with Bella
event is now an established favor- and Samuel Spewack's “Spring
So, it Song.” Presented by the
ite among overseas visitors.
Glasgow
will be closely linked to Britain's Unity; Theatre Co., this sordid' East

He admits

plans.

*

Festival.-

The

1951

Edinburgh program
by the New

York Philharmonic' Orchestra under Bruno Walter and Dimitri
MitropbuloS plus the Royal Philunder 'Sir; v Thomas
harmonic
Beecham.
Opera will bp shared- by the
Glyndebourne and Sadler's Wells
»

theatre companies, the latter being
set! to stage the world preem of
Ben j amin Britten's ‘'Billy Budd.”
The Sadler’s Wells Ballet is also
skedded for here in 1951.
.

Illsley will produce.'

•*

.

,

the confederation of industrial

it is

in Mexico.

.

Announcing that the government
“The
Heiress” and “The Happiest Days Wants to be fair to all, J. Jesjiis Casmainly for its acting,
Also a
tillo
Lopez, chief of national cineof Your Life” for coming season.
Meier Tzelriikeri, Anna Tzelniker,>
London, Sept. 12;
“Cocktail Party” or “Heir- matographic board, Andres Serra
Yvonne Mitchell, Lilly Molnar
Tw o shows, “Will Any Gentle- Neither
Rojas, prexy ef trade’s own bank,
scored in leading roles”. Show is man” and “Accolade,” bowed on ess” have yet been staged in
Dublin owing to lack of theatres and Ernesto Santos Galindo, repre..in. for four weeks, and will be sucLondon’s West End last week to
senting the trade, Were named to
ceeded by Israel Zangwill’s “King favorable press reception. Former to house shows.
hear. .and sift pll -opinions' about the
of Schriorrers.”
entry produced by Linnit & Dunmeasure.
fee, Ltd., and written by Vernon
Chamber bites; several clauses in
Sylvaine opened at the Strand
explaining' the trade’s outcry of
Wednesday (6) after a successful
Also
totalitarianism in this law.

Same

pair have; also

set

•

‘

provincial tryout.
\A farce,, written around the dithering personality of Robertson
Hare who excels himself as a hypr
noticed nitwit turned adventurer.
Work was slickly directed by Richard Bird. Piay also boasts a lively

.

’

,

Leo McCabe who will chambers which agrees that tlie law
preem the play at Cork Opera can set a dangerous state-intervem'
Hrfuse near the end of this month. tion precedent for other industries

..

Already, as the 1950 show here
neais its close, appraisal is being
niade of this year’s Successes. On
the music side prie of the top hits
Glyndebourne
been
the
lias
Opera’s performance of “Ariadne
auf Naxos.”
Rosario and Antonio Spore
Rosario and Antonio have also
clicked strongly, making their first
appearance on any British stage.
They held an Empire Theatre audience for a whole performance,
Queen Elizabeth has been honoring plays and opera this week. She
and Princess Margaret saw. the
partly-panned “Atom Doctor,- and
received author Eric Linklater together with J ames Bridie.
The associated Film Festival
here has an interesting American

last

.

Illsley and.

Side drama was warmly received,

will highlight concerts

year ( enforcement of which
impending) the Mexican pic
has aroused the national
cinematographic chamber to go ‘to
bat against it.. Also enlisted to fight

ed

is

Buenos Aires, Sept. 5.
The 12 years since Marian AnArthur derson was last in Argentina have
Recently completed survey shows Riscoe.
in no wise diminished her Argenthe period from January to Septem“Accolade,” new Emlyn Williams tine audience, arid her three conber this year was ,the healthiest play starring himself and. Diana
certs at the Colon Opera were
state since prewar yeprs for, French Churchill, teed off at the Aldwych
completely sold out. She is now
film production. In this eight-month Thursday (7) following a provindue to give a number of popular
period 75 ’films Vtere started and 71 cial tour. Play with a Jekyll and
concerts at the Gran Rex theatre.
completed with 21 films how in pro- Hyde theme, deals with a' Nobel
She is sp popular here that she
duction.
In this same production prize novelist, disgraced following
is applauded when she goes, to a
period of 1945 only 59 pix were knighthood.
Williams, superbly restaurant. Miss Anderson has
finished, while 1949 had 66.
This supported by a cast that includes
also given concerts in Montevideo,
increase in production is due in a Anthony Oliver, Anthony Nichblls,
Uruguay; and in cities in the inpart
great
to* the government aid Ruth Dunning, John Stratton, Dora
terior of Argentina, all big grossqxtended to producers,
Bryan and Noel Willman, triumphs ers. General Electric Argentina
France still has a large backlog in the lead.
Directed by Gleri sponsored her two broadcasts over
of unreleased pix, and increased Byam Shaw, play, looks like a surethe Munda web and the Municipal
production may lead to a slowdown fire entry.
radio outlet has carried her Colon
if the films keep piling up.
There
Opera concerts*
is still one unreleased pic: made in
The German pianist Walter Gie1948, with 18 made in 1949 and 53
seking is doinj a concert at the
produced in 1950 still waiting reColon, which has no prejudices
lease.'
against performers who accepted
The holdback on. films during the
the Nazi doctrines in Hitler’s GerLondon, Sept. 12;
unfavorable summer months i$ also
John Davis, managing director of many.
a factor. This fall will -find a deluge
The grosses at the Colon TheaJ, Arthur Rank Organization, is on
*

Paris, Sept. 5,

supporting

headed

cast,

by.

’

*

;

;

'

'

'

contribution, “Tanglewbod,” film
record of the Berkshire Music* Festival held annually in Tanglewood,
Mass. This took in a rehearsal and
performance by the Boston Symphony Orchestra, conducted by
Serge Koussevitsky.
of pictures for the first-run market.
Biggest' transport job of the 1950
an .extensive tour of Eagle Lion’s
Festival has just been completed
distribution branches in. Europe to
\Vith the arrival of the La Scala
examine inter-cooperation, in comcompany from Milari-^yirtually a
pany with EL’s exec, Air Comfull military operation. The’ whole
modore West.
of La Scala—everything except the
First visit will be Hamburg' combuilding—has come to rthe United
pany’s top office in Germany,
London, Sept. 12.
Kingdom in two partsi* A special
Alicia Markova and Anton Do- Where discussions will be held on
train brought an orchestra of 143,
over product linerup. The two exa chorus of 163, a boys’ chorus of lin are heading a new ballet com- ecutives then will visit Brussels for
pany called The Festival Ballet.
23, soloists and three conductors.
distribution talks with Gaumont
Remainder of the company, num- Company is how touring the Eng- Eagle Lion’s manager, R. Bagot,
bering 100, plus 300 tons of equip- lish provinces before a London sea- and attend the preem of “Morning
ment,
reached
London Satur- son at the Stoll theatre for eight Departure.” They then go on to
day (9). in its 200 years* exist- weeks starting Oct. 24.
Hollywood* France and Italy.
Dolin is artistic director of the.
ence La Scala has visited only Vicompany.
Leonid Massine has
enna; Paris and Berlin.
staged “Blue Danube” and “Pe- Rank
Only 2d Most
trouchka” for it. Markova has been
ill and out of the company, but
Active Brit Director
will rejoin it on tour a week or so
London, Sept. 5.
before it operis in London.
J. Arthur Rank, who for several
Markova and Dolin and their
personal manager, Alfred Katz, ar- years topped the figure of directorranged the new company with the ships with 64, has this year lost
Julian
Brauns weg
organization. top position to Edward Taylor, who
Tel Aviv, Sept. 5.
Natalie Krassovska,, formerly of the now leads the field in Britain by
Israel’s neutral stand In the cold
being director with 69 companies,
War has resulted in banning Ballet Russe, has joined the* troupe,
None of Taylor’s companies has
Metro’s “The Red Danube” and as well as a group of English danc- any connection with the film in“The Conspirators,” and 20th-Fox’s ers headed by John Gilpin. Yvette dustry. Hence, Rank still ranks
Chauvire will come from France
“The Iron Curtain.’'
to dance “Pas de Quatre” with top man in the picture biz.
The Israeli Censorship Board Markova, and Dolin is negotiating
felt these films hit the Eastern bloc
with Mia Slavenska to join the
countries. Since Israel’s policy is company
for the last half of the
one of non-identification with West London season.
(Figures shoi» weeks of run)
or East, in its cold war, no films
London,; Sept. 12.
of such character will be permitted
“Accolade,” AldWich (I).
„
to be shown in Israel for as long
“Ace
Clubs,”
Cambridge (iO).;
of
as this policy is followed by the British Film Toppers
“Brigradoon,” Majesty’s (72).
government.
Carvallo,” St. Jas. (5).
For All-Industry Pic “Capt.
RKO’s “Bom To Kill” and “Dick
“Carousel,” Drury Lane (14).
.Tra cy ” and-W-amers* ^White Heat” _
London^-Sept^A.
-“Cocktail Party,”-- Now- (19)*
were also banned on tfie grounds
“Dish Ran Away,” Yaude (11).
Many of the biggest names in
they demonstrated excessive cruel- British films
“Folies Bergere,” Hipp. (49).
are to co-operate in
ty.
“Goldep City,” Adelphi (13).
the all-industry production venture
“Got What Wanted” Ph’nix (4).
of the “Life of Friese-Greene,”
“His Excellency,” Princess (16).
which is. to be the British motion
“Holly and Ivy,” Duchess (18).
picture’s contribution to the Festi“Home at Seven*” Wyndh’m (27),
val of Britain in 1951. Among the
Tokyo, Sept. 5.
“Ice-Capades,” Empress (16).
artists who have already agreed to
A special theatrical performance participate are Sir Laurence Oli“King Rhapsody,” Palace (51).
for
occupation personnel, with vier, Ralph Richardson, Alec Guin“Knight’s Madn’ss,” Vic. Pal. (26)
wounded soldiers from Korea now ness and Margaret Lockwood.
Quarter,” Casino (26);
, “Latin
in U. S. army hospitals in Tokyo as
“Little Hut ” Lyric (3),
The film, which is to be made in
special guests* Was staged by the
“Mister Roberts,” Coliseum (8).
Technicolor, starts rolling at the
Shochiku Theatrical Co. at its big‘ Associated British Elstree stu“Oklahoma,” Stoll (171).
Tokyo theatre.
Admission was dios in December. Producer Ron“Ring Around Moon,”. Gl’be (33).
free to some 1,500 allied patrons,
“Seagulls Sorrento,” Apdllo (13).
ald Neame and director John
— Program featured two “kabuki” Boulting are now, readying the
“2nd Tanqueray,” Haymarket (2).
(Japanese classical) plays with screenplay with scripter Eric Am“Touch & Go,” Wales (16).
three of the nation’s top “habuki” bler.
•‘Traveller’s Joy,” Criterion (118)
stars in lead roles,
“Will Any Gent,” Strand (1).
All artists and technicians are
Shochiku outfit said it sponsored
“Worm’s View,” Comedv (177),
the event to agreeing to defer a portion of their
show its appreciation for the sac- salaries on this $700,000 producCLOSED LAST WEEK
rifice U. S. forces are making in tion.
“Eliz. Slept Here.” Strand. (44):
Distribution is being set
Korea.
v
“Love or Money,” Ambass. (1).
through British Lion.
:
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Mexico
Mexico
prived

showfolk

City* Sept.

all

if

5.

be deworking
the government corn-

definitely

of

will

foreign

tinues its new policy of insisting
that alien troupers can’t double
into theatres, and nightclubs. Rule
is they cari only work down here
only in theatres or in riiteries, but

national theatrical federation, out*
lined how this ruling will hit biz.
.

Benitez claims the policy makes
playing Mexico unprofitable for
Bilbao, Epain, Sept. 5.
foreigners as neither theatre nor
An American circus is pack- niterie impresarios can pay them
ing them in in Spanish towns. enough to warrant singling. Weak
Billed as “Will Schow West,” With peso in terms of dollars hurts since
“Bunalo Bill” as headliner, they’ve really good imported talent only
been playing to SRO every night. works for dollars.
The troupe is costumed as co\vBeriitez indicated the governboys arid Indians, with gals in ment fehrs that doubling keeps
brief shorts, most; unusual in this Mexican entertainers out of jobs.
country.
“Bill” and his wife are Such is riOt the case, Benitez conthe only Americans in the outfit. tends citing that its the. merit of
Others are circus acts, from Ger- the individual performer that demany, Austria, Lithuania, Eng- cides his arid her playing time.
land, Canada and Spain.
Benitez as well as theatre and
The Spanish public is warm riitery impresarios are conferring
towards anything American. Imi- with Ernesto P. Uruchurtu, subtation of Roosevelt gets biggest secretary of the interior, who has
hand in the show. Next best goes direct charge of enforcing the
to the Lithuanian acrobats, the policy, in an effort to have the
Cervantes family.
CroWd liked measure killed or at least modieverything. The performance be- fied.
gins at 11 p.m., the usual hour
here,
Admission runs from 12c
Tourist Biz Soars
'

Mexico

to 75c.

Mexico, Sept. 5.
Tourist trade was big during the
year ended Aug. 31, with the entry
of 298,000 visitors or 121,000 more

Foreign Stars Cast For

Rome,

Sept.

than during—the—previous—year.—
President
Miguel Aleman an5.

nounced Ihis upbeat in his special
Meteor Film Co. of. Weisbaden, annual message on the opening of
Germany, will briftg a company of the, 1950-51 federal legislature.
18, ihcluding Actors and techni.

,

cians, for the filming of exteriors
for pic* “Hochzeitsnacht im Paradies,”
However, no Germans are
set for star roles.

.

:

1

-

not both simultaneously Francisco
Benitez, secretary general ,of the

.

^

,

tre for the four concerts given
earlier in August by Yehudi Menuhin amounted to around $41,000
.(U.S.), while thre.e other concerts,
two in Buenos Aires itself and one
in La Plata gross
close to $16,000, in spite of the abundance of

the trade brands it unconstitutional
on the ground that the statute
Would virtually place the Mexican
pic industry under government control, which the constitution forbids.
Pointed out that the law demands
that the board; pick: the films whic’i
exhibitors may screen and fix the
number of hours exhibition for
each pic. Also that unless cinemas
striotly obey’ the law, the government can take over and operate
the housed, as welLas book them.
Producers resent the law, since it
demands that they must give the
board a .copy of pvery pic the:
make so that ai hatibnal cinema-'
tographic library can be founded.
Distributors object to the measure
because it provides that whenever
there is a stockpile' of Mexican
pix, the board can .take over and
arbitrarily, distribute, such pix to
cinemas.

Ernst Marischka,* who did the
recent “Passion of St, Matthew,”
adapted the story for the pic from
an operetta of Heinz Henschke,
with
the
music of Friedrich
Schroeder.
All are well known
to the Austrian music lovers of a
few years past. Geza von Bolvary
of

Hungary

‘Cinderella’ Set for Italy
Venice, Sept.
“Cinderella” (RKO-Disney)
been taken over by Giovanni
zoli for distribution in Italy.
zoli,

an

Italian

5.

has
itiz.

Riz-

from

millionaire

Milan, is the publisher of several
magazines and film weeklies. Currently; he is backer of Rossellini s |
“St. Francis,” and plans to angel 1
his future productions.
He went to the Venice Festival
in a big yacht having a crew of
-

will direct.

Claudine Farrell, French actress,
and Hollander Johanner Heesteys
Will do the leads; This one is the 30, Rizzoli, came from an>orphanfirst
time that foreigners have age at the age of 16 without a
played in. a German film, made in cent, but now ift his 50’s, he. Ua»
.

millions.

Italy.
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Inside Stuff—Pictures
i

Council of Motion Picture Organizations* executive vice-president*
Arthur L. Mayer, takes a slap at censorship of motion pictures in the
October issue of Esquire. Mayer describes his post and duties aa ofthe American Military Government ip Germany for.
ficial censor for
over a year, and defined the censorship job there as-justifiable, “since
we were consciously working toward the reorientation of a still dangerous, if conquered, people.’* He attacks censorshfp.pressures in the
U S. by exhibitor groups* by state and local governments, by church
groups, and by the industry itself through the Motion Picture Assn, of
America's Production Code Authority. He summarizes: “What I should
in a good society there
like to see guarded is not our private morals
are plenty of firm safeguards for virtue~but our public welfare.’*

KOREA WAR HALTING
COMMERCIAL PIX
Hollywood* Sept. 12.
is taking bites out of
the commercial film production
business in Hollywood.
Many
manufacturers, with threats of general warfare in the offing, are
slashing their orders for commercial pictures and converting their
plants for production of military

M’s

‘Eve

The war

Number of exhibitors who have
been toying with the idea of hiking their admission prices because
of increased operating costs may
try’ it out with 20th-Fox’s upcoming “All About Eve.” While 20th,
under the anti-trust decree, is not
permitted to demand a boost in
b.o. scales on the film, many exhibs believe the “scheduled performances” plan under which 20th
is
attempting ; to sell the film
makes it a natural for the experiment, since the plan is basically
the same as roadsholving.
Andy W. Smith, Jr., 20th’s sales
veepfee, last week revealed the contractual details of the “scheduled
performances” plan and outlined
the company’s thinking on how it
Conshould work in theatres.
tracts,
which go out to the
branches this week, include only
one formal stipulation—that exhibs must agree not to book “Eve”
on a double bill. The “scheduled
carried
is
performance”
idea
merely as a “request” In the contract, with the following notations:
“No patron is to be seated after
the picture starts; the theatre is to
be cleared after each performance,
with the schedules to be lined up
accordingly; tickets for each performance may be sold in advance,
and the picture, plus the special
exhibition plan* is to be advertised

Matarc, Land Mishaps

Defer “Winds’

Till

Spring

material.

Hollywood, Sept. 12.
than 10 cancellations
Production of “Wild Winds” has
have been reported by commercial
postponed by 20th-Fox until
producers within* the last two been
next spring* due to accidents /susweeks, wiping out deals ranging
tained by Victor Mature and John
Commonwealth circuit president H. E. Jameyson takes a swipe at from $40,000 to $100,000 apiece.
Lund on location in Missoula,
undue criticism of Hollywood and Hollywood product in the Missouri
Mont.
80 -house circuit’s fall advertising pressbook. In a full-page article on
Former suffered leg injuries in
the front cover of the book, which uses the Variety frontpage namea motorcycle accident and' Lund,
Doug Fairbanks Joins
plate, he points out that American films are a target for Communists
bitten by a wasp, has a badly
because “with all of its sins of omission and commission the movie is
swollen neck. Decision to bring
Sol Lesser as Partner
a reasonable facsimile of American culture, folkways and mores.”
troupe
back to studio before shootAs to advertising, Jameyson presses for simpler language in ads, for
ing actually got underway also was
use of common vernacular and idiom. He asks for and prepares ads
In Proi-Distrib Co. prompted by advices that adverse
to talk to patrons “as most of you (Commonwealth managers) would
Douglas
Fairbanks,
Jr„
has weather* including snow, probably
talk to them in ordinary conversation.”
joined producer Sol Lesser as a would prevent completion of film
partner in newly-formed Principal this fall.
Metro came up with still another facet for the film industry’s inten- Pictures International, which has
sified public relations drive this week. Company ordered its recording far-reaching plans for production
subsidiary, M-G^M Records, to press a new tune, “Let’s Go Out to the abroad, importation of foreign pix
BIG TRIO’
Movies,” to which it plans to give the full, disk jockey, radio and sheet grooved for the art situations and
music ballyhoo. Tune, played by the Korn Kobblers, is being published joining up to 300 U. S. houses for
by Robbins Music, also an M-G affiliate.
showing of alien product. Also in
To convince more exhibs to use the record in lobbies, for recessional the outfit are actor Jean Hersholt
Paramount is planning an elabmusic, etc., Metro is offering it ta theatres or exhib organizations on a and Sherrill Corwin, president of orate world premiere of the J. Arnon-profit basis 30c each, instead of the usual 79c retail price. Sev- the Metropolitan' Theatres of Los thur Rank production of “Trio” at
eral New York circuits have already placed orders for the disks.
the Sutton theatre, N. Y., on Oct.
Angeles, as board members.
Back in the States after six 9 as a benefit for the Damon RunMetro has Instituted a new policy of screening one of its top new months abroad, Lesser unveiled yon Cancer Fund. * The major is
features for its board members at the conclusion of their homeoffice plans to produce Upton Sinclair’s distributing the film in the western
meetings the first Wednesday each month in an attempt to show them “Lanny Budd, American” in Ger- hemisphere.
Sidney Box, who produced for
the type of product the Company is turning out, instead of merely many in association with Erich
While several of the Pommer and Arthur Brauner, lat- Rank; W. Somerset Maugham, autalking about it as has been done heretofore.
directors are company homeoffice execs, several others do not hold such ter of CCC Studios, Berlin. Pom- thor of the three stories which
positions and so usually don’t see the pictures until they open in a mer, functioning as European ex- form the subject matter for the!
Company last week (6) screened “King Solomon’s Mines” ecutive producer, is due in N. Y. picture, and Jean Simmons, who
theatre,
following the board meet.
from Germany on Sept. 30 to assist stars in one of its episodes, all will
in
the debut cerein selection of an American direc- participate
monies. Preem is being sponsored
Conveying a report from Dr. Karl Murdock Bowman, who is back in tor for the film.
Leonard
columnist
syndicated
by
psychiatric
in*
Kenneth
casualties
Korea,
the U. S. after a study of army
Long-range production, sked in
Banghart on his NBC program last Thursday (7) discussed the impor- Africa also is in view for Lesser, Lyons.
Maugham is due in N. Y. Sept.
tance of the motion picture in providing battle-weary G. I.’s with tem- who has' acquired permanent filmporary means of escape from nervous tension, Filins are screened in ing facilities in Kenya Colony, 27 on the Queen Mary. Box arany place remotely suitable for a theatre barn, potato patch or an British East Africa. He has in mind rived yesterday (Tuesday) on the
abandoned rice warehouse, Banghart related. Bowman’s report was seven-year program, including one same ship, .and Miss Simmons is
that the U. S. troops in Korea, who are veterans of World War II, are Tarzan jungle pic annually, plus due by plane next Monday (18).
Paramount and Rank are sharing
finding the fighting with the Reds the toughest yet.
other independent productions.
the expenses of Miss Simmons’ trek
On home front, the plan is to im- across the sea, while Doubleday,
Unique cross-plug idea has been worked out by 20th-Fox for its up- port 15 releases annually for PrinMaucoming “Mr. 880” with WCBS, CBS radio outlet in N. Y. Plugs, sched- cipal, with two from Italy already the publishers, sponsored
gham’s trip.
uled to begin the week before “880” opens at the Broadway Roxy (Sept. acquired. These are “The Son of
Mrs. Ruby Schinasi is chairman
29), read: “For your favorite radio program, turn to 880 on your dial. D’Artagnan,” produced by Raffaela
For your favorite movie, see ‘Mr, 880’ at the Roxy theatre.” Under the Colamohici, and “Twin Trouble,” of premiere arrangements.
deal 20th reportedly gets one-and-a-half commercials for each one paid dubbed comedy which Lesser cofor.
produced with Marquis TheOdoli. Sues His 2 Brothers To
The theatre group he hopes to
By sheer coincidence in scripting, Alida Valli, Italian screen star, set up for th*e imports will particiBalk Theatre Operation
appears to be doing a sequel to her role in “White Tower” in her new pate in the profits of the national
Kansas City, Sept. 12.
forthcoming picture, “Walk Softly, Stranger.” In “Tower” she had a distribution here in addition to inCircuit Court Judge Joe W. Mcpart concerned with mountain climbing; in “Stranger” she is a cripple dividual house receipts. The idea
has
taken under advisement
Queen
as the result of a fall while climbing a mountain.
is to bring the total to 300 through
Miss Valli plays in the latter film entirely from a wheelchair. RKO some lease acquisitions, 'franchise an application by Edward D. Puris releasing both pix.
arrangements and inclusion of wood (nee Dubinsky) for an insome of’ Lesser’s own situations on junction to keep his two brothers
from operating a theatre in St.
First person to benefit by Century Theatres’ retirement plan is the Coast.
Joseph, Mo.
cashier Ethel M. Bryan, who drew her initial pension check recently.
Branching out in another direcDurwood, prez of Durwood TheNow 65, she joined the New York metropolitan circuit in 1911, when
is
organizing
Lesser

—

No

less

PREMIERE

FOR RUNYON FUND

—

at least two weeks in advance ‘so
as to acquaint patrons with the
policy* arid with the ‘efforts made
to present it under the most favor-

able

also

tion,

operated but one house, ’the Linden, Brooklyn,
the pension plan June 1, 1946,

Chain inaugurated Cinema Merchandise Corp. International, which will create and supervise novelties, tieins and exploiFirm
Charles K. Feldman will pay Tennessee Williams $375,000 for screen tation for his productions.
rights to “The Glass Menagerie” over a period of 10 years at the rate of will be managed by Julian Lesser,
$37,500 per annum. Budget for the picture, made at Warners, was president of Thalia Production.
$1,179,500.
Of this sum, Warners contributed $968,000 and Feldman Initial campaigns will be directed
to the Tarzan series and “Lanny
the remainder. Irving Rapper drew $50,000 as director.
Budd.”
Eric
R.
Pleskow has been
Universal’s opera set, where Lon Chaney frightened the folks a
European representative
quarter-century ago in “The Phantom of the Opera,” is being dusted named
Lesser
Productions to
for
Sol
off for the first time in years.
This time it will be used by Republic
as
for sequences in “Belle Le Grand,” co-starring Vera Ralston and supervise, distribution, serve
liaison oh European productions
John Carroll.
rights
to
and acquire distribution
Communication from California Trust Bank discloses that the late European product for U. S. art
showman Sid Grauman’s square handle is Sidney Patrick Grauman, theatre presentation.. He will sail
and that the bank and Gertrude Skall .are the duly appointed admin- for his Frankfort headquarters on
the Queen Mary tomorrow (14).
istrators of the late showman’s estate. He died March 5, 1950.
Pleskow has served as assistant
general manager of the Motion
Picture Export Assn, and U* S.
‘Skip-a-Long’ No Vidpic,
Cleve. Photog to Korea
film? officer in Munich.

it

;

Cleveland, Sept. 12.

Team

Frank Koza, newsreel camera^
man. and former manager of Tele- Chi Outfit Maps 3
Theater here, flew to Tokyo
news
Skips Out of Pic Deal
More ‘American’ Pix
Monday (IT) on a last-minute apHollywood, Sept. 12.
Chicago, Sept. 12s
pointment to cover the Korean
Central National Picture Corp.,
Disagreement as to whether war for Telenews Productions, Inc.
deal called for telefilm or feature
Taking the place of Ken Inouye, indie production Outfit which debuted with “Golden Gloves Story,”
film work led to cancellation of the chain’s Far-East photographer
who was killed in an airplane crash is planning at least three more
the pact between Patti Moore and
in Japan Sept. 7, Koza had less productions with “typically AmerBen Lessy to appear in Wally than one day to prepare for the ican” themes imposed on sports
background, according to corporaKline productions, Sammy Lewis, sudden assignment.
tion officer Sidney Libit, No prohusband-manager of Miss Moore,
'

said the original deal was
series
of telefilms with

for a

Maxie

Rosenbloom, and that this later
was changed to a feature western
tagged “Skip - A - Long Rosenbloom. ”
He cancelled the pact
because he did not want the comedy duo to appear in a feature
western.

Spokesman for
said the
mm was planned asKline
a feature and
that it was never considered as a
_

vidpic project.

Daff
Back

Maps

U

Tour

duction dates are
Outfit’s

first

set,

effort,

however.
which had

vance &nd Will find a seat in the
presents his
theatre when he
ticket.”

Sinith further suggested that the
entire show with “Eve” should include a newsreel and a cartoon or
some other short so that the entire program does not run over
three hours.

Wald-Krasna
Continued from, page

each film, using film

file

Baltimore, Sept. 12.
Under-reporting of receipts on
percentage pictures is charged by
20th-Fox in a U. S. district court
action against Frederick B. Klein
and Charles W. Wingfield, operating the Churchill theatre, Churchill, and the Chester, Chestertown,
both Maryland. Inspection of defendants’ records will be asked to
determine alleged damages.

as song

Robert Mochrie, distribution chief;
Phil Reisman, foreign head; S.
advertising,
Barrett McCormick,
and Perry Lieber, studio publicity.
closely
more
Intention is to work
with the sales and publicity departments in furnishing exhibs
with direct help in selling their

briefs.

%

5

as added exploitation device.
Five-point merchandising program was worked out with Depinet,

Defendants (which include Ruth
Dubinsky, of Tuscon, widow of Barney Dubinsky, another brothei;) had
moved to dismiss the petition on
grounds of insufficient evidence.

20th-Fox Sues Md.
Exhibs on
Reports

title

title,

which Durwood insists has been
broken.
Earlier the courts refused to dismiss Durwood’s original petition
and granted attorneys for both
Sept. 9 to

pub-

the

•

lating a contract by operating the
business and also using his name,
Dubinsky Bros. Theatres, Inc. Current legal fracas is an echo of *946
settlement over use of name and
operations, in four nearby cities

sides until

for

Smith said 20th^ plans to advertise, via trailers and newspapers,
He sugthe above information.
gested that theatres ppening early
in the morning should have riot
more than four shows per day,
with those usually opening at 1
p.m. scheduling only three shows
(Film runs
except on Saturdays.
128 minutes.) “It is our thought,”
he added, “that tickets should be
sold as far in' advance as possible
and that these tickets should indicate the date on which they become available and the scheduled
time of the performance they
This does not mean recover.
served seats, but it does mean that
anybody may buy a ticket in ad-

atres, Inc., alleges his brothers, Irwin and H. W. Dubinsky, are vio-

pictures.
calls for a “film merchanwill headquarter at the studio and act as
liaison between producers, h. o.,

Plan

dising

(
'

!

manager” who

the sales force ancb theatremen
around the country. He’ll sit in on
all story, casting and production

talks to provide suggestions for
both audience and sales appeal.
Copies of~basi'c story material," together with preselling ideas are
to be given the ad-pub and sales
upon
immediately
departments
skedding the pix. Long-range adselling campaigns will begin when
story is purchased, with early
emphasis to be placed on national
R. Dorsey Watkins of Piper, advertising arid merchandising tieWatkins, Arivett & Egerton, Bal- ups anywhere from four to six
timore, is. attorney for the plaintiff, •months before the release date.
with Sargoy & Stein of N. Y.
Deal is cooking for Paul Munt
principal counsel.
and Claire Trevor to take over two
of four co-starring roles in “The
Texas Booth Blaze
Harder They Fall,” which WaldAbilene, Texas, Sept. 12.
Krasna will make as their first for
Gas masks were used by firemen RKO. Pair will play a fight manto combat a blaze which broke out
ager and his wife. Arthur Kennedy
|

•

received exploitation backing from
the Chicago Tribune, was selfsubsidized,
and all production
costs were met within the organization.
According to Libit, the
in the projection room of the
indie has not had^-and will not reSouth America.
Broadway here. Fire was confined
Daff has not toured the territory ceive-— any financial backing from to the projector and film. Autosince he replaced Joseph Seidel- outside sources.
matic device on the projector
In addition to Libit, Wallace closed when film ignited. Patrons
man in the top foreign spot. He
and Henry Lindauer remained seated until informed
probably will tour the key S. A. Shlopak
cities in November, hut a specific round out the three-man setup. by Mrs. Likins that the showing
All three are Chicago attorneys.
itinerary has yet to be set.
would be discontinued.

in N, Y. after a Coast visit
and a view of the company’ recently completed pictures, A1 Daff,
head of Universal’s foreign department, is now planning a trip to

circumstances

lic’.”

—

So Moore-Lessy

15

as the fighter but the femme
unsigned.
Tom Gries has checked—m at
as aide to Wald-Krasna on
talent and stories, shifting from
assistant to George Glass, Stanley
Kramer Productions veepee.
is set

lead

RKO

still is

.

,
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M-G-M’s "SUMMER STOCK” SOCKO!
M-G-M

adds another top-grosser to

its

Technicolor Musical

Parade "Annie Get Your Gun,” "Duchess Of Idaho,”
"Three Little Words.” And watch for "Toast Of New
Orleans,” "Two Weeks With Love” and more!
:

nCKt AKt ITNLAL >UfVlMtK
—Tops 'Annie Get Your Gun”
—In
—In

in 14

KC0ULI0
comparable spots

Of The Bride” July 4th

5 cities

it

tops "Father

5 cities

it

beats Thanksgiving records of

business.

"Adam’s Rib.”

—Six day gross in Worcester is *184 less than "Battleground.”
Every day in every way it’s getting Bigger and

M-G-M

presents

JUDY GARLAND* GENE KELLY

in "SUMMER STOCK” co-starring EDDIE BRACKEN • GLORIA D£ HAVEN
With Ray Collins
Color by TECHNICOLOR • Screen Play by George Wells and Sy
•
Music by Harry Warren • Lyrics by Mack Gordon • Directed by CHARLES WALTERS
Produced by JOE PASTERNAK • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture’

MARJORIE iMAIN • PHIL SILVERS
Gomberg • Story by Sy Gomberg

IF

i

•

YOU WANT GOOD NEWS PHONE YOUR M-G-M EXCHANGE!

w*
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MONMA look to
$7,500,000 Loan

Each Pact Amendment

46-PICTDKE SCHEDULE

Continued from page 3

Hollywood, Sept. 12.
made 'for the reason that produc<Total of 46 pictures will be retion-distribution
had been lagging
Los Angeles, Sept. 12.
far behind exhibition so far as leased 'by Monogram and Allied
Talent agents and their lawyers earnings were concerned.
Thus, Artists during the 1950-51 season,
were thrown into a flurry by the bolstering the cash reserves of the it was announced by Steve Broidy,
new
California
of
picture
firm
the
put them both on president of both companies, at
recent decision
a more or less equal basis as they
State Labor Commission which went
their separate
ways last their annual three-day sales convoided the agency contract be- Jan. 1.
vention. Gf these pix, Monogram
tween Famous Artists and Robert
The
plan for reorganiza- will supply 40 and Allied Artists
Wise, film director. Now they Ore tion, which is due on Jan. 1, 1951, six.
wondering how many : more con- similarly calls for transfer of $10,*
Expressing optimism over the fuThe Famous 000,000 in theatre company money
tracts are like that
*
ture prosperity of the companies,
to the new picture
nullified
beWas
pact
Artists-Wise
The npw National Theatre mon- Broidy declared the sales quota
cause an amended letter of agreeetary deal is in the form of an for the season had been set at $12,ment was added to the standard amendment
.to a loan, made in. 1946. 500,000, a boost of $2,000,000 over
contract form.
That provided $20,000,000. via is- any season in the past*
The original agreement, signed suance of $12,000,000 in debenin 1944, had attached a letter tures to Metropolitan Life Insurwhich provided that the pact ance Co. and $8*000,000 in credit
would run for Seven years after from the Chase National Bank,
he left the employ of RKO, where N. y., and the Bank of America
he was engaged at that time. In in Los Angeles, Repayments had
effect, the letter extended the con- reduced this total to
Hollywood, Sept. 12.
$16,800,000 as
tract over an indefinite period.
of last July 1.
The new borrowsigned Frankie Carle orch
The Labor Commission ruled ing of $7,500,000 was arranged with for two numbers in its “Footlight
Varieties" ... Edward L. Alperson
that there can be no amendments the. two banks.
appointed AI Zimbalisi as his exto the standard contract form unAsa further step in anticipation ecutive
scrutinare,
amendments
assistant with “The Sword
such
less
of divorcement, 20th-Fox also has
of Monte Cristo" as his first assign-*
ized and approved individually. plans for retirement of its
two
pre“Highway; 301" is the
Next move is up to the California ferred stock issues .to simplify the fment '.
release tag. on "The Big Stickup"
Superior court.
capital. structure. The corporation at- - Warners
Avery
*
Phyllis
.
has outstanding 152,929 shares of makes her screen bow as femme
$1.50 cumulative preferred Securi- lead in “The Gossamer World,"
ties, which may be called at $35 first of three episodes in Robert
per share; and 74,469 of $4.50 prior Stillman's “Queen For a Day" . . .
preferred, which may be called at Mid-Century Films, new indie proContinued from page 7
duction unit-, bought “Murderer,"
$100 per share.
will be sources of discussion durauthored by John Jacoby and
Actually
there
has
been
a
hiatus
thought
by
was
Anne Lazio . . . Virginia Mayo will
ing the year. It
of about Six weeks in 20th-Fox’s
divide top femme billing with
the negotiators, however, that atconferences With Government at- Doris Day in “Miss America"
at
tempts to foresee every possible
torneys on terms for .divorcement Warners . . Adolph Green switchinterpretation would have made
,
but that the two sides are Very ed from scripter to actor for a role
that
and
interminable,
their task,
close to agreement has been indi- in “Aii American in Paris'' at
the present more-or-less skeletopcated.
Reason for the lull is that Metro.
ized form on detail was preferPhilip Marcus, who took the case
William Cameron Menzies will
able, particularly since all coin
for the Government when, prosecu- direct “Drums of the Deep South,"
would be unfrozen anyway. tor Robert Wright left U. S. em- Civil War yarn to be produced by
$17,000,000 Guarantee
ploy at the end of last winter, has the King Brosk<4n Cinecolor, startThere was about $34,000,000 in been in Oregon arguing another ing in October . * . Harry Horner
U. S. earnings in Britain during suit.
The 20th-Fox divorcement signed as art director on “He Ran
the past year and the Americans talks will be resumed in Washing- All the Way" for Roberts Producare counting on the new deal to ton, it is expected, upon 'his return tions ... Jerry Wald and Norman
Krasna talking deal to star Eleanor
absorb that much in earnings next late this month. _
Parker in two pictures they will
year plus $7,635,000 which will
make for RKO. Wald-Krasna also
have been previously accrued as
.

RKO

.

-

ouW

.

.

.

RKO

'

:

.

vv

,

of the Oct. 1 date. Convertibility
is guaranteed for $17,000,000, with
in
possible
another
$4,000,000
Continued from page 2
bonuses in three categories and
production,
the rest usable; for
Dmytryk in association with Rod
printmaking, paying salaries of
employees in the sterling zone Geiger and J. Arthur Rank.
Festival, which preemed Aug. 20
and/or some 24 other purposes,
Production by Yank firm util- on a highly festive scale, nosedived in activity after the opening
ized about £3,000,000 ($8,400,000)
Week. War scare presumably kept
of their blocked sterling last year.
most
Americans away, and EuroUnder the bonus plan, the same
quantity of production during the peans, apparently Waiting until the
next year will give the American event got under way, didn't apcompanies who make pix in Eng- pear in any great numbers until
land additional convertibility of this week. Little buying activity
was consummated, .as most foreign
$1,960,000.
film distributors remained on the
This is worked out in the agree- sidelines as spectators.
ment by providing that the Yank
To further any buying of films,
producers get added convertibility
amounting to 23% Of anything they the festival authorities this year
spend on picturemaking.
Thus, set up a special “mercato," or film
23% of the £3,000,000 spent last market, in the city of Venice, not
year equals approximately £700,- at the Lido Island where the fete
has been held,
innovation drew
000, which in turn equals about
good response and will probably
$1,960,000.
continue as a permanent part of
In addition to this convertibility, future festivals.
Films screened
of course, the producing company at the
market were not competing
will also have used up out of its for
prizes and thus did not have
sterling supply the amount needed
to conform to any artistic standto make the pix on which the 23%
ards.
Producer having a film for
is being figured. Thus, it will be
sale must pay about $65, plus exscraping at its frozen sterling from penses of the screening
room, and
two directions at once, and this then can invite whomever he
incentive is expected to hypo pro- pleases.
duction by U. S. firms in England.
.

.

bought Raymond Hakim's screen
to the Emile Zola novel,
“The Human Beast," and “Cowpoke," rodeo yarn authored by
David Dortort
Lt. Comm. R. C.
rights

.

Cannon

.

.

function as liaison
between the Coast Guard and Republic in the filming of “Fighting
IT.S. Coast Guard."
Metro's Pete Smith Specialty,
“Table Toppers," will be whooped
up -in a national campaign by three
pocket billiard champs, Willie
Mosconi, Jimmy Caras and Charlie
Peterson . . . Robert Merrill signed
multiple - picture
contract,
with
Metro, to go into effect whenever
the singer is at liberty from his
Metropolitan Opera roles
* Alan
will

.

Ladd

Joe

.

“The Submarine

will star in

Story,"

Sistrom

production

which John Farrow will direct for
Paramount .
Normandy Productions* Inc., organized by Arthur
Ripley, Rudolph Monter and Robert Goelet, Jr., with “A Texas
.

.

Scandal" as the first picture . .
Billy Eckstine signed a one-picture
deal with Metro, calling for a film
to be made before March, 1951,
Columbia hunting a fat thesp for
role of Walt in a series of pictures
.

based on the newspaper strip,
“Gasoline Alley"
Metro reg.

.

istered “Lorelei Brown" as a title
for a forthcoming feature . .
Buster Keaton signed a term contract to work on comedy scripts for
Metro . . . “Girls of the Road" is
.

WALLIS PLANS FILM IN

ENCUND NEXT

SPRING

•Hal B. Wallis said on arrival in
N. Y. from Europe on Monday (11)
he has tentative plans to produce
one picture in England in the
spring,
He reported he had preliminary talks while abroad with
writers, performers and others on
doing “Son and Stranger," by David Demarest Lloyd, Which has
its locale in Cambridge*
Wallis came in on the lie do
France after 41 weeks, mostly in
England, France and Switzerland.
He also attended the showing of
his latest, “September Aifair," at
the Venice Film Festival last
month and arranged for the world
premiere of the film at the Sistine
theatre, Rome, tomorrow (14),
The producer, who releases
through Paramount, will leave for
the Coast at the end of the week
with plans to begin two productions befpre Jan. 1; He said one
Will be a Lucille Fletcher story,
starring Burt Lancaster and the

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

'

•

•

was unmistakable.

Growther

in

NEW PITCH

FOR H’WOOD PROD.
That

t:he city

of N. Y. will per-

day (10) column.
sist in its push for more producWinsten wrote “A critic should tion was demonstrated anew on
never discourage other critics from Monday (11) with a pitch by Frank
vigorous expression of their in- Lee Donaghue, city’s director of
Be- commerce. He made it clear that
alienable right to be wrong.
sides, if they were all in constant he was put to lure more filmmakagreement, what Would be the ing and promised full cooperation
point in having more than one of of his department, which includes
them'' He then went on to barb: a division of motion picture and
“Most films can be adequately television coordination.
gauged by anyone with an eye to
Donaghue said that $10,000,000
see and an ear to hear. But a few
was spent by Coast crews in N. Y.
turn the tables Without warning*
last year in payrolls and living exImpervious to ordinary weapons of
penses* and the majority of techattack, they measure the definicians were New Yorkers, helpciences of those who fail to meet
ing the city's employment situation*
their test of understanding."
Occasion for Doiiaghue’s new bid
Was a 21 Club luncheon at which
Universal-International and the inCourt Denies Dismissal
:

.

%

.

.

N. Y. IN

turn took cognizance of the fact
that he seemed to be alone in his
opposition to the pic in his Sun-

Hawk

.

*

(111.

Schwartz knd assistant general
manager William Howard, who are
conducting the "boost business'*
sessions, are going into every detail of theatre operation, Schwarts

•

.

.

Monday

.

;

.

.(

said prior to his trek to Cincinnati.
All on hand are participating in
forum discussion on the same
level; there is no dais.
At the opening sessions assistant
theatre managers had the same
prominence in talking trade problems as; department heads with
the result there Were ho mental
barriers restraining any of the participants, Schwartz recounted. He
said that bringing in the assistants
at the N. Y. sessions, held at the
Waldorf-Astoria hotel, was a lastminute idea hit upon when the
other likely will be “The Stooge" initial conclave, with only division
With Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis. and theatre managers, generated
so much enthusiasm.
He added
the informality of the meetings
demonstrated conclusively the mutuality of interest between homeoffice executive and the man in
Continued from page. 3
the field* leading to a better unin New York, and if it doesn’t click derstanding. and smoother operathere art houses throughout the tion.
country are reluctant to book it.
Schwartz reiterated there is “a
If they do buy it, it is at compara- predominance of good pictures"
tively poor terms for the 'distrib. and now is tl.a time to get behind
For
In most cases, too,, the unfavorable them with the added push.
Nejv York reaction has a way of this reason, he said, every item
seeping through to the public out- entailed in operating a theatre was
of-town and the b.o. reflects the canvassed at the meetings, from
the way the telephone is answered
Broadway offbeat.
Perfect example of the Times’ to the problem of filling the front
potency is seeii in the case of “Dif- seats on a big night.
ficult Years," Italian lingualer curThe current series of meetings
rently at the World, N. Y. It got is preliminary to the RKQ circuit’s
favorable reviews in every New; three-month campaign which will
YorkA daily except the Times, but” begin Oct. 1. Added incentive for
is languishing at the b.o. and will homeoffice personnel as
well as
be pulled Friday (17) after a poor theatre staffs is a group of prizes
four-week .ruri^jLopert Films* which totaling- $3>000 -for contributions
imported the pic, spent consider- of various sorts toward boxoffict
able coin in haying an English nar- turnover. Two top awards to manration written by Arthur Millet’ agers of $250 each, one in N. Y.
(
“Death of a Salesman" ) and and the other out of tpwh, will go
spQken by John Garfield. Distrib for the best combined ratio of
is moving the pic over to its own profit-gross attendance during the
house, the 55th Street, following three months as compared with tho
the World run.
same period in 1949. The other
Incidentally, critics Bosley Crow- prizes will cover campaigns, showther Of the Times and Archer Win- manship, theatre parties, publicity,
sten of the Post got into another service, vending, operation econof their columnistic duels over omy and children's and midnight
“Years." Winsten, Who has called shows.
Crowther names by name previously, was more discreet in his Post
pillar last week; but his reference

new tag on “Missing Daughters"
at Columbia
James Vaughn
.
bought “Something for Nothing,"
vertibility of a sum equal to 50%
written by Harry Essex, for indie
of sterling expenditures by Amerifilming under the Bel Air ProducContinued from page 4
cans for outright purchase of
tions banner
Kay Productions
western hemisphere rights to Brit- to take the place of a stageshow. will make “The Return of Captain
ish pix. Third bonus is convertiFirst of the concert films was Bligh" for Columbia release .
bility... of a sum. equal to 50% of
In
Actions
finished last week on the C oasts Brad Dexter drew featured role
sterling paid to British interests Titled “Music
~
Now and Forever," in .RKO’s “Macao,'^with an-option
Balt Lake City, Sept. 12.
resulting from distribution of their the picture features Artur Rubin- for a term contract.
U. S. district court has denied
product in the western hemisphere. stein, Jascha Heifetz, Jan Peerce,
Don Weis signed writer-director motions to dismiss eight pending
Since all the figures used in Nadine Connor and Dimitri Mitro- contract, with Metro after two percentage actions against Hal F.
working out the percentages were poulos conducting the N.Y. Phil- years as dialog director for Stanley Hawk, as administrator of the es. Joe Sistrom producing
from the eight rftajor companies, harmonic. -Deems Taylor is nar- Kramer
tate of Claude C. Hawk and the
the negotiators employed the as- rator. Filrrr also spotlights several a war film, tentatively titled “The Claude Hawk Corp. Plaintiffs are
Submarine Story," at RKO
sumption that these companies rep- ballet sequences presented by im- Newly formed Saturn Productions Universal, United Artists, RKO,
resented 95% of U. S. earnings in presario Sol Hurok, who is coop- will tee off with “Port of Call" Warners,
Paramount, Columbia,
Britain and that the indies thus erating in production of the series with Alfred Green directing and Loew’s and 20th-Fox.
represented 5%.
with World Artists.
VanCott, Bagley, Cornwall 8c McDick Foran in one of the top roles.
Pact was basically negotiated
Twentieth hasn't yet announced ... Metro signed Billie Burke, Carthy are attorneys for each
in
July
by
Johnston, its selling policy on the concert Moroni Olsen, Paul Harvey, Rusty plaintiff, with Sargoy & Stein of
Eric
MPAA prez; Ellis G. Arnall, series, which are to be handled by Tamblyn, Tommy Irish and Mari- N. Y. of counsel.
SIMPP prez, and James A. the shorts department under the etta Canty, all members of the
Mulvey, repping SIMPP. Details supervision of Peter Levathes. It's “Father of the Bride" troupe, to
their roles in “Father’s
M. N. Wolf'.
were, worked
out' by
MPAA expected the company- will seek re-enact Dividend"
William
.
London rep Fayette W. Allport, flat deals for them in general Little
Following up on its scheduled
Jacobs’
current
production*
“Lulwho explained the whole deal to situations, same as with a second
one-two punch to aid the film inlaby of Broadway," is his 75th since
l^PAA members at the session at feature on a regular bill. In situa- joining Warners
Warners ac- dustry’s public relations campaign,
which they okayed it last week, tions where they may be booked quired screen rights to Robert Metro this week set up nine more
Arnall gave the lowdown to his. as the top feature, such as art Louts Stevenson's “The Master of dates for its traveling public
Jnembership at a session on the houses, 20th might ask for per- Ballantrae," for production in Eng- speaker, Maurice N. Wolf* during
Coast,
i land*
the next four weeks,
centage terms*
Bonus Allowances
Second bonus allows for con-

There’s bounce to the business
now, and with more effort there
will be more bounce.
That is the
motivating factor behind *the current series of meetings of RKO
Theatres which got underway in
N. Y. last week fend will continue
today Wednesday ) in Cincinnati,,
tomorrow and Friday in Chicago
and next Monday in Los Angeles,
circuit head Sol A. Schwartz said

.

dustry received a special citation
for the company's production of
“Sleeping City," made entirely in
N. Y., from the city. Acting Mayor
Vincent Impellitteri made the formal presentation of a scroll to
Leonard Goldstein, producer of the
film, on behalf of U-I, and to Francis S. Harmon, vice president “ of'
the Motion Picture Assn, of America, in behalf of the industry.
.

.SPG’* $1 Assessment

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hollywood, Sept. 12.
First assessment ever voted by
Publicists Guild, $1 per
member tab for “crusade for free.

.

Screen

dom," Was unanimoasly approved
by exec board. It now goes to
at
fafification
for
Sept. 19 meeting, which will also
Gottlieb
Gerald
vote on approving
as part-time business agent.
Exeo board called for full mem*

membership

bership support of campaign.
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J^AHIETT
London Variety Club’s
v

ISSUE
/London.
REVIEWED
STARS
PICTURE AND DISTRIB.
Although they are not staging
*•»•
........
•
J ah.: 25
Barzizza
Macario-Isa
..............
a midnight gala show tills, year, Adamo ed Eva' (Adam 4c Eve) ( ltal.) XLux)
25
the London Tent of the Variety Ainsi Firiit La Nuit (Thus Finishes the Night) (Fr) (Corona) Claude Dauphih-Anne Vernon . ... , Jan.
club expects ta get about $10,000 AlDiavolo con Celebrita (One Night of Fame) (Italian)
•*.
...
....
;^Hsclia
^^.xier
^^eb.
.......
8
(Scalera)
from an exploitation stunt aimed
Feb.
Narciso Ibanez Menta-Pola Alonso.
8
, 7.
Almafuerte (Argentine) (Sono). ...
at finding new vocal talent.
.... April 26
(Italian) (Herald) .7 Lois Maxwell-Amedeo Nazzari. ;
and
Poisons)
Veleni
(Loves
e
Amori
Nation-Wide contests are to beJ
......
Jan.
....
.
.Rene Faure
18
......... /.
(French) (Metro)
held over the Associated /British Angels of the Streets
March 29
Katy Panou-Lambros Constantaras
.7;
.7
...
(Gloria) 7.
Cinemas’ circuit, proceeds of the Anna of Rhodes (Greek)
....... ...
-Aug.
.L; Beibutov
2
.......
(Artkino)
Wife
(Russian)
aTakes
Arshin
semi-finals, which probably Will be
.Aug.
Francois Pener-Dany Robin
« . . ....
9
(UFPC)
.
held at the Palladium, will go to Au P’tit Zouave (The Little Zouave) (French)
History)
L’Histoire.
(Gone
With
Emporte
the club* Finals will be decided Autant/en
'Feb!,
........... ... • •
8
,«
....
(French) (Victory) ...............
on the: air, arid apart from a cash
.March 8
.Eva Dahlbeck-Ragnor Falck, ;
(Only A Mother) (Swedish) (Sverck)
offered
Mor
Bara en
prize, the winner will be
... ...
.
.June 28
....
an engagement in one of Nat Kar- Benvenuto, Reverendo! (Welcome Reverend) (ltal) (2.0th) .-.Aldo. Fabrizi
Biancaneve e i Sett Lavri (Snowwhite and the Seven
son’s Empire stageshows.
.Jan,
DeFilippo-Mischa
Auer.
.
25
Peppino
.
...
.
.
....
7.
.7
.
;
,7
Thieves) (Italian) (ENIC) .7
Chief Barker Robert S. Wolff
Tommy Trinder-Chips Rafferty. .,. .July 12
,
announced that the Duke of Edin- Bitter Springs (Australian) (Brit. Empire) ...
... ....
.April
.... M. Cwiklinska
5
......
-,7 ....
.7
,
burgh and U. S. Ambassador Lewis Border Street (Polish) (Globe) ...
April 26
..... .»
.<«..
Fernaudel
«
...
Douglas have been made honorary Botta e RispOsta (Italian) (Vein) «.
:.-.7
iR
.March
Tellefsen
7.
Rom
;
...
Filmcentral)
(Kommunenes
(Norw)
Streets
From!
the
gold
receives
Boys
a
life members. Each
Jan.
18
Branquinol (Crazy Show) (French) (Fernard Rivers) ... , Jean Carmet-Colette Brosset . .
membership card.
Cantiga Da Rua (Song of the Street) (Portuguese)
... 7.
> March 29
\ Alberto Ribeiro
(Lisbon)
7:7; .7 ..... Seyerino Casara- Walter Cavallini
7. Jan.
25
Cavalieri della Montagna (Italian) (Metro)
.
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New York tent
was forced- to table, recommendations of its nominating committee
last week as a result of differences
between the N. Y. and the interconstitutions.
Variety
national
Variety Club’s

.

Committee chairrnanned by Abe
Montague, Columbia sales chief,
had prepared a slate of officers for
the October election by the tent.
.
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...

i

....... .... .....> ....
Cheri (French) (CCFC) 7
»»»
Children of Chaos (French) ( Victory ) .«..... ...
.... ....
.
City of Torment (German) (Films Inti)
Danza de Fuego (Dance; of Fire) (Argentine) (Iriteramericaria). ............ .... ......................
Der Bagnostraefling. (The Fugitive) (German)
•

.

.

.

Ce Siecle a 50 Ans (This Is the Half-Century) (French)
(AGDC)
Champane a Martello (Children/of Chance) (ltal) (Lux)

nominating committee’s session last
week as tb whether it should pro- unlikely, that Sherman or anyone
ceed under the New York or inter- else will be/ interested in advaricnational. constitution. It was de- ihg production coin.
Company is
cided to fable the slate of officers losing heavily each week, with the
the committee was set to recom- losses undoubtedly likely to get
mend pending a decision on the bigger before they diminish/ Np
constitutional question.

...

.

. .

supposed to take precedence, there

was considerable discussion

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

International constitution calls
for election of officers by the
“crew” which is equivalent to a
board of directors—rather than
directly by the membership. New
York tent regulations provide for
ballotting by the members.
Since international rules are

.

.

.

.

,

...
.

.
. •

.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

. .

•

p.

ft ••

.

,

,

.

.Ren® Dsiroy
HansT. Albers

.......

•

.

•

•

•

•.*.

.

..

. .

,

.

..

..7... .«• ...

. .

•

• , »

;

*

•

....

•
.

.

v. .
...

«

Gina Lollobrieida-Yvonhe Sanson
Jean Desailly-Marcelle Chantal, ...
*

.

•

. ,

•

26
25
31
April 26
.June 14
•

April
Jan.

.May
•

;

Amelia Bence

.

.

. .

...

.......

*

.

March

1

thought, will want to adMarch 15
. .
«... .......
Paul Dahlke-Richard Haeusler .
.7
(Schorcht)
Ordinarily, Under the . interna- vance coin for pix without assur- Die Wunderschoene Galatliee (The Beautiful Galational rules, the crew consists of 11 ance that the company slated to
7.
31
Hannelore Schrafh- Viktor de Kowa ... .May
thea) (German) (National) ... ...
... .7 -7.
men elected b^ the members plus release them will be in a healthy Difficult Years (Arini Difficiii) (Italian) (Lopert)
.... .Umberto Spadara-Massimo Girotti
.Aug, 23
the last five chief barkers. Since, state by the time the films are com- Domenica D’Agosto (A Midsummer Holiday) (Italian)
the New York tent Was an out- pleted. There can be no such as... ....
.May
.•;••• 7.:;. Anna Baldini-Vera Carmi
3
...
:
;
(Firicirie)
7
growth of Motion Picture Asso- surance unless a heavy bundle of Dream No More (Palestinian) (Classic)
.... Avraham Doyori
11
.... .Jan.
ciates, Which had a board of 22 operating money becomes available Duello Senza Oriore (Duel Without Honor) (Italian)
members, the international rules to UA. On the other hand, it is
... . .... Annette
...
Bach- Constance Dowling ... April 26
; ... ... .7
(Manento)
were waived last year to make the almost impossible to line up an E Primavera (It’s Springtime) (Italian) (ENIC)
.March 15
.
.7 . Mario Angelotti
New York crew that size. Request operating loan Without adequate Enyoi Des Fleurs (Sending of Flowers) (French)
for similar waiver will be asked assets to collateralize it. UA's asJune 14
.7
Tino Rossi-Micheline Francey
.7 v.
.7 ...
,
. . . .
,7
(CFCC)
this year, with the crew to consist sets from this standpoint appear of
...
Wm. C.TUbbs-Luisa Rossi ; . . .... ... Feb.
8
, .
v
of 17 members plus five Officers. dubious proportions. McNamee has Faddija (Italian) (Herald)
Facts About Paris)
New York tent is Only a year old been working along the line of Faits Divers A Paris (Various
.....7.7 .7 .......
Roger R^egris
Aug.
.7
. . .... . . . .
9
(French) (Pantheon) 7.
and naturally can’t comply with committing to a lending agency, the
.'7.
Italo Tajo-Nelly Corradi
.7, . . ;April 26
.
the proviso for the last five chief income off the top from rentals, Faust and the Devil (Italian) (Col). ...... ...
(French)
(Wemen
Names)
Femmes
Nom
Without
San
barkers to be included on the crew. representing UA’s advances to proJuly
12
* ...
... . Simone Simon-Francois Rosay .
7.
....
....
(Filmsonor)
...
ducers for prints and advertising.
3
.7
...
Zarah Leander-Carl Raddatz .... . 7 May
7.
These are said to represent some- Gabriela (German) (Allianz)
Pitt Int’I Meet
... Nathalie Nattier-Yves Montand. . . . , j . March 22
thing
and Gates of the Night (French) (Films Inti;) «... ......
between
$300,000
Indianapolis.
(German)
Gafaehrliche
(Dangerous
Guests)
Gaeste
International Variety will hold $500,000.
.7
Vera Molnar-Wolf Albach-Retty . . . , .March 1
(Allianz)
7.
7.
... .7 7. « .
its annual midwinter meeting in Miliate Co. Would Handle Prod,
7. 7.
...... ...
..7* ... Petra Peters.
17
... . .May
Sherman-Fink plan envisages Girls Behind Bars (German) (Films Inti.) 7.
Pittsburgh Oct. 20-21, Chief Barker
...
Michaelesko.
......
(Aaron),
.....
.Michael
25
(Yiddish)
Man
and
Devil
7.
....
God,
v . .7 Jan.
Marc Wolf announced here. It Will their setting up a sort of affiliate
company
to
its
proto
handle
.....
.
De
Sica-Maria
Mercader.
.Vittorio
.June 28
Heart and Soul (Italian) (Crest).
..... 7.V. .
. . . .
precede the annual banquet of the
There: is talk of their Her Wonderful Lie (Italian) (Col)
... ,
10
. . ... 7. .Marta Eggerth-Jan Kiepura
...... . ... .May
Pittsburgh tent Oct. 22, when gold duction.
cards will be presented to 11 char- financing 23 pix the first year, al- Histoires Extrordinaires (Extraordinary Stories)
though insiders would be surprised
7. ... 7.
.March 15
.Jules Berry-Femand Ledoux. ......
(French) (Qrdin). ..... ... .7 .... 7^
ter members.
The chief barker will attend the and pleased to see them actually Ho Sognato II Paradiso (I Dreamt of Paradise)
.7 .7
.... ... 7.Geraldine Brooks- Vittorrio Gassmann July
,7
(Italian) (Artist! Assoc.). ...
12
meeting on a war activi- bring in one-third or one-half that
ties program in Washington, Sept. number.
II Figlio de D’Artagnan (The Son of D’Artagnan)
plan,
The
in
any
case,
reported.7. .. ,7 ........ ..Gianna Maria Canale
(Italian) (Augustus)
......May
8; the annual banquet of the Okla3
homa City tent, Sept. i2; a testi- ly will be presented to the owners II Lupo Della Sila (The Wolf of the Sila) (Italianr
monial dinner for Allen Moritz, re- and management at next week’s
....
... ,. 7. 7. ...
... .... .. ... Silvana Mangano- Amedeo Nazzari ..... Feb.
(Lux)
8
Undisclosed as yet is II Mulatto (The Mulatto) (Italian) (SEFI)
tired Columbia branch manager, session.
... Umberto Spadaro-Joie, Fierro. . * ... .7 .Aug.
9
Whether
this
will
be
full-dress
a
by the Cincinnati tent, Sept. 18,
Iluvia Roja (Red Rain) (Mexican) (Nacionales)
Jorge Negrete-Elsa Aguirre, ........ . . March 8
and the annual meeting of the board me^l^ng at which five addi- Interdit Au Public (Forbidden to the Public) (French)
members
of the directorate
.
»
board for the Will Rogers Saranac tional
•
.
** « «
.
Corona).
J an.
25
...
J acques Erv^rn ....... ...
,
,
Hospital at Saranac, N. Y., Sept. will be named to _pnng it up to into the Straight (Australian) (U-I).
......;
... .7 . Chas. Tingwell-Muriel Steinbeck. . ... .Jan.
18
size called Yor in UA s charter and invisible Army (Danish) (Palladium). ....
22-23.
........ .Bodi Kjaer-Ebbe Rode .7
....... . ... June 28
Wolf also will go to Toronto bylaws. There’s not even a quorum Ivan Pavlov (Russian) (Artkino) ..
7... ....... .Alexander Borisov,
...
... .7
.Feb.
15
Sept. 14 to present the charity cita- now, so the board can’t legally Julie De Cameilhan (French) (Sirius)
,
Edwige Feuillere-Pierre Brasseur . .... May 24
tion awarded the Toronto tent at take any action. Members named Jurtgfrun Pa JungfrusUnd (The Girl from Jungfrusand)
the last convention of International after the new management took « (Swedish) (Sandrew-Bauman) .7
........... Ludde Gentzel-Ake Soderblom. ...... .April 26
7.
Variety for its Variety Village for over in July are McNutt, Mc.Karl- Arne Holmsten-Ingred Thunliri
.May
3
Namee, secretary Max Kravetz and' Kerleken Segrar (Victory of Love) (Swedish) (Svensk)
Handicapped Children.
Miss Pickford.
La Beaute Du Diable (The Beauty of the Devil)
.
Company’s biggest danger is the
...... .......Michel Simon-Gerard Philipe. •
(French) (Franco-London) 7.
.April 19
Bob Bostick Tops Memphis Tent utter lack of product it faces next
La Belle Que Voila (Here Is the Beauty) (French)
Memphis.
February or sooner. If all the films
... ........ .Michele Morgan-Henri Vidal
,
....
(Pathe)
...
...
.May 10
Bob Bostick named Chief Barker committed are delivered by their La Cage Aux Filles (Cage of Women) (French)
of Variety Club Tent No. 20 by producers—-and there’s always a
(Omnium)
Ilaniele !D el or me
.
«. ..
eb.
.. . , . . .
.8
the club directors here this week. possibility they won’t be product La Casa Chica (Love Nest) (Mexican) (Nacionales). .7 .7. Dolores del Rio. ...... ;7 ....
....... .May
10
He succeeds Ed Williamson, will last Until February. After that La Duquesa de Benameji (The Duchess of Benameji)
Memphian well-known along film time there’s bound to be a long
(Spanish) (CifCsa), .7
7. .7 ....
Amparito Rivelles.7 ......
Mistral. .
. . .April
26
row here who' has been trans- hiatus, since even if the company Lady Paname (French) (Discina). 7. ... ........ .. *7 .Suzy Delair-Louis Jorge
Jouvet
,
.June 28
. ...
ferred to the Warner exchange in had all the coin It could
use right La Fprza Del Destino (Italian) (Union)...;.
v. 7. . . .Nelly Corradi-Gino. Sinimberghi ...... July
5
Dallas. Bostick is manager of the
now, it would still be well into La Marie Du Port (Marie of the Pori) (French)
National Theatre Supply office
next year before deals could be
,
( Corona)
ean
,
... ..
.0
a
Inn
...
,
... «
il
20
here. 7 Vernon
Adams, former made and pix
filmed. Thus operat- La Ron de (The Round) (French) (Gordine).
... * .Anton Wolbrook-Simon Signoret ...... .July
12
Dallas
exchange manager, has
June
,. ; * .
7
been sent here to handle the local ing losses are sure to mount as La Joy as Del Pecado (Jewels of Sin) (Mexican) (PRM) . Fernando Soler-Rita Macedo
new
product
dwindles.
La
Soif
Des
(Man’s
Hunger)
(French)
(Cine
Hommes
Warner office in the switcheroo bf
Two producers who were holdSelection) ,
7
......
....
7. .....
Georges Marchal-Dany Robin. ... . . . . .May
24
personnel by WB.
ing but have now delivered their La Souriciere (The Mousetrap) (French) (Gaumont) ... Bernard Blier-Francois Perier .7 , , , . . April 28
negatives, but that’s not a cer- La Terra Trema (The Earth Trembles) (Italian)
Cincy To Honor Moritz
tainty UA will be able to sell them
/
(Victoi )
... ......
.
I*.
...
... v
April .26
Cincinnati.
Harry Popkin has delivered “El- L'Auberge Du Perche (The Inn of Sin) (French) (Pathe)
Ginette Leclerk-J. P. Kerien .7 .7
.
March 29
Allan S. Moritz, exchange man- leri” and it 'has been put on th e re- La Valse De Paris (The Paris Waltz) (French) (Lux) . Pierre Fresnay- Yvonne Printemps 7.
May 24
agei5—f or-Golumbia- Pietureg and—
lease-slate for Oct.- 10, but the-pro- La Voyageuse Inattendue (Thb Unexpected Voyager)
leader in the Variety Club, locally ducer, as is his
7. 7 ; . ... ... 7,
right, has rejected
(French) (Sirius). ... ..
,7
...
Dany
Robin-Gborges
Marchal
• • , .7 .
Feb/
8
and nationally, will be given a every playdate
deal submitted. Le Crime Des Jiistes (The Crime of the Just) (French)
testimonial dinner here Sept. 18.
7Likewise, I. G. Goldsmith has de...... ... 7
(Fernand Rivers)
.7.
Jean Debucourt, 7 . *-,7;, ......... .. .Feb.
8
livered “Three Husbands” and it Le Grand Rendezvous (The Big Meeting) (French)
has been set down for Sept.. 29,
...
... .. ....
(Coi ona) ....
.
...
••...»
...
Francois Patrice >.....•»«»•.« ... .'«««*« «. IVlarch 1
but continued delays on advertis- Le Portrait D’Un Assassin (Portrait of an Assassin)
Scheduled tour of the Will ing approvals -— whether inten(French) 7 (SELF) ... ........ ...
7.
..... Maria Montez-Eric Von Stroheim. . . .
Jan.
18
Regers Memorial hospital, Saranac tional or not-— are holding it up.
Le Roi (The. King) (French) (Discina). ,7 .7. .... ... 7. .Maurice Chevalier.. ....
S ... .7 Jan. 11
Lake, N. Y., for Sept. 23 has been
.... .Sacha Guitry.
....... . . .
Return of Grad Sears to the Le Tresor De Cantenac (French) (Selzriick). 7..
v
.
..March 15
temporarily postponed, due to the sales helrri last week has done Les Dernieres Jours de Pompei (The Last Days of
Inability of enough of the officers much to restore producer confiPompeii) (French) (Consortium Arts),
7 ,
Georges Marchal-Micheline Presle
,7 ...
May
3
and directors of the sanatorium to dence in the company and has Les Enfants Terribles (The Unmanageable Children)
fit the event into their schedules. tremendously perked morale.
(French) (Gaumont):. ......
.....
, .......
. .Nicole
Stephane-Ed ward Dhermitte.
May 24
Sears’
It’s expected the weekend junket salary of $2,000 weekly
plus $500 L’Homme Que Revient De Loin (The Man Who ReWill be held sometime next spring. expenses was resumed last Friday
turns from Afar) (French) (Cine-Selection) .,7.7...... Annabella-Maria Casares ,7.
Aug.
2
Industry administrators of the (8), but lie is insisting that the L’lmperatore de Capri (The Empetor of Capri)
(Italian)
....
(Lux)
,
Tot- Yvonne Sanson
...
......... March 29
hospital, which is administrated by management pay him $20,000 rep...
. . .... Martin Zabalua-Sara Prosperi
8
. . ...... .March
the Variety Clubs, had been sched- resenting checks due him between Los Pei*ez Garcia (Argentine) (Independencia)
.7... .Tita Gobbi.
...... .... ... .. ,7
Feb.
uled to spend the weekend after the time the new management took Love of a Clown (Pagliacci) (Italian) (MPSC)
8
the sanatorium tour at the nearby over and the time he returned to Mad About Opera (Follie Per L’Opera) (Italian)
Schroon Lake home of Herman his desk. His suit for that amount,
••••»•
(MPSC)
. ...
Carlo Campanml,
...... .......
A.pril 1
Robbins, National Screen Service less advances said to amount to Maneges (The Riding School) (French) (Discina) > 7.
Simone Signoret-Bernard Blier
.March 8
,
prez and board member.
about $6,000, still stands.
(Continued on page 20)
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;

.

.

ELC Execs

. . ,
...
.
.. .,.!.,

.

Wednesday, September 13, 1950

to Chi

For Sales

Powwow

William C. MacMilleri, president
of Eagle Lion Classics; distribu-

Further rounding out the exec
staff of the Council of Motion Pic-,
ture Organizations, exec. v.p. Arthur L. Mayer tiffs week named
Charles E. McCarthy as information officer. He’ll be in charge of
distribution of publicity to newspapers and tradepapers.
McCarthy was formerly director

,

.

tion v, p. Willianv-J. Heineman arid
sales topper Bernard G. Kranze

delegation
homeoffiCe
the
headed for Chicago and company’s
three-day regional sales conclave
opening tomorrow (14), at the
top

ISSUE

PICTURE AND DISTRIB.

REVIEWED

STARS

(Continued from page 18)
Jose Greco-Paquito Rico.
.May
Manolete (Spanish)' (Hercules)
Mein Freund, der Nicht Nein Sagen Kann (My Friend
.Josef Meinrad
«
J an.
.
Who Can’t Say No) (Austrian) (Sacha). ... ........
Miquette et Sa Mere (Miquette and Her Mother)
.Daniele Delorme-Louis Jouvet.
...
.
(French) (Corona) .... .... .May
Minne, L’lngenue Libertine (Minne, the Simple WanDaniele Delorme-Frank Villard
.
June
. .
....
...
.
ton) (French) (CFCC)
,
, Gina Lollpbrigida-Richard Ney
March
Miss Italia (Italian) (Lux). .... ...
. ,
Louis
....
Jouvet-Dany
.v.
Robin
(Canton-Weiner)
Feb.
Monelle (French)
,
.
>
Bernard Blier-Fernand Ledoux
...
... ... ...
Jan.
. .
Monseigneur (French) (Richebe).
May
Nacha Regules (Argentine) (Sono), * ... ... .... ...... Zully Moreno- Arturo de Cordova
Giselle Pascai-Yves Vincent
Naked Woriian (French) (Cphen)...
Nous. Irons a Paris (We Shall Go to Paris) (French)
.....
.Ray Ventura & Qrch.-George Raft. /
(Corona)
March
.

.

«

.

.

, .
.

.

31
11

24

Blackstone hotel.
.
.
28
.
Others deserting the h. o. for
.
29
the sessions include Leon Brandt,
.
.
*
.
.
. .
8
*
advertising-publicity chief; Milton
.
i
.
25
E. Cohen, eastern division head;
.
24
of publicity and advertising for the
Jack Schlaifer, sales representa25
Paramount and 20th-Fox. During tive for -Nw Peter Rathvon; Joseph
the. war he was an aide to John
Sugarman, head of contract deof
the
head
Whitney,
29
Hay (Jock)
partment, and Jules K. Chapman,
.
,
».«,,.«< TitO Gobbi ,\.
Feb.
......
O Sole Mio (Italian) (Continental)
8
film division of the Office of the
in charge of branch administraInteramerican
On Airiie Qu’Une Fois (One Only Loves Once)
of
Coordination
tion. Edward Heiber, midwest di...
.........
...
........
...
Francois
(Consortium)
RosayRenee
Faure
(French)
....
.June
28
Affairs.
vision manager, and James Hendel;
(Summer Storm) (French) (Pathe) > ... Gaby Morlay-Odette Joyeux. ... , .... April 20
COMPO prez Ned E. Depinet west coast head, also will join in. Orage D’Ete
...;.. ........ .Jean Marais-Maria Casares
(French) (Discina)
(Orpheus)
12
...
i .
., .July
Orpfiee
to
committees
three
named
also
Heineman sales drive, featuring Paris 1900 (French) (Pantheon)
.......
.... ...
.
24
.May;
cope with requests and problems,
$62,000 in cash prizes, is among Plus Des Variances Pour Le Bon Dieu (No More Vagrowing out of the current war the
subjects on the agenda.
cation for the Good Lord) (French) (Victory) ..... ; Larquey-Les Petits Poulbots
.May 24
. . . . .
crisis.
A screening committee,
Prelude a La Gloire (Prelude to Glory) (French) (Gray)
.Roberto Benzi-rDebucourt
.July
.
12
composed entirely of exhibitors,
will pass upon alK suitability for
...
.v ... . .
Jan.
Red Meadows (Danish) (Hyperion)
Poul Relchhardt ...
...
25
.
.'.
theatre showings of all films subr
. . .
Rita (French) (Distinguished)
Feb.
. . . .
Viviane Romance
22
i.. .
mitted by government or private
Felix Oudart.
....
.March 22
Scandals of Clochermerle (French) (Siritzky)
> .....
. ...... .
Continued from page 5
agencies.
Russell
V.
Downing,
,.i ...... .. . • . Hector Charland-Nicole Germain. . , . . . .March 1
Seraphin (French-Canadian) (Quebec).
managing director of New York"s
Singoalla (French) (Discina)
..... . . . . ...... Viveca Lindfors-Michel Auc^air ...... .March 8
(Films
Inti,)
...... .... . . v Viveca Lindfors
Lans
(Swedish)
Sin
of
Anna.
.... .May
24
three
the previous
man. He’ll be aided by Rotus Har- of the fact
... ....... Medea de Novara-Louis' Alcoriza
.... April 26
Sinner of Magdala (Mexican) (General). >
weeks have only been estimated.
vey, William Namensph, Wilbur
Svenske Ryttaren (Swedish Horseman) (Swedish)
producers
indie
Paying the
Siiaper and Robert Wilby.
»
... ...... *» Elizabeth Soderstrom- Ake Soderblom. March 29
, .... ...
......
(Kungsfilm)
Weekly is a considerable attractiori
Si' Fabian will chairman a the.... ... Eva Henning-Birger Malmsten
(Swedish) (Svensk)
.March 15
to them, since it leaves little Coin, Torst (Thirst)
atre priorities committee to hanToto Cerca Casa (Toto Wants a Home) (Italian) (ATA) .... Toto ... ...
.
..... Jan.
18
in the hands of the distrib in case
dle relationships with the Gov^
.....
Toto-Gianna Maria Canale
Feb.
. . . . . .
8
should go. bankrupt or otherwise Tofo Le Moko (Italian) (Forum) ,
*
ernment on issuance of priorities he
be unable to make payments, in Unrionquered People (Yugoslavian) (Yugoslav Info.
on scarce materials. His commit*
.....
...
..
......
«...
....
...
...
Center
Ilic
....
Jan.
II
era
........
)
which case a producer becomes
tee will comprise Emanuel Frisch,
UA, Une Niiit de Noces (A Night at a Honeymoon) (French)
merely a general creditor.
Ben Shearer, Abram F. Myers and which had always before paid in
...... Martine Carol- Jean -Parades .......... June 28
(SELF) ....... ...
,
David Weinstock. A production advance, as ELC is about
to do, has Uri Hombre va Por El Camino (A Man on the Road)
and distribution priorities commit- now changed to
.-. ...
.....
(Spanish)
.Feb.
8
.Ana Mariscale-Fernando Nogiieras.
(CEA).
system
of
settlea
tee will be chairmanned by Marvin
ment only after coin has actually Un Hornme Marche Dans La Ville (A Man Walks in
L. Faris and include Francis S.
...
... .......
.May
May 17
the City) (French) (Corona).. .....
,
....
J. P. Kerien-Giriette Leclerc
been received from exhibs.
Harmon arid Lester W. Roth.
Difficult Bachelor) (Spanish) ....
In addition to his efforts to line Un Soltero Dificil (A
......
June
28
dChiisora)
San
^Jartin
. • .
... ....June
. ^ .Clonrado
up Popkin and other UA producJan.
18
Marina Berti-Clara Calamai. . . . .. .
ers, MacMilieri materially helped Vesprp Siciliano (Sicilian Uprising) (Italian) (Fincine). .
....
.May
3
his product situation last Week by Victors and Vanquished (Russian) (Artkino) .......... . . A- Dyky
....
...
Jan.
11
(Italian)
(Crown).
...
of
Love
......
Bechi.
. . * . .> Girio
Voice
signing Harry Sherman to do six
(Xrtisti
Assoc.).
...
.Feb.
Feb.
22
....
Magnani-Rossano
Brazzi.
Continued from page 4
Volcano
(Italian)
. . . .
, .Anna
. . . . .
t
westerns and four features a year
March 29
ELC also inked Walls of Malapaga, The (Italian) (Films Inti.). ......... .Isa Miranda- Jean Gabin ............ . .March
600 of the territory’s 964 theatres for five years;
Maidens) (Austrian) (Sascha) .... Willi Forst-Hans Moser. ... .... . . . ...
.Feb.
8
. . .Feb,
already have signed cards pledg- a deal with Laurel Films to dis- Wiener Madelu (Vienna
...
.Feb.
8
Elli Parvo
ing support and cooperation.* Au- tribute “Mr. Universe,” Jack Car- Woman (Italian) (Canten-Weiner)
.'.
Festival
(Russian)
.July
12
(Artkino)
...
...
.....
.
Youth
...
World
...
son-starrer,
which
was to have
thority for this is French, who thus
been
handled
FC.
by
addition,
In
appears to be emerging victorious
in what apparently is a fight by through intervention of Chemical
Berger to prevent him from direct- Bank, N. Y., ELC made direct
FIGHTING
ing the territory’s war activities. deals with producers for about a
French further says that out of 47 dozen pix which it has been disContinued from page 3
exhibitors appointed to commit- tributing since June for FC.
Hollywood, Sept. 12.
tees, 41 have accepted, including
Additional income derived from
at 20th is the degree to winch it has They’re “Man on the Ledge” by
off
has
touched
a
in
Korea
War
NCA’s first and second vice presi- distribution of all FC product,
Joel Sayre, which will be titled
swung its program.
dents and some prominent mem- growing
out
of
the
abortive cycle of Far Eastern action pic“14 Hours”; “Mr. 880” by St. Clair
Those Trick Angles
bers, and operations are proceed- merger, has meant considerable to
tures, starting with “Tokyo File
Scanning of grosses for the past McKelway, “Jackpot” by J ohn
ing rapidly. French intends to ig- ELC in strengthening its financial
McNulty
and “The Flying Teanore NCA’s attempts to toss a position. At the peak, it brought 212,” now in its final phases in Couple years mkkes it evident what
kettle” by John W. Hazard.
monkeywrench into the machinery, the company an extra $50,000 a Japan. Parts of the picture were success the offbeaters. have been
actually shot in Korea, with coop- enjoying* While some of the films
Imagination Needed
he asserts.
week in revenues.
It Will coneration of the War Department.
have been along the “message”
In each case, the New Yorker
At a meeting last week NCA tinue to get extra income on a
an line, such as “Pinky” and “No Way yarns were true-life incidents, but
with
films
Forthcoming
withheld approval of the French dimiriishing scale for about six
committee and sent out a bulletin months from servicing the F FC Asiatic slant include “Korean Pa- Out,” most are pure entertainment not in any ordinary sense screen
production
Jack
Schwarz
a
films
trol.”
but always with a trick material.
OtKter studios showed
asking exhibitors not to sign the product.
ELC domestic gross is
pledge cards. The bulletin charges now running about $275,000 a for Eagle Lion; “Operation Pacific” angle Which in -many cases would no interest and 20th was able to
Paramount apparently inspired week, with $240,000 required for it at Warners; “The Flying Jeeps” at have been considered by Hollywood buy them at $10,000 each. In each
Columbia; “Wings Over the Pa- a few years back as too unorthodox; case Zanuck ordered the story ~
“attempts” in Atlanta and here to to break even.
It gets approxi“Flying Leather“Miracle on 34th Street” and bought because 'lie had a producer
form war activities bodies outside mately 30
for its distribution cific” at Republic;
necks” at RKO, and “East Is East,” ‘“Cheaper by the Dozen” are two on the lot imaginative enough to
COMPO, and latter has “roundly fee out of these rentals.
Anson
by
indie
production
an
prime examples of offbeat yarns see the picture possibilities in the
criticized such actions.”
Assignee’s Demand
Bond. Meanwhile, Pine-Thomas has that proved particularly success- ideas. Story departments of Other
Following the NCA directors’
Disposal by ELC of the income rewritten “Hongkong” to cover the ful in the laugh category, While companies have long since all but
suggestion that admission prices on FC pix is now a
source of dis- Korean sector.
“Gentleman’s Agreement,” “Snake given up on trying to sell their
be boosted, a number of exhibitors pute between MacMillem and
IrvPit” and “Pinky” have shown them- studios on such yarns because
already have ordered tickets call- ing Kaufman,
court-appointed asselves equally d.o. winners in the there’s generally no producer ining for higher admissions, accordsignee to protect FC assets. Kaufterested in them.
more seridus “gimmick” vein.
ing to Berger, who predicts “withman is demanding that ELC turn
Baseball
Not so successful, but equally difAnother case in point is “All
in a short time” a vast majority of
over all FC rentals to him intact,
ferent
from routine recently were About Eve,” Bette Davis-Ann Baxthe territory’s theatres will raise
sss Continued from page 3
not even taking out a distribution
“The
Gurifighter,”
considerably
a
ter-Celeste
Holm-Gary Merrilltheir scales.
He says failure of fee,
Scranton and Chicago with various out of the “They-went-thataway” starrer, wnich 20th is counting on
Minnesota Amus. and RKO .Thegames
at
The.
of
success.
degrees
MacMillen is planning to solve
type of western; “Tidket to Toma- as one of the biggies of the year.
atres to tilt admissions is holding
back twincity neighborhood and one part of the argument by going Fabian’s Fox theatre, Brooklyn, hawk,” a comedy; “Night and the It started as a short story by Mary
into court arid asking permission drew good crowds but still fell City,” a meller, and “Stella,” a Orr in Cosmopolitan in 1944. New
suburban exhibition.
to put the producers’ shares of the short of expectations, largely be- comedy that was offbeat to the ex- York story department liked it
rentals into escrow.
Producers cause the Fox, which was charging tent of getting critical raised eye- then, but was unable to sell it to
Early Action Urged
can then fight out with Kaufrhan admissions, was competing with brows because of the gruesome the studio.
Five years later the
Resolution unanimously adopted
neighborhood saloons and the like idea of trying to get laughs out of story department spotted it again
by the COMPO committee on or- Whether they should get the coin
house
Comerf
fee.
The
skeleton.
with
no
ord
or
a,
whether it should go into the
as an NBC radio show
(again
ganization at its meeting in N. Y.
“Broken Arrow,” an indian epic Credited to Mary Orr) and sent for
FC assets pot, in which they’d only in Scranton, which also^reproduced
last week calls for voluntary compix, did capacity business that is unusual im painting the the Script.
participate
the
video
- director - proas
general
Writer
creditors.
mittees in every exchange area to
cooperate in the work of COMPOl MacMillen figures this Will let FC but at that time Scranton had. no usual western picture from the ducer Jqe Mankiewicz recognized
Early action in setting up the Off the hook, since the money TV of its own, the theatre getting viewpoint of the Indian, is a real it as an idea and Zanuck ordered
surprise
grosser/
It’s
racing it bought.
Company paid $1,250
groups is urged. , If more than one doesn’t belong to it in any case. it on a special relay.
state is served in the area such
As for the distribution fee
Sullivan said the feeling is grow- “Dozen” for honors as top 20th for. screen rights.
earner
the
of
year
to
date. “Dozen”
It’s a completely offbeat pic, but
states should be represented on which ELC claims for handling ing that organized baseball had
very
similar
in
the committee.
the FC product, MacMillen is go- taken discriminatory action agairist will do about $4,250,000 domestic coincidentally
ing to ask for arbitration. If Kauf- an industry which has contributed arid “Arrow” is expected to come some aspects to an equally unrou“Twelve tine entry, Paramount’s “Sunset
man won’t agree, ELC topper will considerably toward popularization very dose to that.
O’clock High” is third, incidental- Boulevard.” Continuing its hunt
insist on court litigation. MacMil- of the sport.
to Drop Park Are.
ly, with about $3,400,000.
for unusual material, 20th just last
ieri figures about $60,000 is inSullivan reminded that TO A has
Even in an ordinary Betty Grable- week acquired, a 12-page original
volved,
He at one time offered been most interested in the adDan
Dailey
musical,
“My Blue idea from Felix Jackson, former
Dec. 3, Reade to Run It to make a flat settlement of $100 - vancement of theatre TV and said
Heaven,” to be released soon, the Universal writer-producer, who’s
Universal will drop its lease on 000 With Joseph Bernhard, prexy he is certain it is the collective
Zanuck
craftsmeri have inserted an now scrivening a- play in New
of
FC,
but Kaufman refused to let judgment of the organization’s
the Park Avenue theatre, N. Y.,
unusual idea. In the first place, York. Labeled “Centerette,” yarn
Dec. 3 after an occupancy of four him take it. At that time, returns members that this year’s council
they’ve been first to get away from is about a gal sightseeing guide in
years,
'the 583-seat deluxe house from the FC films were expected ruling should be reconsidered in
a formula background by using Radio City, N. Y.
.
is owned by Walter Reade Thea- to be higher.
time to permit theatres with video television as the backstage locale
On the personnel front, Zanuck
tres, which originally planned to
If Kaufman balks at arbitration, equipment to carry the games.
for the yarn. More important, it has just added Michael Gordon to
operate it on a subscription basis. it will mean fighting through the
He concluded; “I am hopeful is interlaced with a story about his staff of directors. Gordon, forUniversal took over the house $500,000 suit lie has
brought that baseball’s leaders will exer- adoption that has quite a b)t of mer Group Theatrite from .New
for its British pix, including “Ham
against ELC.
Assignee maintains cise their wisest judgment in this bite. It is based on S. K. Laurens’ York, did a couple unusual pix at
let,”
which played 66 weeks. that any settlement offer so far reconsideration so that they wiil original,
“Storks
Don’t
Universal
and just completed
Broadway .first-runs now will be made by MacMillen has been un- serve the mutual interests not only Babies.”
megging “Cyrano” for Stanley
sought for the J. Arthur Rank acceptable because he wanted to of motion pictures and baseball,
Studio has another quartet of un Kramer. Zanuck is hoping to use
r
product Reade Will operate the pay it via notes over an extended V
vowing public which usual pix coming up that have all him largely on the offbeat prodPark Avenue,
period.
does not have home sets.”
been based on New Yorker stories. uct.
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‘Lured’ Foreclosure
i
Action for $98,178

/

Minn. Distribs Profit

From Ozoners

Brandt-Hughes
Continued from page

Hollywood, Sept. 12.
Security-First National Bank filed
action to foreclose mortgage of
$98,178 against film “Lured.” Action listed Gakmont Pictures as
borrowing coin in 1946 and pledging film as security.
“Lured” was "released by United
Artists with Hunt Stromberg listed
as exec producer, James Nasser as

7

demanding that the parties put beit a completely worked-out
deal before it will render a deThat’s
on acceptability.
cision
one of the items that is giving the

fore

which has been booking another
Minneapolis.
outside stand, the Hilltop, near
Entry into the drive-in field in which it Vill be situated.
of

this

-territory

by

non-owners

jigsaw puzzle aspect to the negoEach of the various
Chicago.
tiations.
While theatre construction re- groups and agencies that must
mains at a standstill in Chicago
give approval to the deal naturally
proper, suburban building conLatest house wants an overall look before inditinues unhampered.
in
to be erected will be located
cating assent.
Skokie Village, 111,, as part of a
Brandt and Dembow are

conventional theatres has been a

New Suburban House Near Chi

here, film
rental coin from some of the ozoners having reached highly substanproportions. "For the four
tial
months of their operation this
money often exceeds that derived
from many of the year-around
conventional late clearance neighborhood houses.

boon

to

distributors

shopping

huge

and

development

plan under the direction of Mar-;
Local branch managers point out shall Field Co.
that drive-in operators not having
New Texas 658-Seater
conventional theatres to protect
Dallas.
are taking the earliest availabilities
Marshall Mattson and James
possible and playing their pictures
SFA
new
opened
the
on percentage with surprisingly Reeves have
Theatre at Nacogdoches, Texas,
good boxoffice results.
near the Stephan F. Austin ColOn the other hand, with the idea le
The house is a 658-seater.
6e
of protecting their conventional
theatres, the vast majority of other
% New Texas Houses
ozoner operators use last runs and
Donna y Texas.
pay minor rentals, 'the branch manMiguel Benitez, head of Benitez
agers say. This is still true of the circuit, opened the new 400-seat
four drive-ins owned and Operated Palace here.
The $40,000 house
Spanish-language
in the Twin City area by a group will
feature
!

!

*

i

•

of prominent Minneapolis and St.
Paul independent exhibitors.
Feeling here is that the exhibitor-owned drive-ins will be driven
to earlier runs by new and increas-

films.

'

A

Star theatre opened at Snyder by E. P. Price and H. F. Donal-

New

son.

Industry Legalites
Continued from page

i

ham, N.

James Nasser ProducSpeva Films and Charles Cowho co-starred with George
Sanders, Lucille Ball and Boris

producer.

WB

(

Karloff)

are

also

named defend-

ants.

government, which calls for divorcement and is awaiting approval
of the Treasury Department, goes

Thus
engaged in a round-robin of get•ting the various okays on an “if”
Perk
basis until they have them. all. The
Continued from page 3
basis
D. of J. approval is on that
as is the- assent from Kuhn, Loeb give 50% of his profits to the dis& Co. to float a bond issue to fi- trib for the coin, plus a distribunance the purchase. Wall street
give lip a
banking house has refused to tion fee, and he must
make its commitment definite un- considerable measure of his autontil it has all the facts and figures.
omy. Some indies, for these reaAside ifi-om all these aspects, sons, would still like to arrange
there’s no deal except in principle
between Brandt and Hughes—and their own coin and make a Straight
while they have an agreement on releasing deal, but the day for
the general outlines, they’re stum- most of them seems to be waning.
bling over the detail. Main block
A principal factor in the whole
now is who’s going- to pay for
what among the various expendi- indie financing picture is the lack
tures that are required for con- of a distrib which will accept a
summation of a contract.
deal and in
straight releasing
Neither side wants to go into which the banks have faith. 'With
necessary heavy expenditures that the United Artists situation so comwill be complete losses if the deal pletely upset now, no banks will
doesn't go through. Primary among make any sort of loan at all for pi
these items is an audit of RKO’s for UA distribution. Eagle Lion,
books that Price, Waterhouse & the other principal outlet for films
Co. estimate may cost as high as on pure releasing deals, has won
$50,000. It is such matters as these the faith of Chemical Bank Sc
Dembow is currently trying to Trust, N. Y., for low-budgeter disstraighten out.
tribution, but has still to win its
As far as can be learned, spurs vfrom any bank for the highHughes is trying to push all these cost production that UA used to
costs off on the Brandt syndicate get.
They feel
and they’re balking.
Recently having come into the
that $8 a share is more than a fair
indie finance picture are the Melprice and if Hughes wants it he lon Bank of Pittsburgh, which is

Up

Banks

;

5

and one in Texarkana,

Tex.
After numerous huddles with the
D. of J. in Washington, Warner attorneys succeeded in obtaining an
extension of three years for breaking with its partners in Atlantic
Theatres, N. J. circuit, but on condition that when the split becomes
may keep- only six of
effective
the properties as wholly-owned.
However, there are more problems
anticipated if and when the corporation’s consent decree with the

tions,

burn

C.,

through.

75-House Divestiture
In addition to the separation of
theatres from production-distribution, the tentative accord provides for divestiture of about 75
houses. The department consented
to the added three years for Atlantic (the new deadline is July 3,
1953), when it became acquainted
with the maze of corporate tie-ins,
involving intricate ownerships in
fee of some of the houses, leases,
subleases and taxation problems.

WB

RKO

and Walter

Reade'; latter

representing himself and the Frank
Storrs estate, where completely unsuccessful in efforts to terminate
their joint ownership of TrentonNew Brunswick Theatres, 13-house
group in those two N. J. cities. This
is in litigation, with the first, round

$150,000 Lubback, Tex., House
ing competition from the non-conLubbock-, Texas.
ventional theatre owners entering
The 1,000 seat Arnett-Benson
drive-ins exclusively. Also by the
won by RKO in the form of a deopened
by Preshere
theatre
fact that too old product won’t
cision by the N. J. superior court
ton E. Smith Circuit. House, which
draw.
directing dissolution, with either
cost about $150,000, is located near
Two of the new “independently” Texas Tech College.
between
deciding
litigants
the
owned ozoners in the Twin City
themselves how the separation will
area have been using early availbe managed or, in lieu of that, subabilities on percentage and grossequently by specific instructions
sing as high as $3,000 a picture, or
Disavowal
by the tribunal.
more than the best of the deluxe
Negotiations had been underway
Continued from page %
neighborhood conventional theafor some time for a settlement on
in the
tres pull.
not issued his statement
the basis of RKO’s purchase of the
hope of any advantages.”
Reade interests at a cost qf $1,500,Members of the “10” have been
An sell Bros. Lose Mo. Fight
000. Reade is said to have walked
aptheir
since
jobs
studio
denied
St. Louis.
out on the talks. Unless he tries
should take some chances, too.
participating in Bankers’ deal with
Ansell Bros. Amus, Co., operator pearance before the Un-American
The central piece in the jigsaw Wald-Krasna, and Fidelity-Phila- again for a compromise with RKO
Lots have
of a chain of indie nabes in St. Committee in 1047.
the likelihood is he will take an
puzzle is the audit. Until that is
Louis and St, Louis County, has wanted to be in public relations completed, final aspects of the delphia Trust Co., of Philly, which appeal from the dissolution order.
failed in an attempt to have the position of not hiring anyone to Hughes-Braridt arrangement can't has financed a series for EL reOnly a few regaining partiallyzoning ordinances in University whom the taint of red might cling.. be worked out and until they get lease by N t Peter Rathvon. Others owned situations are to be cleared
City changed to permit the con- Belief is that Dmytryk’s strong their deal set, they can’t get final of the old stalwarts of indie financ- up by 20th-Fox, but* as indicated
struction of a new ozoner in a disavowal may clear the way for okays from the D. of J., SEC, ing that are now reported looking by the number of tfrne extensions
favorably on deals such as those rehis employment when he is re- Kuhn, Loeb and other elements.
residential part of that city.
the company has been given by the
cently made by Bankers include government to complete the job,
leased from prison. He has a high
After all the other pieces of the
York
Guaranty,
Trust
Co
reputation.
New
professional
1,000-Car Ozoner Near Ft, Worth
multiple problems are inherent
puzzle are together, it still could
Crum asserted that there is no fail of completion by the require- Security-First National of Los An- here, too. New deadline has been
Fort Worth,
Called the biggest drive-in in known method of purging one’s self ment of Delaware law, under geles, and Irving Trust, N. Y.
set at Sept. 30 for 20th-Fox to split
the state, the Cowtown Drive-In of contempt of Congress after havWhat particularly interests banks with its partners in the De Anza
which both Trans-Lux and RKO
will be formally opened shortly. ing been found guilty in court and
the
in
Col
deal,
incidentally,
is
and another in
The ozoner has a 1,000-car capacity sentenced. ' Nevertheless, he Said, are incorporated, that two-thirds that only one indie pic ever dis- theatre,. Riverside,
both Cal. Addiand will be the largest this side of he will forward copies of Dmytryk’s of the shareholders of both com* tributed by that company has lost Sari Luis Obisco,
a
tionally, the major has had the time
to
give
approval
panies
must
New York.
affidavit to Government officials merger.
Trans-Lux proposes to money for the bank that financed limit pushed back to Oct. 31 for
L. N. Crirn, Jr., veepee of Comand will personally call on Attorit.
That was Benedict Bogeaus’ terminating the partnership operamunity Theatres, is opening the ney-General J.^ Howard McGrath buy up a sufficient number of
shares in addition to those it gets “Lulu Belle.” Every other one has tion of ;the Anaheim theatre,. Anar
ozoner which w.as built in partnerlater this week."
from Hughes to give it 66%% come olit clean, which is naturally heim, Cal. Biggest partner split
ship with Southwest Theatres.
Attorney, who was among coun- ownership of RKO. Public stock- an influencing factor in bank 20th-Fox
completed came last
Drive-in will operate year round
“10,” said that
with in-car heaters for winter, sel* for others of the
month when the company exholders will be offered the same thinking.
he had <no indication from any of $8 a share as Hughes, with the
William J. Cole is manager.
changed its 26% stock ownership
them that they’d follow Dmytryk’s coin coming from the proposed
in Golden State-T. & D. Enterprises
N. J. Ozoner To Run Until Jan. 1 lead in denying red affiliations. He bond issue.
Since thats’ about
for 100% ownership of 16 of the
said he saw Albert Maltz, another
Ledgewood, N. J.
Frankovich
Cal. circuit’s houses.
twice what the stock is quoted in
Wilfred P. Smith owner-manager of the "group, when he visited Dmy- over-the-counter
trading
on a
Loew’s split its dividend ownerContinued from page 7
of the Garden, Auto-Torium plans tryk last week in the Federal “when issued” basis now, Brandt
ship situations some time ago, but
to keep this drive-in, Which opened prison at Mills Point, W. Va., but
feels there should be no difficulty Kaufman, United Kingdom to the may be faced with new problems.
in April, open through the Christ- that Maltz had indicated no in
acquiring it. However, of course, Woolf Bros, and Italy and the Near Justice Department is now investimas and New Year’s holidays. tentions.
East to Frankovich. Latter claims gating the booking situation in the
anything could happen.
Smith, a pioneer in the drive-in
Crum said that he called on DmyBrandt' syndicate already con- numerous economies and a mini- N. Y. metropolitan area, where the
field, wUl install 400 electric in- tryk at the request of the latter’s
mum of risk in merging interests circuit has 69 important revenuetrols
more
than
of
Trans66%%
Smith’s ozoner has wife. Jean Porter, after she had
car heaters.
with foreign concerns.
Lux, so that offers no problem.
producing properties, and could
550-car capacity and the 400 heat- visited her husband.
Producer stated he has com- come up with proposals to the N.Y.
ers will be placed in choice locaAdrian Scott, last of the “10” to
pleted “Dark Road” in Italy with court for some changes.
tions.
in
English and Italian versions. ReThese heaters have been success- face sentence, is due to appear
Friday (15) to
public will release this one, which
fully used on the Coast drive-ins D. C. federal court
but this will be the first installa- learn his fate. He was ill when the
has Binnie Barnes (Mrs. FrankoContinued from page 3
He said in
tion in this section.
Nearly all others, were sentenced.
vich), Janis Paige and Eduardo
,
ozoners in the -.east _close^ early in New Y ork Monday ( 11) that h e ha d
Each- of-th e.. films iias aver- Ciannellon-top roles.
L
——
a' A/v’ivi vn AiS'f' Ati iiVK SJ-JirWai* "ti'aI-' 'li o' * >1"
oTmot'he’dr
'€dRtJnued'Ifdmnage"5'
Smith hopes to get
November.
in no'cbmTff^
His next, he said, will be “Smugaged about $600,000 in boxoffice
a 42-week season by using this follow Dmytryk’s lead on a stategler’s Song,” also in two versions, final say in sales of the Sherman
revenue.
ment, but that he planned consultheating plan.
and the aim here is to get Farley
From that 1938 ..booking through
product Arid Moss will function
ing his attorneys.
.
1
4 Granger and Alida Valli for the
s holiday P* 1 0
Ozoner Manager Burned
In any event, according to Crum. the Ch ™ st
? ?; *?
leads.
Frankovich also said he has largely as advertising - publicity
^
V 1
Boston.
a statement now by Scott could
^iSr !
Paul Longo, owner and manager hcjye no effect on changing the jury Musk: Hall screen, Metro had 52 a deal with Tay Garnett to direct topper, working with the ELC
a film in Switzerland next March* staff*
ms
^ le
of the Meadow Glen Drive-In in conviction of him.
It might, of
a(*“ Agenda also includes a tie-in with
nearby Medford, was seriously course, serve to mitigate the court’s iJ>l?y®d 1? a
Announcement of the pact was
burned in an explosion that sentence however
missions lor $26,000,000 in gross Mayflower Productions, a British
firm, in the production of “The made at ELC’s sales convention in
wrecked the projection room and
boxoffice
take
figure
dollar
is
low“'I am ’not now, nor was I at the
concession building of the ozoner.
The fivebecause the Hall at one time Flanagan Boy,” which Andre de N. Y. last Friday (8).
time of the hearing in 1947 a memExplosion is believed to have been
admission), Toth is slated to direct with Ve- year plaris calls for production of
her
of the Communist party,” Dmy- charged * es 4J?,art
caused by leakage of bottled gas,
ronica
Lake
(Mrs.
and
de
six
westerns
four
Toth)
features
an1
eai
Father
of
the
M-G
s
V
® £
used as fuel in the building. Dam- tryk’s statement read. “I am not P.
starred.
nually with delivery of the first
a Communist sympathizer, and I ® rl.^ e A ^ aj *^L
age is estimated at $10,000,
of
one
each
class
due
The
Feb. 1.
recognize the United States of Hall to 800.000 admissions and a
features reportedly will be budgAmerica as the only country to { 0; gi’Qss of $850,000, and “Next Big-Money Execs 1st% N. Hampshire Openings
eted
minimum
at
a
of $500,000
You
Hear”
played
three
^bice
which I owe allegiance and loyRochester, N. H.
Goal of
Drive each and the outdoor pix at about
weeks, to 375,000 ticket-buyers for
Two new drive-in theatres alty.”
latter
the
all
$200,000,
to be in
Hollywood, Sept. 12.
Director saict his refusal to an- a Svoss of $400,000.
Opened in this area.
Two features arid
Warners’ “Glass Menagerie” folHigh-salaried studio executives Technicolor.
On route 16, brothers James and swer questions as to whether or
Michael Nadeau debuted theatre not he was a Communist was thejhiws the current “Sunset Boule- are the first targets of the 1951 two westerns will comprise -the
on 40-acre tract, which includes a exercise of a constitutional privi- vard” (Par) into the theatre, with campaign of thq film industry’s initial group likely to be financed
concrete building housing a cafe- lege important to all Americans, Metro taking -over for the rest of Permanent Charities Committee. by Bankers’- Trust.
teria and rest rooms.
Declaring he hasn’t changed his the year following completion of More coin will be needed tjiis year
In the summer resort town of
the “Menagerie” run. Set to open because of additional charities and
views, he added:
Alton, an ozoner opened by George
Bader’s ‘Nunnery’
“However, in view of the trou- are ^‘Miniver Story,” “King Solo- increased welfare service due to
Garrett.
David Bader has bought film
bled state of current world affairs, men’s Mines” and either “Kim” or the Korean situation.
First group approached for dona- rights to Eric Shepherd’s “Murder
I find myself in the presence of an “Pagan Love Song” for the ChristSeventh Ozoner for Twin Cities
even greater duty, and that is to mas-New Year’s holiday. Figuring tions was the studio business man- in a Nunnery,” Whodunit' which
Minneapolis.
Twin City area is ~ getting its declare with equivocation where I each of the three will -average the agers. They were told the facts takes place in a convent. His con$600,000 gross recorded to date. of life at a luncheon co-hosted ^by tract includes 16m and television
seventh drive-in and third inde- stand toward my own country,”
In addition to his jail sentence, [M-G is hoping they will take the Dore Schary, chairman; Louis ''B. rights. Bader at one time had an
pendent ozoner. It’ll be a 600-car
one, being built by A1 Aved, head Dmyhryk was assessed* a $1,000 total boxoffice figure over the $29,- Mayer, Y. Frank Freeman and Jo- option to adapt the yarn 'for a
of a buying and booking service, fine.
seph M. Schenck.
1000,000 mark*
Broadway play.
i.
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LOUIS

ST.

Louis Amus. Co,, will operunder lease, a new 600 : car
©zoner to be erected on U S. Highway 40, near St. Ann’s Village in
St.
ate,

St. Louis county.
F. Val Mercier, owner of Mercier, Perryville, Mo., is prepping

a new 500-car ozoner near Perry-

Amus, Co., Springhas purpchased ground
to serve residents
ozoner
for a new
©f Hannibal, Mo., area. Construction will start next Spring. Frisina
recently opened a new drive-in
pear Mexico, Mo. It operates the
Liberty and Fox ip Mexico.
Residents in Illidpolis, III.; are

The

Frisina

field,

111,,

Griesheim

Edward

assisting

to

finance the construction of a new
house to replace the Illiopolis,
destroyed by fire ort J uly 4.
The Lyn a 1 ,500 seafer, located
in the old 400 Club in midtown St.
Louis, lighted as a subsequent-run
house, Sam Nieberg is riianager.
Joe Ansell of Ansell Amus. Co.,
and Chief Barker of St, Louis
Variety Club, was dedication chairman in formal opening of the Congregation B’nai Amonna’s new
$750,000 synagogue in University
City, St. Louis County,
,

.

John
atring of
7

Southern

Marlowe, who owns ahouses and ozoners iii
Illinois, will open a hit-

ary in the Limar Hotel, Herrin,
which he also owns;

Wayne

111.,

Herrin,

Smith,

111.,

bought interests of his partner,
Harold Green in the Egyptian Theatre Corp., which! operates
©zoner hear Harrin.

Fanchon

&

Marco

a-

new

Row

m

relights

Its

he shuttered. Breakdown, of the
of
scarcity
machinery,
cooling
grade. A films and a general slump
for
reasons
given
as
were
biz
in
closing of the. Ambassador. During
several previous years, house Was
shuttered during summer.

was previously
Paramount and

m

DENVER

‘Pants’

ALBANY

.

!

)

holiday-boosted round,
“A Life
Her Own” is topping the town
with a handsome figure for tile.
Grand,
Two other new bills,
“Union Station” in Palace and
“Saddle Tramp” at Keith’s, are
above par. “Summer Stock” and
“Fancy Pints’* are slick holdovers.
Estimates for This Week

of

(

<

.

BOSTON

PITTSBURGH

one of Twin City area's

Earliest nabe and suburban stand availability is 28 days.
Ted Mann, owner of World sureseater, completed deal for “Kind
protests.

,

Capitol

Smash

UG,

RKO

WB

—

.

Lillian Carson, from Bellevue
district and formerly with Parry
Photographic S t u d;i o, appointed
minor
p.a. for John H. Harris’
league Ice show, “Ice Cycles,” this
season.
in JohnsBill Decker* with
towri; Pa., retained by Gabe Rubin
to do publicity for both Art Cinema, foreign film house, and New
Nixon, the legit site, owned by a
local syndicate which Rubin heads.

WB

Hearts and Coronets.”
Federal court this week will
hear motion of William Crouse,
Eveleth, Minn., exhibitor on an
Allied’s theatre service wound
©rder to inspect books, records, up its second year of operations
files and accounts of Paramount Sunday (3), repping approximately
theatre circuit and major film dis- 50 houses. When Allied started the
tributors Whom he’s suing for film buying and booking service in
$1,500,000 because of alleged dam- this exchange area in 1948, it had
:
age to his theatre resulting from only 13 theatres.
Warner’s garnered picture pubearlier runs granted to Paramount
licity in the dailies by bringing in
houses in nearby Virginia, Minn.
Camille; Williams
models
Radio City planning to offer two
(Miss Iced Tea for Two) and Ann
World Series baseball, games on Zika
(Miss Hot Tea for Two), both,
Its big theatre screen television,
showgirls in the musical “Tea for
now being installed. Coaxial cable Two.”
will bring contests here On both
Bill Doyle, Universal film sales-,
Twin City TV stations, KSTP and man for 26 years (he covered up-

PHILADELPHIA

CINCINNATI

—

“Lawless” (Par)., Good
Last week, “Panic in

$13,000.
Streets”

(Mid^-States)

55-

(2,000;

75)—-“Fancy Pants’* (Par) (2d. wk).
Sharp $11,000 after terrific $16,000 preem;
Grand (RKO) (1,400;. 55-75)—
;

Her Own” (M-G).

“Life of

Sock

week,
Holds.
Last
“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) (2d wk),
$15,000.

$7,500.

(Mid-States)
—“Saddle
Tramp”

Keith’s

.

.

55-75)

(3,100*

“Summer Stock” (M-G) (2d wk).
Okay- $10,000 in wake of great $19,000 bow.

•

.

(RKO)

Albee

•

LOS ANGELES

Perky 116, 2d

Cincinnati; Sept. 12.
All first-runs are posting win*
ners^in the followup of last week’s

'

;

newest drive-ins, granted 35-day
clearance by Metro over independent conventional thearte owners’

Wow $15,000 In

‘Life’

!
j

IlCFS*

MINNEAPOLIS

.

tuiivouaj 9 3C|

'

first-ruh Ambassador, dark since
last June, soon, but the St. Louis, a
midtown, also
4,000 seater in
owned and operated by. F&M, will

7-IIi,

tv.

20th-FoX.
With display ads of 12 Buffalo
area drive-ins running currently -r
cut columns,
usc
in local a
ozoner operators are beginning to
feel the competitive pinch. They
local situation relative to industry
(Continued from page 8)
directors are using special attractions and.
The
activities.
war
publicity gimmicks to attract the row” (20th) and “Gum Crazy” (UA).
claim that the recently organized
trade.
outdoor
(2d wk), $11,000.
Northwest Motion Picture Commit35-74)—
(742;
(Fox)
Esquire
tee for National Defense, recently
set up With Harry B. French, Par“Black Rose” (20th) and “Was
amount theatres circuit president,
Shoplifter” (U), also Denver, Taweek,
Last
Big $5,000.
as its head, was n'ot set up~ “in acMr. and Mrs. J. Myer Schine bor.
cordance with COMPO: procedure.
celebrated their 25th wedding anni “Broken Arrow” (20th) and “Gun
suggestion,
of
power
$2,000.
wk),
(2d
Using the
at the Hotel Ten Eyck, Albany. Crazy” (UA)
North Central Allied independent He heads the Schine hotel and
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
exhibitors’ organization is trying film theatre enterprises.
“Three Little Words” M-G) and
boost
price
admission
get
to
Smash
official
stenogRKO
George N. Smith,
“Bunco Squad”
throughout territory, but Ha try B. rapher of Children’s Court for $19,000.
Last week,
Stays on.
French, Paramount theatre circuit nearly io years and, former vet “Bom To Be Bad” (RKO) and
prexy, expressed doubt that an exhibitor in New York City and “Rider Tucson” (RKO), $10,000.
“across the boards” hike is ad- upstate, resigned because of ill
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74 )—
visable; NC A hoped to set Wheels health.
lie was division secretary “711 Ocean Drive” (Col) and “Sidein motion for general tilt via resc^ of RICO, covering the territory bealso Aladdin, Rialto
lution adopted by directors. Put- tween Albany and Rochester; Smith show” (Morio),
Last week,
ting the organization on record fa- also managed the' Mayfield in New Webber. Big $11,000.
“Love That Brute” (20th) and “Unvoring such a boost,' it urges all York
Schenectady.
Plaza
in
and
(20th),
$5,000.
Skin”
der My
exhibitors tov re-examine admission
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— “711
price structures in light of increasing costs, with view to raising
Ocean Drive” (Col) and “Sideshow”
line.
along
scales all
(Mono), also Aladdin, Paramount,
Spyros Sko uras will be guest of Webber. Hot $4,000. Last week,
honor and principal speaker at a
35-74)—
(1,967;
dinner given by the theatre group
Tabor’ (Fox)
Nestor Auth, former assistant
of NeW England Combined Jewish “Black Rose” (20th) and “I Was
at Penn, appointed managing diAppeal at Hub’s Copley Plaza a Shoplifter” (U), day-date with
rector of Loew’s Palace, Akron, O.
Smash $7 ,000.
Denver, Esquire.
Sept. 27.
*
C. W. Dickinson and his son,
Tramp” (U)
Joe Rahilly, Metro booker, ap- Last week, “Saddle
Don, Brownsville exhibs, acquired
Without Jury” (Rep),
pointed salesman in the Vermont and “Trial
old Maple- View Inn on Route 19,
$9,000.
and New Hampshire territories;
outside Washington, Pa,* rechristWebber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— “711
replaces Munroe Semel, resigned.
ened it the Double D Ranch.
(Col) and “SideLease on the State, Fisherville, Ocean Drive”
John J. Maloney, Metro central
(Mono), also Aladdin, Parashow”.
Mass., taken over by Corey Richdivision manager who headquarmount, Rialto. Hep $2,500. Last
mond, who will operate house oil week, “Saddle Tramp” <U) and
ters here, addressed the Sales ExWilliam, Penn weekend policy.
“Trial Without Jury” (Rep), same.
ecutive: Club in
on V America’s Greatest
Hotel
natch!
films,
Product,” referring to
$22,000,
‘Words’
Arthur M. (Goldberg) Good,
Roy Evans, manager of Fox West
formerly of RKO exchange here,
2d
‘Flame’
Mont’I,
Sidney Coast’s Acamedy in Inglewood,
to
assistant
appointed
short subject sales upped to a spot post in circuit’s
Montreal, Sept. 12.
Kramer,
Only one new entry but holdmanager. Will be in charge of homeoffice- booking department.
Walter Branson, western sales overs are, doing nicely. “So Young,
16m sales. Good is son of latepicture
Bad,” still is hahdling a nice
manager
RKO,
Angeles
for
Los
So
pioneer
in
Hyman Goldberg;
exhih lit this district and a founder for a week of huddles with Herb profit in sixth Orpheum week.
“Three Little Words” is best of
of Allied MPTO of Western Perina. McIntyre about new product.
Ralph Hathaway, former man- newcomers being smash at Loew’s.
Mrs. Mary Glagovich Moran reGuild,
Belmont and
of
exchange to ager
Estimates for This Week
signed her job at
Stadium theatres; upped by Fox
await birth of a child.
Palace (C;T.) (2,625; 34-6.0)
cirthe
West
Coast
to
manage
named
midjust
Minsky,
Howard
“Sunset Boulevard” (Par) (2d wk).
east sales manager for Par to suc- cuit’s big Hollywood house, the Okay $11,000 after sock first at
ceed the late Harry Goldstein, was Chinese.
$18,000.
a former salesman here for WarCapitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)

Fifan

•

;

KAKIETY

PICTURES

24

——

r

,

75

)

(1,542; 55Swell
(U).

Stage appearances openday by Joel McCrea and
troupe and publicity stunts by McLast week,
Crea boosted score.
“Black Rose” <20th) (2d wk), sweet
$ 10 000
Lyric (RKO) <1,500; 55-75)—
“Qiiiet on Western* Front” Indie)

$10,000.

ing

:

1

.

,

(

and “Bayonet Charge”

(Indie) (reissues) split with “Abilene Town’
(Indie) and “Blazing Guns” (Indie)
(reissues). Big $B, 500. Last week,

—

on moveovers.
Palace (RKO) <2,600; 55-75)

Smooth
Last week, “Born To Be

“Union Station”
$10,000.

(Par),

Bad” (RKO), hbout same.

TORONTO
(Continued from page 8)
Last week,
Fine $10,500.
wk).
$18,000.

Nortown, University (FP) (959;
38-67)—“Black Rose” <20th)

1,556;

Terrific $17,000*
set Boulevard”
$ 11 000

Last week. “Sunwk),
(3rd
(Par)

.

,

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 48-$1.15)—
“Louisa” (U) (2nd wk); Neat $11
000. Last week, $15,000.
38-67)—
(FP)
(2,386;
Shea’s
Nice $11,000. Last- week, wow “Flame and Arrow” (WB) (2nd wk).
$19,000.
$17,000.
week
Last
Lusty $12,000.
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 42-751—
was Operated oii lease for years by “Three Little Words” (M-G ). Smash
(U). Slow $5,000.
various independents and lastly by $22,000. Last week, “Annie Get “Saddle Tramp”
“Desert Hawk” (U),
Telenews, has been dark for two Gun” (M-G) (4th wk), okay $14,000. Last week,
$7,000.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)
months.
“Foreign Legion” (U) and “State
Peh’’_ (U) !l2d wk). Steady $8,000
Buys Jap Novel _
Razing of the Strand theatre and

office building, a few doors from
Keith’s theatre; has been ordered
for Dec. 1. Owners will use 'site
as a parking lot.
The 1,300-seat theatre, which

(20th), $14,000.

—

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)
“Flame and Arrow” (WB) (2d wk).

—

.

—

WILMINGTON,

after hefty first session at
O.
Hollywood Sept. 12.
Orpheum (C.T,) (1.040; 34-60)
Film rights to Japanese novel,
Hallmark Productions’ general “So Young, So Bad” (UA) and
manager Jack Thomas named Jack “Destination Murder” ( UA) (6th “Long the Imperial Way.” have
Mitchell as zone manager for the wk). Still drawing with $7,000 fol- been acquired by Otto Clement,
West Coast. Mitchell formerly lowing big $7,000 in fifth.
who turned it over to John Bright
handled the Minneapolis exchange.
for screenplaying pending decision
In another shift, Lew Andrews
whether Clement wilL produce it
joined Hallmark as zone manager
independently or offer it as a packof the Memphis and New Orleans
age.
exchanges; he was with Malco The(Continued from page 9)
atre Enterprises, Memphis.
“Passport Pimlico”
($70; 85-$l)
(EL) and “Spring Park Lane” (EL).
Only $3,000. Last week, “Beachcomber” (Indie) and “Anna KarenBow theatre at Bowness, Alta., ina” (20th) (reissues), $2,400.
Clay Rosener) (400; 65-85)
reopened under management of
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
WTCN.
Duncan McIntosh, Golden, B, C., “Quiet on Western Front” (Indie)
state houses), resigned.
RoekafelUr Center
(reissue).
Fine $2,600. Last week,
North Central Allied directors
Lee J. Kline, manager of the after being closed a year.
have asked COMPO to clarify the Adelphia (W, Philly nabe) and asA community group at Plenty, “Kind Hearts, Coronets” (EL)
::
$14,000..

,

1

.

•

*

SAN FRANCISCO

—

—

CALGARY, ALTA.

.

—

—

I

.

if

ENGINE DOUGLAS

DC-4

sociated with the Felt theatre interests here for 14 years, going to
Dallas to live.

—

.

Abe Sunberg, former manager
named general
Drew ozoners,

from LtGuardl* and Newark

Trip Special
1

STOP

CHICAGO

each

CALIFORNIA $80

.
PVll
Chick

way

FlyNow— Pay Latar 1 WAY $88
Miami $35 non-stop Chisago $24
Plus Tax

NORTH AMERICAN
AIRLINES
Make

your

advanceSesmatlone now

I

Hotel St. Geerde

B’klyn
Irregular Flights

TRAVEL AGENTS RECOGNIZED

Refreshment

SERVICE

Service for

from Coast

DRIVE-IN,

to Coast
war Century

%

•

1

18%

new haven

United; Artists has elevated Joe
quent-run policy, With showing of Callahan from salesman in Pitts“Three Little World” and “Irma burgh to manager of the New
Goes West,” House was formerly Haven branch, replacing Ray Wylie,
3rd run.
resigned.
Callahan started with
Flack Wally Heim assigned to UA in New Haven as a salesman
handle United Artists promotion in 1949 and Was shifted to Pittsburgh last February.
duties here.
Theatre operator John Samadawife
lis and
returned from Greece.

THEATRES,

BUFFALO. N Y

Paramount
Pr**»ht»

1

506

BOB HOPE
BALL.

m

'W

C4m nctMKoioa
WM,awmc*ioTMot nnmwood

&4&4/WO(//vr

PEP
MfW

1

Mirinif hi
,

H|*hll,

by Yvonne DeCarlo, Harmonicats,
.

fine $19,400.

—

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-

“Fancy Pants” (Par) (2d wk).
Holding well enough at $9,000 after
sock $15,300 preem.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)
60)

“Destination Moon” (EL) (2d wk).
Holding at $7,000 after strong $9,200 opener.

New 1 Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
“Black Rose” (20th) (2d wk). Still

solid at $9,000 after bright $13,300 opener.
Kallet Theatre Corp., of Oneida,
Stanley
WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
which operates the Regent, nabe “Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB)
Robert Murphy, managing direc- film house, and the Camillas Drive(2d
wk).
Slipping
to $7,000 after
tor of Century, back on job after In In this section, will add a third
slow $11,000 first week.
hospital siege with kidney ailment. Syracuse spot. It Is the new GeneTown (Rappoport J (1.500; 35-65)
George Sussman, Eagle Hon of- see,- now und e
construction as
to Be Bad” (RKO) (2d wk).
fice manager, hospitalized for an part of the Westvale shopping cen- Mild
$6,000 figured after nice $8,indefinite period after a coronary ter in West Genesee St.
300 last week.
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I1LHARMQN1C-1

SYMPHONY

OrchesVaof NewYotk

MITROPOULOS

—“Bom

Wi

’

Spectacular Stage Presentation

BALTIMORE

BUFFALO

SPORTSERVICE CORR.
?ORTS£RV'C( BLDG.

j

SYRACUSE

OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT,

i

I

theatre in suburban Roseland has switched to first subse-

503 9th Ave, (at 43 St.). Suite 100

Free Ticket Delivery

Evans, tor eight
publicity head rep nere, resigned
to take Kansas City post with 20thFox; replaces Ted Tod, who vacated spot for Chi assignment.
August amusement tax collections hit $161,564, a drop of
over same month last year.

7"

t

tta

Sitate

BRyant 9-6492
UL 5-3888~~

I?,

HOLDEN • Gloria SWANSON’
VON STROHEIM
A Ph ram o uTlt^Iclur

Erich

—

KANSAS CITY

“SUNSET BOULEVARD”

-William

'

of Lincoln Drive-In,
manager for Louis
Buffalo, N. V.;

Round

Sask., called Plenty Recreation Co., (10th -wk), $2,300.
State (far) (2,200; 60-85)
Ltd., remodelled a hall there to
make a 350-seat community the- “Quiet on Western Front” (Indie)
^
7
atre.^
^reissue K.. Sufprisin^r^igr~W!tff
$10,000. Last week, subsequent-run,
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
“Quiet on Western Front”* (Indie)
(reissue), Nice $2,400.
Last week,
j. Ray C6ok, owner of the Mis“Beauty and Beast” (Indie) and
souri, Maryville, Mo., sentenced to
(Indie)
“ilideAvalks_.. London”
(2d
90 days in jail and fined $5,000 for
evasion of federal income taxes, Wk), $2,000.
S*e ntenee
was g i v e n after Co01c
pleaded guilty on two counts. Cook
has a number of farm and business
interests in /or near Maryville, in
(Continued from page 8)
addition to the film house.
son; All right $14,000. Last week,
“Beggy” (U) with stageshow topped

cotaDusriN*
rAnnau.^

j

,
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CBS Roles Nielsen Roost

in

27

AM,

NBC is carrying on a romance* with Electropsy chogalvonometer.
That’s an ejectrid car dograph device currently being perfected at
the RCA Laboratories at Princeton, N. J., by Philip Basque, who
has been retained by the corporation to whip the instrument into
The NBC-vs.-CBS

The machine, attached to a person’s head, measures brain impulses (similar in design and intent as those used on criminals).
NBC has other ideas for its use, however. It figures that through
the use of Electropsychogalvonometer, the brain reaction to programming can be measured before the show goes on the air and
thus save NBC a lot of expense.
NBC currently uses the Horace Schwerin system of pre-testing
programs, but the web is planning to scrap the Schwerin graphs
for this purpose and confine its use to analyzing programs and
commercials after they’ve been on the air.
Idea is to put several persons in a room and jet Electropsychogalvonometer work on them, registering their hates, dislikes,
likes and other reactions to the NBC pre-tested shows.

The 1950-51

radio-television

sea-,

two major talent
agencies, namely William Morris
and Music Corp, of America, more
solidly
entrenched in the programming picture thin at any preson: finds

the

vious time in their careers.
It’s
reached the status today
where either
or the Morris
•agency is calling the signals as the
suppliers of talent on virtually
every major show circuiting the

MCA

AM-TV

kiloycles.

The

NBC’s top brass went into a hud- +
week for the initial klckaround of an agenda for the netdie last

•

What, No
Twin sons were

work’s annual convention, being
held next month; at White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va., and to rally the
web thinking in anticipation of any

Thursday
Schuyler

-

is

the

first

NBC

WNBC

convention

Apprised of the twin birth

under Joe McConnell’s regime as
prexy and since the network adopted its Booz, Allen & Hamilton administrative format *— a format
which has projected merchandising
sales techniques into the web’s- operational pattern. It’s for this reaSulphur
White
the
that
son
Springs convention is expected to
be sparked by a keynote calculated
to impress the affiliates with NBC’s
stature as a business enterprise
rather than putting stress on show-

in N. Y.
the Wife of
Chapin,
publicity

t6

(7)

by the proud Chapin, one of
*

the

station’s

execs

“Naturally— one for
one for TV.”

declared;

AM

and

NBC

I

to

Brooklyn

World Series time.

Dodgers, hot on the heels of the
league-leading "Philadelphia Phils,
U. S. Steel’s “Theatre Guild of
played the Phils two night games
the Air,” which preemed last SunWednesday, one on Thursday and
day night (TO), is mulling the iniDuring those three
Friday.
one
tial “radio-in-the-round” presentanigh ts, s ever al top-budgeted radio
tion ^whemThe-^Su nday--^night--NBC^
TifTTheit’ new"
show originates from Cleveland and T V 'sliowS^t^^
seasons and it’s anticipated that
next month before an audience of
ratings, particularly in N. Y. and
10.000 in the Civic Auditorium.
will* show most radio sets
Plan is to build the stage in the Philly,
tuned to the baseball pickups and
center of the vast auditorium, with
not to the network programs.
a radio version of “Brigadoon
Web execs, as a result, look to
featuring Patrice Murisel and Dentheir Sunday night shows as those
nis Morgan, as the attraction.
with
the.- best chance to lead the
In addition, U. S. Steel will also
parade until the baseball
invite a cuffp audience of students rating
While there are a
for the dress rehearsal on the season winds.
number
of important ball games
afternoon of the radio performance.
coming up on Sunday afternoons
In a bid to hypo the rating, during the next two weeks, there
“Theatre Guild” this season is will be none on Sunday evening,
negotiating for offrtlie-beaten track
properties, including Alfred Lunt
and Lynn Fontanne in Robert E.
Sherwood’s “There Shall Be No
Night;” the “Brigadoon” presentation on tap for the Cleveland origj

.

NBC EYEING DEVINE AS

Bogart

in

through the multiple CBS deals
which wooed Jack Benny, Edgar
Bing Crosby; Amos
Andy, Red Skelton, et al., into the
Bill Paley fold; NBC has been

gram.

V

Bergen,

For the getaway stanza, the
Benny script played on the
cramped CBS studio space
situation, with the comedian
getting a tossing around because of the TV requirements.
Punch line had a CBS exec
suggesting calling NBC for

quietly building np a video roster
of name attractions that easily

,

dominates the TV marquee.
While it’s considered an Almost
certainty that Columbia will still

f

rule

space.

sooner had the Benny
show signed off than* Manie
Sacks, the RCA-NBC exec,
called the comic long-distance
from N. Y. with a “come on
over, we’ve plenty of room on

(last

No

the Nielsen roost in radio
season it was copping 16 but
Top 20), the TV situation is

of the

:

something else again.
Factor is that CBS* big guns,
such as Benny,: Bergen and Crosby, are still holding off on any
definite TV commitments., whereas practically the whole roster of
NBC stars is set to ride the video
channels in the upcoming season’s

NBC.”

major attractions.
Eddie Cantor, Fred Allen and
Dean Martin- Jerry Lewis on the
Sunday night ‘‘Colgate Theatre’*
.

.

Jimmy

Thomas

Danny

spread;

Durante-Ed Wyrih on the Wednesday night “roundrobin” TV parlay;

Milton Berle’s; return to the

Tuesday night “Texaco Star Thethe Sid Caesar-Imogene
atre”;
Coca “Show of Shows” and the
companion piece on
Carter
Jack
the
reDon’t be surprised, goes
Night
port, if General Foods returns to the 150-minute “Saturday
Revue”; the Bob Hope Frigidaire
its onetime serenity of only bankthe
for
series and bis availability
rolling a radio version of the “Aid-

Sunday night star-rotating series

’

Business.”
On the dramatic front, the webs
are about equally divided, With

NBC’s Robert Montgomery “Lucky
Theatre” series; Philco,
competing with such
CBS entries as “Ford Theatre”
and “Studio- One.”

Strike
Kraft,

etc,,

.

schedule gave some indication of
what the networks can expect up

Humphrey

occurred immediately following the Coast-originating pro*

Because baseball fever through- rotating show reveals that both basis that the show lacks the qualitative; elements of the radio ediout the country Is reportedly at a the Eddie Cantor and Fred Allen tion,. rather than attributing its
segments, along with the Max Liebfever pitch, many of the top radio
man alternate, production, are fly- demise to any possible embarrassand television shows are expected ing the Morris colors. (Sole ex- ments which the Muir ouster may
\
to find much smaller audiences ception is the Jerry Lewis-Dean have evoked.
Nancy Carroll has been pacted
than -anticipated- -during -the .next- _ Martin. _jentry,_ _wJhich belongs . to
to replace Miss Uuir. "However,
few weeks. Even the most opti- MCA),
the
Similarly, the Morris agency is major criticism stems from
mistic network execs don’t see how
Values and
they can lure baseball fans away represented by the new Frances uncertain production
from the indie stations carrying the Langford hour show on, Du Mont the program's new Henry Aldrich
(Dick Tyler), general impression
ball games, and the situation is ex- and by the Milton Berle “Texaco
visual adopected to be especially aggravated Star Theatre.” The new Schlitz- being that he lacks the
lescence long conjured up in the
because of the heavy night-game sponsored “Pulitzer Theatre” is
Stone.
radio version of Ezra.
schedule which most of the pen- also out of the" Morris house. Also
nant contenders have lined up for the Bpb HOpe (at $40,000 a throw)
Frigidaire series of six TV shows.
the rest of the season.
While ratings won’t be in for sev- Ditto on the Wednesday night
NBC
“rotating” show, with its
eral weeks, last weeVs baseball

U.S. Steel-'Guild’s’

WELL AS

W

Danny Thomas,
Jimmy Durante

Ed

Wynn and

CBS, which recently finalized a
pact for Frank Sinatra’s exclusive
and TV, plans a
services on
full hour radio show for the singer
in the 5 to 6 Sunday afternoon
spot, with the web shooting for an
October premiere. But it appears
that nobody can agree on a suitable
format.
CBS has tossed a couple of
'

AM

NEWS SPREAD MULLED

entries.

Blatz beer, which recently shifted from Kastor, Farrell, Chesley &
Clifford agency to William WeinGardner to Be
traub and dropped its “Duffy’s
Tavern” sponsorship on NBC, may
’Dream Show’ Insertion; expand its radio expenditures. One
of the plans being mulled by the
Studio Audience Gainer Weintraub agency Is a saturation
of news stanzas; .based on
Question of how to integrate Ed campaign
in news listenGardner into the upcoming 90- the current upbeat
ing, with four or five five-minute
minute Sunday evening “Dream
newscasts to be aired daily on one
Show” on NBC for a four to five web.
Cost of the drive might betminute weekly insert, has been reter $2,000,000.
solved by web ^programming execs.
Mutual is reported out front In
Gardner this season will again
the bidding. MBS, with more time
be taping his “Duffy’s Tavern”
availabilities than the other webs
show from Puerto Rico. /With the and with; a strong news lineup, apcomponents
of
“Dream pears in a better position to work
other
Show” emanating live from the the news shows into its sked.
newly-refurbished Center theatre,
N. Y., the Gardner sequence will
be projected via film, to be shot in Cotton Belt Regional
Puerto Rico.
The radio audience will hear the

audio portion while the film will
be projected for the Center thea-

Web Preems

program formats at Sinatra, who
has reje cted both of them._ Sinatra^
in turn, bad his own ideas for a
show, which didn’t find too much
favor among the web programming
execs, They’re still wrestling with
the problem.
Meanwhile,

.

18

Sept.

etc.

stanza;

Saturday

Sinatra’s

night video show, with Ben Blue
as the comic, is being whipped intd
shape.’ Whether it will be a full
hour or 30 minutes may hinge on
finding a suitable slot for the new
Burns &. Alien show, just bought
by Carnation Milk. It’s possible
that B & A may take over a half
hour of the 60 minutes’ originally
allotted for the Sinatra showcase.

Texarkana, Sept. 12.
The Cotton Belt Group, owned
tre studio audience.
and operated by the Cotton Belt
Broadcasting Co will start operaMRS. F.M.
Hot Potato
tions on Sept. 18, according to DaFrank M. Folsom, president, of
Theodore Kirkpatrick, managing vid M; Segal; general manager of
RCA, has been elevated to Knight
anti-Communist the new web.
editor
of
the
The regional web is composed of Grand Cross of the Equestrian Ol*newsletter Counterattack, will be
of Jeruqueried by newsmen on Mutual’s RTFS here; KDMS, El Dorado, der of the*ffoly Sepulchre
“Reporters
RoundUp” tomorrow Ark., and WGVM, Greenville, salem, the Catholic organization.
Apostolic brief of the appointCounterat- Miss. KFTS here will be the key
( Thurs. )
at 9 30 p. m.
ment has been received from Cartack’s “Red Channels” book touch- outlet for the group.
The first program to be carried dinal Canali, grand master, and
ed off the radio “blacklist” conon the web is to be “Uncle Dud- Count Caleazzi, regent, by R. E.
troversy.
S. lieutenPanelites 'will include N, Y. ley's Country Store” which is pai> Desvernine, eastern U.
World-Telegram anti-Red scribe tialjy sponsored by the State Fi- ant of the order, Mrs. Folsom was
Pius
Pope
by
honored
Frederick Woltnian and N. Y, Post nance Co. Other programs will -be similarly

MR. &

,

Jerry Devine, producer-Director
of Equitable Life’s “This Is Your
tJ. S, 'Steel has a $15,500 weekly
FBI” on ABC, is being wooed by
talent nut for the series.
NBC, which is trying to snare the

"Boomerang,”

some

rich Family” and decides to chuck —•these are the NBC big guns
Morris identification. On the two- the TV version. The video “Aid- which give the network top-dog
and-a-half hour “Saturday Night
talent supremacy in the TV sweepRevue,” both the Jack Carter show rich,” aside from being TV’s hot- stakes, as opposed to the CBS
Jean
the
wake
of
in
the
test
potato
arid the companion Sid Caesarmajor entries of Arthur Godfrey*
Imogene Coca “Show Of Shows” Muir controversy, also came in for Burns & Alien? Frank Sinatra, the
are Morris “babies.”
Switch to a critical drubbing on its premiere. upcoming. Amos ’n’ Andy show,
From all accounts, General Alan Young and “This Is Show
Sunday night and the $50,000budgeted, Colgate-sponsored star- Foods may seek its out on the

'

-

ination;

forefront. The Morris - NBC affinity in TV is as pronounced as
the MCA-CBS alliance in radio
when Bill Paley was acquiring his
enviable roster of
stars.
Practically anywhere you turn
among the major entries on the
video roster, up pops the

AM

manship.
Two items come up for major
consideration— cplor television, and
problem how NBC intends to meet
the increasing pressures from advertisers for reduction in rates in
sound broadcasting.
NBC will be treading on delicate
grounds on the color television issue in view of the FCC’s recent
decision favoring CBS standards.
It ’s- a- cinch -that the -af filiates -will
be asking questions, and plenty of
them, in relation to their own stake
in TV and the wisdom of re-pledging allegiance to a network Whose
parent company virtually had the
tint props knocked from under
them.

Topper on the initial Jack
Benny CBS show Sunday (10)

AM

Jack Benny, Edgar Bergen, Amos
’n* Andy, Red Skelton, Ozzie and
Harriet, Burns & Allen, etc., the
Morris agency has slowly been
building up its TV stable of properties and personalities, so that today it has moved into the video

talent- reap-

causing

of late within the
AM-TV fraternity.
Thrown for a talent loss in radio over theT past three years

MCA

bom

chief for
and WNBT.
key radio and television outlets of the NBC web in N. Y.

possible affiliate: squawks.

This

FM?

rakeoffs accruing to the percentage houses, either for outright
package deals giving them 10% off
the top of shows running as high
as $50,000 a week, or for individual talent, run into astronomical
figures, making radio and more
notably TV perhaps their major
sources of income.
Whereas
rules the radio
roost; with its stake in such valuable high-rated
properties as

been

has
eye-rubbing

praisal

Who’s Kiddin’?

FOLSOM

,

Devine arrived in Gotham Friday (8), staying east until Sept. '21,
Kaiser-Frazer has set a $200,000 during which time he’ll confer with
month-long spot campaign to plug J. Edgar Hoover in Washington on
its new low-priced “Henry J” car.
Because
the official FBI airer.
The campaign, which kicks off Devine’s influence on Equitable is.
Sept. 27, will hit all AM markets important, ABC is laying out the
that can be lined up.
red carpet to counteract the NBC
Agency is William Weintraub.
,(«
t Tl
31
1 c i j
offers.

K-F’s ‘Henry J’ Spots

1.

,

:

,

i

'editor

James Wechslen

v
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Waterman, Marylee
With Mary Livingstone, Phil Har- With Willard
Robb, Dick Crenna, Richard Leris, Eddie (Rochester) Anderson,.
Ross,' Lillian RanGrahdrTEarle
Dennis Day; Sportsmen Quartet;
dolph; Arthur Q. Bryan, Ken
Alan Young, guest; music, MahMcIntyre, Joe
Merrick;

Don

Wilson,

an-

CBS, from Hollywood

(BBD&O)
The Jack Benny 8c Co. return to
the air Sunday (10), marking the
comic’s 19th season On the ether,
was grade- A fun and radio. There
was the same format# the same
characterizations, the same exas-

perated Benny, the" same warmth
and good spirit— and it made for
good entertainment. A few Of the,
jokes Were thin, and some of the
business' seemed directed at the.
'

studio rather than the home audience. But the overall good gagging
and horseplay made up for the few
sags, to indicate that Benny would
again be a factor to be reckoned
.

AM.

With On

Program was largely devoted to
the gang ready to_ go back
getting
**
on the air, With Benny and Roches
ter discussing their London tour,
and Rochester getting in a couple
of hilarious cracks in this connecPhil Harris had an amusing
tion.
takeoff on the Guj Lombardo style
of music (Lombardo was Benny’s
slimmer replacement), and Dennis
Day, aided by the Sportsmen Quartet, gaye a Surefire rendition of
the ballad, '’Goodnight Irene.”
Latter part of the program,
though a little familiar,- was still
good fun# as Benny and his troupe
vainly sought out a studio at CBS
for their initial broadcast# All, of
course, had been taken over Jor
*'

.

.

-

I

j

.

.

year, but all the other basic ingredients of this giveaway airer

a.

:

1

.

J

']

this vein
to godd advantage, ever to treading on tradey grounds by bearding
a CBS vice president and being
told to check with NBC for room.
The TV business could have been

a trailer for Benny's forthcoming
four shots on tele for Luckies, but
it had its humor, too.
The Lucky commercials rate a.
for their catchy quality and
Opening and closing “Be
Happy, Go Lucky” jingles were
smart and tuneful, while the midcommercial, done in martial, rhythm to the “American Patrol”
theme, roused the studio audience
to wide applause and deserved it.

nod

flavor.

Bron.

LOUELLA PARSONS
Producer-Director: Richard Diggs
15 Mins.; Sun., 9:15 p.m.

JERGENS
ABC, from Hollywood
Orr)

Sponsored most of the way, Louella
Parsons never won a diction award
and never will- But if the Peabodys or Pulitzers ever strike off
special kudos for reporting of the
News from Hollywood it’s an oddscm lay her program Would get more
than its share of awards. Louella,
best known first name in cinema
circles, has been tattling on Holly-

I

:

ing.

ally the

same

happened.
But the lines forced on Miss Ball
and the cast? Such original tidbits
as “Gad, what a picture— a woman
with her mouth closed.” Or, when
one Couple dropped in on the other
“We hadda go somewhere.
one
Our TV set was broken.” (Followed
by a“ well-meaning plug for “Kukla,
Fran 8c Ollie,”, aired on the rival
NBC web.) Miss Ball and the other
actors did as much as they could
.

—

Norma Jean

Nillson,

Roy Bargy

tesveldt
Writer: Ed James
30 Mins., Thurs. 8:30 p.m.

GENERAL FOODS

NBC, from Hollywood
(Benton 8c Bowles)
“Father Knows Best,”

which
started out auspiciously last Seaworks came#
in some quarters she may be son with an excellent level of writtwitted about her voice, but that’s ing and performance, on the initial
Hot what Andrew Jergens is paythe vein
ing her for, nor is it why thousands program (7) indicates that
temporarily run out
in Hollywood and millions around has as least
values were still
The
performance
the country keep vigil at their sets
Robert
with
filmster
of a Sabbath evening. She always topnotch
has news, the kind the sprocket Young heading a capable cast, but
there
apparently
as much to
wasn’t
crowd, and picture fans around the
country bend an ear to, and more build on.
Opening stanza indicated that
likely than hot it’s being retailed
since long before the net-

,

as a
fairly re-

spectable citizens to do things that
they wouldn’t do under any circumstances.
Withal, “Truth or Consequences”
serves its primary functioq of providing entertainment to home listeners. The show, of course, is
filled with antics that are more
visual than aural.
But Edwards
Creates a completely zany atmosphere that permits home listeners
to catch the feeling that pervades
the studio audience.
Edwards on his pjreem show (5)
performed some fairly elementary
tricks, oven to the e xt e n t of
squirting seltzer on contestants.
.

However, nobody complained. Edwards made up for this by an act
of philanthropy whereby a Worthy
newsboy was enriched with a car,
suit, television
pet, washer and

*

’

be tuned up,

ADVENTURES OF OZZIE AND

Stal.

MR. AND MRS. NORTH

HARRIET

With OzzieNelson, Harriet Hilliard*
David and Ricky Nelson, John
Brown, Mary jane Croft; Verne
Smith, announcer
Producer: Ted Toll
Writers: Ozzie and Don Nelson*
Ben Gershman, Bill Davenport.

.

(“The Million Dollar Murder”)

With Joseph Curtin, Alice Frost,
Francis de Sales, Linda Watkins,

Larry Haines, Santos Ortega,
Artur Vinton, Anne Teeirian;
Charles Paul, music; Joseph 30 Min.; Fri., 9 p.m.
HEINZ
King, Ron Rawson, announcers
ABC, from Hollywood
Producer-director: John Loveton
30 Mins.; Tues.

(5),

8:30 p.m.

(Maxon)

COLGATE
CBS, from N. Y.
(Shermari-Marquette)
,

Return of the Norths to the aifwaves after a summer siesta is inVeteran comedy-mysvigorating.
tery show continues its high level,

in its sprightly, giddy pace, as the
young adventuresome couple get
involved weekly in mysteries and
work their way-out of-thenr.-Tues1 '
the ~stkge~
preceded it, the radio drama was day’s (5) Was a fast-moving, ingood but came somewhat short of triguing Sample.
The Norths, returning from vahit proportions.
Rosalind Russell and Charles cation, almost ran over a lady.
Laughton, as the stars, added little They invited her to ride into town
to make exciting a; somewhat static with them. Then she was murdered
script# Laughton, particularly, be- mysteriously as she sat in the back
came unintelligible at times when seat. With little to work on, the
he forgot himself and let go with Norths Unraveled the mystery,
his English brogue at rapidfire which ^involved some heirs to a big
speed. Miss Russell didn’t suffer fortune, and some fancy male and
on that score, but seemed. to have, femme; swindlers.
Scripting and direction were up
difficulty in getting the voice shading that would indicate to an in- to standard, while Joseph Curtin’s
visibiie audience either her great level, performance as North capagrief over her son or her decline bly offset the flighty actions of
Alice Frost, as Mr$. North. They’re
tp alcoholism at the finale.
Script was taut, but necessarily a good team,
Bron.
episodic in that the yarn covers a
long period of time. For the same
CLUB OF
reason it was necessary to con- THE
THE AIR
dense much of it, particularly at
.

ROD AND GUN

With

Guy_Kibbce.

Heflner,

.

lias

Larry

Ozzie and Harriet Nelson consistently turn out a slick domestic
situation comedy, marked by excellent writing and a naturalness
in characterization. With the four
Nelsons playing themselves, the
script takes on the flavor of real-'
ism and believability. And there’s
plenty of humor in the little
vignettes exposing human nature.
~IiritiHlef* of the "new season" Friday (8) had a back-from-vacation
theme that made the most of the
youngsters’ reactions to school, the
parents’ reactions to fall cleaning
and all their reactions to two
weeks at a summer resort. A telegram from “Happy Charlie” announcing he’s coming for a visit
threw Nelson into a fit of cursing
the hotel whose guests are prone
to drop in.
However, the wire
turned out to be not from a summer friend but from a new
laundryman. By this time, of
course, the Nelsons had reviewed
their two weeks’ vacation and were
hoping for a visitor, The piece had
many human touches and a good
many bright lines.
Besides the Nelsons, who do a
really fine job, John Brown clicks
as the butting-in neighbor

and
V anG ampen Marv-^Jane—Groft-plays^-anoth«r—
-

principals rather than dialog. BP
more pipe ing for a situation. The one they rection showed lack of emphasis,
Boulton; guests
lines into
studios and private bobbed up with didn’t seem tooij with maximum fire not being ex- Producer-Director:
Raymond E.
homes than the Hearst columnist. plausible, with the result that the tracted in some of the tense scenes,
Nelson
After an eight-week breather in feeling of reality, necessary to this although the director, of course, 25 Mins., Tliurs.; 8:30 p.m.
Which she was subbed by Rosalind type of work, didn’t come off.
beyond script or PAL BLADE
couldn’t
go
Russell,
daughter Harriet and
Yarn told of the family's plight players.
Mutual, from N.Y.
Dorothy Lamour (the latter far in attempting to get back to norDignified and restrained U. S.
(Al Paul Left on)
and away best of the lot and malcy. The father, in a fit of ef- Steel commercials are a pleasant
A Mutual airer for the past few
certain to land her own show on ficiency, had rearranged the house- switch from the hammer-type sellthe strength of it), Miss Parsons hold stocks so that everything ing of ciggies and soaps although months, “The Rod And Guii Club
returned to kick off a new season could be found easily, The only admittedly the product is different. Of The Air” was picked up by

the Hollywood scene

served

method of getting some

other items.
The conferencier nearly always
comes up with a contestant considered good for this type of show.
In this instance, Edwards got a
to inject some life, into the lines
and obviously managed to mug giggling schoolmarm. He's also introduced
a running gag whereby a
their way past the studio audience.
femme gives a sentence about herBut it meant little to the set-siders^
self
and
Edwards
builds it into an
Miss Ball is too good a comediepisode befitting a soap opera.
enne to have something like this
There’s
no
diminution
of audihappen; Way. that she and the
ence interest in this show.
It’s
others timed their gags indicated
okay direction by Jess Oppen- liable to hold out as long as radio
Jose.
itself.
heimer. Trouble primarily is with
the scripting and that’s what must

—

Orch, Bill Forman, announcer
Producer-Director: Fran Van Har-

simultaneously has

.

m

as in previous years,

with only Jack Meakin# music director, having defected with Peary. THEATRE GUILD ON THE AIR
The others# still around, are Wal- With Rosalind Russell, Charles
Laughton, Hugh Williams, others
ter Tetley, Marylee Robb, Dick
Crenna, Richard LeGrand, Earle Producer: Armlna Marshall
Ross, Lillian Randolph, Ken Chris- Director: Homer Fickett
Jeanette McIntyre and Joe Adaptor: Paul Peters
ty,
Kearns. Music is handled by Bobby 60 Mins.; Sunday, 8:30 p.in.
Armbruster, director for NBC. U. S. STEEL
Kraft plugs Parkay margarine with NBC, from New York
a piggy-back ride for mustard,
(BBD&O)
none of which is spread too thick.
“The Theatre Guild on the Air”
Helm.
returned to the NBC net Sunday
201st
(10) for its sixth season
program—with a dramatization of
FATHER KNOWS BEST
Robert
by
“Edward, My Son”
With Robert Young, June Whitely, Morley
and Noel Langley. As with
Jthoda Williams#-Ted. DonaldsoiCl
playr and the- film- which

V,

.

the show caught (9), the socalled jqkes were based on the
e n to gossip.
propensity of w o
Two husbands, after betting their
couldn’t rethey
that
Wives $25
frain from cattiness, cooked up a
juicy over-the-back-fence yarn to
tempt them. Way they planted
their story—or at least the way the
writers planned for them to plant
it—was via the hubbies talking in
their sleep. Stanza had an acceptable, albeit telegraphed climax,
when the script O. Henry’ed that
the scandal cooked up had actually

On

:

,

wood

as

«

TV, and Benny worked

Wv

known

“Take It Or Leave It,” has changed
its name, emcee and sponsor this

have been left intact. Jack Paar/
Louis A Brorby)
( Needham
who filled in for Eddie Cantor
Kraft and the agency were’nt when the latter exited the show
too concerned when Hal Peary, last spring, lacks the ad libbing
But
of his predecessor.
for nine years “The Great Gilder- talents
Paar is a competent and ingratiatsleeve,” followed- other NBC stars ing comic, adequate for the job
down the street to the House of of whipping up a frantic atmosThey knew where they phere to cover iup the inanity of
Paley.
questions.
could find- another “Gildy,” re- most of the
On the preem (10), Paar consismembering that a long, tall chap tently led the pre-quiz interviews
was dropped from “Fibber and of the studio participants into preMolly” because he sounded too pared comedy channels. This type
much like Peary, who was then on of gagging is okay, but it falls
the show with the same character, shoFt of the spontaneous humor
Their choice, and a happy One, involving the Contestants themwas 'the same Willard Waterman. selves. In interviewing a hospitalOne audition convinced them that ized veteran via a telephone line,
he’s the spittin- voice double of Paar fell into a confused and emtakeoff was a signal barrassed line of gagging and, for
Peary
and the
_ _
l.M
a M2 a Mi Mnt- M/iwi r\r
success, thanks to a fine first script once, the studio audience felt the
by Paul West, John Elliotte and pathos of the Situation and did not
Andy White. It brought out all respond with the automatic ybcks.
the facets of the character and only; Victor’s generosity in supplying a
the staccato chortle of Peary was TV set to the St. Albans hospital,
missing.
where the vet is under treatment,
Waterman so thoroughly fitted had the human appeal which was
the delineation that millions of deeply appreciated in this situa“Gildy” fans around the country tion.
Brain teasers still remains on
would have been none the Wiser
had not the closing credits identi- a grade school level and Paar is
under instructions not
apparently
fied Waterman as Throckmorton
Since the char- to let anyone, except the completeP. Gilder sleeve.
Paar virtually
acter belongs to the sponsor, Peary ly hopeless, lose.
will have to dream up a new one supplies the answers after asking
on CBS and Waterman is going to the questions.
As bankrolled RCA is pushing
make it rather uncomfortable for
Along about mid-season, its 45 rpm record system, with
him.
after he has warmed to the role giveaways of its automatic players
of water commissioner and mas- to all contestants plus a Video set
tered all the nuances so character- to the jackpot winner at the conistic
of Peary, he’ll be sailing clusion. Announcer Ken Roberts
under his own colors, granted, of handles the plugs for the 45 rpm’s
course, that his writers can deliver with an enthusiasm that .might
lead dialers to believe it is the
as they did on the opener.
the wheel.
Production and cast are practic- greatest invention since
Herm.
‘

.

(Robert

Writers:

NBC, from N, Y.
(Biow)
This show, formerly

Oppenheimer, Madeline PHILIP MORRIS
CBS, from Hollywood
Pugh, Bob Carroll, Jr,
XBiow)
30 Mins.; Sat., 9:30 p.m.
GENERAL FOODS
Ralph Edwards returns to
CBS, from Hollywood
“Truth or Consequences” with the
Same exuberance that has made
(Young & Rubicam)
a top giveaway for many years;
CBS' favorite wife, Lucille Ball, this
This elaboration of the old parlor
va-„
her*summer
has returned from
game has served as a means of encation in “My Favorite Husband,
riching contestants, innocent bybut the show might have taken standers and worthy charities,
and
its
writimprove
to
time-out
mpre
1

RCA VICTOR

KRAFTFOODS
NBC from Hollywood

LUCKY STRIKE

30 Mins.; Tues., 9:30 p.m.

30 Mins.; Sun., 10 p.m#

Christy, Jeanette
Kearns.
nouncer
Frank Pittman
Producer:
Marks
Hilliard
Producer:
Paul West, John Elliotte,
.Writers: Sam Perrin# Milt Josefs-: Writers:
White
Andy
Tackberg, George Balzer, John
Music director: Robert Armlruster
aberry
30 mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
30 Mins.; Sun., 7 p.m.

lon

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES

FAVORITE HUSBAND

MY
THE $64 QUESTION
Den- With Ralph E d.w a r d s, others;
With Jack Parr, emcee; Kelt Rob- With Lucille Ball, Richard GorKen Roberts, Verne Smith,
ning, Bea Benaddret, Gale
erts, announcer
announcers _
~~
LeMond
Bob
don, Ruth Ferrot,
Writer: Edith Oliver
Oppen- Producer-writer: Edwards
Jess
Producer-director:
Producer-director: Ed Feldman

THE GREAT GILDERSLEEVB

JACK BENNY PROGRAM

Koller;

Milo whacky iriend.

Bril.

'

-

:

—

for Woodbury.
Smartly Parsons
records her interviews with stars
in advance for it was ^lways toward
the finish that her voice tired. She
had to speed up to beat “The Red
Hand Around The Clock” and is
never at her best when hurried. On
the opener there was a perceptible
improvemeht in the tone and
clarity of her voice and she dispensed with the early cry of “Exclusive,” perhaps to give the impression that all her chit chat is
fresh and unreported before.
Guesting on the takeoff were
Doris Day and the Page Cavanaugh
Trio for backstopping of her numbers. Guests are given a token

HALLMARK

.

HALLMARK

AM

payment approved.by AFRA. Mar-

>

vin Miller works the commercials
in his usual cannonading style.
Rating-wise Parsons improves with
the years and following Winchell
also has its advantages*
But at
least half the points are her own.

Helm.

trouble was that the catalog which They- should continue to prove real
the location of every goodwill getters for the company.
item, had gone astray. HousekeepHerb.
ing was consequently impossible
until that Catalog and a key had
PLAYHOUSE
Wifely intuition With Van Heflin
been located.
triumped over masculine efficiency Writer: Jean Holloway
in this instance.
Producer: Bill Gay
Production values are still high. 30 Mins.: Thurs., 10 p.m.
Young gets the most Out Of the
lineage, creates a good character- CBS, from Hollywood
ization and* wrings most of the
(Foote, Cone & Belding)
humor out of every situation. The
“Hallmark Playhouse#” one of
others in the lineup also do well the better dramatic shows on the
with June Whitely, Rhoda Williams,
airlanes, opened its new seaTed Donaldson, Nora Jean Nillson son with a firstrate dramatization
hitting ,a good stride with their of “The Story of Thomas Edison.”
respective foies.
Out of the usually difficult-tobiographical
material#
The incidental music by the Roy handle
Bargy crew catches the feeling of scripter Jean Holloway fashioned
an adult drama that sustained inthe script.
Plugs for the Maxwell House terest without indulging in any
brew are comparatively frequent obvious fictionalizing or sentimenand unsubtle, hampering the pace tality. Production dress was par
Jose.
of the show somewhat.
(Continued on page 36)
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ATOMIC ENERGY—1950
With Dr, G. K. Green, John D.
Jameson; Marvin Smith, an.

nouncer

Producer: Arthur Paterson, Jr.
Writer: John Burt
15 Mins.; Thurs;, 2:45 p.m.
Sustaining
Hempstead, N. Y.
This is a series of forums on
WOR, network’s N. Y. outlet last
Thursday ,<7). Program is limited atomic energy, covering mainly its
in appeal to sportsmen interested peacetime potentials, and a sequel
predominantly in fishing and hunt- to a program aired by this Long
It’s
ing. Tips on where to participate Island indie two years ago.
in these sports and what conditions presented in cooperation with the
are in these various places are Brookhaven National Laboratory,
proffered on the broadcast, Ques- at Upton, L. I. Participants were
tions, pertaining to hunting and Dr. G. K. Green, of .Brookhaven,
fishing, sent in by listeners, are and John D. Jameson, an execualso answered and take up most of tive officer of the organization
which operates the lab.
the broadcast’s running time.
A regular panel, comprised of First stanza dealt with atom
actor Guy Kibbee, VanC ampen smashers and atom furnaces. The
Heilner and Larry Koller, are on Complex subject matter was exhand to answer the queries in plained in simple, easy-to-undercapable fashion. Show is moderat- stand terms that should make it
It reed by v Milo Boulton. Features of appealing to the layman.
program include guest celebrities capped the fundamentals of atomic
and the spinning of a tall yarn, physics the ilature of atoms, the
sent in by a listener. This depart- way in which they are split, the
ment is handled by Kibbee. Each opera tibfi and principles of smashlistener submitting a question read ers and furnaces, reactors and cyover the air receives either some clotrons.
All in all, this came
fishing or hunting equipment.
across as a worthwhile public servBril
ice feature.
Gros.
.

.
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a list of shows, either new or returning after a
summer hiatus; scheduled to preem on the four major networks
during the next 10 days:
SEPT. 13
Halls of Ivy., NBC, 8 p m. Schlitz Brewing, through Young &

Following

;
'

.

is

•

,

Rubicam.

SEPT. 16

•

Brown.

Cecil

bbd&o.

Mutual, 7:55 p.m.

Chamberlin Sales, through
.

.

ABC,

Shoot the Moon.

8 p.m. Sustaining.
What Makes You Tick? ABC, 9 p.m. Sustaining,
SEPT. 17
Botany Song Shop (Ginny Simms). ABC, 10:15 p.m.
via Silberstein-Goldsmitli.
Meet Me in St. Louis. NBC; 10:30 p. m. Sustaining.
Falstaff’s Fables.

SEPT. 18
5:55 p.m.

ABC,

.

w
Botany,

Mars Candy, through Leo

Alleged blacklisting of radio and
television performers continued to
stir up turmoil in the trade this
week and all signs pointed to the
fact that there will be no quick or
easy solution to the problem. Move
to combat the outside pressure
groups by instituting an all-industry review board was faced with
the contention that such a board
would be guilty pf political censorship itself. Fact that public
thinking is still clouded on all issues involved is not helping mat-

SEPT. 10

.

NBC,

People Are Funny.

Week’s? developments in the

Washington,, Sept. 12;
reached here
has

Raleigh cigarets, through

12.

4

Godfrey’s Navy Stint

Justin Miller,, prez of the National Association of Broadcasters,

'

Washington, Sept. 12.
back to the Navy—for a
Arthur
Godfrey.
The onetime sailor, who pilots
his own airplane, is on active
duty this week at three naval
air stations. For the time being, it’s Lt. Comdr, Godfrey
It’s

Thursday that he
assured by Federal

stated here last

“been

had

spell

agencies that the Government has
no intention of taking over broad-

.

*

casting.”

was principal
Miller
at the 13th District of

Judge
speaker
the

.

sit-

uation,' which was brought to the
boiling point through the recent
ousting of Jean Muir from the cast
of NBC-TV’s “Aldrich Family” two
weeks ago, included:
1. Scheduling of a meeting of the
exec board of the American Federation of Radio Artists last night
(Tues.) /to consider a proposal of
General Foods, sponsor which axed
Miss Muir, that the industry-wide
committee be established to rec-r
onimend a solution hi handling
such cases in the future.
Liberties
Civil
2.
American
Union authorized an official investigation of the entire question of
blacklisting. Probe, which is to begin immediately, was voted at a
special meet of the ACLU exec

were in attendance

two-day meeting.
Miller said there
'

had

’

Godfrey

at the

is

stint at the

3. Illinois

scheduled for a

Navy

flight train-

ing center at Pensacola, then
to Corpus Christ! 'and Memphis, where the Navy main-

been

that some television or
radio stations will be shut down

rumors

“guided missies might
come in on their beams.”
He advised Texas broadcasters
if they are at all worried about
local planned protection during
the international emergency; to
contact their police department
immediately.
The NAB head paid special
tribute to Clyde Rembert, District
prez and manager

JKRLP-T V

,

,

Year holiday.

AM

and chairman of the ANA grpup
which issued the 20-page report,
Sunday after- “Radio Time Values,” that spearnoon radio programming, which headed the drive for axing eveni ng

of.

Rift Healed, But-

creation of a
Writers War Board and, in the inresolution to
of
unity,
a
terest
e 11 e y was
censure Welbourn
lution

payoff within 18

months of radio
sets. The restriction
also applies to phonographs and
combination sets. The down-payand television

nivent

requirement does not affect
than $100,

articles selling for less

but

the 18-month
such items,
,

limit

includes

The regulations take effect next
Monday Qfr) and may be amended
to further tighten credit if conditions
require.
The restrictions

were invoked immediately following the enactment last Friday (8)
of the economic controls bill which
confers on President Truman authority to put ceilings on- credit,
pripes and wages and to institute
rationing.
/
:

established

rates.

.

the

(11)..

New York

American Legion con- phony,

and

the

..

sor,

.

for

6.

KFWB 48TH

monic at
had dropped the show after get a transcribed playback in the 1
to ?:30 early Sunday afternoon,

Casts

of all

Broadway

AFFILIATE

by the Longinfes ChoralHollywood, Sept. 12. V
the 3 o’clock
“E scape ” gets
•n:” -iVi i <v'
j.vT”_ Iv
— ... ^
With still another dramatic
KFWB has inked an affiliate
show getting the 3:30 period. An contract with the Pacific Regional
audience participation program, is Network giving wety 48 Outlets
slated for 4/ with the “Arthur God- blanketing California. In addition,
frey Digest” at 4:30 and upcoming the
.network,
f lagshipped
by
Frank Sinatra show from 5. to 6.
ILGWU’s KFMV has five other
FM outlets which act primarily bs
transmitters
for
affiliates,
thus
elimnating
line
Charges.
FMers are located here in Bakersfield, Fresno, Merced, Sacramento
and San Bruno.
Washington, Setft. 12.
Network has revamped its proNine broadcast stations changed gramming structure, moving into
hands last vteek as the result of a pop vein from classical structure
approvals for transfer of control which KFMV has, erected in last
given by the FCC. Largest trans- two years. Cliff Gill is web’s gen-

followed
iers.
j

.

i.:

•

time,

AM

FLOCK OF

legit
to-

shows scheduled a meeting for

morrow midnight

(Thurs.) to pro-

(Continued on page 42)

tabled,
Rift Originally developed when
Callresolution
proposed
a
Kelley
ing for the establishment of a

.

Washington, Sept. 12.
Curbs on installment credit imposed last’ week by the Federal
Reserve Board will require down
payments of at least 15% and full

calling

K

NAB

Richard P. Doherty,
Director of Employer-Employee Relations spoke during the af f ernoon
session
on “Operating in the
Profit Interest.”

AM-TV SET SALE HURT

.

AM

TV will get' special coverage
Sabbath programming format, is through the presentation of “Video
gone, with CBS giving the heave Town,” with Cunningham & Walsh
to the 3, to 4:30 performariCes of prexy Jack Cunningham detailing

,

Also on the morning session,
Carl Haverlin, BMI prexy, spoke
and reviewed the service that BMI
has rendered to the radio industry.
It was pointed out that 44%
of the top tunes on the air today
are BMI.
Ralph W. Hardy, NAB
Director of Government Relations
told of the ^arrangements made for
all out effort in case of the need
for radio stations in the national
defense.

i

of late

once/ represented the

her name was found in Red ChanShe flatly denied any pror
Factional split in the Radio nels.
ters
Guild
a
ently
has
Wri
ppar
been Red leanings.
healed, although a small group of ~57*Deniat~by<jF thatrMtss' Muir
members is still dissident. It’s ex- would be reinstated on “Aldrich,”
Top GF
pected that this group will back as had been reported.
some council candidates and op- spokesman, noting that the actress
paid
off
her
contract
on
pose others in upcoming elections. had been
and that a ‘new pact has been
Six-hour-long membership meetsigned with Nancy Carroll, who reing in N. Y. last week, Which genplaced her, declared that “we are
erated plenty of heated discussion,
standing on our original., stateoverwhelmingly endorsed a resoment.”

KRLD

The second day’s sessions were
devoted to Broadcast Advertising
Bureau with Miss Lee Hart, as-Sislant d rector of BAR Jn charge..
Allen M. Woodall spoke on “A
New and Greater Sales Program
(Continued on page 40)

The era

&

RWG’s Factional

_

Dallas,

:

.

»

NAB

apparently is still
divided, some arguing that the
recent campaign was a big public
relation blunder while others insist
that the drive be renewed.
Monday (25) afternoon sessionwill include a parley on radio and
tele, with FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy speaking on' the two media"
from the standpoint of the Commission. .This will be followed by,
and TV audia discussion of
ences and programs measurement,
arid “the score. On radio arid tel evisiori,”
Latter gabfest Will be
headed by William Brooks Smith;
ad director of Thomas J. Lipton

.

tains advanced flight training
establishments.

'

because

ANA camp

Philharmonic Sym- his agency’s study of video’s impact,
Longines-Witt- on reading time,, of magazines,
newspapers, etc., in .a typical cityl
vention in Chicago protested the nauer-sponsored Sy mphonette conscheduled appearance of Gypsy certs exiting the 4:30 to 5 period Relationship of the various media
Rose Lee on ABC’s “What Makes for a late Sunday night (10:30) sirr- is also expected to be covered by
sessions on the “advertising score,”
You Tick” radio show. Saturday ing.
with release of an ANA survey on
night (16) on the charge that Miss
Instead, CBS will slug it out on
Lee was listed in Red Channels, a competitive basis with NBC, ABC member company policies and
the pamphlet which purports to list and Mutual, with either dramatic plans for appropriations, media,
Communist sympathizers in the or audience participation fare go- merchandising, etc.
Number oL other key questions,
radio-TV industry,. Following Miss ing in from 3 p.m. on. CBS is now
Lee’s categorical ‘ denial of all convinced that longhair stanzas such as ^gericy-advertiser relations,
charges,
ABC prez Robert
the economic picture and merchandon!t sell.
/.
Kintner indicated the show Would
when the re- dising practices will be aired in
Effective Oct.
be aired as scheduled. (See P. 1). vamped schedule 1,goes into effect, the ANA’s 4fst annual confab.
4.
Ireene Wicker, star of ABCthe Thursday night or Friday afTV’s “Singing Lady” program last ternoon concerts of the PhilharSeason, declared Kellogg, the sponCarnegie Hall, N. Y.* Will

board Monday

of the Reserves.

NAB. About 120 Texas broad-

casters

—for

•

24-27.

KMPC

,

;

AM

ing out subpoenas for the appearance of character witnesses for G. A. Richards,
owner of
and other
50 kw stations, Who is facing
FCC charges of slanting the
news.
The. subpoenas were for the
testimony of several rabbis.
They were called by Richards’
counsel to appear on Rosh
Hashonah, the Jewish New

.

San Antonio, Sept.

'

the broadcasters and the Korean
audiences; will
crisis’ hypo to
come up for discussion and a po$sible
showdown at the ANA’S
annual meeting in Chicago, Sept.

Word

from Los Angeles that somebody made a mistake in writ*

.

10:30 p.m,

Russell M. Seeds.

AM

Bad Timing

-

ters.

Burnett.

Assn, of National Advertisers*
pitch to effect a reduction iptime rates, which stalled in the
face of determined resistance by

Writers War Board and the eastern
Kelley
region council tabled it.
thereupon resigned as an alternate council member. Subsequent-

action involved, station KRSC in
Seattle which was sold to J. Elroy
McCaw, for $112,500.

License of KIBE in Palo Alto,
ly^he-counc^iF^^opted^'anot-hei^
"Calif.,
was assigned to J. Br
resolution, passed by the midwest
Rhodes for a consideration of $45,and Coast councils. This differed
Washington, Sept. 12.
Smallest deal involved trans000.
from Kelley’s resolution, which
Senate Appropriations Commit- fer of 93% of the stock of WHOW,
the council had termed “uncohsti- tee today (Tues, ) raised the “Voice a daytimer in Clinton, 111., for $3,tutional,” in that it asks for setting of America”' budget to the full
up the Writers Bbard outside the $97,212,000 requested by the AdThree new daytime stations
framework of the RWG and the ministration. This was nearly $20,- were also authorized last week by
Authors League. It is this resolu- 000,000 over the amount the House the FCC.
Construction permits
tion which the membership meet- voted the “Voice.”
were, granted to Jules J; Paglin to
ing passed.
Appropriations include $49,000,- use the 800kc spot in New OrThe: meeting also voted confi- 000 for radio and $11,000,000 for leans, to Lycoming Broadcasting
dence in the governing body by motion pictures. Of the radio coin, CO. to operate on 1050kc In WilThe resolution $41,000,000 is earmarked for new liamsport, Pa., arid to Delaware
a large majority.
declared the members are “whole- medium and shortwave stations to County
Corp.
to
Broadcasting
heartedly behind the program of ring the Iron Ciirtain. Budget in- transmit on 1270kc. All are one
*
negotiations set for i%the strategy cludes about $3,000,000 for dis- kilo watters.
report and states its Complete con- tributing 200,000 radio nets to
Should commitfidence in its negotiating commit- Soviet countries.
tee bill pass the Senate, a confertee and council.”
Rembert Bullish on
RWG ses$ion heard reports by ence with the House to adjust diF
Sheldon Stark, eastern region vee- fererices would be * jeessary.
San Antonio, Sept. 12.
pee, on negotiations which will be
Clyde W. Reiribert, managing diwebs
with
the
shortly
launched
rector of KRLD, Dallas; district
Post
Drake’s
and agencies for contracts covering
director of the NAB predicted here
about 95% of all radio scripters.
that 1950 will be one of the most
Washington, Sept. 12.
Melvin E. Drake, former man- profitable years in the history of
GOLDMARK NOW A V.P.
ager of WDGY, Minneapolis, has the broadcasting industry.
Rembert was interviewed as he
Dr. Peter Goldmark, who devel- been appointed director of station
for the National Assn, of arrived for the annual convention
relations
system
oped CBS’ color television
of the District 13 NAB. He preand Long Playing Records, is the Broadcasters,
He replaces B. Walter Huffing- dicted further that more money
network’s newest veepee.
will
be spent this year, on radio admemberon
a
He has title of director of engi- tori who died while
vertising than ever before.
neering and research development. ship tour.
.no,
;aIv'Jic5 v>f' ill (
»«
olv'ifiic-)
/ c
r
t
Idi

eral manager.
KFWB, latest to
join, is Warner Bros, outlet recently purchased, subject to FCC
okay, by longtime manager Hariry

!

FCC

to

Hear Baptists

On

’Steeples’ for

FM

.

i

Washington, Sept. 12,
Whether low power (lO watts)
“steeple” stations shall be perrnitted in the FM band, will be the

i

,

j

subject of oral argument before the
FCC Oct. 30. The proceeding was
ordered last week on the joint
petition of two Baptist organizations to make tax-exempt nonorganizations* eligible for
profit
a separate category of low-power
noncommercial broadcast stations
in the 92-108 me band, analagous

j

'

.

.

AM

NAB

«

•

,

-

.

to

low power noncommercial

‘

;

FM
FM

;

'

.

'

,

•

.

.

,

I

FM

educational stations in the 88-92
me band.
The Baptists originally petitioned
for a special category of religious
stations, but later asked that the
church outlets be Included in a
.broader service. The “steeple” stations, thev have told the Commishunsion, wouid be established in
dreds of communities and, through
sets,
impetus to the sale of
broadwould help commercial
casting.

.•'li

.
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TELEVISION
RADIO SPOTS STALL

Jerry Lester, whose co-starring 4*
11 to midnight “Broadway
Open House” sho\V on NBC has

Hollywood, Sept. 12.
Radio commitments have forced
Jo Stafford to cancel her TV debut
oh Jack Haley’s Ford Show in New

an the

projected him into the TV. bigtime,
i$ currently working on the show
without a contract following wran-

web

gle with

Gil-

shelling out for the
Series ran into unexpected complications over
the weekend when a group of
players from both leagues decided they should get a cut of
the coin Money derived from
radio and TV until now has
gone into the players’, fund,,
fropi which most of them will
draw a pension some day.
Players insist, though, that
those entitled to a share of
the Series’ gate, receipts are
also entitled to a share of the
is

stints.

.

switching network allegiance, but
thus far nothing concrete has developed.
Differences between Lester and
NBC were reportedly inspired by
the comic’s demands for a new contract with upped salary, plus the

Washington, Sept, 12.
has been asked to “expedite” action bn the allocation of
cable time between the four video

The

.

FCC

The situation, resultnetworks.
ing from a breakdown; of negotibetween the Webs and
ations
Ameriicari Tel. &. Tel. over channel apportionment to each net, is
The Comririisin a delicate stage.
sion is interested, but is in no position to intervene in advance of
the actual allocations by th e telephone company. It’s probable, unless the problem can be worked
out informally, that it will act only
upon a formal complaint after
A. T. & T. has. issued its alloca.

Lester’s initial contract called for
a performance, giving him
$1,500 ort his three “Open: Hpuse”
shows weekly. NBC agreed to
$3,000 a week on the new contract,
thus doubling his pay. But Lester

$500

reportedly nixed

C. E; Hooper is projecting him-'
self into the video rating picture
on a broader scale, With a
pro-

spine major, sponsorship coin.

tions,

TV

The

agency admitted it has
had correspondence from DuMont,
which is lined up with ABC
against NBC and CBS On the question of how the channels should be

gram popularity rating service

covering network airers in 12 inter-

connected Ohio and New York
cities.
Reports will be available
four days after broadcasts, Hooper allocated. DuMont and ABC feel
said.
the available time should be disAnnouncing the new service, tributed equally among the four
Hooper explained that he was re- nets. NB£ and CBS are said to
stricting it to two states because favor an allocation based on the
of his agreement with A. C. Niel- number of commercial shows carsen, who bought his national serv- ried by each web.
ices last February, This deal keeps
FCC regulations provide that
Hooper out of the regional rating the channels should be allocated
picture (covering more than two on ‘equitable basis” and this is
•

Borden’s Milk would like to
sponsor Peter Lind Hayes and his
for
Healy,
partner-wife, v Mary
nights a week (Monday,
Wednesday, Friday), slotting on
CBS in the 11-11:15 segment, reportedly only on condition that
they forget all about the show’s
present Stork Club format. Understood,. too; that NBC. would like to
grab off the husband-wife team
for a new show.
Meanwhile, future of the three-

three

.

•

March, 1951, and out where the rub comes in. What is
of the national picture for an addi- “an equitable basis” for the allo-

states) until
tional,.

but undisclosed, length of

time.

However, Hooper said that
he is free next March, he will expand the new 12-city TV report

—

—

Cincinnati, Sept. 12.

,

set

producer for the past month. In? will cost $150 for the first proitially Irving Mansfield held the
(Continued on page 38)
production reins, but was forced
to bow out when he got pneumonia.
Abe Burrows took Over arid he,
too, got pneumonia; Nobody’s been

named

since.

On NBC’s

in

TV Debut

’Americana’;

new

or returning after a

hiatus, scheduled to preem on the
during the next 10 days;

major television net-

Following

Is

a list of shows, either

summer
works

be allocated, he said, it is. doubtful that
Would suffer. Video’s

TV

requirements of steel, he declared
Heflin plans also to huddle with
are “piddling” compared to cona- couple of playwrights and legit
struction v automobiles and other
producers with an eye to doing a
Broadway show this season. Re- big users,
Television
manufacturers’ big
cently severed from his Metro contract, he has two pictures com- supply problem, it Was explained,
is
the
receiving
radio
tube (as displeted as a freelancer and yet to
These are .“Toma- tinguished from, the picture tube),
be released.
hawk” for Universal and. “The and this problem is due -to the
enormous increase in
producProwler” for United Artists.
tion.
The average receiver requires 20 tubes, compared with six
for the’ home radio set. This means
that the 3,000,000 video receivers
produced in the first half of this
year required nearly three times
as many tubes as were needed for
the 4.000,000 home radios (in addition to automobile sets and portables) which Were turned out in
the same period.
While it is still too early to tell,
because “loo many things can happen by then,” it does not appear
Washington, Sept. 12.
there .Will be any difficulty
An organization opposing the that
in obtaining television transmitters
FCC color television decision was for new stations when the freeze
formed here last week “to afford a
medium for discussion, investiga- is lifted. When the FGG resumes
processing of applications, probtion and coordination of the Common problems of the owners of ably by next spring, it is pointed
and to act out, station authorizations won’t
television receivers
be coming out so fast, since many
as liaison between its members and
the television industry and govern- of the pending applications Will
The group, require competitive hearings. As
mental agenciejs.”
called the Assn, of Televiewers, a result, no rush demand is exwill soon ask the Commission to re- pected when the freeze ends.
Under the Dept, of Commerce
open its hearings to hear its views
order setting up the NPA, teleon color.
*
The ATV Says it fears that the vision will be handled by the GenFCC’s proposed decision to author- eral Products Division, with Tom
The division
ize a noncompktible color system Delehanty as head.
Will relegate the present video au- was transferred intact from the
Bureau
Foreign
of
and
Domestic
dience of 25,000,000 to “second

TV

Stand on Color

,

.

Commerce.

says, cannot be received on existing sets, and the use of adaptors,
Which will be required to receive

color-programs in-monoehrome, is
makeshift”
“unsatisfactory
an

Which

will

add to the set-owner’s

expense.

A

spokesman

the organization said the association has absoconnections
and
lutely no industry
is operating with a small amount
1944, takes over Partridge’s pres- of money.* He said no membership
drive is planned.
ent spot.
Among directors of ATV, which,
is incorporated in D. C. as a nonorganization,
profit,
educational
ate John M. Carmody, former adr
ministrator of the Federal Works
fori

Chicago, Sept. 12.

NBC-TV adds another show to its
Sunday afternoon commercial lineup with Quaker Oats picking up
“Zoo Parade” Oct. 1 on the full
interconnected net, pending some
schedule shuffling. Quaker wants

move- the zoo show* currently
in the 3 to 3:30 (CDT)
slot, into the 3 :30 to 4 period so as to take advantage of the
block discount which would accrue
AgenCy; George L. Shields, Los by slotting the zoo segment next to
Angeles producer; H. D. Cleveland, its “Americana” show bowing Oct.
1 in the 4 to 4:30 spot. This means
retired New York industrialist, arid
RCvere Copper & Brass Co. would
J. Hobart Hutchinson, AFL union
have
to consent to moving upa half
official of Evanston, 111.
Formation of ATV was the first hour its “Meet the Press” slated to
into the 3 30 to 4 slot.
go
indication a fight may be in the
Zoo Parade,” half-hour remote
*
Television manu- from CEi Llncdlh Park zoo and ieacolor decision.
turing zoo director Marlin Perkins,
facturers, who are required to
build in adaptors to make sets com- has been carried on the net as a

(Sept 13-23)

Roy Rogers

Oct.

ATV

Partridge’s New TV Post

TV T3avicP E7 Partridge moves up
homes in each half-hour period) Oct. 1 as general sales manager of
great store in the show, building WiU be offered in two services:
TV activities for the three Crosley
a costly studio at the renowned (Da monthly pocket piece; and
Broadcasting Corp. stations. For
N.Y, bistro. (Boniface Sherman (2) weekly special reports on shows
the past four years he has been
Billingsley is a regular on the pro- in which clients are interested.
director of sales promotion.
gram).
The latter will cost $150 per halfEdward G. Feinthei, assistant
Program has been without a hour weekly program.
Former director of ysales promotion since
Columbia had

Ken Murray show (CBS)

cation of limited cable facilities?,
agency officials are asking- Somethat question will have to be
decided.
class televiewing” and threatens
There’s a good chance some the value of the $2,000,000,000 inWord on the matter may come vestment of the 7,000,000 sets now
from the Commission next week. in use. The color system (CBS)
which the Commission favors,

when how

This may into a regional basis.
dicate that Hooper will move back
(7:45-8)
“Stork into the national picture when the
evenings-a-week
Club” show appears to be in a time limit on that phase of his
state of flux, with conflicting re- activities expires.
ports as to the web brass reaction
Under the new plan, the 12-city
“on—-its continuance - -beyond the ratings (based on. duff^cails td
initial 13 wefeks.

allocations of critical materials to
insure military requirements, there
are no plans afoot to restrict proActor Van Heflin arrived in duction of TV sets or transmitters
N Y. from the Coast yesterday for the post-freeze era.
(Tues.) for a fiver-week stay, durThe possibility that TV output
ing Which he’s slated to guest on
of video receivers might be afthree network television shows!
fected, an official of the new NaHe’ll star on CBS-TV’s “Nash Airtional Production Authority told
flyte Theatre” Sept 21, on Rob^
Variety, is. quite remote at this
ert Montgomery’s “Lucky Strike
time. Even if steel supplies should
NBC-TV Oct. 9 and
14,

shows on Sunday or

it unless he was
counted in on either, the Sunday or
Wednesday shows, V which would
also give him an added whack at

Heflin Set for Series

the

Wednesday, along With Ed Wynn,
Jimmy Durante,. Danny Thomas,
Fred Allen and Eddie Cantor.

*

Washington, Sept. 12.
Although the machinery is being established here to prepare for

:

:

the situation.

Seen;

.

Theatre” via

They have
radio-TV coin.
scheduled a meeting with
Baseball Commissioner A. B.
(Happy) Chandler to talk over

fact that Lester figures he rates a
crack at either of the. two star-

TV

which

$$00,000

World

ported that Lester and Music Corp.
of America, Which agents the
comic, have had some talks with
CBS with a view toward possibly

rotating

That

York.
Offered $3,500 for the one-shot,
chirp was forced, to turn down the
bid for the Sept. 14 show because
she is bound to the coast by her
“Club 15” and “Contented Hour”

Ask Cut

Players
,

lette

video; execs. It’s re-

No Ban on Tele Set Output

to

carried

Sunday

:

SEPT. 13
Don McNeill TV Club. ABC, 9 p.m. PhilcO, through Hutchins.
SEPT. 14
Alan Young Show. CBS, 9 p.m. Esso through Marschalk &

Set Gabby Hayes as-Star
Cowboy star Roy Rogers is
scheduled for his television debut
as special guestar on NBC-TV’s
“Americana,’,’ When the program
returns Oct. 1 under an entirely
Packager Martin
new format.
Stone, after a trip to the Coast last
week, decided to change the program from its former quiz form to
a straight dramatic show and

George
Gabby) Hayes,
cowboy character actor who has

sighed

(

appeared in many of Rogers’ films,
as permanent star. Program is to
be retitled the “Quaker Oats
Show.”

Under the new format, Hayes
will be seen as an oldtimer telling
stories of the West to a couple of
moppets in a western setting. Cameras will then dissolve into dramatizations of his stories. Hayes, who
•

also featured On Rogers’ radio
series, plans to Commute from Los
Arigeles to N. Y. during the first

,

’

Pratt; Kroger, through

Oct. 1 in the

I

Sunday

at 5 slot, Will

have his horse, Trigger, with him.
Also scheduled to appear on the
show is Dale Evans, his wife and
(Continued on pafft
t

CBS color, will meet
New York Thursday (14) to, dis-

patible for

,

&

in

A

sustainer since May.
local version of the show beamed on

WNBQ

The irianufac- has been bankrolled by Jewel Food
cuss the problem.
turers have until Sept. 29 to advise Stores since March at 6 p. m. Sunthe Commission whether they will days.
With the network
that
install the devices.
Otherwise, the
agency will adopt final standards Jewel is entitled to exclusivity iff
the
Chi
market,
the
Quaker
net
for CBS color immediately.
show will bypass WNBQ until such
time as Jewel either moves its program to a different day, or switches
Latto a different program type.
ter seems unlikely because of the
Degt. Still Expanding heavy
audience response reported
The William Morris Agency is by J ewel to the local show.
continuing to expand the tele dept.
Quaker will use “Parade” to plug
Ranks are being filled mainly with Ken-L-Ration. Agency is Ruthrauff
those with a background in thea- 8c Ryan.

Rubicam.

,

SEPT. 15 ;v..
N. Y. Football Giants Huddle. ABC, 8:30 p.m. Sun Oil, through
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather.
Magnavox Theatre. CBS, 9 p.m. Magnavox, through Kenyon &
Eckhardt,
Penthouse Party. ABC ,10 p.m. Best Foods, through Earle
Ludgin.
SEPT. 18
Look Your Best. CBS, 3;30 p.m. International Latex, via Foote,
Cone .& Belding.
NBC Comics. NBC, 5 p.m. Sustaining.
Panhandle Pete $ Jennifer, NBC, 5:15 p.m. Sustaining."
What’s My Name? NBC, 8 p.m.
Speidel, through Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles.
..

.

.

SEPT. 19

.

tres aiid cafes, Ben Grief er* who
resigned last week as manager of
the Adams’ theatre, Newark,' has
Billy Gilbert’s
been added to the video staff and
Ted Eshbaugh and Hilly Gilbert
will service the Milton Berle show have produced
a vidpic, “Bumps
under
a r r y Kalcheim, Dave O’Dazy,”
in
which Gilbert is
Shapiro has been shifted from the starred. Stanza is a musical comMorris theatre dept, to video.
edy fantasy and the initial show
In addition, Jerry Stagg of the is in color in anticipation of the
Coast edition of the Morris agency, advent of tinted Video.
has moved to the eastern branch
Stuart Reynolds is handling
to service the Pulitzer Prize Play- sales arid Gilbert Is now in Gotham
house*.
to trade-show the first print*

Texaco Star Theatre. NBC, 8 p.m. Texaco, through Kudner.
Mystery Series. CBS, 10 p.*m. Block Drug via Cecil & Presbrey.
.

is

four weeks of the TV program and
then move permanently to N. Y.
Rogers, guesting on the preem

Ralph H. Jones.
Packard, through Young;
9:30 p.m.

ABC,

Holiday Hotel.

.

&

Nash

Airflyte Theatre.

TVer

SEPT. 21
CBS, 10:30 p.m. Nash, via Oeyer, Newell

H

Ganger.

Red Grange

Predicts.
ABC, about 11 p.m. (following Roller
Florsheim, via Gordon Best.
SEPT. 22
Star of the Family (Morton Downey). CBS, 10 p.m. Nash-Kelvinator, via GeyCr, Newell & Ganger.
John Feeney Show* DuMont, 11 p.m. Schaefer Beer, through

Derby).

BBD&O.
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SI

DAYTIME ASSAULT
Wed.-Suo. Star Parlays Costing NBC
Joseph Santley (& Ivy Sawyer), who went from legit musicals
and bigtime vaudeville to directing pictures in Hollywood, is back
on Broadway, his first trip east in 16 years, for the express purpose of directing the Ed Wynn and Jimmy Durante television shows
for NBC this fall. Durante has nixed doing his TV stint from the
new NBC video theatre, the Center, complaining it is too large,
and will probably originate from the Hudson or International.
Wynn has acquiesced to the Center. Eddie Cantor likewise nixed
that Radio. City house in favor of the International.
Santley, as a show biz veteran who has completed the Broadway-tb-Hollywood-to-Broadway cycle, was struck by the. many physical changes of the main drag. He gives accent to what he feels 1$
the inception of a new baqk-to-Broadway trend, with many more
slated to return east because of video. He also recalls what the
silents did to kill off the legit “road,” and what talkers did to vaudeville, in relation to what inroads TV may have on existing forms of
If anything, video may prove a boon to
theatre entertainment.
legit, he feels, as against any plus values for other forms of show

NBC

stands to lose $500;000 'a
in October, if it
fails to wrap up sponsors by that
time for its mew Wednesday night
comedy series and the fourth
stanza each moifth on its new Sunday night show. Each of the pro-

:

'•

biZ/'

•

:

.

His wife and ex-stage partner. Ivy Sawyer, is due in New York
this week arid heads to Europe for a six-week vacation. They have
a daughter at UCLA and a 14-year-old son in school on thel Coast,
J eiri-y Horwin newly appointed story editor for CBS, likewise
notes the inclination of many top Hollywood writers to come east.
Their agents almost give CBS carte blanche on their services, not
even insisting on fares east or any promises of other expenses, providing Horwin manifests any interest. He has segued quite a few
promising candidates to Worthington Minor whose next move is to
underscore what type Writing talent he wants imported from the
Horwin, as a vet screenwright and playwright and also a
Coast.
him studio executive, was engaged by CBS video veepee Charles
M. Underhill to coordinate new writing talents for the network.
,

commercial daytime TV
sweepstakes got probably its biggest hypo to date with General

The

Bobby

6f the

Parks variety show, packaged by
Lou Cowan. It adds tip to a timeexpenditure in excess of
$1,000,000 for the food company.
arid-talent

siderable
jockeying among the
webs in a bid to grab the show.
The General Foods entry lends

considerable impetus to the daytime Video picture,
Procter &

Gamble meanwhile is mulling a
wholesale excursion into daytime
TV programming, with likelihood
of five full hour shows bowing in
1951. Similarly, the Parks show,

along with Kate Smith’s upcoming

Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the
Town” is scheduled to originate
son.

Nov.

.

from the Boston Opera

19

House
motes

the

in

of several re-

first

the program,
while Pabst plans to pick up at
least 10 of its Wednesday night
fight cards this year from arenas
in Chicago, Detroit and St. Louis.
Several reasons lie behind the
Sullivan road trips, chief among
which is the desire of Lincoln-Mercury, which bankrolls the show; to.
slated

for

Cement relationships With

deal-

its

ers in cities outside N. Y.
With
available vaudeo talent expected to
reach a new low this season because of the number of new programs taktrigthe' air, SuIlivan~Kimself believes the tours will open
up more acts to him among those
playing on the road.
CBS, for
its part, hopes the publicity resulting frorii the tours Will help
snare viewers away from the competing “Colgate Comedy Hour” on

NBC.
Pabst ’s plans to pick up fights
from arenas in addition to St,
Nicholas, N. Y., from where it televised its entire schedule last year,
are dependent on the availability
of the eastbound Cable on Wednesday nights. Brewery believes that
it will be able to offer viewers
much better cards if it can leave
N. Y.
Quality of the boxers is
mostly dependent on the. size of
the. gate receipts and Pabst report-ediy-has^^ng^eansidered^Str^fiek1
too small an arena to provide
enough money to get the best boxers available.

Cantor Topi Sullivan
Presaging the hot fight for
rating honors among the new
season’s top TV contenders,

NBC’s new “Colgate Comedy
Hour” on its preem stanza (i0)
topped Ed Sullivan’s “Toast
of the Town” (CBS), which last
year had consistently rated

among

video's top three. Based
on a special survey taken for
Bureau in N. Y., Washington,
Cleveland and Chicago, the
Colgate ppus, which starred
Eddie Cantor, rang up a 32.1
rating, as compared with 27.4

NBC by Audience Research

for “Toast.’’
Same survey, claimed to
have been b ased on 1,5 00 telephone^calls in the four cities,
also gave Cantor

share

of

show

audience,

a
as

49.9%
com-

ing that they’re still cramped for
space in N. Y„ despite the number of legit and filrn houses they
have taken over recently for conversion into studios.

CBS, which hopes to launch its
daytime
schedule
early v next
month, has not been able to arrive
at anything more than a tentative
program lineup because of the
facilities shortage and NBC, which
reportedly has first crack at the
new Bert Parks day tinier, hasn’t
been able to Ue down the deal
yet through indecision over where
to house the program.
Chief snarl in the facilities set-

up confronting the webs is the
necessity for rehearsal time by
the big nighttime shows, Dry run
rehearsals already have spread
into virtually every building in
the metropolitan area that offers
Oirrthu“iay
preceding the airing of a show,
the cast and crew must Come into

'.-sufficient'

starting

a talent and production nut of $60,000, plus an additional
$40,000 outlay for time
If the necessary bankcharges.
rollers don’t step forward,
will be forced to carry the load
alone*

grams carries

NBC

the web optioned Frigidaire to
pick up the tab on the show
each fourth Sunday; With Colgate set for the other three,
that makes NBC sold out for
the 8 to 9 slot.
Clark will make his first appearance on the program Oct.
1, following Eddie Cantor, who
inaugurated the series Sunday
night (10), Dean Martin &
Jerry Lewis, who go next
week (17), and Fred Allen,
who takes over Sept. 24. Unlike the others, who will rotate
once
every
four
weeks,
though, Clark plans a show
only once every eight weeks,
meaning NBC must still find :\
comic to alternate him. On
the Wednesday night series,

No network has been designated
yet.
In view of the General
Foods auspices arid the Parks name
value to daytime TV, there’s conas

Daytime Cramp
Meanwhile, major television networks Sheading into fullscale daytime operations this fall are findCBS: television will take several +
of its shows on the road this sea-

.

day night comedy hour. Jack
Carson, meanwhile, is being
sought as the fourth comic for
the Wednesday might comedy
series. To top off its week’s
work on the two new shows,

new Bert

cross-trie-board preem on NBC,
contributes a bigtime after-dark
aura to the afternoon schedules.

.

to rotate with those previously signed for NBC’s new Sun-

j

.

week sponsorship

month

Too

Bobby Clark was set this
week as the fourth comedian

Foods’ entry into big league after-

noon programming. GF last weekend negotiated a deal, via Young
& Rubicam, for a three-times-a-

Clark,

While Colgate is sponsoring the
three Sundays each month on
NBC’s “Comedy Hour,” in which
Eddie Cantor, Dean Martin &
Jerry Lewis and Fred Allen rotate,
first

the fourth week is still up for sale.
On that stanza, Bobby Clark and
another .comedian yet to be chosen
will alternate, with Frigidaire optioning the time, As for the Wed-

nesday might

PAUL WINCHELL SHOW
Week. 'moved a step
nearer the point where it can give
its time salesmen the rest of the
season off. Web signed Speidel to
take over the Monday night 8 to
8:30 slot as sponsor of “What’s My
Name,” starring Paul Winchell
and Jerry Mahoney. New bankthis

roller leaves

half-hours a
Class A time.
.

“Name”

NBC

a total

week

to

of;

fill

three

on

its

which Ed

TAKE

CONN.

TO TV

studio for camera rehearsal.
That eliminates that studio for any
daytime programs on that day.
(CBS, incidentally, was reported
this week to have purchased the
Square' theatre on upper
Lincoln
.7.5% share of audience.
House,
Broadway in Manhattan.
formerly a nabe filmery, is to get
the full reconversion onceover for
studio use.)
Illustrating how tight the facilities problem still is, the upcoming Tex McCrary Jinx Falkenburg
show on WN3T, key outlet of the
NBC web in N. Y., will have expaign.
actly an hour-and-a-half to move
Mist of the time sold consists of
Cantor Can’t TV-Recreate
•
into the Hudson theatre, N. Y.,
y
five-minute and 15-minute spots.
from where it is to originate, have
Speeches
and guest interviews comMusicals for
the jiets-struck from the show oreprise the programs.
ceding it at the theatre, set up
Eddie Cantor was all set to reABC-TV has picked up Pontiac its sets and get in some camera create “Bari jo Eyes” and “WhooTitled “Close-Up,” the pee” on Procter & Gamble’s ‘‘Musito sponsor a half-hour video stanza, rehearsal.
show tees off Wednesday (20). in cal Comedy Theatre” when that Cowan's ‘Fearless
Tuesdays at 8 p.m,, with a filmed
Bernard L. Schubert series tees off
(Continued on page 38)
Series
condensation of an outstanding
Set lor
Oct, 2, alternating fortnightly with
collegiate football game of the preRobert Montgomery’? Lucky Strike
NBC and Lou Cowan have negovious Saturday. New backer makes
shows on NBC-TV, but Colgate- tiated a deal for a half-hour teleFour
to
the web’s fifth automotive account,
Paimolive-Peet said nix,
Both vision package based on the FearBilly
Rose
back
the
with Hudson to
C-P-P and
sponsor competi- less Fosdick character out of Al
Shows,
show, Dodge to back the ANT A
tive soaps, and Cantor is one of Capp’s “Lil Abner” comic strip.
program, Chrysler airing “T Men
“Colgate Comedy Theatre” stars.
It Will be a filmed series using
in Action” and Packard picking
Apart, for Luckies
Meantime
has Martha Raye puppeteers, arid is being slanted
Hotel.”
“Holiday
for
tub
the
up
chiefly for the moppet trade.
slated for the Ethel Merman rol
Hollywood, Sept. 12.
NBC envisions a November preNet has lined up a hefty schedJack Benny has finally been in “Anything Goes”; Jeanette MacLast week it persuaded to show himself to the Donald for “Merry Widow.” Where miere.
ule of grid airers.
inked the. seven-game home sked tele lookers around the country. possible; the cast originals will be
of the U. of Pennsyl van ia, which Yielding to the entreaties of CBS recruited, such as Bert Wheeler,
will be aired live on Saturdays*
and his radio sponsor, American when “Rio Rita” is done.
Oct. 2
“Goes” is the first show, and anSun Oil is bankrolling profes- Tobacco, he’ll, do four shows eight
WOR-TV, N. Y., launches daysional grid games on Sunday after- weeks apart starting Oct. 29. All other Cole Porter musical, “Let’s
4noons, kicking off with a Saturday will be live arid originate in N. Y., Face It” follows shortly thereafter. time operations Oct. 2, with a 1
giving himself the time Oscar Straus’ “Chocolate Soldier” hour daily sked, according to proIt’s also Benny
contest this week (16).
“Little Jessie James,” gram veepee Julius Seebach. Stabacking the “N. Y. Giants Hud- cushion by taping ahead in Holly- is No. 2.
Monday
dle,” a half-hour interview and wood so he can spend a full week “Gay Divorce,” “45 Minutes from tion-will start at 10 a. m.
Broadway,” “Mile. Modiste,” Vic- through Friday, with evening profllmclip series, starting Friday (15) rehearsing each program/
weekends.
What the foririat will be is in tor Herbert’s “Eileen,” Arthur grams on
at 8:30-9 p.m., via Hewitt, Ogilvy,
Morning stanzas will be service
writers, and Schwartz’s
With Music”
his
lap of

pared with a 42.6% for Sullivan. AH other programs aired
in the four cities in the Sunday night 8 to 9 slot had an
average rating of 4.8, with a

the

;

.

On Auto

Clients;

P&G

Two

.

•

Benny

NBC-TV

Do

.

TV

P&G

8 Weeks

|

P&G

*

k

WOR-TV’s Daytime
Prcems

1

to be a video adaptation of the quondam radio package’
oi the same title, created by Ed
Byron and developed by the Louis
G, Cowan office. Format is to be
a combination of variety and audience participation. Speidel agency
Florsheim
Mather.
the show is Sullivan, Stauffer, Benson
Colwell
Bayles. Monday night shoes lias bought “Red Grange
time period is the one vacated this Predicts,” a 15-minute show, after
year by Chevrolet, which decided the Thursday evening roller derby
to
concentrate
on bankrolling telecasts, starting Sept, 21. Agency
sports events on TV.
i* Gordon Best.
is

&

&

in

rante arid Jack Carson will rotate
every four stanzas, no bankrolled
has yet been pacted.
Motorola has reportedly optioned one Wednesday; night out
Frigidaire, which
of each hour.
had considered taking another
Wednesday, has since dropped the
which is still sustaining, Ed
idea for the Sunday night show;
Wynn tees off Oct. 4. Danny
Thus, three of the four WedThomas goes the following
nesday night spots are still wide
week (11), Jimmy Durante
open, while the fourth has been
bows in Oct, 18 and Carson
spoken far but not signed.
looming for Oct. 25..
NBC encountered the same difficulty last year when it launched
its two-and-a-half hour “Saturday
Night Revue.” Because of the cost
of the package and trouble with
the FCC in lining up affiliate station time, the web was forced to
shoulder most of the cost itself for
the first several weeks and had
much of the show still sustaining,
when it started its summer hiatus*
This , year, however, the program
is comparatively sold out and, with
the rush of new bankrollers into
Anticipated hike in the asking video this fall, NBC is confident
price of television rights to most it will wrap up its remaining time
sports events following sale of the before too long.
World Series for $800,000 was partially
blocked this week when
Pabst tied down radio and TV
POLITICOS
-rights to the -upcoming Joe LouisEzzard Charles fight for $125,000.
Trade opinion is that the beer outHartford, Sept.. 12.
fit is still paying more for the oneA large part of electioneering in
shot event than it’s worth but concede that Pabst scored a Victory this state during the months of
in lowering the price frorii the September and October will be
Leading canOriginal $200,000 being asked by done via television.
the International Boxing Club, didates of both major parties have
promoters of the fight', Loujs and Swamped WNHC-TV, Connecticut’s
Charles meet for the heavyweight only teevee station, with requests
title Sept. 27 at Yankee Stadium, for time.
According to Vincent Callahan,
N. Y.
Bout is to be carried by CBS on sales manager for the station, comtotaling more than $30,mitments
both its radio and TV networks,
000 have been made with Repub(Continued on page 40)
lican and Democratic candidates
for television prorams in the cam-

.

NBC

series,

Wynn, Danny Thomas, Jimmy Du-

Benny,

four

Hilliard Marks, producer of his radio stanza. Rough draft calls for
a variety design, an integration of
elements of his radio show with
nitery or vaude act*.

“Revenge

with ft
legit musi- shows aimed at housewives,
TV. Fees to authors newscast at noon. Afternoon lineaverage around $3,00043,500, Cer- up will include drama arid variety
are

among other former

cals slated for

tain scores are video-restricted bek i i
cause of film contracts;

shows, with a kid block

afternoons*

iri

the lat0
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Having

difficulty

rated shows?

Then

buying adjacencies to television^ highest
time to investigate the lowest cost-per-

it’s

thousand service in television, the s tation - identification - sharing
commercial. Your message will profit by
exclusive advantages, sight, sound

all

of television’s

and motion, plus an enviable

position surrounded by

NBC network evening programs.

The

some of the

cost for delivering

in television

is

Only one -half;

one-half the station break

,

largest audiences

that’s right,

only

rate.

Station -identification -sharing announcements are
available in choice evening tune
television stations represented

If

you are looking for

on each of the eight major

by

NBC

Spot

Sales.

**

television’s largest audiences at
V

.

the lowest costs oh the rate card, advertise your product

through station-identification-sharing announcements

on the

stations listed below:
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. .
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.Chicago
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.
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television reviews
HANK McCUNE SHOW

PHILCO TV PLAYHOUSE

FORD TELEVISION THEATRE

(‘‘High Tor”)

(‘‘The Traitor")

Alfred Ryder, Felicia MonteWith Walter Hampden, Lee Tracy, With
Edgar Stehli, Vinton
leagre,
Barbara Ames, Richard KendManspn,
Maurice
Hayworth,
HolJoseph
rick, Don Kennedy,
Gloria Stroock, Warren Cullen,
Hollisland, James Coots, Rick
others
Sadter, Robert Pastene, Dudley
Producer: Fred Coe
.

ler

,

,

.

Director; Delbert

Director; Franklin Schaffner

60 Mins.;

Fri.,

9 p.m.

(Alternate

urjaAlrcV

FORD MOTOR

CO,

NBC-TV, from N.Y.

(Kenyon & Eckhar&t)
"Ford Television Theatre," one

in
of the superior dramatic entries
video last season, and winner of a

Variety S h

Award,
night

ow.m a ns hip

returned

(8)

Sets: Otis Riggs
60 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m,

PHILCO

.

CBS-TV, from New York

'49.^50

Mann

Adapted from play by Maxwell
Anderson

Producer; Garth Montgomery
Adaptation; Jack Kirkland

to its Friday
slot last week, with
this season sharing the

CBS

of Herman Wouk’S “The Traitor,”
adapted for TV by Jack Kirkland,
with Lee Tracy and Walter Hampden re-enacting their roles from
the Broadway legit attraction of a

couple seasons back, suggested the

same painstaking a t ten t io n

to

men made

itself

felt,

little

of

;

,

plushy Miss America
convention of a mystic fraternal
McCune got the whole
order.
works fouled up by cancelling the
Peter Paul aggregation’s hotel
reservations, and his attempt to
Straighten things out by piling deceit on deceit yielded some comic

make

situations. It didn’t all

for

mentality.

FOOD STORE PROGRAMS CORP.
DuMont, from N. Y<
(Bruch)
“Star Time” is DuMont’s most
ambitious attempt at bigtime TV so
far* and it’s a pity that the results
could not have been better on the
teeoff show. With such permanent
stars as Frances Langford, Benny
Goodman and Lew Parker, “Star
Time,” with its revue format,
needed better assembling on the
initialer,
and better production
values, too.

There seemed so much

.

senti-

With an exception or two, the
the drama was performances were all that they
changes of could have been, though the same
camera angle,, montages and edit- could not always be said for the
ing effects which live tele shows material. Benny Goodman had a
can’t always do. But these had the brief spot with his sextet, and aneffect of pointing up; the basic un- other one with Frances Langford,
reality. of the vehicle, the hack- but the show could have used more
.

Being on

able to

.

•;

.

.

film,

make

use. of

lines like “We’ve of his clarineting virtuosity. And
got to find her, Walt, we’ve got to !” more of a spot could have been
Commercials, for a variety of Ar- given;
Goodman’s sidemen,
to
mour products, were also on film namely Teddy Wilson (unbilled), a
and comDetent.lV done.
Bril.
fine jazz pianist for many years.
The dancing of Miss Lee could
have been employed to greater adSURE AS FATE
vantage rather than the brief spot(“Nightfall”)
ting
the
that she did get. Lew Parker
secrets
to
selling U. S. bomb
With John McQuade, Augusta had a nifty sketch; the “School for
Russians,
Dabney,
Frank
Campanella,
E.
Waiters” routine from “Inside
As presented on Broadway, the
G. Marshall, Eugene Ruymen, USA,” and made capital use of -it*
motive of Wouk’s play.Avas cheapJoey Walsh, Mario Gallo* Ber- Otherwise, Parker wove his way
ened by some exaggerated caricanard Pollock, Elaine Ellis; Mel through the proceedings to pace
tures of Communist agents. Kirkville Ruick, narrator
the show as agreeably as he could*
land’s adaptation for TV almost
and generally he was one of the
Producer:
Jerry Danzig
succeeded in eradicating this, weakbrighter spots on the show. He
Director: YU1 Brynner
ness, for it was given a more seriAdapted by Max Ehrlich from has a neat way of reading a line
And a skillfully
ous treatment.
and
a nifty manner of introing a
hovel
by
DaVid
Goodis
treated prolog and epilog depictfellow performer.
60 Mins.; TUe$;, 8 p.iii.
ing a UN session, gave more digSustaining
nity to the playwright’s intent.
Ben Blue did the old barbershop
Whereas Kirkland’s adaptation his usual standout production his knee. That; of course, is strictly CBS-TV, from N. Y.
bit, but exaggerated it and failed
fine
tightened the first half of the show, mountings, including some
Bril,.
Milton
have
will
some
Berle
to
get the nuances out of it that
kids.
for the
making it superior to the legit per- sets by Otis Riggs. Announcer Jay
competition to face in that Tues- Bobby Clark got, for instance, in
formance, it unfortunately fell Jackson handled the standard
day night 8 to 9 slot, if CBS-TV’s “As the Girls Go,” the Broadway
apart at the exciting denouement, Philco plugs in okay style, although HALL OF FUN
musical of a year ago. Miss Langwhere the need for telescoping the a too-rapid camera cut at one time With Randy Brown, Johnny Brown, “Siire As Fate” can sustain the ex- ford got important spotting, doing
action required eliminating some caught him reading a script.
Kaye; Billy Romano, guest cellent pace it set on its new sea- a couple of numbers to good effect,
Mary
Stal.
of Tracy’s best bits, and also did
Director:. Frank Palmer
son preem Tuesday night (5); being among the fesv to get proper
not permit the: “traitor” ade30 Min.; Wed., 5:30 p.m.
production backgrounding.
Hour-long drama, even though a
quately to explain his motivation.
tops
master
royal
Phil Regan, attired in tux, was
THEATRE
STRIKE
LUCKY
sustainer,
play
was
imbued
provided
this
with some another click with his casual way
In the stage
WGN-TV, Chicagb
some of the more tense moments. (“The Awful Truth”)
(Arnold Issak)
of the sliqkest production, acting of tenoring, and he served to intro
Nonetheless, it was very satis- With Robert Montgomery, Jane
>et seen on video and- Acting Mayor Impellitteri. (ImpelWyatt, Lee Bowman, Donald show is pretty” standard^ar^'with 311 ^
fying and entertaining fare. Tracy
decided
Heineman, Hilda only moderate, appeal for the ls certain to attiact from .the out-, litteri has been making a
Curtis, Eda
and Hampden gave exceptionally
pitch for the show biz vote, the way
fine performances and others in
Haynes, Maurice Burke, Maxine young dialers. Noisy affair is en-.i Set those viewers who would he is making the rounds of the
Prothe cast were well chosen.
Stuart.
emceed by Randy rather watch a play than Berle’s amusement business* functions.)
thusiastically
duction-wise, it was topnotch.
Producer: Montgomery
Brown, assisted by his brother particular type of vaudeo on NBC.
Of the show’s regulars, Doug
Only a midway commercial was Director: Norman Felton
Johnny Brown, in clown garb, and
“Fate” will hold down the Tues- Rogers revealed an edgy, tired
used and was cleverly executed, Writer: Don Ettlinger
singer Mary Kaye.
day night period on a weekly basis quality to his baritoning in a GI
with Ed Sullivan,
of the 60 Mins.; Mom, 9:30 p.m.
Show viewed (6) had the kids through Oct. 3. Another dramatic front-line scene, backed by the GI
Lincolh-Mercury -sponsored “Toast AMERICAN TOBACCO
from the studio audience taking series, to be bankrolled by Pru- chorus, while Don Liberto, who
of the Town,” illustrating his visit
part
in quizzes and stunts which dential,
tees off the following choreographed the show, showed
York
New
from
NBT-TV,
to the Ford Dearborn plant for a
came off for only mild interest. Tuesday and will alternate there- some heat vocal and dancing abil( BBD&O
series of Ford - Lincoln - Mercury
Session took on meat with the ap- after with “Fate.” Thus, those two ity in a spot or two, especially in
Robert Montgomery kicked off pearance of guest Billy Romano, hours out of each
road tests. It was superior plugmonth for a terp duet with Kathryn Lee early
ging on a showmanship level.
his second season of “Lucky Strike whose balloon act registered well “Fate” represent one
of the. few in the layout.
Theatre” with a topflight comedy, with the moppets. Less successful sustaining periods left on CBS
Rose.
The film commercials, in addition
of marriage and manners, “The was Johnny Brown’s yo-yo routine video and the web should have
Awful Truth,” The vehicle got which was poorly caught by the little trouble selling them if the to being so sharply intrusive, were
THE FITZGERALDS
pretty
foggy.
Kahn,
With Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald; over some sophisticated humor camera. Miss Kaye was okay Prudential series succeeds in corthrough the quadrangular relation- chirping a medley to her. own ae- raiing any of Berle’s ratings.
others
Director: Cort Steen
ships of a divorcee, her cynical ex- cordion accompaniment
Preem “Fate” program was a PADDY THE PELICAN
multimilRandy Brown’s emceeing seemed tough gangster _ story in the With Mary Frances Desmond, Ray
30 Mins.; Mom-thrii-Fri., 11:30 a.m husband,
her oafish
WJZ-TV N. Y.
lionaire fiance and a companion a little too unrestrained even for Dashiell
Suber, Sam Singer, Helen York
Hammett - Ra'ym o n d
JZ-TV, ‘key outlet of the ABC with whom both past and prospec- a kid stanza. His Commercials for Chandler idiom.
Titled “Night- Producer: Sam Singer
sponsor fall,” it
manufacturing
Web in N. Y„ launched its new tive husbands fear she has been yo-yo
was handsomely adapted Director: Anthony Rizzo
seven days a week schedule Mon- indiscreet. Situations such as that needed, tightening. It was apparent by Max Ehrlich from a novel by Writer: George Anderson
day (11) by shifting The Fitzgeralds of the wealthy, oilman asking the show hacl little camera rehearsal,
David Goodis and told of a yoUng 15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 4:15 p.m,
Dave.
from their twice weekly nighttime ex-spouse to vouch- tor his -fady’s
artist falsely identified as part of
(CDT)
slot into the 11: 30 a.m,-to-noon
a
bank-robbery gang who sup- Sustaining
honor provided the opportunity for
cross-the-board p e r i o d. (Station
posediy
ABC-TV;
had
from Chicago
double-crossed
the
adult and witty lines.
some
jfOME SHOW.
previously had been
shuttered
After a local shakedown run on
Lee Bowman did an excellent with Earl Wriffhtson Carol Briice, gang and absconded With the
Mondays and Tuesdays.) Expanded
loot.
He had lost the money, WENR-TV, “Paddw The Pelican”
guest; Norman Paris group,
programming indicates both the in- job as the divorced husband who
though, so couldn’t clear himself bowed on ABC-TV (ID. Show, a
creased emphasis being put on day- finally is recaptured by his crafty Producer-director: Franklin Heller either with the thugs or the
police combination of puppet and cartoon
time TV and the need to open up. missus.. As the latter, Jane Wyatt 15 Mins.: Mon.* 11 p.ni.
and thus was op the lam from layout, has most of the attributes
more time to accommodate the was bright and engaging, although C. II. MASLAND & SONS
both:
Story was replete with all to catch on well with young viewsponsors clamoring to hop aboard she might have brought more CBS-TV, from N. Y.
the trimmings, including gunplay* ers. Strip features antics of amusthe TV train.
growth and development to the
Platte)
Anderson, Demis
brawling; pretty gals, sympathetic ing pelican puppet whose advenWith Mrs, Fitzgerald (Pegeen) in character. Donald Curtis’ caricaEarl Wrightson brought his‘ dul- detective; etc.
tures are unfolded by a series of
a hospital for observation, Ed Fitz- turing of the Oklahoma millionaire
cet baritone back to CBS-TV MonJohn McQuade did a standout drawings. Puppet is assisted by a
gerald carried the initial stanza was deft. Supporting players were
day night (11) for a new series of job as the artist, .successfully cap- live friend, Pam. played by Mary
Monday on his own. While the Well cast.
15-minute musicales, titled the turing the character’s dilemma. Frances Desmond, who’s telegenic
show lacked the usual by-play beNew season Augusta Dabney was pretty and and fits nicely into the format.
Montgomery’s production was “At Home Show.’’
tween the husband-and-wife team
preem
Indicated the program will proficient as the gal who befrom
Cartoon story on this stanza had
segue
There
was a neat
and some of the spontaneity which slick.
Pegeen Usually imparts,: her hus- Montgomery’s introduction into the duplicate as closely as possible fast friended him and E. G. Marshall Paddy saving future of Pelicanland
band nonetheless turned in a good, play, via a slight commotion off- year’s series, which should be. okay turned in a smooth portrayal of by capturing swan Who had abworkmanlike job oh his guest in- stage towards the end of liis piece, with viewers.; It’s a pleasantly re- the. detective. Eugene Ruymen, In sconded with country’s food supgood a “Greek chorus” role as d fat man ply. Tale seemed to get slightly
quarter-hour
and
terviews.
Show's format, judging with the characters rushing past laxing
from the preem, ..is basically the him in. an argument. After-the- enough to be slotted more than its observer of the entire story, regis- involved in telling but generally
tered solidly and Frank Campa- went off well, thanks to clever
same as that in their earlier pro- curtain chat with Miss Wyatt and once-Weekly
— schedule. Show should
.'..I*'
^
^
^F
grams—chitchat about things and Bowman was informative, and; al- help keep viewers turned to CBS nella scored as the gang boss. Yul drawings by Sam Singer and good
stuff and interviews with interest- though generally relaxed it was a following the web’s “Studio One” Bryhner’s direction of both the voice work by Ray Suber; who
cameras and cast was excellent handled character’s dialog. Also
ing personalities,
airers.
arid the overall merit of Jerry neat was Helen York's manipulaShow was staged against a simu- trifle stiff in spots.
Wrightson was in fine voice on
Commercials were well done,
Bright added
Danzig’s production was evident in tion of pinhead.
lated living-room set, with Fitzthe initialer, featuring as always
the fine sets by Henry May, the attraction was birthday merry-gogerald for the most part seated at based op. the new “Be Happy, Go
show
ballads
and
the
best-known
Particularly gay
a desk. A little more action, which Lucky” slogan.
deft use of low-key lighting to round.
he could obtain by moving around was a circus item that had a clown; tunes. Carol Bruce, as guest, ieg- punch up the mood, etc. Entire
Production was handled smooth'"‘
'
istered strongly on "Three Little production had only one or two ly, with good lighting and lensing.
the room once or AL
twice, would lion; trapeze artist* etc. sing and
(Continued on page 36)
Dave*
the pace..
Stal
minor technical miscues.
dance to the catchy jingle, BHU
Stal.

video

season.

details

prevailed

as

last

..

Choice of the “Traitor” for the
getaway show was a wise one because of its timely subject and
dramatic suspense. This is the
the nuclear physicist
of
story
whose idealism forced him into

.

vocal chorus, Artega, musical director
Producer-Directors: Robert Wright,
George Forrest
Writer: Harry Bailey
60 Mins.; Tuesday, 10 p.m.

serted.

crackup.

the father to suffer a stroke. After
she ran away from home, with the
father (in a wheelchair at first and
later on crutches) and the boysense, friend searching hither and thither

amount of sympathy was
engendered for the sensitive hero
and his sad Dutchwoman, marooned for two centuries on the heights
of; the mountain.
Alfred Ryder registered strongly
as Van Dorn, who refused to sell
his mountain for commercial uses,
and Felicia Monteleagre turned in
a winningly wistful performance
as Lise, the Dutchwoman who had
Henry
accompanied
originally
Hudson on his first trip up the
Vinton Hayworth and
Hudson.
Maurice Manson were guilty of sympathy.:''
PrOductiOnwise the airer was
over-burlesquing their roles .as the
businessmen. Edgar Stehli capi- competently staged, although f uller
talized on a couple of scene-steal- Use. could have been made of the
ing chances as DeWitt, the Dutch film medium’s flexibility. Commerbosun’s mate, and Gloria Stroock cials: were generally good. One was
was appealingly pretty as Van done straight by an announcer but
the middle pitch consisted bf McDorn’s “mortal” gal-friend.
expounding on the candy’s
Mann’s camera direction was Cune’s to an animated cartoon
virtues
good! Goe lirnhed the show with
character, “Tinker,” perched on

paltry

Benny
Parker,

added up to an overdose of

mean

That wreck gave her an ugly
scar, blinded her beau and caused

:

Lew

her* everybody realized his
mistakes for the happy ending
despite their scars and wounds. It

ting involved in a

.

Langford*
Sextet,

on thg layout that the camera could
not eaten.
The opener; in .addition to the
headliners, included such guests as
comedian Ben Blue and singer Phil
Regan, plus Kathryn Lee as the
regular featured dancer. It should
not have missed as it did with that
parlay. An added obstacle was the
film commercial by Food Store
Programs Corp., the sponsor. The
film reelage intruded several times
without much thought as to the
manner in which they were in-

,

but there were several good laughs.
Typical of the approach was Franklki Partgborn’s role as the harried
room clerk* which should have
pleased .young viewers. And a suitcase, supposed, to contain important convention files but which suddenly developed an alcoholic leak,
provided., an adult-Slahted .bit; pf
•humor, v
Stanza has art innovation in a
soundtrack that contains audience
Although the show is
laughter.
lensed on film without a studio
audience, there are chuckles and
yocks dubbed in. Whether this induces a jovial mood in home view
ers is still to be determined, but
the practice may ha v e unlimited
possibilities if it’s spread to include canned ideals of hilarity,
thunderous ovations and. .gasps of

&

Kathryn Lee* Doug Rogers, Ben
Blue, Phil Regan, Don Liberto,

'

the situation made it an ineffectual
6
concerned
Plot
tear-jerker.
young woman who was just about
to be crowned the local beauty
queen when her father strode into
the theatre to yknk her 'off the
stage and berate her for being
vain, for thinking that outer beauty
is more than inrter beauty. That;
of course, provoked a family quarrel, with the pretty young thing
driving off angrily in her car, with
her sweetheart beside her, and get-

Frances

Goodman

-

stick comedy. McCune is starred
as a likable blunderer, a devilish
fellow who tries to cut corners only
to find himself the sucker, Butt
of much of his zany stunts is Larry
Keating, who plays his sidekick.
On the initialer Saturday (9),
McQune was supposedly in Atlantic
City to impress a sales convention
minute format, Maxwell Ander- of Peter Paul execs, This was the
for ringing in some zany
son’s prize-winning legiter* “High excuse
adventures with brawny lifeguards,
Tor,” lacked most of the bright
belles and a

Anderson’s original poetic writing
shone through, As a result, only a

With

.

( Hutchins
“Philco Playhouse,” launching
its third season on NBC-TV Sunday
night (10), failed to set much of
a pace-setting stride for succeeding weeks. Possibly because of the
necessary compressing into a 00-

Magna vox
9 to 10 alternate Friday time.
With an unprecedented number of TV dramatic stanzas preeming over the next few weeks, this
top-budgeted Ford showcase sparkle and fantasy of its original
served up evidence anew, in its
stage presentation. Production was
initial presentation, of its deterin neat
mination to maintain the same good, the cast leads turned
qualitative programming pace, Ken- performances but the show itself
has
season
this
did not click.
yon & Eckhardt
practically a brand new producRather than adapting “Tor” for
tion crew, with Frank Schaffner video, producer Fred Coe and his
(ex-CBS) now in the directorial director, Delbert Mann, attempted
corner vacated by Marc Daniels merely to scissor the script. While
(who this season is doing! the the allegoric conflict between the
Nash-sponsored dramatics)
hero’s love of nature and; the
Friday's premiere presentation scheming of rapacious business

STAR TIME

STARS OVER HOLLYWOOD

.

a Joy”)
With Franklin Pangbom, Arthur Q, ("Beauty Is Stuart,
others
With Mary
Bryan, Larry Keating
Alex Grueiiberg,
Writers-Directors;
Producer: Dick Farrell
Tank Hlvriv
Director: Charles Maxwell
30 Mins.; Wed., 10:30 jUn.
Writers: Mort Laclumm, Cy Rose
armour
30 Min*; Sat., 7 p.m.
NBC-TV, from New York
PETER PAUL _
„
;
(Fc&B) r
NBC-TV, from New York
(Maxon)
This new vidpic series kicked off
script,
“The Hank McCune Show” is a with a lightweight, maudlin
a Joy,” which had a
fairly amusing vidpic series, which "Beauty Is
life.
The atattempts to bracket the juve and $oap-opera view, of
work up pathos, but
adult audiences on an early Satur- tempt was to
triteness
and
of
obviousness
the
slapstressing
spot
by
day everting

.
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RADIO-TELEVISION REVIEWS

Television Reviews
-

i

'

troduce

Wrightson’s

1

musicomedy

.

reprise, in which he took over for a
fine chorus of “YOU Are L’ove.”

Wriglitson handled the entire
stanza alone as emcee, commercial
doing a top job
est,
spieler,
throughout. Norman Paris group
from a trio last year
(raised
through the addition of an accortune-sellers
the
backed
dion)
capably. Franklin Heller's producstandout
Were
tion and direction
and that “Masland Beautiblend”
ainging plug was back to open and
Close the show, which also was all
Stal.
to the good.
?•

l

Ed Sullivan's Toast of the Town,
on CBS-TV Sunday nights, seems
to be paying off, at least for last
PresumSunday’s U0) segment.
ably hiked because of competing

=

Continued from page 34

which led to a free plunge
Words,”
nui
for the new Metro musical of the
same title, and then socked across
her inevitable “Can't Help Lovin'
That Man” from Jerome- Kern's
“Show Boat ” This served to in-

CHANCE OF A LIFETIME
'

h John Reed King, pick Collier,

^lussell

P

,.;ucer:

Arms, Liza. Palmer
Robert G. Jennings

Charles Harrell
30 Mins.; Wed., 7:30 p.m.

D'.'^ctor:.

BENDIX
ART-TV, from New York
(Tathaiii, Laird)
“Chance of a. Lifetime*.”

(

.

which

has been on the airwaves for some
time, makes a fairly amusing video
it can use some additional
quiz,
attention

visual

to

more entertainment

f

•

and

effects!

Some

values.

:

j

i)

visual stimulation is provided by
a large board with letters. Contestants choose letters, on the basis
of which their questions—arid the
amount of prizes—are determined.

the

creditably jon

opener,

.

With their inevitable “Dr. Krbrik-

giving

smooth reading of national heit” skit, while the Romanos,
and international hews, and pho- comedy-acro trio, scored with their
and somersaults.
tographing nicely, while displaying hand-to-hands
a clear;

Shaw &
Show’s
bonafide wrestlers on stage, with
Eleanor Littlefield took a, mid- Bobby, was an okay trick monkey
the contestant having to identify way spot for the Revena, N. Y., presentation, with the monkey
the holds the grapplers used. An icecream concern., it was not. as dancing, playing the xylophone,
One unusual query brought two

a strong, masculine voice.

opener,

.

Capt.

.

o.’ier bright bit, which involved
a femme prize-seeker, had her put
info a mock Egyptian setting, with

comic Dick Collier playing Mark
Antony, to have her guess that she
was supposed to be Cleopatra.
John Reed King handles the emcee chores well, although he occasionally uses some Bert Parks
m annerisms such as excitedly
intimating that a guess to the jackpot question may be correct and
then quickly announcing that it’s
wrong. More of the rotund Collier
and more flexible use of the singing team of Russell Arms and Liza
Palmer would help the entertain-

!

;

}
•

values.

Jackpot

prizes

shown

were

rapidly and inadequately in
Another reason for
photos.

Surely

and as persuar
,

.

sively as will

—

ment

donning various costumes.
arid
be the case when ex- Margaret Brown’s tap-dancing was
perience is gained. Howard Reig clean and smooth, and the ter per
added a plug for the sponsor. Jaco. gave an extremely fresh and pleasing appearance.
Buildup to cartoonist Gould was
NOTES FROM NATALIE:
*_. +
and hie nttnparanoe
l
With Natalie Nevins, Dave StephTh e %ick Tracy"
loo ^ ng
eris Trio
creator, after being interviewed by
Producer-Director: Alan Bergman
Sullivan, proceeded to draw a new
projected

still

the
pictorial quality is the: fact
that the clues to the “treasure
chest” poser are mostly aural, so
that contestants need not be viewing to win, That, however, may
be a good sales device, because
anyone who registers at a Bendix
dealer will be eligible for the
“treasure chest” portion of the

weak

contest.

Commercials were neatly and
humorously done. One involved a
jigsaw puzzle on an appliance and
another, for a laundry dryer, had
housewife
“skip
work” by
a

|

Radio Reviews
Continued from page 28

NBC-TV’s new “Colgate Comedy

budget
increased
the
Hour,”
because of .the ^lbw- pace ..at. which should serve to hold Sullivan’s
the show was carried off and the present audience.
accent on dialog at the expense of
Show was one of the best in the
movement.
series, featuring some top acts doadethan
more
little
Cast was
With singer
ing their best bits.
quate, Betty Buehler, as the school- Frankie Laine headlining, bill adso
teacher, came to life in her role including Victor Borge, Patti Page,
only once or twice. Vin Kehoe, as Smith & Dale, three other acts
the American settler, Norman Ett- and cartoonist Chester Gould. One
linger as his British friend, Joe fault With the show* if it was a
Graham as the hotel-keeper and fault, was that it was too crowded
Wendell K. Phillips as a derelict, —at least One act could have been
seldom caught the spark. Produc- omitted, or possibly earlier acts
tion was marred by such trivial trimmed. For Miss Page was able
fluffs ais having one of the school- to do only one solo number plus
companions,, a reprise duet with Laine, while
traveling
teacher’s*
who had just finished a grueling Victor Borge’s stint was too short.
500-mile ride up an African river
Laine’s performance was solid.
into the depths of the continent, Singer did two of his top disk hits,
dressed as though he had just “Cry of the Wild Goose” and
stepped out of a Madison avenue “Lucky Old Sun,” in top fashion.
ad agency office.
Cameras more than did him jusShow is. packaged by Harvey tice, catching his movements well
Marlowe TV Associates, with Mar- arid giving him a youthful and
lowe dualing as producer and di- cleancut appearance;
He had to
Stal.
rector.
beg off, and was brought back for
with
Paige,
Miss
with
a good duet
whom he’s just Completed a theaNEWS ROUNDUP
With Kris Martini, Eleanor Little- tre tour.
Borge’s piano Comedy stint was
field, Ho'Ward Reig
Cameras caught his facial
tops.
5 Mins,; Thurs., 6:25 p.m.
expressions and bouncing on and
FINKE’S ICE CREAM
off the stool nicely and Borge
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
used some new material* including
Goldman. Walter & Kanna)
Sponsor, who had been using a takeoff on “Third Man Theme.”
'prospots on the Ransom Sherman He departed from his usual
summer show, introduces a new cedure of closing with:, a serious
“Malaslapsticking
by
television personality with the number
Miss Paige scored with
news program. Kris Martin re- guena,”
cently joined WROW, Albany, after “Back in Your Own Back Yard”
duet with Laine.
her
and
in
serving .with; a Chicopee, Mass.,
He acquitted himself
station.
Smith & Dale registered solidly
.

\V

1

15 Mins., Wed. 7 p.m.
Participating

A

Natalie 'Nevins,

WCAU-TV,

My

successes, his marriage and his
later scientific triumphs. Program’s
high level was- attained via close
adherence to reality and the understanding that there is as much
advehture in genuine ideas as in

Chart.

outset. It

15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 6:30 p.m.
N. y.

WNBC,

series Monday (11) arid his opening indicates that this zany needs
few warmup session^. The Morgan brand of levity didn’t quite
come off. He seemed to be reaching and frequently at a loss of
which way to throw his verbal
barbs,
Morgan on his initial session
spent some time on his European
hegira. His batbs at the residents
of some of these countries were
probably the high spot of the sesHe frequently makes good
sion,
sense even with the. comedic over-

was worthwhile memora-

British novelist James Hilton
returned to his post as narrator
.•with '.'some brief introductory re-

a

marks. Plugs for the greeting card
a digni-

fied level.

Herm

.

.

SCREEN GUILD PLAYERS
(“12 O’clock High”)

With Gregory Peck, Ward Bond,
Millard Mitchell, Hugh Marlowe,
John Kellogg; Bill Davidson, announcer
Producers: Huntly Gordon, Harfield Weedin
Director: WilHam Lawrence
Writer: Harry Kroriinan
.

,

'

tones.-'

Morgan

a constant subject of

.

,

Van Rooten, Peter Capell, Alde la Finite, Pan Ocko,
Louis Soring Joe Bell; Donald
Voorhees, music conductor; Bill
On the preem Thursday (7), the
Jackson,
Hamilton,
Jay
anvehicle was 20th-Fox’s recent “12
nouncers
O’clock High “ which was timely
in view of its military subject mat- Producer: H. L. Blackburn

properties, together with big league
stars, and to give them serious
and adult productions.

'

ter.

.

The

fred

Director: John Zoller
Writer: Irve Tunick
30 Mins.; Tues. (5), 8 p.m.

story of a U. S. air force

is

’

questioned

DuPONT

NBC, from N. Y.

BBD&O
Back on the

air after a

summer

DuPont’s “Cavalcade of
America” continues its generous
and entertaining salute to the

layoff,

varied facets that

by some military

make the

U. S.

great. Opener
Aug. 29) was a
harkback to early American history. Last week’s (5) program was
a graceful nod from DuPont to

psychiatrists. BuJ the fact remains
that the situation is more real than
the usual rali-rah “Rover Boys in
the Service” routines..
Gregory Peck, repeating his film
click, handed in an exciting performance as the general who trfes
to give the “Tail End Charlie” outfit pride and morale, with excellent support from Ward Bond as
.Major Stovall, Millard Mitchell ais
Gen. Pritchard, Hugh Marlowe as
Lt. Col. Gateljr and John Kellogg

(

another great American enterprise,
the U. S. Steel, in a dramatization of the search Steel made, back
in 1946, to pad the country’s lean
though vital iron ore supply.
Story \vas a simply-told, straightforward yarn of adventure in the
Venezuelan wilds, as a group of

young
American
m inerologists
Music by Buzz Ad- hunted for the precious metal.
Drama
had
suspense
1
its
in the
well
lam was topflight and blended
s
mountain landslides, diswith good martial sound effects." search,
covery
of
ore
on a mountain top,
Bril.

•

as Maj. Cobb.

.

rivalry in staking out claims, etc.
A good cast, headed by Dane
Clark made a suspenseful half-hour
out of it. Original music by Arden Cornwell, performed by Don
Voorhees and orchestra, aided the
effect. DuPont commerical, coming
only at the end, was a brief, businesslike plug for brake linings
and rivets.
Bron.

MACHINES WITHOUT MEN

Colored Sky” and “What Is This
Thing Calfed Love.” Dance team
of Harold and Lola, also, guesting,
registered strongly with a routine

Carl Sandburg; Alexander
Scourby, narrator; Lionel Ricau,
announcer; Lee Grant, Bryna
Raeburn, Jackson Beck, Ralph
Bell, Eric Dressier;. Carl Eastman, Leon Janney, Arthur Kohl,
Luis Van Rooten; Roy Shield,

With

that had the femme member of
the dub, decked out in a snake’s
costume, crawling aboiYt in reptile
fashion.

(“Bamboo Bride”)
With Betty Buehler, Vin Kehoe,
joe Graham, Norman Ettlinger,
Wendell K. Phillips, others
Ilarvey MarProducer-director:

is

argument among those in the
higher IQ levels, to whom he primarily aims his appeal. At any
60 Mins.; Thurs,; 8 p.m.
rate, his easy approach to humor
Sustaining
and casual delivery are generally
ABC, from Hollywood
Another show or
easy to take.
in
“Screen
Guild
Players,’He’s
so and he’ll hit his stride.
which ABC has invested some good to have around.
Jose,
heavy programming chin, will provide a solid anchor for that web’s
Thursday evening lineup. The 14- CAVALCADE OF AMERICA
(“The Iron Mountain”)
year-old stanza which has been
expanded to a full hour, is able to With Dane Clark, Staats Cotsworth,
Les Damon, Joseph Lewis, Luis
latch on to' some impressive film

group in England during 1942—
when missions had to be flown behis
the men’s ordinary endurof
yond
Then drew two
Sullivan.
ance, when they had to be “driven
comic characters..
until they crack” makes an advenSettings were okay, camera work
It may
interesting yam.
Direction was spotty, with turous,
good.
be that some of the “treat ’em
relatively minor acts running too
psyball”
get
’em
on
the
to
rough
long, and top acts cut short, Coin-?
chology of the airer (and the pic)
mereials were short, and to the

should prove break for Miss Kevins, who has a good enough set
of pipes and seems to have enough
savvy and self-confidence to sell
her stuff.

•

Henry Morgan, back from a summer sabbatical spent in European
travel, resumed his WNBC, N. Y. f

bilia.

company Were handled on

"

HENRY MORGAN

synthetic emotions.
One of the few recordings extant
of Edisori’s voice, at the end pf
World War I was presented at the

;

TRAPPED

in,

—

•shows up pleasantly in standard
yocal .fare, No offbeat lark* the
youthful Miss Nevins sang with
animation “Zing Went the Strings
of
Heart.”
She also set the.
mood nicely for her rendition of point.
tile ballad
“Now I Know.” The
gal’s top notes are occasionally
Friday’s (8) “Cavalcade of Stars «
thin, but overall effect was okay.
show on DuMont failed to provide
Her small talk with the Dave a worthwhile hour of entertainStephens Trio could be sharpened, ment. Faultiest part of program
however. Combo,, all staffers at was the weak sketches .with which
WCAU-TV offers diverting ar- Jackie Gleason had to work. This;
rangement of “Tea for Two,” with in addition to some poor material
the piano, guitar and bass spotted bandied about by him. and Bert
for solos and getting fancy play Wheeler. Stanza was far too short
from camera.
on yoeks for enjoyment, v
Chirper has another selling point
In the production department
in her ease before the lenses and
moves around naturally in living the June Taylor: Dancers did okay
a Latino theme. Guesting on
with
room set, the Venetian blinds in
Which provide a plug for their show Vivian Blaine made a nice
vocalling in
Gal,
appearance.
manufacturer. Gal also does a
stocking
commercial.
Program average fashion, rendered “Orange

Bril.

Vignettes were skillfully delivdescription of a mine caveof a man who gets mercury
poisoning, of a girl whose refusal
to wear goggles can possibly cost
Narration written
her an eye.
around the vignettes was excellent.
Entire show was on an adult
level, seriously facing and pointing up a modern problem from
both the factual and the moral
viewpoints. Networks would do
well to present more of its type.

ered— a

furnished by Lyn Murray.
Story of Edisori’s life was unfolded in a backflash from the inventor’s deathbed in 1931 when he was
84 years old and still declaring
“that this is no time to die there
is still work to be done.” Drama
traced the development of young
Edison from his apprenticeship in
a machine shop through his early

“Stoneface,” which
turned out to-be a caricature of

formerly a stenog at

skipping with a clothesline.

next.

1

character,

Phila.

newcomer,

“^

dustry and one problem into the

for this series high standards with
an excellent cast, headed by filri\
actor Van Heflin, and some highly
competent musical; backgrounds

i:

WCAU-TV,

—

1

1

music
included one
skits
Gleason’s
labeled “The Bachelor Does His Producer: MarshalLHester Produc- ARMSTRONG OF THE
SBI
tions
Laundry,” with the comedian per_
lowe
With Charlie Flynn, Ken Griffin.
~ TP idng--uriderwear .‘iand [.Director: Martin_Magner. ..
-f oming- in
“ Tatti T5unlap~
Writer: Frank "Wayfiir
The
Lucky
Strike-sponsored
ariother where he posed as a Writer: Joseph Liss
30 Mins.; Fri., 8:30 p.m.
Writer - Producer - Director: James
“This Is Show Business” on CBS- prince visiting Monte Carlo;’ Miss 30 Mins:; Thurs. (7), 10,30 p.m.
Sustaining
Jewell
TV continued to hit a fast-moving, Blaine was used in the latter bit. Sustaining
WOW-TV N
30 Mins*, Tues., Thurs,; 7:30 p.m.
entertaining
pace
last
Sunday
(10),
from
York
New.
Gleason also did takeoff on Joe NBC,
- TV’s
n ew
“Trapped ”
with Jan Murray (who’s come into Penner
Presented by NBC in coopera- general Mills
and Ted Lewis With
series of half-hour dramatic shows
ABC, from Chicago
which teed off Friday night (8), the TV bigtime With his own j Wheeler coming through solidly as tion with the American Medical
(Knox Reeves)
Association,
“Machines Without
on
Sale”
showcase
on
parody
A
latter’s' shadow.
represents an ambitious attempt “Songs For
Jack Armstrong, long-time “allby the indie station to buck the Columbia); singer Billy Daniels “This Is Worth Fighting For,” de- j Men” was an excellent semi-docu American boy,”
has finally reached
heavy schedule of dramatic pro- (currently at the Riviera nitery), livered by ‘both Gleason and: mentary description and analysis manhood.
And in doing so has
grams coming up on tlie networks and Shiela; Bond projecting their Wheeler, drew some laughs, but of occupational hazards in Ameri: been elevated
from his late aftercan industry-^causes, effects and
this fall. Unfortunately, however, talents for a diversified layout that was a little on the blue side,
Program was topflight in noon spotting to a half-hour evecures.
its production and entertainment made for a neat blending of dancning show. Formerly a crOss-the-.
all
departments,
script,
acting
and
qualities must be compared with ing, singing arid comedy.
direction. Material was authentic board entry targeted at juve listhe more costly network stanzas
The “problem” gimmick, of
teners, the Armstrong airer is now
Latham Upped in
and well presented.
and, on that basis, it falls Short. course, has been resolved "into
With the script revolving around designed for both young and old
Preera program, titled “ “Bamboo, spring-boarding the comedic conCincinnati, Sept. 12.
readings
by Carl Sandburg from and is heard twice weekly, on
Bride,” suffered from weak thes- tribs of regular panelists Abe BurAppointmerit of U. A. (Jake) his poem, “The People; Yes” pro- Tuesdays and Thursdays.
ping, unimaginative sets and sevrows and George S. Kaufman (who Latham as general manager of gram, by straight narration and; by
Current series* with Armstrong
eral production flaws, even though
wisely eschew taking them serious by Hulbert T^ft Ji\, little vignettes, described occupa- in the role of an agent working
the direction arid camera work 1uV aiSH Qurwlav'a ffnAcl nnnoliaf WKRC-TV
Avnn
../.nnnA
hnn
a'ffaAfiiro
llVic
i!.
li
i _
ly) arid Sunday^ guest panelist, exec veepee, became effective this tional hazards in mining* machine for the Scientific Bureau of InWere well-handled.
work, atomic energy arid other in- vestigation, offers a coinplete story
Tying in with the series’ pro- Metopera singer Rise Stevens, week,
with each airing. When broadcast
jected emphasis oh magic arid su- made a fetching vis-a-vis in the
in 1935, dustries.
Latham joined
Aside from the factual presenta- five times weekly the Armstrong
perstition, the initialer told of a banter department. Emcee Clifton became local sales manager in j
show followed a serial pattern in
the
Fadiman,
stanza
usual,
kept
as
traveling American schoolmarm in
1941 and has been general sales tion, the program took on moral
the cliff
vein. New format
the African Congo under threat of moving at an accelerated clip
manager of the TV station for a J,a ^ u ® s with the Sandburg readings, arid timehanger
slot should enable proFor his poem attacks not only the
The Lucky; Strike circus-motif ed year
being tortured by the. natives as a
y
gram
to
retain
its
old after-school
vvijiitit
fullxuiituiiimciuoi,
commercial,
which
gets
gcia
of
miuai
bridal
a
«
^
problem
man’s
mail
safety
oaicij
VALCiiug.
Wi
a
in
ui
offering .MJ
to it u
h C.I
_
..
e i r bamboo
uauiuuu-:
regard
icgtUU
1^'
.
,
i*r
m
T
i
ijt
ct
„
Stovall
W. pi
Taft also upped^
upped^ Joel
to
0 the machine, but his entire re- fans in addition to drawing new
god. As such, it had some of the blown production, is pi’obably
probably the
|
Bfcgod.
to
manager
from
promotion
sales
followers
among the longpants set.
lationship to the machine era.
appeal of the Tarzan and other outstanding TV plug entry of the
Lila R. Poem served a number of other
sales manager of WKRC.
Plugs for General Mills’ Wheatjungle atories but little of their season.
Lambert,
ajuuivviv, .who
assistwho was
T
w MWWAV
Tf Mil, Stovall’s
v
HWVIVIIt
action.
services:
esneeiallv QO
Denouement
A/CUVUCIUUil was
useful OCl
services,
VjLCO, UdpCvlCUlj
wan worked
WUjlVVU
especially
as a ies product wei'e aimed ; / the
jdyiiRcpjl,, to,
.> 9.ytwU.eriqu^J!i but
The. incre.as.ed .talqttLbudgqt.
Ak Amsitipa,
^
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“'VARIETY
world.

is

doubtless the most famous trade paper in the

Weekly

it

gives the low-dowh on

bis (meaning* of course#

VARIETY

creates

likes# dislikes;

and

all

phases of show

business—typical

utilizes). It is

includes even

of

the

argot

outrageously honest in its

empyrean Maestrb Toscanini

as an entertainer.
»

It

is

loved# feared

and cosmically respected."
Reprinted from

—Sept,

MADEMOISELLE
’.'The

issue

Quality Magazine

For Smart Ygurig

Women/*

j
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P^Ri&Fr
and as an intro to Rogers* own
video series, since he’s up for 9
new Rep pact next year.

Truman Order Exemptions

Show is to be sponsored by
Quaker Oats, which also bankrolls

Continued from page 2

Rogers’

and other entertainment equivalent of the wartime OPA and
auditoriums will be handled once War Labor Board— such agencies
the Secretary of the In: have not yet been activitated.
by
more

There

Administrator

with

two

(

no immediate likelihood

separate tion.

Continued from page
‘

'

handled

this

time under the

veepee of Flamingo .Films. Latter outfit has turried dow/i
Labor tute for national, projectable rat- Weintraub,
ings,” but would provide a “fast, several deals, some from top video outlets, for long term commitments.
He Reason, Weintraub explains, is that with new viewers joining the audipopularity rating.”
cover priority arid allocations of la- sensitive
that while it wouldn’t ence and set circulation continually growing, bigger audiences for re*
bor supply, determining the essen- explained
show total audience figures, it screenings command higher rentals.
tial industry jobs, etc., so that the
serials, seven of them
Flamingo recently concluded a deal for
marks a return to his original constudios, theatres etc., will look to
Serials will be
cept of a barometer revealing com- never previously shown on TV, with WABD, N. Y.
this agency to determine such mat-:
m.,
with
e-board
different
serial shown on
beamed
cross-th
at
5:30
a
p
parative popularity.
ters,
period. Thie DuMont outlet is now
a
Pact
covers
57-week
each
day.
Some web and agency researchdickering for an 11 pmi. repeat of the afternoon serials, on the theory
ers said that the new service will
that they have appeal to adult as well as juve audiences.
be of limited use because it’s re- s
strict ed to telephone homes and to
DuMont web this week inked a two-year pact with the International
How12 cities in the two states.
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, covering employment of senior
Continued fr6ni page, 30
ever, Hooper saiys that it will “retechnicians, transmitter engineers, production assistants, cameramen,
heart interest in his pictures, who flect the effect of guests, choice of audio and video control operators, bodm operators; floor managers,
will sing a new song she composed play, choice of cast, coiripetitive projectionists and studio assistants employed in studios and control
titled “Never Fall in Love with a TV programs, special events, etc.
rooms.
Cowboy.” Rogers received special on audience pull of specific proContract includes a union shop proviso and separate rate schedules-*
dispensation ^from Republic prez grams”
each of DuMont's three owned-and-operated outlets, which provide
New measurement is an expan- for
Herbert J. Yates for the appearan overall hourly wage boost of approximately 10%. New contract
ance, since his contract does not sion of Hooper’s local TV ratings, replaces one negotiated in 1945 and recently expired.
It continues
permit live TV’ing; Stone, mean- previously conducted in New York the welfare provisions, including company-paid hospitalization medicalLocal tele ratwhile, has worked out a deal with and Los Angeles.
surgical benefits and group life insurance, featured in the old pact.
Rep to feature clips from Rogers’ ings will be expanded to cover 15
He’s now measuring AM
current pictures on “Americana,” cities.
Sharp has merged her Registry Casting and other talent regisauthority will

Its

(

H

:

headed the office of ODT during
.World War IP
* The equivalent of a War Production Board has just been created
f
as an adjunc of the Department
of Commerce and under the gen-

'

eral direction of Commerqe Secretary Charles Sawyer. Sawyer has
already told the industry that
Nathan D. Golden, chief of the

,

:

'

Commerce motion picture division,
will handle film industry matters
dealing with allocation of rawstdck,'
providing materials for set construction, repair and new construction for theatres, etc.

,

Is
Administration
quietly readying plans for institution of price and wage control the both as a cross-plug for the films audiences in about 100

—

V

jurisdiction of Secretary of

Maurice Tobin.

Monroe Johnston,

the

1

.

'

state Commerce Commission; whose

While

,50

Screen Actors Guild this week reiterated that it is not claiming jurisdiction over actors in live television, but only over those working in
SAG spokesman declared the Guild, by almost
films lensed for TV.
unanimous vote of its approximately 8,000 members, is “merely protecting its jurisdiction over, and responsibility to, actors in motion
pictures, however exhibited, specifically including televised motion
pictures.”
New Television Authority, according to SAG, is seeking to take over
responsibility for actors in televised films, which is the reason for the
jurisdictional dispute between the two guilds.

The equivalent of the Old War
gram arid $100 for additional ones.
'
Manpower Commission, which was
Hooper said the new measureSecond runs of old pix on television are commanding higher rentals
be
will
headed by Paul V; McNutt,
substiment is “riot designed to
than first runs, and third runs are going still higher, according to. Sy
direct

ing in his department.
Traveling shows ran into transportation problems during the last
war and had to take their, headaches to the Office of Defense
Transportation. President Truman’s
new order places rail, bus and
truck transport under the InterJ.

.1

through the

of these controls going into opera-

branches—liquid and solid— operat-

chairman, Col.

is

stanza,

Sherman-Marquette agency.

theatres

terior. In the last war Interior Secretary Harold L. Ickes was Fuels

AM

cities.

Doris

tration groups into a new outfit to be known as Doris Sharp Television
Casting, in which she is to be associated with Marjorie Morrow. Offices
have been set up in N.Y. and Hollywood, In addition to servicing
0
agencies and producers on a yearly retainer or package basis and casting complete shows or individual roles, the new DSTC will also go in
for personal representation of talent.
Talent information service is available by subscription, or gratis to
Miss Morrow was for 18 years casting
casting clients of the firm.
director for CBS, during which time she took two years off to serve as
eastern talent chief for Warners.
,

FCC’s tentative okay of the CBS color tele system has cued heightened vidfilm production activity in color. Many Coast producers already
have made tinted pilot reels and commercials, many of which have been
used, although, of course, they registered only in black-and-white under
existing system. Emerson, Franklyn and Five Star are among the producers who have used color commercials in the past and Jerry Fairbanks is offering both 16m and 35m color to clients and plans to film

some

of his

oWn packages

in color.

Despite rumors to the contrary, Hoffman Television, KTTV, USC and
UCLA have made it. emphatically clear that there will be no theatre
televising of ^football games on the West Coast this season. Hoffman
is sponsoring the college battles over the L. A. Times-CBS outlet. Les
Hoffman, Hoffman Television topper, who bought the games on a guarantee-oMhe-gate basis pointed out that theatre televising would “defeat our purpose as prospective game customers would overflow these
theatres thus lowering the gate receipts and eventually cost us money.”
Total charges on the Burns & Allen show for Carnation will run in
the vicinity of $50,000 for 30 minutes. Of that figure, comedy team will
get a substantial share of $25,000; and not $18,000 as previously estimated. Time and cable charges for the 62 stations which will carry the
show every other week will top $15,000.
.

GF’s
Continued from page 31

the

6:30

board
will

to

slot.

p.m.

6:55

cross-the-

i

New Kate Smith show

hold the theatre from 4 to

5 p.m. daily.

CBS Daytime Plans
CBS, meanwhile, hopes to have
daytime schedule ready for
launching within the next two or
three weeks.
One big switch reported in present operations is the
axing of Dorothy Doan’s “Vanity
F$ir” program.
Now aired from
4;30 to 5 p.m.j the series is sponsored several times weekly by
its

One

of the nation’s leading insurance companies,

with a sizable advertising budget, uses 30 radio stations

Maiden-Form Bra.

throughout the country*

WINS

is

New

York.

Why?

Because low rate per thousand, plus response,

makes

WINS

Call your

the perfect radio

WINS

representative

buy in

. •

however,
Richard Willis show, “Look Your
Best,” on Moridays and Fridays
preceding “Vanity” to plug its
own femme lingerie and objected
to having Maiden-Form so close.
Among other shows upcoming on
CBS during the day Is “Meet Me at
the* Astor,” half-hour luncheon
show starring either Johnny Johnston or Robert Q. Lewis and
scheduled to hold forth from the
Broadway lounge of the Hotel AsLatex,

one of them, and

is the only independent used in metropolitan

this

International
has bought the

market.

.see him when he calls.

Y„ from 1 to 1:30 pjn.
“Garry Moore Show,” now
from 7 to 7:30 p.m. four
nights a week and from 8 to 9 p.m.
Wednesdays, is expected to be

tor,

N.

daily
aired*
^

moved
time

into the 1:30 to 2:30 day-

slot.

From

50KW

New

|

to 5.

|

TEXAS AP BOASTERS
ELECT FLAHERTY PREZ
San Antonio, Sept. 12.
Texas Associated Press Broadcasters

elected

Wednesday

at

new
the

officers

Plaza hotel.
Pat Flaherty, news director of
KPRC, Houston, was named prez
of the group. Other officers nariied
were Jim Alderman of WRR, Dallas, veepee, and Bob McDonald of
KRGV, Weslaco, secretary-treasurer. The three new officers were
elected by acclamation after being
nominated by a committee headed
by Charles Jordon, of KFJZ. Fort
Worth, who is the outgoing prez of
the group.
About 40 newsmen from over the
state attended the one day meeting here.

=

York

CROSLRY BROADCASTING CORPORATION
1

last

group’s, third

annual meeting held here at the

MBS News Buy

..

I

,

1

2:30 to 3, CBS has tentascheduled a variety show Camel’s
starring Tim Herbert and Don SaxCamel cigarets, which has been
on and titled “Funfare.” Follow- backing a five-minute sports
ing half-hour will be held down by roundup following Mutual’s “Game
Todd Russell in an audience par- of the Day” baseball co-op, will
ticipations, titled “What. Can You sponsor a similar five-minute capDo?” “Look Your Best” will go sule befoi'tr and after: the web’s
from 3:3t> to 4 Mondays,' Wednes- football “Game of the Week,”
days and Fridays, with “Meet Your starting Sept. 23. Grid games will
Cover Girl,” fashion-hint show be aired Saturday afternoons.
featuring magazine cover girls,
Agency is William Esty*
tively

WINS

being slotted at that time on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
“Homemaker’s Exchange,” featuring Louise Leslie with household and cooking hints for the
hausfraus, will continue in the 4
to' 4:30 p.m. slot, with whatever
show is selected to replace “Vanity
Fair” to be programmed from 4:30

,
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mercials on filmed puppet stanza,
“Gigi and Jock/’ on WENR-TV for
Schulze-Burch Baking Co. ... .Don
Meier is directing NBC’s “Zoo
Parade” and Duane Bogie will take
over “Walt’s Workshop” on WNBQ,
o
filling in for Chi NBC producer
its rates $200 to a base evening Rein a Id
Weirrenratli now in the
price of $2,200 per hour, with a Navy.
Vern Brooks, WGN-TV
XQ' o boost down, the line.
operations, planed to
of
director
Europe for a three-week vacation,Ad Sweetow exits MalcolmHollywood
move to
to
Sidney Skolsky will head a Howard^ agency
Schwimnier
& Scott as TV direcconcernseries of 15-minute vidpix
Hauser Nash Motor Sales;
ing Hollywood personalities which tor.
Marc Frederic will produce for picked up the Wednesday; night:
series on WGN-TV.
film
feature,
Filmed soap opera
TceVee
“The Jonathan Story,” bows today
(12) on KLAC-TV as an insert in
London
the A1 Jarvis show with YoungsCecil Madden, TV program adIt
town Dishwasher bankrolling.
acting head of
appointed
viser,
will be used Tuesdays arid Thurs“Children’s Hour.’- At present, fear
days with Jarvis recapping the
ture is transmitted twice Weekly,
previous program’s crisis before but after Christmas Will be shown
Burt
switching to actual film
Sheldon produced
.; Kevin
j daily
Zinn named to replace the retiring a new play by jail Hay arid John
Earl Seaman as exec director of Smyth tilled “Until thd Morning,”
Radio and Television Record Char- Sept, 10. Drama with a Burmese
ities Inc. ... Kern Foods reop- background had Reginald Tate in
tioned KECA-TV’s “Marshall of the leading role, with supporting
Gunsight Pass” for another 13 parts by Robert Ayres. Patricia
P. K- Palmer shooting Hastings, Ann Beniief*. II. G. Stoweeks
the second in the “Dick Tracy” ker, Julian l’Albie . . Ngaio Marsli,
Melvin “Bud” New Zealand crime novelist, being
telefilm series
\
*

.

New York

.

,

NBC

producer-director on

Kraft

s

”

Theatre

color video, sysr

new

Vericolor,

by

tern developed

CBS and Rem-

ington Rand for commercial use,
to be unveiled publicly at. tile NaGrand
tional Business Show at
of
Central Palace, Nz-Y the vweek
Leo Langlois,. IV
Oct. 23.
Campbellthe
of
production chief
Ewald agency, recuperating at his
home from a siege, of illness, >
Actor Allan Stevenson signed for

.

.

.

.

a role in ABC’s “Treasury Men
-Pm’ityAction” Monday (18).
Bakeries, through Young & RubiBassett riaified supervisor of film
cross-the-board,
cam, has bought a
twice-daily, series of live weather operations for which KTTV has reHelen Gould
forecasts featuring Bay Knight, on leased two stages
....
bows tonight (12) with “Hollywood
the N. Y. Daily News’ WPIX.
Leroy Passman,: formerly opera- Looks at You” over KFI-TV
tions chief for DuMont’s WABD, Lester Lee writing special material
joined NBC as assistant produc- for Eileen Barton’s “SOrig Parade”
Esquire Polishes on
tion manager.
Dudley
Carl
NBC-TV
has picked up the tab on DuMont s trekked back yesterday after six
•‘Mold that Camera,” which moves weeks in Switzerland, Italy, Egypt
Into the Friday night at 8:30 slot and
Greece lensing his “This
this week (15). Agency is Emil World
of Ours” series. His camera
Mogul. ... Gladys Swarthout set
crew is still abroad, shooting in
loir a guest shot on NBC’s “Jack
KTLA’s
Turkey'
Carter Show” Saturday night (16). Israel and
Ronzohi Macaroni has signed with. “Dixie Showboat,” which started
WPIX, through Emil Mogul, for 13 on WPIX, N.Y., last week, is beweeks of “Leave, It to Papa,’ do- ing kinnied for Washington- D. C.,
mestic comedy series formerly Nashville, Minneapolis and Daventitled “They Live in Brooklyn.” port stations ...
Edmonds takes over the
Herman Webber joined Pali*
Billy
sades Productions as exec producrole of Mario in the show.
William Lasky.
Florence Anglin (Mrs. S. Jay Kauf- tion manager
man) on WOR-TV’s “Mr. and Mrs. scripter son of Jesse L* Lasky, will
Mystery” five nights last week in direct five 10-mirtute vidpix based
the role of a blind woman. She’s on Notre Dame which will be
dickering with Willi Priory (quon- beamed just before each of Notre
.in

.

'

tion.

.

.

.

.

.

Milton Katims, NBC staff conductor who is taking over the; NBC
Symphony Orchestra for six programs prior to the return of Arturo
Toscanini, is spotlighting several solo men in the orchestra during his
tenure, which started last Saturday (9). Flutist Arthur Lora and harpist Edward Vito were soloists Saturday in the Mozart Concerto for
Flute and Harp. Second program (16) will feature first violist Carlton
Cooley in his own composition, Song and Dance lor Viola and Orchestra,
Concertmaster Mischa Mischakoff will be soloist the third program (3)
Alex Williams, first clarinetist, will be
in the Bruch violin concerto.
soloist on the sixth and final program, Oct. 14, in the Debussy Rhapsody
for Clarinet and Orchestra.

.

.

.

.

featured
Jeaiine

Sept.

14 in a talk with

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

;

,

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

1

dam

assistant to

Ward Morehouse Dame’s major grid games
Sun) for a series. DuMont is bankrolling.

this fall;

for Sale”
taking over the 11 pmi. to midnight Saturday slot starting Oct. 7.
“28 Days to Spring,” story
penned by Leonard L. Levinsoii
.

Bernard J. Prockter, packager of “The Big Story,” has launched a
monthly house organ for the stanza which Pail Mall backs on NBC and
NBC-TV. Reason for the publication is that in its three and a half years
on the air over 175 reporters have received awards for “big stories,”
and they want to keep in touch with the airer and with each other.
Four-page sheet thus becomes the unofficial journal for some of the
nation's top newsmen.
Titled Prockter Productions Press, it’s one of the few house organs
issued by a radio stanza. NBC-TV’s “Kukla, Frari & Ollie” also has a
publication, the Kuklapolitari Digest.

“Columbus Day, 1950,” documentary on European refugee scholars
and professionals, is being produced by Ted Hudes and Bert Lind for
the International Rescue Committee.
The transcribed drama, written by Ben Kagan and directed by James
Sheldon, wrill be aired on Oct. 12 by 600 stations.' New York city outlets
will be WINS, WNEW, WMCA,
and WNYC.

ing.

on the old N. Y.
CBS-TV’s “Songs
.

31

with 31 video, stations getting the
pickup live and a number of
others taking it a day or two later
Ted
recording,
kinescope
via
Husirig, who has been calling the
blow-by-blow for Pabst’s weekly
fight pickups on CBS-TV, is expected to handle the same assignment on the Louis-Charles affair,
with Russ Hodges probably spelling him at the mike for a betweenrounds fill-in on ringside color.
CBS wiil not be forced to make
any changes in its program schedules, since Pabst holds the Wednesday night at 10 time on yideo
for its weekly fights, while the
time slot on radio is still sustain-

.

.

Contimied from page

.

.

WOV

Pabst hopes to have a record
audience in its three-pronged reporting of the championship fight,
according to Nate Perlsteiri, ad diWith the fight
rector of Pabst.
riding the full CBS radio network,
the full CBS-TV intercorinected
network, with non-interconnected
stations carrying the battle via
kine a few days later, large-screen
theatre TV is also being negoti-

.

,

Chicago

rially aid in resolving points at. issue in the industry,” Miller sug-

Gloria Swanson guest stars on
“Don McNeill’s TV
and Wally Gould, bought by CBS- the preern of
Club”
on ABC tonight (13);
.
TV’s “Sure as Fate.” Levinson will
Charles Zenith, Hallicrafters and Motorola
script the adaptation. .
Randall set for a role on DuMont’s all announced price boosts on their
“Famous Jury Trials” tonight tele sets last week, \ KuklapoliJosh White planed to tian Players, assisted by Burr Till(Wed.),
London over the weekend to guest strom and Fran Allison, to cut ated.
on a BBC television show.
“Kukla, Fran & Ollie” album for
At Variety’s press time, two
Treva Frazee set for a role on RCA Sept. 26.
Group waxed Chicago theatres Stated-Lake and
Sunday
Theatre”
CBS’ “Starlight
“Happy Mother Goose” for RCA Tivoli—i-were negotiating for rights
Howard Harris and Syd last week.
(17 ).
Red Grange and to carry the battle on their screens
Zelinka in from the Coast to write Luke Johnsos to do commentary via theatre
Pabst pays the
TV.
“Sugar Bowl,”, new Chico Marx on “Chicago Bears Quarterback houses
no fee, of course, and the
show preeming Oct. 2 via ABC. .
Show” beamed half-hour Weekly theatres must agree to. carry the
Ray Mulderick back as narrator on
for Standard Oil stall- fill
suds commercials, also must
DuMont’s “Bands of Mystery” after on
ing
Sept. 19. .
Simon will agree not to increase their admis. Ernie
doing several strawhat shows at
the Robin Hood theatre, Arden, headline weekly variety show on sion prices for, the event. It’s exWilbur Stark and Jerry WENR-TV teeing off Sept. 21 for •pected the beer firm will be able
Del.
Bob to line up a large number of theLayton have signed the Alfredo TV Forecast magazine.
Salmaggi opera troupe for TV and Johnsson, 13-year-old puppeteer atres to put the video version on
on WBKB’s “Show their screens.
offering a package of hourlong discovered
operacasts.
WJZ-TV has hiked Kids,” pacted to do the live com.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

for Radio.”

.

Charles A. Batson,

WBKB

.

.

.

.

!

.

.

was

WDAK,

NAB

1

WFAA

TV

Early Birds” has made its television bow and are being heard and
seen six nights per week for a
quarter-hour on WFAA-TV, Tele-*
casts are being sponsored by the
Earl Hayes Chevrolet Co.
“Early Birds” is considered to
be radio’s oldest breakfast 'time
variety show.

Direc-

in charge of

the television seminar.

I

.

.

The

on

Dallas, Sept. 12.
daily feature, “The

Borden’s Musical Quiz
Chicago, Sept. 12.
Co., through Young
to build a TV station, according & Rubicam, last week bought a
to what Batson told the group. quarter-hour musical quiz show feaAnd for public consumption all turing singers Danny O’Neil and
that was needed to start a TV out- Carolyn Gilbert.
let was $350,000 for construction
A Herbert S. Laiifman package,
and $1,000 a day to run it.
show is slated to go on next week
There was also a film strip pres* On a Chi station as yet unpicked.
enlation titled “How to Pick a

tor of Television

.

.

He’s from

Columbus, Ga.

.

..

.

Continued from page 29

—

.

’Early Birds’

gested that the situation must be
explained to the music reps and
the broadcasters.

.

.

.

.

Winners of the contest, to be chosen from students in 28,000 high
schools, will be announced next February.
Four $500 college scholarships will be awarded for the best broadcast scripts written and delivered by students. Competition is judged by broadcasting standards.

.

.

.

.

»

-

•

National Assn, of Broadcasters will -soon begin distribution to members of a .series of “freedom” talks by prominent Americans in connection with its 1950-51 Voice of Democracy contest. The disks, now being
pressed by RCA, carry the voices of Supreme Court Justice Tom Clark,.
Chairman Edwin C. Johnson of the Senate Commerce Committee, NAB
prexy Justin Miller, U, S. Commissioner of Education Earl J. McGrath,
arid Rep Brooks Hays, vice-president of 'the Soiithern Baptist Conven-

I

.

.

.

..

.,

querices,” now at Jv Walter/ihompson as assistant to Maury Holland,

TV

,

.

‘

programs. Abe Burrows had been
him on “Stork V
Fred Carney, formerly production
manager for ‘.‘Truth or Conse.

.

i

recovered from his ulcer attack
and back to work on the “Stork
Club” and “This Is Show Business”
filling in for

.

,

Irving Mansfield

CBS producer

The Advertising Council has extended its operations to Europe to
assist in carrying out the objectives of the Marshall Plan. First advertisements will be placed in British publications this month. They will
be designed to encourage wider distribution of a new directory of small
American firms able to supply European importers.
Theodore S. Repplier, Ad Council prexy, announced the plan after
a series of meetings of a special committee of the Council and officials
of the information staff of the Economic Cooperation Administration.
Repplier went to Paris to advise with EGA on advertising techniques.
Named to the committee were Edgar, Kobak, former prexy Of Mutual
Broadcasting System; Philip L. Graham, publisher of the Washington
Post and head of WTOP and WOIC (TV) in Washington; Gardner
Cowles, publisher of Look Magazine; Fairfax M. Cone of Foote, Cone &
Belding; James W. Young of J, Walter Thompson; and Samuel Gale of
General Mills, Ad Council chairman.

,

It’s

easy

The Borden

1

'
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-

Winner” as well as a color slide
presentation.
There were several
business sessions arid question and
answer periods.

Muzak
for pref

Continued from page 26

WD EL WGAL

i

i

~

-

.

order that one or more FM staLocal outlets were hosts at a
tions in the prineipaT markets will
be permitted to enter into arrange- cocktail party giyen for the visitors at the hotel.
ments with Muzak and others to
employ such a system on a nationwide basis. This would afford the
opportunity for Muzak and others
who desired to enter thd field to
prpmote_ actively the sale and dis-
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HARRISBURG
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FM

tribution of
receiyers in homes
as well as commercial institutions
and would provide a new .and distinctive service to the public in
competition with existing broadcast services now renedered by
stations,”
Only through such a system.
Muzak concludes, “can the development of
as nationwide serv-

reading
PENNSYLVANIA

v
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be assured.”
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Comedian Joe Besser has been
five shows in the upcoming Ken Murray series on CBSinked to do

;

TV

starting with the Oct. 7 teeoff,

reported he may take over
the stooge role held last year by
Tony Labriola (“Oswald”), Murray and Labriola, associated since
arid it’s

their early vaude days, have reportedly conie to a parting of the
ways, leading to Murray’s search
for a replacement.

"

WDELTV

m ->rr>

FM

fW?v

f

/

"."A

Ml

YORK

JOE 6ESSER SET FOR

•

Alan Young, who has his own
show on CBS-TV Thursday nights
of SLSAC reps were reported to via kinescope from the Coast, will
him specifically by Clair McCul- fly in from Hollywood to guest on
Continued from page 26

lough, prexy of WGAL, Lancaster,
Pa., who said he was very much
disturbed by repu’esentations made
by a SESAC rep who “was willing
to be quoted and was quite sure

the

opener, along with Herbert
Marshall and Phil Regan.
Bob
Burns, who has not been seen on
a network video show in two years,
has been signed to guest on the
of his ground.”
Oct. 21 stanza.
Paul LaPorte,
Reminding Jadassohn that the .meanwhile, is taking over as CBS
only statement made by NAB re- unit manager for the series, regarding last spring’s meetings with placing Frank Satenstein. Murray
SESAC was that it believed the re- himself will again produce the selease of the standard licensirig ries, which is bankrolled by
Anprocedure by SESAC “will mate- heuser-Busch.
'

•

•

Pianist

• Organist •
OVER 250 TV SHOWS
Currently 79th

"MAMA"

Week

CBS-TV

Radi# Registry

)
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CBS IN BID TO FILL

MIDWEST GRID VOID

With Mrs.

Rapidly-approaching

NBC

at

SRO

status
in
Forced to

television hit the

web

this week.
sponsored show aired
WNBT, its key
locally only over
v Y outlet, in favor of a network
commercial show, NBC moved the
another
into
production
lo'Oal
tream time segment and guaranwould not be
teed the new slot
preempted for a lull 32 weeks.
Search,”
“Talent
Local show is
sponsored by Vim Stores and
Kermit Schaefer.
packaged by
Program had occupied the Wednesslot, but NBC
10:30
day night at
needed that period for Armour’s,
which wanted it for the “Stars
Over Holly woo'd” show. As a reNBC moved “Search” into
sult
a

new way
a

in

Hosp; Free

With the Big 10 having clamped
for Weekend Stints
a ban on live television pickups of
all its football games this fall, both
The Fitzgeralds teed: off their
CBS and NBC hope to fill the void new five-a-week television series
in the midwest by offering their over WJZ-TV this Week (11), With
games to interconnected affiliates Pegeen (Mrs. Ed) Fitzgerald hos.on a participation basis.
Each net pitalized because of lingering miwill cover an eight-game schedule graine. headaches, and Ed carrying
of eastern college teams and re- on.
He also did the first of their
lay them to midwestem stations, new five-a-week Mr, & Mrs, series,
which will try to sell them locally. since returning from their first va-

Now

.

Monday nights at 10:30 On a local
Another part of the deal
basis.
was to guarantee the same sponsor
10:30
slot
Thursday night at
but in
for “Quick on the Draw,”
time
that instance no switch in
slots was necessary,
WNBT
for
in
“Search”
With
only on Mondays, the network will
affiliate stations
fill that time to
Latter
with “Who Said That?”
ba seen in N. Y.
will
turn,
in
show,
Sundays at noon.. While “Draw”
holds down the Thursday night
trotting
slot, the network will feed
races, at least for the duration of
.

Many of the stations in the midwest, particularly those in singlestation
markets,
already
have
signed for DuMont’s pickups of
Since the

DuMont games

shows bowing next month, plus
two programs produced lor the DuMont web only, the Tribune Tower

cation in nine years, with guests.

Notre Dame’s home games, which
are to be bankrolled by Chevrolet.;

to DuMont. Web shows which are
Chicago, Sept. 12.
Sunday shapes up as the busiest not seen locally aro the “Rhythm
Rodeo” with Art Jarrett sent out
day in the week at WGN-TV this in the 7-7:30 p.m, spot and
“They
falL With three new Sunday local Stand Accused” hour-long drama-

are

Both
Monday-to^Friday stints station will be grinding out seven
leaves them free for Saturday and live shows in four and a half hours.
Sunday, whereas for a time they
Keeping five crews at work in
did their stuff all seven days, then as many studios, the Sunday, even*

or substituted with platters;
They prefer their
shows live,
six,

AM

Hay Island
Or
their
Hotel
New York, apartment. The
hew WJZ contract specifically limits them to pre-7 p.m. exclusivity,
available.
CBS had previously announced a leaving them free for nighttime
schedule incorporating the top radio or video, since on occasion
home games' of Army, Navy and Fitzgerald, who was trained in leColumbia, which are to be bank- git, likes to do stage stints, as with
rolled in the east by Esso.
NBC Peggy Wood on “I Remember
will have all home contests of both Mama,” and the like.
Mrs, Fitzgerald is also reinstatHarvard and Princeton, carrying
two games each week for the most ing a syndicated merchandising
column/
thus giving the team a
part on a split network setup in
the east under sponsorship of At- triple-threat* selling attack, Via
AM, TV and press. As “Connie
lantic Refining.
Moffitt” she did the first Such merchandising column on the San
Francisco Chronicle years ago; the
byline coined from the O’Connor
Mbffitt department store, since
purchased by and renamed Macy’s.

be mostly eastbound, however,
will have sufficient
room on the westbound cables for
their offerings on any outlets still

to

CBS and NBC

the season, to its affiliates outside J
N. Y.

either
(Conn.)
Pierre,

from

-

ing schedule tee
off Oct. 8 at
5 p.m. with the half-hour “Gordon

their

Dress Up Quiz” emceed by Holland Engle for Gordon Clothing
Co.
Next half-hour will be occupied by a revival of “Request
Performances” with columnist Irv
Kupcinet emceeing for Wrii. A.
Lewis Stores; The 6:30-7 p.m.

home

period will contain “Holland’s Happiness House,” community sing
show for Holland’s Jewelry Co.
“Meadow Gold Ranch” kid film
with cowboy singer Bob Atcher
doing live Opening and closing
spots bankrolled by Beatrice Foods
stays on in the 7 to 8 period. Also
continuing is “Stars of Tomorrow,”
half-hour amateur session at
p.m.

Rubin Clothiers.
While these local beamings are
going on, WGN-TV will feed an
hour and a half live programming

for

tic stanza at

fi

p^

New

season weekday changes at
WGN-TV center chiefly in the twohour hole opened up by the ending
of the
basebah telecasts next
month. Walgreens are picking up
an hour cross-the-board at 1-2 p.m.
Oct. 16 for a husband and wife
session built around Frankie Masters apd frau Phyllis Miles. About
the same date, “TV Matinee,” feature film, is slated to go into the
following hour. “Stop the Record,”
video disk quizzer with Frann
Weigle, goes in from 3 to 4with
the first .half-hour sponsored by
Universal Gas Ranges.
.

Another

change

finds

George

Menard

taking
over emceeing
Chores from Tom Wallace on the

homemaker

morning

show

this

week.

Due for an Oct. 2 kickoff is a
new Monday night sport show
featuring Jack Brickhouse with
Irv Kupcinet and Sid Luckman,
quarterback of the Chi Bears football team;
Show, sponsored by
Karpll’s Mens Store, will be slotted at 7-7.:30;

For Lunch Gab Shows
Cleveland; Sept 12.
Both television and radio mediums are being used by Herman

Pirchner

Kid

to

new

lage’s

Show

air his Alpine Vilwinter series of one-

hour luncheon club shows from
stage

rising

of

his

A

U A D1#ET

B I IK) 111

R|#I|

725-capacity

For Late Afternoons theatre-restaurant
Nitery impresario bought six
Larry Menkin and Charles Speer,
co-writers of the DuMont “Hands hours of weekly -time from WERE
of Murder” show, are doing a for his audience participation -programs for women’s clubs, running
audition tomorrow (Thurs.
fi med
of a five-times-a-week strip show, Monday through Saturday on the
commissioned by CBS for after- l-to-2 p.m, slot. Beginning Sept.
Show 25, their costs will be split benoon video programming.
with
co-sponsors,
four
“Adventures of Johnny tween
is called
Champion,” with the basic form- Spang Bakeries bankrolling 15
ula to sugar-coat, the selling of minutes daily.
Although following the Tom
Americanism to kids.
Program is being prepped for the Brennan -Breakfast Club formula,
5:30 afternoon slot in opposition with some new twists in the way
to NBC’s heavy- pulling “Howcly- of guest-stars, femme style shows,
Moppet actors will be prize games and giveaways, it’s the
Doody.”
time any Cleveland night
first
used in the lead roles.
Plan is to premiere the show club has essayed such a large-

ImMdPRCjHkl* IVwPLlClmfc

.

«T

I

early in October.

operation.

scaled

One

*

dominated

surefire

gimmick has already sold out the
first

Amer. Floor Covering

20

performances

aired

to

clubwomen who receive 50c commission for their own Chari tab! e
,

on every luncheon ticket
\
Bromley House, radio-ad agency
executive who helped set up the

works,
sold.

Philadelphia, Sept. 12.
American Floor Covering Co. is
picking up the tab for an unusual
package which carries 15 minutes
of film-musical entertainment and
15 minutes of news reporting and

Alpine Village’s series, will also
double in them as emcee on both

One-hour
radio and television.
kaffeeklatschs are being' picked up
on
telecasting
for
in late October
WFIL-TV temporarily at 10:30 Channel 9 by WXEL, with PirchSunday night and is slated for rier and Western Electric paying
the 11:30 p.m. slot, starting Obt. 1. the bill;
The first half of the segment is
House is giving two-way project
titled
and the same type of circused ballyhoo
“Musical Nightcap”
features Broadway and Hollywood be used in his own recent political
names.
The second period “Be- campaign as a candidate for the
hind the Headlines” offers a week- city mayor’s office. He lost in elecly discussion and analysis of cur- tions
but garnered galleys of
rent events by Lt. Col. Edward A, front-page publicity which boomed
Davies, with accent on military as- his personal business career,
pects and local defense situation.
Col. Davies will have guests representing
of O’Connor Twins Back
branches
various
ai med services, as well as spokesmen for vet groups and civilian deBiz Via
fense organizations. Agency handHollywood, Sept. 12;
ling account is Strauss & Divies,
O’Connor Twins, who went up
Philadelphia.
the showbiz ladder from Gus Edwards’ kidshow to be “Glorified”
in Flo Ziegfeld’s Follies, return to
La.-Miss. Blasters Elect
show business Thursday (14) wh eh
New Orleans, Sept. 12.
they make their tele bow on
Hu gh O. Jones, gen. mgr. of KTSL’s “Backstage With N:T.G.”
IVGGM, Gulfport, Mis s., was Singing a brace of tunes. Twins,
elected president of the Louisiana- Velma and Thelma; were in many
^nssissippi Associated Press Broad- Shubert revues and on the Orcasters
Assn,
here Friday (8). pheum Time before joining, the
Jones ’succeeds James E. Gordon, Follies.
gciu nigr. of WNOE, New Orleans.
Cast of their last Ziegfeld show,
Elected veepee was Bob Shipley, included such names as Paulette
hews director of KWKH, Shreve- Goddard, Greta Nisseii, Janies
analysis.

Program goes out over
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and farm

farmers

Today,

more spendable:
group

in

dollars

many ways-

WLW-ldnd

will cost

of covering this rich,

way you

you more than

try

WLW

as simple as this—

WLW

reaches a greater rural audience

WLW-land — at

less cost

medium

combination of media.

or arty

Here's

Of

all

— than

in

any single

Area,

more often than
With

^
'

*

***

/
*

^

t

why —

farm families

dise-Able

ready-to-buy market. But any

It’s

any other

the U, S.

There are

in

have

families

than

w

'

'

216

in

WLW

Merchan-

listen

to

the

38.7%

any. other

to

WLW

station,*

stations competing,

WLW

reaches 81

homes

in

.7%

four weeks,

of

all

66.5%.

in

rural

radio

an average

week. And the average rural home reached
LISTENS

TO

WLW

HOURS AND
WEEK/*

EIGHT

SIXTEEN MINUTES PER

For further information, -tonftict any of tho

.

port.

They are the only

officers of

the group.

Ch’field

Backs Gilbert

Phoenix, Sept. 12.
Dick Gilbert's commercial pitch
Chesterfield cigarets, while
k'yesting on the nlcotitier's “ABC’s
In New. York, is paying
?L
lh.
sponsorship of the disk
Jockey’s daily KTYL stanza here.
sterfteld is picking up the
,
lab for
a 13-week skein of spots
n
i°cal
gabber’s show. Cunning?
ham & Walsh i£ the agency.
•

,

•

.

..

Barton, Edna Loedom, Yacht Club
Boys, Peggy Fears, Rae Dooley,
Louise Brown, Barbara Newberry,
Glad,
Gladys
Fisher,
Irving
Luce.,
Claire
Benda,
Marion
Walker.
Charles King and Polly

New

Mor—Raymond R.agency

Orleans

gan, Jr., former advertising
rep, has joined the staff of WDSU,
doubling in sales and production.
He formerly handled assistant producer’s duties on “Queen for a

Day,” “Breakfast in Hollywood,
“Heart’s Desire” and “This is
Paris.”

WLW

Sales Offices in

NBVrrORK

CINCINNATI

WLW

the

notion* moit

'rhondnc-obic

HOLLYWOOD

CHICAGO
i

o

»
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•

CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION
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Wednesday, September 13, 1950

ptfktaf?
BROIDY TO FILM
Sept. 12.
Coca Cola Bottling Co. of Louisi-

AM-TV

Snarls

Blacklist Still

New Orleans,

ana and

Continued from page 29

Miss Muir’s summary' ousting
the program. Petition to
Actors’ Equity council to prevent
repetition of the Muir case has already been presented.
Proposed industry-wide review
hoard, meanwhile, drew fire as being an ineffective way of handling
the blacklist* problem even before
One
the AFRA meet last night.
industry exec, who declined to be
identified, suggested: the idea might
have been proposed by GF in an
effort to “get off the hook with its
It was also pointed
customers/’
out. that a similar proposal had
been suggested to AFRA last
spring by the organization’s prexy,
Bud Coliyer, but that it had beeri
nixed by the national board at that

Television Directors Guild and the
Radio Writers Guild, both of which
would like an inter-union body established to combat the practice.
AGLU plans to conduct its investigation by interviewing any
persons who might have been connected with the Muir case, as well
as any others whose testimony
might help clarify- the situation.
Organization hopes to come up
with some recommendations which
it can make public in an attempt
to put an end to any blacklist and
to help clear the air surrounding
Spokesman
the entire problem:
reiterated the ACLU’s contention
that there was no question of a violation of Miss Muir's constitutional
Granted that she might
rights.
have been denied due process in
the “moral sense” of the term, he
said, there was no legal violation
Acof her free speech involved.
cording to the belief of ACLU atr
legal
the
had
GF
torneys, he said,
right to fire the actress as one
6f its employees.

test

from

'

(

,

1

time.

Parleys
Louis Brockway, exec veepee of
Young & Rubicam, which handles
the GF account on “Aldrich,” is
informed
have
understood: to
AFRA prior to the meet that the
leading sponsors, agencies and networks, are ready to participate in
an, all-industry confab if AFRA
would call one. AFRA reportedly
wants such a parley to be Called at
the inspiration of the networks.
A s the plan is envisaged, artists

(

;

j

with them.
Miss Muir,

Chartoc-Cole Setto Roll

Series at

Hollywood, Sept. 12.
Deal for the filming of Mike
Stokey.’s “Pantomime Quiz,” to be
stations
to
open-end
released
Chicago, Sept. 12.
December.
around the country following its.
Balaban & Katz circuit.has had a
NeW contract is in addition to weekly beaming over KTTV here,
a similar one signed a short time has been worked out by Stokey block thrown at it which will curago by the Coke company and and William F. Broidy Produc- tail its planned theatre telecasting
tions. “Deal calls for a 50-50 split of football games in Chi houses
WDSU for the radio series.
this
of revenue after Broidy has refall.
In an* agreement between Unicouped his production investment,
signed a five-year contract for the
video adventures of “The Cisco
Kid.” Series is slated to start in

.

|

with Stokey presenting the show
as a package and Broidy handling
all Tensing and distribution costs.
Globe Milling Co. has purchased
In Program Shuffle,
“Pantomime” over KTTV and the
show also is beaming over the
CBS. eastern web.
Hollywood, Sept 12.
Set to appear in the first four
Bijl. Anson’s KLAC-TV layout
shows to be /filmed at Chaplin.
was cancelled last week in a gen- Studios are Elise. Knox, Tom Hareral reshuffling of the station’s mon, Glenri 'Denning, Evelyn AnSchedule that found the Julie kers, Virginia Field, /Beverly TyMitchum show, the Bobby Troup ler, George O’Brien, Marie Windshow, “Beauty Contest,” and a sor, Fritz Feld, Paul Cavanaugh,
series of Stephen Foster films also Glen
Marc Lawrence,
Langari,
falling by the Wayside.
Jeanne Cagney, Lola Albright,

8G

Price Tag

:

i

General Foods from its “Henry'
Aldrich” show on NBC-TV following protests based on her being
the; anti-Communist
listed
by
newsletter Counterattack in “Red
Channels,” said she would cooperate with such a committee,
but that first she must be put back
to work.
Other individuals cited by “Red
Channels” said they disapprove of
the proposed plan. According to

ing roles will be

made Thursday

:

Irish”

.

-

around

U

-

Station

manager Don Fedderson Douglas Dumbrille
lie was cancelling AriMcCready.
which

pact

called -for

and

the

dee j ay to appear five
nights weekly from 11 to 12 and
from 9:30 to 12 on Saturday and

Kukla, Frail and Ollie

Anson said the parting
Sunday.
was highly amicable, reporting
that he was anxious to get out
from under since Tie will shortly

Illinois

home

U and Northwestern

gariies in three

theatres.

Northwesterns

refusal

George Circuit had originally planned to
screen the games at three theatres
-—-State Lake, Tivoli and Uptown

but as the result of the Northwestern withdrawal; the Uptown will
not v e used.

•

The athletic conference composed of 10 major mid western cobleges, last spring invoked a ban on

Take Over Atlanta As

*

live telecasts of its football games
and later entered an agreement
with Par for a limited test this season on the feasibility of theatre-

Atlanta, Sept. 12,
Burr Tillstrom, Fran Allison and,
of course, Ollie, invaded Atlanta
Saturday (9) to be on hand for the
city’s inauguration of Television

Besides

telecasting.

-the

and

.

.

ing the recent 37-day

and

results

have been so good that

they maintain a five-day-per-week
‘Celebrity’ Either Too
schedule offering merchandise.
President Richard Rich presentLoose or Too Costly
ed Kukla and Ollie with keys to
the city as part of the program
For Kalmus Bankroll
and, of course, they were given
too.
Hollywood, Sept. 12.
Julie Confederate flags,
do.
wrestlers
the
cuit
In the party flying to Atlanta
Everybody concerned has a difMitchum show, station said, is out
because the station had no control with Kukla, Fran and Ollie were ferent reason to supply, but all
over the package and never knew Beulah Zachary, producer and agree that /‘Club Celebrity” \yill
who was .going to guest or what manager of the program; Harold no longer be sponsored on KNBH
would happen, while the Troup Desfor, RCA press relations direc- by Natalie Kalmus Television.
show and the film series leave be- tor; Jack Fascinato, show’s musiEd Scofield office, which hancause of commercial commitments. cal director; Lewis Gomavitz* di- dles Kalmus publicity and was ad
rector of pi'ograms; Joe Lockwood,
agency on the show, says Kalmus
costume designer, and Cathey Mor- Was dissatisfied with the format
gan; secretary.
and that United Television Artists,
.
,
Ku ^l3.
(18)
r
Starting Monday
w.. hi c hl rproduces, refused to make
J /Ml!
1
/3n««
Fran and Ollie will start a five-day the changes deemed necessary to
‘Living Show’ schedule on WSB-TV.
At Chi
step Up the pace.
Chicago, Sept. 12.
Last week the Atlanta Journal
Kenneth Herts, UTA spokesman,
Third annual National Television and Constitution (one ownership said Kalmus backed out because it
is
Show
set
secLiving
television
large
and Electrical
now) carried a
couldn’t afford the $2,800 weekly
for a nineday run at the Coliseum tion in honor of Television Week. nut and charged the Scofield ofbeginning Sept. 30. Entertainment This section and its attendant pub- fice did nothing for the show, even
end of the exposition will be licity, plus the fact that the coaxial forcing UTA to write the commerorld Series) will’ cials.
emceed by Jack Carson, who will cable (and the
share co-star billing with a female be in operation come Oct. 1, has
Anyway, UTA will package a new
Wjth
name singer as yet unpicked.
boosted the sales of TV sets in this
and smaller-budgeted layout for
budget this year,

pects the show to gross close to
$100,000; topping last year’s mark
.

when Eddie Cantor took
as his end of the more than

%

*

,

.

•

f

'

2 1

$30,000
$80,000

“

W

locality.

Kalmus.
Layout will star same
two names which appeared on
,”
and “Celebrity but Will cut down on
two the guestar and production budget.
Meanwhile outfit will continue
“Celebrity,” picking up the tab it-

Latest estimate is that there are
60,000 TV receivers within

now

range

WSB-TV

of

WAGA-TV

(CBS),

(NBC),
Atlanta’s

stations.

self.

gross.

Already set are the Honey Bros.,
tap trio, singer-comedian Tommy
Wells and Lou Breese and his orch.
The variety show will be presented
three times daily during the week,
with four shows on Sundays, and
five on Saturdays.
Over 50 exhibitors, representing
all phases, of the radio-TV industry,
will display, their wares at the
show. Admission to the exposition,

/Z-'

including the entertainment, will
be $1 plus tax.

proud of the successful
on WJBK
company we

We re
1

More Top Brass Changes
Made at St. Louis’

COLGATE VEl

St.

CROSLEY REFRIGERATORS
GARRETT WINES
IPANA TOOTHPASTE

More changes

".AFRANCE

and Dumont

a

CBS

affiliate.

WJBK-AM ‘TV-DETROIT
by

.

St.

.

ping.

Courtesy of M-G-M
appearing with

Now

DONALD O'CONNOR
in

.

Cincinnati —- G. Gilmer Totten,
faces are Alan Thompson,
continuity
editor
at
producer of the western formerly
WKRC, was naimed assistant didivision of the Canadian Broadcastrector of public relations of Radio
ing Corp., as assistant program
Cincinnati (WKRC-AM, FM, TV).
director; Glenn J. Manley, radio
Edward Hillman, formerly with
and tele writer, as salesmanager, WNOP, becomes continuity editor
and Charles M. Rogers, an instruc- at WKRC. Byron Taggart was
tor in speech and drama at the U.
'urogram' director
Of Maryland, as news director.
Under Paul Shumate.

New

488

MADISON AVENUE

ELDORADO 5-2455
THE KATZ AGENCY,

INC.

“THE MILKMAN"

(Universal-International)

Mgt.2 LOU CLAYTON

Louis U. station, were

ager, and Don Lochner as program
director, both of whom resigned,

senior

Nationally

1£,

will celebrate its first

anniversary Sunday (17) with an
hour-lorig show utilizing all the
talent currently being beamed over
the outlet. KGO-TV, San Francisco
ABC affiliate, also will carry the
program..
Dick Woollen will write and produce the layout which /will make
use of both the station’s stages,
all its directors, rind six cameras*
Robert Finkel will direct with Buz
Adlam’s 20-piece orch backstop-

1

:

OAKITE

WJBK-T V,

22,

Louis, Sept. 12.
in the top brass at

Hollywood, Sept.

KECA-TV

KECA - TV cold - shouldered a
plan to participate in the Sept. 1
week
following
the
announced labt
ceremonies opening the L. A. to
recent appointment of Daniel .P. San Francisco video relay which
O’Connor, a member of the school’s will be handl ed by KNBH and*
speech department, to succeed KTTV in order to present its own
Nicholas Pogliara as station man- >show.

WE W,

boost your sales!
Follow these leaders and

NEW YORK

B&K

proclaimed

TV

Represented

go

screenings, the United Detroit Theby atres Will carry the U. of Michigan
Week, officially
games at the Michigan in Detroit.
Mayor William B. Hartsfield.
Equipment is being installed at
Kukla, Fran and Ollie appeared
Television Center and the State Lake and Tivoli in preparBob McLaughlin, platter spinner in Rich’s
were telecast on that store’s WSB- ation for the first Illinois game
on the outlet’s AM affiliate KLAC,
TV hour-long show Saturday, Sept. 30.. Admissions for the thetakes over the Anson spot next
largest department atre telecasting has been set at
Monday (18), with Godfrey’s De- Rich’s, South’susing
WSB-TV dur- $ 1 20
store, started
partment Store of the air bankrolltransit strike,

ABC-TV Sept. 21 for
and starts on
Florsheirn Shoes. Co-producer on
cannot work.
venture is Ed Short, WJJD
Defenders of Miss Muir raised this
the
question
of
whether the promotion director.
Local shows are “Show Kids,”
“blacklisting” of creative personSunday offering on
nel doesn’t open the networks and 60-minute
sponsored by Mrs. Klein’s
WBKB
of
sponsors to anti-trust charges
Chips;
“Danny O’Neil
“collusion.”
The same argument Potato
could conceivably be raised against Show” half-hour weekly on WBKB
Kemp
Health Studio.
for
the
Toni
a non-governmental loyalty reThird package, “Danny O’Neil At
view board, if one is set up.
Meanwhile, members of AFRA Home,” 15-minute cross-the-board
are reported urging the union to strip, just Wound up a seven-week
take stronger action against repe- run on WGN-TV for Grand Central
hypoed talent
titions of the Muir incident. AFRA i Motors and is scheduled to shift a
the MalcolrmHowhas taken a weaker stand against to a new time slot for Chi Kaiser- Art Holland, of
ard ad agency, who set the deal ex“blacklisting”
than the Radio- Frazer dealers.

NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:

to

along with the Par Big Ten theatreTV “experiment” leaves B&K with
only the five-game Illinois schedule.

"

theory of “political censorship, studio and. location shots, 16m film
keeping artists off the air because will be lensed by Alexander &
They Assocs., with Blob Longine as film
of their political views.”
expressed the opinion that if the director..
right to work is denied to leftists,
Since setting up their video proeventually it can be denied to
duction shop in June, Chartoc and
“anti-vivisectionists
or followers
Cole have peddled three local
beliefs.”
of
other
unpopular
shows and one net program; Web
Unions, they argued, should pro“Red Grange Predicts”
show,

PACKARD MOTORS
BIRD'S EYE FOODS
BON AMI
BROMe* SELTZER
CAMEL CIGARETTES
CHASE & SANBORN! COFFEE

par-

mission for theatre-TV coverage of
its games.

'

son’s

B&K

But it was learned last week that
Northwestern has withdrawn per-

;.

merely said

Paramount Theatres,

ent company,: and the Western Conference (Big 10), Chi chain was set
to carry a nine-gariie schedule built

.

“Johnny
which will be a semi-documentary treatment of the policecrime format.
Initial film will be finished about ing to the tune of $2,500 weekly,
Oct. 1 and will carry a price tag for 26 weeks.
of between $6,000-$8,000 for netOf the^ other programs, station
work first-runs.
said /Beauty Contest” was killed
JohnKen Nordine is set to play
off
because there just aren’t
ny Irish With Studs Terkel slated enough good looking gals and the
these sources, establishment of a to do the narration. Script was available ones travel from station
review board Would accept the penned by Chartoc.. Using both to station, making the same cir.

(14) for the series entitled

ted

Anson Off KLAC-TV

be taking over a web show. Arison
referred to himself as “an interloper on the wrong station,” pointShep Chartoc and Don Cole, ing out that his Show was sold out
start
to
expect
tele packagers,
and had a better rating than
shooting next week on the first others despite the fact that his
slot frequently was pushed
time
of a series of half-hour open-end
was dropped by vidpixs. Screen tests for support- around so that, the teeoff came
anywhere within the 11-12 period.

tect the interests of members
shouldn’t rule on who can

STOREY’S ‘PANTOMIME’

(7)

Chicago, Sept. 12.

I

who

Thursday

KFWB

who

are under fire fpr alleged
•’subversive affiliations” would be
investigated by .the all-industry
group. If the latter decided that
the charges of pfo-Communism
weren’t proven, the sponsors, and
webs would.' be free to ink pacts

WDSU-TV

j

.
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Assn,
Protective,
Songwriters
execs are laying the groundwork
for negotiations with publishers

Col ‘Band Wagon’

agreement on SPA’s
new uniform renewal contract
Copies of the contract, which was
drawn up by SPA attorneys John
Sclhilman and Bill Klein, are; being
sent to SPA members and publishes today (Wed. ) SPA council is

Album

.

.

themselves, it’s beginning to prove
a bonanza, for the established pubbery that’s finding it hard to get a
hit record. These are reaching into
their catalogs and giving some of
the? oldies the same treatment on
getting plugs as most of their new
product.
One major publisher, for example, dug through its'file of oldies, picked out a couple of dozen
and sent them to the record companies.: The diskeries picked put
a few they liked and recorded
them. Now the publisher has its
professional copies of those few
standards out on the counters and
has set record and plug campaigns
on the tunes.
Mills Music, for example, is

Christmas market.

’

few respects from the 1947
originals.

contract
revised
Chief difference, and one which
may be a bone of contention in
publisher negotiations, is the provision for a mandatory sliding scale
payments on piano
royalty
of
copies at a higher rate than in the
1947 original contract.
The 1947 originals contract left
a choice between a fixed payment
of 3c per copy or a sliding scale
starting at a minimum of 2V£c per
copy for the first 100,000 copies
sold and going up to a 5c min>
for each copy in excess of
500,000. New renewal contract calls
only for a sliding scale beginning
with a minimum of 4c per copy up
to 100,000 copies through 7c for
copies in excess of 300,000.
Provision for higher royalties is
based in part on fact that standard
copies sell lor more than popular

.

Major part of Columbia Records’*
production was cut off this week
when personnel of its Bridgeport
pressing plant walked out in what
tlie com pany termed a “wildcat”
strike.
Company and union officials were negotiating for a settle-*
ment late yesterday (Tues.).
Walkout isn’t improving the attitude of Col executives towards
the firm’s new position in the
speeds field, since the strike not
only
prevented
shipments
of
further “test” 45 rpm’s, but was
reportedly caused over a dispute
among workers turning out the
45 s.
While the company refused to
disclose the cause of the strike, it’s
understood that a group of workers
pressing 45s stalked off because
.

mum

along with hiked
per copy are higher
minimum percentages of wholesale
prices for each 100,000 copies.
Another important provision of
,

new

pact calls for outright payment of $100 to the writer, not de-

the

no classification had been

After

a

five-year

association,
.

country.

Miss Whiting said she will seek
no replacement for Burton, who
had been her 'manager since she
started, drawing a flat 10% of her
earnings. Music Corp. of America
handles her bookings.

Spike Jones Continues

Sock

1 -Niter

Grosses
|

Tacoma, Sept.

12.

of

its

oldies, in-

.

ed successful with “I Didn’t Know
(Continued on page 49)

Reports of disturbance among
publishers and writers over the
delay in reaching an agreement
with the pix companies were dis-

counted by ASCAP execs.. It was
pointed out that negotiations were
suspended during the summer pe4

riod and, up to that point, the barv
With the Broadway opening of gaining was proceeding on an
amicable basis:
Any agreement
RCA-bankrolled “Cali Me reached
tlie
will

be retroactive to date,
of theseat tax suspension.
ASCAP is reportedly asking for
a total Of $500,000 annually from

Madam”

musical set for Oct. 9,
Victor is still up in the air
on waxing tl\e musical in album
form. Hitch in the disking plans
stems from the inability to date
to make an etching deal for Ethel
Merman, show's femme lead and

RCA

Metro, Paramount, Warners and
20th-Fox, with all other film companies and indie producers to pay
the Society slightly under $1,000,000.
That sum would be the approximate equivalent of the annual
fees paid by exhibs into ASCAP’s
kitty under the old system. In the
event thht ASCAP and the film
companies are unable to come to
terms, ASCAP could throw the
dispute into the laps of the federal
court for settlement. ASCAP execs
would prefer making a deal directly with the film companies. but are
confident they could get an equal,
if not a better, contract through
a court settlement.

artist.

Victor execs have been holding
informal conversations with Decca
prexy Milton R. Rackmil for Several months but iio permission has
yet been granted for Miss Merman
to appear under the Victor banner.
More definite bargaining with
Rackmil is set for this week following the Decca. chief’s return

from a Florida vacation Monday
(.

up

1 1).

It’s

understood that Decca,

which recently adopted Victor’s 45
RCA Victor is readying another rpm system and established a
major drive in behalf of its 45 rpm working arrangement with RCA
disks this fall and winter in an all- for pressing of its 45 rpm disks
out effort to spread acceptance of and manufacture of phonograph
the new speed. Buttressed by the equipment, may allow Miss Merfact that almost 50 diskeries, in- man to etch the show tune album
cluding all the majors, are cur- for Victor while, at same time,

ket. After terming its initial tests
on two pop 45s in certain markets
“inconclusive;” company decided
to release the- two 45s on a national scale, and add to them another pop on 45, Sammy Kaye’s
“Harbor Lights.’’ The first two
were Frank Sinatra’s “Goodnight
Irene” and “Sometime,” by the
Mariners. The walkout, however,
has delayed shipment of the 45s.
Walkout occurred at 7 a.m. Monday (11). Little was done in the

12.

Margaret Whiting and her manager Bill Burton, have called it
quits, amicably, as a result of Burton’s growing interest in radio
packaging. Burton wants to remain
anchored either here or in New
York to devote his time to the package biz while chirp felt that if he
continued as manager he should
accompany her on treks around the

set

five

FA1N-HARBURG HAP

PUB

swing
through the northwest, Spike Jones
is
continuing to rack up solid
grosses.
In Vancouver, B. C., last
week, Jones grossed $11, Q0Q.
Other one-niter grosses for Jones
Here $5,100, Trail, B. C $6,900,
Victoria, B. C.; $11,000, Spokane;
$5,500, Everett, Wash., and $7,000*
•’/'
Tacoma.
O'v'
his

fall

Who

rently pressing 45’s, Victor’s new having her record the tunes foi
promotion will be targeted at es- Decca.
tablishing its system as the norm
Whether or not Victor eventuCurrent- ally makes an original-cast album
for the record industry.
of of “Madani,” it is going aheadwaxly, 45’s represent about 15%
the total market compared to over ing top songs in the score with
20% for the 113 rpm’s; with the Perry Como and Mindy Carson.
78’s still getting bulk of the trade. In a similar situation involving
RCA’s campaign will be con- “Inside
S A ,” Victor issued a set
ducted along several fronts, cov- with Beatrice Lillie and Como
ering both pops andi longhair Red (without Jack Haley of the original
Seals.
Initial move in the drive cast) and skipped three songs in
was made recently with extension the show while including one
way of negotiation Monday be- of the bonus record plan to buynumber not in the show.
cause of the threat of a hurricane,
ers of all equipment containing the
Group of top RCA execS went
which Caused the company to close
45 player. Next step will involve to New Haven Monday night (ID
its offices in Bridgeport at 3 p.m.
servicing the disk jockeys with re- to attend the “Madam” preem.
But company and machine workers’
leases on 45 platters plus a drive Manie Sacks, RCA artists relaLocal 237 officials were in all-day
to install the new speed in as many tions chief, and John West, Victor
meetings yesterday.
jukeboxes as possible. Campaign public relations veepee, saw the
In addition to stopping producwill proceed on a mbnth-by-month opening. Frank M. Folsom, RCA
tion on all 45s, strike cut short
basis, with regular progress re- prexy, was prevented from attendmost pf Columbia’s other output.
ports by the fieldmen to be made ing by pressure of business at
Diskery’s only other factory in
Larry Kanaga, Victor sales Camden, N. J.
to
Hollywood is unaffected by the
manager.
strike, but presses only a minor
Victor cleared the decks for the
portion of the company's records.
45 rpm push during the summer

this

U

1

season’s

upcoming Broadway

Crawford on Broadway in November.
Burton Lane was originally
slated to do the score.

To Promote Membership
International

Ladies

Garment

Workers Union, which has previously gone into film and legit production, is now entering the ranks
of diskmaking.
Union last week
cut a series of organizing songs
1
COS.
3
with singer Joey Nash fronting a
40-piece choir of singerg from the
CHI
union.
First album was recorded
A co-op ^distributing venture in at the union’s
station, WFDR,
Chicago has been set up by three N; Y.
ILGWU plans to use this series
New York diskeries and one New
at its meetings initially, but may
Jersey outfit. Incorporated under package them for public sale if
the title Record Distributors, Inc., i union’s response warrants it.
new operation will be headed by

NX,

when

FOR MUSICAL

Fain and E. Y. Harburg,
.will collaborate on tunes for

musical “Flahooley,” are planning
to form their own publishing company as a subsidiary of Chappell
Music to handle the musical’s score.
Chappell, which handles most of
the Broadway show scores, has set
up similar pub firms for other topflight composers.
Harburg and Fred Saidy have
Written the book for “Flahooley,”
which wi 11 be presented by Cheryl

.

one-niter

CO.

Sammy

JERSEY

it inaugurated an exchange
plan under which retailers could
Reliquidate dead merchandise.
DISTRIB
tfilers reportedly cleaned out over
$1,125,000 worth of 78 rpm stock,
during the two-month exchange
Raymond Scott, the composer- period. With current inventories
conductor, has formed a music in a healthy position and trade
publishing outfit, with headquarters prospects brightest since the end
Bob Briordy is his of the war, Victor execs believe
in New York.
Company is that retailers will latch on to the
general manager.
being called Gateway Musics
45’s on the biggest scale yet.
Up' Monroe Passis, formerly head of
First tune, will.be “Desire,” based to no\v, acceptance of the new
a Chi firm.
on Scojit’s m usic that he wrote for speed has been spotty On the over- Chord Distributors,
Passis was also; at one time, Chi
the Catgirl dance in Mike Todd’s all national picture.
J). to
“Peep Show,” current Broadway
sales manager for Columbia RecTommy Dorsey, currently pii a revue.
Companies involved in the
ords.
one-nighter tour, will take a two
Decca Sets ‘Guys
new setup are Atlantic, Jubiliee,
to threerweek vacation following a.
Extending its activity in the National and RegaL Latter outfit
Ethel Smith Returns
recording session for Decca, his
show tune album field, Decca will is the Jersey waxery;
Concerts Abroad wax the score of the legit musiCompanies banded together to
second for the firm since switching
from RCA Victor, next Monday
Organist Ethel Smith returned to cal, “Guys and Dolls,” with the insure more intense coverage of
diskthe
Chi territory. Group may take
original
cast. Dave Kapp,
(18).
New York yesterday (Tues.) after a
Rumor was that Dorsey intended three-month concert and theatre ery’s vice-prexy, made the deal on additional companies and spread
to disband. But Irwin Chezar, head tour of Europe, England and Scot- with Cy Feuer and Ernest H. to other cities if the operation pans
of the Arthur Michaud New York land.
She is set for a Decca wax- Martin, producers of the Frank out. With on& distributor handling
Loesser show, which opens at the a limited number of indie labels,
office^-Michaud manages Dorsey- ing date this week.
companies are assured that their I
said the bandleader was simply
Miss Smith will also prepare 46th Street theatre Nov. 9.
Album Will feature Robert Alda, product will be pushed. Chi distired and needed a rest.
Layoff organ solo arrangements of new
will probably necessitate pushing compositions she picked up in Eng- Vivian Blaine, Sam Levejie, Isabel tribution setup will also. hahdle any
back a projected California tour at land for release by her publishing Bigley and Pat Rooney, Sr., from subsid labels of the various comthe end of the year*
panies represented.
company, Rtbel Smith Music Corp. the original cast.

On

.

production.

String,” “Take Me In Your Arms”
and “Tonight You Belong to Me.”
Chappell has a campaign going on
a Decca
“Nevertheless,” and recently prov-

for the new jobs. It’s reported
that the rest of the factory workers
followed the group. Columbia's office personnel are still on the job.
The strike, apart from stopping
all eastern production, is deferring
Columbia's “testing” of the 45 mar-

deductable from royalties. Renewal
(Continued on page 49)

Hollywood, Sept.

working on

cluding “I’ve Got the World on a

,

But

editions.

ance

,

.

'minimunis

film

:

contract, first uniform pact of its kind, differs only

for

and* Publishers and major
producers for film performrights, will be resumed this
week in New York. Since the antitrust consent decree, which last.
Spring upheld Federal Judge Vincent
Leibell’s
ruling
against
ASCAP’s collection of a seat tax
from exhibitors, ASCAP has been
dickering the Hollywood studios
for performance fees to be paid
on an overall basis at the point of

thors

|

New renewal
a

|c

i

.

in

ican

I

scheduled to hold its first fall meeting Sept. 22, with bargaining procedures the chief topic on the
agenda.

43

Negotiations between the AmerSociety of Composers, Au-

Predilection of rhhjor diskeries
toward recording standard tunes
in. the past few months haS sent

Columbia Records will cut a
Decca’s board of directors at a
show tune album based On “Band major publishers scurrying into meeting last week declared the
Wagon,” legit musical click of the their
regular
quarterly dividend of 12Vfcc
catalogs looking for songs
early 1930’s, with Mary Martin
per share on the company’s capital
featured in the disk set. Top tune they can hand to the diskeries.
>
stock.
While
move toward waxing
of the show was “Dancing In the
Melon is payable Sept. 29 to
standards was initiated for the stockholders of record Sept 18.
Dark.”
Album is being readied for the most part by the record companies

basic
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Woody Herman orch has been
set for one week at the Boulevard
Roofn, Queens, N. Y., starting Sept,
26, followed by two months of one?*
Band then^,
nighters in the east.
*
plays Vogue Terrace, Pittsburgh,
4

week of Nov, 20.
Band is currerttly
weeks

at the

in for two
Meadowbrook. Cedar
Group just finished

Grove, N. J.
a one-nighter tour through Texas

Happy Goday, president ot
Godav Music,, last week returned

for a sixto his Coast homeoffice
week stay. Until his return to
New York, Benny Ross is in charge

of the N. Y. office.
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RALPH FLANAGAN ORCH

WOODY HERMAN ORCH

(15)

1

^

Hotel Statler, N.Y.
Ralph Flanagan’s orch is currently paying, off on a big part of the
bright hopes that attended its; formation a little more than six
months ago. If it has failed to
engineer the revival of the dance
band business, as projected by the
heavy RCA Victor promotion centering around Flanagan, this band^
can’t be criticized for not trying.
It now looks as if that- ballyhoo
overreached the potentiality of any'
band in this era. More to the
point, however, Flanagan’s orch
has succeeded ih becoming one of
the standout mvisicrews around.
working in the general
Still
pattern of the late Glenn Miller
band, which seems to have hypnotized, the new crop of commercial
bands, Flanagan is now operating
on a longer leash from the master’s
Without indulging in.
influence.
the experimental, the band is playing with a facility and independence that mark the development of
a personal style, ^hat style is
becoming increasingly evident with
the outfit’s progressive integration
of its sidemen.
With good effect, Flanagan has
become adept at mixing up the
reeds-on-top style with sharp and

(15)

With Pat Easton
,
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J*
A striking example of the predicament facing some of the ^wing
band veterans is afforded by the
Woody Herman orchestra, which
is currently playing a two-week
stand at Frank Dailey’s Meadowbrook. Having first found that tlye
public had bypassed jump music,

Sky”-“A Load Of Hay”

‘'Sky,” a standout tune, gets
a firstrate treatment by Miss Day,

|

attempt a half-hearted one at best.
Realizing that he has to play for
dancing, Herman has developed a
book which includes most of the
current pop faves. But his arrangements and musicians are
more attuned to the jump style
than the commercial, and as a
dance band the group falls short
Of the mark.
Tempos are not entirely suit-Arrangements
able for dancing.
are excellent for listening, but; not
for terping. And the sidemen,
Who, incidentally, are one of the
youngest crews on the road; are
good on jump numbers but er-

LORRY RAINE

•

"STRANGERS”— (London

section, with its pair of
placed in the foreground for the
•

.

:

London by Lorry
were.

with
between: alto

Herman
sax

is

''Harbor- Lights”

Maestro,

^-“Music,.

Hers

Please.’'

revival sides on both

the. first

tunes.

TIM GAYLES
.Publicity

—Song

and

Record

,

Exploitation-— Management
Shelton Hotel, New York 17, N. Y.

:

bones,

Records)

Lorry's echo -haunted /'Strangers;’
is No. 1 selling record on London.
Newest release coming, up on

on commercial tunes.
Instrumentation br e a k s down
niore colorful brass orchestration. into three rhythm, four saxes,
For the ballads, the five-man reed four trumpets and three tromclarinets,

clean melodic line, Flanagan is
giving almost equal accent to
rhythm numbers in which the
sevemman brass, section, although
often muted, supplies a contrastdrive,
A firm three-man
ing
rhythm section underlies all the
that
supply
arrangements
to
smooth tempo absolutely necessary
for apy dance band.

Colored it over. It’s a colorful side abetted
(Colum- by
some attractive zither-like
sounds and the twin pianos, It
stands up under repeated spins.
backed by the Page Cavanaugh Lombardo’s version of “Lights,”
trio, On basis of this cut. plus the now getting a revival, is also tops,
King Cple-Stan Kenton version for Kenny Gardner, neatly handling
Capitol, number should rocket to the vocal.
top of the hit lists. Flipover has
Jain
Garber Orch:
“Daddy’s
a pleasant lyric, based on a famil- Little
Boy”-“Longing” (Capitol).
iar melody and rendered brightly Garber gives a good Lombardoby Miss Day.
like slice of “Daddy’s Little Boy”
Ella Fitzgerald-Louis Armstrong: but this tune is faulted by too
“Can Anyone .Explain”-* ‘Dream A great a similarity with “Daddy’s
Little Dream of Mb” (Decca). One Little- Girl.” Roy Ross orch also
of the best cuts of ‘-Explain” is gives an okay version of the same
dished up here, with Miss Fitz- tune for Coral; Garber’s cut of
gerald pairing with Satchmp and “Longing” is pleasing.
both vocalling in good form. Side
Tommy Dorsey Orch: “Opus
could have; been better if the mid- Two”-“T. D.’s Boogie Woogie;” “So
way comedy talk had been omitted. Long Sally’V'You're Not In My
Standard on the reverse has a Arms Tonight” (Decca)’ Dorsey’s
superlatively duetted passage that initial sides under the Decca
bam
should rate plenty of jock and ner contain some solid swiiig
Armstrong's sharp standards from t he bandleader’s
juke spins.
trumpet is up front of Sy Oliver’s library, “Opus Two” and “Boogie
orch.
Woogie,” both instrumentals, have
Hugo Winterhalter Orch: “Mi\ a hard-driving beat under the
Touchdown, U.S.A.”-“The Red We cleanly orchestrated sounds. Other
Want Is The Red We’ve Got” (Vic- two sides are in a sweeter vein
tor.) “Touchdown” is a new pop peg- with Johnny
Amarosa handling the
ged to the fall football season and vocals Competently. All good jock
stirs memories of .such numbers as and juke sides.
“Betty Co-Ed” and other tunes of
Jan August: “Where Do I Go
the raccoon and hip-flask era;
From You”-“Deep NightWinterhalter gives it a rousing try
cury).
“From You,” a fine tune
in attractively snappy tempo. Botstirring increasing attention, gets
tom deck in a similar-tempoed in- an interesting
arrangement on this
terpretation of the patriotic song.
side with Jan August’s fine keyOrch and chorus blend vigorously board work
in the foreground toori both sides.
gether with the good, but less inJack Pleis Orch: “Time Alone
teresting vocal by Henri Pierre.
Can Heal A Broken Heart”-“What Reverse is
an excellent, version of
Is There To Say’’ (London). "Time
the standard with a choral group
Alone” is a worthwhile ballad, and
OPierre handling the vocal and
with some intriguing musical figAugust
maintaining
his,
usual
ures that set it apart from the
standards.
Harry Geller’s orch
usual run of pops, Pleis orch and
furnishes a fine framework.
chorus handle it competently alSnooky Lanson: “You Wonderthough a solo treatment might
have more commercial possibil- ful You”-“Honestly, I Love You”
ities,
On the reverse, Pleis gives (London). Lanson continues to
the standard a warm, listenable in- register on straight pop tunes.
“Wonderful,” from the Metro pic,
terpretation.
“Summer
is simply and
Bill Snyder Orch:
“My Silent effectively Stock,”
crooned.
“Honestly”
Chopin” also
Up
Love”-“Choppin’
gets another strong side with
(Tower). Having clicked with his
Lanson backed up by Jack Pleis
one-fingered keyboard revival of orch
and chorus.
“Bewitched,” Snyder is now giving
Don
“Au
Revoir
“My Silent Love” the same kind Again”-” ACornell:
Whistle and A Prayer”
Both numbers are (Victor),
of treatment.
“Au Revoir,’’ recently
equally good but whether the mar- launched again after
fading three
ket will absorb this followup is a years ago, gets another fine cut
question. Jocks, however, will find by Cornell although riot quite as
Flipover effective as Mitch’ Miller’s orch
solid program fare.
it
has some okay syncopation of a and choral version for Columbia.
Cornell's style is more comfortlonghair theme.
“The able on “Prayer,” a bouncy item
Guy Lombardo Orch:
with
an uplift lyric. Bob Dewey's
Lights”
Petite
Waltz” “Harbor
(Decca). Lots of wax has been put orch, formed under the Victor
on “Waltz,” a three-quarter time aegis with Dewey Bergman batonsupplies
excellent
backinstrumental, but this cut by Lom- ing,
bardo could be the one to push grounds with re.eds-on-top orches-

Abstract-Design Pix

alternating
clarinet.

arid

*'Orarige

bia).

to the “progress
siveV style; only to find that was
a momentary fad. Now, he’s attempted to commercialize his band
somewhat, but a reluctance to part
from his old stylings makes the

is

HERM SCHOENFELD.

.By

Day:

Doris

Herman turned

ratic

.

Wednesday, Septeml>er 13,

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

With Hope Zee, Harry Prime

,

.

Rhythm and saxes are well-drilled
and steady, but trombones are
Weak and trumpets erratic. Brass

As Advance Plugs

strong on the rhythm numbers,
on slower tunes the trumpets
Hollywood, Sept. 12.
seem to get together,, espeSeries of abstract-design films is
when using mutes.
Herman, of course, remains one being mulled by Stan Kenton for
of the top. swing clarinetists, and television arid theatre trailers to
sax arid clarinet work on pops plug his next three-month crossFlanagan has also broken down his
is good. But as a whole the band
country tour which tees off Jan. 15,
the band into a couple of smaller
needs
a lot more work arid a comcombos for a Variety and flexibili- plete reshuffling of its books. Band Batdneer is huddling with John
ty of n Umbers. Hitching on to the
should cut down on the number of Whitney, abstract-design film pro^
Dixie kick, he has set up a unit, jump tunes, and should get more ducer, about the possibility of syncomprising piano, drums, bass, commercial-type arrangements of chronizing a series of non-subjectenor sax, trombone and trumpet, its pops,
tive designs to one of Kenton’s
that, can beat out the standards on
Vocals are handled by Herman musical arrangements.
the solid .two-beat. Flanagan is
Plan is to make several threealso using a rhythm trio, with his and Rat Easton. Herman is excelchile lent ori both rhythm and ballads. minute trailers which could be ofy. piano at the center, for the
Miss
Easton,
who
fered
to video stations and a onewith
Gorsang
numbers, and it’s here that Flanagan’s keyboard style is show- don Jenkins sortie time ago, gives reeler to be offered gratis to thefresh
appearance
a
and
delivers atres in towns which do not have
cased to best advantage. The bandtelevision.
Number of stumbling
leader also gets colorful effects okay renditions of the pops.
Band does a show which features .blocks remain to be worked out,
with one-finger piano solos on
Occasion against full-band orches- some of the Old Herman recordings but Kenton hopes to distribute the
Flanagan’s: library cuts and backs Rosemary Clooney in pix in advance of his playdates.
trations.
across the full range of standards, her rtitery debut (New Acts), Visu- Since none of these pix Would be in
numbers and ally, it’s‘ an excellent aggregation. the nature of a commercial plug
Latin-American
pops,
As a theatre band, it’s okay in its for the concert, it is hoped the
old and new jump items.
Hope Zee, recently added as present, form, blit drastic changes
offer will be snapped up by
femme vocalist, has a good style are needed for it to compete as, a gratis
program hungry video outlets.
mostly used for rhythm numbers dance band’
Kenton aisp considered a plan to
“Chattanoogie Shoe Shine
Biz on night caught (8) was exlike
Boy.’’ Low mike level on opening cellent, It was the first night the screen some of these expressionistic
films at the concerts, synced; to
night (11) sometimes made her house was Open to the public
projection unequal to the band; since it shuttered at the begin- the actual playing of. the band, but
Harry Prime continues to do a ning of the summer, Band opened has decided against it on the theory
solid job in his ballad vocalizing. the night before to a private party. that his audience wants to hear
Herm.
music and not .watch film.
Chari.
is

but.

can’t
cially

.

,

,

trations..

4»

f

Billy Eckstine-George Shearing
Quintet package, which begins a
tour of 37 one-nighters Friday (15),
will go into Carnegie Hall, N. Y.,
for one performance Oct. 11.
Tour tees off at Shrine Auditorium, L.A., and ends at Sym-

phony

Week

>

In conjunction with the Colum-

GOODNIGHT IRENE

2.

MONA

3.

SAM’S SONG

(6)

(Spencer)

Feather Gen’l Mgr.
Of Mercer Records

(8)

,

. ...

.

.

.....

.

............

6.

LA

VIE EN ROSE

(Harms) ....

(3)

WANNA BE LOVED

I

8.

CAN. ANYONE’: EXPLAIN

Mercer Records, new
label recently launched by Mercer

9.

BONAPARTE’S RETREAT
ALL MY LOVE (1) (Mills)

of

10.

Ellington,. Duke Ellirigton’s son.
Feather will also be manager of
Tempo Music, Duke Ellington’s

scripts.

.

(Sam Weiss)

7.

on radio-TV show

,

.

TZENA, TZENA, TZENA (9) (Cromwell)
SIMPLE MELODY (5) (Berlin) ....... .,

and

publishing company.
Feather, recently returned to activity after being seriously injured
in an auto accident nine months
ago, is also working with Ellington

.

\

(Paramount)

(10)

composer, has been named general

manager

....

5.

4.

jazz critic

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

... ,

.

,

.

.

.

. .

.

. ,.

.

,

.

,

•

»

.

.

.

.

:

.

,

.
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Eckstine
Arnes Bros. ;
Kay Starr

} Billy

, . ..

.

.

.

Patti Page

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

...

.

.

. .

,

> .... Vv-.. .Mercury

...

.

*

.

7

.

;

,

rii j

•

•

•

*

•

•

.

Ty

fry

,

.

sey's version of “Frosty the Snowman ' rates attention in the juve

Victor
Victor

.

.. .

,

market (London)

+

.

•

:

Capitol

,

.

label,
.

/Frankie
ranki
.

.

.

[

t

L

Lalm

.

;

.

.

Mercury J

.

L “ine /-

Mercury

•

.

.

.

On

Teddy Powell orch has been set
for three weeks at the DeshlerWallick hotel, Columbus, O. startUnit closes at the
ing Sept, 25.
Roosevelt Grill, New York, Sept.

IIOOP-DEE-DOO

(16) (Morris)

.

,,

.

.

...

.

...... ......

}
\

0

4

• • • •

'

ic *° r

J'
,
.Capitol

•

.

.

SENTIMENTAL ME

Arnes

Bros.

.

(Knickerbocker)

|
I

.

.

.Corat

.......

,

Russ Morgan
Doris Day.

.

.

.

.

•

•

.

.

•

.

i
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.

,
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interesting sides in “Minnequa”
and “Beyond the Reef” (Columbia)
Decca
Leskc. Lanin orch registers
I I DIDN’T SLIP. I WASN’T PUSHED, I FELL (Rcmick)
”
.Columbia
brightly
on “The Cake Walk’:'
••
Decca
|
BEWITCHED
(Chappell)
-a
(Coral)
(17)
|
Danny Kaye has some
23.
Bin Snyder ... ...... Tower
v
\
cute juve items in “Tubby the
Band, which went into the RooseHARBOR
LIGHTS
(Chappell)
....
,
Sammy:
V1
Tuba
Kaye ... ... ..Columbia
Song” and “Popp the Pupvelt on a six-week date with options,
pet” (Decca)
On the same label,
CINCINNATI DANCING PIG (Old Hickory)
will have played 12 weeks, longest
Red Foley...,...., ......Decca
Ethel Smith at the organ and the
stay for any summer replacement
V AGABOND SHOES (Jefferson)
Vic Damont
.Mercury
Bando
Carioca
give
a solid rendiband in the room’s history.
I CROSS MY FINGERS (United)
., ............... ,,
Perry Como . ..** ...... ..Victor
tion of the bolero, “Catana.”
Standout folk, western, jazz, reNOLA (Sam Fox)- v.
...
.« ...
Les Paul ••»»•••»..... Capitol
Connie Haines, among the first
ligious, polka, etc
Jake Vaughan,
JUST SAY I LOVE HER (ABC)
Johnny Desmond.. . . ... JVf -G*M
singers to record for Coral when
“Why, Oh Why, Oh Why” (Decca)
it was formed two years ago, has
Byrd,
Roy
“Her Miind Is Gone”
IFigures ih parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been In the Top 10
been s i g n e d to a new longterm
(Mercuriy)
Ozie Waters, “If
contract.
>
+f
»f
f
»>
Memories ‘Were Money 0 (Coral)
4
4
(15)

,

“ *

Zl/'iS/™
Starr
Kuy

same

disk ip “Why Don't You Think
Things Over” and “How Deep Is
the Ocean” (Meycury)
Ralph
Flanagan has made a solid cut of
his theme song, “Singing Winds”
for Victor
The Mariners have
.

Powell on Columbus Stay

the

Charlie

Spivak
delivers
on “Three Little Words”
Dinah Washington has a fine
.

nicely

*’
•

Ernie

Stdrr-Terinessee

.

.

.

.....

.

Hugo Winterhalter

'

,

.

Wouldn’t Touch You With a Ten
Foot Pole” (King) ; Ken Griffin
delivers an okay organ solo on
“Stardust” (Rondo) ... Curt Mas-

... ...... Capitol

Fran Warren ...

.

.

Qoral

.

.

of hymns
.
Red Norvo trio
has a solid instrumental of “Night
and Day” for Discovery . . Terry
Shand orch has a good side in “I

7

.

.

bum

M-G-M

.

.

Second Group
LOVE THE GUY (Sliapiro-B)
...
^
.COUNT EVERY STAR (Paxton) / .V.\
... ..
•••••
J I’LL NEVER BE FREE (Valando)
DREAM' A LITTLE DREAM (Words & Music)
MUSIC MAESTRO PLEASE (Bourne)
I

.

Suns

.

. ,

. .

.

.

brace of religious songs
Three
also have a good Victor al-

.

.

^

RCA

.

.

.

|

V •••••••

most memorable hits and
served up with Kostelanetz’s brilliant arrangements .
.
Victor has packaged a fine three-disk
set in which Perry Como sings a
posers’

.

.

(Acuff-Rose)

(8)

.

Mitch 'Miller
... .Columbia
Bing & Gary Crosby .... Decca
Tony Martin .... .... .Victor
Andrews Sis-Jenkins
... .Decca

I

(Valando)

(2)

12-inch long-playing disk featuring
the maestro playing Irving Berlin
tunes.
It’s
a big slice of ijerliniana, comprising 19 of the com-

.

.

around

the company, diskery has issued a

.

.;

,

.

.

.....

........

(Supreme)

(16)

.

.

.

\

Hall, Boston, Oct. 22.

Leonard Feather,

.

centering

Andre Kostelanetz’s 10th year with

J enkins-Weavers
Decca
l
Frank Sinatra .... . Columbia
)
King Cole Trio ....... .Capitol
Victor Y. mug ...
Decca
.'.
Decca
\ Bing & Gary Crosby
“
”
Fingers
Joe
Carr .... Capitol
l
[J enkins-Weavers
.Decca
.

$

promotion

bia

1.

LISA

Platter Pointers

of Sept. 9
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You Wonderful You’* seems on

way toward becoming

its

a standard

from Boston. Miller Music, which
publishes the /‘Summer Stock” (M-G) film score, in which the song
appears, is in receipt of a letter from bandleader Ruby ftewmari’is
Seems brides
office asking for orchestrations and copies of the tune.
like the sentiment expressed in opening lines of lyric: “I’m glad I met
you.”
wonderful
you
you,
Song, incidentally, was written by Harry Warren, Jack Brooks and
Saul Chaplin. Score for the rest of the film, except for the standard;
“Get Happy,” was written by Warren with lyrics by Mack Gordon. “You
Wonderful You,” however, was written toward the end of the pic’s
shooting, and Gordon was unable to do the lyric, with the result that

to reports
for weddings, according

Brooks and Chaplin were brought

Bewitched

Silver Dollar.
/.Pie MusicSun
My Foolish Heart.
.

Blackbird/

.

.

,

Box;

;

.

&

Cox

Yale
Daddy’s Little Girl
Cinephonic
Sentimental Me
Have I Told Yq07 .*5/. .Leeds
Dearie /.
.
//^v Connelly.
Sam’s Song
.Sterling
/,
Once in a While.
.Magna
;

.

;

; ;

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

»

in.

Remember

Music publisher Jerry Vogel received some long-overdue recognition
work in collecting arid sending shipments of candy to needy
youngsters, in a piece in Sunday’s (10) New York Times. According to
the story, Vogel has been conducting his candy campaign for the past
30 years, and figures he’ll have shipped 400,000 parcels by the end of

If I

;

.

.

.

Cornfields Arcadia'
1

Loved You

for his

the year.

5.

Sterling

.

.

Music Pubs Slant Sheet-Sales Drive

Sept, 2)

London, Sept,

.

Williamson

Second 12
Do

Let's

Candy

&

Lennox
.....
Dash

Again

It

Cake

Quicksilver

'•

Morris

....

,

Your Heart, My Heart

Story alsb notes Vogel’s 40th year in the music business since his
start at the age of 13 with the Plaza Music Co. Piece also refers to his
headquarters, and his Cohan Room and Bayes Room, named in honor of
George M. Cohan, whose songs Vogel publishes, and the singing star,
Norah Bayes,
/

Wright.

Piano Roll Blues
Leeds
Mona Lisa
.New World
Oh. You Sweet One Southern
.Leeds
Tzena Tzena Tzena
,

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

Me arid Shadow F. D. & H.
Jealous Heart
New World
Two on a Tandem .... Kassner
Connelly
Ashes of Roses

Guy Lombardo, who mixes batoning with boat racing, had a narrow
escape in the arouhd-Manhattan Harwood /Trophy race Sunday (10) in
*
which his entry, the twin-engined Delphine X, came in fourth.
Behind the wheel for the first half of the race; Lombardo was forced
to give up the driver's seat when his goggles were ripped away and his

.

.

,

.

.

;

of the most unusual credit lines is that listed by Shapiro-Bernon its sheet copies of “Blue Night” and “Love at Sundown.”
Across the top of the front page is the line, “Written by His Majesty
the King of Thailand.” Music is listed further as> having been written
by Bhumibol, King of Thailand, lyrics by Chakraband arid N. Tongyai.
Both songs were picked for Mike Todd’s “Peep Show,” but only one,
“Blue Night,” appears on the program.

One

stein

The electioneering campaign
within New York Local 802, American Federation of Musicians, is
slated to be launched formally by
the incumbents’ Blue ticket late
next Week with the Convening of
Current ti'end of religious music emerging in bestselling pop lists the administration caucus which
has cued publication of a religious song by Albert Von Tilzer. Song, will draw up the slate'" for the De“A Prayer to Saint Christopher,” is his only new work published this cember balloting.
year,, his 50th in the music business;
Actually, it was written in 1948
Chief question still before the
with Harry MacPherson, but wasn’t issued before. Brpadway Music, Blue ticket leaders is the status
Initial recording is by Tommy of Local 802 prexy Richard Mchis brother Will’s firm, publishes.
Tucker on M-G-M.
Cann. McCann to date has kept
strictly mum about reports of his
withdrawal from the Blue Ticket.
He reportedly has not fully made
up his mind about resigning but
.

September

of

his decision will
associates within

1950

1-7,

listed.

A

Little Bit Independent . ....
IMy Love
••.....«<•» » ... .
...
Bewitched
...
> ............
.

AH

.

.

'

.

.

.

. .

.

.

«

•

•

.

.

...

.

Bonaparte’s Retreat ..... ..... . . . . .
Can Anyone Explain
Can’t We Talk it Over.
/..> . ... ...
Count Every Star ,
... ....... ./
.

.

,

.

.

Dream A

•

,

.

A

Golden
Goodnight Irene

Hoop-Dee-Doo

......

.

I

I
I

.

BVC

..

»

JMills

•

..... .Chappell
Acuff
Rose
... .... ...
v. ... . .... Laurel
Advanced
. ..... . ....
..

.

&

.

...

.

.

.

. . .

.

. .

.

.

. .
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.

.
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.

Paxton
Beacon

.

.

.

*

Morris

.

.

.

....

...

.

Words-Music

...

.

.
.......... Goday
.
Spencer
.......... ...
Famous
Pants”
............
.
......... . . ...... ..... lMorriS
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

•

.

«

«

;

;

United
Chappell
.Famous
Shapiro-B

Wanna Be Loved
Always Love You

Supreme

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

La Vie En Rose
Let’s Do It Again

Mambo Jambo

.

*

.

....

.

.

.

.

;

Goes West”Famous
— t“My Friend Irma.........
...Harms

.

.

.

.

....

.

.

.

.•«

.

.

.

.

.

Mona Lisa— t “Captain

‘.

.

.

.

,

.

.

W

•
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next
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,

.

.
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Truman ,>Loeal 802 board Supported
the action in Korea but Came out
in opposition to a wage freeze and

.

.

Up To Smile .....
Beloved Be Faithful . y
.

C

est Si

Bon

.....

.

...

.

.

.....

.

.

.«

.

!

j

Bourne

...

...

...

.

••Leeds
Leeds.
Old Hickory

•

.

Cincinnati pancing Pig
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.

.

.
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,

;
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.
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Life

•

.

.

Chappell

Feist
Feist
.Chappell.
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,

.

»

^

.

.
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•

•
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Daddy From Georgia Way ,
Darn It Baby That’s Love-T-^'Ticket^ Please”
Friendly Star— •{“Summer Stock” ...... ...
»«
Gone Fishirt’

.

.

.

.

,•
»
• «
Harbor. Lights'
*
.
.Shapiro-B
Honestly I Love You
Remick
I Didn’t Slip I Wasn’t Pushed I Fell.
.... ...
* .
Words-Music
I Still Get a Thrill
/. ... - /»
.....
If You Were My Girl , ... ........
............ Duchess
.Campbell
...
I’ll Build a Dream House
... ...
.

'.

.
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.

.

•

.

.
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•

•
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.
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Choo Choo Choo Idaho— t “Duchess of Idaho” Robbins
Santly-Joy
Heart— f“My Foolish Heart”
..Disney
No Other Love
« y. .............
Heeds
Old Piano Roll Blues/.
...
...
.Lombardo
...
Our Little Ranch House
......
....
Spitzer
Our Very Own— t“Our Very Own”
...
.

.

.

.

.

Sentimental Me
Sweetest Words I Know
Tonight Be Tender To "Me
.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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You Wonderful You-^t” Summer Stock”
t Filmusicat.
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Denton headquarters in Paris.
Kassner and Bron arrived last
week with some 60 British-copyrighted times they hope to place
with American pubs. They have
already picked up three American
numbers for publication in England: “Bonaparte’s Retreat” and
“M-i-s-s-i-s-s-i-p-p-i” from AcuffRose and “American Beauty Hose”
from Jefferson Music. In addition,

.

backed by “Butterfly.” Tunes were
Waxed about three years ago*
Daniels, no longer with Apollo, is
hot signed with any record com- Benzell,
pany at present.

will be in New York for essentially the sarnie purposes.

and

Drake

to

Be

Teamed by

While the four publishing repi
are in town/Irwih Dash, who sold
his interests in his British firm,
Decca Irwity Dash Music, Ltd. to h is
soprano partner, Reg Connelly, last May,
,

Tops of

V

th«e

Tops

Retail Disk Best Seller

“Mona Lisa”
Retail Sheet Best Seller

•

.....

&

*

* *

.......

.

and Jack Denton, managing

director of the Continental branch
Of Francis, Day
Hunter and
European agent for Robbins Music
and a number of European firms.

-

‘

...

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

ice);

’

*

».

,

.

.

.

.• .

.

•

.

of Feldman & Co., Ltd., who arrived yesterday (Tues ); Ed Kassner and Sidney Bron, partners in
Kassner Music, Ltd, (Bron also
owns his own orchestration serv-

already picked up six.
Contract also allows the singer
to continue to record on the indie they’ve secured British rights to
In line with the current success label, since London has an agree-* the score of “Gentlement Prefer
of Billy Daniels at Riviera, Fort ment with Universal whereby it Blondes” from J. J. Robbins &
Lee, N, J., Apollo Records is re- picks up all disks whose sales hit Sons, Pair wilt stay mother five
releasing two of the singer’s plat- the 5;000 mairk. Bill /Putnam; Uni- weeks.
ters/ Diskery claims the demand versal prexy/ helped start the conDenton arrived this week and
for Daniels’ records has increased, tract negotiations which were hanwill stay for 11 days, headquarterconsiderably as a result of his dled by the singer’s husband-manr
ing at Robbins Music.
This is
present engagement and his pre- ager, Tim Gayle.
Denton's first visit to America in
yious stand, at Cafe Society in
Miss Rhine’s “Strangers,” origin- 12 years, and a good deal of his
Greenwich. Village.
ally cut on Universal, is currently time will be spent renewing conRecord company is reissuing London’s top seller, and prexy tacts here. He’ll also try to place
‘BLaCk Magic,” backed by “Love’s; E. R. Lewis is releasing it on Brit- and swure tunes. Firman arrived
a Lovely Thing,” and “Diane,” ish Decca, London parent label.
yesterday aboard the Queen Mary,
\

.

Foolish

to

American-originated tunes.
In New York at present are
John Firman, managing director

London Records has signed Lor-

«

Let’s

My

is

exchange tunes—assign American
rights to British songs and secure
British and European rights to

LORRY RAINE TO DISK
FOR LONDON RECORDS

Cues Apollo Reissues

listed.:

All Dressed

American publishers.

Chief purpose of their visits

indie;- Under the pact, London has
options on the 12 disks she’s cut
for Universal, of which London has

.

in case of ties)
based on the copyright Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popu*
iar Music Broadcast over Radio Networks , Published by the Office
of Research, Inc., Dr. John G* Peatman, Director. Alphabetically

dem-

/

cal visits to

urged the President to use War ry Raine to an exclusive one-year
main source of rev- pact on the strength of the singer’s
disks for Universal, small Chicago
enue.

week (more

20: songs of the

utiliza-

Converge on N.Y.

profits as the

.

.

The remaining

.

.

;

On

.

.

.

plus the

Charles Tobiasy vice-prexy of
the Songwriters Protective Assn,
and member of the industrywide
promotion Committee, has formatted
a
video show, tentatively
titled
“Songwriters on Parade,”
Spier Hits After
on
which
nation’s
top
the
cleffers
guest
would
make
Merger of 2 Firms shots.
Program has been designed
Merger of Larry Spier, Inc. and not only to plug sheet music but
Saul Bourne’s ABC catalog, caughtT| 1 6 produce some of the revenue
the Bourne organization short of for the p.r. committee’s future
copies of Spier’s two current hits, operations,
Ted Cott, program
“Just Say I Love Her” and “Watch- manager of WNBC and WNBT,
in’ the Trains Go By.”
In the N. Y. NBC radio and video flagcase of the latter* ABC was not ships, has already agreed to coable to prepare professional cop- operate wijh the committee in
ies until early this week.
presenting the program.
“Trains,” written by Tot SeyPromotion of copy sales on ramour and A1 Goodhart, was in the dio will revolve mainly around
early stages of printing when Vic- enlisting
disk
support.
jockey
tor’s Perry Conio version was reDave Miller, WPAT (Paterson,
leased last week. Tune caught on N. J.) jock, Who has been conductquickly and the firm found itself ing a one-man campaign on his
with back orders for 5,000 sheet programs in behalf of sheet music,
copies before the first professional will act as spearhead of the drive
and retail copies came off the to encourage other d.j.’s to Spiel
presses early this week.
In the for
public support of the publishcase of ‘“Love Her,” ABC is preing industry over the air. Third
paring a new edition which will project
involving use of vocalists
bear* the ABC imprint, rather than
in music stores now hinges upon
Larry Spier, Inc. “Love Her” had solution
of the Vocalist salary
caught on earlier and Spier was problem.
able to get out his own. edition, but
there had been no printed copies
of “Trains” till this week.
Bourne, incidentally, is riding a
crest of hits with Spier’s two new
tunes and two oldies that originally were in the Irving Berlin Music,
Inc catalog that Bourne took over
when he split with Berlin to form
They are “Stranghis own firm.
ers” and “Music, Maestro, Please.”
British and Continental music
Both tunes were started on their publishers converged on New York
revivals by singer Lorry Raine,
who recorded them on the Uni- this and last week in their periodi-

!

.

.

lets.

j

.

.

industry

onstrations in leading retail out-

,

Carey, U. S. A.”
44
.Chappell
Nevertheless^- tThree Little Words” ... . ....
Berlin
Play n Simple Melody
....
Sam s Song ... .• ••• ••«• ,,.«•»•»*»».»•»*•.»»••• .Sajn eiss
>Witmark
..........
Sometime
..........
..•••f...
.Remick
.
Thinking Of You ...... ... ...
....... .
Third Man Theme {“Third Man” .... /* . . .. . Chappell
.paramount
...
Why Fight the Feeling— “Let's Dance” /> ...
.

lishing

tion of yoealists for counter

•

....... ... Peer.
... . . .
.
.Paramount

.

sheet

,

#

.

.

to* stimulate, interest in

music. Push has been slanted at
Video and radio plugs for the pub-

,

.Robbins

.

.

gram

Blue ticket leaders, meantime,
are planning a counterblast against
the opposition Unity group* which
jumped the campaign gun several
months ago With the nomination
of William Feinberg, former exec
secretary of the local, as its standSilent up to now on versal label. The disks were pickard-bearer.
Unity’s charges of administration ed up by London Records, with
label’s
current
the
inefficiency and laxity in face of “Strangers”
f
“Music,
Maestro,
the unemployment situation, the bestseller,
administration is expected to point Please” was subsequently recordto a series of favorable contracts ed by Frankie Laine on Mercury
negotiated during the past couple and Tony Martin on Victor, Lonof. years while, at the same time, don picked up the Universal diskblasting Feinberg’s record as an ing a couple of weeks ago.
alleged “employer’s man” since
Two songs had been available in
leaving the union.
standard copies only. Revival cued
Administration leaders, are al- Bourne to publish new popular
ready utilizing the Korean war sit- editions at lower prices than the
nation as an opportunity to de- standard editions.
dare their loyalty to the Government while fighting to maintain
labor’s share in the national economy. In a statement to President

.;

.

,

..

.

.

.

.

I’ll

*

.

...

.

..... ...
......
Cross My Fingers
. . .
Didn’t Know What Time It Was
.........
Don’t Care If the Sun Don’t Shine ............
/.
Love the Guy (I Love the Girl)
... ...
.

I

.

>

... ...

.

.

Home Cookin'— “Fancy
I

'/,

Sea Of Blue

....

.

#•

. < .

. .

.
.

.

Dream Of Me.

Little
Sails On

.

.

.

.

Daddy’s Little Boy
Don’t Rock the Boat Dear
.

....

*

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

be given

weeks.

The top oQ songs of the week (more in case of ties), based on
the copynghied Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular
Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office of
Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director. Alphabetically,

over the weekend following a short
furlough. Maestro, who is undergoing treatment for a heel ailment,
has been taking periodic respites
from the institution.
A string of hotel dates scheduled for Duchin, has been postponed for the time being by Music Corp. of America.

,

'

Week

&

,

eyes were being spurted with oil. He changed places, with Horace E.
Dodge, 3d, who was riding with him, while the boat was doing 60 miles
an hour. Lombardo, riding in an unfamiliar boat, was unable to find
the mechanic’s spot and was forced to sit precariously for the rest of
the race..

Survey

Music publishers* public/ relaformed with the
Outer
Dublin’s In
help of Composers a couple of
Bandleader Eddy Dtichin reen- months ago to boost copy sales,
tered the Memorial Hospital, N, Y., has mapped a three-pronged protions committee,

:

“Mona Lisa”

Knick’b’ck’r
Life
Hife
Miller
,

“Most Requested’* Disk
“Goodnight Irene”
Seller on Coin Machines
^Goodnight Irene”
Best British Seller

“Bewitched”

klimi Benzell* operatic
recently inked by Decca, will be
paired with Alfred Drake in her
initial recording date on an album
of tunes from “The Vagabond

will

huddle with them and Ameri-

can pubs on possibility of setting
up a brokerage service which
would do essentially the same
King.”
business for which they are now
Miss Benzell, meantime, opens at here. Dash, an American, was in
for
the Hotel Pierre’s Cotillion Room, partnership in the British firm
Ni Y., Sept; 19, for eight weeks, 18 years until selling out, and replus a four-week option. For the turned to New York only a couple
weeks ago after travelling
first time the Pierre will tack on a of
throughout the U.
$1 couvert Off Friday-Saturday.
,

1
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Wednesday, September 13, 1930

URszietY

RER SIGNED

On

the t'pbeat
New York

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

TO RECORD FOR RCA

Art Valando, new Barton Music
part-owner and general professional manager, back to Coast home-

Fritz Reiner, chief conductor at

the Metropolitan Opera House,
N. Y., and former Pittsburgh Symphony maestro, was signed by RCA
Victor last Friday (8), and promptly set for his first recording asDistinguished maestro
signment;
will start soon on an album of
highlights from Johann- Strauss’
f
‘Die Fledermaus;” Reiner formerly
recorded for Columbia.
He’ll use an all-star Metopera
cast, including Rise, Stevens, Patrice Mupsel, Robert Merrill, James
Melton and Jan Peerce. Robert
Shaw will direct the chorus in
support. Reiner will use the RCA
Victor orchestra.

yARlETY'

j

Survey
sellers,

based on reports ob-

.
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and

last
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This Last
wk. wk.

“Mona Lisa”— 1010
G.
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,

(Capitol)
.... .....
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“Play a Simple Melody”— 27112
..FRANKIE. LAINE (Mercury)

9

“Music, Maestro, Please”—5458
(Victor)

“La Vie En Rose”—20-3819

6

4

BING-GARY CROSBY
“Sam’s Song”— 27112.
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JO STAFFORD (Capitol)
“No Other Love”— 1053 .........
VIC DA.MONE (Mercury)
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“Vagabond Shoes”— 5429
BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
.....
’’My Destiny”— 10684.
.
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DEAN MARTIN- '(Capitol)
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WCFL’s 11:30 p.m.
cross-the-board
a. m.
deejay show from downtown Intermission restaurant. He replaced
Bennie Dunn
Chirper - film
actress Janis Paige slated for
Oriental theatre Sept. 21 .

to
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Jimmy Dorsey

cpt two sides for
Columbia, “Sirroco” and “Some(Continued on page 49)

9

9

9

SAMMY KAYE

(Columbia)
“Harbor Lights”^-38963 ... /

15A 13
15

.15 B;

RED FOLEY

(Decca)

“Our Lady

Fatima”— 14526

.

“Count Every Star”—27042

16D

.

.»

....

“Goodnight Irene”— 20-3870

18

17B
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PROGRAM THE NEW
WEDDING STANDARD
DOROTHY STEWART'S
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LAUREL MUSIC CORP.

9
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SOUTH PACIFIC

LITTLE

Hollywood Cast

ALBUMS
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WORDS
•

•

i

For the Winter Season

FIVE TOP

t

-

(Columbia)
“Our Lady of Fatima”: 38926

—

•

•

«

*•

.

.

.

TONY BENNETT

THE SNOWMAN

-

.

'

17 A

.

JO STAFFORD (Capitol)
“Simple Melody”— 1039 ........
ANDREWS SIS-G. JENKINS (D)
“Can’t We Talk It Over”— 27115
DENNIS DAY (Victor)

.

•

.*

.

16 A,

.

-»

:

Dream”—5458.

a Little

.

•

.

DORIS DAY (Columbia)
...
“Darn That Dream”—38887
D. HAYMES-A. SHAW (Decca)

16C

THE MERRY

.

“Dream

16B 16

and

(Mercury)

.

15C

>

For Christmas

of

FRANKIE LAINE

'

•
.

•

•*

9

•

#

GUN

Columbia

Hollywood Cast

MAN WITH HARMONY

,H. Janfes-D.

E516

ML4180

E-509

TIME

The Chordettes

SEEMS LINE
OLD TIMES

Day

Columbia
C198
CL6106

'

M-G-M

1619 Broadway, N. Y. 19

GREAT STANDARDS TODAY!

••

MM850

6

•

6

A HORN

Broadway Cast

•

.

ANNIE GET YOUR YOUNG

:;

9

* •

i

M-G-M53

Columbia

CL6111
C201

COQUETTE

Disk Best Sellers by Companies

America's Next Big Ballad!

(Based on Points Earned)
No. of

“ALL
MY LOVE”

Records

Label
Decca
.

Capitol

7

.

.

Mercury
Victor

.

.

...

Points
223
144
88
54

Label
Coral
.

.

.

Columbia

M-G-M

No. of
Records

SNUGGIED on
YOUR SHOULDERS

Points
33
21
10

Frenc h Tltla “Bo lero”

Widely Recorded—
Program Now!

APOLLO SIGNS DANIELS 5
The Daniels Singers, newly
formed Gospel quintet, has been

MILLS MUSIC; INC.

signed by Apollo Records, N. Y.
Vocal group is headed by Jackie

New

1619 Broadway

York 19

NEW

Granz Completes
‘Jazz’ Film Short
Sued for Pact Breach A two-reeler ^>uilt around Nor-

Artie Shaw, Singer

REVIVALS

‘Exactly Like You'

Damage suit against bandleader man Granz’s “Jazz at the PhilharShaw and singer Terry monic” trofipe, was completed in
Swope, demanding $100,000 from New York last week. Made at the
each, was filed Monday (ID in studio of photographer Gjon Mili,
.

Artie

Daniels.

re a Sweetheart’

.

N, Y, supreme court by Joseph De- picture was financed, and is owned,
siderato. director of Four Jacks by. J azz At The Philharmonic, Inc.
and was produced by Granz with
arid a Jill;
Desiderato clairns that Shaw per- Mili directing. It hasn’t been decided
yet whether short, shot 35m,
suaded Miss Swope, a member of
the vocal group, to break her con- will be made available for theatrical distribution or television.
A
tract to sing for his band.
similar
type
short,
employing
JATP members, was made by Warners in 1944. A one-reeler, it was

i

!
<
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America's Great Young Singing Personality

ALAN DALE
Held Over

PARAMOUNT, New York

Radio—"Sing

It

Again"

TV—"The

Alan Dale Show"
Columbia Records

C "l" ** " tj*
Exclusive
Management

'!

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE Gt^SER,

New
745 5th Ave.

York
PI.

9-4600

I

|

Pres.

Chicago
203 No. Wabash

I

Hollywood
91 51 Sunset Blvd.
Blvd

!

Danny Vaughan Inked
To Exclusive by

labeled “Jarrimin* the Blues.”
Granz’s regular JATP group is
Danny Vaughan, English singer featured. Artists include Coleman
who recently arrived in the U.S., Hawkins, Ella Fitzgerald, Flip
Phillips, Buddy Rich, Harry Edihas been inked to an exclusive pact
son, Roy Brown, Hank Jones and
by Coral Records, Decca’s sitbsid. Charlie Parker.

Vaughan, who formerly conducted
his bwn orch on a British BroadGainsborough Music, Inc. has
casting Co. radio show, will be
built as a singing-bandleader by been chartered to conduct a music
Jimmy Hilliard, Corail’s artists and publishing business in New York,

repertory chief.
I
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“I’ll

.

.

New York on

has taken over

17

.

Always Love You”—-1028
3 SUNS-L. GREEN (Victor)
........
“Jet” 20-3834

14A 16

Hollywood,Sept. 12.
Two new pubberies have been
formed by Jack Perrin and Henry
Russell, Ivy Music Co. (ASCAP)
and Sunflower (BMI).
Sunflower debuts with “Tear
Drops-\on the Roses,’’ written by
Lf&n Carson and Johnny' Lang,
while Ivy’s leadoffs will be “Halls
of Ivy’’ and “Drink, Drink, Drink,”
the latter tied in with the Ronald
Colmari radio show “Halls of Ivy”

.

.

9

'

!3

Records

.

“Bonaparte’s Retreat”—936

•

Columbia

Hale,

WENR disk jockey John McCormick cut side for London last week.
Jock gabs to musical background
Eddie Howard on one-night
tour after closing Aragon Sept. 26.
Orchster has two weeks already
set
Announcer Mai Bellairs

25

•

(Capitol)
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Bridgeport for confabs
;
Dick Bradley, Tower Record top-
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PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
My Love”—5455
G. JENKINS-WEAVERS (Decca)
“Tzena, Tzerta, Tzena”—27077
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“Can Anyone Explain”— 60253
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into Circle theatre, Indianapolis, week of Oct. 5, then
to Riverside theatre, Milwaukee,
week of Oct. 12 . . . Celebrity Club,
Providence, R. I., inaugurating
name band policy, with Cootie Wil-

.

5

AMES BROS.

4

.

.

Lawrence

(Decca)

3

TONY MARTIN

.

.

.

.

BING-GARY CROSBY

.

.

1

C4
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A

3

Maj. Robert M. De Haven
Buddy Basch will handle eastern record promotion for Spike
Jones and Helen Grayco
Following three weeks at the Warwick
hotel, Philly, Milton Saunders orch
returns for a third season at Tavern-on-the-Greeri Oct. 4
Bernie
Mann and Mitchell Ayres orchs
due to appear at North Shore hospital benefit at Roosevelt Raceway
Sunday night (17), along with
Perry Como, Dinah Shore, Guy
Lombardo, others . ex-vaudevillian Fred Lightner now a deejay
at WEOL, Elyria, O.
Elliot
;
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offices after two weeks of business
in N. Y.
. Met Opera star Mimi
Benzell signed to three-year Decca
contract . , , Connie Haines ahnounced engagement last week to
,

j

(Decca)

“Goodnight Irene”— 27077
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that it rediscovered in its catalog
recently.
Pickwick is contacting
male vocal groups, barbershop
quartets, schools arid singing societies to plug the song, a tayerntype affair called “An Old Friend
Is the Best Friend.’*
Song was written in 1946 as
something of an offhand effort of
Wilder; was picked up by Pickwick and then .'forgotten. The Mariners did it recently on an Arthur
Godfrey show, and the same group
is doing a Columbia', recording of
the Song.
Pickwick is printing new editions
for male quartet, male trio and
piano and voice, and riiay put out a
mixed quartet edition.
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Pickwick Music is launching an
unusual promotion campaign on a
four-year-old song by Alec Wilder
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tained from leading stores in
12 cities and showin g comr
parative sales rating for this

Ettckwick Rediscovers
Old Friend’ (It Hopes)

(Schlitz Beer).
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Vaughan

with capital stock of 100 shares,

no par value. Directors are Berweek with a studio nard L. Miller, Morton Miller arid
Gerald L. Miller of N. Y.

will cut his initial sides

for Coral this
dance band.
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CHEZ SHOW

clivity toward giggling, and might
strive for better modulation. Commercials; which are on participating basis, are worked in rextremely
well, slipping in occasionally under the guise of regular chatter.

With Myron Wallace and Buff Cobb
90

Mins.;

Tues.-thru-Sun.,

11:30

p.m.
1

M M

Survey of
tales,

retail sheet

music

based on reports obtained
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"Goodnight Irene” (Spencer)
"Simple Melody” (Berlin)
"Sam’s Song” (Sam Weiss)
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(Laurel)
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"Bonaparte’s Retreat” (Acuff-Rose)
"La Vie En Rose” (Harms).
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena” (Cromwell)
"All My Love” (Mills) ...
"Count Every Star” (Paxton)
"I Wanna Be Loved” (Supreme),.
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On the Upbeat

.

informal, individualistic

is

He might speak

sure.

upi

and

out on the musical introductions,
some, of which begin to drop into
a mumbling. Spot announcements
are chiefly transcribed although
Stevens handles nicely an ocJaco.
casional live message.

Abbey Sets Hillbillies
Cay Long and his hillbilly ba*d>
seven pieces, has been signed by
Abbey Records, N. Y.
Group headquarters in Alabama.

report

A MILLION

.

.

AND FORECAST OF TOMORROW'S SONG

.

.

SLEEPER

,

.

FOR MINDY

.

.

(Dreyer)
cinch to clinch with music ops and
fans," says Cash Box of J ohnny Parker s
(Capitol) release. Selected "Sleeper of
the Week," tune and artist receive one of
the most glowing reviews ever noted.
"A

1

.

.

.

—

CHRISTMAS V FROSTY THE SNOW MAN (H i 1 1 & Range)
First release of a long line of top discs
HIT
features Harry Babbitt (Coral) on this
Christmas ditty. Bil lbo ard rates it high.
One of the heaviest exploitation campaigns in music history is behind this
tune.

.

.

.

.

•

Hollywood

continued from page 43

What Time

Was”

It

and

witched.”

Words

and Greatest

&

Music has “I

Still

‘A Rainy

"BULLSEYE"

partment to get into uniform.
Previn was assigned to the 40th
Infantry Division and hied off to
Matty Malneck
Gamp Cook.
Bourne is plugging “Are You orch moved back into Giro’s,’ reWalt
Stabile
Dick
placing
Lonesome Tonight,” while ABC is
Coast toppushing “I Hadn’t Anyone Till Heebner, ex RCA Victor
manaCooley’s
Remick is working on per, became Spade of the latter’s
You.”
ger. Four members
“Can’t We Talk It Over, ’’.and BVC
crew, incidentally, departed over
is pushing “A Little Bit Indepenthe weekend, including Stan West,
dent”
Billie Strange and Fred Love.

“Dream

.

.

HEALTHY
TUNE

.

TV

Top

.

'

of Sept. 1-7

V

.

.

.

.

,

Mr. Jones

'

Why

.

.

.

»

.

.
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,C.

.

.
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NEED YOU SO (Hill & Range)—Don Cornell
with Hugo Winterhalter’s orchestra (Victor) gives an impressive performance of
B illboar d rates it
this Blues ballad.
among "Tomorrow's Hits.

I

.

.

mn

.

.

..Berlin

Feist

.

,

Feist

K. Harris

Dom Trimarkie
long shutdown
Trio ends four-month run at ConElectro
tinental Bar Sept. 28
Tones into Cinderella Room of
. Billy
Beverly Hills (Cal.) hotel
Sagone, local singing saxman with
.Teddy Phillips band, does the Vocal
,on Phillips’, new London record,
release, “Nevertheless.”
.

.

.

V

.

.

.

IMPRESSIVE

.

.

.

D’kt’ri Strutters Ball

,

.

.

TIME HE

iV—Variety

.

(

hotel’s Terrace Room Sept.
29 to reopen spot after summer-

.

.

.

,

CAN COME BACK ANY

J ohnst one-Monte

—

.

.

—

YOUR EYES ON THE STARS ( Campbell )
Switch in music publishers (from Gala to
Campbell) is a healthy sign for this bright
tune. Jan Garber Capitol ) started this
one off.
Look for a flock of other top
artists to latch on, too.

Bill
STRONG V CINCINNATI HIT PARADE (Doraine)
scores
powerful
Franklin
(Abbey)
a
"MUST”
"Bullseye of the Week" from Cash Box
r
Sept . 2)
Backing is THAT 0LD TIME
L0VIN* another definite "must.

Penn

Crawford
5 Top Standards
Anchors Aweijgh ... .Robbins

f

•

KEEP

(

had option picked up
again at Hotel Sheraton Lounge
v
Joe Sudy’s orch back to William

Wanna Be Loved Supreme
Church—H&R

Stars, Stripes
Thrill Is Gone

Tico Tico,

—

WANTS TO
finds Evelyn Knight's new disc "a fine
slow
rhythm item • . . to break for a hit."

RAVI

Hayden

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Army

-

BLUE CANADIAN ROCKIES (BMI Canada, Ltd.G 61 den West Melodies)- Cliff ie Stone s

"VARIETY" V HE

Ted Weems booked
territory
for one-nighter at Vogue Terrace
Organist Everett
Sept. 22

(Basea on copyrighted Audience Coverage Index and Audience 1 rend index, published
by Office of Research* Inc.., Dr.
John G. Peatman, director
.... Morris
Hoop-Dee-Doo
I Cross My Fingers ...United
I

it

(

•

•

RCA
RECORD
78, RPM— 20-3921
45 RPM—47-3921

'

it

it-

.

Just how long the situation will
continue is a moot question. Some
artists and diskeries say it will go
Pittsburgh
on till they get better songs/ Most
Bill Bickel borrowed Jimmy Conpublishers take the position that
as business improves for the record fer, Baron Elliott’s vocalist, for
companies, they’ll begin to loosen four of the six sides the Bickel
up and take their chances with Trio just waxed for Coral. Marty
new material instead of following Faloon has replaced Pat McCauley
a conservative line with the stand«
But nobody knows for sure. on guitar with threesome
ards.
everyone Victor Lombardo orch opened at
analysis,
last
In the
Friday
(8)
Terrace
Vogue
public.
agrees that it’s up to the
Louis Armstrong combo went into
Bill Green’s Monday (11 ) for a
Tommy Carlyn band hit
week
Songs on
the road again after four months
( Alphabetically Listed)
of solid bookings in their home

f

u

.

'

Week

•

(Capitol) release earns the Cash Box
"Bullseye of the Week. " TUne is headed for
top attention with Gene Autry (Columbia)
and Stone discs getting the big play.

.

|

V

Johnny Green tossed a going‘Beaway party for Andre Previn, first
Get member of the Metro music, de-

a Little
Miller Music is
working on “Rain,” and Feist has
a campaign on “At Sundown.”

Thrill” and
Dream of Me.”
a

—

V CAN'T SEEM TO LAUGH ANYMORE

OF THE
WEEK”

.

.

.

.

HITS

.

.

k

Style

and

.

.

Backed by

American leagues being included.

w<*<>

.

.

.

Refrain’

joins him for a minute of kidding
Oddly,
or of news bulletining.
one of Garry’s best bits is reading
baseball scores of the night or day
before,
Eastern and Canadian-

m

17
•

with disk jockeys; Stevens noticeably expands when an announcer

instead of pursuing small-talk to
the yawn-point.
Approach of both is deliberately
informal, both striving for a domestic approach and using simulated husband-wife breakfast-table
squabbling, which seems a bit out
of place in the nocturnal surroundings.
Possibly the greatest aid
to the pair would be to employ
more music to break the gab. Six
or seven platters used are far below what this type show requires.
e good
Pair, however, give s o
background to numbers they do
play,
all
of Which are geared
either oldie or hep-wiseWallace, who sports an excellent
radio announcer’s voice, seems
hindered in making the grade
toward required casualness, and
Miss Cobb, on the other hand,
would do well to control a pro-

Continued from page 43

.

Day

Un-

is

makes for nifty opening. From that here.
Veteran
comments authoritapoint on teeoff fails to fulfill promtively about records, singers and
ise. Program could be greatly imorchestra.
His
is mrfre of a shy
proved were Wallace and Miss
Cobb willing to cut the irrelevance personality than is usually noted

S

Continued from page; 48
Steele Music Co. after it was found
calls upon the publisher thing In My. Dreams,” Latter is old
form
also
that the original name; Plaza Muto exploit the songs, and guaran- tune by Dorsey and Jimmy Van
sic, conflicted with that of another
tees the writer at least $150 for the Heiisen, which gets first cutting
firm.
Henry Busse into Rainbow
the contract for here
Change has been okayed by the first two years of
ballroom, Denver, Oct. 11 for one
is
American Society of Composers, the song renewed. If the $150
Nadine Jansen into Blue
week
in royalties, the pubAuthors and Publishers, of which not attained
lisher must furnish the difference. Note, Chi, Sept. 22 for two weeks.
the firm is a member.
Contract also provides for renewal Red Norvo follows Oct. 6 for two
weeks, followed in turn by George
of a number of the writer’s songs
Shearing for two weeks Oct. 27
on the same contract,, whereas Herbie Fields held over at Club
there must be a separate contract Silhouette here thru Sept. 24
for each original.
Jack Staulcup pegged for HeidelNegotiations for a basic agree- berg hotel, Jackson, Miss., Sept. 16
Gordon Jenkins
ment, under which all entering into for 8 month
the agreement would use the stand- guested to a cocktail party by
Chick
ard renewal contract, will be be- Decca at the Ambassador
tween SPA and Music Publishers Kardale, music rep here, returned
from
New
York
visit
. Benny
to
Protective Assn, and individual
publishers. One demand SPA will Strong inked for Aragon Nov. 7
Chuck Foster
seven weeks
make is the right to countersign for
to Statler hotel, Buffalo, Nov. 14
every contract. SPA already has
for two weeks; He precedes at the
this right under the basic agreeStatler in Washington Oct. 30 for
ment for the 1947 revised originals 12 days. Lawrence Welk orch folThe writers’ group re- lows on Nov. 13 for two weeks
contract.
gards this right as a protection for Victor Lombardo to Baker hotel,
the writer, since in countersigning Dallas, Nov. 17 for a month
each contract it examines all pro- First jazz concert on Civic Opera
visions of the pact.
House docket slated for Oct. 1,
when Billy Eckstine and George
Shearing kick off.

Latest

show overyWRGB.

launched With topical like a longer program he prequestion posed to the listener, fol- sented for sometime over WROW,
lowed by program theme, which Albany, Stevens does no warbling

.

Steele’s Switch
Ted Steele has changed the name
of his new publishing firm to Ted

pacing.
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and interviews with prominent elbow-benders are all combined with«ah^occasional platter to
round out the show. Outcome, however, is gabheavy, with little or no
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"Bewitched” (Chappell) ;
"Third Man Theme” (Chappell).
"Our Lady of Fatima” (Robbins)
,
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Francisco,
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WGY,

between the

Schenectady.
Garry Stevens, one-time vocalist
with Tex Beneke and other name
bands, spins records smoothly on a
summertime stanza via WGY, in
addition to emceeing ah evening

of crosstalk

pair,
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Cobb team
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VAUDEVILLE
To

Havana-Madrid, N.Y.,

Reopen Upder New Mgt.
Lewis Louis, operator of Cafe
Society Downtown, has taken over
the assets of the Havana-Madrid,
N. Y. Spot is expected to reopen
around Sept.
Detroit being the

Ft. Worth, Sept. 12.
Hadacol Caravan,'' which extended its tour here Thursday (7) after

will start in midNovember and changes will be
made after the Detroit date; Michigan city being used as test area,
Rooney and the other stars will be

Carmen Miranda, Burns
people.
and Allen, and Chico Marx, plus
.

flushed

with

;

.
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THE UTMOST IN

ACROBATIC DANCING

Booked Solid
Year

EDDIE SMITH

May Cue 250G

AGENCY

New

Two

York City

i

j.

i

!

Currently
,

B1LTMORE HOTEL
1

Los Angeles

COMEDY ROUTINES
BURLESQUE

Volume I
Twelve-Mln. Comedy Routines
1

2

— 1-T.wo-Hour
$3,

—

-

Gag-Packed Satire—

LIMITED TIME ONLY

A.

GUY

YISK

Writing Enterprise*
Troy; N. Y.

12 Liberty Street

ing

to classify
benefit.

this

show

as

were operating.

share.

Contract also contains clan se
specifically providing she is not to
be personally responsible for any
debts or liabilities incurred in
connection With casino operation.
Spot differs from others now, in
Vegas in that stock is being ofc
fered to public and casino concession is leased. Ellis Golden of
Miami, who has operated casinos
around the country for two dec-

suits

.

of Leon

and Eddies

Just

wanted

and

to

to say Hello
thank you for all

your kindnesses.
I'm still in England and
going strong after five
months.

neither could Miss Arnold nor Miss
Don. Only because speedboat managed to get back to them in time
were the two entertainers saved.

Always your bay,

Now

INTO SPOT

Headlining

THIS

Seattle, Sept. 12.

Palomar, local vaudfilmer, wound
Thus Sinatra, Como, Shore or oth- up stage shows last week for a
ers will come here under sanction time, with next stage show probof the American Federation of ably coming in early October, but
Radio Artists or the Screen Actors no definite date set as yet.
Guild, Actors Equity or the AmerPossibility is that Artie Shaw
ican Guild of Musical. Artists. orch and Will Mastin Trio will be
AGVA, on the other hand, feels ori bill when vaude comes back. In
that the variety format used at the meantime, house will play secondRacpway automatically puts the run pictures;
display under AGVA’ jurisdiction.

In

Vaudeville

WEEK

PALACE, Newcastle
Personal

Management: HENRI GINE

1

1

Henry Dunn, AGVA’s national

administrative
secretary,
declared
that acts working here without
AGVA’s sanction will be put on the
unfair list and will be pulled from:

subsequent paid shows. Dunn is
meeting with Alan Correli; TA’s
executive
secretary;
tomorrow
(Thurs.) in an effort to arrive at a "r

Milton Krasriy, General Artists
Corp. veepee, in charge of lining
.

The four-hour long event

at the

Billy

ter,

manager

of

Leo

Widow

Jackson’s

JAN

PATRICE

To Carry on Agency
Mrs* Rosalie Jackson, widow of
Billy Jackson, vet talent agent who
died last week, plans to step in and
continue his agency business in the
Palace Theatre building, N. Y,,
from which her husband had operated for the past 20 years.
former performer doing a
singing single as Rosalie Asher,
prior to her marriage, and quondam assistant to her husband during his recent illness prior to his
death, she feels she has the proper
qualifications
to
continue
the

HELENE and HOWARD
Currently

SAGINAW ANNUAL

-NOWRIVIERA HOTEL
DAYTONA BEACH,

FLA.

Sept. 11-17

Mgt.

—MATTY

ROSEN, New York

SAM ROBERTS— Chicago

biz.

Feist.
Latin get-

who was instrumental

ting the donation of the racetrack
for that evening, is also having a
hand in the. production of the
•

,

benefit.

America's Foremost

GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES;

IOEW BUILDING ANNEX
160 W. 46th

ST., N.Y. C. •

JUdson 2-2000
*

j |-J
SIDNEY

III
H.

B IN

OCNCRAL MANAOER

PIERlSlONT bookino manaom

Ditson Joins Green Agcy.
Lenny pitson last week resigned
from the Miles Ingalls N; Y. office
to join the Leonard Green Agency,
N. Y.
He’ll work under Larry Gengo
in the theatre and cafe dept. 6f
that agency and will double into

Currently

LA COMMEDIA

j

69

Wetf 52nd

Street.

Nnw

York

.

(Indefinitely)

'

vided.

•*'

-

'

-

* -

FAIR

Saginaw, Mich.

A

Raceway, is under the auspices of
a committee which includes McCrary, CBS board chairman William S. Paley, Loew’s, Inc. president Nicholas M. Schenck, Perry agency
Como, and Harry Link, professional

BOOKING AGENCY

Dear

know how it happened.”
Dead man couldn’t swim, and

Merrill,

at a solution.
the Stars.

.

According to Miss Arnold, Klein

up the talent, has been closeted
with. Dunn, but had not arrived
The Theatres of

He

furnishings,
With
various
etc,,
naturally upping cost. Miss West,
who years ago copyrighted and
patented all types of usage save
that of song title on “Diamond
Lil’ ” will be on hand for spot’s
opening;

<

I

$33,-

!

solution.

JX

game room for
month for 10 years.

assumes weekly floorshow
budget of $3,000 for same period.
Casino proper will cost $300,000
also

I.

claimed; that since
this was to be the first of an an-,
nual series, prestige was hurt an
additional $100,000. A second suit
for $100,000 is being readied by
Jay Lurye Enterprises of Duluth,
which booked the talent. Luyre
firm claims that failure of Sinatra
tb show at the event damaged its
prestige with other promoters.

LOEWS

333 per

was going at a high speed and
In the case of the Roosevelt making zigzag banks apparently to
Raceway show, the campaign com- scare Hall, because latter was afraid
mittee has already signed a TA of water. She said Hall kept pleadcontract and has lined up a series ing with him to Slow down. Jamal
of top names to include Frank and Hall both corroborated her
Sinatra, Dinah Shore, Perry Como, testimony, but Miss Don insisted
Tex McCrary & Jinx Falkenburg, “it wasn’t a fast ride, and there
The Hartmans, Sid Caesar, Robert was no excessive speed. I don’t

Donated Names

others.
vent his appearance. Milton Berle,
Murray and Vincent are paid
who was signed at $15,000, carried
on the. show without him. Sinatra performers; others contribute their
was to have gotten $10,000 for his services. The question in this show
revolves around the 4A'£ contenend.
tion that performers working here
Show’s promoters allege that an
will be under the auspices of one
anticipated gross of $65,000 dipof the affiliates other than. AGVA.
ped to $15,000 because of Sinatra’s
It’s

,

ades, leased

local, contractor.

a

Ginger Rogers, Gloria
Swanson, Faye Emerson, Gypsy
Rose Lee, Morey Amsterdam, Morton Downey, Paul Winchell, Skitch
Sinatra was slated to arrive in
Henderson,
Gladys
Swarthout,
town, last Tuesday (5) but sent
Romo Vincent, Jan Murray, among
word ahead that illness would pre-

absence.

and

Suit
12.

ica,

;

GEORGIA

HAL

Minneapolis, Sept.
breach of contract

because of Sinatra’s failure
[to appear at the National. Fashion
show, Sept. .5-7, at the Minneapolis
Auditorium- under auspices of the
Shows,. Inc.
Apparel
National

C aPtW

was

A two-front battle on the benefit
question is, in the works for this
in New York. The American
Guild of Variety Artists, Which

being
are
$250,000
readied against Frank Sinatra and
his agency, Music Corp. of Amer:

DO

resort,

week

totalling

JUdson 6-3345

Youd9

this

swept by a fire which caused $100,000 damage last week.
The cafe was one of the best
known in the area arid during its
heyday earned healthy amounts because of Its casino adjunct. Spot
used name talent when the green-

>

felts

•

Direction:

1560 B'way,

/

i

000 on a similar extravaganza with

This

Sept. 12.
50-year-

,

into. the
northern markets, and 'Will reinsti$1,000,spending
Caravan
tu- e the

RUBY RING

J.,

in
some months ago withdrew from
coverage by Look.
Authority, is preparing for
Plan for new Caravan Will be for Theatre
Rap in Fatal Boat Ride
what may be a showdown with the
a route to follow salesman in towns
Pittsburgh, Sept. 12,
where product has been intro- rest of the 4 A affiliates on whether
formula
paying
the
AGVA
perof
Testimony of June Arnold, headduced. Eventually, show will cover
rago- lining “Stars ’N’ Skates” revue at
formers
one-seventh
of
their
the entire nation. Le Blanc expects
ut a r. weekly salary is a solution to Ankara, before a coroner’s jury
that total volume of biz for his
the free-show problem,
last Week investigating fatal speedproduct will exceed $50,000,00') by
Displays under attack are the boat ride here Aug. 27 helped rethe end of 1951 with about 10% of
N.Y.
Daily
sult in a verdict of manslaughter
News
“Harvest
Moon
the budget going to advertising. At
present, Hadacol is the second larg- Ball” promotion at Madison Square being returned against Fred A.
est advertiser, first in ratio of sales, Garden tonight (Wed.) arid the Klein, owner of the craft who was
Klein was
in the south, expending close to Roosevelt Raceway, Westbury, L. piloting it at the time.
Only I., show for the North Shore Hos- held for grand jury action and re$3,000,000, mostly in radio.
leased on $2,500 bond.
Coca-Cola exceeds this budget. pital Fund Sunday (17).
Sunday afternoon trip on AlleSales have increased 1,000% over
In the case of the “Harvest
last year.
Moon,” the 4A’s says that no per- gheny River resulted in death of
Police Detective Sergeant
State
mission
was granted by Theatre
Sid Epstein of the Chicago William Morris office is already set- Authority for that Show. This pro- Glenn Adams, who tumbled from
ting the talent for the next swing motion, a festival of tyro terpers, the boat when it made a sharp
and Hendrick and Towner, Hous-. Will have such top narne talent as turn and was drowned. Miss Arton Caravan advertising agency/ is Bob Hope, Martin & Lewis, Vaughn nold and Mildren Don, cafe singer
Monroe, Dinah Shore and (he who has her own show on station
setting the ad campaign.
Szonys getting $500 each: AGVA. KDKA, were also pitched into the
regards this as sufficient payment. water, but helping hands managed
On the other hand, 4A’s feels that to get to both of them in time.
this kind of coin for top names is Other passengers, besides Klein,
insufficient, and doesn’t represent were Charlie Jamal, owner of the
At Mpls. Fashion Expo thgir true worth. The 4A’s is seek- Ankara club, and Joseph Hall, a

move

will

nitery near

old
s

and planes.
carried full crew of cameramen, being televised in several
cities and with the news and pic
service feeding 450 papers daily in
additions to the newsreels and

south;

LeBlanc,

Asbury Park, N.

Show

-*

success,

Las Vegas, Sept. 12.
Five-year contract calling for
$1,000 weekly, plus an additional
$1,000 per week for 60 days a
year, has been signed by Mae
West to cover, her participation in
“Diamond Lil”’ casino which M. A,
Corporation, headed by S. A.
Flat
Schwartz, is erecting here.
$1,000 weekly is for use of the
billing and obtains whether she’s
in town or not.
Extra pay covers
the 60 days each year she’s expected to entertain at the spot
which is expected to be open for
Christmas. Additionally, fabulous
deal calls for her to receive “adequate” living quarters while she’s
working there and for spot to pay
for her costuming. She gets $45
000 worth of Diamond Lil’ corporation. stock Which, with SEC
okays, has been floated at $6 per

Ross-Fejiton Farms Razed
By Fire, Damage at 100G

as well as buses, truck;

•

Senator

,

The Ross-Fenton Farms*

used on the northern .stint if they
are available, with other names
added to the group. LeBlanc is
purchasing a train of 20. cars, three
to be used as entertainment parlors; he spent $2,500 for a lunch
for dealers in Houston last week.
In addition to the passenger section, 20 freight cars will be used

Roy Acuff and Minnie Pearl were
Senator
held over for the date.
Dudley LeBianC, prexy of the comtime
available
all
pany, bought up
on radio arid tele pounding home
240 spots in the 24-hour period,
plus hiring stunt aeroplanes, twopage spreads, and having 15 clowns
arid calliopes ramble through the
streets to ballyhoo date.
r
week one-nighter tour
"hree
v
\v :?h swept the south, and southexpended over $200,000 for
t lorit, originally slated for about
Headliners, Mickey Roo$"0,000.
n ;y and Connee Boswell, left the
s>ow last week in Houston, Total
co°t of the trip ran close to $500,Over 275 people were used
000.
o tour,, with 65 salesmen of Hadaterritories on product
briefing
col
a \ eek in advance of the show. In
tb) 21 da ys, company racked up
$3,000,000 worth of business, Medicine firm is now doing $22,000,000
in sales in 22 states, mainly in the

28.

Policy of the spot is still to be
set, but it's fairly certain that the
Spanish motif will continue.

town to be

Show

booked.

Dallas booking, which was to be its
final stand, played to over 25,000

his

first

APOLLO RECORDS

|

j

1

Direction:

JOB MARSOLAIS,

1497 Broadway,

New York

City

'

VAUDEVILLE

PBriety
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‘Holiday

Record Takes of Kaye, Hutton, Hope

on

Ice’

51

Hits

Record 62G in Troy, O.

AFL’s Proxy Wm. Green Overrules Self,

Troy, Ohio, Sept. 12.
“Holiday on Ice,” the inaugural
show at the new Hobart Arena,
hit an SRO gross of $62,000 on its
.

day stand. Engagement was
Record breaking grosses, by talking and singing acts at the out- sold out in advance and arena
Canadian
Nathe
door
shows
opens
new
a
of
at
avenue
Kaye
management
had to install extra
Danny
six

Exhibition, Toronto, Bob
Hope on a string of fair dates and
Betty Hutton at the Michigan State
Fair is causing Fair managements
throughout thte country to re-evaluate the drawing power of singing
and talking acts.
Kaye scored a record breaking
$416,000 in 14 performances at
CNE, Miss Hutton's gross at Michigan State was so strong that management had to refund about $5,Hope in his outdoor tour
000,
grossed $85,000 at the Indiana
and. took out $42,000.
Fair
State
He hit $38,000 at DuQuoin, 111 and
his ejid was $17;500 and drew $23,000 at the Allentown (Pa.) State
Fair, of which his share was around
Response has been so
$13,000.
hefty in the case of Hope that he’s
again for 1951 dates
booked
being
by Joe Glacer’s Associated Booking Corp.
Kaye, incidentally, pulled a record breaking take. Under his arrangement with the CNE, he was
Because of
guaranteed $50,000.
overages, Kaye walked out with
the twofor
$82,000
more than
week stand, which ended Saturtional

.

.

,

day (19).
Percenters further feel that receptions accorded t h e s e singers
relegates dumb acts, aerialists and
novelties to secondary position. It’s
no longer necessary to concentrate
on sight features in building Fair']

attractions for the fairs. Tho outdoor showmen can get lures from
the roster of names that are available for other fields. Indications
are that With names being used,
there will be more revue-type
shows produced for the grandstands, and the summer., employment of acts will be increased.

Feeling

among agency men

The

CNE

m

problem.

Terrific

tered by other vocal personalities

Detroit,

Sept,

12.

Michigan’s 1 0 1st annual State
Fair smashed all records, according to James A. Friel, Fair manager.

He said that during the 10-day
run ended Sept. 10 close to 850,000 persons at 50c a head attended
Previous high was set
the Fair.
last

year with 700,000.

ing.

Lamb and Carmen

Gil

fairs.

and the American

AFM’s purview;
Green

retracted

his

former

has been organizing
musical acts into a separate organization in protest against the
AGVA-AFM agreement. Acts had
objected to going into the AFM
because of the 10% travel tax
(since repealed in respect to these
acts with the exception of the
2% which remains with the local
in which they’re working), necessity of paying a quarter’s dues to
locals when playing more than one

statement in a letter to Jon Carlton, a harmonica player who is
one of the organizers of Musical week in that jurisdiction, and ban
Variety Artists, an organization of on doubling, while on the road
musical acts seeking to break without the local’s permission.
had previSpokesmen for
away from the AFM jurisdiction
ously declared that if plea for rePrevue of what may happen in and return to AGVA; Retraction turn to AGVA Or. for a separate
of letters
niteries and theatres throughout followed an exchange
Green for charter wasn’t granted, they would,
the country came last week when in which Carlton asked
Green take the case to the courts.
A.
Danny Thomas cancelled his Oct. 6 a charter for the
this
that
replied
date at the ChCz Paree, Chicago, subsequently
because of impending video show could not be done since musical Picketing Swings H’wood
on NBC. It’s felt that cafes and acts have already been awarded
Pact
Cafe Into an
vauders will get second preference to AGVA. Latest* communication
Hollywood, Sept. 12.
by name performers because of
American Guild of Variety Artprestige of Video.
ists called out its first picket line
While Thomas’ salaries ait the
on the Coast over the weekend—
Chez and on tele weren’t disclosed,
Talent
with phenomenal results.
it’s definitely known that the nitery
union picketed Angelino’s, Hollysalary would have been considercocktailery, for using nonwood
ably more per-week than his teleunion talent and refusing to sign
vision show Thomas has gotten
an agreement.
as high, as $12,500 during the past
Although spot Was in American
year in niteries, and video isn’t
Federation of Musicians Local 47’s
Atlantic City, Sept. 12.
shelling out that kind of coin, ungood graces and was employing a
less for the extreme Upper bracket
While attendance was below union pianist, footers reached a
of showbiz nrmes. Of course, few
par, the “Miss America” pageant new height of cooperation with
sponsors are shelling put sums like
than $100,000 this AGVA and joined in the picketing
$40,000, which Bob Hope is getting will gross more
idea, along with other members Of
for each of his shows for Frigid- year, according to Philip E. M.
the L. A. Central Labor Council.
aire, but in most cases niteries and Thompson, treasurer of the PagAn hour after the parading starttheatres have been the most lucra- eant corporation,
ed, the spot signed a contract.
tive medium for certain types of
Thompson said that more than
performers. Milton Berle, Who gets 27,000 paid between $75,000 and
$11,500 weekly for his Texaco Star $85,000 to see the four displays in
MATERIAL
Theatre TV stint, worked at the Convention Hall which concluded
For All Branches of Theatricals
Roxy, N. V., at $27,500 weekly;
Saturday (8) night in the crowning
GLASON'S
However, the top name's are* anx- of Yolande Betbeze, “Miss AlaTHE ORIGINAL SHOW Bll GAG HLB'ious to get into video because of bama,” as the “Miss America of
o
• Nos. 1 thru 35 ® $1.00 each
the prestige involved, and the 1951.”
(Sold in Sequence Only)
SPECIAL— FIRST 13 FILES FOR $10
further advantage of being homeThe Mobile girl is expected to
BIG SPECIAL— ALL 35 FILES FOR
based in one of the metropolitan realize more than $50,000 as a reONLY $25
centers where they can still pick
sult of winning the title from 54
Bks. PARODIES* per book $10 •
up additional healthy coin in club other contestants. In addition she
—3 all
3d iff. Books for $20
$25 •
• MfNSTREL BUDGET
dates.
will get a scholarship fund of $5,• .4 BLACKOUT BKS.* ea. bk $25 •
Preference for video by top 000 plus $4,000 additional also to
—all 4 dlff. Vols. for $85—
names will pose a problem for the- be used for education.
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
(reissue)* $2.00
atres and cafes. Headliners are necNO C.OtD.'S
Funds realized from the huge
essary in many situations if boxofPAULA
SMITH
opened
which
parade
Boardwalk
fice standards are to be maintained.
200 W. 54 St., Now York 1 9 Dept. V
last Tuesday (5) will
Pageant
the
If top names go out of circulation
the $100,000
because of television it’s likely that boost the take lip to
Exact figures will Come
the many live-talent operations will mark;
meet
directors
Pageant
the
be in bad shape. Withdrawal of when

MVA

AGVA

Friel gave credit to the U. S.
Military band and the great MidMiranda have also scored perform- way with its countless gimmicks
ances and boxoffice wise.
for the record attendance.
Reevaluation of the function of
at

AGVA

had Greeii making the

MVA

The

.

re-

draws have been regis

tween

of Musicians, Green
stated that musical acts are within

Federation

to Carlton
retraction*

MV

exhibits.
Jerry Colonna, Johnny Mack
ported to have one of the best pubBrown, Sally Rand and Dick Conlic-address systems extant.
tino also kept the turnstiles turnis

American Federation of Labor
president William Green has retracted a previous statement that
musical acts come under the jurisdiction of the American Guild of
Variety Artists. In light of the recently concluded agreement be-

is

that with the competition of video,
fairs will have to get more potent
attractions in time. Since there are
few headliners a
o n g the sight
acts, increased use of name; vocalists will supply the answer to that

Boxoffice piacers were Betty
Hutton and Carmen Miranda, who
shows.
drew capacity crowds to the ColiDevelopment of amplification seum (7,000) ($1.80-$1.20). Miss
systems is of course, the major rea- Hutton set a new two-day record,
son that this type performer is while Miss Miranda smashed all
able to hit top response in the marks during her four-day
stay.
rural

seats for general admissions.
“Holiday” is slated for a stand
at Salt Lake City, Friday (15).

COMEDY

FUN-MASTER'

•

F

MPLS. LABOR

REX

RAMER
Currently:

BARNES & CARRUTHERS
FAIRS
Direction:

EDDIE ELKORT

Lew A

Leslie Grade, Ltd., Inc.
West 57th Street

250

New

York, N. Y.

LAW

Minneapolis, Sept 12,
Verna Raymond, eight-year-old
moppet who has played the Milton Berle video shows and appeared with him during his recent engagement at the Roxy theatre,
N, Y„ told a Minneapolis judge
that singing and dancing wasn’t
work, but fun.
However, the
youngster’s defense didn’t prevent
the jurist from fining the president of the National Apparel
shows, sponsor of, a engagement
featuring the juve.
George J.
Rosenberg, NAS president was
Judge
Leslie
nicked for $50 by
Anderson for employing a minor.
An investigator of the state’s
Industrial Commission told the
court that it was illegal to use talent less than 10 years of age anywhere in the state.

top talent also poses another problem. Cafes and theatres will have
to put their "most expensive budget
forward if they’re to compete with

Laine Unit’s Nifty $31,900

At Riverside, Milwaukee
own package

hypoed business downtown general-

(7) and Saturday, Comedy
team started their five-week vaude

Friday

ly, boosting grosses in the other
firstruns. Bill included three other
stand at this house.
acts beside Laine and Miss Paige,
Duo are working all their thea- all paid by Laine under the packtre dates on a 50% basis from age set by his managers, Gabbe,
Thus their Hartford Lutz & Heller. Picture on the bill
the start.
was “Peggy” (U).
take will be close to $10,000.

THE HOTTEST THING IN

Thompson

month.

said that attendance

was 2,538 lower than last year. Biggest night was Saturday night
13,558 paid admission. More
than 4,000 paid to get in the other,
three nights' w*hen the preliminaries were held. Admissions last
year were 29,657. Pageant officials
hoped for a larger attendance following good reports on ticket sales
through July.
Park Haverstick,
president of the Pageant corporation, emphasized that the corporation would again show a profit.
Pageant was given liberal space
in nation’s newspapers and was on
par with* any put on here. Bob
Russell, acting as emcee, did a
nice job and the Pageant officials
brought in several vaudeville acts
to fill in spots during show.
addition to
In
coverage by
papers, newsreels and radio, Warner Bros, shot 25,000 feet of film
to be used in a feature picture to
be based on “Miss America.” William Guthrie, Warner location
manager, was here with a 21-man
production crew.

when

Video’s free offerings.

Milwaukee, Sept. 12.
Frankie Laine, playing with his
that included Singer
Patti Page at the Riverside theatre
here last week, hit a smash $31,900.
highest mark here since 1945 and
second highest in the house’s hisMartin, Lewis Unit’s Sock tory. With Laine working on a
$12,500 guarantee against 50% of
20G for 2 Shows, Hartford the
gross, the singer walked away
Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis hit with almost $16,000.
close to $20,000 in a two-day stand
It’s said that Laine’s appearance

at the State theatre, Hartford, last

later in the

NEW YORK

THIS

Grant’s Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR
St., Now York LU 2-4488
WHERE SHOWBVSINESS MEETS

158 W. 44

*

TALENT CONTEST *

MONDAY NIGHTS
Prise:

Professional Engagement

(Duplicate Pri*ci

Awarded

.

In the Cate at Tie)

SUMMER

ALAN CARNEY
Just Concluded Radio City Music Hall

and

Latin Quarter,

New York
i

NOW STRAND, New
Direction:

.........

York

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

N1GBT CLUB REVIEWS

52

starlight Roof, X. Y.
(WALDORF-ASTORIA HOTEL)

tablish her as a- prime
skilled piano accompaniment
providing two-thirds of her stint,
audience responded warmly to her
infectious manner of putting over
songs, mffay of them familiar, but
holding rapt attention throughout.
Opening with “Busy. Line/' repertoire includes “Me arid My Shad‘I Wonder What the Trouble
dw,”
Livingston; $3 and $.4.50 minimum.
Can Be,” “You Were Meant For
Sweetheart,”
“Goodnight,
Me,”
noimht rthpc
tnr* naugttt
fhp ^opa
CoDa <<q
apes rne
”
Not for
pp vmi
TVTv OJ
Oreearns,
arris
“Blue
ruue
ln My
* ou in
J?®®,
remain the No. 1 nitery in America, heaven,
You AnyGive
I
Can
t
Aieaven,
imor ’nni
'anA
freiiiipnt.
vMr
with irequenii
freriiient
witn
ana HxrifVi
>>
Year after year,
t
*‘cfnrmv
Weath
vyearn
s>iormy
tmn
Love,
But
S
nano
mirffiMsnriR:
the
changes of pace midseasons,
er," “Johnny Get Your Gun” and
management insures itself against v Time>\On My' Hands,” expertly
customer resistance not only with done, for maximum returns. In for
the tOD marquee standards .but five weeks at* this - restaurant, it
with deluxe production auspices. looks as though/ she'll keep room
The fact that the smarter head- crowded -fpV the - duration.* Felix
Lewis, for example,
Joe

Copaealiana, X..Y.

Her

Joe E. Lewis, accomped by Austin Muck, Carol Bruce, Bill Callahan, Jean Marie & Robert, Shaye
Cogan, Mickey Devine; 8 Cppa
beauts ; Michael Durso and Fernando Alvare.s bands ; songs, Joan Ed*
wards & Lynn Buddy; staged by
Douglas Coudy; costumes, Billy

Wednesday, September 13, 1950

PJBsiteirr
favorite.

•

of almost a year, sacks over a solid
show that has his auditors ignoring
their* vintage brews to demand
more arid more. In addition to the
expected topnotch pianistics he
scores strongly with a couple of
vocals
notably on “September
Song.” An excellent technician, he
delivers a wide variety of stuff
easily and with a wealth of personality that clicks readily. Opening night material ran the gamut
from Liszt to the “Piano ftoll

—

Mischa Botr Orch (Q) ;^ouUert $1,
$L50r $2.50 week$2 weekdays
,

ends.

'

With Merriti Xbbott’s assump;

tion of the booking chores for the
Hilton chain, in which the WaldorfAstoria is the most glamorous link, Blues” without a letdown. Strong
there's- been a perceptible shift to- assist comes from Matty Malneck’s

'

i

;

i

i
i

wards headliners with mass appeal. orch, batoned for the Liberace
Couple# wlth the hotel’s class: aura, stint by the pianist’s capable broththis type of booking seems to be er
George, which; has moved into
drawing from all ends of town to share terp chores with Geri Galian.
fillxfiis out-sizecv room.
Kap,

i

!

’

:

Vaughn Monroe ’§

making

orch,

King orchestra; > supplies suitably its initial appearance' in room* fits
reinsure their boxoffice
muted background accompaniment, directly into the hotel’s new show*
replenishconstant
longevity with a
with the Lepez Rhumba band con- manship pattern. One of the top
ment of material is but another tributing the dance tunes. Clem. musicrews on disks and bn the
plus'.’
road, Moinroe plays the type of
music and has the organizational
This marks Lewis* 10th anni at
Clii
flexibility to click both
in the
of
a
something
itself
Cooa,
in
the
hinterlands and in the more ele(PALMER HOUSE)
show biz mark He recalls how, on
Sept.
Chicago,
gant
metropolitan
7>
spots..
30
his first time out, he stayed
At the Starlight Roof, Monroe is
Georgia Gibbs, Marita. & Manuel
weeks at this soot, and thought
that wore out his welcome for all Viera, Eileen O’Dare Marvin Roy, displaying all the Individual inEddie
Abbott
gredients
for a topnotch attraction.
\Merriel
Dancers
(8),
course,
of
anmta’
rec^llC
His"
time.
reevaluate his durability. As pixie O'Neal Orch ; cover $1; minimum He has a well-knit band that plays
With
steady
a
$3.50.
beat without becomever,
and saucy a personality as
ing too jumpy and his 29-mgn crew
he makes as much capital of his
is
staffed
wit),
sufficient variety of’
predilection for the horses and the
Merriel Abbott, revue producer,
joy jum 0 as Jack Be^nv with “The has decided to stick to the general talent to hold down the bandstand
His variety pattern which she inau- for a full hour presentation.
Horn Blows At -Midnight.”
Monroe’s show at the Waldorf is
author, Eli Basse, has gurated five weeks ago. Instead of
favnritr*
of new small- using a single headliner, she adds good, but it could be made much
uo a raft
whipped
m
«
^
_
better
with some tightening and
talk and special songs that rings three Palace theatre type acts to
the bell an the way. “She Went [round out the rest of the hour, better routining of the numbers
and Lo^t It At Canasta,” “Dr. Dia-’fleaving few chores to her line. As than displayed opening night (7).
mond Is a Man’s Best Friend,” a is; the girls come out for an Open- That “There’s No Business Like
college medley “Dorian Schwartz.” ing quickie Which more or less sets Show Business” opening, for examnarody, ‘-French Is the pace for the terrific acrobatic ple, is hot the strongest choice for
a “Ra^
this band even though the number
Sweeping the Country” (with some dancing of Eileen O'Dare,
was put over acceptably via Monsaucy “fy"' etprcd French ” translaMiss - O’Dare has
held
be<
been
“Wild About Harry” are over from the last show and roe’s vocaling, abetted by the
tions )
and the Moonmen
but a suggestion of. his socko per- gets off to big hand for her hand- Moonmaids
sonality and interpretation. Some less cartwheels and spins. Marvin choirs. Monroe could choose any
number
he’s
associated
more closeand
vwer-iridieoed,
of it is a shade
Roy, young magician, has an unthere are a ccunle of Yiddishisms usual twist to his conjuring, using ly with and the impact would be
far"
stronger.
Following,
Morirbe
does he instead of cigarets and matches,
don’t belong, . nor
which
...
,
T
need them, because in toto Lewis light bulbs which he plucks from. does far better with such numbers
Is unquestionably the No. 1 single-o everywhere, already lit. His work as “Embraceable You” and “Time
nitery entertainer extant. His draw j s rteft arid done with little hoopla, On My Hands.”
Dick Haymaff, solo harmonicist
matches his cafe floor potency; He has a sock closer with his draw“Burma road” the far reaches of ing a string of small lights from with[ the' organization, is solid on
the Cooa, with its 150-odd seats—- mouth*, similar to the razor blade his instrument but he overstays.
After Couple of pop numbers he
hadn’t been open; for months.
trick.
does a lengthy longhair piece that’s
Douglas Coudy ha§ staged anMarita and Manuel Viera with less impressive as entertainment
some
has
which
other
good revue
their
bllvll two
for than proof of his virtuosity. Haymonks
AI
VUIW HI
are UUVUA
naturals
UAkJ Al/l
tTY
„
_
,
Y
^
effective yongs by Joan Edwards^ this family room. From the open
man closes With some frantic Spike
T tm ti T^i
I’m rt ulifn
_i
n
with •’TlisnnV
“Daddy mg, animals
Dnddy. Opening
Lynn
have the room in guf- Jones horseplay on a catch-all muWon’t You Baby Me,” it’s a good faws with their antics.
Natural sical contraption and this could
number for the new beauts whose muggers, they lose few opportu- be eliminate^ to
good advantage
Ziegfeirtia*1 costuming shows them nities, with efforts on bongo drums
in a spot, like this. Violinist Earl
off well. Bill Callahan is a very and guitar rating lush applause.
Hummbl
is alsc kept on too long
personable gent with authoritative Work of simian on the Solovox
for
maximum effect, especially
taps to match; who; is a flash on continues to amaze as it punches
since he follows the harmonica
.any cafe floor,, as he has been in out keys to “People Will Say We’re
turn.
Caletc.
legit, the picture houses,
in Love.”
Ziggy TMent, a regular with the
lahan reportedly had one HollyGeorgia Gibbs singer, is a new- Monroe organization for ipany
wood opportunity, and it’s a won comer
years,
furnishes the high spot of
to this location and has a
der they didn’t anchor him out
the* show With his delivery of “The
obviimsW ap
am d“ y naking delivery teeing off with Maharajah
there because
tnere
Because he
ne is ooviousiy
of Magador,” probably
Ta
a chance on' Love.” For;
pealing, both on the hoof and above
the best number in bis repertory
the shoulders. He uncorks a flashy a change of pace she segues into
•of novelties. Talent errs, however,
“Bewitched”
ant
then
“New
York’s
“Minute Walt...” sliding from a
by sequelling .this tune with “Sam,
good dash of Ohopiniana on the My Home” from “Manhattan Towpiano to the terps. His flamenco er” album. She chants “Ballin’ the You Made the Pants Too Long.”
Jack,” but switches mood again Latter item may be still sock in the
taps is a rousing topper-offer.
with a plaintive import, “The sticks but it’s below par for. this
Carol Brucr who, came to atten- Waltz,’.’ and “I Love the Guy,” with room.
tion in “Louisiana Purchase,” 10 the brass section riding strong beMonroe closes oh a definite upyears ago and has been doing the hind her. For encore she offers a beat as the full crew reprises the
Julie role in “Show Boat” in be- relaxed ballad, “Someone to Watch story of the band’s growth.
It’s an
tween, - whams em with her torch Q ver Me,” but turns on the pipes excellent device to run through the
••
yiTinlA
f L nvi vxt/v
Umi aaI/i “My
T«1 nTnn 79
'Cycle
(Fannie
Man, again with Dixieland beatCMron band’s past hits and it evokes the
Brice's
Ruth Etting’s “10c. a Dance,” Ethel “Sweetest Gal in Town.”
type of nostalgia that sells. MonWaters’ “Stormy Weather,” and
Eddie O’Neal does well in emcee roe, once again backed by the
Helen Morgan’s “My Bill”) and in
liners,
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“Hot Time in Luxembourg Tonight,” wherein he Uses a “mosta
of the besta” line, in reference to
.

Mrs. Perle Mesta. .Brown takes
cognizance of Irving Berlin’s “Hostess With the Mostest on the Ball”
from the forthcoming “Call Me
Madam, ” by stating that the RB
customers heard him “use it first.”
The 4 Lads are the other returners, a Canuck quartet lyhOSe dis1

tinction is chiefly art fcager-beayer
attitude,, their tartan tuxes, an
opener about “Sing Me. a Song
’

;

Whereupon they
proceed with one Dominion folk

That’s Canadian,”

song

(

tired

) ,

another sloWer-upper

via the ballad, “Where My Caravan
Rested,”- and some other undistinguished material. They still
look* teen-age and bespeak their
choir boy heritage. Obviously their
prime needs arc material and .exv
perience.

Has

Cheryl' Conway and Deuces Wild

,
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ing, night, but the legiter-turnedhad a case of stage-

chanteuse

fright, and, will

..

Usually is, too.
Slightly less auspicious is the
current layout, which includes two
oldies arid two newies,* not counting the crack Norman Paris Trio,
for the musica 1 ac.comps and its
own occasional specialties. Monk,
likewise, does an occasional interlude at- the Stein way.
Among the returners to the Ruban Bleu is a blue-ribbon yopng
edmedian, Michael Brown, a selfcreative pianologist, who writes and
chirps the tunes he whips up for
himself. He i suggests he’d be a
bright new talent for authoring an
intimate revue of the. “Garrick
Gaieties” genre. His stuff is topical*
typical of his satirical penchant is
“Mass.,” the “Flair” number, “Waterfront Bar,” “Death of a. Salesman,” “New York in the Fall” and

•

I

season, and a newcomer, Bill McArthur (New Acts), points Up a
vocal and satirical talent in his
songs. The ’Weavers, whom Max
Gordon projected to prominence at
his Greenwich Village cellar joint,
the .Village .Vanguard* last season

:

F

!

layoff.

.

'

J

.*

opening after a summer

Eddie and Tony* with their pantomimicries in accomp to recordings, are,, perhaps, even more clicko
than their appearance here last

.

-

.

Iy flags; and the current layout is
no exception.. The Herbert Jacoby-Max Gordon operation is currently packing ’em in with the re-

is

male quartets, ran under New Acts.
Abel.
through abbreviated versions of
dance sets.
Zabev
such tunes as “Tangerine,” “Let It
—
Snow.” “Dance Ballerina,?* “Someolios Bcrgcres* Moni’l
“Little Girl You’ve Had a Busy.. Village \ asiRisjeril. ]>.^ \ . day You’ll. Want
Me,” and closing
Richard
Dyer - Bennet, Mane; with the memorable
Day” is a slower-upper and someMontreal, Sept. 9.
“Riders in the
how intrusive particularly on the Young, Charlotte Rae Clarence Sky.”
Irene Hilda June Edwards, Bob
heels of the- sophisticated '“Jenny.” .[Williams Trio; minimum $3*
Dixon,
Bonn
Arden
line (7), Tom*
Mischa Borr’s snappy Latin com—
Elimination of at least one number
bo is on the bandstand,
usual, my Day Orch, Frank Ravenda Trio;
is a good ider in general.
The Village Vanguard, a postage-; alternating with Monroe’s as
orch for $1 admission.
“It’s Autumn Again” is a good stamp-sized operation, has devel- the
customer hoofing.
Herm,
song and excellent setting for the oped as much fresh talent as any
Starting a September policy of
midriff production flash wherein [of the larger operations in town.!
shooting most of the budget on a
Ciro’A Hollywood
the bldnde Jean Marie, ballerina, Operator Max Gordon has an unname
act rather than, spreading it
and her partner* Robert, are the erring eye for spotting gifted parHollywood, Sept 8.
out on minor attractions, the manLiber ace. Eileen Barton Matty
production
terpers,
backed
by lor comedians that can be develagement of the Folies brings in
Malneck
Shaye Cogan and Mickey Devine, oped for the major circuits and
Orch (8); Geri GaliUn Irene Hilda
from Paris to start the
who are the vocal number-leaders. also singers who loom as good po- Rhumbarid (5); cover, $1.50, $2.
hew season.
Both the terp and tile chirp teams tentials.
Miss Hilda has graced, other
are outstanders. They handle the.
Double features appear to be the
Gordon’s formula now provides
minstrel finale with equal aplomb, for a name for the Village intel- new vogue at this Sunset Strip boites around town. In the past 10
ears,
but present layout seems the
y
caravansary.
built around “She’s Strictly
Current layout is the.
—
From
ligentsia
and
4 *v»
VI
-.-V
a pair VJ.
of liv
new
vr
TO
per<|S»
Z —
rm
n ., v r
pixie.
The Billy
Livingston cos- [formers. Richard Dyer-Benriet pro- second consecutive two-punch, show most effective yet. Opening with a
couple
of French tunes as a warmturning throughout is imaginative v ides the major lure here. He’s an and it looks like it’s headed for
and tastefully mounted.
good business. Combining a fave up* she registers in nifty fashion
accomplished balladeer with
a
Her. usual, too, Austin. Mack does wealth, of material. Accompanying here and a newcomer— both with when she goes into “Good For Me”
a^crack accomp job for Lewis; Mike self on. guitar he concentrates on talent-—it has plenty of crowd ap-. in both’ French and English. This
type number shows chantoosey off
Durso s show and dance sets goes [folk-tunes from the British Isles. peal.
with the lease; as does Fernando He brings out the humor in the
It’s a debut date for Eileen Bar- to best advantage and her business
Aivares /alternate^ Latunestering. material without destroying melo- ton and she quickly proves that of touring the floor with a hand
Maitre dhole] Joe Lopez is a happy die values, and his vocal style is she can do more than “Bake a mike is restrained enough to avoid
Impreshes
r °Pes are up. in the best tradition of the travel- Cake.” Song stint ranges from a payee embarrassment.
T^ /? ncf n gai VxTrS
Incidentally,
WVNJx now Jiandles ing minstrels; At the preem show reprise of that disclick through of Sablon, Trenet, Adrlus! also qlidk.
16 P os ^' 111(l ni Sht broadcast from
such ballad stuff as “Bewitched” Windup is an audience, participa(Fid.
he
did
)
a
trio
of
encores
to
r
[
the^ Copa
lounge, teeing off at 11 35 score with all sections of the house. and on to an introduction of “Baby tion. routine to ‘Amuses- Vours”
Me,” a new platteroutihe that (“Enjoy Yourself”) for okay recepOthers on the initial display are- should
51? Jack
duplicate her “Cake” dough. tion.
S
p
011118 a West Indian sing-!
ter has shifted hi°[ WMrivr^tinl ^131 16
A singer with personality arid savOpening slot layout go6s to aeroer
and
eowedienne
Charlotte
Rae,
into 'the Itud^ Wbtil
vy she sells every number deftly. contortionist June Edwards.
nnHi he opens ’w
his both New
Gal
Acts< Both are the type Routine
own Eigen Room, proposed new
could be jacked up to some comes on in flashy gown which she
of performers that thrive in this
nitery on East f 4th.
extent, however,, by ducking the drops after a few swings around
Abel.
room. Common to both is the neslower stuff; for more of the rhythm the floor, revealing a brief outfit
cessity of getting the feel of this
numbers in which she excels. that sharpens her sock acrobatics.
Colony 9 j|^OBuloii
spot. It’s a matter of a few pei>
Opening night, after an intro by
The fancy Arden productions are
formances before they’ll be garnerLondon, Sept. 4.
Ken
Murray, she quickly overcame sparked by the vocals of Bob DixMurphy, Santiago Lepez ing top hands-/
an
attack
of
nerves
to
earn
a
hefty
on,
who holds over for another sesRhumba Band, FeVx King Orch.
The Clarence William^. Trio, response,- winning a begoff after sion. Tommy
Day’s* orch does show
comprising
piano,
guitar
anj
bags*
aoceding
to
.
'demands
for
a final music and' splits customer hoofing
RnW
^tnopean. debut do the showbacking and terp mu- chorus
repeat of “Baby Me.”
sets with the Ravenda trip.
Liberace* back after aq
.

&

The Blue Angel invariably comes
up With a diversified bill that rare*.

be reviewed next
back at Week* under New Acts.
Eddie
Tony
have an abunand
Tony Mele’s Le Ruban Bleu* which,
his son, Alphonse, major domoff dance of new material (and new
records). They smash home all the
while the boniface runs his down- way
stuff
that includes
with
stairs Theodore’s restaurant and “Dearie,” the Yiddish bride song*
bar-hops thereafter* « auditioning Beatrice. Kay, “Carousel’-’ excerpt,
the talent and the trends of the Marlene * Dietrich singing “Black
town, The ’combination has been Market,” “Baby, It’s Cold Outsuccessful, for years, as has Monk’s side,” etc., all done with funny
suave style 6f emceeing the usual visual props. In good taste, too*
quartet of variety turns which gen- is the manner in which the paraerally constitute the $3.50-$4 minilytic, wheelchair-ridden; Eddie is
mum’s’ worth—-and good value it brought on stage, under doused

Monk

regissetir Julius

;

•.

Chittison Trio ; Stuart \ Ross.
Rack; $3150-4 minimum.

.

I

'

man

Monk, Michael Brown,
Cheryl Conway, .4 Lads, Deuces
Wild (J iinriiy Komack & Martin with their vocalistics and 'instruBurns ), Norman Paris 3; $3.50-$4 mentals, are another sock. Meg
Mundy was the; lone offbeat Openminimum.

Ws banjoes equaUy femme and

v

between hir a genbSly durtbVe
on
repertoire, save for one or two
spotty interludes. For one thing, ..... _

die

;

Le Rubair Blcuu

turn,

'

Bine Angel* X. Y.
Bill McArthur. Ed& Tony, The weavers (4), Her-

Meg JVfundv,

*

Vaughn Monroe 'Orch, with
Moonmaids & Moonmen, Z iggy Talent, Dick Dayman, Earl Hummel

1

i

i

lighting.

.

;

.

:

=

The Weavers are a

[

slow

little

getting going, but the three-man,
really picks up
when the girl 73oes a blues solo.
Thereafter they go into assorted
numbers of folk tunes .of Various
countries, capped by their smash
“Good Night, Irene,” which they’ve
recorded as a sock hit. They impress especially with their simplicity, with the girl being a particular
asset with her strong, clear cOri-.
tralto. Two of the men double as
instrumentalists, banjo and guitar.
The Herman .Chiftispn Trio
handles' the lull music, and Stuart
Ross. is. the show’s standby piano
accomp. Eadie and Rack are in
the- lounge, at the twin pianos,
Kahn,
after 11:30.

one-woman combo

'

Latin Quarter,

XV Y.

(FOLLOWUP)
While

[this is,

an

interiip

change

of headliners before the “opening
of Sophie /Tucker bn Sept. 24, en-

tertainment values in DOu Walters*

production are retained, -.Current
changes add hew lustre to “.Pleasure Bound’* with every 'act fitting
the L^ requirements handily.
[
Of major interest is tl\e N. Y.
cafe bow -of Napoleon > Reed, k Negro lyric tenor with sufficient
range to reach) the baritone registers. Reed previously appeared at
the Capitol theatre in an Arthur
Godfrey unit* He’s a[, potent cafe
;

'

singer with a catalog of light clas-

and a tonal clarity ’rarely
sics,
heard on a nitery floor. Reed’s
selections are in Spanish, Italian,

French and Hebrew. Included are
“Granadas,” “La Vie En Rose,”
a medley, of Italian .operatic arias
and an English T Hebfew version of
“Tzena.” The roster of Met tubes
excited the audience to highest
pitch. Each aria is delivered along
classic lines with maximum results;
Another turn of interest is the
first New York date in sortie time
for Harrison & Fisher, who have
been playing European boites for
the past two years. This terptwain has a comedy routine that
indicates a solid background of
straight danefng. Each show bodydiscipline that enables them to per‘

.«

,

form some unusual comedic dance
figures. Their conception of humor
is also on a top level and they hit
it off well with the
patronage.
Roger Ray in a return date here,
also scores handily.
His throwaway type of humor at the vibes,
soft-shoe and a carbon of Red

LQ

Skelton’s “Guzzler’s Gin” commercial set him off effectively.
Rest of the production remains intact with

Ralph Young and Tony

Carol doing the production singKanazawa Trio giving the *sho\v
a good warmup arid Mobs. Choppy
scoring with his body-paintings on
the backs of models. Art Warier
backs show excellently,
Jose,

ing,

;

:

.

'

>

•

^

’

-

Minnesota Ter., Mpls.
(HOTEL NICOLLET)

(

1

.

f

•

./if

I

9

Minneapolis, Sept.

9.

Pat O’Brien Cecil Golly Orch,
with Mildred Stanley; $1* $1.50
,

cover, $2 50

minimum.

Filmstar Rat O’Brien for his supper club four brings a genial and
wholesome personality, a talent for
genteel entertainment that would
be suitable in anyone’s parlor and a
t inued on pa
i*,r,<B?? ,
f!

f

•

HOUSE REVIEWS
Palace, X. Y.

is

m

Hippodrome, Hallo

about his day of rest\with

bit

^

(

Teddy Hale is a shrewd dancer.
This Negro tapster has a great deal
of originality, good .routines and
fluid dance style which sets him

.

,

^

)

,

>

Ice Follies of 1»51

His turns

off tp

:<RKO>f
50

7.

numbers
numbers,

.
J

Jldliuawinc
handsome

All

t

_„

1

way.

Ji6

m

.

&
turn,

J
Eddie Ztiro^^nltterns®*
comic
80 *®

nneed
Kv
by
Fairislv j ayout is pace<i
P
wlljt . exDerienced sineine

‘

!

ranging, -from: hand-to-harid

j

gets

less,

fishe" for nice returns. Ham Tree
Harrington and Louise, colored
Droceedihgs
te-.im
.further
further- enliven proceedings
team.With comedy repartee, songs and
Lage
& Shirley,
hoofing. Great De
magico and illusion act., offer a
pclever line of bafflers for high a P*
tlie
proval. Even though most of the
stanoard,
a noard, the dexterity
tricks are -st
additional
projection provides -additional
in projectioh
values. Sword cabinet
trunk escapes are given new twists
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99
and- cent lop platters to hGY credit* It s balls aiid sundry itenis* Hisnspot^ is
Gqotqg Hflckctt Ortoittdt
So Nice rhibe going bht a bit.heavy 6n -.the; still his
music by Larry Morey; Costumes
House" music which puts* Jo Lombardi and juggling a plate, napkin and apple. ^ es i gne d by Helen Rose At Pan
Others on the bill include Bed Pac c Aud., Sept,
his crack house combo to a comor nice applause. v
7, '50, $3.60 top,
$
'vh
®“ ,nes on
,“
Weir .® B, “A and Mildred Sey- plete and smoothly accomplished Lythe,a s 1 ng
Cast: Frick Ik Frock, Aja Vrza.
bi t
1
g
<
u
Jt
^Stlr.
ane p| the strongest >acts of its
George Prentice, and his Punch blues singer who^ does a
ia
V*
,,-^1 ,
fyna seen here’ 'Hi is vear HbWeVer. nnri Tiiriv «hnw rimvidiri' a iinvel bis own and helps little Esther
__
j
Joanne
&
make an impression, and of course, Mulvey, the Leduc Bros.,
Drunine ii advisable as act
th tho
the hnn
b^n-Hendrickson,
Scotvold,
Hugh
Joyce
^
comedy
skit.
the weekly
This: stand.. a * s 5 little^when the eroub come
the
dumthe slapstick^by
Schalou),
vjK.to
za s turn, headed by Spider Bruce, Mohtel Phillips, Betty
There is much
f or e «A 0 res
good for a bundle of laughs Viviafh Harris and, Charley Raypick Rasinusscn & Bill Cameron,,
talki^
getaway gets
^./following
^oAowiog thei
..Mar U
tlie
snappy
Crimnwis,
Crimmins,
.1
Marie
Ross.
Mane
Mae
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sets
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out
preacher
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of
a
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a{ 0 f a male accomoanist thev
ytr-,tapped out by Mage & Karr, smart bit. Zephyrs complete the bill with lyn fttith Take, 'Les Hg.mtlton, Vir-.
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1 looker^ a
McAnany,
A
Morrison
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Ja.mes
The
working
dancing
duo.
mixed
c^n
a good lirie o.. Comedy dancing.
it»c the muffling that
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^
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A
8t Norris Alice Quessv, Pat
instrumental
trio
in
Dell
Staton
are
Jose.
stands ouf thV strongest
Trio tee^
Annable, Barbara Bassine, Phyllis
;fw their interrupted
cff w
interruDted fiddle phe trey and tlie steady strumming
W jth
Bobyk, Jaclc Boyle, Charlotte Came*
of guitar, bull fiddle and accordion
stint. j^jgg
stint
Miss Seymour
Sevmour runs through -of
i
Palladium* London
ron,
on, Jime^Carruthers,
June Carruthers, Ginger Clay*
r
monotonous in
“jyiinute
jviiriute Waltz" WhileMhe
whileMhe gagsters tends to get a bit monotonous,
Pollyanna Crawford. Joan
ton,.
jivprt
nftontinn
-lucfaiincy
hv some^ juggling!
snite of capable
ranahlo rendition and
London
Sent. 5.
Londony Sept.
spite
di'y
e ii a
ttentioh by
Glee Club number, with the old okay mixing of pace and tempo. A
'Nat “King” Cole & Trio, Larry
hat sw j tch bit, still draws strong bit of vocalising or clowning mixed Adler & Paul Draper -Will Ma-'
nAinw^Dmijer ^WminC^Earlev
Ugh
p !,anist P lay s ‘‘Blue Into this stint breaking up the honey, ossisted by Nancy Sheldon jni ^„ BooersV Enelwn FiwnefTar^
n
u 4? a ,,
for a steady music would make it more red.Rai/,
lt z V: ^U.e^ ..P al r
to stago playing away
Srooi Terry HM. VMenne
lts P^sent definitely cockHamiHon, Joan Hanson, Marjorj/
l0u?s BasU ‘orch“ “m>es^fine'
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11 PhMlps & SKy
tal
0,,n e er0 9^®
Yvonne Hruby, Marcia
Have
nick,
pacRig
I
snow.
Labe.
zJbep
g 1the 4hoW
rockets Orch, ...
Miss Carson has a flair for a intketiOr'J?
.Hutchison, Diane Jacobion, Jean
song and a refreshingly wholesome
Johnston Ron Kinney, Stephanie
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over neatly in hei whistling Stint,
teeing oft with some pops and really cooking oh "Hungarian Schot-
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Mmda’'Lang, perspnable
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P?9|;j closes with switch on “It’s
to Have Man Aroun fl the

then slick balancing
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^^his^rou^^witlfm^
h his troubl(J with his irau a
Mindy Carson, George Prentice,
so
Catron
Shirley,
";
Great DeLage &
White, Deli Staton Trio,
ith arr anger Hal Eddie
id _ Br Wn
al
Ted & Rita Duane,
Bros. (2
Kartner is from aiter“Stop the Mage & Karr, Jo Lombardi House
Keaton & Georgette ArmfiHd,
In a Lonely Place”
112
learn
to
Orch
much
has
);
and
Music"'

The Juvelys 2 ), Minda Lang,
Barn Tree Harrington & Louise
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°Catron Bros Score as usual with
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roomology. Routines are imaginative and exoertly projected. Comedy section gets another potent lift
Oriental, Chi
via the antics of Neal Keaton and
Georgette Armfield. vet duo, whose
Hoctor & Bvrd Jacnnes Cordon
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t
0
P
a, rh/^,a
i!c \da
v!f (male’s
4\i»^ ren: -fwtcalkcrs 3), Me l Tor me. SUerlaiighs
Team grabs
i vmuTTvvj,
artee with deadpan partner, who Goodb
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looks and is garbed like a refugee
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from a mortu airy. During crossfire
While not in the top name
and satirical striptease she discards
tire Broadway Rose garb and bios- classification, this show shapes up
well
sock
for strong word of mouth
Biiins forth as a. glam gal for
'
draw. Almost hour long show
firish.
The Moroccans, male foursome, moves rapidly with few dull spots.
close with a lively session of tiirii- Two band numbers at the beginbling and pyrariiid balancing to ning of the revue might be split,
good applause; Don Albert’s house although both are relaxing,
orch backs proceedings capably.
Hnetnr anH
Hoctor
and RvrH
Byrd offer enm
somee
Edb<*.
lithe
terping to “Stepping Out
With My -a*
Baby." Duo have imagiT
W
native routines, weaving a story
CasiilQ« Toronto
idea in the tap sessions.
Hoctor
Toronto, Sept. 8.
a cute, solo with hia congo line
Charioteers (5), Los Grtttos 3),
Bl d
ss
Leroy Bros. (2), Morris & North ;
P
0
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<T^
^ ar^’
Frechette,
Thelma
Bob Goodman,
tQ w n strutters Ball.
Dorothy Courtney, Charles GregJacques Cordon makes his jugory Line (18), Archie Stone House
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of a pleasing
combination put together on Circle’s stage this week. Three Suns
provide, jnain musical punch, with
Iah Kabibble and Michael Douglas
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Bob Goodman and Dorothy Court-
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no
ti’onhi a in getting over on their
meii
tiouDie
patter; with 'me girls back -for
modernistic rhythmic>s and anX
assist by Thelma
other lusty vocal uogigv
Frechette. Leroy Bros, ririg up
high applause decibels with clever
puppet manipulations, n o t a b 1 y
their Hawaii dancers, a Durante
doll at a miniature grand piano,
and Gene Krupa on the drums and
fimsh.
cymbals for a frenzied finish.
Charioteers, f o u r singers and
pianist, have been around for a
while but show no signs of lesThey open with
sened popularity.
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.
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^ whose
ammal-impersonation this
year takes the form of a rambunctious donkevt
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mussen and
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x
are the „
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from ,,,,stilt
ciraters Harric and Phviiic reJtr
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and
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Splendour” to the colorful “Eve of
fresh

off.
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fillips

"Baker’s

to their heavy disk sale? in Eng- which Ihe famed Ice Follies Swing
F c tKer
The Wiih^
T1 iftia E
e d
r
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v Mom
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land.
Cole gets going with the Waltz is again reprised.
?
JW
? ?, v a n-14-year-old
J^
^evi
Acts
Acts)
14
blues^
"Ck, jNew
Effective musical backing comes
0 idie, "Yes Sir, That’s My Baby"
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to continue this surge

tuneful, under cbnductdrship of house’s leader George Melachrino.
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Final stunt of juggling 16 revolving stars, phosphorescently illuminated, is an effective closer.
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Mildred Seymour;
“Tea cus Revels," serves as good sup*
port to Metro’s new pic "The Min-

For Two” (WB).'

:

Man on the Flying Trapeze,"
This layout has the elements of
fare, even Without a star sung and interspersed with coniattraction. However, latter half is edy serves as opener, in which the
Empire Choral Ensemble is used
somewhat, overlong.
Toy and WiriL start their terping to advantage.
Helen
Wolthing,
Continental
to some fast spins with a strong
finisher of aeroplane twirl* For the aerialist, performs several stunts
second number team go back about in midair, often making- audiences
30 years for inipreshes of various gasp at what appears a -sure fall,
"The Sleeping Princess" ballet,
dance steps done to George M.
Cohan tunes, including the Castle has practically the entire Empire
Walk and some fine soft-shoe. Miss Corps de Ballet taking pari.
Wing registers with her toe work! Playing return date after four
in "Kicking the Gong Around*" months, the Arnaut Bros, prove as
Toy also, does some fanev. splits.
refreshing as ever,
Their violin
Mickey, Deems has some neat playing and bird, flirtation bit
l
are
quickies but .C9ipediapj^
socko.
.cqipediap’^ be^ p^eepy
Rege* 6
^ec^ji fUU socket
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It’s customer-pleasing enteHainM ,e Jonnny yus uanu.
rve Q0t a Way With Women" is
The Johnny Otis band has a the topper. Then offers a string ment all the way—wliich is what’s
tough time in getting started. The 0 f requests including "Make Be- expected from the Shipstads arid
crew is Capable of some excellent lieve," "Mona Lisa " "Calypso Jrihnsori.
Kap.
s
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good stage
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aances to AQier s accompanimeni
0 f “Stardust" "Smoke
s OKe Gets in
n un
v
p
Your
Eyes, "“Tiger B
Rag,"
"Bolero *,
and “Hold the Tiger”
for solid an8
P
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] ause.
Se
P
^
Opener
V^V«»V* of
second balf, wvw
Joe Qrtv:av
V* kivvviiw-.
nes and Sister, juggles balls, rings
and clubs with neat dexterity.
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Douglas
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OTlG
an
S
skate
world Miss Vrzanova on
.?cf T
e
Paul aU to ° briefly, readily displays the
Be
foi*m that won her the 1949 and
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puppet vturn in which their dolls
subdued manner.
Husky voiced -unitate
imitutp caimen
rarnipn Miianaa,
Minmla Jimmy
Timmv
rrooner
does “nine
for a
ciooner^aoes
t*iue Moon”
ivioon_ ioe
x> U ‘ an ^1 e
Mae West
“ and others,
short chorus before he mutates
ple nt
„
£ class h
e P i us s h a r D
various singers doing the same „
.
^
j
-S
number.
J1UU1MVJ.1
Then
XllV/U jumps Oil
off to
tv mo
his
seem quite brokep-in to stage work
drum chore for sock finale;
Sherman Hayes fronts house but shows possibilities in some enband and displays an energetic tertaining specialties and smooth
Corb
personality both in the backing arrangements.
and vocal department. Orch members do well with novelty trines.
Apollo* Y* Y.
"Where
Wheie Are You Going to Be,
Little Esther Johnnii Otis Orch
and "Cry,
Cry. Cry, Cry."
Cry.’
Zabe.
ZdbK

uirplv with
in
“Rowitrlipd >* done
Hoop in
1
”! -.aewuciiea,

AHW
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Mel Torme has wisely changed also gets a. good hand for his \var‘riey, and a whirlwind square dance
finale that has everything warmed his stylized manner of; crooning, -Winrof "La Yie.En Rose,” which
up for
for Dos Gattos., three boys qn becoming a more free and likable he offers in addition to his mimicry

t
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Peterson.

bow attire,
attire
offer a fast-stepping
...
.
.
...
and ^
arid
beauty
Thrills,
spectacle
onener followed by
hvlhe
routine in operier,
the
have
av be
been ca
cannily
combined again
iwr^c
n ly combined;
Myros, male team in slick balaric- ll!
|?i t
?
1,
?
i
ing atop a ladder, with understand- by the Shipstad s and Tohnson to
e a new ^“°^
roze
e p. fcbllc.
frolic.
The
er lying
platform, PI^.
9 flat on raised platforrii,
^
C ^ V% -MM
A 4* M
#V P
M >v * 4-U
A
aoniversarv
edition
of the
while topmount juggles hoops for
original Ice Follies shapes up as
nice returns:
U
Jack and Daphne Barker, of the of ^ntArtairimenfi^ that mav \vp?l «?tt
London bistros, have played niter- new SV0<is records 3 in a 48-week
ies so long that they need different
sw n ^thronph 20 ritios
material for vaudeville. Neverthe-m-JL.
nflniPs
havp lnin^d tho
less they go over nicely.
old favorites to b&rveV 18 socko
Harold Barnes, playing a return^ scenes, without a moment’s letcomes direct from Harold Stein- down. Sharply directed by Frances
mann’s "Skating Vanities" at the Claudet, Mary Jane Lewis and
Wembley Stadium.
Has poise, Stanley D. Kahn, the cast of vbtfinesse
and youth.
Tricks are erans and newcomers earns com
breath-taking, and wiii sock re- tinuous
tinUous olaudits.
olaUdits. * Standouts
are
sponse.
Richard Dwyer,
Dwver. 14-vear-old bladeTed Ray, only Londoner on bill, exDert, who easily lives up to his
immediately launches into series hilling as a "miniature Roy Shipstad," and world champ Aja Vrzaof gags and fiddle playing.
nova. Dwyer h an accomolished.
T »rrv
P a f,l
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of Kay Kyser’s stable for laughs,
Martin and Florenz for novelty and
Charioteers provide the marquee
t
l0
s
package
Casino
current
sock for
Neddie Schaffer’s, all-girl orchesK»J °f
1
but all other acts contribute hand- j
tHpil ? 10 vun neity
lviJKi ap- tra, a favorite in dance field here
ai U1CKS
somely to the overall stage stint for
but new in theatre, filling the backrecepuon,
audience reception,
enthusiastic
eninusiastic
_
flccpntahlv,
ground acceptably.
T
e
includirig^a couple of; production
Jf^alkers score with
Suns get a solid reception for
Krt
dance antics. Gab is their
girls.
tlie
line
Travel- knock-about
numbers by
slick,
relaxed playing of
ler .P.a r ts .°? a. spited county fair not as sock as tfieir situation work,
" W
<‘That s a Plenty
I Never See
ginghams or wi h. slow_ motion
motif, with gn'is
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doesn’t measure

bill

Rxiby. Shirley Savdna, Pat Scher rer, Lois Secreto, Pat Shanahan,
it’s a good show.
Most Elsie Simmons. Gerri Straub. NorTetrault. Rita Tetrault, Naomi
0 f the acts have played house be- man Tetrault,
of
fore with exception of Nat King Thompson, Barbara Tushner, Sybil
Ann Volk. Neil Waldo, Mary Wai*
WatCole and.
arid, -Trio;
Trio.
Weitzel.
tcrs/Jo
Jo Ellen Weitzcl.
np-vt cowffirl* in
in neat
rnw- ters,
The Palladium girls
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a success ever since.
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to the previous show, being less diversified, comprising too many musical acts and lacking on comedy,
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and "Little Girl." Reae.

Home" but
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JJobroW S Dual Chores
Paris Sent 12
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D es P lte anticipation
that winter
fact that the organization has at- , a r*. ?] > d ?
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moi
agency,
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d
tempted to spread itself out theatri.tourist spending Will be at a low
cally before getting itself set musi- has-been assi^ed to .handle theatre
rhamn(.
addriion^-,t° the setting
cally. Otis conducts at the drums.
ehuffered li«st ceacnn^ will
talent
of
for
European
dates,
.He’s a colorful skin specialist and
De reopenea py r'leiie Manet.
He 11 take over the duties of Dave hl‘
paraddidles his way into hefty
The
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Bernard Hilda
uuua UIVII
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wuv anmcu
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HOUSE REVIEWS
is bit about his day of rest with
Palace, X* Y.
facile face buffoon getting guffaws
Juvelys 12), Min da Lang,
trouble with his frail and
Ham Tree Harrington & Louise, with his
Great DeLage & Shirley, Catron
r); ir Brown
with arranger Hal
c
Ted & Rita Duano, Neal •
Bros (2
nv ai rer “Stop the
Keaton
has much to team
and
Music”’
ouse
r ocean s_ (4 K Don Albert s
about s t a ge presence. His approach
J
r
reviewed
( U
orch;- Spy Hun,
g SQ e wnat sugary and choice of
Variety, June 7, 50.
appropriate.
too
not
numbers,
Handsome singer begins briskly
anT.he Pala.ce comes
v witji
w{th «Let. -'Yourself Go*’ but overs b*fici ejitly
layout,
other solid
milks ‘‘Mona Lisa." He harks back
of
varied to please all
to his airshow with clever arrangevaude fans, and it holds attention.; ment 0 £ ‘Baby Face.’i “I Had a
vay
all th?
Little Talk With the Lord,” and
^,
)
<
The Ju
Yplys,
v10/ P?J? closes with switch on “It’s So Nice
proceedings in then; slick balancing to Have Man Around tlie House”
turn, ranging frpm. hand-to-hand ;for „ ice applause.
n en ® fnfha to equally difU
\y e i re Bros, and Mildred SeyI T. °.
ficu.lt feats atop huge rubber^ balls,
Q Ul j n rnusiirnomedy anties, is.
Minda Lang, personable lass, gets pp e 0 f the strongest acts of its
over neatly in her whistling stint, type seen here this year. However;
wnu some pops and_ real- some pruning is
teeing
icnns p/T
v.i with
ii advisaDie.,
advisable., ias act
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a brief bit; Mel Walker, a good
on
George Prentice and his Punch blues singer who does a turn
his own and helps little Esther
and Judy sjiow provides a hovel make an impression, and of course,
and comic interlude with the han- the weekly comedy skit. This stan?
dling ot th g slapstick by thd dum- za’s turn, headed by Spider Bruce,
mies good for a bundle of laughs Vivian Harris and Charley Ray
snappy getaway gets the most but of a preacher
following
the
tapped out by Mage & Karr, smart bit. Zephyrs complete the bill with
Working mixed dancing duo. The
good line o*. comedy dancing,
DellStaton instrumental tno arc in
the trey and the steady strumming
bf guitar, bull fiddle and accordion
Palladluiii, Lon4lon
tends to get a bit monotonous in
Lnndon Sprit
and
spite of capable rendition
P R
Nhf «Kinn”
t nm,
okay mixing of pace and tempo. A
Nat
King Cole jt‘
Tl lO, Lurry
& TviA
a
o
i
bit of vocaiising or clowning mixed Adler &. Paul Draper , W^ill n/r
into this stint breaking up the tyney^ assisted by: ganey
j rVnA
x>» n
Ted Ray.
Harold Barnes, Jack ®_
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Lop Angeles, Sept. 7,
Eddie and Roy Shipstad and Oscar Johnson production of ice
Directed
VUl/V
by
vy.
revue in two acts.
j? ranccs Claudet, Mary Jane Lewis
and Stanley D. Kahn. Musical directof> Wafer gr. Rudolph, assoGeorge Hackett. Original
by Larry Morey. Costiimes
designed by Helen Rose. At Pan
\r I
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filgte
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Ice Follies of 105
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which of course can be corrected
with further playing time.
Baltimore, Sept, 10.
Teddy Hale is a shrewd dancer.
Mindy Carson, George Prentice, This Negro tapster has a great deal
originality, good routines and
of
Trio,
Staton
Dell
Eddie White ,
Mage &. Karr, Jo Lombardi House .fluid dance style which sets him
Orch (12); "In a Lonely Place" |.pff to .excelled .returns. Hte turns
are fairly lengthy. He allows him(RKO)>
self to luxuriate in the comparatively large stage space for good
Fairish layout is paced by Eddie ter ping patterns.
White, experienced singing comic
is Bob
The sole ofay turn here.. ucomedy juggler who hits
and a frequent repeater here, and
in
CarMindy
with
hi s
He
pleases
his mark.
takes on name value
of Indmp. clubs,
son, recording chirp With some re- manipulations
S
sun( ry 1 nls ^ghspot is
cent top platters to her credit. It's
li
?
J?
nifce going but a bit heavy on the still his. apple-eating stint, ^yhi^
a
n
music: which puts* Jo Lombardi and U rwll n ^ a
P^? p,Red
nl^i
bill include
Others on the K*u
his crack house combo to a cpm....
comes
Dythe.
a
singe,
^who
on .for
and smoothly accomplished
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Hippodrome, Hallo
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Audi, Sept

.

7, ’50,

$3.60 top.

Vrza^ & Frack, Aja
TT
,
nova, Richard _ Dwyer, Harris «
”
*
John
Ericsen
&
Phyllis Legg, Ole
Mulvey, the Leduc Bros., Joanne &
,

;

.

1

.

J oyce Scotvold, HUfdi Hendrickson,
little when the group come
?' a
Montel Phillips, Betty Schalow,
for encores> There is much
back f
rDick Rcts?nusseri & Bill Cameron,
more talking by the brothers and
i.lVfac Ross. Marie Crimnuns, Mariinstead of a male accompanist they
Tpn Ruth T ake Les Hamilton, Vir*
ii.M v
added oa tall
uuuv.u
uui looker, «
charmhave
a ynui
,1
n
y
0 ni
Qinia Morrison. James McAnany,
hoohng; Great De Lage & Shuley, |n g
Still, it’s the mugging that j
T " aeM nrk
^
"
Narena & Norris Alice Quessv, Pat
-llusion act, offer a sstands
aud Elusion
magico ana
tands out the strongest. Trio teeAn
noble, Barbara BasSine, Phyllis
high
apfor
bafflers
ling
of
clever
their interrupted fiddle
Bobyk, Jack Boyle, Charlotte Cameproval. Even though miost of the stint. Miss Seymour runs through
ron,
June Carruthers, Ginger Claytricks are ^stanaard..1 the dexterity ‘‘Minute Waltz”
Tf Ultt
whiieMhe
UIJv. All V. AagCHUL
gagsters
^
Polly anna
Crawford: Joan.
ton
in projection provides additional (ji ver t attention by some juggling,
Dembeek, Pat Deuring Jhekie Duvalues. Sword cabinet .stunt apd Glee club number, with the old
1 Amotio Duclos,
n i nv Lucette
Dunios. Ed Diinxgan,
Dimiaan.
.i..,.-elds',
trunk escapes are given. new twists hat switch
bit, still draws strong
Dolores
IVavne Earley
Dwver
for a potent closer.
laughs. As pianist plays “Blue
with
Catron Bros; score; as Usual,
ww
„ -•
— -- Danube Waltz” men pair for a steady music would make it more
& r y Gdrihan, Dolores Grijalva,
and dance session ending in
their knockabout comedies
a preci- applicable to stage playing away
Jeanne Groos Terry Hall, Vivienne
hoofing; while Ted and Rita Duano sion dance for a good closer;
from its present definitely; cock- Joe Ortnes and sister. Palladium Hamilton, Joan Hansoh, Marjory
rate salvos for their nifty ball*
Louis Basil orcli does fine job iri tail lounge groove.
girls (15V,. Woolf Phillips & Sky
Havenicki Yvonne. Hritby, Marcia
roomology. Routines are imagina- p acin g the show
Zabe.
Miss Carson has a flair for a rockets Orch.
ComHutchison, Diane Jacobibn, Jeon
tivs and exoertly projected.
song and a refreshingly wholesome
Johnston. Ron Kinney, Stbphnmie
edy section gets another potent lift
This is a gala anniversary bill,. Kirby, Mildred Leduc, Letha Linn*
stage presence to sell it. Warblesvia the antics of Neal Keaton arid
Oriental, t ill
marking the Palladium's vaude pol- " ’
Marlene Miller
Georgette A rnifield,' vet duo. whose
Hbctor & Byrd,. Jacqxtes Cordoii, “Sez My Heart.” “My A Foolish" icy introduced in 1928; and which Dick Mershon,
Dorothy &Briefi. Donna Osierberg',
projection and timing; is superb. Jaywalkers
Torm'e, Sher- Heart,” “Some Changes Made” and has been a success ever since;
(3),
repBert Panting, Darlene Peterson,
Teani grabs, laughs via male’s
man Hayes Orch; “Kiss Tomorrow “Candy and Cake” to maximum
artee with deadpan partner, who Goodbye'’ (WB).
Current bill doesn’t measure up Kay Peterson. Joyce Radle, Joan
returns Encores with “The Touch
Romero, Patty
Carlo.'
looks arid is garbed like a refugee
of Your Lips/’ White gags well, to the previous show, being less di- Roberts.
from a mortuary During crossfire
sings, :“N ever Trust a Woman” and versified. comprising too many mu- Ruby, Shirley Savdna, Pat ScherWhile not in the top name
rer, Lois Secreto, Pat Shanahan,
and satirical striptease she discards,
sical
acts
lacking
and
on
comedy.
a broadened treatment of “Wait
Gerri Straub. Nortire Broadway Rose garb and blos- classification, this show shapes up
For Me, Mary” and winds up mat- However, it's a good show. Most Elsie Simmons,Rita Tetrault, Naomi
for strong word of mouth
g( ,m s forth as a glam gal for sock well
of the acts have played house be- man Tetrauli,
ters in good shape.
draw, Almost hour long show
finish*
fore with exception pf Nat King Thompson, Barbara Tushver, Sybil
Biz fair..
Bttrm.
The Moroccans, male foursome, moves rapidly with few dull spots.
Ann Volk. Neil Waldo, Mary WalCole and Trio.
close with a lively session of tum- Two band numbers at the beginThe Palladium girls in neat cow- ters, Jo Ellen Weitzel.
balancing
to
ning
of the revue might be split,
bling and pyramid
bow attire, offer a fast-stepping
C ir cl e, lnd|»ls
and beauty
good applause. Don Albert’s house although both are relaxing.
Thrills,
spectacle
routine in opener, followed by the
Indianapolis, Sept. 0.
orch backs proceedings capably,
Hdctor and Byrd offer some
Myros, male team, in slick balanc have been cannily. combined again
Edba>
e
Shipstads
Johnson to
and
Three Suns, Ish Kabibbte & ing atop a ladder, with understandlithe terping to “Stepping Out
y ^P,
_-.ynrnvinp
n upw frft7pn frAllp
Tnfli
With My Baby.” Duo have imagi- Michael Douglas, Martin & Flor- er lying flat oil
raised platform, provide a riew, frozen frolic. The
native routines, weaving a story enz, Freddie Shaffer Orch ; “Worn* while topmount juggles hoops for 1 5th anniverparv edition of the
Casing Toronto
as
original
Follies”
“Ice
shapes
up
idea in the tap sessions.
Hoctor an on Pier 13 ( RKO )
nice returns.
Toronto, Sept. 8.
a solid two hours and 15 minutes
Charioteers' (5), Los Gattos (3), has a cute solo with his Congo line
Jack and Daphne Barker, of the of entertainment that may well set
and
Miss
Bird
Variety is keynote of a pleasing London bistros, have played niterMorris & North, interpretation
Leroy Bros. (2
scores
vvl, il fast
?'-’ ult:5
with
ia s
L 'v
twirls
to “Dark- combination put together on Cir- ies so long that they need different new gross records In a 48- week
I^
Bob Goodman, Thelma Frechette, town
c
swing through 20 cities.
Strutters’ Ball.
cle’s stage this week. Three Suns material for vaudeville. NevertheDorothy Courtney. Charles GregNew names have joined the
Jacques Cordon makes his jug- provide jmain musical punch, with less they go over nicely.
ory Live (18). Archie Stone House
old favorites to purvey 18 speko
gling
work doubly hazardous, Ish Kabibble and Michael Douglas
Orel i; ” Count erb las
Harold Barnes, playing a return, scenes, without a moment’s letworking on unicycle atop a small of Kay Kyser’s stable for laughs. comes direct from Harold Steindown. Sharply directed by Frances
table.
He
starts strong, skipping
Charioteers provide the marquee
j ...,
.*ii.
i* -.' Martin and Florenz for novelty and mann’s “Skating Vanities” at the Claudet, Mary Jane Lewis and
switches to hoops, Freddie Schaffer’s
Stadium,
Has poise, [Stanley D. Kahn, the cast of vfetsock for current Casino package
all-girl orches- Wembley
hut
hand Youngster rhurubas on bike .for tra, a favorite in dance field here finesse and youth.
contribute handother arts
all nthpv
acts rnntrihutp
Tricks are era ns and newcomers earns conbut all
somely to the overall Stage stint for additional tricks to win hefty ap- but new in theatre, filling the back- breath-taking* and win sock re tinuous platidits. * Standouts are
audience reception, pi a use
enthusiastic
sponse.
Richard Dwyer, 14-year-old bladeground acceptably.
Three JayV'alkers score with
including a couple of production
Ted Ray, only Londoner on bill, expert, who easily lives, up to his
Suns get a solid reception for
numbers by the line girls. Travel- kriockrabout dance antics. Gab is their slick, relaxed playing of immediately launches into series billing as a “miniature Roy Shipler parts on a spirited county fair not as sock as their .situation work,
stad,” and world champ Aja Vrza“That’s a Plenty,” “I Never See of gags and fiddle playing.
motif, with girls in ginghams or W'ith slow motion prize fight a
Maggie Alone” and other pop numLarry Adler and Paul Draper nova. Dwyer k an accomplished,
overalls before a sumptuous mid- heavy laugh getter and corny ophouse spellbound. On solo, sure skater, and he glides through
way background for some energetic erating table r uti.ne even bers. They make a lpt of music for held
a
typically
Shipstadian routine
Dueling skit makes a small ensemble, with a light Adler, harmonicist, intros with with aplomb. He’s a cinch to behoofing, a neat vocal assist from stronger.
touch the customers like. Douglas “Rumanian Rhapsody,” followed by
Bob Goodman and Dorothy Court- strong clbser.
one
come
of
the bright blades of
Mel Torme has wisely changed also gets a good hand for his war- “Ken-y Dancers,” and winds with the skate world. Miss Vrzanova, on
‘ney, and a whirlwind square dance
medley of ‘‘St. Louis Blues” and
finale that has everything warmed his stylized manner of crooning, bling of “La Vie En Rose,” which
all too briefly, readily displays the
up for Los Gattos. three boys on. becoming a more free and likable he offers in addition to his mimicry ‘Bewitched,” for top returns. Paul form that won her the 1949 and
His tunes are more arid straight stuff for Ish Kabibble. Draper is also sock in fine terjDsi- 1950 skat
for speedy. bSlancirig and risley personality.
jpg titles.
routines that are notable for neat on the beat side, where he first Latter sticks close to his farniliar chorean work, outstanding of which
Comedies, as usual, are deftly
^
^
hand-to-hand and foot tosses that found his popularity. He tees off radio routine for moderate results, is his neat stepping to “Blue
n dled by Frick and Frack, who
Danube.” In the teamwork; Draper
score on triple mounts at terrific with “Baby, Baby,” and contrasts
*’
Martin and Florenz offer a clever dances to Adler’s accompaniment J?f
0
laughs,
steady"
?
\
nicely with ^Bewitched,” done in puppet turn in which
tempo.
their dolls
l^th additionalr yocks gathered by
Harris
Husky voiced imitate Carmen Miranda. Jirnmy of “Stardust.” “Smoke Gets in
& N or t h have rid subdued manner.
Ericsen and John Mulvey
,
Youf
Eyes,”
‘‘Tiger
Rag,”
“Bolero”!
their
crooner;
getting
over
on
does “Blue Moon” for a. Durante,
trouble in
Mae West and others. and “Hold the Tiger” for solid ap- (whose animal-iiripCrsoriation this
patter; with line girls back ’for short chorus before he imitates
year takes: the form of a rambuncPlenty of class here, plus sharp plause.
modernistic rhythmics and an- various singers doing the same
tious donkey), Les Hamilton arid
Opener of second half, Joe Ort- Virginia Morrison, and Dick RasThen jumps off to his material. Shaffer band doesn’t
other lusty Vocal assist by Thelma number.
seem
quite
broken
-in
to
stage
work nes and Sister, juggles balls, rings
Frechette. Leroy Bros, r in g up drum chore for sock finale.
mussen and Bill Cameron. There
Sherman Hayes fronts house but shows possibilities; in some eri- and clubs with neat dexterity. are the expected thrills from stilt
hi'Ih applause decibels With clever
puppet manipulations, riot a b 1 y band and displays an energetic tertaining specialties and smooth Final stunt of juggling 16 revolv- skaters Harris] and Phyllis Legg,
Corb:
ing stars, phosphorescently illumi- and from
their Hawaii dancers, a Durante personality both in the backing arrangements.
the smash acrobatics of
doll at a miniature grand piano, and vocal department. Orch memnated, is an effective closer.
the Leduc Brothers, and the bladaand Gene Krupa on the drums and bers do well with novelty tunes,
Coming oh to big reception, gio team of Narena and Norris win
Apollo, X# Y«
cymbals for a frenzied finish.
“Where Are You Going to Be,”
Little Esther, Johnny Oils Orch showing he was sHJl remembered a hearty response. Others who conCharioteers, f o u r singers and and “Cry, Cry, Cry,”
Zabe.
Will Ma- tribute heavily are the winsome
many
< 14
Bob DuPont, t Zephyrs (2
pianist, have been around for a
Red
Lythe, Met VVdlke rf Teddy h°" e? 'hcks_. with She Is My L»l- Scotvold Twins, Montel Phillips,
while but. show no signs of lesEmpire, Lohdoii
Comedy Mae Ross, Marie Crimmins and
Bood; response
Hnie, Spider Bruce, Vivian Harris;
sene*d popularity. They open with
London, Sept. 5.
Charlie Ray; “ ttarbor of Missing yit h femnie partner (real good- Marilyn Ruth Take.
“Gaucho Serenade.” then into
looker), when he snips her evening
Empire Girls. 24
Empire Bal Men” Rp<n\
Beautifully costumed production
“just a Kiss” and current pops* let (20 h Choral Ensemble (12
gown while she is warbling ‘II numbers in this 1951 edition range
)
with the youngsters in the audi- Ariiaut Brosi, Helen W.olthing,
Baccio.” in good voice, has audi- from a lavish opening ‘.‘Ballet de*
ence sauealing at those trick fal- George Melachrinb
to roars. Winds with dance Splendour” to the colorful “Eve of
& Orch,* .“The
^
,v
setto effects, plus a rousing “Old Miniver Story’ue
on the xylophone for additional ap- the Bullfight.” In between are such
ImhIV » p^pe a lce
” 'M-G).
Master Painter” finale for a bega ntly plause. Had to beg 6ff.
fresh; fra ppe fillips as “Baker’s
?PP
»
i
r
Biz big,off.
McStay
Dave Rose’s musical fantasy, spe- attempting to continue this surge
Treat,” “Roaring Twenties,” “Beauof business with a heavy roster of ^ Closing^ gre Nat King Cole and
cially composed for the Empire,
tiful
Rainy Day,” “New Year’s
performers. There’s plenty to ad- Trl0 inaking their first appearproves tuneful, under conductorEve” and “Starlight Roof,” in
Chicago, Clii
here,
but
no
strangers,
due
ance.
vertise on the marquee.
ship Of house’s leader
'
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xauin xiec
returlvHam^Tree
tfiha^fbr^ice
tor nice reiurns.
tisne
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Louise, colored
Harringtob
further enliven proceedings
with comedy repartee, songs
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George MeChicago, Sept. 6.
Ln r
Toy Sc ingickey Deems Dick lachrino.
Nat Karson’s show, titled “Cir- (New Acts) t ti
Brown & Hal Kdnner, Weire Bros.
J
o?
e
cus
Revels,”
serves
as
good
supt
“Teg
<3 > with Mildred Seymour;
°
port to Metro’s new pic “The Min- thif hnn^P ru
For Two” (WB).
include tapster Teddy Hale, Bob
iver Story.'
arwi the
fiia Johnny
TnKnmt ntio
DuPont and
Otis Knnii
band.
“Man on the Flying Trapeze,” rinT^Anf
This layout has the eleriients of
good stage fare, even without a star sung and interspersed with com^! The Johnny Otis band has a
serves
tough
in
edy
as
opener,
tiirie
in
which
getting,
the
started.
The
attraction. However; latter half is
Empire Choral Ensemble, is used crew is capable, of some excellent
somewhat overlong.
advantage.
exercises in violence, as is evi^
Toy and WinL start their terping to
Helen
Wolthing,
denced by its “Flying Home” but
to some fast spins with a strong
...
— Continental
1
in .j*.
z?. vo
finisher of aeroplane twirl. For the aerialist, performs several stunts it attempts to spread itself too thin,
second number, team go back about in midair, often riiaking audiences There a re a couple of terping trum*
30 years for impreshes of various gasp at what appears assure fall.. [peters wlib serve to point up the
“The MIVV|/*AA
Sleepirig
fact that
dance steps, done, to George M.
AAAvw Ou
ballet, AMVt
UUU the organization
llCkO atH 1 L.Q LXKJ H has
5 Princess”
Cohan tunes, including the Castle has practically the entire Empire
[tempted to spread itself out theatrir
u-r
Walk and some fine soft-shoe. Miss Corps de Ballet taking part. ~
cally before getting itself set musiWing registers with her toe work
Playing return date after four cally, Otis conducts at the drums.
in “Kicking the Gong Around.”! months, the Amaut Bros, prove as He’s a colorful skin specialist and,
Toy also does some fanev splits.
refreshing as ever.
Their violin paraddidles his way into hefty
Mickey Deems has some neat playing and bird flirtation bit are [hands. There seems, to be a looser
quickies but .egi}redi«f
be^
socke.
Rege*
ftiU
^ecf
^
pf qr^niz^Jip{r |ii\ Qip
j
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which the famed Ice Follies Swing
Waltz is again reprised.
Effective musical backing comes
under the baton of Walter Rudolph,
You f 01 Sentimental Reasons.” with Paul Garirion vocalizing and
& f .even neav.iei
heavier response,
re< nonqe’ wnue
while commentating.
geis
It’s customer-pleasing entehtainWpmen” is
'cot a
the topper.
Then offers a string m ent all the way—which is what’s
expected;
from the Shipstads and
0 f requests including "‘Make/ BeKap,
lieve.”
“Mona Lisa,” “Calypso Johnsori.
—
Blues ” and “Little Girl ” Rcoc

their heavy disk sales in EngCole gets going with the
land.
“
oldie
Yes Sir, That’s
Baby”
to nice returns. His next, ‘‘I Love
to.
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Dobrow’s Dual Chores
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Paris,

Sept.

12.

Harold Dobrow, of the foreign
Despite anticipation
that, winter
”
*
/
iL
%+
rt
e ^)t ot the Ill’ll'
william Morris
agency,
tourist spending will be at a low
J
?
?
nas been
nppn assigned
assiffnpn trt
nanrtlp tnMfrp
has
to handle
theatre
.
.,
bookings in addition to the setting l eyel^ the Club Champs Elysees,
J
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which shuttered last season, will
of talent for European
dates.
He’ll take over the duties of Dave be reopened by Pierre Marlet.
The Bernard Hilda orch has been
Shapiro, who shifted to the tele
de^t. of the agency.
(i^jfor that spot by Felix:
^ y
,
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‘Charley Closes With 200G Profit,
in Red, fire’

70G Flop

closings Satur- +one long-'
dav night (9) included
run smash, one long-run failure
‘Ear’ In
first,
The
flop.
brief
an d one
‘•Where’s Charley” was a holdover
from the 1948-49 season. The secChicago, Sept. 12.
ond “Texas, Li’l DarlinV’ was a
1949-50 entry. And the third, “Live
Bill Eythe will rejoin the “Lend
Wire ” was the second production An Ear” cast in Detroit, rather
“Charley” than iu Minneapolis
Season.
of the current
as first planpossibly with ned. Eythe,
will probably reopen,
the show’s co-producas
star;
returning
-Bolger
Rav
er, Was freed last week from the
"Texas*’ is touring, arid “Wire” is county jail after being jugged over
bJng junked.
the Labor Day weekend by his for"Charley,” which, shuttered at mer spouse; former actress Buff
was
Bolger
because
James
Wallace, for failure to pay a dithe St.
exhausted, had played 99 weeks vorce settlement. Actor raised the
(792 performances ), The Cy Feuer- funds, $3,000, and charges were
Ernest H. Martin-Gwen Rickard dismissed.
presentavion was
Appearing- as “Billy Bigelow,” the
Mrs. Bolger)
John Beal will continue his lead
Now in
financed at $200,000 (plus a $50,- at the Lyceum for the week of male lead in “Carousel.”
the
14th week at Drury Lane, Lon*
not
actually
000 overCall which was
Sept, 19, with Eythe taking over don, England.
production
a
involved
and
used)
for the Detroit run.
Although
Management; JANE DEACY
It has thus
cost of about $180,000,
originally scheduled to hit London
Louis Shurr Office
far repaid the original' investment, about the first of October, show^j
arid
has
profit,
$135,000
plus
will now tour the midwest and out
around $65,000 in- additional 'as* to the Coast for a run. After the
sets, including undistributed prof- Detroit tWo-weeker,
show swings
etc.
its, cash reserve, bonds,
east to Cleveland, then back to
Sked
Inked for
Depending partly on whether Milwaukee, down to St. LOuis and
Bolger decides to return to the then up to Toronto and into PittsAt Hollywood, Fla., Hotel
Frank Loesser musical after about burgh, where. show originated as
a month’s rest, the management in- an
undergraduate revue three
Boiling Springs, Pa., Sept. 12.
u
a
limited years ago.
tends to reopen it for
Extensibn of the fall, and winter
Broadway run before sending it on
tour of Allenberry Players, to intour, or else reopen it directly on
clude a 1 4- week engagement in
In any case, it’s hoped
the. road.
Holly wood, Fla., under sponsorthat the show will be able to earn
ship of the Hollywood Beach hotel,
substantial additional profits. Also,
has been announced by producer
studio interest in the film rights is
Charles A. B. Heinze, The Hollyreportedly active.
wood Beach hotel is owned by Ben
“Texas,” which closed at the
Tobin, a backer of the Broadway
Bellinger after 37 weeks (293 perproduction of “Peter Pan.”
formances) opened a tour Monday
Twelve plays will be presented
night (11) at the Shubert, Detroit,
Status Of independent subscrip- at the Hollywood Playhouse beginand moves Sept. 25 to the Great tion organizations such as Show-of- ning Dec. 26 and. running through
Northern, Chicago, for what is
April 8.
The

By HOBE MORRISON

Three Broadway

:

grosses in the coming
months should be increasingly bull-

Legit

.

Penthouse

.

a special trip to New York to
sign Quinn, recently seen in the
Chicago company of “A Streetcar
Named Desire,” - to kick off the
1950-51 season. Carl Betz, leading
man at Penthouse last season,
Isabel Price and Peggy: Walker, al income and the likelihpoid of a
growing scarcity of consumer prodwill also be in cast.

made

•

(

Penthouse occupies what used ucts,
With the country converting
be Ansley hotel’s dine-anddance Rainbow Roof. It has *450 more and more to a war economy,
seats and seats are all one price, these factors are likely to become
The announce$3, including tax, Theatre’s box- more accentuated.
.:

to

'

is located in the lobby of ment this week of the .establishment of a National Production AuProductions that play here Will thority with power to allocate esmove to Penthouse No. 2, a in the sential materials; is bound to lead
ballroom of the Roosevelt hotel, at to a shortage of consumer goods,
Jacksonville, also, under aegis of such as cars, radios, etc. That, in
will
inevitably
stimulate
the Atlanta group. Penthouse last turn,
amusement-going, including legit
year played a 36-week season.
patronage, as it did during World

office

14-Week

:

the hotel.

.

the-Month Club may be determined
hoped to be an extended run. The
Anthony Brady Farrell production, this week by the League of N. Y.
which cost about $100,000, had at Theatres. At ai meeting this after(Wed.)
Sylvia
SieglCr,
one time earned back about $30,- noon
000, but has since, lost that and an SOMC president, will discuss with
estimated additional $10,000. How- the League board of governors a
ever, it has paid the overhead of complaint by ticket brokers that
the producer’s theatre for a major her group is actually engaged in
making “buys” in violation of the
part of a year.
“Wire,” which folded at the League’s ticket code. The brokers
Playhouse, had a run of four weeks are asking that either SOMC and
It’s figured to other such outfits be required to
(28 performances).
have involved a loss of about $70,- conform to the code or that regu000, including $50,000 production lar “buys” be legalized.
cost, $10,000 strawhat tryout losses
Situation developed Monday (11)
and approximately $10,000 operat- between SOMC and the manage*
ing loss on the Broadway engage- ment of “Ccfll Me Madam,” as a
ment.
Financing for the Michael result of a display ad taken by the
Todd production is understood to subscription group in the Sunday*
have been supplied by Ben Mar- (10) drama sections. The ad, listden, owner of the Playhouse.
ing “Madam” among the SOMC
.

together with music pub-

Miss

and

Siegler

Reportedly

apply for tickets as individuals, in
reported clearing rights groups.
with the estate of the
Jones, who shared the
rights with Green,
Once Green
secures the rights he would enter Playhouse Available For
into partnership With Robbins and

Bookings;

present a Broadway
version, possibly by next spring,,
and prepare a weekly television
show,
with new material, and
scores each week.
Robbins, who
woiUd publish the scores, plans to
use four teams of songwriters, rotating

[

TV Deal Out

and

Deal for the lease of the Playhouse, N. Y., for use as a television
studio, has fallen through and the
house is available for legit book-.
ings.

Understood the owner, Ben Marden, held off from accepting a CBS
;

on a once-a-month basis.
offer to lease the property while
According to Robbins, trio hopes “Live Wire” was playing there. By
to bypass motion pictures arid line the time it Was decided to dlose
up the revue for television, while the Garson Kanin comedy last Satat the same time
securing radio urday night (9), the network had
or television financing
for the concluded a five-year lease for the
Broadway presentation, after the Mansfield, N. Y.
manner of. the soon due Irving
In the meantime, a booking of
Berlin legiter, “Call Me Madam.”
the Samuel Spewack’s “Golden
Revue would also be a fashion State” was refused and the play is
show, under a tieup with the now set to go into another house
needle trades industry, says Robb ln s.
Also considered is a beauty
contest for inclusion in the revue.
Robbins
and
says
material
scores don’t present too much of
a problem,,
since Green can use
an the old Sketches from the revue and others from some of his
other shows. For the songwriting
teams,
Robbins says he’s ap-

late in

Hurt
.

will

in

Wilmington,

Wyo.

members of the touring “South
Pacific” company were injured late
last night (11) when the Union
train in which they were
passengers collided with a switch
engine here. Five of the victims,
who received bruises, will be Confined to a local hospital for the
rest of the week and will then rejoin the show.
Besides Miss Costello, those left
behind here Included Louise Mc-

Pacific

.

ITS ‘RELAPSE’

preem

in

Green River, Wyo., Sept. 12.
Diosa Costello and seven other

.
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Repeat; to Play in ‘Rain’
Cleveland, Sept. 12.

Ray Boyle re-arranged his Ring
With Switched
Theatre’s show schedule foi* a reChicago, Sept. 12.
turn engagement by Ann Corio,
Chicago legit scene, which was
doing Sadie Thompson in “Rain”
dormant up to a few months ago

ry Fredrik, stage manager. Among
those skedded to appear in the
John Emery, Robert
are
cast
Jan Farrand, Thayer
Fletcher,
and which now is crowding all
David Jerry Kilty and Philippa
available theatres, has tossed up
BeVans.
all scheduled openings, with sev*
Solid success of Brattle Theatre’s
eral set back and others being
production, last spring of the ResNewest development
comedy, “The Country moved up.
toration
“Angel in thePawnshop” behas
Wile,” which featured Ritchard and
ing
dropped,
with Eddie Dowling
largely

j

;

Sept. 18 for a week.

Producer of the arena-styled
strawhatter in Hotel Allerton originally wanted her also to repeat
“Personal Appearance.” in which
the actress rangupsellouts earlier

i

November.

.

/Stars Kicks Off

In Touring ‘So. Pacific’

weeks or months before the opening.
Brokers, however, were getting calls from their regular cus- Mullin, who plays a navy nurse;
tomers who didn’t know this, the Perry Lopez, bit player and underbrokers claiming Sadler’s to be study; Ethel Sayles, assistant wardthe second hottest ticket call in robe attendant, and Norman WeiN. Y., next to “South Pacific,”
ner, trumpeter. Two baggage cars
British
company opened its containing scenery and props were
N. Y. run Sunday with “Swan damaged,
Lake” to an SRO house, which deDelay Denver Preem
spite the humidity and heat, gave
Denver, Sept. 12
the dancers an unprecedented reTonight’s (Tues.) scheduled openception.
Appearance of Margot
Of "South Pacific” at the Aufi
Fonteyn
and ...Michael Somes in the ln
*
j-i x
if
third-act pas de deux had the crowd ditorium here has been cancelled
of the train wreck at
because
roaring, in a tumult rarely if ever
heard before in the staid opera Green River, Wyo., last night
house. Critical reception was no (Mo.n v), which delayed the troupe
on its jump east from San Franless enthusiastic.
Troupe is presenting four new cisco. However, the company is
works this season, in addition to expected to arrive in time for the
matinee
tomorrow
ballets shown here last year. Two scheduled
preems will be given next Tuesday (Wed.).
Jeanette Migenrtes, understudy,
(19) in “Giselle” and “Les Patineurs,” Miss Fonteyn and Somes will substitute for Diosa Costello
as
Bloody Mary in the RodgersWill take leads in “Giselle,” and
Beryl Grey and John Field will be Hammerstein busical.

Oct. 5* moving over to Philadelphia
before hitting Broadway about the
middle of the month.
featured in “Patineurs.” Frederick
Albert Marre, managing director Ashton’s “Dante Sonata” will be
of the Brattle company, will be as- oreemed Sept; 23, and Ninette de
sociated with Ritchard, its star, in Valois’ “Don Quixote” Sept. 29.
directing the play, while Robert
O’Hearn will design the sets and
costumes. Miles Morgan has been Chi Scene Scrambled;
named technical director and BurPreems

1

|

Diosa Costello, 7 Others

j

is

Idea is to

likely to continue
at a minimum. The partial curbs on credit
buying tend, to be an anti-inflation(Continued on page 60)
is

two more months,

for

no broker allotments, most of the
tickets being sold via mail orders

GUILD SIGNS BRATTLE
Boston, Sept. 12.
The Theatre Guild last week
signed the local Brattle Theatre
Co for presentation in the forthcoming Guild production of the
Restoration farce, “The Relapse,”
featuring Cyril Ritchard.. Farce is
sk'edded for the Guild’s third subscription play of the new season

tfiere appears
prospect of priqe or

tionary trend

so many people got his private
home phone number. There were

1

to the title
late A. L.

O’Keefe.

on B’way

“The Male Animal,” which
scheduled to close on Memorial
1951.
Day,

FOR

little

controls, at least until after
the. election, so the present infla-

is

CO.

be

wage

tion of

ex-

II and, to a lesser extent, in

World War I.
For the present,
to

On Oct. 10 the troupe will hit
the road with “The Hasty Heart,”
cities
in
Pennsylvania;
touring
Ohio, New Jersey and New York.
“Papa Is All” will follow and close
Dec. 6, so that the company will
have several weeks in Florida before opening the projected 12-play
schedule.
In the spring the tour
will be resumed with the presenta-

vision, series,

Green

War

1

,

Cork plained to the management that a
O’Keefe’ to revive Green’s series
wrong interpretation had been
of.
musical revues,
“Greenwich placed on the ad, and that SOMC
Village
Follies,”
Broadway is not taking party orders, but is
for
presentation and possibly a telemerely allowing its subscribers to
Robbins

.

Hottest show on Broadway this
which week is the Sadler’s Wells Ballet
was formerly the Hollywood Coun- of London, which started a threetry Club, contains a 400-seat the- week engagement at the N. Y. Met
Troupe was pracatre, bar and restaurant facilities Sunday (10).
and living quarters for actors and tically sold out before the opening
(advance sale took about $279,000
staff members.
Richard North Gage, Allenber- of the estimated $300,000 gross),
with
remaining ducats gobbled up
ry ’s managing director, and his set
designer,
Marjorie Green Bru- Monday (11).
Office of Sol Hurok, which is
baker, will head the staff. Alienberry Players, newcomer to the booking the troupe, has been a
citronella circuit last summer, are madhouse since, with demands for
“Boy Meets tickets coming in from everywhere.
currently
staging
Girl,” to be followed on Monday Switchboard was closed Monday at
(18) by a two-week engagement of 4 p.m. due to the ticket calls.
•‘Born Yesterday,” starring Dodie Hurok personally has been ducking all calls, and wondering Where
Bauer.

As

Jack

;

Playhouse,

“selections” for the new season, appeared to give the impression that
Village Follies*
the organization could get tickets
for the forthcoming musical for
groups of applicants.
Since the
Planned for Revival
management of the show has refused to sell theatre parties, the ad
brought - a flock of protests from
are underway for Morris theatre party agents.
Crieen,
lisher

Atlanta, Sept. 12.
Atlanta’s
theatre,

showcase-in-the-round, will open
its season Monday (18) with “Born
Anthony
Yesterday,”
starring
Quinn. Don Gibson and Elsbeth
Hof man, husband arid wife co-produceis fpr the Penthouse, located
atop the downtown Ansley hotels

STEPHEN DOUGLASS

.

ish, according to present indica?
Business will naturally vary
with individual shows, depending
on their different entertainment
quality and boxofflee pull, but prospects are generally more favorable
than in several years, both on
Broadway and the read.
Basis for the outlook is not* so
much the new season’s lineup of
shows, apparently not much more
promising qualitatively than usual,
but in the current trend of general'
business conditions. Important factors in the situation, all based on
official statistics, include the increasing money in circulation, ris-;
ing employment, expanding nation-

tipns.

Preem With Quinn-‘Born’

Omaha

his wife

Madge

Elliot,

•

.

!

i

!

this

was

summer.

A

pending

film deal

bringing “Springboard From No- prevented her playing another two
responsible for the Guild’s interest
where” Oct. 2 to the Selwyn. Pro- weeks here, so Diana Barrymore
Omaha,
in the local players, resulting in
j- “Angel,” in a n(j John Wilcox in “Light Up the
ducer was set to do
“Lost in the Stars” will not only the new tieup.
which he is starred, but prior con- Sky” were held over a third stanza
lift the lid on the local legitimate
to fill the gap. Holdover wasr made
season at the Omaha theatre Oct. 3
Bert Keckel, tract with playwright Alexander
Harrisburg, Pa.
comcalled for Dowling’s first ef- profitable since the Moss Hart
and 4, but it will open its own road formerly an associate designer' at Lidor
it--,- n - — f-n
edy has been « sock draw from
forts this fall.
tour here at th» same time.
the Pasadena Playhouse, has been
•‘Texas, Li’l Darling,” which was the start.
Hildegarde and company are set appointed technical director of the
proached Vernon Duke and Ogden
Since the hotel needs its .ballash, Carl Sigman
and Bob Hill* for a one-nighter at Tech High Harrisburg Community Theatre. to open a day early, Sept, 24, will room-theatre space for winter banopen,
because of travel schedule,
jard, Walter
womthe
BruHe succeeds Marjorie Green
Kent and Kim Gan- Nov. 3 under auspices of
to call It a
against “Come Back Little quets, Boyle ,<is forced
11
non and Jimmy McHugh and en's division of the Chamber of baker, who left end of last season Sept 25
vC
* J
J > ,e
'
y
sdasoh M&t *Raih dlbfe*.
PIdyeH. SWeba. ,IJ 1 41
j
Johnny Mercer.- v
*
i
Commerce.
j to go' with the AUehbtey
•

Sept. 12.
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Inside Stuff—Legit

tion is in flawless taste. This one,
in fine, seems incapable of missing.

Alan Hewitt is capable as a
cihiri' rharsfo
a anan es> and
Cliaige d’aft'itircs
snin
the junior romance is well handied by a personable pair, Russell
Nype and Galina Talva. Vanous

niusi^
>

Final performance of “Where’s Charley V* last Saturday night (9) at
the St, James, N. Y., was perhaps the most notable in the show's 99week run. For the occasion the regular staiidee limit was ignored,
and there were about 60 standees, As usual under such circumstances,
it was an extremely responsive audience, with many repeat playgoers
and friends of the cast and management. The hit number, “Always
in Love With Amy,” which generally runs about 20 minutes, ran 31
minutes, with Bolger having to come back twice for encores, after
returning to his dressing room to get ready for the next number. In
the second such instance, the star came but without a tie, pulling on
his suspenders. After the performance, the audienpe remained in the
theatre nearly 30 minutes, While Bolger made a curtain speech, introduced various members of the cast, etc.
At a backstage party after the performance an ex-GI guest of one of
the chorus girls in the show took offense at one of the actors and hit
him in the face with a brokep glass; inflicting severe cuts. This got
wider space than the sentimental occasion up to curtain-time.

IJItI<vlloy Illuo

!

Hollywood, Sept.

1

11.

Paula Stone and Michael .Sloane present
a new musical In two acts (16 scenes) by
g;~ Miller. Music by Max show
alter; lyrics by Miller; from an idea con-

,

mirrored efficiently by Geoffrey
Pat Harrington, William Frank Orth. Craig Stevens, Bob Scheerer,
Parnell. Mary Ann Niles, Jan ArEmory
r
a
£?
Vvan7 WjATiiuT Semo^
-in
stein
Merman. E, A, Kriimschmidt, Clift Dun tt
Gllmour, Effie Laird. Sets by Rita

‘

m

11.

!

.

subtlety of inflection, gesture and
movement, and Wildberg’s produce

ity is

11,

two acts (12. scenes). Music and
Howard
by
bobk
Irving Berlin,
Dy
r
/I
^_
£*
It i>
Lindsav rind Russel Grouse. Staged by
George Abbott. Stars Ethel Merman; fca*
tores Paul Lukas. Alan Hewitt. Choreograph v. Jerome Robbins; sets and cos?
tunics. Raoul Pene Du Bols; irtusical director, Jav Blackton; orchestrations, Don.
Walker. At Shuhert, New Haven. Sept.
.

.

Wednesday, September 13, 1950

Plays Out of Town
the vocal
ing viewpoint,
i all Me Madam
somewhat lacking.
*

.. .

LEGITIMATE

56

cal in
lyrics
_

. |

.

;.
1

Lumb,

J

''

... Ethel
Sally Adams
.Geoffrey Lunib and Lilia Skala.
Secretary of State
Owen Coll
..
Supreme Court Justice ..
Ramil
Pf»ne au
riuBnis
has LOiiie
come uri
naout rene
urns nab
...
Congressman Wilkins- .. .Pat. Harrington
.
1 ..
....... .William David- Wlth pleasing settings, including a
Henry Gibson
Russell Nype sliding panel arrangement, moving
Kenneth Gibson
.Ralph Chambers
Senator Gallagher. . ,
has adopted
Jeanne Bal in traveler fashion.
....
Miss Phillips
....... ...William Hail plenty of color for his costumes,
Butler
Jay Velie too.
Senator. Brockbank ,v
wardrobe deThe
...
.... Paul Lukas
Cosmo Constantine .
Mainbocher draws -plenty
jVTrs.

(

Glover; costumes by Odette Myrtll; choreography.bjr Louis: Da Prop. Musical dlrecorchestral arrangeticon " ueunuiui. uiu*icbu
lor. LeortLeonardi;
merits by Ruby Ruksin. At El Capitaii,.
Hollywood, Sept. 11 , ’50.
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Actress.
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Jeannette Le Vere

John Kessler
Joanne Mahoney
Backers of “Out of This World,” new Cole Porter show being preMuhnish Woman
of eye-rpopping, both male and i‘e Little
Frank Bisho sented by Ariiold Saint Subbei* and Lemuel Ayres, include Stage tiiari.... Mari
.....Jerry Cardoni
E. A. Krurrisebmidt male.
...
......
[singing
Sinking Page,
Page.
...
Hugo Tantinnin
ager Ward Bishop, choreographer Hany a Holm, Mrs. Boris Karloff,
0h n
Cliff Dunstan
Sebastian Sebastian
Blue
;
,
George Abbott has directed the
Galina Talva
i o b" ^mi'an« general manager C. Edwin Knill, former actor Hollo Peters, pressagent
;;;:
Princess Maria. .v. ...
.Nathaniel Frey opus adroitly and Jerome Robbins
.Margaret Hamilton
Felix Tortelescu ...
Aunt Addie
George Ross, ticket broker Saul Subber (father of the co-producer) and
Linvjlle
Laird
Effie
Albert
Toledano
......
Rudolph.
staging of dance and musical num- Mother.
*
Court Chamberlain. ..... .William David
office assistant Selma Tamber, $1,00Q each; former producer Donald
v
guidance. Jay 5JJ!L v
y'riSce- Mendes
Maid ..................... Lily Paget bers shows smart
William Penn Blackton’s musical direction keeps !
Carol Richards Blackwell, Lynn Fontanrie, film executive Arthur Hapf and actress Peggy
..........
Athlete
Lilia Skala the show well in hand, and Leland stet e
Craig Stevens Wood (Walling), $2,000 each; theatre party agent Lenore Tobin. $3,000,
.....
Grand Duchess Sophie. ...
Owen Coll
ne
Grand Duke Otto
Haywa rd ’s competent overseein g is vnS ia
If
cynthia Robbins and the Howard S. Cullman group, $20,000. The. production is financed
.Tommy Rail. Muriel
Principal Dancers.
v
Bentley
y apparent in the successful blend- A «iri:
.Mary- Ann -Niles ‘-‘at: $200, 000,- -with- provision for a 109o overcaU.
1 ;!
,?
Parnell
oiiie ingebretsen. ing the many talents involved.
... .... .Eniory
John Krackjohiv.
•Totato nugs
0
Richard Fjellman-.
Chris -Fortune
Secretary
v
Little Lake theatre, in-the-round strawhat in Pittsburgh, had anRac Albruzzo, Jeanne Bal.
....... i( .... .... .Frank Orth.
Joe
"•Singers;
Dick Scott nounced at beginning of the season that its finale week of Oct. 2 would
... .....
Ibid
Actor ...
Trudy DeLuz. Lydia Fredericks, Estelle
/.
.......... Barbara Logart
Actress
Gardner. Ruth McVayne. Lily Paget. NoArthur Gllmour be Robert C. SherrifT’s “Journey’s End,” which hasn’t been seen around
....
Hubert P. Troxel'.
ella Peloquln. Helene Whitney. Aristide
ITiiffovi
Bob Scheerer that city since the late twenties. Schedule was fixed, however, before
....
Cowdrick
Bartis. Nathaniel Frey, William Hail. A1Boston, Sept. 11,
Jan Avvan
Mi Tripleday. ...... ....
bort IAnville. Robert Penn, Tom. Reider,
Carbi^FiVid j the start of the Korean war and directors of Little Lake haVe decided
John' Wild-berg production of drama in Salesgirl
John Sheehan, Stanley Sinionds, Ray
acts
Flora
three
Stars
by
Leslie
Storm.
Si evens.
that perhaps presentation of “Journey’s End” at this time might not be
Frcnkin,
Robsoii: features Anthony Ireland, Rav^
Dancers: Shcliie Farrell, Nina
1
a*AA foi Civilian morale and Will
,;,ui
A An
0 good
.erase it* fiom the n
series.
PlayHeath, niond Huntley. Directed, by Charles HiekBarbara
.Ilammerlee,
Patricia
Prirmriprahlp timing iliv is necNorma Kaiser, Virginia LeRoy. Kirsten, man. Settmgs by Lari y Eggiesjon; At
ittip
Bnv house *plans to substitute a comedy instead, but hasn’t decided on one
Lilllie.
x»oy
Tills ^“T
Deiore •••this
CSsary
Valbotv Fred Hearn, Kenneth I, eRoy. Plymouth. Boston. Sept. 11, ’50.
Ralph Linn. Douglas Mopbert, Arthur Roy Christie .............. Richard G?le Bllic” can hope to blow hlS hom ^
Partington Bobby Tucker, William WesBroadway with any degree of
low.
In one of the biggest single ad campaigns in Chicago, the Shuberts
M,s Alicia Christie
Flora Ro!>,on success.
t
Nanni«
..
Janet Bayvow
Book is takeoff on the career of broke the South Pacific mail order and boXoffice sale schedule for
Faced with possibly the greatest
s
Kelk of radio’s “Aldrich the show due at the Shubert there Nov. 14. Chi legit sections in the
pr^^cnric'tt Hawkins ^Anthoiiy ^irelariii
advance ballyhoo and definitely
Family” and tells the story of the dailies came out with 800 line ads over the weekend asking for immeperennial ether juvenile,, bound to diate liiail orders, with sales limited to four tickets from one writer, and
the greatest advance sale in musicomedy history; “Call Me Madam”
meets that challenge well, if not
sensationally. There’s enough good
Diuauway mat I 1 inc’ivf even uic au AiiicHtdu uuy. tiitfc
for tnel1
thplf Plii engagements.
material in this work to assure
tags lor
has achieved in London the last a dull character. He gets out froni
substantial acceptance; there are
r
two
ears.
With
Flora Robson in tmder, to make the final curtain
many pleasant moments from an her j
Meyer
Davis, representing a syndicate of backers, has investments in
most powerful role to date it is deadline clinch
_ with his news^heh
and
entertainment
standpoint;
that producer’s dream^ the”Snia^i rii i-frien(h
perii^irig ; 16^ le^tS ^he following new Broadway productions: “Daphne Laureola,’’ “Affairs
All
Ethel Merman.
of
there’s
ot State,” “Legend of SarRh,’’ “Burning Bright,” “Bless You All” and
Which means that “Madam” will be femme show, arid it has enough written to radio’s “Just Plain (if Herman Levin
Oliver Smith actually do it) “Cock-a-Doodlo
on call for some time to come in dramatic validity to keep her. es- Lover” and compiling therefrom a
lo.rne of femme erotica that makes Dandy.”
Holdover shows in which the group lias slices include “Death
cort
on
the
qui
vive
throughout.
the Broadway area, but will prob“Kinsey
look" like a primer.
of
Salesman.”
a
“Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes,” “Lost in the Stars” and
Beginning
in
leisurely
Cven^
the
record
ably not go down in
as
a
Circumstances form a fine, peg on “Ha'ppy Time.”
A great musical production. As of commonplace key artfully designed
^
musical,
hang
hut
wluch^o
a
Hie
Hoy/, show inspires Warm applause to undeVline tlie impact of the.;
eeks
fcalher than cheers;
Alan
, . ; . ....
.......... ... .Stowe

Pemhertpn Maxwell.
Clerk

...
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Authors Howard Lindsay and
Crouse have fashioned a

Russel

book around episodes in the career
Of a U. S. lady ambassador who

capacity.,^Th Cj tptal number of weeks played by; alVshora
1?'"
a maturelv
conceived and a strong enough to jack up. Melo- ^nring the- season should have been 245 and the total gross for all
y. conedvea ana^a
the mildlv okav classiWS thus far should have been $5,502,000. The figures for the road
.rlcation? best being “A Lovely Autu n
the "eat novelty were correct.
S

f

i

,

S

entertains the mistaken notion that
American dollars are the only thing
in which the population is interested in the small European kingdom where she is posted. A romance with a native diplomat convinces her otherwise, and in the
process she manages to bring democracy to the kingdom and a betunderstanding
ter
all
around.
Theme lends itself to a number of
political barbs, with the added possibility of injecting further topical
/Comedy lines as the play’s run propresses. Various segments of script
ave considerable significance from
A provocative angle and the sum

^o

n^

™

p ™h^li^
“Bartender Song.” Other]
n^n oLabn^^^h^^^m^uibher,
ballads With some appeal are “I
^

.

.

«

.

Backers of “Season in the Sun,” Wolcott Gibbs’ comedy being preand sented by Courtney Burr and Malcolm L. Pearson, include the co63
Producers,
w ith investments of $2,000 and $6,000, respectively; Walter
ry
iaS ii
Hit Parade potential that Vincent; president of the Actors Fund of America, $4,000. and Howard
e
Thus Lesley Storm’s play achieves
S. Cullman, $2;000.
*V
The production is capitalized
at i$50,000, with pro^
George Murphy, making bis boxy vision for a 20% ovcrcall
a remarkable stkte of^^audience attention to the final line and sends '•»•/“ J?.ei* director, sets an okay
^
composea .mostJy 4
the audience home with a feeling P
L01 ne
Songwriter-nroducer
Jule oiyne
Stvne (&•
on me
the joose
loo<je hei«s an
proaucei diiie
RODiniV is
J^eo 'Robin
lac Leo
Deot unknowns legit-wise. The few
both
of completion
romnlotinn ana
and luimimeni.
fiilfillmenl
Doin 01
ve ^ erans 0 £ the roster easily steal tween two authoresses of similar sounding names: With Anita Loos
The situation finds Mrs. Alicia too honors with iuiev comedy char- ai) d J° e Fields, they have the currently successful “Gentlemen Prefer
Christie- (Miss Robson)^ on the eve ? cterizations,
particularlv
Frank Blohdes.” and he is also talking, a musicalizalion of “The Women” with
of her son s wedding, committing Orth as the “singing” bartender, Mrs. Clare Booth Luce, who wrote the latter play.
a seemingly senseless- and trivial Margaret
Hamilton as “Blue’s”
total Impresses as something more crime.
As a psychoanalyst (An- ;>, w t and Emory Parnell as the
Actors Fund of America last week received a donation of $2,292
than a framework Tor songs and thony Ireland) assrgned to^the ,d> s ., OI,.
or Notable assists come from from the Westport (Conn.) Country Playhouse, the largest amount H
fense pi obes deeper into the moti- .Tan Arvan
flances.
as the publisher who re- has ever received from a strawhat theatre.
*
The sum was raised b\f
ill,
audience donation during the week’s engagement of Gertrude Lawrence
;ri
and Dennis King in “Traveler’s Joy,” when a new gross record was set.
-- — er
-1
a VUUC
Ul hljlUah - -IT----- —
^
from practically every shelf in the}-*"? .“n develops, the- mother be- gets too-ltltle chance to display his
Season’s biggest gross at the Melody Fair, Danbury, during the siimthe
aggressor
the
in
relationtnuslc library. He runss the scales,'"?
s P i»ht-of-hand.
ion
was $15,541, drawn by IVTimi Benzell in Naughty IVIarietta the
from the romantic “It’s a Lovely ship. Torn between her devotion
Sinsring leads Carol Richards and
to
her
husband
(Raymond
Hunt
wcek
(six performances) ending Aug. 6.
Day Today” to a stirring ensemble
That represented virtual ca.Tohnnv Kirby, both 'of radio, had
s difl’iculty'
Hacity
after the opening night’s performance.
tagged “Free.” Injecting life into ley), whose jealousy of the bov has
vj*
overcoming “cold” mikes
e
production numbers are “The Ocaearly
scenes
gained
but
asllCl- mirnnpp hpforp
*rina”
and “Washington Square atld ilQl instinct to piotect ‘E:
Ita
<
fmaI ciirf''iin
cultaw
® Tin'll
Dance.” A Merman showstopper is son. she is. forced to her decision ,
winsome chirp.
R ic
‘‘Can You Use Any Money Today?” The title., incidentally, refers to a
and a
react to the severe damage of otlveys—^in this case the^^wonian’s son—
its general structure is that of increasing acceleration of suspense.
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With the
David Alexander’s suit against
William
yviiuain R. ivaizeu
Katzell ana
and nay
Ray tioiaen
Golden
alleged breach of his. contract
for
Bob Scheerer is a solid click in
some hi
lighly effective dance rou- 1° direct their production of last
tines paired
aired with Mary Ann Niles, season's “Alive and Kicking” is
who also
for
trial
so registers strongly.
strongly, One scheduled
tomorrow
number, a wolf man dance, is a (Thurs.) in King’s county (Brooktrifle too far on the suggestive side, lyn
supreme court, but will probli
ver a nd should be re-rou- ably be postponed because of the,
;°
^
plaintiff’s
commitment to stage
j
Producers- Paula' Stone and Mike “Hbad of the Family”
Freddie
s1 () no have invested the show Schader is advance man for the
with fine physical trappings, and tour of “Come Back, Little Sheba,”
particularly effective actors
ciois oi
of fini^h^mid
linisn.anci mteguty.
integrf
lie- top credit
also ih
is reflected
being the “Monotony” specialty by ?
teiieuiea on the siamng
starring omri
Shirley Booth and Sidney
land sneaking 'at first rathpr rnmw T
^ "diau
’
'
'

^‘Snglbr vo?aTs”a«d"an ouT

feetty tn

command

display
vocal talent.
arent.

of her art, ion-

“Once Upon a V€|ys all the spiritual torment of the
Time Today” lends charm to, the wl fCt Avhile at the same time
and
“They
Like
Ike” lends achieving an- exceedingly effective
score,
flock of chuckles. Others to be portrait of an “average” wife and
leard from are “Marrying for mother who never dreamed of the
aove” and “The Best Thing for .deeply troubled state of her mind.
It is a characterization calling for
rou Would Be Me.”
ffreat pmniinnai rnnirA
ic
Dance department is rich in as- Dorted in
particularly colorful being
sets,
^Mraiii
bv
S^land^and1
the “Ocarina” and “Gypsy Dance” Huntlev ^^ eouole of di^inmn^hp^
numbers, and

standing dance

trip.

any

tremendous
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off the part with exceptiohal conviction.
The play brought out a juvenile
of IKoavoii
in Richard Gale, playing the son,
Seattle, Sept. 7.
of considerable finish but even ^ tt
tw.
0
;
greater promise. Patricia Marmont,
orMmSS m to JcSn^bv
in a straightforward role much 'Hughes;, Directed by Robert Gray. Sets
v
,o]
by
0
n
ay
t
easier than it looks, fully upheld ^ r : c An^1i o£ t 'X /-^ Showboat the
her father’s (Percy Marmont) -tra- **^ Scattle' Sc ,,t 7 ‘ i>a
dition. And there is a minor char/
A
,
,,
fourth
play
by Glenn
acterization by Janet Barrow of the — Tms
family retainer that is very effec- H«i?hes to be preenied at the Showboat
als0
marks
the
30th
annivertive.
In the role of the fiancee
of the
Washington’s
Patricia Hicks makes both a nice
,
v
drama school. While perhaps lackappearance and impression.
for the commercial
The direction by Charles Hick- 1?? in ..impact
...
..
...
„ conman takes every advantage of these stage, it reflects credit on all
i
^-“ll
Britishers’ exceptional capacity for
(Continued pp„pag^
on Dages 58)
fifi)

way
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presentation

.

i

Herman

;

,

j

in-

Solomon, treasurer, and Richard
Surac.e, assistant, Broadway; (Miss)
Marvin Roth, treasurer, and John
01 1, assistant. Coronet; Maurice
DeVries, assistant. Golden; Thomas
Brotherton, treasurer, and Abe
Potal, assistant, Lyceum; William
Rinaldo, treasurer, and Mary Ackley,
assistant,
Majestic;
Harold
Stehle, treasurer, Royal e; Murray

.

YOu

hit in Ijondon

.

|

I

boxoffice assign*

dark theatres
Jean AnouilU’s
“Ring ’Round the Moon,” a current
and
due
for BroadRome- Arnold way
Auerbach revue in which Mary bert presentation this fall by GilMiller, was turned down t\vr>
McCarty and Jules Munshin will
be co-fcatured
Noel Coward is seasons ago by the U. of Utah
theatre,
when it was offered under
authoring a book of short stories,
the title, “Invitation to the Chaalter which he’ll wnte the second
volume of his “Present Indicative”
John Carradine will take out a
autobiog, to be titled “Future
Shakespeare repertory, company
indefinite.”
-”
[this
fall; it lie can get sufficient
Sam Handlesman, general mana gcr of the Pitt Civic Light Opera, financin R- Margaret Webster nixed
- .
whose season was just concluded,
(Continued on page 58)
“Bless

,

1

New

Broadway theatres

Iieiwitz, treasurer* Shubert. Deadline is Ocl. 12 for assignments for
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presentation of
All,” the Harold J.
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LeVin and Oliver Smith have indefinitely postponed production £f
Scan
O’Casey’s
“Cock-a-Doodle
Dandy,” but are going ahead with

Touch

!

v

:

Anne Deere Wiman,
-if
r*1A4 A**
oaugJiter.
of
—
producer
Dwight
na«^
DeereA Wiman, has optioned “An

.

}-

.

.

...

.

me

.

.

.

;

w
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Tailored to the Ethel Merman
talents; show offers the comedienne
£ glove-fitting vehicle. While she
isn’t exactly the whole engine, she’s
Certainly- the sparkplug of this production. An idea of the yeoman
6ervice delivered by her may be
gleaned from the fact that she appears in 10 of the total 20 musical
numbers. For Merman fans, it’s a
field day, not only vocally but from
oomedy dialog angle too.
Paul Lukas fares less fortunately
in this setup. It’s his first American musical and he appears to be
On strange ground. His performance is ingratiating from a thesp-

.

.

at

.

clude Edwin McPartlahd, assistant
treasurer at
the
Alvin;
Lep

''

^

.

ments

.

'

Louis Da Pron choreography and
Rail, Muriel Bentley and 4nidl^^vP ihrin »'
H Dll.tlSlV. accent Celt]
v
aa}a
A leal
‘)«Anl. iiinnlr
r*lnvfvr*c
.wover
s sets. i He
Arthur Partington. “Square Dance” Kp
woiK,
.......
,iAum
cnfiwi down
fni v caugnt
nndhHiPrp
A
pe tuny
neie,. setued
however, starts
nmv
now. nireetinn
is a lively contribution. “Ocarina,”
Direction tho
the
incidentally, gets a good boost from
Ollie Ingelbretsen and Richard F.
Jellman, specialists on the “Potato
Bug.”
father, carries

Tommy

story

)

W

&\e

;

[

.

.

goes to Bermuda this week for a
vacation ... Naney
Nancy Hamilton
Hair
and
Morgan Lewis, who wr ole “One
for the Money,” “Two for the
Show” and “Three to Maki
Make Ready,’
have collaborated on a musical
comedy version of the Cinderella
.

,

!

I

.
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Jack Goode, Wilton
Xg
iinrilvn Landers, Betty Ann

Nyman, Audrey Meadows and Paul
Heed, opened to very slow biz last
Tuesday (5). Post holiday and start

made

of school

it

weak

a

With Two Houses
•

to a

day, reverting agaiiv

Sunday

Society

grosser*

I

($4,20)
(2,000)
(12) before a good

j

slowing “Good News.”
Terrell is importing Evelyn WyLawrence Brooks, Helen
ekoff,

To Continue as

Others
Terry
Saunders, William C. Smith, Zelda

George

Shelton,

George Lipton, Howard

Ross and

Rowan Tudor.

on

•f

'

:

the Barrie fantasy opened
strong on Labor Day to an SRO
audience, but proved spotty and
not the most popular item. Lack
resident
between
of
blending
troupe andAheme’s traveling aggregation was apparent to first-

I

niters.

Jean Parker, starring in “Dream
with Robert Lowery feaopened last nightr (11) as

Girl,”
tured,

,

with a great deal of amusement
?

I

my disagreements,
Equity, but in all honadmit that they are

have

stock

pac, N, Y., will continue through
the winter on a studio workshop
basis and will probably present its
production of Saroyan’s “Beautiful
People” for a regular Broadway run
fa"£ posslbiy*
the 'ouideu
theatre:
The necessary $35,000
financing for the latter Venture has
been pledged.
With Miss Miller directing, the
troupe will work together three
days a week in New York and
spend weekends at its headquarters
in Mahopac. There will be 24 in
the studio group, including the
eight members of last summer’s
resident company arid players who
have been with the outfit in former
seasons.
“People/ which was the
most successful bill of* the recent
summer schedule, will require a
cast of 10. Tlife play was a failure
when originally presented on
Broadway in the spring of 1941,
with the author as producer and di-

production of

Hilltop Extending
Baltimore, Sept. 12,

Don Swann is extending his Hilltop Theatre season, following last
week’s record take for “Harvey.”
“St. Joan” is on tap currently

1

the

Road” comes in, and Migatz ends
his season with Joan Blondell in
“Born Yesterday” starting Sept. 26.

CD

BOW
SLOWED; SEEK NEW FACT

Guild.

M

small salaries, who maintain a
standard and reputation for these

summer

These package
theatres.
shows that Aberne speakes of have
good
the tendency to destroy
These package
theatre.
stock
shows are put together with supporting players who were probably
auditioned by many summer theatres and rejected as. not versatile
enough for their resident company.

When Aherne

refers slightingly
the resident company at the
theatres he has played this sum
riier (incidentally Norwich was not
on of them), he fails to realize that
it is a situation which' too many

to

package and semi-package shows
Since Equity requires six
resident members, because of the

foster.

(

Comedy-Drama)

O

“As You Like

CHI ‘FIFTY GRAND’

Pittsburgh, Sept, 12.

,

forced to utilize

membership

(

shows,

is

who because of
tunity given to them

the oppor-

in summer
theatre have successfully established themselves in Broadway
theatre.-

(C)—Theatre

Bad Assembly Job

Craw-

shows
ford.
this summer and invariably found
“Burning: Bright” (D) —- Rodgers they were directed and cast by
& Hammerstein; Guthrie McClin- stage managers who were not comdirector
if*
petent enough to get a job as *
.A.ijnni. hi ama manager
am director
ji.A.tA.
“Come Back. Little Sheba” (D'-— resident
stage mAnnMA. or
Theatre Guild; Daniel Mann, di(Continued on page 58)
rector.
Russell
“Curious Savage” (D)
“Brigadoon” (M)

I

have

played

package

t

Les Weinrott, Chi producer who
took an option on the Pittsburgh
Playhouse’s spring revue, “Fifty
Grand,” is negotiating new contracts with the authors, Ken Welch
and David Crantz, because he won’t
be able to deliver on original deal,

which called for a Windy City production by Oct. 1. Weinrott is seeking to extend the deadline now to
Jan. 1, hoping by then to corral

stage

destroying the means for

bers,

Revue

— Cheryl

Equity resident

develpment and showcasing of
good talent. I for one can name
a few of my former resident mem-

(Operetta).
It”

its

as technicians,

managers;
boxoffice
help,
etc.
Aherne, in advocating package

(

R

a direct result of the Jean
incident, Actors Equity coun-

j

cil adopted for the second time
yesterday (Tues.) a resolution conMinneapolis, Sept. (2,
demning blacklists based on politiIn a significant about-face, St. ca j grounds.
A previous resoPaul newspapers are accepting lutioh of the same sort was
amusement page dispi.y ads for adopted several months ago by the
“Lend an Ear,” which plays its ex- legit organization, but was tabled
clusive Twin City engagement in so all the performer unions cou
Minneapolis.
have the opportunity to issue a
In previous seasons, the St. Paul joint statement on the subject.
sheets have refused ads for simiThe new resolution by the Equity
lar attractions when the latter were
council “firmly and unequivocally”
booked into Minneapolis, but not condemns Communism an l Fasinto their own town. They also re- cism” in all theif respective foriris
fused any news mention of the and subterfuges” and attests the
shows’ presence here and the union’s support to proper Governmayor and; civic arid business or- ment action against subversive
ganizations protested to New Y ork forces.
But it protests against
booking offices against the policy blacklists based on insinuations
which had such shows as “Finian’s and unsubstantiated charg e s
Rainbow,” ‘'Annie Get Your Gun,” brought by irresponsille groups.
“Madwoman of Chaillot” and “High It concludes with a specific protest
Button Shoes” playing Minneapolis against the dismissal of Miss Muir,
alone.
Spurring the new resolution by
Equity was riot only the recent
dropping of Miss Muir, from the
“Aldrich Family” television Show,
Opera,
St Louis
but reports of several instances of
legit producers making confidential
Oldest U.S. A1 Fresco,
inquiries \about the political affilia-;
tions of actors under consideration
Year for their shows. In pm? sufcli case,
Ends Another
it is understood, a manager decided
St. Louis, Sept. 12.
a star whose name
Helped by fine weather that re- f ^ainst
suited in the loss of only four per- has been identified with liberal
despite
causes,
his declared antiformances, the 1950. season of the
Municipal. Theatre Assn., sponsor Comnuinif-t sentiments.
Paralleling EquityS action but
of al fresco entertainment, in the
Forest Park amphitheatre, closed apparently largely independent of
A total of it, is a two-fold protest move by the
with a small profit.
807,299 payees attended 84 of the casts of current Broadway shows
88 skedded performances at ah es- against the Muir “purge.’’ Besides
Total at- petitioning the union council yestimated $600,000 gate.
tendance showed a decline from terday (TuesJ to take a positive
stand on the Muir incident, reprethe 1949 record of 898,103 for 87
sentatives of the various companperformances.
ies have scheduled an after-the-theThe turnout for the 1950 season atre meeting tomorrow night
boosted the total attendance for the (Thurs.) at the Malin rehearsal
32 years the project has been in [studio, in West 46th street, N. Y.,
operation to slightly more than 20,- to protest against blacklists in gen000,000, and the estimated gross eral.
for the entire period to about
It is conceded by Equity leaders
$7 ,500,000. Never in its history has that .the anti-blacklist resolution
a single one of the 1,600 guarantors W R 1
largely moral in effect,
Each advances a sum since some other, non-political
lost a cent.
before the start of each season and grounds
are
almost
invariably
For the gi vcn for the rion-hiring of an acis repaid aL the windup.
past season the advanced Sum ^ as tor, the union cannot take .action
$145,275.
unless a formal complaint, is made,
Before the 1949 season got un- with supporting evidence.
Howder way the entire house was re- ever, council members feel that
seated at a cost of approximately even the moral weight of the reso$100,000. Before^ the 1950 season lution may be worth While, since it
several hundred thousand dollars may help to focus attention upon a.
were expended in the construction sinister threat to traditional Ameriof modern dressing rooms, rehear- can ideas of justice.
ago a
sal
stage, etc. - Two . seasons
. — j _ _
jurvgpttvi
tiiv
Equity
Despite the
-umuavj resolution.
ivgvtubivu*
«
amplifying system however, it’s questionable whether
$35,090
was installed to replace an obso- y ie 4 ^* 5 the parent organization,
lete type.
will adopt a similar policy, "or
^
Principals, of whom 75 were em- whether
the
performer
other
are
1950
season,
during
the
ployed
unions will do so. The American
paid up to approximately $1,000 Federation of Radio Artists has alper w*ek although the late W. C. ready ducked the issue several
Fields once drew $4,000 for a times and is understood to have
seven-night personal appearance.
been responsible for the Television
A singing chorus of 60 and 26 Authority doing likewise,
Neither TVA nor AFRA has thus
selected by John Kennedy., produc far taken any action in behalf of
An
staff.
tion manager, and his
Miss Muir, who was dropped from
orch of 50 footers was under the the “Aldrich Family” video show a*
baton of Edwin McArthur. Total couple of weeks ago because a
employees of the organization, em- score or so phone and mail probracing grippers, juicers, wardrobe tests were received by the sponsor,
people, painters, designers, carpen- despite the fact that the actress
ters and b.o. help, numbers 420.
was given no opportunity to reply
Paul Beisman, manager of the to the charge of having Communist
organization, is the guiding spirit sympathies. Miss Muir has vigorof the Muny Opera. He assists Ken- ously denied ever having been a
nedy in selecting principals, outs Coriimunist and has bitterly con-
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salaries for the extra people in a

package show, a summer theatre,
in order to mitigate its costs, is

in Rehearsal
C Comedy D Drama),

(.Musical),

talented rank-and-file
of
Actors Equity,
as resident members at

working

Shows

) ,

who have fought

It is this

summer

(

ones

membership

rector.

Keys:

only

to

to maintain a place for their rank
and file membership in relation
to summer theatre.

and “Happily Ever After,” by DonMembers of Miss Millers reguald Kirkley, Baltimore Sun dramalar company include Mary Hayden,
tic critic and Howard BUrman, loElizabeth
Lawrence, Osceola Archcal Variety mugg, set to follow.
er, Tom McDermott, John Sears
and Mac Gress, actors; Joel Turner,;
Chevy Chase Holds Christians
Laurine Schwann and Montgomery
Chicago, Sept. 12.
Although post Labor Day busi- Hare, resident playwrights; Ken
ness was light with Mady Chris- Bloomer, scenic designer, and Carl
tians in “Papa Is All,” Marshall Harms, stage manager.;
Migatz, producer at Chevy Chase
theatre; Wheeling, 111.; is
holding the star over another week
until the 17th.
On Sept. 19 ZaSu Pitts in “Post

of a

that I read Brian Aherrie s letter
to Variety providing his solution
for the ills of summer theatre.
To begin with, I think that as
member of Actors Equity,
a
Aherne shows extremely bad taste
in referring to Equity and its regulations regarding resident actors
as slightingly as he has.
As a

.

j

1 5th

As producer and manager

stock company that operates solely
on the sorCalled star system, it was

company at the with Actors
Putnam County Playhouse, Maho- esty I have

week was only a fair grosser
«»e Bucks County Playhouse

the final and
the summer.

Norwich, Conn.

.

manager

i

Jill Miller’s

In New Hope
New Hope, Pa., Sept. 12:
Brian Aheme in “Dear Brutus”

Aherne Spotty

last

Studio

McBride,

Summer Stock

Editor, Variety:.

l

iii

Mass., production.

;

1:

I

(

include

l

*

1

Ruin to

12 ), has the biggest advance of firstnight audience with the musiKenny
Hie season, and is in for the clos- cal “Texas LIT Darlin.”
Stampede to gar- Delmar carries the lead role. The
ing fortnight.
ner ducats may have been instru- play is in for two weeks.

annis,

l

p alii
an

Panprc
Tim no*
JrHpers UOing
About-Face on Mpls.

Qf

J

,

The Shubert
“Show Boat,” opening tonight opened Tuesday

Raymond, Jack Blair and Dorothy
Keller from Richard Aldrich’s Hy-

year’l

Detroit,: Sept. 12.

libido*

mental

last

total of 5,000.

six-days:

to n.g.

headed for

is

As
Muir

4-.

j

Lit

57

Mo Off

Guild and American Theatre

tre

After a dark summer, lights went
on this week in Detroit’s two top
legit theatres.
The Cass (1,500)
($3.60) opened a promising season
Monday (11) to SRO house with
the Theatre Guild subscription
play, “The Innocents,” with Sylvia
Sidney.
The show is booked for

I

Starts

Baltimore, Sept. 12.
Legit season will prc.em next
week (18) with “Oklahoma” set for
a return to Ford’s, after which
“Kiss Me, Kate” will essay a week.
Sale of subscription season of
five plays under auspices of Thea-

Detroit Opens Season

beginning of week, but it built
good Friday and SRO Satur-

in

W

>
Lapibertville, N. J., Sept. 12.
‘0ood News” was hardly that for.

John Terrell’s Music Circus
St
The arena musical outfast week.
took a sharp nosedive with the
fit
Musical, starV'ollefiiate musical.

LEGITIMATE

Pfikmfr

Wednesday* September 13, 1950

.

—

Lewis; Peter Glenville, director.
“Diamond Lit” (CD)— Shuberts.
Shep“Giaconda Smile” (P)
hard Hraube; Traube director.
“Guys and Dolls” (M) Cy Feuer
& Ernest Martin; George S. Kauf-

—

i

.

,

.

•

i

;

,

,

.

j
!

;

1

—

Naked

man, director.
w
(STUDIO 7, N, Y.)
“Lady From Paris” (O)— Franz
sufficient backing to get the show
Studio 7, off-Broad way group,
Steininger; Jose Ruben, director,
going.
“Legend of Sarah” JD)*— Kermit quiet for a number of weeks this lines the promotion and publicity
Practically ail of the necessary
Bloomgarden; Benn W. Levy, direc- summer following the closing, of stints, personally makes a goodwill
coin had been set several months
produc- trek through the southwest every
initial warm-weathei
its
tor.
ago, but that was before the out“Southern Exposure” (Q—-Marge tion “Earth Spirit,” reopened last spring before the Season gets
break of hostilities in Korea. War
Luigi
Pirandello’s
with
week
Tad
under way, "and through tieups
Gurian,
Manning
Jones;
found several prospective angels Adove; Miss Jones, director.
‘Naked.”
C u r r e n t production with varibus organizations in the
withdrawing their pledges, and
doesn’t add up to good theatre, St.
Louis area encourages the
Hollywood
Weinrott and Welch have spent the
of ducats in. blocks. It*#
‘Red, White and Blue” (R)—Le- Slrefal"
entire summer in a series’ of Chi
the first outdoor organization ot its
Owen Crump for /ung girl who
mtempting
auditions for tentative bankrollers. Roy Frinz and
Legion,
P rinz suicide,
American
to make her death
They’re still around $75,000 'short the
appear more beautiful, play fails
and intend to make a stab next at directing.
Burnings Bush,” (D)—Wal- to create an element of com“The
some Coast coin. In the meantime,
BICYCLE
passion and makes for tedious
Weinrott is understood to have ter Wicclair.
viewing.
sunk around $10,000 of liis own
Iii the lead role of the. harried
2
coin in the venture so far oh option
Picon'* 5 Previews
Mercedes Shirley is congal,
money, rentals for auditions/etc.
H. S. Kraft is in New York on
Part
begins the fronted with a taxing job.
who
Picon,
Molly
.Welch isn’t returning here to the
“Maze! Toy,. calls for a constant display of emo- a quickie, having set his book muCarnegie
Tech Drama School, new season as star in
tional strai.i, which she does in sical, tentatively titled “Just For
where he studied for several years; Molly,” will give five previews of okay fashion. Philip Saville and Laughs,” with Paula Sloane & MiSecond
the
at
musical
latest
her
but will work directly with WeinGerald Price are adequate in sup- chael Sloane (her husband) It’s
theatre, N. Y., beginning
rott in trying to launch “Fifty Ave.
port, and Rudolph Weiss, as an- the first legit for which Johnny
Grand.” His collaborator, Crantz, Sept. 25. Written and staged by elderly novelist, who takes the Mercer did both the score and
Jacob
and
Rumshinsky
Joseph
is back in Pittsburgh publicizing
girl under his wing, has some efAnne Shropthe local Playhouse again for the Kalich, from a play by Harry Kal- fective moments*
Mercer’s “Messer Marco Polo,”
mario witz, “Molly” will premiere shire: arid Bernard Kates also reg
second straight season.
book by Robert Nathan, has tunes
30.
Sept.
Saturday,
ister.
r
by Robert Emmet Dolan. Stanley
J
R 9: hflt4
Sam MorgensteEn has been ap-J “Molly” Will feature Irving
inaron 'GUkey t, DoBald Oetislager are prowhich’Tharo^
a nthbrimtfve set,
set wnicn
an authoritative
pointed associate musical director 1 Jacobson, Mae; Shoerifeld,
Dave Lubritzky, Esti Musset’s lighting helps along, luring that ahead at .the .Kraft*
of the New Friends of Music. His Liebgold,
pro- Mercer show, tor which Phil Sildirected
Corsaro
“A Dictionary of Vocal Themes” Salzman. Gustave Berger and Frank
vers is prominently mentioned*
Of os .
ficiently.
Fanya Rubina.
will be published in October*

demned Communism.
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With five shows in rehearsal and
one getting started on a seasonlong tour, the Theatre Guild is
busier with production than at any
time in years.
The firm’s new
slipws currently in

rehearsal

are

“The Relapse” and “Curious Savage,” the latter to be presented in
partnership with Russell Lewis

and Howard Young. Re-rehearsing
preparation to tour are the
Guild’s 1949-50 productions of “I

"in

Know My

Love,” “As You Like It”
and “Come Back, Little Sheba.”
“Oklahoma” last
perennial
Theweek opened another season's tour
in Pittsburgh.

Another Guild offering, in assoJohn C. Wilson, will
be Christopher Fry’s Londorv sueBurncess, “The Lady’s Net for
for which John Gielgud and
ing
Engfrom
due
are
Biown
Pamela
ciation With
.

..

land soon to start rehearsals.

vs*mff
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Southbury, Conn., Bairn
Pulls Through Into Black
reared by Carlton as

The Amazing Adel©

own

he were his

child.

....

,
agrees to let Magrath
manage his campaign for governor
when the latter threatens to aid a
pSitidal rival if he doesn't accept
0 n Magrath’s own terms. Magrath
WatKins.^Naonii is frank in telling Carlton that he
*«• i «xp«rts. to be elected governor
unj n jq years arid that he IS
lights, Herbert Gah^an. _ Production
der
merely as a stepping
n, using
Ifept.
^piaylSjuse,
naynauw,
**
’’/VS^cSuSfry
.
° Carlton
qountiy
*
J
.(Conn,)
Ki «al ascem
port
.
aenfm.
e own nft
political
his
in
stoni
&<r&p7
Riordan
of cards
soiange veyr6n'L^jte_; Naomi
<j'ency..\, political house
boy
the
Via
down
Watkins
tumbling
comes
Linda
EdSSe vlyfSS-Lafflte
ftoA ^andeii Oliver, to make a tense drama.
Antoine "veyron-Laifite
Gordon
Ruth
Adeie.
Walter Klavun does a brilliant
job in the., role of the grasping

Westport, Conn., Sept. 11.

'

if

«^

,

,

Carlton

Westport Country Playhouse presentacomnroduetlon of c°niKanih production
iion' of Carson Kanin
a B Pt
n
&Ve- t y
suns
BariUet and Jean-pierre Gredy,

^r^

*

:

j
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;
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is good
Carlton, Polly
BioidW sea- as the high-minded
Southern
Avis,
a
fine
is
as
Bowles
altoand
saucy
^

Gordon and Garson Kanin Magrath and David Lewis

Riith

iS'KiSr
Ln
^r “Thp Amazing
f
With
11

S

cav

a

J

:

;

imDortation

y

et ei

[

J^ Paris.
p f
from

i

who virtually has. taken over
fu.hriing of the Winslo\y family
affairs arid is determined that her

girl

Adele” the
i

.wt

!

probably
husband shall be the Bay State’s
as has the current French original,. govei. nor>
“Le Don D'Adele/’ winner of the
Oavada. Humphrey also turns in
Tristan Bernard prize for the best ^ g QO d performance as Lucy; the
French comedy of the year, _ out W eak-willed sister of Carlton. Sally
that won’t matter to New Y ork (jraeie is fine, too, as Eudoxia Henduring
the derson, sister of Avis,
fun-hunters
legit
Dion Allen, is good as Monsignor
rnonths ahead.
this
counts
Melone, as is Fay Roope, who plays
all
practically
On
late-season Westport entry is ready the part of Augustus Lawrence, a
for Manhattan. Miss Gordon’s fit- trustee of the Winslow estate.
Medo;
ness for the title spot and Kanins
sharp adaption and staging make
“Adele” the surest play to borne
Clieek
.

i

i

.

.

1

and Double

,

county

Fairfield

of
put
slimmer.

this,

The French collaborators Pierre
and Jean-Pierre Gredy

Bariilet

.

contrived a slightly fantastic character with a remarkable gift of
second sight... She can not Only preview but se es what’ s concurrent
elsewhere. A complete extrovert,

Adele

is

but

sense,

when

annoyed by her unique

knows

nevertheless

to exploit

it.

The entrance of the prescient
creature into art above-burgeois
home, wherri there has been comparatively little conflict among the
parents and their playgirl and playboy children, sparks a friskay nearfarce that never gets complicated.
power exposes
Adele’s strange
some embarrassing truths and she
makes a second-act conquest of the
son, but players and audience are
the better for her by the time she
exits, much as Peter Pan, at the
end.

Southbury, Conn., Sept. 12.
After three years of hit-and-miss
operation, Jack Quinn’s Southbury
summer came
this
Playhouse
through with a gratifying black
figure for its recently shuttered
stra what season of 10 weeks. SRO
wasn’t uncommon, and on several
occasions it was necessary to open
up the back wall of the theatre to
accommodate, emergency outdoor

Y., Sept. 5.
.Blythewood Players production of Comedy in three, acts by Morton .Krouse. Directed by William Reid. With Sheppard
Kerman,- Lisa Fillman, Michael Grimes,
Jorie Wyler; Lou Clarke, Ted Fox, Reid,
others. At Hotel Blythewood, Loon Lake,
N, Y., Sept. 3,

'50.

“Check and Double,” farce iri
three acts by M°rton Krouse,
given weekends this summer by
the Blythewood Players at Hotel
Blythewood; Loon Lake, has a
good plot and some bright dialog.
The plot concerns th e efforts of
bathing suit manufacturer to
secure a big government contract.
Desiring to confuse his rivals, he

a

Continued from page 57
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“The Reformer
is

arid the Redhead,
back in business with this Kauf-

man-Hart

Twenty

hit of 1930.

years have taken much of the sting
out of the hate-Hollywood lines,
but the young Brooklynite, playing “the best deadpan feeder ii>
show business,” manages to wrap
it up with the sock comedy portrayal of L. A.’s legit year.

Directors Kathleen Freeman and
Terry Kilburn loaded their .the-.'
atre-in-the-round p ackage with

wacky women’s wear

of the era and
a spirited supporting cast for, Kap-

Beverly Campbell and Larry

lan.

Salters foil expertly as romantic
leads whose elocution school forsilent picture thesps falls apart and
is rescued when Kaplan becomes
head of the studio and makes the
wrong picture, only to wind up
with a hit on his hands. Pat Prest
as the Janet Gaynor type, Miss
Freeman as her mother, June
,

Shafer as the gossip columnist, Joseph Mell as the studio topper arid
David Alpert as the temperariiental
director, all contribute handsomely.
Nostalgia being the theme these
days, “Lifetime” could conceivably
to biggeri and better bookings. If Kaplan stays with it, it
can’t miss.
Mike.

move on

.

.

.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 12.

,

.

.
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Nixon

Preems With ‘Oklahoma’

in summer theatre. In some cases
these package shows were so badly
assembled that it necessitated my
apologies to patrons.

Please” have iss.ued financial state- assurance, a development of their
merits on the revue through July basic talent, plus the knowledge
transfers his total funds to a 15, and another covering the pe- of how to meet with the unexHoboken bank, opening an account riod through mid-August is about pected on stage by playing With
in the name of’ one of his obscure to go out to the backers
Charles different actors and directors each
You can only develop
employees. He then gets the word Thomas, not Murray Lang, was week.
around in the trade that he is formerly treasurer of the Music values from a part from others.
broke*
certainly
You
can’t develop differBox, N. Y.
Phil
. Pressagent
The employee, suddenly but Bloom returned from London on ent Values by playing with the
his
opens
mysteriously affluent,
the lie de France Monday (11).
same people each week.
own bathing suit company and
A star contemplating appearing
Shubert presentation of Fredr
through fantastic, advertising does
Miss Gordon’s wonderfully Un- a big business and on his former erick Lonsdale’s “Way Things Go,” in summer theatre should apply
of
will
costar
Beatrice
one
Pearson,
be
the
Melfollowing, five basic factors:
should
inhibited Adele
employer's money. Eventually his
1. Let
the manager pick the
Broadways preferences. She muggs ex-employer lands a big contract ville Cooper and Ralph Michael,
He knows what audiences
and. makes noises as if she were on and goes to Hoboken for his with Bramwell Fletcher and Pat- play.
rick
featured
in
cast
Holt
a
includa
be
bad
want, therefore knows what is
televisipn (which wouldn’t
money. After many comedy scenes
idea).
and situations the whole matter is ing Valerie Cossart, Robert Gor- greater boxoffice, therefore enabMadeleine Cliye, Monica ling the star to earn more money
Linda Watkins paces the com- satisfactorily adjusted and the cur- don,
Norman Eftlinger,. Noel Les- on percentage.
panion players as the lady of the tain comes down on a riotous Lang,
lie and Octavia Kenmore.
Gerald
house, a social climber whose readi- third-act climax.
2. Travel with one jobber, the
Savory
will direct, Edward Gilbert
Sheppard Kerman makes a conness. to suspect is fortified by
design the scenery, with Edward one who supports the star in the
ftianufacturer
explosive
vincing,
peeping.
extraordinary
Adele’s
important
scenes.
McHugh
stage
manager
and
Ben
for
Donald McClelland makes the who depended on his secretary at- Washer pressagent. John Shubert
3' Choose
a stage manager who
Lisa Fillman as the
father a man of character and good advice.
secretary is fine in a part is supervising the production
knows thoroughly what you are
humor. Naomi Riordan is a pretty tractive
Ralph
Blaine
compose
the
will
calling for comedy talent. Michael
and personable daughter. As the Grimes as the poor employee score for “Three Wishes,” Charles doing iri the play arid can assist
the resident director in directing
roaming son, Ron Randell is on the scores heavily.
Jorie Wyler is O’Neal’s musical adaptation of his the show around you. The resident
unconvincing side.
amusing as the manufacturer’s “Three Wishes of Jamie McRuin” director, knowing the capabilities
of
The dialog had the earmarks
daughter with a yen for culture. novel, to be produced in the fall of his resident coiripany, is the
a translation, at catching, perhaps Lou Clarke gets laughs as a high- by Albert Lewis
, Deal is about
one most qualified to get the best
a Kanin intention in light of the voltage attorney, Ted Fox is good set for the Playwrights’ Co. to preFrench origin. Herbert Gahagan’s as a fast-talking salesman, and a sent the new Sidney Kingsley play, performances out of his cast.
4. Arrive
for rehearsals when
Paris interior is comfortable and deft, portrait of an Army general “Darkness at Noon,” adapted from
Nor- you are supposed to. It is to your
serviceable.
straight from the Pentagon is con- Arthur Koestler’s novel .
diman
Rose
Grauer
will
and
Ben
who
advantage to familiarize yourself
Adele should have almost as lit- tributed by William Reid,
open their season Oct. 16 at the with the people you are working
rected capably.
tle trouble getting to Hollywood.
With this production the Blythe- Bleecker Street Playhouse, N. Y., with.
Elem.
wood Players close their season. with a revival of Shaw's “Mrs.
5. Cooperate
with the theatre
Leon J. Bronesky has been the Warren’s Profession,” with John
The on publicity stunts, for these pubproducer with Leonard Plato as Reich-Baxter directing
Sherm.
Oscar Serlins returned yesterday licity appearances invariably inmanaging director.
Woodstock, N. Y., Sept. 5.
Woodstock Playhouse' production of
(Tues.V on the Liberte from a six- crease grosses, therefore increase
drama in three acts (seven scenes) by
month European vacation
Pat the star’s percentage.
Michael Linenthal. Features Polly Rowles.
Crowley will rnake her Broadway
Walter Klavun,- David Lewis, Cavada ‘Pacific* Tees Off St. Louis
Herbert L. Kneeter,
Humphrey. Staged by Lucia Victor and
in
part
in the ingenue
Norwich Summer Theatre.
Season; 143G Gross Seen debut
Linenthal. Setting by Richard Harrison
“Southern
Exposure.”
Senie. At Woodstock (N, Y.) Playhouse,
St. Louis, Sept. 12.
Sept. 5, ’50; $3 top.
Jack Hylton’s London production
Polly Rowles
Avis Winslow
“South Pacific” will start off the of “Kiss Me, Kate” is scheduled to Des Moines Outlook
.....Helen Schoonmaker
Edith
;
local 1950-51 legit season Sept. 25,
Oliver Winslow.......
open in January, possibly at His
David -Lewis .continuing through Oct. 5.
Carlton Winslow
Be- Majesty’s theatre and with Alfred
Preems
Sellout
‘Pacific*
C 1 erSOn
X
.^'.Cavadl^Humphrey cause of the. unprecedented de- Drake and Patricia Morison sought
Lucy WinS o w
Des Moines, Sept. 12.
Fay Roope mand for ducats, musical will be
Augustus Lawrence ...
to recreate their original co-starWalter Klavun
....
John Magrath
The 4,200-seat KRNT Radio TheDion Allen presented in the Henry W, Kiel ring parts ...
Monsignor Melone ....
The comedy team of
atre starts its 1950-51 season with
(municipal) auditorium instead of
Gabriel Dell and Norman Abbott
This offering by the Woodstock the American theatre, sole legit go into the cast of “Tickets, a complete sellout of- “South PaciPlay is being predirector, house here.
managing
playhouse’s
week,
succeeding fic” Sept. 18 and is already doing
Please”
this
Michael Linenthal, should rank sented under the sponsorship of Roger Price, who is withdrawing to
excellent boxoffice sales on Skatamong the best in this season's the American Theatrical Co. and take a night club Assignment
crop of local tryouts.
a .gross of $143^000 is assured.
Emmett Kelly, the circUvS clown, is ing Vanities, Sept. 26 through Oct.
Linenthal has written a play of
Regular seasori at the. American
1. Next in line is Victor Borge Oct.
substance,
dealing will tee off Oct. 9, when Todd reportedly being sought for a iead
considerable
Morton .. Gottlieb’s proposed 17; “Death of a Salesman,” Oct. 24with a f amily Of Boston bluebloods. Duncan and. the New York cast in
Carlton Winslow, a district at- appear in the Maxwell Anderson- revue, "Mad Money,” and Keenan 25 ; Jazz at the Philharmonic, Oct.
torney and head of the family, is Kurt Weill musical, “Lost in the Wynn rs ^possMity to direct . ,
^i «T» gadler s Wells Balleti Ni,’v. 21;
Actress Stella Adler is due back
ambitious to become governor of Stairs.”
ed white and Blue” Nov 29Sept. 26 on the lie de France from
the state, ait office once held by
5-8X
JVlisS
iVle Kate
«‘Kis
^die, ” LH2C.
S Me
Dec* O-O,
a four-hionth
fntrr.mnnfh vaoafirm
»
a
vacation in
in Europe
his grandfather. John Magrath, the
“Oklahoma,”
Dec. 11; “Brigadoon,”
unscrupulous son of a former
Arthur Schwartz arid Alfred
Jan.
Ballet
de
Russe
Monte
8;
‘Heart’
Golden Preps
servant in the Winslow home, has.
deLiagrc, Jr., have been appointed
Carlo, Jan. 11; Gene Autry; Jan.
j ust returned from Detroit where
a, subcommittee of the Committee
Hollywood, Sept, 12.
he. has attained some success poRay Golden heads east next of Theatrical Producers to try to 16; ;Les Ballets de Paris, Jan. 21;
“Corrie
Back, Little' Sheba,” Feb.3,
litically, and now intends to do week
to begin casting “Eat Your persuade managemerits of smash
even bigger things in Boston.
Heart Out," a new comedy by hits to let their shows tour under and Israeli Philharmonic, Feb. 19.
Magrath makes the most of a
Possibly because of the preceManny Seff and Paul Yawitz subscription auspices, so the Thea*
situation in which he is involved
dent set by the opening of. the seawith another member of the Win- which he will produce on Broad- tre Guild-Airierican Theatre SociPlay deals with a ety subscription schedule can be son with “South Pacific,” for which
slow family, Lucy, Carlton’s sister. \\ ay this fall.
doubled, as a step in expanding the advance ticket sales started as soon
He was sent to Detroit, where he young indie film p^pducer.
Golden Was associated with road. It’s understood the Play- as it was announced last May, adobtained his law degree with the
Winslows footing the bill, after William R; Katzell in the produc- wrights’ Co. has already pledged vance ticket sales ori succeeding
having fathered the unwed Lucy’s tion of “Alive and Kicking” on. that all its productions will be bookings are coming in much
Oliver, The latter, is being Broadway last year.
earlier than in other seasons.
available.
v , son*
..

New

Gets Big Sendoff as

Local legit theatregoers got a
Usually the ego of the star play- pleasant surprise last week when
ing a package show is such that the New Ni^xon, forriierly the Senthey choose as a vehicle plays that ator, long-tirrie pix house, teed off
are not Trimmer theatre fare and the 1950-51 season with a twonormally would riot find a place week engagement of “Oklahoma,”
the schedule of a Summer thea-* back for the fourth time. Expecton
bleachers,
.V
V-.
Quinn has a lengthy lease on the tre, instead of listening to the ad- ing little save i a slightly revice of the manager, who at least furbished site with just enough
spot and is planning a capacity
in picking a vehicle for the star improvements to keep Pittsburgh,
boost from the present 350 to over
the knowledge of what his au- on the road, they were surprised
has
reserva500 seats; Many season
diences; want;
Aherne is a good to find a playhouse comparable to
tions for -51 are already in. House
in point, namely his choice of some of the top Broadway sites.
case
played a no-narne policy and
“Dfear
“Beau
Stratagem’’
and
Opera tors^origirially had planned
worked UP a following for its resiBrutus.” In fact Aherne’s director to spend around $100,000 fixing up
dent troupe.
for “Dear Brutus,” who visited me, the old
Senator, but the cost
made a point of saying what a mis- soared to almost three times that
take it was to have attempted before the job was completed*
“Dear Brutus” in summer theatre
New Nixon is beirtg managed by
f and the proof lay in the bad busi- Ralph T. Kettering, Vet Chi showContinued from page. 56
ness it was. doing all over the cir- man, and operated by Astor Corp.,
cuit.
syndicate of businessmen
local
a bid to merge her touring reperA star in a package show is in headed by Gabe Rubin, who owns
tory troupe .with Carradirie’s
Dwight Deere Wirtian will present no position to determine how bad Art Ciriema, foreign film site, and
Oliva DeHayilland in a revival of his supporting players are and Silver Lake Drive-Iri.
Pittsburgh’s three newspapers,
“Romeo and. Juliet,” with Peter how bad, his direction is unless
Glenville
staging,
The project, he. or she is able to offer a com- iricidentally, went all-out in their
budgeted at $125,000, was previous- parison, which certairily cannot be coverage of the new theatre and
ly turned down by Robert White- arrived at by playing in a package its opening, giving the; New Nikon
head, Kermit Bloomgarden and Al- show with the same people all pages of pictures and newsprints
and even editorial comment, since
drich & Myers
Robert Ardirey has summer.
preservation of legit locally has
revised the script Of his “Thunder
There’s More Than Money
long been the aim of the collective
Rock,” which the Dramatists Play
fully
I
realize
that
star
playa
Service is representing in the little
press here.
theatre market. Incidentally, the ing summer theatres is concerned
author, a Hollywood screenwriter, purely with the amount of money
is at work on a novel, ‘"The Casta- he can draw for salary and perways,” which lie expects to com- centage at the end of a week,
plete this winter
Robert Down- which incidently is much greater
ing will be the resident director than the salary he can draw in
this season at Don Gibson’s Pent- Broadway theatre.
in a Eifetime
house theatres in Atlanta and JackIt is about time the star learned
(PLAYERS’ RING, HOLLYWOOD)
sonville ... George Zorn, not
that there is much more they can.
Milton Weintraub, is house manHplly wood, Sept; 7.
derive from summer theatre. They
ager of the ANT A Playhouse, N. Y.
Marvin Kaplan, dropped by
Management of “Tickets, can acquire a versatility, a self- Metro after his office-boy stint in
.

Loon Lake, N.

Pittsburgh’s

Barn Producer

Continued from page 56

A Touch

of

Heaven

cerned, shaping up as a mild satire,
with plenty of entertainment value.
Using the device of a play within
a play, it has an amateur group
from Gold Bar, Cal., descend upon
a Broadway producer
him their play, “A
Heaven.”
There are
chuckles and guffaws

and show
Touch of

plenty of
when they
.show how they can play the same
scene straight; as psychological
drama, or with social significance.
Basic simplicity pf 'the play’s

theme —-How Gold Bar got a church

“-is

emphasized throughout with

many well-aimed

cracks at effete
.

Broadway and the anemic

state of

the theatre in the U. S.
Direction by Robert Gray keeps
things moving, and sets by John
Ashby Conway, which use piractically a bare stage for first five
scenes and raj^dly seguing sets-'for
the last five scenes, are imagina••

tive arid effective.

Cast is
with only

excellent
lapse iri

throughout,
the/ scenes!

Where “play” is presented as a
musical. Kenneth Carr, instructor
iri the drama school, is excellent
as Henry Blake, and John River

as Tom Cook arid William Culpepper as Biackie Snyder do fine jobs.
William Crossett as Jake Martin
also turns in a top job, and Lois
Smith as Miss Merkel, school
teacher director .of the Gray Bar
players, handles a difficult role iri
fine

fashion.'

Dorothy

Kosobu.d,

Mae Muriro and Barbara Nowell
shine in their respective roles,
bringing plenty of youth arid good
Reed .
looks to the proceedings..

.
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In 4th Pitt Visit;

Season

shows
.

.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 12.

229
$475,500
$5,941,600

.

;

ROAD

(Excluding Stogk)
12
Number of current touring shows reported
140
Total weeks played so far by all shows
$338,800
Total road gross reported last week
.... ... $3,738,600
Season’s total road gross so far
.

$3,647,600

. ...

provement

Current Road Shows
.10-23.)

at the Harris Saturday (8),
“Affairs of State” (tryout)—Lowilh “Lend An Ear” staying on an- cust, Phila. (11-16) (Reviewed in
oilier week before touring,
Variety, Sept, 6, ’50).
Near-future o p e n i n g s were
“As You Like Jt”— Community,
sw itched last week when conmcts Herliey, Pa: (18-23.)
arose, with two plays coming in on
“Black Chiffon” (tryout) Plymthe 18tli and two on the 25th. outh, Bost (11-23). (Reviewed in
“Diamond Lil”opens Sept 17, “The Variety this week).
Innocents” next day (18), “Texas
“Brigadoon” /— Court Square,
Lil Darlin”' (24), “Come Back, Lit- Springfield, Mass. (19-20); Academy
Northampton; Mass.
of
Music,
tle Sheba,” (25).
(21); Bushnell Aud., Hartford (22Estimates for Last Week
oo.y

stay

,

!

Monday

(18) as the first subscription Offering, of the year.

*

—

[

|

QV

(

mtr

'

Sm

l

1

“Call

Shot inf to

i

;

200*fS next to^ast week

WorSL'Tfm

Me

with neat $13, too.

j

!

]

>Conie BJk>

(tryout)—
(11-16); Shu(Reviewed in

Sheba”-

Little

Nixon. Pitt. (18-23).
“Curious
Savage”
(tryout)*-—
Playhouse, Wilmington (21-23).
“Death of a Salesman' —Labero,
Santa Barbara (11); Russ Aud., San
Diego (12-13); Fox, San Bernardino
(14); Civic Aud., Pasadena (15-16);
Aud,, Fresno (18-19); Aud., Oakland (20); Civic Aud., San Jose
(11-23).

Boston, Sept. 12.

“Diamond

Hub’s legit tempo picked up this
week when two hew entries, “Black
Chiffon,” starring Flora Robson,

bowed

(18-23).
;

16); Harris,

Plymouth Monday

into the

*

week.

No more openings

“Legend of Sarah”

Preat the Wilbur tonight (12).
opening box office activity shaped
solid at both houses.
The Olsen & Johnson opus,
“Pardon Our French,” currently
in its second week at the Opera
House, pulled almost $34,000 in
spite
of mild Critical reaction.
-

House

apolis (18-23).
“Little Boy ^Blue”

16):

or roicrn
UlatlrLt 1 jl], rRIivU
I

..

ting

:

Pitt

Ford’s, Balto (18-23).

“Pardon Our French” (tryout)-—
opera House, Bost. (11-23) (Re?viewed in Variety, Sept. 6, ’50).

j

“South Pacific”—Aud., Denver
KRNT Radio, Des Moines

i

&

•

!

opens in the Gene
tion

A

•

Mann

‘‘Gentlemen

of

Detroit

“Two

(i 1-23 )

Mice”— Davidson,

Blind

•

j
I

producPrefer

At Olnev,

Md, Strawhat

Olney, Md., Sept 12,

ZaSu

Row

Pitts in “Post

Road” racked

up a very healthy $9,000 for her
week at the Olney theatre. Drama
desks and payees alike went for

Tryouts Set in
the Pitts technique. Star trekked
from here to Lakewood, Pa., after
Westport, Conn., Sept. 12.
Zachary Scott grossed a healthy which she does three more weeks
$10,200 in “Blind Alley” in eight of barnstorming in the show, in :
tbeatres-in-thetheatres-in-thein
c * u<^ n £
pciformances
1
last
week
the
st
ve k At
nt
Kr
ii!® round in Atlanta and Jacksonville.
i '? v,®®
? .._
Westport
ExCountry_ Playhouse,
Brian Aherne in “Dear Brutus’
cellent press rqgction to the show
opened tonight (12) to a strong adapparently was a factor, since many vance, after playing a very social

until week
The Theatre Guild’s

next.

,

i

'

summer residents had moved American Theatre Wing benefit
back to New York after Labor Day. last night..
Franchot Tone in
Following the closing performa nee “Second Man” is due in the week
of the meller Saturday night (9), of Sept. 18, after which the straw*
the Lawrence Langners (Armina hat sh utte rs for the season.
!

Marshall), who operate the straw*
hat in partnership with John C.
Wilson threw a party.
tryout
“The Amazing
of
Adclc.” Garson Kanin's adaptation

‘Smoke’ 18G, Seattle

A

^l

1

pened

^ *&£

Seattle, Sept. 12.

‘Summer and Smoke,”

1

?
at the playhouse,
with Ruth
(Mrs.' Kanin) starred and
tne author directing. The season
closes next week with the tryout of
•

'

.

.

.

tures,” Dec. 26, unspecified theatre.
j.

l'i
( i

’60G.LA

Estiiriates for

M

Last

Week

,

)

m

,

i

I

!

r

Estimates for Last Week
“Kiss Me, Kate”. Shubert (1st
week) (1,870; $4.55). A little slow
at the start but picked up steadily
all week and ended up with an
okay $26;700. Three weeks for this

'

“Mister Roberts,” Alvin (120th
$34,276).
wk) (CD-$4.80;
1,360;
Previous week, $24,400; last week,
about $27-900.

“Mister Roberts” 'Forrest (1st
week) (1,760; $4.55). Opened Tuesday and also looked a little disappointing, but picked up steadily
and wound up with $20,900, Scale
figured by many as too high for
show without a big marquee name.
Indefinite stay planned.
“Affairs of State” Locust (1st
week) (1,540; $3;90). Mixed notices,
with Celeste Holm and cast getting
more credit than the play. Biz all
right however at nearly $14,000.

*

Uordou

scaled
from $3.75 at the Metropolitan.
scat ing 1,500, grossed big $18,000
six

performances

cheating that Seattle
legit.

week, inhungry for

last
is

In

7 at Andover, N.

i

I-

Garden
$53,000).

Previous week, $39,500; last week.

90% capacity.
“Ice Follies of 1951,” Pan Pacific

about

j

>

Aud

(1st

wk)

$73,000 for

(6,600; $3.60).

first

Great

four performances

(three nights, opening last Thursday) with lengthening advance indicating possible record gross for
three-week run.
“Lost in the Stars,” Philhar-

monic Aud

(1st

wk)

(2,670; $4.80).

Final offering of the L. A. Civic
Light Opera season got off to a
profitable $48,800 start, although
figure is lowest for any opening-

week

this year.

$43,000.

“Peter Pan,” Imperial (20th wk)
(M-$4.80; 1,400; $34,600). Previous
week, $29,000; last week, $28,200.
“Souih Pacific,” Majestic (73d
wk) (M-$6; 1,659; $50,186). As
always, almost $50,800.
“Texas, L'il Darlin',” Hellinger
(37th

wk)

(M-$6;

1,543;

$42,000).

Previous week, $13,200; last week,
around $20,000; closed Saturday
J. night (9) after 293 perforriiances;

Andover, N. J., Sept. 12.
Hampered by poor weekend
weather and a shift in the performance schedule, the Grist Mill
Playhouse here, with Ella Raines
in “The Voice of the Turtle,” drew
around $4,400 in seven, performanqes last week. “Finian’s Rain*
bow,” with Jack Manning, Jet
MacDonald and Jerry Austin featured, opens tomorrow (Wed.). Under new schedule, musical will, rim
through Sunday (17), with matinees offered over the weekend,
Edward Everett Horton in “His
French Wife” is set for five days
beginning Sept, 20.. Vehicle may
be theatre’s last offering this sea-

George NoWord’s comedy, “Head
Nothing is booked until Decemof the Family,” under the direction her, with customers asking how
of David Alexander.
son.
come.

“Peep Show,” Winter
wk) <R-$7.20; 1,519;

(10th

.

Raines-lurtle’ $4,400

Previous
(C-$4.80; 819; $18,740).
week, $5,000; last week, nearly
$5,800; folded Saturday night (9)
after 28 performances.
“Member of the Wedding,” Empire (36th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,082; $24,000). Previous week, $13,000; last
week, about $14,000.
.

one.

!

local

fS
Mon.)

>

city.

i

™

16,

j

(

Blondes.”

Two

,

j

“The Devil
ivil’s Disciple,” with Mau- Milwaukee
(11-16); Cass, Detroit
« AA A
The 1 ’600-seat Geary, (18-23).
which is housing the show, is
scaled to $4.80. Take was $19,000.
’
The Curran remains dark until
‘Post’ Neat $9,000
Sept. 19; w h e n Gertrude Nicsen
r¥^t_

12,

•

couver (15-16).
“Texas, Li’l Darlin' "—Shubert,

The Theatre Guild season was officially opened on Monday (4) with
the T “”’is
Young production of
•

“Call
Imperial;

Fultort;

,

-

(12-16);
(18-23).

$2.40 to $4.80.

.

11,

Oct,

j

over the $85,400
“Summer and Smoke”—Mayfair,
mark. Previous week, record $86,- Portland (12-13); Temple, Tacoma
176 was set. House is scaled from >(14); International Cinema, Van-

Lew

Oct

“Burning Bright,” week of Oct.

.

J

slightly

rice Evans.

Sarah,”

Me Madam,”

(

(11-

ltryQut)

South Pacific
continued to
pack the 3,252-seat Opera House
for its sixth and final stanza, hit-

French,”

;

(11-23).

Se\>t. 12.

Our

r

i

j

(tryout)r— El
(ReCapitan, Hollywood (11-23).
viewed in Variety this week).
“Lost in the Stars”— Philharmonic Aud.; L. A. (11-23).
“Mister Roberts”— Forrest, Phila.

“Oklahoma”— Nixon,

San Francisco,

“Pardon

^ Broadw ay; “Curious SavOct. *5,
age/' Oct. 10, Booth: Legend of

j

•

—

with a $4.20 top weekends.

'nieriDT

Phila.

—Mc-

“Lend Ah Ear” Great Northern, Chi. (11-16); Lyceum, Minne-

a 3,000-seater, scaled to

is

(tryout)

T

.

|
:
-

Carter* Princeton, N. J, (23).

Monday through Thursday,

$3.60

Kate”— Shubert,

(11-23).

preemed

play,

(11-

Detroit

Roy ale; “Southern Ex-

25,

Los Angeles, Sept. 12.
Town’s only straight drama ofKeys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), fering, “Death of A Salesman,”
(Comedy-Drama) R (Revue), nosedived sharply last week, to
the ATS subscription season CD
wind its six-week run with an in( Musical
O ( Opera ).
here. Same' date, “The Legend of
Other parenthetic figures refer, the-red frame. Tally for the sesSarah,” comedy tryout, is set for
sion sank to $10,600, “Gentlemen
the Locust, and on Tuesday (26) respectively, to top price, number Prefer Blondes” and
“Lost in the
the Erlanger returns to the legit of seats and capacity gross. Price Stars” both registered near
caparanks, independently operated by includes 20% amusement tax, but city weeks
and
*Tce Follies of
William Goldman and Lawrence grosses are net: i.e., exclusive of 1951” came up with a smashing
Shubert Lawrence. First attraction tax.
opener in the other houses alight.
is to be “Lady of Paris,” operetta
^Cocktail Party,” Miller (34th
This week's only newcomer,
previously seen here as “Music in Wk) (C-$4.80; 940; $21,600). Pre- “Little Boy
Blue,” bowed last night
My Heart.”
vious week, $12,000; last w'eek, al- at El Capitan for a three-week
There' will then be another most $13,400. v,
pre-Broadway run.
“Death of a Salesman,” MOrosco
hiatus with the Walnut re-lighting
Estimates for Last Week
for the season Oct.. 9 with “The (83d wk) (D-$4.80; 914; $23,800).
“Death of A Salesman/’ BiltRelapse,”
English
importation Previous week, $10,400; last week,
more
(6th" Wk) (1,636; $3.60). Final
>
which will be followed on the 23rd about $13,300.
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” frame skidded to $10,500, about
by “The Late Edwina Black,”
another from Britain, and then by ] Ziegfeld (40th wk) (M-$6; 1,628; $1,000 under costs. Six-week run
Sam Spewack’s newest, “Golden $48,244). Previous week,, almost tallied only a moderate $110,600.
$46,800; last week, nearly $47,400. House stays dark now until “Devil’s
State” early in November.
“Happy Time,” Plymouth (3d Disciple” bows Sept. 25.
“Guys and Dolls,” big new musi< ‘Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,”
cal is set to preem Oct. 23 at the wk) (C-$4.80; 1,063; $29,019). Pre-]
vious
Week, reached $18,200; last Greek Theatre (2d, wk) (4,400; $3.Forrest and “Hilda Crane” starts
60). Smashing $60,000 tally is biga tryout at the Locust about mid- week, $20,300.
“Kiss Me, Kate,” Shubert (88th gest ever notched at this spot,
October.
The controversial and
but “Blondes” is playing seven
much-discussed musical, “The Bar- Wk) (M-$6; 1,361; $38,000). Previous
performances us against the cusrier,” is another Qctober booking, week, $35,100; last week, $36,500.
tomary
six.
Figure
represents
Playhouse
(4th
wk)
Wire,”
“Live
house not yet announced.
after

(18-23).

“Kiss Me,

(ID, and “Season x in the Sun,” the

new Wolcott Gibbs

—
Cass,
—
Chi.
Lil”

•

.

week is “Wisteria Trees,”
while “The Consul” is advertising
There are no open“last weeks.”
frigs this week, but “Daphne Laurerr
ola” preems next Monday (18) and
a parade of new entries starts the
following week.
The total gross for all 17 shows
last week was $402,000, or 72.53%
The previous week’s
of capacity.
corrected total gross for 17 shows
was $370,200, or 66.79% of capa-

“As You Like It” with Katharine
Hepburn comes to the Shubert
Sept. 25 for two weeks, inauguratBlackstone, Chi.
ing

“Innocents”

Sept.,

posure,” Sept. 26, Biltmore; “Black
Chiffon/' Sept. 27, 48th Street;
“Season in the Sun,” Sept. 28,
Cort; “Giaconda Smile,” Oct. 3,

this

re-lighted. After Wednesday, how*
ever, biz started to pick up for the
trio arid they all turned in nice
grosses, with prospects, very bright
for gains all along the line this

Aud., Sacramento (22-23).
“Devil’s Disciple”-^-Geary, S. F.

(21);

(8th

previous week, *$5,300; last
week, about $6,300,
Future Dates
“Daphne Laureola,” Sept. 18,
Music Box; “Affairs of State,”
600).

“Golden State,” Nov. 25, unspeciLast week's, closings included fied theatre; “Out pf This World,”
“Where’s Charley?” “Texas, .Li’l Nov. 30, Century; “Bless You All/
Darlin’ ”, and “Live Wire.” Folding Dee. 1-14, Hellinger; “Green Pas-

Philadelphia, Sept. 12.
Philly’s 1950r51 legit season got
off to a generally good if not spectacular start last week. The first
of the week, saw plenty of empty
seats in all three houses which

Madam”

Shub <*t New Haven
bert, Bost. (18-23).

f»‘

Saturday
(9)

State.”

I

a

Arena

and
“Telephone,”
wk) <0-$3; 500; $10,-

Broadhurst; “Relapse,” Oct. 23,
unspecified theatre; “Way Things
Roberts” still getting the strongest Go,” Oct: 24, unspecified theatre;
straight-play call. Other straight- “Hilda Crane,” Nov.
1, unspecified
play agency items are “Member theatre; “Country Girl /' week of
of the Wedding,” “Cocktail Party” Nov.
6, unspecified theatre; “Lady's
and “Happy Time,” while lively Not for Burning,” Nov. 8, Royale;
musical calls are “Peep Show,” “Guys and Dolls,” Nov. 9, 46th
“Peter Pan” and “Tickets, Please.” Street; “Bell, Book and Candle,”
Of the incoming shows, there is Nov. 14, Barrymore; “Late Edwina
already broker-patron interest in Black,” week of* Nov. 20, unspecifi“Call Me Madam,” “Daphne Laii- ed theatre; “Ring 'Round the
r^ola” and a bit for “Affairs of Moon,” Nov. 23, Martin Beck;

;

.

(

Stock

“Medium”

•

i

j

week, $10,000; last week; $11,400;
closes .Saturday night 16)

With one
exception, grosses were up from
week.

last

this season; find for a flock of more when the sale opened last June
seasons to boot, Theare Guild gets Was quickly exhausted). -Runnerthe second slot at the town’s new ups in demand in the musical field
legit site, too, With “Come Back,. are “Kiss Me, Kate” and “GentleLittle Sheba” kicking off its travels men Prefer Blondes,” with “Mister

Chicago, Sept. 12;

(Sept

Business on Broadway registered
the normal post-Labor Day im-

$600 to better than $6,000 over the
previous -week.
After the usual
bullish holiday matinee Monday
(4), attendance dropped that everiirig, blit climbed steadily through
the week to generally sellout proweek indicates that “Oklahoma” portions Saturday night (9). Proswill do just as well on the windup, pects are for continued improveand perhaps even better. Accord- ment this week,
The hottest agency call is still
ing to theatre attaches* show seems
to be drawing a brand new type of unquestionably “South Pacific”
audience on its current swing and (there are also heavy calls for the
they see no reason Why the at- Sadler’s Wells Ballet, but the slim
traction can't come back again supply of tickets, obtained by mail

12
147
$258,500

.

.

59

New

Playing Pittsburgh for the fourth
time, “Oklahoma” feed off the New
Nixon theatre here and the show’s
1950-51 tour in spectacular style
last week, doing over $27,200 at a
$3.50 top (it came' to $4.55 including taxes). The stretch was the most
surprising Of all, musical doing
nearly half of the gross in the last
three performances of the session,
when the last-minute ticket rush:
was so great the curtain had to be
held Up for several minutes.
Advance sale for the current

17

17
262
$402,000

Total gross for all current shcrws last week
$5,904,000
Total season’s gross so far by all shows
Number of new productions so far ...

With only two attractions in
town and with heavy convention
“Two
trade, both shows did well.
Blind Mice” Wound up an 18-week

LEGITIMATE

Audience Cues Return

Last
Season

This

BROADWAY

.

'Oklahoma’ Okay $27,200

The following are the comparative figure » based on Variety's
boxoffice estimates for last meek ( the 15th week of the season)
and the corresponding week of last season:

all

.

.::
!

:

'AHIETY

Total Legit Grosses

Number of shows current
Total weeks played so far by

!
!

.

!

1

.

is
i

i

touring.

“The Consul/’ Barrymore (26th
wk) (O-$4.80-$6; 1,066; $28,000).
Previous week, topped $13,000; last
week, $16,300.
“Tickets, Please,” Coronet (20th
wk) (R-$i80; -998; $26,600). Previous week, $10,600; last week* $12,-

,

i

\

800.

Season toss Seen at 28G
Dallas, Sept. 12.

Losses at the State Fair Casino
through Aug.v 20 were only $8,000
on the first 10 weeks, eight of
which were subject to threatening
weather. Downpours of the last
two weeks during the run of “Annie Get Your Gun” caused a loss
estimated now at $20,000.
The season's financial record will
thus be approximately $28,000 in
the red. Fair weather might have
put the operation in the black, as
“Annie Get Your Gun” was showing powerful sales.

“Where's Charley?” St. James
wk) (M-$6; 1,509; $38,700).

(99th

Previous week, $33,900; last week,
$34,500; closed Saturday night (9)
THIS WEEK
after 792 performances, but will
Westport
“Amazing Adele”
probably reopen, with Ray Bol'ger
Ul-16)
resuming as star or with a replace- (Conn.) Country Playhouse week),
this
Variety
in
(Reviewed
ment, either In New York or on
NEXT WEEK
the road.
“Head of the Family" Westport
“Wisierta Trees,” Beck (20th wk)
(D-$4.80; 1,214; $33,000), Previous (Conn.) Country Playhouse (18-23)*

—

—

«

^

.

,;

,

..

,
;

LEGITIMATE

.

.,..

.
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Plays Abroad
Tlie

Edinburgh, Aug,

Scottish actors. It is never taken
seriously: no farce should b p

30.

.

Edinburgh Festival Society, Ltd., production rtf the Glasgow Citizens Theatre
Cornell of
(In association with the Arts
Great Britain* in premiere of new play
Tyrone
by Erie Linklater. Directed by.executed,
Guthrie. Setting designed a" d
bv John Russell, First production, Aug.
Edinburgh.
24. '50. At Lyceum.

Gord.

;

•

.

.

•

,

The

Liltlc

.

26.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

A

.

.

.

.

.

.

^
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,

,

.

.

.

.
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A

duke (Laurence Hardy). Latter be- extends her favors to save the lives interloper in a drunken frenzy of
professor’s home- of the others, It then develops he jealousy and the shock of finding
made atom machine (in reality a is the Danish eodk from their own the body in similar conditions recarefully-disguised vacuum clean- ship, and he joins the community stores mental balance to the afer) will turn the lead from his in that Capacity until they are flicted boy.
castle roof into pure gold.
rescued.
Beatrice Varley makes a human,
Into this motley gathering conies
Joan Tetzel, in her London pathetic figure of the mother who
a neurotic Scots publican who can- debut, gives an enchanting, roguish refuses to accept defeat.
Arthur
not live agreeably with his wife performance as the hussy who flits Hambling provides a good contrast
but who finds the “atomized beau- from male to male on the .flimsiest as the self-effacing husband. Derek
ty” of the professors* Miss Burke of excuses. Robert Morley as Her Blomfield handles delicately the
much to his, liking. The far- philosophical mate conveys more difficult role of the son listening to
cical chaos is complete when an by expression than Words his re- stories of pirates with the rapt atexperiment to transmute the pro- actions to the unheaval in his do- tention of a child. Mary Jones and

lieves that the

1

.

mestic arrangements. David Tomlinson looks suitably petulant and
enraged mother and by the more thwarted as odd man out and Geofcurious of the Scottish sisters frey Toone presents an impressive
(Lennox Milne).
figure as the masquerading in-

romp
the

to

Duncan Macrae,

man

turning

into

a

fill

the Strand for

B. 0. Prospects

many

Continued from pace 55

ary influence, but they are likely

For Love or Money

Richard Pearson are duly suburban and humdrum as tlie engaged
couple, arid Clement McCallin is

fessor’s lead to gold is rudely interrupted by the youthful orator’s

scope

and
“Happy Time”
Broadway may have its most
prosperous fall and winter in reRoberts,”

others,

London, Aug. 25
Peter Daubeny Productions presentation
comedy in three acts; (eight scenes) by
Directed by Norman
Rutherford.
At Ambassadors theatre,
London.
.

of

ex-officer
who
the opportunist
trades on his charm. The author
truder.
plays the old uncle with a rich
Play is crisply directed by Peter sense of character, nicely roundBrook, and the lush tropical set- ing out the family circle.
Clern.
;

.

cent years.
Similarly, potentially strong tryout items like “Call Me Madam”
and “Guy asnd Dolls,” added to the
touring “South Pacific,” “Kate,”
“Lost in the Stars,” “Mister Roberts” and “Oklahoma,”,, indicate
that business on the road may also
be good this season. It’s still too
early to tell how many touring
shows may be available, so the
prospects are uncertain for individual theatre managements.
But if
the Theatre Guild succeeds in doubling its schedule of touring subscription plays, the future prospects for the road may be considerably enhanced.

Jordan Lawrence.
.

Arabella.
.Hermione Baddeley
Lovewell ................. .Henry: Kendall
Mr. Playbill
.Tod Slaughter
.

.

Bombard .......... Frank Tickle
Lucinda Bombard. ... .... Lally Bowers
Colonel

.

!

MUSICAL COMEDY!

•09

•

John Nicholson
Hopeful
Pat Nye
Mrs. Playbill ...... i
Mary Xoraine
................
Ellen
James Vlccars
Standwell ............
Littledale
Richard
Lord Pilfer ...........
Virginia Winter
Squint .............
,

;

NIGHT

;

.

I

.

,

.

.

i

RUTH

.

,

.

..

.

.

.

.

Dingy

.

.

.

.

.Christie

Humphrey

A phoney Restoration comedy
could be highly amusirig, and if
confined to a brief revue sketch,
extremely fubny. This full-length
charade defeats its own ends after
about 20 minutes and becomes tire.

some and cumbersome

strain-

in

its
Legit advance sales, generally a
Play was palpably
reliable barometer of future condiunder-rehearsed, resulting in booing at curtainfall and its chances tions, indicate an uptrend at the
b.o. This fall, both on Broadway
of survival are meagre.
and the road.
Set in, the theatrical world of
18th century London, story revolves around Hermione Baddeley
as an indifferent, actress who keeps
her job and her home through the
bounty of three wealthy rakes, each

ing for laughs.

!

|

Opening September 21st

unaware of the other’s existence.
Henry Kendall depicts an oppor-

FANCHON and ARNOLD'S
•
.

,

v

tunist amorist

New York

Park Avenue Restaurant,
.

Just Closed Straw Hat Tour of

ON THE TOWN”

(Role Played on Broadway)

"Some good
Roth

Webb

voices, notably

that

of

NEW LONDON,

CONN.
(EVENING DAY).
"Frankly; we liked Ruth Webb, whose

"Ruth Webb, as

-a sexy anthropologist,
scored well .with the audience."
(EVENING ITEM), LYNN V MASS.

"Ruth Webb gave the

affair a bigtime

touch."

TROY,

NEW YORK.

.

cal.
She seemed to be thoroughly
enioylhg the whole business."
MORRISTOWN, N. J.

"MISS
,

(DAILY RECORD).
PACE.
Bright

Webb, incidentally, furnished; much of
the. pace that, the production enjoyed."
(SC H E N ECTADY

GAZ ETTE).

"Completed geometrical* figure is In
the Competent hands and dancing feet
of Ruth Webb
best vocalism Is
contributed by Ruth Webb, who hai
-

,

.

the scenes which scored heavily were
'Museum of Natural History,' In which
Miss Webb as 'Claire de Loon,' sings
and acts 'Carried 'Away,' and burlesque like sequences In the apart-

ments of

(TIMES-UNION),

and

'Claire'

(PRESS),

'Hlldy'

,

.

"Ruth Webb delighted
thusiastic audience."

Webb

In

the company

Is

as the uninhibited 'Claire'

ALBANY,

•

sincere

Ruth
.

.

."

the press

N. Y,

appreciation

and

producers

"Appealing

"On

the

by Ruth Webb."

tour for

is the part of 'Claire,' the
anthropologist, played with abandon

(CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITO R),
BOSTON, MASS.

(DAILY GLOBE), BOSTON, MASS.
St..

New

for

making

Town" a wonderful

me

.

.

and Character Men

young thespian. Everybody finds
everybody else out to the tune .of
coarse dialog and tasteless vul-

Operating 40-Week Season

Lee Faik,

Bill

Henry Kendall

displays his usual
attractive insolence in a thankless
part and Hermione Baddeley plays
the loose lady with great gusto.
Supporting cast manages to fit into
the correct atm osphere. Main one
to emerge with credit is Lally
Bowers as the simpering wife of
one of the playboys.
CleDi.

Cowan, Herbert Knee-

Alton Wilkes, Robert E. Perry,
John Huntington, Bill Blood, Bill Robbins and Paul Lammers.

ter,.

Philadelphia, Sept. 12.

“The

Man

Hadleyburg,”
dramatization

Who

PLaza 7-3380

Community Theatre
Send recent picture, experience
and salary requirements.

222 Craff Avenue
Pittsburgh 13,

Bernard

j

f a.

SECRETARY-VALET-DRIVER

Corrupted
Evslin’s

of a Mark Twain
short story, will be tried. out Fri-

day night

York

Non-Equity Leading

Hedgerow’s Tryout

.

j

‘"We've got totfientlon Ruth Weblb es
."
the sexy anthropologist
.
.

to

to the follow-

ing

(HERALD), BOSTON, MASS.

Personal Mgt.—JEAN ROSE, 48 West 48th

.

."

ATLANTIC CITY.
e

"Outstanding

last night's en-

(TRiBUNE) ATLANTIC cWy.

.

ah excellent dramatic soprano."

>

"TWO SCENES STAND OUT. Among

WEBB SETS

and zestful spots. One Of these is the
number, ..'Carried AWay,' ably and en-.
ergetlcally sung by Ruth Webb. Miss

his wolf

TWO ACTORS
WANTED

neglected waves at the expense of
their philandering husbands. The
actress tries to ensnare an innocent country youth who hopes to
get his play pfoducecf, but he
teams up with an equally bucolic

garity.

;

endless vitality seemed to pace, the
rapid tempo of the slap-happy musi-

who keeps

from the door by dallying with

*•

•

44

A

1

.

warring with his new personality tively inexpensive (although skyand hampered in his efforts to re- rocketed production and operating
store the funds' Involved in all
costs have absorbed most" of the
this are a tearful wife, an overpowering mother?in-la w and the profit).
Disregarding the unpredictable
usual appendages to this type of
frolic, before the ‘‘guinea pig” is element of entertainment content
and actual boxofflee draw, the fall
snapped back into normalcy.
Robertson Hare gets every ounce and winter lineup of new Broadof value from the role of the bewil- way productions is at least numerFive entries are
dered delinquent, with Arthur Ris- ically strong.
coe mugging his way amiably and scheduled for September, nine durconniving ing October, a minimum of eight
the
traditionally,
as
brother. There are some glamorous during November and probably as
stage cuties, an endearing nitwit many in December.’ That's a notadoctor (played by Charles Groves) bly heavier list than arrived in the
and a neat performance by Natalie correspoding period last season.
Raine, as the maid who enjoys beStrong Potentials
ing insulted. Norman Scace is a
forceful Svengali and Constance
If a reasonable proportion of
Lome makes an effectively ag- these productions click, added to
grieved spouse. Supporting char- such heavy-grossing holdovers as
acters commendably round off the
“South Pacific,” “Gentlemen Preaggregation.
Clem.
fer Blondes,” “Peep Show,” “Kiss
Me, Kate,” “Peter Pan,” “Mister

the

full

.

'

j;

talents of willowy

theatre.

.

...

l

j

joyful

.

.

i

.

Opening in a small music hail, a to be an added incentive to amuses
call for any gentleman to step up
ment spending.
to undergo experimental mesmerUpped Demand
ism brings a bald bank cashier Cutting loose from routine on his 50th
The latest cost-of-liyirig figures
birthday. He leaves the theatre be- (for July) show a rise of 2.3% to
fore he is “restored,” and the fun 170.2, or just 2% under the high
starts with the ensuing struggle beBut with proof World War II.
tween his former respectability duction, employment, wage levels,
and the gay, pleasure-loving supincome,
and business
Government
pressed libido liberated by the hypspending, farm income* bank denotist; He comes home minus coat*
hat and umbrella, smothered in lip- posits and withdrawals, departstick and gets in wrong with* his ment store sales, consumer demand
In show business
wife for pinching the maidservant. is increasing.
His scallywag younger brother is terms, that means more people are
called in to control him but only making more money and spending
helps his change of heart.
it faster.
At the same time, legit
Apart from his amorous pecca- ticket prices have risen relatively
dilloes, there is a case of missing little (in some cases the present
money front the bank to answer, scale is actually lower) in the last
with the con$cience-stricken thief 25 years. So theatregoing is rela-

j

i

little

looks to
months...

j

a

.

this ingeniously twisted story of a

;

is

.

marauding wolf under hypnosis.
With surefire characters, slick direction and popular stars, show

•

.

The whole
which gives

.

-

.

.

.

.

Frank Lloyd Wright

group of theatre opponents have
petitioned Judge Thomas E, Trolarid for an injunction to stop a
With a string of successful farces special referendum On the issue.
The referendum is scheduled to
to his credit, Vernon Sylvaine
seems to have scored again with to be held Thursday (14)1
..
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London, Aug.

hearing was scheduled for this
afternoon
(12)
in
Bridgeport
superior court in an attempt to
block a scheduled referendum by
West Hartford voters on the proposed location of the controversial
#

Gertrude Taylor ......... Beatrice Varley
.......
Derek Blomfield
John Taylor
Aubrey Dexter
Martin Taylor
Hugh Metcalfe
Arthur Hamblin*? Stanley Jackson...
Stanley Taylor
,
Mary Jones Honey ......... ..... ... .Pamela Deeming
....
Nancy Tayloi'
.Ruth Maitland
...
..... Richard .Pearson Mrs. Whittle
Eric Grant
.Wilfred Boyle
......
Norman Langford ..... Clement. McCalliii Albert Boyle

Hut

H. M; Tehnent, Ltd.. production of comedy in three acts by Andre Roussln;
adapted by Nancy. Mltford. Directed by
a
1
Connie May.
»
Peter Brook, At Lyric theatre. London.
Professor Mortimer,
J)«" ca15
Joan. Tetzel
.*•.» Betty Hcndcison* Susan;........,...........
UoDeinvv- iTXfi*s
Robert Morley
Christie Philip .....
... .......
Madeleine
\
moving postwar problem play
Smitlv
Sobteslti
MlS
Tomlinson
Milne
...
.. .Davkl
Miss Julia Sobieski^mith., Lennox Baxter Henry.
T.oone of a mother’s faith in her son’s reGeoffrey
Stanley
Stranger
......
Alfred Shiriney
Chappell
..William
Y<
......
Stranger,
jJohn
Second
...» w-.
Tom Thistleton
?
habilitation after a mental upDorothy Primio^e.,
Mrs. Thistleton
Laurence^ Haidy
It
Duke of Applecross.
heaval following war wounds.
;Marjory Thoms on
that;
accepted
Mrs. Shinney I.
generally
is
It
has a sincerity and simple dignity
Major. Kemnay; ...
okay
«
Ma
its
Fiji
ton
retains
seldom
French comedy
Soldier
that is' appealing, but there is too
Policeman ........... .Douglas Campbell
sparkle when transported over the
much explanatory dialog, and the
loses!
it
channel. In this instance,
show; would need tightening up if
Scot novelist,
Linklater,
IJric
plenty in translation,, and the solid
essayist and occasional playwright, British types interpreting the male it wanted to venture a West End
lightsome comedy characters help make the story; production. As a film subject, it
set this
lias
piece in present-day Edinburgh, even more preposterous than the
would be more dramatically emmodelling his play from Ben Jon- original. Sharing a wife might be
son’s “The Alchemist.” He has in- a convenient eventuality to a Gal- phasized and might find a wider
jected witty barbs and consider- lie husband, but not to the wearer public.
abe humor. Play provides the 1950 of an old. school tie;
This gay
suburban mother devotedly
International Festival of Music story of tire eternal triangle, obattends her son who has been reand Drama with an entertaining viously not meant to be taken seripiece, and it is generally rated ously, received a warm response duced to the mental age of 10, folgrand fun. And it. is one of the from the audience, if not in gen- lowing wounds sustained while
best Scottish comedies in years.
However, it rescuing his superior officer. An
eral from the press.
For Duncan Macrae, No. 1 legit should settle down to a prosperous embarrassment to her family, she
will releading
actor in Scotland, arid
run. With skilled casting, it might clings to the belief the boy
light of Glasgow Citizens' Thea- also prove a good proposition for cover his memory and adulthood.
tre, this is a top-rate vehicle. His Broadway.
Gut of the blue the ex-officer
j
gangling mannerisms conie oyer
Husband, wife and friend, sur- turns up and is persuaded to stay
ideally in the role of Professor
vivors from a shipwreck, happily in the hope that his presence and
.Mortimer, the quack doctor-scienplay at Robinson Crusoe on a references to war experience will
tist who can solve all human woes.
Hubby spends his re-awaken the clouded mind. The
desert island.
Plot shows this charlatan living time catching butterflies and fe mother thinks the newcomer is rein an absent officer’s Edinburgh stunned to learn that his friend has paying his debt by helping to bring
house with the officer’s valet not only been his wife’s lover for about the miracle, but it develops
Shurie (James Gibson) and an Irish six years, but proposes to share he is flat broke, and is making
lass (Patricia Burke), to whom he her embraces, turn and. turn about, capital out of their tragic circumis amorously inclined, and whose until they are back in civilization. stances. VWhen
the boy’s sister
talents he uses as the bait to draw He agrees, becomes rejuvenated breaks her" engagement, having
clients with money to spend. His and a boisterous wooer, while the fallen in love with the new arrival
dupes include two ardent Scottish boy; friend sulky, and jealous, slips he has to confess he is already
Nationalist ladies in the kilt, whose into the shoes of the cuckolded married, also his reason for reaim is to blow up the British husband.
supposedly menacing maining with 'the family. An imParliament at Westminster; a half- savage upsets the love nest and provident old uncle, hitherto the
baked boy orator, and an idiotic
accommodating wife promptly boy’s main companion, shoots the
.

....

play in three acts.

i

Hartford, Sept. 12.

A

.

London, Sept. 6.
Aubrey Dexter production of his own
Directed by Jack Williams; At Embassy theatre, London.

i

Hartford Legiter
Facing Obstacles

Still

Sc

Boy

Soliller
.

New

London, Sept, 7,
Dunfee, Ltd,, production of
Linnit
new farce in three acts by Vernon Sylvaine.
Directed by Richard Bird, At
Strand theatre, London.
Henry Stirling. ...... .., .Robertson Hare
.Arthur Riscoe
Chairley Stirling, ......
Constance Lome
Florence Stirling
Mendoza .... ..... ... . , .Norman Scace
Thelma Grigg
Angel
,
Natalie Raine
Beryl
... .....
.
.Charles Groves
Dr. Smith .......
Inspector Mar.tin ........... Henry Caine

'

Clem..

the most versatile of present-day

Atom Doctor

Any Gentleman?

Will

ting by Oliver Messel provides exotic and erotic background.

(15) by the Hedgerow
suburban Moylari.
Ronald Bishop has staged it.

theatre, at

;

-AVAILABLEGO Anywhere, Excellent Reference*
Just complotod f months' tour, with
Will known artist.
Address: Variety,' Box V-831,
W. 46th $t., New York 19
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Variety the Legion
spokesman emphasized that the

talking

to

source of his

dirges

against Miss

Lee came from Red Channels.
Telegram to Kintner read:
“Press reports indicate you have
plans for Gypsy Rose Lee to be

I

CHATTER
That Korean Coverage
Bob Considine and Frank Con*
Louis Berg in Hollywood: roundtp Korea ing up celebrities to interview for
niff’s monthly schedules
inspired the thought that' INS was This Week mag.
purposely limiting its corresponVernon Rice taking his .first
Actually it is
dents to four weeks.
an informal happenstance, in that
prefers its
the- Hearst headquarters
correspondents back in Tokyo,
war
Korean
actual
the
away from
iront, at monthly intervals, if only
the
much
of
for the reason that so

"

.

the other hand James Cannon (N. Y. Post) is digging in for
Hie winter, and “the way he is
cabling back at 8V£c. a. word, for
certain winter-weather clothes he,
one Post editor
ordering,”
js
cracked; “I wish Abercrombie &
Fitch would open a branch in
Tokyo—Cannon alone could make

On

'

'

'

.

&

;

Angoff’s ‘Journey*
by Charles Angoff,
managing editor of the American
Mercury, will be published early
First novel

in November by Beechhurst Press.
Novel, “Journey to the Dawn,” is
Opening
the first of, a trilogy.
chapter of the novel appears in
“American Best Short Stories for
1950,” edited by Martha Foley,
collection of short stories by Angoff, “When I Was a Boy in Boston,’- was published three years

A

ago.

also planning to do a
detailed history of the American

Angoff

.

;

'

pay.”

Scully

,

Arthur’s headquarters in Japan.
Tims, the shuttling back and forth
makes for that sort of an hiatus
every four Weeks. Incidentally, the
Korean assignments are on a vol-

it

SCRAPBOOK

mistress of ceremonies on a new
Loco, Okla., Sept. 10*
radio show, called ‘What Makes
For those who know their psychiatry from A to Z, it means they
You Tick?’ Documented reports, know it from Abreaction to Zensur. In Hollywood that means
from a
Red Channels, and other sources guy who unmasks things to a guy who covers them up—from, in brief,
gander at the Hollywood film lots charge Miss Lee with being a mem?
to
Joe
Breen.
Par
For
the research department at
Zensur is Freud’s
for the N.Y. Post.
ber or associated with members of old friend who poiic.es the unconscious. In his Traumdeutung Freud
Pore Schary’s book, “The Case the Communist party or Commu- gives repression, wish-f ulfillinent and censor far
more
space than those
History of a Movie,” will be is- nist-front organizations. This situdreamboys of tee unconscious are going to get here,
sued Oct. 16 by Random House, ation was put before the annual
What he would liaye done to Joe Breen’s lifeworle. is pretty laughable
at $3 per copy.
state American Legion convention,
Stephen Longstreet’s “The Win- representing 225,000 members.* In even to think about. But Joe can do it himself now that bid Sigmund
is
no longer among us. All it requires is a little autpgnosis. That is the
ter Sun/’ a book with a, Hollywood view of this action and the possibackground, will be published by bility. of protests in opposition to employment of a psychological process in which the patient endeavors
Schuster.
Simon
the appearance of Miss Lee, please to obtain an objective view of his own mind.
That may knock him for an abreactional loop but this is correctable.
Second novel by Mildred and advise by wire if you intend to
“The
F.B.I.
Gordon,
Gordon
Most psychoanalytic treatments are directed toward removing camouprogram her as scheduled/’
Story ,” is in the book /stalls as a
They denude well-concealed experiences, bring them into the
flage.
Doubleday publication.
conscious mind and thus end that particular underground activity. If
the experience has been painful to recall, the treatriient iriay be followed
Paul Hampden, formerly with
by an acute emotional disturbance: This is -called ail abreaction and
the Atlantic Monthly, has joined
the advertising sales staff of The
goes away after crying in one or two beers.
Continued
from
page
1
Saturday Review of Literature.
After that (which takes a little time because the old and certain
Eugent Tillinger's yarn, “Will hit a balance and profits may be- conditioned-reflexes are forever trying to cut scenes from the censor’s
past life) the censor can take a psychocatharsis.
the Russians Beat Us?” is the lead gin to shrink.
article in the first issue of the reIt shouldn’t be done with too much beer, however, because that may
Blessing In Disguise
vived Liberty mag, now out as a
bring on a zoophytic neurosis, which you will find under Z in Scully’s
monthly.
Some of the pundits view the Psychiatric Word Book of Hollywood:
Z
Irving Drqtrnan, fiack flor Lopert tough period that Hollywood has
/...
Films and quondam mag and New been through in the past several
Zaglas’ Ligament—
short, thick, fibrous band extending across the
York daily writer, is author of years as a blessing in disguise. sacroiliac. Critics who slouch in their seats during long dull stretches
“The New Broadway Society,” lead They say that the film industry is of program pictures often imagine the fibrous band has broken up and
piece in current Flair.
the only one that took such a shel- gone home. When they try to get up they let out a groan that sends
Virginia Schone, writer on the lacking during the postwar period projectionists scurrying back to the booth to see if the soundtrack has
CBS-TV “Vanity Fair” show arid that it was forced into putting its somehow got confused with “Dante’s Inferno.”
Zaufal’s Sign—Prague rhinologist who used Bob Hope’s nose as a
former Mademoiselle travel staffer, financial house in better order, or
He called it the saddle nose.
It is now about to reap the model for a sinus Irrigation treatment.
is working on a book on North else.
Used to cure people who imagine they are coming- down with a bad
Africa tourist resorts, to be titled benefits.
“Tunis, Anybody?”
While salaries of technicians and head cold when actually all that is happening to them is that they are
1

news breaks from General Mac-

untary. basis..

SCULLY’S

+»+»»» By Frank

.

is

Mercury, 27-year-old mag founded
by H. L. Mencken arid George
Jean Nathan, which was sold rer
by Lawrence Spivak to
.ceiitly
Clendenin J. Ryan.
Sobel’s Fourth Rewrite
Bernard Sobel, ex-Ziegfield publicist and ex-N.Y. Mirror drama

.

;

resuming craftsmen in Hollywood have rein Col- mained stable dollar-wise, they’ve
lier’s mag, this time on an ex- actually gone down because there
panded scale u n de r the general has been a considerable speedup
title of 48 States of Mind, cover- in the past few years.
Actors’
ing the various fads; foibles and wage tabs have actually taken a
in the U. S. hefty drop. And exec salaries and
prevalent
customs
now
'
'Warren P. Munsell, Jr,; general excess employes have been conmanager
the
forthcoming siderably shaved:
of
“Golden State” on Broadway, and
With biz on the upbeat, salary
Bruce Bliven, Jr., have sold a piece costs are expected to increase, even
on legit angeling to Esquire and if Government wage ceilings are
an article on ushers* problems to ordered.
Lack of incentive for
Week. Collaborators are economy could cause a slowdown
This
Working On a piece about acting
by
workers in contrast to the past
techniques for latter publication.
few years’ speedup. Actors’ fees,
not under wage controls, will 'natWalter Davenport

his old

is

Any Week column

critic, now with Celanese Corp. of
America, Europeing on the Caronia this Week with his sister, Lorraine, on latter’s first trip abroad.
urally climb, while exec staffs will
En route he’ll finish his fourth
likewise begin to bulge, it is opined.
updating of. “The Theatre HandLee
book” (Crown), first published in
Beyond 1952 the prophecies
Continued from page 1
1940. Sobel is also drama critic for
vary. The pessimists see TV and
Funk & Wagnalls’ “Year Book” submitted a categorical denial of other
competitive^
amusement
which covers the passing scene
forms continuing to bite into film
all charges to ABC prez Robert E.
from science to show biz.
grosses on a growing scale, while
Kintner. She stressed, in addition, the optimists are plugging for the
And Serves ’Em Right
that as a national board member big b.o. to go on indefinitely. Much
Edward W. Barrett, ex-News- of the American Guild of Variety will defend, of course, on what
vveek editor now Asst. Secretary
she^had made a loyalty occurs politically and militarily inof State (in charge of Voice of Artists,
ternationally.
America), quotes CBS commenta- affidavit which is a matter of pubOn the basis of at least the shorttor Ed Murrow, Who asked a GI lic record. Kintner, consequently,
term
outlook, the financial seers
how he liked Korea, and was told: forwarded Miss Lee’s statement to are touting
film stocks as an ex“I only hope that whoever loses the Illinois Legion confab yesterday (Tues.) with the notation: “If cellent speculative risk. They see
this war is forced to occupy it.”
you have any evidence to the con- the shares of virtually any of the
trary* please advise me.” That was companies showing a considerable
‘Dance Encyclopedia* Abroad
rise a year from now, particularly
A. & C. Black of London has taken to signify that, as the record
acquired from A. S. Barnes & Co. now stands, the show will be aired inasmuch as they’ve been depressed far below their intrinsic
of N. Y. the British rights to Ana- as scheduled.
Worth the past several years.
tole
Chu joy’s “Dance EncycloCharges against Miss Lee were
pedia,” and will bring the book voiced in Chicago Monday (11) by
but in the fall of 1951. Published Edward damage, chairman of the
here in 1949 and selling at $7.50,
newly-formed
Legion’s
tome will be priced abroad at 30 Illinois
Boff Cafe Biz
“anti-subversive commission.” In
shillings ($4.20).
Continued from page 1
Book is the first encyclopedia of a Wire to Kintner Monday night,
the dance published in any lan- he asked if ABC planned to per- figures released by various govguage. Chujoy its editor, last week mit her to go ahead with her pro- ernmental agencies.
Unemployreceived an award on the book gram in View of her listing in Red ment is
on the downbeat and latfrom the Archives Internationales Channels, pariiphlet which purest
income
statistics
individual
de la Dance, Paris, “for meritori- ports to list allegedly subversive
ous research and fruitful activities members of the broadcasting in- show that there’s been a sharp rise
during, the past few months. For
in the realm of dance.*’
dustry.
example, July figures (latest availIn denying the charges, Miss able) are about $2,000,000,000 over
Ashton Stevens* 56th Ann!
Lee told Variety yesterday, “I am those of the previous month. In
Chicago Berald-American marks not how and never have been a
those figures, added earnings beits 50th anni Sunday (17) With a Communist, fellow-traveler, symspecial issue. One of its features pathizer or any one of the associ- cause of Korean war ..hadn’t made
will
be an article by Ashton ated brands. My sympathies are itself evident as :yet. The night
club ops feel that with the exStevens/ who has been with the
completely and entirely opposed to panding economy^ the cafes will
Hearst publications since 1897, In
Communist Party get a' healthy share of business.
the piece Stevens surveys Ameri- everything the
She reOne factor that’s contributing to
can legit of the past 56 years, from and its ilk stand for.”
1894 when he; started as drama vealed, furthermore, that in addi- both riitery tirtd restaurant upbeat
critic for the San Francisco News tion to doing, the ABC radio show, is the fact teat the retail, food inwas approached yesterday dexes are rising sb that in many
Letter, later joining Hearst’s San she
after the Chicago protest for a cases it’s almost as cheap to eat
Francisco Chronicle in 1897,
He moved to Chi as critic for the guest appearance on NBC-TV’s out than pirepare meals at home.
Herald-Examiner in 1910.
“Who Said That?” r and that .she This is especially true for childhad guested on CBS-TV’s “We less couples.
However, higher
Take Your Word” Monday night. food price index is .a drawback in
Malik's Slanguage Contrib
Voice of America is making capifamily
trade.
the
getting
Including the ASPCA
tal of Russia’s UN delegate Jacob
The increase is expected to
“I’ve played thousands of beneMalik’s lying and delaying tactics
mark in October
by a term it borrowed from the: fits under the auspices of the reach its high
after that there’s
Baltimore Sun, “to Malik/’ mean- Army, Navy, Marines, Red Cross, arid November/
the customary drop because of the

Gypsy Rose

>

.

.

,

i

dying of smog.
Zappert’s Counting Cell Term for a padded cell for frontoffice executives who go crazy trying to fix their books so the amusement taxes
won’t spill over into the company's net profits.
Zee Chart A time chart consisting of three curves—bust, waist and
ankles. The curves usually cross in jsuch a way as to produce a Z-shaped

—

—

picture.
Zeisel’s Test— Croaker named Zeisel who had his patients drink a
beaker : of hydrochloric acid, boiled with chloride of iron and then well
shaken; in chloroform. After that they were asked to remember which
j okes were not original in “Always Leave Them at Forest Lawn.”
Zeissei’s Layerhomogenous layer in the wall of an actor’s stomach
that always seems to get bigger just before an option is to be renewed
and seems to photograph like a barrel of Pabst’s blue ribbon beer;
Zensur— Freud’s epithet for the moral fibre in man’s mind and the
cause of all his. repressions, frustrations, and wish-fulfillments. The cop
of the unconscious, who, if he were always on duty, would put the

—A

Breen boys amorig the unemployed.
Zero De Productivity— Sensation experienced by oldtimers every
time they pass the Pathe studios in Culver City or the old Mack Senmett

mausoleum

at

Edendale.

Zero De Progres—^Improvement-zero. What a producer feels about
a picture he has been on three years and has yet to turn a foot of film.
In the “Quo Vadis” syndrome*
Zestocausis Complaint Imagined by leading men who insist that
being kissed by Shelley Winters is like being cauterized by hot steam.
Ziemssen's Artificial Respiration Munich physician Who by stimulating the phrenic nerve made it possible for half-dead actors to simulate the grand passion. Kept Emil Jannings alive for years.
Zilatorilc Neurosls-^-A biliary illness that is more imagined than real.
Treatment of pepsin, pancreatin, bile salts, casIt’s really critic’s colic.
cara, nux voiriica, phenolphthalein and capsicum can prevent it; Neurosis reaches epidemic proportions every time Dore Schary announces
he is going- to personally produce an epic on a daring subject of social,

—

—

-•

racial or political implications.

—

Zimmermann’s Arch A non-existent aortic arch which nobody could
find but Herr Doktor Karl Wilhelm Zimmermann. It finally was absorbed by Enterprise’s “Arch of Triumph,” and nobody could find it
there either.
Zincoid Type—Actors who show no emotion unless coupled to the
negative or zinc plate of a -storage battery.
Zipnick, Harold F. Psychiatrist who worked with Dr. Harrison
Evan* on the psycho reactions of army officers, paused mostly by frustrations.
When their findings were applied to the symptomatology of
Hollywood, with the hope of eliminating certain environment stresses
that caused similar frustrations, the Johnston office stepped in and said,
“Here, here, none of that off-color dialog, now.”
Zittmann’s Decoction—Prescription of a German military surgeon,
Johann Friedrich Zittmann, Believed for years to bethe secret behind
Eric Von Stroheim’s skill at stimulating all that’s repulsive in mili.

—

.

'

tarism*.

Zoanthropy—The delusion of haying been changed into a beast.
What the American husband imagines he is after seeing what producers call “a woman’s picture.”
Zollner Illusion—Suspicion that a series of parallel lines appear to
slant alternately in Opposite directions when the alternate lines in the
series are crossed by a number of short lines.
Scientific explanation
of why you can’t stop stories that keep jumping back and forth between
the present- and the past.
Zonesthesia—The girdle sensation, a subjective feeling of constriction
around the body. Imagined by girls who walk into a psychiatrist’s office, only to see him frying to unwind a boa constrictor from his person.
Zooid Compiex4—Lower than an inferiority complex in which the
victim compares himself to animal forms like hydroids and bryoza and
cells in the mobile stage of development.
Frequently” experienced by
beginners under De Mille.
Zoophobia—Morbid fear of domestic animals. Widespread among
actors who get calls to play in “Mickey Mouse,” “Lassie,” “Francis” ort,

“Harvey” productions.

Zoopsia—Hallucination wherein the patient imagines he sees wild
animals, which on examination turn out to be two nurses Who haven’t
been dated since the Rough Riders took San Juan Hill.
Zygomatic Area—U pper part of the face, near the prominent cheekbone. This is the point below which a hero must not go when kissing
(a) his mother (b) a girl Who loves him but he doesn’t lpve (c) an
YMCA, American Society for the
old sweetheart he is never going to see again.
Prevention of Cruelty to Animais Christmas shopping sea$0n..
'
Zygomycetes-^A group of mould fungi resembling Gary Cooper tryLee
premiered
Miss
that
this
organizations,”
other
The
cafes
and
said, “but never for Communism week in New York have been hit- ing to play a young cowhand from the Rio Grande.
Zymosis—An infectious disease, such as suffered by impersonators of
The Copaor Fascism.
I abhor totalitarian- ting healthy business.
ism and its treacherous methods of cabana opened its fall season with Katharine Hepburn.
Zymurgy—Branch of chemistry dealing with fermentation. Used by
guilt by smear and without trial. Joe E. Lewis pulling a full house*
Starlight the front office to determine when a fermenting star has become boxWaldorf-Astoria’s
This may be all right for Russia The
office
poison.
Roof also pulled terrific trade with
but it is not all right for us.”
Zweig—Stefan, the novelist who once did (a profile of Sigmund Freud
damage claimed credit for help- the Vaughn Monroe Orch, and
values of
ing oust Jean Muir from the cast of among the intimeries, Le Ruhan and concluded that for all its misconceptio^&.^the essential
Years
NBC-TV’s’ “Aldrich Family” and Bleu, Blue Angel and the Village psychoarialysis would be salvaged and would endure for all time.
and cleaned Up
also for questioning the loyalty of Vanguard drew excellent biz with later Hollywood bought iri on* the Zweigian forecast
W
» *
» s>t| ,witii*picture&.ceiitering around psychoneurotit characters.
Josh White, Negro folk singer. In their> xipeniaig:. sho,ws*;‘.' **+*<
.

'

ing to stall ’and prevaricate. From
that has also come to “Malikize.”
It’s now all part of Voice’s behind-the-Iron Curtain radiocasts.
*

*.

.

.

•

.

.

,

1

Prentice-Hall Has Satchmo
Louis Armstrong’s autobiography, 'written in his own style of
unorthodox idioms and misspellings, Will be published by PrenticeHall under a deal finalizedhetween
Joe Glaser, personal manager for
Satchmo, and Ken. Giniger, P-H
"
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Violence,”

Broadway

with

Maria

Montez,

the station’s news department.
Eddie Fisher guest starred at
Wahamaker’s teenagers fashion

London

Naples.
Films convention here in

.started] Shooting in

Lux
Warwick Deeping, author of
Laura Chandler Wood, new p.a, August was headed by company’s
“Sorrell & Son,” left over $84,000.
aide to Nola Luxford at the Hotel prexy, Dottore Renato Gualino.
Michael Carr to Spain and Italy,
Pierre.
Paul LePere assigned to the and expects to visit U. S. in FebruH.
Marvin
veepee
Loew’s
Maria Montez starrer, “City of ary.
/
Schenck due in from Hollywood Violence,” now in preparation.
Lew Grade off to Geneva Sept.
Sept. 25 for a visit.
Publicist Constance Hope and
3, then to Rome to finalize bookColumbia
of
Jonie Taps, bead
husband, Dr, Milton Berliner, are ings there for King Cole Trio.
Pictures' music dept,, returns to at the Venice Lido for a month.
George B. Nye, associated with
20th-Fox dickering for “Thief of Bert Montague’s agency for last
the Coast Monday (U).
Charles Einfeld, \20th-Fdx ad- Venice,” Italian pic made by Seal- 20 years, quit to go out on his own.
Stars Paul Christian
recovering at era Films,
publicity veepee,
Kay Thompson booked at the
and Maria Montez.
home from a virus infection.
Cafe de Paris for three weeks with
Gigi Martello off to New York two weeks option; management
Denis Green returns to the
Broadway cast of ‘-Kiss Me, Kate" to discuss production of film, “Casa exCercised option two days after
Monday (18), following a stay in Verdi” (Verdi Home); picture about she opened.
a home for aged musicians.
Santa Fe, N.M.
Kathleen Williams, booker for
Publicist Constance Hope and
Blackpool Tower Corp., now holiL.
Milton
Dr.
her husband,
daying in Switzerland, /joins Lew
Berliner, back from combination
Barcelona
Grade, pn talent hunt, when he
business and vacation trip to Engarrives in Geneva,
By Joaquina C. Vidai-Gomis
land, France and Italy.
Harvey Stone, who finished his
niMonterrey
Pous
at
Carlitos
Songsmith Jule Styne flew into
English dates at Manchester Sept.
New York with his son, Stanley, tery.
returns to England in May with
8;
Monterrey
at
Hall
Adelaide
USC undergraduate, for a week, nitery.
flock of playdates for Moss Emand flies back: west this weekend.
and Stoll theatres.
pires
Sacha Goudirie ballet at the
Gale Storm arid Dan Duryea, ac- Rosaleda.
,
Alicia Markova, recovered from
companied by producer Hal E.
Lucy and Jack Penzes at Cali- apperidectomy* returned from MonChester, in town Monday (11). en- fornia nitery,
te Cprlo and rehearsing f Or her
route to Providence and WashingPepe Blanco with Carmen Morell new ballet Season with Anton Dolin
opening at the Stoll, Oct. 24,
ton in connection with opening of back at the Polioramai
Patricia Wayne, who played with
their “Underworld Story” (UA).
Lola Ramos star of “Here We
Metro sales department tossing Are,” musical show at the Victoria, Robert Montgomery in “Your Withoneymooning with J ohn
ness*”
a lunch at the Hotel Piccadilly tothe
CasaLucy & J ack Penzes at
morrow (Thurs.) for Dick Harper, blanca with French singer Dany Findlay, of Linnit & Durifee organization, following secret wedassistant to sales veepee William Raydel.
•F; Rodgers, who is getting married
In spite of the heatwave 20th- ding.
Nat Karsori booked Jack Powell
Sept. 20 to Shatzie Royal, daughter Fox has set “Crash Dive” at. the
for his next Empire stageshow
of NBC veepee John F. Royal.
Kursaal.
Ray Lev, American pianist, havIn contrast to nitery upbeat, hot concurrent with film “Stage Door
ing completed ri concert tour of weather is putting damper on film Follies,” which is skedded to open
Oct. 18 or 25. In for three weeks
farm settlements in Israel, will play theatre ,bizi
Font jdel Lleo nitery lineup in- with option.
a number of concerts in England,
Harry Kahrie sailed for New
France, Belgium and Holland be- cludes Diane Adrian, Carmen de
York on lie de France Sept* 5, and
fore returning, to New York for a Lirio and Alady,
returns
to England in May to play
Vet legit player Ernesto Vilches
Carnegie Hall engagement next
at Gayarre theatre, Pamplona, with for Moss Empires arid Stoll theamonth.
tres.
Also likely to go into one
Herbert R. Lottman, son of the “I Am the Way.” /
Lili Murati, Hungarian actress, of the Blackpool summer shows.
late George D. Lottman, Broadway
Principal
at
the
in
Zagaroza
with
publicist who started a large stable
of present-day show biz notables the play, “Sinceridad.”
Eniisora Films getting ready to
(writers, producers, gag men and
other p.a.’s), married Michele Is- shoot street scenes here for film,
By Lary Solloway
tasse in Paris. He met her while “Apartado de Correos 1,001.”
Stan Shaw, disk-jockey, in towri.
Page and Bray at Monterrey
studying at the Sorbonne, where he
Noel
made all the better
Coward
nitery doing good business.; Heat
is on an exchange fellowship.
spots while in town last week.
Joseph L. Mankiewicz, director is favoring all open air spots.
Betty and Buddy Lirio and TomLola Membrives at the Colon in
and co-author of 20th-Fox’s “No
Way Out,” scheduled to receive the La Coruna with Jacinto Benaven- my Nunez arch held over at the
hotel’s Zodiac Room.
te’s
Delano
legit
comedy,
“Pepa
Doncel.”
fourth annual award of the metroComposer Guerrero feted at the
DeCastro Sisters held over at
politan council of B’nai B’rith tomorrow night (Thurs.) as “the one Calderon theatre by all the musi- Sherry Frontenac, where Nino
companies arid actors working Yacovino hosts-emcees, plus Maya’s
who during the preceding year did cal
in Barcelona.'
orch for dancing.
the* most in the field of literature
Pic director Luis Marquina and
Martinique hotel’s management
and art in furthering the American his crew at Vitoria (Alava)
to film has been changed, but Milt Ross
democratic ideal.”
“Amaya.” Star is Latin-American holds over in the Lourige, with
actress Susana Canales.
Danny Yates orch.

show (9).
Fran Warren

:

.

,

spot

when

'Hollywood
Mel

.

for

headline

Marty Sperber

the Glick reopens Sept.

bn

,

:

•'

.

.

,

.

.

laid

up with

brok<<

leg.

June Havoc and Willian Spier
in from London.
Leo McCarey bought a house at
Lake Arrowhead.
Rqss Shattuck bedded at home

25.

.

from Lon-

Dinelli planed in

don.
set

.

By Eric Gorrick
with heart trouble.
“Third Mari” (SRO) is in third
Jack Carson to Houston for a
week at Regent, Sydney.
nitery appearance.
Maurice Chevalier may come
Mel Torme to Chicago for a date
here next year for a run under the at the Oriental theatre.
Fuller bariner.
Stewart Granger in town after
“Song of Norway” continues do- a long vacation in England.
ing top biz for Williariison-Tait at
Red Skelton returned frorri
His Majesty’s, Melbourne.
Metro home office huddles.
Recruiting films are now apLou Holtz to St. Louis for twopearing on the Aussie screens as week stand at Chase Hotel.
the Korean, war continues.
Loretta Young and Tom Lewis
20th-Fox production unit is get- iri town after a siesta at Ojai.
ting underway, with Technicolor
Fire caused $100,000 -damage to
pic. “Kangaroo” in this area.
the Western Movie Supply Co.
New Zealand- governmerit
J ames Lombardo, Jr., film inopdropped its weekly newsreel got pet, injured in a motor crash.
government too deep in the red.
Fred MacMurray’s cattle won 11
will
drib u t prizes at the California State Fair.
Williamspn-Tait
“Worm’s Eye View” in Melbourne
S. Z. Sakall returned to Work
Cast now being afteri four Weeks out with virus inat the Comedy.
big

:

.

.

;

1

•picked..

fection.

Joe E. Brown in “Harvey” folBob O’Donnell checked out of
lows “Streetcar Named Desire” the Scripps Clinic at La Jolla feelinto the Royal, Sydney, for Wil- ing fine.
/
liamson-Tait,
Ralph Jordan, on sick leave from
Next pic to go ori the floor at Metro, recuperating on his brothPagewood for Ealing probably will er !s ranch in Utah.
be ‘‘Robbery Under Arms,” a yarn
Victor Mature laid up with a
about eaifly Australia.
Abounded knee, the result of a
David N. Martin, head of Tivoli motorcycle accident in Montana:
chain, on U. S. arid British trip
George Murphy starts, Sept. 20
talent for Aussie run- on a six-week goodwill tour to
to get
arounds. His fifth overseas trip.
plug the motion picture industry.
Carroll Musgrove Theatres, opClaude Binyon taking a fourerating Prince Edward, Sydney, month vacation, as provided by hii
profit
of
in
turned
$44,000. writer-director contract with 20thHouse is Paramburit’s showcase Fox;
there.
Wanda Hendrix, Robert Preston
Teddy Lane, in charge of ad- and Robert Stack to Mexico City
TheaGreater
Union
for
publicity
to make a picture for Benedict
tres, and Roy Barmby, loop’s chief Bogeaus.
booker, leave next October for
Cecil B. DeMille, Art Arthur and
U. S. looksee.
Gunther Lessing to Washington to
Elisabeth Bergner may return, discuss Hollywood’s functions in
after
completing overseas con- case war spreads,.
tracts to do more plays for the
Jim Thorpe talked on motion
Fullers. Star is currently a hit in pictures at the monthly luncheon
“The Two Mrs. Carrolls.”
of the Southern California FootClyde- Waterman is finalizing ball Writers Association,
.

.

.

.

plans for Aussie’s first? drive-in
Waterman,
in the Adelaide zone.
theatre circuit operator, recently
returned from U. S. looksee.
Harry Hunter, ex-chief of Paramount in this zone, will return
from U. S. for brief stay next

By Maxime de Beix
(33 Blvd. Montparnasse

Dave Lewis to Italy.
Maurice Chevalier recovered his
to wind up bis local afHunter recently underwent stolen car, but not the valuable
on his eye in address book that was in it,
an
operation
Ethel .Smith crowded by ad*
Ned Schuyler and Murray Wein- America.

Mady

Christians

in

for

Chevy

Chase production of “Papa.”
Eileen Mack of' Harry Davies
flackery hospitalized at St. Luke’s.
Jose Ferrer in town last week
.

for, p.a.’s in

connection with latest

Nan Grey

town for

in

husband, Frankie Laine’s opening
at the Chez Paree, Sept. 15.
Dennis Morgan and son, Stanley,
stopovers here last week before
taking off on fishing trip in Wisj

j

William Holden, veepee of Screen
Actors Guild, made an appearance
at the Labor Day celebration of
the American Federation of Labor
at Soldier’s Field.

Harald
•‘The

Bromley,

Innocents,”

producer
for

in;

of
play's

opening next week. Bromley is
also conferring on road tour of
“Two Blind Mice,” which he also
produced.

By Lee Rees
Jack Cole into Prom Ballroom
for drie-nighter.
Old Log strawhatter offering
•‘Born Yesterday.”
.

.

,

Edylh Bush Little Theatre has
•‘Skin of Our Teeth” underlined.
Eddie Camden’s orchestra into
Hotel Radisson Flame

John Sebastian;.

Lyceum here

i

Room with
..

two of recent
years’ biggest musical hits, “South
Pacific” and “Kiss Me, Kate,” in
successive months, October and
November..
Local angel

gets

Wayne

Fish’s

cast,

Rente
By Helen McGill Tubbs
Producer Mike Frankovich bac!
from Hollywood.
The Bernard Bros, play in
fourth week at Casino Della Rose
j

J'-

nPf

V

Casting Director Mel. Ballerim
“Quo Vadis,” planes out fo:

^Hollywood

..

.

Gailliard.

com-

pany of “John Loves Mary” starts
tour of Northwest small towns at
Fairbault, Minn., Sept. 23.
Dan
Stapleton and Marian H. Kate head

.

.

•

consin.

Beach Hotel.

ger heading for New York next
week to set seasonal bookings for
Copa City. They’ll use top names.
By Maxwell Sweeney
South Africa
Longford Productions mulling
Andy Gustafson, head coach of
By Joe Hanson
English tour for early0 1951.
Univ. of Miami, ticketed for, “Pig?“Nancy Goes to Rio” jLM-G) doBaritone Michael /O’Dwyer to skin Parade” on local video staing better than average biz.
South Africa on concert tour.
tion, WTVJ, which will also -tele“Odette,” first film acquired
Hazel Court starring in “Rari- vise the U/s home games from
under the new Korda-Schlesinger
dom Harvest” at Cork Opera Orange BowL
deal,
due for release early in
House.
August.
Wilfred Pickles due in from
African Consolidated Theatres
London to tape “Have a. Go” quiz
building new 1 ,800-seater in censhows for BBC.
tral Cape Towri to be called Van
By Glenn C. Pullen
Liverpool
Philharmonic
orch
Jackie Heller and Dave Barry Riebeeck. Completion expected in
back to England after concerts in
heading Alhambra Tavern’s floor 1951.
Dublin and Belfast.
Harry Watt, producing “No Vul;
Irish warbler Sean Breen leaves show.
dickering with tures Fly” in Kenya for Ealing
Variety. .Club
for U. S. after completing vaude
Moose Club which wants to, buy Studios, has asked African Film
arid TV stint in England.
South
recruit
Productions
to
Radio Eireann Features Bii^c- its clubhouse.
D’Arcy Miller, company manager Africans for leading roles.
tor Francis MacManus to Rome to
“Brigadoon” to be staged at His
of “Cocktail Party,” visited local
tape Holy Year ceremonies.
ori short stay.
Majesty’s' Johannesburg in OctoNew London Orch, with baton- friends
Gene
Beecher,
bandmaster, ber with South African tour to
eer Alec Sherman, pacted for
joined George Gothberg’s Radio follow. Cast Will be brought iri
Northern Ireland tour in SeptemTee-Vee Workshop as vocal coach. from England.
ber.
Elmo Lowe promoted to post
Cameraman Pat Butler to Eng- of K.
producing -director of Cleveland
land to roll on series of clinical Play House, but Frederic McConGenoa
films for Radium Research Insti- nell
is still the boss.
tute.
By R. F. Hawkins
Diana Barrymore and John WilNora O’Mahon j back to London, cox did so well for Hotel Allerton’s
Giiberto Got'i, longtime. Italo
after vacation, for tour in H. M. in-the-roUnd Ring theatre in “Light comic,, starring in “Devil in the
Tennent’s production of “Treasure Up the Sky” that they’re holding Convent,” comedy now shooting at
Hunt.”
a third week;
San Fruttuos'o, fishing village near
Robert V. Driscoll, programme
here.
director, Marshall Aid radio diTatiana Pavlova, vet stage star,
vision,.. in from Paris to O.o. local
appearing in Iberio’s “Le Sorelle di
radio set-up.
Segovia’’ at Portovenere.
Festival
By Jerry Gaghan
J., L. Hey wood, Kinematograph
Club Harlem has set back its of ne\v Italian pix also in progress
Renters’ Society, in Dublin for
there; staged by tourist bureau,
opening
date
because
until Oct. 9,
negotiation of new agreement with
“Holiday on Ice,” elaborate ice
of building difficulties. The origlocal trade union.
show in Italian preem at Genoa’s
Longhair baton wieider Otto inal bill which included Sarah Luigi Ferraris Stadiiirii. Staged
by
Matzerath, Karlsruhe State Thea- Vaughn, Slam Stewart and the Stan George
and Ruth Tyson, it features
tre, Germany,, in for stint as guest Getz combo, is postponed to a later
Rudy Richards, Jinx Clark, Marconductor with Radio Eireann date, New opening bill lists Charley shall Beard, Ruth
Harryson and
Symphony orch.
Parker, Ann Cornell and Slim Morris & Payne,
.

,

Jean Hersholt in over the weekend to address Lamba Chi Alpha
fraternity convention at Edgewater

soon.

Viviam Bertl, brother of Italiai
^ictress,
Marina
Berti,
tume<
Hctor s agent here.
William Szekely’n pic* “City o

month

fairs.

.

pic r “Cyrano de Bergerac.”.

Actress

'

.

Wednesday* September 13, 1950

Bobby Johnson, Charles

By Margaret Gardner
Charles. Munch on way to

Cook

and Ernest Brown, dancing
“Kiss Me, Kate,” currently
Paris

Shubert,

are

to do concert engagements.

Town Tavern,

Jack Warner arrived and took
possession of his Antibes villa.
Jean Cocteau to Venice for presentation of his film, “Orpheus.”
Jean-Pierre Aumorit arid Maria
Montez at the Martinez in Cannes.
Maurice Chevalier, accompanied
by the Patachou family, reopened

Delair, N. J.

doubling

trio in
at the
at

New

across the river in

By Florence S* Lowe
Stanley Kramers in town

'

mirers at arrival of her boat train.
Rita Hayworth the most photographed person in Deauville although her horse was beaten.
Tim Whelan sailing on Llberte,
but not before

filing suit against
cinema financier L. Deutscmeister
for libel.

The

American Club Theatre
moniker to American

changing

Theatre' so as

riot to give the local patronage the idea that only
club, members can attend;

U. S. actor Payne Williams,

who

completed “Uniformes and
Grandes
Manoeuvres”
opposite
comic Femandel, now to do “Mr,
Wallflower” with comic Bourvil.
Lise Perrin, who runs an intimate nightclub on a barge near
just

the Concorde, got an extension
against authorities’ attempt to
place her further down the river*

x>y

nai wonen

Charlie Gaynor’s Playhouse-born
revue, “Lend An Ear,” booked into
Nixon week of Oct. 23.
Sam
Handlesmari
and
his
singer-wife, Nina Korda, planed
out for vacation in Bermuda.

Val

Avery, White Barn Theatre

stage manager, into Greensburg
Hospital for an appendectomy,
Jackie Heller going into Detroit’s Four Dukes following run
at Club Alahambra in Cleveland.
Grace Price, opening Children’s
Theatre season with Madge Miller’s
adaptation of “Emerald City of

Oz”

•

•

'

.

Fred Schader in town beating
the drums for “Come Back, Little
Sheba,” which opens it tour here
:

Monday (18).
Don Liberto, dancing and
Staging
numbers on new

also

TV

variety show, “Stari. Time,” a local
lad, formerly of dance team bf

Mon-

Liberto and Owens.

day for press preem of ‘‘The Men.”
Plaza owner Sam Roth hosted a
screenirig of the Spanish made
Joan Evans here for the pre•‘Manners of Love” for a top
drawer audience, including Secre- mier of “Out* Very Own.”
Oregon State Fair has an Aquatary of Commerce Charles Sawyer
and frau and reps of the Latin cade as feature attraction.
Joe
American embassies.
Morrison headlining
at
Duke Ellington into the Howard, Amato’s Supper Club. Cooper
Sept. 25.
Sisters to follow iri next week*

“Mister Roberts*” currently at
the Forrest, doesn’t want any
entr’acte music. So the pit orch es-.
tra, which under
rules the
house must hire, plays in the downstairs lounge.
Embassy Club, which formerly
his Cannes villa.
Errol Flynn gave up his suite at projected rhumba diversions plus
Arena theatre currently presentNegrescb to stay aboard his boat, floor shows, is instituting a- major ing Steinbeck’s
“Of Mice and Men”
switch for the coming season and
anchored at Villefranche.
for its second theatre-ln-the round
Iris Barry, of N. Y. Museum of auditioning schmaltzy string enshow.
Modern Ail, guest of honor at CpmhlAQ
Peter Rathvon, ex-RKO prexy,
Several showings of silent films at
John Franklin has left KYW’s in town to visit daughter Joan,
a
the Antibes Film Festival,
announcing staff to freelance in State Dept, employee.

AFM

*-

.

George Jesse! due in Sunday
to
emcee Oregon Democratic
picnic at Jantzen Beach Park.
George and Mary Amato have
to their Supper Club
after a Week of fishing on the
Columbia River.

returned

.

Wednesday, September 13, 1950
more recently an assistant director at Universal-International, died
Sept. 6 in Hollywood, following
a heart attack.

Night Club Reviews
i^Smaiimm Continued from page St

HARVEY DOW GJBSON

LOU CLAYTON
Lou

63,

hospital,
Sept. 12, a victim of cancer. Longtime partner in Clayton, (Eddie)

John's

Jackson

(Jimmy) Durante; and

St

personal rep for the latter when
he went under solo contract to
Metro, he had been ailing over a
year. Durante Was at his bedside

when he

died.

Page

Details on

'

I

.

Crystal takes the lofty room in
his stride, relying heavily on. his

,

.

impresh material for yocks and
mixing in the occasional story, with
plenty of smash miming* Asides to
ringsiders are .'good and his inter
of an opera, bop and ballad singer
doing “I Don’t Know Why" draws

;

SIGMUND GALE

Many

a long illness.

of his paint- ence or

performance.

An

Hawkes, who formed

the English

atmos-

firm in the parly 1930s by merging

Hawkes & Son (founded by William
Henry Hawkes) with Leslie

&

Co., first recBoosey’s Boosey
ognized composer Benjamin Brit*
ten and published most of his
works, Hawkes- most recent project was American publication of
B ritten’s audience - participation
opera, “Let's Make an Opera/'
Among the Composers whose
workes Hawkes published were
Bela Bartok, Gustav Mahler, Serge
Serge Rachmaninoff,
Prokofieff,
Igor Stravinsky, Richard Strauss,
Fredericks Delius and Aaron Copland
Also in the classical field* he
was credited with gathering classical works included in catalogs of
Edition Russe de MusiqUe, Edition
Gutheil, Furstner, Ltd. and Universal Editions of Vienna.
His firm five years ago leased
.

'

covers of magazines;

offices in the ballroom,

».

Jack (Scotty)

.

62, for

35
years trainer of Alaskan huskies
ago.
used
in
films
the
Hollywood’s
of
Besides his son, he leaves his
wife, Annie, and two other sons, Far North, died Sept. 4 of a heart
Dr. Conrad Gale, a* surgeon, and attack.
Joseph- T. (Tim) Gale, who is head
of Gale, Inc., booking agency,
Martin Brown, 43, sound technician at Universal-International
for 10 years, died suddenly Sept.
tvtarV'tiat
ocitfrmav
v OSTERMAN
DALY
Mrs, Mary Dolores DalyOster- 9 in Burbank, Cal., after a heart
® former Ziegfeld Follies' attack.
chorus girl and widow of Jack OsJoe Bordeau, 56, vet film studio
terman, comedian, jumped or fell
to her death from a window of her property man, died in Los Anmother-in-law’s apartment in New geles Sept. 10. He had been associated with Mack Sennett's first
"
Scott,

,

—

.•

m

.

.

Mrs..

is

survived by a

daughter.

’

.

Surviving also are a son, Carter

De Haven,

Jr.,

1
a film
director, and

now."
and

A

parody on “Dear
Gentle People” ac-

New York

city

and

—

Joan Marie

Lamb

to

Bernard

S.

Sept; 9,
Deal, N. J.
Bride’s father is Franklin Lamb,
the
board
of Teleof
vicechairman
King Corp., video manufacturers.

Bernard,

ROSE STILLMAN
STILL;
RIGGS

more recently, on the heels
of the current nostalgic song cycle,
Jackson got disk billing on several
Still

MGM recordings made by Durante.
The

Hose Stillman Riggs,
Rose
1
83, actress
and widow of Charles Riggs, manager and producer, died in MinBarbara Ann Savitt to Steve Broneapolis, Sept. 4. She was mother
having had to of Ralph Riggs, actor, who sur- die/ Las Vegas; Sept. 8. Bride is
20th*Fox since then* °i?
with
post
executive
his*
gwe up
Jan Savitt’s widow; he’s an actor.
yj V es.
oy
ci
Ui in
Under professional name of Rose
Jean Hill to Tommy Gwin, DalI^
to f^
because of failing Stillman she was a leading woman
the TT
S. iSno?i«o
U. ^
las* Sept. 4
Bo th are members of

among

the trio

,

ing to leave Clayton’s bedside.
The dancer, a victim of cancer,
had been ailing for over a year,
and his passing was only a matter
of time. His widow, Ida, survives.
Durante,
Clayton, Jackson
one of the top comedy teams in
played all the betterhistory,

I

&

'
J

La Commedia, located on the
long a West 52d

fraternity

extended even unto a retinue of
such as drummer Jack
Roth, music publisher associate
Louis Cohen, et al. Durante 'recently accepted a Las Vegas booking only “because Lou booked it";
he didn’t want to let his ailing
partner down. By the same token
Durante ^. cancelled the Palladium
London* on two occasions, refus-

faithfuls,

$2.50.

of Tony’s,

szJ

between pictures, in Las
Vegas, Chicago and/; New York.

/

minimum

Continued from page 2

•

stints,

its resi*

of

70,

Paris.

another daughter,

Herschel
widely
Stuart,
61,
in the film theatre business
both iff the U. S. and Australia,
died. Sept. 7 at Arlington* Texas,
following an illness of about a year,
He suffered a stroke about a year

known

claims

MARRIAGES

m

HERSCHEL STUART

right

Hearts

.

WFAA

.

'

There

-

latter s absence,

Osterman

O’Brien's opening song, “Enjoy
are laughs for a^well-told baseball
story about a rookie who blamed
the wind for his inability to chalk
up base hits and who was told by
the late John McGraw, his manager, that “it’s* a trade wind and
you’re on the way to the minors

,

Osterman, retired actress, dur-

mg f he

tion Is unnoticed. Of the five numbers offered, their square dance is
still best and is a neat comic relief
to the more formal sets.
Music for show and dancing is
by Max Chamitov’s orch, with the
Hal White trio alternating for
Newt
dansapation.

homes.
Yourself;’* gets a big hand.

ini

gagements in this spot, their style
and polish is such that the repeti-

outfit.

Mother,

mg, ^entered the one-room apartment of her mother-in-law, Kath-

did with such great success on*
the screen and winds up with some
pantomime and a recital of “America." It’s just a$ though he were
performing for friends in their

// dents. Then there are several college songs, including the University
Mrs. Arthur of Minnesota football rouser, which
“Bugs" (Louise) Baer died after O’Brien induces the customers to
10 months’ illness at the Baers' sing, and winding up with his favhome in Stamford, Conn. Inter- orite, “Hail to Notre Dame."
Before doing his characterization
ment in Lafayette, Ind.
of Rockne, O’Brien extols the great
coach as a man. He impersonates
Mother, 93, of Bert Noyd,
musician, died in Dallas, Rockne addressing his squad on
staff
opening practice day. Then follows
Aug, 30.
*
with song to the accompaniment of
Wife, 42, of Herb Montei, music an Irish jig, an impression of the
publisher, died Sept. 7 in Holly- late Bert Williams doing his pantomimic ooker game, and for the
wood./
finisher the recital of “America.”
The fine Cecil Golly orchestra
handles its assignment in usual topdrawer fashion and Mildred StanMichele Istasse to Herbert R. ley sings nicely. Big room well
Rees.
Lottman, Aug. 16, Paris. He is the filled.
son of the late Broadway publicist
I.a€ommcdia/l\VY.
George D. Lottman; bride was a
Maxine Sullivan, Laurie Brewis;
fellow-student at the Sorbonne,
producing

.

Mrs., Osterman, who lived
a
third-floor apartment of the build-

-?
Covent Garden, London, for ballet
and Opera Use after it had been
FLORA HE HAVEN
used as a dance hall during the
Mrs. Flora P. De Haven, 67, Who
war. He was also instrumental in h a(j appeared in vaude and miisiWells
s^
^be
Sadler
r
°V®
comedies with her husband, Carter
d
Ballet Oo. last year for its first De Haven, died in Hollywood after
Al e r
a heart attack, Sept. 9. She was
r
+1,0 U.
c for
w o ^i?il lived in
in the
tt S.
nr
Hawkes
mother of Gloria De Haven,
the past five years, becoming a screen actress
well-known member of N.Y.'s pubMrs; De Haven, a native of New
lishing fraternity. Top publishing Jersey, was married to De
Haven
execs attended funeral services
jn
1995. They were divorced in
Westport Monday (11).
1928.
She never remarried and
Survived by wife and brother.
never returned to the stage.
•

•

•

A native of Kalisch, Poland,
Gale purchased the Savoy 23 years

;

general is okay,
but a few of his songs in begoff
set could be trimmed. He does a
staunch 30 minutes, registering all
the way,
The Lunds lift other half of the
revue with their smooth ter ping
and even though duo reprise several numbers from previous ej>

Sigmund Gale, 77, who had ings of motion picture stars, in- phere of friendliness and modesty
Ralph Hawkes, 62, president^ of owned and ..operated the SavOy cluding those of Marlene Dietrich, permeates the proceedings. UnBoosey & Hawkes, Inc., New York Ballroom in Harlem, N. Y., with Myrna Loy, Joan Davis and Bette ostentatiously he sings and dances
music publishing firm, and a senior his son, Moe, died of a' heart at- .Davis, were reproduced
on the a little, repeats his impression Of
director of Boosey & Hawkes Ltd., Jtack Sept. *7 While sitting in his
the late Knute Rockne, which he
English parent firm* died Sept. 8
in Westport, Conn.

Pacing

srIvos.

;

RALPH HAWKES

is

and Blanch Lund.

.

;

^

2.

aaaaa

holding him over for
current offering, which also in*
eludes the ballroomology of Alan

agement

:

died in St.
Santa Monica,

Clayton,

Harvey Dow Gibson/ 68, banker
Ter« 9 Iadpls*
booker of the Western Vaudeville ahd former member of Para- Minnesota
Circuit. He later became a fran- mount's board of directors, died in Capacity to establish friendly relations with table occupants, as well
chised agent of the Keith-Or- Boston, Sept, 11.
as a draw name. His screen fans,
pheum Circuit, having operated
A wife* stepdaughter and two who
are turning out in substantial
own agency in Chicago for a num- nephews survive.
numbers to greet him here, unber of years. He came to N. Y.
are. predisposed in. his
doubtedly
.some years later and maintained
G. A. C. HALFF
favor. In this class spot at. show
offices in the Palace Theatre Bldg,
G.A.C. Halff, 70, radio vsthtlon caught he was greeted enthusiastifor the past 20 years.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Ro- operator, died in San Arttonio?Tex., cally on. entrance and his endeavSept. ll.:
ors drew hearty applause. The cussalie Jackson, a son, two daughters,
tomers called' him back twice.
a sister and two brother*.
Hans Flato, 62, portrait^paihter,
There is* nothing pretentious or
died Sept. 6 in H6liy^doaJ After high-hat to - O’Brien’s floor pres-

known joints in New York. Because of the great friendship with
Sime, the trio took elaborate exception to a ribbing story that
Sime wrote, and picketed the
Variety offices. Whenever, they
passed the offices, they would
pitch pennies at the open window
near the publisher’s desk. Sime
rarely missed an engagement of

site

St,

landmark, dating back to the Prohibition era, indicates that it will
continue as a quality operation.

Spot has long been an aftershow
hangout for the legit theatre
crowd, and by necessity must have
quality product to continue with
such patronage.
Under Jon Hadley’s direction, this trio.
the Dallas Symphony Orchestra.
During this partnership* the act
room is apparently set to keep
Chartrand to
Clarence this upper-level patronage. Room’s developed some of its most famous
Lois
Mason Harvey, Hollywood, Sept. 5. requirements are apparently met routines, many of which are still
Bride is a screen actress.
with a single performer. For many used today by Durante and JackRene Elias to D. Georges Ger- years under the former manage- son. In 1927* they ventured intosene, New York, Sept. 6. He’s the ment, Mabelle Mercer plus a two- theatres. Team started playing the
French singer-producer.
piano team, kept this room crowd- vaude circuits, where they also hit
Suzanne Leroy to John Levee, ed. It’s apparently set to hold this the top-earning brackets, and in
Sept. 5, Paris. He is the son of kind of trade with Maxine Sul- 1929 they made their bow in legit,
Hollywood agent M. C. Levee: livan.
Florenz Ziegfeld’s “Show Girl."
Misis Sullivan has been a landshe’s non-pro.
They created their famous “Wood"
mark
in the Manhattan nitery orbit
Anne Marie Pireta to Joseph for many years She’s
number in another musical, "The
apparently

.

.

££

"Stuart started out originally jjs
general manager of the Pacific
Northwest Theatres in 1926, the
U1

Fox

5.??-

Wh^Harlev L

Sst/pplLajfce ^was^so^
years ago w
with Otis
OUs Skinner
dinner in
AS°nni n

T

ff

Resides her son Ralphs she
leaves another son, Bernard Riggs,

Xlarkef took

.

over the Fox-Poli circuit in New t
England he brought in Stuart as a ana a sister,
district manager, a post he held
SADIE PATCHELBEL
from 1927 to 1930.
He went with RKO Theatres in
Mrs. Sadie Marie Gallupe Patch1931, but' returned to 20th-Fox elbel, the first pianist for the
about three years later. Soon after world’s first Nickelodeon in Pittsgoing with 20th-Fox again he was burgh, died in Fort Lee, N. J., on
t
given an important post With Hoyts, Aug 26
the 20th- Fo x theatre subsidiary in
Her father, Samuel G. Gallupe,
Australia.

.
,

Sumved by
and

a daughter,

...
brother

was a business associate of the
i ate state Senator John P. Harris,
and when the latter opened his

—

sister.

Jr., Cliff side Park, N. J.,
Sept. 9. Bride is secretary to Walter Murphy, Columbia Records
N. Y. publicity chief.

Heina,

—

Nickelodeon in downtown Pittsburgh in 1906, Mrs. Patchelbel,
then a young girl, presided at the
keyboard,

”

JACQUES HAIK

Jacques Haik, 57, died of cerebral hemorrhage recently while on
his way from Lorient to Paris
;
DAVIDSON
Where he was to attend the reopenihg of his film theatre Le FranMax Davidson, 75, retired stage
cais. Born inf Italy, Haik entered and screen comedian, died Sept. 4
the picture industry at 17, and at the Motion Picture Country HosWhen only 20 was representing the pital, after a long illness.
Western Import Co. He introduced
After 20 years on the stage,
the. Charles Chaplin pix in France. Davidson made his screen bow in
At various times hie also’ repped 1913 and played four years with
Columbia, Warner and Universal the David Wark Griffith company,
in Paris.
Later he starred in several Hal
He later became a producer and Roach comedies, including “The
was one of the first Frenchmen to Cohens and the Kellyis."
— 1
sense the future of talking pictures.
Haik also built the first atmosHAROLD S.
pheric theatre in Paris (The Rex)
Harold S. Lamb, 5,7* sales rep“"
as. weill as the Olympia and Fran.
^for WcXtT,TVV dted
re
cai
.
..
Sept. 7 in Philadelphia. PreviousJ*
±
%
r °4l
and
had been with
hp^rnflH^
f+Ar
Mv lv Lamb
a< e
er
Camp* My
5,®.JJb J,
Dorsey and Lamb ad agency.
and soon was founded
He was a ’director of the TeleTiff- nvision Association of Philad^lphiaTnn^fa
S1
d
er h
1V
His
he helped establish.
which
iS
|S?
nnHi 1 Qd? At
A
+v.I
time of his
the
« was a producer (Films w jf-e 0son and daughter survive,
death, wr
Haik
Regent) and a distributor (Films
TED nonirV ALCH
Crystal) besides being an exhibitor.
,
Ted Brown Alch, 47, one-time
Survived, by his wife and a
American Guild of Variety Artists
daughter.
.

MAX

'

"
.

—

*

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Walker,
daughter* New York, Aug. 3l. Fa*
ther is a material writer.

.

Mr. and Mrs.
Montreal,

Sept.

Max Newton,
3.

son,

Father

is

New

unwilling to stray too far from
the city and virtually every season finds her settled in a cafe for
a long run. Indications are that
she can repeat that here. She’s
right for this room. Even with her
slight voice and effortless delivery
she eschews the mike and there’s
no difficulty ih hearing her at the
extreme ends ox the room.
Her repertoire is enhanced with
3~ few additions, but generally
she
relies on the tunes that have been
in her catalog for some time;

Variety mugg in that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Benjamin, "Molly Malone" and “I Never
daughter, New York, Sept. 8. Cried So Much" are still prominent
Father is show biz attorney and among her offerings. Among the
president of J. Arthur Rank Or- Other numbers is “Restless" and it
ganization in the U. S.
provides a good change of pace
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Miles, son, for her.
is
Father
asSept.
1.
Negro songstress ori her preem
New York,
sistant to Lynn Farnol in latter’s gave a lengthy session which included two encores. She hit top.
indie public relations setup.
LAMB
Mr. and Mrs. Oren Root, Jr., returns here.
Laurie Brewis backs Miss Sullidaughter* N. Y., Sept. 8. Father is
Jose
N. Y. Republican party leader; van. at the piano capably.
'mother is daughter of 20th-Fox
Normandie
Roof,
Skouras.
prCz
Spyros
P.
KYW
(MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL)
A^
Mr. and Mrs. Ziggy Lane, son,
Montreal, Sept. 9.
New York, - Sept. 3, Father is a
„
Danny-Grystal, Alan fir- Blanche
singer;- Mr. and Mrs. Bill Stone, daugh- Lund, Max Chamitov Or ch, Hal
White Trio; cover $1, $1.50.
ter* New York, Sept. 10. Father is
an NBC-TV cameraman.
^ Jfor most' acts playing any of
BROWN
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Craddock* Montreal’s numerous boites, the
Father Roof is the showcase they aint at.
son,; New York, Sept. 11.
assistant to salesmanager of Discriminating clientele, presentais
fep in Minneapolis and former Samuel Gold w yn productions; tion of show and a cooperative
performer, died mother is daughter of William J. house orch do much to sharpvaude
and
nitery
BILLY JACKSON
in that city last week.
Heineman, Eagle Lion Classics dis- en performer and boost confidence.
William M/ (Billy) Jackson, 66,
Wife and a daughter survive.
tribution chief.
Comedian Danny ..Crystal made the
veteran booker and talent agent,
Mr> and Mrs. Johnny Guarnieri, jump from a St. Catherine street
died Sept. 6 at his home in BrookBENNETT
MICKEY
stube
Sept.
Father
to the Roof in 14 months! and
2.
York,
son,
New
lyn, Ni Y. A native of Chicago,
rstrumental quintet; bearing .this upcoming comic proved so sucMichael, Charles (Mickey). .,Ben- h^ ".cl
Jackson entered, the agency field
i^is/name*
cessful op h^s first session tije maniett# 35, ,forriier film nxopp^t and *
.there, Fov.a. tins© he. was a staff
a i iul.‘ '>
SvVi
-eiw

Yorkers."
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stage appearance. The occasion was
the Friars’ Frolic when Clayton,
Jackson
Durante reunited for
that number in the Shrine Auditorium, Los Angeles,, last year.

&

Clayton appeared with his teammates in “Roadhouse Nights,"
made by Paramount in 1930.
When Metro signed Durante ajs
a single, and Clayton became the
Schnoz’s manager, the latter headquartered in Hollywood, where he
became known as a crack "money"
golfer.

—

''

Appropriately,

in a re-creation of this numthat Clayton made his last

was

Continued from page 5
I

to appear out there as
promised and give them the lowthe new operation. With

toppers

down on

product, no salesmanager"
Sears returned last
week, with much of the top manpower fired and with outgo - ex^ceeding incomb each week, producers have been worried about
the handling of their pix.
What has particularly worried
them has been continued trade
mention of possible receivership
although the Company is
for
absolutely current in all its obll- \
gations—-which would put the pro*?
ducers in, the position of general
creditors and give them a hard
time getting any of the coin back
that is due them out of rentals oil

little

until

Grad

.

UA—

their
^

pix.,-

i

......

Wednesday, September 13, 1950

THE TOWN”

Ed Sullivan’s “TOAST OF
SUNDAYS-8

9 PM-CBS-TV TIME
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VIDEO’S ‘ONE-MAN
Moscow Reports Chaplin

One

Awaiting Trial by U.S.
Washington, Sept.

19.

Charles Chaplin, living the plush
on the Coasts may be a little
surprised to hear about it, but Radio Moscow is informing the Russians that he is “now awaiting triad
for anti-American activities.”
Radio Moscow told the comrades
about a variety show at Theatre
Hermitage there in which “a scene
by Arkady Raiktin recalls the fate
of the famous film star, Charlie
Chaplin, now awaiting trial for anti-American activities ...”

Alan Corelli, Theatre Authority
executive secretary', wound u$ as a
paid performer at a show dwhich
originally started out to be abenefit. At the beginning of the .show
ventriloquist Paul Winchell had
Corelli volunteer to serve as an as-

life

By

ARTHUR BRONSON

A

streamlined
Metropolitan
<?ra, with a good deal of artistic
cleaned out, and a
L. dwood
.^adway touch brought in, looms
-r the
new season—its 66th on
the basis of the official Met roster
‘

.

—

Is

By GEORGE ROSEN

iiewcomers, and the oldtimers returning, is the list of talent dropped
or resigned. Also of interest is the

Ireassurance the roster gives to

—
—

sistant during his turn.

Bloomington, Ind., Sept. 19.
Here in this college town, where
the 14,000 student body of the U. of
Indiana swells the normal population to 43,000, thrives what might
well be described as a “Little” RCA”
corporation. The David Sarnoff
RCA command has its prototype
here in Sarkes Tarzian, an Arme-,
miaii born with diversified talents
who came to Bloomington 10 years
ago to open up a shop for. J.CA,
decided in 1944 to go on his own
with a $40,000 capital, and in the
intervening six years has made an
unusual contribution to* an everexpanding TV industry, as broadcaster engineer and manufacturer.
The fact that in so short a span
Tarzian has entrenched himself as
Bloomington’s No. 1 citizen, or has
parlayed his $40,000 investment
into a major video combine with
annual gross billings of $12,000,000,

for 1950-51 just released.
As interesting as the lineup of

Met

bewildered for months
Joy constant rumors of sharp policy
changes that such fears are illfounded. There is no dropping of
all Italian artists, as rumored, or a
wholesale engagement of German
This season will witness an unsingers. Nor, judging by the international setup of artists, is there an precedented number of top Coast
emphasis on a -heavy German rep- names moving east either permaertoire, to the exclusion of other nently or lend-leasing Manhattan

Spurred by Video

—

Henry Dunn, American Gu jl&

out today by- the Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn, and despite this boom
in sales, radio receiver output is
going great guns,
Projected figures of its member
factories, said RTMA, shew industry output during four weeks in
August at 702*287 TV Sets, with the
fourth week^s production at the
record high of 187,891 sets. If this
rate is, maintained for the remainder of the year and there was no
’indication it would not be, especially wi^h the Christmas season approaching the 1950 turnout will
exceed 7,000,000 receivers.
So far this year (first eight
London, Sept. 19.
The confirmation of the ban on months), according to RTMA, there
been approximately 4,150,000
have
all films with which Be;* Hecht
1

publicity-ad veepee at
Loevv’s Inc., and Broadway librettist.

Also added are Robert Edmond
(Continued on page 63)
All

4 Crosby Sons
Platter With Pater In

Not only the permanently assigned shows, but the quest for
guest shots on top video programs
are luring the big names east. (A
N, Y. realtor, with considerable
dealings among show biz personalities reports that last week alone
he received 15 inquiries from the
Coast on leasing Gotham apartments, in all instances involving TV

TV

tube production, with two addi-'

tional

on

plants

the'

own

right.

“big news” lies in

Rather, the

Album

Hollywood, Sept. 19.
crooning Crosbys will be
available on wax to the record-buying public this Christmas to climax
a quiet campaign during which
Bing Crosby will slowly introduce
his three younger sons to platterhorn. Eldest son, Gary, currently is
spotted with the Groaner on “SimPie Melody” and “Sam’s Song,” the
pecca platter which is climbing the
Five

!

i

j

i

i

bestseller lists.

Other three sons, twins Philip
and Lindsey and moppet Dennis,
already have etched some numbers
with their dad and the platters will
be pushed into the stalls in the

near future.

.

>

—

1

j

TV

sets
produced. This would
bring postwar output to approximately 8,300,000. Allowing for sets
in transit, inventories and obsoles(

Continued on page

Theatre Attendance

54)

Up

Over 1940, But Ratio
Actually

Shows 9 % Dip

Average* weekly theatre attendance during the first six months of
this year was higher than in 1940.
However, if allowance is made for
the 20,000,000 increase in U. S.
population during the decade, ratio
of attendance was 9% off from 10
years ago.
Those figures were disclosed
this week by Dr. George Gallup’s
Audience Research, Inc. Average

Tarzian’s role as a patternmaker in
bringing video to the small comThe first film hit by the ban was
imunity (in the case of Bloomington
the smallest TV community in the the Marx Bros/ “Love Happy”
programming.)
(UA),
which was booked some
61)
(Continued
on
page
Upcoming “Lux TV Theatre,” the
months back into the Associated weekly ticket sales in 1940, ARI
Lever Bros.’ video counterpart of
British
circuit
and pulled out after stated, were 54,250,000.
Average
its No. 1 rated “Lux Radio Thea CEA protest. Two 20th-Fox films, for the first six months of the curatre,” which has always had the
“Where
Sidewalk
Ends”
and rent year was 56,500,000.
closest pix-radio affinity in corral“Whirlpool,” were held up pending
If attendance had kept pace with
ling of name film talent, is scheda CEA decision and have now been the population rise, according to
uled to cue a steady migration of
put back into the vaults.
(Continued on f>age 63)
Hollywood names east. Already
Joan Caulfield, Luise Rainer and
Veronica, Lake have been pacted.
Miss Caulfield tees off the series
Chicago, Sept. 19.
with Maxwell Anderson’s “SaturJack Benny, who’s slated to. make
Proudly
day’s Children.”
his tele entrance Oct. 29 on CBS,
will break into the medium first
OF GREAT ARTISTS:
THE
ADDITION
LIST
ITS
as a producer. After convincing
CBS prexy William Paley and
veepee Harry Ackerman of the tele
j

j

Benny’s

TV Bow

RCA VICTOR

Announces

TO

LARGE-SCREEN THEATRE

TV FOR ARMY-NAVY TILT

Theatres with large-screen television. equipment will transmit the
Army-Navy football game for the
first time this year. Deal for rights
to the annual gridiron classic, to
be played Dec. 2 at Philadelphia’s
Municipal stadium, were set. this
group, yodel traditional carols.
week by officials of the Navy, hosts
.Crosby is adamant that each of for the 1950 game, and Nathan L.
the lads finish college before ob- Halpern, theatre TV consultant to
taining parental approval for a several theatre circuits and exshowbiz career. Gary’s click with hibitor organizations.
his dad cued insistent
Each theatre carrying the condemands on
the part of the other three young- test will pay a fee to Gillette
sters that they, too, be
allowed to Safety Razor, which sponsors the
*tch with the pater*
(Continued on page 63)

Crosby cut two more
duets._with Gary, plus two sides
with the twins and two more With
Dennis. Christmas present to the
trade will be Decca’s secret project
r~ a Yule album in which the Crosby quintet, individually and as a

—

has been associated by the general
council of the Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn, last Wednesday (13 )
Will keep three films which have
failed to get a showing in Britain
in cold storage indefinitely.
The
barring of Hecht, first. imposed by
British exhibs two years back, followed his “holiday in my heart”
speech on Palestine.
Since that
time, no new films with which he
has been connected have been
given screening time.
Confirmation of the ban after
two years came as something of a
surprise to the industry. But there
was only one dissenting voice at
the CEA who explained that he
had no feeling where Hecht was
concerned,
but
that
innocent
parties were being penalized.

I

Secret Yule

,

Ben Hechts Films

immediate

horizon- -the sum total of which
makes Tarzian a millionaire in his

‘

Qt

Confirms Ban

tuners, plus selestage works at' the Met for the first Danny Thomas, Frank Sinatra, Ken try’s television
rectifiers and air trimmers,
time, Miss Webster directing the Murray, et al., now firmly entrench- nium
and
a
clip
so cheaply that
at
such
reason’s opener, Verdi’s “Don Car- ed in the TV sweepstakes with New
longer pays the major TV
1los” (Nov. 6), and Kanin staging York originations, the swing to it nomanufacturers
to make them
Johann Strauss’ “Die Fledermaus,” Gotham is expected to hit an ac- set
does it lie in the
Latter opera will be in a new Eng- celerated pace in the next two or any more. Nor
Tarzian
“Midas
the
fact
that
three
months.
lish. version
written by Howard
tojach” has expanded into major

Diet?,

Television factories are now, Operating at an annual production
rate of nearly 10,000,000 sets a
yettt, according to estimates given

•*

is

.

oi

Variety Artists’ administrative secretary; campaigning Tor the elirrfination of free shows, had Corelli
sign a pact guaranteeing. him^$25
minimum before permitting •him
f
to go on.
*

not what makes his story so remarkable. Nor is it in the fact that
his five present factories—three in
Bloomington, one in Philadelphia,
and ahother in Hawthorne, N. J.—
turn out 70% of the entire indus-

apartments for N.Y.rto-L.A. shutlanguage operas.
What the management refers to tling— in order to hop aboard the
Video
bandwagon.
as “a new spirit in stage directing,”
With such Coast personalities as
_is_ .indicated
by its leaning on
Broadway for talent.
Margaret Ed Wynn, Eddie Cantor, Jimmy
Webster and Garson Kanin Will Durante, Jack Carson, Don Ameche,

for Ripley, Plus
$25 for Alan Corelli'

potentialities

of the

vaude comedian

vet

The Hour of Charm

Wiere

Bros.,

trio,

Benny

With the production end
forthcoming CBS series,

All Girl

will assist
-of

-

trio’s

from the
Originate
will
Coast. Purpose of comic’s association with the Wiere show” is to
familiarize himself with the timing
techniques of teevee.
Manny Ostroff will Co-produce
the series which was scheduled to
start Sept. 26. Starting date was
pushed back when Ostroff rejected
which

two scripts. Jay Summers' has
been signed as writer and is whipping up new. scripts for the halfhour shows, which probably will
be filmed rather than kimlled.

Orchestra and Choir

Under the Direction of

SPHIL SPITAlNim
First

and Current Recording:

OUR LADY

first

OF FATIMA

pmnm

MISCELLANY

Wednesday, September

f20,

1950

FOOTBALL-

v

Glickman Hates Army, Cornell
In the first major blowoff of the f
long-smoldering feud between the
film and television industries, the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations this week is attempting to
IN
DISK
have NBC-TV cancel the kinescope
Chicago, Sept. 19.
recording transmission of the Dean
Vet comic Benny Rubin has taken
Martin- Jerry Lewis show on NBC’s
Sunday over the local WENR disk jockey
'‘Colgate Comedy Hour’
night (17). Protests arose over a slot, replacing John McCormick.
skit in the show in which the com- Show, which is beamed cross-theedy team lampooned the filmeries’ boards at midnight, kicked off last
boxoffice slump as being due to Week after McCormick tendered
his resignation to the station.
TV competition.
In wires sent Monday and TuesRubin, who previously had been
day to RCA board chairman David working for a Coast art concern,
Sarnoff, RCA prez Frank A. Fol- will play down the disks and patsom and NBC prexy Joseph H. tern the show along chatter lines.
McConnell, COMPO exec veepee Format will consist of guest shots,
THE INIMITABLE
Arthur L. Mayer demanded they and inside gab revolving around
VARIETY (Sept, 13), says:
“take steps immediately to see that persons Rubin has met in show biz.
Palladium, London
this scene is not repeated on other
“Big reception . . Will Mahoney
stations.” That would refer to the
has
good response .
clicks
.
by
NBC affiliates not connected
audience in roars. Had to beg off.”
the coaxial cable, including KNBH
Continuing
in Hollywood, on which the pro’51 Pact
PALLADIUM, London
gram will be transmitted via kine
Seek
Represented by
Oct. 1, representing the usual twoASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
week time lag between a program’s
wings..
shd
and
kine
live production
Alert 1o the immediate threat of.
It’s considered unlikely by NBC,
on
however, that COMPO’s objections a Government-imposed freeze
for the “ duration ,” the
ala
r e$
s
will bear fruit. McConnell is out
v
+
of New York this week, and Fol- f wm iiidus.try s organized labor is
som, questioned by Variety yes- jockeying into position for a new
terday (TuesJ claimed not to have drive -i'pr wage boosts and new
seen Mayer’s wire and so declined contracts.
Alth yugfi: its contract with the
comment.. Alternative to having
NBC cancel the kine would be for film companies doesn’t expire unthe web to delete the skit found til Oct. 21, 1951, the Screen Emobjectionable and have Martin and ployees Guild already has sent
Lewis sub something in its place. letters to the employers with the
Comedy team, however. Which does aim af talking a new pact. In
Washington, Sept. 19.
Only one show a month under the view of increases in costs of liyseries* system of rotating come- ing. SEG claims it is entitled to
Uncle Sam’s in need of enteran 1 ?% rise in pay for its mem- tainment talent for. the fighting
(ContinUed on page 61)
bership.
men in the Far East and for the
ide of negotiating new ad- boys training in the army camps in
<"
v c s for relatively small units
Unfortunately, few
this country.
Hazel Scott’s
For
the past several months, have been able to afford to voluna
..natiohalAllianceofThea- teer, and the Armed Services' have
‘Solid Front’ Vs.
liicjJ Stage Employes hasn’t been very little money available to pay
too active in wage talks but moves for entertainment.
Washington, Sent. 19.
A call on television actoi and in Vhaf direction are expected "mo-, A successor to the wartime USO
for multiple reasons.
merrily
front”
artists to present “a
YMCA, National
is in the making.
against networks, agencies and Pn, nunent among them, in addi- Catholic Bureau and Jewish. Welsponsors who drop entertainers be- tive to the impending salary curbs, fare Board in New York are getcause of Communist a ccusatio 'a, is the fact that the profits of-^tbea^ ting together under the name Assoires and distributors are on the ciated
was sounded here last week
the Armed
Service? to
;
Hazel Scott, pianist-singer and /v\ .i'<* upgrade. Tying in with this were Forces, and are reported readying
kstatements made by IA president a campaign for funds. Spokesmen
of Rep. Adam C. Poweii, Jr.
Richard F. Walsh at the organiza- in the Pentagon hope that a subn.yj.
tion's convention last August to, stantial share of any such money
In a vigorous protest ag-atns' ,=
being listed in the Cpunterauack the effect that, employers were is devoted to providing live talent
publication, Red Channels, Miss tightening on employee compensaHere is the situation;.
Scott released a 13-page statement tions as a result of the dropoff in
A1 Jolson is in Korea under the
prepared for delivery before the business.
He said this situation aegis of the Army, and Bob Hope
House Committee on Un-American dated back to early 1949, but now, slipped quietly into town last FriActivities.
She had requested an with some degree of prosperity in day (15) to make arrangements for
appearance before the Committee view, the indication is that the his trip to Korea with his troupe.
but because, of heavy Congressional new demands are in the prepping He is expected to leave shortly.
business could not be heard. She
However, there have been few big
was expected to get a hearing early
Also, speaking generally at the name volunteers up to now.
At
this week.
convention, Walsh said that any first the situation was very tight.
be
acfreeze on salaries should
With all available plane space deSwell Anti-Red Unit
companied by similar curbs on voted to food, guns, etc. Now, howIA as well as the other ever, the situation is loosening up
Five New York showmen have prices.
^
joined the N. Y. committee of Cru- industry unions have been closely and the need for live entertainsade for Freedom, national anti- watching the trend in admission- ment is on the increase. So the
communist organization. They are price boosts Which is getting un- services are willing to do almost
Emil Friedlander, head of Dazian’s, derway in some areas and which anything to transport name talent
If this which doesn’t have to be paid. The
Inc., theatrical fabric house; R. V. may become widespread.
Downing, exec v.p. of Radio City continues to any large extent, the Air Forces is apparently the best
Music Hall; John Shub^rt, legit likelihood is that IA and the Mo- service to deal with in this connecproducer; Alan Corelli, of Theatre tion Picture Machine Operators tion. Unification has not proceeded
Authority, and Gen. John Reed (projectionists) will be consider- as far as Special Services, so each
branch of the Armed Forces will
Kilpatrick, Madison Sq. Garden ing measures for income boosts.
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1-2 in East; Irish Top Midwest
By MARTY GLIGKMANsi/

<

WMGM,

Paramount N ewsreel Sports Commentator

This is the year the college kids reclaim collegiate football. The
ex-Gls are gone. Veterans of World War II have, for the most part,,
completed their undergraduate courses. For the last four years war
veterans with as much as 12 years of football experience (highland
prep school, college, service ball, then more collegiate play) dominated
-

the gridirons;

"

^

This season they are replaced by the kids with a couple of years of
prep or high school background and one season of freshman ball. The
brand of ball these young men will play figures to be far more unpredictable, thus more exciting, but with a good deal less finesse.
These are the teams to look for as the season develops. There’s
Scarcely a newcomer among them. In the east, Army and Cornell are
the top pair (they don’t meet). Slightly below are Villanova, Fordham,
Navy and Boston U.
The Southern Conference sees a comparatively new threat in Mary*
land led by Big Mo ModzelewskL Duke and North Carolina, without
Justice and Weiner, are topgrade, again. The southeastern sector is a
wide-open scramble among Kentucky, Alabama (a rising Crimson Tide
again), Louisiana State and Tennessee. Georgia, Georgia Tech and
Tulane are in the rebuilding process.. You’ll hear a great. deal about
Vito “Babe” Parilli of Kentucky.
In the southwest, Kyle Rote and his performance against Notre Dame
However, Itote and his BMU Muslast fall are still the talk of Texas.
tangs rate second choice after Blair Cherry’s niftily balanced Texas
,

squad,

Notre Dame In the Midwest
Notre Dame will again dominate the midwest. This may well' be an
year for the Big Ten. In intersectional games, they'll probably
lose more games than they’ll win. Illinois, with junior halfback Johnny
Karras showing the way, may take the marbles. Karras is hailed the
finest running back since Grange at Illinois. The Big Seven has Oklahoma but last year’s ex-GI is nearly all gone but for fullback Leon
Heath. Kansas is the club which can dethrone them.
The Pacific Coast Conference is wide open. Their teams are almost
back to the powerhouse elevens of the ’30s. Coast elevens may well
dominate the national scene. The southern, division is a three-way fight
among defending California, IJSC and Stanford. Washington and Oregon
State are the choices in the northern division. Hugh McEhlenny is
the big Washington threat. Among the independents Santa Clara an
off

San Francisco are

best.

There’s a smattering of college football scheduled for this Satnrtf
But the first big Saturday is the 30th. Ready Yale? Repfri
(23).
,

Harvard?

.

I

-

(Ed. .note:. Marty Glickman, former Syracuse U. grid and track
and profes-

will make his first pick", which will include both collegiate
sional games, next week.);

j
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German Turnout
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make

topper.

its

own

arrangements

to

transport entertainers overseas, al-

A number of top entertainment
figures are already on the national
council of the Crusade. In N. Y.

For Pro-Yank Pix
Washington, Sept. 19.
experiment with anti-Communist films in the west zone of

An

Berlin are proof of “the failure of
the east to win the east Germans,”
Gael Sullivan, executive directhe State Dept, said yesterday tor of Theatre Owners of America,
has a tentative meeting for Friday
(18).
Some 25,000 east Germans gath- (22) with Ford Frick, president of
the National Baseball League, to
ered in west Berlin’s large openseek to lift organized baseball’s
air theatre, the Waldbuehne, which
ban on theatre television of the
featured Orson Welles in “The
World.
Series.
Third Man,” thus defying the
Communist government of east terSullivan already has written letof protest to Frick, William
Germany. In addition, when the
Harridge, president of the Amereast German newsreel. *‘The Eyeican League, and baseball’s Comwitness,” was screened, the audience loudly booed and whistled. missioner Happy Chandler.
Among circuit operators who
On the other hand, the big crowd
applauded the west German news- have at least one house each
equipped
to reproduce the video
reel, “Welt in Film,” especially the
portion showing U. S. reinforce- accounts of the forthcoming games
and
who
have
expressed a desire
ments reaching Korea.
to do so, are S. H. Fabian, Sam
Pinanski, Frank Walker- and John
Balaban.
They all carried the
World Series in 1949 and had encouraging results.
Sullivan claims that the excluGl
sion of theatres from the TV pickTokyo, Sept. 14.
ups is discriminatory.
A1 Jolson, who has entertained
,

ON KOREAN

Ruth Hussey Honored

TREK

though the talent will appear before all branches when it arrives.
Providence, Sept. 19.
There have been several touring
the five will work with Capt. Bruce
Ruth Hussey was awarded an
Conning, radio and legit director, honorary doctorate in fine arts by units of vaude entertainers in
Who is N. Y; coordinator of legit, Pembroke College, Brown U., to- Japan for some time. This is talent American soldiers in two world
hired and paid by the Armed Serv- wars, arrived in Tokyo
films, radio and video.
Frederick day (Tues.).
today (14)
ices, and some of the acts may have
Osborn, former .Army Information
Stage and screen star graduated
gone into Korea, although that is to ‘-sing some [songs” for the boys
chief, is N. Y. chairman.
from Pembroke in 1933.
not known here. Navy had three in Korea. The singer, first Amerof the troupes in Japan.
ican entertainer to visit the Far
The Air Force has two or three East command since the outbreak
9 20
hew units of; specialty acts being
shaped up. for work overseas in of the Korean war, plans to spend
Greenland, Alaska, the Far East a week in Korea and another one
Enclosed find check for $
and Germany. To show how little touring Army hospitals and Air
government
money is available for Force installations in Japan, He
One Year
VARIETY for Two Years
the purpose, one of these units has is accompanied by composer Harry
been financed by the Loyal Order Akist, who penned such favorites
of Moose, of Pittsburgh.
To
Other as “Am I Blue,” “Dinah,” “Baby
such contributions would be wel- Face”
(Please Print Name>
and
“The
Anniversary
comed.
Song.”
Street
So far as the Pentagon knows,
Jolson, who is footing his own
no big names have Volunteered yet
bill for the trip
;

In

j

Subscription Order

Form

Zone.

to entertain in the training camps,

since the defunct

inm Revue
London, Sept.

19.

Val Parnell’s revue/ “Starlight
Rendezvous,” opened at the Paladium here yesterday (Mon. ) to a
boff reception.
The Deep River
Boys were the hit of the show, with
outstanding reception also attained

by

Rose

Murphy

and

Barbara

Perry.

Revue came from Brighton,
where it had been playing for the
past nine weeks.

Sentencing

Washington, Sept. 19
Major radio and TV variety shows USO has not been revived, was in
Sentence of Adrian Scott for conwould be welcomed with open arms good form when he stepped off a
Pan
American
tempt
stratocruiser
of
at
Congress
has been postif they
offered to originate atr
rshows from the camps. During the Tokyo’s Haneda Air Base into a poned until next Monday (25). He
World War many web shows orig- circle of reporters, photogs, and GI will appear before Federal Judge
mated each week from a different autograph seekers. He said he Edward M. Curran here.
planned to sing all the old songs
The other nine of the “Unfriend.training camp.
Word here is that Horace Heidt, he helped make famous or anything ly 10” who refused to tell the
asked
of
him.
The singer was House Un - American Activities
Who flew his troupe to Europe sevwearing a jacket and a jauntily Committee whether they wore
eral months back to entertain
for

State.

.

j

!

T

r

;

ar Subscription Rotes
Ye. .-—$10.00
Two Years—$18.00
..

On«
Canada and' Foreign—-$1 Additional per Year

.

!

,

[

Inc.

154 West 46th Stsvet

New

York 19. N.

Y.

tilted admiral’s visored cap. Jolson members of
the Communist
may return to Ger- told the
reporters several witti- are already s V
prison
(Continued on page 61)
cisms about his long air trip.
tences.

the Air Force,

'

.

'
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That ‘Showdown’

Powwow

in

N.Y.

What may be a showdown meet-

is

the future of United^Artists
reportedly scheduled to be held

in

New York

Tng

On

oil

ever

How-

today (Wed.),
of

activities

shrouded

the

new

The

flood of private anti-trust actions against the film companies is
still on the rise, with eight new
suits seeking total damages of $13,130,000 instituted in the past week,
bringing the total number of pending cases to approximately 112.

Payroll

McNamee and Max

took over two
months ago continues to prevail
werent
and positive assurances
session
even forthcoming that the
'...
would be held.
;
Only thing certain is that ownand Charles
ers Mary Pickford
Chaplin do arrive in New York
are
from the Coast today. They
reportedly to meet with the new
chairboard
group
management
man Paul V. McNutt, prexy Frank

Management since

UA

After workihg without salary for two months, Frank L.
Kravetz
went on the United Artists
payroll last week. McNamee,
company’s prexy, and Kravetz,
corporate secretary, came in
with the change of UA regime
July 11.
,

same secrecy that has

the

the

it

.

.

are reports that their salaries
may be retroactive. Paul V.
McNutt, who Came in as board
chairman, is still receiving no
pay.

Max

X. McNamee and secretary
Kravetz—-for a showdown on what
the
they're doing toward fulfilling
promises they made in July to
prodfunds,
hypo the company via
.

“Three

Came Home,”

a 20tn-Fox
production starring Claudette Colbert.

Both films have been nixed by
the U.S. government for showing
Japan because the heavies are
Japanese;
in

omp

D. of J. Winding

.

1

1 9.

operations in Korea
have caused two. celluloid casualties in Hollywood: “Tokyo Joe/’
the Humphrey Bogart picture, and

the new c
lai nts and the
likelihood of ultimate decisions
favoring the distributors, the latter are forced to incur heavy expenses in litigation or settlement
proceedings.
Each time they’re
hit with a hew action the companies are said to figure on an ini-,
tial expense of $25,000 in the inirii-

.

uct and. manpower.
As might be expected in light
been imof the mystery that's
posed, rumors are plentiful and
They range from reports
juicy.
that the McNutt group will announce it is giving up its Option
on the company’s stock to reports

Hollywood, Sept.
Military

Thus, instead of the letup in
entanglements
anticipated
legal
with entry of the decree on distribution practices in the Government’s monopoy suit, the principal
film firms have more reason to be
alarmed than ever.
Regardless of the merit of

McNamee’s pay is $1,000 a
week and Kravetz’s $600. There

—

.

mum, and

Suspicion that Howard Hughes,
who while dealing with them is at
the same time angling for a higher
bid -from other sources for the
RKO theatre circuit, has members
of Harry Brandt’s Trans-Lux syndicate doing a burn. They’re be.

ginning to fidget ominously at
Hughes’ maneuvers and delays*
with indicatiops that the deal will
either have to be made Within
the next week or so or negotiations

be called* off.

will

Sam Dembow,

principal ne-

Jr.,

gotiator for the Braridt group, has
been on the Coast since last Thursday (14) in an attempt to Unravel

new

RKO

complications which; the

topper is said to keep throwing
into the negotiations; Brandt was
awaiting word yesterday (Tuesday)

Dembow on whether

from

to fly

to the Coast or not.

astronomical amounts in

Hollywood, Sept.

19.

Brandt was ready to go at anytime arid will take his attorney,
Milton Weisman, with him.
If
and when he* goes, however, it will
be to ink a deal. He won’t go out

Internal Revenue agents are remaximum.
The eight new actions of the past portedly checking theatres in the for further negotiating.
Dept, of Justice has completed week slap the companies with a east and midwest in campaign to
Talks with Hughes and his reps,
collection of data on the contro- wide assortment of charges, in- make certain that exhibs are col- Noah Dietrich and Tom Slack,
lecting
and,
versial
reporting
metropolitan
for
N.
Y.
booking
takes
cluding
numerous of those from
have been * going op for many
that coin has poured down like
every patron admitted. Understood months and during the. past few
manna from heaven, and the out- situation with reports from the which they are specifically en- drive
eventually will be on national months a deal has appeared imvarious distributors on their deal- joined in the Government case dewill
be
today
conclave
the
of
come
ings with the RKO arid Loew’s cir- cree,
Blockbooking; discrimina- basis.
minent. As a matter of fact, there
a rosy, announcement of great
cuits in the areas in the past sevr tion; unfair clearances, fixing of
Officials have carfefully follpwed’ appears to be somewhat less opthings to come.
•

•

the

I

eral years.
minimum admission prices and
It is expected that neither of the
Probe was conducted within the .various other restraints of trade
although
occur,
will
extremes
those in a position to know are not
discounting the possibility of McThe former
Nutt stepping Out.
(Continued on page 16)

Dutch Softening

all

:

suits

instituted

by film com-

Paris, Sept.

obtain

Drive for Tele Cut

MAY

19,

1873—SEPT.

22, 1933

18.

Hollywood

plugs to boost tourist interest in
framework of the industry anti- are among the allegations.
the Netherlands, the Dutch are said
trust suit, with the Department exMost ambitious of all* was a Chito be softening up to the point
pected to follow through on its cago. district court action filed
where, they, may grant full dollar
original charges of booking “ar- Monday (18) by Thomas C. Mcof
earnings
remittances on
U. S.
rangements” between the two Connell, who gained prominence
film product.
Gerald Mayer, continental mana- chains/ allegations which to some in the Jackson Park suit, iri beger of the Motion Picture Assn, of extent were upheld by the U. S. half of indie circuit operator H.
Plaintiff
America, is now in Holland to ne- statutory court in N. Y. in its three- Schoeristadt & Sons,
seeks alleged damages in the total
He has been work- year divorcement decision.
gotiate. a deal,
amount
of
the
on
charge
$5,500,000
Government’s contention is that
ing toward gaining full remittances
for six to eight months, with pros- the two circuits have in practice its six “C” releases houses had to
pects for accomplishing such an split the product of the distribu- wait 10 weeks before product
agreement never as bright as they tors on the basis of Paramount, availability. Columbia, Paramount,
Metro,
Coumbia Pictures and 20th-Fox, United Artists, Univerhow are.
Majors reportedly had art under- United Artists films going to sal and Warners were named in
standing with the Netherlands gov- Loew’s, and RKO, Warner Bros. the action.
.

(Continued on page 18)

ernment around the end of last
year whereby under certain circumstances current earnings would
be remitted in dollars.
But this
arrangement failed to affect the

sum in frozen remittances accumulated in postwar
status of a large
years.
In v general,

the

Dutch

Documentaries, Spurred

By Commie Menace

don’t

have a hard and fast rule as to
The hewsreelers are stepping up
the amount of dollars the> remit
activity in the feature-length field,
in a given period, but fix payspurred
by the outbreak of hostiliments upon what they feel they can
spare,

ties in

*

Korea and menacing moves

Russia.
The documentaries
serve the dual purpose of catering
to the new public interest in the
international situation and providing a means of converting the immense amount of library footage
in the vaults into money-making

by

Zanuck Back

in

U. S.

Twentieth-Fox production veepee Darryl F. Zanuck has delayed
his return to the U. S. until next
week from a six-week businessvacation junket to -Europe,
He’s

.

merchandise,
Both Paramount News and
Movietone have compiled library
material along with new clips acquired for the purpose on Korea.
,

slated to detail his reactions to the
current film biz situation abroad
in a meet with the tradepress
when he gets back, prior to heading for the Coast.

Zanuck,

TV

for

Cue Film Union

Will

Seek Yank Tourist Biz
to

OK

Petrillo Pic

Up Oh

Film Coin Remittances;

Anxious

(Cpntinued on page 18)

panies against exhibitors on per-

Warners recently released “Fifty
Years Before Your Eyes,” which

who

France,
visited
Italy and England, as well as other
countries,
once-overed the cur-

decades with
reel clips and ended with glimpses
in conflict and the
world
the
of
rent crop of 20th films being
international guidance
Icnsed abroad arid also laid plans need for
by the U. S. March of Time’s
for
future
foreign
production.
is now winding
Twenties”
“Golden
Among those now shooting, on
which he looked in, are “Legion of lip release.;
the Damned,” now in work in GerMovietone is now ready with
many; “On the Riviera,” Danny “Farewell to Yesterday” 90-minute
Kaye’s first starrer under the 20th documentary which traces the
aegis; which is being lensed on moves made by Russia since World
the French Riviera, and “No High- War I through to Korea. The proway” and “Mudlark,” both in work duction was completed, with prints
in England. Zanuck
was originally already in the exchanges, when
due in the U. S. today (Wed.), but last-minute changes in the conclustayed in, Europe to huddle with sion of the film were decided, upon
P i’od ucer Anatole Litvak on on advices from Government Of fiLegion.”
(Continued on. page 15)
covered the past

.

*

five

centage bookings and are curious
know whether arty tax coin involved in reports of grosses are
lower than actually registered. Admittedly the number of theatreowhers making false returns for
percentage datings is small, but
practice of double-selling reportedly is growing, with front-of-house
frequently practicing gimmick to
steal from owner.

to

Tax

officials

Hollywood, Sept. 19.
Film studio guilds and unions
are awaiting a break in the motion
pictures-on-television deadlock and
preparing to shoo their members
aboard the gravy train as soon as
it occurs.
Expectation is that James C. Petrillo, head cf the American Federation of Musicians, may shortly
okay feature films for video by offering Hollywood studios the same
deal given telefilm producers
regular film scale plus 5% of the

—

(Continued on page 18)

have their own pro-

cedure to check violations, which
provide heavy penalties for persons, convicted of reselling admission ticket which has tax tariff

Also filed by McConnell was a included.
complaint in which eight majors
and seven co-defendants were hit
with a demand for over $1,750,000
in triple damages by Tower Building Corp., also in Chicago district
court.
Tower, as a landlord, conAhead for Indie Prods.,
tends conspiracy to hold down
grosses and thus its percentage of
Economy
Based on
income.
Atlanta, Sept. 19;
paramount, Paramourit-Richards,
Happy days, ahead for indie proSaenger Theatres, RKO, 20th-Fox,
United Artists and Columbia were ducers as soon as the United Artists situation is squared away were
(Continued on page 15)
predicted this week by Ellis G.
Arnall, prez of the Society of IndeMotion Picture Producers.;
pendent
ladies From Heir
Lady,
He arrived at his home near here
over the weekend from several
weeks of meetings with SIMPP
Motion Picture Assn, of Amer- members on the Coast.
ica, in okaying David O. Selznick’s
Expressing the opinion that the
request Monday (18) to use the title nation Will be geared .100% to a
“Ladies from Hell,” sought assur- war economy following the elecances that it would lead to no tion, the former Georgia governor
misunderstandings.
D i r e c tors asserted that that Would be a tonic
wanted to make certain, for in- for the b.o. With. feWer automostance, that in advertising show- biles, television sets and other
ing a .kilted soldier in a clinch items available, more coin will be
with a gal the reference iri the available for amusements, Arnall
*
title was to the Scottish Highland- opined.
“My members are making preper, not to the femme.
Producer gave the assurance, In arations in anticipation of gQod
return for permission to register business in the future,” he .dethe. label with the Assn.; he agreed clared. “What they fear most is a
that in all advertising and public- repetition of previous shortages,
ity there would be references to When they had to pay premiums
make clear that it meant members for studio space and couldn’t get
of the Argylle and Southerland rawstock on which to shoot.”
He said that neither the Society
Highlanders, famed Scottish regimerits that have carried the appela- nor its members had any info on
They are
developments at UA.
tion since World War I.
Board also agreed to make avail- neither pessimistic nor optimistic
able to the U. S. Marine Corps about the future of the company,
stock shots and footage from stu- but are hoping that the new mandio libraries for use in recruiting agement will eliminate the current
(Continued on page 55)
films and trailers.
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Ditto (or Technicolor

In

Oct

Ehi dg@E@3t

Test Without Top

1

4*—"

Chlcago, Sept. 19.
Zenith’s long-awaited test run of
off
its Phonevision system will tee
here Oot. 1, but without the major

l

—-

|

i A1*
Ueal
oGtS rkpol
CuteCOlOF

I

board declared 50c a share on common, payable Oct. 20 to stockholders of record Sept. 29. It's the com- Gomifterciais
pany’s third -50c quarterly dividend

With London Firm
Hnllvwood
Sent 19
H

since

w

45

started in business last Jan.

it

divorcement from
following
1,
production-distnhuParamount’s
Fbl jowing approval t>r the Brit- tion/end.
, _A
.
iraae «and -the Bank
of Trade
Board qi
Tf is
isn hoara
It
Technicolor also paid 50c.
Phonevision-equipped sets in
h
payabie Oct. 11 to holders of fee800 Chicago homes for the FCQd eai with RaVant FUms of ord Se pt. 26.
'London jwhereby the "latter firm

prexy Comm. Eugene
McDonald had hoped to line -up.
Company last week began install

first-run films

.

.

.

i.

^

;

™

v

ctuia
subscribe to motl
J^.
the pay-as-you-see .gadge

n

Agreement, as announced by ««v

Ltd.

WoWfAtfC KllUC

calls for the par-

com- Cinecolor here,

•

’
300,006

vision. test has given rise to^cpnsia

I If)

Common

‘

.

.

.

>

mittod to turn out British^and Eu- Junb
shares
It
pf
r °P® 9 ^.
it reported to the
tapping the tele set-owning audiwnrkfne canf during August*
«n4 Ritchangeseme, would be the “natural” solufrom .SeoiWUe*
.

for

C6m»»

explntio^wiU stem

attendance problems arising trom held by cinecolor and Clift.
teevee. After selling the FCC on
the idea to the extent of being
granted an okay for. the 90-day
trial, his next problem was to secure topflight product to effectively test the feasibility of the Phonevision idea. Here* apparently, the
Zenith prexy has encountered his
toughest obstacle because of. the
reluctance of major producers to
become associated at this stage
With the Phonevision- plan, which
If it became Widely accepted could
have far-reaching effect on the
setup.
present exhibitor setup.
The $9,000,000 .loan arranged by
Cooled Interest
Paramount last week on the ParaThe film boxoffice upturn of the mount huildinc N Y is for the
past few months has, .evidently pur pb se of making* easier the sale
cooled any off-the-record interest
tbe 33-story Times square landthe major; pic producers and dfed the adjoining 3,600-seat
rk
tribs may have had in the Phone- p
theatre
Par is under
v
vision system.
decj-ee
obffion of
Lack of strong offerings for the w t h +h P U S Government to diPhonevision clients is expected to ves t the properties by 1954.
<

:

...

i

,

hamper, the test,. Except for
(Continued on page 15)

‘Titan’ U.S.

the-

Owners
Tin a

’•

UU6
Liaimea Due
Loin Claimed
Coin

^

of Michelangelo” are
Story TMtohclaS.”
in a roughhouse with the new
United Artists management over
coin they claim is due them.
They’Ve withdrawn the pic from
UA distribution, but the company
refuses to turn the prints over to
them unless they sign a general

release of claims.
in boxoffice
Art r
pic did $75,000
T_
gross in 13 roadshow engagements
maintain,
UA.
Owners
handled by
however, that they have received
no money whatsoever out of the
_

-

’

•

o

.

;

distribution

—

‘

m

UYH1U
P ART FY^
iJ
MlllD TillVLIjI
U

-

im-

Allied would like Autry to “explain away; the latest support of

TV,” .Rembusch

said.

He quoted

Wood

.

.

earnings
last quarter
Current
it appear likely that the company will show a net for the year

make

to $1,400,000. Final figure will
hinge on what writeoffs are taken
for corporate and tax purposes.
Company suffered a loss of $1,125,
900 last year.
Accounting for the improvement
are both better income and reduction in costs. Pix amortized during
the year have been budgeted at
far below those released in the
12-month period ending Oct. 31,
1949, when the company was at
the tail end of a stanza of big pix
that failed to click at the b.o.
Bond issue that’s being retired
was floated ir 1941 and runs until
against enactment of a minimum
1956. Issue was for $7,500,000, well
wage scale for theatre employees over half of which has now, been
in N 7- state, it was expected in

'

to

up

retired.

An

additional

period

of

nine

months for United Paramount to
dissolve complex joint ownerships
of theatres in 19 cities in six southern states was granted by Judge
Conger in U. S. district court in
N. Y. last Wednesday (13).

UP president Leonard Goldenson said that intricate leasing arrangements were involved and. the
additional time was needed to terminate them. The Dept, of Justice agreed, paving the way for the.
court approval.
The court order also followed
UP to acquire the interest of coowners in one of three theatres in

Columbus, Miss., one of two in
Miss., and one of two

West Pointy
in 'Tupelo,

1

Mayer

At

N

AMPA Meet

t

MMPT

».

P

.

.

.

.

^

new

—

honor

i

-

^ break
with

-

contract

THd

:

:

^

,

Chicago, Sept. 19.
Lion Classics regional v

^

of Allied Theatre

of

day. (26)

Sherman, Agriew In
oaic ® Talks
ELG Chi Sales
1 amo Owners

ires

tocUide

.

Owners

(Continued on page 18)
.

.

^

the;

h
their,

$4.50, callable at $100.

mm

'

.

to

^

929 shares of the $1.50 outstanding
callable at $35, and 74,469 of the

TV

making pictures for

as asking: “Is Autry naive
enough to think that the public
will pay to see him when they
can see him for free? When he
can be; seen in films for nothing,
that’s 'exactly what he will be
worth, to the exhibitors Who play
his pictures.”
Rembusch noted that Zenith has
Universal, with a big increase in not yet announced what product
it
will use for its Phonevision test
the
profits already in the bag for
year ending Oct. 31, has gotten and expressed doubt the company
itself six months ahead of sched- will be able to obtain enough films
ule in retirement of its 15-year to run the experiment. “If they
394% sinking fund bonds. Slated (Zenith) do secure- sufficient film,
to take into the treasury $600,000 the results obtained from the test
(Continued on page 16)
worth of the debentures yearly, it
has $300,000 worth, bought up in
advance in a move to reduce debt
and debt service charges. It will
continue to retire the bonds as
quickly as conditions permit.

ADV*D 1U

s
prints in full settlement.
The $2,300" ^cash in dispute -ispartially the cost of a pressbook,
which the producers claiiyi that
Pjml N. Lazarus, then exec aide to
the prez of UA, okayed at the commany’s expense. Lazarus has since
Teft the distrib’s

tk«

divorcement comes. Company is
preparing to retire entirely the two
Preferred
There were 152,-

.

The circuit is
Miss.
trade circles this week that State
enjoined from buying out the partIndustrial Commissioner Edward
ners’, interests in four theatres in
LUllil ulKlflu Corsi will approve the proposed Arthur
to Talk
Fayetteville, three in Jonesboro
j
..
rates, which vary from 50c to 75c.
.
Regular fall spate of regional
and three in Camden, all Ark.
a public hearing on the pay
Y.
in
and state exhibitor organization minimums held in New York FriFirst fall meeting of the Assomeetings is in evidence with three day (i 5 ) theatremen rapped the
L. A. to N. Y.
more such sessions added to the su es t ed scales while a labor rep ciated Motion Picture Advertisers
gg
has been set for the Hotel Picaslate. .Virtually all the conclaves
Joseph Auerbach
expressed mild satisfaction with the dilly, N. Y„ Sept. 28 with Arthur
a e ai aoUrely new^ agenda sob- recommendations,
Gertrude
Berg
^ ^
?
L. Mayer, executive vice-president
ear
addition to tfie
11S
Edna Best
7
As spokesman for the Metropoli- of the Council of Motion Picture
P
V?
variety of usually listed subjects tan Motion Picture Theatres Assn.
Phil Bloom'
Organizations, as guest speaker.
distribution practices, admisJoan Caulfield
and the Independent Theatre Own- Mayer will discuss “COMPO and
The e rs Assn, at the hearings,
sfbn prices and local items.
Herman Citron
the Showman.”
-newcomer is the Council pL Mq=.
—
Charles Coburn
Leo Brechef urged that-chilani
tur
r
a
n
tj0
Also slated to address the sesJerry Colonna
dren’s matrons, ushers, doormen
P.
^
? ff headquarter
v!® j*
sion
is DOn Henshaw, executive of
Dailey
Dan
°,
| and cashiers .be eliminated from
® f bo th
Tli e atre Owners of
MacLaren
Advertising
Co., Ltd.,
Olivia
DeHavilland
if this could not be accoverage
Al le
a a”d
"
Gordon White, director
George R. Durgom
complished, he said, then proposed Toronto.
JlS
he
v“
al} a
a te
d
Administhe
Code
of
Advertising
William
Farnum
?
jK|}
wage requirements in tli^se per^V
^
v
^
,
Picture
tration
of the Motion
Dorothy Fields
aim
will preside.
Nina Foch
fted otherwise they would wreak Assn, of America,
m A
Mitzi Gaiynor
* hardship upon neighborhood thea^
purposes and objectives.
George Glass

up the entire producer’s share
except for a sum approximately
equal to the value of the prints,
The company has thus offered the

.

_

;

prove the grosses on his pictures
playing in the tegular theatres.”

OF

TA 1 AMP CTDIM/

i

ate

claim

V
fl/VADE

HlvllA
O
3 MORE

agreed-upon expenditures, should
$4,600, of which approximately
$2,300 is due in cash and another
$2,300 is represented by the prints,
which they want.
UA’s contention is that expenses

owners

;

,

he

agreement.
Atoou^.;-thelr rH(|ht

$4.50 prior preferred. That brought
totals in the treasury as 6f Aug.
31 to 47,700 of the $1.50 and to 500
of the $4.50.
This was just the beginning for
20th of its retirement of its pref erred. in a major refinancing oporation that has included the borrowing of $7,500,000 to provide
cash- to the production-distribution
from the theatre company when

.

.

Titan

has continued to
In another* similar move preparatory to divorcement, the SEC reported that 20th-Fox had bought in
1,900 shares of two types of preferred during August; It acquired
1,400 shares Of the $1,50 cumulative convertible and i00 of the

WB plans to continue buying up
considered ’as a single
as Paramount has
unit, have a current value of afe.ut its common,
been
doing for several years. It
Par has been having
$12,000,000.
has
purposely
left
its plans vague,
prepared
difficulty finding a buyer
In the event however, rather than setting for ltto pay that price.
self
any
definite
.patternjDf.
-buying,
one presented himself, it would:;
take up to six months to arrange Idea is to jump into the market,
mortgages and other details on the whenever it is felt that the price
is right.
It thus leaves mdetermihuge purchase.
The present loan, which is in nate how ‘many of its secprities it
the form o£ a $7,000 000 mortgage will bu y or over what perio d,
nd a $2,000,000 note guaranteed
J
by Paramount, thus facilitates the
sale.
A prospective
have to arrange only $3 ,000,000 in
financmg, ^rath^er
,T
Theatre Pav Minimum
That con
mately $12,000,000.
probably be
For N.Y.S. Employees
shorter time. Pa r s experience
the past has been that the compliDespite heated exhibitor protests
/nAhflM11A/l
An p^c
tlQ Ct A 18)
1 Hi
page
y9
(Continued uu
on

rentals, which amounted tp $14,000. They claim their share, after

Management has refused

,

.

I

Americah owners of “The Titan
American

The
^he

MAB

u.?“buy
since then.

generally

i

ip

which are

^he two structures

to screen the adpix, according to
exec Jack Hillyer, climaxes
a ^‘steady trend to the use of ‘spot
movies’ as an integral: part of a
theatre’s program.”.
Hillyer claims that more than
14,500 U. S. theatres at present
will display film commercials on
which represent
screens,
their,
67% of all houses in operation.
Acceptance of adpix, he feels, is
largely due to better commercial

productions.

Franklin, Ind., Sept. 19.
Zenith Radio’s proposed Phone*
vision is due tor another lacing
from the film industry, this time
at the hands of National Allied’s
television committee in a report
to be made at Allied’s annual
Pittsconvention Obt. 2-4 in
burgh. Committee will claim that
the contract being used by Zenith
to obtain subscribers for the upcoming Chicago tests on Phonevision cannot prove the project’s
Value, since they include an ‘‘escape clause” for; subscribers* nonpayment.
Committee also plans to bring
up for consideration by the national group Gene Autry’s deal
with CBS for production of 26
According to National
vidfilms.
Allied prez Trueman :T. Rembusch,;
it appears that Autry ‘‘miscalculated in a recent letter to Pete
Woodi secretary of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio, explaining that he personally was
.

Theatres

Banana” briefie.
Deal Was set by BBD&O, UF’s
ad agency, through Movie AdverB. & K/s decision
tising Bureau.

IT

Ie

bpen

By

Set

B&K

Chicago, Sept. 19.
Balaban & Katz circuit, which
never before screened advertising
films, will run off Him commercials
this fail for the first time at 45 of
Chain breaks the
its houses here.
ice with United Fruit’s “Chiquita

CGBL> according to Cinecolor,
V
will have full facilities oi the parwarTrsV‘7rol cted because ent company mcludmg Siipercine , Warn e r Bros., in its move to
its corporate position,
strengfjjei,
e
nf thfi tonchv producer-exhibitor
Pnor to consummatoon^of has b ought up over 300,000 shares
5° lor
moMem tovolved
pact, Radiant was per- 0 £
new
the
?
stock since midcommon
jpc
McDonald’s contention

^n

.
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.New Jersey next Tuesat

Hotel

the

ecrea ^on

:
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,

and Nassau
;

j

‘

1

v

,

(

.

-

1

counties;

70c

from

10,-

in cities

“ept„

Nass “ u
and 65c an hour in
tpwns pf less than 10,000 excludin 6
Nassau-Westchester.
Some
part-time help, such as ushers,
would be rated at 50c an hour;
Friday’s hearing was one of several held this summer on the wage
recommendations.
Final meet is
scheduled for Rochester Friday
(22).
Corsi will weigh the findings.
of the nine-m^n minimum wage
board and b?"d down a decision
sometime in October.
e

1

’

NY

chest6

j.

Would be paid

«

50-pic
deal with EL, elaborated on forth\r
coming plans for first 10 films.
UlllIilDCir^ to IN*. I»
Convention was first since EL
Nate J. Blumberg, president of
wedded Film Classics; Two pro- Universal, is due back at the homemotions were announced at the office on Monday (25) after four
meetmgr boosttog fonner pcs WMks on the eoast.
S
manager Jim Vede
He has been in consultation with
to ^rw
Detroit. and former booker Carl production executives and viewing
uison to D. M. manager.
the company’s new product.

Hpanclean-

m

New
iMo,*,

I

rv

c ltles
excess Of 50,000 popula, .
tion, and all communities in West-

of the. Gulf States, Dec,

Eagle
a dditionallv thp Mpfrnnniifan
Motiort Pil tu
Theafres
nere over last
here"
llsi weekend,
weekend^brn^cM
brought ati n N y indpnpndpnt is AssoccpWph
producers Harry Sherman and Neil *
ed
t0 g 6 into^ei ion on SfeDt 28
Agnew as guest speakers on Friday
at tne
the Motel
Hotel^'St
ot.^Moritz
Moritz, N. Y.
(15). Pair*, who recently set

amusement and

cbipr«
rp r rp fl | iftn industry,
inrilJ(; f
Pfl
i
cashiers,

Douglas,

thA Roosevelt
Rnncpvpil- Wpi
the
hotel.

the suggested minlmuin
scales- for the

r
Westchester,

Europe to N, Y.

Stewart Granger
Mitchell Hamilbiirg

Marvin Bellie
Elen DOsia
LeW Grade
Farley Granger
Elsa Maxwell
Alfred Nightingale

David Niven
Jan Peerce
Cesar Romero
Francoise Rosay
William Saal
Samuel Schneider
Barbara Stanwyck
Renata Tebaldi
Igor Troubetzkoy
Herbert j. Yates
Darryl F, Zanuck
Nto

Y, to Europe

Susan Hayward
Joseph Justman
Irviiig Lazar
Sarah Marshall
,

Irving Mills

Mary Pickford
Sigmund Romberg
Eddie Schellhorn
Joseph Schildkraut
Spyros Skouras
^

John Steinberg
Blanche Thebom

N. Y. to L. A.
Mary Hunter
Irving Lesser
Eda Reis Merin

Milton Pickman

Harry Dent Moore

Seymour Poe
Howard St. Johfi

Josephine Niggli
Herb Rosenthal

Sol A. Schwartz
Robert M. Stillman

;
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Ranh Due

in N.Y.

Bob Rubin Undecided

Paramount, Which adopted the
policy over a year ago, Has virtually blanketed the country with
group-selling operations.
The number of exhibitors

Hollywood, Sept. 19.
Plans of Robert J. Rubin, who
resigned as of the end of last
month as general counsel for the
•,

.

1

“

Paramount product
censing
blocks has been steadily increasing since the practice was instituted. At present there are 3,700
theatremen taking the company's
pictures in groups and the figure
accord^
is likely to go even higher,
ing to homeoffice executives.
to 20
offers
up
The company
films at a time, mostly to theatremen in outlying and non-competitive areas where there are no legal
barriers blocking the system. Chief
consideration is compliance with,
court injunctions against the conditioning of the sale of one picture on the licensing of others.
Additionally, there must be a 20%.
•cancellation privilege for the the-

j

Society of Independent Motion Pier
ture Producers, are unsettled as
yet.

.

F.

is

offices

York.
likely that

will continue to handle chores
for SIMPP ort a client basis. Ar1

rangements

are

Rodgers, Metro dis-

is

has

“Cyrano.”
yet been set.

stars
riot

in

Date

lift in scales.

Flanked by John W, Davis and
G, I. Woodhairi-Smith, his two top
executive aides, J. Arthur Rank is
due n N. Y. -about Oct, 9 from London and is expected to g- on the
prowl immediately for American
companies to join him in co-production deals in England.
Rank
announced at the beginning of this
month he will refrain from undertaking the burdens' of producing
on his own entirely, and that he
plans only filmmaking with outside
interests.

»

Some spadework

for

Reports reaching the

field

that

Rank

ill

seeking

out U. S. - alliances fras
done in N. Y. late last month by
Earl St. John, production head <bf
the Rank organization, who had
talks with several major company
executives, including those at the

Paramount hoiheoffice.
However, that Rank

will

engage

only in non-solo production Was
intimated by producer S' Iney BOX
N.
Latter’s
in
Y.
yesterday.
thought
conditions
was
that
•‘change” and so, too, do the plans
of producers. He said he wouldn’t
be surprised if Rank were to reverse himself and map plant; for six
or seven of his own organization’s
productions annually.
So far as shooting is concerned,
the Rank outfit will be idle at least
for the balance of this month.
“Highy Dangerous,’’ starring Dane
Clark and Margaret Lockwood, the
last ope made, was finished early
this month. This was produced by

Universal will ask 70% terms for
few weeks Or that may its forthcoming James Stewartbe expected in the immediate fu- starrer, “Harvey,”
are already stirture must be in houses where a
U. S syndicate headed by Ilya special situation prevails. That may ring exhib organizations into action.
While
pic isn’t even
the
Lopert has entered into two inter- be that prices have been held innational, film deals with Sir Alex- ordinately low for too long a time, slated for tradeshowing uritii Oct.
ander Korda. One is for the pur- competition has changed, neigh- 10, theatremen are burned over
chase by Korda of distribution borhood has changed, or something hints from salesmanager William Anthony Darriborough with Roy
Scully that the top terms will be Baker directing.
rights in England and other coun- on that order.
tries to ‘‘Women Without Names,”
Incidentally, Box said it was his
One astute circuit operator sought.
One exhib in a hinterland ex- understanding that Baker has been
while the other is for exhibition in queried this week took this angle
change
c
e
ri
t
e
said
yesterday
r
the U. S. by the syndicate of two
signed to a seven-year deal by
(Continued on page 18)
(Tuesday) that his local organiza- 20th-Fox.
Korda films.
tion was “preparing to murder
“Women” was produced in Italy
Universal” if 70% was asked. He
by Lopert with financing by himsaid
absolutely that members
self, New York realty tycoon Rob- FIRST 20TH-F0X PIC
‘Cyrano' as Roadshow
wouldn’t buy it at that price.
ert Goelet, City Investing Co. top-?
Reminded that theatre ops had
per Robert Dowling and importer
’36
N. Y.
SINCE
had
made
similar
statements
beRoberto Haggiag, They sold rights
Ever since divorcement, the the- fore and then backed down when
to Korda for £17,000 for distribution: in the United Kingdom, the atre end of Paramount has been they discovered other houses playIf Picture Goes Over
dating
the picture side less arid irig a pic at top terms and still
British Commonwealth except CanStanley Kramer’s decision to exada, Sweden, Denmark, Germany less. Latest evidence is the book- making plenty of coin, exhib
periment with a roadshow policy on
ing of “I’ll Get By” at the N./Y.
and Austria.
(Confirmed on page 16)
his forthcoming “Cyrano” will cost
In turn, Lopert, who returned to Paramount theatre, the first 20thArtists
a
tremendous
United
New York last week from a sum- Fox film dated at the house since
Irv Lesser, Poe to Coast amount of coin if it is successful.
mer spent ini Europe, negotiated a “To Mary with Love” in 1936,
Kramer’s
distribution
deal with
Further demonstrating that the
deal by which his group has acIrving Lesser and Seyrnour Poe,
quired exhibition rights, to “Tales theatre, flagship of U riited Par a- partners in Producers Representa- UA, as is also the case with other
provides
for a
of
its
producers,
of Hoffman” arid “An Outcast of iriount, is doing sortie “outside” tives, Inc., N. Y., fly to the Coast
in fee to
the Islands.” Pix are expected to shopping, is the slating of “Sleep- today (Wed.) for 10 days of meet- considerable difference
City,”
which opens today ings with Sol Lesser and his asso- the releasing company between
play; one of the two Dowling houses ing
on Broadway, the Astor or the (Wed ). This is the third Univer- ciates on plans for importation of roadshow and regular selling.
In the case of Kramer, his conVictoria, and in theatres operated sal film to play the Paramount foreign films and their franchising
tract calls for him to pay UA a
by Lopert Films, in which Dowling since Jan. 1, 1950, AD (After Di- to U. S. art theatres.
PRI will be associated with Les- distribution fee of 27 Va% on ordiarid Goelet. have an interest, in vorcement).; For the most part,
Washington and some other. cities. however, Paramount theatre is still ser in the operation, handling the nary engagements, but only 10%
on a roadshow. The difference thethe home of Paramount pix.
sales and distribution end.
(Continued on page 18)
in the past

.

;

FAR

TO

Exhibs Won't Co-op
Bill

;

In
Television is a potent advertising
medium for the motion picture but
exhibitors' are disinclined to foot
their end of the bill, a d therein
lies the ru b. Max E, Youngstein
advertising-publicity chief for Par-:
amount, complained in N. Y. prior
to his Monday 18) departure for

.

.

Holly wood.

who

about
Theatremen appear to be taking
three years, part of the time here the advice Cautiously.
They’ve
and part in New York,
been scrutiriizing their own boxoffice taps, those of the competition and prices in similar towns.
Feeling is that in most cases a tilt
would be justified on the basis Of
the diminishing spread between
costs and income, but no one feels
confident enough about the new
surge of business felt this summer
to want to chance chasing it.
As a result, whatever action in
this direction that there has been

tribution vicepresident, announced
several weeks ago lie was considering the policy but. has yet to get.;
it underway. Andy W. Smith, 20thFox sales chief, similarly unveiled
plans to sell in groups but hasn't
followed through with that type of
licensing to date.
In both instances it is apparent
the legal departments of each
company are giving full attention
to the restraint imposed by the
courts and are wary of the possibility of contempt charges.
Paramount Is now selling its
product output through the balance of the year, ending with “Mr.
Music,” Bing Crosbjf starrer. Average number of pix taken in the
biock plan is said to be eight to 10,

On Footing TV

Puerto Rican government

footing a bill of $35,000 for
the world preem in San Juan
of Stanley Kramer’s “Cyrano.”
Stars and newspaper and mag
Writers will be flown there for
the event, With the island hoping to cash in on tourism, of
course, via the publicity.
Not the least of Puerto Rico's
aim, however, is to get back on
his native soil the island’s No.
1 actor-citizen, Jose Ferrer,

—

—

with SIMPP

Rubin was

P.R.V ‘CyranoVBow

.

likewise
being
made lor him to serve as counsel
on pending lawsuits by some of the
Society’s individual members.
diate

.

William

law

New
it

he

.

atre.

He may open

either here or in
In either case,

Significant
if
not sensational
hike in theatre admission scales appears certain if present improving
business trends Continue. B.o. fees
have come in for considerable discussion from exhibs during the
past month, with the conclusion
generally being that an overall tilt
is riot yet feasible, but is called for
and will be made later if the traffic will bear it.
The talk if not action has
been stimulated by a recent broadside to Allied members from the
exhib organization’s board chairman and general counsel, Abram
F. Myers, He suggested an imme-

.

,

Next Month To

While other majors have yet to *
get beyond the planning stage with
licensing of pictures in groups,

•

;

n
,

Paramount went to some lengths
in the way of harnessing TV for
promotional purposes only to find,
largely, lack of cooperation by theatremen,
Youngstein contended.
said in past the exhib’s position was that it was the responsibility of the film company to prepare material for video presenta-

Korda Seeks Beecham
‘

For

and consequent}- Paramount
went ahead, with preparation of

tion,

London, Sept. 19.
Sir Alexander Korda is negoti-

up to lengths of
one 'minute with music cue sheets ating with Sir Thomas Beecham to
provided, While this meant taking appear in and conduct the orcheson additional expense for his de- tra in a Lull-length film version of
Beauty” ballet;
Sleeping
partment,
only 150 theatremen “The
were willing to buy the local video Margot Fonteyn, premiere danWells comSadler's
time to circulate the specially-pre- seuse of the
pared TV blurbs, he related.
pany, has been inked for the prinFor the most part the Paramount cipal role in the picture- which
here
format has been clips directly from will be lensed in Technicolor
" v
the pictures up for the ballyhoo next year.
Pic will be virtually wordless.
with .the narration dubbed.
Goin^ beyond this t)ie major shot a It follows “Tales of Hoffman”
completed for
special trailer for “Sunset Boule- which has just been
vard” which featured William Hol- Korda by Michael Powell yand
Emeric Pressburger. Beecham ap-v
den.
Additionally, canned music
pears in this with ballet and opera
Was supplied by the studio.
stars Moira Shearer, Robert HelpSince individual theatremen are
mann, Leonide Massine, Robert
not disposed to take on the teleRouriseville arid Anri Ayars.
vising costs, Youngstein proposes
that groups of exhibs band together in sponsorship on a coop- E. G. Crews Sued
special, trailers

.

.

On

erative basis.
He said he figures
that TV has" a far mbre lasting im-

pression than any other medium
and televised plugs would benefit
the subsequent-run as well as the
showcase.
TV times costs are up to the theatremen for the reason that production-distribution
generally
is
now spending eight to li% of its
gross on merchandising product
but the extent to which exhibition
promotes its wares on the local
level
is
2.5-3 .5%,* fceldom more,
Aoungstein holds.

because hard-ticket
is
dates are generally for a long run,
most of the work in negotiating
them and the campaigns are principally done by the producer’s own
rep and so there is comparatively
little expenditure of time and eforetically

He

%

By

8 Majors

Raleigh, N. C., Sept. 19.

j

Separate percentage suits were
brought in federal court here last
week by the eight: majors against
E G. Crews. All actions ask damages based upon alleged underreporting of receipts at the Carolina and Orpheuni theatres ip Oxford, N. C.
plaintiffs are RKO, 20th-Fox,

Paramount, Warners, United Artand
Columbia, Universal
ists,
Loew’s.

Too Many Holdovers Slow Pace; 'Heaven* New
Champ, With ‘Sunset/ ‘Rose,- ‘Stock* Next Highest
Surplus of holdovers and ex- Dozen in that order. Best runnertended-run pix are cutting into the up: pix are “A Life of Her Own”
overall national boxoffice this ses- (M-G), “No Way Out” (20th), just
sion, with the real money being getting around, and ‘‘Three Little
taken by several .newcomers. Re- Words” (M-G) in that sequence.
turn of hot weather in some key
Besides “Heaven,” there are
cities covered by Variety is hurt-:
some six new pictures being
Unusual develop- launched this Stanza but few show
ing somewhat.
ment in Philadelphia is that film much promise on basis of. current
theatre trade soared despite in- showings. One big potential grosterest both in pro football and ser appears to be “Devil ’s Doorgreat drive of the National League way”. (M-G).
This new Robert
Phillies baseball tearri.
Taylor starrer is great in Philly.
Launching of “My Blue. Heaven” “Three Secrets” (WB) also hints
(20th) on general scale is pushing possibilities, with a heat session in
this Betty Grabl e-Dan Dailey star- Philly and a nice St; Louis showrer to top rung this stanza, helped, ing.
“Breaking Point” (WB) is
of course, by a sock week at N. Y. only medium in L. A; “Petty Girl”
Next in line is “Sunset (Col) is mild in. Pitt but okay in
Roxy.
Boulevard” (Par), which is surg- Balto.
“High Loriesome” (EL),
ing upwards again with, a fresh fine in Philly, is just okay in Bufbatch of dates.
“Union
falo and ' thin in Frisco.
“Black Rose” (20th) is Winding Station” (Par) is uneven this
in
poNo;
being
after
third
up
round.
for two weeks running,
sition
“Sleeping City” H (U), which opens
Fourth money goes to “Summer
at N. Y. Paramount this week, is
Stock” (M-G) while “Tea For Two”
“Panic in
fair in Toronto;
(WB) is an easy fifth-place winner,. rated
Streets” (20th) is not so good at
“Fancy Pants” (Par) has dropped*
“Lady
the boxoffice this frame.
down to sixth, with “The Men” Without Passport” (M-G), mild in
(UA), just getting out extensively,
C., is only so-so in Chi and
K.
pushing up to seventh.
slow in L. A. “Pretty Baby” (WB
“Our Very Own” (RKO) “Treaslooks okay in Boston arid nice in
ure Island” (RKO), “Broken ArPortland.
row” (20th), “So Young, So Bad”
(Complete Boxoffice Reports
(UA) and “Kiss Tomorrow Goodon Pages 8-9
bye” (WB) round out the Golden
]

:

.1

,

-\

,

fort

on them.

Tremendous difference between
the two percentage figures is evident in that if Kramer is able to
get $1,000,000, for instance, out of
his two-a-day bookings, UA will
have been deprived of $175,000.
George J. Schaefer, Kramer’s sales
chief, is setting up four experimen(Continued on page 18)

AWAIT READE-STORRS
APPEAL ON CT. ORDER
Trenton, Sept. 19.
Appeals from the Trenton su-r
perior court decision ordering dissolution of Trentoh-New Bru-wick

Theatres appeared a certainty this
as the two deferidarits, Welter Reade and the estate of Frank
Storrs, both switched to new counsel on the eve of entry of the dis-

week

solution order. The new attorneys
and representatives of RKO, plaintiff in the action, are to meet with

Judge

Wilfred Jayne

on

Friday

22) on the form of the order,
Notices of appeal are likely to
be filed by the Reade side shortly
possibility
after, there being little
the
of agreement on terminating
ownership.
RKO-Reade joint
.,

It

is

understood

tl-.t

RKO s

of-

Storrs

fer to buy out Reade and the
estate at $1,500,000. still, stands.
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FILM REVIEWS

‘

u

The Glass Menagerie
Holly woo'd, Sept.

Warner* release of Jerry Wald-Charles
K. Teldman production. Stars Jane

“The Glass Menagerie” (WB).
Excellent drama w ith Jane Wy-

jnari.

nian-Kirk

•

Kirk Douglas, dertrude Lawrence,
Arthur Kennedy. Features Ralph San-

Douglas-Gertrude
La w r e n c e- A rth ur Kennedy.
“The Fuller Brush Girl”

Compton, Ger-

Aitn Tyrrell, John

ford,

trude Graner, Sara Edwards, Louise Lorrimer, Cris Alcaide, Perdita^ Chandler.
Directed by Irving Rapper. Written by
Tennessee Williams arid Peter Berncis,
from Willi' ms’ play; camera, Knnc’-l
Barks: music, Max Steiner; editor: David
Woisbart. Tradeshown Sept. 7, 50. lUtnping time,. 104 MINS.
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66 minutes running
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imagery was lost, arid each ol'
the four stars gave it the works
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aging southern belle who holds her
b*bod together,. in ,a St, Louis timejr nt, only to lose her son when be.
decides he can take her nagging no:
longer, unreels engrossindy. lind/m
Bapper’s guidance. Most remarkah»e is the subtle restraint cm-,
p oyed 1o register Laura’s awaken-

i

;

,;

;

|

i

in*', under the Gentleman Caller’s
cajolery, to the fact that life i'-m’t
a bust just because you’ve goi a
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Columbia release of Colbert Clark pro-
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editor, William Lyon: music, Heinz Rncmhe'd: music conductor, Morris RleirT.
Previewed in N. Y., Aug. 26, *’50. Runp-..,- time,
87 MINS.
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Philip Ford did a stereotype job
Danvers
ioh
Caineroi^,.
ol directing.
Lou Brock’s produc- tArthur
w <> Bits
tion and technical assists are .'stand* Mighty' Mi<«
erd for budget and release inten- c uik>v
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thanks to

Miss' Ball.

extremely funny silua
though
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pretty familiar.
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„ iburden
i
falls
Jean Gabin and

Carette, and they work well with
their limited material, Carette contributing heavily on the lighter
side.; Marielia Lotti and Elli Parvo
have little to do as wife and lover
respectively of Gab'fn. Antonella

Lualdl is sufficiently decorative in
the young' fiancee role. Luigi Zampa’s direction is more evident in
the film’s lighter moments than
when he tackles the serious stuff.
Production values are commcrcially above par, with Carlo MOntuori’s photography good.
Hdu’k.
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J

[
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PIC INTEREST MILD IN

j

-

depends

on

dio interest in pic rights continues
to appear mild,
One major and
several indies are said to have

shown flickers of interest, but no
deal is in the immediate off ing, as
of the moment.
Alfred Rice, the author’s attorncy, said in New York this, week
that no price had' been set or
.
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newer labeled Harmonica
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creates a change of pace. Jose..
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much

Sale, he said, was
a niattcr of price; as

method of compensation, so

Hemingway would

maximum amount
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as sinews to get
aalc-ly
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to the -talents of

*

..would make.,

and appearance
Dan Dailey and Mitzi Ga.vnor,
helping to carry “Red- starred with Betty Grable
in 20thwood^I-Wt 1 rail” in its intended Fox’s “My Blue Heaven,”
soiledrelease
Th
could have been Vied tor personals on the
Broadt'tto^tr^
"mre stress
sut-s s on action and a bit way Roxy stage
for every perf orn
e P «Msib]e lriotivation. but
t
it
mance tomorrow <Thm\s.>, where
?ui'
lU Co,1 es out P le hsant enoin
^
lC picture
for the
l
ls c,l rren
i
is
the western
l
t'
market
market.
in i\.T^i
,
work on
Allen goes along with sidekick
l Can Get It lor You Wholesale.”
,

the

insure

j

*

B

I

film is the editing. It appears
that
several sequences that might have
provided a greater degree of continuity have been scissored.
Starrett provides his: standard
performance, while valuable assists
are by Helen Mowery, Dick Elliott,
Stanley Andrews and Bob Wilke.
Comedy is by Smiley Burnette,
whose hayseed antics come off
well.
There’s a bit of., musical
relief by Burnette and a performer

John: Cason
.Jimmy Frasher

.

.

to

young couple, that

j

1

;

sistant sheriff'

Pierre Watkin

•••

’

....

15.

Jane .Harwell

'

1

VVyomin*.

.

townsman rich and another
bankrupt, With this kind of probconfronting him, Starrett performs his heroics, both as the as-

.Marten Lamoint

:

than a vehicle for Luciil'e
H'/ll; and she makes capital of the U«hs:
** luntion. If ever there Were
any
doubts as to Miss Ball’s forte/
Tlie
ul ler Brush” dispels them. She
an excellent comedienrie, and
this rowdy, incoherent yarn, wi
A stor

Bill .....

.

ebarics Evans [trip heavenwards
.Paul Cnmpbgii happiness of a

,

one

''Alfalfa"
Swit/.er

..Carl

.

t-raig

I

The

.

lenl

Franklin Adroon
features Jeff

:

.

the familiar gimmick

•

..

..

uses

Helen Mowery

.

and under the disSwitzer, Jane guise of the Durango Kid; Starrett
re Watkin.
ultimately catches up With the
Despite heavy sale of Ernest
Written by
jVIacBur- character behind the villainy and Hemingway's
new novel, “Across
.»**»*v-*.
Previewed rides off: into the sunset tor derthe River and Into the Trees,”
ring-do in other locales.
since its publication Sept. 7, stu......
Jeff Donnell.
_ One of the major faults of the

hencbm^.;«S;^.?

doublec-rossing

«md others involved, inclivde Danni
ue Nolan, David Wolfe and Alex

i

•

Ffpppsi Trail
(SONGS) ,

Hollywood/ Sept.

Pic

Charles Starrett
Smiley Burnette

about the man who gets a 12-hour
chance after his death to escape
.Stanley Andrews
hell and redeem himself via good
Bob Wilke deeds. Back on earth he showers
Dick Elliott
Hugh Prosser everybody with gifts. But it is only
.Robert W. Cave'ridish when he risks his chances of the
....

seeing
the Charles Starrett series for the
iii-st time.
Film doesn't take tirhe
out for proper lnti'Dduetions, and
its
finale is likely to leave the
viewer slightly bewildered. However. the action sequences and excellent. photography give this an
overall par rating, which makes it
suitable for the lower half of duals.
In “Badlands” Starrett" is seen
as aide to a sheriff in~a troubled
area where surveying teams sent
out by the railroad to map out a
new line are consistently liquidated by. some mysterious forces
'
n-hWf
ti 1n rn
u
trail,

Uvdwood

attempt to develop

interest in the circumstances that
get the girl out of her fix, and wri t-

.

Sue,/

i

I

“

.

Mrs. Finley.

Alvin }
AJhejlf

little

.

““

.

I

,

DvyalMrs. North.
Mrs, East

.

t.

C

jail rather than reveal her
true identity and embarrass her
dignified professor father.

There’s

keeps

3
Pr
Tolbert rln-k^hri
°H
h
rccsod
m sta bddrd fashion. ^ S iGros.

d!!?er

goes to

•

direction

n

.

.

.

1

i

knowing what it’s ail about’ becomes involved with police and

,

t .

he acts sincerely and unselfishly,
“Across the Badlands” takes a and is rewarded. Pic is also infew shortcuts that will not be tended as a satire on a ristocracy,
but treatment here is superficial
readily understood by those

.

—

.

j

t

i

Browne;

•

:

,

Carson .....

Harmonica

•

——

,

:

.

Crocker,

.

•

1

;

Bart ...............
Gregory Banlon. ......
Pete.

.

I

.

•

,

.
.

Dow «ey

;

.

.
.

Duke Jackson }
Keeno Jackson J.

I

•

.

Eileen Carson. ... .....

.

[

:

Smiley Burnette

j

^^y

It has enough producand amusing moments,
however, to please the public in
inost Situations here and in France.
It may do in U.S. arty houses via
the Jean Gabin name.

St eve

.

!

;

tion gloss

editor, Paul Borofsky. Tradeshown N. Y.,
Sept. 7, "50. Running titne, 55 MINS..

;

.

.

;

convinces.

Stars Charles Starrett; features
Burnette, Helen \Iowery. Dick
Stanley Andrews, Bob Wilks. Diby Fred F. Sears. Screenplay,

Barry Shipman; camera, Fayte

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

Far from the fertile ground of
less ambitious blit pore successful [comedies along the lines of
his “To Live in Peace,” Luigi,
Zampa has directed a disappointing screen version of a story by
Cesare Zayattini which never really
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ENIC release., of a dries, production.
Stars ..Jean Cabin. “Directed by Luici
Zanipa.
Screenplay, V.; Bra neat i, Susb
Cecchl D’Amico,
Fabbri; story by Cesare ZaVattinl; camera) Carlo: Montuori;
s;
«<
editor.
Eraldo Da Roiria. At Film Festival, Venice. Running, time. O' MINS.
Carlo 'Bacchi...
.Jean Cabin
Sant ini".... Carette
. . . ; . . . . ,
-isigr* Bacchi.
....... ..'Marielia Lotti
Maria,
, .
Antonella Lualdl

[

i

J

Easier for a ramrl
(FRANCO-ITALIAN)

,

"

,

burn gam. Her happiness at finding. the "long-delayed but always
expected something that we live
for.” while her mother blows her
top at the idea of her daughter
losing a suitor, could have slop™ d
Jess, western
territories.
Period
over into utter bathos. Rapper rod
B’riMivirrN in
follows the close of the Civil War.
handpicked cast held it in ’me.
Hollywood,
Sept. 14.
Starrett is supposed to nail down
Theirs is film wizardry at its be:
Star quartet grabs the 1’O’i’s- ...'Republic release of Lou Brook pioiiuc- Trevor Bardette, who headed a
lion. Features. Valentine Perkins, Robert
ueril ] a band uu
share of the footage 'but the sup- Rockwell. Danni Sue Nolan.
during
“ u » the
11 c War andAnthonv. Ca- g
port manages to come across, too. ru.so, Tony Barrett: Directed by Philip IS believed to be leader of the
Screenplay, Bradbury Foote; prig-. CULTCnt opposition. -Pic’s, windup,
n dabiy Gertrude Graner, Perdita Ford.
mal .-story,.; Raymond Schrocl;, George
...
D -,„ u
Chandler. Ralph Sanford and Arm Callahan; camera.
finds Baidctta
in the
Ellis W. Carter: editor, however,
T rrell. Douglas’ being the small- Harold Winter.. Previewed Sept. 14, '50. Clear and. the
culprits appreRunning
time.
60
MINS.
e>V of the top roles, Kennedy and
hpndhd
Joan Grey
Valentine Perkins
,.
the Misses Wyman and Lawrence
ohort Span Of film leaves Cer'ark Hanipton ........ .Robert Rockwell
fight it out for thesp honors, end- i'rancis White
.Danni Sue Nolan tain incidents hanging in the air.
Bowman.
.Anthony. Ciirus ° But, this
it WOllld appear to be a draw. ^Tiss
shortcoming will prbbB
t
Lawrence, incidentally, has a “bcih)
ably go unnoticed by Western and
\vSfr
Woife
David
D
v
of the ball” fl ^shback that reve? ^
;: ; :
A h?x Gerr y action fans. Operating in the dual
; ; ;
...
she has 'ost none, of. her glamor, D;umy
le of the government rep and
.Old- Iieati ic'e
.Queenic Smith
despite
padding necessary for 'Shriek
Bert Conway the Durango Kid, Starrett is althe Amanda role.
Connie ........ V
Rudy Rama most constantly reaching for his
Mario. Dwyer
*7
Technical credits are solid, n In- Ciihriy Carson
Detective Blake .........
Russ Conway holster. Practically the only time
cipally Robert Burks’ routed loris- S;t(iie
...
....... .Marta Mitrovleh a lag in "action occurs is
when
in", the dingy apartment, ballroom
~
[Smiley Burnette comes on the
and business school set work by
For the programmer market, in scene for some eomedy relief,
Robert TIaas and William W^al'a^e, secondary bookings, “Prisoners in.| strictly
in the rustic vein.
David Weisbart’s editing, and N-rx-- Petticoats” barely gets by. Both
Starrett is his usual assured self
Steiner’s compelling mood music./ story and acting are unbelievable,
while
Burnette’s
comic
antics
MHrr.
as is the direction. However, foot- follow a routine
pattern; revolving
ago runs only 60 minutes, making mostly around his fumbling
perit suitable for the supporting slot
sonalitv. Bardette gives a sympaTIio FiilIcr Brush Girl
in
ie smaller general situatiori.
thetic
performance
as
a
man realColumbia product on and roloako. Si rs
Plotting' --ceriters on Valentine izinc the law
Lucille Ball and Eddie Albert: fonti ,v es
is
after him for
......
Perkins, naive pianist working in- crimes
Carl Benton Reid, Gale Robbins,
c(V
of which he is innocent. As
Donnell, Jerome Cowan, John Litel, Fred
u
U,e °»!T
Graham, Lee Patrick. Arthur Space. DiLeslie Banning is
tat T?c'
S *#<
rected by Lloyd Bacon.. Sereeriplay. FrcrikIs
T.'-shlin:
camera. Charles Lawton. Jr.: raffcets^A gang lnimber UoubK

Ruby

.

|

Sy-now familiar plot about the

•

iy
effective as his aide. Michael
Brennan is duly repulsive as the
blackmailer, and Dora Bryan turns
j n a g em 0 f a performance as a
dockside Slut. Direction bv John
Gilling is smooth;
Clem.

\

I

)

glle

.

neatly contrived thriller, with

,

of the original’s fra-,

riorie

;

;

Rapocr
Irving
director
man,
worked harid-inTglove with scripters Williams and Peter Bern eis to
*re that

|

•

•

unwittingly
for better or
worse, is a casting scoop that will
pay off magnificently. All ^rod’ ietion facets were tended with impeccable taste by co-producers
Jori*y Wald arid Charles K. FekK

.

ing their joint crimes, tracks him
plans to bleed him,
Disguised as a seaman, the au*
thor murders the man, then joins
in his own pursuit at the request
0 £ his friend, a Scotland Yard irisoector. His secretairvinfatuatei
secretary, infatuated
spector.
with his brilliance, unwittingly unhis
secret.
covers
Hugh Sinclair makes a realistic;
if rather self-conscious, villain, and
Dina Sheridan an attractive personality as the devoted secretaiy.
John Laurie gives his usual pithy
Scots characterization as the chief

;

''

•

:

man

.

.

•

.

having come out of prison follow-

.

.;

.

.

•

•

:aiid

/

complete audience identification
Spotting Jane Wyman as crippled
h/tP
A
Uiim
1/
An n
OC
her
.as
Kennedy
Laura, Arthur
compassionate. brother, Gertrude
Lawrence as their frowzy mother
and Kirk Douglas as the Gentle-

.

• •

from an American gangster who/

;

;

•

.

(

t

Customer -demands for

.

dual ^etup.
Opeihing shot of a crime novelist
giving weekly broadcast unfolds his
own unsavory story, it being; unknown to his public that most of
his books are based on his own
experiences. This causes blackmail

-

thing different” will be fulfilled in
spades by “The Glass Menagerie.”
Project that skyrocketed T emu"see Williams to the topmost dramatist brackets has been beautifully celluloided by Warners. Arty
unquestionably, but in a
it
is,
down-to-earth style that results in

•

.

no mystery, holds interest and
some appeal to general run of film
fans. Could fill lower spot in U.S,

i

:

“some-

.

•

i

Perdita Chandler

.

. . ,

.

.

.

^

.

.

!

.

i .

click
Brit*
on to

he went
entertainment, howtypically English/ and

ish audiences/*

time, “Holy Year at the Vatican,”
contains scenes of pageantry and

3.

Features Hugh Sinclair, Dinah
Sheridan. ' Directed by John
Gillinc
Screenplay, Robert Baker; editor, Gerald
Landeau; camera, Eric Befche. At Studio
Ohe, London. Running time, 10 MINS.
Robert Southley
Hugh Sinclair
Linda
................ ...Dinah Sheridan
Inspector MacDougall. ..... John Laurie
Harrison
...
»
Barry Morse
F enton >
, »« ., ^lichael Brenna n
Malsie
.... Dora
Bryan
Mrs. Green.
.
...
.Madeleine Thomas
Salesman.
..
.Michael Waid
tioir.

explains the complicated adminisIt is dubious whether this "type
Pope
tration of the Papal State.
of rollicking humor will be ap.Pious XII is seen in several seaverage
the
w o o d Forest Trail”
by
precited
quences and the camera also deRex Allen in
Songs; (RepJ.
American theatregoer. Review
mosaics
picts
paintings,
scores
of
for
actioner
pinging-fighting
added, “it should have chance
arid tapestries. In addition, the
western- .market,
in carefully selected spots.”
»
nuilti-faceted maintenance; organ“ Across the B a d 1 a nd s
An outstanding success as a
ization of the Vatican is shown
Charles StarSongs) iCol).
West End legit production, this
.carrying out its countless xtasks.
ret t western for dual J ers.
farce is set. in a college for.
Accompanying the eight reels is
“No Trace” /British) (Indie).
Film, which stars Alabays.
a commentary by. the Right Rev.
Novel mellCr with British cast
stair Sim And Margaret Ruth*"
Msgr.
Fulton J. Sheen. His narnot calculated to do much exerford, is being released in
ration of the ^subject is as thor-.
on dualers in U. S,
the U.S. by London Filmsough as the film itself. Theatreinen
will find this type documentary
,
y
,, „ o
Lloyd Bacon’s direction haS made principally a “prestige” picture,
Switzer to aid an
A\falta
of the comedy sequences. Tieups with local churches' in ad- under-prmleged boys camp deep
vain, with vahee of hookings will be helpful. in the mountains. Mortgage on the
cops-and-robbers
li O
‘
"
°
Giib.
a couple of murders as the fulcrum
enterpi’ise is ready to be foreclosed
that enables Miss. Bail to go wholcas lumber interests are anxious to
hog in to her slapstick.' There’s
cut the tiniber heretofore protectri<?vipga«l«»s of iiie
everi a reference to Metro’s “Fuller
ed. Jeff Donnell is the mortgage
(SONGS)
Brush Man”— with Red Skelton,
Columbia
release
Clark holder, ready to sell Out because
of
Colbert
coining in for a cute laugh bit, production.
she believes boys responsible for
Stars
Charles
Starret.t;
though he’s unbilled.
features SmJley Burnette, Leslie Banning, her father’s death.
Before Allen
Miss Ball plays a Fuller Brush, Trevor Bardelte, Douglas Fowley, Jock and Switzer get through, however,
O’Malioncy, Fred Sears. Directed by. Ray
Girl who becomes involved inno- Nazarro. Screenplay, Earle Snell: camera, they prove the sawmill men were
the murder of Jerome Fayte Browne; editor, Paul Borofskj'. At behind all the skullduggery, the
c. ntly in
Cowan’s wife, Lee Patrick. The New York theatre, N. Y
p *’ camp IS saved and Allen ,s_ ready
12. ’50; Uunning time;. 54 MINS.
manner in which she becomes Steve
for a finale clinch with Miss DonDuncan
linked to the murder, and the sub- The Durango Kid/'
Charles Starrett ne
.
i}Smiley Burnette v.
Smiley Bu rnette
is
sequent slaying of Cowan,
During the course. of the^ footage,
Miller
Leslie Banning
prelty obvious, arid the complica- E’.lCn.
SourOld Smoky,
Miller
.Trevor Bardelte Allen vocals
,
tions that arise produce plenty of Sloper
.......
.Douglas Fowley wood Mountain and loins with, the
kA
+ It .A
Ua /14 tf 4 «l
laughs. Eddie Albert plays her Lieutenant Hunter ......Jock O'Mahoncy boys on “America,
the
Beautiful;
Lieutenant. Jones .......... Fred Sears
dumb boyfriend who is also in- Johnny
Piping is pleasant. Philip Ford’s
...
... Jerry Hunter
voh-ed in the chase.
Worker
......
.George Chesebro direction keeps up a suitable pace
There are a .number ot
Of espe- Dre>y
.
..Frank McCarrdli and Climaxes yam with a forest
BTown.
Selmer Jackson
cially funny situations' ill which
Interspersed are several emfire.
Dliss Bail runs the gamut, namely
necessity of guard]
This 56-minute entry, heavy in phases on the
a bit in wliich Albert and she flee
ing the nation’s forests .from fire
the cops over backf ences; another the action department arid sport- and indiscriminate cutting, giving
in which sll
make? up as a burtey ^? Aa;.^tt^-thon-aYcrate_e story for picture a message in keeping With
'si ripper
to shroud her identity, a low-budgeL wertem^ rates with it s plotting.
with the cops land thugs hot at the choicer Charles Starrett star
Acceptable work is turned in by
her heels, plus one in which they r ers. Film’s brief running time principals, as well as Jane DarT?_ I
bide in the hold of a ship while provides a large dose of gunplay well. Marten Lamont, the- chief
and a minimum of dialog. It’s okay heavy; Pierre Waitkin, Jimmy Ogg
trying to lose their pursuers.
to
round
plays
Albert
out doublebilis.
qiiJ Afkni»e
Prunlrlin Adreon’s
A/lv^i'nn’c proh-VL
an
excellent
others. Franklin
and
straight for Miss Ball. Cowan is
As a government agent, it’s duction supervision uses outdoor
most conspicuous among the sup- Starrett’s job to track down a band locale to dress up the footage, and
porting players.
Kahn:,
of outlaws interfering with con- technical credits are okay. Brog.
struction of telegraph lines in lawclualers.
“II e d

.

Girl

Within

action.

Among

CoD.

Starrett

Tyrrell

John Compton

.

..^Gertrude Giv.m r
Instructor, * ,
s
' Sara Etiv.y
......
Louise X-ornn?*r
... ...... ...
Alor ye.t ns

Woman

A

.

.

•

much

without

.

reviewer Myro noted that pic

make the boxoffice
merrily when shown to

WSo

Tempean product

-Eros Films* release of

“The Happiest Days of YoUr
which
British-made,
Life,”
opened at the Little Carnegie,
N.Y., Saturday '(16), was re*
viewed in Variety from London, March 15, 1950. Though
“will

,.

.

IV o Tra«e
(BRITISH)
London, Sept.

of

'

MOT

“Renegades Of The Sage

.

.Ralph

Young. Man

A meUer

•

......

:

Petticoats”
in
Minor' program entry.

Rep),

.

.

Clerk

•

Kirh Douglas
...
Gertrude Law re ice
Arthur Kenneuy
•

.

.

;

laugh-loaded^ though

in

obvious yarn,
“Prisoners

Jv* -Wrar*

Lima:....
Jim

.

Lucille Ball-Eddie Al-

<CoR
bert

..

A irianda

,

.

Wednesday, ^September 20,

The Happiest Days
Your Life

outlines the Vatican’s jnultitude of
activities and graphically describes
its magnificent art treasures.
There's a wealth of detail in the
footage.- Unfortunately the very
completeness of the picture tends
audience interest dip
to make
slightly at intervals. If some of the
minor phases of the film were
trimmed, the overall impact of this
documentary would be considerably enhanced.

Miniature Reviews

13.

.

i

.

•

.

,

niont of taxes.
For that reason,

loft

have

after

a

pas-

payments are

boing sought spread over a long
term of years, with the writer possibly taking ^
part of his fee in a
Profit participation in the pic. Rice
said any Sale will be outright, not
a leasing arrangement.

:

Wednesday, September 20, 1950

PICTURES

With four exchange centres having already Set up local branches
of the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations, Arthur L. Mayer,

COMPO exec v.p., is preparing to
send letters out later this week to
speed formation of similar bodies
in all other territories.
Mayer’s move follows a resolution of the COMPO organization
committee two weeks ago which
urged speedy composition of the
local groups to put the new alL
industry public relations setup* on
a grass-roots baSis throughout the
:

+

Washington, Sept. 19.
;
Resignation of Herbert A. Bergson as Assistant Attorney General
in charge of the anti-trust division
becomes effective the end of this
month. Bergson, who handled the

Paramount and RKO divorcement
decrees, and Who has been negotiating with Warners and 20th, re-

Competitive bidding is on the
downgrade as a major licensing
procedure, according to some in-

.Paul Streger, eastern story and
dustry trend spotters who contend
that the practice has “too many talent chief for Columbia! Pictures,
irritating factors” for both dis- has resigned. He had been with the
company 10 months. He attributed
tributor and exhibitor.
Actually bidding ,is not so wide- his departure to being “unable to
spread as had been, feared original- see eye-to-eye” with prexy Harry
ly by its detractors. Latter included Cfchn.
Col is looking for a replacement
circuit operator S. H. Fabian who,
He
at the time of its inception, ex- for Streger, a former agent.
pressed the belief that the system had been intending to hire Phyllis

signed last week; his resignation to
practice law had been predicted.
His successor has not yet been if let loose would bring “chaos”
nation. Committee also reiterated
named but reports are that he will to the industry, The only areas
previously formulated; rules that
come from within the Justice De- Where exhibitors are submitting
component orreps of all
partment. The resignation will not rental offers under seal to a really
ganizations in an *area must be
slow up the progress of the motion large extent are Philadelphia and
consulted before territorial bodies
picture case since several men in Chicago. Also active are Boston,
are set up.
the division have been Working on Detroit, Minneapolis, San FranMayer is anxious to get the local it, with Philip Marcus, the special- cisco, Los Angeles arid Miami.
groups organized, since it is felt ist for
the case, remaining with it. Totals situations engaging in the
that they provide the most logical
practice With any degree of conand effective way for reaching
sistency is said to be about 450;
public opinion makers in each area.
There have been sporadic spurts of
won’t be ready to move
bidding activity in various areas
which apparently are attributable
at full efficiency until they are
to organization bulletins from exset up. Already organized are Dehibitor, trade associations pointing
Atlanta, Minneapolis and
troit,
up to members their “new licensing
Charlotte, N. C.
rights” under court decrees. These
They’ll greatly facilitate distribuhave led to experimentation with
tion of such public relations matethe competitive offers on a one or
’s
rial as
maiden effort,
Hollywood, Sept. 19.
two-shot
basis but for the most part
which Was sent, out Monday (18),
Ronald Reagan and William
It is a 24-page pamphlet titled Holden, incumbent prez and first, the bidding was not- adopted perAlso,
driveins
were
'‘Exploding the Myth.” Purpose is veepee, respectively, of the Screen manently.
to prove by the statements of Actors Guild, have been nominated active bidders during the summer
eminent educators, jurists, sociolo- for another one-year term by the months.
The present figure of 450 is seen
gists, psychiatrists,, etc., that mo* SAG’S official nominating committ ion
pictures are not responsible tee this Week. Guild will vote next as being the peak, with a downward
trend in view for the near
for juvenile delinquency.
month on officers and board memfuture. Highly-placed industryites
There are some 56 quotations in bers.
Other nominations include : Dana say they see a substantial decrease
the pamphlet, all carefully docuAndreWs, second veepee; Paiul Har- in the system in its present form
(Continued on page .16)
vey, third veepee; Lee Bowman, in six months to a year, although
recording secretary, and George there might be some court-apChandler, treasurer. Nominated for
Danzigers Huddle
(Continued om page 16)
three-year terms on the board, of
11
art.* to be elected, are
whom
With

Blum, Who had been story ed for

several other producers, as his
but, the deal never went
through. It is believed that may
have been one of the factors leading .to his resignation.
aide,

COMPO

:

COMPO

,

.

Todd

to Film

Edward

Bruce Bennett,
Ann Blyth, Wendell Corey, Nancy
Clark,
Glenn Ford,
Davis, Fred
Indie producers Harry and Ed- Ruth Hussey, John Lund, William
ward J. Danziger have been con- Lundigan, Walter Pidgeon, Robert
fabbing with Mike Todd on possi- Preston, Anne Revere and Gene
Arnold,

Hal Chester Expresses
Confidence in

UA As

been

angling for Groucho ed for one-year terms on the board. maker Hal E. Chester predicted in
for the role played on the Additional, independent nominaNew York Monday (18). He feels
stage by Bobby Clark.
Marx’s tions, of course, are permitted that unaffiliated producers will reunavailability has stymied the deal prior to the election. Board mem- alize
that their “only hope” for conto date.
bers whose terms of office do not tinued existence lies in a strong
Danzigers had originally con- expire this year include Leon UA. / It’s only
ceded the film idea with Clark in Ames, Warner Anderson, Gertrude he indicated, a question of time,
before most indies
the principal part
Survey dis- Astor, Louise BeaVers, Ward Bond, see the handwriting on the wall and
closed, however, that despite the Macdonald Carey, Chick Chandler,
return to the
bandwagon.
comic’s popularity in New York Anne Cornwall, Rosemary DeCamp,
“Without UA,” Chester declared,
and a few other legit cities, he Was William Demarest, Virginia Grey,
“exhibitors will be at the mercy of
virtually Unknown to film
Stephen McNally, other Companies as will be indeLyons,
audi- Cliff
ences in the hinterlands.
Agnes Moorehead, . Larry Steers, pendent producers.” He emphaMusicomedy was based on the Kent Taylor, Regis Toomey, Au- sized that not only will it be
idea of a femme prez of the U. S., drey Totter, Robert Walker arid
healthy for the industry for
with Clark playing' her husband. Tudor Williams.
to remain active but its continuDanzigers have been, aiming to
ance is also important to banks
a
d as next on their schedule
and other financial institutions
?p
?if
it they can
succeed in lining up
specializing in film financing.^

Marx

UA

.

UA

READE MAY COMPETE

Marx.

Confident in UA’s future and
HIMSELF IN N.Y. impressed with the way that the
firm has been Selling his Dan Dursituation
may
Tricky
competitive
i heir two
previous pix, “Jigsaw”
yea-Gale Storm starrer, “The Unand
So Young, So Bad,” have develop in the swank upper east derworld Story,” Chester asserted
P^H.-^abdled by United Artists, side district of New York as a re- that he's currently negotiating a
sult of the return of the Park Avecut they ve made nd
distribution nue theatre to management of the deal with the firm whereby he’ll
arrangement yet on ‘‘Benny.”
Walter Reade circuit Dec. 3. House deliver a minimum of four “realis-.
a y Uanziger said
this Week
tically budgeted” pix annually. FiiT
i
tnat
the return of Grad Sears as may turn to competing for prod- nancing of the project
would be
salcsnranager of the UA had hy- uct with the nearby Plaza, Which it partially arranged through
a group
1 oecl
his confidence in the com- also owns but which it leases to in
Joseph
which
Justmari
of the
Pany but that he wasn’t certain Leo Brecher.
(Continued
tin page 18)
Reade chain hasn't determined
^Benny” could go to the
yet what policy it will follow with
expressed satisfaction
Park Aventie, which has been Auerbach to Europe
'
sales job on “So Young,” the
under lease to Universal and playviiich has proved
something of a ing British pix! This has proved
‘Our Gang’ Distrib
minor sleeper and is doing busiJoseph Auerbach, veteran prounprofitable and the Reade execs
ness now, despite
poor reviews, have under consideration the possi- ducer and distributor, is scheduled
at may give it*
a domestic gross
bility Of turning to the successful to leave New York around the end
*WooiQ0O. It cost al- Plaza policy of late runs of top of the month on a trip to London
most $500,000.
If it does, there’s thought and Paris to arrange European dispix.
bound to be some bitter feeling on tribution of some 50 old “Our
part
Of Brecher, Who has con- Gang” comedies whose rights he
the
holds. While abroad he’ll look for
time to go on his lease.
Pic Commission siderable
Disclosure recently that Reade is a sales supervisor to assist in mar.-Los
Angeles,
Sept.
19.
taking back from U the 585-seat de- keting the two-reelers.
t,
au.l Kohner filed suit in
L A. luxer has brought to the chain’s
Meanwhile, Monogram is cleannor c6urt against Laurel- toppers a Welter of unsolicited ing up at the b.o. with a flock of
TT, S
w
.Productions,
demanding ideas for its operation.
Walter “Our Gang” films it bought from
11 1531011
® he claims are
due Reade, Jr., said' this week; “We’re Auerbach last spring for release
tin? ?
arra nging the deal where- listening to them all arid not in a in the U. S. arid Canada. In the
K 111 e
comics are currently mak- hurry to make up our minds.” first 10 weeks of re-release the
ln
a pi tu r e in France.
House opened four years ago on a shorts have returned $85,000 in
?,,
?
has attached the team’s reserved-seat subscription poicy, Sales, and contracts call, for an* '“; 000 saiary,
currently held in which lasted only a few months, other $273,000 as soon as prints
tow by the Bank of America.
are available.
until U took it on lease.
r

«<o?

SI.

2?

WITH

ucerS have just completed

Benny the Dip" in New York.

,

•

On

On

"-

.

,

;

has grown with which it does do
There are eight of therri now
involved one way or another in

biz.

ELC

pix;

Chemical

Bank

&

Trust

Co.,

N< Y.» has been building a close
alliance with ELC since Film Classics Went out of biz several months
ago.
Chemical has swung over to
ELC about eight films on which it
had loans and Which FC Was distributing at the time of its fold,
following abortive Inerger negotiations with Eagle Lion.
Chemical, in addition, has been
swinging to ELC sortie new, unreleased product which was to go to
FC. That's the Jack Carson starrer, “Mr. Universe,” made in New
York by Laurel Films. It had previously financed for EL distribution “Rogue River,” Rory Calhoun
starrer, made by Frank Melford’s
Ventura Productions. It had also
given a small loan on “Boy From
Indiana,” a deal which EL took
.

.

MacMillen explained. He said that
had Pathe set out purposely to organize a

I

new Company with

a clean
slate, it would have looked like
some transparent trick aind been
suspect, so it would have been unwise to go through with it.

However, when the EL-FC meld
evidently had .fizzled, Pathe found
'Only Hope’ for Indie itself
with an already-organized
bility of making a film version in Tierney.
Six months from now United
New York of his last year’s muFrank Faylen, Robert Keith and Artists will have more product than new company on its hands. Seeing
advantages
of a new start for
thesical, “As the Girls Go”
They Marshall Thompson were nominat- it could possibly sell, indie film- its distribution agency, it took ad-

have

feeling that the company has not
yet proven itself, list of banks

Eagle Lion Films, Inc., will be
allowed to die and Eagle Lion
to it.
Classics, Inc,, will take its place,
Bank of America has financed
William C. MacMillen, prez of both
“Prehistoric Woman,” a Cinecolor
companies, disclosed this Week.
production by Albert J. Cohen, for
Move will permit Pathe Industries,
ELC release, Pic has just been
Inc., of which both EL and ELC
completed.
It has also given a
are 100%-owned subsidiaries, to
pickup (following completion ) loan
continue in distribution with a
to David Rose on the Robert Montcompany that has a completely
goriiery-starrer, “Eye Witness.”
clean slate as far as debts or obliMost important new banking congations go.
nection to ELC, however, is BankThe changeover’ from EL to ELC ers Trust, N. Y., which is now newas entirely coincidental to the gotiating With the new Harry Shernever-completed merger negotia- man-Neil Agnew unit to finance
tions with Film Classics and would the first four Of their
westerns and
have been impossible otherwise, features for ELC release. Should

i

COMPO

While; banks in general remain
wary of financing product for distribution by Eagle Lion Classics,

vantage

of

the

this first toe-wetting prove profitable, Bankers might become an im-

portant source of indie coin for.
ELC, since it is highly interested in
the film field and has been very
cooperative.
Fidelity-Philadelphia
Bank &

(Continued on page 15)

ign for ’Doom’

opportunity thus

presented.

As far as coin goes, the maneuver means nothing. Since EL has
considerable liabilities and no income to: meet them, they must be
paid off by the parent company. At
least part of the money to make
the payments will come, ft is
hoped, from the new ELC. The
move is thus more of a psychological one than financial, although
MacMillen admitted there are certain fiscal advantages in going to
people to make deals with a company that’s floating easily, rather
than one that’s in debt
Eagle Lion Classics, as its name
indicates, was to be the company
th^at emerged from the welding ofEagle Lion and Film Classics. Its
stock was to be split three ways.
EL and FC were each to own
representing
the
shares
asset
values they tossed into the merger,
while the third chunk was to be
owned by a syndicate headed by
Wall Streeter David Baird. Latter
was to finance the new company
to the tune pf $1,000,000.
Pathe, in preparation for the
meld, set up ELC corporately, but
since the merger didn’t go through
never turned over its shares to FC
and Baird.

Claiming to have created “an endifferent picture” out of
“Edge of Doom” by added shooting and re-editing, Samuel Goldwyn is prepping a new ad campaign and another world preem for
the pic. It will open the Orpheum,
tirely

New Orleans, in the new Version
next Wednesday (27).
Farley Granger arid Joan Evans,
who are in it, will be in Denver
today (Wed.) for four days of advance publicity and then head for
the N. O. preem.
Granger came
back from Europe for the tour.
Jock Lawrence, Goldwyn pub-ad
chief, took the neW version to the
Louisiana house last week for. a
sneak.
Pic is currently playing
in its original form at the Astor,
N. Y. its only opening to date. It
received a critical thrashing there
and has done little biz, which influenced Gold wyn's unusual action
in performing a major operation
on a film after it had preemed.
,

‘Pioneer of the Year’
Citation for Skouras
Twentieth-Fox prez Spyros P.
Skouras has been named “Pioneer
of the Year” by Motion Picture

Pioneers, organization limited to
with 25 years irivthe film biz.
Skouras was selected by a unanimous vote of the
Pioneers* board,
comprising the heads of the variHolly wood, Sept. 19.
ous film companies.
Hollywood’s
film
cartoonists,
He’s slated to receive the award
many of whom have been idle for “outstanding achievement in
lately,
are expecting plenty of his field” at the Pioneers’ 11th anwork in the near future. Under- nual dinner, scheduled for Nov. 16
stood the Government has been at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y.
putting out feelers to cartoon pro- Si H. Fabian, head of the circuit
ducers for propagarida and train- bearing his name, is chairmanning
ing films.
the dinner committee, which comDuring World War II more than prises Jack Cohn, Columbia exec
800 cartoonists had steady jobs at veepee and prez of the Pioneers;
this form of work. At that time Harry Takiff, secretary-treasurer
it was demonstrated cartoons were
of the club and exec assistant to
far superior to live-action instruc- Cohn, and Marvin Kirsch, Pioneer
tion in the mass training of troops. Veepee.

men

FOR TROOP TRAINING
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PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, September 20, 1950

Holdovers Dim D.C. But

Chicago, Slept. 19.
Despite cool Weather and some

i

Estimates Are Net

v good play, Palace entry of ‘‘Our
Verv Own" and “Bunco Squad' is
getting boost from heavy femme
trade and should windup with tidy

i

'

;

^

•
.

Passport" at
"hady
United- Artists, has fairish $12*000
Only other newcomer,
in sight.

Without

•Union Station" and “The Return
OC Jesse James" is fair $11,000 at

i

i

j

I

l

j

!

.

.

) .

tax.

’

Roosevelt.

I

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take,# when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include tjhe U. S. amusement

.

.

j

*

appearson
coo'd- pix, downtown biz
downgrade this week; -However*
some new entries are getting fair-

$ 1 5.000;

Washington, Sept. 19.
Holdovers are bringing down
the average of recent weeks along
the main stem, with fifst-runs on
slow side. Of newcomers, “No Way
Out" at Playhouse looks solid, but
not sensational. “Fancy Pants" at
Loew’s Palace shapes slow, both for
Too many over-extended holdovers
this house and for a Bob Hope
pic.
“Sunset
Boulevard,”
at and long-runs will put a dent in
the
Broadway first-run total busiWarner, is sturdiest of holdovers.
ness this stanza despite some favorEstimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (2,434; 44-85)— able factors. Rain last Wednesday
(13) and on a couple of other days,
“Summer Stock" (M-G) (2d Wk) along
with ideal fall Weather over
plus vaude. Fine $16,000 after sock
[last Weekend; did not help as much
$28,000 last week.
as counted on. The all-day WednesKeith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-80)—
day rainfall was such that it actu“So Young, So Bad" (UA). Okay ally
cut into trade sharply on this
$9,000. Last week, “Louisa" (U),
[second Jewish holiday of the Week.
sturdy $11,000.
Brisk
weather Saturday-Sunday
Metropolitan
(Warner)
(1,163;
44-74)— ‘Cariboo Trail" (20th So- sent thousands out on the highways, hurting what was expected
so $5,000 for first-run. Last week, to be
a big weekend. Opening of
“Tea for Two" (WB) (m.o.), okay the public schools during the past
$5,000.
week also was unfavorable to the
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44r74)— boxoffice.
“Fancy Pants". (Par). Slow $12,000.
The- P,oxy, Criterion arid Rialto
Last week, “Black Rose" (20th) are particularly strong with their
(2d wk), firm $15,000.
new bills. “Blue Heaven;" not
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-85)
much chance by ther crix, is
—“No Way Out" (20th). Solid $8,- given
doing sock trade nevertheless at
500; Last week, “Panic in Streets" the Roxy.
With Mindy Carson,
(20th) (5th wk), okay $4,000.
others, plus iceshow onstage, first
Warner UWB> <2,164; 44-74)— week shapes up at about $94,000,
“Sunset Boulevard" (Par) (2d wk). best rion-holiday opener since MilFancy $16,000 after torrid $19,000 ton Berle’s terrific take a few
last week.
weeks back.
“Gilda "-“Platinum
Blonde" (Rita Hay Worth- Jean Harlow),
reissue combo, soared to
smash $33,000 in initial week ended

.

.

.

Third round of “The

Men"

con-

at Grand, at neat $12,-

tinues -last
000. ‘‘Broken Arrow," Woods thirdweeker, shows no lag with sturdy
$22,000. “Black Rose" in second
frame at the State-Lake should
Chicago
swell to smart $15,000.

secoud-weeker, “Tea For Two,"
boosted bv all-vaude show is slow
Oriental's “Kiss Tomor$33,000.
row Goodbye," with Mel Torme
heading stageshow. is only fair
$32,000 in second stanza.

Denver, Sept. 19.
“My Blue Heaven" is taking top
money here this round With socko

Estimates for This Week
total in two theatres. “Rogues of
Chicago (B&K) (3,000; 50-98)— Sherwood Forest” also is fine in
“Tea For Two" (WB) with the three spots, and holds Un all three.
heading all-vaude “Summer Stock" is strong enough
Bros.
lore
show (2d wk). Slow $33,000. Last to get a third Broadway stariza* as
does “Three Little Words" at OrWeek. $45,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 50-98)
pheum. Rain is helping the box“The Men" (UA) (3d wk). Fast office.
$12;000. Last week, $17,000.
Estimates for This Week
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 50-98)—
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—
“Kiss Tomorrow' Goodbye" (WB)
’’Rogues
SherwOod Forest” (Col)
and Mel Torme topping stageshow.
(2d wk >.' Mild $32,000. Last Week, and “Destination BiS House" (Rep),
day-date
With
Tabor, Webber. Fine
$43,000.
$3,500
Last Week, “711 Ocean
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)
(Col)
and
“Sideshow"
“Our Very Own" (RKO) and “Bun- Drive"
co Squad" (RKO). Trim $15,000. (Mono), $4,000,
Broadway (Wolf berg) (1,500; 35Last week, “In Foreign Legion"
(Ui and “ROokie Fireman" (Col) 74)—“Summer Stock" (M-G), (2nd
wk). Fancy $9,Q00. Last week, big
(2d wk), $10,000.

]

,

W

Monday

*

,

.

'

games

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)— $13,000.
“Union Station” (Par) and “Return — Denham (C'ock-rill)-' (1,750; 35-70)
^“Fancy Pants" (Par) (3rd wk):
James" (Lip), Okay $11,000.
Lust week, “Saddle Tramp" (U) Down to $8,500. Last week, fair
and “Kiss for Corliss" (UA) (2d $10,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—
wk>, $10,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98) “Blue Heaven" (20th) and “Golden
—‘ Black Rose" (20th) (2d wk). [Gloves Story" (EL), day-date with
Potent $15,000. Last week, $24,000. 'Esquire. Sock $19,000. Last week,
“Black Rose" (20th) and “Was
United Artists (B&K)
50Shoplifter"

is

not cutting as deeply into film returns here this week as had been
early expected. “The Men" is heading for smash session at the Stanley.

“Three Secrets" looks neat

Boyd wm-le_“Blue Heaven"

Jesse

(1,700;

of pennant-bound Phillies

is

at

brisk

Fox but rated below expectancy. “Devil’s Doorway" shapes
great at Karlton.
“High Lonesome" also looms fine at Stanton.
at the

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB)
50-99)—
(1,303;
Own" (M-G) (3d wk). Tidy
$11,000. Last week, $15,000.
“Life of

$23,000.

(U),
Passport"
Esquire
35-74)
(Fox)
(742;
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)— ’’Three
Last week,
Heaven" (20th) and “Gloves Secrets" (WB). Neat $18,000 or
“Summer Stock'- (M-G) (2d wk), “Blue
Story" (EL), also Denver. Big over. Last week, “Tea for
$12,000,
Two"
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)— $3,500. Last week, “Black Rose" (WB) (2d wk), $12,000.
Earle
(WB)
50-99)—
(2,700;
“Broken Arrow" (20th) (3d wk). (20th) and “Shoplifter” (U). $5,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)— “Uniqn Station"' (Par) (2d wk).
Fast $22,000. Last week, $30,000.
World (Indie) (587; 80)—“Devil “Three Little Words" (M-G) and Okay $12,000 after $16,000 opener.
“Bunco
Squad" (RKO) (2nd Wk).
Fox (20th) (2.250; 50-99)—“Blue
In Flesh" (Indie). Terrific $8,500. [
Off to $11,000 but holding.
Last Heaven"
(20th).
Brisk $22,000.
Last week, “Children of Paradise"
week,
big $19,000.
Last week, “Black Rose” (20th) (2d
(Indie) and “Jamaica Inn"

“Lady

DR
(M-G>.
1

Without

So-so $12,000,

ing mild
second frame. Stays on^
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers) (5 945; 80-$2.40)—“Sunset
Boulevard" (Par) with__slagesh o
(6th
wk).
Holding surprisingly
strong at $117,000, still highly

Winning a seventh,
profitable.
session here.
Last week, with
boost from Jewish holidays, went
to resounding $136,000, over hopes,
to establish new all-time high for
first five weeks at Hall for any
bill.

“Glass Menagerie" (WB) due
with Sept. 28 opening

in next*
date.

—

Rialto
(Mage) (594; 44-98>
"Jungle Book" (Indie) arid “Thief

(Indie)
(reissues).
Bagdad"
Shapes to get socko $10,000 or
months
at
this
bandnear, best in
box theatre. Holds. Did turnaway

of

trade over weekend.
In ahead,
“StrAnge Mr. Gregory" (Mono)
.

and “Mystery of Mr. Wong"
(Mono) (reissues) fair $5,000.
90Rivoli
(UAT-Par)
(2,092;
$1.25)— “No Way Out" (20th) (6th
wk). Fifth stanza ended last night
i(Tues.) held

up

in fine style with

$19,000 or near. Last week, sturdy
Continues, doing com^
$23,000.
in
paratively better now than
opening weeks.

Roxy

—

(20th) 15,886; 80-$1.75)

’

,

'

i

(Par),

(U) (583; 90-$l,50)
Do(U) (3d wk).
$5,000 after $7,000 in

“Blue Heaven" (20th) with Mindy
Carson, Betty and Jane Kean, new
Pushing up to
iceshow onstage.
great $94,000 or better, One of recent bigger weeks at house for
non-holiday session. Holds. Last
week, “Black Rose" (20th) and
“Reap Wild Wind" and “Fleet’s N. Y. Philharmonic orch as stageIn" is getting no place with $9,000 show (2d wk), slipped to $83,000,
or under the Globe. Holds only still big, but way off from opening
one week;
session which took in Labor Day
Brightest long-run bill is at the weekend.
Music Hall, where “Sunset BouleState (Lojpw’s) (3,450; 55-$1.5Q)
vard" with stageshow is finishing —“Three Little Words” (M-G) (7th
its
sixth week today (Wed.) at wk). Sixth frame ended last night
strong $113,000. “Sunset" is hold- (Tries.)
further
still
declined
ing a seventh session, with the
though nice profit at $13,000.
seven-week total likely to come Last week, $15,000.
Stays on.
close to the Hall’s all-time money
“Toast of New Orleans" (M-G)
high made by “Bells of St. Mary’s"
opens Sept, 29.
on a nine- week run back in 1945.
Strand (WB) (2,776; 55-$2)—
“Summer Stock," plus Rosita "Tea
for Two" (WB) with Gordon
Selraro, Noro Morales 1)and, Hal
MacRae, Patrice Wymore, Alan
LeRoy, Phil Foster on stage,, is
heading stageshow (3dCarney
holding so Well at $43,000 in third
Down to oke $32,000
final wk).
Capitol week that the bill remains
session after nice $46,000
final
for
a fourth. Third week of “Fancy
“Pretty Baby" (WB)
second.
on
1
Pants,
with Carmen Cavallaro
Moon Ball winners,
band heading stageshow at Para- with Harvest The Weavers, The
Stooges,
3
mount, is okay $52,000, with help
Maxeilos onstage opens Friday
of preview on “Sleeping City”
22
,
(opening today) at showings yester- ( ).
Sutton (R & B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
day (Tues.).
"Winslow Boy" (EL) (16th wk).
Estimates for This Week
Stays on at nice profit with around
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 60-$1.50)
Week.
last

Cleveland Browns, which drew 75,000 Saturday (16) night, plus home

—

—

night at the Criterion;
This is the peak figure this year
for this house, and particularly big
in view of being an oldie dualer.
“Jungle Book" and “Thief of
Bagdad,” another reissue bill, likewise is booming business at the
small-seater Rialto. May hit $10,000
Philadelphia, Sept. 19.
opening
after holdout trade
Championship pro football game over the frame,
weekend. Stays a second
between Philadelphia Eagles and
round.
Another oldie combo,
(18)

Park Avenue
—“Madeleine”

.

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)— wk), great $20,000.
$4,000 after $4,700
“Sierra” (U) and “Farewell YesterGpldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- —“Edge of Doom" (RKO) (7th wk). “Trio" (Par) opens Oct. 10.
day" (20tli). Poor $6,000.
Last 99) “Sunset Boulevard" (Par) (4tn Holding around recent low levels,
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
week* “711 Ocean Drive" (Col) and wk). Bright $10,000. Last week, with under $7,000 probable this 74-$1.50)—
“Kind Hearts, Coronets"
Week after $8,500 in last session.
“Sideshow" (Mono), big $11,000. $12,000.
Picking up to
(14th

$4,000..

—

•

Very Good In

‘Pants'

—

<

.

14G, ‘Quiet’ Loud 11
Pittsburgh, Sept. 19.
at the Penn and
at the Stanley
^
lunning
fairly close for leadership

Secrets"

week, with a

this

little edge to forthe real smash looks to
r lssue of “ H Quiet on
„
Western ^
Front"
at Warner.
Old
Vl,r Picture gave house
its biggest
opening in a long time. Third
and

mer But

A

final

week of “Broken Arrow"

rulton

—

I

in

Somg

..lift

$3w.000
;

handsohie.

’

out with about

—

(2,200; 45-80)
(Col). Lot of dough

Girl

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)—
“High Lonesome" (ED. Fine $12,Last week, “A. & C. in Foreign Legion" (U), good $11,300.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99)—

TEA’ BRIGHT $13,000,

500.

SEATTLE; ‘SUNSET’

“Destination Moon" (EL) (5th wk).
Seattle, Sept. T9.
Still getting big play at $7,500,
Plethora of holdovers and fairly Last week, $9,000.
mild new fare are hurting this
round. “Tea For Two," “Sunset

Boulevard” and “The Men" shape
but not paying as best grossers. “So Young, So
n fY
$8,000 in 6 days Last Bad" also looks Okay.
-K;,
”
ose
Estimates for This Week
R
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1 ,877; 5984)— “So Young, So Bad" (UA) and
“Silk Noose" (Mono). .Okay $7,500
comply doing wen blit nothing
out or better. Last week, “Panic in
1 d nary
at ar ound $14,500 .In* Streets" (20th) and “Marshal. HeilRn>v c moveover
,l
fuies
to Ritz. Last week doi;ado" (Lip), $8,000.
er Stoc c,> (M ' G) (2d
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,349;
wk),
?
'$f2;000
59-84)— “Black. Rose" (20th) arid
ta,l ley
(WB) (3,800; 45-80)
“When Smiling" (Col) (3d wk).
„^lie
(WB). Got away Good $6,000 after swell $9,800 last
J! ^buSecrets"
only l6oks mild $14,000. V|^66kt
Ilnliic exV
ra
days, .'.house re*
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 59-84)
f
til nhicr
t0 F >lda y
<25)
opening —“Life of Her Own" (M-G) and
i
\v
ni01
Station" (Par), Last “Fun at Zoo" (U) 2d wk). Slow
«£
\ve>l*
?
TW °" <WB) <2d Wk' $3,500 In 4 days after fancy $8,300
last week.
(2,000; 45-80)
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 59-84)
(Indl
(reissue). Fact —“Our Very Own" (RKO) 3d wk).
th*il
,f>
has anti-war
theme not Good $4,500 after Sweet $5,700 last

‘Treasure’ Rich $25,000

8^ ^(f

111

$65,000. “Born
due in next.

Toronto; ‘Young’

13G

Blonde"

(Col)
and “Platinum
(Col) (reissues) 2d wk).

.

—

—

.

,

Myron Cohen heading
Opens tod^y (Wed.).

firstrrun.

ters,

Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
State (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 698; 694;

show.
week,

“Fancy Paints"

(Par)

stage-

Last
plus

tl
turdy 8H.000 likely, stanza,
33-57)—“So Young, So Bad" (UA) Carmen Cavallaro orch, Jean Car«l y l.^
J
Tender
Years" (M-G)
Music Hail (Hamrick) (2,200; 59- and “Beauty on Parade" (Col). Neat roll topping, stage bill (3d wk),
!$’
and ••«£
Sh dow 0“ Wall” (M-G), $5,- 84)—“The Men" (UA). Okay $8,000. $13,000. Last week, “Cariboo Trail" okay $52,000 after
nice $63,000 for

Lali

000

(Continued on page 20)

1

(Continued on page 20)

Inv.)

95-

(1,060;

‘Very Own’ Lusty $1 1 ,000,

9G

’Men’ Fair

Indpls.;

.

.

:

(City

First week ended last Monday (18)
Indianapolis, Sept. 19.
night soared to smash $33,000, unBiz has turned spotty at first-runs
usually good for oldies and biggest
here in many months. Last week. here again tins stanza, but it seems
“Shakedown" (U), okay $22,500 in to be more a matter of what’s
showirig than anything else; “My
11 days.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$i.20) Blue Heaven," at Iridiana, is leadr
ing
town with an extra good take
—“Reap Wild Wind" (Par) and
“Fleet's In" (Par) (reissues). Lean while “Our Very Own" is com$9,000 oh initial week but inay paratively as bi,g at the smaller
hold.
Last week, “San Quentin" circle. “The Men;" at Loew's, looks
(WB) arid “Alcatraz Island" (WB) only fair.
Estimates for This Week
(reissues) (2d wk), $7,000. “Good
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44Time Girl" (EL) opens Saturday
.

—

Victoria

To Be Bad" (RKO):

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.75)

Toronto, Sept. 19.
(23).
Playing a niedium-sea ter fourMayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1.20)
theatre combo simultaneously for J —“Treasure Island" (RKO) (6th
first
time in Famous Players wk), Fifth session ended Monday
(Canadian) history here, “Treasure (18) night dipped a bit to $18,000
Island" is soaring to sock $25,000. after fine $20,000 fo fourth round.
The town otherwise is mainly,
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$l. 20)—
holdovers. “So Young, So Bad" “Sierra" (U) with vaude. Follow*
shapes neat also in four spots.
ing general offish trend, with modEstimates for This Week
erate $18,000 likely. Last week,
Beach, Egllnton, St. Clair, Vic- “Spy
Hunt"
(U)
and vaude,
toria (FP) (1,316; 1,180; 1,420; 1,- $ 21 000
140; 38-67)
“Treasure Island"
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55(RKO) arid “Beaver Valley" (RKO). $1:50)— “Sleeping City" (U) with
Smash $25,000. Last week, not on Tony Pastor orch, 5 De Marco Sis-

'

RCm

]

—“Gilda"

wk), $10,500.

years with current stanza,

$1.50)—.“Our Vei-y Own" (RKO)
(9th wk). Eighth stanza ended last
about $I,01hh_
night-(Tues7)
“Summer- --Stock" (-M-G) ' ^1 (is okay, after held to.
$8,500 last week. ConRosita Serrano, Noro Morales, Hal
tinues until early October when
LeRoy, Phil Foster onstage (3rd
“State Secret" (Col) now is slated
wk). Still showing real coin with
to come in.
$43,000 or over for this round.
Holds a fourth. Last week, big

,

at

strong. “Petty GiiT'
is a big
disappointment at
and will come out after six Harris,
days.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton; (Shea) (1,700; 45^80)
4
0k< n Arrow" (20th)
(3d wk).
cP:n
i
tr0n
/- at ? 7 000 Lsst week,

many

arid still profitable at about $5,000
after $5,200 last week. Continues.
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 55-$1.50)

1

j

wk).
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20- (EL)
today
$2.40)— “Red Shoes" (EL) 100th $7,500 this session endirig
(Wed;), which beats 13th stanza’s
wk). Long-run mark on Broadway
sturdy $6,500. Stays indef,

for

.

still is

’

i

*

,,-p

Three

35-74)—
Tabor (Fox) (1,967;
Karltoii (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99)
“Rogues Sherwood Forest" (Col)
“Devil’s Doorway" (M-G), Great
and “Destination Big House" (Rep), $11,000 or near. Last week, “Lady
/also Aladdin, Webber. Big $5,000. Without Passport" (M-G) (2d wk),
Last week, “Black Rose" (20th) and slim $4,500.
“Shoplifter" (U). $7,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
Vogue (Pike) (600; 60-74)— “Flesh “Summer Stock" (M-G) (3d wk),
and Fantasy" (Indie). Fast $37000r |-Down-itr$-15;0007'after _olray_$207000
Last week. ’’Laughing Lady" (In- second stanza.
die). $15,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— 99)— “Three Little Words" (M-G)
’Rogues Sherwood Forest" (Col) (4tli wk). Off to $9,000; Last week,
and “Destination Big House" (Rep), nice $13,000.
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)—
also Aalddin. Tabor. Fine $3,000.
Last week, “711 Ocean Drive” (Col) “The Men" (UA). Socko $30,000.
Last week, “Fancy Pants" (Par) (3d
and “Sideshow" (Mono), $2,500.

ftecond iession.

65)— “Our Very Own" (RKO) and
“Beaver Valley" (RKO). Nice $11,000. Last week, “Woman on Pier
13"
(RKO), With .Three Suns,
others, onstage, stout $19,500
50-90C scale.
Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)

at

—

“My Blue Heaven” (20th) and
“Farewell to Yesterday" (RKO).
Strong $13,000. Last week; “Black
Rose" (20th), $12,000.
Loew's (LoeSv’s) (2,427; 44-65)
“The Men" (UA) and “Traveling
Saleswomari" (Col), Fair $9,000.
Last week, “Lady Without Pass”
port" (M-G) and “Iri Lonely Place
(Col), oke $10,000.
>— “Thf
Lyric (G-D) 1.600; 44-65
Torch" (EL) and “Congolaise’ (hh\.
Tepid $4,000. Last week. ‘‘Where
Sidewalk Ends" (20th' a hfl A/x San

*'

.

•

(

Antone Ambush"

(Indie), $a,000.

;

$

*
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"Mickey Rooney
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form

is in top*

again and has seldom been
better.”
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Summer; Welles in Pic, Also Concert
Berlin, Sept, 12.
biz

jDelfontY Jewish Plays
Click; Plans Expansion
’

London, Sept. 12.
Bernard Delfont’s season of
plays of Jewish life at the Saville
theatre, which he is presenting in
association
with
the
Glasgow
Unity Theatre, has proved so successful, with first Saturday's biz
year.
this
-went to others
breaking the all-time house recOn Sept. 2, the giant open airer,
The ord, that he has decided to present
pie Waidbuehne, brought in
such
a policy ey-ry y.J>r.
for
Third Man” at reduced prices
Early next year he intends to go
Russian sector and zone Ger-

September

season.
a su ecessf til

is

of the
regarded as the opening
1950-’51 season since many opera
open their doors that
lin uses
Top publicity, however,

SSL
the

Sept. 5.

.

mostly French, with some

By

Ital-

ian backing.

Rome,

Cabin.

Italo,

French

TheAmerican-conGerman radio station KlAo

only.

to

America to

continuing his tour in larger cities
He believes his stageshow
Should be rearranged some for Italian audiences,
Welles is no stranger to Italy,
having spet a great deal of time
here since 1947, when he made
“Cagliostro” for Edward Small.
Later he worked in “Prince of
Fpxes” and “Black Rose” for 20thF6x, and making ‘“Othello” on his
of Italy.

Big Tee-Off on ‘Walls’

Day-and-date bookings of the
up some Jewish
Edward G. Robin- Italian pic, “The Walls of Malatrolled
paga,”
in some, seven New York
Molly
son,
Picon
and
SidSylvia
about
made- spot announcements
before ney. Then he will run a series of city houses this week will be highthe showing only four days
by personal appearances
lighted
plays on. Jewish life for at least
The ozoner has .25,00<r
it opened.
at each theatre of the film’s star

mans

Ham-

and Munich, Orson Welles is back in Italy for an
stay,
indefinite
Currently he is
taking a few weeks off prior to

Films for U.S. Preems;

line

stars, including

three months, starting in Septemand crowds packed the ber;
seats,
and producer. Isa Miranda and AlThousands - were
Waidbuehne.
fredo Guarini, respectively; Followturned away by the time the pic
ing a long run at the Paris, N. Y.,
started.
“Walls” was set for simultaneous
newspaBerlin
West
of
Copies
showings by Films International of
pers were distributed and the deAmerica, the pic’s
distributor.
mand was so great some editors
Starting yesterday (Tues. ) ,rthe film
additional
get
to.
hurried’: back
opened at ‘the Midtown, 72nd St.
Department of State officopies.
and City, in Manhattan; Hopkinson,
cials agreed that the demonstration
Vogue and Astor, Brooklyn, and
Avas proof about the popularity of
the Ascot, the Bronx;
Radio BIAS in the east zone. DouSydney, Sept. 5.
British and continental product
ble checks were made on identifiWith so many real legit clicks continues to flow into the U. S,
cation papers to be sure that only in ^Vussie under the WilUamson- Eagle Lion Classics is readying
east sector and east zone people Tait banner, the management is “Taming of Dorothy” and “Paper
attended.
currently being forced to halt top Gallows” for fall release. Arthur
‘‘Third Man” was preceded by a grossers here since It has only one Davis Associates is prepping a
This took house, Royal, under sole control, French import, “My First Love,”
Communist newsreel.
everyone by surprise, and when and the other theatre, Empire, on for a Broadway unveiling in OctoWilliam lease from General Theatres. W-T ber.
President
Communist
“Dorothy” was formerly titled
Pieck appeared on the screen, the had to yank “Oklahoma” when
audience jeered and booed until biz was still strong, and shoot the “Her Favorite Husband,’’ “GalThe
off.
taken
was
lows”
newsreel
Zealand
because
was turned out in Britain
across
New
unit
to
the
Adelphi Films, Ltd. Davis
east zone newsreel was supplanted prior contracts called for “Street- by
bv the west sector reel, '‘World in car Named Desire” to play Royal picked up U. S. distribution rights
In contrast, loud applause on a certain date. Latter could only to “Love” from Leo Cohen; It
Filth.”
greeted scenes of Allied reinforce- come in for a limited run of 9 stars Jacqueline Delubac.
Still another French import is
ments landing in Korea.
weeks in order to permit Joe E.
Brown in “Haryey” to take up a “Paris 1900. V Distributed by ArWelles' 'Comic Salad'
thur Mayer, exec veepee of the
(Sydney date.
On the heels of the sensational
Repeat dates of “Annie Get Your Council of Motion Picture Organitee-off of “Third Man,” the “Third Gun,” which just concluded a rec- zations, and Edward Kingsley,
the
Man” himself; arrived here Via “An ord run of over three years, had film is booked to open at the P?ris,
Evening with Orson Welles.” He to be played at the Empire here. N. Y,, after the run of “Souvenir,”
opened at Titania Palast Sept. 5 “Streetcar” did eleven weeks in the house’s next pic. John Mason
with 1.800 seats (capacity of house) Melbourne. “Harvey” also ran the
Brown wrote the commentary and
Top price was $1. Welles same number of weeks there, but Monty Woolley is narrator.
suld.
presented his :version of “Faust,” not setting the town on fire. It
a magic act, a scene from “Henry moved to Adelaide for a short term
VI" and some Oscar Wilde. It was awaiting a Sydney date. Cost of
described in German as “komische transporting top shows to minor
EXPECTED
salat” (comic salad),
One news- Aussie spots because of Sydney
paper termed this as a fitting de- theatre shortage is jacking up over.IN 1951
IN
scription since it confused every- all costs. Before talkies boomed in
Stockholm, Sept. 12.
body and satisfied nobody entirely. this spot years ago, W-T operated
Television is expected to make
Welles received a lot of publicity; around five legit houses.
House its bow in Sweden late next year,
most of it favorable.
shortage is a terrific headache to
according
to the committee hanWelles will be followed by Jose- Williamson-Tait because legit is
dling the development of “ TV in
phine Baker at Titania Palast; Her- again booming here.
appearance in Berlin had been an- Joe E. Brown Back After 'Harvey* this country. Committee will prenounced previously for last winter,
When “Streetcar” folds in Syd- sent a bill to the Swedish Riksdag
without foundation, but this time ney soon, the top stars, Arthur (Parliament) when group meets in
January, 1951, asking for several
she is definitely booked.
Franz, Russell Hardier Adele Longmillions of dollars to start experiBjiuno Walter and Yehudi Menumire and Viola Keats, go back to
ments here, and also to build the
bin are also on the list of expected
the U. S. Joe E. Brown also will
first video station in this city.
arrivals.
probably return to the U. S. after
During the summer, TV experi“Death of a Salesman” reopened
the Sydney run of “Haryey.”
ments were held at the Liseberg
Sept. 8 at the Hebbel theatre; with
In Melbourne, “Song of Norway,”
Fair,
an outdoor entertainment
Fritz Kortner again in the lead,
with Doreen Wilson, Charles Domspot in Gothenburg. The commitTheo Ling.en, one of Germany’s
ing, Marjorie Cook, Hendrick De
tee is also following closely the
lop comedians, is at the RenaisBoer, Bernard Ansell, Robert BerTV experiments being carried on
sance theatre in his own play,
nard, Matt Mattox and Strelsa
in Copenhagen. When video does
“Thedphanes.” T. S. Eliot’s “The
Heckelman is doing okay, with the make its entrance here, it will be
Cocktail Party” is one of the new
“Worm’s Eye on a non-commercial
comedy,
British
bassis, the
shows expected in Berlin this seaView,” coming up.
same as State-owned radio, and is
son but definite booking is not set.
Although W-T approached the expected to follow the similar
government for permission to erect rules.
additional theatres here, it has been
no dice Jbecause. of the terrific housor
Understood tliat
ing problem.
Williamson-Tait need at least two
more major houses in this key Spot,
in
It is much the saipe with David
In Its French Preem N. Mar (tin, topper of the’ powerful
*
London, Sept. 19.
operating
loop,
Tivoli
currently
Rix Theatrical Productions preParis; Sept, 12.
The lead in “Holy Experiment,” only one theatre here and urgently sented a robust army farce “ReAustrian playwright Fritz Hoch- needing one more for legit shows. luctant Heroes” by Colin Morris at
walder’s legiter, has been assigned Martin is compelled to spot vaude-, the Whitehall, Sept.M2, starring
Tivoli; Dermot Walsh and Wally Patch.
to Pierre Fresriay when it is pip" revues and musicals at the
rluced' in Paris, It will be done un- Arthur Askey is in his 12th week Spirited ‘‘direction by Frank Der“The Love Racket” and mbdy makes lively story of new
der the aegis of Louis Nagel, who with
besides holding the French rights forcing Martin to spot vaude-reyue recruits with sergeant trouble.
units in other Aussie minor keyers
Show was well received, being
is also currently
negotiating for a
Broadway production, as he did for aside froth his Melbourne house. very good for this kind of show.
The Fullers are leasing the Palace Should appeal to those who apRed Gloves.”
here for legit and would build an- preciate boisterous nonsense, and
Plot concerns a Jesuit, father, but
other theatre' if given,, the govern- army-type comedy.
tlie play is not likely
to be consult mental *greenlight;
eied controversial since the Pope
Jerusalem Music Festival
a it ended .some scenes
'
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Sept. 19.

burg,; Dusseldorf

Readying

19.

$300,000 worth of musical-comedy merchandise all lined
.lip to; invade the West End with
no* suitable theatres to accommodate them.
These are “Dear Miss Phoebe ”
an Emile Littler’s musical based
on Sir James; .Barrie’s “Quality
Street,” currently touring the stiX;
It is reputed to have cost $60,000.
This is expected to go to His Majesty’s theatre, if and when Prince

There

(

After several months of theatrical stints in Paris, Frankfort,

HARRY REGENSBERG
London, Sept.

Rome

Before
Resuming Stage Trek

Welles to

Miss! Miranda will have French
actor, Michel Aiiclair, as her male
lead.
She recently was in “Walls
of
Malapaga,”
opposite
Jean

.

•

11

'Twenty-four Hours in Life of
a Woman,” by Stefan Zweig, will
serve as a starring vehicle for Isa
Miranda.
Film will be shot in
France starting in October. Setup
is

has stated to liven up
quiet summei
here after a verjr
on the
The list of expected arrivals, hints
and
impressive
is
stage
Berlin

show

IXTERXATIOXAL

UfiSRIETY

“Brigadoon” finishes

Littler’s

its

lengthy run. Also EL’S British musical “Blue for a Boy,” which from
all reports is a cinch, for the West
End, but staying out because of
the theatre shortage.
Then there is the Ivor NovelloAlan Melville musical, “Gay Is the
Word,” starring Cicely Courtneidge, With Lizbeth Webb and
Tliorley Waters featured. This is
presented by Tom Arnold and is to
make its bow ih Manchester OCt.
17, going to Edinburgh as the
Christmas attraction, due to uncer-

'

•Own.

tainty

of

cost

getting

Show

house.

Arnold at

is

a

End

West

reported to have

-least $70,000.

Waller's 'Innocent' Being Readied:
Jack Waller also bows in with a
Jmusical “Sweet Innocent,” based
on Margaret Steen and Derek Patmore's “French For Love,” farce
"produced at the Criterion in 1939
with Alice Delysia and Cecil Parker starred. Show was again toured
in 1942 with Delysia in her original part and Hugh Wakefield
playing the Parker ' role. Th* s ^ as
been adapted by Michael Per twee,
with music and lyrics by Jeffrey
Wright and Sandy Wilson. The
cast is well chosen, comprising
two importations in Jacques Jansen and Lisa D’Esterre, and Sally
Ann Hoyles, Guy Middleton, Arthur Young and a Tessie O’Shea
discovery Patrick Melany, formerly with the American act, the
Debonaires.
v

Buenos Aires, Sept.

12,

Local filmites, encouraged by the
all-out protection given by the Argentine government, are planning
to produce their own color films despite the process being considerably slowed up by the fact that the
negatives, once takeq, must be
planed to the U. S. for developing.
First attempts with color were
made at Emelco's studios at Martinez with the Italian director E,
Remani in charge. Results of the
tests, now enroute to the U. S. for
development, are anxiously being
awaited, before the studio goes
ahead with making. “El Gaucho y el
Diablo” (“The Gaucho and the
Devil”), the first feature-length
color film to be made by an Argentine studio.
The Alex Laboratories is working on a method of developing color
film locally.
Also a new system
known as monopack is to be tried
out, Using blonde actress Mirtha
Le grand as the subj ect of the test.
.'

*

Show, which is produced by
William Mollison, opens in Glasgow Oct. 23, and will stay on the
road till a Ldndon theatre becomes
available; likely the Adelphi.;

the time
tion,

it

is

it

about $70,000,

.

Finally there is

.

The

Lee Ephraim’s

new shoW, “Music At Midnight,"
by Guy Bolton, with music by
Hans May. Musical is based on

industry, incidentally, is still
Strong in its belief that U. S. producers will bring crews here to
make pix as has been done in Mex-

/

Offenbach's music, and stars another French importation, Genevieve Guitry.
Opens in Edinburgh, Sept. 25, and is expected to
hit the West End late in October,
The backer is Prince Littler.who

ico.

There is also heavy competition
on currently between the

going

film studios regarding the signing
of talent for the next two years.
Arentiiie Sono Films has Fanny
Navarro set for two pictures in
which she will star and also receive
one of the highest salaries paid to
an Argentine actress. Films Andes
has signed Julio Norberto Esbrez,
a moppet who came to the fore'in
Hugo del Carril’s recent film “Surcos de Sangre.” Mapol has pacted

is

understood to be ready to in-

vest at least $50,000.

Strict

Enforcement Of

British Pix

Jorge Salcedo.

Aussie

Quota In

Looms

in

1951

Sydney, Sept;

Molly

May teases House

'

London, Sept.
company, Molly May,

19.

are that there will
be a major tightening up of the
British pic quota throughout the
Indications

For 2-Week Play Setup
New

By

ready for producexpected to have cost
is

Aussie zone starting in 1951. Curis 15%, covering all exhibitors, taking in around

19.

rent British quota

Ltd.,

has leased the Embassy theatre,
Swiss Cottage, from Anthony Hawtrey for six months with option,

1 ,600 theatres.

It is claimed by top British dis-;
May, are Peggy
tribs that the majority of exhibs
Livesey and Martin CasePolicy will be to produce each are not fully living up to quota
play to run two weeks, with the regulations made by Act of ParliaPressure would be put on
first effort to be Michael Clayton ment.
Hutton’s new play, “Turn to Page those exhibs continually screening
Two,’” opening Sept. 26. Cast in- U. S. fare and leaving British pix
cludes Anthony Steele, Frances on the shelf.
Rowe; Betty Sinclair, Colin DougYank film circuits, similar to
las and Richard Pearson.
Metro, operating their own chains
This will be followed by revival in the Aussie zone, or those U. S.
of Ashley Dukes’ “The Man With distribS; with show-windows in key
a Load of Mischief,” also for two spots, will be asked by the authoriWeeks; Other plays are “Surfeit of ties why no British fare has been
Lampreys” by Ngai Marsh, and screened over a long period of
revival of Oscar Wilde’s “Lord Ar- time.
Sydney liow has only one

Directors, besides

[

.

r

of the play
special performance in Rome
f.!
and? it was praised by the “Osserva-

Pascal Signs Jean Simmons

Tel Aviv, Sept. 12.

‘

.

thur Saville’s Crime,” a hiew adap- strictly British house, 990-seater
by
tation by St. John L. Clowes.
jointly
operated
Embassy,
Hoyts and Greater Union Theatres
Theatres'
General
under the old
British Vocalist to N. Y.

Art annual music festival will be
Venice, Sept 5;
Romano.”
London, Sept. 19.
Gabriel Pascal has signed Jean held in- Jerusalem in 1952. Jewish
other artists from Israel aqd
and
Rritish vocalist Anne Shelton
I reshay, who created the lead Simmons, British screed actress
the
^est
the
will be in- flies to New -York^on Friday (22)
world
in the Paris
of
in
Ophelia
for
her
production of Marcel best known
Achard’s legiter, “I Know My “Hamlet,” for three pictures to be vited Ho take part.
on a short business, trip.. She will
ThiS' first festival; ^il honor the be accompanied by het manager,
Love’ and did the cleric, Saint made within the next^ year. “AnVincent de Paul in “Monsieur Vim drocles and the Lion” will be the 3,000th anni of King David’s reign David Reid, and her mother; She
e nt
for thd screen, Was under fire first to- roll, with an October start- in Jerusalem.
may go on to Hollywood before rea' the
turning to England,
Venice festival for his role ing date. It will be done at Cine?
The. French pic, “God Needs Citta of Rome.
Miss Shelton has already been
i ;
Other Foreign News
- Urn,
in which he does the part
booked for a 30-mtnute coast-tobeing
is
Rex Harrison also
j’i a man
coast broadcast on which she will
celebrating mass without sought to play a role in this, but
On Page 13
saving been ordained
sing ofily British songs,
a priest.
deal is still in the talking stage*.

setup.

toi e

pix
.It has been cited that British
can get big coin in Aussie key
big
of
Recent instances
houses;

;

rims, say British distribs. include
“Third Man,” “Kind Hearts and
Pimto
“Passport
Goronets,”

.

“Christopher Columbus and
They admit
“Train of Events.”
that certain British pix 'don’t draw
contend
distribs
British
but say
that some D* S* pix don’t either.
lico,”

1

•

!

:

,
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British

13

Would Prevent

Second Carnegie Fiasco
'*

London, Sept, 12,
Film Producers ASsn.‘
has been asked Jo convene a conBritish

•^tofne,

SepL

—

12.

*

Compounding headaches Bng enLeftists
dured by U. S. companies producwas re- For
ing films in Italy, a rilling
Italian
the
cently handed down ,by
»

Launch Drive

New Franco-U.S. Pact

government tax authorities that the
so-called dubbing tax is assessable
against pix made Ideally by foreign
producers as well as those lensed
wholly outside Ital£. The ruling
was made in connection with a proInc., U. S.
test made by Goldridge,
company which made “Rapture” in
Italy during 1948.
Italian Film Law requires payment of a dubbing tax of about

on

$4,000

all

films

distributed

locally which cannot qualify as naTax is actually a
tional pictures.
compulsory loan .without ^interest

to the government, since it is returnable to the producer after 10
years.
.
t
Goldridge was required to pay
the tax but did so under protest,
arguing that the definition Of a
“non-national” picture was improperly applied to “Rapture.'’ Terminology was lifted from the Italian
'

.

.

LaW, Goldridge attorneys
claimed, Which was designed to
stimulate local production and discourage competition from pix. made
abroad; also that it was not applicable to films made in Italy by
Film

sets up definitions for
n on -national and national films and

*

‘

American

pix.

and- is currently

petitio.fi

soliciting

signa-

Among those signing are
Claude Autant-Lara, ^Marcel Ay me,
Marcel Cafne, Jean Coci,e
Fernand Gravey, Jean Gremillon, Noel
Noel and"many more. The paper is
also petitioning for the Hollywood
Ten.
tures.

Tokyo, Sept.

In

German Film Boosts
Lloyd’s Pix in
Berlin,

,

A

German

film,

Germany
Sept.

12.

“Glorious

Determined to woo patrons to
the boxoffice throughout the sum-

,

Campaigns are well-de- employment figures in British
......

(

/A

reaper By
l
King’s

i.im
'f

Dozen” (20th)

Men”

Friend

ar ), second.

Irma

(Col),

Goes
'

third;
eighth;
,

West”

NFFC,

is

November.

due for its preem in
The second subject is

to be chosen at a board meeting
next week. Immediately after the
choice is made, ACT Films will put
in a request to the Films Bank for

.

Israel Theatre Director Out
Tel Aviv, Sept. 5.

Moshe Halevy, founder and ardirector of the Ohel theatre,
resigned his post after a dispute
with the management of the house.
No new director has been appointed yet.

TAX ON
WORKS

AU

I

Current London Shows

work, six fewer
than in August and 64 less than
the previous month.
The decline has been partly seasonal because oLincreased summer
location activity, but is also .partly
due to reopening of the Denham
Studios by 20th*Fox. At the peak
depression period, early this spring,
the unemployed roll had soared to
nearly 1,000.

“Accolade,” Aldwich (2),
“Ace of Clubs,” Cambridge (11).
“Brigadoon,” Majesty’s (73)>
“Capt. Carvallo,” !St. Jas. (6>.
“Carousel,” Drury, Lane (15).
“Cocktail Party,” New (20).

London, Sept.

“Dish Ran Away,” Yaude

.

translation pf J. B. Priestley’s

19.

Cities

“The against the new taxation of 60%

Inspector Calls,’’ is being
hearsed by Cabanellas.

re:

H’wood Producer Lauds

(12).

“Folies Bergere,” Hipp. (50),
Brit. Studio’s Speed
“Golden City,” Adelpni (14).
London, Sept. 19.
“Got What Wanted;” Ph’nix (5).
Tribute to British technicians,
“His Excellency,” Princess (17).
who go on filming with tea-cup in
“Holly and Ivy,” Duchess (19).
“Home at Seven,” Wyndh’m (28). hand during the afternoon, was
“King Rhapsody,” Palace (52).
paid by Hollywood producer Harry
“Knight s Madn’ss,” Vic. Pal. (27) Joe Brown, now shooting on lo“Latin Quarter,” Casino (27).
cation here for “Dick Turpin’s
“Little Hut”, Lyric (4).
Ride,” the Louis Hayward starred.
“Mister Roberts,” Coliseum (9).
Speaking at a banquet which cli'
“Oklahoma,” Stull (172).
maxed a three^day Columbia Con“Reluctant Heroes,” W’tehall (1L ventual, Brown said he was iftw
“Rqsmersholm,” St. Martin’s (5).
with the remarkable speed
“Ring Around Moon,” Gl’be (34), Pressed
achieved right from the start,
“Seagulls Sorrento,” Apollo (14).
“2d TanqUeray,” Haymarket (3). which had been maintained despite
unpredictable weather. He said he
“Touch & Go,” tyales (17).
“Traveller’s, Joy,* Criterion (119), hoped, to be able Jd make a complete picture iff Britain.
“Will Any Gent,” Strand (2).
Exteriors for “Turpin” are being
“Worm’s View,” Comedy (178).
filmed at Ashridge Park, Ivinghoe
CLOSED LAST WEEK
Beacon and at Eye in Sussex.
“Ice-Capades,” Empress (16).
.

j

.

out Japan.

.

Noel Coward’s “This Happy Breed”
has been put on by another of the
groups. Still another, under the a further 100% advance.
Meantime, irrespective of the
direction of* Pedro Doril, recently
produced Armando Tallice’s trans- fate of their second production,
of
the technicians are collating inlation
“The Madwoman
of
Chaillot.” Elena Sagrera is in the formation and statistics on the
number of productions that have
title role.
Next month, the Institute of fallen through in recent weeks beModern Art, another experimental cause of the lowering of the quota.
will produce “Amphitryon If the evidence is substantiated,
unit,
38,” .to be directed by the visiting they’re planning to make we “told
Brazilian actor Luis Tito Franco de you so” representations to Harold
Almedia.
Wilson, Board of Trade prexy, urgAmong the regular pro offerings, ing him to take practical measures
Alejandro Casona’s “Los Arboles to relieve the situation.
Mueren de Pie,” unanimously deTask of probing the situation for
clared the best Argentine play of ACT has been delegated to its
1949, has racked up two years of legislation committee.
If found
consecutive playing-time with the that they can prove their case, a
same cast, except for Alberto national protest campaign is
Closas, who did a relatively small planned, starting off with a series
role. Andre Paul Antoine’s “Sweet of questions in the House of ComEnemy,” translated by Francisco mons, and following through with
J. Bolla, is set to close soon to country-wide press agitation.
make way for a new Cunill Caban“El Morocho de
ellas production.
Venecia,” a satire on “Othello.” ARC. MODIFIES
Following the close of the Pilar
Lopez Ballet at the Buenos Aires
CREATIVE
theatre this month, Carlos CarcavMontevideo, Sept. 12.
allo will bring in his production of
Mercedes Bebahis_“Desconcierto.”
Evidently complaints from all
“The Island of Beautiful People” sides, especially from Argentine
remains at the Odeon theatre. A intellectuals themselves, directed

facilities.

of.

was- raised at' special benefit Screenings last month oh the l&etro pits;
“Beginning or the End,” held at 26
theatres in 10 major cities through-

men.

Finance Corp., which likely will be
reluctant to advance coin for productions* which will be squeezed
out of circuit dates, and stand
small chance of earning their original investment.
Attitude of the
NFFC since its formation tWo years
back has been to follow normal
banking principles.
State Film Bank Also Captious
As a result of this new development, there is a possibility that
the State Film Bank will think
twice about the second cooperative
picture about to be launched by
the Assn, of Cinematograph and
Allied Technicians. Their first effort, “Green Grow the Rushes,”
which was wholly financed by the

One of these experimental presentations, “El Puente,” by Carlos
Gorostiza, drew so much attention
that a film version was made by
Guaranteed Pictures, using the entire original cast. A translation of

.

stu-

Tokyo, Sept. 12.
Nearly $2,000 has been turned
over to the *’atom-bombf ; cities of
Hiroshima and- Nagasaki "by the
Central Motion Picture Exchange,
local XL S. film distrib agency. Coin,
which will be used for reconstruction programs in these two cities,

financial

Cautious policy on financing is
not restricted to the recognized
banks and insurance companies.
It is also likely to be applied by
the -government’s National Film

similar* to New York’s off-Broadoperation. These companies,
run by performers unable to land
professional jobs, have been receiving laudatory notices with the
result that a number of producers
have been taking note of the production and roping members of the
cast into their own pro offerings.

film industry trade
der
Spitzenorganisation
Filmwirtschaft (SPIO), is now discussing voluntary restrictions of
imported pictures. If this does not
work, SPIO will request the West
German government to set a quota
for film imports.
U. S. Find Swiss Getting Tougher
American films, according to
Golden, are running into stiffer
competition in Switzerland. While
our pictures are still the biggest
factor in that market, the new and
better foreign pictures are being
held for longer runs by exhibitors
than are most of our product;
Brazil is swinging heavily into
16m exhibition with 466 permanent
16m commercial theatres and 700
non-commercial exhibitor^ in operation. Country still has over 1,000 communities large enough to
support at least a small permanent
theatre, but which have no picture

circuit release, too,

leading to the go-slow attitude

by

way

The German

(Figures show weeks of run )

Film Helps A-Bonibed

is

current year is being overshadowed
by a noticeable spurt in the development of experimental groups

body,

dios are -on the upswing. At the
beginning of September, 848 technicians were out

accompanying

guaranties, are headed for a clash American films be distributed in
with the West German film indus- Japan through the Motion Picture
try which is demanding a larger Export Assn.
share of its home market. About
250 pictures are shown annually
in the German Federal Republic,
Groups In
of which 150 were U. S. pix last Experimental
year.
Now Yank producers are
Argentine Upbeat; Rated
seeking entry into the country for
215 of their pictures a year.
Boost to Legit Stage
This .appears to be the crux of
the situation, according to Nathan
Buenos Aires, Sept. 12.
Commerce
DeD. Golden, U. S.
The legit scene here during the

’

Smart selling).
Product pulling best here includes “My Foolish Heart”
CRKO)
ln 01 gh th week;
“Father of Bride”
ca P&city in, third week;
fchabod & Mr. Toad” (RKO),
third week;
“Sunset Boulevard”
f ar),
third; “Third Man” (London Films), sixth; 'Louisa* <U>,
"
The kie” (Par), fourth;
.Bitter
Springs”
(BEF), third;
Hasty Heart”
(WB), seventh;
of Events” (BEF), sixth;
dram
B ack Arrow” (20th), in
second;

A

and Theatrical CO, for a number
of his pix through the Toho loop.

tistic

mer, key Aussie circuits, Hoyts Brit. Studio Activity
and Greater Union, are setting up
Climbs for 4th Month
campaigns telling prospective payees that “pictures are better than
London, Sept. 12.
over,
and backing this up by
For the fourth successive month,
marqueeing top U.S. and British

coin for

.

Selziiick is set to enter
the Japanese picture field soon, it
was announced here this ,week.
Producer is reported to have comfe
to terms- with Toho Motion Picture

the 30% quota (it- will not be more
Deal was wrapped up by Selziiick
than 25%: after allowance has been
rep Fred Gulbransen who flew
made for exemptions and relief),
here for that purpose. American
three, main circuits will need
o
producer has been gr J r d an im- "tfie* v
less than 50 pix in ali per year.
port, license.
Bulk of this total inevitably will
No films have been cleared yet be contributed by the Associated
for
is
asking
understood
but
Toho
British* Korda and Rank groups,
such productions as “Duel in the leaving little playing time for indie
Sun,” “Rebecca,” “Portrait ^of Jen- product/
nie,”
“Paradine Case,” “SpellWith the lessening- demand for
bound” and “Intermezzo.” Selznick BritishprodUctr-majoF-distr-ibs-aFeis fourth U. S. producer to lay the
handling local pix
Washington, Sept. 19.
groundwork for reentry into Jap cautious about
American pictures, strongly con- picture field since the occupation over and above their known quota
difficulty of getThe
requirements.
trolling the West German market ruling was changed last April to
and largely backed by
media eliminate the requirement that all ting effective distribution With ait

ALSO PLUG BETTER PIX

.

result of the slicing of the quota
to 30% starting next October.
number of projects, provisionally
set for early lensing, are failing
to materialize because banks and
financing firms fear a diminished
market for : British films* makes
therp risky speculations. To fulfill

12.

David O.

EGA

'Safety Last’ Sequence

HOYTS, GREATER UNION

majority of the Aussie houses as
in the, past, but British
product
is likewise doing
well in selected
spots.
Circuit chiefs have issued
orders that nothing is to be left
to chance to bolster
trade. Rydge,
ior example, is offering solid cash
awards* to his managers who up
hgures over prior periods, with disti'ios
likewise handing out' extra

12.

.

This paper has set up a

MPAA

American pix are playing in a

.

Raising of coin to finance indef-

ger than ever before. It claims the ances.
quota is often violated ip favor of

as a further sanction
spicuous.
against competing imports which
One highlight of the film is a
contribute nothing to the economy
five-minute scene from the old
of the local industry. However, it
Lloyd pic, “Safety Last,” which alwas not meant to apply to pix
ways was a laugh hit with German
such as “Rapture,” is was claimed.
audiences. It has been revealed
Further contended that it could
here, however, that the Comedia
not be called a non-national film
outfit did not obtain the permission
under the dubbing tax law since all
of Lloyd’s office to insert this scene
footage was done in Italy.
f^om “Last.” One of the biggest
The adverse ruling has been ap- draws in post war Germany, this
pealed by Goldridge attorneys, who semi-documentary film has resulted
are
being supported
by local in paving the way for a comeback
officials because of the imof Lloyd in Deutschland.
pact of the decision on future plans
Paul Gordon, representative for
for production in Italy by U. S.
Harold Lloyd in Berlin, was adproducers. Hearings are slated for vised by officials that inasmuch as
this fall.
Goldridge’s position in Berlin is not part of the Bonn
the wrangle of words is supported Republic, action must be initiated
by records of debates in the Cham- in Munich, where Comedia is regber of Deputies and Chamber of istered; The question as to whether
Senators, which under Italian law a German semi-documentary film
are competent proof of interpre- gives the producer the legal right
tation of statutes.
to insert parts of American pictures without permission of the
actor or the studio will be answered in this case, unless the
defendant can show that the copyright does not apply after such a
long period in Germany.
Sydney, Sept. 12.

product.

London, Sept.

•

*i

Selznick Set to Enter
pendent production is looming as
Japanese Film Market a rfiajor problem in Britain as a

Times,” which deals with so-called
provides certain advantages for the glorious fimes of the last 50 years,
latter. To qualify as a national film, has paved the way for an influx of
for example, at least 51% of the
Harold Lloyd oldies. The pic, restock of the producing company
must be owned by Italian citizens, leased by Comedia Corporation in partment film expert, who says
production the German film toppers claim
the pic must be shot on Italian soil May, is an Alf Teichs
with the use of native technicians directed by Gunther Neumann and their industry faces economic coland other requirements protecting Eric Ode. It stars Willy Fritsch, lapse unless it can get adequate
narrates and appears on the credits and a much larger share
the local industry must be observed. who
spot occasionally, starting on New of the market. The German stuIn return, the producer winds up
taking in all
with a quota picture and is entitled Year’s Eve in 1899,
dios want to be guaranteed 40%
the big events through World War of the product played, which would
to the government subsidy of 18%
I up to the present. Fritsch injects mean'
that the U. S. portion would
of Italian b'oxoffice receipts.
The film be reduced to about 100 films anGoldridge contends that the dub- comedy with philosophy.
closes with a group of children nually.
German circles say the
bing tax law was couched in the
flag, with
150 film total sent in last year by
same terms as the film law and under a “World-Union”
the red flag of the USSR quite con- Hollywood was excessive.
was conceived

vised.

—

:

i

Paris, Sept. 12.
fares to London.
With the coming November parOne of the proposals being sugley on Franco-American film agree- gested is the adoption of the dein
ments
the offing, French film posit scheme already operated by
makers and some publications are Equity. Under this producers, hot
starting to beat the propaganda inembers of the BFPA, would have
drums. One extreme-left film mag to hand over to an agreed third
claims the French cinema is in party, a sum sufficient to cover
greater economic and cultural dan- salaries, return fares and insur-

foreign producers;

The law

ference of the six film industry
unions to set up protective machinery for artists and technicians,
following the recent Carnegie- fiasco in which an entire unit was left
stranded on the French Riviera
without pay and without return

.

to be levied against the importation of books, works of art, music,
plays and radio scripts or film
stories into Argentina, has led the
Peron government to modify its
Original plan of taxing everything

from abroad.
The Panamerican Council of the
International Confederation of Authors and Composers’ Societies,
•which just met in Chile, discussed
this

new

tax.

Result

is

that

has

it

forwarded a .message to the Argentine
president,
General Peron,
stating that it should not go into
effect since constituting a curb on
the freedom of ideas contrary to

*

.

;

all.

Republican

ideals.

and

democratic

*

General Peron replied that the
.purpose op the new tax merely had
beeh to prevent the introduction
or
iirtp "Argentina, of subversive,
propaganda material, and that the
fluids so collected would not benego to
fit the treasury, but would
set up a fund to help Argentine
workers.
creative
.

1

i
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'•Invitations are’ being

mailed.
lost

If yours gets

tome anyway!**

THE BIG TRADE SHOW EVENT OF THE YEAR!
Only Theatre Screenings can convey the
importance of

owe
THEATRE

CITY, STATE
ALBANY* N. Y.
ATLANTA, GA.
BOSTON, MASS.
BUFFALO. NY,
CHARLOTTE, N. &
CHICAGO, ILL.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

CLEVELAND, OHIO
DALLAS, TEXAS
DENVER, COL.
DES MOINES. IOWA
DETROIT* MICH.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
IDS ANGELES. CAL
MEMPHIS, TENN.

IF

it

Paramount
Loew’s Grand
Loew’s State
Shea’s Buffalo
Plaza

Monroe
Ridge
Loew’s State
Varsity

Santa Fe

Uptown
Globe
Loew’s
Loew’s Midland
Fine Arts
Loew’s Palace

M*G*M’s Giant
to
ADDRESS

378 Clinton Ave.
157 Peachtree St,, N^E,
209 Massachusetts Ave.
646 Main St.
1610 Central Ave.
57 : West Monroe St.
6042 Montgomery Rd.
1515 Euclid Ave.
Snider Plaza
074 Santa Fe Drive
4115 University
3520 Grand River
35 No. Pennsylvania
1228 Main Street
8556 Wilshire Blvd.
81

Union Avenue

size

and

Technicolor Attraction!

to
DATE

HOUR

8:30 P.M.
10/2
9/27 8:00 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
10/3
8:30 P.M.
10/3
9/28 8:30 P.M.
9/28 8:45 P.M.
9/28 8:30 P.M.
9/27 8:30 P.M.
9/28 2:30 P.M.
9/28 8:30 P.M*
9/27 8:30 P.M.
9/27 8:30 P.M.
9/27 8:30 P.M.
8:15 P.M.
10/3
9/28 8:30 P.M.
8:00 P.M.
10/3

THEATRE

CITY, STATE
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Tosa

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEW YORK-NEW JERSEY
OKLAHOMA CITY, 0KLA.

Granada

OMAHA, NEB.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
PORTLAND. ORE.

MO.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
SEATTLE, WASH.
ST. LOUIS,

WASHINGTON ,D.C,

Loew’s Pol
Loew’s State
M-G-M Screen

Room

Uptown
Dundee

M-G-M

Screen
Loew’s Penn
Esquire
Loew’s State

Mario
Loew’s Warfield
Green Lake
Loew’s Palace

Room

ADDRESS
6823 W. North Ave.
3022 Hennepin Ave,
23 Church Street
1108 Cana)
630 Ninth Avenue
1212 North Hudson
4952 Dodge Street
1233 Summer St.
6th and Penn. Ave.
838 N.W. 23rd
8th and Washington
1025. East 21st, South
980 Market Street
7107 Wdodiawn
1306 F Street, N.W,;

DATE
10/2
9/28
9/27
9/25
9/27
9/29
9/28
9/28
9/27
9/27
9/27
9/27
10/3
9/28
10/3

YOU WANT GOOD NEWS PHONE YOUR M-G-M EXCHANGE!

HOUR

8:30
8:30
8:00
8:15
2:30
8:30
8:30
11:00
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.Mi
P;M.
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Syd Gross Pub-Ad Co*
Syd Gross; farmer advertisingpublicity director of Film Classics,
and S. H. Evans, associated with
Continued from page 3
Mpx Fine In lobby displays and
theatre promotions,
formed
named In a cpmplaint filed by. Doff feive\ firstrrims to’ Danville Enter- their own advertisinghave
and public
George, Inc^ operator of the Davis prise^.
Suit filed in district court in relations firm.
theatre, Bossier, L&-, tyhicb/looks
.The new outfit. Gross & Evans
to recover alfegecl damages total- Baltimore names the Durkee cirCharging trade re- cuit and the eight distributors. Associates, will begin operatiori in
ling $372,000.
N. Y. on Oct. L
.unreasonable clearances^ Plaintiff
*

$13,130,000

New

'

Trust Suits

l

.

Chicago, Sept.

S’cuse

*

is

straints,

Hqpneland Amus. Co.,

pooling arrangements, blockbook- k operating the. Rex theatre, Baltiihg arid fixing Of riiihimdnr admis- more, and seeks damages of-.$750,Unreasonable
sions, the plaintiff claims the com- .000*
clearances,
panies conspired with the eigh't price-fixing
arid
conspiracy
in
favor 6f Durkee are charged, in
Paramount-Richards first-runs
Shreveport to the detriment of his the action. Homeland’s attorney is
subsequentrun house. The charge Robert Sher, also a former Dewas al- partment of Justice attorney who
is that Paramount-Richards
lowed to purchase blocks of films, had been active in, film litigation.
and that more pictures were taken

m

Sept,

new

19.

,

.

8

tion is providing its members with
forms for recording salesmen’s
Hollywood, Sept, ,19.
Columbia’s
shooting
schedule visits and is urging its members to
on
a
firstoperated
Davis
when the
for October calls for eight features keep close check on the calls of the
run a profit of $21,329 was shown. and one serial, starting with “Dick film drummers.
“We feel that the Allied Record
C. E, Overman and A. E, Over- Turpin’s Ride,” a Harry Joe Brown
-Tnam^perator^of the-Gamark-^the^ -production-starringtixrais“Ha^Ward. of Distributor Visits is a very imname
in
Lake,
Exteriors for “Ride’’’ were filmed portant phase of film buying under
atre, South Salt
the decree,” Iowa-Nebraska Allied
their action Paramount, RKO, Co- in England earlier this year.
“You
lumbia, LoeW's, Universal, UA, Fox
Other features on the October has written:, its. members.
Iritermountain, 20th-Fox, WB, Mom list are “Two of a Kind,”
“Mask of can’t buy pictures if they are riot
.OrganReleasing
Selznick
ogram,
the Avenger,” “Hurricane Island,” offered to you, and we say that
ization, Republic arid Eagle-Lion. “My True Story,’’
“Snake River •passing towns and falsifying reNamed' as a co-conspirator in the Desperadoes/’ “The Barefoot Mail- ports to the homeoffice and saying
TheaLawrence
action was J. L.
man” and “The Dark Page ’’ Cliff- a town. Was solicited When i£ was
not is certainly defrauding the film
tres which, with Paramount and hanger is “The Mysterious
Island,”
.

,,

have been sought from April 4,
1947, to date. The distributors are
charged with, arbitrarily adopting
a system of playoffs, admissions
and clearances to the advantage of
Lawrence. Total damages of approximately
$408,000
are
demanded.
In a third action filed by
McConnell, treble damages
of
$1,500,000 are sought by the Congress Building Corp., Chicago. .Defendants are Metro, Columbia, Paramount, RKO, 20th, U A,. Universal,
WB, Balaban & Katz, WB Theatres
Circuit,
RKQ Theatres, Chicago
Orphem Co. and the Winston Theatre Corp charged with attempted
monopoly and fixing of admissions
and a system of licensing.
The
complaint states that Congress
Bldg, has leased the Congress theatre to B&K since 1930, With the
plaintiff receiving a percentage of

Sam Katzman

company stockholder/’^

production.

Exhib organization further goes
on to. advise members that after
they
have been visited by either a
Feted
salesman of branch manager, they
Coast Masquers should write in the space on the
form after the company’s name^. the
Hollywood, Sept. 19.
William Farnum, 72-year-old film date of Ahe visit and the name of
pioneer, was presented with the the distrib rep. It adds* “Should
/
George Spelvin Award by the there be any argument about forcMasquers Club at a going-away tes- ing pictures or attempting tie-in
timonial prior to his departure sales on either other .features,
for N. Y., where he will be a shorts, or news, jot down the facts
It
guest of the Lambs Club at another as there is a space .for this.
will refresh your memory and
blowout.
Masquers part was featured by a should the Dept, of justice want
play scripted by Walter Catlett. information you will have accurate

Wm. Famum
By

.

‘

records as to dates, facts, etc.”
Allied of Indiana goes even a
Alan Mowbray, Fred Clark, Wally
Maher, William Woodson^ Dick El- step further. It has advised memliott, Floyd Christy, Raymond Roe bers to keep track of terms quoted,
terms offered, available date of
arid Jimmy Lydon.
product and other details. It offers
to print up forms for members with
spaces for this additional data if
Set for ’Show Boat’
they desire.
William Warfield, Negro baritone, who returns fronr a concert
2,tour of Australia Friday (22), has Legion
4 Others: Class
the gross.
The allegation is that been inked in by Metro for the role
Joe in Arthur Freed’s forthcomB&K adopted and maintained an of
National Legion of Devcmcy last
ing production of “Show Boat.’’
illegal system of releases of filrrii
week placed two films in its “coriDeal
is also cooking for him to play
for the purpose and with the efdemned” category arid affixed its
de Lawd in Dwight Deere Wimah’s
fect of diverting patronage from
Class “B” label on four, others.
the Congress to theatres in which pending revival of Marc Connelly’s Turned; down
were Republic’s
“Green Pastures” if a conflict with “jungle Stampede” and Social
the
plaintiff'
not
did
share
“Show Boat” on dates can be Guidance Enterprises* “The Story
in gross receipts.

Cast consisted of Rhys Williams,

•

.

.

.

.

Condemhs

B

;

worked

Ask Curb on Chi System

Orpheum

Chicago
the

RKO

is

lessee

of

Palace and Winston is
lessee of the RKO Grand, both
fust-run houses in Chicago’s loop.
The latter, it was alleged, was not
allowed to receive a picture until
eight to nine weeks after the loop
first-run. In addition to the $1,500,000 alleged damages, restraints on
the Chicago licensing system were
asked. Representing the plaintiff
with McConnell is attorney Ben-

jamin Wham.

*,

prices and unreasonable
runs and clearances in favor of
United Detroit and RKO. Plaintiff operates the
Palmer Park theft re on subsequent-run and covers
the period of July
23, 1937, to
Jan. 1, 1950, in its complaint.
Paimer Park- attorneys are Ralph
ri°utier,

Seymour
.

m

F.

Samuel Shapero and
Simn..

Robert L. Wright, ex-prosecutor
the

of

Warfield made his New York
stage debut last season in “Regina,”
He has also done a number of nitery and opera dates. Australian Broadcasting Commission,
which sponsored singer’s recent
tour, extended it from JO weeks to
12 weeks on basis of concert returns there.

Bob and

Sally.”

'

Former.-. Was

lensed in Africa while the other

is"

Gamble

companies,

sion.

_'

••

sidestepping measures, according
to the complaint, was to decrease
b.o. take, and ‘ultimately cut down

W. Sch walberg, president of
Paramount Film Distributing, will
A.

rental payments, which

preside at the meetings assisted by
K. O’Shea, veepee. Division
heads slated to attend include Gordon Lightstone (Canada), Howard
Minsky, George A. Smith, Hugh

to

has a “low moral tone and suggestive costuming.”
“Three Secrets”
was; rapped for: reflecting the acceptability of divorce as well as
“suggestive dialog and situation.”

Banks

Continued from page

7

Trust has provided first money: for
a group of six productions for ELC
Ohio Censors Busy
release set up by N. Peter RathHollywood, Sept. 19.
von’s Motion Picture Capital Corp.
Scene
in which Jimmy Cagney
It has had as silent partner ip the
slaps Barbara Payton with a wet
loans the Detroit National Bank.
towel caused the, Ohio censors to
Whether there will be further ban
“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” in
money from these sources isn’t that state. Meanwhile, Columbia’s
certain, since Rathvon is reportedly
“Prowl Car” is recommended for
unhappy with the ELC distribu- ‘the
way it presents the policeman’s
tion. Among the pix was “Destinaside of the crime problem;

practice,

.

j

!

1 r

i

had been

lessee.

a-

has been Balaban & Katz; circuit,
one of the cited defendants, who
Owen, James J. Donohue and Duke were allegedly attempting to lessen
Clark. Oscar Morgan, shorts arid their rental payments.
newsreel sales chief, also will sit
Charges Illegal Agreement
in.
On a second count Tower names
B&K and Warner Theatre CirRites for La Grande, Jr. cuits, as well as Columbia, Loew’s,
Paramount, RKO, 20th, and UniFuneral services are .to be held versal, and charges that an illegal
tomorrow (Thurs.) at the Heus agreement was entered with a
Funeral Home, Fort Lee, N. J., rival “A” house, the Piccadilly, to
for Ensign Frank La Grande; Jr.,
Play .Pix ahead of the Tower. The
son of the Paramount executive in j
two houses are located within comcharge of eastern and foreign
petitive
distance on the south
laboratories.
side.
Agreement, it is alleged,
Ensign La Grande disappeared stems from a suit settled in 1947
Feb. 8, 1945, while on an opera- by the Schoenstadt Circuit with
tional flight from the Arlington the
majors;
Settlement involved
Naval. Auxiliary Air Station. His
reputedly was a pact from which
remains were found and identified
the Piccadilly, Schoenstadt flagrecently in a wrecked plane in Mt.
Baker National Forest, state of ship, would be rented films at reWashington. His wife, son and his duced rental and before other
nearby houses.
Perpetuation of
mother are among the survivors.
agreement, complaint states, has
injured the Tower in succeeding
i

,

j

years.

In addition to those named in
the second count, the first charge
also cites UA, WB,
Circuit

WB

mariagement, Chi Orpheum,

1

RKO

Theatres, and Winston theatre. Officials of the Tower Corp. are Walter A. Wade, Paul M. Wade and
Herbert E. Hillebrecht.

condone immoral actions,

“Showdown” Contained a “suggestive sequence” while “Wicked City”

List of

on

divvy basis with
Lessee, complaint charges,

arranged

E.

,

‘ten

&

.

Test

Government’s suit against
now in* private tion Moon.”
is back in action. He’s
Much more deeply involved in
r -Presenting
two Danville, Va., the affairs of ELC than any of the Rotus Harvey Reelected
t eatres in a
$1,050,000 anti-trust above banks, of Course, has been
San Francisco, Sept. 19.
;>ek on Paramount, Loew’s, WB,
Serge Semenenko’s First National
Rotus Harvey was reelected
h, RKO, UA, Universal,
ColumBank of Boston and its silent part- president of the Pacific Coast Con^
iJV United Paramount, Wilby- ners in EL loans, Marine Midland ference of Independent Theatre
Kincey and Danville Enterprises
Bank of Manhattan in New Owners at the organization’s anm the U. S. district court in Wash- and
York.
They’ve ,put up a large nual convention here today (Tues,).
'.'ton. Plaintiff is
Leonard W. Lea amount of financing via ELC’s par- Other officers to serve for the
\
alleges his Lea and North ent company, Pathe Industries, to coming
year include Ben Levin,
tuoatres were injured by
a con- carry the distribution company and treasurer, and Mrs. Nathan K. Opspiracy among the defendants
to much of its earlier product/
pie, executive director.
the

j

Hollywood* Sept. 19.
RKO is clearing the decks for a
rush of production on "Operation
O,” a tale of the United Nations
On ‘C’ Release Schedule
Army and Air Force activities in
Korea.
Howard Hughes authorSuit contends the six indie circuit
ized early production of the pic- houses,. Harper; Hyde, People’s,
ture after a report from Sam Bis- Roxy, Shakespeare, and Halstead,
choff, who returned from Wash- were monetarily injured after the
ington with assurance of full co- customary four-week wait under
operation by the Government.
the “C” release policy. This was
Camera crew is on its way to extended to the point where potenFort Bragg, N. C.„ to shoot aerial tials of films has been exhausted,
maneuvers for early sequences in the complaiift charged.* Time of
the picture, Which 'will be filmed alleged injury dates from 1933 to
in Technicolor with an all-star the present.
cast.
Majors named are Columbia,
Paramount, 20th, United Artists,
Universal and. Warners.
In the second anti-trust attack,
Par Sales Meet in N. Y. eight
majors and seven affiliates
Paramount division sales man- were hit With a demand for over
agers will convene at the N. Y. $1,750,000 in triple damages by
homeoffice Sept. 28-29 With 1950- Tower Building Corp. Defendants
•51 product, sales and merchan- are accused of entering a conspirdising problems and general in- acy to keep “A” run pix out of the
dustry' conditions up for discus- southside theatres. Purpose of the
r

a sexer.
In objecting to “Starripede,”
the Legion stated that, “although
this film purports to be documentary and educational in nature,
nevertheless, the treatment of the
subject matter (native customs and
habits) is considered to constitute
a serious moral danger to general
motion
picture audiences.” “Bob
in N. Y.
and
Sally” was described as unTed R. Gamble, head of Gamble
Zenith’s
suitable for presentation in enterEnterprises, arrived in N. Y. on
Continued from page 4
Monday (18) after passing most of tainment theatres due to its treatment of a ‘“most objectionable”
the summer in Portland, Ore., his
novelty factor, the wired-in fee pix
subject.
hometown.
Quartet of “B’s” included “Out- will have to be of superior quality,
During his northwest stay, Gamfilms .and
rages of the Orient” (Bell) “Show- than the “free” feature
ble gave considerable time to his
down” (Rep), “Three Secrets” other entertainment now offered
post of vice-chairman, of the Rechannels,
it’s
teevee
regular
on
(WB) and “The Wicked City”
publican Finance Committee in
signifi(MPSC).
“Orient” was said to argued, if the test is to be
Oregon,
both
the
on
local
naarid
cant.
"

Total treble damages of $1,800,000 are demanded by Palmer Park
Theatre Go., Detroit, which complains of a uniform releasing system in that city, conspiracy and
conditioning of the sale of one
picture on the licensing of others;
Defendants in the action are
tional
United
Detroit
Theatres,
WB,
Paramount, Loew’s, UA, V RKO,
20th, Columbia and Universal who,
the complaint also charges* imposed a system of blockbooking,

minimum

out.

with the circuits accused of violating the waiting time proviso of the
Jacksoni Park degree. Plaintiff is
H. Schoenstadt
Sons, indie circuit here, which; charges it Was
forced to wait as many as 10 weeks
before product became available to
its six cited “C” release houses.
'

:

Iritermountain, was said to control
the first-runs, in Salt Lake City,
The charge is that the Camack Was
given runs 63 days to two years
late, whereas earlier availabilities

Chicago

anti-trust actions in

Theatremen are up in arms over district court yesterday (Mon.), one
proposals by the city council to
of which, the most grandiose of
levy a '&% tax on admissions. A
public hearing on the proposed such suits- in recent months, asks
measure has been set for tomor- total damages of nearly $5,500,000.
row (Wed.).
The second complaint demands alIn a full effort to defeat the pro? leged damages of over
$1,750,000.
posals, the exhibs have been running special trailers seeking to win Plaintiffs in both cases are repreDes Moines, Sept. 19.
Salesmen* for the distribs are go- public sentiment, as well as engag- sented by Thomas C. McConnell.
The $5,500,000 suits throttled the
ing to have a tough time wringing ing in extensive advertising.
Balaban & Katz and Warner Theagravy out of their expense accounts
tre Circuits as well as six majors,
if exhibs heed Allied.
Organiza-

,

in this manner than Richards could
This caused a
use or ever ram
loss of earnings in the amount of
states, with
compaint
$124,000, the
triple this figure asked in damages
Don
under the anti-trust laws.
George further claims that in 1949

Tax Irks Exinbs
Syracuse,

19.

The major companies and co-*
defendants were slapped with two

According to present plans, test
families will be offered a picture
a -day for each day of the test. If
they wish to view the film on their
screen, they’ll call the special operator to cut in, via the telephone
line, the impulse which will unscramble the signal sent out by the
Zenith transmitter. Clients will be
charged a dollar for erich picture

Newsreelers
;

Continued from page

3

:

Washington, it is understood. New mots of Korea, United
Nations proceedings and notes on
need for U. S. preparedness were
substituted for the original ending,
which showed the Russians moving
in on various European countries.
they select
“Farewell” was produced by EdIt was disclosed that the resignamund
Reek, written by J.oe Kenas
tion of Col. John Howland, who’s
been in charge -of the Phone vision arid with special music by Jack
project for the past three years, Shaindliii. Sidney Blackmer and
was accepted by Zenith prexy last John Larkin are the comriientators.
week. Howland had been assistant
Paramount has “Cassino to Koto McDonald since 1939,
rea” ready for release in October.
An
hour length, this draws a parMcDonald also reported last
we el that company’s net profits for allel between the Italian campaign
the three months ending July 31 and the, fighting in Korea and feaA. J.
hit $766,954 compared to $170,954 tures actual combat scenes.
for same period a year ago, Radio Richard produced, Edward Genoek
and tele set manufacturing firm is directed arid Quentin. Reynolds
rials

.

in

'

1

.

The material
the. narration.
came from the Paramount News
does

operating as close to capacity “as
permitted by the critical situation
on some scarce parts and compoProducnents,” topper declared.
tion continues on an allocation
basis.

files and the Army Signal Corps,
with films captured from Italian,

German
i

and

photographic

Japanese
added.

ufrits

military

,

ABP

Low
i

Profits

Brit.
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PICTURES
Bidding System

Closing

Welwyn

Inside Stuff—Pictures
»

Studios;

148 Let Out

7
5 Continued from pace
London, Sept. 19.
Corp.
Associated British Pictures
of the practice
^
m
_
TS
proved variations
• «
m
%
nlntt
m
studios FriWelwyn
its
closing
^ove more popular, is
whicrcoSd v
w
proconcentrate
will
and
(22)
'day
Rentals
Brings Better
Elstree plant.
Distributors in large part admit duction entirely at its
that the Welbidding has brought better f entals ABPC board claims
unecor.omic in operaon the top-grossing product but wyn plant is
that Elstree can easily
often wh?t they gain on the top tion and
output.
tompany’s
Spate of Anglo-American co- ;tlie y i ose on the bottom, i.e., there's handle the
fare in
Folding of Welwyn resulted in
production deals in England is seen little demand for program
46 employees being transferred to
produces un-jtke
ly Sydney
Elstree^ Some 148 others were disder the J. Arthur Rank banner, eX en se incurred in keeping sepa- missed. Reaction of trade unions
p
for the reason that it is virtually ra t e books detract from the at- to ABPC’s step is expected to be
bitter.
impossible to produce in England tractiveness of the system.
Obviously, to avoid placing themat a profit with no outside interdiscrimiof
charges
to
open
selves
In N. Y. from London for the
ests.
nation, the companies are comopening of his latest, “Trio,” rights polled to conduct bids where comUfl’s Prod.
to Which are Owned in the western ipetitive theatremen of equal statContinued from page 3
hemisphere by Paramount, Box ure demand the same run. For
said yesterday (Tues.) that the 40% this reason, it is felt, bidding is- Indiana governor, who came into
“problem
British tax on grosses plus distri- likely
persist in
like i v to
the situa tion at the behest of Miss
bution fees all but rule out the.• localities
However, product splits £ick7onV^
'full

One Anglo -Yank

t

.

j

.

I

______

j

.

#

•I

Gloria Swanson was paid $1,000 a' week by Paramount during the
lengthy tour which she completed last week on behalf of “Sunset Boulevard,” in which she is starred. In addition to salary, she was provided
with the services of a maid ai\d a private secretary, and was escorted
on the tour by Par flack Marie Van Slyke.
Entire tour cost the company about $75,000. It was part of an overall
publicity-advertising-exploiting expenditure of about $350,000 on the
pic.
Par execs figure the cost very moderate in that the tour and other
publicity-advertising took a picture the b.o. Value of which was con*
sidered uncertain and helped turn it into a probable $3,000,000 or bet*

i

__

«

i

|

:

!

_

j
1

ter grosser.

j

Bo^ho

Stressing the “community service” qualities of Metro’s Pete Smith
“Wrong Way Butch,” the Motion Picture Assh. of^meoca is
urging exhibitors to book the pic, which deals with industrial safety.
veepee Francis S. Harmon, who sent letters to some 1,000 theatremen this Week, emphasized that the short is the “type of film for
will express appreciation.” Har.
which leaders in your community
mon letter, incidentally, is part of a special promotional campaign
and
Metro to whip up interest in
being undertaken jointly by
the subject.
short,

,

j

MPAA

j

|

.

.

^

I

MPAA

’

!

•

;

;

j

,

j

!

:

.

have!
j

possibility of a profit for the pro1,
his home, territory and
el* 0 ®

and

m

availability

changes

areas
p roved -satisfactory in many
often he must depend on the * or“ and it’s reported there were no
even.
break
“
eign market simply to
dis grun t led old customers.”
incentive for the U. 'Si firms, of
Among the companies discouragCourse, is the new monetary pact j n g bi ds is Paramount, which has
with the British which provides for f ound that offering product cornbonuses of earnings remittances petitively to the same situations
commensurate with the amount of
or three times means sufficient
production investment in experience from which to detertheir
Eogland.
mine the best accounts. Paramount
Box reported he will make three conducted bidding in over 200 situpix at the rate of one every nine jations some time ago; now the nummonths and is setting up arrange- ber is believed to be less than half
ments with U.S., French and Span- of that.
There have been no public accuish interests to join him in the up-

(

,

j

t

!

j

j

j

j

coming program.

He

said he will sations

British affiliates of Warner Bros, last week negotiated a deal whereby
the studio acquired film rights to Robert Louis Stevenson’s classic,
Master of Ballantrae.” Inasmuch as the novelist died in 1894, his
realiza t ion of its manifest corn- “The
works are in the public domain in the U. S. However, some European
pi exities, is reportedly set to take
countries grant longer copyright protection and that accounts for the
a governmental post that will give
necessity for Warners to buy the screen rights to “Ballantrae.” Purhim an out.
chase used up a portion of the firm’s frozen British pounds. Company
Rumors that tile entire reg
credits by shooting the picture in Britain,
further defray its pound
“
would walk out on their option
which has been variously reported
Recurrent morning fogs have created havoc with the shooting schedto run until Dec. 31, 1950, or Dec.
issued on
195 J grow out* of other ru- ule a t Universal-International, where double calls have been
3!
pictures for more than a week.
A double call means that the
[three
mors that they have found thempermits.
If not, the
selves powerless to improve the troupe will shoot outdoor scenes if the weather
actors switch to interiors. Pictures involved are “Lights Out,” “PrisUA situation and so see no future oner
out of inBonzo,”
They
are
“Bedtime
Terming
of
and
for
War”
in buying up to a buyout of the
California
at an agreed-upon price terior sequences and may have to halt shooting unless the

—

^

-

]

i

I

company

—

generally conceded sun starts hitting on all cylinders.
of $5,400,000
to be far in excess of its worth.
Theatres
Following through on its series of campaign meetings,
Only visible bright spot is a has issued to all managers special memorandum booklets which provide
production unit which has been
space for listing “daily milestones” and tips on promotions for each
set up by Coast agent Edward
business drive which begins Oct. 1.

RKQ

made, but some distribution

independently, executives suggest the possibility of
the three
rather than for Rank, but the collusion among exhibitors in oborganization, taining pix at low rental through
distribution
latter’s
doubtless will handle the releases the bidding process and this, of
He course, would go against the grain,
in the eastern hemisphere.
said his first will be “Across the too. They hint at a device whereby
Bridge,” an original by Graham two theatremen could get together
Greene which he, Box, will pro- bn which pictures they want, and
duce, direct and adapt in collabo- who bids what amount for which.
ration with his wife, Muriel. He The films can come cheaper this
announced he has a deal in work way if the distributor will hold
with an American company to pro- still for it.
Also, there is the matter of outvide three name players in turn
for a major part of the western let security for the film company,
fob that matter, product seand,
figuring
hemisphere rights. Also
in, he related, is a grfiup in Spain curity for the exhib. With bidding,
which will back costs of produc- the licensing of films has become
a more or less haphazard affair,
tion in that country.
Box said he plans a month in with buyer not assured of supply
Connecticut to work on scripts and and seller not certain of the mar-

make

day during the circuit’s three-month
Sherman and lawyer Max Fink Footnoting the daily ' reminders on business boosting are campaign
with the idea of siphoning through slogans, such as “Make Every Day Pay Off at Your Boxoffice,”
it all picturemaking of indies for

,

UA

and Fink
from the
Coast over the weekend and huddled with -McNutt and McNamee
Monday and yesterday. They are
said to be slated to present their
plan to the meeting with Chaplin
and Miss Pickford today.
They reportedly have all the
coin they need and have been busy
setting up package deals with producers, directors and actors. Those
familiar with similar schemes in
UA’s 30-year past are taking a
ket.
healthy “show-me” attitude rethen will leave for a swing across
against
complaint
original
The
garding the Sherman-Fink plan.
the Mexican border to take a few
atmosphere shots for “Bridge” bidding by theatremen, including Sherman is a longtime friend of
en
America
Owners
of
McNamee’s and was called in
with the help of a small crew of Theatre
Hollywood technicians.
Produc- masse, still persists; the system shortly after the latter took over

came

release. Sherman
into New York

Allied Scoffs at
2

mean exhibitors being pitted
each other in vying for
product to the financial delight of

prove inconclusive,” he added, North Central Allied, and NCA
Kane.
Stanley
secretary
to the clause permitting the exec
subscriber to avoid payment for They’re said to be bringing to next
the Phonevision service.” Rem- month’s meet all background info
busch quoted the clause as read- required before the step is taken.

“due

and Spanish titles.
the distributor. In this same vein,
Next two from Box will be “The ithe pitfall of overbidding was cited,
Rest in Silence,” in which he plans i.e., the ambitious theatremen ofto be associated with as yet unfering such high rental that he
identified French and American
couldn’t possibly come out on top.
companies, and “A Novel Affair,”
which is intended to be an AngloU. S. joint production effort. Both

lish

.

stories will be originals
and his wife, he said.

by Box

'Harvey’

Terms

The production coin

new

,

;

1

7

a spate of other pix
C
ni

mented as to authority and source.
Most of them were originally com-

j

°T

graphed form.
Minus a national organization
through which to work, Mayer and
his aide, Charles E. McCarthy, are
forwarding copies to the five ex-

ask the terms, in any case, because of a flock of other big pix
on its slate immediately following

hibitor organizations in COMPO.
are being asked to familiarize
their members with the material.
As many additional copies as are

They

required

will

members on

be

forwarded

«t 70%er wa* ‘Samcnn and

assumed that U will have to make
some similar gesture. Par was in a
more favorable position than U to

r

“Samson.”

U

frankly touting “Harvey
th®
the RrAa^Hrav
Broadway stage
hit, as the best picture it has ever
released. In anticipation it is making plans for an international ad
vertising-publicity meet next month
to laiinch^it. Sessions are slated to
start at the New York homeoffice
is

nrlo
from
from
made

the

request.

Additional copies are being sent
to other industry leaders, as well
.*« to editors, writers and public
opinion
makers.
Aim of the
pamphlet at this time, according to
a foreword by Mayer, is to provide Oct. 5.
About a dozen key pub-ad men
exhibs with ready material to meet
locally any charges that pix are from U territories overseas are expected.
At the conclusion of the
contributing to delinquency.
eastern sessions Oct. 10, they’ll fly
Mayer explains that he is antic- to the C o a s t for further
talks.
ipating an increase in juve misThey’ll be accompanied by A1 Daff,
demeanors and crimes during the exec V.p. in charge
of foreign, and
present national emergency, as oc- David
A. Lipton, national director
curred during the last war.
At of. publicity and advertising.
that
time,
pix
were unjustly
Pic will
be
simultaneously
blamed.
screened for press and exhibs at
COMPO exec v.p. points out that preems on both coasts Oct. 10.
careful examination of the state- Hollywood showing will be at the
ments in the pamphlet indicates a Carthay Circle and in New York
whole complex of factors— socio- at the Park Avenue. Film was
logical, psychological, and physio- sneaked
for New York circuit
logical
are responsible for kid execs at Loew’s 72d Stre'et last
delinquency.
/week.
|

,

j

!

j

—

1

.

Turning to another field where
abuses allegedly prevail, Berenson
asserts that despite the reduction
in the amount, of moving parts in
projection heads and a corresponding decrease in manufacturing costs
these necessities have been sub-

i

*

«

j
;

from various

Delilah”
from -Paramount
Paramount last
ueiiian
irom
winter. Company guaranteed exprofit,
however,
hibs 10%
and it is

piled by the Motion Picture Assn,
of America and issued in mimeo-

j

February even if it were all delivjected to a “terrific” price increase.
ered. That means a long hiatus in
Mark-ups in theatre equipment
releases, even if a new batch of
merchandising, he claims, run from
pix went into production at once,
a minimum of 100% to as high as
None of UA’s regular producers
300%. A National Allied co-op, he
except Robert Stillman, is starting
maintains, would “eliminate the
terrific profiteering in the theatre
an
L ne ^ pixwno gave the new thereof.”
Uhapnn,
According to Rembusch, any equipment and supply field.”
group an option on his half-inter- subscriber under this clause “can
Mochrie To Speak
est in the company, reportedly is order
all
of
the
Phonevision
Meanwhile, the program for
coming
o Xprimed to movies he wants
UlibU without WilJ
O to the meeting
any IVgUi
legal
J
All*'
lle
s Plt t s bur.gh convention
ask pertinent questions concern- obligation on his part
to pay
for^. e r*A nnninrt
7.
”
I._
mifL V*
in g performance on promises which the service.” Such'a precedent in is rounding out with the addition
won ^e McNutt trio their option, selling Phonevision to the public of Robert Mochrie, RKO sales
rr.,
v,;™
...
l
i*
chief,
to the list of guest speakers.
Those who know him, however, without any liability on the part
doubt that Chaplin is one to issue 0 f the subscriber to pay for servOthers slated to address the conultimatums or behave like a pros- ce used, sets up a pattern of giv- clave include Arthur ^L. Mayer, executing attorney. Expectation gen- i n g film away on Phonevision. ecutive vice-president of the Counerally is that the meeting may' “Under these conditions,” Rem- cil of Motion Picture Organizations,
come and go without much more busch said, “the Allied TV corn- and cowboy star Gene Autry. Latlight publicly shed on the UA mittee cannot help but wonder if ter is to answer the storm of exoperation than In the past.
an y producer would be fool-hardy hibitor criticism of his television
"
~~
“
enough to turn his back upon his production activities. William F.
regular customers, the exhibitors, Rodgers, Metro sales veepee, is
TTA
OU1L
AJA Qirit
and sell his film for Phonevision also due to speak.
j

tween costs and income had be-

Continued from page

squawks received by
a blast from Abe Ber-

is

enson, director of Allied Theatre
Owners of the Gulf states. Berenson charges that the price of carpet has spiralled*from $3.25 a yard
in 1947 to the current $9.60 per
yard. He also rapped the practice
of some mills in discontinuing patterns since it prevents the exhib
from securing essential yardage to
repair worn spots.

,

claimed that both the times and
the situation were different now.
He pointed out that the spread be-

Mayer Speeds

Rembusch

4

the

said to

scrape together $750,000 to $1,000,000 in operating capital. Company
is losing coin, every week and is
shortly going to be dropping more
as it begins to run out of product.
.Present supply won’t last beyond

5

come too small currently to consider the 70%, plus the fact that
by paying such terms it would
open exhibs to similar demands on

is

!

:

Continued from page

Box’s producer’s pact with Rank
runs through 1951 but he stilt is
free to do outside work on his
own, he declared.

that

have available
would mean little in any ca e if
the McNutt group is unable to
unit

Among

ing:
“It is agreed that, in the event
you do not make payment of our
bills for Phonevision subscriptions
within the time above specified,
we, at*our election, may remove
any TV set and
from your home
installed
decoder
Phonevision
therein by us, or any Phonevision
decoder we may have installed in
your TV set; and on our direction,
the Illinois Bell Telephone Co.,
under such circumstances, shall
have the right to remove from
your home the connection above
mentioned, including the special
leased telephone wire provided for
the test. Such removal of our
equipment and the special telephone connection shall constitute
the only penalty for your failure
to make payment of our bills, arid
we agree to take no legal action
to collect such bills and we waive
any right to enforce payment

j

as prexy.

against

Continued from page 4

will

:

can

Phonevision

1

i

tion will start in Spain next April
with the film to be done in Eng-
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use.

N.Y.' Federal Ct.

Upped To
ELC
Pub

Strassberg

Suit brought ^by United Artists
distribution
cfiiief
Grad Seairs
against the. company has been

Probe High Equipment Prices

Mgr. at
Franklin, Ind., Sept. 19.
Steve Strassberg, formerly writHigh prices for theatre equipmoved from New York supreme
ment
WilLbe
probed by Allied ing features for Eagle Lion Classcourt to Federal district court on
petition of UA. As a result, com- States AssnN of Motion Pictures ics’ ad*pub department, was upped
pany has received an extension un- Exhibitors at the organization’s na- this week
to publicity manager.
til Friday (22) of the 20-day period tiona l convention in Pittsburgh Oct.
Cost of necessities such as Prior to joining ELC, he served as
in which it must answer Sears’ 2-4.
carpeting',
projection heads and assistant ad-pub director at Film
complaint.
Sears, former' prexy of the com- other material has leaped fantas- Classics.
t^ally
in
the last few years, acpany, is demanding about $ 20, 000
Headecf by Leon Brandt, ELC
a fl° c k of complaints
in back salary which was Held out c 9 r^! n ?
after the new management group \Vhich have been received here by publicity staff now includes Ruth
came in July 11 and until Sears National Allied prexy Trueman T. Cosgrove, who will handle national
magazines, columns, radio and TV,
returned to work two weeks ago. Rembusch.
He was convalescing from a heart
As a possible means of eliminat- as well as Phil Cowan, who. covers
attack during that period. UA is ing “unbridled profiteering” by newspapers, trades and syndicates.
making a counterclaim that Sears manufacturers of theatre equipSpot which Strassberg assumed
was paid about $6,000 in advance ment and supplies, Rembusch re- had been left vacant by the recent
on his $2,500 weekly salary and vea-led that the Pittsburgh conclave Eagle Lion-Film Classics merger.
expense account.
will consider establishing a co-op. Former
incumbent, Leo Brody,
Sears is repped by attorney Abe Such a proposal was made three shifted to producer-film financier
Bienstock.
.Lyears ago by Benny Berger, prez of N. Peter Rathvon as ad-pub rep.
j
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High on Ihe Warner Bros,
stars is

Ruth Roman. She

list

is

of ascending

^jai

now being

*

starred

with Eleanor Parker and

Patricia

Neal in

“THREE SECRETS”
(United State# Pictures Production)
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PICTURES

IS

‘Ob, Susanna’

Owners

Warn Rep on

Mitchell at

to

Efforts

stave

off

a

dispute

Picture

tion

Organizations

over

COMPO ’s announced plans for a
comprehensive survey of exhibitors
and their activities will be exerted
here Friday (22) at a meeting of
TO A and COMPO representatives.
A small group to sit in informal
session on the matter, will include
Gael Sullivan, TOA’s executive dir
rector, and Arthur L. Mayer, executive vice-president of

COMPO.

more

.

fl

likelihood of success for the.

.

•

.

Admish

Hughes.

Continued from page 5

any across-the-board

Hughes is under obligation of a
Government anti-trust consent decree to divorce his theatres from
the production-distribution end of
the company by Jan. 1. There have
been some reports that he would
allow this deadline to pass and
instead of selling the stock would

rise

would be disastrous. Exhibitors
must analyze each house and each
situation, and depend upon past
experience. He must also evaluate

Mitchell Film Associates, headed
by former Paramount advertisingpublibity ?ch;ef Curtis Mitchell, is
work on’ a documentary depictToronto.
ing a program of community proFor first time in 22^year history
tection and individual survival in
of
the
Variety
Club,
the annual
the event of atomic War. Mitchell
announced the film, titled “The Citation Award was presented to a
member tent outside the U. S.,
/Effects of the Atom Bomb,” will
be distributed in both 16m and when the plaque was given Morris
35m to theatres, television stations* Stein* Famous Players (Canadian)
exec, and Chief Barker of Toronto
clubs and organized groups On a
Tent 28, in recognition of the esnon-profit basis;
tablishment of Variety Village,
Mitchell said he 1$ currently which is now aiding 30 boys,
consulting with the Department of
With some 600 members of show
.

at

Defense, National Resources Security Board, Mobilization Unit of
the Department of Commerce and
ot.K& government agencies on the
subject matter. He added that the
film will be a pictorial presentatio of many of the facts included
in the recent hook, “The Effects
of the Atomic Bomb.”
.

his tbwn. Elizabeth, N. J., for instance, has recently gone through a
long strike. It Would be absolute let it pass into the hands of a
suicide to raise prices there now. court-appointed trustee.
On the other hand, Camden, N. J.,
It is understood that that is
has reopened its shipyards, arid is
highly unlikely, however, since it
huttiming. An exhibitor who didn’t
would materially decrease the
take advantage of the free money
sales Value of the shares. In that
there would be a sucker.”
case, anyone desiring to buy them
Pattern of admission fee ad- would be unable to negotiate dbvances during the war and post- rectly for management control of
war years has been very mixed. the company—and it is unlikely
Some theatres have pushed prices that anyone would want them on
up considerably during the past any other basis.
five years, while others have adThat’s the only reason the Transvanced -very little or not at all. Lux group retains
any/ optimism

Rhonda Fleming . . . Janice Rule
shifts from Broadway to Burbank
under a term contract at Warners,
starting with “Goodbye My Fancy,”
... Peter Thompson, former Metro
contractee, signed by Columbia for
“Fort Savage Raiders.” ,
, Scotty
'.

Beckett arid Jimmy LydOn Will play
the roles or Corky and Skeezix in
“Gasoline Alley,” first of two
Columbia films to be based on
the newspaper strip.
Tony Curtis and Piper Laurie
play their first stellar holes in
“The Prince Who Was a Thief,”
directed by Rudy Mate at UI *
Ross Hunter switches from thesp
:

...

dialog

director

.

Continued from page 4

Canadian government

several

officials

and

the
mayor.
They lauded the
$300,000 investment in Variety
Village /and the work the Toronto
tent is doing for crippled youngstefs.
Visiting Variety Club heads
were Marc Wolf, International
Chief Barker; Jack Beresin, and

Toledo,

complete them.

still

remaining to

it

under

The $9,000,000 loan was provided by the Prudential Insurance
Co. to the 1501 Broadway Corp.,
The
a wholly-owned Par siibsid.

from Sept.

civic Celebration starting Sept. 17, marking opening of
new $4,000,000 Union station here,

ledo,

.

;'

decree.

$7,000,000

Week-long

got a big boost from members of
Tent No. 30, Variety Club of To?
which was In charge of entertainment for; the event,
Marvin
Harris, manager of the Paramount,
Toledo, was head of the Variety
Club committee lining up the
vaudeville entertainment.
Six Hollywood personalities were
due in to participate, including Tim
Holt,
George Murphy, Mitzi Gay-!
the
nor, Marta Toren and William

Building* when It was erected in
1926, cost $16,000,000* including
Its value during the
the land.
peak real estate market a few
years later was put at $17,000,000.
Par, would jump at $12,000,000
now and is quite anxious to get rid
of the building as soon as possible, despite the 3Vfc-year leeway

Holden*

•

mortgage runs for 20

on

Carlo.”

showmen were greeted by

Toledo Tent Runs Station ’s Preem

cations have been so great, the
deals fall through before the long
time has passed that it takes to

Edward years from Sept. 13,
Alperson’s “The Sword of Monte the $2,000,000 note is

to

biz at the Royal York hotel, largest
hostelry in the British; Empire, the

Nat Golden.

RKO

$8
survey if some of the. questions Trans-Lux would buy
planned to be put to exhibitors a share the 929*000 shares (representing 24%) in the RKO Circuit
were to be deleted.
held by Hughes. Trari§-Lux would
then offer to buy on the open
market the shares of anyone else
on the same terms being offered
Hike

“I think

.

.

RKO

Sullivan stated here yesterday
(19) that on the basis of talks he
has had with the TOA membership
he feels that about only 5% would
be willing to answer the COMPO
questionaire. He said theatremen
traditionally have had a desire for
privacy and for this reason many
of those with whom he, has discussed the subject are “violently”
opposed to It.
Sullivan indicated there might be

Work On

Title

Republic, which announced a
Hollywood, Sept. 19.
couple weeks ago its plan to
set as -cameraPaul C,
change the title qf “Golden Tide”
on
M^G’s
“Go For Bfoke,” to
to “Oh! Susanna,” has been put on man
Pirosh,
Robert
directed
by
be
for
the
attorneys
notice by the
marks teaming of two Academy
copyright owners of musical of that
his
won'
Vogel
winners.
Award
title. They are Ann Ronell (wife
Oscar for black-and-white photoof film producer Lester Cowan),
for
graphy of “Battleground,”
Florence Ryerson and the estate
Which Pirosh, since elevated to diof Colin Clement (,Miss Ryerson’s
rector,. Wrote, winning screenplay.
late husband).
Robert Parrish will direct “CowRep has also been sent letters poke,” tale of the rodeo circuit, to
by counsel for Samuel French, be produced by the Wald-Krasna
which publishes and handles sale combination for RKO, starting Nov.
Bart Sheridan swung over
of performing rights for the Ro- 1
.
nell-Ryerson-Clement musical, as from RKO’s research department
well as by William Morris office, to function as news editor on spethe authors’ agents. They claim un- cial projects for- the Wald-Krasna
Betty Garde set for “The
unit
.
fair competition.
Prince Who Was a Thief” at UI.
George
Brisker turned in a
.
.
.
screenplay on “Roadblock” at
and started work on an untitled
original for Sam Bischoff . . King
Bros, are tbssirig their profits from
Continued from page 3 sss
“Southside 1-1000” into their hew
tirnism at the moment than there King
Bros.
Productions
Inc.
which tees off next month with
has for some time.
Deep
“Drums
in
the
South.”
a
Negotiations have been for
William Demarest Will play Sally
merger of the approximately 100
chain into the Forrest’s father in “Excuse My
houses of the
Trans-Lux circuit of 14 theatres. Dust” at Metro , . . Bruce Bennett
Brandt is principal Trans-rLux draws a Civil War colonel’s comstockholder and Hughes holds mission in the Pine-Thomas proRKO. duction, “The La$t Outpost,” coin
interest
controlling
Reagan
and
starring , Ronald
at about
.

between the Theatre Owners of
America and the Council of Mo-

1950

20,

1,

1950,.

while

for 10 years

Continued from page 5

dates for roadshowing and if
they look profitable policy will be
carried out on a wide basis.
Set so far are the Bijbu, N. Y„
where the Jose Ferrer-starrer will
preem Nov. 23, and the Fine Arts,
Los Angeles, where it will open at
about the same time. The other
tal

1950,

j

Continued r from page 3

;

and 20th-Fox pix going to RKO,

United Paramount circuit, tli£
decree-born independent version
of the former Paramount chain,
holds a 25-year lease on the theatre property, effective Jan. 1,
1950.
UP additionally has a 25year lease on its offices on the
12th floor of the Par building. Par
itself holds a 25-year lease from
its subsid, 1501 Broadway Corp.,
on its six floors of office space in
the building.
Bulk of the coin is being used
at once to pay off an $8,000,000 loan
negotiated in May from Bankers
Trust Co.* N. Y, That had a term
of seven years and was for the:
same purpose of facilitating sale of
the property. New loan is merely
an arrangement on a longer, term
and more economical basis.

With the Universal output divided*
Indication is that the Department will undertake to upset the
alleged booking procedure when it
And until this summer’s strength- at all after the long delays. They proposes a divorcement schedule
ened business tone, there was a feel certain that
Hughes will sell and divestiture prograin against
definite downward sltle from the
arid that the pressure on him is the three remaining major defendpeak hit in early ’49,
increasing as time passes. They’re ants in the trust action to the N. Y.
With the situation thus so con- irked, however, by the suspicion court.
fused, it becomes obvious that no that he’s still not ready to make
Since RKO already has stepped
general pattern of increases can a deal until he taps every other out of the litigation by way of the
apply now.
First, movement be- possible
outlet for his theatre consent decree route and is no
fore any general offensive toward; shares.
longer subject to any new edicts of
a hike Will be the equivalent of'
the court, it has become apparent
what military men term “straightthat the Department has in mind
ening of' the line.” That means
proposals of limitations on the sale
that some of the indirect dips in
of product to the two N. Y. cirprices that have occurred recently
cuits by the three majors and posPetrillo
Continued from page 4
will be eliminated. They have insibly similar restraint on booking
Continued from page 3
cluded such maneuvers as special UA is clear, under
two separate by Loew’s.
balcony prices, extension of hours clauses, “Titan”
The Department is represented gross receipts for the AFM recordproducers can’t
during .which lower than the full arrange another
release until they as feeling that it has something ing trust fund. If such an agreeprice prevails and special chil- get their
prints.
First clause un- of a precedent in its consent dement is reached, the film studio
dren’s tickets.
der which they ended their pact cree with Schine Theatres, GloversMany theatres which have tried was one permitting them to do so ville, N. Y., which is enjoined from guilds and Unions will have similar
actual, direct admission cuts have if UA’s special roadshow unit was booking 50% of the majors* prod- proposals to make so that members
quickly reverted to their original abandoned— as
it
was several uct in situations where competitive can share in the added revenue
scales. They’ve found that a nickel weeks ago.
Another clause pro- houses are desirous of taking some
or so reduction has provided no vided that Lazarus must person- of the films and are capable of pay- derived from their work.
International Alliance of Theatriattraction and that their grosses ally supervise the distribution.
ing equitable revenue for them.
have slipped in direct ratio to the
Pic’s ownership was set up on
N. Y. Investigation by the Jus- cal Stage Employees, for example,
amount of their price slash. It has a limited partnership basis, simi- tice Dept, was in the form of com- has also suggested a trust fund,
been senseless, therefore, to con- lar to that of a Broadway legit munications to all the distributors and a spokesman disclosed that the
tinue and’ the admittance tap has show.
General partners (equiva- asking for copies of their booking I A has a pretty complete file on
been quickly boosted back to its lent to the producers) are Robert records, excluding rentals, with the its members, showing who worked
on what picture. List probably
original figure.
Flaherty,
Robert
Snyder
and two N. Y. circuits.
could be brought up to date easily
As. in most Other facets of exhi- Ralph Alswang, There are 21 limby checking back payrolls.
bition, there are no reliable statis- ited partners (who put up coin for
Of the other unions involved,
tics on what the average admission buying U. S. rights and preparing
Screen Actors Guild’s 1947 conprice is. Dr, George Gallup’s Au- it for release), with the largest
Hal Chester
tract with the 'Studios provides that
dience Research, Inc., publishes a single investment $5,100.
Continued from page 7
Expended for rights and prepaproducers must notify SAG before
monthly figure based on the query:
“How much did you pay the last ration was $ 20 006 . Of that sum, Motion Picture Centre is involved. a film is released for television.
time you attended a theatre?” Fig- $3,000, representing an overcall,
In event of consummation of the Under the pact, the Guild has the
was returned to the backers, plus proj ect, Chester said he plans ’to legal right to strike once such
ures Include all taxes.
10%
of their investment.
A peak of 48.8c was hit in FebThat’s roll “The Highwayman” Nov. i5 as notification is receive d
which
urary and March, 1949, arid there all they have received. It came the initialer. Story, by Alfred gives the thesp union a bargaining
has been a fairly steady decline out of a lengthy run at the Little Noyes, is owned by Allied Artists point in seeking additional coin
since tlien.
July, 1950, average, Carnegie, N.Y., which was set by but the producer holds an option for its members. SAG could ask
latest for which there are statistics the owners themselves prior to on it.
Second venture, he added, for a duplication of the original
making the UA deal.
will be “The
available, was 46c.
Dog,” a yarn salary for each thesp, a basic salAverage for
UA received a 35% distrib fee based upon the Mad
the second quarter of the year was
exploits of the late ary for each member of the cast,
and
claims
that
on
some
of the 18 New York gangster, Vincent Coll. or a recurring compensation based
46.6c.
The Gallup query* however; engagements ad costs arid over- Two of the annual quartet would on the number of times the film
head were higher than rentals. Pic be in color with the
reflects more than average admisbalance in was televised.
sion price. It might indicate more was filmed* by a Swiss group in black and white.
Screen
Directors
Guild
and
Italy in 1938 and was recut and
Chester,
along with Duryea and Screen Writers Guild also will have
accurately than actual change of
soundtracked by the three U. S. Miss Storm, planed
price a change in theatregoing
to Washington something to say to producers when
general partners.
It has no hu- yesterday
(Tues), where they’ll old films are released for' telehabits.
In other words, the fee
mans in it, but is recreation of make p.a.’s in conjunction
paid the last' time the respondent
with the vision use. Feeling around HollyMichelangelo’s life by showing his preem of
“Underworld”
Went to a theatre might be down
at Keith’s wood is that the situation may
paintings, sculpture and architec- today
(Wed.). Trio already has ap- come to a head before
because he has gone in the aftertoo long,
ture.
Frederic March is the nar- peared in behalf of the pic
noon rather than the evening or
in Prov- particularly in view of Petrillo’s
rator.
It won an award last week idence,
Reading and Wilmington; recent announcement that he
because he has gone to a subwas
from the City College of New Tour closes in
Buffalo next week, mulling a bid from a producer
sequent-rim rather than a first-run
who
York as outstanding documentary when the group
returns to the has three motion pictures he
theatrew
wants
feature of the year.
Coast,
to re-release for telebeaming.
J

OK

j

i

two engagements

will

be in Chicago

and New Orleans. There’ll be in
addition a world preem in Puerto
Rico, but it is not certain whether
that will be roadshown or not.
“Cyrano” will be the initial efroadshowing since two pix
under that plan last year.
They were “Jolson Sings Again”
and “Joan of Arc.” The Columbia
fort at
fizzled

entry hit so much exhib opposition
that the policy was abandoned
when less than 100 dates were
played.
RKO stuck it out with
Walter Wanger’s “Joan,” but the
'

pic failed to show any real draft.
George Glass; associate pro-

ducer on “Cyrano’* and pub-ad v.p.
for Kramer Productions, is due in
New York from the Coast today
(Wednesday) to. confab oh the pub~
licity and ad campaigns on the pic.
He’ll be east about 10 days huddling with Schaefer, his own eastern pub-ad chief, Myer P. Beck,
and
United
Artists
officials.
Kramer will be east with the print
Oct, 15.

,

.

,

—

.

;

,

j

.

•

!

Continued from page

5

Although

the two deals are
believed that an exchange is involved of returns on
the American showings of the
Korda pix for the rights Korda has
acquired on “Women.”
_ “Hoffman,” based. on the Jacques
Offenbach music, has recently been
separate,

it is

.

completed for. Kbrda by Michael
Powell and Emeric Pressburger.
They produced “Red Shoes.” “Outcast” is a Carol Reed pic. He has
been in the Dutch East indies this
summer shooting backgrounds and
begins studio Work shortly.
.

.

“Women Without Names” was

directed by Geza Radvanyi and
stars Valentina Cortese, Francois©
Hosay and Simone Simon. Its a
tri-language pic that has been
dubbed so that about 6ff% is
French, the
rest
English
and
Italian. Another version has 60%
English dialog with
20% French
and .20% Italian. Picture, which
won David O. Selznick’s “Golden
Laurel” Award at the Venice Film
Festival, ig expected ..to, preem in
the U. S. around the first of the
year.

While abroad Lopert shopped
around for fresh foreign product
and acquired a Julien Duvivier
film, “The Kingdom of Heaven^’*
for the American market.
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PICTURES
In

near

and has
assume

Stephanville,

moved from Crosby ton

to

operation of them.

from Film

Clips

Row

ST.
Tom

LOUIS

Edwards, Farmington, Mo.,

called meeting of
!

dis- their Adelphia theatre (W. Philly)
James R. Grainger,
tribution topper, returned to home- to John Fried.
four-week
after
(18)
Monday
Office
trip to Chicago, San Francisco, Los t

Angeles

.

DENVER

exchange

Denver

ana

areas.

Jr.; succeeding
Edward
” ’ Dowden,
Jerry Dale as assistant to JOCk
rep for J,
press
Lawrence, U. S,
Arthur Rank. He was formerly
Dale
with Eagle Lion Classics.
leaves for a month’s vacation in
Europe next Wednesday (27) and
will reveal plans on his return.
A1 Margolies, who recently partnered With Max Rosenberg in a
foreign and reissue outfit, doing
his own English sub titling on the

MPTQA

TORONTO

of East-

new product at Broadwood Hotel ern Missouri and Southern Illinois
The Felt interests have leased to formulate plans for annual con-

NEW YORK
Republic

.
'

months, were awarded by
Frank H. Ricketson, Fox Intermountain Theaters prexy, to Helen
'

m

_

,

^J

,

-

last six

Spiller, manager of Esquire; Denver; and to city managers Ed
Nelson, Montrose, Colo.; Elmer

.

A

“eeks

n

rm
”

S ked

g^

5 000 after last
’

&

—

,

—

INDIANAPOLIS

.

.

Classics branch
as salesman, getting territory covHarold Graf, formerly assistant ered by Marvin Goldfarb, who was
manager of I dew’s Orpheum, N. Y., made branch manager. Goldfarb
appointed acting manager of cir- succeeds Joe Emerson, moved to a
cuit’s Bedford, Brooklyn, replacing similar job for RKO in San Franin N. Y.

Owners of. Indiana at
September meeting.
Ernie Miller and Guy Hancock

Theatre

In

local
COMPO. committee,
on
Claude MqKean, WB branch mancisco.
Brentlinger, RKO
Russ
ager,
ahd
Earl Bell, Earner branch manmanager, named to represent film
to St, Luke’s: hospital follow-

ager,

CHICAGO

Wm.

Robinson, Universal book-

er, first on Film Row to enlist in
Korean crisis. Joined Army, and
off to San Antonio for training.
Wm.. Steele, assistant city manager of Fox Intermountain Thea-

Friend Irma,”
Harry and Elmer Balaban gave ters, Durango, Colo., first man in
up their lease on the Roundup that company to join armed forces
theatre.
House, which shows all in present Korean emergency.
western pix, has been taken over
by the Bland chain..

Six Great-States theatres; which

summer,

reopened.
No immediate
policy changes are in the offing,
according to Dave Wallerstein, circuit topper; Houses are in Joliet,
Aurora,
Waukegan,
Kankakee,
Bloomington, and South Bend.
Double Drive-In, first. Ozoner to
operate in Chi city, limits, will, continue to function on temporary inContinuance of hearing
junction.
is set for Sept. 26 in Chi Federal
Court. Ozoner currently is paying

have

Cincjr)

$ 12 ,500 ;

W

Cincinnati,

7 iG,
Sept.

19.

MINNEAPOLIS

real standout at the Stanley. Some
good response is also being regis-

tered by “Petty Girl,” at the To\vri»
and “The Men,” at Century.
Estimates for This Week
Century (LoeW’s-UA) (3,000; 2060)— “The Men” (UA). Strongly
sold with okay trade, indicated at
$11,009 Last week, “Crisis” (M-G),
$6,800,

Hippodroriie (Rappaport) (2.240;
“Underworld Story” (UA)
plus vaude headed by Foritane Sisters arid Herb Shriner. Inching out
passable $14,000. Last week, “In
Lonely Place” (Col) and Mindy
Carson topping stageshow, $13,300.
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 2060)— ‘Desert HaWk” (U). Oke $7
Last week, “Fancy Pants”
000.
(Par) (2d wk), held well enough at
$ 8 200

—

20-80)-

.

,

Vaudfe headed by Helen Kane
Skee Yovah here from St. Louis arid Peggy Ryan with “Lady: Withto. sub for Loew’s manager Howard out Passport” is topping the town
Rutherford, recuperating at home at the big Albee. Trend at other
from touch of pneumonia.
houses is mild to pleasing. “Tea
for Two” in Palace looms pleasing while “My Blue Heaven” at
Capitol is nice to top new bills.
in
eek
Estimates for This
Albee -.(RKO) (3,100; 55-94)-Employees
Go to
“Lady Without Passport” (M-G)
Checks iii the total amount of with Helen Kane, Peggy Ryan,
$40,000, covering pay boosts to ex- others, -onstage. Vaude addition
change personnel on a retroactive the trade tilter for breezy $21,000.
basis; 'went out from the home-, Last week, .“Summer Stock” (M-G)
office of United Artists on Friday (2d Wk), fine $10,500 at 55-750

companies.

ing severe heart attack.

of policy has gone into
effect at Roseland theatre. House,
recently playing “C” release, will
go into “A” pix with double bill
and “My
of “Three Little Words”
"

hard shuttered during the

'

are the representatives

exhibitor

hard with product at hand.
“Sunset Boulevard” is prpviding a

tryirig

de

a head of

'

Change

OK $

-

l

resigned.

Mast

116

•

Buddy Neustein;

‘Mm’

.

Haines, Sidney, Neb., and Andy
0de»“ * R *nk) (2;390; 48-$1:15)—
Sutherland, Pocatello, Idaho,
‘‘Louisa” (U) (3d wk), Nice $8,000
Salesman Moz Buries quit Para- since July 1.
5-day week after last week’s big
on
Plumlee Theatres,
Edwards
mount to return to Los
$ 11 000.
with John Von Herberg moving Farmington, Mo., hiked its scale.
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 38-67)
William Cain, Lockport, 111;,
German-made Marlene Dietrichs oyer from Universal to vacated
and Arrow” ( WB) (3d wk).
It’ll
be Par spot;
made manager of the Elmo, St. “Flame
starrer, “Blue Angel;?
Good $8,500 after last week’s
ready Oct.; 1.
James Mooney leaving 20th-Fox Elmo, 111., recently purchased by fancy $11,000,
Arbitration in the case of Elm- to go to Des Moines as RKO sales- Charles Beninati from John. DickUptown (Loew)" (2,743; 42-75)
son, mayor of St. Elmo.
wood Theatre Corp, of Bridgeport man;
“Sleeping City” (U). Fair $6,000.
vs. Loew’s et al., nas been pushed,
Harold Copeland, RKO booker,
week, “Saddle Tramp” (U),
Last
back to Oct; 4 by Jay Emanuel, made salesman to succeed Dick
•/-,
$4,500.
who. will sit as arbitrator. Pro- Stafford, resigned.
board
Owners
Theatre
Associated
ceedings witrbT'hel drat the; •Amerformer Film
E.“ Hobson,
L.
ica Arbitration Assn, headquarters
manager; to RKO voted to change name to Allied

.

Mo;

At
Nov. 13-14-,
held. Here
here jnov.
clave
nave to be held
(Col), ditto.
terspv”
te
The RoyaL Royalton, 111,, recenteria , (Fp) < 3 373 ; 37 . 59 )
by Mrs. porothy .-Fancy Pants” (ParM3d wlc). Hoidly .acquired
Tetty'
9,000
,
Marion, 111., wilt j
Lingenfeltcn,
nii. e iy at $11,000 after last
Baltimore, S^pt. 19.
operate on six nights weekly in- week’s $12 500
Up against heavy weekend com.stead of three as. at present
Loew’s ILoew) (2,096; 38-67).—
Extensive^ Jtece^liftm& ei n 6 filv ' “Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) (3d wk). petition from international League
en Orpheum, ^.-.ldorado, 111., a Q kay $8,000 after last, week’s playoffs and opening^ pro footTurner-Farrar Circuit unit,
;
*rn
ball season, downtowners here are
i

Courtesy plaques, awarded for
the
the best mannered
tl*— staffs for h*r
’

—

(Continued from page 9)
(20th) and “David Harding, Coun-

Mayfair

(Hicks)

20-65)—

(980;

“Destination Moon” (EL) (3d wk).
Holding nice pace at $5,000 after
steady $6,700 last week:
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
“Black Rose” (20th) (3d wk). Winding up run with $6,500 on heels of
good $8,800 for second.
Stanley (WB) (3^80; 25-75)—
“Sunset Boulevard” (Par). Biggest
thing in town with resounding $17,000 looked for. Last week; “Kiss
Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB) (2d wk),
only $6,200.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)
—-“Petty Girl” (Col). Well ballyed
with personals of quartet of beauties, okay $9,000 looms. Last week,
(2,000; 55- “Bom To Be Bad” (RKO) (2d wk),

W

UA

Metro and RKO consented to
permit Bennie Berger to bid for
loop first-runs for his 900-seat
Gopher theatre, which Minnesota (15).
Amus. Co. divorced in accordance
The payments, at the rate of
with Paramount’s consent decree.
$4.50 per week per employee, were
If other distributors fail to follow
months ago under the

SCdlCi

—

Capitol

(Mid-States)

“My Blue Heaven” (20th). $5,800.
Nice $11,009.” Last week, “Fancy
due some
the Metro and RKO leads, he
Pants”
(Par) (2d wkk slick $9,500.
agreement with the Internasuits UA
bring
law
threatens
to
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
tional Alliance 'of Theatrical Stage
against them.
“Life of Own” (M-G) (2d wk).
(Continued from page 8)
Ben Friedman, owner of the Employees. However, UA’s tight Favorable $7,500 after dandy $13,Edina,
deluxe suburban house, cash position made necessary the 500 teeoff.
wk). Sock $22,000 after smash
understood.
is
it
postponement,
says he has given distributors here
Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55- opener at $26,500.
no amusement tax.
until the end of September to
Imperial (Cl T.) (1,839; 34-60)
75)
“Black Rose” (20th), Third
here
pf “Treasure comply with his demand for 28Success
round on front line after week’s “Shadow on Wall” (M-G) and
Island” has slated pic for 18 day- day
bringing
before
clearance
(M-G). Fine $7,000.
“Hoedown”
Bow
All
right
Last
Mass
interruption.
$6,000.
Mt;
‘Rocky
and-date “A” releases.
The Edina and two
court suits.
week, “Saddle Tramp” (U), lively Last week, “Foreign Legion” lU)
Saturation preem will be used
other nearby theatres now have
'SPPen” (U) (2d wk),
and
“State
10
000
by Warners on its Errol Flynn $ Lyric (RKO)
35-day availability.
55-75— smash $8,000.
(1,500;
President Berger of North Cen starrer, “Rocky Mountain,” when
“Capture” (RKO) arid “Armed Car
William Goldman, indie film tral Allied says forced selling is it opens the film Oct. 5 day-and- Robbery” (RKO). Mild $4,500. Last
chain operator who recently en- much on the decline in the terri- date at some 300 western houses.
week, “Quiet on Western Front”
OUTDOOR
tered the legit field with his tory since his organizations furAn elaborate campaign has been (Indie) and “Bayonet Charge”
Refreshment
Erlanger here, has been named to nished affidavit forms to be filled set up by ad-pub veepee Mort (Indie) (reissues), held over in first
REFRESHMENT.
city’s board of theatrical censors out whenever such sales policy BlUmenstock for execution in the
SERVICE
Service fpr
half, split with “Abilene Town”
attempted.
was
from Coast
by Mayor. Samuel.
Denver, Los Angeles, Portland,
DRIVE - IN
(Indie)
George Fosdick, vet Republic Salt Lake City, San Francisco and (Indie) arid “Blazing Guns’*
to Coast
Dave Moliver launched a new
(reissues), ditto.
THEATRES
iovor Vi Century
gimmick, Auction Night, to up salesman, celebrating 41 years in Seattle exchange areas.
Palacfe (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
the film business.
business in his string of nabes.
Pleasing
Two”
For
(WB).
“Tea
SPORTSERVIC^
CORP.
Irving Gilman, former RKO’s
Sol Blumberg, who owns a string
$12,500. Last week, “Union Sta- SPORTSfRVICE BLDG
BU A LO N
,VA. 7506
of five indie nabes, has, gone into salesman here $nd how a Salt
tion” (Par), $10,000.
buyer and
City
circuit
the television business. Blumberg Lake
launched his career as a TV distrib booker, in University hospital re(Continued from page 9)
with a three-day showing of his ceiving treatment*
Last week, “Very Own” (RKO)
75)

*
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solid $7,300.

4 ENGINE

Direct frtfm La Guard la

and Newark

Round
Trip Special
1

each

Nqw—

joe Callahan,

UA

salesman, ap-

ay Later

1

way

WAY

$88

Miami $35 non-stop Chicago $24
PIub Tax

™ NORTH
tj.

AMERICAN

AIRLINES

Orpheum (-Hamrick)
84)— "Tea For Two”

(2,600;

59^

(WB) and
“Sunset in West” (Rep). Big $13,000 or hear. Last week, “Saddle
Tramp” (U) and “Music MoonPalomar

.

reservation*

now!

BRyant 9-6492
503 5th Aye. (at 42 8t.). 8ulto (00

UL 5-3888“
Free Ticket Delivery

Hotel St. Georoe
B'klyn
Irregular Fllihte

TRAVEL AGENTS RECOGNIZED

“Flame ond place. Loew’s State just so-so
and
(Rep)
2d runs), with “Skipper Surprised His Wife.”
John Barbary Coast” (Rep) “711
Ocean Product is not so hot, and biz is
Fair $4,500. Last week,

Marianna, —“Dakota”

Arcadia Theatre in
previously under lease by
and Werner Lund, has been taken
over by John Docktor, son of Frank Drive” (Col) and “Kid Texas” (U)
Docktor, district attorney of Wash- (2d runs), $4,700.
•

—“Sunset(Evergreen)
Boulevard”

Paramount

.

of picture as a film house.
Excavation started on Boulevard
of Allies for new Universal exchange building.
.

J. A. Outly back on job managing Prince at Ambridge, which just
reopened after being closed sev-

During summer he

WB

circuit

relief

manager.

SAN ANTONIO
Katz named manager of
Guadalupe, with Fermin
Sara
picked as skipper at Alameda.
Both are owned arid operated by
Sairiuel

G. Lucchese.
Eph Charninsky, head of Southern Theatres Co., announced that
lease was renewed ori the palace
theatre here for another five-year

rare Cabernet Seuvignon

grapei

Beaulieu Vineyard - Rutherford, Calif.

William

Week

Estimates for This

period.

Colyer Phillips named manager
of the Lufkin theatre at Lufkin.
He was / formerly salesman for
Universal in Atlanta.
Jack Arthur acquired the Tower
Drive-In arid the Starlite Drive-

HOLDEN • Gloria SWANSON
VON STROHEIM

Erich

likewise.

—

.

A

Paramount Picture

Spectacular Stage Presentation

.

;

.

$ 11 000
,

PORTLAND, ORE,

.

.

Fay’s

(Fay)

25-65)

(1,400;

“Young Daniel Boone” (Rep)

'

—

arid

(Continued from page 8)
vaude on stage. Fairish $6,800.
“Black Rose” (20th) and “Counter- Last week, “The Avengers” (reisspy” (Col) (m.o.L Big $5,500. Last sue) and vaude, okay $6,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
week, “Broken Arrow” (20th) arid
“The Lawless” (Par) (2id wk) (m.o,), “Tea for Two” (WB) and “It’s

—

solid $3,300.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 50-

—

“Blue Heaven” (20th) and
“Young Lovers” (UA), day-date
with Paramount. Fat $5,500. Last
week, “Faricy Pants” (Par) and
‘‘Snow Dog” (Mono), torrid $6,300.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 5085)
“Fancy Pants” (Par) and
“Snow Dog” (Mono) (2d wk). Okay
$9,000. Last week, terrific $9,400.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
50-85)
“Blue Heaven” (20th) and
“Young Lovers” (UA), also Oriental. Fine $12,500. Last week, “Black
Rose” (20th) and “Counterspy”
85)

From "Beaulleu'Vthe de Latour
estate In Napa Valley, California,
come several of the world's fine
wines. Try this BV claret from

Rockefeitir Center

“SUNSET BOULEVARD”

!

(3,039;

Theatres

RADIO CITY MU5IC HAIL

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)
Story”
(UA) >and
(Par) “Underworld
59 t 84)
and “Modern Marriage.” (Mono). “Fo^Jridden Jungle” (EL). Opening
Okay $11,000 or over. Last week, day hypoed by presence of Gail
branch phone exchange ahd office. “Faricy Pants”. (Par) and “Rookie Storm and Dan Duryea; good $12,500. Last week, “Saddle Tramp”
Under terms of lease, Par, recently Fireman” (Col) 2d wkJi, $7,800.
(U) and “Madness of Heart” (Lip),
a part-time operation, will pass out

ington, Pa., Coilnty.
Bert Dattola, vet district exhib,
leased his Paramount in New Kensington to Bell Telephone Go. for a

eral months.
served as a

NAPA VALLEY
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

New York

Providence, Sept. 19.
Majestic’s “Tea for Two” is tops
this
w e e k, with “Underworld
Story,” boosted personals ip sec-

(Sterling) (1,340; 40-69)

.

Make your advance

PROV4 ‘STORY’ 1216

pointed manager of company’s New
Haven exchange.
Irving Frankel, city salesman for
RKO, switched to Eagle Lion Clas- light” (Rep) fair $7,000‘
sics in similar capacity.

STOP

CALIFORNIA $80
Fly

PITTSBURGH

DOUGLAS DC-4S

-

—

—

(Col) (2d wk), big $8,300.
United Artists (Parker) (890; 50Little Words” (M-G)
(4th wk). Sock ??4,000 in 4 days.
Last week, $7,800.

85)—“Three

Small World” (EL); Robust $14,000.
Last week, “Black Rose”
(20th) and ‘“Hi- Jacked” (Rep) (2d
wk), big $11,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 4465)
“Pretty Baby” (WB) and

—

“Destination

M u r d eT

Opened Saturday
“Fancy

Pants”

(16).

(Par)

’

(WB).
Last week,
’

(2d

$ 6 000
State
,

,•

Ylh A<|.

.1 90th

toons

St,

CNN

I0.J5 A.M.

.fiauKtr-V-

MINDY
CARSON

pe^iveh-

wk),

(Loew) (3,200; 44-65)
“Skipper Surprised Wife” (M-G)
and “Mystery Street” (M-G). Slow
$10,000.
Last week, “Summer
Stock” (M-G) (2d wk), nice $10,500.
Strand (Silverman) (2, 200; 44^65)
—-“Petty Girl” (Col) and “Chain
(Col).

Opened Monday

ML

^Ofev'i

«CHIW0 COHK

(18).

Last week, “Admiral Was Lady”
(UA) arid “When You’re Smiling”
(Col), poor $6,500.

COHEN GRAY
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RADIO

Radio Premieres
(Sept. 20-30)

SUITS WRITERS GUUD

BLACKLIST ISSUE

is a list of shows,
either new or returning after
a summer hiatus, scheduled to
preem on the four major networks during the next 10 days:

Following

SEPT*
Charlie Wild, Private Eye,
5:30 p.m, Wildroot, via

NBC,

V

BBD&O,

With ABC’s airing of the new
Gypsy Rose Lee radio show hailed
“Life With Luigi” gets a N. Y.
in the poas the first major break
now con- origination the night of Oct. 10,
litical blacklist problem
DiMaggio guests on the
the radio-television indus- when Joe

SEPT. 25
Break the Bank.

Dick Pack, program director of
York indie, is prepping an ambitious program schedule for the fall, With most of the
new shows not starting until midOctober, after the majority of network preems.
Most novel of the new packages
planned is ^ late Sunday night
“feature ^schedule,” which, according to Pack, will, be modelled after

WNEW, New

NBC,

11
Bristol-My-

,

a.m; (New. time).
through Doherty, Clifford

ers,

fronting

segments of the business show.
try
J, Carroll Naish, star of “Luigi,**
concentrated this week on finding
comes east to do a guest shot on
some permanent way to end the the premiere of the Frank Sinatra
Chief industry
thorny situation.
American CBS video show*
step was taken by the
Federation of Radio Artists, which
four
invited representatives of the
major webs, sponsors and ad agennaAFRA
the
cies to huddle with
methods
tional board “to explore
of working out, within, the industo the
try, an intelligent solution
problem.”
,, ,
Television, Authority also added
of industry
Fletcher Markel, Canadian writer,
its voice to .the list
director, actor who. created some-

&

all

Shenfield.

SEPT. 30
\
CBS,
Hopalong Cassidy.
8:30 p.m. General Foods, via
Young & Rubicam.
'

.

^

•

Whip*

It

Jean

brought to

“injus-

"

Lashing, out at the
tices” of the

Show
Coast,

the

will originate

where Markel
.

is

under contract to Metro.

roller,

eiirrfently

Film

stu-

“only

of the City of N. Y. to appoint
a committee for this purpose.”
Internal dissention, meanwhile,

Bar

was touched

Bridgeport, Sept. 19.
I

snag this week after both houses
of the General Assembly in special
session in Hartford okayed the station putting up three transmission
towers on Penfield Reef

(Continued on page 54)

off

nearby

Fairfield,

•

Latter town’s Democratic chairDavid W. Russell/ charged
the bill was rushed through the
legislature without proper public

man,

Show: Disk

'

Frank Sinatra and CBS have
finally got together on a format
for the singer’s Sunday 'afternoon
hour (5 to 6) radio show, with
a plattered audition- Scheduled for
Show will be
last night (TuesJ.
sold in 15-minute segments, with
Martin Strauss’ new Tintair hair
product already committed to a
quarter-hour bankrolling.
Program will project Sinatra as
a disk jockey, playing records and
singing, with a variety of humaninterest arigles and audience-participating features to permit elements of a game.
Meanwhile, the format for the
Sinatra TV show, Which goes into
the 9 to 10 Saturday night timers
Ben Blue will be
practically set.
the comic on the shoW; There -will
be several guests weekly, with J1
Carroll Naish among those scheduled for the preem show.

full

French Tourist Office

j
1

Evidencing that the networks'
key N. Y. stations can make .out
fairly

“France Calling,”
new Sunday at 5 musical series on
WNEW, starting this Sunday, (24K
Program, will feature disks of
top French stars with American
is

sponsoring

following, plus American singers’
versions of French tunes, and Paris
recorded interviews with American
celebrities abroad.
Bert Wayne
will
emcee series, which was

placed by
licity

Norman Reader, pub-

head of French Government

Tourist Office in U, S.

TV

the 10-10:15

well despite their recent

week

WNBC

by
-and
radio and video flagof
busimost
the
that
ships. Fact
branch,
ness. goes to the
topped by Longines* pactir r: to
bankroll the Symphonettes in a
half-hour, cross-the-board series, is
considered especially significant in
this era of video’s rapid upsurge.
Nets during the last year lopped
their key local outlets off their
apron-strings, with the split down
the middle in the key personnel
setups forcing the local stations, to
strike but on their own. Ted Cott,
manager of the twin NBC flagships,
underlined that the -split has paid
off.
Each one of the new contracts,
hfe said, was sewed up by a local
station salesman, proving that the
extra time and servicing on individual accounts under the new operation is advantageous.
List of new radio bankrollers
and their shows includes:
1. Longines, which signed for a
firm 65 weeks, with the new series
scheduled to tee off in the 7 to
7:30 p. m. slot Oct. 2, alone accounting for about $100,000 a year

the

last

WNBT, NBC

-s

last

Mack

March,

new

says he wants

fields.

last

AM

.

the American liberal.
'That minority, according to Mankie'rtcz, is today “as riiuch as the
Negro or the Jew, as much -as any other rnifiority in the U. S.,
being slandered, libeled, persecuted arid threatened With extinction.” The, American liberal, wh ile recognizing “above all else the
responsibilities of the individual to law and to our democratic
tradition,” he said, “does not recognize the right of individuals or
groups of individuals to set themselves up in such a' manner as to
usurp the power and jurisdiction of legally-appointed courts of
law—thereby depriving their fellow Americans of protection under
law for their good names and perhaps even their livelihood. He
resents and cries out against as long as his voice is permitted to
be heard— the use of Congressional imriiunity to dishonor and humiliate fellow Americans without granting them the privileges of
defense and recourse which are theirs within any possible concept
Of the deriioeratic tradition—or, for that matter, simple decency.”
Speaking before the metropolitan N. Y. Council of B’nai B’rith,
which awarded him a plaque as “the one who during the preceding
year did the most in the field of literature and art in furthering the

American democratic ideal,” Mankiewicz said: “The American liberal— the new, minority—is being hounded, persecuted and annihilated today— deliberately destroyed by an Organized enemy as evil
in practice and purpose
and indistinguishable from— the Communist menace that fosters and encourages that destruction.
.
Remember, that it is the hope of this new minority, too, that this
world will some day become a world of human beings and for
human, beings, who live together in decency and dignity. Let this
new minority be destroyed— and this hope will die with it.”

—

.

.

slot.

Program

tees off

(24).

week

October from a pro-

in

HARRE NAMED PREXY
OF CHI RADIO EXECS

The ‘‘Biography By Radio”

arid

the juvenile delinquency; series,
for which no times have been set.
Will employ What Pack calls the
“actuality approach.” Both series
will use personal observations. For
example, in the Roosevelt biog!

Chicago, Sept, 19.

Chi Radio Management Club
launched its 1950-51 season with
election of new officers last week.
Art Harre, general manager of
WJJD, was named new! prexy succeeding Roy McLaughlin, WENR
general manager..’ Lloyd Griffin,
Free & Peters veepee in charge of
the Chi office, was elected first
V.p, and Russ Tolg, BBD&O Chi
radio-TV director, is new second
v.p,
Kay Fisher, John Pearson
GoT, was elected secretary and Lois
Thompson, Robert Meeker Assocs.,

raphy profiles, people who worked
With and knew the late President
will reminisce on their associations
with him, A history department
of an eastern college is being lined
up to participate on the show. Success of the Roosevelt series will determine, whether the program will
be continued for other subjects.
The six-program juvenile delinquency series will be in documentary style, featuring taped inter-

is

(ContinUed on page 39)

—

To Aid

Philadelphia, Sept. 19.

nual.

The radio group will meet jointwith the tele council Sept. 26 to
hear FCC* Chairman Wayne Coy

Traffic
agencies.

traffic safety
staged in cooperation
Philadelphia Highway
Board and Other civic
.

Under, present plans,, the. twocampaign Will, be more
Comprehensive in scope than the
$250,000! drive conducted asf fa 11.
}

discuss color TV.

month

m

.

.

by safety officers.
Primary objective of the cam-

Sept. 9* it was announced by John
E.
Surriek, veepee and general
manager of WFBR. !,
.

WFBR-FM

began operations on
Nov. 28, 1948, with 15 hours of
daily duplicate programming. The!
broadcast schedule was cut to six
hours daily in August, 1949.

:

•

.

Asst.

.

The program got under way (15)
with
ceremonies on City Hall
Plaza whefe a unique “live-action’*
Safety billboard (one of more than
200 outdoor displays) Was unveiled

Baltimore, Sept. 19.
Due to continuing lack of interest on the part of the public
WFBR-FM suspended operations on

WCCO

“Silly Willie”

campaign,
with the

ly

Ward

Philly Safety

WFIL and WFIL-TV have combined their radio and television
facilities again for the second an-

efforts.

.

week

ducer’s apartment*

on

Radio and television personalities, seeking to solve the political
blacklist problem now confronting the iridustry, this week took up
the words of a film figure, 20th-Fox director Joseph L. Mankiewicz,
to provide further ammunition for their fight.
Mankiewicz/ who
is prez of the Screen Directors Guild and so indirectly allied With
the radio-TV guilds, made a sharp plea in N, Y. Thursday night
(14) for the preservation of what he termed “a new minority”-—

Sunday

WNEW

taking over the
to tackle

a

Following for 15
minutes is author Miller and liis
publishing executive Wife, with
their “Mr. and Mrs. Books Show.”
The couple will concentrate on discussion of 25c reprints and mystery books, along with coverage of
important new books.
With only the 10:30-11 slot open,
fills in the final hour with
“Are You An Angel?” in which a
theatrical personality will narrate
an unproduced script, with two
actors assisting. At the end of the
sh 0)v, a panel consisting of a theatrical producer, a drama critic and
a potential backer will analyze the
play’s possibilities.
Plans are to
broadcast show which bows in the
this

divorcement from the parent web
Mack had been presioperations, almost $600,000 in new company.
dent of the company since 1939,
billings was wrapped Up during
board chairmanship

—

In a bid for pop audiences,
French Government Tourist Office

initial

the new treasurer.
Suggestion by retiring prexy McLaughlin that the radio club affilGresham Griggs, a station officer,
iate with sister teevee organization
is a member of the General Asthe Chi Television Councilsembly. Reef Site had already been
aroused little interest among the
approved by Army engineers arid
radio execs present at this particuseveral affected Commissions, pend- to WNBC. Symphonettes will exit [lar meeting but question is expecting action by State of Connecticut.
(Continued on page 54)
ed to arise at latter sessions. Several of the radio men such as McLaughlin, who’s general manager
of WENR-TV, are also involved in
video and feel the two separate
organizations frequently duplicate

hearing by Fairfield neighbors of
WLIZ, and furthermore That-. G.

On For

its

gimes, sparked Coke’s major stake
in radio sponsorship.
Resignation of Mack was not unexpected within the trade ever
since Steele switched allegiance
from Coca-Cola to the rival Pepsi

,

Plans of Philip Merryman, president of WLIZ, Bridgeport daytime
independent, to go fulltime and become “second biggest station in
Connecticut,” ran into a political

RWG

making

Coca-Cola and D’Arcy agency re-

,

body capable of determining through judicial process
who is npt loyal.” TV A,
and
who is
Still another on the Ackerman
in a resolution adopted last week agenda is an hour dramatic stanza,
by the eastern section of its na- “First Edition,” Ackerman was in
tional board; said the organization N. Y. last week huddling with Hub“stands ready to join with the bell Robinson, Jr., on the projected
broadcasting industry to correct shows.
this evil arid calls upon the American Bar Assn, and the Assn, of the

is

splurge with its upcoming sponsorship of the Faye Emerson show.
(Agency-wise, it’s represented by
Milton Blow.)
Cuing the likelihood of a more
“show-minded” advertising operation by Pepsi is the ascendancy of
Steele, who* during his erstwhile

AM

qualified

off within the Radio
Writers’ Guild by the blacklist
question* which was started when
General Foods recently axed Jean
Muir from the cast of NBC-TV’s
“Aldrich Family” following pror
tests, which Miss Muir has categorically denied, that she had ComThirty
unist sympathies.
members, apparently in the face of
Opposition from the guild’s council, passed a resolution in the name

command^ it’s anticipated by the
trade that the soft drink outfit will
assert itself more in the radio-tele
programming sweepstakes. Pepsi,
until now an iri-and-out radio bank-

MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Stop the Musio—ABC

from the

dio assented to his taking over the
lead in the radio series.
Show is one of several upcoming
currently being
attractions
whipped together for the fall-winter season by Harry,, Ackerman,
CBS’ Coast programming exec. AnIt
other will star David Wayne.
will be a,, half-hour situation comedy called “Home Town Boy,” to
be scripted by Bill Hampton.

guilds condemning the unfounded
accusations, pointing out that the
is

HARRY SALTER

“Mr. Aladdin.’'

take the usual legal action,: but
will “come to see you with a
horsewhip.”
,
iVallee’s show is broadcast in
nine 'other major markets.

Government

to

dio

:

S

New York by CBS

.

direct-produce the former “StuOne” hour-long radio series, is
returning to the network. But this
time it will be in the role of performer in a half-hour weekly mystery-adventure series to be called

case,

which “Stinks in Technicolor,
Rudy Vallee on his KECA, Los
Angeles,, recorded broadcast
today U9), warned the pubRed Channels’ that
li shers of
in
if his name ever appears
that publication he will not

U.

With the resignation of Walter
S. Mack. J r,. a s. chairmariLJpf ^tlie
board of the Pepsi-Cola Co., and
prexy A1 Steele now assuming full

-thing-of-a stir in network circlesa few years back when he wus

of

Already set. for the
newspaper.
Sunday night layout are a onehour session in which a panel will
read and discuss available play
scripts; a news review of the week
embellished by quotes from Shakespeare; and a Mr. and Mrs. type of
literary show* With Merle Miller
and his’ wife, Eleanor Green*
On other fronts, Pack is planning a biographical series which
will tee off with profiles on Franklin D. Roosevelt and a six-program
series on juvenile delinquency.
Opening the Sunday night format is the “Shakespeare Views the
News” segment, which will occupy

.

Vallee

section

the feature

paign is to. surpass the safety fecord clocked up last year; When
''Silly Willie” Was credited with
saving J 5 lives during the Uyo
mqpths, a 50% reduction in highway fatalities. City officials: gave
.

the WFIL stations program .full
credit for this encouraging drop iff
deaths.

Mgr*

Minneapolis, Sept. 19.
Carl Ward has been named asst,
general manager of WCCO, CBS’
Minneapolis-St. Paul, general manager Gene Wilkey announced.
Ward joined
as promotion manager in November* 1945.

Fort Worth, Sept. 19.
Don Giilis, NBC Symphony Orchestra producer, and a Texan; willwrite a ballet score to be inserted
He became
general sales jin the Fort Worth Civic Opera’s
manager in February this year, and production of “The Girl of the
will continue as head of the
Golden West” this season.
sales department in addition to his
The Puccini opera will be giyen
•

WCCO

WCCO

j

WCCO

new

responsibilities.

.

j

contemporary gettings*

“

.

;

RADIO

Wednesday, September 20, 1950

way out

again was

CBS

23

in front for July in increased gross

compared with last year, with NBC also inching into the
ABC and Mutual both registered minuses on comparative figures for the month. Columbia was 19.5% ahead of
July ’49; NBC, 1.6% up; whild ABC’s estimated gross time sales
niunged 18.4%. Mutual was down 6.7%,

billings

plus columns.

with

NBC down

1.3%;

16. 70 .

ABC down 17%

arid

Mutual

off

For July

MBS.,:

+

$4,513,600
4,532,400
2,271,100
1,063,200

NBC
ABC
•

-f

$12,380,300

19.5
1.6

—
—

18.4

+

1.8

6.7

+

AM;

30

.

With only so many estab-

since the per-point payoff is bound
to be thrown for an economic tailspin.
It’s long been axiomatic in the
trade that each $1,000 investment
in a program should pay off, rating-wise, with a point.
But even
if a Benny (with a $40,000 weekly
talent-production nut) should lead

16.3

has been finding the
pretty rough in trying to commit
all its affiliates to carry the Ez-

CBS

zard Charles- Joe Louis championship bout on radio next Wednesday night (27). Fight has been
bought by Pabst Beer for $125,and TV, with the pro000 for
viso that it get full coverage in
all the major markets.
At least eight affiliates,. including
such cities as Portland, Ore.; Richmond, Roanoke and Rochester,
N. Y., have told CBS to go peddle
their Pabst elsewhere, reason being that they all have valuable
local beer company franchises and
don’t want to jeopardize the busi-

AM

.

Affiliates

——

going -——

Balking

—

“T”““

"

Cott Hot for Knot

Nielsen Top 20 Parade and
garner no better than a 17; or a

AM

web affiliations, will be given
fight.
Both Pabst and the Columbia affiliates have agreed to the
compromise.

their

the

NBC ‘5 by

bal

Henderson and Faye Emerson,
it's the opinion around WNBC,
N. Y., that it’s all a pilot on
the part Of general manager
Ted Cott to get the duo
hitched..

Cott needs another Mr. &
Mrs. show to supplement the
& Jinx program.

Tex

NBC Dream Show’
fane Snag;

;

properties

i

available

(“Christmas Carol,” etc.), writers have been alerted to “get
original and think up some
good ones.” Some of the major TV shows are already set
with their Christmas packages.

Mary Margaret McBride, for
years one of ,the WNBC, N. V;,
billings staples with her estimated
annual gross take of $450,000, is
checking out of the station and
moving over to ABC network. Alv
though her present contract with
the NBC flagship station still has
months to go, it’s understood
arrangements are being made for
quick moveover within the next
two or three weeks.
Bowout of Miss McBride and
her hefty chunk of billings comes
as a blow to the key affiliate station, which found itself in the
middle^ of a situation where th£
network preempted the final! quarter-hour
of
her
long-standing
1 to 2 p.m. cross-the-board time
to make way for a pickup of
Sweetheart Soap’s network daytime serial. NBC had offered
Miss McBride the 12:45 to 1:45
daily segment, along with what the
six

web claims were other

enticing
concessions.
It was the network’s move-in on
the local time, primarily, that reportedly cued Miss McBride’s decision to vamp the station, plus
the fact that on ABC she’ll also
be given, a network spread.
ABC wBl give Miss McBride the
same 1 to 2 early afternoon hour
for her local show, with her netNBC execs got a rude awaken- work activities still in the planing last week when they made their ning stage,
Miss McBride says she’s taking
initial
inspection of the refur-

bished Center theatre in Rockefeller Center, N. Y., which is being
converted for radio-television purposes. Off the record,

some

them

of

with her

The

who, effective January, will par-

dem programming

By Night’* tanoperation, but

only if the web grabs off at least
one more bankrolled This is the
projected
programming: concept
w liereby six participating sponsors
will get a five-night-a-week ride on
variegated shows ranging from an
hour of Arturo Toscanini and the
NBC Symphony on Monday nights
to an hour of the upcoming Sunday night “Dream Show.” It also
includes participation in the Thursday night Phil Harris and “Duffy’s
Tavern” parlay; “Screen Directors

WNBC

management

clients.

says:

might have been
the better part of wisdom to have
listened to those who frowned on
the conversion because the house
was too unwieldy. (Because of its
size, some of the NBC comics re^
client.
Even at this early stage of the fuse to originate their shows from
season, the jitters are setting 4n the Center.)
around the agencies in anticipation
NBC has decided to make the

of ratings that won’t justify the exorbitant costs for programming.
Come Xmas, in the opinion of
many, and the running for the exit
NBC thus far has been unable door among sponsors of high
to preempt the Sunday night 7*30 budgeted shows will be an eyeto 8 period for the projected 90- opener for the industry.
minute “Dream Show,” with Phil
Within the next few months, it’s
Harris-Alice Faye return iilg to believed, there will have to be a
their regular time period, on a whole new reshuffling of coin vab
sustaining basis, pending some ues unless somebody comes up
clarification of the situation. NBC with a sponsor-convincer that can
wanted to slot “Dream Show” in take the place of ratings.
If the
the 6:30 to 8 segment.
Harris-Faye stanza stays put, NBC
will go on a closed circuit and ask
Daytime
the affiliates to turn 6 to 6:30
(“Catholic Hour” is moving out of
Hits Snag; Comics Seen
this time) over to the web, thus
permitting a 6 to 7:30 showcasing.
Leaning Solely to Tele
“Dream Show” tees off in October from the refurbished Center
Apparently the plans to give
theatre, N. Y.
Second show goes Burns
Allen a daytime radio proto the Coast for a pickup of Bob
jection on ABC network have hit a
Fannie
Groucho
Hope,
Brice and
Marx segments, with Talullah snag, with the deal looking cold

Sign ‘Goody’ Ace

—

ABC Show

conceded that

it

First defection in two years in
thef
solidly-bankrolled
Thursday
best of things, but finds it will
night series of CBS house-built
cost in excess of $500,000, instead
mysterioso
shows
comes
up Oct.
of the hoped-for $200,000 investwhen Philip Morris bows out
ment, to fit the house into the 19,
scheme of AM-TV programming. of sponsorship of “Crime PhotogBy shutting off the upper balcony, rapher.” For several years the
strong Thursday night lineup of
and limiting the seating capacity
moderately-budgeted programs hat
to 2,500, it’s hoped to “whittle it
down to size.” About 10Q hidden not only been a bonanza for. the
mikes will be required above stage network, but has practically dominated the rating sweepstakes
because of its vastness. The stage
Cancellation represents a timegetting a complete overhaul,
is
program
savings of $1,200,000 for
with cement floors and widening of
the cigaret company, which is repFour control rooms
the aprons,
resented by the Blow agency. In
will be necessary, and one portable
terms of annual gross billings, it
job on wheels, to permit for TVmeans a setback of $850,000 for
.

to-AM

transitions.

CBS,

NBC hopes to have house ready
for next Monday’s “ F ir e stone
Show” videocast.

Decision to drop “Photographer**
stems from Philip Morris’ increasing stake in TV programming. Ciggie company bankrolls Ralph Edwards’ “Truth or Consequences**
&
on both radio and video, and is
propping a TV version of the HorSpot
For Intermountain
ace Heidt show, which it also sponAlthough B & A
at the moment.
In addition, PM
After a 19-year association with sors on radio.
are set for Carnation Milk sponsor- NBC, Easton C,. Woolley, director bankrolls Allan Funt’s “Candid
ship on CBS-TV starting next of radio station relations for the Camera.”
month, the network has agreed to a network, is resigning to become
lend-lease
arrangement whereby exec veepee of Sidney Fox’s Intermountain Broadcasting and Tele- CBS Wooing Lester With
Kellogg’s could showcase the comwhich owns arid
vision
Corp.,
edy team on ABC.
Because of indecision on the part operates KDYL (AM-FM-TV) in
Hour
Star-Potential

Bankhead, signed to emcee the
show, hopping to the Coast for the
L. A. origination.
(It’s planned to
move “Dream Show” to Hollywood
about once every five or six
weeks.)

Goodman Ace has been
as

chief

scripter

for

pacted

the

show,,

..

along with Frank Wilson and Wellbourne Kelly.
Meredith Willson of the Battle Creek cereal execs,
B & A reportedly now want to
Will be musical director.

Salt

Lake

Norman

.

settle

pact ciem McCarthy

for

the

TV

stanza

alone.

sistant,

However, CBS now has a daytime the
B & A gleam in its eyes and would

is

NBC

AM

City.

Woolley’s
asCash,
expected to move into

Show

spot.

Friday

«

night,

WNBC

WNBC

;

man

Niles Trammell, is currently
100% saturation job on NBC web, is sports, announcer
Split
For
by Night” in a bid to launch Clem McCarthy. Famed for his
it under commercial auspices. Web
Chicago, Sept. 19.
calling
horses
stacatto
of
the
has been offering a 39-week client rounJing the far turn, he’ll probGeneral Mills bought the Cal
participation for $1,200,000,
turn- Tinney morning record and platal- ably ride herd on the
though it’s understood the network tables in the Tuesday night at 7 ter show emanating from WRC,
will now invite clients On a 13-wcek slot, in which has already appeared Washington, for airing on an NBC
basic? for $400,000,
such dee jays as Leopold Stokow- split network of li southeastern
Since practically all other
ski, Samuel Goldwyn and others. station.
GM’s sponsorship of the
sales activity is going by the
According to McCarthy, he’s long quarter-hour cross-the-board show
boards, NBC will probably scrap had a hankering to spin records started Monday (18).
the whole project unless there’s and so plans to put primary emStrip will plug Red Band flour.
Borne swift agency fesppnse.
phasis on the music.
Knox-Reeves is the agency.

doing a

NBC

]‘Five

WNBC

AM

Web

back as part of the

hew

Saturday

morning^ program block for kids
wrapped up this week by WNBC,

NBCs

N. Y. flagship.
Starting Oct. 7, Frank

Luther

will tee off the hour-and-a-half musical stanza in the 8:30 to 9 period, continuing his present show

He Vamps NBC

(

on
for his three-times-a-week stint
“Open House,” the comic reportedhis
nixing
NBC’s
ly Is miffed over
request at a crack at either the
Sunday or Wednesday night series

sponsored by Maltex. Morgan takes
over as a kids’ disk jock from 9
to 9:30, with Stokowski slated to
handle classical music specially selected for the moppets from 9:30
to 10.

If

CBS and

Jerry Lester decide
to' get together on a contract (the
comic is currently feuding with
NBC and is working without a conon the “Broadway Open
tract
Hoitse” TV show), CBS may give
him an hour radio show along the
same lines that projected Joey
Adams ( “Rate Your Mate” ) and
Jan Murray (“Songs for Sale”) as
newcomers to the ranks of major
radio comics. Idea, as in the case
of Murray, would be to extend it
into video as well.
Although NBC has agreed to, double Lester’s salary, to $3,000 a week,
If

like to maneuver the Kellogg-spon- Stokowski, Henry Morgan
and “Man
AS
DISK JOCKEY sorship deal for its own network.
Called X” and “Dangerous AssignSat. Parlay
In
ment” on Saturday night.
Latest in the string of off-b it
Henry Morgari and Leopold StoNBC’s collective radio sales disk jockeys
programmed
by
kowski will spin records back to
force, spearheaded by board chairWNBC, key N. Y. outlet of the Gei. Milk Buys Tinney

Guild”

her

all

WNBC

“Well, wait and see,” and meanwhile is negotiating to have Faye
Emerson move into the time.

.

week got its first vercommitment from a sponsor
last

ticipate in the “Five

»

(with a $25,-

000 weekly production nut) cop a
15, it’s considered a cinch that the
clients, in the face of dwindling
audiences and TV's upsurge,
are going to ask questions with recurring frequency.
Similar
situation
obtains
in
video, where the competitive picture is such this season that the
50 and 60 ratings will no longer
prevail.
It took $68,000 (exclusive
of time charges) to get the Eddie
Cantor “Colgate Comedy Hour”
before the cameras, but with all
the attendant ballyhoo, it wound
UP with a 31 rating. And even
though it topped the Ed Sullivan
“Toast of the Town,” the less than
two-f or-onO audience payoff when
reduced to simple economics, nonetheless poses a TV Ripley; for the

B&A

Night’

To Die a Bornin?
NBC

“Lux Radio Theatre”

AM

as reports have it, there’s
romance in the air for Skitch
If,

Hits

lished

-

ness.

TV is something else again. The
Charles-Louis fight is only the first
of 35 Wednesday night bouts purchased by Pabst, and the video affiliates get a nice piece of change
out of the deal, resulting in 100%
acceptance.
Because of the
turndowns,
CBS has been obliged to make arrangements whereby other stations
in the eight cities, regardless of

With
the
unprecedented
of radio and tele dramatic shows this season, everyone is on the prowl for suitable Christmas stories, and in
fear of being caught short producers are buying up everything in sight.

number

entries.

off the

Bout on

early.

Such a tobogganing in audience
impact must inevitably invite a reappraisal on the part of the. sponsors of the top-budgeted shows,

8.7
1.3

—
—
— 17

$109,302,750

AM

top

.$40,581,450
37,372,400
21,793,100
9,555,800

Xmas

Original

The production, boys are doling their Christmas shopping

“Lux Radio Theatre,” and other

(Estimated)

NBC
ABC
MBS

An

set of dollar-and-cents Values.
Best guess at the moment is that
the top network radio rating this
season will be in the neighborhood
of 15 to 17, a considerable drop
from the 26, 27 or 28 mark attained last season by Jack Benny,

For First Seven Months

CBS

ratings on

new

(Estimated)

CBS

f

The upcoming Nielsen

both radio and television will be
watched with perhaps unparalleled
interest this season, for but of
them will probably come a brand

i

of star-rotating

TV

shows.

.
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RADIO reviews
llume, others; Ken
announcer; Henry Russell, mu-

sic director

Producer:
Director;

by

rent attacks on her from outside

(Leo Burnett)
Values of this five-minute crossthe-board children’s segment are
Programs are verse
questionable.
children classics;
of
parodies

From

equallv shrewdly chosen group ot
s
contestants. Together with Gypsy
personality, they not only make it
tick, but make, it entertaining.
Miss Lee had as participants a
Georgia gosailor, a femme from
ing to college- in N. Y.; a Brooklyn,
an^ elderly
and
insurance salesman,
femme immigrant. All had to _an-

a general plea that its
be patient until the world orgartization gets a chance to square
.

1

detractors

away the present

Whether

conflicts.

such stuff belongs on a. show that
is supposed to be basically pure
entertainment, is in itself a subject for argument. There can be
no denying, however, that the

Harold Peary, who originated the
•‘Great Gildersleeve” radio personality, has switched to another character. He’s now playing as “Honest Harold,” an announcer in a
smalltown station who manages to
retain a close resemblance to Gild-

the

He’s the same well-intentioned bumbler With the queer-

ersleeve.

stand-

educational

ly crackling laugh and a reticence
towards gals. This is the veriest

point, the show had no value* whatAs for entertainment,
soever.
script was in rather low taste, re-

on verbal mugging
lying
jokes that were considered
out before radio’s inception.

ghost of Gildersleeve even though
tile title has been changed and the

and situations slightly
worn themore, this show

displaced. Fufbeen directly built to appeal to the same type
of d ialers who followed Peary’s
adventures under his Gildersleeve
guise.
Setting for,; the broad comedy
situations is a tanktown station

Both Reeds were a bit loud in
presentation, and combined
with the organ and announcer
Dick Tufeld’s booming Milky Way

<

,

CBS, from *N. Y.

'

>

father.

LORRY RAINE

their

Records)
to get
“Strangers’V London’s No. 1 sell- commercials, they managed
voluirie into five minutes
er, lias good company in Lorry’s more
a
into
squeeze
“Music,
shows
than most
mellow. “Harbor Lights”.':
15-niinute Spot;
.Maestro, Please.’*
and
romance
There’s enough of
Telegenic Miss Raine- got her
children’s tales
start in California via '“Command adventure in the
performance”, Armed. Forces’ radio, themselves to sustain juvenile inWithout The
minutes
Mark Warnow’s “Sound Off” and iri terest for five
parodying
ins them. Falof parouy
necessity or
-with ljudy Vallee.
‘‘Stranger*'-— ( London

.

!
1

.

'

TV

TIM GAYLE

staff’s

would do we

Fables

supporting characters of the staswitchboard
operator, the town veterinarian
and other prop personalities,
Scripting quality is standard for
this homey type Of program with
a liberal quantity of corny lines

tion’s dyspeptic boss, a
•

t

•
play the stories straight, c
Publicity-- Song and Record
swer in capsvile form the question, script’s point was well-taken, and
Explpitation-^— Management
a
.t>y
followed
Y!ou?’V
Are
com•‘Who
the; show is probably to be
Shelton Hotel, New York
BORIS KARLOFF’S TREASURE
All guests on
variety of queries.
the courage to
CHEST
humor, mended for havingwhile it’s at the
this session had a sense of
voice an opinion
Karloff; organist, Kay Reid*
With
©r quick tongue, arid give-and- same time trying to sell its spon?
announcer. Bill Gordon
moamusing
announcer
With Richard Stark,
take made for some
sor’s beer.
Writer: Mort Levin
els
Gypsy handles , herself
ments;
Story line revolved around a Director: Paul Scheff
Producer: Dick Pack
breezily and well. It was a good- couple of fraternities bidding for Producer: John Bates
Director: John Grogan
humored joshing program of no the same new house and bringing 15 Mins.; Sun. j 9 iMti.
30 Mins.; Sun.* 7 p.m.
great significance, but with some their problem to Colman, as the
'Sustaining
Bron.
laughs.
college prez, for a Solomon?type ABC* from N. Y.
N. Y.
(Kenyon & Eckhardt)
for
Two fraternity reps, as
answer.
It was nice to play himself
Back for his 19th consecutive
of the college
cartoonist
arid
editor
a change, said Boris Karloff Sun?
CHALLENGE OF THE
for season, after a seven-week vacaattacked the
stint on
both
a
daily,
had
began
he
as
(17)
day
With Paul Sutton, others
to solve the world's tion, AValterWinchell was his old
its failure
N, Y. as a children s' disk
15Director: Fred Flowerday
problems. Colman thus pointed out fighting self Sunday (17). His
jockey. Most dialers who caught
news*
of
melange
rapid-fire
minute
Writer; Fran Strike
was Set up
to them that the
the preem probably felt it was
30 mins.; Mon., Wed., Fn., 5:30 p.m. to arbitrate conflicts in the same gossip, prognostication and. preach- equally nice to have the onetime
OATS
way that he had been approached ment had no scoops; no sock items film badmari as conferencier of a
Mutual, from Detroit
to solve the fraternity squabble. or highspots, but it held to an in- bedtime .program for “boys and
MisScript was not all that serious, teresting reportorial level.
For Karloff s
( Sherman-Marquette
girls of all ages.”
however. It gave the Cblmans cellany divulged included the $!,”
his. flair for spin“Challenge of the Y ukon which plenty of chance for their bright 000,000 advance “Call Me Madam” fatherly qualities,
ning a riddle or a recording added
Quaker Oats has switched from husband-and-wife banter, arid also has rolled up; rumor that Eddie up to pleasant listening.
Brooklyn;
might
manage
Dyer
comedy
of
u
pie
the
co
introduced a
show was pegged
Half-hour
ABC to Mutual, preemed on
characters in a real estate operator, Tito reportedly claiming t h a t
chest
new net for the sponsor with and a member of the faculty, who World War III was due by next around. Karloff’s “treasure
fished his stories,
he
which
of
out
insturdy interest-holding values
tossed in plenty of chuckleful lines. summer; break in the romance of platters, limericks and other mateShow was handed fine produc- La Bergman and Rossellini; hint rial that serve to keep youngsters
The Trendall-Campbell adtact.
venture strip, angled at kiddie tion backing by Charles Henry, pri the “Stop The Music” mystery contented at the time when the
audiences, remains a fast-moving and the top-quality work of the melody, and gamblers odds on elec- sun (and little children) go to bed.
segment Which cashes in on peren- cast evidenced the deft directorial tion wagers.
Whether it was a Burl Ives waxThere were a couple of eyebrow- ing of “Sarah the Whale” or Karnial glamour of northwest mounted touch of Nat Wolff. Henry Russell
conducted the short music bridges raisers, this listener wondering loff’s own- reading of Lewis Carpolice.
did where Wincheil had learned that
” the layout
On this, session the cast was capably arid Ken Carpenter
roll’s “Jabberwocky
usual; quality spieling job on Soviet Russia has ordered Korea
maintained a steady interest
aided by a good script and realistic his
held at all costs. Probably
$tal.
Gilb.
.Story; following the Schilitz plugs.
sound effects.

i

I

j

.

...

WALTER WINCHELL

lias

where Peary on the opening show
(17) was precariously placed alter
passing his own judgment on a
sponsor’s product. Around Peary
were introduced the conventional

—

•

Norman Macponnell

30 Mins,; Sun., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining

Initial segment was a takeoff on
Longfellow’s “The Village Blacksmith,” with Allan Reed narrating
and his son, Allan Reed, Jr,, enacting the episode together with his

j

Gene Stone, Jack Robin-

son
Producer:

ABC, from Hollywood

Kmc) Jtarted^ tl^ew
?*S
show biz, volatile Gypsy Rose Lee
was back on the air Saturday
NBC’S “Hall of Ivy” Wednesday
Makes
night (13); and evidenced that the
ns her old self when “What
its va- show will again be one of the more
You Tick?” returned front psychoadult on the ail* this year. As Dr.
cation. Show claims to be
an- William Todhunter Ilall, prexy of
logical shenanigans, and is just
pafticipationer
audience
.
college, and his wife, the Colthe
other
mans were handed a thin story line
with the added gimmick oLthe
rating
psychologists
but some sock d i a 1 o g by Don
couple of
on their merit m Quinn and his scripting stable, and
contestants
accent
the
But
scored on all counts with their tine
varied categories.
and radio thesping. Program should atis on the light and frivolous,
exno
tract a good quota of listeners,
Saturday’s 16) show was
Miss Lee fired a. lot of again this season.
ception.
got
simple or silly questions, and
During the course of the script,
What
some amusing answers.
Colmari tossed in a lengthy and
makes this program tick is the sharply-pointed argument on the
shrewd choice, of questions tor an merits of the United Nations, with
|

Writers:

MARS, INC,

NBC, from Hollywood
( Young & Rubicam)
Ronald Colman and wife (Benita

re-

field

Writer: Don Johnson
5 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 5:55 p.m,

SCHLITZ BEER

Sustaining
N. Y.
Apparently uninhibited

Producer: Wally Ruggles

>

Charles Henry
Nat Wolff

Writer; Don Quinn
30 Mins,; Wed., 8 p.m.

ABC, from

With Harold Peary, Joe 'Kearns,
Gloria Holiday, Jane Morgan*
Norma Jean Nillson, Ann Whit-

'With Allan Reed, Allan Reed, Jr.,
Dick Tufeld, announcer; John
Duffy, organist

Benita
Carpenter,

With

HONEST HAROLD

FALSTAFF’S FABLES

HALLS OF IVY
Ronald Colman,

1VIIAT MAKES YOU TICK?^
With Gypsy Rose Lee; Or. Frank
Foster, Mrs, Lee R* Steiner;
anAnsbro,
George
guests;
nouncer
Writer; jBernle Dougal
Director: Art Henley
Producer; Addison Smith
30 Mins;, Sat.* 9 p.m.

and punch lines that were set up
Peary waded
in advance.
through it all with the same jovial
good humor that has proved inwell

!

Her in

fectious in the past.

.

HUDNUT

WNEW,

.

;

..

i
1

i

•

:

.

.

.

!

YUKON

UN

MEET ME IN

ST. LOUIS
With Peggy Ann Gamer, Agnes
Yoting, Vinton Hayworth, Billy
Redfield, Brook Byron, Raymond
Johnson, Ethel Wilsoti, Jack Edwards; musical conductor, Vladimir Solinsky
Russell Beggs
Producer: Baron Polan

WNEW,

W riter:

UN

Director: Fred Weihe
30 Mins.; Sun.» 10:30 p.m.

QUAKER

'

,

.

j

WW

cops-and-robbers formula,
a strong climax without
violence. Tale described
north woods pursuit by Mouritie
Sgt. Preston of a trio of crooks racing through the wilds to^teft up
some stashed stolen gold. Paul Sutton was unbelievably vigorous as
the mountie officer and supporting
players were competently profes
sional. Frame wound up with good
teaser for next show.

usual

.

built to

too

much

.

Commercial pitches were wellDave .
aimed and hardhitting.

JUNIOR CELEBRITIES
With

had tongue

Jack

Billy

Barry,

CECIL

sured

BROWN

lax against the fear of atom bombing— especially when Malik and
Vishinsky were here,
You may

5 Mins.; Sat., 7:55 p,m.

CHAMBERLAIN SALES CORP.

.

Mutual, from N. Y.
come away from a Wincheil broadCecil Brown, one of Mutual’s cast with one or several of a
top news commentators, is supple- Variety of feelings but never withmenting his daily quarter-hour out a reaction.
Broil.
broadcasts with this capsule summary of the news.. Iri five minutes, SKY KING
Brown has little more time than to With Earl Nightingale* Cliff Soubreeze over the headlines at a
bier,
Beryl
Vaughan,
Jack
crisp pace.
Bivans, others
On the opening stariza, Brown Producer:
Chris Ford
naturally concentrated on the KoDirector; Roy Winsor
In this
rean war developments.
Writer: Dick Stenger* Fran Van
brief period there was no room
Hartesveldt

—

for extensive reportage, analysis or
opinion but is serves as a good

Reed,

others

news

Dan Enright

Producers: Barry,
Director: Enright
30 Mins,, Sun., 12 (noon)
Sustaining
WOR, N. Y.
Junior Celebrities on the Initial
apparently
17)
session, Sunday
bad difficulty in trying to decide
whether major concentration was
to be on the offspring of notables
gathered at Bill, Reed’s Little
Club, N. Y., or their elders. There
seemed to.be an almost equal division of gab from both.
Jack Barry, who has previously
Indicated his talents at getting
youngsters to express themselves

digest.

.

25 Mins.; Tues„ and Thurs., 5:30
p.m. (CDT)

Berm

DERBY FOODS
MUTUAL, /from

Chicago
& Brorby)
adventure
twice-weekly
This
series debuted with a new lead on
Mutual after switching from ABC.

(Needham, Louis

HOOK, LINE & SINCLAIR
Producer: William Gent
15 Mins.; Thurs., 10:30 p.m.

FELLER’S ICE
CFRB, Toronto

<

..

*

(Garry Carter)
Hottest and most, controversial
program in the new season of
Canadian radio, with listener ratSggs zooming, is the new series
launched by Gordon Sinclair, former Variety
g g, and still a
He has
globe-trotting reporter,.
built up a reputation for fearing
rfo man and takes a delight in
puncturing stuffed shirts in gov©ri a wide variety of subjects, is at eminent or big business, plus his
the helm of this t: anscribed program, and proves he can draw out ieeis, aie iaise loiK-ways oi uaaithe kiddies in an entertaining tions.
With his p res s and radio out-/
On the initial session,
planner.
there wasri’t much need to get the lets (Sinclair is the top newscaster
in
Canada and does his own factmood
because
juves in a garrulous
©f Barry’s desire to get in paren- finding rather than reading a news
room/ script; is radio columnist for
tal verbiage.
Even if Barry disdains concen- the Toronto Star, Canada’s, largest
tration on the younger set, pro- daily, and does considerable magagram can pay off in name value zine writing), the new and inby nabbing celebs in the guise of stantly popular program maintains
having them bring down the brats; his reputation as a good-natured
On the initial stanza., Bob Hope but ruthless debunker who softens
and Bob Crosby, showed up. part of the critical sting by his
Neither brought their kids, but chuckling tolerance delivery rather
being fathers, they apparently than the usual vehement ranting
bave the natural desire to talk that, otherwise might mar a proThe show can pay gram of this type. i.u
about them.
A ^
©ft* either way, and Barb’s packp0 1 rie 11^8 for
age looks like it will continue on
/
^
Sinclan
attacked
the
a good entertainment level for an- nothing*
other season*
Jose,
(Continued on page 36)

series, “Meet Me in St.
bowed Sunday (16).
As adapted from the Sally Benson
New. Yorker mag stories by Russell

comedy

Louis,” which

Beggs, the half-hour session easily
captures the nostalgic flavor of

middle class domestic

.

nervousness

Sustaining

1

.

radio web Friday
the. CBS
night (15) after its summer vacation to prove once again the niceties of sugar-coatecl education. As
illustrated last season, the program, which has a panel of experis guessing the derivation of
various words or phrases submitted by home listeners, gets in a
surprising amount of knowledge
entertainment
its
with
along
quality, with the two parlaying into a fine half-hour’s listening;
:bs*
“Word,” the brainchild of CBS’
Werner Michel, started originally
as a radio show arid then was
adapted for TV. While the
version (which is taped, incidentalstandout on all counts,
is
ly

daughter’s

Gamer was

pert and winsome as
the tomboyish cutup, Vinton Hayworth was amusingly dignified as
the father and Bfook Byron clicked
Miss Gamer’s fickle sister.
as
Other players lent fine support.
On the basis of the opener, “Meet

Me

in St. Louis” should have little
difficulty in building a following,

—

!

THE BOTANY SONG SHOP
Trio; Jimmy Wakely, guest; Harry Von Zell, announcer
15 Mins.; Sun;, 10 p.m.

BOTANY MILLS

ABC, from Hollywood

.

Stal.

(Alfred J. Silberstein, Bert Gold*
smith, Inc.)
Botany Mills’ first venture into
nighttime programming, this 15minute spot should make Tor relaxed Sunday night listening. Under the pleasant handling of songstress Giriny Simms, the program
has a casual arid unpretentious air
about it that should attract more
than just, the pop music devotee.
Miss Simms handled both the
singing arid emcee chores on the
initial segment, sharing the vocal
spot With guest Jimmy Wakely.
Chirp did her usual fine job ori
” ‘and
“Three Little
o r d s
•Tenderly.” Wakely sang an okay
version of “Mona Lisa”, and the
two combined for a bright “Why
Don’t We Do This More Often.”
Miss Simms then read a letter from
a listener requesting “These
ish Things,” which she rendered
.

W

.

I

Gilb.

With Ginriy Simms, Buddy Cole

.

Dave t

his

wife is disclosed as the parade
leader. Performance arid production values were good. Peggy Ann

to

,

i

over

miscue, the situation conveniently
CBS, from N. Y.
“We Take Your Word” returned turns for the better when the boss'

'

i

St.

.

Earl Nightingale is the new Sky
King, replacing Jack Lester. Plus
elements of the. show are the use
of two kid characters for good listeners who have become acaudience involvement and the up- quainted With the show via TV
dating of the western motif with
might be slightly disappointed bean aviator hero. First segment 12) cause of its enforced single-diadded up to only moderate attracmensional quality. Panel, compristion for young thrill-hunters, mainBurrows and Lyman
ing Abe
ly because of a contrived tale that
permanent riiembers
as
Unwound to a weak climax. Also, Bryson
preem,
Nightingale needs a few shows to and, on the new season’s
as guest,, apparently
Chase
Ilka
get the feel of the i>art, bn show
in plenty of heavy mugging.
got
heard, his delivery was a bit too
Initial stanza sparkled with the
cf v this time dealt
hw* wiih
fim wit and banter of the panelists and
Story
with the
pursuit arid capture of a quartet Of moderator John K. M. McCaffery,
car rustlers. Aviation switch had even though they overdid the. punthe thieves using a transport plane ning at several points. Part of the
to move the hot cars to Mexico program’s, appeal, jay in the fact
with Sky King arid his gang spot- that the panelists themselves were
ting the secret landing field from having such an obvious good time,
their plane, During coprse of ac- coupled with their almost amazing
tivities Sky King and friends got store of knowledge. Latter factor
captured by the crooks but es- is pointed up in Burrows, in whom
caped a bumping off when hero that amount of erudition emanate
argued the bad men out of the ing from his Brooklyn accent was
almost shocking.
idea, for a pretty flat climax.
Program, samfe as last season,
Berl Vaughan and Jack Bivans
were okay as Sky King’s young as- has the deep-throated arid anonysistants arid Cliff Soubier was a mous “Voice
of Authority” on
believable ranch foreman.
Sup- hand to fill in the correct answera
porting cast was good in minor to any questions that stump the
rbles. Narration arid commercials panelists and also to dole out the
for Peter Pan Peanut Butter were penalties when one of the corigi V en punch by Myron Wallace.
testants throws in. too sharp a pun.

m

in

For the initialer* the script was
built around a 15-year-old girl who
participated in. a women’s suffrage
parade to “show off” in front of
her boy friend. Her subsequent
considerable
proved
a
jailing
WORD
YOUR
source
of embarrassment to her
TAKE
WE
With Abe Burrows, Lyman Bry- father inasmuch as he as well
son; John K. M. McCaffery, as his employer professed to be
lights for
opposed to extensive
moderator; Ilka Chase, guest
women.
Producer; Werner Michel
writhing
with
J
when
pop
was
p.m.
ust
Fri.,
10
Mins.;
30

<

mu

life

Louis.

)

>

I

Escapades and shortcomings of
teenagers who romped, at the turn
of the century form the major part
NBC’s new family-situation
of

AM

'

r

New

cheek when he asYorkers they could rein

NBC. from New York

]

in fine style.

Miss

Simms handled song

in-

troductions neatly, While Harry Von
Zell delivered his Botany commercials straightforwardly. Backing by
the Buddy Cole Trio was e^^ n °nt,

Chan,
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NETWORKS PULLING
Washington, Sept. 19.
Strong objection to Subscription
Had io was made yesterday to the
FCC on the ground such a service
would seriously injure the development of FM broadcasting and
might encourage the carving up of

A
hair,

downbeat attitude toward longand concert musicians,; is be-

ing discerned

Hollywood, Sept. 19.
CBS has terminated its package,
deal with Lrim arid Abner and has
made, a settlement with the team
the FM band to make available
for remaining four years of sixmore channels for television.
year
contract due to lack of sponA petition by Rural Radio Net- sor interest.
work, filed through Cohn & Marks,
Washington counsel, took Sharp; is- * Price tag on show militates;
sue with Muzak’s contention that against sale for video on other
FM has not developed into a dis- than network basis, and the chain
tinct broadcast service and cart is sold solid for the night hours
only be sustained by “narrowcast- along the
v
operations such as Transit
ing
Radio, Stor.ecasting and “Pig

among

cians-—or the Webs—realize.
Despite the increase in longhair interest shown in such instances as
the unexpected success of the NBC
Symphony Orchestra’s coastwide

i

tour

last spring,

which exceeded

all

expectations* or the recent booking of the N, Y. Philharmonic at
the Roxy, N. Y., and despite the
webs’nnbligatiOTis^irTmbKe seiwtce
programming as required under
FCC regulations, the networks appear to have given up on concert
music, convinced that such programs don’t sell.

’

Squeal’* or Subscription Radio.
broadcast“Merely because
ing: lias not in the past five years
achieved all the goals predicted lor
it by its most optimistic supporters,” RRN held, “is no reason that
superior medium of aural
this
broadcasting must be written off

FM

men

who -have changed their
a bunch of television hicks
out in the radio stix who now warit
those video pix.
That Was the standout impression gained, from last week’s meeting of
station operators belonging to District 14 of the National Assn, of Broadcasters.
These inhabitants of the nation’s Great Video Desert, who felt
“secure” a year or two ago and
looked upon video as something
that would a 1 W a y a,_ba -for the
metropolitan oases only, requested
arid got a video free-for-alL on
minds

Fort Worth, Sept. 19.
A radio soap opera trapped
an alleged “physician” here
and resulted in charges being
filed against a local man of
practicing medicine without a
license. According to the complaint; the “doctor” was representing himself as “Young
Dr. Malone” and prescribing

radio stations

and networks/ which may have
wider repercussions than the musi-

j

Grlenwood Spgs., Colo;, Sept, 19.
This is a story about a bunch of

Oh/Doctor!

AM

medicine to local residents.
-

One of his patients listened
to-the^radio-arid-JeompaFed-tbe——
air’s ‘‘Young Dr. Malone
to
her “Young Dr. Malone.” The
their convention program. It had
voices didn’t sound alike so
Charles Batson of NAB at the rosshe called local police
trum, arid the operators all but
mobbed him for data on likely
'

The CBS Symphony Orchestra,

of setting up and running
smalltown TV stations as radio ad-

costs

which has been in existence for 15
years/ has been used rarely in the
past year* and may be disbanded.
CBS is" pushing its longhair shows
as doomed.
around, shifting the Sunday after“Certainly AM, even as a broadnoon Philharmonic program up two
cast service without competition,
hours (and then only using the
did not become a vigorous; nationThe last batch of Nielsen rating orch via transcribed playback), arid
wide, financially successful service figures
on the summer crop of net- moving the Symphonette down
in so short a time. Admittedly, FM work sustainers,
makes out a case from 4:30 to 10:30 p. m. NBC,
broadcasting lias had some growing for CBS in its house-built pro- which sonie time
ago shifted the
pains and is not as healthy in some gramming concept.
The August NBC Symphonj from. Sunday to
areas as might be desired. How- figures show the Columbia .sustain- Saturday, may now push it around

juncts.

About 100 Operators from the
length and breadth of the Great
Desert a 1 1 end e d, arid if they
haven’t exactly Watered cariiels and
packed tents for a great crusade
to get TV in the hinterland, they
at least kicked up a lot of sand at

|

that is no justification for
Muzak’s .proposal for a misguided
euthanasia. The way to cure
ever.

FM’s

assuredly not by killing the service. And RRN, with its
healthy service covering rural New
Y or k and northern Pennsylvania
ills

is

wants to make it clear that it needs
no such ‘salvation’ .”
„
RRN also objected to Muzak's
lumping of Subscription Radio
with specialized FM services under

Here’s the

'

.

summer

its

scorecard:

programs, and

is

The

planning to re-

“Somebody Knows’’ (CBSh 7.9. place its concert musicians—-who
•‘Granby’s Green Acres’’ (CBS), are staff employees with shortNBC, rumored to be Willhairs.
7.7. ing to give up its symphony, can't
“T-Man” (CBSb 7.3.

—

the
“narrowcastirig”
label as
“grossly misleading.’'
The other
FM services provide a satisfactory
signal on any home receiver and
may provide a desirable program
service. It said, and are not objected to. But Subscription Radio;
which is not strictly “broadcasting”
under the communications act definitions, said RRN/
o u 1 d injure FM.

do so while Arturo Toscanini
the picture, and finds itself
dilemma because the orch has
big promotion for RCA, as
as a sock recording seller.
Tele
Factor
Television’s upswing is also

Joan Davis (CBS), 7-0.
“Too Many Cooks” (CBS), 6.9.
“Jphnny Dollar” (CBS), 6.7.
“Broadway My Beat” (CBS), 6.6.
“Line Up” (CBS), 6.3.
“Run For Your Money” (CBS),
....

5.7.

Tex Beneke (CBS), 5 3.
“Sing It Again” (CBS), 5 1.
“Songs For Sale” (CBS), 5.1.
“Lower Basin Street” (NBC),

w

ari

5.0.

Los Angeles, Sept. 19.
most diplomatic language,
FOC. Commissioner George Sterling

told

'

impasse.

in a

KLAC

been

and

KFWB. Announcers

at

others, feeling, the salary scale
equitable, are requesting a six
Mutual network this week turned
months extension of the present down a demand of the Ohio CIO
is asking the basic
pact.
Council for a half -hour of free time
salary at
to be raised from to answer What the labor group
$78.50 to a flat $100, plus $12.50 claimed were charges made by
for announcers set in control room Ohio Sen. Robert A. Taft on a reto spin disks for platter-pushers; cent
“Reporters’ Roundup’*

well

AFRA
KLAC

seen

MBS

show. According to
a
Mutual
spokesman, the CIO demand was
“made for publicity reasons than
for anything else.” He said the
Web considered that anything said
by Taft on the show “required ne
answer” and pointed out that CIO
prez Philip Murray has appeared
on many Mutual shows in the past.
CIO group labeled Taft’s statements as “insulting, false and malicious.” In its formal demand to
MBS for a free half-hour to answer

when they appear in
connection with various radio and
television proceedings.
In an address to the Coast branch
of the Institute for Radio Engineers. Sterling said that while the
experts play “a major role” in providing the basis for Commission

j

•

o'clock slot, and Bill Goodwin
ing oyer the 10 o’clock period
new audience participation
gram called “Dollar a Minte.”

.field

but

testing.

takin a

pro-

show were “calculated, to deliberately misrepresent and distort
the action of CIO” in the current

Ini-

two Peary stanzas, starting last
Sunday, are slotted at 7:30 p. nl.
Goodwin show has been evolved
It’s
a
by Jess Oppenheimer.
loosely-formatted stanza that permits people With gripes to come
a dollar a minute let
out all the stops.

backed by practical
up, and at
Expert opinion' of a

general nature, as history will
shovv, often produces a ‘blooper’.”
While the Commissioner made
no direct reference to. the engineering testimony at the recent
color television hearings; he pointed to that part of the decision refer ri ng to the agency’s dependence,
because of its limited facilities, to
industry opinion in formulating TY
standards.
Sterling, himself an engineer,
said that radio engineers “sometimes, present their views from the
Purely disinterested viewpoint of
the development of the art. They

'

tial

decisions, their testimony, in order
to be valuable, “must not only be

theory

the senator, the labor organization
described the “Reporters” show of
Aug. 31 as ‘an out-and-out political discussion in which Mr, Taft
had the opportunity to express
without challenge his political point
of View.” Ohio council, in addition,
said Taft’s answers to questions
thrown at him by reporters on tho

WITH PEARV-GOODWIN

reliable data

•

Wyoming, Mon-

bracing Colorado,

South Dakota, Utah, Nevif
Mexico and Idaho.
In the whole area, there are
two at
three television stations
(Continued on page 30)

PLUGS UP WED.

convention of electronics experts here last week they
should be giving the. agency more

to

tana,

,

a

geographically,

from border

—

In

the
extending
border and em-

district is the largest in

S.

Actually, negotiations are currently under way only with KMPC,

is in

as a factor in decision of the webs
With
to give longhair the heave.
stress on variety shows and pop
singers, pop musicians rather than
Classical ones are needed for these;
recordings can be used for dramas,

5.1.

U.

Local exec secretary Claude McCue informed the meeting that
“Much About Doolittle” (CBS),
KLAC brass had consistently
4.8.
and symphony orchestras are little promised to take announcers out
‘‘Wanted” (NBC). 4.8.
in demand as shows.
of the control room but never did.
“Philip Marlowe” (CBS), 4.6.
Webs and stations have quotas of AFRA seeks to raise the KMPC
Daley
Cass
(NBC), 4.5.
musicians on staff NBC about 85; minimum from $90 to $102.50 and
“Capitol Cloakroom” (CBS), 4.4. CBS about 65; WOR, N. Y., about KDWB from $87.50 to $100.
“Sat. Night Dance Date” (NBC),
40— and union regulations don’t
Members heard a treasurer’s re-4.4.
specify whether they be classical port that AFRA is suffering a six
Hence there can be no months’ deficit of $4,236 as comor pop.
union objection to shifting from pared to a net profit of $10,629 for
KITE longhair musicians to short. Feel- the same period last year. Total
CBS
ing, however, is that the nets may revenue Is down almost $12,000
find themselves in something of a from the, same period last year.
trap later, by dropping symphon- Waning membership and a lower
CBS has resolved its Wednesday
initiation fee are blamed.
on page 39)
( Continued
night vacancy lineup with the new
Hal Peary show getting the 9:30

Jack Lait (NBC),

meeting.

this

Hollywood, Sept. 19.
Annual American Federation of
Radio Artists membership meeting
attracted only 140 members, but a
motion from the floor unanimously
passed by the board members
present, gave the minority group
the status of a quorum. Members
promptly authorized AFRA to call
a strike a gainst any and all independent stations in event negotiations with these stations reached

ing roster practically making a a little more, this time to Monday.
clean sweep in the. Top 15 division.
There may „be, as claimed; a
Ironically enough, the five CBS larger audience for good music
shows copping the major Nielsen than the webs realize, but they cerlaurels ate all being relegated to tainly won’t admit it. CBS believes
the ash heap to make way for re- that pop and jazz players are more
turning commercials.
in demand than classical players on

FM

—

political

campaign.

Labor group called the web’s atrector of public relations, talked on
tention to FCC rules, Which proNAB President Justin Miller member relations. Charles A. Bat- vide that radio stations: must
yesterday ( Tues. ) called upon sta- son, NAB director of TV, rounded provide equal time arid opportunity
speaking program.
tion; owners to protect transmis- out
to answer controversial charges.
sion facilities against possible sabCivil Defense Role
otage because of Korean war and
Washington, Sept. 19.
threatened world crisis,
Scully and ’Saucers’
Radio and television are called
His appeal was made to 110 Ohio
play
on
to
an important role under
and Kentucky station executives at!es
tending
NAB Seyenth District the U. S. civil defense plan recomCincinnati, Sept. 19.

[

To

McCoy

Quits

FCC For

yesterday
Fresh from his “knighthood” by
to
congress
(Mon.) by President Truman. The the Order of SL Elizabeth bestow*
staed
would!
utilize
broadcast
on the Coast last week, Frank
project
John E. McCoy, chief of the
lions. “as an important medium to Scully, Variety columnist and autelevision^ legal
section
of the
inform the public of its responsibil- thor of the new ‘Flyin g Saucers’*
FCC, resigned, yesterday (Mon.) to
ity in civil defense. .this will in- tome, arrived in New York Monhead up the local department of
volve
a major educational program day (18) for a two-week stay.
the Fort Industry Co, radio andScully is already booked to
television stations, with headquar- national Broadcasting Division, un- and require a well-integrated sysMr. & Mrs.The der contract by Crosley Broadcast- tern for the dissemination r of infor- circuit the radio-TV commentator
ters at Birmingham, Mich.
discussion
panel
Fort Industry chain includes out- ing Corp. James D. Shouse, Cros- mation.”
Through broadcast Stations, dc* guesting programs.
also
participate
in
Commission lets in Detroit, Miami, Atlanta, ley board chairman, said blast
clares the report prepared by the
hearings as representatives of par- Toledo,
Wheeling,
Fairmount, “looked like a professional job.”
Security Resources Board.
National
ticular parties and interests. There W. Va., and Lima, O.
George
Shouse, also a national NAB diMorris
to
is nothing wrong With
“timely civil-defense informational
this. So long B. Store? is president of the com- rector, presided at opening session
as the interest represented does pany.
Howie Hausman, who resigned
station and educational material can be
devoted to standard and
quickly presented to a maximum
hot interfere with clear thinking
months ago as CBS veepet
McCoy came to the commission problems. Closing session today audience with a minimum number a couple
joined
based on fair, assumptions which
,in charge of personnel, has
in 1946. Prior to Navy service he (Tries.) directed by Gilmore Nunn,
are made explicit, such representarequired to prepare and the William Morris agency.
was with the New York law firm WLAP, Lexington, Ky., district di- of persons
tion plays an essential part in the
He’ll work with Nat LefkowltK
of
Cadwalader, Wickersham .&•; rector and also a national director. disseminate the information. Prolair play of due process.”
overall administration.
I on
(Continued on page 39)
Taft.
Robert K. Richards, association diIt was prompted by
which destroyed* on a
of the “Voice of America” transmitter towers in Bethany (O.)
plant 20 miles from Cincinnati,
owned by Government and operated by Department of State’s Inter-

mended
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TELEVISION
Television Premieres
(Sept. 20-30)
is a list of shows,
or returning after
a slimmer hiatus, scheduled to
preem on the major television
networks during the next 10
days:
SEPT. 21
Nash Airflyte Theatre. CBS,
Nash, via Geyer,
p.m.
10:30

Following

new

either

y

.

<

19.

Washington, Sept.

their Sept. 29 color adap;
deadline drawing near, FCC

With
lor

are anxiously awaiting
from the manufacturers on

Gertrude Lawrence’s

word

CBS

'

Guest Shot Opposite Berle

will embrace the,
Underlining CBS’ determination
•‘bracket standards'* under which j
to nip Milton Berle’s show on the
new TV sets would be made comtelevision Web, CBS
are rival
patible for CBS tint. Reports
this week set Gertrude Lawrence
circulating here that the subject
the
first “Prudential
of
star
as
was taboo at the television com- Theatre” series, which tees off
mittee meeting of the Radio-TeleBerle’s
in New York Get. 10 directly opposite

NBC

Red Grange

for

submitted
.

action

RTMA

(20) at the

board meeting

the Roosevelt hotel,

lit

tomorrow

1

New

.

1

Gordon
!

|.

|

SEPT. 25
Kate Smith Show.

comply
refusal, to
be grounds for an antitrust

would
action.

.

Conversely, however, an agreement to comply would not be a
Thus, any discussion
violation.
among the manufacturers would
on dangerous grounds,
treading
be
Participation by a number of
Washington lawyers in last week’s
meeting and the absence of
the industry leader, RCA, is con-.
Bidered significant in this respect.

RTMA

It is believed, therefore, that the

manufacturers have been or will

be told to make up their respective minds individually. And with
all of them working at capacity to
turn out black and white sets and
with curtailment of civilian production likely by the turn of the
year as military requirements
mount, there is little disposition to
take time out to modify receiver
designs to put in the adaptors. Besides, it is reported, the problem
is not a simple one and is said to

organization for a special series of
audience tests for its new “Colgate
Comedy Hour” on the NBC televiTests are designed to
sion web.
reveal the program improvement
of the series, which rotates Eddie
Cantor, Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis
and Fred Allen, and also to test the
effectiveness of the commercials.
Findings are to be delivered to
show
each
producers " of
the
(Charles Friedman for Cantor and
Allen, and Ernest GlUcksman for
M&L) prior to their next editions.
Probing will follow the standard
Schwerin system, in which a specially-invited studio audience Will
view a kinescope of each program

1

.

.

TV

Syracuse, Sept.

SEPT. 26
Faye Emerson Show. CBS
7:45 p.m. Pepsi-Cola through

n*

i

:

Henry Fonda,

of “Mr. Roberts,”
set as the initial emcee, (they’ll
be rotated), with Vinton Freedley
as the show’s permanent host,
Patterned along the same lines'
Album legit
at the annual

vision set manufacturers.’*

is

KTTV

Syracuse University has already
a practical tiein with WSYH-

/

made

TV, the NBC affiliate in Syracuse
in which the graduate Students put
on all the live shows emanating from that station. In addition
.

Washington, Sept. 19.
Breaking the official silence to the practical work, lecture
which has followed FCC’s Labor courses are given which includes
Day color television decision, television research, writing producCommissioner Frieda Hennock last tion and studio operation.

and mark their likes and dislikes
on specially-prepaid charts.
Schwerin, meanwhile, planning a
heavy fall and winter expansion, week hailed the art as a signifihas established an office in Holly- cant improvement of the medium,
wood for radio and TV testing, arid predicted it would open new
where he hopes to pre-test the fields of programming hardly acsteadily-mounting number of films cessible to b .a?k and white. Speakbeing produced on the. Coast spe- ing before “he National Assn, of
cifically fo- video. He has also set Women Lawyers,
Miss Hennock
up an office in Canada and is cur- said; that the addition of color is
rently negotiating for a 400-seat a ‘great step” toward making
theatre in N. Y. to serve as a per- video “more simple, more accurate
manent testing; house. With the arid -more enjoyable,”
new theatre, he plans to expand
“Until you have seen it,” she

pattern.
The web said only that man,
the experimental broadcasts were from
instituted “at the request of tele- legiter.

1 9,

Television is getting academic
status as one of the newer applied
sciences.
For the first time, an
accredited university is giving masters degrees for graduate students
in
video.
Syracuse University,
which has long offered a radio
course, has enlarged its scope to
video and has set up a course involving 45 credit hours to qualified
college graduates who have already
obtained their bachelor’s degree.

Biow.
•

A faculty of three is giving the
course which is starting with art
enrollment of 14.
Graduate student personnel will be enlarged
next season. Kenneth G, Bartlett
is director of the radio and tele
center and Don Lyon is the TV
director "for the university. Faculty
is currently finnicky in its selecOut of
tion of the student body.
47 applications, only 14 were acLarge percentage of recepted.
jections, according to Lyons, lies
in the fact that the first batch of
cap-aiid-gowners will have to pave
the way for future grads, and if
there are clinkers among the initial sheepskin holders, then it will
be difficult for the university to
place future product.

“you will not be able fully to
grasp how significant a develop-

said,

ment

It will bring
this really is.
a pictorial splendor right into your
home. But it is important, aside
from its beauty, in the new vistas
of programming Which it opens up.
The entire field of fine art is automatically made a television sub-

Color will

ject.

many

make meaningful

which
monochrome.

subjects

drab
adds

in
a

and

vision,

press

in

amount

would

new dimension
of

It

be

PITT PRO FOOTBALLERS

really

to

teleit is impossible to ex-

AGAIN NIX TELECASTS

Hennock declared that the development “poses great problems” iri

.

On TV

(

:

TV

lineup

this

From 8 to 9, Ken Murray’s
over.
From 9 to
10 it’ll be the new Frank Sinatra show- From 10 to 11 “Sing
It

Again” and 11 to midnight
Jan Murray “Songs for

the

Sale.”
All four shows
position Oct. 7.

bow

in that

.

niques and developments
entertainment field.

in

the

some of the TV
headaches, Myers said he was
waiting for “a nice fat lawsuit” one
In

discussing

days when

of these

a

television

camera picks up and broadcasts a
copyrighted picture or piece of
sculpture. He said the broadcasters were “in a bad spot” on this

because the matter has never gone
court, so that nobody knows
what will happen.
Myefs called for a statute to
clarify the point at which a dra-

to

matic reading

..on

television

may

dramatization.
Up to
now, he said, the best guideposts
he can give is “Watch out for plot
or action” in such matters.

become

a

Film Industry Clashes
A. vast field for legal conflict
exists in the possible clashes with
the film industry, he explained.
Myers pointed to the case of an
author who sells a property for

Up

Hollywood, Sept. 19:
Brian Donlevy has formed New
Colony, Inc., for production of a
series of 30-minute telepix tagged

“Dangerous Assignment,”
he’ll star as

based on his

which

which

in

well as produce. It’s
NBC radio series in

Donlevy
with
stars,
Wheaties bankrolling.
Donlevy acquired video fights
from package-owrter-scnpter Bob
Ryfe, who’ll continue to pen series
for tele.
William Korn, who di-

AM

rects

version, will also direct

teleshow which will be lensed in
color.

Donlevy is bankrolling
understood Wheaties will
tab if it’s satisfied with
when series is canned.

but it’s
pick up
quality,

Filming

starts Oct. 2.

<

show takes

-

4. Question of whether a television presentation of a song constitutes “publication” in the copyright sense.
5. Clearance of rights to use ma^
terial previously used to make motion pictures.
Other speakers at the conference
Who touched on angles of show
business .were. Fulton Br yl a wski,
D. C. attorney, who represents film
companies in patent cases; Mrs;
Hariette F. Pilpel, attorney for,
composers and writers, and Arthur
E. Farmer,* on recordin g fights.
General impact of the overall
presentation was that our copyright
statute is in bad shape and should
be completely rewritten to take
proper cognizance of new tech-

Miss Benson will confab with Bar*
ron Polan, producer of the radio
package.

.fall.

Sept. 30.

Also set for the variety show
which will be staged three times
daily and four times on Saturdays
name.
and Sunday are the Honey Bros.,
Studio turned the matter over aero trio;
magiciart Bob Sharpe,
to the home office for action after
ventriloquist Bob Rich, comic Tomtearing KITV’s explanation.
my Wells and Lou Breese and orch.

Murray

It’s
“Murray to open and
Murray to close” on CBS* Sat-

urday night

turn into dramatiza-

WDTV

the current proceedings to allocate
additional channels for television.
“For the Commission is not dealing,” she observed, “with a passing novelty which each person may

.

was pacted last week to co-star
with Jack Carson at the third annual National Television and Electrical Living Shuw, which starts its
nine-day run at the Coliseum

may suddenly

tion.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 19;

Sponsorship has switched since
ANTA
last fall, however.
Then the 30production, the TV show is being
(Continued on page 34)
minute summary was bankrolled by
produced by Freedley, with HowMail Pouch Tobacco, and now Fort
ard Teichmann as writer and diPitt Brewing Co. is picking up the
rector
Of
the
series.
Wilston
tab.
O’Keefe is production executive
Joe Tucker and Bob Prince
Hollywood, Sept. 19.
for Ruthrauff; & Ryari, agency on
Sammy
Kaye
is huddling with continue to call ’em and do the
Metro has asked home office le- the Dodge
account.
Kendall Foster of the William Esty color, respectively.
gal eagles to determine how, when,
ANTA will receive a royalty pay- agency this week with an eye to
where and Why Flamingo Films, ment for each program,
returning his “So You Want to
Inc., of New York, lenSed a oneABC show is slotted Sunday 7:30 Lead a Band” show to television.
feeler of Mickey Rooney and Wal- p.m:,
opposite CBS’ “This Is Show Program was a summer su Stainer
ter Pidgeon playing tennis. Short, Business”
and NBC’s “Aldrich this year via NBC.
tagged
“Mixed Doubles,” was Family.”
‘St Louis’ Series
Esty reportedly wants the show
beamed over KTTV locally, cueing
for Camels.. If the deal goes
Sally Benson arrives in \ New
a colossal burn at the studio. Film
through, it will probably alternate
York from the Coast tomorrow
execs pointed out that Pidgeon curwith the Vaughn Monroe show on
rently is under contract and the
Thurs. )
to
line
up television
CBS-TV.
film apparently was made While
rights to “Meet Me in St. Louis.’’
Rooney also was pacted to the CulNew radio series of that title teed
off on the NBC web Sunday night
ver City studio and consequently
Chicago, Sept. 19.
neither could be filmed, for video.
17), starring Peggy Ann Garner.
Film actress Marie McDonald
to
disclaimed all responsideclaring station had rented
film from Flamingo which was responsible for clearing the footage.
Viewers opined the film might be
the work of amateurs and could
conceivably have been lensed without the knowledge of the film

of copyright.
3. Point at Which presentation
of a non-dramatic literary work

pictures but reserves the right for
living actors to perform the, story
on video, a common situation in
Management of Pittsburgh Steel- contracts. Then the television neters, local pro football club, has said
continued on page 39)
no to televising games again, and
is sticking to last year’s setup, permitting only the showing of high- Donlevy Sets
Outfit
lights three days later.
is
once more carrying the lialf-hour
For
‘Assignment’
on TV;
roundup of key plays on film every
Wednesday night at 9:30. Games
Wheaties Takes an Option
are played the previous Sunday.

quantitative terms the
additional intelligence

Murray

An

unintentional pickup by a
camera of something which
will bring a suit for infringement

NBC, 4

which it can convey.”
While declining to comment on
the effects of the Commission’s recent
decision on color since final
latter reprising a number
their
‘Tickets,
Please” action has not yet been taken, Miss

KTTV

on

Among
settled,

Kinescope rights.

.

>

initial “ANTA TV. Show,” which
patibility problem, especially at
the current rate of TV production, Dodge Motor Co. is sponsoring on
and put Off adoption of final stand- ABC effective Oct: 1, will hav^ one
ards for CBS color which the of the major talent lineups of the
agency is committed to “forth- video season.
Set for the getaway show are
with” if the adaptors are not put
Helen Hayes, doing a scene from
in.
Regina”; Carol Channing
“Victoria
Meanwhile, some set makers are
Undoubtedly preparing to adapt doing the “Diamonds Are A Girl’s
but who they are has not, been an- Best Friend” number from her
”
nounced. CBS: is, of course, co- “Gentlemen Prefer B londes
operating by transmitting an hour Broadway musicomedy; Alec Tema day in New YOrk of color test pleton, and Paul and Grace Hart-

bility,

silent films

the nation’s screens.
the problems still to be
^explained Myers, are:
to

Rubicam.

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet this week
signed with the Horace Schwerin

tough decision to make. For any
delay would aggravate the com-

Roars as

the

in

.

m

when they followed

p.m, Participating sponsprs.
Goldbergs. CBS, 9:30 p.m.
General Foods, via Young &

difficult

Bon

itself

position

’

with some models.
In view of these considerations,
it would not be surprising if many
of the manufacturers toid FCC, in
effect: “We’re willing to put in the
adaptors but we can’t do it in the
time you’ve given us (bracket into testing industrial films.
standards would become effective
about Nov. 7). We need more time
If that hapto. test them out;”
another
pens, FCC may have

be

sound

in after

found

as did sound films
when
they first arrived.
2..
The talkers, explained the attorney, faced; the identical profile
of establishing their right's

& A

via

Young

same

the other 30-miriute segment.

.

General Electric,
& Rubicam.

p.m,
via

broadcasting,

.

CBS, 9

Fred Waring Show.

coming

said video,

It will be an every-other-week
Present plans are
film 'attraction.
to condense the 60-minute “The
Show Goes On” to a half-hour on
the weeks that B
take, over

Ganger.

:

Slated for Thurs. roughly shaken down, Robert p.
Myers, asst, general counsel of
new Burris NBC, predicted last Saturday (16).

looks like the

TV show, bought by Myers, addressing a conference on
Carnation Milk, will get a Thurs- copyrights at the annual convenr
day. night spot on the CBS web.
tion of the American Bar Assn.,

SEPT. 23
Joe Di Magglo Show. NBC,
m. Lionel Trains
5:30
p.
through Buchanan.
SEPT. 24 ,

Miss Lawrence will appear in an

termine the manufacturers* course.
Although theJRXMA is a party- to
the FCC color proceedings and is
called upon by the commission to
advise whether its members (which

a

&

Newell

Legal issues,; it is learned from
government sources, may well de-

adaptors,:

It

now

& Allen

and Allen

1

Best.

SEPT. 22
Star of the Family (Morton
CBS, 10 p.m. NashGeyer,
through
Kelvinator,

York,

includes all major manufacturers
except Admiral) will install the

Show

ABC,

Predicts.

Downey):

“Texaco: Star Theatre.”
adaptation of S. N. Berhman’s
“Biography.” Other cast members
have not yet been signed.

Filmed Burns

Ganger.

about 11 p.m. (following Roller
Florsheim, through
Derby);

Whether they

vision Mfrs. Assn.
last week for fear Of antitrust
The committee’s
complications.
conclusions are expected to be

&

Newell

officials

Washington, Sept. 19.
Television faces a long* confusing
series of court tests before its position in the copyright field is tho-

-

Because film rights to the “St.
Louis” title are owned by Metro,
Which produced a Judy Garland
musical several years ago with that
tag, the video show will be retitled
“The Smiths of Kensington Avenue.” If the title were not changed;
it would be impossible for the show
to be kinescoped. It’s believed the
TV package will be slotted on NBC.

Back From

tw

r...
u;!iL
liui vjic Ti iui i

Hammond

v

t_i
laiuii

i.

returned thi

week from a two- week hop
don
for

to Lori
arid Paris Where lie negotiate
talent.
He also huddle

TV

with David Nivens on a projected
Broadway play Hammond plans to
produce.

While

in

London Hammond mar-

ried Merikay Lee, U. S. showgirl*

Wednesday* September 20* 1950
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GAGMEN
Badiq’s long-established “habit" factor, which presumably was
responsible for many listeners tuning into the same show week after
week may not be marked in television. Special four-city survey
taken for NBC by the Audience Research Bureau reveals the Dean
Martin-Jerry Lewis stanza of ’‘Colgate Comedy Hour” Sunday night
(17) came up with a 35.6 rating, as- against Ed Sullivan’s ‘‘Toast of
the Town” on CBS with a 23.3* Since the Sullivan show had consistently been one of the rating leaders last season, it was believed
impossible that^the new NBC package would cut into his standing
so soon.

Spread of 12.3 between the two shows contrasts with one of only
the preceding week, when Eddie Cantor teed off the ColThus, the difference in ratings begate show opposite Sullivan.
two is apparently growing. Survey was conducted by
the
tween
coincidental telephone calls in N. Y., Washington, Cleveland and
Chicago. Bob Hope show for Frigidaire Thursday night (14), incidentally, drew a 52 rating on the same check.
five for

.

:

New

NBC

currently in the middle
its alltime major TV
headaches—trying to resolve the
writer dilemma on the Sunday
and Wednesday night star-rotating
shows. Since it’s axiomatic that a
is

Dog

one of

of

....

“show

NBC

good as

as

is

and the comics

writers,”;
involved in

its

the

series of top-budgeted shows
want nothing but the best-^wheth-

er

N. Y. scripters or Coastare being

it’s

berthed writers who
asked to move east.

But the situation is far from simThere are a minimum of nine

ple.

productions
involved
monthly
on the
Sunday and
Wednesday
round-robin
shows,
with each comic, in most instances,
different

as

TV

Unlimited are the “by-products” of the new art form
called television.
Ruth As-*
kenas, totally blind actress
connected with the Lighthouse
Players, New York, earned $75
by loaning her seeing eye dog,
Bina, for Tuesday’s (19) telecast

of

“Suspense” on CBS-

TV.
Seeing eye dogs, however,
cannot be used in any telecast
that might spoil the beast for
its primary function and owners have to know what the
script calls for.

on his own gagmen. But
it means a writer working
one week and laying off three, the
script and gag boys aren’t interested in a oncera-month paycheck.
Right now NBC’s TV topper, Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Is going
around in circles, trying to come
up with some kind of solution.
Everybody concerned realizes that
insisting

.

since

Philadelphia, Sept. 19.
sports events—the foot-

Coming

ball season and the World Series-rare casting their shadows before
them over local television. WPTZ’s
coverage
long dominance in the
of sports is due to be challenged
on the gridiron, and there is some

Seems

TV

the Series telecasts.
President Harold E. Stassen, of
the U. of Pennsylvania, doesn’t Approve of exclusive contracts of
broadcasts of the Penn football
games* Last year, under Stassen's
dictum, no less than five Philadelphia radio stations carried the
Penn Saturday afternoon sportsThis year Prexy Stassen apcasts.
plied the same treatment to TV*
and WPTZ, which has carried the
games exclusively since 1940, now
must make the games available to
..

Akron, O., Sept. 19.
as though neighbors

can’t tell

the

difference

bea

Tom and

tween a Peeping

television enthusiast.

Anyway,-

-General—Hopkinsr-637 -arrestedfor being a Peeping Tom, told
Judge A. D. Zook in Akron
police court last week that he
w as watching the program
through a window, and often
watched TV that way.
Judge Zook suspended the
r

-

court

costs.’

WCAU-TV and WFIL-TV.
Under a new three-year agreement with the university, WPTZ

its rivals,

Minneapolis, Sept. 19.

Durante-Jack Carson rotating series on Wednesday night.
Wynn
has been anxious to bring Hal Kanter east to head his TV writing
staff.
Since it means dropping the
lucrative Bing Crosby radio assignment, Kanter, like the rest, questions the wisdom of giving up a
weekly pay
check for a- monthly
*
one.

Twin City TV
and WTCN, have

stations,

strings.

-

Agency

is

Grant Advertising

Inc.

As

ring

^

.

said that the Michigan
presentation will differ radically
from the one planned in Chicago.
Here it will be staged as a spectacle with much fanfare, a special
band to play college songs, a parade to the theatre, and a stage
presentation in the form of a foot-

Hudson

ABC-TV and Reemack

to recreate,
far as possible, the atmosof the stadium at Ann Arbor,

with vendors hawking souvenirs in
the theatre aisles; favors being sold
by “candy butchers” ( pretty sweater girls Wearing Michigan and State
colors) and the sale of everything
from hot dogs to pop.
The theatre will open at 10:30
a.m. the day of the game for its
regular showing. Seat reservations
are being taken and tickets will be
sold to the house capacity.
All
seats will be guaranteed.

prises,

cast for

AM,

too.

Via

ABC

Tees. Vidpi

Peter Lind Hayes and his partner-wife, Mary Healy, are checking off the CBS-TV “Stork Club”
show upon expiration of the first

13-week cycle.
The Hayes-Healy duo has been
bought by Borden for a threenights-a-week, 15-minute spread at
11 o’clock on CBS-TV.
No starting date has been set as yet.
Despite the web’s disappointment in “Stork Club” thus far, it
will take a stab at another 13-week
cycle, with a
ties

new

set of personali-

headed by Johnny Johnston,

the singer; a revised format, and
a new and expanded time slot.

Show

presently is heard three
in the 7:45 to 8 p.m.
period.
For the upcoming cycle
it will go five-times-a-week, 7 to

times a

week

:

7:30.

...

,

In addition to Johnston, Virginia
(Mrs. Quenton) Reynolds will be
a regular on the show. Abe Bursigned to participate via promotion- rows, who produced prior to conal tie-ins with “Hollywood Quideo,” tacting pneumonia last month, is.
new audience participation quizzer returning to the program in the
teeing off Oct. 8 via the N. Y. Daily same capacity.
theatre

circuit*

News’ -WPIX.

N, Yi, this

Show, which

week

will

Pontiac, latest of a -string of auto hold down the Sunday 3 to 3:30
manufacturers to buy time on the p.m. slot will ask viewers to idenABC video Web, has decided to tify old and current film stars from
bankroll a series of half-hour foot- trailers, clips and stills. HaT Tunis
ball films on Tuesday nights start- and Marion Carter will emcee the
show, an Al Black package.
ing in two weeks.
WPIX this week also set plans
Kellogg has bought a new threePix, which are being lensed estimes-a-week tele show, “Space pecially for video, will spotlight for another quiz show, “All Sports
teenagers, each week the top college football Quiz,” which tees off Ofct. 19 in the
for
slanted
Cadet,”
which goes into the 6:45 to 7 p. m. game of the preceding Saturday. 11:15 to 11:45 p.m, period. Tunis
ednesday and Pontiac will not concentrate on any and Miss Carter will also emcee
segments Monday;
Fridays oh CBS-TV.
single grid conference, but hopes this one, with Winston TV Stores
through the
both
It’s scheduled to preem in Octo* to have its cameras roam the coun- bankrolling
Stemfield-Godley agency*
try for the game of the week.
ber.

W

bought 15-minute segments each a
the Smith program.

week on

The Michigan plans
in so
Additional to ‘Amateur’; phere

already,

:

‘‘Sandy Strong,” which
into the 5:15 to 5:30 p.m. slot
(CDT) next week.
Series, a Sam Singer package,
wilU originate from Chicago, with
William Friedman producing. Ray
Suber will do the voice wdrk and
Helen York will manipulate the

of yesterday (Tues,), GF and
agency. Young & Rubicam, had
not settled on a web for the Parks
stanza, but NBC was figured to
have the inside track. CBS, however, is still pitching and has purposely delayed any finalization of
its daytime programming in order
to provide time for GF if it gets
the nod. Once the web is decided
upon, it’s believed that daytime
video will quickly reach the point
where it can compete for audiepces
with radio, -as much as the higherbudgeted nighttime TV shows comprograms.
pete with the
"Parks’ show, an audience participationer packaged by Louis G.
Cowan, has been bought on a threetimes-weekly basis by GF. This represents $1,000,000 in billings and,
since the same web will also have
first call on selling the remaining
two days of the cross-the-board
:

its

Ransom Sherman from 3! 30
Will prove, according ‘to Hudson,
to 4, which would directly precede
just how practical -such presentathe
Kate
Smith show front 4 to 5.
tions will be as both entertainment
To date, two bankrollers have
and spectacle.

'

KSTP

new show,

ratings.

ball prologue.

ABC-TV, Which

Arith a sponsor. Wander Co., makers of Ovaltine, wil bankroll the

the top spender in daytime radio,
is now flirting with a heavy plunge
into daytime TV and is expected to
tag the same web that gets the
Parks show. These two, in turn,
are expected to draw in other sponsors on the assumption that the
adjacencies will pay off in bigger

AM

-•

contracted to carry telecasts of
Chicago, Sept. 19.
is currently sus- Notre Dame and other big nontaining three 15 minute cross-the- Conference games on Saturday aftboard puppet shows in its late ernoons throughout the football
afternoon kiddie block, adds a games. On Sunday they’ll televise
marionette strip to the lineup the Minnesota home and awaySept, 25. But this one starts off from-horne games via kinescope.
.

work which shares the show. Proc& Gamble, which has long been

ter

Detroit, Sept. 19.
Engineers are working at the
Michigan theatre on the first installation in Detroit of big-screen
television equipment for broadcast,
over a private channel, of the U. of
Michigan-Michigan State football
game Sept. 30. Detroit and Chicago will be the first cities in half-hour, it will undoubtedly snag
America to show Big Ten football another $500,000. PAG has been
with the network sales
this, too, was abandoned. Only in games exclusively for theatre re- talking
execs about a half-hour daytime
the case of Eddie Cantor and Fred ception on the day of the game.
strip
which will represent analso,
Allen are the sarnie team of scriptEarl J. Hudson, president of
ers being used, since both shows United Detroit Theatres, announced other $1,500,000. Once those deals
are under the production aegis of that the telecast was being under- are closed, the webs expect other
Charles Friedman. The Martin and taken at a great cost and that there bankrollers to come in for at least
Lewis Show, Bob Hope Show and will be a nominal increase in ad- a total of $2 000,000 more per year.
NBC would like to slot the Parks
Bobby Clark program, which com- mission charge for the event. Replete the Sunday night comedy par- served seat ducats in the mezzanine strip in its 3 to 3:30. p.m. slot.
lay, will -have their own Writers.
will be $2.50 and other tickets $1.80 In that way the web believes it
Same situation pertains: to the (tax included ) in the 4,000-seat would have a good chance of sellEd Wynn Danny Thomas - Jimmy house. The response of the public ing another half-hour strip star-

Enterpackagers of the Ted Mackemceed “Original Amateur Hour,”
have negotiated for a new hourlong video show to be called “The
Ted Mack Family Hour/’ which
in the case Of state universities will be projected along the same
like Minnesota, an obligation is lines as the onetime “Major Bowes
owed to the citizens who support Family Hour.” Latter was also a
the institutions, even though it supplementary attraction to Bowes’
mean football revenue “Original Amateur Hour,” utilizshould
ing the “Roxy and His Gang” comlosses.
Although Radio City theatre ponents,
Additional Ted. Mack stanza is
here will have large screen television, Ike Armstrong, of Minne- being slated for Sunday afternoon
Indicating at least a small crack
sota athletic director,, has refused slotting, similar to the Bowes’ atto follow the lead of Michigan, traction. A tele audition is sched- in the wall thrown up by the
Filial 30 Loew’s organization against any
Northwestern and Ilinois to permit uled for mid-October.
the theatre televising of the games. minutes of show will get a simul- kind of television activity,
Loew’s

Both

.

as $5,000,000 in

billings to the television net-

.

W

probably would have been concluded by now if. SDG hadn’t
stepped into picture.

new

1

the
Organized
resistance
to
ly interested.
estern Conference ban on live
WCAU-TV, however, startled televising of its football games,
(Continued on page 34)
including those of the U. of Minnesota, one of its members, has put
in an appearance here.
Herb Johnson,. St. Paul television
set dealer, has started a campaign
for the bombardment of Gov. L. D.
Youngdahl of Minnesota with petitions demanding that the MinneHollywood, Sept. 19.
sota contests be televised. The peRadio-Television Directors Guild titions are being distributed in tavhas filed unfair labor practice erns and elsewhere throughout the
charge against the Screen Direc- state.
tors Guild, with NLRB alleging
contend that Minnesota
SDG is an employer-dominated or- is Petitions
no longer bound by the Conferganization
and interfered with ence agreement which, it’s charged,
RTDG efforts to organize em- was broken when three member
ployees at KECA-TV.
Michigan, Northwestern
schools,
Dick- Mack, local RTDG head,
and Illinois, contracted for the
declared ‘‘It’s too bad” guilds
large screen televising of their
couldn’t get together to clear up
games in Chicago and Detroit thethe situation before SDG’s sudden
atres, Petitions also point out that
practices charge may hold Up directors at KECA-TV from being
able to negotiate
contract for
months,
and said negotiations,
which began three, months ago,

;

-the^ideaL-solulibnjvaUldJjB-ta-pay.
the writers a weekly salary, even
though they’re working for one
show a month. But NBC doesn’t
find that arrangement economically feasible, since the writing, in
this instance, involves major coin,
NBC was playing with the idea
of having the top writer for each
show alternate on different productions, but in view of the comics’
desire to use their own writers,

much

the key to as

:

has the exclusive right of “first refusal for the originating of all network telecasts during the next
three years. When the station offered its services to its competition, WFIL-TV, Which carries the
Notre Dame games, wasn’t especial-

request for recognition. He feels
heari.ng and decision on unfair

•

General Foods daytime
Bert Parks, may be

strip, starring

Prop

Hub’s 490.004 TV Sets
Boston, Sept. 19.

TV

sales in Boston coverage area are close to the 600,000
mark according to the latest joint

set

survey by

T V.

WNAC-TV

Brokendown

th e

and

WBZ-

list

shows

484,927 sets installed in. homes
with 5,015 in public places.
This is an increase of 42,937 sets
over last survey taken the first of
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For this is the dancingest
program on video.
Especially good was the military
sketch with Cantor as a rookie.
Lou Hearn’s famous “suit with a
belt” skit, however, was too long
drawn out. Also outstanding: Yma
Sumac, a Peruvian singer with a
remarkable voice. But the best portion of the hour came when Cantor
donned blackface in a minstrel
show sequence and revived such
numbers as “How You Gonna Keep
’Em Down on the Farm?,” “The
Robert E. Lee,” etc.
This was
nostalgic entertainment with a
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scribes the first “Colgate Comedy
Hour” on NBC-TV (8 to 9) last
night.
It marked the TV debut of

Eddie Cantor—and the report this
morning must: be that ^e is made
for television.
Sprightly and fastpaced, with breath-taking dancing,
this production had everything for
popular appeal.
Cantor came into his own, for
the first time in the many years
|-he-has been on the air , . He4s-the
Same dynamic comedian that he
was in the days of the “Ziegfeld
„
Follies,”
He sings, he dances, he
acts with cyclonic energy.
One
must see him to appreciate what he
T'ltmiiiimiiimiiiimimiiimmiJ
puts
into
his
work.
1
Charles Friedman, producer of
the show, deserves huzzahs for the
smoothness and precision of this
""“'“'““““""i
l'”"""'
offering and a special bow should
go to Dick BarStow, the choreog-
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TELEVISION REVIEWS
SHOW

ALAN YOUNG SHOW

„

THE SPEIDEL
^
MeNEIIX’S TV CMJB
Paul Wlnchell & Jerry MahoWith Gloria Swanson, Johnny D*«- With
Jimmy Blaine, Patricia
ney*
mond, Pa(py Lee* Sam Cowling,
Bright, Sid Raymond, John Gart
Cliff Petersen; Bob Murphy, anorch/ others
,
nouncer; Eddie Ballantine orch
Sherman Marks
Producer-director:
McLaren
Producer: Ivor
Writers: J. Frank Clark, Alex
Director: Grover J. Allen
Singer
60 Mins.; Wed., 8 p.m. (CDT)
30 Mins., Mon., 8 p.m.

DON

With Gloria De Haven, ffuesta
Writers: Leo Solomon, David R.

„

ESSO STANDARD OIL

-

PHILCO

ABC-TV, from Chicago
(Hutchins)

Don McNeill and *The Breakfast Club” gang made the jump]

(Mars chalk

NBC-TV, from N. Y.

ssc & B)
new LouTs'gT Cowan

Ed Sullivan has unleashed a
healthy bankroll to line up sufficient names to buck the NRCn
Colgate comedy series opposite
him. When not booking names
purely for drawing ability, Sullivani has succeeded in hitting upon
talent with a wealth of entertainment ability. Overall results in
Sunday’s (17) show were good.
Most of the performers delivered

CBS-TV, from Hollywood

SPEIDEL CORP.
(

This

Tele Follow-Up

Schwartz, Young
Producer-Director: Dick Linkroum
30 Mins.; Thurs., 9 p.m.

pack-

!

-

Speidel watchband
into video Wednesday night (13) age, which the
with free-wheeling format packed company has bought for the Monfirst-rate
of
bundle
with a large
day night at 8 segment on NBCtele entertainment. An imaginaTV, represents a novel integration
tively produced session with only
spots; the show ranged of the Paul Winchell-Jerry Mahoft few slow
familthe spectrum from corn to sophis- ney ventro bits into the long
resulting broad ap- iar “What’s My Name?” audience
with
tication
early
an
With,
..." participation format.
peal.
Although guest star Gloria evening showcase (7 o'clock in the
Swanson copped top honors on the midwest); it parlays a bid for both
and cominitialer, more significant for the juve arid adult audiences
future of the series was the; ex- bines a sufficient entertainment
age
varied
to
appeal
cellent t e e v e e capabilities evi- quotient to
denced by the regular members of levels.
“Name” was long familiar to rathe cast, McNeill, emcee and kingByron
pin of the show, gains aded effec- dio audiences, when Ed
It originally packaged the show with
tiveness in the new medium.
role.
emcee
the
in
Francis
accepted
Arlene
points to his easily being,
been
as a video personality comparable For the visual; display, it lias
production
solid
to his radio success, which after 17 enhanced by some
years - as- nn rAM- hea dliner-is no. values, ~ .with; the questions stacked
mean feat. He and the rest of the against the participants translated
regular crew—-singers Johnny Des- into dramatic, fkrcical and musimond and Patsy Lee and comedi- comedy. vignettes.
For the TV version the Winchellans Sam Cowling arid Cliff Petersen Succeeded iri projecting a Mahoney duo share the burden of
great deal of intrinsic camaraderie the emcee spot (along with Jimmy
which should quickly gain momen- Blaine) and also participate in reenacting the quiz aspects of the
tum with family dialers.
Preem definitely showed the show. Material for the most part
at
Was fresh on the opening stanza,
be
•‘Breakfast Club” cast to
home in video but raised some although better pacing and some
questions about the tele adaptabil- tightening up would appear to be
basic
ity of some of the BC: format. Cer- in order/. Nonetheless, the
tain of the BC staple features such values for a half-hour entertaintogether.
molded
been
have
and
prayer
ment
of
as the moment
some of the interviews with imWith John Gart’s orch, Blaine,
ported non-pro guests came off Patricia Bright, Sid Rayrnond and
okay. However, lulls and produc- a chorus among the supplementary
tion hitches occurred during a attractions utilized for the quiz
couple of g u e s t interviews and facets, “What’s My Name?” sugother audience participation stunts. gests that Speidel has bought itBut the viewers who might have self an engaging package. Rose .
stiffed
a yawn at the giggling
grandmother describing her corset

j

'

.

.

.

&- Pratt;

Ralph H.

Jones)
This show, which is produced in
Hollywood and kinescoped, with
excellent quality in the east, continues the same brand of whimsical comedy that Alan Young car-

basis.

A

“Habanera” from “Carmen.”
I
That led into the grand finale,
a parody on the opera, with Carter
as Escamillo, Richards as Don Jose
and Miss vague as Carmen. It
missed fire because of a weak tagline. Berry Bros, Impressed with
their acRo-terping and Carter and
Richards got .in a. couple of good
licks against the current crop of

versatile

cowboy merchandisers
about

(4),

;

30 Mins.; ThUrs., 7:30 p.m.
were more than re- PENTHOUSE PARTY
difficulty
warded by the appearance of Miss With Betty Furness, f emcee; Don CHICAGO NASH DEALERS
nearly
Swansbn, She was on for
Cherry, Vincente Gomez, Anita WGN-TV, Chicago
( Gey er, Newell & Ganger
the last 20 minutes of the show,
Ellis; Senator Ford, Buddy Weed
In what is- believed to be the
not in the usual ornamental but
Trio
first continuous program from a
insignificant guest star role, but as Producer: Lester Lewis
nightclub floor, Dawson and Jackan active participant. Her repartee Director: Alex Segal
son, package producers/ have come
as
hilarious
was
was
with McNeill
30 Mins.; Fri., 10 p.m.
up with a first-rate idea, which
their skit in which he played the BEST FOODS, INC.
besides selling the sponsor’s prod r
Latin lover to her femme fatale ABC-TV, from New York
•

were the musical
„

(Earle Ludgin)
Smoothly emceed by blonde Betty
Furness, “Penthouse Party” got
away to a good start Friday (15)
0 n ABC-TV. Half-hour show, built
around a guest format, was marked
by an easy, informal atmosphere,
Set resembled an oversized living
room and the camera moved easiiy from the sundry participants to
bring about a friendly bond between viewers and those on the

skit

and

Kettle” skit was equally sock, as
was their sketch about a couple

J

of new parents. Caesar scored with
his dialectics as a Viennese animal
authority, while Miss Coca smashed across her monolog on the
strawhat operettas.
Marguerite Piazza, given fine
production backing, did a neat job
Head” and
on “You Go to
teamed with Robert Merrill on an
entertaining interlude
of
arias

My

from “Don Giovanni.” Singer Earl
Redding and dancers Nell Fisher
and Jerry Ross pleased again with

one of their folk-tune specialties
and the Billy Williams Quartet
for a nice pace-changer with
their turn. Stanza’s only weakness,
in fact, occurred in the finale, an
overlong and rather pointless ballet
rather than a pitch for sympathy. featuring the entire dance ensemThe Ivanoffs’ bar acrobatics simi- ble in something called “Go West.
larly hit its
Young Man.”
1

made

Charles Sanford’s fine conduct-

CBS-TY’s “Studio One” staged ing job on the Caesar-Coca show
one of its best productions Monday was evident throughout. Harry
night (21) with the presentation of
du
Maurier’s
classic,
“Trilby,”
Working with a fine
adaptation by Joseph Liss and
.backgrounded by Worthingtpn C.
Miner's excellent production trappings, an exceptionally able cast
made every scene a telling one in
the story Of the Italian hypnotist,
Bvengali, and his unnatural hold
on the little Irish model. With director Paul Nickell utilizing his
cameras to great effect, the show

George

-

m

.

:

;

,

ME

.

WANAMAKER

in a
Carter”

Arlene Francis hostessed the
second part of the show and, did
Caesar and
an effective job.
Miss Coca, whether singly or as a
pair, again proved their tremendous comedy talents'. Best of their
work was an hilarious pantomime
sketch on the silent-era films, with
Caesar miming Rudolph. Valentino
Miss Coca doing a Theda
ftrid
Bara. Their probing irtto superstitious cliches in a “Gypsy Tea

uct, should also increase trade for
the bistro. While half-hour show
uses nitery talent, it smartly Veers
numbers, which registered well
away from standard bistro proboth visually and orally, thanks to
cedure of using one act after anclever production mounting?. Miss
other,’ blit ties things together with
Lee and Cliff Petersen were showa permanent cast and a Weekly
cased trickily in an oldtime theatre
story idea.
set, complete with pit pianist, as
Camerawork is centered on all
*they sang “At the Nickelodeon
the facets of the Chez Paree, with built mood upon mood to hold
Movie Show. Desmond s standout
the home viewer getting a ring- viewers- for the full houR.
treatment of Cest Si Bon was
Success of the Offering was due
side glimpse of the proceedings,
f betted ky a neat sidewalk cafe
plus the antics of the Customers, in great part to the adept thesping
layout. Baritone s song and dance screen.
of
/Arnold Moss, as Svengali, and
routine with Cowling as they
For the preem Miss Furness had which add a realistic touch. The
dotted Ain t She Sweet scored guitarist Vincente Gomez, songs- band seems to fit naturally, al- Priscilla Gillette, as Trilby. Cosyell. Offstage backing by Eddie Bal- tress Anita Ellis and humorist Sen- though straight forward shots are tumed to look the part of the halfDorben mad hypnotist, Moss underplayed
Dorothy
lantine was consistently smooth.
The
afor Ford as visitors. Permanent tiring.
Segment was generously sprin- cast members are baritone Don dancers set the stage and then to just the right degree, making
kled with good visual gag^ situa- cherry and the Buddy Weed Trio, have several numbers, which back the most of a role that might have
been parodied in less Capable
tions.
Cowling, demonstrating a Each guest was briefly interviewed the efforts of the soloists nicely.
Miss Gillette, Broadway
nice deadpan technique, was in- by the femcee whose effortless in-?
In the story about the Western hands.
Volved
most of them .for strong tros and general poise were a dude ranch, Complete with so- musical soprano who made her bow
payoffs.
Routine, ^satirizing TV s pleasant contrast to the failings of called cowboys and gals from the as a dramatic actress on “Studio
puppet era, which had comic danc- some of her less gifted contempo- east, permanent cast of Dave One,” effectively mirrored the
lng from strings manipulated by a rar i es
Sellers,
Jim warm charm of the model and then
Joyce
Dursten,
the mixed emotions of horror and
ad e jftwist.
Particularly well done was Miss Dimitri, Meryl Weber carry the
Dne°f the besV gags of the show Furness’ simulated crooning of slight story about the bashful Hand insensitivity to her mentor. She
also scored, of course, in the sing0 ’ ca ^ e< 1 1
e
“Put the Blame on Marne.” Actu- and the wilful miss. Dimitri, ro- ing scenes. Small supporting cast
j a real-life
i;
£
? i ?
which
had
Philco veethe voice was that of Miss mantic lead, does well as the cowpee appear on stage end tear up Ellis who has been the offscreen seed hero and clicked in singing was fine, including Henry Bernard
toss it aside singing double of Rita Hayworth several standards. Dave Dursten as Trilby’s love interest, Richard
Purdy as his friend, Catherine Wila
and Vera Ellen among others. The as the comedian "shows the most
»*
Murphy faked routine was a heat intro for professiorial gloss and surprised lard as his haughty mother and
Svengali’s violinHenry Lascoe
spial
set
a
the chirper.
Gomez guitared a with some baritoning and a bit Of playing valet. as
fetching Spanish dance, Ford dead- terp. Miss Sellers acquitted herself
together
Nickell
and
Miner
WaS panned a yarn about “Dopey Dil- in the sorig department, but was
worked one of TV’s wonders in
Gr °,v
dock” while Cherry and the Weed somewhat nervous in the acting their staging of the Drury Lane
Allen cued the show with a deft outfit supplied okay musical
inter- end. Miss Walker did fine as the concert, achieving via art overhead
hand.
Dave .
foil for Dursten’s efforts. Meadowludes.
camera shot the illusion of a full
Layout principally plugs Best larks offered neat choral assistance auditorium. It was too bad the
Foods’
Hellmann’s
LET’S PLAY CHARADES
Mayonnaise. as well as doing a part here and show’s mood had to be interrupted
With Nat Barrell, m, c.; guests
Through some technical snafu sev- there.
commercials
Richard France as solo dancer by the Westinghouse
Producer: John Hutchinson
eral 'slides demonstrating uses of
but, since they Were, necessary,
20 Miris.; Sun., 6:30 p.m.
the dressing were unaccompanied had some sock jack-knife leaps, Betty Furness did a capable, job on
GEORGE R. BENNETT CO.
by a sound track in the opening especially as an Indian brave. them.
WBEN, TV, Buffelo
commercial. However, this defi- Cee Davidson’s orchestra followed
(Ellis)
ciency was remedied in subsequent the brightly written special score
Second stanza in the new season
This show preemed (10) for a puffs, Also ballyed are BF’s Shin of Bill Wrilker. Direction by Don
second year, after a summer lay- ola arid Rit.
To the Sponsor’s Cook allowed no lags, but unfor- of NBC’s “Saturday Night Revue
off, using the same format as last credit; the blurbs aren’t as long- tunately the camerawork negated last week (16) almost carbonned
year, with actors Dorothy D’Anna winded as those on the majority of much of his efforts as shots are the
initialer— the
Sid Caesareither
straightforward
closeups, Imogene Coca-Max Liebman parGilb.
and Art Hunt' miming book titles, other shows.
with little attempt made to. follow lay on the “Show of Shows” segsongs, etc., and teams trying to
the action of the dancers from ment was almost ptire sock, while
guess them.
A certain stiffness
_
AT THE EAGIJ5
various angles or the positions of the opening Jack Carter hour was
in the first show was eliminated M1EET
in the second stint (17), when the With Betty Blair, Nancy Dolphin
the others. Haying the simple prop weak by comparison. Caesar-Coca
set in front of the band is also a hour-and-a-half, in fact, was so
format was changed entirely. Nat Producer: Lamb ftp Keen, Inc,
Barrell, who has plenty of show Director: Glenn Bernard
feeble thought, as much of the good that the plethora of commer*
biz savvy, turned in an okay reviewer’s attention was diverted by cials, while denting the show’s
P*
JOHN \:T
laxed job as emcee.
the playing of the musicians. With pacing, failed to halt it as the cast
New show is a definite improve- WCAU-TV, Phila
some brushup by the camera crew followed each plug with a skit alment.
Now male and female „ Meet Me at the Eagle,” which and tighter reading by the actors, most .better than the previous one,
teams play “The Game.”
Song debuted last week, (11) represents show closely reined by Nyles
Carter’s chief trouble seemed to
title, proverb or what have you is tlie largest daytime television con* Palley should gather large local be that he was punching too hard.
pantomimed against time. Teams tract written for -a department following. Commercials, both live He ,had some good guest talent in
proved to be very apt. Titles were store to date, an-hour-and-a-half and film, are well Integrated, with Vera Vague and Gladys Swarthout
given to viewers and flashed on daily across-the-board, totalling up Russ Reed doing a sincere and and
regular
Donald Richards
screen. It might have been inter- to seven and one-half hours of TV warm job, especially in the inter- turned in what was probably
Lamb & Keen viewing of Nash dealers. Thought best vocalizing job to date on his
•sting to hold back one or two, time weekly.
the
to that viewers could guess too. agency, which haridles the account. of a review from the nitery floor “Soliloquy”
from
Rodgers
When show gets rolling, it should have Worked up a show that com-i is brainchild of John Wiggins.
Hammerstpin’s “Carousel.” Miss
be a hit in this area*
More...
(Continued on page 36)
Zabe.
[Vague, who looks

portrayal.
Also topflight

“Skip-a-long

“Roy Richards.”

the parlor screens with a mbnoFrance, The Meadowlarks
Eddie & Tony also showed up
Chez Pare© Adorables (10) log;
well in a record act. This is an
Cee Davidson orch (10); an unusual
duo with one of them
noiincer, Russ Reed.
confined to a wheelchair. However,
Producer-writer: Nyles Palley
they
get by purely on ability
Director: Don Cook

ard

and Miss Swarthout, while

faring none to well on her first
tune, a Cole Porter ballad, came
back to register solidly with the

handily.

Headline values were contained
comic and in Hedy Lamarr and Pat O’Brieft.
Latter
has been appearing in cafes
an
pantomimist, Young essays
of late and has an act that Repreunforced, mild kind of humor
desire to do something for
a
sents
which emerges out of the sketches
the folks. O’Brien introduced himwhich he enacts.
“Same Old Shelalagh”
with
self
On the preem (14), Young scored and carbonned
Bert Williams’
best With his bit as a newspaper
photographer searching for picture Poker Game. He encored with a
Recitation
straight
of “America”
angles. Mayhem and suicides were
taking place all around his camera, intended to show poetic quality
in
that
>turie.
O’Brienj ustified his
but Young missed it all while concentrating on some cliched cheese- booking.
Miss Lamarr made no such atcake poses. Less successful was
the sketch in which Young had to tempt. Apparently all she was
take care of his child during the hired to do was look pretty and
This was -dragged— out- -far; she’s extr emel y capable in that denight.
too long for the couple Of laughs partment. She sat still while A1
contained in the routine. Young Kelly made an attempt to provide
closed with a cute boy-1 oves-girl some entertainment with double
routine in which guestar Gloria talk, Sullivan interviewing her,
De Haven socked over Rhe tune, had her sing “Rock a Bye Baby.”
“I Love the Guy,” to best ad- Miss Lamarr came as a sub for
Gloria Swanson, whose appearance
V3ntd^6,
Plugs for the oil product had a on the show was postponed to next
strained quality which was out of week.
Otherwise, Sullivan provided a
tupe with the rest of the show.
Straight commercials would have good show. The .Blackburn Twins
did capably in the song and dance
been far more effective. H&rhh
offerings, their best bit being a
number. Mitni Beiizell did
CHEZ PAREE AIRFLYTE RE- mirror
of
with
rendition
excellently
VIEW
“Merry
Widow”
and
With Dave Dursten, Joyce Sellers, Jean* Carroll socked excerpts,
way
her
round
Rich
Weber,
Meryl
Jim Dimitri,
all

cidentally, scored in a couple of
her w.k. man-crazy
skits with

antics

;

ried off. successfully last year. Not
all of Young’s bits is firstrate, but
it is properly* slanted for a visual
medium and it registers as pleasant TV entertainment on an over-

Comment

m

,

&

good on TV, in

Sosnik did an equally capable
musical job on the Carter segment.

“Philco Playhouse,” which got
off to a slow start with its new
season preem Sept. 10, picked up
considerable speed via NBC-TV
Sunday night (17) With its presentation of

Jerome Weidman’s “Long

Run.” While the paring was spotty
and William Kendall Clarke’s adaptation tied the strings of the intricate plot rather loosely together,

the show did achieve the suspense
and intrigue to sustain audience
interest. Fine job of casting, particularly in the lead roles, made
for top-drawer thesping, which
contributed mostly to the show’s
a

success.

Francis Lederer, as a reformed
dipso and one of the five chief
protagonists in the jterri, turned
in. a deftly-shaded characterization. Vicki Cummings, as his unprincipled
wife,
and
Augusta
Dabney, as the “other woman”
idealist, contrasted nicely in their
roles and both scored. Margaret
•

Barker was good as Miss Cummings’
secretary
and
Francis
Compton impressed as the fifth
old friend whose lives were rewoven by the plot. Maurice Burke
and Augusta Rolland fared, well
in lesser roles. Program evidenced
tqp production backings of Fred
Coe, and Gordon Duff directed exceedingly well.

CBS-TV’s “This Js Show Business,” which has maintained a
consistently fast pace since returning to air several weeks ago, did
again Sunday night (17). With
regular panelists George S. Kauf-

it

man and Abe Burrows

in

fine

With theiiv pointed advice to
guest participants, the show
elicited a steady round of yocks.
Adding to the general fun was

fettle

the

comic Jack E. Leonard, who came
in for advice on how he, too, could
become a member of such a panel
and wound up by completely
breaking up not only the studio
audience but also Burrows and
moderator Clifton Fadiman.
Laraine Day, as guest panelist, might
not have been as sly with her comments as. Burrows and Kaufman
but
contributed
necessary
the
beauty to the panel.
Underlining the greater amount
of production going into the show,
vocalist Johnny Johnston teed off
on a good rendition of “September Song” against a fine-looking

He
set depicting falling leaves.
also drew one of Burrows’ better
barbs with his problem on how to
eliminate the broad expanse of
country between him in N. Y, ana
his wife, Kathryn Grayson, who is
(Continued on page 36)
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*

man in

helpless

Ransom

covered

within a few days of

r
.

each other. Life welcomed him as

television

-‘V

o

‘

TV

bright

'

’

'

i-

light

—

so popular that his

•
.

•

.

the jriost hilarious household

derer

who

thumb

ever nailed his

hiri-

program

to the

NBC.”

will

be

regular feature over

a:

Crosby’s quotable compliments

floor with a depreciating-— “anyone
filled his

—

whole column

can do it”
:<
.

RANSOM SHERMAN
NBC's GREAT

IS

PART OF

V.

.

easily

one of the great masterpieces

of confusion of our times

9

NEW VENTURE—
*?His countenance

a

is

jewel of

little

BIGTIME DAYTIME TELEVISIONd
&

understatement

Each day, surrounded by
to help

—

— and trying

“Sherman has

99
.

lectured

such diver-

oti

his small family of singers

gent subjects as fashion, cooking, social

and

Sherman

entertainers,

leads the

improvements, great moments of his-

ladies of his audience gingerly through
tory, and, of course,

his kitchens

and home workshops as

home

the self-appointed

is

perhaps the most

handyman around

feared

the house in

America. His bright-eyed attempts lead

from pandemonium to

daily

disaster

and mayhem with music.

burst

iohaCfibf

upon the unsuspecting

audience this

summer

—

ist,

to

antics

television

causing John

Crosby, widely syndicated
say — “It

“His pronunciation of
a

little

99

TV

column-

would have been a

9

‘alors ,

allowing

for his midwestern accent, is

barely short of perfect."

“I devoutly hope he

9

ll

be around to help

us through what begins to look like a

very grim winter.

Ransom Sherman’s bewildered

n

bungling each of them excellently .

—

expert* Speak-

ing with the precise, bow-tied eagerness
of a lecturer, he

workshop hints

9

?

The Ransom Sherman Show
cast

is

broad-

on the NBC television network

afternoons a week. It
sale in

is

five

available for

segments of fifteen minutes or

thirty minutes* once a

week

or more.

shame to have wasted those wonderfully
crazy stunts on a non-visual
* . .

Sherman has

medium

to be seen to be

Professionals in the field of criticism

have already rediscovered Ransom

•

Sherman. Professionals

in the

ad*

appreciated.”

vertising business wilPfind
Life

Magazine and John Crosby

redis-

able to follow their lead.

T

tl

E

V
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I
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it

profit-
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BRACE OF CIRCUITS ON
CHI-OMAHA TV RELAY

Old Gallopers on

:

Gene Autry recently completed
six on his new TV program,

A

unit,

.

is readying another group for
Cowboy star
early production.
has deal to make 26 oaters for TV,
and as soon as these are completed
will get a\vay on further video ap-

and

pearances.
Not content

-to

star alone,

...

TO

stuff is fresh.

.turned out by his Flying

Screens

HAMMEL

EZRA

M

first

ice begins.

Shorts Getting N.Y.

Autry

Week set Jock O’Mahoney for
another series to be turned out by
his Flying A Pictures, Inc. These
western telepix will be made under series title of “The Range
Rider,” and will go out over CBS’
tele outlets, same that handles
O’Mahoney will
Autry's TV pix.
do 26 for Autry, each to carry
budget of $20,000.
Ron Ormond is another western
producer who is doubling up with
Prohis regular screen series.
ducer, who for several years has
made “Lash LaRue” saddlers, has

First direct network New York
Underlining the growing importance of mail order selling on local
programs were tested Sept. 12 in television outlets, the N. Y. Daily News’ WPIX this week arranged for
Omaha at the Northwestern Bell exclusive use of a Manhattan telephone number by its various mail
Telephone Co. offices. There was order advertisers. Consumers calling the number (MUrray Hill 7-1100)
no official report on performance. will be able to place immediate COD orders with special phone operParticipating sponsors on Ted
ators for products plugged on WPIX.
Steele's “Mr. Matinee” daytime show are already using the number.
Co-ax Link to Give Kaycee
The first full scale television marathon in Detroit, staged by WJBKTV, brought pledges of more than $36,000 in the station’s drive to raise

•f

-

last

Plan

960

With some 80 musical film shorts
in the can, Snader Telescrip-

.

now

(Tues.)
started
yesterday
screening samples of its product
for potential sponsors at the Hotel
Company has
Delriionico, N. Y.
tions

Hypo, With Operations

been turning out the three-minute
pix at the General Service Studio
in Hollywood and ultimately ex
pects to produce arou-id 960 of the

Kansas

:

j

Prexy Louis Snader arrived from

third western producer who
transferring his screen series
hero, “Cisco Kid,” to TV screen
is Phil Krasne, who is teaming up
With Frederick W. Ziv Co. in production of series for newer medium. Total of 20 already have

been completed, with Duncan
Renaldo as Cisco and Leo Carrillo cording

to

However, he

Bloom.

Pancho, ,same characters they revealed that the firm is aiming
enact on regular screen.
for a quantity buyer rather than
Chertok already has made a selling the pix piecemeal.
pilot film for a second western TV
Last two Snader films starred
series, this to star Douglas Ken- Herb Jeffries and Peggy Lee. OthHis “Lone Ranger” series ers who have appeared on the
nedy.
stars Clayton Moore, and to date shorties include Mel Torme, Nat
72 of these have been canned.
“King” Cole, Alvino I. ay and June
William Elliott also has made! a Christy.
Talent, Bloom Said, is
pilot film for a proposed series of inked to three-year deals. They’re
oaters, and David Hire is project- guaranteed
one session of five
ing
series
tagged
“Wild Bill numbers plus options and royalties.
Hickoki” starring Guy Madison;
Snader already has closed deals
Pilot is already being scanned in with a number of music publishers
east for possible sponsor.,
for use of their tunes on TV film.
_
Veteran western star Hoot Gibson, who was up there at the top
with the best of the range riders, EIGHT
is another sombrero-and-spur star
He
to throw in with television.
and Victor Fox, bigtime eastern
Hollywood, Sept. 19.
publisher, have formed Hoot GibEighth local radio disk jockey to
get
son
Productions,^ and
will
away with a program composed of ^ urn his talents to television is
100 half-hour films within next Johnny Grant, who tees off a new
couple of months. Series will be layout tonight (19) on KECA-TV.
tagged “Hoot Owl Ranch,” and Quest artists, will be featured on
the 11 p. m. -12 midnight stint with
scripts now are being preppod.
Bill Boyd, the guy who started Nancy Chaffee assisting Grant,
Jimmy Wakel.v, Madelyn Russell,
the western ball rolling on TV
Moran and the Bobby True
screens with his old Hoppies, will P a
Trio
have, been set as guests for
also do a series in the fall, after
premiere tonight with Will
he returns from circusing around
Martin
producing
and Jerome
the country. Exact format hasn’t
yet been worked out, but whatever Franks directing. Joe Yocarn hahdies
announcing
chores.
it turns out to be can’t be wrong.
Of* the remaining seven deejays
The kids Won’t let it
now operating in tele, KLAC-TV
has five, Don. Otis, A1 Jarvis,. Hawthorne and Bob McLaughlah.. Bill
IN N.Y.; Anson has just started a trip stint
on KTTV and Peter Potter has an
across-the-board slot on KTSL.
are
While in New York last week, ..
only
1
local videoutlets sans disk
ami Ackerman, CBS’.
me’ Coast proHarry
as

-

.

,

,

—

j

•

|
'

uling

DOUBLE ON VIDEO

I

j

local video circles by turning down
as the originating source

WPTZ

j

I

TV

!

|

The

j

.t

j

,

network
•

|
1

dealers, with sets selling fast,
count of receivers in the K.C.

Bess Myerson to Preem

WPIX Show on

ACKERMAN BUSY

1

J

:

.

!

gram mi ng

exec, lined

up the

re-

maining. talent for the " projected.
"Amos ’n’ Andy” TV show, which
goes into rehearsal on the Coast
starting this week.

Abby

Berlin,

who

"Blondie” films,
video series.

will

directed

(WCBS) To

;

'

right of the batter’s box.
lies

.

j

'

newcomer
on
the
production
staff
is
Brcngel,
formerly
of
WCBS-TV and “other "network sta-

IX

George

invacle television shortly..

John

.

Reinhardt

Productions is
planning a series of 30-minule 35m
color vidfilms; using puppets. Story
hne will revolve around “Zany,”
a. Uny man from Mars.

..

WKRC-TV

'

News

®® lr)b a ^dt ’is budgeting, the

.

-

hoard news show teed
,

might

Monday

(18)

off at

WCAU-TV.

do the playJoe Hasel

and Red Grange will be
for

at the

mike

WFIL-TV.

Hennock
Continued from page 25

i

patronize or ignore at his own
whim. It is rather dealing with a
significant
new development in
electronics which involves the use
of valuable spectrum space and
great investments by the public.
And in making decisions as to tills
great new development, the Commission must lay a sound foundation for the future. '

At the same time. Miss Hennock
added, the present set owner’s investment “should not be needless-

march of elec-”
tronic progress, if there is any possible way of protecting him without arresting that progress.’’ Pointing to her opposition to the majority vote of the Commission to
allow Ajie industry only three,
months to produce a better system
than the CBS, she suggested that
“if
necessary, steps should be
taken by the FCC to insure that
present set owners will continue
for a reasonable period to receive
fine programming at all hours.”
ly sacrificed in the

game /has- improved immeasur-

•

ably since the weekend, but the circumstance annoys rival TV men.
WPTZ had t*he Zoomar
lens for the last two years and
could have used it all along. WPTZ,
however, claims the baseball clubs
would not allow them to use more
than two cameras.
The baseball
officials relented with the Series
Boston, Sept 19.
on its way here and permitted 'the
added cameras for “experimental
WNAC-TV is set to carry eight
work,”
local gridiron games of. Boston
Although WFIL-TV is carrying
College this fall with the first tilt
five Notre. Dame games, the station
intends to pick up three games skedded for. Fri. (22), when B. C.
from Franklin Field. Like WCAU- opens season against' Wake Forest
TV, crews will be sent out from at Hub’s Braves Field. While loWFIL-TV for its telecast.. Station cal club is playing away, station
carry
three
Notre Dame
officials had no comment on situa- will
over DuMont,
and the
tion, but thought WPTZ offer to games
act as. originating source for all Army-Michigan and Navy-Southern California clashes over CBS.
Philly stations “premature.”
WCAU-TV has also moved in on
All Boston College games will
WFIL-TV’s telecasts of the Eagles’ be bankrolled by Atlantic Refining
out-of-town pro
football
games. Co. with. Chevrolet picking up the
When the Eagles announced eanier tab on the Notre Dame games and
this year, which games would be Esso Standard Oil Co. sponsoring
televised, all three were allotted the Army and Navy games.

via

.

.

mid-

.

WNBT,

'

films

by-play for

.

In line with the intensified interest in news reports on radio and
television becavse of the Korean
war, a new five-minute, cross-the-

mitive ^eepee of Radio. Cincinnati, NBC’s N.Y.; flagship.
Inc., in New. York while shopping
Series is slated to follow immeaiound $4,500 and will make the for talent, to
bolster WKRC-TV diately the network's “Broadway
entire series instead of just a pilot programming
extension slated for Open House.” II started on a susfilm at this time.
early October.
taining basis.
,

local sportscaster, will

,

WNBTV Midnight

,

tionsin New York Where he also
served as- commercial program
manager for the Compton agenev
Signing of Mitchell and Brengei
was done by Hulbert Taft, Jr. ex-

WCAU-TV

^

\

who claim

i

Hollywood. Sept. 19.
Flying saucers and Martians will

TV

games with Baltimore Colts;, Oct.
the. Washington Red Skins,
15;
Nov. 12, and the Cleveland Browns
game. Byron Saani, well known

.

Program, which will hold down
Cincinnati, Sept.. 19.
Roderick Mitchell, assistant pro- the Friday- afternoon 1:30 to 2 slot,
to be bankrolled by Associated
is
gram director of WCBS-TV, New
York, has joined WKRC-TV as pro- Food Stores.. Home viewers will
be
akked questions during the sesgram director. He succeeds Richard von Albrecht, Who resigned to. sion,- with: a special “shopper’s
become, co-program manager of bonanza” to be set up for the correct answers.
WGN-TV, Chicago.

Another

remain

Television coverage of the Phil-

'

(

original two cameras

placed in the cage behind home
plate and in the press box to the

self.”

sals in the next* three ’weeks.' Cast
is still being selected.

1

Sept. 24; the Pittsburgh Steelers,
Oct. 22; and the Cleveland Browns,
3.
will carry the

[Dec.

AM

Friday The

Bess Myerson, the "Miss America” of 1945, has been signed as
fcm.Gee of a new daytime audience
participation’ show on the N. Y.
Daily News’ WPIX. Bob Kennedy,
who played “Curley” in. “Oklahoma,” will act as co emcee and
also do some singing on the show,
which will be titled “Help Your-

,

!

The “Corliss Archer” TV film.
show fpr CBS' also starts rehear-

*

i

the
the

direct

ys

J

Quaker City Sore Spots
Decision has everyone guessing
the extent of friction, or dissatisfaction with previous WPTZ handling of sports, as well as its possible effect on the station’s getting the World Series telecast here.
Another sore spot was seen behind
WCAU-TV’s grabbing of the Penn
games this year. Last year, its
affiliate, WCAU. Which had carried
the Franklin Field broadcasts exclusiyely for 15 years, was forced
to declare the other stations in.
With the Phillies virtually certain to Cop the National League
pennant, WPTZ promptly set out to
interest the Gillette Co., which is
picking up the Series television
tab, by sharpening up its work at
Shibe Park, where it acts as the

base line. The other camera added
has been set in back of first base.

j

i

Two more games

WFIL-TV.

have been added to the Eagles

separate stands.

—

j

to

.

metropolitan- area passed 50,000
before Sept. 1, and by the time the originating station.
cable is ..connected for use, the
Since last Saturday, WPTZ has
count is expected to be Well over
60.000, according to the Kansas been using four cameras instead of
customary two, and has also
its
City Electrical Assn., which keeps
brought in another innovation the
tab on sets in use.
Zoomar lens, which is attached to
the new camera on the photographers.^ platform along the third

i

Sports

and announcing that it would send schedule, since WCAU-TV moved
out its own crew, under the direc- into the picture.
tion of Joseph Tinney, Jr., son of a
WFIL-TV will carry the Eagles
v.p. of the station, and would build games with the Chicago Cardinals,

-

j

•

some

WPTZ

^Continued from pagt 27;

.

1

i

.

continue to be kine-scoped, but the bulk will be live
broadcasts. In addition to the live
football games,: the cable also will
bring the World iSeries, the first
ffime such major sports events
have been available here since the
advent, of video.
The flurry over coming of the
cable is proving a boon to local

.

COAST DEEJAYS

,

required,

Threat To

shows'" will

-

.

,v

were kept busy answer-

Nineteenth station to beam Ambassador Films’ series of Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra films is WPTZ, Philadelphia. Station rolled
the shorts Sunday (17) with the Fidelity Trust Co. bankrolling. Halfhour program will run for 26 weeks.
Produced by Eugen Sharin and directed by Leopold Hainisch, the
films are being marketed by CBS Radio Sales, under a three-year lease
from Ambassador. Other outlets recently pacted are WBKB, Chicago;
KING-TV, Seattle; WEWS, Cleveland, and KTTV, Los Angeles.

live

coast by the

are to be run off through Friday
(22), as well as on Sqpt. 25 and 27,
for the benefit of agencies, networks and agents. Similar screenings are slated for Chicago after
the local showings wind up.
Specially made for TV, the shorts
can be used individually or in any
other way a sponsor sees fit, ac-

A

A

video outlets on the east
new coaxial cable link
just completed from. Omaha to
Kansas City. Advent of the cable
will mean major changes in the
operation at WDAF-TV, according
to Dean Fitzer, general manager.
The cable will be inaugurated
with broadcast of the Notre DameNorth Carolina football game, beginning at 1:40 p.m. Saturday (30),
and the station will continue in
operation until 10:50 p.m. That
schedule will hold for Saturdays
during the football season, and the
new Sunday sked will be 2 to,10;50
p.m.
The weekday hours will be
3. to 10:50 p.m., giving the station
a total of 57 to 60 hours of operation weekly. The present schedule
runs 32 to 35 hours weekly.
Live shows will be carried as
much as cable allocation will permit. Fitzer said, in the nearly doubled time of- operation.
Because
shows from all four nets can’t be
squeezed over the cable at once
and because of some local schedto

i

is

WJBK

tainers participated.
battery of 10 special switchboard operators
ing calls offering pledges.

City, Sept. 19.

Television gets a hypo here Sept.
30 when WDAF-TV Will be linked

brief! es.

.

.

$60,000 to establish a clinic for the Cerebral Palsy Association of Michigan. Marathon lasted 15 hours with every featured
personality
taking part. Many celebs,, including Jerry Colonna, and local enter-

oa WDAF-TV

Doubled

the Coast Sunday (17) to be on
He
finished first 13 of Series for TV, hand for the demonstrations,
with same star, and is getting joined the firm’s newly-appointed
ready to go on another series of talent buyer, Phil Bloom, who
videoers, with LaRue possibly do- came in earlier in the week. Films
ing these also.

NBC television's bid to air the Sadler's Wells Ballet in a special
performance during the British troupe’s current stand at the Metro*
politan Opera House, N. Y., is still up in the air. Sadier’s, after refusing to perform on Monday, which represents the troupe's day off
each week at the Met, has suggested that NBC move its cameras into
the Met auditorium for a Sunday matinee performance Oct. 1.
Web, however, is trying to convince Sadler’s to return to N. Y. following its' tour of the U. S. and Canada for a special onershot performance to be staged in one of NBC’s studio-theatres. By staging such a
show at night, NBC argues, it could snare a bigger audience than could
be found on a Sunday afternoon. NBC originally pitched for the
Monday night at 9:30 slot, which was the only evening time It still has
available, but Sadler’s turned down the bid on the plea that the dancers
need a full day’s rest each week.

19.

George S. Larkin, western commercial manager of A.T.&T., telephoned Lyle De Moss of WOW-TV
last Saturday that two circuits instead of the originally intended
STONp,
one are ready for use on the Chicago to Omaha TV link of the microwave relay. The original date of
Ezra Stowe, who has long essay- the direct network service stands
ed the Henry Aldrich role on the. at Sept. 30.
radio series of that name, has
Originally the second circuit
formed.* TV packaging concern in was not due for operation until
partnership with Lester Hammel, next spring. Decision was just anEddie Cantor has incepted a policy for comedic material on NBCwho recently .left the William nounced that the second circuit
Morris agency; N. Y., after 20 will be ready not later than Oct, TWs “Colgate Comedy Hour,” buying the routines outright but guaranteeing additional payment for each further reuse. This practice, Cantor
years.
15 or Nov. 1 at the outside.
feels, enables him to get top quality scripts from the better writers.
The Morris office has been desThe four networks and A.T.&T.
Many web dramatic stanzas buy vehicles for onetime use and agree
ignated as selling agents for Ezra are now negotiating over division
to pay' scribblers for each reprise of a script. However, Cantor’s policy
Productions,
Inc.
Stone
of time on the two circuits among
is probably the first time that the additional-coin plan is being used
the four networks when Jthe servfor video humor material.

Hollywood, Sept. 19.'
Television viewers won’t long
have to confine their program
twirling to (ftdtime western picVast crop of new product
tures,
firjdshed^pr
is on the wai, either
and., other video
shortly to
films with sagebrush heroes are
being planned.-. Jack Chertok already has released some of his
"Lone Ranger” series, but other
'

’

TV

Omaha, Sept.

j

at

i

J
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On the

eastern seaboard of the United States

built a rich

WCAU has

and prosperous empire of listeners— more than

3*/2 million of the wealthiest people in the world*.

per family income

is

Th^ir

16 per cent higher than the nation’s

average; their effective buying

is

greater than that of

any

one of 39 states and the District of Columbia**.

With 50,000 watts surging out
Philadelphia’s city limits,

4

states,

by

WCAU has created an empire of buyers.

far the largest,

most constant group of

where in Philadelphia radio.

And

it is

They

listeners

are

any-

a simple matter to

contact the subjects of this wealthy kingdom.

To

reach the prosperous and responsive folk of this

airwave empire, contact the builder of this listening mon-

in all directions

beyond

and reaching into 56 counties

in

archy— WCAU. For
* BM B

reservations, call us or

* * Survey of Buying Bower

WCAU
CBS affiliate— 50,000

watts

The Philadelphia Bulletin Station
Represented by Radio Sales

Radio

Sales.
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URrmett
phases of the programs, delivered
his bulletins in a terse, punchy
style that kept the show moving
along quickly and got a lot of news

Radio Reviews
of

Knapp

Continued from page 39

cials

and neatly *‘Mona Lisa," "It Might As
snob
Be Spring," and others. Miss
phony endorsements (he. has Well
Griffin does okay with "Time Was"
because
tribute
ciggie
turned down
other tunes, and the pair duet
he doesn't smoke, though agency and
in "Two Sleepy People." Ed Kalhucksters have asked him to for*
appeal

Tele Followups

also handled commerin the same style— quickly
and to the point.
The evening show follows a five-

in.

Continued from page 24

advertising

minute news broadcast, on which
the baseball scores are announced,
and Knapp wisely left his sum-

!

mary of the scores till last, taklay is in ancLout of the scenes as
ing up other sports news first.; Folbeauty contests; ort which he has sort' o£ unottictal
his bulletins, he described
lowing
at -h:is usual
_and
important basebeen a judge, the fact that garage commentator,
11
3 in detail the most
operators charge exorbitant rates 'i£ase
/Lt ).!
ball game of the day/ then went on
Program
nd art work; to give the other scores. many of
that’r'o^nto^pOTts'Writers webetook irt as* much news as
in onedo
sportscasts
longer
the
to
combines
show up swell, and all
slant Stories by baseball and
Chan.
make a tasteful local show with third of the time.
hockey team managements;
neat eye and ear appeal. Good
Sinclair seems tp be deliberately

g^KrupiesXlTafio'anacked

j

!

B

|

*

•

spSle fo^hl“

!

i

production-direction
spurning popularity among the big workmanlike
Wied.
job by Bud Witherbee.
boys of big business, but he has
swiftly developed a tremendous following among the little guys who ROGER BAKER AND THE NEWS
own radios. Notable is the fact that With Baker; Max Robinson, anthe program is being carried by
nouncer
CFRB, Toronto, largest privately- Writer: Bill Jacobs
owned station in Canada and, ob- 15 Mins.; Mon.-thni-Frb, 6:15 p.m.
viously, depending upon commer- SATTLERS, HOTPOINT
cial revenues in a country govWKBW, Buffalo
erned by a nationalized radio sys(Roizen)
tem.
McStay;
Radio veteran Roger Baker lias
here
well-balanced newscast
a
TWILIGHT CLUB
which holds listener interest. MaWith jimmy Dale, Betty Griffin, terial is well prepared and the
Ed Kallay, Tiny Trio
show gives the impression of being
Producer-Director: Bud Witherbee loaded with information; Baker has
25 Mins.; Wed., 8:05 p.m.
a hard-hitting voice quality, that’s
•

Sustaining

WAVE-TV*

tailor-made for the job. On airer
caught, aside from regular news,
Baker and the station staff initiated a drive to change the name
of Kremlin street in Buffalo. Drive
to get the Kremlin out of Buffalo
caught additional listener atten-

Louisville

Neatly backgrounded production
"Twilight Club" blends into
nice window dressing for listenable and lookable local talent. Tiny
Trio is currently working in local tion.
niteries, and with iiistrumentation
Baker also gives commercials in
of electronic organ, accordion, and okay manner, but it might be
guitar.
Boys work smoothly to- better to have announcer handle
gether, and don't appear, too con- these to
_ provide a change of voice,
scions of .the cameras. They dp which would improve the pace,
workmanlike job at their tone
More.
job,

j

blending;

and eschew trying to
actors, something which

make like
is to their credit.

BERT KNAPP'S SPORTS

Vocal department is divided or
ROUNDUP
shared by Jimmy Dale, former Producer-director-writer: Knapp
band vocalist currently appearing 5 Mins., Mon.-thra-Fri.; 7 :30 a.m.»
at the Strand, film house. He Has
11:05 p.m.
a wholesome, young appearance on SIMON ACKERMAN CLOTHES
the TV screen, as does femme vo
WMCA,
New York
calist Betty Griffin. Young lady has
( Ehrlich & N euwirth )
likewise been with various bands,
and knows how to phrase a song,
This
twice-daily
five-minute
Her voice, however, is weak, and stint is a complete but concise
gal doesn't seem to know how to summary of the day's sports news,
project her tones; Dale warbles Bert
Knapp, who handles all
I

i

j

:

!

i

Theodore Kirkpatrick, managing
editor of Counterattack, Which published "Red Channels," was sub-

!

:

ficiently.

barrage of queries by
three N. Y. newspaperme!t on Mriject

of

Hollywood by her picture- featured Hanna in a production
Burrows' sage counsel: number singing "I’ve Got You
making.
"Tell her to give up and come to Under My Skin," while Bibi OsterN. Y. Hollywood in a few years wald, in neat fashion, socked
will only be an oversized parking across "Ten Cents a Dance” and
Leonard launched L"There Must Be Someone for Me."
lot anyway."
r
his zanyisms the minute he sat Holly Harris and Gordon Dilidown at Fadiman’s table, then worth; handled their vocals, capasocked across his standard vaude bly, while Reggie Beane and his
routine and returned to the table combo gave out with some nice
for more give-and-take With Bur- instrumentalizing;
Metopera. soprano Bidu,
Ed Holmes, as a comic director,
rows.
Sayao, while not adding too much trying to promote the idea of doveto the fun, scored with; her fine tailing numbers, failed to come
rendition of "Estrellita."
through with anything funny. The
That Lucky Strike middle com- fact that a seltzer bottle was
mercial, incidentally, again proved brought into play twice is an indithat it’s probably the most expen- cation of the poor calibre of comsive and best-produced on the air edy Offered, Working with Holmes,
today, with Snooky Lanson, Doro- Minnie Jo Curtis had little to do.
thy Collins and a dance group giv- The dance teams of Sam Steen
ink the "Be Happy, Go Lucky" and Sandra Lee and Roberto and
Alicia handled their chores efroutine a sock sendoff.
tied to

a

Time," SunStar Time;” DuMont bigtime
17), fell completely short in
tual’s "Reporters’ Roundup" last day
Tuesday night production, again
Thursday (14). In light of trade the laugh department, but man- failed to make the grade as good
developments and daily headlines, aged to overcome this failing with video fare in its second time up.
On the interjection of some pleasant Session, despite an excellent talent
it was an important program;
basis of the pro and cons flung melodies and an interesting; pro- lineup, was marred by poor direcairer.
duction. In the latter department tion and production to the
around, it was an exciting
point
On overall point and effect, it was concentration was placed on segue where portions of the show were
ing from one stint to another with- both irritating and depressing.
"a frustrating, saddening hour.
Kirkpatrick, chief editor of a out introductions, ip most cases
Poor camera work, inadequate dibook containing the names of 151 using the final prop or action in rection that caused embarrassing
radioites claimed to be a "red men- one bit as a peg on which to hang pauses, bad lighting and staging
ace" because of certain political af- the following number or routine. were the chief faults of the producfiliations, Whose book has caused
A nice bit of camerawork was tion. To mention a few others, odd
the firing of one person and prob- demonstrated while Phil Hanna, choice of musical material for perably"' the
non-hiring of several lying on his back, rendered "Danc- manent star Frances Langford,
others, seemed unaware or unedn- ing on the Ceiling;"
In line with f*poorly placed filmed corrimercials,
cerned about the effect of his vol- the number, a picture of a couple and uneven pacing of the acts were
ume, or its apparent unfairness. dancing upside down was brought contributing factors to the inadeHe carried himself quietly, soft- into View. Hour-long show also quacies of the show.
voiced aind completely assured for
It’s unfortunate that these facthe most part, as religiously rightinterview subject, talking on Eng- tors exisEedrfor the individual tver^"
eous as any zealot sure of his moral
formances
of the sessiori were fine.
lish TV arid the video production
stand, with mind apparently closed
of "The Winslow Boy" in London, But the way they were assembled
to any counter opinions or arguhodge-podge.
of which he had first-hand infor- made the show a
ments.
Program stems from a Highlights of the hour-lorig bill
Of the three newspapermen, mation!.
were Benny Goodman’s clarinet
test made last
six-week
television
James Wechsler of the N. Y, Post,
work on two George Gershwin preseemed a little too emotionally spring by Lamb & Keen, which ludes, with an excellent dance acworked up to be completely effec- resulted in the store’s decision to companiment by Kathryn Lee, and
go heavily into daytime TV. From
tive. and the World -Telegram-Sun’s
the recreation by David Burns of
April 5, a series of proFrederick Woltmari was apparently March 1 to
his filmmaking sketch from "Make
The matter-of-fact, grams originating at WCAU-TV
too friendly.
and relayed via special cable to Mine Manhattan."
dispassionate Jack Turcott. of the
Guest star Dick Haymes apD C., was used to test peared
News, surprisingly, made the best Washington,
briefly to sing "Mona Lisa’*
problems in Tconnection
showing, sticking to pertinent ques- various
"Thinking of You." Haymes
and
retail-store use of television.
with
showed
painstakingly
tions as he
did his usual excellent job on the
was also carried by Wood- songs, arid gave an okay appearup the sloppy makeup of the bbok. The test
de-'
Washington,
Lothrop,
&
ward
One
Wechsler got in his best Work at
ance before the cameras.
partment store.
minor fault, though, was his tendthe start. Main attack on the book
Signing of John Wanamaker’s ency to stare off into space. Pat
centered on its inclusion of stofinds three large stores committed Henning, the other guest, was okay
ries or charges from the Daily
WCAU-TV. in his imitations of film persona:
Wechsler elicited from to daytime tele over
Worker.
the weekly ities, with his straight gags less
Kirkpatrick the fact that he didn’t Lit Bros, sponsors
hour-long Tues- effective bits of work: -imitations
check on the veracity of any of "Lit’s Have Fun,"
day a. m. variety show; and N. Sel- were largely physical, which enthe Daily Worker stories, but as"Snellen- hanced his showing.
sumed them to be accurate. Kirk- lenburg & Co., sponsors hour-long,
Jamboree"
Among the permanent cast, Miss
patrick admitted he didn’t know, burg’s TV
Gagh.
daily
live
remote.
Langford was excellent with her
for instance, that the Daily Workrendition of "Night and Day,” but
er used names without authorizawas saddled with a couple of poor
tion.
He also admitted that he TELE-TEEN REPORTER
published the book without inter- With A Burton, Nancy Lee McCul- songs in the two production numbers in which she Was. featured.
viewing anyone mentioned in it,
Lelum, Larry Stevens, Eddie
Goodman, with a quintet, played a
to give them a chance to explain
Roy, others
fine jazz; version of "Three Little
any of the records.
Producer: A1 Burton
Words," while Don Liberto and.
At another time, Kirkpatrick ad- Director: Don Forbes
Miss Lee combined for a fine songmitted that no one’s opinion re- 30 Mins. 7:30 p.m.
arid-darice number. Lew Parker’s
mained constant, while denying BUDGET PACK FOODS
emceeing was good, arid he rated
elsewhere that the persons listed KLAC-TV* Los Angeles
an excellent assist in the David
could have chanced their opinions,
-^ —
A1 Burton’s "Tele-Teen Report- Burns sketch;
He made a feeble defense* of Jhis er" which has switched to KLACposition and his book,, leaving a TV from KECA-TV, burst into
Albany—G David Schine, 24lot of openings that weren’t althe initialer as a well paced and
year-old son of J. Myer Schine, has
ways grasped by the three scribes. smoothly executed layout.
been
elected vice-president of the
He was cagey about the circulaBurton himself has acquired a
tion of “Red Channels," stating
great deal of self-confidence and Patroon Broadcasting Corp., wh’ch
they went to all subscribers of assurance during his past year be- operates WPTR. Schine succeeded
Counterattack (whose numbers he fore the video lenses. Producer, Harold F. Blodgett, Schenectady
woiddn’t reveal), although he d’d with the aid of Nancy
Lee McCul- attorney, who remains as a director.
sav that between 4,000 and 5,000 lum. tied
the program together
copies had been sold above the
nicely, pullihg In some well selectamount that Went to subscribers.
ed talent and two strong professional acts. Burton did a fine job
handling the Budget Pack commercials which were brief and to
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Tele Reviews

Continued front page 30

bines shopping news, qntertainr
rnent and public service features
in one package.
Title has Special significance to

all

Philadelphians and people in this
area. The "Eagle" is a huge bronze
statue in center of Wanamaker
store’s grand court.Which
has
been a standard irieeting place for
locals, fpr
several
generations.
Opening program consisted of displays of merchandise by two girls
Betty Blair and Nancy Dolphin,
an interview with Reginald Owen
(who was appearing at the Locust
St. Theatre in "Affairs of State")
and a film. As devised, the format
idea permits the housewife to go
shopping, meet interesting people
and take in a film without leaving
lier living room, or getting out of
her wrapper. Film fare is of good
calibre: with
such
product
as
"Juggernaut," "Lydia" and "The
Ghost Goes West," all geared for
femme viewers.

—

Relax

•

,

.

Just give us the go ahead

signal ... let Audio-Video’s Personalized

Editing

Call or Writ for
Special Rato Card

and Recording

Service carry

the

ball lor you.

—

Audio-Video’s Personalized Service mast

be good

one idea

...
.

.

because
.

How

Particular Editing

it’s

built

around

to best solve

Your

and Recording Problem

Merchandise is attractively presented, although Miss Dolphin has
tendency to announce her wares
with the same sort of breathlessness used *o tell fanciful tales to
children. Owen made an excellent
a

the point.
Show format spins around Burton and; his assistant Miss McCullum who edit a paper for all the
local high schools.. News stories
come to life in the form of high
school talent. Feature yarns concern two professional guest slots
opened up on each show.
Two professionals on this show
were Larry Stevens arid Eddie LeRoy,. each accounting for an entertaining three minutes.
LeRoy’s
pantomiming of Danny Kaye’s
motion picture routine to Kaye’s
record socked Over strongly, and
Stevens vocaling of "Stars In My
Eyes" and "With a Song In My
Heart" brought hefty response.
Burton showed a great deal of
preparation in revealing the high
school talent. Though not professionals,
teenagers displayed remarkable poise and stage presence.
There were, of course, a few lost
notes encountered during vocalizing chores but overall effect was
that of entertainment.
Don Forbes handled the camera
direction effectively. Though there
were a. few miscues, cameras were
a definite asset to the show. Opening program mike trouble was,
however, on hand.
.

Courtesy of M-GrM
appearing with

Now

DONALD O'CONNOR
in

"THE MILKMAN”

(UniversaMnternatlonal)
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Stanley Cowan, who has
been doing that job since Brannon
left two months ago, will handle
Quiz.”

firm’s publicity
Studebaker
dealers bankrolling “Harmon’s at
.

.

.

Howard Davis resigned

as

man-

NBC

.

Smith,

is

,

,
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.
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WJZ-TV’s “Market
DuMont’s WABD

wedding

.

J

.

Jay Garon

chief of the Maxagency
Janies

Aley
Kiamie Corp. bought

.

.

.

.

WPIX

,

.

Guy Lebow’s
show
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“Touchdown,” audiefice participashow sponsored by Cortley
Frosted Foods and packaged by
Albert Black, set to precede all
football games this year on WNBT.
Morey Amsterdam and son,
Gregory, scheduled to lead the
.

.

.

.

tion

.

.

.

Corrigan was director.
Laurence
Schwab, Jn, should have gotten
tire credit.
The two direct “Lights
Out” on alternate weeks.
Carl tieicr taken off production
of “Ford TV Theatre” by Kenyon
& Eckhardt and moved into the
director’s spot for “Magnavox Theatre’’
in
last-minute
shift
.
.

.

.

2:30 until 3:30 p.m.
Program retains its original length Tuesdays
arid
Thursdays, starting at the
same time
Variety review of
“Lights Out” show of Sept. 4, “The
Benuili Chant,” incorrectly listed
—William Co rrigan a s sh ow’s di reepress release stated
.

,

.

‘

'McKay” cut from 90 minutes to
an hour on Mondays, Wednesdays
arid Ffidays'rnvhen it will go from

.

.

.

WCBS-TV’s “Real

.

.

.

thrice-weekly “Sports Page”
via

.

,

.

named radio-TV
well

.

;

..

.

.

.
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WABD

1

,
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signed one-year spot
contracts with Manufacturers Trust,
Bristol-Myers and. Elgin, with
seven other spot accounts pacled
shorter
runs
lor
Consuelo
.
Munoz, staffer in NBC's play reading department, and
staff
announcer Ed Condit, planning a
Jan,

^

.

.

.

:

?

V.

;

week

this

.

'

.

for Chesterfields via
Cooler’s wife, Sydney
now co-emcee with Wal-

Melodies”

Mers

‘

Como show

ter Ifcrlihy of

.

;

network directors’ Staff
"Mel' Alien and Jim Britt signed for
DuMont’s
play-by-play Jon
the
pickup of the Notre Dame home
for
games
the
second
sucfootball
Lee Cooley recessive year
signed from the McCann-Erickson
agency to take over as producerdirector on the upcoming Perry
.

.

.

WNBT

CBS-TV.

.

1

ager of the RCA Exhibition 11311
as
Radio City to join
He replaces Dick
a staff director.
Schneider, who was upped to the
jn

.

.

Plea for Lower Power

New York

.

.

Home” on KTTV
Cameraman
Brodine,
Norbert
formerly* at
guest
talent
parade on CBS’ Metro, set by Filmcraft ProducStar of the Family,” new Morton tions to lens upcoming Groucho
any radio station would be a viola^
Dallas, Sept. 19..
Downey starrer preeming Friday Marx vidsbow.
night
The FCC has set Oct, 30 for oral tion of the U. S. Constitution.
(22)
Comedian Jan
The FCC -has postjopned action
Murray guesting on Milton Berle’s
arguments on a. Texas request to. on requests, for, outlets by other
Chicago
Texaco Star Theatre" Oct. 3 via
.radio out-r. religious group?]",until it, acts on
NBC.
Chi Ford Dealers, {'through,- J. operate low power FM
Ken Murray arrives from Holly- Walter Thompson, picking. up. the lets'. Thq heating’ involves ques- :the petition byuihe' local group..
The Baptists -haye- emphasized
wood Sept. 27 with his entire en- tab for the NBC football telecasts tion of whether^ r.eligi^u,?
tourage to resume .his CBS tele on
that' the
proposed, low power
WNBQ, starting-, Sept, 30.
Constitution,
the
violate
U.
casts
series Oct. 7. He’s got Bob Burns WNBQ sportscaster Tom Duggan
stations should be ...a variable to
doing a dramatic characterization will gab a pre-game warmyp ses- Dr. A. Alton Reed, local director o£ churches of all denominations.
Oct. 21, on his third show.
siop
New kiddie strip featur- public* relations rind radio activi- Each church would pay its own
Jack Carter show Saturday (16) ing
Mary
Hartline,
ABC-TV ties for the Baptist General Con- station cost and operation.
was the first major program to “Super Circus” queen and Wayne vention of Texas, announced the
The Religious Radio Assn, has
emanate from NBC’s Hudson thea- Griffin, set to bow on WENR-TV hearing date.
recommended that the FCC rule
tre, N. Y. Site had previously been
Sept. 25
Motorola, Chi tele
Dr. Reed for more than a year favorably on the Baptist petition.
used for the Menasha Skulnik sus- manufacturer, upped dividend rate has sought FCC permission on
tain er.
to 50 tents a share and declared behalf of scores of Texas Baptist
an extra payment of same amount churches to set up and operate low
Clint Youle launched a new:
power stations. The outlets would
jlolljnvood
cross-the-board weather show on
cover small areas: and cost only
WNBQ
Monday
(18) at 5:45-5:55
Latest check by the. Electric
about $2 500 each.
League reveals 693,369 television p.m. Strip will be sponsored .on
The October hearing, to be held
Washington, Sept. 19.
receivers in the Los Angeles view- Tuesdays and Thursdays by M. in Washington, will be on an
Waiter
Co.
Trend to the rectangular picture
“Borden’s
Music
ing area as of Aug. 31, a jump of
the
filed Jby
petition
amended
Bowl,” Borden Milk Co.’s musical
tu be for television sets was iridir
50,472 in one month
Glenn
BGCT and also the Southern Bap- cated in a report last week by the
Wallichs named chairman of the quiz featuring Danny O’Neill and
tist Convention Radio Commission.
Radio-Television Mfrs. AsSn. on
firms and employes committee and Carolyn Gilbert, bows on WBKB
joined the BGCT after July sales of cathode ray tubes.
Ken Carpenter head of the unions Oct. 6 at 6 p.m. Monday, Wednes- The SBC had
originated the proReed
Dr.
day
arid
Friday
Television
The data showed that .47%. of tube
and committee for Radio-TeleviFund, Inc., teevee investment firm, posal.
sion Recording Charities
sales to receiver makers were of
’Specifically, the oral arguments
Hamilton Warren, film distribution changing its name to Televisionthe rectangular type.
taxm
ake
Electronics
Fund,
to
Inc.
equest
r
Jazz
on
re
a
a
head for Jerry Fairbanks ProducReport also showed continued
Chet Roble and thrush exempt nonprofit ..organizations extions, checked out to take over a pianist
trend toward larger size screens,
similar chore for Branton TV Pro- Shirley Richards inked in as regu- pressly eligible for a separate wi th tubes 19 inches arid larger aclars on weekly half-hour variety category of low power non-comductions
Admiral Television
counting for 11% of sales. Only
picking up the tab for Freddy show to be emceed by Ernie mercial broadcast stations in the 1
5% of July shipments were of the
debuting on WENR-TV 92-108 megacycle FM band." Dr.
Martin's 13-vveek “Band of Tomor- Simon,
15-inch size or smaller.
row” layout which KGO-TV will Sept; 21 for TV Forecast mag.... Reed’s original petition was on a
Month’s sales totalled 341,940
“National
Pro
Football
Highreligious
air nightly from the St. Francis
of
category
“special
tubes valued at $9,133,000, a deHotel where Martin is appearing, lights,” sports film gabbed by broadcast stations.”
cline
of 40% from June due to vas
Sol Stein will script and Leon Harry Wismer with Pat Flanagan
The BGCT was unable to get cation shutdowns of manufacturing
doing the live commercials for
D'Usseau
will
audition
first petition* The
the
talent,
of
approval
Inc.,
debuted
on
plants.
same chores fhpy had duping- Lillienfield
v^l^ther—i- a spe-,
questioned—
nYENR=TV^Fnday (15)
Comic-* FCC
_
A
J
Martin’s
12-week package over
cific category of religious broadVictor
Borge
pianist
guest
star
to
KTTV
Bill Anson moved his
on ABC-TV’s “Don McNeill’s TV cast stations” might not violate the
SO’s
Grid Reprise
tele package over to KTTV last
tonight
(20).
Film star First Amendment of the Constitunight (18) from KLAC-TV. Ewing Club”
Detroit, Sept. 19.
tion. Dr. Reed arid a Washington
Fleming
for
Rhonda
set
next
Sisters, Van Alexander Trio and
Standard Oil of Indiana has
NBC-TV producer legal firm believe that the amendproducer At Calm go with him Week’s show
completed arrangements for prestill has not removed
Bing Crosby Enterprises Ben Park skedded to wed Alma ed petition
senting over WJR the entire 1950
Ed Cooper em- the question posed by the FCC.
yesterday began production of an- Petrie Oct. 7
•An adverse ruling even on- the gridiron schedule of the Univerother series of “Fireside Theatre” ceeing “PDQ,” charades stanza,
which
bowed
oii WENR-TV Friday amended petition, they say, would sity of Michigan, last year’s cotelefilms for Procter & Gamble
champions of the Big 10.
have these effects;
With Frank Wisbar producing and (15) for Arron Heating Service.
Worth Kramer, WJR’s assistant
No church .or church-owned
1.
directing
Howard Snyder and
for
manager, said this is the
permits
general
get
could
Hugh Wedlock headed east to
New Orleans
Roger Nash, an- institution
script the Frank Sinatra teleshow nouncer at WJMR-WRCM-FM here radio outlets and scores of such fifth year of Standard’s sponsorover CBS . . . Bill Brannan rejoined for the past two years, has re- stations on the air might have to ship of the contests. Van Patrick,
WJR sports director, again will
Mike Stokey Enterprises and will signed to become director of surrender- their licenses.
religious broadcasts on handle the play-by-play accounts.
2. No
handle all casting on Pantomime WEAR, Pensacola, Fla.
...
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good gracious
ain’t
Do you

Do you just want

never want to learn anything?

ignore the brass facts of what

Look

at

CURIOSITY

you got no
WOR has done

WOR’s Martha Deane. No

(is

to

sit still

doing) for

sky-painting there.

and

let

the wisteria climb

kinds of advertisers everywhere?

all

The

facts are neat

and stark and

1. She took a household product and within 7-weeks— 7-weeks, mind you— jumped

200%

over those of the previous year.

2« She

increased a coffee manufacturer’s sales 6 times over

from 20th to 8th place

Of

course,

extraordinary

But

if

in

a market

maybe you

don’t

WOR woman.

that’s

want

It costs

to

about as

make

sales.

have good reason very quickly for loud

clapping in your part of the land.

all

its

plain.

sales

record sales and jumpedthe product’s standing

a boiler-maker’s

Maybe though

ifist

;

which, of course,

is

not

soft.

you’d want to write, or ask about

nothing to ask.

you buy her show, we can almost guarantee

that you’ll

soft as

up you and

;

WOR

— that power-full station at 1440 Broadway, in Now

York
.t

.

,
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"The Quiet Answer,” written and produced by Perry Wolff and aired
.WCFL’s Chi Symphony broadcasts, sponsored by the
on WBBM.
Chicago Title and Trust Co., starts its sixth season tonight (20)..,.
Chi CBS veepee H. Leslie Atlass recovering from a mild heart attack
Everett Mitchell, emcee of
suffered last week in Louisville, Ky
NBC’s “National Farm and Home Hour,” accepted public service citaGene Autry to
tion for show from Illinois American Legion confab.
originate his Saturday CBS show from here this week .... Tommy
Chi Bearsthe
of
coverage
WIND’S
of
Harmon will do play-by-play
. . .
Regular WIND sportscaster Bert
IN IVEIF
Saii Francisco 49’er Sunday (24).
flour." has Wilson will wind up his season with the Cubs baseball team and will
Old Golds, in connection with. ABC's/’'Original Amateur
$750 to the take over Bears games following week. ... .Bill Bell, WBBM Writer, has
added second and third prize scholarships of $1,250 and
among ail been made Lake County deputy sheriff. .Bob Eret, ex-WWCA, Gary,
competition
original $2,000 award presented annually via
Dr; Donald Grey Ind., news staffer, is new member of Chi NBC press department....
three-time winners on the program during a year
ior
LeVally agency has taken over the Virginia Parks cosmetic account
Barnhouse bought the 9. to 9:30 a.m. Sunday slot on
Bob Dope, Edgar
KYW, Philadelphia, has renewed “Who’s Talking?” and is now airing
religious series, starting Oct. 22 .... Bing Crosby,
EdTodashi Yoshica, news editor of
Rogers,
Jtalph
Hal Tate package twice daily
Boy
the
Shore,
Dinah
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy,
participate in the Japanese*; Broadcasting Corp., taking a look-see at Chi NBC operawards, Walter O'Keefe and Jimmy Fidier scheduled to
cooperation
subbing for vacationing newsDespard
Bill
\fim Campbell and
via WOR, m
tions:
a special “Kids Day Program" today Wed.)
.. WOKs
Motorola bought transcribed “Pat
caster Julian Bentley at WBBM
with the Kiwanis Clubs’ National Kids’ Day Foundation
Howard Miller
WCFL.
"Buddy Rogers Show,’- which started a two-week vacation Friday (15), O’Brien Show” for a cross-the-board airing on
starts a new morning record show on WIND, heard at 7:30 to 8 a.m.,
returns Oct. 2 at a new time, from 2 to 2:30 p.m. cross-the-board
Show
Berch
Zenith.
“Jack
Saturdays,
for
through
Mondays
Vocalist Cathy Mastice slated to guest on NBC’s
the 1:30
Friday (22).., WOR’s ‘’Rod Hendrickson Show” moving from
12:15 to 12:30 p.m.
to 1:45 p.m. slot Tuesdays and Thursdays into the
expanded
show
period the same days. Same station’s “Answer Man’’
Hub’s
Die Bach On TRANSIT RADIO
,

,

.

28-Week Variety Show

,

,

,

Dominion network of trie Canadian
in the 9-9:30
Broadcasting Corp
p.m. E.D.T. slot, commencing to-

.

it

.

morrow (20). This musical variety
show will originate from the stage
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.
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Odeon, Toronto, flagship of
Arthur Rank trans-Cariada
chain, and will be produced by
Jackie Rae. The 31-piece band will
be under the direction of Howard
of the

the

(

l

I

J.

The Four Commodores,
Canadian male quartet, are in unCable,

der

.

new tag of The Four SolBand and singers will be

this

|

religious

preenris

.
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WQXR
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HOLLYWOOD

There Tl be no decisive action on the bids for Don Lee radio and TV
Forms ^vere completed arid
properties until some time next month.
mailed only last week and prospective purchasers must get in their
bids by Oct. 6.
Most unenvied job in town: Ralph Story’s hour strip
Ken Dolan finally sold Bob Bums on
on
starting at 5:25 ayem
a little activity and he’ll go to N. Y. for some guest shots in radio and
.Meredith Willson warits to
teevee. A solid trouper but just too rich.
direct the music on NBC’s Sunday night whopper but he also doesn’t
Jeanne Tatum, one of
want to give Up his Falstaff platter series
N. Y.’s busiest AFRANS, couldn’t resist the blandishments of ABC’s
Bette McKnlght on the joy of living among the oranges and avocados
and. checked in at Radio Registry
Hal Peary, no longer “Gilder-:
sleeve,” is now a 20-year man in radio. Started as a singer and parlayed a chortle into a bundle.. .John Grtiedel can’t make up his mind,
so he flies around town at the wheel of a white Jaguar with a yachting
cap atop his turret "... Gloria Foster, onetime band singer, getting
around on all the radio shows she can handle ... Jesse Goldstein joined
writing staff for Judy Canova.
.

.

KNX

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

IN

CHICAGO

.

.

.

“Chicago Theatre of the Air,” weekly hour-long WGN-originated
series, opens its 11 th year when fall, and win-

Mutual musical-dramatic

ter airings tee off Oct. 21 from WGN’s newly remodeled Studio One.
Series, featuring weekly addresses by Col. Robert McCormick, is produced by Marion Claire with Henry Weber batoning orch and chorus
Greta Morgan, formerly with Walker rep firm, takes over this
Week as promotion-publicity chief at WIND, replacing Connie Kimball,
who’s resigning. .. .Sheil School of Social Studies is building special
eight-week course around recordings of race relations documentary,
.

.

.

GOOD

New

IN

A,euda
Staff, n^wiiuw
Bosses, VIHM)
UVV0VVJ
|

bowed

Sept. 1 and
Boston, Sept. 19.
59
Off the air for the past i,
off

.

.

.

Ether Oct. 1 With

WOR

sales manager
Nov. 5 in the 2:30 to 3 p.m. slot.
John P. Nell granted six months’ leave because of an asthmatic condiB. Sambrook,
A.
succeeds
exec,
account
Crawford,
William
tion.
formerly with the Frederick W. Ziv office in Cincinnati, named field
.... Hariy
sales manager of RCA’s Thesauru.i and Syndicated Programs
Ackerman, Coast programming chief for CBS, in town for a few days,
.CBS
huddles last week with program veepee Hubbeli Robinson, Jr.
board chairman William S. Paley guesting on the Lowell Thomas show
air,
the
on
20th
anni
his
Sept. 29 to help the newscaster celebrate
Mrs. Paley guested on the Margaret Arleh show last Friday (15).
John C. Strouse has joined Kenyon &, Eckhardt as an account %xec.
He was. formerly with Dancer, Fitzgerald Sc Sample arid Young &
C. L. MacNelly, previously with Pedlar & Ryan, has joinRubicam
Robert Hall Clothes back on
ed Ted Bates as an account exec.
with 60 spots weekly on a 52-week contract. Agency is Frank B. Sawdon
”....Ara Gerald new to “Nona
Sunday
..Ivor Francis added to “Our Gal
Richard Sanders and Joshua Shelley joined “BackFrom Nowhere’’.
Roger de Koven new to Cast of “Young Widder Brown.”
stage wife”
The Mariners and Henry Morgan among those who entertained at
a party for the United Nations secretariat at Lake Success Friday (15),
prior to the YJN’s move into its new Manhattan headquarters,. ..
WCBS’ Bill Leonard scheduled to spar two rounds with Joe Louis and
Ezzard Charles today, (Wed.) and tomorrow and report his experience
on his “This Is New York” show. ... Lanny Ross, now aired cross-theboard on Mutual, has signed an exclusive daytime radio pact with the
web,
CBS’ “Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons,” renewed for the 13th
anPaul Brentson joined the
year by Whitehall Pharmacal
.Former radio agent John Babb, recovered from a
nouncing staff.
critical 18-month illness, is a room clerk in a Philadelphia hotel.

Show

HAKES
TWIN CITIES

WORL

slot.
to six days a week, taking on the Saturday 12:45 to 1 p.m..
Northwestern Bible Schools of Minneapolis bought, weekly half-hour
show featuring evangelist Billy Graham- via the ABC web.

in

staff
staff.

ager, and FredeHck
Frederick W. Roche,
treasurer. Station will operate on
watt,
daytime basis traris5.00Q
a 5,00Q
site
mitting from the old
at Saugus with studios at 92 State
Street, in the heart of the Hub’s
financial district.

WHDH

fiorm

who
Who

resigned
from the
staff to take over
the post of program director of the
statiori. will himself handle
new station,
two disk shows, one at 10 to 12 a.m.
shot beamed to housewives and m
three-hour afternoon show featuring pop records and interviews
with showbiz personalities.
Another name corraled by the new
outfit is Olive Erislen-Tinder, late
of WCOP, where she did book re?
views, with special events and moppet shows, who will direct women’s
programs under the new setup.
With general manager Arthur
Haley directing sales, Miss Claire
Crawford, longtime
peddler, has been appointed assistant
sales manager, with Allen Roberts,
formerly of WBZ,and the Hooperating service, completing the force.
Chambers and Wiswall, w!k Hub
advertising agency will handle the
station’s advertising, but no national rep has been set at this
date.
Only holdover from the
former regime is John Parker,
named chief engineer.
Policy of the station will be to
build personality disk shows in. pop,
musical comedy and lonhair, with
news breaks every hour, on the
hour, according to a statement by
Prescott,

WHDH

.

-

®.1

,

.

-

:

Tuesday through Sat-

*t'.ll. P. **•

t>rday station airs 6:30 a.m. to 7

m

p
8:30

with Sundays running from

,

a.

m. to 7

p.

m.

or British star of stage or screen.

Teeing off in the opening program
Linda Darnell and Ed McCurdy, Canadian folksong singer.
The new radio series will be
tagged “Voice of the Army” and
the Howard Cable band, in regimentals, will be called the Canadian Army Band. Account is being
handled by the Rdrialds advertising
agency^ Toronto, with Ray Avery

are

WMIN,

250-watter independent, supervising,
furnishes the announcing staff and
FM facility in exchange for Tram
sit
Radio brokeraging the time.

WOAI’s 28th Ami

Program arid sales policy limit all
announcements
to
half-minute

is

WOAI

Quality Network.

TV

Outlet in Mexico
WOAI, is owned and operated by
San Antonio, Sept. 19..
Southland Industries, Inc., G. A. C.
Manuel Leal, local businessman Halff is chairman of the board and
and part owner of KIWW, ‘who Hugh A. L. Halff is prez and genholds a permit to open a television eral manager.
outlet in Mexico, has announced
plans for the construction of a secPittsburgh—Fern Styer, formerond TV outlet. A license is being ly of WEEU in Reading, has joined
traffic
and continuity departments
sought for a Nuevo Laredo outlet,
according to Leal, adding that at WCAE while her husband is
equipment was already on hand for studying to be a dentist at UniChet
the first planned outlet in Mata- versity of Pittsburgh
.

,

.

irioras.

Under the temporary setup
the

of

organized as
Compariia Mexicaria de Television,
Leal is chairman of the board arid
Pedro de Lille, a Mexican, acting
prez.
Leal stated there were six
other stockholders. He stated that
the Matamoras outlet, to telecast
on channel seven. Will transmit
English and Spanish language programs. W. B. Miller will be general manager of the outlet.
An estimated $300,000 will be
spent before the Matamoras outlet
goes on the air.
Included in the
plans is a 560-foot transmitter
tower. Action by the Mexican secretary of communications on the
Nuevo Laredo permit application is
pending, stated Leal.
In connection with these setups,
it's understood that Emilio Azcarraga plans to have a half dozen
border TV stations in operation
within the next two years.

ON

Chicago, Sept. 19.
S. Public Health Service
picking up the tab on the first
of a series of documentary tele pix
dealing
with
health
problems

The U.

launched here last week by Ben
Park's Documentary Co. First shots
were made last weekend for the
30-miriute film .which is expected
to cost about $6,000 and will be offered for commercial sponsorship.
The pies will be a video adaption: of
documentary techniques

television

firm,

Pitt’s

•

WWSW

WMAQ

—

,

.

.

week

schedule.

.

sion

.

WWSW

.

end of

at

KQV’s

.

Pitt's summer sestraffic safety pro-

gram, “It Pays to Know,” presented in cooperation with the Better

Committee of Pittsburgh,

Traffic

new time on

has switched to a

urday nights, 7:30

.

.

.

Sat-

Joan Gos-

KDKA, has left
married
•
Florence Sando, women’s commentator at WCAE, has signed with
George Heid studio to teach acting one evening a week.

nell, receptionist at
the station staff to get

.

.

WANTED
•

A

.

fop

Radio-TV ProducManager

tion
.

.

By one

of the 4- A agencies
substantial TV and
Radio accounts^

.

with
This

is

a

unique opportunity.
experience pre?
complete de-

TV and agency

Submit

ferredi

including salary range,
Reply will be kept in strict confidence.
Box V-1933, Variety,
tails,

154

W. 46th

New York

St.,

19.

EXEC ASSISTANT
Execuflv*
assistant
and
secretary
seeks position with radio of T.V. Star.
Competent girl,, personable/ capable
manager.
Thoroughly versed In all
phyoses of show business.
time, energy and effort with

Conserve
me,
Write Box 9174/ Variety,

,154

W. 44th

Street#

New York If

THANK YOU
JAN (Sohgs

for Safe) MURRAY
for letting. me in on your wondei’ful
fun-fegtival.

W

i

.

WWSW

.

AM Newsreel

Pittsburgh, Sept. 19.
First hour-long newsreel in radio
here has just been launched by

.

Clark has quit radio to go into the
securities business!
Pie once was
an announcer, later managed a
station in Rochester, Pa., arid more
recently was a salesman at
Bob Pritchard, WJAS salesman,
and his wife have bought a new
trailer
Michael Marlow,
announcer, received his B A. last

.

Used by Park on his “It’s Your
Life” radio; series Which Won critiwith Margo Wines footing
cal acclaim as a
airer.
the bill. Program is on six nights
-T Pix will be written
and narrated a-, week from 11 oclock until midby Park,, with Marshall Head han- night, and includes
every kind of
dling the photography.
coverage, international, national,
state, local and sports.
News-gathering agencies for the 60-minute
session are Associated Press wire,
Louisville, Sept. 19:
which goes into station, and mornWHAS was under the Big. Top ing Post-Gazette, owner of WWSW.
during State Fair Week^ Sept. 11Newsreel replaces “Let’s Dance,”
16, moving equipment, talent and platter-spinning session.
programs to the Fair Grounds foi
the entire week of the State Fair,
Milwaukee Milwaukee Journal
to give ^Kentuckiana (KentuckyIndiana) visitors a first-harid look station, WTMJ has lined up two
new bankrollers for its 22nd seaat radio broadcasting.
All shows were free under the son of carrying the complete schedules of U. of Wisconsin and Grefen
WHAS tent and a full fair schedule Bay
Packers football teams. Miller
of broadcasts was carried out by
Brewing Co., through Mathisson
the station.
& Assqcs,, will sponsor the 14
Green Bay games and Standard Oil
Detroit-— The 70-voice chorus arid of Indiana, through McCann-Erickvocal groups of WJR’s “Make Way son, will pick up the tab for the
for Youth” program, which is fed nine
isconsin games. Larry Clark
to the entire CBS network, re- will call the Packer games arid
turned to the air after a summer Bob Heiss will do the Wisconsin
(17).

NBC

of
also a

affiliate

Is

Sunday

to 50,000. An
since 1923,
member of the Texas

was raised

in 1930

program director Prescott,

hiatus

San Antonio, Sept, 19.
will observe its 28th anni-

WOAI

commercial .announce" versary on the air Sept. 25. Station
ments are allowed every hour.
first
began broadcasting with a
power of 500 watts^ a radio pioneer in South Texas, In 1925, the
Saa Aatomo Radio
power was increased tor 5,000 and

lengths. Six

WNAC

GOVT. PICKS OP TAB

j

^

es r M n sev ' days
^^ e Monday-is
uJ
the big .day with
8:90 a m

w« ek

diers.

presented weekly in an elaborate
stage setting, with all male participants in regimental uniform.
Assisting in the staging and the
signing up of guest stars will be

Pentagon officials at Washington.
by way of The scheduled two guest star shots
for every program: will be a Canadian top name and an American

141 street cars. By
WORL,
300. buses and street cars
year, is skedded to get back into
Its music, and anairing
be
action Oct. 1,
1. following a complete
reorganization of ownership and nouncements. Today 54 Twin City
advertisers are using the new me?

New setup is incorporated under
the name of the Pilgrim Broadcasting Corp., with Joseph A. Dunn,
mg
former,
president,
president. Arthur E. Haley, former?
ly of WBMS, v.p., and general man-

Recruiting

Toronto, Sept. 19.
On an army recruiting drive for
United Nations forces the Canadian
goverrifnent will launch a 28-week
stations of the
series over 41

.

.

UN Army

For

.

YORK CITY

.

New

Can. Govt. Launching

.

made

I’m

:
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Wednesday, September 20, 1950
Mitchell to

Muzak

Maurice B. Mitchell, ex-Broadcast Advertising Bureau chief, has
(Cincinnati)
WCPp
time
salesman
exveteran
and
been appointed to post of general
Harry Hartman,
cnortscaster, has turned author. In “Watt Hoppens,” just released, he manager of Associated Program
breads over 98 pages “inside facts behind scenes of radio from catr Service, thb transcription program Salt Lake

Hicks

1

characteristic roly-poly Hartman style
off mike with greats and riearand has many
business.
creats of sports and show
r chuckle No. 1 goes back to 192$ when Hartman saw a microphone for
left a ringside seat to fill in for an announcer who
the first time. He
Music Hall arena to do the initial boxing broadcast
failed to show up in
WCPO. The next day Hartman was out of the
bv WFBE, forerunner of
radio.
The 250-watt station, then owned by
clothing business and in
jazz orchestra leader, was in a basement
pioneer
Fuller,
Earl
the late
Cincy.
“Spot announcements cost 75
closet of the Parkview hotel,
get money we took merchandise for them,”
cents, and if we couldn’t
Hartman recalled.

days to video.”

Iv-hisker

It is in

Corp.

j

!

|

!

i

I

In a new version of radio public relations, WNBC, key N, Y. outlet
stage a “Children’s Carnival’’ on the
of the NBC w?b, is scheduled to
Central Park mall, N. Y., Saturday (23) in cooperation with the N. Y.
Parks Dept. With; the new school season having started recently, the
affair is to be geared to the schools’ safety program, and the station is
inviting kids this week via special spot announcements.
Frank Luther, star of a Saturday morning’s kid show on WNBC, will
emcee, with a long list of guest talent scheduled to, perform, including
Henry* Morgan, the “Magic Clown” of a WNBT video show, Ed Herlihy,
the Police Dept, quartet and others. Show will not be broadcast.

Continued from page 22

Minneapolis, Sept. 19.

Muzak

i

still remembered by oldtimers
the time the station moved from the ParkA box item in Variety reported “the change
was made without breaking a record;”
Indicating that the station has advanced, there is a photo of Mortimer
C Watters, its head man, and Ohio’s Governor Frank LaUsche proudly
displaying the Variety Shpwmariagement 1950 award to WCPO-TV.

Civic arid state agencies here are
going in for big-riame aid in carrying out radio and TV fund-raising
and publicity campaigns. The Sister Elizabeth Kenny Foundation,
with headquarters in Minneapolis,
lined up 28 stars for its annual
drive which ends tomorrow (20).

Radio Stix

.

One laugh omitted by Hartman, but

NAMES ON

&

i

about
in the industry, Was
view to the Sinton hotel.

BIG

;

Continued from page 25

City; and one at Albu- fense. Also, a resolution was passed
querque, all operating, of course, endorsing plans for an expanded
without benefit of cable or net- Broadcast Advertising Bureau to
Mitchell succeeds Richard Tes- work microwave. There’s a mere help radio sell
time.
tut Who was transferred to an adBut, aside from TV, the thing
handful of applications, these from
ministrative post in the Muzak
Denver, the third big watering that sparked most corridor gab was
company.
hole in the desert. And they’re un- a bristling challenge to the broadder that thick costing of ice known casters to hoist the baton handed
.}
them by the FCC last, year and
as the FCC freeze.
Delegate^ indicated keen " inter- start editorializing on the air.
est in the likelihood that/, with'
Rex Howell of fct'X’J/ Grand
Continued from page 25
eventual, lifting, of the freeze (and' Junction, Qol, and KGLN; Glenbarring war curtailments on equip- wood S p r i n g s, who has been
ists arid tying up with a lot of jazz
ment, etc.), many ultra-high fre- thumping on the subject on a naunits that they won’t be able to
use.
At the moment, television quency channels will be assigned tiorial level, for years, “advocated”
for
community-station utilization. on his own facilities in defiance of
leads the webs to think they need
District director William C. Grove the so-called “Mayflower edict”
a lot of pop men This may change.
pointed out that when the FCC and was a leader in the fight that
Situation is fraught with wider came out with its July, 1949, list overturned it last year, told the
implications than is apparently of allocations, providing for even- broadcasters that now that they
realized.
A lot of longhair musi- tual assignment of spectrum space have the “right” to editorialize secians may find themselves out of to stations in more than 1,400 cured to them; they ought to use
work, replaced by pop players, A communities, “it all seemed a lit- it.
classical audience, may find itself tle ridiculous.” But, he added, “it
asked editorializing
Howell
deprived of programs. But a deeper certainly doesn’t now.”
broadcasters to raise their hands.
motive is discerned by some indusThe broadcasters indicated their Three did V ir James of KVR1L
tryites in all the above—a move by
Salida, Col., William Kemp of
stations and webs to cut down on direct interest burgeoned with adKVER, Albuquerque, and James
their musicians quota, classical or vertising gains made by video, the
Carroll
of
KWVO, Sheridan,
pop, altogether. Webs’ contract approach of network relays and
Wyo. All three said their stations
with the musicians union original- the emergence of TV as a “star” enjoyed greater influence and rely for three years, then renewed medium bringing viewers Eddie
spect because of their editorializfor two—-expires next Feb. 1. Pres- Cantor, Fred Allen, Bob Hope, Ed
ing policies; All said they stayed
ent moves by the webs are regard- Wynn, et al., along with Milton
out of politics, did most of their
ed by some as initial efforts toward Berle—-who, until now, has been advocating on other local
issues.
cutting down on musicians* quota about the only big TV name recogin the new contract, or getting rid nizable in* this area where TV is
Pittsburgh-—Theodore A. Okon,
of the quota system ltogether, with only read about.
associated with WDTV since June,
the lopping off of longhairs as the
District 14 also heard Justin Mil- 1
as public relations and pub949,
beginning of the campaign ‘before ler, NAB p r e si dent, advocate
licity director, has resigned to benegotiations for new pacts start.
fingerprinting of radio station em- come business manager of Al Morployees as one phase of the indus- gan, pianist and composer, and star
try’s contribution to national de- of the “Al Morgan Show.”

division of

him on and

illustrations of

39

views, with gang leaders, victims of
gangs and other people affected by
delinquency. Each program Will
be broadcast twice “for a maximum
audience impact.”

Ex-bandleader Bobby Sherwood,

who already has

.

—

—

a cross-the-board
video variety show from 11 to midnight on WCBS-TV, has now been
Continued from page 26
moved into the 5 to 5:30 slot on
Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Gabriel WNEW, preceding Martin Block.
work
kinescopes
the performance
Heatter, Robert Q. Lewis, Jo Staf- Sherwood
plays
records,
spins
Clem McCarthy and Red piano and guitar, and fools with his for shipment to stations Operating
ford,
Skelton are among the names ap- trumpet. Incidentally, Sherwood is outside the reach of the coaxial
pealing via radio. On TV it’s one of the few
personali- cable. The motion picture indusMorey Amsterdam, Ilona Massey, ties who hasn’t worked his way"up try insists that the kinescope recording is a motion picture and
Bert Lahr, Arlene Francis, Dizzy from staff announcer ranks,
hence a copyright violation will
Dean and Cedric Adams. The TV
Station has also moved Art exist.
On the other hand, the
spots were produced in New York
and Minneapolis at Cinemart and Ford’s “Milkman’s Matinee” down broadcasting industry “says the
Saturday
earlier
on
hours
two
kinescope recording is hot a moReid H. Ray Films, Inc, Writing
and production were done by night, starting the all-night dee jay tion picture. It is used for differJohnny Pikaja, radio-TV director of show at 10 p.m. While majority of ent purposes and made by differThe kinescope is
the Sister Elizabeth Kenny Foun- indie’s new shows are slated to be- ent processes.
gin next month, Sherwood has al- merely another facility for getting
dation.
ready started, as has legiter Boris the program to the network. We
Dick Enroth, WLOL sportscaster,
Karloff’s kiddie deejay stint.
insist this is a right reserved by
and Leigh Kamman, Variety mugg
the author when he reserved live
and Twin City disker, are. the
broadcasts.
Some day this point
emcees.
will be litigated.”

another

first for

WWJ— The

News

Detroit

1

WNEW

Mrs, Pilpel attacked the tax laws
as ‘’giving least favored treatment
to creative workers. The new law

Continued from page 25

grams can be broadcast regarding

advice before Congress is even harder on
“Congress,
given on how to prevent the jam- them,” she continued.
Dawn Bible Students Assn, has ming of thoroughfares, and similar by means of this new tax law,
bought the 12:45 to 1 p.m. slot educational programs carried on takes away with one hand what
Sundays on the Mutual web to air for the benefit of the various levels it grants creative workers through
the copyright laws.”
a weekly religious show starting
organizations.”
the

location

of

shelters,

of civil-defense

Oct. 15. Series, to be titled “Frank
and Ernest,” will comprise nondenominational religious t a 1 k s
,

penned

by

who

worth,
show.

Dr.

Wood-

Norman

appear on the

will also

Deal

W.

L.

is for 52 weeks, with the
Gleason agency handling the

account.

.

A

Deeds’

TV Package

Brylawski, a brother of A. Julian
The plan provides for use of
Brylawski, president of the D. C.
other communications facilities in
Picture. Theatre Owners,
Motion
the event radio and TV are disexplained that the copyright laws,
abled by attack. These include facas they affect motion pictures, “are
simile, amateur radio services, and
not very clearly thought out” and
mobile, two-way facilities.
that the. courts have had to “perbasic civil defense law is rec- form acrobatics to fill in the deprovidplan,
the
under
ommended
ficiencies in the law.”
ing for a civil defense administraNew law is needed to cover per
tion and the appointment of an adforming rights as they affect reministrator. Prompt action by concording of literary works, said Argress is urged.
thur Farmer, Up to now, he added, it has never been worthwhile
to read a novel or short story on
However, such new
Pact
to
a record.
Dorothy Doan’s
developments as the 33 and 45

A

based on Clarence Budington
Kelland’s
Deeds”
“Mr.
stories has been packaged for video
presentation with Barry Nelson in
tlie lead.
Package is slated to cost
Dorothy Doan, hostess on CBSaround $7,500.
TV’s daytime “Vanity Fair” show,
William Morris Agency is per- this week inked a new pact with
centiiig the deal.
the web, incorporating a hefty
series

New

rpms means that it is possible to
put a story on a single record.
Tape and wire recordings, he said,

.

.

.

.

.

which

has

been

aired
into the

cross-the-board, will move
3:30 to 4 p.m. slot Tuesdays

and*

Thursdays. Fibre-Glass Curtains re

mains as a participating sponsor.

B0BB TO SAN ANTONIO

•

nist

San Antonio, Sept.

"MAMA"

named program
local

TV

director for

KEYL*

outlet.

He was

I

“Now,” explained Farmer, “I
can read a novel on to wire or
tape and sell it to the. public at
$5 ..’jl copy. This will be good for
old people who have bad eyes and
can’t read much, or for the blind
Also, it will bring back the old
custom of family reading aloud;”

Quaker Oats Reprise
On MBS ‘Man on

fall

.

•

the

.

venture into the

first

university education

The

by any

field

of
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versity
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luring its

30

...
years’ existence. It^

;

WWJ

has always~#rijoyed, aiid^whicb has

always proved so beneficial to its advertisers.

Chicago, Sept. 19.

formerly with the Radio

City Music Hall and radio and
New York.

TV

Mutual’s “Mari on the Farm” returns to a full hour format Oct.
14 for Quaker Oats. Cereal firm
cut the Chicago-originated SaturSt. Louis—The 574th consecutive
morning airer back to a halfday
Weekly broadcast of “So It Can’t
Ful-OHappen To You,” a safety program hour last' April, plugging
Mother’s Premium
marked the Pep Feeds.
originated by
addithe
Lt. Roland J. Schu- Oats will be tabbed for
11th anni.
macher of the St. Louis Police De- tional 30 minutes.
partment traffic* division has conQuaker has sponsored the show
The producted each program.
years, moving it
gram has copped many national for the past 14
to
Mutual two years ago. Agency
awards for its contribution to

CBS-TV

and the University of Michigan
have announced completion of plans for a
series of televised home-study courses this

prestige

19.

William B. Robb, Jr„ has been

OVER 250 TV SHOWS
Currently 80th Week

WWJ-TV

can take entire literary works.

boost in salary.

Show,

college

in
Radio Registry

IDUIkl

.

KXOK

AN ASSISTANT?
College man, 24, knowledge Of IViUsle.
a 6 Product i on s and
radio and T.V.
I ,u
lothniqite;
Desires to assist in Radio*
1 iVi niusic
or theatrical productions.
'
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OnCMBSTRAS-MUSIC

London, Sept.
Silver Dollar, ..

.

:

& Cox

,

String”

a

anj

My

‘‘Flying

Foolish Heart

Sam’s Song ...
Once in a While.
Dearie >, ......
Loved You.
If
.

.

Following intermission, Charlie
Parker with his string accompammen( tQ<)k thc spo tlight for about
JoiW numbers with' jiiahist Oscar
Latter broke
‘petetson following.
up the house, having to beg off.
Coleman Hawkins, backed by the
rh t|lm ^e c, font showed his tenor
‘sax knowhow .while Rich demon*

j

,

.

.

,

'

.

I

.Sterling

,

.Magna

...

.

.

Of Fatiiha”-“Ave Maria” (Victor).
“Fatima,” a religiose tune that has
been stirring great interest, gets
its most effective interpretation by
Spitalny “Hour of Charm”,
tire
This rich and deeply-felt
choir.
arrangement has a big
choral
potential, and jocks can spin it on

Sun

•

Connelly.

.

Williamson

.

“Our Lady mental arrangement. This cut looks

Phil Spitalny Orch:.

Daddy's Little Girl ... Yale
Sentimental Me ... Cineplionic

World On
Home.”

and Disks

HERM SCHOENFELD.

.0y

Leeds

,

.

Box

Blackbird

Hollywood, Sept. 19.
smashing $13,964 gross alter
taxes was racked up Friday night
at Shrine Auditorium for the
( 15)
Pprtrfrp ^hPAi'in* jaa
mn,,
iazz
Eekstine-GeoigeSlieaiiru
Billy wMrctinn
concert, promoted* here b y « lR ^

Sterling

•

.

12.

Music

./ .Pic

.

Bewitched
Have 1 Told You,
.

Jocks, Jukes

Sept. 9)

(Week ending

A

;

to garner a healthy share of the
play on this number, Damone gives
“Arms” a full-d^ess dramatic treat*
tnent with solid commercial impact on this standard. Ralph Mar*
tiere tastefully batons the orch

and chorus.
Salty Holmes: “Wabash Blues”*
Flipover
is an- “Swanee Swing” (London). Holmes,
suitable occasions.
Second 12
jockey!. Gene
blendchoir
orch
tasteful
and
other
a solid harmonicist; gives a strong
Remember Cornfields Arcadia
site's 6.900 seats were sold plus
ing on the Schubert composition, slice of “Wabash Blues!’ that should
..Morris
on AQh’matArl
,
oinn/iAflc
Quicksilver
estimated
with an
standees,
some
violin,
Evelyn's
featuring
Dash
stir some activity in the blues and
Candy & Cake
1,000 customers turned away.
folk markets;
Lennox
Holmes rides the
Bing Crosby: “Harbor Lights’
Let's Do It Again
Leeds
“Beyond The Reef” (Decca). On standard with a steady, moving
Local sesli /was the pace-setter strated his proficiency at the skins
Piano Roll Blues ...
kick,
Hawaiian
beat. Reverse is another catching
Connelly
the
current
stand that brought
Ashes of Roses.
for a cross-country tour that will with a fiery solo
“Lights,” a late 1930’s tune, is get- item that rates attention.
Your Heart-, My Heart Wright.
take Eckstine and Shearing up down the house.
This cut
ting a lot of wax put on it.
F. D. & H.
Shadow
and
Me
Pearl Bailey: “He Didn’t Have
Miss
around
Show was wrapped up by
through Nov. 12. Grosses
lias -strong commercial impact; with The Know-How No How”“Down
Oh. You Sweet One Southern
the country should be as good, Fitzgerald with such tunes as “How
always tops on these island- In The Cellar” (Columbia). One of
Crosby
.Feldman
You
Eyes
For
Only
Shaw Artists .High the Moon” and “Frim Fram
since
particularly
type items. Lorry Raine also has standout vocal stylists in the busiLeeds
Tzena Tzena Tzena.
Corp. which pieced together the Sauce.” Closer was “Perdido” with
a likely cut on the London label. ness, Miss Bailey tu*ns put conFeldman
Happy Times ...
bookings to Phillips taking the limelight. Inthe
cue
can
package,
Decca flipover has Crosby on a sistently fine disks even when her
teresting aspect of the program
record sales charts.
pleasant; dreamy ballad. Lyn Mur- material is- mediocre. She makes
exhibited
ray's orch and chorus furnish ex'Majority of the coin goes to Eck- was i he different styles
Know-How” a rhythm tune with
tenbr saxmen. Ha\Vcellent backgrounds.
some fairly clever lyrics seem much
Stine who will collect the $3,000 by the trio of
Phillips
refinement.
showing
kins
SOrGOq/
“Beloved,
Be bigger than it is. “Cellar” is ail
Paul WestOn Orch:
td $3,700 guarantee against
(Colum- okay number with an upbeat and
Faithful’ ’-“Never tireless”
privilege in every town: /Warbler. r excitement and Y oung indifference,
Gil Evans orch
bia). Weston, On liis first chore for uplift message.
Carnegie stand was the second
is paying Shearing on a guarantee
Columbia since moving oyeirTroni hacks up cbmpetently.'
and bonus deal and is also paying 0 f the tour/ Which began at the
lias sliced a neat coupling
Capitol,
which
quintet,
Hartford,
Davis
Auditorium,
Bushnell
Miles
the
Reviews
of a current pop and a standard.
15 ). Tour is expected to
serves as a bop curtain raiser With Friday
Bobby Hackett has been given “Beloved” is handled with an apG e o r g e S h e rih g Quintet
a trio of numbers and provides the take in 50 cities in the J./S. and
propriate lilt, the Norman Luboff
by
absence
of
leave:
indefinite
bleating.
an
Eckstirie’s
Gros.
Canada.
(M-G-M); Shearing’s rhythm quinbacking for
American Broadcasting Co. music chorus handling the lyric. Reverse tet has emerged as one of the
//. '
/
With their respective disk clicks
slick rendition Of a fine oldie.
chief Frank Vagnoni, to permit is a
standout
combos in the contempoShearing
and
Eckstine
on,
lean
Jimmy
Waketo
Margaret Whitings
rary j azz‘ scene. The reason is made
the trumpeter to make a national
would: have no trouble, satisfying a
ly: “Bushel and A Peck”-“Beyond
sniatl
Comin
ipwn
clear
his
this four-disk set packfronting
tour
concert audience anywhere, but
The Reel” (Capitol). “Bushel,” from
bination. ABC,: however, lias stip- Frank Loesser’s “Guys and Dolls,” aged by M-G-M. In this collection
they've wisely elaborated on .the
of
standards; the quintet
Shearing
Hackett
for
billing
ulated that
sounds promising, and diskeries are
entire thenie t v provide a neatlymust include the getting on it fast. Cut of Miss displays that freshness of attack
appearances
paced, two-hour show. /Eckstine has
phrase “by permission of ABC.” Whiting and Wakely is among the which maintains the melodic integOf*
added some special material stuff,
rity wh i 1 e consta htly-kear ching-for—
Hackett, who left his hot jazz first and will do much to put over significant variations. Combo also
penned by Sid Kuller, and socks
New Haven, Sept. 19.
career four years ago for a radio the song. It’s a novelty-type item manages to maintain fine balancing
it over to top response, particuThe telephone wires, between the berth, resumed his playing with a that this duo can click On. “Reef”
_
larly a wrapup of Frankie Laine
among its rhythm components.
gets another pleasing rendition on
material like “Mule Train," “Wild backstage of the Shubert theatre small' combo as a result of his sum
Numbers included in the set are
the bottom deck.
Goose,” “Swamp Girl,” etc. He also here, where “Call Me! Madam” mer cHck at the Grandvie\v Inn in
“Tenderly,”
“November Seascape,”
Mindy Carson: “A Rainy Day ReLong AS
“As
does the special “I Like It Here,” opened Monday / ( 11 >, and Decca Columbus, Q., when, he was yaca- frain”-” Looks Like A Cold, Cold “Summertime,”
Usual
Hackett’
hoine..
ABC.
hits
nv
There’s
Music,”
“Strolling,” “Septioning
that
fro
flag waver
in New York, were jammed last
Winter” (Victor). This could be
fine balladeering job is done on week as the show’s backers, pro- combo received $1,000 per week the disk that Miss Carson has tember In the Rain/’ “Changing
such numbers as “Car avan.” “O ld ducers and writers pleaded with for that engagement. Hackett is needed to crack into the hit lists. With the Times” and “East of the
Man River” and “I Wanna Be Decca execs to release Ethel Mer- currently booked solidly through “Refrain,” a standout tune with a Sun/’
Loved,” and he uses a punchy ar- man for a projected RCA Victor December. He goes back into the light beat, is handled by Miss CarPlatter Pointers
Grandview Inn Sept. 25 through son with a matching delicacy that
rangement of the oldie, “Laugh, album of the show’s s.ore.
It’s
Les Brown's orch sliced two solid
Clown, Laugh,” to bring the .cur- 'understood that Decca, which has / Oct, 14 and follows into the Colo- lifts this side out of the ordinary.
the Sides in “Sixpence” and “Cabin in
by
background
Taverni Toronto. Get. 16 .Excellent
tain roaring down on the first half. the show’s siinging star under con- nial
Some
helps. the Sky” (Columbia)
Orch
Ackers'
Andrew
Eckstine teams with Shearing tract, stood pat firmly against per- through Nov. 4; and the Rendezinore Spike Jones’ high jinks in
tuiie.
fair
a
Winter”
is
“
only once, at the finale, in a mitting Miss Merman to appear on vous Room, Philadelphia. Nov. 6
Your
For
“Yes, We Have No Bananas” for
“Thirsty
Antes
Bros.:
for
slated
is
He
18.
jamme- “Driving Me Crazy” that the Victor label. As a result, RCA through Nov,
Betty BreWer has a neat
Kisses” -“I Don’t Mind Being All Victor
Shearing which bankrolled the. show', is seen a holiday cruise ship date; plus Alone” (Coral). Another fine slice coupling of standards in “For the
rings the bell solidly.
combo, playing a repressed bop, blocked out- from' cutting an origi- bookings at the Hi-Hat in Boston. by a group that has been consist- First Time” and “You’ve Got Me
Hackett, meantime, completed ently ti,»‘ninof
wins the expected returns all the nal cast album of the show.
SOlld d!lSkS fOl’ Crying Again” (Decca) . . . Lisa
turning QUt solid
sides for the
way, particularly in reprising such
Kirk-s “Life Is So Peculiar” is
Calls to Milton R. Rackmil. Dec- his. first set of eight
over a year. “Kisses” is a
disk clicks as “East of the Sim.” ca prexy, and Dave Kapp,.diskery‘s Columbia label last Friday (15>, ballad, delivered. wiiliJthiS-J^Jiihds. jslightlyulM^rJmt-good (Victor) .
,
piano - bass vibes - electriq-guitar- exec vice-prexy; were made by JLe- using the same Combination that firm beat and sure harmonizing:' Andrews Sisters and Guy Lomare
Sidemen
With
play
will
tour
him.
on
bardo team for an okay version
“Alone” could have a big
drums combo dishes a top brand of land Hayward, producer of the
harmonics that is musically and show; Irving Berlin, music and Don Marino, drums; Bob Casey, the strength of this cut. A fine of “A Rainy Day Refrain” (Decca l
Vaughn Monroe's cut of
technically classy. Between num- lyric writer; Manie Sacks, RCA art- bass, and Charlie Queener, piano. tune with a smart lyric, it’s been
v
bers, Shearing keeps the pace even ists relations chief; and even Ethel Ernie Anderson is Hackett s .per- dressed by the Ames Bros. into a “Frosty, The Snow Man” is promRoy
potential.
jock
and
big
juke
ising
(Victor) ... Jimmy Dorsey
sonal
manager.
goes
with -some puny patter that
Merman; who is anxious to do the
Ross orch back up neatly.
has kicked off another solid Dixie
over well.
album. Decca chiefs,, however, did
Vic Damone: “Beloved Be Faith- number, in “Let a Smile Be Your
Accent on the “modern sounds” not yield but; made several uficlisGeorge Joy left N. Y. for the ful”-“Take Me In Your Arms” Umbrella” (Columbia) ... On the
won’t hurt around the country closed counter-proposals, to RCA Coast Monday (18V for a two or (Mercury). '“Beloved” gets another same label, Rosemary Clooney exDamone, pertly handles a couple of juve
since platters have brought both Victor which were not acceptable to~ three week
rendition by
to Saiitly-Joy’s firstrate
headliners plenty of attention and the latter company;
backed by a full choral and instrii- items; “The Wobblin’ .Goblin” and
Hollywood office.
will
serve as advance word-of“Punky Punkin”
Jack Day,
..
mouth, contributing to What should
Owen Bradley and the Ames 'Bros,
16
Sept.
of
Week
trek;
Kap.
have etched a flock of Christmas
be a highly profitable
t
numbers for Coral ; . Louis Jordan has a neat side in “Trouble
Then Satisfaction” (Decca)
.
Decca
Jenkins -Wearers
at
1.
GOODNIGHT IRENE (7) (Spencer)
• «
Lucky Millinder registers well on
Columbia
Sinatr
Nrirman. All of the
.
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Frank
[King Cole Trio.
i

l

Packs Carnegie Hall; N.Y.;

MONA

2.

LISA

(11)

(Paramount)

•

i

•

•

t

«

•

SAM’S SONG

3.

With

a

capacity

attendance

2,760 at a $4 top and scaled

of.

down

SIMPLE MELODY

4.

(6)

.TZENA, TZENA", TZENA

$2, Norman Granz presented the
10th annual addition of “Jazz at!
the Rhi) harmonic” at Carnegie
Hall N. Y., Saturday (16) to one
of the most appreciative (and noisInstead
iest) audiences in town.
of the middle-aged and gray^haired
set usually in attendance ait this
house, the hall was filled largely
by youths in their early or midtwenties, a large segmen. of which
impressed as being ex-bop follow-;

5.

Bing
•

7.

'

Reaction to the music played ran
heavy, nutting- to frantic
of! “go than” in response to
bits offered by various soloists, Initial half of the program featured
tenor saxmen Flip Phillips and Lester Young, trombonist Bill Harris,!
trumpeteer Harry Edison, 88er

from

.

shouts

Hank Jones, bassist Ray Brown and
drummer Buddy Rich; Seven-man
combo, with the two reed and two
Brass constantly soloing, gave out
with some hot playing, in addition
to one number in the sweet vein
that was done So neatly it could
easily have lulled the house into
quiet slumber.

Rounding out the first part of
the show, Ella Fitzgerald came oh
in sock fashion to draw top response with a quintet -of-offerings.
These included “Don’t Get Around

Much Anymore/’

“I’ve

Got The

8.
9.

10.

LA VIE EN ROSE (4) (Harms)
CAN ANYONE EXPLAIN a) (Valando)
I WANNA BE LOVED (17) (Supreme)
ALL MY" LOVE (2) (Mills)
BONAPARTE’S RETREAT (9) (Acuff-Rose)
.

«

i

.

•

•

&

i

*

*.

-•

•

»

•

t

•

•

*.

ci

Erks tine'.

(Billy
•

4

Patti

Page

Kaii.

Starr

,

»

«

•

.-•*

.

.

Mercury

,

.

.

Capitol

.

and

Seem

to

Laugh
Again”

“Never

Lily Ann Carol an d
Ray Blocli pre lr ha ve a cute side in
“Way Marie” for Signature
Tiny Bradshaw is On “Butterfly”
for King ,
Jan Garber has a
.
sweet, side in “I Still Miss You”
(Capitol)
Ray Blocli essays
some fancy insl vu mentation in
“Hora' Slaccata” (Signature)
Still another good cut of “Beloved
Be Faithful” by Snooky Lanson and
EVe Young for London . . Randy
Brooks orch has a couple of J ^tenable sides, in “Holiday FOrcvc"”

iCapi toil

«

.

.

.

“Can’t

in.

Anymore”

Decca

.

!

.

.

nicely

.Coral

,

'

.

Victor

,

...

.

.

to Me” is okay (London)
Charlie Spivak has a, couple of
good sides in “High On the List”
and “Moonlight On the Ganges”
(London)
Johnny Parker scores

.

«

.

That

.

.

i

.

„

Decca
peccd
Columbia

Gary Crosby

Ames Bros. .... /.
[ A n rams S is- J en kins

.

Decca

.

.Capitol:

.

Tony Mori hi.

»

«

.

Gary Crosby .... ..Decca

«

6.

.

ers.

.

J enkins-W cavers
{'Mitch Miller.

|

“Clap Your Hands” for King Records
On same label Roy Brown’s
orch has a strong blues and rhythm
number in “Cadillac Baby”
Claire Hogan's- handling df “Do

Capitol

.

.

\

(Cromwell)

(10)

&

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

Joe: "Singers

(Berlin)

I
i

to.

I

[Bing

(Sam Weiss)

(

•

.

(9)

Young

Victor

(

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.•

.

.

.

Second Group
NEVER BE FREE (Valaiido)
LOVE THE GUY (Shapiro-B)
COUNT EVERY STAR (Paxton)
MUSIC MAESTRO PLEASE (Bourne)
DREAM A LITTLE DREAM (Words & Music)
HARBOR LIGHTS (Chappell)
CINCINNATI DANCING PIG (Old Hickory)
VAGABOND SHOES (Jefferson)
1 CROSS MY. FINGERS ^United)

I'LL

.

.

•

•

»

•

•

.«.

*

i

•

«

•

.

*

•

...

DIDN'T SLIP.

HOOP-DEE-DOO

I

WASN'T PUSHED,
(16) (Morris)

I

FELL

«

»

.

.

» » » » » »4

.

.

..

Ccmo

.

:

.Victor

.

.

and
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,

,
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.
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folk,
western; jazz,
po’ka. religious, etc.: Martha Davis,

‘’Kitchen Blues” (Decca)
k Jimmy
Dickens, “When That Love Bug
Arthur
Bites You” (Columbia).
.

M erciiry
Victor

.

You/ Know”

Than

/'

Standout

Decca

;

“More

(Decca).

r cur y
Columbia.

.

.

.

'Victor

Mercury

.

.

.

Crtid.up,

Columbia

“Hand Me Down

ing /Cane” (Victor)

.

,

.

.

My W'/k-Lois ** "

“Going On With Jesus” (l
Kay S rarr:
.Capitol -f
...
Margie Anderson, “ s
Mr.
Time
You Cried” (Columbia)
Dacca
Gordon Jenkins
jeniant.
coca t
...... .p
f
..DleS el
Goon . Bo „ es . Barney
Bill Snvder
.... .Tower
Drag” (Mercury) ,
Eddy Arnold,
Los Pan (
........ ... Capitol ^ “The Lovebug Itch” (Victor)
Johnny Hicks, “I Thought I Was
Johnny Desmond ...... .M-G-M
Dean Martin .... i^.,. .Capitol £ Home to Stay” (Columbia)
Riley Shepard, “Through the Val*
ley of the Shadows” (London)
wteks sono has been in the Top 10.3
Page Cavanaugh Trio, “This Time
the Dream’s on Me” (Discovery)
/

f

.Victor

\ so:,,'

.

Foley.

Vic Ddmaj te
Perry Como
Doris Day

(Remick)

e: Capit ol

Laine v

Sammy Kaye
Red

•

••

Frankie 'Lahu

,.

BEWITCHED (17) (Chappell)
NOLA (Sam Fox) .....
JUST SAY I LOVE IIER (ABC)
I’LL ALWAYS LOVE YOU (Famous)

Pefry

...

.v.,.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

Victor;

sell.

/'

. .
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IFiffurcs in parentheses indicate
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Tony .Martin
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Em

T enhossee

Hugo Winterhalter
S Frauki

...
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K. Starr

Fran Warren
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Negotiations between the Ameri-

The CBS-TV show, "This

companies over music performance
come to an end
one way or another in the next

Business,” which presents performers on the pretext that they have a prob-

lem

shaken by reports that

may

consent decree signed last
ASCAP execs, however,
March.
are still confident they can come
to- terms with the film companies
t rust

staff

ASCAP’s film, committee has reportedly met during the past week
with execs of Metro, Paramount;
Warner Bros., 20th-Fox and CoComplying with the delumbia.
J.

selected the first
four companies as representing the

ing for Hollywood to pay performance fees that would total slightly
This amount
tinder $1,500,000.
would npproxiriiately equal the payments formerly made by exhibitors under the old seat tax into

ASCAP’s exchequer.

Major disk companies are rushLatter pay- ing pressings of their versions of

ments were definitely ruled out by
“A Bushel and a Peck,” from the
fire consent decree which upheld
Federal Judge Vincent Leibell’s Frank Loesser score of "Guys and
decision more than a year-and-a- Dolls,” to radio stations and disk
jockeys,
following reports
that
Capitol Records had jumped the
Oct. 1 release date for the song.
While the tune hasn’t been heard
on the networks, it's reported that
Gapitol has shipped its Margaret
Whiting-Jimmy Wakely etching to
dee jays, radio stations and jukebox'
These
reports
operators.

ago.

lialf

Irvin;

Milk Huddles

-WitlrJBfAwSettiirf
j

this

New York huddling with Music them

rate for video film s.

ducers of vidpix increasing, Mills
feels a rate must be set soon.
MPPA has been studying the problem, but has made no recommendaother

Mills and a number
major publishers have

to play the tune

till

Oct.

45

rpm

playeri,

which

is

-

di the grosses the vidpix bring.
Mills has contracted for use of
Its
unes to Louis Snader, indie
vidpix producer, who is filming
home talent for three-minute musi-

different from Richmond’s
While
"Goodnight Irene.”
Richmond’s legal affairs are
in the hands of music attorney Bernie Miller, Richmond
feels he may as well know
is

music
.

:

what’s goirig on.

;

Victor

to

Beat Market

Another phonograph recording
hassle has the Metropolitan Opera
Assn.’s forthcoming production of

companies
introduced,
the
would reduce their prices to 50c
for easier operation.
Mass sale)
of disks would make up the difference in the profit margin on the
individual platter.
Selection of the top 20 or 25
disks lor display in the vending

machines would be made on the
same basis as pop sheet music is
now chosen for ‘-the rack,” a display counter operated by Music
Dealers Service which distributes

multiple antitrust action
Inc.,
Broadcast Music,
against
charging the licensing firm with
in
recombination and conspiracy

A

straint of trade, was filed last week
in N. Y. federal court by* three
publishers and the estate of ~a
fourth. Complaint asks a total of
$193,500 in treble damages.

the

BMI

ner group; Walter Douglas, prexy

Music Pubishers Protective
of
Assn.; and Larry Richmond, head
similar setup would be
of MDS.
instituted for the disk vending machines,
Vending machine idea is also
gaining favor among music pubs
as a possible new outlet foi sheet
music to supplement "the rack.”

A

cio,

has already been touched upon
the industrywide meetings on
bobsting copy sales.
It

in

Rise Seen Not Likely

To Jack Up Disk Costs
Retail
likely to

a

;

Pete Rugolo, Capitol Records
Royalty rale, once agreed eastern artists and repertoire staffupon, however* would presumably
er, has been permanently assigried
cover all types of vidpix.
to the diskery’s Coast homeoffice.
Walter Rivers, eastern a & r chief,
Will handle all duties alone.
Spike Mines Oregon
Rugolo left for tlie Coast over a
Medford, Ore., Sept, 19.
month ago on what was ostensibly
Spike Jones took $4,355 out of a six-week visit to arrange for and
town last Thursday (14) with two record ~tan Kenton. He then exevening performances at an open* pressed a desire to stay out there.
Tuv- arena. Hand Capitol-execs consented. RuZany bandleader, imori a $3,000 golo, who handled most of the jazz
ntee against 65%, grossed sessions in the cast, will continue
•

and other affiliated, publishers
from the right to obtain money
or monies for their songs or musi-

tiff*

—

1

i

1

to.

do the same work

oil

the

Coast.'.

will al-

Howard

Dietz,

:

this

of

week by the
Union Car-

Mills Opens London Office
Mills Music, as part of an overexpansion plan, has opened
an office in London, -company prez

ad-pub veepee of

Loew’s, Inc., who wrote a fresh set
of lyrics for the new production of
Batoneer Into Jock
"Fledermaus” at the Met, will
San Antonio, Sept. 19.
have his libretto sung at the theJimmy Campbell, former Kansas
atre, but not on Victor’s album.
It will be used on the Columbia al- City orch leader, now known as
bum. Met management will not Jimmy Bell, is doing a nightly -disk
sanction Victor’s usage of Dietz’s jockey stint for dancers at the
Shadowland Nite Club here.
(Continued on page 44>

Division

.

plaint

records made On songs of favored
ternate in the lead role,, are Cofirms, while plaintiffs are unable
lumbia artists, so Columbia will
records except under "exhave an equally strong album to get
cessive prohibitive or unconsciondraw.
able arrangements.”
:

announced

bide and Carbon Corp., major supplier of the basic disk - ~.w material.
Major diskery officials said yesterday (Tues.) they believed they
could absorb the price rise, which
is 2c per pound, without a reflection in retail record prices.
Majors have on hand large stocks
of Vinylite, and have maintained
these stocks since introduction of
Present supplies will carry
LPs.
the diskeries for about six months.
The diskeries consider themselves
in a position to retain present price
levels even after their present
stocks run out.
\ Price rise of the Vinylite is from
34c to 36c per pound. According
to Bakelite, prices for Vinylite
resin compounds will reflect proportionate increases.

cal compositions sung or played
on television.”
Columbia, while having Met exThrough its financial connecclusivity, thus won’t be able to use
a j or recording an d
tions with
the Met "Fledermaus’- cast for its
transcription companies, the comalbum.
However, Ljuba Welitch
charges, BMI is able to get

and Dorothy Kirsten, who

record prices are not
be raised as the resut of

rise in the price of Vinylite

Bakelite

•

cals.

6%

resins

m

t

of all pubs.

hits

|

.

RCA

best-selling

Numbers for "the rack” are chosen
by Herman Starr, head of the War-

"Die Fledermaus” ("The Bat”) in
the middle between RCA Victor
and Columbia Records. While the
latter has exclusivity with the Met,
doing its disking direct from the
opera house stage, Victor will beat
the market with an album of the
Johann Strauss operetta, conducted by Fritz Reiner, who is an ex- plaintiff, the. complaint states. In
clusive RCA artist, although he. is furtherance "of its plan to create
also the foremost maestro at the a trust and monopoly,” it is chargMet. By the same token, the ma- ed, BMI has "excluded the plain-

jority of topflight Met artists are
also under
Victor recording
contracts, such as Rise Stevens,
Patrice Murisel, Jan Peerce, etc,,
vyho are stated for "Fledermaus.’*

stores.

Problem for price for the ma-

are

Action charges BMI with combination and conspiracy with radio
stations, recording companies, artists and affiliated publishers, to
favor and exploit the songs of. certain BMI affiliates to the detriment
BMI, the comof the plaintiffs.
plaint charges, has combined unlawfully with others "in restraint
of trade and commerce, fixed prices
and stifled competition and created
a monopoly.”
Complaint charges BMI failed to
justly compensate the plaintiffs,
set up a fair or accurate logging
system, or distribute the songs of
the plaintiffs, but "destroyed same
or sold them for waste or junk.”
BMI, in confederation with pubbroadcasters
companies,
lishing
arid artists, allegedly gained control of a small group of music
companies, whose songs are given
preference to the detriment of the

Aid on ‘Fledermaus’ Disk;

the chal-

chine-vended disks also remains to
be licked. With prices now set at
79c for pop disks, it’s pointed but
that the companies may have to
absorb the 4c tax in -order to get
Strong possiat a round figure.
bility exists that if the machines

Reynolds, administrator of the estate of the late Robert Reynolds,
another BMI publisher.

No

is

number of hit disks would represent a plus business for the trade
into the corner stores’ take materially, Diskbuyers who want to shop for their
merchandise would still patronize

Four plaintiffs are Joseph Nuchead of CrestWood Music;
Perry Alexander, of Perry Alexander Music; Clement Tamraz, who
con- owns a BMI firm; and Beatrice

.

1

S*^

its

major obstacle

which would not cut

-

.

1,

ready set contracts for Use of their Columbia ordered stations and
tunes in yidpix, but contracts bear
deejays to observe the release
a clause under which both parties
date, but it’s understood they addagree to accept as final the rate ed that if the Capitol etching were
set by the publishers.
played, they’d want theirs to be
Mills will try, with the .help of played
too.
MPPA,. to get publishers together
Columbia side is by Doris Day,
to discuss the question and to come
It’s said that her manager, Marty
to some agreement. Once this is
Melcher, sent out dee jay platters
done, matter of licensing and upon hearing of the Capitol move.
collections will be turned over to Other diskeries, meanwhile, have
Harry Fox, licensing agent for expressed their intention of observmost, major pubberies. Fox will ing the release date, but emphasize
probably have a hand in prelimi- that if the Capitol etching is rermry discussions, too;
leased, they T have no alternative
Broadcast Music, Inc. has al- but to release their own;
ready set a statutory rate of two
RCA Victor has recorded the
cents per print per tune.
The tune With Betty Hutton and Perry
major ASCAP publishers and some Conlo; Mi-G-M with Johnny DesBAIl firms too, however, are hold- mond; Mercury with Kitty Kallen
ing out for higher stakes. It’s said
and Richard Hayes. Decc'a has the.
that the publishers Want a royalty
Andrews Sisters on the song, and
t alc, plus an
advance, if they can has recorded the original cast alSot it. Royalty would be ai slice bum of the show.

•

.

Met

of
al-

tial arid

lenge of retail disk stores toward
It’s contended,
such a proposal.
however, that sale of a limited

.

structed to handle the seven-inch
ris Co., publishers of the Loesser
disk Only. The task of getting the
score, that any violation of the republic to invest anew in machines
lease date w 0U id bring legal action.
The legit musical opens in New that could handle varied 45 rpm
York Nov, 9, and Morris set re- disk sizes, is seen as far more
formidable than putting over 45s in
lease dates of Oct. 1 for "Bushel
the first place.
and Peck” and the title tune, and
Oct. 15 on the rest of the score.
Following the Capitol action, Columbia Records ordered a pressing Col
Exclusivity
speedup and sent dubs to most
Coast disk jockeys and stations.

With the number of indie pro-

tions yet.

week

and a warning from Edwin H. Mor-

Publishers Protective Assn, execs
in an effort to start publisher conferences on setting a standard
roy.a lty

ASCAP

letters from
to stations, forbidding

brought two

Irving Mills, Mills Music v.p„ is
in

quiescent disk speed war.
Revival of another speed war,
after the progress toward stabilization in the last two months, is causing some jitters among the smaller
disk companies who. see themselves
being caught in the middle.. While
Victor and Columbia have enough
financial support from their parent companies to afford slugging
it out in muiti-milliori dollar promotions, smaller diskeries fear that’
before any new speed war is settled, the market Would be thrown
into a turmoil with record-buying
once again reduced to the low point
of early 1949,
Development of the 45 LP, which
would be able to play lengthy longhair
compositions or showtune
scores without interruption, is' also
seen fitting into the widespread
speculation about the re-establishment of a one-speed basis for the
disk industry.
The drawback of
the 45 ’s currently is their inability
to play more than five minutes continuously, but the manufacture of
a bigger disk could easily overcome
that difficulty.
Columbia’s prior
attempt to establish its 33 rpm system as the one-speed basis failed
under the weight of Victor’s promotional drive for the 45’s.
Trade toppers believe that the
sole remaining obstacle to Victor’s
release of a 45 LP is the problem
of phonograph equipment.
Victor
has made a tremendous drive for
.

has run into a
by Mills Music over
copyright
Of
"Tzena,
Tzena, Tzena ” arid is contemplating filing a counterHe also has filed an insuit.
fringeriient suit against Edwards Music over the latter’s
distribution of copies of a
song called "Irene (Goodnight
Irene)” which Edwards claims

Publisher

tlie

tween the subsidiary networks arid
record companies and the now

top film majors with Columbia
heading the minors.. Strategy was
dictated by the belief that an agreemerit with these studios would lead
to a pattern which would serve
lor negotiations with the, rest of
the Hollywood producers.
ASCAP is understood to be aim-

nylon stockings, etc.
Sale of disks Via: automatic dispensers involves some weighty
problems, but none which couldn’t
be solved in a short time, according to the idea’s proponents, Ini-

ets,
V

•lawsuit

flected in the color television controversy, the talent raiding be-

cial-spieler. role
On ‘-Show
Business” to present his problem to the show’s panel.

ASCAP

cuirig .ideas among industry execs
for utilizing the 45s’ smallness and
unbreakability in new marketing
cllarinels.
A proposal already be-'
ing considered by several top companies calls for sale of the 45s
through vending machines in the
same manner as mow used for cigar-

nings;;.

.

a singer is generally allowed to sing
songs he’s recorded. On the
"Hit Parade,” •however, Lanson, Wlio records for London,
must sing the program’s compilation of the top TO tunes
of the week. So Lanson is trying to step out of his commer-

directly.

Because of a lpuititude of

.

"Show Business.”
On an ordinary show,

disks as the standard for pop tunes
and short longhair selections is

Law

have 'accomlawsuits
that
panied
Howie.
Richmond’s
brace of hits in tlie year since
he went into the publishing
business, Richmond has enrolled for a Course in copyright law at New York. Rich-?
mond Will study music and
literary
copyright law eve-

Victor

preparing to hit the counters
with a long-playing 45 rpm disk a
the near future. While RCA execs
deny the report, other disk execs
foresee the move as Victor’s all-out
attempt to refute the 33 rpm disk
with its own speed system.
If
RGA takes the step tovard a 45
LP, it Will be linked up with the
deep-going conflict between itself
arid Columbia wtfich has been re-

present one of its
with a real problem
shortly.
Singer Snookie Lanson, who is featured on Lucky
Strike’s
"Hit Parade,” also
spiels and sings Lucky’s production-styled commercials on

own

RCA

Taking to

is

to go over with the show’s

panel,

ance rights at the point of production, ASCAP will take the case
before a Federal judge for settlement as provided under the anti-

singly.

Is

Show

two weeks, if the parties fail to
come to terms with the pix companies over payment fbr perform-

committee has
been meeting with the companies

With the old "battle- of the
speeds” passing into history, the
disk industry is currently being

Real Problem

*

fees are slated to

cree, the Society’s

rpm

Early establishment Of 45

can Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers and the major film

seas

Jack Mills disclosed

in

New York

yesterday (Tries.)
New branch will be known as
Mills Music, Ltd. Heading tlie subsidiary will be Harry Raiton,
prominent in the British publish!

I
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BANDLEADERS LAVING OFF
as 802 Pre?;

Chicago, Sept. 19.
bookings among Army
camps and Air Force bases during
gradthe past few months have

Richard
Increasing shrinkage! of: thja- num-

Band

Col Pegs

prominence
into
ually. jumped
1941»Miri, harking Back to the
according to several Chi
] 946 era.

LP Releases

ber. of locations

•

name bands

On Beecham’s US. Tour

is

.

.

j

!

..

v

Toronto, Sept.

19.

With three top bands in at the
Canadian National Exhibition here
at $3 a couple, Guy Lombardo
grossed a hefty $40,000 for eight
nights, but T ornmy Dorsey turned
them away lor a three-night engagement for a terrific $18,000.
Duke Ellington did a satisfactory
$12,000 on thrce nights.

,

his

band business.
Principal factor is the paucity
of location jobs in which the leader can stay in the black. Because
the theatres and spots aren’t paying enough—when Jhey are willing
to book in a’ band
the name units
have been forced to hit the road
On long strings of one-nighters.
And they readily admit they’re

own

are weekly band subscribers, are
in full swing, asking for name
units on an average of twice a

1

out the scale recording coin
required by the musicians unions,
amounting to $2,500 for 60 men.
Decca will have to get this coin
back b e f o r e Norman and Bull
start collecting their 4% royalties.
Meanwhile, AFM Local 47 rep
Phil Fischer clamped down on
promiscuous recordings of j azz
decreeing future etchsessions,
ings Will have to be paid for as
part of a concert. AFM rep feels
that, musicians deserve compensation for work and shouldn’t be
forced to gamble with promoters
on possible future sale of disks.
Among those etched were Charlie
Lavere, Castle Jazz\ Band, Bob
Crosby ahd an all-star aggregation
consisting Of Muggsy Spanier, Bud
Freeman, Zutty Singleton and

1

j

Brad Gowans.

RICHMOND’S 30 FIRM

TO AVOID ‘BUNCHING’

) .

’

.

t

j

[

j

i

i

|

V

tion.

Camoakn

What

is

for

.

:

Sumac

Peruvian Sam? Album
Capitol Records is propping a
big promotional canipaign on its
first release of songs by Peruvian

soorano

Yma

Sumac,

ait

album

called “Songs of Xt.abay,” Singer,

scored or Eddie Cantor’s TV
show. (10) and at a previous Hollywood Bowl concert, has been under contract to Capitol for two

who
j

j
.

Album

.

:

Downey,

said that the McCann “deposition”
was an admission of its. own weakness on the part of the administra-

folksongs

i

.

Jack

years.

(

I

‘

post.

the exec board, was
the vice-prexy spot,

while Charles R. Iucci and Jack
Stein will run for reelection for
the secretary and treasurer spots
respectively. Two nominee^ for the
exec, board will be named, by the
Blue ticket at a ftiture meeting.
Naming of Suber as .standardbearer for the Blue forces Will:
considerably reinforce the chances
of the administration in the election; Suber’s popularity among the
Local 802 membership is seen as
countering in large measure the
heavy attacks made against the
incumbents
by the opposition

society following*

laid

COL

j

of-

for

currently
for
the

.

%

f)

named

was drawn

Suber,
designated

Hollywood, Sept, 19.
Decca will release an eightfaced album of Dixieland etched Unity ticket headed by William
by Gene Norman and Frank Bull, Feinberg, former secretary of- the
local, who re-entered union polipromoters of the “Dixieland Jubi- tics at the beginning
of the sumlee” here last year and featuring mer.
Kid Ory, Red Nichols' Pete Daily,
McCann is going into retirethe Firehouse Five Plus Two and ment., He
had been an officer of
Others.
Local 802 since 1935 and has been
Decca. had expected, some diffi- serving as prexy since
the death
culty getting clearance from Capi- of Jack
Rosenberg in 1946. Mctol for which Daily records, since Cann
was regularly elected to the
Decca nipped the Capitol plan last prexy post in the 1948
election.
year for a Damon Runyon Cancer
Feinberg, meantime, wasted
Fund album by refusing clearance time to peg additional slashing
on Lionel Hampton, whose bit in criticisms at the administration’s
the middle of a few records record on
McCann’s stepdown,
couldn’t be
nipped.
However, Charging
that
McCann
was
Capitol agreed to let Daily remain “dumped,” Feinberg declared
that
in the Dixieland Album although the nomination of
Suber in Mcit will reaR no compensation.
Nor- Cann’s place was further proof of
man and Bull paid for the original Local 802’s “inefficient” operation
sound-tracking charges but Decca over the past couple of years. He

ON SONG

.

.

member

—

Although bookings have
month.
run fairly steady for the past few
perennialsV-Chanute
the
years,
Barkesdale
111.,
Rantoul,
Field,
tired.
Shreveport, Carswell AF
Field,
Four Puerto Rican musician loDorsey’s explanation for his layr
Base; Fort Worth, and ScOtt Field
cals
voted
last
off, as reported by Irving Chazar,
week
affiliate
to
have
shown
Louis,
111.,
East
St.
in
a marked increase since the out- with the American Federation of head of Dorsey’s New York office,
break of Korean hostilities: The Musicians, following AFM presi- is that he needs a rest. Cavallaro
same rise, point out the bookers, dent Janies C, Petrillo’s invitation offers the same explanation. Gencan be traced among the other to do so on his visit to the terri- eral feeling is: “It’s not worth the
( Continued on page 50
steady subscribers, Fort Warren, tory three weeks ago. Totai memWyo.Y Fort Sill, Okla., and Fort bership of the locals is 1,200.
Rilev.
Move makes Puerto Rico the
A rmy installations around San third American territory to be repAntonio are pointed out as having resented in the AFM. Others are
hooked name bands for the past Alaska and Hawaii. Union also has
CREDIT CLAIM
The seven camps locals in Canada.
few months.
which make up the installation
Petrillo’s invitation is surprising
A $25,000 suit against singer
customarily buy for a week, then in one sense. AFM president has
Frankie Laine came to light in
alternate the group nightly among in the past rebuffed Cuban musiN. Y, supreme court last Week.
the separate camps.
cians’ overtures to affiliate, on the
Payment of all bands, according grounds that Cubans could reap Claim filed by Arnold R. Freeman
to the bookers, is met through benefits
by coming to America, Charges that the plaintiff in the
profits from camp post exchanges, while there is little employment for
early 1940’s wrote a lyric to a tune
whose setup is reportedly on a American musicians in Cuba. Sucomposed by Laine, with the unbasis which demands the profits perficially, at least,
the Puerto
be spent within a given period for Rican situation would seenv to of- derstanding that both were to
entertainment or, if not, turned fer the same circumstances.
An share, in the profits on a 50-50 basis^
hack to the Camp. For this rea- AFM spokesman, however, ppinted
Number, “It Only Happens Once,”
son, it is made clear, the camps out that Puerto Rico is a territory,
can afford to pay name band rates and it is the AFM’s purpose to in- was published by Bregman-Voecohis knowledge, Freeat close to $200 more than regu- clude all U. S. citizens in its rolls. Conn without
man charges. BVC sheet music on
lar promoters are said to lay out.
the song, Copyrighted in 1942, credThis, in turn, can.be explained by
its Laine with Words arid music.
the 60
guarantee for Which the
Freeman also claims he never reTEES
OFF
bands contract with the niteries.
ceived any money from Laine and
Presently, the bands are playing
asking for an accounting.
is
lor $1,250 to $1,500 a night, slightPIANO SERIES According
Laine’s lawyer,
to
ly less than for school dates.
Joe Bushkin will be leadoff man Jack Katz, the singer denies all
in Columbia Records’ long-playing charges.
Series for which Mitch Miller, Col’s
artists arid repertory chief, has
sewed up 14 top keyboard artists. Salary Deal Brings Fines
Bushkin set is slated for Oct. 1 re :
To Pubher, Contactman
For Mercury Records lease with additional HP’s by ErPublisher Johnny Marks and
Mercury Records is planning a rol Garner, Ralph Sutton, Walter
promotional push to develop as Gross and Dardanelle also set for contactman Wally Schuster were
“personalities” two of its most con- later in October.
both fined $100 at a special Music
Additional Sets in the series will
sistent sellers in separate fields,
Employees’
Contact
Publishers
Eddy Howard and Dinah Washing- be issued at the rate of two a
Disks have already been meet held in New York Thursday
ton.
Henceforth, under the disk- month.
Both had requested the meet
cry’s plans, Howard Will record cut by Stan Freeman, Jess Stacy, (14
v< itlv a studio band,
while retaining Teddy Wilson, Gy Walters, Max to be held, to iron out a disagreehis own sidemen for road dates. Miller, Eddie Heywood and Earl
ment revolving around a salary
Each pianist was
’Fatha” Hines.
He'll also have a chorus on most
deal which had been worked out besides.
Mercury has already cut a signed for a one-year term with an tween the two when Schuster was
.number of sides With Howard un- option for an additional year,
employed by Marks as contactman
Bushkin, meantime, is currently
der^ the new setup.
for iiis firm, St. Nicholas Music.
_
Under its promdtioT djgal. Mer- auditioning femme vocalists for his
Decision handed down found
New band Marks
cury will guarantee a certain num- new jazz string orch.
in violation Of his contract
ber of records sold to jukebox op- will open at Cafe Society, N. Y.,
With the union because he had
erators. and to dealers.
Fact that Oct 12 and will be used on Colu m- failed to pay Schuster a salary for
Howard lately hasn’t been selling bia waxing dates.
a period of a few months, while, the
too well is prime factor in the new
latter was also at fault fo* haying
push.
Another factor in the push
Worked for less than the stipulated
is that the diskery,
using a studio Welk Boff on One-Niter;
union minimum wage of $75 a
liand. and chorus, will be able
o
week. Both were present at the
use outside arrangements, whereas
meet.
Record Draw in
u mn recording the road band, the
u v's regular arrangements were
Lawrence Welk orch* currently
used.
on one-nighters through tlie. midwest, broke the attendance record
^Hollywood; Sept. 19.
•n«
Sc pt, 13 at the Legion ballroom
Stan Stanley, new general prolams
persons
Arcadia, la., drawing 2,018
fessional manager for Chappell,
$1.50 each for a total net gross trekked back east after a flying
To
From Glaser at
Welk, in on a $1,500 trip to the Coast to shake up the
of $3,027.
The Gene Williams band has
Allan Ross and Sid
local Office.
switched from Joe. Glaser’s Asso- guarantee against 60%, walked off Gould were pink-slipped during
nnled Booking Corp. to Music With $1,816. Previous record Was Stanley’s visit, with Jose Granson,
t orp. of
America. The Glaser of- held by Sammy Kaye, with 1,804 former Coast chief for Shapirou ‘o had been booking Williams attendance.
Bernstein, hired to replace Ross.
W ithout a contract
Joe Nadell remains in the sadand had set him
Wolk is working his way east on
yi> a l
Glen Island Casino, New one-nighters preliminary to open- dle as Chappell Coast topper. Jack
Rochelle,. and Frank Dailey’s Mead* ing at the Capitol theatre, New Carroll, Who does vocal coaching
wbrook, Cedar Grove.N. J*
as well as tune touting, also sticks.
York, in mid*October.

ticket slate

Sam

with

vice-prexy,
presidential

to the big

Meanwhile, the more permanent Will play 51 concerts.

air force bases, whose NCO, Enlisted Men’s, and Airman’s Clubs

MCA

The Blue
tip

Alternating
was Stanley St.
John, darling of the dowagers arid
the campus crowd here,. Who has

.

stepping out

his present term, expires at
the end of this year. McCann’s
resignation was accepted Monday
night (18) at a* caucus meeting of
the
administration
Blue ticket
Which is p repping for a bitter
election campaign prior tp voting
for officers in December.

Takes at Toronto Exhib

top bandleaders to lay Off for a
in while or to form small combina-

Columbia Records is tying
with the first visit of the Royal tions with which they
can get conWith the advent of selective Philharmonic Orchestra under Sir cert, nitery pr theatre dates.
Thomas Beecham to North America
service, five new regional inducWithin the past couple of Weeks,
next month, with the release of
tion centers have kicked off, all
three long-play disks made by Tommy Dorsey and Carmen Cavalof whom, according to bookers, are
Beecham and the orch since the laro have declared their intention
in the process of launching a full
maestro’s switchover from RCA of laying off. In addition, it’s reband entertainment program for
Victor:
Numbers Include the ported that Gene Krupa and Woody
for
the
utilizing
the inductees,
upiter” and ’’Prague’’ symphonies Hermaiv are about to break tip their
most part name units. Fort Knox; “J
And Ray McKinley,
by
Mozart; arid works by Bizet, big bands.
Fort Riley, Kan,; Fort Ord, Cal,;
Delius, Von Suppe, Strauss and Who disbanded a couple Of months
Fort Dix, and Fort Jackson, S. C.,
ago, is due to make a decision in
Nicolai.
are all reportedly in the prep and
During his visit here, Beecham a few days oh whether to return
correspondence stages.
offices.

is

when

;

j

:

booking

McCqnh

New York Local 802,
American Federation of Musicians,
as prexy of

;

and theatres using
causing a group of

probably the

last

word

publishers’ practice of forming
to
avoid
subsidiaries
separate
bunching plug tunes under the
same firm name was reached this
week when Ilovvie Richmond announced his intention of forming
Richmond, who is
a third firm.
currently working on two tunes,
one in his Cromwell catalog and
the other in Spencer Music, is
prepping a campaign on a third
song, so he’ll form a new firm in
which to place it;
in

is

a collection of Peruvian

and

hymns.

When

the

diskery’s eastern artists and repertoire chief, Walter Rivers, signed
the singer two years ago, lie
couldn’t find th » material for her
to record. Collection of songs in

the album has been amassed withyears by the sing-

in the past two
er’s husband*
.

Rivers is personally going out
with the album to play it for a
number of top eastern dealers.
Over the weekend he visited dealers in the New York area. AJ bum,
incidentally, was rushed out to coincide with publicity the singer is
getting.

.

New Company, Warwick
will Plug

Richmond’s

Music,

latest novel*

“Molasses, Molasses.” which is
being cut by most of the majors.
ty,

Satchmo Cuts Couple
Disks Prior to Touring

.

Before leaving New York, last
week on a series of one-niters,
while Spencer’s plug is “Cross My Louis Armstrong continued his
Heart, I Love You.” Richmond is marathon of Decca serious with
applying for ASCAP membership two new vocal sides. Disk was cut
under, direction of Sy Oliver, who
for Warwick.
Move was unintentionally timed accompanied Satchmo on “La Vi,e
with Richmond’s first anniversary En Rose” and “C’est Si Bon,” the
in more
as an indie publisher, Sept. 29. jazzman's biggest records
Warwick will be his second ASCAP than 10 years.
Aniistrong cut “That’s VVhat the
firm—Cromwell is the other
Down,” latter
while Spencer is BMI. As ai result Mari Said” and. VSit.
sh ovv. “ Guys
of formation of his third firm* fro m Fran k Loesscr’s
are * modern
Both
Dolls.”
and
Richmond is tagging himself “The
spirit uaMype numbers.
Little Three.”

.’Cromwell, is plugging his other;
new song, “Everybody Clap Hands,”

.

;
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TV

Top Songs on

Alphabetically Listed)
Week of Sept. 8-14
•
( Basea on copyrighted Audi
(

Week of September 8-14, 1950
Richard Himbefs new development in logging
,

t

.

.

,

broadcast performances lists tunes in the survey based on four major network schedules.
They are compiled on the basis of 1 point for sustaining instrumental,

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

Didn’t Slip ...... .Remick
Paramount
Mona Lisa
...

territories count8'-'t&r\'\Adddedr-t6£hes$-fytai8-i#:-.the listener ratings of.
commercial shows. The two groups pf fifingb are dlpnabetiqally listed ,

Brazil

All

My Love

..

.

.

... ......

.

.

....

.

.

..... ,y
Can’t We Talk It Over
......... ......
Cherry Stones
Daddy's Little Boy
.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

...

.

.

Friehdly

y

.

.

;

.

•

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

•

•

... v.

•

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

Sam Weiss

.

MimLu

i

.

..

.

....

Man

River
Robert E. Lee

.

.

.

.

.T. B.

.

.

Lorry Raine waxing of the Mills Music oldie, “Don’t Worry ’Bout
Me/’ on the now inactive Coast Records label, has fanned interest of
Decca and M-G-M Records in the number. Former is releasing a new
Artie Shaw arrangements of the ditty while M-G-M is reissuing a Sarah
Vaughn treatment of the tune. Meanwhile, London is taking over the
master which Coast originally pressed. Written by Ted Koehler and
Rube Bloom, “Don’t Worry” was first spotted in the World’s Fair edition of the “Cotton Club Parade” in 1939.

Harms

Alfred-Harris

.

.

.

Valando
.Remick
Robbins
Beacon
Words-Music

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

•

.

.

.

•

’Remember

When’

At

Feist

.

•

.... .Spencer

.

r

.

...

.

> Chappell

.

.

....

y ....

Shapiro
.
.... «
...
.... , ....
.\ ....... United
. .Remick
....... .
. ... ....
. ....
v. Famous

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

By JIM

WALSH

.

In a genuine gesture of loyalty
to the old favorites, record collectI
ors
from the United States and
I
.... ................ .Duchess Canada got together in the Elks
If You Were My Girl
Lodge,
'.
Hempstead, L. L, recently
... .Famous
I’ll Always Love You— 1“My Fi’iend Irma Goes West"
... Shapiro and threw a party for surviving
......
....
... ...
I Love the Guy
y
... ......... .... ...... .Supreme old-time recording artists.
I Wanna Be Loved
... .....
.Harms
......
Affair was staged under auspices
La Vie En Rose
Robbins of a non-profit organization, PioLet’s Do It Again ....
Burke-VH neer Recording Artists and Admir...
Life Is So Peculiar^-'! “Mr. Music” ...
y. ..y.
... ... .Paramount. ers, and was the fifth annual party
... ......
Moha Lisa
..... Crawford of sort to be given. Custom, of getNevertheless t“Three Little Words’’ ....... .....
... ...
Spitzer ting the pioneer makers of disks
Cur Very
t“Our Very Own” ......
Play a Simple Melody
...
.... ..... ....y Berlin and cylinders together once a year
;
*.. ..
eiss. was started -by the late John H.
•«»«.-.
Sam s Song
;
.. ..
....
... ... ..... ....... Witmark Bieling,. of Hempstead, top teiior of
Sometime
.Remick the Manhansett Quartet, first vocal
Thinking of You— ‘'“Three Little Words”
/. ... ....
....
Cromwell group to make records. After BielTzena Tzena Tzena ......
...
...
... .y
.Paramount ing’s death in 1948, collectors took
Why Fight the Feeling ‘•“Let's Dance”
.... ... ...
.....Miller over and agreed to underwrite a
You Wonderful You— t“Surnmer Stock”
yearly party, which is known in
honor of the founder as John BielSecond Group
ing Day.
|
I

My

...
....
Fingers
Didn’t Slip, 1 Wasn’t Pushed, 1 Fell.
Shine
Don’t Care If the Sun Don’t
Cross

i

.
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.

.
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Little Bit

:

Independent
to Smile

Bewitched

.

.

,

.

.\.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

««..#..«*

.

.

.

Daddy From Georgia Way
Darn It Baby That’s Love

.

.

....

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Some

.Bourne latest get-together, highlighted by
Chappell a program of entertainment and
.. ......
Mutual personal reminiscences given by
I/eeds artists.
Wally Butterworth, classi... .Old Hickory cal disk jockey of the ’‘Voices That
Paxton Live’’ program on ABC^ urged that
...
Life the annual affair be developed on a
.... ......
Chappell larger scale and held in some place
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Groday where

all

persons

interested

Know

.

.
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Morris said he believed disk companies
would be glad to cooperate in unABC derwriting annual program that
....... Peer would give them chance to trot out
Disney their present-day topliners, as well
Life as the oldsters, who started the
Morris record business off to what it is

..... Chappell
.
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There Will Never Be Another You
Tonight 8e T ender
.
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Ijif

today.

Spry 84-year-old Eugene Rose,
oldest artist present, didn’t bring
;

t Filmusicak

in

Burke-VH both past and present recording
Famous stars could attend. Butterworth

.

I

* Legit Musical.

Trio of Harold^ Arlen oldies are being reprise? in as many pix. Tupesmith’s “I’ve Got the World on a String” is in “I’ll Get By”; “Get
Happy” was warbled by Judy Garland in “Summer Stock,” and Vivien

Leigh will chant “Paper Moon” in “Streetcar Named Desire.” ATlen
testing on his laurels/ however.
He is currently cleffing, and
collaborating on the lyrics with Ralph Blaine, the score for “Friendly
Island.”
isn’t

Hugo Winterhalter

will be in competition with himself on the record
Yule season. Musical director, who recently shifted to RCAVictor, has etched “Blue Christmas” for the holiday trade.
His 1949
version on the Columbia label, which sold about 100,000 copies,' also
will be on, the market.
Incidentally, there will be an even dozen ver-*
sions of “Christmas” available this year, including a Billy Eckstine ver*
sion of the Billy Hayes- Jay Johnson hillbilly novelty on
label.
stalls this

,

MGM

getting one of their songs released on RCA
Victor the hard way. Vocal group, which has been on a concert and
theatre tour of England since early July, was signed shortly after its
arrival in Britain to an exclusive pact with His Master’s Voice, Victor’s
British subsidiary. Success of their
disk of “Ashes of Roses,’’ an
English ballad, is cuing Victor to release the side in America this fall,

The Deep River Boys are
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I Didn’t Know What Time It Was
just Say I Love Her ........
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Golden Sails .....
High On the List i “Mr. Music”
Home Cookin’— 1 “Fancy Pants”
Hoop Dee Doo
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Cincinnati Dancing Pig
Count Every Star
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Brazilian Sleigh Bells
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Bing Crosby records, particularly his “Faith of Our Fathers,” are
being used by a Catholic Mission Band in the Northampton, England,
Diocese, to attract people to their market-place lectures, the National
Catholic Council News Service reports.
After Crosby’s piatters a re
played over loudspeakers and a sufficient number of persons have gathered, the skimmers are switched off. The priests—seven in all—then
explain Catholic teachings. Audiences upwards of 500 are reported in
some small farming towns, NCGNS states.
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Goodnight Irene
Harbor Lights
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Dream of Me
.......
Star— “Summer Stock"

a Little

.
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.
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,

,
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Dream

Sam’s Song

.

.

Can Anyone Explain
.

.

Ol’

.

Directive asks that the flacks and managers publicize the concert
appearances, cooperate with disk dealers in promoting the pair, and
help arrange radio and video interviews for the two. Point emphasized
will be that they record for the Loew’s, Inc., subsidiary.

I

Group

Songs

stars.”

.

2 points for sustaining vocals, 3 for, commercial innlrumcntal, 4 for
commercial vocal, respectively sin each of the * major territories. New
York, Chicago and Coast. For example, a commercial vocal in all three

First

Metro film execs have sent, a directive to all Loew’s theatre managers
and Metro field flacks ordering them to pitch in publicity-wise on the
While the theatremen
Billy Eckstine-George Shearing concert tour,
and flacks will help publicize the concerts, chief objective of the order
is to ballyhoo M-G-M Records and the two artists as “M-G-M recording

ence Coverage Index and Audience Trend Index, published
by Office of Research, Inc., Dr,
John G. Peatman, director.)
Chappell
Bewitched
Morris
Enjoy Yourself

his flute along, but did talk a bit

|

about the early days of recording,
Rose made experimental cylinders
Continued from page 41
which Thomas A. Edison exhibited
at the Parisr Exposition of 1 889. libretto; instead, version by the
English lyricists, Ruth and Thomas
Grace Spencer, first woman to reMartin, will be waxed on Victor.
cord under Edison's personal su- The Martins’ adaptation was done
pervision in 1897, also told of her on the British Broadcasting Corp.
recording career, which she gave but is not published in the U. S. #
whereas Boosey & Hawkes is pubup after her marriage.
lishing Dietz’s version.
Murray, top recor
“Die Fledermaus” doesn’t get its
comedian of the old days who first Met production this season
made his first recording in 1897 until Dec. 20, and since Columbia
and his last in 1942, came through Recording cannot “officially” wax
with the fir^t song he has sung the Met Until there is a first produce
since his retirement, accompanied tion at the opera house, Victor will
by Frank Banta on piano. Fred have a big jump on the market.
Van Eps, who made banjo records Incidentally,
“Fledermaus”
is
on brown wax cylinders when he slated for 17 performances or more,
was a kid in short pants in 1897, at various times, this season at the
with
.“Infanta Met— for an alltime record in U.S,
through
came
March” and “Cocoanut Dance,” opera,
two of his old-time big sellers, Will
Dietz receives a flat fee as reOakland, counter-tenor, still going muneration from the Met and a
strong after nearly 50 years before royalty thereafter when it is rethe public, turned loose his top prised on its road tours.
notes
Your
on
“Sunshine
of
Walter Scanlan, producSmile/’
From M-G-M s Smash Musical
tion manager at ABC^ recalled the
days when, as Walter Van Brunt,
he was the favorite tenor of Ediilarring Judy Garland- and Gene Kelly./
son; and Victor Herbert,
Irving
Kaufman sang “Peg of My Heart”
and told Yiddish stories in the vein
of the Avon Comedy Four, with
which he used to sing. Fred Hager,
!

.

IcBBl

’

“SUMMER ST0CK”

man

first

to

make

a

commercial

violin record, and noted as a song-,
writer as well as conductor of early
recording bands and orchestras,
:«*inisced.
Charles Harrison, topdrawer tenor of thirty years ago,
didn’t sing but introduced his pupil,
Charles Pinto, who
came

through with Toselli’s “Serenade.”
Edna White, foremost woman
trumpet player, showed her skill
with “Carnival of Venice.” Elsie
Baker, famous contralto, told of
her early experiences before the
horn, when she made $800 in one
month by free-lance recording for
all the companies and thought she
would soon be a millionaire. Har^
vey Hindermeyer, concert tenor
noted in radio’s swaddling clothes
days as. Goldy of “Goldy and Dusty,” sang, as did Arthur Hall, favorite tenor of the
1920’s.
There
wasn’t a deep voice in the bunch

IE0 FEIST,

INC

.

;

only tenors.
Also present was another tenor,
John Young, who made gospel
hymn records in the old days as

Harry Anthony. The Edison laboratory at West Orange, N. J., sent

—

three
representatives
Norman
Speiden, laboratory curator; Bill

IT’S

A

FIVE STAR GENERAL SONG

Recorded by

all

Major Record Companies

Hayes, Edison recording expert for
many yeprs, and Fred Rabenstein.
Rabenstein’s presence had a peculiarly poignant appeal for many of
the artists, because, he Used
» writ# the Edison talent eliecks.

to

America's Next Big Ballad

ii

MY LOVE”
French Title "Bolero”

Widely Recorded-^
Program Now!

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
New

1619 Broadway

York 19

THANK YOU

RICHARD HAYES.
RAY BLOCH and Orchestra
top an adorable interpretatibn
of my Song For Sale (CBS)

ADORABLE

•ddie lindntr
pM License)

(Ptrformable under

I

.
,

. . ,

:

..

,

©RCHESTRAS-MUSIC

.

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEBS

college dates in the mid-

weekend

New York

'

.

Wednesday^ September 20* 1950

commute from
Lionel Hampton

Orchster will

west.
Songwriter Leroy Anderson cut Coast by plane . . .
his first eight sides as a bandleader inked for Paradise theatre, Detroit,
Joe Mar- Nov. 17 for a week.
for Decca last week . .
Tower Records topper, Dick
gala and a Dixieland unit opened
restau- Bradley, back from New York and
Aquarium
this week at the
....
, . Sarah Vaughan confabs with London Records
rant, N. X.
Nov-elites cut four sides for L«onplays her .first date , at the
Omaha last week. They
Michigan theatre. Detroit/ for* the don
Open at Club Lido, South Bend,
week beginning Friday (23)
Stan Stanley, Chappell professional today (19) , , Al Morgan set for
manager, to the Coast and back Hippodrome, Baltimore, Oct. 12
Art Van Damme
.
last week .V, Sam Lutz, of per- for. a week
sonal management team of Gabbe group* waxed four sides for CapiCoast
the
Ken Griffin
.
week
this
tol
Lutz & Heller, left for
last week . , .Songwriters Protec- planed in for huge. Western ElecMetrotive Assn, attorney John Schulman tric annual shindig *
addressed an American Bar Assn, Tones inked for King Cole Room,
Washington on Denver, Sept. 22 .
Tommy Reed
in
UNESCO and world copyright arid Peewee Hunt open new name
agreements over the weekend.
policy at Forkeyville Night Club,
Nat “King’* Cole extending his Forkeyville, 111,, Sept. 19 for .ten
overseas stay for another week in days, with. Heed doing series of
Copenhagen, Sweden, Brussels and one-nighters until Oct. 29, when
Paris. He returns end of October. he comes into Aragon for four
Mel Torme booked into the weeks.
.
.
Boulevard, Queens, Oct. 10_. .
Nellie Lutcher leaves N. Y. Saturday (23) for a London Palladium
date Oct, 1 for two weeks, followDave Cavanaugh’s D i x i elan d
ing with a six weeks’ concert tour Band opens at Paris Inn, San
Ken Kennedy orch opens at Diego, Oct. 3 for four weeks, at
.
. .
the Sundown Club, Phoenix, this
Frank DeVol
orch $1,150 per frame .
Bill McCune's
.
week
arid orch set for weekend college
opens at Pelham Heath Inn Sept. dates, starting Oct. 7, at UCLA,
26 . . . AI “JaZzbo” Collins, Salt San Diego State and San FranLake City disk jockey, now operat- cisco
Jan Garber opens Oct.
ing out of WNEW, N.'Y. ... Irwin 10 at Trianon, Chicago, for four
Kent orch winds four-month book- five-day weeks at $2,750 per session
ing at the Tavern-On-The-Green,
... Leighton Noble orch, currently
N. Y., and opens at the. China Doll at Balinese Room, Galveston, at
nitery, N. Y., Sept. 28 . . . Peggy
per Week, goes to the Stev$2,500
Lee and Dave Barbour open at the
Chicago, Oct*. 3 to tee
Thunderbird in Las Vegas for two ens Hotel, 26-week stand Nov. 3
Victor Zem- Off a firm
.
weeks, Sept. 28
figure,
same
the
at
briiski, polka recording artist for
Jan Stewart, 24-year-old Houston
Remington, beginning 17th year
Harry James’ band.
joined
canary,
Waterbury, Conn,
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Hollywood

,

U

.

.

over

.

.

.

4

4

.

j

f

j

“Simply Melody” (Berlin)
‘‘Sam’s Song” (Sam Weiss)
....
“La Vie En Rose” (Harms)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena” (Cromwell)
“All My Love” (Mills).
.

.

.

the Hangover,

at

.

.

.

convention in Odessa, Tex., Oct.
19-21 ... Shapiro-Bernstein mUsic
rep Irwin Berke has taken a part
Pittsburgh
on the WBKB tele show, “ShirtBandleader B e h Boden has
Plugger plays
sleeve Serenade.”
to
Les Brown, currently changed his name professionally
.
plugger
show, will play Buddy Laine and takes his crew
on Bob Hope’s
into Chicago’s Melody Mills Ballroom for a run . Soft Winds Trio
opened Monday (18) at Carnival
Two Hot Records
Two Hot Songs
Lounge for one week and will, be
followed by Pete Rubino and his
|
Baron ElCrackpot’s for two \
liott’s orch signed again for AmeriI
Armistice Ball
annual
Legion’s
can
Buddy Hawkins ft His Keynotes
at William Penn Hotel* Nov. 11
(SKYSCRAPER RECORDS)
Virginia Kuhn, editor of the Pittsburgh Musician, monthly publication of Local 60. to Europe for six
Sylvia Kaflton cut her
weeks
first two sides for Signature last
They
were “The Horse and
(He’s Half
week.
Buggy Ran Away” and “Bill.” She
(M.G.M. RECORDS)
goes into Club Charles, Baltimore,
KORN KOBBLERS
Homer Ochsenhirt,
Sept. 26
OSTROW MUSIC PUB. CORP.
who had a dance band at William
.1650 Broadway. New York 19, N. Y.
Penn Hotel’s Terrace Room a few
seasons ago, is rehearsing an all-

oil

AM

.

.

—

SHOULDN’T LOVE
YOU BUT DO

.

.

.

.

.

DON’T SHOOT

THE BARTENDER

.

.

.

Shot Now)

.

9

13

11

6
10
13

“Bonaparte’s Retreat” ( Acuff-Rose)
“Count Every Star” (Paxton)
“Third Man Theme” (Chappell)

tm

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Records by

RCA

Victor"

45 and 78

Prof o Copies and

.

RPM

O rks

WIRE OR WRITE TO:

BURNETT, LTD.
New York

Saranac Lake,

(SOLE SELLING AGENTS)

Now—Third

&

Signature Records is reentering
the blues and rhythm field with
reactivation of its yellow and black
label. First release, will be two instrumentals by Julian Dash. Tommy Edwards, pianist-singer, has
also been inked for that department.
Signature proxy Bob Thiele is
currently scouting new blues tal-
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“Cincinnati Dartc’g Pig” (Richm’d)

15

and His Orchestra

Best British Seller
“Silver Dollar”

Hollywood, Sept. 19,
Back to the dance band business,
for the first time in a decade, goes
Ray Noblei English batoneer has
worked out a new dance beat library and will start touring in November with the 18-piece crew with
which he backstops the Edgar Bergen airer.
Prelude to the jaunt will be a 10day stand, along with Bergen, at
the Pan Pacific Auditorium here,
opening Oct. 20 as the entertainment lure for the Electrical Trades
Exhibition;

Show

is

a

Bergen pack-

-

age/'

When

the

winds,

exhibition

Noble and his crew take

Off

on a

series of one-nighters in the western area, hitting all the, terperies

normally booked by
Ifie

band

i

JOE GLASER,

ster

pact with two-year options, as a
climax to Snyder’s hit waxings of
“Bewitched”
and “My Silent
Love.” Snyder’s contract, which
was purchased from indie Tower
Records, is a lush one, calling for
a reported $20,000 "yearly guarantee, 5% of retail sales, and a
minimum waxing sked of 16 sides
a year. Snyder is also reported
able to select his own material;
and as a boost London is slated to
give the pianist a full promotion

MCA. When

Orchster, who is currently perchat the Edgewater Beach Hotel
here, will move into the Paramount, N. Y., Nov. 1 for a three-

ed

week

ruling, which would make
ineligible for dance work.
Noble purveyed a strictly dance
beat style when he first came to

PI.

9-4600

203 No. Wabash

C-H-R-I-S-T-M-A-S
and

CHR1STHAS POLKA
Forthe Winter Season

FROSTY

THE SNOWMAN
HILL

RANGE

ft

a

IRVING CAESAR

fixed to Snyder’s contract is unthe indie head will
disclosed,
remain as the maestro’s record

melody.,

all

upcoming ‘waxings.

;

very original
.

Hollywood

,

.

9151 Suniet Blvd-

.

saying:
.

bouncy

interesting

lyrics

for

MAUREEN CANNON

for say-

ing: ".

.”

.

.

I

loved

my song

it

.

.

for sale

(CBS)

With Jenkins for Buildup
Decca Records is giving Don
Cherry, young vocalist who recorded a few sides with Artie Shaw
on the Decca label, a general buildup by teaming him with Gordon
Jenkins on four sides. On two of
the sides, cut this week; he duetv
ed With Eileen Wilson; he soloed
on the other two.
Vocalist has been doing much of
his own plugging on radio and tele-

Shealy Music Corp. chartered to
conduct a music publishing business in New York. ; Directors, are

Alexander

Wise

and

Abraham

Schlager.

eddie (ondner
(Performable under BMI License)

PROGRAM THE NEW
WEDDING STANDARD
DOROTHY STEWART'S

ME
HAND
LAUREL MUSIC CORF.
1619 Broadway. N. Y. 19

WANTED
MUSICIANS

j

for G.

I.

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

on

PROFESSIONAL LEVEL
NOW BEING FORMED

-

!

Rich until the beginning of

Granz’s “Jazz at the PhilharmoniCa”

for
.

saying:
very well written . . .

,

December. Until that time he’ll
be busy working With Norman

.

MITCH MILLER

about

is

Agcy< Signs Rich

N. Y.

wonderful rnateriai success...”

.

Buddy Rich has been inked to a
five-year coritract by Shaw Artists
Cbrp. Agency won’t line up dates

Inc.,

THANK YOU

stand;

,

i

Songs,

Although the price Dick Bradley, Tower topper here, had af-

engineer on

;

the U. S, from Britain about 20
years ago, but dropped the ballroom biz after he clicked on the
air. Only man of the original Noble
entourage still with the outfit is
Bill Harty, now manager of the
orch.

for
|

For Christmas

campaign.

being packaged in six alcoritaining 30 12-inch disks.
It is being readied for release Oct.
1, with distribution aimed exclusively at educational institutions.

Pres.

Chicago

Snyder to a three-year

Bill

Writ* for Auditions Stating Musical Education and Experience

|

|

attention, and Pred Raphael,
head of music for Disney, assigned
Don Raye to do a lyric. Ray e came
up with the Christmas idea. Disney Music publishes.

Chicago, Sept. 19.

work
them

Set

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
York

Theme background to the short.
Written by Paul J. Smith, attracted

London Records has inked orch-

bums

Langworth Trans.

o

jors.

some

current radio Seasori winds,
will seek ballroom and vaude

times.

HAL BARTON—JOLLY JOE GRIMM
MORRY ALLEN— RAY WETZEL—THREE JAYS
THE GLEE CLUB

Management

ride affair. Tune is called “Jinga-Ling, Jing-a-Ling” and has been
recorded by virtually all the ma-

-

Featuring

Exclusive

nature short, “Beaver Valley,” has been turned into a popular song—-a Christmas-time, sleighney’s

“Goodnight Irene”
“Most Requested” Disk
“Goodnight Irene”
Seller on Coin Machines
“Goodnight Irene”

Return to Dance

,

HENRY JEROME
#

Into Xmas Pop Time
Theme mu s i c from Walt Dis-

“Goodnight Irene”
Retail Sheet Best Seller

Encyclopedia Britannica has concluded a deal with Burl Ives to
present a; selective sampling of
American folksongs and ballads under the publishing company’s new
vision shows, in addition to personvisual-aid
educational
program.
al appearances at key dealers in
Titled
“Historical
America
in
Song,” the bailad comprises over the east, He’s tentatively scheduled
for a nitery tour at the end of
120 newly-recorded songs, ranging
from Colonial days to the modern November.

Consecutive Season

CBS Network * London Records

Disney Pic Theme Turned

Tops 6f the Tops
Retail Disk Best Seller

.

HOTEL EDISON, New York

>

,

1

2
7
8
5

.

.

Signature Reentering
Rhythm Market
Blues

ent.

745 5th Ave.

.

.

“No Other Love” (Disney)
“I’ll Never Be Free” (Valando)

12B

AFM

“NORTH POLE TOWN”
A Real Xmas Jingle

New

.

.

1

,

dates around the country. To facilitate the move, all Noble sidemen
Bishop
Billy
femme outfit for TV
have ankled other ether, chores so
band began a fortnight engagement that they will not be quota-ed unMonday (18) at Bill Green’s.
der
Local 47’s spread-the-

ALL MATERIAL READY

in

.

“Can Anyone Explain” (Laurel)
“Lady of Fatima” (Robbins)

•

Available

.

5
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Frisco,

.
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.

.

.

.

.

8

12 A
j
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•7
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,

7
8
9

'

over the weekend and was held
over for another four frames, at

Chicago

.

3

6

Campbell Music Co, has shut- $1,500 per stretch
Frankie
tered its Chi office. Ben Kantor Carle is talking a deal with. Will
Ivory Joe Hunter, On Cowan, producer of shorts at UI.
was rep
one-night tour through the mid- ... Louis Armstrong is set for a
west, kicked off in Battle Creek, tour of the Pacific Northwest after
Mich., last week and Will windup he winds a three-weeker at the
in Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 4
New Orleans Swing Club, Frisco,
Henry Busse orch slated to play Oct. 21.
*

3
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Muggsy Spanier wound up four

weeks
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“Mona Lisa” (Paramount).
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Survey of retail sheet music
sales, based on reports obtained
from leading Stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sa les
rating for this and last

To

WCB Artists A Concert Mgt. 234 W. 55th St., Nl Y. i», N.Y.
VETERANS REQUIRING FINISHING TRAINING MAY AL^O APPLY
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“Play a Sim ple Melody” 27112
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(Decca)
“Tzena, Tzena.Tzena”—27077. ...
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"TONY MARTIN

“La Vie En Rose”—20^3819.
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“Sometime*
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“Play a Simple

Melody”—1039
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Fox Trots and Vocals with Instrumental Accompaniment

• •

MAN WITH SUMMER STOCK
A HORN
Hollywood Cast

ANNIE GET YOUR YOUNG

GUN

Columbia

Hollywood Cast

M-G-M53

MM850

M-G-M

E516

ML4180

E509

M-G-M

•

•

Broadway Cat!

Hollywood Cast

*
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SOUTH PACIFIC

LITTLI
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WORDS

ALBUMS
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(Victor)

JO STAFFORD

FIVE TOP

•.

(Mercury)

SAMMY KAYE

.

.

•
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“World Waiting Sunrise”— 20-3181
BILL FARRELL (M-G-M) r
“Deed I Do”— 10757 ...........

.

.

Dancing Pig”— 5477 ...

“Cincinnati

.

...

.

.

JO STAFFORD- WESTON (Cap)
“La Vie En Rose”— 1153. ........

......

17D

.

.

.

.

•

_

14 C

17C

.

(Victor)

FRANKIE LAINE (Mercury)
“Dream a Little Dream”— 5458
K. KALLEN-R, HAYES (Mercury)

.

9

•

“Goodnight Irene”—-20-3870

“Our Lady of Fatima”

17 A

V •

.

14B 15

15

•

(Capitol)

Always Love You”

DENNIS DAY

:

•'

(Capitol)

“Bonaparte's Retreat”—936
VKrDAMONE (Mercury)
V.
V
“Vagabond- Shoes”-—5429
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
..... ...
S'AlI My Love”—5455.

lOB 10

17B

•

SAMMY KAYE

:

16

•

(Capitol)

“No Other Love”

11

9

.

(Coral)

JO STAFFORD
"

.

“Can Anyone Explain”

7

8

.

(Mercury)
“Music, Maestro, Please” 5458

4

7

6

(Victor)

H. Jamet-P.

Day

A iVt

D(CCA

M-G-M

Columbia
C198
CL6106

M-G-M56
E519

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
(

Capitol

Mercury
Victor

.
.

;

Based on Points Earned)

No. of
Recor
Records

Label
Decca

.

5
6
. . , , ,
...... ... .... 6
................ .
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„
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.
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.

Label
Columbia

Points
230
143
92
50

No. of
Records
2
1

• . •

Coral

M-G-M

.......v.. ............

1

Points
27
27
6
^OO’?)

AVAILABLE

GIRL

BAND

Sox, Drums, Piano,

That
bers

DL 5274

Columbia Records will shell out
a large chunk of coin to promote
the coming rodeo opening its annual stay in Madison Square Garden, New York, Sept. 27. Reason
for the promotion is fact that Gene
Autry, Columbia’s top western re-

Trumpet

Can Do Novelty Numand Play Good Dance

Music.
FULL DETAILS

TO

HOTEL ALTAMONT
Tupper Lake,

cording

artist,

is

,

Songwriters ^have gone on to
film producers, but Owen
Murphy is probably the only one
who has his own film company.
Murphy, who wrote the scores for

“Greenwich Village Follies”
and most of the Joe Cook shows,

the

headlining the

Diskery will set up window dispost streamei's and devote

plays,

usual coin to press parties, etc.,
for Autry and the rodeo. Diskery’s

N. Y. distributor, Times-Columbia,
will handle most of the promotion,
Columbia is also giving an extra

promotional push to

its

“Tea for

Album A-782

partner in Murphy-Lillis, Inc.,
an industrial .and advertising film
producing unit. Murphy is still
writing songs—but these are for
:

his films, which service firms like
Chesterfield, Philco and Firestone.
Murphy got into the industrial
picture business' when he was out
in Hollywood, doing the film score
for the Columbia production of

“Rain

•

Ok

Unbreakable Record *

•

Four Unbreakable Records
Four 10-inch 78

RPM

Records

Price $2.85

Price $3,35

•

.

Price $3.75

(SELECTIONS INCLUDE)
*27133

*27124

STAR DUST
ONCE IN A WHILB

27125

LAURA

*27124

(JVE

is a
:

•

v.v

».<

ALL 3 SPEEDS!

10-Inch Long Play Microgroove

Album R-84

become

rodeo.

New York

•

IN

wo

45

I

CAN'T GET STARTED
EAST OF THE SUN
(And West 6f the Moon)

COT A CRUSH ON YOU

DEEP PURPLE
I'M IN THE MOOD for
LOVE

RPM Album

Records Available at Singlet

RPM and

78

*Alsa Available

in

4S

RPM

or Shine,”’ for which he

Two" album based on the WB film had written the original Broadway
Album features score. ? r ? was contacted there by
of that name.
ial film unit to' do some
Doris Day and Gene Nelson from an indv

the original cast, and Axel Stor- work foi them, and after he comdahl’s orch. In addition to poster pleted tne assignment, he went
campaigns tying in with national into the industrial filmmaking busiIn 1945, he
[release of pic, diskery will send ness permanently.
but J >50Q disk Jockey samples of formed his Own firm in partnership

America's Fastest
-

.

•

[

^une of the tunes from the album.

with

Lillifiw

“Selling -Records!

<i

|

—

.

r
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Bloom, Foster Dissolve

Agency Partnership
Walter Bloom and
last

week

Favorite

.

;

;

Associated Actors and Artistes of
America by Matt Shelvey, former
of
the
national
administrator
American Guild of Variety Artists
and several of his adherents, was
resumed Monday in the N. Y,

supreme

Plaintiffs,

;•

Chicago, Sept. 19.
j

legal.

Trial,

now expected

several weeks, is
Felix Benavenga.

.

before

the
the

appearance of headliners at
N. Y. Daily News Harvest

Moon

jurisdiction.
Bob Hope, Dinah
Shore, Martin & Lewis, Vaughn
Monroe and the Szonys, were paid
$500 each for the night. SAG made

FOR EUROPEAN TOUR

to last

Justice

On

no further attempt to stop v the
show after the initial warning.
Toronto, Sept. 19.
completion of her current

Case is doubly important be-; Casino theatre engagement here,
cause of the fact that another Nellie Lutcher sails for her first
Hollywood, Sept. 19.
New auditorium, which will be
similar action, brought by a BosRoy Rogers is putting together ton group of AGVA dissidents, is European tour and will open at
operated in conjunction with the
the Palladium, London, for a twoKungsholm restaurant, will be al unit to tour the midwest under contingent upon the outcome of weeks’ stint.
Her eight-weeks’
larger than its predecessor. Even the auspice sof Arena Stars, Inc., this suit.
tour will also include engagements
the repertoire, owner Fredrik A. in which Spike Jones and his manInitial day was devoted by the in Paris and Rome, these inked
Chramer explained, will be in- ager are partners. Jones organiza- plaintiffs in a discussion of the by Carlos Gastel, her manager,
tion knows the ins-and-outs of
creased to 20 operas.
of AGVA from its incep- who is now in London.
history
booking in the area and bookings
Miss Lutcher sails from New
will be mostly in auditoriums in tion in 1939 up to the time of ShelYork on Friday (23) aboard the
Which the zany bandleader has vey’s ouster.
With
played.
Originally brought to restore Mauretania for Liverpool.
Rogers and his hoss will top- Shelvey’s position in AGVA, this her will be Earl Hyde and George
Dear
line With several western acts be- angle is no longer possible because Duvivier, on drums and bass.
ing. rounded up to put on the cow- of a stipulation signed by Shelvey
/Many thanks for the many poke style entertainment in 27 at the conclusion of the initial suit
mentions and write-ups midwest theatres. Rogers will put in 1948. Because of inability to
Saranac Lake
on two performances daily, and is find an. attorney of record, Shelyou have given
in the
By Happy Benway
asking a $3,000 guarantee against vey agreed that he w o u I d no
60 or ,65% on each date. Bob longer; participate in AGVA afSaranac Lake, N. Y., Sept. 19.
past .
Weems, Arena’s midwest rep, is fairs.
Noel Meadow] indie foreign
Sincerely,
setting the bookings out of Chifilm
distributor who did a grand
all
outlaw
to
seeks
Case now.
cago.
AGVA slam recupe here in nine months,
by
adopted
legislation
left
N.Y.C. with an all-clear.
for
since it was taken, over by the
John arid Alice Walsh, of the
Ruth Brown Sets Tour 4A’s in 1948.
downtown colony, left for Los AnP. S.t Lee, they weqr brown
Ruth Bsown will
Songstress
geles to start rehearsals with the
and white shoes in
Sonja
Henie ’‘Hollywood Ice Revue
team up with the Willis Jackson
GAC
ROSS
TO
ROSALIND
of 1951.”
nite clubs here.
orch fof a southern tour beginning
club
Rpsalind Ross has joined the
Among the new arrivals in for
date debt, pf General Artists Corp.,
Oct. 14.
Currently Headlining In Vaudeville
rest rou tine and progressing
Gal is currently at Cafe Society, replacing Ira Seidelle, who re- nicely are Stanley Lawrence, manTHIS WEEK
signed.
ager of the Mayfair theatre; AsScotland N. Y., along with the Erroll Garner Miss Ross was previously in the bury Park, and Glenn Phillips.
Trio
Dixieland
and
Phil
Napoleon’s
of
the
Beckman
division
club date
Personal Management: HENRI GINE
Walter (CBS) Romanik! recup-

DeWitt

Marathon Stmt

s

Comedian George De Witt

at the Paramount, and Jkck Eigen
on latter’s disk-jockey stint on

WMGM, N.

Y.

.

RAMER

SONNY KING

!

-Currently:

.

BARNES & CARRUTHERS

.

FAIRS

GLASGOW.

&

outfit.

NOW

Prarisky

office.

Tom NOONAN and Pete MARSHALL
treat

—HARRISON CARROLL
a knockout!”

“Noonan was born

to

make people

—EDWIN SCHALLERT

favorite

»

—PAUL COATES
(LA Mirror)
fast!”

—VARIETY
—BILLBOARD

Management:

ABNER
324

RKO

S.

J.

GRESHLER AGENCY
Dr.—Beverly Hills
Radio City— New York

Beverly

Bldg.,

.

Sequence Only)

(Sold In

SPECIAL— FIRST 13 FILES FOR $10
BIG SPECIAL— ALL 35 FILES FOR

ONLY

$25

j

PARODIES/ per book $10 o
Books for $20—
• MINSTREL BUDGET .. ... $25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk. $25 •
•

3 Bks,

—

all

3 dlff.

—all. 4

diff.

Vols. for $B5r—

how to Master the ceremonies
(reissue), $2.00

j

NO

j

I

C.O.D/S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 St.. New York 19

Dept. V

Club.

Marie Gallagher (Warner Bros.);
accompanied by Robert Dillon, in
from Philadelphia to visit her

“Strictly big time!”

—ED WYNN

FUN-MASTER

GLASON'S
“THE ORIGINAL SHOW BIZ GAG fHE"
$1.00 each
• Nos. 1 thru 35
#

Walter (CBS) Romanik mastered

comedy team busting up

“I’ve never laughed so hard, in 30 years!”

j

Shamus

the Tahoe Village!”

“Laughs come,

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branches of Theatricals

the thoracopeasty operation like a
veteran and back at the hilltop
lodge resting comfortably;
Louise (RKO) Harris, who cured
here, in for annual check-up and
drew an. all-clear.
Virginia Strum underwent broncoscopy operation.
Sam LaBalbo in for a final
checkup and rated an all-clear.
Bob Pasquale, ex-Philly (Warner
Bros.) manager, back in circulation
after long strictly in bed routine.
Robert J. Goldstein, theatrical
attorney and Variety Clubber, in
from N.Y.C, for a weekend vacash
to ogle the lodge.

(LA Times)

“My

from her recent pneuoperation.
Grainger, ex-Rogerite in
for yearly o.o. arid general checkup, got an all clear.
John Lake, radio spieler and actor, out of the general hospital
after recent operation.
Labor Day marked the end of
summer' activities at the William
Morris Park playgrounds. Annual
Field Day was held by the P.T.A.
Mrs. Jacques DeMattos, wife of the
WNBZ program manager acted as
chairman, .of the recreation comAndy

by Benny Ressler.
Featured was the crowning of King
and Queen of the colony, -with
games, races and dancing. Refreshments were furnished by the

—HEDDA HOPPER
laugh!”

Leslie Grade/ Ltd./ Inc*
250 West 57th Street
New York/ N. Y.

monectomy

mittee, assisted,

(LA Herald-Express)
.

EDDIE ELKORT

Low A

recuping

Celebrating Our ist Anniversary
at WILBUR CXARK’S DESERT IXN

“At the Mocambo, a double
Noonan and Marshall— a Must]”

Direction:

ing from a major operation. Ditto
for Larry (IATSE) Garber.
Otto Hay man, upped for meals
and mild, privileges/
Lee Kiimick (Republic Pictures)

WEEKS "SOLID” BOOKING

50

is

ex-

:

.

“Pete Marshall

is

pected to be the busiest performer
extant for 24 hours, starting today.
Comic has signed to be the Yom
Kippur replacement for a trio of
performers and is expected to
maintain his schedule at Radio
City Music Hall, N. Y.
De Witt will sub for Joe E. Lewis
at the Copacabana, Myron Cohen

;

me

another front in the benefit

Ball Wednesday (13), folded
because of the fact that the pro
performers Were playing in the
AGVA jurisdiction. Screen Actors
According to Dunn, about $6,000 Guild had exerted pressure on sevare was paid, out to the performers. eral performers to get full salary
or have the event go under TA

ROY ROGERS UNIT

stage.

benefits.

On

battle, Associated Actors and Artistes of America’s opposition to

questioning the 4A’s right to intervene in AGVA affairs, and allege that Shelvey’s ouster was 11-

tonier cafes.

Grand

court.

own

Shortly, before start of the show,
Tex McCrary, chairman of the
event, conferred with AGVA’s na-,
administrative
secretary
tional
Henry Dunn, with the result that
paying
the
McCrary consented to
performers; All pacts were signed
by performers before going on.

Suit started in 1948 against the

.

Miriature

to participating performers.
Sponsors of the event had previously signed a contract With Theatre Authority calling for 10% of
the gate, but once it was decided to
pay performers in order to get
AGVA’s okay, show is believed to
have passed out of TA’s jurisdiction.
AGVA broke with TA some
months ago in order to clear its

later

AGVA

,

Opera, puppet theatre here which
had been' razed by fire two years
ago, is currently in the rebuilding

.

;

'

Kungsholm

Union is holding salaries in escrow
and checks will soon be mailed out

‘

.

'

Revive Chi Puppet House

Foster

Bloom will take the ageftcy, while
Foster’s future plans are indefinite
The American Guild of Variety
as yet.
won. a two-front victory last
Duo formed their partnership Artists
week
on the question of benefits.
several years ago shortly after the
union won over
the Frederick Bros. The performer
foldo
of
Authority's demand that
Agpncy, N-tY., where both handled Theatre
North
Shore
Fund disthe
Hospital
acts. and cc&ktail units,
play at the Roosevelt Raceway,
- v,gji;wm.
N. Y„ Sun. (17) go on as a benefit*
ISIS'S
demanded that perwhile
formers appearing on the show be
idents’ Suit
paid $25 minimum in the case jf
chorus or minor per formas or oneseventh of regular weekly salary
for acts.

Indications are that burlesque cafes are seeking packaged Units,
Will be a top lure in cafes -this sea- but so far few producers have been
son.
Two. major niteries have al- able to line up this type of display
ready booked .burley units, and qij .speculation, because most bonothers are, considering installation if apes w#nt to see a finished pro.dof the hippps and. grind; .displays.. Uct'hefore Signing ‘doiit^acts'.:
The success ;o’f tlip Sherman* unit
The latest" cafe to Set such policy
’provided
is the Latin Quarter, Newport, Ky, at MOy’s. is said to have
Other spot already set is the Beach- the impetus to the burley type of
the
odtdrew
display
This
booking.
comber, jsJjfimi Beach.
shows at the other' tafes in
Hamid Minsky, of the burlesque name
the area.
clan, is currently casting a burley
Burlesque type shows in cafes
unit similar to the shows he did at
always pulled biz during warhave
the Carnival, N. Y., and the ColoIt’s been found to be one
time.
nial Inn,' Hallendale, Fla.
type of booking that entices unir
Noel Sherman, who produced the formed men as well as civilians.
show at Riley’s, Saratoga, N. Y., has The girly shows have always pros-,
been sighed to do the production pered in areas where there are
at the Newport Latin Quarter. He’ll large troop concentrations and war
use the same format that prevailed industry.
In Riley’s, but Will have a line to
New Orleans, Chicago and New
12 girls instead of 24. Acts with a York’s 52d street have found the
burlesque flavor will predominate. strip shows a most staple policy,
According to Sherman, many and bonifaces of the larger spots
feel that a dressed-up version of a
burlesque display can draw in the
;

-Bill

dissolved partnership in
Attractions, Inp„ N, Y,

daughter, Dolly Gallagher*
progressing nicely.
Write to those who are

who

CHEF ALBERNI

— DENVER DIMPLES

JOE ROLLO
•913 Sumet Blvd.—LA

Press!

HAL

BILLER

& ASSOC.

lakes, 18 ncro: swimming, fishing, boatlnifc
dancing,-, roller skating, bingo, amusement gomes
park rides, picnic grounds; 80% advene# booking

Northern
L. S.

ill.

jillpi

Perional Representative:

is

AMUSEMENT PARK—44 ACRES
Two

BEN

Ohio;

near

large industrial cities and
bldgs, ; price redftonaWe

Highway: excellent

APPLE

CO.,

BR0KER8, CLEVELAND,

JANE

BOCHELLE and BEEBE
TO
•* •Iweyt/ luit the belt eccentric dance

5404 Hollywood Blvd.— Hollywood

0.

In the buslnesi/'— Dally Variety.

NOW—No«h

Auto Show

team

Mgt. Al W»»on, 1501 Brood woy, N.Y.C.

'
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Gus Van was elected presidents
American Guild of Variety

of the
Artists

July.
Miami Beach, Sept. 19,
The hotel rooms did heavy
Despite the biggest summer tour- business weekends. The no-minideal found loaded tables
ist season this area has ever ex- mum
perienced, general trend was to which averaged $5-10 tabs.
Hotel
shopbookings for the higher
cagey spending and careful
N. Y. Daily News columnist Ed
ping by the holidaycfs, with ma- salaried acts didn’t mean full paySullivan will take his Harvest
jority pf niteries just getting by; offs, because of. room-board deal
Moon Ball winners into the Strand
and only thosfe with potent attrac- involved.
theatre, N, Y., for the first time.
Big spots such as Cripa’City 'ajid
tions
getting type of business that
Unit, starting Friday (22), played
meant .profitTihaking biz. Threat Clover Club, as well as the more
the Roxy theatre, N. Y„ for the
iit>f the
hotels, cafe, lounges, which modestly-budgeted cafes can figure
past couple years and prior to that
booked acts after they’d played the that the competition from, hotels
was an annual booking at Loew’s
Olympia
or a nitery, didn’t make will hurt some, but not as much as
State.
Some operators figure
much of a dent either.
expected.
Surrounding bill will include
Such
spots as the Five O’clock they’ll make up any loss of patronthe Three Stodges, the Weavers
age
their
late shows; for, though
Club
Of
with
Martha
packed
them
in
and Maxellds.
Raye and solid supporting acts the new local laws allow hotel
Harry Mayer, house booker, may
such as Lenny Kent; Clover Club cafes to remain open until 1 a. m.
"THE MAHOGANY KID"
have singer Lisa Kirk heading the
Assisted
by
Jimmy
Nelson, drew heavy patronage when the weekdays and 2 a. m. Sunday mornfollowing show.
America’s
Newest
Were there through ings, they still can set up only one
Ventriloquist Vagabonds
Sensation, with his new pal, Humshow, thus negating any chance of
Higsby.
phrey
Billboard
says,
real profits.
With small turnover,
“Nelson is perfection.”
and the small tabs, it adds to a

Sullivan-Moon Winners
Shifting to N.Y. Strand

successive
for the
Van eked through by a
year
narrow margin of 81 votes over
gethis opponent Georgie Price,
for Price.
ting 873 votes to 792
third

'

,

'

important contest,
Gypsy Rose Lee was made second
vice-president by a landslide of
893 votes with her nearest opponent, Jack Gwynne, getting 401.
Dick Ware running for the same
In

another

.

,

,

office got 351 ballots. Jerry Baker,
yvas unopposed for first vice-presi-

.

dent getting 1,424 marks.
Don Francisco was named third
Veepee with 487 votes. He defeated
Lois Donn, Jack Edwards and
Buddy Walker. Jackie Bright was
elected treasurer without opposition ahd Harry Mendoza, also unopposed for the post of recording

DANNY O’DAY

SEE ME ON ED SULLIVAN’S

were balloted into office.
Board mernb: .s elected comprise
Ruth Arden, Will Aubrey, Dewey

secretary,

,

P.M.,

September

E.S.T.
24

Mgt.: LOUIS W. COHAN
203 N. Wabash, Chicago

make

Murray Weinger and Ned Schuy-

Jerry
Billy
Despite a city-wide bus strike,
Wayne, Jack Edwards of Boston
was also elected, but since he with- and three days of rainy weather,
drew his candidacy after ballots Kentucky State Fair drew 237,610

were printed, Bill Lee of Detroit,
who was next in line, will aerve
on the board.
Elections were conducted by the
Honest Ballot Assrt.

patrons. Closing day Saturday (16)

pulled

Fran Warren, Former Mgr.

47,000

customers,

while

settlement between
attorneys for singer Fran Warren
and her former personal manager
A1 Pollack ended a breach of Contract suit brought by Pollack. Justice Benjamin J. Rabin of the N Y.
supreme court suggested that the
litigants attempt one final bid at*
settlement before going to trial.
In the 'subsequent parleys, a
token payment was made by the
singer to Pollack, with whom she
signed a contract about five years
agOj but who it’s claimed, never
rendered any professional servpre-trial

Court Okays Hotelman’s

ices,

farm

Stables’ famed saddle-bred
at Lexington, Ky.

Joe Fahey has been named manager of the Arena,. Holyoke, which
uses stage shoWs Sundays. He also
heads the Fahey Advertising Corp„
Holyoke.

Coast Nitery

Stylist

Currently

LA COMMEDIA
59

We$t 52nd

Street,

New

York

(Indefinitely)

APOLLO RECORDS
Direction:

JOE MARSOLAIS,

1497 Broadway,

New York

City

is

resuming fhe each show

production of units. First is currently being formed with comedian
Billy Gilbert to emcee and singer

Lawrence

It’s

to headline;
the second time that Godfrey
;

has gone into packaging units. A
couple of seasons ago
Godfrey
,

formed a unit which did terrific
business wherever Godfrey appeared with it, but trade slumped
Set*
Unit
whenever radio and tele commitments kept Godfrey in New York.
RKO circuit is setting up a unit
time,
to
be
topped
Belle
by
concentratiori
will.be
Baker
and
JThis
on talent winners that have reach- Smith & Dale to start at the Palace
ed name status. Outfit will play theatre^ Cleveland, Sept. 28. It’s
some dates on the RKO circuit in slated to follow with the Palace,
November. Use Of the Godfrey Chicago, Oct. 11 and the Albee,
unit by RKO will mark the first Cincinnati, Oct. 19.
trine chain has used units other
Toppers were on the show which
than those formed by its booking played the Palace, N. Y., anniverdept.
sary show in May.

RKO

Road

operating as a nightclub. He plans
to reopen spot ii» November, with
name acts and lavish productions.

Mort Herold
JUST COMPLETED

For Haymes Nitery Tour

EXTENDED ENGAGEMENT

Hollywood, Sept. 19.
the “Contented
Hour” airer has paved the way for
Dick Haymes to do the vaude and
nitery work he wants and Music
Corp. of America has fashioned a
package with the singer toplined.
Haymes wanted out from the Carnation Milk program because he
couldn’t tape his shows and was
thus unable to make a tour.
MCA already has set Eileen Barton and the Three Stooges for the
package, with several other acts
to be inked. Unit already has been
booked for an Oct. 8 date at the
Roxy, New York, at a reported
$10,000 per frame.
Release

America's Foremost Song

Arthur Godfrey

Bill

Carroll

Hollywood, Sept. 19.
opening day Sunday ( 10 ) drew 34,Sale of the Earl Carroll theatre977; a big drop from last year. restaurant to Frank S. Hofues,
State Fair Manager J. Dan Bald- Texas hotelman, for $1,025,000 was
win estimates that gross receipts approved by Judge Newcomb Conwill be a third lower than expected. dee
in superior court;
Under
However, predictions were based terms of the deal Hofues turned
on the hope the Fair this year over to the Carroll estate his
would surpass all previous records. $350,000 ranch in. Arizona, a note
Principal attractions at the Fair for $475, 0Q0 arid another for $200,this year were a Gospel Quartet 000, each carrying 3V6% interest.
Hofues also owns the Del Mar
contest, fiddlers
contest, square
dance contest, and the Grand and Deauville beach clubs in
Championship Horse: Show, held in Santa Monica. He will lease the
the Horse Show pavilion, and won theatre for radio and TV broadby Wing Commander, stallion from casting in the daytime, meanwhile

Dodge

plan three-name parlays for
at their Copa City.
As
for the threat from hotels, they in-?
sist they’re going to let the hotel
men Worry about their own problems arid; concentrate on getting
the best talent possible. Jack Goldman and the other club operators
have the sariie line of thought for
the up-coming whiter season.
ler

1

A

tions.

.

Louisville, Sept. 19.

Ware,

Dick

“good will” deal.
Situation this winter Will thus
for a good deal for the minor
acts for lounges and smaller situastrictly

“Toast pf thd Town”

C.B.S., .8-9

Barto, Danny Beck, Red Buttons,
Lois Donn, Phil Foster, Dick Gale,
Sid Marion, Mickey O’Niel, Price,
Taft,

•

from

BIMBO'S 365 CLUB
:

•

SAN FRANCISCO

SINCERELY BELIEVE

-I

MORT HEROLD TO BE THE WORLD'S
FINEST ACCORDIONIST

'

.

BIMBO

1

^

REPRESENTATION:

*

SAM ROSEY

\

25 Taylor

St.

•

San Francisco

CAL-NEVA LODGE
CRYSTAL BAY
LAKE TAHOE,

NEVADA

Spike Jones

isa

Asoka

Rudy Vallee
Koariauez
Arthur Lee Simpkins
is

Durant
Harvey Stone

Bedell

and Mattson

Lillian

Roth

Bob Mi

l

Wanda

Orchestra
Smith’s Cover

la r's

For making the 1950 season at Cal-Neva Lodge the most
successful in

its

26 years of operation.

SANFORD

D.

ADLER, President

•

2, Calif,
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New Yorker Hotel Picks Up
4th Optidn on Cummins

More

Prosperity,
The

.

optimistic outlook for cafes

this season in New York is cuing
Curentries into the field.
rent and future bonifaces figure

more

the wave of prosperity being engendered by the Korean War will

prompt more

niteries.

Latest to swing to expansion is
Tom. Ball, operator of the China
Doll, N, Y., who is planning to unshutter the long darkened La
Martinique. The combine headed
by Lewis Lewis, operator of Cafe
Downtown, which has
Society
taken over the Havana-Madrid, is
a ’so shopping around for new cafe
As the season progresses,
sites;
more bonifaces are. expected tp
enter the field.
1

..

.

.

indicates more accafe operations, many
fear wholesale cafe openings may

While

tivity

this

in

an

create

problem

oyerseating

Which affected a majority of night
Cafes,

clubs last year:

ed

it’s

point-

began to get rolling

out,

recently

Bernie Cummins orch has had its
fourth option picked up by the New
Yorker hotel, N, Y. Band will continue at the. spot until Nov. 15, at
which time a stay of about five
months will have been completed.
Montreal itery, Theatre
Cummins stay at the hotel has been
Damaged hy. Fires* continuous except for a one-week
stan4,jat the Cavalier hotel, VirMontreal, Sept. 19.
ginia Beach; Va.
Fires in past three weeks have
If no more holdovers take place,
shuttered one of Montreal’s oldest the Cummins outfit is slated to folboites, the Carousel arid one of the low the New Yorker engagement
two vauders in town, the Roxy withh a stand at the Edgewater
Beach hotel, Chicago, late NovemFollies.
ber or early December*
The Carousel (formerly the
Samovar), blaze did an estimated
$200,000 damage with the fire
starting in the newly refurbished
Vaude, Cafe Dates
main room which was due for opening,v this month; Quick Work by
waiters in adjacent lounge, the
York

only,

when economic, conditions

shuttered the weaker spots.;

Niteries

Opening

New

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

,

.

Jerry Colonna opens today (20)
at Loew’s Rochester for a week>
following it up with a week at
Loew’s State, Providence, before
starting a three-weeker at the Capitol, .N. Y.

,

.

.

JO STAFFORD SET
BLASTS
FOR

.

.

THE UTMOST IN

ACROBATjC DANCING
Opening Shortly

NORTHWEST
Thanks to

JOE DANIELS

y

Direction:

EDDIE SMITH

1560 B'way,

AGENCY

New

York City

JUdson 6-3345

Voice of America, aimed at youth
overseas. Show, first segment of
which will be broadcast in about
two weeks, is being recorded in
Hollywood arid packaged in New
York for shortwave broadcast and
distribution to Voice and cooperating stations.
\
First regularly scheduled Voice
program by a recording artist;
show features songs by Miss Stafford, plus her comments on youth
arid democracy. In addition, vocal-

.

;

.

.

RUBY RING

est in Israeli affairs,

,

.

also operated the
Skazka before deciding to change

the entertainment format.

Vet Bandleaders
Continued from page 43
trouble arid the physical strain of
one-nighters to maintain the band.”
In the case of Krupa, who plans
to break up his big band and possibly, form an all-star group for a
European tour, he worked only
five weeks of locations in five
rrionths.
The rest were, all one-*
nighters,. Herman provides a v similar case.
After closing this week
at Frank Dailey’s Meadowbrook,
he plays the Boulevard, Long Island, for the week of Sept. 26, and
is scheduled for one-nighters until Nov. 20, when he’s set for a
week in Pittsburgh This, after just
completing
a
one-nighter tour
through Texas.
The bandleaders agree that the
one-nighters are profitable. That’s
their complaint, actually.
Onenighters, with the exception of a
few choice locations and theatres,
are the Only profitable dates they
-7

.

can

Chicago, Sept. 19.
Ritz Bros, set for the Chez Paree,
Oct. 6
Sid Epstein has taken
.

choices,

COLUMBIA LECTURE SHIFTS
Coumbia

Toni Arden opened a fortnight
stand at Mocarnbo last night (19)
.

worth

•

....

•

.

frontmen have two
They can form small com-

top

seven-piece jazz group. Artie Shaw
has reassembled his old big-band
offshoot, the Gra mercy Five, and
is currently playing the
Iceland,
N. Y.
Benny Goodman is on a
weekly television show with his.
'

;

.

Grant’s Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR
St., New York LU 2-4488
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

'Sextet..-

What has caused

the shrinkage
in available and profitable locations
remains a poser. Bookers general-

.

one reason
customers away.
any new dance fad,

ly credit television as

for keeping

.

Absence of

158 W. 44

*

TALENT CONTEST*

MONDAY NIGHTS

the

like the jitterbuggirig of the early
1940s, is another.
The greater

Prize:

Professional.

(Pupil cate Prizes

Award ed

.

Wally Overman
- NOW Warner Thed., Havana, Cuba
Sept. 21, October 4th
Thanks,
Harry Smith-Herb Marks Agency

Mgt.— MATTY ROSEN, New York

SAM ROBERTS— Chicago

.

.

It

:

Gourmet Holyywood
Lillian
Roth held over at Cal-Neva Lodge,
Lake Tahoe
MCA set Clark
Dennis for three months of Statler
.

.

a very
personable gent with authoritative taps to match, who is a
flash on any cafe floor, as lie
has been in legit, the picture
hPuses, etc.
Callahan report-

edly had one

i

|j

.

.

.

m

of the Stars

m

MARCUS LOW

.

Hotel time, beginning in November
OFFICES
GENERAL WtCUTIVE

A
10
,

J. H.
SIDNEY

gram: “Plays fine piano solo.”

JUSTIN

.

“Talented

GILBERT,
.

.

.

Mirror:

tops.”

BILLBOARD:
}
)

theatres,

“Excellent in
equally good here.

Routine pulled

PATRICE

JAN

terrific.”

and
Management; STANLEY RAYBURN,

New

York City

HOWARD

Cavalcade of Bands"
T\V. Show, New York

,

anntX
W rUILDINO
JUdson 2-8000
*
v
N,Y.

c ui
C

160 West 46th

EARL WILSON: “Bravo!”
ROBERT DANA, World-Tele-

Hollywood op-

portunity, and it’s a wonder
they didn’t anchor hint out
there because he is obviously
appealing, both .on the hoof
and above the shoulders. He
uncorks
a
flashy
“Minute
Waltz/’ sliding from a good
clash
of Chopiniana on the;
.

piano to the terps. His flamenco taps is a rousing topperpffer,
Abel.

is

the Case of Tie)

of bands that are plucking the location plums are the
sweet-styled units that are basical-

.

— Callahan

Engagement
lit

number

v.^.v.v

Variety

of

Edna Gieof special attractions.
sen will continue as vice-president
and managing director,: Mrs. Theodosia Wogd will be sales manager,

Leo Fuld, who returned to this
country from England recently,
has been signed for the Latin j'ly and elementally dance bands,
Quarter, Montreal, Sept. 22.
As for those locations wliich re-?
Nino Milo, singer-comic at Larry ly on bands, like the Roseland,
Potter’s San Fernando Valley Sup- in N. Y., they are simply booking
per Club, starts a northwest nitery on a loWer budget, bringing in lesstour Sept. 28 with special material er-known units.
The big name,
scripted by Bob Ecton
Frank who’s used to big money, feels it
Fontaine starts a two-weeker at just isn’t worthwhile.
the Capitol Theatre, N.Y., Oct, 19.
. Sanford Adler, operator of CaL
Neva, Lake Tahoe, caught Lillian
Roth doing a one-riiter at Del Mar
and promptly booked her for his
own spot; holding it open a week
extra to do so.
The Theatres
Joe Frisco,' who started a “one
week” stand at Charley Foy’s San
Fernando Valley Supper Club
three weeks ago is still going
strong ... Jon and Sondra Steele,
current at El Rancho, Las Vegas,
at $2,250 per week,, have been
booked for four frames at the Palmer House, Chi, opening Nov. 30.
at a flat $2,000 wfeekly
. / Robert
Allen Reed keyboarding at the
.

Bureau,

Lecture

which Arthur Judson is president,
is expanding its activities.
Eastman Boomer has joined the
bureau as vice-president in charge

cert tours.

.

.

Currently Appearing

:

A number of top bandleaders
have chosen this latter course.
Count Basie, who broke up his big.
band last spring, is playing top
theatre and nitery dates with a

Hollywood

CALLAHAN

A1 Morgan heads the
ing week.
Nov. 4 revue and Sophie Tucker
goes in ori the New Years* bill.
Hugo Giovagnoli, owner, is
bringing back Hildegarde, who
broke all records here with sensational $50,000 gross last year, in
Paul. Marr,
Chi
mid-January.
Georgie
agent, books the shows.
Rank’s band has been held over
for the fall.

profitably—more important,
they can get location and theatre
bookings. They tart also book con-

.

.

.

Bill

Teeirig off its fall season is Buddy
Lester, set for two weeks, Sept. 23.
Janis Paige, film singer, is inked
in Get. 7 with Constance Moore
Betty
to follow the next Week.
Rielly headlines the Oct. 21 show
with June Christy set for follow-

tres

.

.

,

or, since they collect royalon their recordings, they can
lay off for awhile.
With combos,
they can play locations and thea-

.

.

Sept, 19,

bo^

.

.

is it

111.,

ties

over the Club Hollywood bookings
for the William Morris Office
Crystal Terrace Club has gone into name policy With Paul Marr, new
booker, setting the Three Suns,
Novi 10 to be followed by Rudy
Tipi-Ti-Inn, Waterloo,
Vallee
,
la., adds floor shows with Mind a
Lang arid George Moore going in
ist’s Sunday night broadcasts for Oct. 27
Ralph Lewis returns to
;
Radio Luxembourg are now being Helsings, Sept. 21
Dorothy
Dorben line into Beverly Hills
repeated on Thursday nights.
Country Club, Cincy, beginning
Vine Gardens has
Sept. 22
lined up Dolly Kay, Eddie White
and Nadja Dolora for Qct. 6
show, Jan Bart and Lou Saxon for
the Dec. 1 bill and Myron Cohen
and Minda Lang go in Dec. 29
Larry Ross back to the Casino,
Sept. 29 .
Pastime, Des Moines,
has. Set Joey Rardin Sept.
29,
Charles Frederics, Oct. 13, Mickey
Sharp, Oct. 27 and /Paul Gilbert for
Nov. 17 .
Divena unit set for the
Persian Palms, Mpls., Sept. 21.
.

they ask,

Springfield,

Although niteries in the smaller
midwest cities are tightening their
budgets due to the clampdown on
gambling in their casinos; Lake
Club here, which has not had
gambling in some tiriie, is expanding its talent outlay for names.

,

.

.

And

find.

The

.

Motya

The Nemerqffs

it?

...

&

conduct.

Chicago
.

Leon

Nemiroff are opening the first IsNew York, the Habibi.
Spot is slated to open tomorrow
(Thurs.) on site of the Russian
Skazka, with a show including
dancer Zamira Gon, singer Martha
Schlamme, arid song team Hillel &
Aviva.
Alexander Yahalomi will
emcee and Julius: Fuerstein will

raeli cafe in

N

only part of the club that was operDe Mattiazzis signed for the
prevented any loss of life Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y„
Nov. 28
as 200 patrons were led to safety.
Lea Mathews into Cafe Society
Last Monday afternoon ( 12) a Downtown, Oct. 12
The Lunds
fire starting in a sign shop above set for Hotel Plaza’s Persian Room,
Eddie Fisher
th^ Roxy did $10,000 worth of N. Y., Oct. 25
smoke and water damage to the tapped for the 400 Casino," Albany*
Pat O'Brien signed
theatre. Acts ready to operi the Sept. 21
afternoon show managed to save for a date at the Desert Inn, Las
some of their Wardrobe and fire- Vegas, in October.
Leo Fuld signed for the Latin
men*’ herded
100 customers to
Quarter, Montreal, starting Friday
safety;
(22).
It’s his first date since returning to the U.S. from England.
Eric Thorsen. starts the season
at the Somerset Hotel, Boston,
Friday (22)
Zero Mostel into
the Club Charles; Baltimore, Sept.
“VOICE’
Sammy Walsh tapped for
25
jo Stafford will be featured on the Towne Room, Louisville, Oct:
28
Sarah
Vaughan pacted for
broadcast
weekly
for
a 15-minute
the Birdland, -N. Y., Nov. 4.

Springfield, Ilf

TEEING OFF

N.T. CAFE,

.

ating,

,

Latching on to the hypoed inter-

.

,

ISREAU

HABIBI, 1ST

H.

Striit,

C. •

,
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Chez Paree, Chi
Paul White and Elroy Peace, Lewis
has a surefire layout Miss DuBois
Chicago, Sept.' 15.
partakes in
sings and
cavorts,
Frankie Laine with Carl Fischer
snappy repartee with Lewis. White and Stan Kaye, Dave Barry, Los
and Peace Continue to pack a Gatos Trio, Chez AdOrables (10
)
punch that scores big returns for Cee Davidson Orch ( 10
Chico

N.Y.

Versailles*

Wednesday* September 20* 1950

Edith Piaf (With Robert Chau :
tigny and Chorus), Emile Petti
Orch (8), Panchito Latin Band
17); $5 minimum.

efforts. The lads are funny,
of Edith Piaf to the their
dance well and work neatly with
a signal for boff
Peace especially in the
Arnold their boss;
business by the Nick
^7^-/
aT,
Qh^rinw*' hit
dii.
My biiaaow
Me ana
rhanteiise *n
in-' classic
rrencn cnarneuse
pistro.
Kite in
in which
whirh they
th^v are
anveoualequalbits
Other
dicated opening night (13) that the
Charcoal
“The
are
sock
ly
smash biz she did for 20 weeks in Dancers, r a satire on the Cole
her last stand at the Versailles is Dancers and “The Woofenpoofs/V
spades;
in
repeat,
going to be a
t ewk inins
eVer ln her
|!
vocahstics, as wel
trio and gal backdrop for Lewis
There is hardly likely to. be a ^ re interlarded throughput the
more chichi Opening than this one show and also do a snappy turn
Miss Piaf held them for more than on own! with a “Showboat”: medley
30 minutes with French love songs,, that gets over neatly.
songs of the streets and songs of
- Hefty
punch of layout is the
with an occasional French terp trio of Andre, Andree
frustration;

The return

Versailles

is

&

me

^S ^r

,

.

{

English lyric thrown in. She remains a performer whose singing
in a foreign tongue is certainly
no handicap for listeners unfamiliar with the lingo. There is no
mistaking the meaning of her

& Bonnie, in a mannequin dance
routine that’s solid.
Most of the old Lewis standbys
are employed (during the melange,
including
“Just
Around
the
“Sunny Side of the
Corner,”
Street,”
“A Million Memories,”
“Great Big Beautiful Doll” and.
“Tiger Rag”—-some With, some
without benefit of clarinet—-but
with Lewis always out in front
punching every minute. Qn over!

.

lyricizing, her English prefatory
explanations notwithstanding.
Attired, as usual, in a simple
black dress and backed by a
chorus; behind a closed curtain,
Miss; Piaf starts slowly with a
couple of Gallic ballads, and then all, Lewis and his revue should
rocks the audience for the first lure plenty biz.
Ted,
time with her highly emotional
“Hymn to Love.” Her “Manage,”
Swain
N. O.
about a woman imprisoned for
(HOTEL MONTELEONE)
‘’killing her husband, follows for
another smash, especially with the
NOW Orleans, Sept. 12.
simple, forthright histrionics inHank Fort, Pat cCaffrie,.Dahiiy
volved. “Le Famion de la Legion’' Deane Orch (7) $2.50 minimum'
is still a great applause-getter as'
she belts it out with that clarionAudience response to current
like voice, and ditto for “La Vie layout in this class nitery is so enEn Rose” and “Monsieur St. thusiastic throughout that there’s
Pierre!” She walked off leaving no mistaking the appeal of the two’em on the ropes,! and perhaps act bill,
:

Room,

.

M

;

;

have

Should

dorte

least

at

One

Top honors are shared by Hank
Fort, a blonde songwriter and

,

more number.
[

Robert Chauvigny. is her musical
and arranger, pianoing
and leading the Emile Petti Orch
for her numbers. The Piaf chorus
comprises three, boys and three
Kahn.

warbler with a Tennessee drawl,
and Pat McCaffrie, versatile young
comedian.
Miss Fort is a dynamic performer
who sings and. pounds the keyboard for 30-minutes for maximum
results.
Tunes she sings are all
her own compositions. She is niftCocoannt Grove* L.A*
iiy garbed and attractive, and her
(Ambassador hotel)
originals
are
handled ^ with a
Los Angeles, Sept, 12.
Constance Moore, The DeMat- twangy-punchy delivery for several
Larry Green Orch encores. Room packed to capacity
tiazzis
2)
with Shriners here attending south(13); cover $1.50, $2.
j

director

;

'.(

,

eastern convention.
McCaffrie, playing his

four-week layout of the
new fall season shapes up as a
pleasant package that * should
easily produce the desired results
for the Ambassador hotel’s, room.
No record attendance figures are
in sight, but the stand will wind
up Comfortably on the profit side
First

en-

first

all, wisely has provided himself Lanti & Nelson, Stan Erwin, Tea
with a cleverly conceived act, in- Allison, Guy Martin Debutantes
stead of tossing one together hap- ( 6), Jack. Palmer Orch (7); $2.50
hazardly. As a result, the custo- minimum,
mers get a real laugh run for their

),

Rhumba Band

(

)

;

minimum

$3.50;

cover $1,

money and first-rate enjoyment.
Iceland Restaurant’s decision to
Silvers’ material, seems to sort
The Chez Paree, after several calculated to evoke the utmost begin a name band policy is a
months of lesser fare, has drawn audience response and he handles questionable one in view of the
fact that this bistro has been atfrom the recording field for an- it
with adeptness. At supper show

t

|

N. Y*

.
Iceland*
films and, accordingly, stacks up.
as an excellent bistro entertainer.
Artie Shaw & His Gramercy Fine
well, but, above with Terry Swope, 4 Jacks & a Jill.

He works hard and

.

j

:

;

,

other unusual
sock
attraction, Saturday night (16), he merited an
Frankie Laine. While ‘Laine played
ovation.
a Chicago bistro four years ago, it
A combination of amusing song
was just at his start of his jclimY andpatter, Silvers’ nitery act durto .vocal heights, and at a fraction
ing its course enlists, at one time
’of ’his present salary.
He, carries or another, the services of his own
the load of the new revue,, over-'.'
pianist accompanist, a stooge and
shadowing the others with his
Cecil Golly; Terrace maestro, to
rhythm singing.
assist in the* assault on risibilities*
His pacing and phrasing are The fun s t e r commehdably esacute, changing abruptly, but never chews indigo stuff.
jarring.
He socks across “I Left
Via song Silvers starts out by
Her By the River St Marie,” and informing the customers it defollows in the same vein with volves upon a petson like him to
“Georgia On My Mind.”
Then “get out and enlighten the people.”
rides “Black and Blue” aftd a Latin A lament about the fact that he
lilt to ‘‘Give Me a Kiss for Tomorwasn't cast in hit musicals and
row.”
films, that he names, affords an
His terrific sense of dramatics excuse for a vocal, medley of
is sold in “Liicky Old Sun,” which
snatches of -Oklahoma,” “Annie
almost has a reverent quality with Get Your Gun” and “South Pacific”
the blacked-Out room and the pin song hits—-clcVer parodying and
spot. Lairie’s vocal and body pleads travesty.; V
ing is almost spiritual and he gets
Silvers and his accompanist ena tremendous hand; “Wild Goose” gage in a bit of amusing give-andis a frantic, breathless thing and
take patter before the comedian
he reprises his first disk hit, “My lampoons Nelson Eddy. A “Guide
Desire.”
In answer to demands, to Show Business” in song prehe gags through “Mule Train .” For cedes comedy business with Golly.
encore he speeds through “Shine.” Much fun is packed into a vocal
Carl Fischer on the piano does a satirical tour of New .York night
slick backing job with Stan Kaye life with “Visits” to various bison the drums.
tros and Silvers Utilizing various
Dave Barry has a weak opening dialects and using a stooge to good
in his dialect Quickies, with the effect.
Displaying his versatility, Silvers
payoff being lost in many cases to
large segment of seabholders; How- takes a whirl at the clarinet and;
There’s
ever, his takeoff of political types clowns with the band.
and his impression of a youngster nostalgia as he tells of. his Hollyat a party are solid.
Los Gatos wood friends and chirps abodF
Trio eontribs tumbling tricks at a “That Old Gang Of Mine” in his
jitterbug pace. They do some sen- youth on New York’s East Side
sational pullups and three-high when he played cops- and robbers
stunts to a rolloff finish.
“with real cops” and slept in doorDorothy Dorben’s Adorables has ways. They’re engaging and smiletwo new numbers, the first, “You producing memories. A big load
Look Your Best in Love,” mainly of laughs has been delivered bea parade number setting off the fore Silvers begs off.
whirling of soloist Margaret Bates
Rita and Alan Farrell, youthful
who receives a neat hand. “Las dance team, score with tap ballets,
Vegas” has the chorus in cowgal spins and whirls and various unThe topper, howoutfits for a salute to that city. Cee usual routines.
Davidson’s orch does its usually ever. is a revival of dances of 25
fine job and Chico Combo takes years ago with comedy trimmings.
over the rhumba sets.
Zabe.
The Golly orchestra -and Mildred
:

.

•

.

.

'

'

.

•

#

.

,

Stanley’s

of the favored dinner and
after-theatre /spots around town.
an atmospheric roOm almost exclusively with Candlelighting pre-

dominating.
For entertainment,

San Francisco,

\

compound
r

and

up

solid returns
stanza.

t

rousing iuau
instrumentation.
umemauon. iNumoers
Numbers
ace delivered in the usual, format.
of a found-robin of instrumental
solos breaking Out of the ensemble
jamming. Ruth Brown, billed with
:

.

is

as potent an applause-provoker
as
ever and he and his aides rack

on the 50-minute

l

.

If

15'

~

The big

difference is in the actual
they play, and a minor
difference
is
that
this
group
doesn’t use a harpsichord, as the
old bne did.
As in the bid Gramercy Five,
unit
strives
for
the
unusual
rhythm tones and phrasing to back

music

.

Shaw’s

fluid

Opening

clarinet.

number is an Afro-Cuban version
of “Sesame Mucho,” in which the
rhythmical

phrasing

evident.

is

Other instrumentals are “How
High the Moon” and a couple of
progressive-styled
numbers.. It’s
essentially good listening, with, all

personnel experienced and. welldrilled musicians; but this group
to lack the drive
the old one had. Shaw brings on
vocalist Terry Swope, who ind-.

somehow seems

until recently V(as t lie*
singbr with the 4 Jacks and a
wlio are also on the bill, to
sing “Bewitched” and “I Love the
Guy,” Girl is a looker and h£s a
good voice and smooth delivery.
Actually, the bill here comprises
two shows. Shaw follows a onehour variety bill with a half-hour
session/ making a total running
time of an hour and one-half, far
too long. Bill opens with a production number by the Guy Martin
Debutantes, a good-looking line
that’s nicely costumed. In this and
the two other production numbers*
they don’t do much in the way of
dancing, put that’s secondary anyway.
Nelson (New Acts)
Lanti
follow with an okay dance routine,
and Ted Allison (New Acts), who
sings the opening production number, comes on again as a single.
4 Jacks and a Jill, who have been
playing theatre and nitery dates
recently after a couple of years
on radio, impress as a vocal group.
Their staging is excellent, and
choice of songs, wpile not distinguished, lends to their vocal
setup. Arrangements are good, but
solos for the girl should be eliminated, for while possessing a good
voice for harmonizing with the
boys, she doesn’t register alone.
Final act is comic, Stan Erwin
(New Acts), who emicees the bill.

dentally,

girl

Jill,

.

&

Backing by Jack Palmer Orch
a bit too loud, but otherwise
okay. Orch alternates with Gramery Five for good dance sets.

is

Chan.

Flame Room*

Mills*
(HOTEL RADISSON)
Minneapolis, Sept. 13.

John Sebastian

(2

)

,

den’s Orch. (8); $2.50

Eddie

Cam*

minimum.

ing the mass touch;
This is the second, engagement
These capers appear to be the Of John Sebastian in this plushy
strongest policy the room has room and he again triumphs
with
After, a variety of his splendid,
latched onto.
musicianship and sly,
formats,; .the Weylin has found a dry humor. The
combination of top
formula that’s filling the spot.
drawer musical artistry and excepJose .
tional cOmedib ability, so infrequently found in an individual performer, once more makes for easy
Riiz af
sailing. And., as before, his per(RITZ CARLTON HOTEL)
formance on the harmonica affords
Montreal, Sept. 16.
a treat for the ear and his amusing
Susan Wayne with Johnny Gal- introductory remarks for his numlant, Joe Settano TriO; cover $1,
bers and his single excursion into
pantomime, so skillfully handled,,
With the smart opening last tickle the risibilities.
Thursday (14) of newcomer Susan
“Ritual Fire Dance” is a stirring
Wayne, the Ritz tees off in trim musical starter. In true virtuoso
fashion and sets & pace that augurs fashion/ Sebastian
then makes his
well for the upcoming season.
harmonica an instrument of symMiss Wayne offers a. diversified phonic proportions as he gives his
program that pleases. Petite song- interpretations of such numbers as
stress leads off with a sad song “Estralida”
and “Turkish March,”
about Paris setting a mood that is His conception of how. various ortypical of the Gallic chirpers who chestras and
maestros would renare crowding this side of the At- der “St. James
Infirmary” is a
lantic. In direct ccftitrast to this, blues
masterpiece and socko. His
she switches to “Man Around the pantomimic
talent finds expres-/
House” mixing the torch stuff ef- sions in a welcome repeat of a
fectively with a few comic twists business
magnate en j bying-r-with'
but her followup, “It Never En- difficulty— the
mastication of a peatered My Mind” hardly seems nut butter
sandwich and again it’s
adapted to her particular vocal good fqr
solid laughs. Albert Maistyle.
Appearance and manner her, his own pianist, lends fine supthroughout 2 5-m in ute session port.
clicks with payees and gal gets a
The Eddie Camden orchestra,
hefty assist from Johnny Gallant making its
first appearance here,
at the piano. Th& smooth Settano proves
a* firsLr^te unit for playingcombo return for another season the show and providing
dance ntu-‘
and split music sets between shows sic.
full room at Saturday 'supWith Gallant.
Newt .
per show.
Rees.’

Montreal

,

.

the reception accorded him
here is a criteri

this plush spot
his invasion of

what thus! may
called a new field for him promii
to be highly successful.
He c
ries on in the same topdrawer fi

Garner and Napoleon/ failed to
.Geraldine show fpr the opening night
J sock
making fashion that he has be
DuBois gnd
comedy duo oft
Hernii
doing on the stage and in t
;

arrangements

same as the unit
Shaw' recorded with in the early
While
’40s
he had his big band.
essentially the

.

,

!

stint,

and four standard rhythm, sounds

:

,

.

migratory

f

flawlessly

,

Sept., 7.

slick
°f i .nostalgia,
timing
solid routining that pays off
*
-

;

Minneapolis, Sept. 16.
liquidity in a phenomenal flow of
tasteful sound patterns.
Phil Silvers ( 3 ) Rita & Ala
Garner
has to beg off in this, spot even Farrell Cecil Golly Orch (12 ) wit
after a half-dozen encores.
Mildred Stanley; $1-$1.50 cove:
In the straight; Dixie vein, Phil $2.50 minimum.
Napoleon’s outfit plays with an appropriately
driving
beat.
With
Not counting a brief pinch!
Napoleon’s horn in the lead, com- ting stint for the late
Rags R;
bo comprises trombone; clarinet, land at New York’s
Copa, this
bass, drums and piano and dishes comedian
Phil Silvers*
up the two-beat standards with a per! club engagement second si
anywhe

Sol Klein Orch (14); cover $1.
is a

:

:

Tea Lexois, Geraldine DuBois,
r.
Reed
Sisters, Paul White & Elroy
Peace, Andre, Andree and Bonnie,
Ted Lewis revue

Sargent’s bass

hacked, by arranged as such.
Mimi Warren’s piano work and
bassist John Simmons and drummer Shadow Wilson, rolls out an Ernestine Holmes on organ supply
extraordinary volume and variety relaxing intermission music and
Of sounds from his piano. He has maintain a continuous-music policy.
given up those superficial manner- Both were, repacted. recently for an
isms which marked his earlier indefinite stay.
Biz good,
style and whieh now have been
Chan.
taken over by his imitators. Garner now plays with a remarkable
Minnosota
Terrace
inventiveness, ranging from solid
(HOTEL NICOLLET)
rhythms to an impressionistic

S. F.

adopted

aren’t lost and there’s the feeling
of individual attention without los-

phrasing.

.

om

Bal Tabari n,

this

is strong and steady,
and Bruno’s drumming is steady
and on novelties, imaginative,
Repertoire embraces jazz, pops,
standards and Latinos, In a couple
furbelows.
of sets on opening night, he went
Developing steadily for the last all the way from “My Foolish
couple of years, Garner .now is Heart” and “Third Man Theme” to
ready to take his place with the “Nola” and “Twelfth Street Rag.”
best of the jazz keyboard artists. Music is for listening only, and it’s

Garner,

it’s

the zigeurier style of inciting pash
all-femme
Barron’s
with
Riidy
This quintet of
string ensemble.
lookers in back of Barron have
some excellent arrangements. The
Alt Wien and gypsy airs float
through the room in a manner that
compels listening and creates a
glowing mood for the customers.
At the conclusion Of a turn on
the bandstand, Barron and four
of the girls wander around the
room dispensing music. Through

piano, yet he displays a surprising

,

no cover,

It’s

(

standup job all the way.
OpenOr is the DeMattiazzis, featuring the European “remote control
doll dancers.”
Routine _ is
wisely held to a bare five minutes,
attracting considerable interest as
the stiff-legged movements of mechanical dolls, are perfectly mimicked. Revelation that the dolls are
actually activated by the 'femme
half of the team comes as no great
surprise but it’s so well done that
it earns a nice response.
Show backing chore and music
for dancing is deftly handled by
Larry Green’s combo, making its
Coast bOw with this, date- Outfit
boasts, a well-stocked library: purveyed in highly danceable style
through s
e effective arrangements and the date will boost
Green’s prestige in these parts
considerably.
Kap.

;

The Weylin Room has become

—

nimbleness in his

(6)

one

’

straight

.

(HOTEL WEYLIN)
Rudy Barron Orch
no minimum.

|

showcases
of
jazz
names comes up with a topflight
layout currently. This bill is one
.for the cognescenti, with two instrumental combos furnishing music in two different, jazz, idioms
without
any .other
floorshow

get

Rees

Weylin Room* N. Y.

.

momen- important

usual,

as

singing,

heavy approbation.

Mermaid

'

.

.

;

gagement here, is a personable performer with a smart sense of comedy and an easy knack of getting
Room* N. Y.
the Customers from walkon.
His
(PARK v SHERATON HOTEL)
His
stuff is breezy and original.
Irving Fields Trio, Mimi Wargags build steadily and with punch.
Danny Deane and his smooth orch ren, Ernestine Holmes; no minimum,
no cover.
have
lieldover
been
from previous
of the ledger.
Topbilled C o n s tan c e Moore show. Deane has found that the
In the year and a half since mancomes up With a 3Q-minute song payoff in band biz lies in playing
Stint that is perfectly paced and for the dancers, and that’s what ager. Neal Lang Changed the policy
Arrangements are com- of this room to straight instrumensolidly sold for good returns. As a he does.
result, good word-of-mouth will paratively simple, revolving around tal music with no minimum, cover
make up for lack of strong name foxtrot rhythms, although his ver- Or .tax with reportedly excellent
satile seven-man crew can also dish business as a result
room has been
appeal.,
out the zingy Latin rhythms and playing
small
combos..
Irving
Singer’s offerings run a wide
torrid tunes.
Fields, who last played the room
range, from “You and the Night
Deane opens the show with a with his trio a few months ago, is
and the Music” tp “Diga Diga Dixieland arrangement of “Honeyfor an indefinite stay, and he
Doo” and she does each effectively. suckle Rose,” with the spotlight back
should draw plenty business.
Voice and delivery would be even
on his clarineting. Band also proComprising
Fields jp'n
piano,
better in a more intimate room/
Henry Sargent on bass and Mivides neat backing for the acts.
but she has no difficulty holding
Liuz.
chael Bruno On drums, trio makes
her audience. Turn is bulwarked
for excellent listening. Fields’ piby some topnotch musical arrangements turned out by Sy Miller, Cafe Soeieiy D’nt’n. X.Y. ano achieves a full tone that fills
the. room, and the two rhythm inwho also penned the special maErroll Garner Trio, Phil Napostruments are closely attuned to
terial number “Never Underesti- leon Orch
6 ); $3.50 minimum.
his style,, providing, neat accommate the Power of a Woman.” Save
paniment. Fields is the heavyfor a quickie perambulating sesThis Greenwich Village spot, fingered type of player, getting the
sion with “Harvest Moon” which
which has been among the more most sound possible out of his
helps draw the audience
tarily into the act, it’s a

.

.

—

'

:

tracting the family trade for years.
Fact that biz in the past year or
so has fallen off is probably due
to the lower talent budget that’s
been in effect, but whether using
name bands will hypo biz remains
to be seen.
\
First in Under the new policy is
Artie Shaw, with a 1950 version
of his old Gramerpy Five. Group,
which .comprises Shaw on clarinet

A

i

>

*

—g

,

Wednesday, September 20, 1950
“The Jazz Train?' musical revue
and directed by Mervyn
Fletcher
'‘'Nelson? original music
Henderson ; choreography, Herbert
The
Scott,
Harper ; featuring Leslie
,

Chocolateers, Irene ^Williams, Earl
Ann Lewis ; Red Allen, Rose
Hardaway, line ; Earl Bostic Orch;
98c general- admisminimum,
$2.50

Bostic,
'

sion.

!

!

I

!

is*

being staged as

i

once-over-lightly history of Negro
Some of the narration is pretentious but the revue
group of
talented
a
by
played
is
young singers and hoofers who ininto
color
and
life
of
plenty
fuse

Kiss Your Hand
the solid stint
for a beg-Off at show caught. Neat
piano backgrounding by Dick Lewis adds to nifty overall effect,
Ranny Weeks orch, back again
on bandstand, furnishes neat ac-

Maybe the hepsters won't go

:

for

but there’s plenty of
sex appeal in ah old-fashioned unway for the touring fireci raped
men. In fact, this show is loaded
with cooeli packaged with a semi*:
“peep
a' tv tone that removes the
sliow” taint. Accent, on' the wild
layout,

;

.

,

in the early sketches, “Congo” artd
•'Strange Mood,” which, was allegedly rooted in the jungle back-

-

•Pittsburgh,- Sept:

.

Billie

ruthers,

.

„

:

.

top.

.

'

*

'

,

Lee Young Orch
'

Ken Mullen & Eddie

McKellen,

ad-

(5)

mission $1.25.

.

1‘j; $3,7,5

Doniia Atwood
Bobby
A.
Irma,
Orrih; Markhus,
Thomas (The. Old Smoothies),
Los Angeles, Sept. 14.
Holiday Scat Man Car- Ruby & Bobby Maxson, Gil & Tuffy

Cast
Specht,

...

OasfSfL

Raiche, Larry
ackson & Bernie
Lynavi, Jeanne Sook & Teddy Ro-

man, Patti Phillippi, Alan Konrad,
Helen ba\ndson ..Johnny/ Letteng'arver, Trixie. Escp LoRue
Don
Bear soil, Joseph Se tia M ary Lou
Landreville, Paul. Castle, Nadine
Jackson, Frank St. Amant, Randy
Kent, Ice Capets (48) and Ice
Cadets (16)
[ ,

.

!

'

|

-

!

If 195f edition isn’t just about
the best of the various “Ice Ca-

/

;

pades”

yet,

come mighty

it’ll

close.

Latest of John H. Harris’ winter
wonderlands is a lush spectacle,
beautifully skated, costumed at a
king’s ransom and unveiling something brand new on jee. This year
Harris has 'invaded the operetta
field and come up with a condensed version of Sigmund Romberg’s “Student Prince” that opens
untold fields', for these frosted
pageants.
Just as he did with Walt Disney’s “Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs” last season, Harris has
had the songs artd dialog recorded
and they’re skillfully synchronized
to the movements of the silver
stint.
bladesters on the rink;
“Prince”
Scat Man Carruthers gets the
runs over half an hour >and is in
layout underway with ^ trio of
six scenes, all of /them neatly.,
numbers which register well.
bridged to still get the story idea
Kap.
across w h lie concentrating, of
course, on the Romberg tunes.

-

.

?

and primitive antics predominated

:

,

-

.

John

>

'

:

Pittsburgh, Sept. 12.
H. Harris and Arena Man-

1

This Southside spot is the jazz
sanctuary in Los Angeles and its.
layouts are aimed at. followers of
best in after-dark ..divertisrnent. that idiom; Consistently a user of
Local observers, admitting they big name talent, the spot long ago
companiments and slick rhythms do not know whether Halpern’s op- hit a high level of business and
timism will prove justified, applaud has maintained it pretty steadily.
for customer dancing. Biz solid,
layout,
however, may
his courage. The opening (1.4) drew Current
Elie/
capacity—reported to be 520. De- prove to be something of a wall“
spite difficulties—-notabiy in am- bulger.
r
T
Plan t a t ion
I\ . Y . plification and probably
The lure is Billie Holiday— and a
corrected
(IIOfEL DIXI$)
since— second, show moved swiftly, Lady Day date is a must to the
Airlane Trio; no. cover, no mini- clinched by Miss Warren’s solid 20- followers of jazz. She doesn’t disminute next-to-closer stint; Singer, appoint, dishing a 20-minute show
mum.
who recently drew record business that; never sags or gets square. CaSince A1 Trace arid his band in “Finiairi s Rainbow’’ at the Sara- pacity firstnight crowds at the three
played this room four years ago toga Summer. Theatre, Obviously shows knew what they wanted,
and the management subsequently attracted many of the first-night asked for it— and got it. Singer
abandoned a dancing policy, an Casino attendees; They gave her introed only one number, “You
attention—a
courtesy Gotta Show Me, ’’-which looks like
organist alternating with an ac- undivided
cordionist has been the only eh* which Unfortunately all did not ex- it will quickly become a Holiday
classic. Remainder Of the stint retend
the
other
performers.
to
tertainment the bistro has offered;
Dimming room lights and focus- prises the numbers' with which she
Now, despite continuation of the
has
been identified for some time,
no-daheing policy, the hotel has ing three-spots on Miss Warren was
brou ght the Airlane Trio, which, a smart move by Halpern, who all chanted for maximum effect in
She the pure Holiday style. And she
incidentally, alternated with Trace graciously introduced her.
generally good backing from
at the time he played there, into used three different types of micro- gets
the Lee Young orch, altho the quinthe room in the hope of hypoing phone before abandoning them
intruded
tet
at times during the
with audience approval—for the
business.
'

i

.

of 1051

(THE GARDENS, PITT)

.

What scoring is necessary for the Livingston ;> scenery,/ Richard N*show Snyder handles in good fash^ Jackson; -musical direction, Jeri D,
ion, while Keith Knight is okay on Mayhall, assisie 1 by Fran Frey apd
Leofi Rose brook, At," Tlie Gardens,
production /narration. /
..’Mel..

is

Room,

,

.

“t

arid

Madame” wound up

music in America.

this

reprise of songs he introed in pix,
“Cocktails For Two,” “Isle of

Capri”

Ic*p r»|ia«lcNS

53

i

;

!

Train”

spot for a seven week run prior to
a New York Paramount s^and, is
spotted off the podium for his lead
88’ing. Leader has* cut down his
instrumentation for this room, using a three brass, three rhythm,
four reed, three fiddle setrup. He
has little to do but reprise his current diskings of “Bewitched,” “My
Silent Love,” the fastie “Choppin*

*

j

/‘Jazz

Albany

undoubtedly the most expensive that has been presented in
a theatre-re,siaurant here during
the past two decades. With a string
of name bands arid smart singles,
signed for the coming weeks ^ and
with the large sum sunk into the'
remodeling, enlarging and beautifying of the old Barbara Coast Club,
Halpern is taking a gamble of
magnitude. He believes the -upstate arid adjacent area,, reached
vi a heavy newspaper advertisin
and a nightly radio program from
Casino WPTR, will respond to the
days,

|

;

..

Up Chopin,” and his upcoming agers Assn production of ice -redisk, “Black Orchid.” Band is high- vue in two acts and 17 scenes/ Dily listenable and shows some jump rected by John H. Harris; dances,
tainment.
Opening bill which feeling on show numbers^ in spite 'Chester 'Hale, Rosemarie Stewart
brought in Fran Warren for Tour* of the sweetish Instrumentation. and •!Robert Dench; costumes, Billy

Having rim through all the top no matter where or how he does
names in jazz in all idioms from it, the ringsiders love it. Sing^
‘’progressive” sounds back to bed-- ing mostly standards associated
rock Dixie rhythms, this spot is with him, “Just For Laughs,” “A
how taking a fling at musical re- .Little Manicurist,” “A Double
vues for a change of pace. With Martini” and “While I Smoker a
current show, packaged by the Mu- Cigarette,” at one point he includes
the teepli, community singing of “Oh, Y ou
sic Corp. of America, as
this experiment looks promising as Beautiful Doll” and ‘-Goodnight,
Irene” aided by the ringsiders. A
a solid b d. draw.
dance sketches,
a series of song’ and
tied together with a commentary
purportedly aimed at giving a

;

.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

repertoire, displaying the unique
Casino,
.ability
of making each tune a
Albany, Sept. 15.
story rather than just another
Fran Warren, Susan Brooks,
song. Actually, it is this flair for
dramatics plus the warmth and Ready & Eileen, Ken Barry, Morey
.slyness
of his Continental-type Small, Flame Durelle, Mildred Ray
'delivery that makes him such a Girls (12), Henny Sidman Orch;
minimum $3, $3.50.
fave with the cafe set.
Using a portable mike, Brisson
With current layout Herman
wanders around the floor,; sits on
the back of a chair, or on the Halpern is making his most ambipiano, sometimes winding up a tious effort to give the Albany area
number standing on the chair, but a- olass nitery featuring top enter-

written

;

PS^IETr
400

City, N. Y.

B«p

;

.

.

:

ground of jazz.
Revue was mainly carried by a
group of excellent performers who
each sketch; Leslie
starred
in
Scott; in the key role as narrator,
•’

.

•

'

.

does a firstrate job Of vocalizing
the specia i material written by
Henderson and J. C.
j'l etcher
Johnson. Irene Williams, as a blues
singer, delivers, in an individual,

.

though slightly undeveloped style
that promises a big future. Ann
Lewis also scores strongly in a
couple of impressions of Bessie
Smith and Ethel Waters.
The Chocolateers sock across
several low comedy routines in ad-

and

dition to their usually Slick acrobatic hoofing.
This team is the

show’s individual standout item
but they are neatly integrated into
the general pattern.
Others who
deliver strongly in solo bits are
songstress Aim Lewis, dancer Rose
Hard way, trumpeter Red Allen and

j
1

boppified. style. Bostic, incidentally,
also is part of the main show, delivering a long,, hot sax chorus
that sets the place jumping.

traum,” “It

Me

’

come from blond Susan Brooks

Had

to

Be You,”

lification trouble

Sig-

S"?^

’

It

-

.

sax three brass and
\
rhythm- plus
Williams at the
-

le

(

“Feathers

mftily

VPa rh Avenue
and also does

okay on the dance
.

sets.

Ted.

‘

at the

;

Clii

(

11

•

)

’

Making his first appearance here
in several seasons,
Carl Brisson
stresses charm, personality

ma

hl P-. highlighted

i,^"’
5f
impeccable

scores

and

by the
and top hat. He
from walkon and

tails

solidly

throughput the 50-minute stint.
Opening with his trademark, “i
®ring a Little White Gardenia,”
.

.

wie entertainer unwraps
a varied
*

r.

Certainly the click of “The Student Prince”—audiences at The
Gardens are eating it up—means
a limitless horizon for these frozen
extravaganzas and removes them
for all time from the strict category of va tide on ice.
Other big numbers in “Ice Capades” measure up, too, “East
Indian Fantasy” has a couple of
crack skaters in Helen Davidson
land Alan Konrad, arid it’s neatly
done in the modern dance school,
under the direction of Beatrice
Kraft. “Kittens on the Blades” is
a
cutie
with
Ice
well-trained
Capets made up like pussycats and
the precision wagging of the tails
as girls form a line clear across
the ice a neat bit! “Raggedy Rhy,

1

[
I

thm” is done
and mighty

•

,

Room.

(EDGE WATER BEACH HOTEL)
Lillian

Chicago, Sept. 12.
Brooks, Keith Knight,

Dorothy Hild Ballet, Bill Snyder
Orch (13); $2.50 minimum.

With

its

current show operation

has

moved indoors from

mer

roost on the

ney’s

Chip

entirely in masques,
with DisDale and Little

effective,
’n’

Chip giving it a sock finish. “Lights
and Shadows” has the most lavish
costumes in the show and permits
Miss Atwood and Specht to demonagain

strate

why

they’re

of

ice-

dom’s royalty and the finale, “The
South American Way,” is a riot
of good-neighbor color and movement.
Comedy is well-handled by Mccan department, with Rotgers oc- Kellen Bros, and team of Larry
casionally taking over the bongo Jackson & Bernie Lynam, all of
whom are skillful skaters and
Zabe:
drums.
crack clowns, and among the newcomers to the cast, Jeanne Sook
Swiss Clialrt. Clii
& Teddy Roman score solidly with
(BISMARCK HOTEL)
Some amazing lifts and spins. MulTito Gnizar Lee Morgan, Jerry len & Raiche have improved on
Glidden Orch (5) minimum $2.50, their spectacular acrobatic tricks
and Trixie, after couple of seasons
cover 80c.
in ice shows at Center Theatre/
In booking Tito GuiZar this N. Y., has come back to “Ice
room careens from its policy Of Capades” to bang out her usual
low budget entertainment, and as session of sock juggling. Alan

its sumBeachwalk and inMarine Dining Room, which
apparently isn’t the only change
wrought. Choreographer Dorothy
Hild, in what appears to be a
hastily whipped up package, of
Straight terping, has patterned the it stands all indications are that
present set-up along book-show the switch /might pay off. Although
lines. Miss Hild has attempted to there is a conscious effort to keep
but at the end.
base her ballet numbers on Maestro the room on a Swiss kick, Guizar
Thrush Judy Talbot warbles iri Bill Sriyder’s own compositions arid seems out of place only on reperpleasant
a
manner, running current waxings. Not only is there toire. Otherwise. he*s perfect for
through oldies; fori the most part. an absence of a central theme to the small floor. He has a refreshHer “Bill,”
“Mickey,”
“Char- tie the production numbers to- ing personality, clowns with the par
maine,” and particularly, “I Wish gether, but the choreographer sim- trons, and gets across with the
You Were Jealous of Me,” all ply has her troupe terping to little nitery’s predominately older crowd;
Singer’s Jdior is romantic Lacome off in good fashion. Singer Consequence, sans the customary
does 10 numbers, all atop a piano. grace or movement she usually tin tunes, to which he provides
Tapster Folie Miller rounds out mairiages to prod from her femmes. own guitar accompaniment. His
bill with some okay
hoofing to While this falls short of the mark, “Linda Mujer,” “La Paloma,” and
nice band. Jack Barton of comedy show could be shaped up nicely “Guadalajara,” arid others of the
team handles emcee chores in okay by bringing in another act for a same ilk, jell nicely, Gui>ar keeps
’em attentive all the way, begging
fashion.
However, opening the bolster.
show with solo comic stint, which
As something Of a lift, and to off after several encores.
The perennial male yodeler iii
runs 15 minutes, would have been nifty
Lillian
chirper
mitting,
better left out. Despite the fact Brooks cuts through the huge slice this room also has been forsaken.
that the material is often funny, of terping with some lush vocaliz- This time it’s femme Lee Morgan
Barton’s cold opener slows show ingr Singer gives forceful rendi- doing the piping. Chirper, garbed
considerably. Much better if Miss tions; of “What Is This Thing,” in Tyrolian costume, gets neat
Miller came on ahead 6f Barton “Somebody Loves Me,” and others, mitting with some Swiss melodies,
to give bill some pacing. Backing all of which are perfect for her Jerry Glidden orch has danceable
five-man unit which seems made to
is handled by Mel Cole in neat throaty delivery;
fashion.
Mel.
Mel.
Snyder, who JjLas moved into this order for room.

|

^

to the

.

1

j

Boston, Sept.; 14.

D .
Lail Bns&on
-with. Dick Lewis at

Pmio, Ranny Weeks Orch
minimum? $1.50, $2.

as Kathy and Bobby
Specht as the Prince skate it with
story-book imagination and the
whole miniature’s an eye-filling
job and an altogether neat one.

.

start of

.

Oval floom. itoston
(COPLEY PLAZA HOTEL)

.

Chicago, Sept. 12.
Phil Gordon, Ralph Rotgers Orch
4 ) $3.50 ininimm.

:

;

*

1

in

!

i

:

Donna Atwood

S er sihging; she managed to over- things fairly plain, if not blunt,
come this somewhat, Leading a in several lines.
Peculiarly enough he gets his
South American number later, Miss
Durelle hit her stride., Morey biggest hand with the oldies, “Lady
Small’s rendition of a! Cole Porter is A- Tramp,” “Someone To Watch
medley and “Mr. Music’” regist- Over Me.” and “There’s Nothing
ered. Ken Barry did only straight Like A Dame.” Youthful lad has
introductions until he went into an infectious personality; backed
story telling grabbed laughs, which by a Southern drawl, which regmight have built if the audience isters strong in a Dixieland medley.
were quieter. Mildred Ray Girls On the pianoing, he shows a strong
are lookers, niftily costumed, who flair on the boogie passages.
Ralph Rotgers is going into his
get over, neatly in production numbers. “Henry Sidman’s five-piece second six-month period with four
piece coipbo doing a noble job.
band backs show expertly,
Leader blows a fine, sharp trumpet
Jaco.
and piano, which establishes the
lead in decisive style. Book here
Clii
Marino
leans heavily in the Latin Ameri-

Chicago, Sept. 13.
.

m

presented

Clii

(AMBASSADOR WEST HOTEL)

,

Vino Gardens,

cover, $1.50, $2.

^m

strikingly

a

Barton Bros. <3), Judy Talbot
Dorothy Shay drew capacity at Folie Miller Mel Cole Band (4);
the Peacock Court and was given minimum $3.50.
an ovation as she completed her
50-minute song session. Griff WilBarton Bros, are the chief lure
liams’ music-making was also apin current bill at this nabe nitery
preciated.
and should pull heavy patronage.
Miss Shay ran through her fa- Trio projects
Yiddish songs and
miliar sock tunes and added a few
comedy
material almost exclunew ones to round out the picture. sively. This
may
not hold well with
Teeing off with “Why Don’t Somethe nabe trade, but they’re local
one Marry Mary Ann,” which hit
faves and should attract plenty biz.
the right slant from the start,
she
Brothers score from opening with
moved on to tlie punchy ‘‘Treat Me some comic western patter
in diain the Style to Which
I am Ac- lect,
move on to standard imcustomed,” which gleaned a solid prest) es of Arthur
Godfrey, Peter
hand, and then VTwo Gun Harry
Lorre, and Groucho Marx. It’s not
from Tucumcari,” “Agnes Clung,”
Until their comic Yiddish songs,
tP Hollywood,” “I’m in however,
that the heavy yocks
“dye With a Married Man,” “Fin- take hold. “Joe arid Paul” arid
“
11001 ’"
Love Isn't Born,” “Troubles,” both in Jewish and
tS the Little Things That with some hilarious English transCm
ni l v
count
As encores the old relia- lations tossed in, reap lusty re' and “Uncle
Fe
Fud” sponse^
Closer is the. lament,
score hettily.
“Where Can; I Go,” which would
dr P h with its three fid- seem to .fit anywhere in the stint
4

BuHorv,

fettle, the
warfnly vibrant gal held them all
the way. Clicked solidly.
Dizzying kicks, flips and spins

.

San Francisco, Sept. 13.
Dorothy Shay, Griff Williams*

i

.

good voice and high

Romberg’s
“Serenade,”
“Sometime,” “Goodnight Irene,”
“Donkey Serenade,” “My Blue
Heaven,” “Miserlou” and “The
Minute Waltz.”
Chan

(

) ;

|

srhartly arranged modernized version of “Take
Out To the Ball
Game,” plus a “Finian” tune. In

mund

Herm.

(13

Insistent applause

and Fashion” routine. She works
Phil Gordon is making his anat breathless speed to catch and
chi chi
hold the diners. Ready & Eileen nual return to this small
Melody line is carried alternate- also score in a fast moving, superb- room, making the third of a series
ly by the organ and the accordion,
Freudian fable spinners. Pianistly executed terp turn. It includes of
with guitar furnishing rhythm.
singer, however, is the first of his
a brief striptease by the duo as
When organ plays melody, accordi- they
type
here and has built up an eswith
clever
a
wind
tap, and
on helps on rhythm. However, when drunk dance.
Considering the tablished audience for the fables
accordion Carries the melody, or- small
the,
wayward miss, misfortunes
of
stage, the dance acts and line
gan either gives chordal back- of girls deserve kudos for adept of oysters, and; some other tunes
ground and fills phrases, or plays maneuvering.
not familiar, to the kindergarten
rhythm.
set.
attractively
Flame
Durelle,
Result is easy listening. Group
For the few, who seemingly are
from amoffered in a sample set “Liebes- dressed blonde, suffered
not in the know, singer makes

-

Orch

numbers,

stretched singer’s skein to eight,
emphasis being on ballads arid a

off for

.

drummer Buddy Gilmore, Show
runs for slightly more than 70 minutes but plays at a fast pace.
Fletcher
Henderson
skillfully
backs the show with a fine group
of instrumentalists.,
Between shows, Earl Bostic’s
combo delivers hot music in the

Poacoek CourivS: F.
MARK HOPKINS HOTEL)

final

which played the room on
about three years before 1946, comprises leader Tony
Lane on, guitar, Nick Stella on
organ and Ralph Prince on accordion. Trio plays mostly requests
from the patrons, mixing rhythm
adaptations of classics and semiclassics, current pops, and standards. On night caught, unit leaned
heavily on their own classical
adaptations, mainly because there
weren’t too many customers due
to the High Holy Days.
Trio,

.

Konrad

gets a second-act solo spot
that lie turns into a session of
skating thrills and Orrin Markhus
.

&

Irma Thomas (The Old Smoothies) stop the show cold, as usual,
with their winning routine. The
Maxsons are a cute couple who
have a nice production idea, “The
Disk Jockey and the Girl,” to get
them on; Esco LaRue, Mary Lou
Landreville and Joseph Setta have
a slapstick session adapted from
LaRue’s old vaude dance act that’s
over bft; diminutive Paul Castle
pulls off some terrific leaps and
Patti Phillippi kicks up her heels
in a lively rhythm number. Precision

number

of.

Johnny Letten-

garver and Don Bearson is an early
eye-opener and later Lettengaryer
shows the class that got him on
the last Olympic team.
Whole show gets a crack musical
accompaniment from Jeri D. May*
hall and Randy Kent handles the

announcements

effectively.

Cohen.

:

.

.

.

‘

.

.
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Wednesday, September 20, 1950
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Oro
Latin Quarter
Sophie Tucket
Mons. Choppy
KanuzaWa. 3
Harrison 6e Fisher

I

.

i

.
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WEEK OF SEPTEMBER

.

Napoleon Rood
Naaman Dcrs

20

Numerals

connection with

ijr

bills
full

whether

week

or split

(I) Independent;
Letter* In parentheses Indicates circuit (FM) Fanchon Marco;
Tivoli; <W> Warner;
<£) Loew; (M) Moss; (P) Paramount; (R) RKO; <S) Stoll; <T)

,

<WR) Walter Reade

1

i

NEW YORK

CITY /Sherman Hayes Ore

Capitol (L). vJt
Noro Morale!* Ore

COLUMBUS

I

Palace
4 Das

Hal Le Roy
Phil Foster
Rosita Serrano

Edwards

Priscilla

.Bros.

•

T

Paramount

F

Si

Asylum

21

Vallett

T

'

.

Roxy <l) 22
Mindy Carson
B & J Kean

Berk

of

Horrors

.

Capitol

BATH

4’

Opera House

20

(P)

Martin

21

(P)

J Lewis

St

Charlie

Co-ops.
‘

WATERVILLI

Haines

of

Palace (R) 25-27

Charioteers
3 Dunhills
Oriental (I) 22
Janis Paige
Sheldon Fisher

Reddingtons
Walters A

Bobby Joyce

Yonely
Helen Kane
Lee Davis.
Kim Yen Soo

Priscilla

Sc

Ginger

P '-.Remo's

Toy

St

Boys

MELBOURNE
Tivoli

Guus Bros
Myrna

M

H

Sc

Nesbitt

.

Arthur Askey

Rob Murray

Valerie

Eugene’s Ballet

Roy Royston
Gil. Johnson

Tivoli

Octette

PERTH

Armand Perren
Marion

Charles

Davies

Devine St King
Gerda Bornstad

Grenade
Dey, Dey

‘

S King

the current layout a rousing roller
revue and one of the series; Building the show around four big productions, “Society Circus,” “Cinderella,” “Easter Parade” and “Far
East Fantasy” this 16-scene pro
grain moves smoothly for a solid
two hours and 30 minutes.
Cast for the most part is the
same as in other years; Blonde
Gloria Nord sparks the big offerings with her smooth wheeling and
draws salvos for her session with
partner Doug Breniser in the “Ginderella” set. Peggy Wallace shows
marked - improvement
in all...hum*
_
_
bers and registers solidly With her
interp of “Blues in the Night.”
Comedy antics are deftly handled
by Tony Mirrelle and Ernie Wet
tier who draw heaviest yocks with
their “Pool Shark’s Dream.”
The
Roulettes (Bob Ritz, Sis Ritz and
Terry Taylor), s u p p i y the sensational takes as trio hold attention
their fast spin, and

-

Charles Doakes
Marietta Dancers
Nudes Parisian

6c

Nina Louise
Bobby Jordon

18

(I)

Dey

Burtons
Jerry Morgan
Dick Buckley
4 Dobrichfes
Mia 6c Mattl
Dernae St Moore
Will Skinner Ore

Eddie Molloy

Rolfe

Irene Byrne

MONTREAL

Geyety

(I)

Schenk

A1

Eva May Wong
S St R Maxwell

18

.-

Marika Saary

^

BRITAIN
ASTON
Hippodrome

Jimmy Edward#
;

Joy Nichols
Dick Bentley

II

(I)

Jane
Del Monico
Dancers
Nixon 6t Dixon
.

Wilson Keppel

Sc

,

BIRMINGHAM

B

II

Pat Hagen

•

18

(I)

George Tuzzl
.Anne Adrian
Ren Wilson
Teress Waters
Frank Davison
Frank James
Wclcoine Choir

D

J

Empire (S)
Anton Karas

Sheila

Michael Howard
Steve Conway
Janet Brown
.Edward' Victor

& Kaye

Stumpy

Shellah
Jerry 6c

Joan Hiiide

Charlie

Cairoli

.

.

Goetachis

:

Snrita Herrera
D* Alonso Ore

Brask
18
Girls,

Seymour
Madhatters Bd
Sid

Scott

GARDEN B
18

.

St

Foster

A Pearson
iLes Romanos
St

La Commadia

Kimber.

John, Tiller

•

U)

6c

.

Chico

Rios
Los Gitanos
Pilarin Tavlra

Slrdani

Empire (M)

AnnettesCircusettes
Bal combes

El

i.

’

-

|

:

’

_

.
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investigation of political blacklist-

,

14 to date.

^

'

3. Old Dutch Coffee bought a 15minute “Review of the News’*
show, to be aired Sundays at noon.
Show will probably comprise most-

•

ly film.
4.

sor.

>

'

feather

routine for salvos.
Choreography
general is better
adapted to rollers than in previous
showings, with, skating talent putting over both ensemble and single
efforts, avoiding the overgimmicked, prop-heavy turns of past
performances.

Hotel Astor
Xavier Cugat Ore
Hotel Biltmore
Sydney Ross
Harold Nagel Or#
Hotel Edison

m

I

;

|

quarter it emanates/’ He
the ACLU. would “welcome
the aid of anv interested citizen

ever
said

n
!

he

i?

? y>
quu

of

“Say

Maxine Sullivan
Leon si- Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Nola Pardi
Jean March

Wayne Thompson
Bourbon St Bayne
Irma HeiiriqUez

it

,as

spon-

With

as emcee.

Can be
>>

...

resolution, meanwhile,

•

i

0U
i

1

Bruno-N; Y. pacted

Acting/'.
WNBT’s half-hour charade program. Show, formerly aired Sim*
days at 6:30 with Ben Grauer as
emcee, is to be moved into the
11: 15 p. m. slot Sundays Starting
Oct. 1, with Bill Stern taking over

.

is
F

generally interpreted In the trade

fvvy|

as
;
ar ^» °f

Continued from page 1
temporGF s proposal for an allrection of Benjamin Schwartz with
cense, an estimated 7,000,000 sets
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker Tom Tracy and Julie Dee Verne industry review board. If the reps
B Cummins Ore
the webs, sponsors, agencies and in use as of Sept 1 is indicated.
doing both, vocal, spots and voice
Rookies
parts for skaters. Keeping the ad- AFRA agree oii the establishment
Although a sizable proportion of
Jean Arlen
mission charge at $2.50 top, Stein- of such a board; however, AFRA the TV sets are combinations, the
B. Pennington
Arthur Johnson
man has a package that is a cinch is expected to move to bring one
Hotel Pierre
demand for radios continues surdraw.
Newt.
into existence. Resolution, adoptMimi Benzell
prisingly high. August production
Stanley Melba ore
ed unanimously by the regional
Hotel.
exceeded 1,200,000 sets, with the
boards in N. Y., Chicago and HollyPark Sheraton
Buff Dance Spot Burns
fourth week in August indicating
Irving Fields 3
wood,
noted
that
Miss
Muir’s
disHotel Plaza
the industry producing at the rate
Buffalo, Sept 19.
missal technically may not have
Jane Fromaii
Of 14,000,000 sets arinuaily.
Ap^
Raye 6c Naldl
Colvin Gables, famed local dance been within AFRA’s province, since
Mark Monte
proximately 8,750,000 radio sets
spot of the 1 920 -s, was destroyed by “Aldrich” is a TV show.
Nicholas Matthey
AFRA
were produced during the first
Ore
first Sunday (17) with damage es* pointed out, however, that “it has
eight months, with a production of
M Berger#
timated at over $10,000.
been shown and threatened that nearly
Hotel Roosevelt
15,000,000 sets indicated for
Guy Lombardo. Ore
In the decade following 1925, such dismissals without trial or
the
year.
This would- comHotel St. Regis
many of the then leading name redress are imminent iri the radio parewhole
Margaret Phelan
With the peak radio output of
Milt Shaw Ore
bands played the spot. Recently, field,”
20,000,000
sets
in 1947 when TV
Horace Diaz Ore
Bingo operation was attempted inj
in a subsidiary resolution: AFRA production totaled only 1 78,000
Hotel Statier
Ralph Flanagan ore the building but waS^bandoned.
Rlso voted t6 petition the cast receivers;

Musical backing

is

under the

di-

;

1

.

!

;

.

;

j
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RoSlta

George Meaion
Annell
Bobbie

Iceland
Shaw oro

3

\

1

.

Artie

Mahoney
8c Van
Adrian Sc
Spero
& Spl.

^
Leyanda

’

;

LeRoy

aired from

:

.

:

Banks

Noble Sissle Ore
Chic Morrison Oro
Rigoletto Bros
.Tack Spoons
Frank Evans
Tommy King
Harry Meehan
Billy Banks
Harry Armstrong

Will

,

FINSBURY PARK

Dorchestei's

Laconas
Jinuny Scott

,

Empire (M) 18
Johnny Lawson 3

'

7 Ashtons
Roberto Chiesa Co.
3 Peters
Baudy’s Animals
Ktiie’s Horses

Pavilion

18

(I)

EDINBURGH

Ernie’s Sealions
Gilbert Houcke
Pierre Alizes
Jacques St Maryse'.

WINTER

Palace;

.

18

Paul Co.

3

Mandy

BillV Thorburn
Arthur English
Rondart
Arthur. 6c Nadia
Shaun Glenville

Society 4

Terry

Handy

C.

Billy

Gloria

east Hampton

Hai’Vards

(I)

W.

Le Roys

3

Clifford Stanton
Canfield Smith

Se-

obert

Austin Mack
Fi Alvares Orc
Diamond Horseshoe
Walter Dare Wahl

'

o.

the

.

Shaye Cogan
Mickey Devin#

.

Johnny Lockwood

18

Circus

11.
.

24 on the show, which is
noon to 12:30 p. m.
Swiss Colony Wine
3. Italian
bought the last sustaining day on
Kenneth Banghart’s 6 p m. news
roundup, taking on the Saturday
edition in addition to its current
and
Tuesdays
chi
sponsorship
Thursdays. _ Show is bankrolled
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
by White Rose Coffee.
a uks as4. Associated Savings
sumed sponsorship for the second
time Sunday (17) of the “Savings
Banks' Quiz Kids,” Louis G. Cowan
“We particularly object to this package with Durward Kirby as
perious method propos. 1 by the quizmaster.
New sponsors on WNBT include:
GF Corp., which would process
Union Gas Co.,
1. Brooklyn
public personalities in private session.
We can share in no such which signed for the Monday night
McCrary-Falkennew
the
stanza
of
6
o
1
c
n
t
r
of
ideological
scheme
which would lack even the least burg video show, “Close Up.” Segovernmental responsibility. We ries, which is to be aired Cross-thedo not believe in a little censor- board, tees off today (Wed.).
ship, any more than in a large.
2. Savarin Coffee bought a new
We do believe that the American 15-minute Saturday night news
people are too adult to want their roundup, with Ben Grauer as comand artistic fodder mentator. Program tees off next
intellectual
squeezed through a screen of self- week (23) at 10:30 p. m. Starting
.Growths as Oct. 7, the network preempts that
constituted censors.
1*11
1
^
potentially malignant as Red Chan- time for the Lucky Strike “Hit Panels (a brochure purporting to list rade,” so the Grauer show will be
Communist sympathizers in radio- aired then from 11 to 11:15 p. in.
TV, which included the names of
Savarin also pacted for a spot
both Miss Muir and Miss Lee) can- a week on “Date iri Manhattan,”
not be cured by commercial com- WNBT’s cross-the-board morning
promises.”
show. Station, finding itself unable
On another front* the American to snag a bankrolled for the entire
hour program, opened it up to participations last w eek and has sold
off Oct.
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Park Ave
Ray Bourbon
Ruth Webb
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

M Durso Oro

2. Bruno-N. Y„ which inked a 52Week pact for the Sunday edition
of the Tex McCrary-Jinx Falkenburg “Hi Jinx” show. Bruno tees

j.

Scovill#

Marsha Stevens
Jde LaPorte Oro
D’Aquila Ore

Joe E Lewis
Carol Bruce
Bill Callahan
ll

Whit#

Alverda

Jackson

starting Oct. 2.)

,

Old Roumenian
Sadie Ranks
Christine

their

(Longines also pacted this week
With ABC for a new symphoiiette
series Mondays through Thursdays

:

.

Olive

continue

program on the CBS web.

1

Webster

Althea

Jean Marie

Girls

CHISWJCK

5 Glanders-

Mathews
Maureen Sims

City

WQR, N.Y.,
pact but will
Sunday afternoon
on

WNBC

under the new

;

.

Copacaoane
.

Aye

Christine Barrett
Downey 6c Fonville
tYazel
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their present series

;

.

Ruth Brown
Cliff;

etub

Fifth

1

Cavalcade of Jazz
cart society
Errol Garner
Phil .Napoleon Ore

.

Jaciklfty

No

Garland Wilson

Bop

RWG
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Simone Dolphin
Jim Hawthorne

Ellis Larkiil 3

Empire

expected to be settled at the
next election, when the dissident
group is expected tov attempt to
attain a majority on the council.
Authors League, for its part* has
fracas
not yet acted on the
but entered the blacklist arena this
week by objecting to a proposal
put forward by GF for the establishment of a joint industry board
to pass upon so-called controverTerming the prosial persons.
posal a “sorry plan for backrdoor

;

;

members

e
A half of
Second
program ,builds in£? ACLtJ pxJ director Patrick
strongly from the opening “Easter
^
i*
?
Parade” through the comedies of Murphy Malm, in announcing Mils a PP°\n ( n}ent, Teiterated that
the ballet stint, to the smash closer
organization is
opposed to
featuring the entire' company in
the “Far East Fantasy” which / suppressing any publication but is
makes the most of trick lighting equally opposed to suppression or
and effective costumes. The injec- attempted supression of persons
tion of juggler Boy Foy plus the because of listing in private pubtrim bar work of Tom and Jerry licatiohs for alleged beliefs or as-'
do much to boost this section.
sociations/’
ACLU, Malin added.
Staging throughout shows firm is “concerned with the general
hand of Gae Foster who reprises question of blacklisting, from what-

Ernie Warren Ore

Jimmie Daniels
Baby Hines
Norene Tale'

.

.

Little

Chittison 3
Bon Sotr

Ossie Morris

Terry Thomas
Ben- Yost Guardi

Tower

Harold Cooke
Eadie Sc Rack

Dan Donavon

Jerry Desmonde

Sc

Norman Paris 3
Julius Monk

BRISTOL

•

.

Stuart Ross

Terry’s Juveniles

Larry Drew
Jimmy Wheeler
Opera. House (I) 18
.Tessie O'Shea

Tiller Girls
Palace. (I)

Four Lads
Deuces Wild

Debs

BLACKPOOL

.

Conway
Michael Brown

Weavers
Bob MacArthur

.

«

6c. Joe
L* Ruban Bleu

.

Shirl

Sonny Hughes

Grand (I) 18.
Josef Locke
Jack RadclilTe- Co,
Ronnie Ronalde
Joan Stuart
F Sc J Grey
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:

Blue Angel
Tony Sc Eddie

Phil Lester.

Elizabeth Parsons
Eric Marsh'
Hi Diddle Diddle

CITY

Al Wallis
Geraldine

Coleman Hawkins

G Fairweather

Flack St Lucas
Margerita 6c
Charles
Kirk Stevens
Zio Angels

Stump

Chariife

M. Clayton

6t
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,
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Hippodrome (1)
Billy Whitaker
Mimi Law

Hippodrome (M) II
Hal Monty
Johnny Denis Co
Venue
Rosemary. And.ree

Moreton

HEW tons

Day

Bobby Beaumont

Betty
Erikson
Joe Bl&ck

.

St

3 Bassi
Peter Grant
Patricia Hartley

Lennox 3

.

Clair

St.

Francis Duncan

Nat

.

Costello Twins
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.

Dorita
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Sybil Dunn
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6c
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Ann Peel

Farrell

II

(I)

(I)
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Tandy

Ray Johnson
Audrey Jeans

Hit Malesty’s

YORK

Enuilre

Whether Repub-

Democratic, Socialist, Communist, Fascist or whatever/' Complete^diff erence Of opinion between
lican,

*

-

John Boye

SIDNEY

Chevalier Bros,
lleaffa Sazova

cal point of view,

.

:
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Jack Haig
Gay Euridge

Benson Dulay

Trenholm

Cissy

Folie Miler.

Judy Talbot
Mel Cole Qrc

,

.

,
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,

Jerry Co
Barclay Sis
IS

(S)

Victor
Brett
Peggy Cavell
Palaco (M) IS
Betty Hobbs Girls
Nat King Cole 3
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(S)

-

St
6c

Collins

.

Wally Boag
Babs Mackinnon
Marquis Sc Family
Detroy ;

Celebrity

A A .V

.

.

:

Music arranged and directed by
Benjamin Schwartz: Skating diDance di:
rectress, Betty Hand
At the censorship/’ the AL declared: “We
rector, Kenny Springer.
Forum Montreal , Sept. 13, ’50; of the Authors League still stand
$2.50 top.
solidly on the principle, possible
Cast Gloria' Nord, Douglas Bre- only ii^ a free democracy, that a
v.iser, Bob Foy, the Roulettes, Tom playwright’s audiences, an author’s
& Jerry, Peggy Wallace, Tony Mir- readers, are the sole rightful arBob biters Of hi s works- We still mainMcDonnell
Eileen
relli;
Grimes, Karen Larsen, Ernie Wet- tain that he is entitled. to he judged
tier.
by those works alone. N either defending nor condemning any of our
Harold Steinman’s ’51 “Skating members’ political opinions, we
Vanities” combines lavish spec-, still object to the rating of their
tacle, brilliant costuming; and socko life-labors' On a basis of hearsay
comedy in neat fashion to make and association

6c Lillian
Tattersall

Ribeiro

Doreen

Maxwells <2)
Frank Masters pro
Vine o«rd*n#
Barton Bros

Vanities of 1 05
(FORUM, MONTREAL)

II

Eva.

Sc

Skating Blvdearr

A Fitzgerald
Phyllis Miles

Mary

.

Barbara Perry

Jon Pertvy-ee
Alan Clive

Tappin
de Jong
June Lindgren
Jacques Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Joe Whitehouse
Alice -Bronimann

St

Empire

5 Smith Bros
Robert Lamouret

•

H

WOOD GREEN

MANCHESTER

Phillip

Squires

Billy Cotton Bd
Tovarich Tp
Eddy Reindeer

Hippodrome

Wim

II

(I)

D

Deep River Boys
Lois Green
Iris

AUSTRALIA

.Caryll

ll

3 Bentley Sis

McDonald

Sc

6c

Rbse Murphy

A1 Gordon’s Dogs

Ryan
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Flahei’ty

Fitzgerald

SkatlviiS

Cherokees
Boots Gibson
Ottawa Henry
Bunkhouse Boys
Texas Cowgirls.

6c

LONDON
Palladium (Mi
Tommy Trinder

YOUNGSTOWN

Hona Massey
Gary Morten

Harper

is

.Hippodrome Ml)
Tex McLeod
Harold Walden
Vera Cody

Eugene

only
Horrors'

23

(P)

Asylum

21

<P)

Wendy
Koy Kortz

Dusty Fletcher

RWG
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Jack Raffloe.r
Farrar 6c Carter
Douglas Duffy.

Montreal* Sept. 16.
Harold Steiriman production of
.Mundy
Fran Dowle
roller skating revue in two acts.
T Fayne St D Evans Staged by Gae Foster. Costumes
Roger Smith
by Joan Personette. Choreography
WOLVERHAMPTON
by Flo Kelly and Ano.lyn At deni

Clapham

Voltaire
•Les Ritchie

Davis.

,

Hotil Steven*
Bobo Lewis
Bobby Barry
Joan HyldoFt
Henry Brandon Ore Arnold Shoda—
Chet-'rareo
JerryMapes

Bob

ABC
Saturday
Council Denunciation
prez Robert E. Kintner refused to
This move was followed immedi- heed the protests filed by a Subcouncil/ which versive commission of the Illinois
ately by the
-denied the resolution virtually American Legion. Kintner, forword-for-word. Council, declaring warding Miss Lee’s denial to the
“does not and; can- Legion execs* asked for more
that the
hot under its constitution uphold proof, if any Was to be had. Legion,
or denounce any political point of in turn, backed down, claiming the
view,” passed its own resolution, burden of proof rested with Red
which said: “No member or group Channels, in whose pages the acof members will be allowed to use tress' name had been listed.
the Guild or any of its committees
or its council to further- any politi-
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the council and the 30
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SUNDERLAND

O’Gorman

Hogan
Johnny Morgan

Dick Stabile Ore
Perry Bros
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Marilyn Maxwell
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Empire (M) II
O’Connell Twins

Mandos Sis
Howard (I) 22
Duke Ellington Ore Walter Niblo
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D
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J
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Brooks
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Snyder Ore
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Howard De

Jack Watson
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of Horrors
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D
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Phyllis Dixey
Bill Kerr
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Vic
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•

Svend Asmussen' 0

Phil Brito

1

Jesse Elliot
Ray Arnett.
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Eddie O’Neal Ore
Helsmge
Georgia Gobel
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Sandiford

Me Andres 6c- Mills
Eric. Corrle
SHEFFIELD
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Wenman

A.L Delma

Hill

j

TV
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MeTvyn Roy

D’Artagnans
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:

Stanley (W) 24-21
A Lucia

.

Les-Trois

'

3

AFRA
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Jayne Walton
Billy Chandler Ore
H Edgewate» Beach

Georgia Gibbs
M 6c M Vierra
Eileen O’Dare

Eddie Connor

Boliana Ivanko 4
Marriott 4c
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of Horrors

II

Royal- (M)

:

Ken Morris

Martez.

P

PORTSMOUTH

Arthur Haynes
Ed wine Carol
Len. Marten

UTICA

,

Cycling Astons
Lesters Midgets

& Rudy

radio-TV directors

all

Dis-' claims; of some
affecting the organization/'
members
sident group also urged other that rightwingers; in the industry
member /guilds “immediately to were being; discriminated against
join with it to take such action as by leftist radio and
producers
may be necessary, to obtain pas- and directors.
sage of a similar resolution by the
Miss Lee’s show, “What Makes
parent organization, the Authors You Tick,” preemed on schedule
League of America.”
night (16). when

Keith Knight.

:

Dave Barry
Los Gatos 3
Doran 6c France
D Dorben Dcrs
Chico. Ore
Cec Davidson ore
Palmer House
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Vaughn Monroe Ore
Zlggy Talent
Griff Williams Oro

Connie Baxter .
David Vogel

Frankie Lalne
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Denis Gordon
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H Si W Bell
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Joel Friend
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Sweet Notes
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Mr. Ballantine
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M
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of

Don Cummin"#

20

Phil Lester

Issy.
.
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sheets of
“that we

may be thoroughly inmunism, the Communist party; fascism and totalitarianism in all formed on the entire problem of
itself
to
defend
pledges
blacklisting,
to be brought before
forms and
the Guild against any manifesta- this industry committee.” This was
as
tion of such philosophies within or interpreted
answering
the

:.

Campo Ore

which “denounces Com-

|

3 Cordells

25 only L Clifford St Freda
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HOUSE REVIEWS
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We<tae*<l a y’

Roxy, N. Y.

From Me,” “Lover Come Back To

Geo. Formby, Scot Comic,

Me’- and “Danny Boy.”
Mindy Carson, Mt. Ballantinc
Hodges and Brown
Kean, Carol Lynne,

are spotnpttv Sc Jane
lighted again later in the show on
Sisters (2)
Phil Romayne, Brandt
“Sunny
Side
Of
Street’*
The
with
SpitaXny
Hollace Shaw, H. Leopold
both coming through solidly; Elchorus, Roxy ettes. Escorts, Skating lington also takes a solo, spot
House
Blades & Belles, Paul Ash
around the mid-way mark.
Ray
"My Blue Heaven ” (20th),

in

THREE CO-OPS

In ‘London M. H. Varieties' TED ALLISON

•

Drch<
^
o
reviewer

Dance

S ° n *s

Toronto, Sept. 18.

8 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
with his vpcalmg of “I Want To Be
rnfmhu
mrw th*
‘‘r./v»w™
i/r
trie •“
the
ucuf
yc jForrobj/
and
uur(uu/t
G®orge
London Iceland, N. I.
A
T OVpH rnL
T'K
p
This dusky trio,, comprised of
youth with « a deep
handsome
—
a
leat'A
A ^
*1 A
AW A A
nO
With the presuming ite usual 4>, are
needs" a "lot two guys and a gal, shape up as
of
resumption^
the
by
hp can
nrmro wnrir
hpfnrh he
pan make
mairp hishts okay 'material f or vaude and niterGros.
fall format
work
before
more
Harry.
Bailey,'
by,
with
Roger
line plus the
that o|
ice shows; the house
Carne, Marion Sanders. Mills & way as. a single. While his voice ies; with policies similar to.
retinue* of variety acts, house is
Henri Vadden, Herschel has a good sound, his delivery is the Apollo, pecked out in skinBelita,
Capital?
policy.
accustomed
its
work
their
way;,
costumes,
trio
to
tight
hack
<Jiiz)_Henlere t Carsony Bros. At mechanical, and gives the impres.
Washington, Sept. 16,
number of. zne
hanet* numner
the
through a. ballet*
The A. J. Balaban-Sammy Rauch
the Royal Alexandra^ Toronto, sion he is trying^ harder to sing through,
The
Beachcomber?
Artie
(4)
good
comprises
layout
the. right notes than to put any 'type offered, by Katherine Dun-’
engineered
- .... a
...»
.
CSV Tte
, somewhat
„ Donn «ory
NornrSevi
oomey & Co 13
rne Sept. 18, ’50; $3.50 top.
more
~
fails
however,
troupe.
Act,
ham’s
and
meaning into his songs.
combination
summer iiocK
y*b
of the exotic quality
ambitious than previous dispjaysi^g"
with turnaway business on openSings “Blow, Gabriel Blow” and to achieve any
ing night and a solid sellout for ‘‘Golden Earrings,” and encores pro jected by the Dunham dancers.
tT/xM/xUiA
iin L.J_L TV_ _»/•_»«
1J1
T
Dancing and choreography are
.
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emphasis on the
offers their concepThis was done at

ment;
,•
femme partner, achieved showp nwnn
son.
Mmdy ^ vai
is
Headliner
stopping heights at show caught.
whose Copacabana appearances and Combo, grads of the Arthur GodVictor diskings have catapulted frey TV show, have novelty, style
She’s
a
status.
her into name siaius.
{J’-XIand
a general air that wins the galfetching and personable, singer i er i eSt They’re well poised and assty
Her
Hon.^
le
pro
c
vvith smooth
sured for newcomers, but have
ings are easy to take. Offerings are retained the freshness and appeal
strong enough to win salvos witn that won them their big chance,
audience chiming in on .whistling Large share of act’s appeal lies in
accompaniment to her Canny ana ^he pint-sized, Vivacious femme
Cake.”
’member of the troupe, but the boys
There are two comedy acts on back her up well and add their
this bill, Betty & Jane Kean (New. share to the routine. Open with
Acts) followed by Mr. Ballantine, “Sands of Waikiki,” to tune bf
who should have been; slotted in “Million Dollar Baby,” which introanother position rather than fol- duces the gali’ who carries the ball
low the raucous comedies by the in a “Hawaiian Chant” in the naKean gals. As it is, Ballantirte does tive tongue. Wind with a blues Verplenty well with his pseudo magic. sion of “Lucky Old Sun” and reCharm of the act is the fact that turn with a highly animated song
he never completes a trick, he and dance version of the barn fave,
talks his way around that obligation “Skip to My Lou.” Latter, a hep
neatly, and registers frustration at salute to the square dance craze,
inability to complete his legerde- brings down the house.
main in a manner that hits the
Artie
Dann, show headliner,
mob. Gets his share of plaudits.
dicks in his zany patter routine.
The house production is center- He manipulates a Sinatra physique
ed around the operetta “Mile. Mo- and a Durante nose as his stock in
diste” theme. The blades stanza is trade, and customers go for it. It’s
handsomely mounted jvith mighty the old technique of the funny
mitts for the smooth skating of looking little guy provoking laughs
Carol Lynne, who tbps the ice ros- and sympathy at the same time.
ter. Phil Romayne has a good rou- Dann’s humor is rib-tickling and
tine, but displayed nervousness, at inoffensive, largely on the schmaltzy
show caught inasmuch as he was

w
between the ihdividual tunes,
Allison did an okay job singing
to one of the production numbers
a P?® d ? r 9PP °1 a<
than before;, in the Iceland bill.
bill He should try
trv
although it is Formby the custom his hand at
more of this before
paying put that $3.50 top any
uirk as a singiS'.

“London- Music Hall Varieties,” he
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showmanly assembly.
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tlie acts.

come
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jo Lombardi House Orch ( 12
“The Underworld Story’’ (UA).

so,

)

&

i

This

a

is

rather

brief

layout

which Holds good pace and packs
some okay entertainment nicely
mixed for maximum appeal. CiroRimac, sans a band pf his own,
fronts the able house combo for
a click opener featuring Latino
rhythms and fast stepping by two
femmes and lad. Gives show a
snappy start and sets matters for
Johnny Crosso, youthful mimic to
score with okay run-through of

.

.

com

work with modern and ballroom
and retain the better gags.
stylings, is a fairly promising act.
Comic also should refrain from Routines indicate a good deal of
baiting the
customers.
His 7person- thought and work, arid their ex..
...
..
ahty is not that genial that he can edition, though rough in spots, is
do it without offending. Erwin also
r g enera ]iy g 0 od.
Pair mixes precision work with
generally well except in one re- modern steps for good effect,
all the familiars.
spect
he intersperses gags be- Roughness in precision tapping
Herb Shriner, in the trey, is tween introductions, slowing up
w probably be Ironed out with
completely at home on a stage the pace of the bill.
additional playing time, while
with his down-home chatter and
With proper revision and a little otherwise, execution is okay,
harmonica stuff, Times perfectly restraint,
Erwin
will be okay for
Pair seems okay for theatre anfi
i..,
neat
for
laughs and gets off to 11ML
theatre and nitery date s. Chan.
nitery dates.
Chan.
audience response. * Fontane Sis-|
...
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ters follow with three-way vocalizing of recording favorites, laying
it on extra-thick With okay treat-

tiohs in weeks, Murray Little starts
off the proceedings with a Dutch
of “Deep Freeze Dinah” arid Village opening in full-stage for a
the Cihderella “Work Song.” Gals “Polka Dots Polka,” complete with
look well and handle a tune for nice precision work by the linetop results.
girls and a neat solo by Dorothy
Biz fair.
Bur hi.
Courtney, plus a flash finish. This
has everything warmed up for The
Staffords (two boys and a girl), for
Casino,
iron to
brisk concerto taps and challenges,
Toronto, Sept. 15,
notable
for polish, and leading into
.N elii e Lutcher, Cookie Bowers,
The Staffords ( 3 ) 2 Eddies, Bob Cookie Bowers, in one, for his Very
funny
female dialog duets
male-and
Goodman Naomi Irwin, Charles
:
Gregory Girls ( 18 ) Archie S tone that score on dialect mimicry.
House Orch; “ Flame of Youth’*
“Pride of the Jungle” production
(Rep)i
number rates a bow to Iftsa McCaul for her spectacular staging of
It’s the third engagement here
a gigantic eye- rolling gorilla as
recent months for .Nellie Lutchj background to the line on in feather but the exuberant singer, with, ered costumes and headdresses for
her pianistic dynamics, is packing k climactic fan drill, with Naomi
them in for a mitt-pounding recep- IrWin on for a neat single, Bob
tion at every performance.
In a Goodman doing his usual comnew routine switch, Miss Lutcher mendable singing chore, and The
opens with her famous “Hurry On Two Eddies in for their effortless
Down’’ and, from there on, has acrobatics and flips, topped with a
the customers in a frenzy and yell- double four-twist and a somersault,
ing requests.
At the piano her- It’s a rousing 70-min. stanza but
self, and with George Duvivier on Miss
Lutcher, with her betterthe bass and Earl Hyde on the known reputation, is the marquee
drums contributing terrif rhytlini strength the customers are lining
McStay
support, she follows through with up for.

•

;

ment

i

Till

McStay.

'

A

“Do Nothing

i

Baltimore, Slept. 17.
Herb Shriner, Fohtane Sisters
( 3 ), Ciro Rirriac
(4), Jimmie Cros-

W

are

Comedy
j

i

Hippoilronio9 Balto

initial

capable

PAUL GILBERT

9 Mins.; One
Palace, N. Y.
Paul Gilbert is a personable chap
with pleasant delivery, who knows
He has
his way around a gag.
played a few nitery dates, but
portion of the biz being drawn
this is his N. Y. theatre bow. What
Kalin,
here.
he needs most is better material
than that now constituting his act.
Some of it hits for laughs, but a
STAN ERWIN
greater part, which may be okay
Goiriedy
for family time vauders, is too
20 Mins.
familiar for the more hep audi-.
Iceland, N. Y,
ences.
Stan Erwin has some good
His chair-balancing stunt with
comic rnate^ial, but his stint, as
stooge from audience
s off
presently constituted, is far too
neatly. With better material he’d
long. Erwin is of the vocal tfype,
set for the plushier spots.
be
using little physical business for
Edbtii
his turn. Consequently; a long
string of gags begins to wear after
LANTI
NELSON
a while;
His husband and wife exchanges Dance
Mins.
10
are good, as is his hospital routine,
Iceland, N. Y.
but his bit on Mexicans skirts the
Lanti and Nelson, a boy-girl
indigo side. In all three, though, he
bin es tap
would do well to prune material dance team that

ers for her comedy, song-styling. It
can be said With restraint that this
is a perfectly balanced bill that is
riot only an . audience delight but
Wins professional approval for its'

bit.
Bobby Pinkus,
dolls’ standout.
Following the medley, new band aided by Ruth Foster, gets over
songstress Barbara
i n d f i eld
neatly in his knockabout comedies
comes on -to' render “Don’t Blame via clownantics and manhandling
Me” in pleasant fashion with Ray by robust partner. Buddy Boylan.
Nance’s fiddle making nice back- and Muriel King offer a pleasant
ground accompaniment.
Tables session of pops and nnisicomedy
Dayis, decked out in a white dress tunes for nice returns. Dewey;
suit, draws appreciative response “Pigmeat” Markham
Co., add
via his routine of picking up tables potently
to the comedy element of
and chairs with his teeth. Muting biil with a courtroom skit that’s a
is especially heavy when Davis uses
Harlemese version of “Irish Jushis teeth to pick Up three tables,
tice” and hits high on the laughone on top of the- other, with two meter.
chairs also added, to the pile; He
Francis Renault, femme iniperaugments this with' some fancy sonator who had been a Palace
ter oing.
fave in the two-a-day era of that
Chubby Kemp, songstress, gives house and headlined on current
out with two blues times. Gal’s de- bill, gives out with satirical imlivery is pleasing, with audience pi’eshes of Lillian Russell, Eva;
showing strong approval.
Dusty Tanguay, et al, to keep the audir
rJ etcher in the comedy slot is a. ence in roars of laughter. Aided by
Sure bet with this house.. HowrJ piaiio accompanist and decked out
®.',er
comic shouldn’t spend so in modern editions of yesteryear
much time working without a mike, finery, ReriaulFs falsetto versions
since its difficult for those in the of “After the. Ball,” “I Don’t Care”
rear of the house to catch what arid '“Diamonds are a Girl’s Best
he s saying.
Frierid” g a r n e r appreciative reyouthful
Vocalist Al Hibbler is another sponse. Paul
i lb er t,
sure entry. Singer’s style of con- comedian is reviewed under New
stantly breaking his voice, while Acts. Rosales Sisters, Brazilian
singing tends to become a little team, close proceedings hdftily
oard to take after a while. How-: with their sock balancing and
ever, it seems to go over big
at perch act. Don Albert’s house orch

rendered provides

.

Mills arid Belita for sophisticated
dancing; and Petite Marion Sand-

.

Among numbers

,

excellent monplogist arid notable
for sharp characterizations.
On a costlier investment thari
last season, his new “Varieties”
dividends. Well-paced,
will pay
these acts, all toppers in their own
class, punch, over ori speed arid,
novelty and set a peak standard.
This goes f oi* Roger Carrie and his
talking tomcat in a terrific ventriloquist act; Henri Vadden and Co. it up only with her finale “Hooray
for dramatic balance work; Harry for LoVe.”' Her “Who Are You,”
Bailey, with Irish songs arid patter; however, is special evidence of
odd selling.
tlie Carsony Bros, in amazing handto-hand and 'foot catches; Herschel
-Gowned attractively in filmy
Henlere for his pianistics arid blue, -Miss Mundy is, surprisingly,

,

this spot.

is so ingenuous that there
no offense, judging f rorii staid

and well-mannered audience- Apart
from his comedy ditties, he is an

N, Y.

G

Jane Kean,
merged some time ago, have played
a number of dates together but
haven’t been d o c u m e rite d in
Variety’s New Act File. The
pair have a line of comedies bound

Meg Mundy, who achieved a con- to please majority of audiences.
siderable proriiinence several sea- They’re energetic workers who
seem to have found their proper
son§ ago With; her Broadway legit
niche.
debut in “The Respectful ProstiThe duo dotes on familiar comtute,” is essaying her cafe boW edy patterns, Betty Kean provides
with this Blue Angel booking. She impressions, Jane mugs generously
has much to learn about the cafes. and taps out a few terp passages
With a strong family background and both have a line of patter, main longhair music, Miss Mundy nat- jority of which has been familiar
Some
urally leans toward the esoteric. to vaude goers for years.
While she imparts a lot of feel in original stuff would bring this act
it is*
As
echelons.
the
into
upper
her lyricizing, her voice is somewhat harsh. And her routining is it’s a playable turn that can hold
Jose.
up
in
vauders
and
cafes.
Her first several numbers
faulty:
are much too 'slow, and she speeds

delivery

rarely sure of his landings. How- Sun’* built around his proboscis.
ever, tricks are solid enough to Does some takeoffs, highlight of
The Brandt which is his jimmy Durante. Walks
rate with the house.
Sisters (2) provide a neat open- off to hefty response: arid returns
er in a rink replica of the mirror with a human interest tune, “There
trick.
The ensemble work is uni- Are Hands,” to tune of “Smiles.**
Nora Toomey and her teammates
formally good.
Jose.
have a bell ringing trapeze act with
an audience participation gimmick;
Apollo,
Latter consists of team member
Duke Ellington. Band (14) Dusty stooging from the aisles, and peraero
Fletcher, Tables
Davis, Chubby forming some hair-raising
Kemp, Al Hibbler, Three Co-Ops; stunts dressed in street clothes.
"Thunder in the Pines** (SG).
The Paysees do okay as curtain
raisers with a routine terp act;
Currently sparking the bill at There’s plenty of whirling and
the Apollo, Duke Ellington’s band stunting, but nothing of special inrates as one of the topflight thea- terest.
Lowe.
tre outfits around.
Crew scores
strongly from both a music and
Palace, N. Y.
showmanship standpoint. In the
Church Sc Hale, Frank Paris,
latter division Ellington is standJBuddy Boy lan Sc Muriel King, Bobout, particularly when handling the
by Piiikus & Ruth Foster, Dewey
emcee chores. Judging by the au- “Pigmeat” Markham Sc Co. (4),
dience response registered at show
Gilbert,
Francis Renault,' Paul
caught opening night, Thursday
Rosales Sisters (2), Don Albert’s
(14), house, should be racking up
Orch; “Sierra” (U), reHouse
neat returns.
viewed in' Variety April 26, ’50.
In familiar fashion orch makes
its entrance playing a medley of
Plenty variety and novelty spark
tunes that puts the spotlight on the current bill at the Palace. Devarious featured artists in the ag- spite the modest talent budget,
gregation, Included in that cate- there is sufficient diversity in the
gory are saxer Johnny Hodges, eight-act display to hold audience
trumpeter-violinist
Nance, attention throughout.
Ray
trombonist Lawrence Brown and
Church and Hale, mixed team,
Harry Carney. Throughout opener are lively pacemakers with their
Ellington
fronts
band,
besides expert taps and ballet turns to nice
fingering the ivories.
Lighting, reception. Frank Paris scores, as
pace and first-rate instrumentaiizusual, with his slick puppeteering,
ing add to the effectiveness of this
with Carmen Miranda and skeleton

*

Comedy
15 Mins*
Roxy* N. Y.
Betty arid

Cham

and.
ace

fornjarice favorite. True, hC’s often
sbmevvhat oil the. blue side but his

:

,

natural warmth
technique, the

’

BETTY & JANE KEAN

>
i

,

..

.

his

Stage

S

i

Gros

out

comic again indicated his gauge MEG MUNDY
for audience values and had the Songs
enthusiastic payees Calling out for 9 Mins.
numbers that have made, him such Blue Angel, N. Y.
an empire arid Royal Command Per-

j

1

#

m

with a pice low-down beat through-

tions'

.

Continued from page
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Confusion quickly so that the producers cart concentrate on picturernaking;
He added that obtaining
financing coin appeared to be no
problem to the producers if the dis-

'

!

j

tributing situation

!

|

JoS eph

*

Aliotb;

were
San

clarified,

Francisco
reps SIMPP

anti-trust lawyer, who
in the suit it has brought iri Detroit, was in Hollywood for some
of the Society Sessions, Arnall said.
Methods wer^. agreed on, SIMPP

,

,

!

1

topper noted, for expediting action
on the case, which has been hanging fire for two years. Defendants
are United Detroit Theatres and
Cooperative Theatres Of Michigan,

.

Arnall

that

said

SIMPP mem-

|

bers were well pleased with the
[new Anglo-jJ. S. film agreement, on
which they stamped their okay, and
i

^

the German pic situation,
a i so took their attention, was
in th^air. They are considering the number of indie import
“For You, My Love,” “Real Gone
——
licenses to request and the hiring
Guy,’* and a slow-tempo “Lovable”
the
of an attorney to represent
that gives her a breather for a
Helen Lowe Exits Barron
Society in Frankfort.
Ragtime
vigorous
“Alexander’s
Yprk
New
in
be
to
Arnall expects
Helen Lowe, one of two femme
Band,” and another couple, of her
Monday 251
standards before vocalists with Blue Barron’s orch* next
show-stopping
witR
a senes .of , cpnd a ves
hold
band.
has exited the
backgrounding! she had to begoff when caught.
of the producers.
reps
sales
is
Clarke,
Remaining
chirp
Betty
presentaneatest
one
In
of
the
Edbiu
j

—

—

;
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Wednesday, September 20, 1950

LEGITIMATE
Marie Wilson to Do
One-Acters on

Although the Theatre Guild already has three plays set for its subHollywood, Sept. 19.
scription season in New York, it still hasn’t scheduled any productions
Marie Wilson returns to the tiny, of its owm Of the two shows currently in rehearsal, “Curious Savage”
Circle Theatre here Oct. 4 to star is being produced by Russell Lewis and Howard Young, and “The Re-*
in “Three Out of Four,” a package lapse, or Virtue in Danger,” is being produced by Brattle Theatre, with
bill of one-acters. Actress .recently .the Guild the associate presenter in each case. The third. scheduled
Teeoflf of the N. Y. City Opera
.
set a new record Tor the house in
Christopher Fry’s “Lady’s Not for Burning,” is being brought
Co. season tomorrow (Thurs;), at
“The School for Scandal.
from London by John C. Wilson and H. M. Tennent, with the Guild
City Center, with ^Turandot,” will
Op
O
on
star
will
Wilson
Miss
the
for
year
for associate biUihg.
due
again
j
mark the seventh
Me Thumb,” by Frederick Fenn
of the Guild’s 1949-50 offerings, “I Know My Love” was presented
K. Y. City Center of Music &
Chi
For
by
“Sparkin
Pryce;
and Richard
j n association with Wilson and “Arms and the Girl” in association with
Drama* apei the continued
Chicago, Sept. 19.
P. Conkle, and Anton Chekov’s Anthony Brady Farrell. In the case of the firm’s own “As You .Like It.”
of Qhe- ctf th* most, unusual proj r
out here >!TKe -Bear.” She will not appear revival, most of the major production decisions were understood to
broke
Pandemojiium
business
show
in
ects
Susan GlaspeH’s “Suppressed have been made by the star, Katharine Hepburn, while in the case of
(Enterprise, though it uses a last week when it was announced
isn’t a mu- that
“South Pacific” would open its Desires,” which rounds out the pro- “Come Back, Little Sheba,” director Daniel Mann reportedly had vir~
N.Y. city-owned1 house,..........
setup, being privately run i ocai r Un Nov. 14 at the .Shubert. gram*
tually complete authority.
nicipat
-r
T
It AnfAlfOP.
and' supported. Outfit, however, Since the ads have appeared about
swamped
house
have
nominal
orders
30,000 mail
Backers of the Broadway production of “Daphne Laureola” include
has benefit of a
The boxdffice sale
pressagent Leo Freedman, general manager Herman Bernstein, columnrent from the city; the. support of the theatre.
various organizations, Clubs and doesn’t open until Oct. 12. With a
ist Hedda Hopper, theatrical accountant J. S. Seidman, actress-singer
unions .(\yho. give donations, or limit of four tickets per order and
Mary Martin^ play wright>film- serf pter Paul Osborn, film director Billy
concessions on pay or personnel); a $6 top, the advance sale is alWilder, theatre party agent Lednore Tobin, and Louis Smith, Paul
a varied list of civic leaders on its ready figured at around $200,000.
Smith, Robert Rosen, Maurice Geller and Irwin D. Wolf, all associates
board of directors and several of
of co-producer Herman Shumlin, $1,100 each; pressagent Sol Jacobson
si lu b e rt management announced
without
serving
officials
top
man
its
and a syndicate headed by Meyer Davis, $550 each; attorney Morris M,
that an additional boxdffice
pay.
Schrier, representing Music Corp. of America, agent William Liebling,
would be put on to assist Irv Warn
...
Chicago, Sept. 19.
Ci fy Center this 'season will -op- ^er, Shubert theatre treasurer,
tobacco dealer 'Howard S. Cullman art d film executive Joseph H. Hazen,
approximating
budget
on
a
erate
entertain- $3,300 each; attorney Michael Halperin, representing the William Morris
Theatre-in-th e-round
Opera production in$1 ,250.000.
ment has been set for the Pick ho- agency, $2,200; film executive David L. Loew, $4,950/ and producer
eluding the fall and spring Sea- Ball® Critic- Author
tels, with Heidelberg hotel- in Ba- Anthony Brady Farrell, $1,650.
The venture is capitalized at $55,000,
sons, and the Chicago tour) will
ton Rouge, La., picked as the first with provision for a 10% overcall, and the general partners are Leland
Tlie
cost "an estimated $650,000.
spot. Season starts Oct! 12, under Hayward and Shumlin, who are presenting the James Bridie play in
Don
Co*, for its fail
N;.- Y.; City Ballet
the direction of Herb Rogers, pro- association with Laurence Olivier.
and spring seasons of four weeks
______
ducer bf the Teiithouse theatre-into
each, and excluding any possible
tlje-round, Highland Park, 111.
Perfect performance record of Dave Mallen in the touring company
'* "
toil ri ng, will need another $300,Baltimore, Sept. 19.
Group will use all-Equity cast, fea-;bf “Oklahoma!” was broken last week when the actor missed five perThe modern dance group
000.
After waiting five years, Donald turing Marian Waiters, Helen Sten- fbrmances in Pittsburgh because of illness. Veteran character man,
knoWn as the N. Y. City Dance Co.,
Barnard Hughes, Gertrude who plays Ado Annie’s rifle-totin’ pappy, had never before been Out
And Kirklcy, drama critic of the Balti- borjg,
Will cost another $50,000.
e Son, finally got a chance ast Kimmel and George Womack. Di- of the cast since the Rodgets-Hammcrstem show first went on the road
thc drama season of the N. Y. City hioi
rector
Michael Ferrell will change mbre than six years Ago. Only he and Mary Mario, as Aunt Eller/
tell off Broadway.
The
Theatre Co; will cost $250,000,
bills weekly.
remain of the .original troupe.
Management feels that receipts -WMtoiijjtwYhe production by the
Pick chain includes 27 hostels,
at nearby Lu herthis
season will equal costs. «r Hi ltop .Theatr^
is
ballrooms
majority
enterwith
and
viIIp
Mrl
nf
“H^nnilv
Evp«r
Afl.pr.
“Happily Ever After,
keep losses nominal. (Price range ville, Md., of
cgmedy by Kirkley and Variety tainment. It will expand tlie Operat City Center runs from $1:50 to
mugg
Howard
Burman, which the ation, if the Heidelberg hotel ven(’49-’50>.
the
Last year
a $3 top).
ture is successful. Chain has just
gross was $1,125,555, which New York critics panned when it
iota
bought the Congress in Chicago
Bert McCord, in the N. Y* Her- partnership to operate separaite
represented a $3,517 loss for the was presented briefly on Broadand has several spots in Washing^
(Lucrative rentals from way, during the 1944-45 season.
ald Tribune^ this week “recast” agencies. They still have certain
house;
ton. Rogers’ usual winter operaincome-hearing: properties which
When
the
opening
night
Hilltop
to
helped
bookings
outside legit
tion in Palm Springs, Calif,, will Katharine Hepburn in the title part
keep losses down to that nomi nal audience gave the play an enthusi- be held in abeyance until the hotel of Katharine Cornell’s last season they handle in common.
Stan Brody, who was pressagent
The 1948-49 loss was astic reception, Kirkley responded deal is along, at which time sevamount).
production, ’‘That Lady” , Mary for the ice shows at the Center,
Opera deficit each season with a 15-minute curtain speech. eral
$9,465.
might
formed
be
companies
N.
Y., has been hired by NBC for
Martin and Ruth Bedford, a proBesides quoting from memory from
runs around $40,000.
a special two-week publicity stint
for a circuit tour of the various
duction assistant with Rodgers &
Center admits that it couldn’t the New York reviews and pointing
for the broadcasts that will open
cities, changing plays weekly;
operate without subsidies, or with- out the apparent fallacy of the
Hammerstein, each with a $1,200 the network’s operation of the Cen*
out its modest rental, and espe- critical Opinions, the local aisle-sitshare, are virtually the only show 'tdr as a TV-radio studio. ..
JoPhilly Arena Theatre
...
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not without getting the ter, hold the Lutherville patrons
services free of Georges Balan- they were an “incomparably better
chine, artistic director of the ballet audience than the noisy, inattentroupe; Lincoln Kirstein, general tive, blase first-nighters of BroadHe also gave a scathing
director of ballet; Maurice Evans, way.”
director of the drama company, account of how Gene Lockhart, tlife
and Morton Baum, exec commit- star of the original New York protee Chairman and the Center’s gen- cluction, had “ruined” the play by
his faulty conception of the leaderal sparkplug.
This year there are no outside ing part.
The listeners, many of
legit bookings lobming (as yet), to whom knew Kirkley by name and
reputation, gave the speech a de(Continued on page 58)
lighted hand.

.

cially

Philadelphia,

Sept.

Negotiations for a tlieatre-in-the-

round here have narrowed down to
a mid town office building and the
annex of a suburban restaurant,
Sponsors of the project are Leon
Gubery operator of the Rendezvous
nitery and the Senator Hotel, and
Leon Bronesky, B r o a d w a y

j

,

.

producer.
acquainted
and
Pair became
linked up in show business deals
following .the producer’s tryout of
“How Long Till Summer?” here
Bronesky operates a
last season,
Summer theatre in. Chestertovvn,
N, Y. The Philadelphia project is
slated for summer and winter audiences, however.

!

.

subsequent

performances,
the critic-author turned actor in
the show, taking over tlie small
At.

the sheriff from Bruce
the latter succeeding Larry
Brown as one of the leads. Brown
had to leave the cast to go to the
bedside of his seriously ill mother,
in Georgia.
Chicago, Sept. 10.
Burman, who co-autbored “flap“Two Blind Mice” Is going To piiy Ever After” with, Kirkley, also
beat tlie cornfields with one-niglit attended the play’s Hilltop openbookings of many midwest towns ing, but did not make an appearthat haven’t seen major drama in ance at the curtain.
role

of

Jevyell,

'.

I

O 'Brien

Margaret

;

.

,
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date
appear-

!n
ie role oT
takYThe^role
Qt Gantain* Artdv
ndy liv.for
a two-week personal
,
Jv
^fetrp
s remake of
.Show Boat.
a hce at the Strand! New York.
Actor, who has made only one film
in the last six years (“The Tender
Years”, in 1947
is wanted on the
Join
i

)

Coast by Oct.

;

i

De Cuevas Ballet in N.Y.
Brown opened in Melbourne in
Tamara Touinanova, now in
“Harvey” the end of June to good
Buenos
Aires as guest ballerina
By Lawrence for B’way but not smash biz. Sydney run, iU
which opened Sept. 8, has been X'
?a V is Opera’ Ballet on its
:
Philadplnhlfl oepi.
Sent IQ
r'nuaueipm^,
iy
bet ter than Melbourne.
William- South American tour, may dance in
*
Lawrence
Shubert Lawrence has son plans to reopen “Harvey”^ New York this fall. Dancer may a ptaken option on Bernard Evslin’s (after its Sydney dosing) at a Pear as guest star With the Mar“The Man Who Corrupted Hadley- later date, with another star if it quis de Cuevas’ Grand Ballet,
burg/’ which had its preem last can’t get Brown, with the idea of Which will make its American
week at the Hedgerow theatre here, playing thp Mary Coyle Chase debut when it bows at the Cenand hopes to do it on Broadway comedy, through, the balance of tury, N, Y., Oct. 30. Appearance
this season. He’s offered it to his Australia as well
as New Zealand. would be a strong, holster to the
uncles, Lee and J. J. Shubert, but
visiting French company, as was
>yill do it on his own if they’re not
Yvette Chauvire’s guest 'engageK.C.U.
Expands
Drama
Dept.
Interested. Lawrence manages the
ment with the Ballet Russe de
Kansas City, Sept. 19.
four Shubert houses in Philly for
Monte Carlo here last season.
Kansas City U.
his uncles.
Mls* Toumanova danced with tha
Lawrence also wants > Ronald ment has
S been enlaraed^wHh^ht
Ballet in France all
F
adHifinn Af°
^ to nthe Parts Opera
Bishop, who staged the play for addition
of Charles Moore
,
last seas on
gucst artist
Hedgerow, to direct the play for teaching staff. He will assist Dr
Broadway. He signed contract for John Newfield, drama department
Charlotte, N. C.—Josephine Nigthe opus Monday (18), with play- head, in production of the Univergli,
U; of North Carolina play_
n
agent Carl Cowl repping the au- sity Playhouse series, this season’s
wright-novelist, sailed for Europe
thor.
This would make Evslin’s schedule being the most ambitious last week
on a Rockefeller fellow*
Broadway bow, although he’s also the school has yet attempted.
ship. _.Her latest play, “Sunday
author of “The Bostonians^” which
Playhouse season opens Get. 19 .Costs Five Pesos,” will be preAvas done on the Strawhat circuit. with Shaw’s <4 Saint Joau. ,#
«
Imiered here Nov. 6,
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New

.

Haven, with the Broadway premiere set for early March.
Claude Dauphin will remain
with “Happy Time” until Sept: 30,
when Roger Dann, understudy, will
take over the leading part. Richard
Hart exits his featured role Oct. 8, vival on Broadway, was ready to
Andrews succeeding
take legal action to halt the tour.
The Omaha Community Playhouse
Mary Hunter, who staged outlast week refused a demand of the door musicals at
Dallas last sumj
lof>«l
Amori^n Legion
i.oainn Post
iwf that mc r, flies to the Coast
local American
today (Wed )
it cancel a scheduled production
piuiiuuuuu ui
of to confer with Kerf Englund and
Garspn Kanin’s “Born Yesterday” Sidney Field a b o u t
the revised
befcause the author is listed in “Red senpt of ^their
“Deep, Seductive
Channels.”
Wound, for which she is sought
The ANTA Play Series, planned as director.
Sammy Fain has
for this fall at the ANT A PlayPlay- succeeded Burton Lane as comhouse, N. Y.. may include Gertrude poser on “Flahooley,” for which
Lawrence in “Major Barbara.”
Harburg a n d Fred Saidy are
Katharine
Cornell
orin| tIie b00 ^ an d lyrics;
in “Captain
.
?*V-«.
L
Brassbound’s Conversion,” Ifelen William
Eythe will be a lead in
Hayes in Barriers “Mary Rose.” .Out of This World,” with CharJudith
Anderson
in
Robinson lotte Greenwood and Billie RedJeffers’ “Tower Beyond Tragedy” field;
Sylvia Siegler will estaband Louis Jouvet’s French reper- lish branches of her Show-of-thctory company
Suit by Stanley Month Club in Boston and PhilaEiiman, head of. Encore scenic delphia. ... Margaret
Webster has
studio, to force a sale of Elisabeth cancelled tlie scheduled
tour of her
.

;

Toumanova May

,

.

.

.

j

the. trip east is a tentative

\Vill

open, a tryout tour Dec. 21 in

.

I

i

|

Deere Wiman. The production

.

.

Ilavilland revival of “Romeo and
Juliet,” to be presented by Dwight

;

,

,

I

Mulls

Hollywood, Sept. 19.
Possibility of Margaret O’Brien
making her Broadway bow in “Tomorrow Is a Secret” will be discussed next week when the young
actress and her mother visit play.
13 in
wright Elsa Shelley in ? "argarets Joe E. Brown will close Oct. 13 ville, N. Y. Central figure in the
iti “Harvey” at the Theatre Royale,
new play is a teen-age girl. Actress
Sydney, to return to the U. S. for is also considering an appearance
" “
p- in Npw Vnrlr in a revival nf thcAti’c
a
stint, J. C. Williamson The'
atich
releasing hiin"
mm nom
from his
a trcs is leieasing
nis “ Wild
wild Duck
duck, ”
original contract, which ran into
Likewise up for discussion diir-

Convinced that rich farm
Income makes many stops profit-

Russell G e o r g e has succeeded
Cornell MacNeil in the. male lead
of “The Consul.”
Martin Gabel
will play the Earl of Kent in the
Robert L. Joseph-Alexander H,
Cohen revival of “King "Lear.”
with Louis Calliern as star. .
An
additional $15,000 was distributed
last week to backers of “Member
of the Wedding.” bringing the total
profit to $37,500 thus far dn the
$75,000 production.
Ruth Matteson has a co-featured role with
Cyril Ritchard, Madge Elliott and
John Emery in “The Relapse, or
Virtue, in Danger.” currently in rehearsal.
. Charles Freeman, wild
staged the “Diamond Lil” revival
with Mae West, will, get a royalty
ffom the show’s tour, sponsored by
the Shuberts. If such a setup had
not been worked out, Herbert J.
Freezer, who co-produced the 're-

.

.

able that heretofore have not been
on the booking schedules, Haralcl
Bromley, producer of the Melvyn
Douglas starrer, has set it for several weeks in the farmland area.
Show splits next week between
Buffalo and Rochester, after the
.,
r
,
m
current week in Detroit. Toronto
weeks
and Montreal will« share' two
beginning Oct. 2 and then two
more weeks of one night stands in
upper New York, Ohio and Pennsylvania before coming back to the
It will probably
rural midtvest,
reach the Coast next spring.

for his freelance legittelevision publicity activities. » , .
Marilyn Cantor, presented an audition Monday night (18) for prospective backers of a revue, “Curtain Going Up,” with Mervyn Nelson reading the sketches. . . .

.

;

years.

.

quarters

production financed at $60,000
Carol
Goodner joins “Cocktail
Party” next week, succeeding Eileen Peel as the unloved wile. Miss
Peel goes to London to take over,
the same part there.
Herb Ward,
former Broadway designer, hurried
from Chicago last week to enter
Polyclinic hospital.
Harry Minskey succeeded Dave Rosen as company manager of “Two Blind Mipe,”
wiili Lorella VaLMery replacing
Byron Bentley as pressagent
Sydney J. Harris, Chicago Daily
News drama critic, was injured last
'week in an auto crash at Burns,
Ore., but is. due back on the job
Oct. 2
.Douglas Watson is set for
tlie part of Romeo in the Olivia de
.

I

.

seph Heidt, formerly general pressagent for the Theatre Guild, has
taken offices in the Guild head-

names among the backers
of “Southern Exposure,” the Margo
Joiies-Maniiing Gurian-Tad Adoue
business

19.

[

hw

1-»

I

ductioh of several seasons ago, has presented

been postponed at least two weclcs
by N. Y. supreme court judge
Bernard Bqtein. Meanwhile, however, Hattie Carhegie slapped aiir
other judgment of $96 on the
actress for an unpaid costume bill.
Stock Managers’ Assn, will hold its

two

“Forward the

season a

Broadway

ago,

Heart'

opens an!

off-

operation
tomorrow
(Thnrs.) through Sunday (24) at the
Master Institute, N.
Y.,
with
.

^Mourner’s
Nolan.

Bench,” by Maire

.meeting Oct, .3 at the
Theatre Guild office, N. Y.
After concluding •her summer
(THIS WEEK)
stock season with Richard Chariu
toil at Santa
of the Family”—WestFe and taking a
pori
week’s
(Conn.)
vacation
Country Playhouse
at
her
Texas
home,
W
Ann
Lee has arrived in Holly- (18-23) (Reviewed in Variety this
wood to ready the winter stock week.)
season at her Sombrero Playhouse,
(NEXT WEEK)
Phoenix , Play agents Carl Cowl
“The Antagonist”—Hilltop Tlieafirst

•

•

fall

im

'

.

•

*

•

1

.

.

ahd Claire Leonard have

split

up

I

tre, Lutherville,

Md.

(26-1).
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PROBLEM
Princeton, Sept. 19.

Legit is apparently undergoing Guild Still Seeking
a virtual revolution in theatre
IvAlir ilirlv TAI* illrltl
building and operation. The rapid
llCff
VUllJf 1 vl yBia*
spread of theatre - in - the - round,
Pittsburgh, Sept. 19.
both the tent-show and hotel 'ball-;
Theatre Guild is still looking for
room-versionsr-plus-the-inroads-of
television and radio in taking over a replacement for Jack Kilty as
legit houses, especially in New Curly in “Oklahoma,”
The actor
York, are indications of the trend. leaves the show at end of Boston
But there are various others.
engagement middle of next month,
The two-fold theatre - in - the- Role was to have gone to Wilton
rouiKt development, and the loss Clary, who played it on the road
of existing legit houses to tele- Ifor a couple of seasons, but he’s
vision and radio, are different as- just signed for the new Lawrence
j
pects of changing economic con- Tibbett-Muriel Rahn musical, “The
ditions^
Both stem from the Barrier,” and won’t be available.
Steadily rising cost of legit proKilty,' who played “Oklahoma
duction and operation. But other in London for a couple of years,
manifestations of the same eco- took the part in the current pronomic situation are the number of duction for six weeks to start the
bookings of musical shows in audi- 1950r51 tour. Production was here
toriums and music halls instead of last weekrand is in Baltimore Curregular legit houses, the dearth of rently.
new theatre construction, and the
growing popularity or such outdoor operations as St. Louis, Dallas, Pittsburgh, etc,
According to theatre operators,
all
these simultaneous developments are closely related phases
f
of revolutionary change. In many
cases, it *s predicted, the smaller

New Hope,
When the

Pa., Sept. 19.
cast of “Dreant
Girl” took its final curtain
call Saturday night (16) at the
Bucks CouHtTPlayhouse, resi-

Only sock week was provided by
Eve Arden, with the top gross of
nearly $8,700 and an operating
21.”
profit of over $2,200 for “Over
However, that was negated by La“Angel
in
raine Day’s sad $3,900
Street “ for a loss of $2,300, and
Raymond Massey in “Our Town,”
for a gross of $4,100, and a loss of
Other weeks’ results were
$2,100.
Shelley Winters in “Born Yesterday,” which grossed $7,000 and
netted $800; Franchot Tone and
Margaret Lindsay in “Second Man,”
which grossed $6,300 and netted
$95; Burgess Meredith in “Harvey,”
grossing $6,800 and netting almost

Whiting,

Carol

.

1

i

j

|

and even medium-size

;

|

equipment.
Logaifs accumulated author-director royalties, which will be
credited against the show’s accumulated deficit, reportedly amount
That excludes
to about $33,000.
about $7,500 he paid to cover operating deficits for losing weeks.
Logan, who adapted the drama
from Chekhov’s* “The Cherry
Orchard;” hasn’t actually taken a

It

Resume

Next Spring

San Francisco, Sept. 19.
Maurice Evans, winding up an
engagement at the Geary here this
week, will close his “Devil’s Disciple” tour Oct’ 14 in Los Angeles
and,, after completing a co-starring
assignment with Ethel Barrymore
jh Metro’s filmization of “Kind
Lady,'* will return east to supervise the winter drama Season at
the N.. Y. City Center. He plans
to resume the “Disciple’' tour, next
spdng, playing such key^spots as
Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago,
where the Shaw revival hasn’t
:

.

of

Oscar Hammerstein,

lives

7

!

at

mount
|

the local Downtown Parafor a 19-day run, first week

which coincides with the American Legion Convention here^

of

i

has been

hear Doylestown,

Pa.,

was

15 persons summoned to enlarge the present panel of 19 memThe new veniremen are to
bers.
report at the Federal Building here
Thursday (21) morning.
At Hammerstein’? farm home the
composer’s wife said he is in New
York and is occupied with preparations of “Burning Bright,” new

!

Terrell operates the Lambertville
spot and will produce others, will

II,

among

I

Following the local stand. “Red,

White and Blue” plays tWo days in
Pasadena and two days in Long
Beach before heading out of Pasa- John Steinbeck drama which he
are producdena. Company of 125 then starts and Richard Rodgers
opens a pre-Broadeastward, playing two nights each ing. The plav
in New
week
next:
tryout
way
in Phoenix, El Paso and San AnHaven. The composer was subsetonio, five nights in Houston and
duty,
then moves to Fort Worth, Dallas, quently excused from jury
Oklahoma CUy, Tusa and Wichita it was learned this afternoon
(Tues,).
for two nights each.
After four
nights in Kansas City, show plays
two in Topeka, three in Des Elsa Lanchester Hurt;
Moines, two in Davenport* four in
Laughton Subs for Her
Romero’s Coast
Indianapolis, two in Dayton, six in
Hollywood, Sept. 19.
Cincinnati, eight in Detroit, two in
Hollywood, Sept. 19.
Cesar Romero makes his local Flint and three in Grand Rapids
Elsa Lanchester. missed the Satlegit bow Oct 9, starring in “Strict- before opening Jan. 1 at the Civic urdayj night 16) performance at her
It was
ere.
ly Dishonorable” at Las Palmas, as Opera House, Chicago, for a sik- Turnabout Theatre
.

[
i

i

|

!

]

i

Both acquired their interests for
pounds sterling their films had
earned in England and which were
frozen there. Lesser also acquired
the film rights to the show, which
is being produced in New York by
John Wildberg,
Flora Robson stars in. the play,
written by Lesley Storrti. It was

hotels.

called for possible service as member of grand jury. Composer, who

;

OWN 31J OF

Hcl' y wood. Sept. 19.
Sarah Churchill will return to
England next month after a two**
week West Coast tour doing monologs arid readings from classics.
Tour was set up by Paul Gregory, who also arranged the recent
Charles Laughton series of Biblefind - classics-reading
appearances,

to appear before a Federal Grand
Jury investigating rackets in this
city and the metropolitan area.
Government attorneys gave reporters no reason for the summon?.
U. S. Senate’s crime investigating committee, in its report on
Miami Beach, listed an “Abe Glassman, of Philadelphia” as being
among the clientele and associates
of a gambling .syndicate operating
out of one of the resort’s leading

i

be chartered this week at Albany.
Officers, besides Terriell, include
Schwab, attorney Howard Reinheimer, producer Richard Aldrich
(who operates the Cape Cod Music
‘
Circus, at Hyannis, Mass.) arid
Richard
Myers,
and tent-show
Two indie film producers own. stager Robert Jarvis. Directors
31% of “Black Chiffon,” British include Rodgers, Hammerstein and
le^iter which is now trying out in TV
Berger.
Richard
producer
Boston and slated to preem on Cornelius P. Cotter, manager of
Broadway next Wednesday (27). the Lambertville tent, is general
The film inert are Sol Lesser, who manager, arid the pressagents are
owns 21% of the play, and Robert William Fields and Arthur Cantor.
Stillman, who holds 10%.

'

in
Philadelphia, Sept. 19.
Abe Glas^man, operator of ori«
of PHilly’s largest theatre ticket
agencies, was summoned last week

!

literary properties.

assignment, for .which he signed
week, will be his first in the
V. S.

!

.

Roberts” and “South Pacific,” and
it owris the rights to a number of

hist

I

THROUGH

its

.

been seen.
While on the Coast, the star
hopes to line lip names for the
City Center schedule.
The film

operators of most

even ones whose houses
are already booked for incoming

theatres,

.

royalty from the show
road tryout opened. In
addition, Helen Hayes, the star,
recently took a salary slice at; her
own suggestion.
Orance Productions, which presented the show and guaranteed
the backers against loss, has various assets, including, interests in
several hit shows- such as “Mister

cent

in East since

terms they want.
But a tipoff on the situation this
fall is that the

is not
first time
he has had mishaps due to train
connections, but he always gets the
show on. In Green River the baggage cars were wrecked and he
saw to it that all the baggage was
summer here. Group of local resi- transferred into other cars and
dents is. reportedly dickering with brought into. Denver. He also perSt, John Terrell, producer of the
suaded the company to give an exMusical Circus at Lambertville, tra performance here. Turner also
N. J v to manage a similar operation worked like a demon to get the
here.
Oseaf Hammerstein, II, show on, so we only lost one perRichard Rodgers and Laurence formance,
Schwab, associates of Terrell in the
These men should have recogLambertville spot, would also be
nition.
Congressional medals are
interested in this one.
handed*
out to heroes and ip our
Plans for such, a canvas playbusiness
they should be given a
house were announced last spring
by Lawrence Langner, who oper- diploma, at. least.
Arthur M. Ob erf elder
ates the local Westport Country
Playhouse in partnership with John
C. Wilson. However, the only: tangible result was the decision by ‘RED, WHITE, BLUE’
James Westcrfield and Ben Boyar
to shift their proposed Melody Fair
FEB. 10
SET
from the Norwalk-Wilton town
Los Angeles, Sept. 19.
line near here to Danbury, some
Total of 22 dates, extending
miles away. Where they operated
through’ the summer.
Langner through next Feb. 10, have been
never did anything about carrying set for “Red, White and Blue,” new
revue which LeRoy Pririz and
his announced plans out.
Music Circus of America, the Owen Crump are producing for the
corporate outfit through which American Legion. Show bows Oct.

.

Tour; Plans to

houses

Westport, Conn,, Sept. 19.
Tent-show for arena-style presentation of musical comedies and operettas is being planned for next

.

(Continued on page 60)

since their idea of healthy conditions is apt to -be one in which
their houses are in demand,- arid
they can select shows and get the

Form Corporate

!

‘Smash* Lambertville
Lambertville N. J., Sept. 19.
Boat,
final bill of the
season, is proving bonanza of the
year at St. John Terrell’s Music

-

shows, are quietly dickering for
subsequent attractions. Also, two
shows with theatres set for their
openings already face the prospect
of
having to move to other locaDenver.
Ont
tions within a few weeks.
Editor. Variety:
Orchids to Harold Goldberg, such is “Affairs of State,” which
make
company manager of “South Pa- must vacate the Royale tp

.*

i

“Show

pro-*

ducer cannot get the particular
house he prefers at the terms he
expects, he’s likely to blame it on
a booking jam. Conversely, theatre owners practically never admit
the existence of a booking jam,

of traditional design are doomed.
In general, they will be taken over
by television or radio, or torn
down. Legit, meanwhile, will turn
more arid more to larger houses cific,” and Tommy ‘Turner, stage way after several weeks for
The
of traditional design, or medium- manager, for the gigantic job they “Lady’s Not for Burning.”
size theatres of radically new de- did
other is “Curious Savage,” which
in bringing the show into DeriBooth,
but
lost that
for
the
sign.
was
set
i ver.
You had_a squib in last_week’s.
In any case, it’s argued, it’s idle paper about, the train wreck
iTiouse When The Shuberts substiat
“Day After Tomorrow’*
to decry the loss of theatres to Green
River, Wyo., coming into tuted
television or radio.
They are, in Denver. You have no idea what there. The John Patrick play is
now
slated
to open at the Beck,
(Continued on page 58)
happened. If it had not been for
shortly in favor
these two gentlemen, 3,300 Denver but must move
people would have missed a per- of the incoming “Ring ’Round the
Moon.”
formance of “South Pacific,” tickets
Theatres with incoming bookfor which Were sold last May.
ings includerthe Barrymore (“Bell,
Rival;
Seen Playhouse
I consider Goldberg one of the
Book arid Candle”), Beck (“Savage”
gi;eat managers in this business be(Continued on page 60)
cause this
the
that

,

,

legit

Whenever a

ter Of opinion.

l

and

Stone

without bookings, various others
probably become available if
the anticipated proportion of iiicoining productions fai l' to click.
Also," if the pressure of new show?
were to become stronger than anticipated, sortie of the moderatewould
be
holdovers
grossing
forced out.
The question of what constitutes
a booking jam is naturally a mat-

wiji

j

,

$400; Margo in “Respectful Prostitute,” taking in $5,700 and netting
over $700; “Gay Divorcee,” with

Lenore' Lonergan, which grossed
$5,300 and lost $400, and Zachary
Scott in “Blind Alley,” grossing
$4,500 and losing $900.
41
Total gross for the season topped
Wisteria Trees,’- which closed
$52,300, and among the total items
Saturday
night (16) after 21 weeks
of expense were $33,600 for payroll, $329 for boxoffice, $200 for (165 performances) at the Martin
front of the house, $250 directors* Beck, N. Y., represents a deficit of
lees, $2,748 advertising, $597 pubaround $40,000, but will not inlicity and postering, $3,630 royalvolve any loss for the backers.
ties, $473 props, $380 wardrobe,
company
$354
transportation, That is because the adaptor-direc$1,255 printing and mailing, $1,125 tor, Joshua Logan, has arranged to
for rent,
$805 electrical, $293 devote his royalties to making
sound, $175 painting, $694 miscel- good the deficit, plus the fact that
laneous, $450 agents’ fees, $484 so- Orange Productions, which he arid
cial security taxes and the $5,951 co .- producer
Leland
Hayward
pre-production outlay. Latter item jointly own, guaranteed the inincluded $1,505 payroll, $914 elec- vestors against loss.
tric,
$850 air-conditioning, $385
The production, financed at
telephone, $300 accounting, $4£8
actually cost about $110,scenery and props and $337 adver- $100,000,
to bring to Broadway, includ000
tising.
and
Summer’s operation represented ing arpurid $25,000 in bonds
an investment of $7,500 and assets deposits. Although it played to
grosses,
of
large
several
wdeks
as of the season end included about
chiefly on the strength of a huge
$3,000 in cash, an Equity bond of
subsequent losing
sale,
$3,160, a theatre deposit of $1,000 advance
and a $90 deposit for costumes. weeks used upf most of the operatleaving
an operating net
ing
profit,
There were also liabilities of over
of only about $5,000. Besides the
$ 1 200
bonds and deposits, assets include
about $40,000 worth of electrical
Boat

j

.

dent actor Harry Mehaffey
stepped to the footlights and
said he’d like to introduce a
character who hadn’t been onstage all year. After eulogizing the gent in question, he
announced, “And now will the
Ushers kindly go out and
collar our producer, Theron
Bamberger.” Presenting the
impresario with engraved cuff
links as a token from the cast,
he turned to Bamberger for
an acceptance speech.
“Gee,” blinked the strawhat
maestro, “I’m glad I wore a
white shirt for a change,”

inary expenses.

ack

.

serious
|

only five profitable weeks, absorb-ing -a net operating loss of $1,464
in addition to it? $5,951 prelim-

,1

For the first time in years, no
booking jam is expected
on Broadway .this fall. Although
only two houses are ostensibly

4:

By HOBE MORRISON

McCarter Theatre; operated as a
strawhat last summer by Herbert
Kenwith, had a very bad season
and may not re °P en in *951. In
spot had
its nine-week season, the

:

.

Bow

:

i

i

'

...

i

with week

her first absence in eight years.
Touring star has not yet been Actress walked into a door at home,
Selected, but George Jessel will breaking a blood vessel -in her eye.
«and has set a somewhat similar originally produced in England and man.
star during the Los. Angeles preHer husband, Charles Laughton,
Kennedy will direct.
tour for actor director Hume Cro- is being presented here with the
Fred Clark has also been inked miere and Joe E. Brown is a. pos- subbed, doing one of his reading
uyn for next spring.
routines.
sibility thereafter*
for a top role in the opener.
British cast.
the

a series, of revivals
name stars to be presented by Harold J. Kennedy and Paul Schreibfirst in

!

stay.

.

j

:
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looks like the best bet for future

Broadway presentation that Hedgerow has had in years. As it is, right
now, this is about the juiciest package of footlight entertainment
might be added that Boris Aron- that’s been seen around these parts
son’s set of a Fire Island beach
in a long time—lusty, gusty, by
house in toto is a knockout, that turn hilarious and rueful, capturNatalie Walker’s costumes are gay
ing the mood of Twain and at the
and picturesque, and that there are same time injecting the flavor of
a couple of juvenile performances
Waters .
a Broadway musical.
(by Eugene Steiner and* Kathy
Chapman) that are okay. The comedy got nine curtains at opener,
fairly unusual in this town. Elie,

the San

Season in

Boston, Sept. 12.
and Malcolm

Courtney Burr

Pearson

presentation of comedy in three acts by
Woldott Gibbs. Stars Richard Whorf and
Nancy Kelly. Directed by Burgess Merediths scenery. Boris Aronson; costumes,
Natalie Barth Walker, At Wilbur, Bos-

_

ton, Sept. 12, '50.

, ^Eugene StJener
Crane
Marcia Crane ........... Kathy Chapman
George Crane ....... ... . Richard Whorf
Nancy .Kelly
...
Emily Crane ..........

Billy

.

.

.

-

.

•

•

Mae Jermyn

, , ; .

Charles Farber
Michael, Lindsay

,

. . .
,

.

W

•

•

.

•*

.

•

eh on
Mayvehoff

•

...Eddie

Paul Anderson,.

(

.Grace Valentine
c?ton
Jack

; .

I

Ihe M#n WTio Corrupted
Hadleyburg

Daphne Laureola

Anderson .... .... , .Doreen_Lang
Leland Hayward & Herman Shumlin
Philadelphia, Sept. 15.
presentation. In association with Laurence
Deedy Barton.
Kiayg Cald.er
...
John Colgate .....
Theatre presentation of com* Olivier, of comedy-drama in three acts,
Hedgerow
Laurence
Paula
Stars
Molly Burden ........
acts by Bernard Evslin, drama* (four scenes), by James Bridie.
^nthorty Ross edy in two the short
,
Arthur Dodd:.
story by Mark Twain. J Edith Evans, Cecil Parker; features Ernest
tized from
.Charles Thompson Directed by Ronald Bishop; scenery, Ron* Jay, Peter Williams, John Van Dreelen,
..
Will Jermyn
Stanley Martin
Staged
by
#.•>.•>
Stone.
Messenger Boy*
Mark
cos*
Miller,
Handley;
Martin
Martha
lighting,
•Maggie Gould aid Bishop;
Woman.
At Hedgerow Murray Macdonald; lighting, Ralph Alstumes. Dolores Tanner.
Wang. At Music BOX, N. Y.» Sept. 18, 50;
Theatre, Rose- Valley, Pa., Sept. 15, *30.
$4.80 top.
It isn’t hard to predict that Wol_r
Malsle MacArthur.*...,. ... Joyce Linden
,
Here is an item way outside B ui wishforth. ... .... .... Robin Lloyd
cott Gibbs’ “Season in the Sun” is
.. .T-rv-Eiieen G’Hara
Tgoitig" to keep him and his B'way Hedgerow Theatre’s usual category Heien-Wiiiis..
^
Alexander Harris
Bob Kentish
audiences comfortably warm for. and one that; suggests a multitude Waiter
.............. ...Martin Miller
Properly of; ideas for its future career. The Lady Pitts
Edith Evans
some time to come.
in
Van Dreelen
-.John
.
author, Bernard Evslin, has taken a Ernest Piaste .
touched up here, it is clearly
Bored Woman. ........ ...Elizabeth Ashley
the works as the first and perhaps fairly well-known story by Mark Bored Man/.
..Ireland Wood
Ernest Jay
Twain, written in his middle-to- Mr. Gooch
... ..... ....
top comedy hit of the season.
^jlark Stone
............
atson
Mt.
In the cold light of analysis, the ate period, has captured much of Vincent.'
..... ... .Peter Williams
...
v
American
famed
the
of
is
as
play
the
gusto
first
critic’s
Yorker
Cecil
Parker
....
New
S ir Joseph Pitts.
m D
liWn
XiV A'** MAB*
.... .Terence Owen
shaky a proposition ais Gibbs him- writer as well as plenty Of his sar- Restaurant Manager
hesitated
to
hasn’t
and
wit,
of
donic
hunk
a
with
self ever devastated
lethally-barbed prose. In it are make numerous changes
With Edith Evans giving an inThis, alone, is no mean achieveoverVirginia

f
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dramatic
hearing papa making a pitch to a
blonde and reporting it to mama
with artless precosity, to cite but
one) that, in less 'amusing pieces,
would send the critic and all his
colleagues scuttling up the aisle
shuddering. In it, also, is a plot, if
such it can be called, that might
just miss third prize in the playwrighting class of Jones Junior
High.
But this— as in the case of a few
other fellows by the name of
Shakespeare, Moliere, etc.—isn’t
the point. For, in telling the story
of a New Yorker “Talk of the
Town” writer who heaves his job
to compose, in the hilariously incongruous atmosphere of Fire Island, the great American novel, the
extraordinarily
achieves
author
comic characterization and a neat,
He also
not gaudy, point.
if
achieves some of the sharpest, dialog to appear in many a new day.
Reduced to its simplest terms,
and it never gets very complex,“thB
story finds George Crane contemplating both his previous literary
output and his previous associates
with that non-alcoholic majesty attained only by those who have gone
on the wagon. He cannot understand the tolerant amusement his

new
who

attitude reflects in his wife,
feels that his work, his colway of life are
perfectly suited. The arrival of an
accommodating blonde in company
with an old journalistic friend leads
to the inevitable break with his
wife, the equally inevitable reunion junking of the novel, arid
return to the gay old life.

leagues and his

,

The playwright’s method,

nonchalance.
In the second act, the author,
with Bishop's aid, turns the theatre
i nto a v illa ge Town Hall an d allows
the action to rove Up and down the
aisles and even occupy some of the
orchestra sedts> a la Olsen and
Johnson. This has been achieved
to an extraordinary degree and
that goes for lighting, settings, costumes: and acting as well as Bishop’s
extremely facile direction.

The Mark Twain story tells of a
young man summoned to the bedside of his uncle in the small (presumably western) town of Hadleyburg, which has the reputation of
being the only completely incorS.
ruptible community in the

U

he bequeathes to his nephew, in
addition to a sum of money, the
task of “corrupting Hadleyburg.”
The scheme involves the “planting” of a bag supposedly filled with
gold, to the tune of $40,000, in the
home of one reputable burgher,

with a note explaining that the
(gorgeously done by Grace donor, a one-time gambler, has
Valentine), then a couple of the been befriended by a prominent
Fire Island boys (caught to the life citizen of Hadleyburg whose name
by Jack Weston and George Ives), he doesn’t know but whose kind
and then a screamingly pompous deed he wants to repay. The key
suburbanite and his wife (done to the identity of the man is said
memorably by Eddie Mayehoft with to lie in a parting remark he made
a neat assist by“ Doreen Lang).
to the one-time gambler and the
There follow the benevolent solution will only be found when

lady

blonde (done with -full measure of the bag is opened.
voluptuosity by Joarf Diener), the
Just as the uncle expected, all
roistering journalist (with King Hadleyburg’s bigwigs claim to have
Calder at his best), the super- been the benefactor and, through a
madame of the super-call market trick, they are all led to supply
(drily done by Paula Lawrence), what is supposedly the important
the editor of the magazine (made a speech, Their duplicity is exposed
preposterously vivid portrait of at the Town Hall meeting when
:
Harold Ross by Anthony Ross), and the minister
reads their various
the landlady’s whimsical husbarid letters of explanation. One couple
(drolly. done by Charles Thomp- alone is apparently innocent of
son).
charges of greed and avarice and
This is not to mention the superb to them is given a reward left by
characterizations of the novelist the Uncle. Ironically enough—-and
himself, played on a virtuoso leve. typical Twain—they are equally
by Richard Whorf, and the Wife, guilty but the minister, in return
which finds Nancy Kelly giving for a past favor, has Withheld that
perhaps the best performance 6f particular letter. Hadleyburg is
her career. The reason all this now wide open, filled with bickerproves So entertaining, aside from ing, dissension and thoroughly corthe sheer wit and invention of the rupted, and the young man departs
lines, is that everybody in the audi
for other fields.
ence is either well aware of the
jasper Deeter, Hedgerow’s founidentity of the prototypes or. rec- der, has one of the best roles of
ognizes, in those not drawn from his career as an old town characthe author’s circle, the validity of ter who greets the young man on
4

’

the types. On Broadway this audience identification should prove
one of its strongest attractions. On
tour this factor is of less importance, but the comiq impact is always strong enough to carry.
There are, at this point, a num
ber of weaknesses ranging from
Incorrect timing of laughs to inconvenient stretches of dullness.
However, it appears that Burgess
Meredith’s direction (which is inventiw and. lively of itself) and
Wolcott Gibbs doctoring will prob®5 ly ^.ex ^hd this sunny season
around the calendar indefinitely.

.

.

his

arrival,

describes

Hadleyburg

much

as the Narrator did in Wil“Our Town,” adds his acidulous comments to the action from
time to time, especially in the
Town Hall, scene, and finally bids
the young man goodbye in a magnificently ironic, finale.
der’s

The other members

of Hedge-

row’s cast surpass themselves on
this occasion and. the overall effect
would be difficult to beat, Whether,
lifted bodily into a commercial bigcity playhouse, some or all of the
effectiveness would be lost, is a
matter of conjecture. It certainly

obviously remains essentially as
seen in the West End, with Cecil
Parker giving a persuasively subtle
performance of the - octogenarian
husband and most of the other
principals

unchanged.

And

since

tinue to require the larger-capacity houses formerly used for
musicals, while touring musicals
will be booked more arid ifibre~in^'
to music halls and auditoriums.
That will tend to accentuate the

pr vr

\

,

may now be

Although the trend
in abeyance, with

ditional

theatre

design,

economic reasons.

also

for

For example,

estimated that a new
seat- theatre- would— cost- as- much,
conto
as
$4,000, 000-$5, 000, 000
struct at. current prices. Which are
the
in
higher
even
rise
to
due
near future.
1, 500-

it’s

Former

legit

houses

currently

used for radio or television include the Adelphi (Dumont), Ambassador (Dumont), Avon (CBS),
Belasco
(NBC),
Center
(NBC,
Elliott (CBS), 58th Street (ABC),

Hammerstein

(CBS),
Hudson
(NBC), International (NBC), Long(Mutual), Mansfield (CBS),

acre

New Amsterdam
Yorker

(CBS),

roof
Ritz

.

Continued from page 56

attendance

filrri

.

AGMA

TV. And, also stemming from
pyramiding legit costs, it’s expected that straight shows will con-

tion, involving novel building de- ^
sign, will probably also be evolved
to meet new requirements.

To

Theatre, another nonprofit group, has been paying unemployment Insurance right along,
having voluntarily assumed this obligation for its, dancers. New move
by Ballet Russe is considered significant, as it’s considered likely
that
will press for insurance inclusion, in its riegotiations
starting next week With the N, Y.
City Ballet Co., also non-profit.

additional television studio facilicontinue to. increase, plus
the prospect, of a steady rise in
legit
production and operating
costs, apparently presages further
switches of Broadway theatres to

ties will

to continue to mushroom,
and wholesale plans in that direc- present trend of shutting down
But some regular legit houses.
tion are under way.
other form of theatrical presenta-

the staging and scenery are the
same, its fate on Broadway will be
a yardstick of British and AmeriNew Types Of Design
can audience tastes.
On the basis of such an investBridie’s comedy, the title of ment, a theatre, would have to
which refers to a fable in Greek make an operating profit of at
mythology, is about a middle-aged
a week, 52 weeks a
dipsorrianiac who dnehants least $5,000
femme
an 7 impressionable youth in a year, to pay off. In the face of
some other type
prospect,
such
a
the
he
and
When
cheap restaurant.
other assorted patrons arrive at the of design Will have to be used to
lady's home for tea to which she increase the seating capacity withdoesn’t remember inviting them, out a corresponding boost in buildher husband shrewdly extricates ing costs, or to provide additional
her from the situation by sending revenue from somf* other source.
the youth away. In the third act, A proposed method of achieving
after the husband has died, the
the latter would be to place! the
lady returns to the restaurant with
theatre proper on the second floor
a younger spouse and manages to
avoid shattering the Over-emo- or in the basement of the building, with stores and restaurants
tional youth’s illusions.
floor to help pay
Besides Miss Evans, whose per- on the ground
formance should establish her as the overhead.. That would require
change
in
the
a
New York buildOne of the finest actresses on
Broadway, as she already is in Lon- ing code, Which is already in the
don, Parker makes an impressive works.
co-starring appearance as the bus-,
In New York theatre investment
band (his first part in the U. S.). circles it’s regarded as significant
There are also capable supporting that the Shuberts, by far the bigportrayals by Ernest Jay as a gar- l^gest theatre operators in town,
rulously poriipous restaurant pa-: were not represented at
the recent
tron, John Van Dreelen as the
public hearings on the proposed
youth, and Peter Williams as the
Joyce building code amendments. With
servant-bodyguard.
lady’s
Lloyd,
Eileen such a huge investment in ex^
Robin
Linden,
O’Hara, Alexander Harris, Martin isting theatres, the Shuberts would
Miller, Elizabeth Ashley, Ireland presumably oppose any change in
Wood and Mark Stone are effective the law that might encourage new
types in bit parts.
construction and thereby jeoparMurray Macdonald’s direction dize their holdings. However, they
seems properly unobtrusive and-the apparently considered it advisable
original settings by Roger Furse not to fight the proposed amendarid Roger Ramsdell (who are de- ment, at least openly.
nied program' credit under U. 3.
The recent switch of the Mansscenic artists’ union regulations) field to GBS,
for use as a teleare acceptable.
Babe.
vision studio, leaves 33 Broadway
houses available for legit, including the City Center and the Bijou,
Ballet Russe Agrees
the latter currently playing
Jobless Irisurance and probably top small for films
most
American Guild of Musical Art- legit productions. Other houses
ists, in its negotiations completed
are the Alvin, ANTA Playhouse,
last week, for a new basic agree- Barrymore, Beck, Biltmore,
Booth,
ment with Ballet Russe de Monte Broadhurst, Broadway, Century,
Carlo, has persuaded the manage- Coronet, Cort, Empire, 48th
Street,
irient
to include unemployment 46th Street, Fulton, Golden,
Hellinsurance. Ballet Russe^ as a non- inger, Imperial, Lyceum,
Majestic,
profit organization, has not been Miller, Morosco,
Music Box, Narequired by law to carry such in- tional,
Playhouse,
Plymouth,
surance, and has thus far avoided Royale, St. James,
Shubert, Winter
doing so.
Garden and Ziegfeld,
Ballet

(ABC). The National,
Playhouse,
Century,
Broadway, Cort and 48th Street
are also understood to be available
for tele-radio lease or purchase
if terms are satisfactory.
The likelihood that the need for
Vanderbilt

Biltmore,

likely

.

is first of all the beat-up old land-

.

Continued from page 57

being abandoned by legit
because they no longer meet the
economic needs of the stage, so
their loss to other forms of show
In some
biz is inconsequential.
cases, it may even benefit the thetele
from
atre, since the revenue
and radio may enable the owners
to continue as legit producers and
possibly even build more modern
houses for stage presentations.
In-the-Round Spread t
Spread of in-the-round theatres,
both indpor and tents, obviously
reflects changing economic condiSince both types of operations.
tions involve reduced .production
costs
through simplified scenic
setups and fractional operating expenses because pi the lesser stagehand payrolls, they are figured
effect,

ment and the dramatized version candescent performance in her generally rising, there may ultiof “The Man Who Corrupted Had- original
“Daphne maitely be a return to recent constarring role,
eyburg” would have been assured Laureola” is an amusing, occaditions, which saw fhe shuttering
of a certain definite artistic imhouses
picture
numerous
portance on this score alone. How- sionally touching and frequently of
the couritry Operators
throughout
b«
But it pro
ever, it is the novel and extremely captivating comedy.
imaginative direction given the ably won’t repeat its London of; some such houses had been tryHedgerow production by Ronald smash. The James Bridie play ing to work Out some system of
Bishop that makes this a real has a provocative, if not com- routing musical comedy and opstandout.
pletely credible, first act and a sa- eretta revivals over a new circuit
Bishop uses the ballet technique gacious, affecting second act, but they would form, with the N. Y.
in his presentation of Twain’s story drifts into puzzling mysticism and City Center as the production hub
and he has done a masterful job. symbolism in the third. The gifted of the setup. That Would be anThe two mdods, of mordaunt, bit- Miss Evans is its principal asset.
other significant Change in the
ing small-town comedy, and of
The play, presented here by Le- overall legit picture.
imagination, land Hayward and Herman Shumflights
fanciful
of
A basic development, sooner or
never clash. All the characters lin, in association with Laurence
lciter, must be !the construction of
joiri, at one time or, another, in the
Olivier, who produced it originally
York, where
ballet and it is a distinct credit to in London, has apparently been re- new houses in New
Hedgerow that, while not going vised slightly, at least to the ex- no legit theatre has been built in
heavily terpsichorean, its members tent of the elimination of two bit about 25 years, and also on the
come up with their dance and parts in the opening and closing road/ But; that will probably inchorus requirements with ease and restaurant scenes.
However, it volve drastic modification of tra-

Uncle, however, doesn’t agree with
this viewpoint of the town’s moral
virtues; in fact he thinks they’re all
once a bunch of errant hypocrites and

he gets his narrative line under
way, is merely to introduce the
wonderful procession of characters,
give each what amounts to a comic
monolog, and keep the story going somehow between the subsequent appearances of each. There

.

. .

.

.

j

cliches (a little girl

.
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Legit Housing a Problem

It

(WOR),
(ABC)

New
arid

aid in offsetting deficits.

Depart-

ment heads have been warned to
watch costs, and that they must
;

break even.

;

The ballet troupe is returning
this week from a 10-week tour of
Europe, and will resume at the
Center in November.
Interest
centers on the opera troupe, which
begins an eight-week fall season

tomorrow

'

(21).

Variety of Repertoire
impresses about the opera
is the variety of its repertoire, the number of its singers
and its general artistic: growth
since
its
beginnings
in
1944.
Troupe this year is the largest it’s
ever been, With over 50 principals,
a chorus of 54 and a special Gance
group of another 14 people.
Troupe will give 15 operas during the eight fall weeks.
(It lias
another^ 15_ .operas, already.. :per-;.
formed, on its reserve, or inactive
list).
In variety or richness, the
troupe’s repertory is considered by
many to be unequaled elsewhere
in the U. S. or Europe.
This season’s
repertory: includes ’seven
Italian operas, three French, four
German, and one Russian.
New this year is “Die Melstersinger,” while the season will also
include revivals of
Faust” and
“Aida.”
Brought over, from last
season will be “La Boheme.” >
“Carmen,” “Cavalleria Rusticana,”

What

troupe

.

*

“Pagliacci,”

f

“Don

Giovanni,’*

“Love of Three Oranges,” “Ma-

dama

Butterfly,”

“Marriage

of
Figaro,”
“Der Rosenkavaiier,”
“Tales of Hoffmann,” “La Travi*
ata” and “Turaridot.”

Met soprano Rose BamptOn has
joined the Singing troupe, and four
absentees are back in Joseph
Laderoute, Emile Renan, Norman
Scott and Oscar Natzka.
Other
artists include Irra Petina, Arm
Ayar$, Adelaide'Bishop, Ellen Faull,
Eva Likova, Dorothy MacNeil, Virginia Mac Watters, Dragica Martinis,

Leona Scheunemann, Gladys
Wilma Spence, Lucia

Spector,

Turcano, Camilla Williams, Frances Yeend, Margarita Zambrana,
Edith Evans, Frances Bible, Winifred Heidt, Mary Kreste, Frances
Lager, Margery Mayer,
Elaine
Malbim Rosalind Nadell, Betty

Wermine,

Giulio Gari, Ruddlnh
Petrak, Robert Rounseville, Nathaniel Sprinzena, Fernando Bandera, Luigi Velucci, Frans Vroons,

Raphael Arie,
Walter Cassel,

Cesare

Edwin

;

Bardelli,

Dunning,

Carlton Gauld, Raimundo Torres,
Nino Luciano, George Jongeyans,

Arthur Newman, James Pease,’
Eduard De Decker, Suiriner Crockett, John Tyers, Richard Wentworth, Lawrence Winters/ David
Lloyd and Luis Pichardo.
Ex-Met basso Friedrich Schorr
has joined the company as special
adviser to
the
German wing.
Laszlo Halasz, the opera company’s
artistic director, has added Felix
Popper to the conducting staff.
J ulius Rudel has been appointed
Halasz’s assistant, replacing Paul
Jaretzki.

Troupe has straightened out
difficulties with the Chi
local, and will hold its

its

musicians
scheduled
Chi season, beginning Nov. 15.
During the four week Chi visit,
troupe will also play Milwaukee
and East Lansing, and perhaps
elsewhere.
For tomorrow’s “Turandot” opening, Halasz will conduct.
Vladimir Rosing staged,
with dances set by Charles Wei riman,
Dragica Martinis and Raphael Arie will sing the leads.
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‘PACIFIC’ STILL

$58,494 IN

The following are the comparative figures based on Variety's
boxoffice estimates for last week (the 16th week of the season
and the corresponding week of last season:
This
Season

BROADWAY

17

276
Total weeks played so far by all shows.
$371,500
Total gross for all current shows last week
$6,275,500
Total season's gross so far by all shows ,
3
Number of new productions so far

$492,100
$6,433,700
3

shows current

of

... ...

.......

.

.

.

.

(

.

.

,

.

Total road gross reported last week
Season's total road gross so far.
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.

.
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•

•

•

•

•

13

18

158

160
$314,200

$434,900
$4,173,500

DENVER

seven performances. That included
an extra matinee Friday (15) to replace the scheduled opening Tuesday night (12), Which was cancelled
because the company was in a train
wreck the previous, day in Wyoming, en route from the Gdast.
Nine members of the troupe wore
injured in the crash, bufc^Diosa

Excluding Stock >

of current touring shows reported
Total weeks played so far by all shows.

Number

7,

ing a capacity and (it’s believed)
a new house record of $58,494 for

248

.

A WOW;

Denver, Sept. 19.
"South Pacific" packed the city
auditorium here last week, gross-

Last
Season'

14

Number

+

Husiness took another healthy
Broadway again ldsLWegk;
with grosses in some cases jump*
>as ntuch as $7*000 /over'Mthe
!th"g.
previous' "week. With
Arrival
of the fall season, attendance has
the winter pattern of
slow Mondays and Tuesdays and
a steady build to generally capacity
proportions Saturday nights.
Last week’s only closing was
"Wisteria Trees,” which folded
Saturday night (16) at the Martin
Beck. "Daphne Laureola,” which,
premiered Monday night 18k was
this week’s only opening, but there
are four scheduled arrivals next
.

kpufct ori

|

'Hot 96,
s

;

I

:

'

' ’

‘f’okfifld', 'Sept.

j

'

19.

’

Dorothy Mcdiiire,: John Ireland
Una Meckel in. “Summer and

j

Costello, with'
the only one unable to go on hero.
She was replaced by Jeanette
Migennes. Others injured were
Louise McMillan, Carmen Navarro,
Perry Lopez and William Ambler,,

$3,961,800

’ neaiScapacity
$9,000
Smoke?
gross at the 1,500-seat Mayfair
theatre here last week. The Actors
Co. of Los Angeles played two eve.»

;

and
one
performances
ning
matinee.
The house was scaled at $3.60.

Norman Weiner, trumpet
Sayles,
Ethel
assistant
m 1 stress,-and- Mrs.

singers;
player;

wardrobe

Lawrence, program

Charles

Chicago, ^Sept. li.
^Although there was only one
entry playing last week,
legit
25"Lend An Ear,” which closed
week run Saturday (16), prospects
newthe
for
good
look exceedingly
comers, “Diamond/ Lil., and. The
Tcxhs Li i.- Dftilin
Innocents/
”Come Back; Little^Sheba
are due next Monday (25). "Texas,

Week..

The totaL gross for all 14 shows
Week was $371,500, or. 81.68%
of capacity. The previous week’s
last

the wreck. But he and Miss Cosexpected back in the cast
this week, in Des Moines.
In line with the rest of the country, the advance sales on Sadler’s

total gross for 17 show's
000, 72 53% of capacity

tello are

Sept.

was $402,-

sometime

Estimates for Last Week
19.
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
Blondes” CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
"Black Chiffon,” 48th Street, Wells Ballet of London is big. rocketed to a $62,500 climax last
_ u \M (Musical), 0 \ Opera):
..
,*
~
Sept. 27.
Within a week of the first an- week to. conclude the Greek The-.i
\
..
Other parenthetic figures refer,
"Season in the Sun,” Cort. nouncement A. M. Oberf elder, atre’s greatest season.
Ozoner
Sept. 28.
local manager, has sold $10,000 grossed $550,600 during the 11 respectively, to top price, number
"Amazing Adele,” Golden, Oct. 2. worth of seats for Nov. 17-19. weeks it operated. "Blondes,” in :of .seats and potential capacity
"Giaconda Smile,” Lyce
Oberf elder also reports heavy ad- for 20 days, grabbed $174,500 of gross. Price includes 20% amuseOct. 3.
ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,
vance safe on "Death of Salesman,’’ the total.
'
"Pardon Our French,” Broad- set for Denver Oct. 2-4.
Other- Gene Mann productions exclusive of tax.
way, Oct. 5.
7
"Firiian’s
year
included
"Cocktail Party,” Miller (35th
the
during
"Curious. Savage," Beck, Oct. 10.
"Desert wk) (C-$4.80; 940; $21,600). Last
Rainbow,”
$107*100;
"Legend of Sarah,” Fulton,
Song,” $97,000; “Miss Liberty,” week over $14,900; week before,
Oct. 11.
$87,000; and "Rio Rita,” $85,000, $13,400.
“Call Me Madam,? Imperial,
each a two-week Offering.
"Death of a Salesman,” Morosco
Oct. 12.
Also shuttering last week w'as (84th wk) (D-$4.80; 914; $23,800),
"Burning Bright,” Broadhurst,
"Little Boy Blue,” which ran only Last week about $13,100; week
week of Oct. 16.
one week of a scheduled three- before* $13,300.
"Relapse,” unspecified theatre,
Week pre-Broadway tryout. Pro’‘Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes,”
/
Oct. 23,
ducers Paula: Stone and Mike Ziegfeld (41st wk) (M-$6; 1,628;
"Day After Tomorrow, 7 Booth,
Sloane decided to shutter and un- $48,244). Last week topped $48,Oct. 26.
dertake extensive revisions and 100: week before $47,400.
"Hilda Crane,” Coronet, Nov. 1.
cast changes rather than attempt
"Happy Time,” Plymouth (4th
"Country Girl,” unspecified theathem while continuing to operate.
$29,019). Last
tre week of Nov. 6.
This week’s only newcomer is wk) (C-$4.80; 1,063;
Burning,”
for
week
Not
over $23*500; week before*
Boston* Sept, 19.
"Lady’s
"The Burning Bush” which bows
$20,300.
Rbyale, Nov. 8.
The Hub legit season is finally Friday (22) at the tiny Coronet.
"Guya and D olls.” 46th Stre et, underway- with a vengeance. "Kiss JMe^-Kate/LShubert. (89th_
^Estimatesfoi-Last-Week- -—
Nov. 9.
wk) (M-$6; 1,361; $40,000). Last
couple of indicated hits and a near"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” week about $39,800; week before
"Bell, Book and Candle,” Barry- hit are current and, as of tonight
Greek Theatre (3d wk) ($3.60; $36,500.
more, Nov. 14.
(Tues.) the biggest advance attrac"Late Edwina Black,” unspeci- tion the town, ever had, "Call Me 4,400). SoCko $62,500 for seven
"Member of the Wedding,” Emdays
gave it a great $174,500 for
fied theatre, week of Nov. 20.
Madame.” Latter went clean the
pire (37th wk) (D-S4.80; 1,082;
"Ring ’Round the Moon,” Beck, day after mail orders were an- the 20-day run, to wind up the $24,000). Last week about $17,000;
Nov. 23.
nounced, and tickets are now' at a spot’s fifth season.
week before, $14,000.
...

"Southern Exposure,” Biltmore,

Sept. 26.

Los Angeles*
"Gentlemen Prefer

I

.

.

.

.

.

|

;

um

Week
($4;
(17)

,

,

'

'

"As You
Katharine Hepburn’s
Like It,” Oct. 23, and "Lost in

•

an indefinite run.
"Lend An Ear,” Great Northern
Closed
(25th \vk): <$4;95* 1,500).
-Saturday 16) with excellent $22,for

'

(

700.

"Innocents,” Harris ($3.80; 1,000).
ist ni ght (Mon.).

Roy ale,

25.

originally slated for a day earlier,
couldn’t make life transportation
schedule.
“Springboard, to Nowhere" premieres here Oct. 2, with Eddie
Dowling planning to bring in his
other show, “Angel in the .Pawnshops about Nov. 20. Also skedded
are "Lady From Paris;” Oct. 9;

"Diamond Lil," Blackstone
Opened Sunday night
1,358).

cessionaire, all of New York. Ray
Walston, who sings the Luther
Bills role, left the cast after four
performances because of a leg injury and facial cuts received in

Future B’way Dates

S

the Stars,” Oct.. 30.
Estimates for Last

(

con-

,

"Affairs, of State,”

59

—

A

i

t

—

I

1
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Philadelphia, Sept, 19;

Nov. 20.
"Bless
-

,
1

There was a very healthy and
encouraging pickup all along the
line in Philly’s legit biz last week;
attractions
The
three
current
boosted their grosses over the
Labor Day week figures by substantial margins and advance sales;

You

r

The "two hits are "Black Chiffon,” $101,000 for nine performances,
doing moderately at the Plymouth*
"Little Boy Blue,” El Capitan
and "Season in the Sun,” fair at (1st wk) ($4.80; 1,142). Dismal $11,the Wilbur; Both got sock notices. 500 for the session was $5,000 be"Pardon Our French,” second week low operating costs. Musical cost
at the Opera House, slacked off $75,000.
Closed Saturday night
somewhat after its first week and (16), and extensive alterations
has two more to go. Ip the offing start this week, with producers
are “Curious Savage/’ "Oklahoma,” hoping to ready the new version
"Burning Bright,” “Guys and in time for a Broadway debut in
T
„
My Uov^
Dolls,”
"I
January.
D’Oyly Carte, "The Barrier
"Lost in the Stars” Philhar"Lady’s- Not for Burning.
monic Aud (2d wk) ($4.80; 2,670),
Estimates for Last Week
Over-quoted the previous week
"Black Chiffon,” Plymouth (1st when it did $45,800, which it rewk) ($3.60; 1,200). Drew uhanimous peated last week.
approval and got a passable $11,500 on eight performances; continues this Week.
"Okla/ Vigorous $30,700
"Pardon Our French,” Opera
House (2d wk) ($4.20; 3Q00>.
In Second Pitt
Slipped a little on second week to
Pittsburgh, Sept. 19.
$31,500, not bad; two more weeks
"Oklahoma” smashed through to
to go,
"Season in the Sun,” Wilbur (1st almost $30,J00 in its second and
wk) ($3.60; 1,200). Okayed by the final week at Nixon to send city’s
new legit house off to a fast start
crix, but got only a mild $10,000
on its first seven performances; for the season. Show, returning
here for fourth time, grabbed
winds, up this week.
nearly $58,000 for the fortnight
engagement.
Rodgers and Hamnierstein musiCal started off the second stanza
a little slowly in the downstairs
pews, although balcony went virtually clean at every performance.
New Haven, Sept. 1:9.
Shubert Theatre rafters were But by the end of the stay the
groaning for entire stand of "Call musical had developed to near caMe Madam” last week. It w as an pacity again. Final day brought
eight-performance
sellout.
New $8,000 at matinee arid evening.
record of $39,155 w as set for the
has.
"Come
Nixon currently
1,657-seat house at the $5.40 top, Back, Little Sheba,” under sub-

All,” Hellinger, Dec.

14.

i

‘TEXAS’ $12,200, DET.

j

Know

Detroit, Sept. 19.
"The Innocents,” starring Sylvia
Sidney* grossed a hefty ; $22,500

are healthy and promising,
On the books here next week are
the Theatre Guild’s revival of "As

You Like

"Ice Follies of 1951,” Pan Pacific
premium. Show is in for a three“Mister Roberts,” Alvin (130th
Aud (2d wk) ($3.60; 6,600). First
week run at the Shubert.
full w eek registered a walloping; wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,360; $$4,276). Last

unspecified
State;”
"Golden
theatre, Nov. 25.
Century,
World,”
This
of
"Out

last

week on Theatre Guild

scription,

with Katharine Hepburn on ATS subscription at the
It"

at.

the

sub-

Current

Cass.

play is "Two Blind Mice,” featuring Melvyn Douglas, in for one

Sluibert,
and “The Legend of
Sarah,”; tryout, at the Locust, both

i

week* with "Lend an Ear” due<
next week.
for two weeks. On Tuesday (26)
“Texas Li’l Dartin’ ” eked out
the Erlangef now operated as an
pathetic $12,200 at the Shubert.
a
indie by Lawrence Shubert LawIt remains this week, then is
rence and William Goldman, tecs
the Great Northern,
oil with "The
from Paris.” booked into
,

Chicago,

completely renovated version of
the operetta,. "Music in
Heart."
!'s set for two weeks only, with

My

,1

“Streetcar

Named

Shows

Desire” named

to follow.

in

C Comedy ) D Drama),
Comedy-Drama ) R (Revue
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log $29,500

week.
Balcony goes dir.
(“.‘an at all performances and over"Lady from Paris” (O) -— Franz
sow has been handled in the last Steininger, prod.; Jose Ruben, dir,
tliree rows of the orchestra. Com"Legend of Sarah” (D)—Kermit
(?(ly looks set for six or eight weeks
Bcnn Wi
prod.;
Bloomgarden,
certainly.;
Levy, dir.
"Kiss Me, Kate” Shubert (2nd
"Relapse” (Cl.-- Theatre Guild,
week) (1,810, $4.55). Also regis- prod.: Cyril Ritchard & Albert
te red. healthy increase and chalked, Marre, dir.
(C)
nearly $33,500 in second of three
Exposure”
"Southern
House gets Theatre Guild’s Jones, Gurian & Adoue,
*,
vs
Like It” revival next Mon- Margo Jones, dir.
r
(' :y
(25) for two weeks 'bn '.'sub*.
"Springboard to Nowhere” (D)
Scription, and then the preem of
Eddie Dowling, prod.-dir.
“nd Doll,” on Thursday,]
?2
HOLLYWOOD
" \ -'fairs of
State” Locust (2nd
"Ballet Ballads” (Mi—Dick Marf.450; $3.90). Tryout com- tin, Jerome MorOss. Bruce. Savon.
e; y clicked neatly
here and jumped
"Red, White and Blue” (R) Lelost $4,800 to hit $18,800 on the Roy Prinz and Owen Crump, for
c oyi.g week.' House is
dark this Amertcan Legion; Prinz directing.
v“('k, with
Walter
"Legend of Sarah”
Bush” (D)
Burning
UUl fill
skedded next Monday (25).
Wicclair.

set

i

'

up

—

Among

'

•

^

i

.

(

(Nov. 1-4), "Bless You All”
(Nov, 13-18).
Other bookings include "I Know*

Moon”

My

Love” (Oct. 2-7), opening of
D’Oyly Carte tour (Oct, 11-14),
"Mister Roberts” (Nov. 2 7 -Dec. 2).

—

Pencilled in are breaklns of "Late
Edvvina Black” (Oct. 19-21) and
"Let’s Make An Opera” (Nov. 23-

1

.

1

several seasons set to go,
premieres.
on
emphasis
these are "Burning Bright”

(Sept. 27-30), "Bell, Book, Candle”
(Oct.
25-28), "Ring ’Round The

.

—

.

in

With

I

.

auspices,

the

.

"Peep Show,” Winter Garden

—

i

25).

Last week reached $50,000;

week

before, $43,000.

;

I

"Peter Pan,” Imperial (21st wk)
Last
$34,500).
(M-$4.80;
1,400;
week about $30,700; week before,
$28,200.

"South Pacific,” Majestic (74tb
wk) (M-$6; 1,659; $50,186). Nearly.
$50,800, as always.

[

“The Consul,” Barrymore (27th
wk) <O-$4,80-$6; 1,066; $28,000).
Last week almost $18,900; week
before, $16,300.
“Tickets, Please,” Coronet (2l5t
Last
Wk) (R-$4.80; 998; $26,600).
week over $15,100; week before,
$12,800.
“Wisteria Trees,” Beck (21st
wk) (D-$4.80; 1,214; $33,000). Last
week about $17,100; week before,
$11,400; closed Saturday night (16)
after 165 performances.

Stock

"Medium”

and

"Telephone”

Arena

(9th wk) (0-$3; 500; $10,600). Last week, $3,000 again.

Opening

:

"Daphne Laureola,” Music Box
(CD-$4.80; 1,012; $25,000). James
Bridie’s London success, co-starring Edith Evans and Cecil Parker,
presented by Leland Hayward and

1

Herman Shumlin,

in

association

with Laurence Olivier; production
was financed at $55,000, cost about
$35,000 and breaks even at around
$16,000; opened Monday night (18)
to negative reviews.

Shirley

two seasons ago by "South Pacific,” Booth-Sidney
Blackmer vehicle
at,
a $4.80 top. Show underwent launching its tour here. Nothing
considerable revision during its is immediately in prospect followstay and plans call for new scenes ing this one and the house may
and songs to be inserted during bring jn the Charlie Chaplin picthree-week nm in Boston, starting ture, “City Lights,” until & new
tonight (Tues.)
legit booking turns up.
House has most ambitious line-

,

i

scription

before,

(11th wk) (K-$7.20; 1,519; $55,000).
i

.

The Walnut joins in the legit CD.
.parade Oct. 9 with "The Relapse”
Musical O Opera, Operetta
imd follows up with two tryouts,
"Burning Bright” (D)—-Rodgers
“The Late Edwina Black’’ on the
Haipmerstcin, prod.; Guthrie
&
23rd and Sam Spewack’s “Golden
State” first w eek of November. McClintic, diiv
After Tomorrow” (C)
Day
Raphael,
jvt.mirtcifsuii
son’s5 “Hilda
coriit
U’ane comf
ituaa Crane’’
chiilwl
n i oH
Gprald
Gerald
d,,
Shubeit,
p
to the Locust around the middle of
dir.
Savory,
t ie
month and "The Barrier” is
"Giaconda Smile” (D) Shepard
» so an October booking, with no
prod,-dir.
/ Trauhe*
date or house yet announced.
F elier
"Guys and Dolls” M)
Estimates for Last Week
& Martin, prod.; George S, Kauf"Mister Roberts” Forrest (2nd man. dir.
week) (1,760; $4-55). Picked up
"Hilda Crane” (CD) — Arthur
sensation ally and turned in a coi’k- Schwartz, prod.; Hume Cronyn, bettering the $36,500 figure

week

$29*500;

$27,900.

Week

:

Lady

week about

i

San Francisco* Sept. 19.
"Devil’s Disciple,” Russell Lewis

&

Howard Young presentation
starring Maurice Evans, chalked
up a hepty $20,900 last week for its
second stanza on Theatre Guild
1,600-seat
the
at
subscriptions
Pasadena. Sept. 19.
scaled to $4.80.
Touring edition of "Death of a Geary which is
better that mark
should
Revival
Salesman
put together a fair
final, off subscripgross of nearly $17,000 last week this week, its
in a string of one-riighters ending tions.
Gene Mann makes his entrance
with three performances Friday
when he
and Saturday (15-16) at the Civic into Frisco production
Niesen
Gertrude
brings
Auditorium here. Other dates were
Blondes into
in Lobero* San Diego and Santa "Gentlemen Prefer
the 1,775 seat Curran tomgnt
Barbara.
promotion
Arthur Miller drama Is continu- ITues ). Big advance
portends good advance.
ing one-nlghtcr* this week*

m
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LEGITIMATE
COAST ‘SMOKE’ BOOKS
(Sept. 18-30)

Barn Producer’s
Continued from page 51

“Affairs of Stated (tryout)—Gav-

_
_ „
Dallas,
Sept. 1n
19..
Wash. (18-23) (Reviewed in
Variety, Sept. 6, '50),
Tennessee Williams’ ‘‘Summer
«As You Like It”-— Community* and Smoke” will be seen at the
Shubert, Melba here Oct. 3-4, The Coast prorl
(18-23>;
Pa.
ra
Hershey,
tiGlSrlGy

,

ety,

>

.

.

!

Head

|

strawhat operation
Circus here. Svelte arena prfesen - reverting to
—— me Kern-Hammerstein next ^June
of the
tation UI
latlQTl
QAH fnr
around
in
took
House
classic has been turning them away
Fiman s
first four seven; performances ot
despite foul
a weather for ^ am that
a
D
a n KAl lr
CT
W
Edward
week.
last
Rainbow’’
Only performances
nights.
Horton begins the final.
didn't jam the tent were matinees Everett
“His French
in
five-day' stand
at
are
seats
Single
week.
the first
(Wed.)
tonight
Wife"
a premium for second and final
week ending Sunday (24). FeaCrooked Lake Eyes '51
tured are Lawrence Brooks., Evelyn
-

,,

L

-

.«

.

.

£*

_

4-

•

^

I

.

I

jductiort, /cb-starring' '.Dorothy. 'Me*
e t y, Guire, TJna Merkel and John Ireland, also ha the following bookPly- ings; Sept, 23, El Paso; Sept; 24-26,

—Gay
(tryout) —

..

.

“Barrier” (tryout)
Wash.. (25-30).

ffc

“Black CliiWon”
mouth, Bost. (18-23) (Reviewed in
Variety, Sept. 13, ’50).
Court Square,
“Brigadoon”
Springfield, Mass. (19-20); Academy
Albany Sept, 19.
Mass. (21);
and
Ndrthaimpton,
Music,
Chatham
of
Beall
Thomas
Homer Poupart, whose first season Bushnell Aud., Hartford (22-23);
(25-26);
Crooked
Providence
at
round
Metropolitan,
Of theatre-in-the
Lake, near Troy, N. Y.i was cut. Aud., Worcester; Mass. (27); State,
a
through
Portland, Me. (28-30).
short the final week
heavy rain that broke a hole in the
“Burning Bright” (tryout)— Shu-

Wyckoff, Helen Raymond, Jack
Blair; Dorothy Keller, George McBride, Terry Saunders, William C,
Smith, Zelda Shelton, George LipHoward Ross and Rowan'
ton,
Tudor.

t

(25-30).

house, Wilmington (21-23

)

London, Sept.

.

week

at

M. Tcnnent. Ltd,, production,

II.

9.

(in

as-

Hftywsvd and
L^lnncl
with
«
sociatiun
Star and lead- jocuiuon.^
ama in t * Q acts (six
(
ing lady Helen Craig \Vere backed sceneS by^Emlyn Williams. Directed by
Glenti Byjim Shaw. At Aldwych, London
UD by a competent resident cast.

Francliot

Lindsay

.

Margaret Rona

and

Tone

(Tues.i

tonight

in

revival of Si N. Behrman’s “Second
Man,” as the season closer.

No Dream, New Hope
New Hope, Pa M Sept. 19Jean Parker in “Dream Girl,”
which wound up the Bucks County
*Girl’

Springs

“Diamond

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

Trending..

lari

.

,

.

.

.

(18-30)

.

»

.

.

.
;

...

.
.

.'John

.
.

.

.Mac

Cavanan.

unpalatable seamy
side would preclude any chances
blue-pencilled
unless
of screening
out of all resemblance to the orig

.

.

associations.

Stars”

.

Diamond UI?
(BLACKSTONE,

“Oklahoma”

— Philhar(25-301.

—

“South Pacific”
KRNT Playhouse, Des Moines (18-23); Kiel
Aud., St. Louis (25-30).
“Texas, Li’l Darlin’ ” Shubert,
Detroit (18-23); GTeat Northern,

—

Chi. (25-30).

Detroit
Erlanger, Buffalo (25-28);

Aud., Rochester (29-30).

Not only

is

No Booking jam

Caller is the seduced
bracing.
Authors Sue Gould
girl’s father who demands, as the
Continued from page 57
Edward
against
suit
A $5,000
price of his silence, that he be
Gould and the Peak’s Island Play taken into the household as a sec- and “Moon”), Biltmore (“Southern
house, Portland, Me., was filed in retary. This is refused, and he Exposure”), Booth (“Tomorrow”),
N. Y. federal court last week by agrees to a cash .settlement, suit- Broadhurst
(“Burning
Bright”),
Howard Richardson and William ably covered by a protective letter Broadway (“Pardon
French”),
stating it is a loan, cunningly avoidBetney.
Century
(“Out
of
This
World”),
Latter two charge that Gould; ing the risk of a blackmail charge.
who operates the strawhatter, pre- Half drunk, and goaded by the Coronet (“Hilda Crane”), Cort
sented their musical-drama, “Dark other man’s opulence against his (“Season in the Sun”), 48th Street
Chiffon”),
46th
Street
of the Moon,” there last August Own wasted life, the extortioner (“Black
changes his mind and calls the pub- (“Guys
Dolls”),
and
Fulton
without their consent.
prosecutor, realizing he will (“Legend of Sarah”),
lic
gain more satisfaction from the (“Amazing Adele”), Imperial (“Call
Grist Mill to Pix
other’s public disgrace.
Me. Madam”), Lyceum (“Giaconda
Andover, N. J., Sept, 19.
Most moving scene is where the Smile”), Hellinger (“Bless You
The Grist Mill Playhouse h^re,
of
news
the
break
to
novelist
has
which finishes its first season SunAll”), Music Box (“Daphne Lauday (24), will reopen late next the nature of his crime to his young reola”), Roy ale
(‘•Affairs” .and
month as a film house, according son, who displays the same incredi- “Burning”),
Only the National,
E, ble tolerance and forgiveness as Playhouse and ANT A Playhouse
director-manager Robert
to
The 800-seat theatre will the wife;
Terry.
are officially without bookings.
Williams succeeds in making the
undergo some alterations before reTheatres With holdover booklightning. House will operate as unpleasant character a pathetic
T
a f lickery for about five months, example of human frailty, and Di- ings include the St. James (to
ana Churchill is warmly human which “Peter Pan” transfers from
Imperial),
Alvin
(“Mister
and natural as h is wife; The young the
boy is played with dignity by John Roberts’’);, Empire (“Member of
Cavanah, while Noel Willman al- the Wedding”), .Miller (“Cocktail
most steals top honors With his por- Party”), Majestic (“South Pacific”),
SINCE 1830
trayal of the down-at-heel black- Morosco (“Death Of. a Salesman”),
Play, Brokers and
Dora Bryan and John Plymouth (“Happy Time”), Shumailer.
1
Stratton provide realistic slices of bert (“Kiss Me, Kate”),
Authors Representatives
Winter
life as ai married couple who
slum
25 West 45th street; New York
(“Peep
Garden
Show”)
and
earn a bit extra by attending odd
7623 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Cal,
Ziegfeld
(“Gentlemen
P
r
e f e r
Clem.
'parties.
Blondes”),
Among the imminently arriving shows (besides “Affairs” and
.

My

Golden

'

SAMUEL FRENCH
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;

.
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.

j

j

j

.

,200,

.

]

grossed a inild $11,200 last
at the Davidson here.
Harald
Bromley
presentation
moved out over the weekend to
las,

week

try

Girl,”

“Late

Press Clipping Bureau

EMPIRE STATE BLDG.
York
LA 4-1944

New

Special Theatrical Rates

Edwina Black,”

“Golden

State,”
“Lady
from
Paris,’
“The Barrier,” “Springboard to Nowjhere,” “Enemy of the
People,” “Cock of the Walk,”
“King Lear,” “Let’s Make An

for

OPERAS -MUSICALS -LECTURES
HYDRAULIC ORCHESTRA LIFT — FULLY AIR-CONDITIONED
CAPACITY 2,500

— SEATING
|

|

Room

THE JASPER COMPANY

“Savage,” which will have to
move) for which no theatres have Detroit.
been booked are “Relapse,” “Coun-

!

DADE COUNTY THEATER AUDITORIUM

For Dates Write: JERRY

19.

“Two Blind Mice,” Samuel Spewack farce starring Melvyn Doug-

;

Open Dates Now Available

M’w’kee

Milwaukee, Sept.

'

[

MIAMI, FLORIDA

r

;

:

MIAMI’S LATEST

Piece is a loosely-strung
episodic farce, too thin to coinniand attention and owing what im-

fied.

pression it makes to the earnest
trouping of a w ell-picked all-Negro
cast headed by Frederick O’Neal.
Tryout; which buttons -tip an unusually
long
Westport
season,
effort to oAniHl.
v01 vea as a tired ettoit
capital-.
?
lze on the Father Diyme and kinmelodrama.
dred race movements several years
Miss West still gives a kidding ago. Understood Norford Wrote it
(On the square?) performance with quite a while back, and the datedher free-swaying hips and should- ness shows. There is little notable
ers,
and a wandering eye, the about the WT^ihS or construction.
appearance of laughable depravity.
Titular
Character,
played
by
Other? in the cast are Billy Van O’Neal, a superb actor Who lias
as the song and dance man; Carles long been trying to find a role to
G. Martin as Flynn, the aspiring follow
his
smash vih “Ahha
politician, Walter Petrie as Gus Lucasta,” is a warehouse watchman
Jordan; head of the white slave who has never gotten over missing
racket; James Courtney as the a job on the police force. His wife,
Latin lover And Val Gould as her a frustrated operatic singer Who is
former amoUr and escaped convict, a sucker for movements, has most
are passable as a few of the men recently latched onto the “Mighty
Dan I” cult Which is operated by a
dallying antics.
in
star’s
Mathews as Capt. Cummings, the phony who sells singing lessons
detective masquerading as a Salva- and advocates sexual abstinence.
tion Army officer, balances -him*+The son of the housk~is a college-^
self- well
in what might be a bred singer who works in a trio,
Zolya Talma as much to his old man’s disgust, and
ludicrous part.
gives a spirited the daughter is a looker Who atmadam,
Rita; a
tracts the “Mighty I” leader.
performance.
Direction by Cliarles K. FreeThe harassed husband-father,
man allows few lags in the acting, with the ‘assistance of his pals at
but it’s still Miss West and her the police station, works himself
hilariously sinful epigrams that out of a series of crises; evert
Zabe,
carry the farce.
though practically all the family
are in the toils of the law at one
time or other. The wife, saved
Th<v Innocents
from the “Mighty I,” does better
(HARRIS, CHI)
as a trade unionist, but gets arChicago, Sept. 18.
rested for militant picketing. The
William Ai’cliibald’s “The Inno- farce poses £liis as the big climax
cents” opened an indefinite Chi- of the show,* but it’s not worth (the
At the last curtain the
cago stand tonight (Mon.) with Da- fuss.
vid Cole the only holdover from father’s claim to being head of the
well established.
is
house
the original Broadway cast. Harald Bromley and George Brandt
David Alexander has directed
are presenting this touring edition the large company well, but the
and have not stinted on production rambling script is too much for
However, in this eerie him; Stickouts among O’Neal’s asvalues.
wordy thriller, the direction of Da- sociates are the corstarred Etta
vid Gould fails to create continu- Moten, handling herself surely as
ous suspense.
the movement-addicted wife, HarAction doesn’t build and the final ry Belafonte and Billie Allen as
scene in Which the harassed gov- the son and daughter, Avon Long
erness struggles for the evilly-pos- as the cult’s “Maestro,” Rosetta
sessed lad’s soul seems, jarring LeNoire as a zealous widow, P. Jay
rather than a natural climax. But Sidney as an evangelist who uses
both Cole and Sylvia Sidney are football- lingo, Lillian Cowan as a
superb in this scene. Patsy B ruder, typical divine sister and John Maras the sinister Httle girl, sustains riott in a show-stopping bit as a
the vacillating moods required by doctor.
the part, at times giving a winsome
winning touch to the proceedings. i
SGt SCCOnilTlOdfltGS tflC WS C3&t
Pocrina
Wfilln/'a
uc
haHAl/illAirl
Wallace,
bedevilled
as
Regina
Elem.
conifortably,
housekeeper, projects strongly.
One-set Victorian drawing room
by Jo Mielziner is grimly authentic. but the lighting effects miscued
DIRECTOR AVAILABLE
several times opening night. Music
For community theatre, stock, school,
by Alex North, played by solovox,
or established off-Broadway group.
creates weird atmosphere which;
Excellent references.
Will
consider
dominates the two acts.
With
position anywhere;
tighter pacing, theNplay should reAddress: Variety# Box V- 1897.
capture life 'success Of the Broad154 West 46th Street, NeW York 19
way presentation;
Zabe.

I

j

Cowan

.

“Two Blind Mice”—-Cass,

the writer recognizable, but the
adolescent girl whom he is em-

Lillian

.

i

[

“Pardon Our French” (tryout)
Opera House, Bost. (18-30). (Reviewed in Variety, Sept. 6, ’50).
“Season in the Sun” (tryout)—
Wilbur, Bost. (18-23). (Reviewed in
Variety this week).

(18-23);

Grand!
John 'Marriott

.

,

.

— Ford’s, Baltimore

(18-23); Colonial, Bost.

. . . . , .

Theatre
Guild’s
interest
in
George Nqrford's first play, “Head
of the Family,” hardly seems justi*

CIII)

Chicago, Sept, 17,
Although Mae West has not appeared here in the last five years,
few stars have received the acclaim
that greeted her revival tonight
(17) of “Diamond Lil” at the Blackstone. Not only did her entrance
in the first act draw an ovation,
but at the finale, when she sings
a song, first nightcrs stomped and
yelled until she gave two encores,
hand then good-maturedly^ booed
when the actors attempted
to go!
*
on with the threads of the hokey

Aud., Los Angeles (18-30).
Mister Roberts”—Forrest, Phila.

(18-30).

.

;

nioriic
i

.

.Oltvtfr
. . . , . ,

ReV.> Stokes
.....P. Jay Sidney
Prof; Alind araT .
........ . vKen—Ren<rrd~
Lt. Oliver .........
,. .
..Louis Sharp
.

Cass, Detroit (25-

!

On the day lie is to receive the
accolade from the King, he is confronted by an unknown caller possessing pictures of an indecent orgy
held in a dockside inn.

(1 8-23 );

“Lost in the

.

.

.

.

.

—

30).

.

.

....
Triumphant Virtue

“Lend an Ear”—Lyceum, Min-

..

doing with Lehore Lonergan and
George Englund at the Somerset
Summer Theatre here. She plans
to stay in the east, mulling some
TV offers, and would like to do a
Broadway show.
“Turtle” package was produced
and directed by Jean Dalrymple.

Etta Moten
.... . , Jacqueline Andre
Caroline Francis........
Anita Turner
Slocum ..... ...... .Rosetta LeNoire
Maestro ................ ...
Avon Long
Sarah. Francis

cur-

i

Ford’s Baltimore (25-30),
(tryout )—Er-

neapolis

.

.

is

.

.

langer, Phila. (25-30).
“Legend of Sarah” (tryqut)—McCarter,
Princeton (23); Locust,
Phila. (25-30).

Its

inal.
rSmith. Elaine Ellis>- Harry MehafA popular Nobel Prize Winning
Jones,
fey, Ruth White, Henry
novelist surprises his family by anDoohan.
Carl W'hite and James
John Armstrong staged against nouncing he has accepted a knightr
Ingenious wagon sets by David hood in the New Year’s Honors
List, for services to literature. His
Eeppa.
wife. -realizes it is mainly for her.
benefit, as he is a thorough BoRaines In Finale
hemian and still keeps contact with
Somerset, Mass;, Sept. 19.
many companions of his unsavory
Ella Raines is making her final past. She feels this has helped susbarn appearance this week in tain the backgrounds for his books,
“Voice of the Turtle,” which she’s and even tolerates his promiscuous

“Smoke”

,

.

Minerva Jackson ........

Hot-Stuff,
Dr. Sampson

“Lady from Paris”

.

cast.

Lil”-^-Blackstone, Chi.

v

(.18-23);

lighted Philly houses, plus mis- porting company that acquits iterable: weather until weekend were self admirably. It is definitely good
held responsible. Epd of season theatre and certain to draw full
has never been forte at this deluxe houses on this side. As a prospect
strawhatter, but even so it wasn’t for Broadway it would be a good
gamble, particularly with its presthis bearish in past.

ent

date:;.

.

.

Thomas.

Officer

rently playing the northwest,

—

-

Production of Elmer Rice comedy
was liked by the few who turned
Featured with Miss Parker
out.
were Robert Lowery, Matthew

he set the

.

.Billie Allen
George Fisbor
...Frank H. Wilson

.

from
a California vacation during which

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
Curran, San Francisco (25-30).
“Innocents' —Harris, Chi. (18-30).
“Kiss Me, Kate” Shubert, Phila.

MaxwpU

Emlyn Williams, back on the
Playhouse season, turned in anemic London stage after three years, has
gross last week for the worst tally provided himself with, a meaty
Opposition from Jekyll and Hyde role, with a supof the year.
.

—

Geary, San
Biltmore, Los

“Devil’s Disciple”;

.

.

Parlormaid

Aud., Boulder

Francisco (18-23);
Angeles (25-30).

.'

.

Macky

(30).

../i.AntiionyiT Oiiver
Thane Lampeter. ... . ... Anthony Nioholls
,.Ruth. Dunning
Marion Tillyard ....
Phyllis:..
? or a -Birah
Harold ...... ..... .... ..... -John Stratton
...... Noel Wlllman
.
.
, ...
Daker ;
......

.

(29);

'

Trenting .... ......Diana Churchill

Albert

—

;

:

,

open

Wilbur,

;

Bbst. (25-30).
“Death of a Salesman”
Aud.,
Fresno, Cal. (18-19); Aud., Oakland
(20); Civic Aud., San Jose (21);
Aud;, Sacramento (22-23); Capitol,
Salt
Lake City (25-26)
Aud.,
Pueblo, Col. (28); Chief, Colorado
•

last

—Play-

,

“Curious Savage” (tryout)

Aherne 10G, Olney

Theatre.
xneau.c.

. .

Lois Jackson. .........
Rhythm Nelson. .......

Cir-

—

;

performances

Austin;

R. J. O’Donnell, Interstate
cuit head, returned last week

bert, Boston (19-30) (Reviewed in
VSriety, Sept. .l3, '50'.
/“Come Back, Little Sheba”
Nixon, Pitt. (18-23); Erlangev, Chi.

.

eight

27,

New Haven (28-30)’.
“Call Me Madam” (tryout)— Shu-

'

Olney, Md., Sept. 19.
Despite chill winds and rain,
Brian Aherne in “Dear Brutus’’
racked up a healthy $10,000 in

Sept;

bert,

:

.

Antonio;

three acts (five scenes) by Georga
NoTford.
Stars Frederick O'Neal, Etta
Moten; features Avon Long, Rosetta LeNoire, Harry Belafonte, Frank H. Wilson,
John Marriott. Staged by DaVid Alexander; associate producer. John Cornell;
.

—

:

,

Presentation was well integrated

Olney
the umev
me

San

%«
edy In

!

setting and lighting, Herbert Gahagan;
Sept. 28-30, Houston; Get. 2, Fort music directed and arranged
by Joshua
Worth; Oct. 3-4, Dallas; Oct. 6, Lee, At Westport (Conn.) Country Play#
house.
,18. *50; $3.60! top.
Wichita Falls; Oct. 7, Amarillo, and Henry Sept.
Jackson..,.
Frederick O'Neal
Oct. 8, Albuquerque.
Jerry Jackson. ....
.Harry Belafonte
.

1

are reported planning .to
after playing Hyannis, Mass. Thin- tent,
ness of small orchestra was the operate there next summer, but
only gripe of the spectators, who “under shelter.” The old Methodist
canv as was
...
...
are-familiar-Wit h theatre an d-cmiz
the pair
cert orchestrations of the score, erected has a barn, which
Looks certain “Show Boat'' will may convert into a small theatre,
black
the
in
operation
leave Terrell
for the season.

Westport Country Plpyhou.se presents-

!

(25-30).
phila.
*

,

of the Family

Westport, Conn., Sept. 18.

t

DONOVAN, Manager

County Courthouse, Miami, Florida
"FINEST SOUTH OF RADIO CITY"
1400,

i

Opera,” “Love Among the Ruins,”
“Darkness at Noon,” “Miss Mabel,”
“Romeo and Juliet,” “Second
Threshold,”
.•‘Deep,
Seductive
Wound,” “Hanging. Judge;” “Lily
Henry,” “Story of a Woman” and
“Tevyes Daughters.”

FOR SALE OR LEASE
Fully

Equipped far Motion Pictures, Vaudeville or Shows
Approximately 1 ,000 Seats

!

LAFAYETTE THEATRE,
C O Faber, 1476

Walton Avenue,

Batavia f N. Y.

New

York

52, N. Y.
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Bow

Clara

Res

(Mrs.

Bell)

Is

heads

Esquire,

for

promptly went to work lining up
sponsors for units which during
World War II were financed by
USO. He’s already come up with
East Africa, the first one, Loyal Order of

+»

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK

Oct. 4 on a new six to eight week Moose
fraternal organization is
claiming to write her memoirs.
P
to assignment in line with the British footing the bill for 21; entertainers
Lillian Boss in Hollywood
Huston
Overseas
Airways
inception of a who’l take off Oct. 2 in a C-54
write a profile on John
;

New

for the

new African

Yorker.

Jeanne .Bartlett wrote the foreword for Harrison Roman’s new
book, ‘‘Three Lamps.”
Dimitri Tiomkin signed to conmonth to
tribute an article every
_

new magazine.
,
Musicale,
1
New -Bedford, Mass. StandardTimes marked its 100th anniverof 220
sary Sept. 10 with an issue
P

service.

.

British Book Centre bringing out
today (20) Deryck Lyriham’s “The
Father of Modern Ballet,” bio of
Chevalier Noverre, 18th century
daricer-choreographqr. Sylv a p
Press publishes in England.
Hy Gardner’s Broadway column
in the New York Herald Tribune,
which has been appearing only in
the early bird edition of the paper,
will go full edition starting Oct. 2.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

*

Bill' Ornstein’s prolific pen will
Burke has exited the keep the Metro horaeof fice tradeN.Y.
her
own
open
to
paper contact in print for the next
Gale Agency
Prior to joining few months. He’s just sold a short
literary agency.
the Gale office, she had been with story to Tomorrow magazine and
three others to the American Jewthe Theatre Guild.
First prize for editorial excel- ish Times Outlook, New “Decade
publicaAFL
labor
of Short Stories” will have one of
lence among
tions went to Overture, monthly his, while he has one in the curmag of Local 47, American Feder- rent issue of Wildfire and five
fice.

Shirley

ation of Musicians.
Richard Joseph, travel editor of

By f rank

Scully

'

.

i>

»++»

I

++,

Dare’s Wharf, Cal., Sept. 15;
for a 20-day tour of Alaska,
To people whq urge you not to go out qn a limb I have a new twist.
Army Special Services branch I gave it to Ken Murray and before he can use it I’m giving it to my
told Hiller it would take care of public. It’s this:
Why not go but on a limb? Isn’t that where. !thb.
transportation to and from, and f^uit is?
food and lodging during the dfitire
I was lunching With the map; who .ran “Rlapkotits” ipto fp ^6'y en\
Now; local agent is ba$in& and one-haif years at El Capitan in Hollywood, and../)?) six-jWjeekV at!
tour.
number of big industrial coricerhs the Ziegfeld in NOTYprk.oWe lunched thfi;day before I became, fp^Qpft
here, trying to get thein topirik up myself Jn the^tjip of the Gourmet oh Sunset /boulevard* *,£t thfppext?
the tab for other units,
table was; )i®dgariipargen^, This Wasn’t surprising ‘because,'. Bergen
particularly interested in
owns jiQt iOplyith.b reStaujraht but; ^he mfficbi bliildmg^ which surrounds
entertainment for troops in ?
*;v
the patib,: and Murray -pays rent space thebe.
and Hiller figures on being ’^1 e to
He thought I was trying to find out about his CBS television show,
provide them with at least half a which runs for three years, and no options, with a $300,000 payoff.
dozen units in the next few months, Actually I was an uncredited scout for Elsa Lanchester,, who, after Talent hasn’t been, definitely set performing at the Turnabout theatre for as long or longer than
yet, but will assemble in Pittts- Murray performed at El Capitan, is about to go out on a limb herself.
burgh end of this month and put
She is breaking loose from Hollywood to try the plush bistro circuit
on a break-in show at Syria Mosque and opens Oct. 4 at the Mount RoVal hotel. Montreal. After two
Oct. 1 before taking off?
weeks there, she goes to Boston* at the Copley Plaza* and by the end
of October will be at the Persian Room in the New York Hotel Plaza.
Though J seem- to be a mugg who is impervious to the ordinary
cautions of family mein, actually I’m a very conservative fellow, and
I dread to see troupers drop a good thing.
Murray was just the guy
to pump on a, subject of this sort. He got out on a limb in 1949 B.C.
Continued from page 2.
(before critics).
They cut off his limb as if it had been hit by ah
Everybody waited for the sickening thud. But there was
dians, is already busy with other A-bomb.
In addition, an NBC no thud.
activities.
Limbs, Horses, Schnorkels, Who’s Swapping?
spokesman expressed fear that any
.

Sennett completed the final
chapter of his book, “Hon’^ Step Newspaper is mapping an intensive
ay promotion campaign to plug the
on 'My Dreams,” for Doubled
column,
publication.
...
;
a
“Opportunities in Television”
preparing
is
magazine
Dance
the. Jo Ranson-Dick Pack collabo25th anniversary edition, called
as
rative
companion tome to their
Dancer
American
“25 Years of
“Opportunities in Radio,” will bet
,
a separate, special issue..
t
aggea.
_of£
the_nresses
enes
next month.
It’s
— BethHBrown-sold-^-s
“Escape to the Country” to United published by Vocational Guidance
instsllnteiit
Manuals.
Gilbert
Seldes
has
Features with the first
written the foreword.
scheduled to run Oct. 23.
In observance of H. L. MencAvon Press putting out a pocketbook edition Of Louis . Sobol s ken’s 70th birthday last week, the
Ameri- Enoch Pratt library of Baltimore
pieces in the N.Y. Journalspring.
acknowledged receipt of the writcan, skedded for next
St. er’s donation' of his collection of
With
formerly
Vunin,
Norman
ppfprsbure (Fla.) Times, now as- literary momentoes. Material had
aocUta ^editor of PoUx* .Ga^tte been tufhed oyer to the library
over a period of years.
mas, replacing Jeane Hoffmann.
H. Allen Smith has resumed
William A. Taylor, radio editor
his
and
Courier,
work on a novel, Which he put
Musical
the
of
wife, returned last week from a va- aside last year to write ‘‘People
Named Smith” (Doubleday is pubcation tour of Prance and Italy.
Pete Dailey opened California lishing the latter Oct. 5.) Novel,
on
mag
McCall’s
titled “The Trampas Walk,” conquarters for
Hollywood Boulevard, in the same cerns a cowboy film star. Double^
building as Look’s Hollywood of- day will publish it in 1951.

Mack

61

others- slated for subsequent
lication in the same mag.

pub-

‘One-Man Industry’
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Seemingly before going out on that limb Murray had cushioned
attempt to revise the show as origr
inally staged Would mar its pacing himself with a three-year contract to put “Blackout^” on television
and so might be objected to by the at $100,000 a year. Lucky Strike had an option on the* show, but
after the reviews broke, they dropped the option.
Anheuser Busch
sponsor.
Film industry execs, who flooded picked up from where Lucky struck out. They are now sporisoring
through
1951.
Mayer’s office yesterday With their
There’s another old saying that you shouldn’t swap horses in midobjections to the show and also
commendations on the COMPO stream, But if somebody wanted to swap your horse for a tractortruck
which had a schnorkel on it, permitting you to ride where
official’s prompt action, were particularly incensed that the skit horses would drown, why shouldn’t you pull a swap, even in midstream.
This was the sort of intelligence it made me happy to transmit from
should have been done by Martin
and Lewis; whd/as Hal Wallis (Par-, Murray to Lanchester. Few people remember her from such pictures
as
“Henry the VIII” and practically no one, barring her husband,
contractees,
make
also
amount)
their living out of the film biz. Oil Charles Laughton, remembers that she started out in showbusiness
as
beautiful comedienne in a little show in London, far away arid
a
the Coast, neither the Screen Actors Guild nor the Motion Picture long ago.
Patrons who think of her as a screwball character in pictures are
Industry Council would comment
because they had not seen the in for a delightful surprise when they see and hear her in nightthis winter.
clubs,
I caught a private preview at her home.
She
show. *MPIC indicated, however,
that it may take steps to reprimand worked with a scarf; a handful of props* and gave us more laughs
the cbmics after officials see the than we’ve had in years. Her material is culled from songs which she
Wallis has heard nothing; sang at the Turnabout. The cream of eight and one-half years. This
kine;
about the show but probably could puts her in conflict with Murray’s claim to the longest run in modern
do nothing, since he has no con- show biz. But I’m not going to resolve that one. Let the press
agents fight; it out. Murray’s men claim he did 3,844 performances,
trol of M&L’s outside activities.
hers claim she ran up 3 ,000 performances as a guest artist, at the
Claiming exhibs in N. Y. area
Turnabout. I’m impressed either way.
“outraged’ ’over the Martin’

.

-

Continued from page

1

world ) What he has accomplished of Tarzian’s faith in the medium at
here with the inauguration of his a time when, due to the Color TV
WTTV, the video counterpart of uncertainties and wrangling, pracliis WTTS 1,000-watt radio opera- tically everybody was withdrawing
tion, he is now ready to peddle to applications. Tarzian reversed the
other small towns seeking a place procedure and filed one. Today,
in the TV sun.
under the present channel allocaWhat Tarzian has to offer is a tion restrictions, he wouldn’t stand
.

Bloomington
his
will “package” 'a
TV station for $150,OOfi^-the exact
amount it cost him to bring video
lo Bloomington. (It includes transmitter, camera-—in fact, all the
components that will enable the
purchaser to go on the air.)

duplicate;

of

achievement!

about

That’s

amount

He

third

a

of

the

would ordinarily Cost,
because Tarzian and his staff of
engineers ( some carryovers from

his

it

RCA

regime,
selfothers
put everything together
themselves, With the single exception of purchasing a film projector,

trained),

Tfirzian’s “package” also includes
a pattern for small-town program-

ming— a pattern evolved in the 10
months the station has been on the
air, and which has already sparked
a 10,000-set sale within a 40-mile
radius that includes about 150,<)00
inhabitants. If it’s a college town,
like
Bloomington,
Tarzian will
show how collegiate dramatics
(such as Indiana U.); or collegiate
sports (again, as with Indiana U.

and the Big 10 basketball games,
which generate most of the TV
fever in this sector), or utilizing
student? to integrate TV into the.
campus academic pattern, can create a community fervor assuring
the station of instantaneous acceptance.
'Coining of Age*
Tarzian will show how, in less
than a year, small town TV can
Pay off in black ink—a “coming
of age”
will achieve in October, a month prior to its first anni,
when the completion of the Sta1

a chance.
It Was from his first boss, Atwater Kent, that Tarzian learned
the credo: “Anyone can invent or

design something—the idea

produce

it

at

a

profit,”

is

to

The oppor-

tunity to put it into practice didn’t
come until 1944. Prior to that he
spent some years as an engineer
with RCA, first as chief engineer
for RCA-Victor in South America,
and then, in 1940, coming to Bloomington to start a factory for the
manufacture of table-model radios.
The first year he turned out 1,400,000. (Same factory today is making
RCA table-model TV sets; the Only
plant in Bloomington with an annual payroll larger than the $2,000,000 Tarzian employment nut.
When the war broke out, Tarzian
became a top technical consultant
for the Navy in the manufacture
of proximity fuses. It was in 1944
that he decided to go out on his
own in preparation for the big post.

TV ascendancy. For his initial
excursion into the electronics manufacturing business, he designed a
television
tuber which grossed
$15,000 the first year; today he
cannot turn them out fast enough
to meet the demands of the major
set manufacturers.
Today, at 49, the ohe-man “Little
and TV cusRCA,” with his
tom-made station; his $150,000
“package” deal that will put you

war

AM

on the

air; his far-flung electronic
parts plants with its much broader
horizons as TV grows, lives "the
simple life With his wife and two
children in a small white-frame
house near; the Indiana U. campus,
tion’s microwave relay will permit allowing himself but a single luxupicking up
the
and ry—a new Cadillac.
ycPO-TV signals from Cincinnati
for live
network programming.

WTTV

WLW-TV

With, the added national biz, WTTV
v/iU be a profit-making operation.
Station presently is on the air
Continued from; page 2
five hours.* a day, via the <‘home
•ma.de”- programming and the kine many in the late fall for a repeat
circuit (it has contracts with ABC, performance.
.

CBS, NBC and DuMont), and with
microwave relay pickups it will
ex n d to eight hours daily.

t ^e

^he

only reason there’s a TV
st acion in Bloomington,
which is
es
Indianapolis and not
'v. hin range
of Indianapolis' lone
Video station (unless one has a
•pecially-built antenna) is because
-

Show Sponsors
Pittsburgh, Sept. 19
U. S. Army recently contacted Joe Hiller Agency about the
Alaska

When

k

possibility of sending, some shows
up to various bases in Alaska, at
same time stating no funds 'were

were
Lewis

.

With An Assist From Thomas Hardy?
Elsa’s material derives chiefly from the ballads of Forman Brown.
She took her pay chiefly from the rights to sing them exclusively
as long as she could sing.
She doesn’t think she can sing, but she
certainly can put over a song, and. as a matter of fact, whether she
thinks she can sing or not, in her judgment, she sings very well in mine.
Murray, of course, can’t sing at all, but who cares? He knows
bow to put. a show together and as an m.c. none can tori him. He is
a very happy person these days. He knows his business, and enjoys
working at it. He still goes around with a proo cigar, b
?
a’t
smoke it. He declares he got tired pf smoking. In fact why he
pulled out of El Capitan Was based on the same reasoning. He got
After two years of playing the same role he believes
tired of it.
that any actor must feel like a zombie.
Moreover, he was a tenant,
and he got tired of paying rent, too,
“If I had owned the house,” he said, “I might have 'held on like
a coupon-clipper, but I didn’t owri it, and the Owners* wouldn’t sell,
so I moved to New York and the critics kicked me out of the Ziegfeld
streetcorner basketball game to and upstairs into television!”
Watch video. When Martin saw
He is a mail of amazing meriiory, too. One day in his dressing
him nearing the theatre, he had room in Hollywood we got to talking about Ashton Stevens. Stevens
the b.o. cashier do a partial strip and G. J. Nathan have been his heroes for years. He asked me if I
to lure Lewis into buying a ticket. had ever read Ashton’s “Actorviews” or Nathan’s “After Ibsen?”
I
Also, each time Lewis mentioned told him I hadn’t and that moreover they (the books* not the critics)
Martin were out of print.
“television,”
word,
the
hopped him over the head.
“I have them at home somewhere. I’ll dig them out and give them
Production execs on the TV pro- to you,” he said.
gram, meanwhile, claimed they
A year later I ran into him playing golf, and again he reminded
could see nothing out of line in me that he was still hunting for those books.
When we met the
the sketch. They admitted ribbing other day, he handed them to me.
the film* biz but said it was nothMurray Moves; A Book Lover
ing more malicious than the Wash“You know I was an author once,” he said. “I Wrote a book called
ington’s Gridiron Club’s annual
I Was playing the Paramount in downtown L. A.
‘Foolin’ Around’.
ribbing of President Truman. In and my publisher thought it would be
a good tieiip if I went over to
addition, they pointed out that the
the May Co. department store and made a pitch for the book between
film industry has not been averse
shows. It was all arranged very nicely. They put my picture in the
to kidding video from time to timb.
paper, in the display advertising section, and announced I would autoThey noted that 20th-Fox’s “My graph books on a specified afternoon.
Blue Heaven” revolves around a
“They had a little auditorium. I was introduced, gave the bookpair of TV performers and burlovers a few gags, got a few laughs, and because the laughs seemed
lesques video’s version of the ping- to lack Volume
It was Only half-filled,
I began to count the house.
ing commercial.
but there was a little balcony, and up there sat one sweet old lady,
In his wire to the RCA and NBC I recognized her as my grandmother.
execs, Mayer declared: “This or“After my pitch I moved put to the book counter arid waited. Noganization (COMPO) / representing body came, even for autographed Copies, which I understand among
all branches of the motion picture eminent authors raise* the value of the book as much as 100%. I went
industry, strongly protests the at- back to the Paramount for my next show, chewed a sandwich of old
tack on our business contained in crow and sat awhile with my bitter thoughts about the book busiriess,
the Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis show There was a knock .o& the door. I said ‘Come iri.’ In came my dear
on NBC Sunday night. In depicting old grandmother, her eyes shining, a copy of mV book under her arm
the motion picture theatres as and exclaiming: T bought your book, Keri. Ip fact I was the first one
places shunned by the public* both to start the rush.'
the producers arid NBC have done
“The phone rang. It was the May Co. reporting in. ‘We sold one
serious damage to this industry. book,* the department manager said, with ari honesty that would have
We cannot believe that you, as re- crushed a weaker author.”
sponsible head of RCA* condone
That should have been bad news for me, but the fact was that even
such irresponsible attacks and we before my “Behind The Flying Saucers” went on sale, it had preask that you take steps immediately sold 12,000 copies, 2,500 to Macy’s alone, arid after one day officially
to see that this scene is not re- on sale in Los Angeles had climbed to No. 4 on the bestseller list.
peated on other stations.”
But I, too, think I have learned a lesson from Murray, and that is
People who insist qn
that authors should be read arid not heard.
Kansas City -- Blevins Davis, getting., it through their ears don’t, as a rule, want to get it again
president of Ballet Theatre and a through their eyes. In fact if the author is a very entertaining fellow,
board member of the American they’re almost sure to let it go at that, and if he is rather dull when
National Theatre & Academy,* will
thinking on hts feet, they are inclined to say, “What a dope!”
stage the pageant arid coronation
So that’s the main reason why the old Scully wag is resisting all
ceremony of the American Royal
famed saucers, to leap here,
Ball, to be held here Oct 13. He pleas to fly to New ^York on one* of his
thftt seemingly is a hit
is a resident of nearby Independ- \ there and everywhere, shilling for a property
performance, Independent
Theatre Owners Assn, president
Harry Brandt, in a telegram to
producer Wallis, asked the latter
to take whatever “disciplinary action” he deemed necessary to curb
the future activities of the comedy
team.
Martin as Manager
Skit in question had Martin as a
theatre manager. Admission scale
in the window had been marked
down from 80c to 60c and then 40c,
with Martin finally hanging, a sign
reading “Easy Credit Terms Arranged.” Lewis was depicted as a
teenager returning home from a

available for that purpose, Hiller ence,
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without his further
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or interference.
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CHATTER
trek to Toronto for Variety Club’s
London
awards dinner.
Martha Wright opened at the
Ella Fitzgerald highlighted the
for TV
“Nicht at the philharmonic” jam; Bagatelle Monday (18)
Tommy Bostock, for six years
session at National Guard Armory
Grade last
with Jack Hylton in charge of his
Sunday night,
Friday
position
Hal Chester and stars theatres, resigned to take

Broadway

colade ” mulling plans to adapt his
“The Precipice,” for Holly-

play,

wood.

joe Lilley laid up with a broken
Scottish Highland backgrounds ankle.
Van Heflin in Gotham
planned for new Ray Milland-Pat
appearances,
Florence Marly planed in from
Roc pic “White Heather,” now on Japan.
British percenter Lew
location in Devon*
planing in from London
•Cliff Reed sold his Bel-Air home
Producer
Donald Peers will top vaude at
( 22 ).
Nellie to Jo Staff brd.
Dan DUryea and Gale StormJiere
exec of the Glasgow Empire Oct. 2.
Drukker,
David
over
RI
took
at
badCo.
s
Buchanan &
Sol Lesser in town after five
for a day of p.a.
King
is Oct. 16.
Charles L. Tucker agency, off to Lutclier’s date
Artists’
vertising for the. Sherry-Nether- preem of United
abroad.
>*
?!
1J
New York; will stay with his mar- Cole Trio is due Sept. 25.highlight months
world ^tory.
land Hotel.
Mai
Boyd hospitalized with
Macs
Merry
to
The
,
,
Island,
kiq **Gv^ ried daughter on Long
a
from
returned
ailment.
kidney
Cesar Romero
Film star Patricia Dainton start- Christmas revue with Scot comic
°tour^*took time!
Ritz
laid up at home with
A1
European junket Saturday (16) on
appear- Jack Radcliffe at Empire, Glasgow,
x
gee Brian ing a three-week personal
virus infection,
the Britannic.
top Scottish vaude house.
Arlene
Dahl
shifted from Fa‘'World’s,
New Jack .Waller show “Sweet mous Artists to MCA.
Gone Autry .moves his
Championship Rodeo” into the
Innocent” to have world preem at
Bud Abbotts celebrated their
Garden Sept 27 for a 30 -day stand.
G 1 a s g o w Alhambra, Oct. 213. 32nd
wedding anniversary.
Samuel Schneider,
Jacques Jansen, French musical
Billy Wilder leaves Nov. 6 for a
the
St.
at
fouropens
and
a
Sherek
Henry
from
hack
comedy actor, will have lead.
Bi*os. veepee
tour of Europe.
three-month
Martin’s Sept. 25, replacing reweek business trip to Paris and
Eddie Fraser, radio .actor-proWilliam Holden planed to Housvival of “Rosmersholrn.”
London.
over
chores
as
taking
ducer,
the
AFL convention.
By Maxime de Beix
Jack Hylton is dickering 4yith British Broadcasting Co. variety ton for
Dusty Bruce, femme disk jockey
William F. Rodgers in from N. Y.
the Clark Bros., currently in Tom chief in Scotland from Howard M.
(33 Blvd. Montparnasse):
of Tucson, Ariz., in New York for
o gander new Metro product.
pic,
Lonin
Emile
Littler’s
and
appear
Arnpld
Louis Jouvet to
Lockhart, who has gone free-lance.
two weeks of guesting on radio
Cecil B. DeMille returned ’front
don Casino Show, to appear in his
“Cleramibart.”
and video.
COMPO huddles in Washington.
Dees back from forthcoming production of “Kiss
Gene
Van
The
to
back
Pickman
Milton
--Milt—Epstein - in -the—^Veterans*
Agent
Me-Kat o.”
-t- Buenos Aires
-Venice: tmd—Rome—
hospital at Sawtelle with heart ailthe Coast last nighTtTuesday) after
Elsa and Waldo finish in Jack
nightclubbing with
Maxwell
Elsa
pic
and
foreign
on
two Weeks east.,
"
Taylor and Tom Arnold’s BlackDunham Dancers ment.
Katherine
Mrs. and Jimmy Donahue.
story deals.
Edmund Grainger returned to
Boris Mdrros busy on the re- pool show “Coconut Grove” Sept. packing Casino theatre.
Nina Foch planed in from the
his RKO desk after four days out
picture.
for
Spain
and
They
to
Paris
go
16.
his Sacha! Guitry
Mexican singer Nestor Mesta with flu
Coast Monday (18) after winding lease of
The Peter Sisters may act as a month or six Weeks; sail for New Chayres on Mundo web sponsored
acting stint in Metro’s “An AmeriBill “Hopalong” Boyd in town
models in the October Paris fash- York Nov. 1.
by Ronsard-Ricibril.
_ ion
can in Paris;”
after six months with the Qole
Nigel Patrick to play the Naunshow.
reelected
Amadori
Luis
Cesar
Oscar Doob, Loew’s exec, and
Bros.
Circus;
Jane Martel, a newcomer, to ton Wayne role in Stanley French’s prexy of Academy of Motion Pichis wife touring Europe for three
Eugene O’Brien recovering from
Henri Bernstein’s “Vic- “Young Wives’ Tale,” the West
ture Arts and Sciences.
weeks on a vacation with, publisher appear in October.
a heart attack, after four blood
End hit which Associated British
tor” next
Si I. Newhouse,
Swift switched comedian: Au- transfusions.
The Lacy Kastners entertaining Pictures is to film at Elmstree
Metro opera tenor Jan Peerce
Pattie Moore and Ben Lessy to
gusta Codeca to Belgrano web
after
Paris
to
starting
23.
studios
Oct.
back
came
that
party
arrived from Paris, Saturday' (16).
convention.
Fred Fox upped to position of after nearly 10 years exclusively Cincinnati for two weeks at the
Peerce recently tfompleted his first Columbia’s London
network.
Beverly
Club.
on
Mundo
to
be
the
of
20th-Fox
director
Korene
managing
Vera
Actress
concert tour Of Israel.
Bernard Blair left for Nairobi
Jaime Lopez of Northern Exdirector to stage a play, Productions in England. He’s been
Otto Preminger commuting to first distaff
35th
celebrating
hibitors’
circuit
resume
to
his chores as Metro
the
with 20th since its inception 18
Gotham from Montreal,, where Marivaux’ “Les Sincers” at
years ago, and was formerly pro- year in film industry, with col- representative.
producing - directing “The Francaise*
he's
Coventry
giving
dinner
at
leagues
Rogers
leaves Nov. 7 on a
Roy
Liza Lapinere, wife of the RKO duction chief of the London comScarlet Pen” for 20th-Fox.
restaurant in TueUman city.
two-a-day tour of 27 towns, openan exhibit in Novem- pany.
Dan Duryea, who recently com- exec, to have
Crooner John Paris clippered to ing in Kansas City.
the Andre
Gigli starts his autumn English
pleted “A1 Jennings of Oklahoma” ber of her paintings at
Jarmila Novotna checked in at
tour Sept. 26. Opens in Edinburgh Rio Janeiro to look after recording
gallery.
for Columbia, arrived Sunday (17) Weill
there;
then goes to Metro to make her film bow in
interests
who
wife,
with
provincial
cities
Negulesco’s
other
to
fobJean
from the Coast for a short stay.
LonPeru
Lima,
and
eventually
to
“The
Great Caruso.”
of Dusty low, which include Glasgow, and
Walter Pidgeon arriving Sept. paints under the name
Tennessee Williams in town to
an exhibit at Blackpool. Expects to give at least don to purchase new recording
29 aboard the Queen Mary from Anderson, to have
take a gander at the filming of “A
three concerts at the Albert Hall, equipment
London, where he has been work- end of September,
Cinemactress Susana Freyre and Streetcar Named Desire.”
London.
ing in Metro’s “Calling Bulldog
her husband director Carlos Hugo
James Mason Using his own
Drummond.”
Christensen, back from Venezuela Bevhills home to shoot interiors
Barbara Stanwyck back from
before renewing film contracts in for his indie, “Del Palma.”
several weeks vacation in Europe,
By Helen McGill Tubbs
Mexico, where she already made
Kathryn Grayson to New OrleBy Les Rees
where she visited husband Robert
Anthony Mann here from
“La Loca de la Casa” with Pedro ans for civic ceremonies preeming
who is making “Quo wood as director of the third unit
Taylor,
Jim Keefe here ahead of “Lend Armendariz.
“The Toast of New Orleans.”
Vadis” in Rome for Metro.
an Ear.”
of. “Quo Vadis.”
George Jessel and Howard Keel
Bobby Clark, Senator Ford and
Edyth Bush Little Theatre offerBinnie Barnes left for London
narrowly escaped injury in a fiveHarry Hnrshfield will present to do a picture there.
ing “Skin of Our Teeth,”
car smashup near Redwood City.
scholarships they, donated to WinHoagy Carmichael underlined
Anthony Bartley, husband of
Luis Cesar Amadon in from
ners of the Eddie Miller auditions Deborah Kerr, back after making f 6 r Hotel
A movement for establishment Argentina as a guest of Hugo
Nicollet
Minnesota
at the Variety Club Friday (22).
of little theatres throughout the Fregonese and Faith Domergue.
Terrace.
shorts in London,
TV
David Niven, Elsa Maxwell and
begun at Bombay by
Phil Silvers plus Rita & Alan country
Agnes Moorhead off to Nice
Abel Green, editor of Variety,
Alfred Nightingale, general man- where she is working in the Errol Farrell into Hotel Nicollet Min- Socialist leader and writer Mrs. in town for the inauguration of
ager of the D'Oyly Carte Opera Flynn pic on location there.
Kamaladevi.
nesota Terrace.
Joe Schoenfeld as editor of Daily
in from Britain yesterday
Co.,
St. Paul J unior League sponsor“Pirates of Capri,” made-in-Italy
South Indian Film Chamber of Variety...
(Tues.) on the Queen Elizabeth;
film with Louis Hayward as star, ing “Skating Vanities of 1951” for Commerce submitted a memoranPat Buttram reported on the
Carol Edna Flaum to wed Robert opened at the Fiamma Sept. 10.
six nights at St. Paul Auditorium. dum to the Inquiry Committee re- mend,
accident
at
after
his
Cole Korwan at Fort Washington
Minneapolis Aquatennial, annual questing the government make a Pioneertown, and given a chance
John Kitzmiller, American colCollegiate Church, N. Y., Sept. 30. ored actor, finished his role in summer mardi gras, reported $1,uniform
of
adrecover.
tax
rate
on
to
17^6%
She’s the daughter of Joe Flaum, Italian co-op film, “Footlights of 653 deficit for this year’s festival.
Gloria De Haven planed to Las
missions;
associate of Miles Ingalls, talent Variety.”
Wayne King’s “John Loves
A move has been started to have Vegas to complete her engagement
agent
Italian actress Gina Lolobrigida Mary” small-town touring comthe issuance of censor certificates ait the Desert Inn, interrupted by
Golf
Club
Warner
Annual
signed up for Hollywood pix, and pany booked for Woman’s Club under
mother’s death.
A and U classifications herGeorge
Tournament slated for the West- has left Rome for her future as theatre here Sept. 22,
Sidney won first prize
First picture to be put
stopped.
chester /Country Club Oct. 6, 'With signments.
- Orpheum
RKO
gets its first
under A classification was the in a photography contest put on
Tom O’Sullivan, Warner InternaMagnani fighting with her Palace vaudeville unit of new Hindi-made
Anna
Stereo
Club, an amateur
the
by
film “Haste Ansu,
tional. Corp. auditpr, heading the
current production heads on film season week of Oct, 5. It’ll be
outfit headed by Harold Lloyd.
committee in charge of the event. “Red. Shirts,” being filmed at billed as an “Anniversary Show.” produced in Bombay.
Jean
Hersholt
will be principal
Ben Harriman, Who operated the Scalera Studios.
Pictures,
which will speaker at the Southern California
Jupiter
Engagement of Jane Pickens
wartime Aquarium cafe on Broadand Escourtiers date at Hotel transfer its studio personnel and Motion Picture Council’s annual
way, just opened a new version/
Radisson Flame Room, originally equipment to Madras from Coim luncheon at the Assistance League.
the Aquarium in the Somerset
scheduled for this week, has been batore late this year, has bluehotel, With Joe Marsala and Paul
printed three films for 1951 proset back a month.
By Hal Cohen
Martell’s bands, and Adele Girard
They will be trilingual
Pat O’Brien/ playing at Hotel duction,
Barcelona
Ruth Vernon, local dancer, Nicplet Minnesota Terrace, ap versions in Tamil, Teluga and
at the harp.
Actress Lizabeth Scott, embarks switching froom “Peep Show” to peared on Cedric Adams’ “Dinner Hindi.
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
on a six-day' tour of Pennsylvania “Guys and. Dolls.”
at the Adams” radio show, broad
An appeal has been made to the
Star Sarita Montiel back from
cities commencing, Oct. 16 in the
Puppeteer Syd Kroft joined cast from the Adams’ home.
central government to lift the bah Mexico where she had been for
role of “Queen of Pennsylvania “Stars N’ Skates” ice show at the
coin
imposed on banks advancing
several months.
Week.” Miss Scott will be accom- Ankara.
to producers; also to place film
Argentine
pic
star
Libertad
panied by Gov. James H. Duff
Johnny Kirby’s parents went to
production on state-aid-ta-indus- Lamarque in Spain briefly before
and Mike
Weiss, Paramount field- Hollywood for his opening in
"
film
producers
tries
list
can
ask
so
starting her European tour.
By Maxwell Sweeney
man.
“Little Boy Blue.”
Victor Sylvester orch pacted for government for financial help unItalian actor Rossano Brazzi here
Carousel’s Spotlight Room reder those rules.
to .work in “The Black Crown” with
opened with Dorothy Nesbitt after terpery dates here.
Financial
arrangements
are
curGigli set for celebrity^ concert
Maria Felix. Luis Saslavsky will
three-month shutdown.
rently underway for a new prodirect
Carl Betz back to Atlanta for at Theatre Royal, Dublin.
By Jerry Gaghan
Ruth Draper inked for two-week ducing unit to start operating in
Poet and legit author Jose M.
second straight season as leading
the outfit will
Madras.
Reported
season
Dublin
at
Gaiety
in
OctoMickey Shaughnessy will head man for Penthouse Theatre.
take over the old Vel Studios lot, Peman decorated with the cross of
the floor show lineup when PalumJack Geary and Bill Krot, sum- ber.
Alfonso X el Sabio, only awarded
Neil Kearns band set f6r winter presently owned by V. L. Narasu,
bo’s reopens 'Sept. 28.
mer opera company singers, signed
to top talent.
season in Aberdeen Hall at Dub- who also owns the Paragon in
Allan Franks, son of Joe Franks, for new tour of “Brigadoon.”
Film director La dislao Vadja reother
Madras
and
theatres.
treasurer of the Shubert theatre,
William Penn unshuttering Ter- lin’s Gresham Hotel.
Setting up soon of a central turned: from England to direct
Rita Haywortli and Aly Khan in
has been named treasurer for the race Room Sept. 28 with Carl
“Seventh
of
film
will
Page” at Peninsular
board
censors
not
on visit to their farm at Giltown,
Er
Brisspa an^
Sudy's Band.
eliminate regional boards at Bom- Films. Pic will star Rafael Duran,
County Kildare.
Norman Grants “Jazz at t/ e
bay,. Calcutta and Madras,
Local Alfredo Mayo and MurUja AsPhilharmonic” will kick off the seaDonagh
MacDonagh’s
p1ay
son at the Academy of Music, Sat“Happy as Larry” set for Helsing- films will be viewed by their re- querino.
spective censor boards and recomurday night 423),
...
fors, Finland' early in October.
Local disk jockeys are plugging
By' Margaret Gardner,
Christopher Casson, son of Dame mendations will be made to the
the records of the late Buddy:
Kenneth Spencer, at Nice’s Sybil Thorndyke, establishing an central board for final certificates.
Clark, with thfr idea of spurring Edouard ; VII Hotel while making acting school in Dublin with ex- Regional boards will consist of -a
By D. L. Grahame
police
commissioner,
royalty returns to his widow.
producers’
the French film, “Joyous Pilgrims.” Abbeyite Phyllis Ryan.
Burdette Wilson, topping; Astoria
The Del Rio Club, big northeast
rep, a member of the press and
Elsa Maxwell closed her Aurinitery, will
reopen under new beau villa before leaving for Paris,
three
members from the lay nitery floor show.
Jaime Menasce ready to start
ownership Set-up as the Club Or- on first iaj> of her return trip to
public.
chid, Sept. 25, with Hot Lips Page.
production of pix in English this
/'
S.
V-:
By Gordon Irving
The Latin Casino launched its U. Maurice
fall.
holding daily
Tommy Morgan signed contract
new season Monday night (18) with rehearsals Chevalier
John Wayne back to Hollywood
in his La Bocca villa
for pantomime at Gaiety, Leith.
a floor show headed by Zero Mos- in
after
preparation for his Paris apAnthony Farrell, producer for here. Republic producing chores
tel. Kay. Armen and
Copsey & pearance Sept. 22
Yvonne
'Arnaud
skedded
for
at the Variety
“Texas, Li’i Darliii\” in town for
.•'Ayres.';.
Radio toppers Pedro Vargas and
London show, “Travellers’ Joy;”
opening. Sept. 26.
The Pen and Pencil Club, news- theatre.
Sofia Alvarez to San Antonio, Tex.
Anatole de Grunwald filming
In an attempt to bolster sagging
People’s Institute theatre, legit for air
papenheri’s; organization, staged a
bookings.
Janies Bridie’s “Flesh and Blood.”
house of 30 years ago, is being
party in honor of the cast of “Kiss days of the season, Syndicate InLos Churumbeles, Spanish folk“Sales Talk,” new Scot radio
Me, Kate” (14). Nat Burns, of the itiative (Chamber of Commerce) of series, will star English comedian razed to make’ way for superhigh- song chorus> clicking at Hotel Del
Caiines
earmarked
a
million
francs
way..
company, and radio commentator
Prado’s Versailles nitery.
Freddie Sales,
Contralto Audrey Guard in town
Powers Gouraud emceed the affair. ($3,000) for a four-day aid splash in
Jesus Grovas, chief of CinemaDelta Rhythm Boys shared tap
French, English and American
for filmings at the Wilding Studios. tografica Grovas,
back from Europe
spot at Glasgow Empire with Britnewspapers.
Raoul Kraushaar here from the with Mexico rights to 17 Italian
ish
orch,
The
Squadronaires.
After four Weeks Of shooting, the
Coast to do music, and Don Woods and four Spanish films,
Perth theatre celebrating its 50th for acting
unit on the Errol Flynn-Michelirte
chores.
Gabriel Alarcon, biggie provinBy Florence S. Lowe
Prelie starrer, “The Bloodline,” anni with production of Terence
William K. Hollander, press cial chain operator, and Luis
.Western star Tex Ritter .at, left Nice for Paris. After a month Rattigan’s “Love in Idleness,”
chief of Balaban and Katz, has; Castro, film circuit operator here,
Uline’s Arena past week with his of filming there, this troupe reJack Buchanan due in Glasgow been appointed prexy of the Cere- have
joined forces. Alarcon also
cowboy revue.
turns to do location shots at Ville- /for Alan Melville comedy “Castle bral Palsy Assn, of
_
,
Illinois. John bought in. heavily in the pic profilm tapper Tranche.
Pic formerly was called in the Air,” with Irene Manning! Balaban, B&K head,
takes
over
ducing
as
company,
Producciones
Nathan Golden back home after his “The Bargain.”
Emlyn Williams, here in “Ac- chairman of the board.
|
Raul de Anda, S. A,
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Hollywood, Sept,

Van

Hollywood, Sept. 20.
Heflin as Mercutio
Everybody seems to have the
Havilland ‘Juliet’
In
tough
over
how
out
crying towel
It’s going.to .be to pay writers to
Van Heflin is reportedly set for
turn out the bigcime TV full-houij the role of Mercutio in the Olivia
variety shows.
de Havilland revival of “Romeo
These TV shows with writer- and Juliet,” to he presented by
budgets of $5,000 would seem to Dwight Deere Wiman. Film actor,

De

.

once a month. Thus, the writers
5G not weekly but monthly,
netting themselves, in many cases,
less than, they could make in radio
in a week.
This represents quite
a cut.

There’s no question that the
very. heart .of .bigtime TV is going
to be the material the writers supply.
How, then, are the networks
putting together blocks of star
shows and series of personality
shows going to service these stars
and personalities with written matter equal in candlepower to the
name of the performers?
.

The networks should start thinkaway from a few writers designated fof and paid by each show,
ing

and start thinking toward a writerpool from which all shows draw
material; an editor-in-chief at the
top of this pool directing the various editors who service each show.
This means that a lot of young
writers can get a chance to do a
lot of work at relatively low salaries; a lot of junior writers, one
step up the
ladder from the
bright-eyed novices, can get steady
employment at pay that’s as good
or maybe a little better than
they’re used to getting; and the
top writers in the business become
editors at a fixed yearly salary.
In offering this suggestion I am
Ignoring, of course, the fact that
many of the top performers have
their own writers under regular
salary. These writers could
be expected to swell the pool of mate-

UN

(Continued on page 54)

First

Sen. Wiley Uses Pix

similar

S.

foreign policy

growing out of Communist aggression. It is composed mainly of clips
borrowed from Signal Corps and
other Government units.

Met Set

9

Washington, Sept. 26.

I

‘Angel’ in Distress

‘

Symph Charge Account
,

II.

Channels” tome, has a local repreGene Hagberg, emJ. C. Chambers & Asso-

sentative,

ployed by

ciates, industrial consultants.

resentative.

ABC

Queried in N. Y.,
secretary-treasurer Theodore C. Kirkpatrick, key figure in the organization, said “there’s a distinct possibility” the group will publish a
book on the film indtistry similar
to what “Channels” did on the
radio-video industry.
He added
that at the time “Channels” was
published, he .and his associates
were determined to publish simi-

for Big

Deficit Indicated
By ARTHUR BRONSON

(Continued on page 63)

The N. Y. Metropolitan Opera
Assn.— taking on new steam and
style with a jiew management and Canzoneri Sues
new production— enters its 66th
season Nov. 6 with high hopes and
beclouded finances. Announcement
Monday (25) by the new general
manager, Rudolf Bing, of the forth-

NBC For

250G on

Fight Pix Use
Tony Canzoneri last
week became the second former
Ex-fighter

to file an infringement suit
NBC over its Friday night
(TV) film series, “Greatest Fights
The onetime
of the Century.”
and
lightweight
featherweight,
junior weltherweight champ, in an
action brought in N, Y. federal
court, wants $250,000 from the net
for telecasting clips of himself at
various times without his consent.
Several months ago ex-heavyweight champ Jack Sharkey filed a
similar damage suit against the
web.

coming season’s repertoire, points boxer
j

to a provocative season while indicating possible rough financial goWhere last season’s Met defiing.
cit was about $325,000 (as against a
1948-49 drop of $172,353 and a
1947-48 loss of $233,357), this season's deficit looms larger. William
Manrice, Met official, testifying in

the Senate Finance
Committee, estimated that the Met
would run $415,000 in the red in
’50-’51.
The developments since
(Continued on page 54)

July
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|

|
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before

Under a new plan, audiences for
the National Symphony Orchestra
concerts will be able to buy tickets
on a charge account similar to any
department store purchase. In fact,
the Hecht department store in
Washington is cooperating with the
symph in setting up the “charge it”
operation.
Hecht volunteered to handle the
concert charge accounts on a nonprofit basis to stimulate support for
the symph organization.
Charge
account jservice will be available to
patrons wanting to buy the entire
season of 26 concerts.

NBC’s

“angeling”

of

the

I

against

CAPITOL THEATRE
NEW YORK

Merman “Call Me
Madam” Broadway musical is

Ethel

proving to be a headache to
the web in more ways than
one.

The network

finds itself in
ticklish predicament with
clients who are besieging the
web brass for tickets. Apparently this was one facet of

a

“angeling” a show that NBC
No arhadn’t anticipated.

rangement had been made

to
lay aside a block of NBC
tickets nightly, and with the
reported $1,000,000 in advance
orders, it’s now too late to do

anything about

NBC

it.

distressed about the
whole thing. More important,
so are the clients.
is

PRESENTS

The Hour
All Girl

Hag-

berg didn’t deny connection with
the “Red Channels” group but insisted he’s merely circulation rep-

i

applies.”

'

.

with crises in U.

Amendment

the Supreme Court decides j
take the case, the hearing would
not be for several monthj.
If

In Reelection Drive

and

.

obviously on in Holly-

American Business Consultants,
Inc., of N. Y., publishers of Counterattack Newsletter and the “Red

is

—

.

The
22-minute
short,
titled
^America at Crisis,” deals mainly

War

Of Free Speech

ket for grabs.

is

pointed
questions,
particularly
with emphasis on key participants
in Hollywood strikes during World

UN

So far it seems no one has
thought beyond the obvious radioplan of having a corps of
writers for each show, so I’m
throwing a plan into the open mar-

clubs

Probe

*

rapidly becoming an
important figure. .Available at all
times to writers and studios who
have ideas to develop,
representative Mogens Skot-Hansen has,
in a* comparatively short time, created a tremendous interest in world
affairs on the part of the industry
as a whole.
Neither Skot-Hansen nor the stuWashington, Sept. 26:
dios is interested at the moment, in
The Atlanta film censors told the an all-out propaganda pitch for the
Supreme Court last week that mo- success of the UN and .world cotion pictures are primarily enteroperation. Well-versed in the pictainment And therefore have no ture business, Skot-Hansen, who
special rights under the
First
scripted the prize - winning “Day
Amendment guarantees of free of Wrath,” is helping "direct filmspeech. Atlanta censors filed a brief land’s influence
into steadier chanin reply to the one urging that the nels
the realization that the UN
High Court listen to an appeal is now an integral part of our
from the refusal of Atlanta to everyday life, and that support of
permit the film, “Lost Boundaries,” its aims and ideals requires no exto play that city.
cessive out-of-the-ordinary activity.
The 5th circuit court of appeals
The job being done here for the
has already upheld the right ,of
is part of the overall effort of
the Atlanta censors to bar a film, the Department of Public Informaand the RD-DR Corp., producers tion of the World Organization.
of the pic, are asking the U. S.
Work, under the Films and Visual
High Court to reverse* this ruling. Information Division, is concerned
Case is another test of whether with the production, stimulation
motion pictures come under the and distribution
of informational
protection of the First Amendment, films.
a point which the industry has
Production up to now has been
sought to establish for years. The concentrated in
other countries,
film’s producers claimed in their
the films involved having been
petition that the issue “is probably
chiefly of a documentary nature
the most important and compre(Continued on page 63)
hensive question which remains in
respect of the field in which the

like

26.

«

Draw

—

Hollywood

—

churches,
groups.

-

Evangelist’s

wood as to what filmites may be
Hollywood, Sept. 26.
Outstrips Pic B.O. members of organizations tabbed
At a mature, respectable age, the
Minneapolis, Sept. 26.
motion picture indtistry has decid“subversive” by the Justice DeFilm houses throughout this. area
ed to assume a position of greater
partment.
A number of people
responsibility in the world com- are getting terrific, opposition from
in the industry have been asked
source, a 19-day revival

—

.

Washington, Sept. 26.
Sena tor Alexander Wiley (B.,
*ixn
Wis.) is one solon who believes
in the political power Of films. Wiley, a friend of the industry,
has
turned to pix to help him in his
reelection fight this year. He has
produced a 16m sound documentary which he will screen
on his
campaign tour this fall and also
pas other prints which he will lend

By MIKE KAPLAN

munity.
Holly woodUs increasing- a new
Billy
evangelist
by
ly recognizing that a world organ- campaign
who recently arrived from the ization exists and tliat motion pic- Graham, spellbinder of- the Billy
receivCampaign,
school.
Sunday
Coast, is expected to sign a con- tures constitute the most effective
tract for the part sometime this method of making that organiza- ing big publicity daily in the newsweek.
tion the
United '"Nations more papers, is attracting crowds as
Douglas Watson will play Romeo familiar to the peoples of the large as 22,000, filling the Auditorium to capacity and overflowing
in the Shakespeare production, to world.
be staged by Peter Glenville, with
Hollywood’s awakening interest every night.
The Star stated in. one of its
scenery and costumes by Oliver in world affairs is by no means uniMessel.
lateral. The UN has sent a repre- stories: “Revival fire has been rePerhaps
sentative to the film capital, and kindled in Minneapolis.
generation has it
in
a
in a town where protocol formerly never
meant who sat next to Louella burned so brightly here.”
Parsons, the UN yfi ambassador to

offer plenty of loot until it’s realized that they will only be done

to

CENTS

Answe

By CARROLL CARROLL
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Orchestra and Choir
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Under the Direction of
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OUR LADY OF FATIMA
(RCA VICTOR RECORD #20-3920)
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THIS WEEK’S FOOTBALL
MARTY GLICKMAN

By
(WMGM,
Washington, Sept.

end Paramount Ntwtrool Commentator)

Y.,

COLLEGE

26.

What Sergio Pugliese can’t understand is why so many of the
Americans he met in Europe pooh-

*

Foremost Pic Fan
The
goer

poohed the quality of this coun-

may be Judge Samuel

Cornell-Lafayette

programming. He says
he has seen nothing in Europe to
compare with our standards.
Pugliese, who left Washington

work.

~

., ...

.

.

.

.......
is solid.
.

..Cornell

.

,

.

,

.

.

•

.... #

........

Y

,

..

.

14

.

,

...

.

Mahoney

.. ..........

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

13

.

.

.

.

.

as he 'blew' onto the

j

.

.

.

.

13-

'*

;

.

;

7

’

Will

Will

.

:

Penn

...

.

.

ly Sporting.

SETUP IN HOLLYWOOD

:

.

At Palladium, London, The WeekReview, said—
Mahoney.; As Great As Ever
“A tremendous ovation greeted

today

.

.

v

Penn has a big rebuilding job.
Temple-Syracuse
Syracuse ....
. v
,
.
Syracuse .surprised with rout of Ru tgers l ast week
Tulane-AIabama ............
Alabama
Crimson Tide is rising again.
Duke-Pittsburgh
... ^ . . . .... Duke
Blue Devils favored for southern title.
Florida-Duquesne ...
Duquesne
Villanova found Iron Dukes* surprisingly strong last week.
Georgia Tech-So. Carolina
...
Ga. Tech .........
Engineers fast and tricky.

_

WILL MAHONEY

•

.

;

Petnisylvania-Virginia

THE INIMITABLE

(26) for New York, is visiting America as a guest of the State
Dept, under the Leaders* Exchange
program. He, is now director of
all
drama over Radio Italiana
(RAI), the government network

.

.

tPoints
28

,

•

:

....

.

.

.

level of its

Selection

Big Red has too much power.
Dartmouth-Holy Cross.
...... .Dartmouth ... ....
7
Johnny Clayton of Dartmouth one of the country’s best T-quarters.
Penn State-Georgetown
.Penn State.-.
13
State always tough at home.
t
.'.
'.Navy
Navy-Maryland
... .....
V
6
Maryland disappointed against Georgia.

White House tenure:
to
confessed
Rosenman
friends this week that whenever he can sneak an afternoon off he attends two or
three films, one right after the
•other. He says he finds it the
best Way to relax from hard

admits frankly, he has been completely bowled over not only by
the technical excellence of American video but also by the high

.

.Army

.

Kaydets As strong as ever,.
Yale
Yale-Brown ......
Brown has new coaching setup. Yale

nation’s foremost film-

chief
adviser to President
Roosevelt during most ,of his

TV

goes on the ether next
year, arrived in the U. S. last week
for two months’ study of American
programs and technique. And, he
it

Games

Army-Colgate

Rosemnan, New York attorney
and former jurist, who was

try’s television shows.
Pugliese', who has been, named
network
to head the Italian

when

N.

,

.

13

6

13
London, Sept. 26.
stage like a waft of welcome
of
the outstanding
Cecil Tennant, managing direc- breeze. .one
...
Kentucky
.....
14
monopoly, and is also a well- tor of Laurence Olivier Produc- variety acts.'. .he .has returned as Kentucky-Mississippi
Wildcats slated to be one of nation’s best.
Workknown playwright and screen tions, planes to U. S. Oct. 14 for fresh, as lively, as clever and
”
Mississippi State-Tennessee
Tennessee
...... ....
.
7
Pugliese’s itin- huddles with Johnny Hyde of Wil- ing as hard as ever
scripter in Italy.
Green..
(Continued next Week).
General Neyland’s Volunteers loaded.
erary will include stops in Chi- liam Morris agency on far-reachRepresented by
Texas-Purdue
Texas
. 14
...
cago,
Los Angeles, Cincinnati, ing production collaboration with
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
Longhorns have best squad in southwest.
Syracuse, St. Louis and one or two one of the major Hollywood firms.
Rice-Santa Clara.
....... .Rice
........ 20
other spots.
He will spend a few days in N. Y.,
Broncos lost too much from last year’s fine team.
“Although I have, been in, the getting to the Coast Oct; 19.
VanderbiltAuburn
.. ......
.Van
.............
7
Radio-TV
Industry
United States only a few days,’’ he
Deal, if concluded, will involve
Tough pick!
told Variety, “I have been compersonal
service
contracts with
Colorado-Kansas
State
.....
.Kansas
.
State.
.
pletely overwhelmed by the proAs Ticket Salesmen
Olivier and Vivien Leigh* with each
Colorado is subpar.
duction techniques in your shows.
Oklahoma-Boston College .'.
Oklahoma
14
. ........
They were produced without flaws. to star in possibly two pix annually plus other films with other
For N.Y. Polio Benefit
Wilkinson’s 2nd stringers pretty good.
I was impressed by the careful
stars that Olivier would produce
Missouri-Clemson
...
Missouri
14
New York’s radio and television
preparation and rehearsal of your
Don Faurot’s Tigers always topnotch.
industry is cooperating this week
productions which come over the and/or direct;
Nebraska-Indiana
Indiana
0
Understood
types
of
are
two
deals
in a special 'show slated for next
air without fumbling.
Hoosiers a question mark.
“Surprising also is the profes- under discussion. One would be Wednesday (3) at the Broadway
North
western-Iowa
State.
Northwestern
...........
20
outright
purchase
of
assets
of
Paramount for the Sister Kenny
sional handling of news on teleWildcats have fine running backs.
vision by the commentators.
You Olivier Productions, which includes Foundation. Special stage show,'
Wisconsin ....
.21
have a wealth of talent in the U.S., operation of St. James theatre featuring som^of the top network Wisconsln-Marquette ..........
Badgers, surprise last year, could be champions this year.
commentators, actors and. others. here, along with legit production personalities, has been lined up,
Michigan-Michigan
State.
...
...
Michigan
State
...
.
7
interests.
Second
would
be
a
buytogether with a world preem
It will be hard to find enough of
Upset! Biggie Munn has worked a long time for this one.
them in Italy Not all American in to Olivier company by American of Paramount’s “Union Station.’’
Notre
Dame-No.
Carolina,
Notre
Dame.
......
20
..
major
film
company
Olivier
with
Webs
and
indie stations, which
shows, of course, could bie used in
Never pick against the Yankees and the Irish.
Italy because of the differences of to receive a block of stock plus have been plugging the event on
Ohio State-SMU
SMU.
Y
the_air throughout the. last week,
h umor jand so forth. B ut in any considerable cash consideration.
Game of the week. Kyle Rote the hero.
are selling tickets scaled at $5
American television productions "With either deaTtKere would
TCU
13
separate contracts for personal for the balcony, $10 for the or-, Oklahoma A&M-Texas Christian
would be fine for us.
Aggies moving again, but not this fast
“One thing I have been im- services of Miss Leigh as an actress chestra and $25 for a special re- Oregon-California
California
20
pressed
by
the
overwhelming and Olivier as actor-producer-di- served section in the mezzanine.
Golden
Bears better in every department.
amount of labor and effort which rector.
Stage show, which is to be pro- USC-Iowa
....
USC
14
will be necessary to start the ItalOutright buy deal would natural- duced by Robert M. Weitman, theTrojans one of the Coast’s best.
ian television network.”
ly involve residual interests Oli- atre’s managing director, will spotashington-M innesota
... Washington . ;
...... ,
6
Because Italian Video will be vier Productions holds in “Henry light Frank Sinatra, Marguerite
Upset! Golden Gophers lack speed.
Strapped for funds, programming V,” “Hamlet,” and other projects. Piazza, Bert Parks, Ken Murray,
UCLA- Washington State
UCLA .... ........... 7
will be on the simple side and
Robert Merrill, the First Piano
Uclans slick and speedy.
Pugliese wants to see how the loQuartet, Imogene Coca, Jack Car- Stanford-San FranciSco
...
Stanford
27
cal stations handle this.
He vister, Mindy Carson, Eddie Cantor
Stanford once again among the best in the country,
U.S. Okays Davis
ited the stations in Washington
and Sid. Caesar. In addition, the
and also talked wiyi FCC ComPROFESSIONAL
Miami, Sept. 26.
regular Par stageshow, topped Joy
missioner Paul Walker, who gave
Stalled for “investigation,” Garry Tony Pastor’s Orch, will be pre- Green Bay-Chicago Bears.
.... .Bears
14
(Continued on page 63)
Packers under new coaching and management.
(World* Citizen) Davis, was finally sented, along with William Holden
admitted to the U. S. by an immi- and Nancy Olson, co-stars of the San Francisco-Los Angeles
......... ,L. A.
7
Rams have better running backs.
gration board of inquiry here, film. Industryites are selling tickwhich gave him the okay to return ets in advance in the lobby of the Cleveland-N. Y. Giants ...
.Cleveland
14
BIBERMAN,
Browns have already proven their power.
as a
permanent resident from Paramount and the RCA building,
Washington-PIttsburgh ......
Haiti.
During the questioning by N.Y.Washington
IQ
APPLYING
*
Sammy Baugh and Harry Gilmer toss for TDs.
the board and the press, Davis inChicago Cardinals-Baltimore Colts
sisted that if he had to choose a
Cardinals ....... ^
Washington,. Sqpt, 26.
. *
*
... 14
Cards must bounce back after Eagle slaughter.
Herbert Biberman and Edward country, the U. S, would be it.
IN N, Y, Yanks-Detroit Lions.
Yanks
Dmytryk, two of the group of Hoi
7
Haitian officials had Jheld up his
Hard ball game. Yanks more versatile.
lywood’s “Unfriendly 10,” sen- okay to stay there until intervenENTERPRISES
tenced to federal prison terms for tion by the American consulate.
contempt
of
Congress,
today
Hollywood, Sept. 26.
Coast Friars Club Gets
(Tues. ) applied for parole to the
NBC is now a partner with Bob
PLAINTIFFS
IN
Dept, of Justice, Sentenced to six
in Hope Enterprises, Inc. Net
Hope
Champagne (Room)
months, they have served about
bought fourth interest in the enterWashington, Sept, 26.
Hollywood, Sept. 26.
COAST
PIRACY
SUITS
three months of their terms.
Tax returns of 4,892 corporations prise, and papers are being drawn
Friars Club of California moves
Meanwhile, / drian Scott, one of
Hollywood, Sept. 26.
for signature. Amount of the trans- into' new quarters Sunday ( 1
the
)
the other eight, all of whom, got engaged in various branches of the
The book was closed last week
action was not disclosed.
motion
Champagne
picture
industry
in
1947
Room of Mocambo,
a one-year sentence, appeared yesAttorneys for Hope and NBC after six years at the original lo- on two suits, long pending in the
terday
(Mon.), before. Federal showed gross receipts of $2,073,Judge Edward Curran to plead he 199,000 for the year. Of these, have been working on the stock cation, the former Clover Club courts, with the defendants phying
was too ill to. go to jail. Judge Cur- 3,419 firms ran in the black with transfer for the past few months, on Sunset Strip. Champagne Room off on judgments agaihst them.
ran ordered him examined by doc- a net of $289,715,000 bn a business and, according to Joseph McCon- has been run by Mocamboss Charnell, NBC prexy, all the complex jlie Morrison strictly as a restau- CBS made out a check for $44,390
tors, who are to report back to of $1,926,367,000.
rant."
to Jack Stanley, fadin' wHtW-packThe other corporations (except details have been ironed out.
the court tomorrow (Wed,). Judge
Barbershop: and steam room will ager, and RKO
Curran will then determine wheth- for 290 inactive ones) grossed
Hope, was reported recently ais
wrote off $32,864
be
installed
the
in
new
quarters.
er sentence will begin immediately $146,832,000 and lost a total of having bought a large block of NBC
for losing an action brought by.
or will be postponed,
$14,636,000.
stock after signing a five-year con- Former Friars Club, on which the Samuel Golding and Norbert Faulktract calling for his exclusive serv- organization had spent some $300,- ner, playwrights.
ices in radio and television. That 000 in improvements, decorating
Stanley sued back fn 1947 for
9/27
would make each a partner in the and upkeep, proved to be too big, .appropriation of his idea, which
other’s corporation.
was aired on CBS as “Hollywood
RKO, it was charged
2
Lecture Courses Preview.”
by Golding and Faulkner, based
Enclosed find check for $
New
York University this week the picture, “Ghost Ship,” on their
Truman Sips Tax Bill
a
starts jtwo hew 15-lecture courses stage
play, “Man and His Shadow.”
Please send VARIETY for
Washington, Sept. 26,
yg rs
on applications of the law to show Both cases were
appealed to the
Alexander highest courts in the state. Harold
President Truman affixed his business and writing.
To ...........
Hancock the past weekend to the Lindey is giving the lectures on Fendler was the winning attorney
(Please Print Name)
hew tax bill which is expected to “Literary Property and the Law,” in both actions*
yield about $4,503,000,000 additiori- and David M, Solinger is presentStreet • . • • .
• • . •
* . ... . • • . . .
al each year. Measure ups personal ing “Advertising, Television, Radio
and corporate income rates and also and the Law.”
]ity. ........ . ; . ....
Zone. ... State. . . . . . .
Chevalier Paris Sock
places a 10% manufacturers’ excise
Both courses are at NYU’s Washon television receivers, effective ington Square headquarters. Fees
Paris, Sept. 26.
Nov. 1.
are $35.
Maurice Chevalier looms as a
It is entirely different from the
Regular Subscription Rates
socko attrition at his one-man.
bill of earlier in the year, which
One Year—$10.00
Two Years—$18.00
Clayton Left $10,000
concert at the Theatre Varietes,
would have reduced the wartime
Hollywood,
Sept.
26.
excises, including the 20% on adParis.
Indications are that ChevaCanada and Foreign—$1 Additional per Year
missions and 20% bn nitery chec/
Estate of approximately .$10,000 lier will run at this house for six
Immediately after the November was left to his widow by Lou ClayIliC.
elections, Congress will start work ton, it was disclosed when will was months.
^
154 West 46th Street
Chevalier is working under the
on another tax bill to restore the filed in probate court under his
N.w York 19. N. V.
excess profits levy on corporations. legal name* Louis Finkelstein.
auspices of producer Jules jiorkoiw
|
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While United Artists* new manits efforts, to
a gement continues
production
line up operating' and

f

Twentieth-Fox production veepee
pix
prob- Darryl F. Zanuck, after several defrom days, is finally scheduled to arrive
from Europe toda y (Wed).
In
domestie-rentals-theJKeek_hefDre_'
-sank Europe for seven weeks on a comlast—latest report available—
bined
business-vacation trip, he'll
in many
to $244,000, its lowest
detail his reactions to film biz and
.
.
months.
U. S. production overseas to the
Figure represents a heavy loss press
this afternoon, before returnweekly operto the company. It's
to be ap- ing to the Coast tomorrow.
ating cost is believed
in
share
Its
Zanuck
was originally due back
$80,000.
proximately
fees on 10 days ago, but. postponed his dethe form of distribution
about
be
parture
from
would
Europe in order to
rentals$244,000 in
operat- watch the cameras start rolling on
$67,000. That means a net
“Legion
the
Damned,” Which
of
$13,000.
ing loss of
UA had been losing up to about Anatol Litvak is producing for 20th
stanzas.
'in
previous
Germany.
in
weekly
$ 10,000

income - producing

currently is heightening its
income
lem. Distrib’s gross

-

.

.

income at the moment
coming from only two pictures,
Stanley Kramer’s “The Men” and
Its principal

.is

Danziger Bros.’ “So Young, So
Other product has: been
Bad.”
;

scheduled during September were
the Britishrmade “If This Be Sin”
and the reissue of Charles Chap-

Back From

Europe Prod. Deals;

To Provide U.

S. Talent

David O. Selznick arrived in New
York Monday (25) frpm three
weeks of setting up co-production
He expects to
deals in Europe.
announce shortly about eight to* 10
pix to be made by four or five
various
producers, in
different
countries.

year.

.

Selznick visited London, Rome,
Frankfurt, Venice, Paris and Stockholm during the three weeks he
was abroad. He is understood to
have deals for six pix with four
producers all set up, but is awaiting inking of several other pacts
to make announcement of the entire program at one time.
He hopes to get some of the films
into work almost immediately and
to have all of them before the cameras by the end of the next 12

months. In each case Selznick will
provide American players for the
production and carry the dollar
cost in return for certain distribu-

Gene Autry, whose Columbiareleased
oatuners
beenhave
threatened with a boycott by indie.. exhibitors because he is now
making new films for television,
declared this week that the exhibs
are being “prejudiced and very,
unfair.”
He charged, moreover,
that most exhibs have failed to
take advantage of his popularity
by exploiting his films and thus
cashing in on them “as I have
cashed

:

men and
that 60%

in

New York

for

%

the

opening of his rodeo at Madison
Garden, N. Y., tonight
(Wed.), is mulling the advisability
of attending the National Allied
Motion picture stocks resisted
next the downward trend in strong fashin
Pittsburgh
convention
Week, tp explain his Reasoning .to ion .When the stock market sold off
the indie exhibs in person. "If I sharply yesterday ( Tues. ) Favorgo, though,” he said, “it won’t be able war news from the Korean
to defend, myself, because I have fighting front started the selling in
nothing to defend. I’m already on mainy shares, but film issues held
(Continued on page 24)
firm or edged fractionally lower.
United Paramount Theatres was
unchanged near its recent high,
while Paramount was down only
Ferrer on Final Lap Of
25c. Loew’s and RKO only lost an
eighth, former being near the
year’s high. Twentieth-Fox also was
’Cyrano’ Dept. Store
close to its 195C peak; while Tech( Continued on page 18)
Tour; 45G Outlay Seen
.

.

his first selection within "10
following court-directed appraisal of the properties. This was
completed last Wednesday (20) by
court appointee Louis B. Altreuter, who set a valuation of $5,295,-

make
days

Hughes-Brandt Deal

Action on Both Coasts
000 on the eight theatres and one
operating agreement involved.
/
Meetings on both Coasts and the
Breakdown on the valuations of steady stream of transcoritinental
the properties was given by Alt- telephone conversations continued
reuter, as follows; Proctor, Newark, through yesterday (Tues.) on Har$850,000, arid the Proctor operating ry Brandt’s efforts to acquire the
agreement, $900,000; leasehold of RKO circuit. Brandt is awaiting a
the Ward, Bronx, $40,000; Midway, letter from Howard Hughes conForest Hills, N. Y., $1,250,000; Cas- firming acceptance of a revise_d
tle Hill, Bronx, $750,000; Pelham, bid for transfer of control of the
Bronx, $625,000; Pilgrim, Bronx, chain from Hughes tp Brandt’s
$180,000; Iriterboro, Bronx, $225, vl Trans-Lux syndicate.
(Continued on page 17)
As Of late in the day there were

RODGERS BACK TO

N; Y.
Metro sales veepee William F.
Rodgers returns to N. Y. Friday
(29) from the Coast, where he’s
spent the last several Weeks viewing new product and huddling
with studio execs.
He leaves Sunday (1) for the National. Allied convention in Pittsburgh.

no new obstacles in the path of
closing the deal, apparently, but the
(Continued on page 22)

Trade Mark Registered

FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN

be

cities

in

Blumberg's

key. community
November. It served, by the various stores were
swing flown in to hear: the 70-minute lec. first
ture held in department store audiLecture listeners were
toriums.
brought in from a total of 36 cities'.

around, the S. A. market and follows his and Daff’s recent junket
through Europe in which they tub-

thumped
product.

company’s

forthcoming

.

Havis is due in N. Y. from London at the end of next month and
is expected to go into
huddles with
Blumberg and Daff at the homeoffice on possible U. production
activity in England.
The Subject has
been discussed, but specific plans
have yet to be mapped.
G. I Woodham Smith, Rank’s
general counsel, also is due in ior
talks at the U, h.o., probably
next
.

leaders who attended
(Continued on page 54)

Community

West 46th

New York

St..

19, JJ.

Y.

Hollywood 21
6311 Yucca Street*
Washington 4
1292 National Press Building

Off; ‘Heaven’ Again No. 1 Winner,
‘Sunset’ Still 2d, ‘City’ Captures Third

Chicago 11
612 No. Michigan Ave.

Biz Levels

London WC2
Martini PI., Trafalgar Sq.
.

'

8

St.

SUBSCRIPTION
“Black Rose” (20th) and “DestinaMoon” (EL) in that sequence.
“Toast of New Orleans” (M-G),
getting
around _ key cities covered by which comes into the State, N. Y.,
Variety.;
High interest in the this week, looks very promising on
American League pennant race basis of its smash showing in
and launching of the grid- season Philly this frame. “Born to Be
makes the current week a sort of Bad” (RKO), opening this session
in-between stanza, with a batch of at N.Y. Capitol, looks in for a good
“Devil’s Doorway”
strong fare being readied for spot- L: A. week.
Few (M-G), mild in offish Cincy, loojns
ting in forthcoming weeks.
Biz

With

is

leveling off this session
of the new pictures just
started on their swings

many

Annual

:

.

.

Foreign

$10

.

Single Copies ............
.

tion

ABEL GREEN,

:

$11
25 Cents

Editor

NO. 3

Vol. 180

INDEX

.

of the leaders, are

piling

up big nice

in Philly.

another

totals.

“Blue Heaven”

(20th),

new

“Fireball” (20th),

shapes trim in

pic,

which was Detroit and great in

No. 1 winner last stanza, again is
“Sunset
tops by a wide margin.
Boulevard” (Par), .which wound up
in second slot last week,' is copping
second money again.
“Sleeping City” (U), new release,
will
capture third place with
'

real.

sixth.

“Broken Arrow” (20th) looms
“Tea for Two” (WB) is holding
Barney Balaban, Paramount president, and George Weltner, head up among the winners by taking strong in Chi arid sock in Mont“Louisa” (U), steady in
of foreign operations, will leave over seventh spot, with. “The Men” real.
'

'

54

Bills

Toronto, looks brisk in Pittsburgh.

.

Football.

.

.

great in Montreal.

ft

in

Minneapolis,

doing

“Kiss Tomor-

row Goodbye” (WB), which
shapes

8

2

.

Inside Legit

55
56

is

okay

lusty

in

Denver.'
(Complete Bojcoff ice Reports on
Pages 11-13)

.

18
36

Inside Pictures
Inside Radio
Inside Television
International
.

40.

15
57
61
41
55
50
63

Legitimate
Literati

Music

.

.

.

.

New, Acts

.....

.

.

.,:

Night Club. Reviews
Obituaries
Pictures

•

«

•

•

»

3

25
32

...... ... ......
Radio
Radio Reviews ........
Records ...

.43

.

61

Frank Scully
Television
Television Reviews
Vaudeville .......
.

“White 'Tower” (RKO)

62

Chatter
Film Reviews

House Reviews

Philly.

“No Way Out,” getting more
dates this stanza, now looms as a
big grosser on basis of current returns. “The Furies” (Par) is lusty
“Underworld Story”
in Toronto.
(UA), so-so in K. C,, looks okay in

Washington.
“Treasure Island” (RKO), which
“Summer Stock” (M-G), long high
in standings, a solid fourth. Fifth is fine ih Toronto, continues in
position is being taken by “Life of solid groove .on sixth N. Y. round.
Her Own” (M-G) while “Union “Three Little Words” (M-G), okay
Station” (Par) is pushing up to in Denver; shapes good in Mont-

N. Y.;next week for a tour of the (UA) also still high in eighth posiweek, accompanied by his wife, company’s principal branches in tion'.'
“Our Very Own” (RKO),
Ceril. Lattei is author of
“Petty Girl” (Col), “No Way Out”
“The England and the Continent.
Florence Nightingale Story,” cur\ Swing of the foreign offices will (20th) and “Three Secrets” (WB)
rently a bestseller in England.
It’s be the first for Balaban in over 10 round out Golden Dozen in that
her first trip to the States, and
years. He was in Europe last year, order.
meetings with U. S. publishers are but this was mainly for a vacation
Best rUnner-up films are “Pretty
on her schedule.
Baby” (WB), “Saddle Tramp” (U),
with his family.
_

Inc.

Harold Erichs, President
154
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studio toppers. That is,
to 70% of an “A” picture’s gross comes out of the top
affiliated and indie circuits. Stated
another way, 75
of income comes
(Continued on page 24)

in.’’,

Autry,

Boston, Sept. 26.
Unprecedented space and wordhas been reaped
plugging
of-mouth
tion rights.
for “Cyrano de Bergerac” by Jose
He is said to have some of the Ferrer, who leaps to New York toplayer deais already set and will night (26) on the final lap of 37-day
make others when he returns to trek that took him to 11 cities with
the. Coast, which will probably be' eagerly - cooperating
department
tonight (Wednesday).
stores shouldering the major portion of the expense involved. Tour
cost Stanley Kramer Productions
around $15,000. Store advertising
Daff, Davis
and expense for Ferrer’s “high-lowbrow” lectures topped $30,000, avS. America Tour eraging more than $2,700 in each
_
Nate J. Blumberg, Universal town.
Eleven cities visited actually
president; A1 Daff, head of foreign
the
operations, and John W. Davis, only scratched the surface of
penetration
audience
potential
managing director of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization, are setting reached through the tour through
plans for a tour of key. South use of a “pull-in” device by Which
figures in areas

American

understood

,

Announcement will mark Square

the culmination of an international
co-production plan producer has
been working on for more than a

is

of.

—

“City Lights.”
Awaiting release later this year
(Continued on page 23)

lin’s

Selznick

success

;

pretty well played off by. now or
limited
only
demonstrating
is
Only releases
power.
earning

.

Howard Hughes

8

planning an extra $4,000,000 diviPardend to the RKO picture company
amount’s “Sunset Boulevard” in
Peace, It’s Wonderful
from its theatre end prior to. the
key city runs as against below-avare
area
the
Y.
Exhibitors
in
N.
divorcement
scheduled for next
erage business' it is: doing, in many
mihor situations again il reviving joining hands in plans for a testi- Jan, 1—which brakes the deal by
Smith,
W.
monial
A.
luncheon
for
which
the
RKO
topper acquired
industry discussion on the old
question V-‘For whom- are-we-mak=i -Jr. r 20th-Fox-sales-~chief ,-on- oGGa--| -control- uf-^thie -company 2Vtryearsr
indusyear
the
Sion
of
his
35th
in
even
more
fantastically
ago
appear
ing pictures?”
The Gloria Swanson-starrer, de- try, Salute is set for Oct. 11 at the profitable than it has recently
Hotel
Astor.
observers.
to
trade
seemed
spite its poor showing in some hinOrganizing committee is. headed
The extra $4,000,000 dividend,
terland theatres, is expected to
H. in addition to the $10,000,000!
gross at least $3,000,000, and pos- by Harry Brandt and includes S.
Fabian,
Leo Brecher, Maury Miller called for under the plan of resibly up to $3,500,000, in the doorganization filed with the courts,
mestic market. That will rank it and Wilbur Snaper.
means that the new picture comwith the half-dozen top-grossers of
pany will begin life with $14,000,the year.
000 cash in its treasury. That’s
On that basis the query of many
equivalent to more than $3.50 per
industryites is ‘‘Why should we go
share on the approximately 3,900,on trying to make pictures to please
000 shares outstanding.
everybody— and often knock ourOther tangible assets of. the picselves out in the process? Isn’t it
ture, company are valued at about
better to leave efforts to please the
$15,000,000. This includes stories,
small-town customers to “B”-picremake and reissue rights, plus
ture makers and concentrate our.
two studios (on .which there are no
top-budget fire on product which
mortgages) and; their equipment,
is sure to get the big-city money,
and the offices and facilities of the.
whether or not it appeals in the
distribution company. Total tangisticks? .Lots of films will have a
RKO
Theatres and the Skouras- ble assets, including the cash diviuniversal appeal, and that’s fine;
Metropolitan Playhouses interests
But Why jeopardize the important will get underway shortly with a dends, will thus amount to alriiost
$30,000,000 or about $7.50 pep
coin on a gamble to try to pick up
numerical split of their jointly- share.
every last crumb?”
owned houses in the N, Y. metroHughes paid approximately $9 "•
This thinking, while it has been politan area with Skouras getting
brought to the fore by the “Sun- first choice under the partnership share for the combined theatre(Continued on page 17)
set” situation, is based on b.o! ecodissolution agreement.
nomics long familiar to distribution
The deal provides for Skouras to

Tremendous

lack of
financing for the company,
sufficient
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PICTURES
‘Tess’ for

Argentines Again Give Runaround

Goldwyn
,”

the D’Ufhervilles
Thomas Hardy’s classic, may be in
for its third version. Samuel Goldwyn has registered the title with
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-

“Tess

of

1

Yarn was filmed by Metro in
1924 and in 1913 by a predecessor
of the present Paramount. David
O. Selznick also registered the title
in 1 947, but has never shown in*
dication of making the pic.
Goldwyh last week announced as
“All
drama,
romantic
his next a
For Love,” starring a pair of his
contractees, Farley Granger and
Joan Evags. It will be their fourth
on
Suspension
together.
pic
Granger was lifted when he reweek,
turned to the U. S. last
agreed to go on the road to bally
“Edge of Doom” and accepted the
new part. Yarn is an original by
Wilma Shore,: who’s doing the
ica.

U.

S; distribs are getting a first-

rate taste of what dealing with a
totalitarian government means in
their efforts to come to terms with
Latest in the fiascos
Argentina.
coincident to attempts to put into
effect

the

pact

signed

with the
in

peron government early

May

occurred last week when two meetings were held with officials in

Buenos Aires.
At a session on Thursday (21)
a compromise agreement was arrived at by Ambassador Stanton
Griffis and industry reps with top
government economic and entertainment ministry officials. At a
•

.

the deal was to have been Closed,
several of the most important officials present at the previous stanza
found they had to be elsewhere,
and those who did show up blew
cold on the agreement the Yanks
thought they had won.
The sessions, held in a somewhat
bitter atmosphere, were called ip
an effort to compromise the changes

f
Griffis
Stanton

,

Huddles

Griffis,

Ambassador

to Argentina, returned to the
U. S. this week “for consultations.”

the

Former chairman of
committee

executive;

of

Paramount has spearheaded
American distribs’ efforts in
Buenos. Aires to work out a
film
S.-Argentine
nevr U.
agreement.
While the State Dept. consultations are on other matters,
Griffis will also utilize his stay
-

4n4he-LL-S. to-huddle with Mo=-

America
and Various company reps on

'•

screenpl ay

.

—

.

r

-

tion Picture Assn, of

screens.

That Universal

signed in New York in May by Argentine Treasury Minister Ramon
A. Careijo and Eric Johnston, prexy
of the. Motion Picture Assn, of

America.
That pact was designed to return
new Hollywood product to Argentine screens after a ban that had
been in effect since February, 1949,
It would have given the Yank firms
.

about $5,000,000 in currency convertibility.

May

.

.

U. S. distribs had been trying
ever since May to get the Argentines to make effective what was
considered a bonafide deal. It had
been pushed off by one means or
another through pressures brought
by domestic producers (who had
(Continued on page 20)

1’Affaire’
Int'l

Fdm

Associates

is

bouncing back

into the black with Vigor was fur-,
ther shown yesterday (Tues;) with
a reoort from the company listing a
profit of $979,171 for the 39 weeks
ended July 29, 1950, as against a
loss of $775,018 for the corresponding period in the last fiscal year.
Partially responsible for the big

in local legislation that had been
made since the original pact was

gain was recent agreement with
the U, S. Treasury Department on
the firm’s claim of over-payment
Metro, long the staunchest hold- of excess taxes during the last war.
out among the? major film com- This provided for a net sum in extelevision,; may cess of $1,000,000, it is understood,
panies
against
finally decide to put the new me- which may be used to offset tax
dium to work. M-G ad-publicity on current income; consequently
execs have been seriously consid- there \vas no provision for federal
ering the use of special video trail- income levy necessary for the last
ers on all product and may green- 39 Weeks.
recently refinanced its bank
light the -production of some test
loans with a new arrangement protrailers this week.
Advertising chief Si Seadler re- viding a maximum credit of $7,turned yesterday (Tues.) from the 9.00,000, revolving portion of which
Coast, where he huddled with stu- is, secured by some of the comdio; publicity chief Howard Strick- pany’s pix^ New loan, which reling and other members of the Hol- placed a bank loan which had a
lywood ad-publicity department on final maturity May 1, 1952, has a
the problem of utilizing TV to help final maturity of June 1, 1954.
He’s slated to turn Since commencement of the cursell pictures.
in a full report on the outcome of rent fiscal year, U has reduced its
those discussions this week to ad- bank borrowings from $7,500,000

He

4.
5.

6

.

7.

8

.

9.

10

.

.

$1,200,000
1 100,000
,

.

-05. Film Pact

New

Ozoner-sJfvvinFeatures
Chicago, Sept. 26.
on a mounting list
ozoner innovations has
of
been launched at the Double
Theatre has
Drive-In here.
announced opening' of its
screen.
two-faced
$35,000
Which shows different pix
Patrons are
simultaneously.
given a choice of attending
East wing this
either side.
playing
“Pretty
session
is
Baby,” while the west side
of screen boasts “My Blue

agreement between Ameri-

can film industry and the British
goverhmentTTi—guaranteeing—-4heYariks a minimum of $17,000,000 a
year from England, will become
effective next Sunday (1).
Agreement has been reached on minor
changes in substance and terminology, and the Motion Picture
Assn, of America and the Society
of Independent Motion Picture
Producers will authorize their reps
in London to inform the British
government that they will consider
the pact effective as of its Oct. 1

.

Heaven.”
This drive-in vwhich debuted
here last morith, has been
construction
hampered
by
difficulties in getting its split

screen into operation.

starting date.
Formal signing will take place
later, possibly with a bit of ceremony. Meantime, an incipient howl
by some of the majors that the
indies got the best of the deal has
been put down, and there’s general
agreement in the U. S. that the
pact is favorable to both groups of

American producers.
Majors’ squawk, which came up

MPAA

recent meeting of the'
discuss the agreement,
arose from the bonus arrangements
which it is hoped will give the
Yanks an additional $4,000,000 or
more of currency convertibility.
Some of the majors objected to the
fact that only a 23% convertibility
bonus is allowed on production by
Americans in England, while a
50% bonus is permitted on outWhen ‘‘Sunset Boulevard’’ winds right purchase of pix there for exup its seven-week engagement to- hibition in the U. S.
day (Wed.) at Radio City Music
Majors are generally more likely
Hall, it will leave a long string of to take •advantage of the producrecords in its wake. Aside from tion angle, while outright purchase
being One of the seven pictures provision would mainly benefit the
ever to top $1,000,000 at the Hall, indies, (based on past experience*
to $5,504,000.
the Gloria Swanson starrer also Majors finally agreed to the differ*
won five other laurels besides es(Continued on page 63)
tablishing a new non-holiday week
high on its opening session, $160,000
“Sunset” will finish its seventh
session with a total gross of
SIGN
Antibes, France, Sept. 26.
around $1,020,000. . This makes it
Antibes, a sleepy little town lost
Hollywood, Sept. 26
the sixth biggest grossing picture
on
the
draws
shuffle
of
big
in the
Every member of Screen Proever at the Hall, with its attendthe French Riviera, decided to ance only surpassed by “Bells of ducers Guild’s 22-man executive
snare a bit of hypoing in under- St. Mary’s” (RKO), which ran nine board voluntarily filed non-Comwriting a pic fest called “The Festi- weeks; “Notorious’’ (RKO), eight munist affidavit, prexy William
val of the Film Tomorrow,” Started weeks, "Random Harvest” (M-G), Perlberg
Action was
reported.
Aug; 20, the event wound up Sept.
taken although not required by
(Continued on page 61)
20 leaving behind some interesting
law.
impressions and ruffled town ofPerlberg said each member volficials.
untarily expressed a desire / to
L. A. to N. Y.
Highlight of the affair was a
sign. SPG also passed resolution
Peter Adler
screening of Erich Von Stroheim’s
pledging motion picture cooperaBob Armstrong
film,
1928
“Queen
unreleased
tion to the government in present
Barney Balaban
Kelly,” as well as a mutilated Veremergency and continuing national
Mac Benoff
sion of his “Greed.” Before “Kelly”
effort.
Louis Berg
could be shown to a packed house,
Joe Besser
Von Stroheim insisted that the last

Pioheers Host Baruch

Walsli Elected
Bernard Baruch will be honor
of the $10,000,000 New guest at the. Motion Picture PioRichard F. Walsh, president of
Truth campaign to be launched by neers* annual dinner, set for Nov. the International Alliance of Thethe Government to combat Com- 16 at the Waldorf-Astoria. Circuit atrical Stage Employees, has been
munist propaganda.
operator S. H. Fabian is chairman elected a vicepresident of the
Leenhouts recently functioned as of the 1950 get-together.
American Federation of Labor’s
coordinator of production on a seThe industry Veterans also will Union Label Trades Department.
ries of industry shorts under the honor Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-FoX
The election was in recognition
general title, “The Movies and president, who has been designated of the appearance of
the IATSE
You.”
“Pioneer of the Year,”
label on all Hollywood piciures.

in N.Y.
portion

I.

a

“Harvest” (M-G) (’42-*43), 11 Wks..
1.090.000
•‘Anna’ (20th) (46), 8 wks. .
. .... i .
1.050.000
“Valley” (M-G) (’46), 9 wks
1.040.000
“Sunset Blvd.” (Par) (’50), 7 wks. ... . . . . . . • . . . .,1,020,000
“Mrs. Miniver” (M-G) (’42), 10 wks. . .......... ...
1.006.000
“Jolson Story” (Col) (’46), 8 wks ... . . . . •
* • . .. •
998.000
“Weekend Waldorf” (M-G) (’45), 9 wks
980.000
“Emperor Waltz” (Par) (’48), 7'wks.
970.000

at

board to

,

U

.

State, with offices
will be in charge of a

.

-

Dietz, folFirst film to be distributed in publicity veepee Howard
the American market by Interna- lowing which Dietz will decide
tional Film Associates, new firm what action to take.
While Metro’s entry into video
headed by Edward Kreisler, is
“L* Affaire,” slated to open at the advertising would represent a Concompany policy
Little Carnegie, N. Y., this fall. siderable switch in
French import stars Claude Dau- relating to TV, it’s believed extremely
unlikely
M-G will go
that
phin and Anne Vernon.
A cooperative setup in Which any further now in embracing the
participate, medium, namely/ allowing its stars
filmmakers
foreign
IFA originally was conceived more to do video guest shots or opening
Bernard up its old product for TV transB.
by
than a year ago
Kreisler, who now heads, the For- mission. Company execs repeatedeign Films Advisory Unit of the ly have stated in the past that they
Motion Picture Assn, of America. Were watching the medium careScheme calls for continental pro- fully from the sidelines, but felt it
ducers to submit their pix to an was top early to step in.
Another prime use of TV for
IFA board of directors which culls
best prospects for U. S, distribu- ballyhoo purposes, meanwhile, was
underlined Monday (25) by Columtion.
By such a franchise plan, IFA bia. For the preem of the Kate
sponsors' contend, European film Smith daytime program on the
men are spared the necessity of NBC-TV network. Col granted perdealing with a number of foreign mission for the show to use a
film distribs and are also assured lengthy clip from its new “Fuller
that the picture selected stands a Brush Girl.” Plug Worked in two part of the picture, which he didn’t
definite chance at the American Ways, since Miss Smith could pre- shoot, be deleted from the print.
Outfit maintains resi- sent to her audience for free such To make sure, he sheared it himboxoffice.
dent reps in key continental cities top talent as Lucille Ball and Ed- self.
“Greed/* in its cut version, still
to keep IFA informed of film- die Albert, who •o-star in. the film,
while Col got a hefty boost for the maintains its tremendous power in
makers’ production activities.
Cooperative system was hit upon film before an audience figured to a relentless study of avarice. Pic
Was dedicated to Von Stroheim’s
by Bernard Kreisler, who is Ed- number at least 1,000,000.
mother.
Considering its subject,
ward Kreisler *s brother, after an
the dedication has ironic overtones.
Tarzan Climbs on TV
18-month survey of the film indusFilm was easily the best of the
Hollywood, Sept. 26.
try in some 17 overseas countries.
Latest producer to climb aboard fest. Other pix coming for popuMeanwhile, the fall season at N. Y.
art houses continues to perk up, the video bandwagon to blurb his lar appreciation were D. W. Grifwith the arrival of fresh product. films is Sol Lesser who’s preparing fith’s “Intolerance;” Robert Flaher•‘Hoboes in Paradise,” a Gallic en- a series of 13 eight-minute video ty’s “The Land” and John Huston’s
Were Strangers,” among
try starring Fernandel and Raimii, shorts to heighten interest in Lex “We
moves into the 55th St, Playhouse Barker, newest screen “Tarzari.” others;
Masterminding
the
fest
was
soon and “Composers in Clay,
Program will be tagged “Lex
featurette built around the works Barker’s Adventures in Africa” and Henri Langlois, Who heads the
of sculptors, bows at the' Sutton Will be produced next year by Cinematecque Francaise, the Gallic
Oct. 10, with “Trio,” the feature Julian Lesser. Harry Chandlee will film museum. Most of the pix preHowpic.
script with footage showing Barker sented were of yesteryear.
in his safari clothing rather than ever, they emerged as a good selecgarbed as “Tarzan.” Good part of tion of old masterpieces and offLeenhouts Joins
path
documentaries.
the footage was lensed during re- the-beaten
State Department cent Central African location trek Iron Curtain and Hitlerite product
helped the event to live up to its
for “Tarzan’s Peril.”
Hollywood, Sept. 26;
credo of being out of the ordinary.
Grant Leenhouts is loving HollyLocal affair offered no awards.
wood to join the film section of the

Department of

“Bells” (RKO) (’45-’46), 9 wks.
“Notorious” (RKO) (’46), 8 wks

1.

2

Latest

Yank

firms
to come to terms With the
Argentines and return new
their
to
films
Hollywood
the inability of the

,

Trying Since

•.

:

.

.

ALL SPG DIRECTORS
LOYALTY OATH

.

.

Nate

J.

Blumberg

Europe

Geraldine Brooks
Charles Chaplin
Sidney Chaplin
David Dortort
Larry Finley
Y. Frank Freeman
Peter Godfrey
Bonita Granville

'Yvette Chauvire
Rex Harrison
Signe Hasso

Lennie Hayton
Robert Helpmann

Lena

Beatrice Lillie

W. Somerset Maugham
Palmer

Walter Hart
Dick Hay mes

Lilli

Bonita Primrose

Jesse Kaye
Walter E. Kline
Carl Leserman
Perry Lieber
David A. Lipton

David Reid

Anne Shelton
Julius Steger
Darryl- F. Zanuck

DaVid Loew
Jeanette MacDonald

Robert Maxwell
Joseph H McConnell
Frank Mullen
Ray Nazarro
Margaret O’Brien

John Payne
Wolfgang Reinhardt/
Sid Kogell

Frank Ross
Jack Rothwell

Marta Toren
Tennessee Williams
Jack Wrather
Max Youngstein

Y. to L. A.

Danielle Dairrieux

Marilyn Erskine

Lew Grade
Murray MacDonald
Gordon MacRae
Dick Pitt?
Jack Rieger
David O. Selznick
Walsh

N. Y, to Europe

Charles Schnee
Sol A. Schwartz

Jules Stein

N

Edna Best

Dario Soria

Manie Sacks

Silas F. Seadler
Jon Slott

Home

Aldous Huxley

Johnny Green
Frank Gregory

Frank Scully

to N. Y.

Nepot Chauvire

—

Lloyd Bridges
Irving Green
FrahcesTarkihson Keyes
Nellie Lutcher
Ralph Meeker
Fred M. Packard
Shelagh Rank

Murray Silverstone
"Wymore

Patrice

.

.
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Boston. Sept 26.
,
Veiled threat of what could he a drastic economic reprisal by the
theatreowners of the U. S, against RCA for permitting shows
derogatory to the film industry on its NBC-TV web was contained
in a bulletin of the Independent Exhibitors of New England this
week. Exhibs were riled at the recent Dean Martin- Jerry Lewis
show.
Oblique suggestion in the bulletin is that most of the houses in
the country use RCA projection and sound equipment—and RCA
has competitors for this business. It was stated that since “RCA
is no stranger to us," exhibs and their organizations should let rca
prexy Frank Folsom know that they are “alert" and will “in the
-f uture exp ect-4he-decenc y-a ndU. consideration^t-hat^-business-aesoei—
ales usually expect and more usually receive from each other/’
-

Film industry has failed so far
in blocking the scheduled transmission of the Dean Martin-; Jerry Lewis television kinescope on NBC staand all
tions Sunday night (1)
-

WB

,

signs point to the probability that

E
Kansas
Despite the Increasing number of

theatremen in the mood for

for ‘Goodbye’

network will run the show on
Hollywood, Sept. 26.
hon-interconneQted stations as
After balking at price for sevscheduled.
eral weeks,. Warners inked Robert
Council of Motion Picture Or- Young for “Goodbye, My Fancy’’
ganizations has received no answer at $75,000 for stint. He’ll play, the
so far from RCA prez Frank M. college dean, role originated on
Folsom or NBC prexy Joseph Mc- Broadway by Conrad Nagel.
Connell to industry objections to a
Film,
with
Joan
Crawford,
skit performed by Martin & Lewis Frank Lovejoy, Eve; Arden also
on the sluw lampooning the film toplined, rolled Monday (25', with
As a result, industryites be- Vincent Sherman directing for
biz.
lieve Folsom and McConnell are producer Ilenry Blanke.
purposely holding back their answers until after the kine is transmitted. Oiice that happens, they
claim) the network toppers will
probably be glad to sit down and
talk over the situation.
Sketch done by Martin & Lewis
on the show, meanwhile, which
they claim was presented in all
innocence, this Week erupted into
a series of reprisal- threats against
A partially optimistic view of the
TV advertisers and networks by road ahead for the film business
COMPO and various exhib or- was taken in N. Y. last Friday (22)
ganizations; In letters to the Col- by Adolph Zukor, board chairman
gate company, which sponsored the of Paramount. Conditions are improgram, the American Assn, of proving, although almost imperAdvertising Agencies, the National ceptibly so, and this trend in all
tiie

its

Assn, of Manufacturers

and others, likelihood
(Continued On page 21)
lieves.

will

continue,

he

‘

Stillman’s

Running Into

Stiff

Censorship in N. Y.
"Sound of Fury," Robert Stillman production for United Artists
release, has run into stiff censorship problem in New York. State
blue-pencillers are objecting to virtually the entire last reel of the
demanding that it be deleted.:
Result of the requested scissoring would be to eliminate the entire climax— and point— of the film.
As a result, Stillman’s associate,
li ving Bubine,
who is in New York,
filni,

propping an appeal to the State
Board of Regents, under which the

is

.censorship office operates.

In the interim before the pic is
screened for the Regents, it will
be shown privately to important
opinion - makers throughout the
state in an effort to get their reaction. If their reaction is favorahle.
the
newspapermen, civic
;

leaders, teachers, etc., for whom
the film is screened, will be asked
,to communicate their
views, to the
.official o.o.erS;

Scenes to which there is objection show the buildup of a mob in
® California town by .a rabblerousing newspaper.

Mob

breaks

in-

jail

RKO

Pathe to Produce

2 Features Annually
After

Initial

Success

RKO

Houston, Sept. 26.
Lashing out at critics of Holly-*
wood talent, Screen Actors Guild
veepee William Holden last week
told delegates to an American Federation. of Labor convention here
that few industryites have enlisted
in bad causes.
But these individuals, he added, mostly took such
steps because they were “deluded
thinking the causes were
into

Solution to the situation, Holden
declared, is to provide “genuinely
good causes,” In this instance, he
pointed out, the AFL can be of
great ^alue. SAG exec also asserted that people in the legitimate
theatre and Hollywood are “more
PACKARD TO INfclAND
often abused than understood."
"The overwhelming majority of
Hollywood, Sept. 26.
Columbia producer Fred M/ people in our motion picture capiPackard planed for two-to-three tal," Holden charged, “are anything
V'eek stay in England, combining but economic plutocrats.
If they
tubthumping for “Rogues of Sher- were, they wouldn’t be interested
wood Forest" with personal busi- in guilds and unions. And they
ne.ss.
While in England he will aren’t Reds, either
Motion pichouseguest with father-in-law, J, ture actors are warm hearted and
Arthur Rank.
decent, and they’d like to do their
“Adventures of Lochin- part in making the world a better
'or on his return.
place to live in;"
Indicated, /but not actually shown.
There is no race problem involved,
since all the participants are White.
Pic is said to be based oh an actual
incident in San Jose, Cal,, in 1933.

,

.

.

.

yesterday included Herman M.
Levy, TOA. general- counsel, and

Leon Bamberger,

chief

Louis

will take “much additional experience in many theatres in more
areas throughout the country to,
establish the pattern of television
in theatres." He said, however, the
gridiron contests will provide valuable experience for the theatre TV
and again expressed the opinion
that its adoption- nationally will
mean a profitable future for theatres and all other segments of^the
trade/
Halpern held that it remains to
be seen how quickly the potential
will be realized and offered the
prediction that “eventually some
10,000 theatres or more across the
it

.

!

:

1

country will have equipment, maklive
theatre television the

ing

handmaiden

of motion picture, film

attractions,"'

K-MTA

The
|

away from

!

group

yesterday

heard Bamberge^ in a 10-page report on the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, the background on its formation, the formula for its operations and its

CAP

1

.

,

studio

sales pro-

newsreels as a regular part of their
programs has been stopped and a
number of houses that had dropped
(Continued on page 18)
them have taken them back.
In addition, quite a number of
newsreel theatres which had gone
Exhibs Won’t Boost
over to feature pix have switched
back. These include 14 houses of
Prices for Football
the Telenews circuit. Newsreel theatres had been vanishing rapidly
during the past few; years for lack
Theatre Video
of public interest and patronage,
planning to carry
Exhibitors
and had discovered lusher pastures football games via large-screen
in the features. The newsreel thetelevision this year have decided
atres are important to the produtentatively not to raise their prices
cers, since they pay considerably
for the. events, in a further test for
better prices than run-of-the-mill
the new medium. Theatres which
buyers.
transmitted the 1949 World Series
Walter Reade chain, with houses
through video did respectable biz,
in the New York-New Jersey metrobut failed to hit the SRO grosses
(Continued on page 18)
By maintaining
they expected.
their current price scale for the
football games, consequently, they
hope to determine the best method
of utilizing theatre TV.
Theatres obtained another video
IN N. Y.
plhm last week when they signed
Loew’s, Inc., last week bought to carry all home games of the
out Messmore Kendall's 50% in- Notre Dame team. Games are to
terest in the Capitol theatre, N.Y. be picked up for home transmission
Purchase climaxed many years of by the DuMont web under Chevrofeuding between Loew’s and Ken- let sponsorship. Theatres will take
dall.
Latter had charged that a direct feed from the pickups and,
Metro had been sloughing this probably, will pay a certain fee for:
house by putting favored product^ the rights. Same system is being
into the Music Hall and, more followed by theatres carrying the
lately,
Loew’s State,
purchase Army-Navy game Dec. 2, which is
price wasn’t revealed.
to be televised by NJBC-TV under
Loew’s purchase of stock isn’t Gillette Safety Razor sponsorship.
expected to change the Capitol
Deal for the ND schedule was set
vaudfilm and first-run film, policy. by Leslie G. Arries; DuMont sports
chief/and Nathan L. Halpern, representing the theatre interests; Five
theatres will cut in on the ND con-!
Upper! Asks
Fox.
Fabian’s
tests,
including
Brooklyn, and Fabian’s Palace, AlTo Lease 6 Pix for
Brooklyn,
bany; Century’s Marine,
Hollywood, Sept. 26.
and Queens theatre, on Long IsRequest for permission to lease land, and America Theatre Cii>
for video six feature films made cuit’s Pilgrim, Boston.
Fabian's
after 1945 coritract between Amer- Fox and the Pilgrim carried several
ican Federation of Musicians and of the ND games last year.
the producers was made to AFM

STOCK

parent corporation’s (RKO’s) foreign., department head.
Following
through
with the
plans for regular production of
features probably will mean some
personnel additions, at least a successor to Richard J;. Cunningham,
who resigned last Friday (22)
from the production Staff. Cunningham has joined Foote, Cone &
Belding, to work on production of
TV shows and film commercials
for the agency in Chicago. RKO
Pathe has studios and laboratory
facilities in upper Manhattan.

Metro

theatres

RKO

motion manager.
J
While noting the advances in
theatre video and the programs
lined
including the Notre
up,
Dame, Army-Navy and Big Ten
football contests, H«dpern warned

On

,

and drags out two men
accused of a murder; Lynching is good."

to. a

Movement by

Pathe,
which
engages
Tlie studios, he said, have completed essential economic adjust- mainty in production of shorts and
ments and are now geared to op- commerical films in N. Y. is on
erate in accordance With present the verge of swinging into the
market conditions. The backlogs feature field with an initial schedof product made in the days of ule of two a year. Move stems from
lush economy for the industry have the success which the company is
been wiped out and today’s pro- experiencing with its first feature,
ducers are attuned to the times, “Tattooed Stranger," now in release. he observed.
Jay Bonafield, vice president and
The consequence of this, he continued, is a large number of good general manager, and producer of
pictures in circulation at present “Stranger," said in N. Y. Monday
and more of the same are in sight. (25) that the only problem is in
He added that prospects are “en- finding scripts which would lend
couraging," but fails to see any themselves to the limited producreturn to the peak prosperity of tion mounting which the company
1946. As a matter of fact, he went is capable of providing.
“Stranger," Bonafield stated, was
on, there is possibility of losing
ground so far. as production of good brought in at a budget of $100,000.
Extensive bookings of the
pictures is concerned if once again
film, albeit mostly on the lower
(Continued on page 18)
half of double bills, indicate a
tidy profit. John Miles and Patricia
White have the leads in the film,
which had an original screenplay
by Phil Reisman, Jr., son of the

WM. HOLDEN
H’WOOD VS. CRITICS

Ct. Convening
ported today (Tues.) that 16 film
Washington, Sept. 26.
JJ./.S. Supreme Court is sch ed- house s will have facili ties for the
uled to convene the first \Veek of medium this fall, compared with
October with early action antici- two permanent installations this
pated on the petitions for rehear- time last year.
ing of appeals in the industry
Halpern’s comments were made
anti-trust action. The procedure is before the annual convention of
for the high tribunal to take such the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Assn,
petitions “out of order/’ that it at the President hotel; Speakers

three weeks, the companies now
/are^eimreshed in up to 112 actions.
While obviously all companies are
not always named in the same
suits, thus the amount of damages
Involved with each varying, the
estimate is that the total, overall
sum demanded by plaintiffs is
$104,500,000.
Lawyers are quick dispose of them first before hearto add, however) that in many cases ing cases on the calendar.
the suing exhibitor would settle for
Turned down in their initial,
a fraction of his Stated tally on appeals bids; the Department of
damages.
Justice and the three remaining
Cuing the .optimistic view on defendants in the case-^-Loew’s,
the end of tlie courtroom plague Warner Bros, arid 20th-Fbx—-filed
is the statute, of limitations which, the new petitions for reconsiderasome legalites say is running out in tion with the court last spring.
favor of the film firms. The statute
under the anti-trust law limits the
institution of suits to six years
after the alleged violations.
The reasoning is that in 1945 the
companies did a complete job of
overhauling their distribution procedures and at the same time put
an end to all practices which were
proscribed by the courts. LiteralNewsreels, which were suffering
ly thousands of clearances were reduced or eliminated and many runs frorii an advanced stage of fiscal
were moved lip. Additionally, com- anemia earlier this year; have repetitive; bidding was introduced in ceived a substantial hypo of red
problem situations. The result of corpuscles via the Korean war. It
this,; it is said, has been to re- is estimated that their total grosses
move. almost all possible, ground are tip about 10%, giving the five
for theatremen to go to mat with major reels an intake of about
the companies on alleged griev- $220,000 a week)
More important than the' actual
ances since that year.
Complaints) it is said, conse- money increase is the reversal in
trend
that has come with hypoed
quently must cover periods prior
to 1945 and in view Of the six-year public agd exhibitor interest in
world news as a result of the war.
CContinued on page 20)

be-

.

TV

Supreme

'

|

Sept. 26.

tion of large-screen television by
exhibition) Nathan L. Hal pern,
consultant to Fabian Theatres and
Theatre Owners of America, re-

liti-

gation, the distributors believe an
end to the barrage of private antitrust suits is in view.
With eight
hew complaints filed in the past

City,

Continuing the pitch for adop-

AFM OK

TV

B.

Mayer and studio publicity direc- prexy James C. Petrillo by Robert
BOND’S SK0URAS 0.0.
tor Howard StrickUng are sched- L. Lippert.
uled to arrive in New York from
Pix originally were distributed
Aff new film buyer for Skouras
the Coast Monday (2). Mayer Will by Screen Guild,; which he took Theatres, Clayton Bond is giving
.

huddle with M-G prez Nicholas M. over two years ago, switching
Schenck, undergo a periodic phys- monicker to Robert L. Lippert
ical checkup and also glom some Productions,
Films were canned
of the new Broadway legit shows. between 1946 and 1948. Lippert is
Clark willing to repay musicians and conStrickling
Will
escort
Gable and Barbara Stanwyck, co- tribute 5% of television gross to
stars of M-G’s “To Please a Lady," the musicians’ trust fund, a la
to.
Indianapolis
for the film’s deals made by producers of telepreem there Oct. 5.
films with AFM.
j

|

his full time to a tour of the eir*
houses in the: greater
cuit’s 75
_
.

,

1

|

;

N; Y. area, inspecting each units
competitive situation individually,
Bond moved into the new job
following his disassociation from

Warner

Bros, Theatres, for

which

he had been chief film buyer for
the past 20 years.
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of even
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FILM REVIEWS
King Solomon's Mines

features Itichftrd Carlson.' Directed
by Compton Bennett, Andrew Marion;
screenplay, Helen DeUtsch; based on novel
bv H. Wider Haggard; camera (Technicolor), Ribert SUrtees; editors, Ralph E,
Winters, Conrad A. Nervlg. Tradeshowrt
Sept. 21, '50, Running time. 102 MINS.
-Deborah Kerr
,
Elizabeth Curtis. ...

John Goode
Smith .....
.

.

;

.

.

,

.....

. .

.

.

Lowell Gilmore

Erie Masters, ..........

This is. a fancy package of screen
entertainment, earmarked for big
striking adventure
film, "King Solomon’s Mines” has
all the ingredients to Capture public fancy, either in the general or
deluxe situation.
Its fiction plot has been filmed
against an authentic African background, lending an extremely realistic air to the H, Rider Haggard
r la ssie novel of a dangerous safari
and discovery of a legendary mine
full of King .Solomon's treasure.
Potency of the production is pointed up by fact that there are several
socko, ticket-selling values almost
strong enough to carry the film
boxoffice.

A

.

.

,

the plot.
In addition to Dailey, film pulls
several other guest purprises, such
as Jeanne Crain; Victor Mature
.

1

Between Midnight

Exploitation

(Documentary):

Dawn

KoWorld

special parallel in g cu rrerit

campaign

rean

War

with

-

%

Hunt Stromberg
'production. Stars Mark Stevens, Edmond:
Gale Storm; features Donald
O’Brieri.
Buka, Gale Robbins. Anthony Ross,

IS.
Hollywood, oept. OQ
tir Mlift

m

.Pa

1*.I

!

hrivc/

j

mo

v.uoio, Grazla
winters, Tito Vuolo,
land Winters,
Lee Michel.
Loia
Madge
^ Blake;
»
T\
_1 .
L’ ..MM
I\1 n«r
.1

I

.

..

Running.

eral agreement, both public and
prititml
that Ithe
sfioufiritfile stanapui sequence
cnucai, mat
is the animal stampede, minutes
screen
roars
across
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long, that: ...»
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Watson Webb.

editor,.; J.

musical didances, Lai ry

Jr.;

Newman;

Lionel
.

ceballos. .Tradcshb.wri /Sept. 22, ’50.
nirig time, 81; MINS*
.

•

•

Run-
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'
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.
.
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theatre, N. Y., Tuesday (3),
in Variety from
London, Dec. 12, 1945. Stating
that "gin and whiskey figure
prominently in this screen
;

was reviewed

adaptation o: the West End stage
hit,” reviewer Mosk went on
to note, /its chances ill. the
U.S. are not so hot,” Review
felt the best thing pic accomplishes is to bring to life; the
England of the Victorian period. Pic’s dramatic balance is
hurt, according to the review,

by

director Robert Hamer’s
“insistence on giving Googie
Withers, as the poison-administering harlot-wife,
all
the
best of it.” Review credited the
pit players with, turning in performances "so bright one wonders liow come they aren’t in

the top billing;”
Film is being released in the
T_

U.S. by Pentagon Pictures.

the front.

dressed in Technicolor, snaps it all along at just the
proper pace to showcase songs and
dances. Dennis Day comes to the
fore as a comedian as promising
in films as he is on radio. He does
his usual ether character, fitting
it
exactly to the screen, and
bounces off most, of the laughs.
Miss De Haven is opposite him
and presents herself to advantage,
both physically and in tune-handling.
Their initial warbling of
"You Make Me Feel So Young”
and a later reprise are clicko;
niftily.

Miss

Haver

2 ) at
slated to open Monday
the Paris theatre, N. Y., was
in. Variety
from,
Paris, Dec. 15, 1948, under its
title,
original French
"Aux
(

The William Perlberg production,

:

registers

strongly

with the title number, plus "Taking a Chance on Love,” with Miss
De Haven, "I’ve Got the World on
a String,” “Yankee Doodle,” "No
Love,” and a song-dance bit with
guest star Dan Dailey (unbilled)
and Miss De Haven to "It’s Been

reviewed

but

reception
abroad is questionable.” Story
is based on an occurrence in
1947 when an Air France plane
flew from Rio to Dakar with
two engines conked out. Pic,
review stated, "is put together
very well.” It was also noted
there arc enough “stars, hokum
arid

cliches

j

j

i

;

make

it

com-

parable to any good American

melodrama,”
Film is directed' by

Films*

.'

,

Bridge. At Rialto, London, Sept. .19, '50.
Running time* 110 MINS.
Hazel Woodus ... . , ,. .
Jennifer. Jones
Jack Reddin
Farrar
. ....... ,. .David
Edward Marston
.Cyril Cusack.;
Abel Woodus
... .... Esmond .Knight
Mrs. Marston
...
.Sybil Thorndike
Andrew Vessons ....... Hugh Griffith
. .
.Edward Chapman
Mr. James
. ,
Aunt Prbwde
Beatrice Varley
Albert ...............
,
George Cole
Miss Amelin Clomber ... Frances Clare
Martha
....
... ....
Valentine- Dunn
-

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Martha's Brother

.

.

.

,

, .

...

.Richmond Nairne

stresses

gang to
There

justice.

is the usual gun battle at
the finish, this time with the cowboys shooting it out with the out-,
laws, who are entrenched back of
a freight car and the attached locomotive.
With live ammunition
cases lying around, this makes for
more than customary fireworks' as
a climax.
Rogers cashes in on three songs,
"Rollin’ Wheels” and "Sunset in
the West” by Foy: Willing. Willing
is given an assist via Spanish lyrics
penned by Aaron Gonzales. It
inakes a vibrant theme soiig. Rogers
goes through* his usual heroics
with his trick mount Trigger.
Riders of the Purple Sage, headed
by Willing, help Rogers nicely on
the warbling.
Estelita Rodriguez, though given
a comparatively minor role* impresses. She sings "When a Pretty.
Girl Passes By” in a Mexican cafe
scene. She has excellent pipes and
is a looker.
Penny Edwards suffices as the slight heart interest.

Strong supporting cast is headed
by Gordon Jones, Will Wright and
Charles LaTorre.

Gerald Geraghty’s story
“Gone to Earth” is a SelznickKorda co-prodiiction. As part Of than usual for a western.
the

joint

Jones was
providing

American
mentioned as a potential candidate
for they Command Performance

its current presentation
puts it out of the running. It
is
doubtful anyway whether it
would have found favor with the
selection committee because of a
slow, at times, boring story, likely
to score most in the industrial sectors of England.
Chances in the
American market cannot be rated

here, but

now

better

William’.

Return of

Tlie

James

Jesse

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
Lippert release^ .of Carl K* Hittleman
production.
Stars John Ireland, Anri
Dvorak,
Henry Hull; features Hugh
O’Brien, Reed Hadley. Directed by. Arthur: David Hilton. Story, Carl K. Hittleman; screenplay. Jack Natteford; camera.
Kari S truss: editor, Harry Coswick. Pre.

viewed Aug. 24, '50, Running time, 7S
MINS.
Johnny. .... ...
John Ireland
Sue Younger
.Ann Dvorak
Hank Younger ....
Iteriry Hull
Lem ...... .............. .Hugh O’Brien
Frank James, ......
Reed Hadley
Rigby .V
Victor Killiari
<
Bukin
.Byron Foulger
Charlie Ford....,,.-.....;,,. Tom Noonan.

strongly.

Powell

is

Witney directed to keep pic geared
arrangement, Jennifer for action while Jack Marta’s lensloaned for the film, thus ing j$ topnotch. The Trucolor camWear.
a marquee name for era is very effective.
theatres.
Pic had been

, . ;

.

, .

.

and

Pressburger

freely adapted the novel by

.

have

has fox-hunting as

background.

’

for

It is

.

.

Mary

Webb which

.

its

an ideal subject Bob
and ther® are

Ford.

.

. .

.

.

.

V.

.

.,

* .

,

... . . .

.

i

.

.Clifton

Young

Technicolor,
fine
English
countryside
Slightly off the beaten track for
scenes, but there is too little action.
a Lippert oater, “The Return of
Principal character, Miss Jones, Jesse James” proves a successful
lives
with
her father in the experiment
for
company.
the
mountains. A simple girl, steeped Original yarn by Garl K. Ilittlein the local mysticisms current at man injects the needed action, and
the end of the last century, when includes, some finely developed
asked by her father if she will characters and a slight psychologmarry the first man to propose, she ical overtone which holds interest.
agrees* The first proposal is from Film is a good support in the duals.
the local parson, but after the
Hittleman, also* film’s producer,
wedding^ she is induced to run lias given footage a nice mantling*
away with the squire, is brought especially evident in his roundup
back home by her husband. Then of top cast to further enhance the
later she loises her life trying to story. His choice, too, of Arthur
save a fox from a local hunt.
David Hilton, making his meg
Primarily a simple yarn about debut in fine style, is also plenty
simple people, it is without finesse, creditable.
^
polish
or sophistication. Dialog
Yarn casts John Ireland as a
just about emerges from the mond- smalltime desperado who gets into
syllabical state. And the big fail- the bigtiihe by teaming up with the
ing is the complete lack of action former James' gang, headed by
until the .final reel. The 19th cen- Henry Hull. Due to Ireland’s strong
tury folk-lore and legend are hot
(Continued on page 2Q)
sufficient to sustain a picture of

many

,

ForThemThafTroNiias^

Miss Jones makes the character
Woodus a pathetic, win-

of Hazel

“For Them That Trespass,”
British-ma^e, which opened at
the Little CineMet yesterday
in
(Tues.),
was
reviewed

some creature who can

.•

find in the
legends, a justification for all her
actions. It is a genuine; and at times
glowing performance. The role of

Variety from London; May 18*
1949,
Reviewer Myro noted

the

squire is capably play ed by
David Farrar with virility. Cyril
Cusack is well chosen as the parson husband and Sybil Thomdyke
excels as his mother.. There is also
a fine cameo contributed by Esmond Knight as Hazel's father.’
The minor roles are mainly well

that

The color lensing by Christopher
Challis is first-rate;
Settings capture the atmosphere of the period
and technical details have been

tributor deal yet set.

capably looked after.

Myro .

pic,

dealing

with

the

theme of wrongful imprisonment on a capital charge*
"lacks names and originality
to allow it much scope in the
U. S.” Story has an innocent
man serving 15 years in prison
before he succeeds in clearing
his name. Richard Todd, as

played.

Delannoy, who directed "Symphony Pastorale” and "Eternal
Relour.” There’s no IJ. S. dis-

Jean

oatuner

;

b.o.

to

|

Korda'Selznick production: Stars Jennifer
Jones,
David’ Farrar;, features. Cyril
Cusack. Written and. directed by Michael
Powell and Emeric Pressburcor. Adapted
from: the novel by Mary Webb;: editor*
Reginald
Mills;
Christopher
camera;
Challis;
Technicolor
consultant,
Joan
.

Rogers

...

London

of

.

this length.

Yeux Du Souvenir.” Reviewer
Buch said, "this film is bound
to make a lot of money in
France,

i

to Earilt

British Liori release
* * •

:

.

(BRITISH; COLOR)
London, Sept, 20/

Tl1aV»

.

enough novel twists tb satisfy western patrons.
'Rogers’ excellent warbling is
dovetailed nicely into the plot.
Story Centers around operatiDns of
a gun-smuggling gang, with a welltrained bloodhound part of the
plot.
Gun-runners force federal
agents to take a hand, guns being
shipped out via branch railway line,
with a station agent in the gang’s
employ. These operations con-?
tinue until Rogers resumes his old
job of deputy sheriff. Then, aided
by the bloodhound^ he brings the

Anthony Ross-

Thelma Ritter se^tTBaileyV.
:
7 .'Cliff Bailey
al
V. ...... ,
the safari parly encounters on its
au«5 fx l ^‘ v lf y
long. trek. There’s high excitement Chester Dooley... ...... bahny Davenport '«co6tie*-1!0Adams-V'r;V/.\\\\Pch‘r Mamakos
... .Tom Hanlon
Earl— Breitbard
in meetings with Wild savages and Announcer.
nvrvt Peters.. .......... ..
Rod
Chambers
.Wheaton chamlws
Building super
Supers ...... .-wiicritrtn.
Boudin*
beasts and a number of excellently
Morris
c
ia
Super’s
p^-® Wife ............ .Frances
The
fights-to-the-death.
staged
There’s good pace; plenty of'
poetry of primitive native dances music and comedy, and a nice,
and the intriguing rhythm of jungle light air about "I’ll Get By” that
Police prowl car teams and their
music are among other facets that will rate it satisfactory boxoffice nightly adventures supply the basis
bolster, the story line during the attention.
Premise springs from for "Betwen Midflight and. Dawn.”:
* m, mino es ?/•
the song publishing biz, and while There’s enough thrill footage to
..
Th Sa !?> Zl ballsJ. P ro , ctipn. “fradey ,” is not enough so that make it an interesting cops-andits entirety in tfie general audiences will miss its fun., robbers melodrama that lias been
was filmed In ^
actual plot locale, and the guidance
The ASCAP - networks music well mounted for the general marof the multiple phases gives, him feud acts as a springboard for one ket, where it should rate modera top credit for^entertamment po0£
better comedy situations, ately satisfactory returns.
U
d
Ce
highl htin S Bie period between
Gordon Douglas’ direction sends
Deutseh^ sci^oted and %omntoh
the the players through the Eugene
Bpnnett and AnHrew Mi rtdn^hare 1939 and the early ’40s and
music th at was on top during that Ling script, based on a story by
directoriar credh in bringfng it to
time. There is a wealth of songs Gerald Drayson, Adams and Leo
th^^^ screen
spotted along the footage, from the Katcher. Pacing is good and susI) fd
P a vc rs is nerfect^Stowart Gran- title number through such pops as pense tight when dealing with
cer scored stronelv as the African “
hiinfpr
takM Deborah Kei? Dee P in the Heart pf Texas,” "I police work, but there is a tendency
a
Gal Fvom Kalamazoo,” for the movement to slow, down
arid her brother Richard Carlson G6t
D^pre pe rsonal activities
on the dangerous search for her ‘‘There’ll Never Be^ Another You,”
b
P n£ e _ ln Awhile,^ ^ It s_ Beem a of the complication,su /.tie
missing husband. Miss Kerr is an
0 brou to t
man
Hn
n
e
H°ve,
No
Lq
g
excellent personification of a li Eng6;„T.?*{} > A
Mac- m.
_•
lish lady tossed into the raw jungle Nothing, _ Filth Avenue,
Yankee
_Doodle
Namara
Band,
s
Mark Stevens and Edmond
life, and Carlson gets across as the
and You Make Me Feel O’Brien are effective as "the-•prowlthird white member of the safari. Blues
car buddies Who incur the. hatred
Several natural actors among the So Young.”
The small cast works together pf Donald Buka, gangster, when
natives recruited on the spot contribute a good punch to the per- heatly to sell the music and the they interfere with, his activities,
formances. There’s a comedy touch slight story framework that is bol- Situation sets up plenty of suspense
to the red-fezzed bearer who. serves stered considerably by the Mary when Buka shoots down a rival
The mobster trying to muscle in and is
the safari, and a regalness to the Loos-Richard Sale dialog.
giant-sized native who joins the show-wise handling of a show biz captured by Stevens and O’Brien
party and eventually proves its sal- story is flavored just right in the after a thrill chase. Buka breaks
vatlon when he duels to the death script and by Sale’s direction, jail and seeks out the two cops for
with a usurper of his Watussis Helping to spark proceedings, both revenge. Stevens is killed. Buka
throne. There are minor White musically and for comedy- are is trapped while visiting his moll,
parts well played by Hugo Haas June Haver, William Lundigan, Gale Robbins, but O’Brien takes
and Lionel Gilmore.
Gloria De Haven, Dennis Day and over the job of getting the gangNothing lias been left out that Harry James.
ster and rescuing a small child he
would contribute to the entertainLight plot sees Lundigan as a is using as a shield, There's plenty
ment worth. An elephant hunt, a songplugger ttirned publisher after of violence spotted through the
lion pack, hippos, rhinos, monkeys being fired.
He takes on Dennis footage, climaxed in the finale
and crocodiles all contribute to the Day as a partner and boys ro- Shoot-it-out-sequence.
spectacle thaL frames the story. A mance a sister canary team. Misses
Gale Storm is the cute object of
very good editing job by Ralph E. Haver and De Haven, “to get their the police pair’s affect ions, with
Winters and .Conrad A. Nervig songs pushed. Such a setup allows Stevens the winner until his murhelps to keep the story moving and plenty of opportunity for the sing- der.
Windup indicates O’Brien
interesting, and credit for the ex- j n
g principals to engagingly pipe will take over in the romance deceptional photography goes to Rob- the film’s large tune catalog.
In- partment.
Buka is a menacing
ert Surtees. The other technical dividually and together, singing killer and Miss Robbins does well
contributions are equally Important makes the numbers very easy 1 is- as his girl friend. She also vocals
in showing oft; the production.
tening. A weak sot in story is the three tunes in her nightclub catsrog.
romantic
misunderstanding be- nary capacity. Numbers are "Please
v
r
tween Miss Haver and Lundigan, Don’t Kiss Me” and "Either It's
/
getting the couple back to- Love Or It Isn’t,” by Allan Roberts
iftiniz.1 inK String
Mriligmiu Sealing
30aling but
gether allOivs plot, to take to the and Doris Fisher, and "I Want to
battlefields of World War II for a
V':.;
"Pink String and Sealing
reconciliation, between the hero,
WfilV
li-hinh is
ic
>iouv<?uir
Wax,”
now a Marine, and the heroine,
British-made, which
4<
scheduled to open at the Art
out on a GI entertainment tour of
French - made,
Souvenir,”
‘ *

Roy

Among others in the cast rating
mention, are Anthony Ross, police
.Narciso, lieutenant; Roiaiid Winters, rival
Directed gangster; Madge Blake, mother of
V*«l CfAnA
Miss Storm; Jack Del Rio and
Philip Van Zandt.
Hunt Stromberg’s production supervision frames the film excellently, and technical assists are
good, including lensing and editing.
Brog,
Robbins

•

Gaylord Pendelton

. .

.

.

.

Jean Marais, Maria
Casares, Francois Perier and
Marie Dea. Film, incidentally,
was awarded the Grand Prix
Inte rnational Du Critique -at
the recently completed Venice'
International
Film Festival.
It’s being released in the U. S.
by Discina International;

Roland Winters
Tito Vuolo

Romano
,

,

.

.

,

1

.

<

Tevry Homal ne
.

•••’

.

Walter Kimball

Learn About Love;” by Roberts
and Lester Lee.

Hollywood, Sept. 26,
Columbia release of

111 (iH
(MUSICAL-COLOR)
X A r<A *«.*

(SONGS)

.-

II fighting in Italy.

.

nntl

.

.... Paul E, Burns
“Blink" Adams . . . .
...
Dorothy Ann White
Dot. ...
Themselves; Foy Willing and Riders of
the Purple Sage, and Trigger

.

.

.

.•

a-

-

Brog,

.

.

tion, stars

ing and other technicalrassists-arefirstrate.

.

.

Pic tabbed as a “highly personalized; modernistic produce

Reginald Gardiner (all unbilled), during the Hollywood poiv
Color lensing
tions of the story.
by Charles G. Clarke, the musical
direction and dance staging, edit-

and

R an gers” (Lip).
“Border
Moderately successful aefioner
for western trade.
“Cassino to Korea” (Par)

Dixie Osborne , * . . . *> ; , . Penny Edwards
Splinters .....
Gordon Jones
. , . ... .
Sheriff Osborne ............
Will Wright
MaoKnight
.
, .......... .Pierre
Watkin
Nick Co.rella ........... Charles LaTorre
John .Kimball, .s
...William J. Tannen

writers.”

y

(Lippert). Off-the-beaten-track
oater. Headed for good 'grosses.

Cnrmcllta ........... Estelita Rodriguez

the intellectual art house local
set.” The modern Orpheus, according to review, is a “left
Bank poet envied by his fellow

.

“The Return of Jesse James/

music and lyrics. Jack Elliott.
Foy Willing, Aaron Gonzales; special effects, Howard and Theodore Lydeeker;
Previewed in N, Y., Sept. 22, '50. Running
time, 67 MINS.
Roy Rogers.
Roy Rogers

•tinelii;

pretation of the Orpheus myth
transposed to modern times, it
is successful in its appeal to

•

.

'

Among these can be counted the
Technicolor lensing, under which
the African scene; comes alive with
amazing fidelity and beauty. Steaming' jungle,, burning desert; roar-

*i-‘

clelfer,

and Tom Hanlon.
„
"Jeannie with the Light Brown
Hair,” theme song of the ASCAPnetworks feud; acCCunts for laughs
by the- manner in which it has
been used during tha period of

“Sunset in the. West” (ColorRoy Rogers
Songs) (Rep);
oatuner, one Of his better ef-

Riders of Purple Sage. Directed by William Witney. Written by Gerald Geraghty;
camera, Jack Marta; editor, Tony Mar-

;

-

Danny Davenport, a tune

(

forts-

.

alone.

and

Good
Songs) (Col).
cops-and-robbers melodrama.
For general situations.
“Gone to Earth” (BritishJennifer Jones,
Color) (&LJ.
David Farrar in British pic
from Mary Webb novel; not
strong for U. S.

Dawn”

Hugo Haas

.

b.o, outlook.

Midnight

“Between

Stewart Granger
.... .Richard Carlson
.

.

Okay

lishing biz.

•

.

. ...

"Once

Light, , entertaining
(20th).,
tuner built around song pub-

(Color)
Republic production and release. Stars
Roy. Rogers and Trigger; features Estelita
Rodriguez, Penny Edwards, Foy Willing,

) ,

pet on the

Get By” (MusicaLColor)

“I'll

.

.

off his trumtitle tune, as well as
in Awhile” and "Kalamazoo,” and in the production number “Fifth Avenue.” Thelma Ritter
sharpens her footage for comedy
and there are other good offerings
from Steve Allen, a disk jockey;

Harry James shows

(Color)

rcr;

Allan Quatcrmain..

lead.

Mines’*
Solomon's
(M-G). Socko adveivAfrica.
in
ture fiction filmed
Big business potential.. ^

“King

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Metro release fi£ Sam Ylrobalist production. Stars Deborah Kerr, SfB wart Gran-,

French - made,
“Orpheus,”
tradeshown in N. Y, yesterday
was reviewed in Va( Tues.
riety from Paris, July 12, 1950,
under its original French title*
"Orphee,” Written and directed by Jear. Cocteau, pic, according to reviewer Mosk,
"could be played in very special arty U. S. situations.” Review stated: "A poetic inter-

•

West

Siiuset ini the
(SONGS)

Orplious

Lundigati
a Long, Long, Time.”
comes over capably as the male

Miniature Reviews

(COLOR)

Wednesday, September 27, 1950

y&XTTiWS

the

!

I

imprisoned
wrongfully
man, drew "main honors.”
Film is being-released in the
U. S. by Startford Pictures.
*

I

:

Co

-

j

*

•
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Not an Ozoner?
Drive-ins will no longer be
drive-ins in the parlance of Allied States Assn, of Motion Picture Exhibitors. They’ll hereafter be referred to as “out-

door

theatres,’’
of the shift in

Aim

Forthcoming conventions of both +
Allied States and Theatre Owners
to set new
of America are likely

clature

Col’s
Sales and

attendance records as a consequence of the new, intense concern
which exhibitors are showing in

is

nomen-

their
interest with the
indoor theatre.”

3-Day Meet
liquidation plans for

Efforts of

|

N. T., today (Wed.). Selling conditions in various exchange areas
will also be analyzed,
Delegates to the sessions, aside
from division managers, include
homeoffice sales execs, managers of
urisupervised branches, and a rep
of the firm’s Canadian branch Abe
Montague, Col general sales man.

Detroit,. Sept. 26.

ager, will preside.

be a capacity show, based
on the unusually large numbers
Which- have turned oUt for the
association’s state unit meetings.
Sharpened interest in the gettogethers stems from the fact exhibs a refaced with a wide 'assortment of new problems and trade
They are said to be
situations.
anxious to engage in exchanges of
opinion with colleagues throughout
the country and seek the counsel
ot national leaders.* It is pointed
out the past, year has seen new
and
availabilities
in
changes
of
the introduction
Clearances,
competitive negotiation and bidding in various areas, continuing
increase of driveirt competition for
better runs, divorcement by Paramount and prospect of the same
by the other majors. There also
is the question of what to do about
boosting admission- prices.

New

deal nearing consummation
Ilya Lopert and associates
of the lease on the Bijou theatre, N, Y., with the other half rey
tained by
City Investing Co.,
which owns the house and in past
gives

50%

'

f

-

-

(

January

Start 3d Indie Picture,
the new corporation is making
with him. Maurer’s status has yet
to be fully determined but possiRelease Set
With
bility is that he will continue the
John Garfield arid Bob Roberts
theimmediate
supervision
the
of
Philadelphia, Sept. 26.
will send their third independentThe preferred time practice and atre as he has been doing for the ly-produced picture before the
t lie
concomitant print shortage Dowling outfit.
cameras next month sans a release
Transfer of the lease to the new
were branded as “rackets” by SidPic, “He Ran All the Way,”
deal.
ney E. Samuelson, general man- company is slated to .become effec- will be shot at the Motion Picture
Nov.
16
when
n . Stanley Centre Studios in Hollywood with
ager (if Allied of Eastern Pennsyl.?,
„
on Garfield starred.
Vania, in a bulletin which urged Kram ?^ s “Cyrann’fwill bow
all
helo in
In a roadshow run, following “Shoes.”
Allied members to help
Garfield and Roberts have the
Other N. Y. properties owned by coin all set
breaking them lip.
for the $500,000 budget
Virtually every major exchange, City include the Astor and Vic- production via Walter E. Heller Si
toria
houses
on
Broadway,
also
n Philadelphia is unable, to supply
Co. of Chicago and- Joseph Justmanaged by Maurer. Lopert im- lrian, studio operator. They will.
.prints .on or close to. the theatre’s
availability date, Samuelson ’s bul- ports and distributes foreign pix n°
seek a distribution company
letin charged.
He called the con* and operates numerous foreign until they have the film completed.
film theatres in various U. S. cities.
’dilion “scandalous.”
Script is by Guy Endore and John
VVhen An^ exhibitor negotiates a
Berry will direct.
Garfield defilm (leal an essential part of that
scribed the yarn this week as a
N.
Y.
Circuits
Await
deal i s availability date and clear“tough guy story with no mesa nee granted to the exhibitor;
sage.”
It
91 -Theatre Test
is an
absolute outrage when the
‘First pic by the pair was “Body
exchange cannot supply the exand Soul,” distributed by United
hibitor with a print on or very
/Early Late Show’ Artists, and the second, “Force of
(lose to that availability date,” the
Both
Evil,” released by Metro.
Major and independent circuits
iill( tiiv stated.
were produced with financing proin the New York metropolitan area
be P e ec ^ y xjbvious are awaiting a test of an “early vided by the Chax’les Einfeld-David
* ,;
Hvii
1 e ^ e 1 rec^
time yackel in- u | e show” policy by some 91 Locw Enterprise unit. “Body,” desi n n) *,}
le
distributors to Queens nabe theatres with much spite a $1,900,000 negative cost,
an
Don
fl vt
turned in a profit which the prorent - 11
V 1 ? interest. Plan becomes effective
j P,
( 1
^ aS ca d se d
tins pnnt Sunday (l) following approval of ducers plowed back into “Evil.”
s'hoiTig ”
Latter, released at the end of 1948,
the scheme by a heavy majority of
Ti^^aVk^j
w ii vv
„
has failed to pay off, meaning that
e d bulletin
that patrons of the 91 houses.
In two
i lie
r\lTC d tune charged
l'acket” lias weeks of balloting, 115,830 film- Garfield and Roberts have had to
holnoV ^
the bad public relar goers voted for the system against start from scratch on .financing
tionl
"
“Ran.”
h
exists b « twee " only 27,170 dissidents
{
n 1 flea^,n0W
Actor hopes to go to Israel in
r s and Patrons, beExcluding Fridays and Saturdays,
P
„, n
many pictures that should the final twin-feature showing is the spring to make a picture there
,1.,'
with
Otto Preminger for 20th-Fox
Pjayed except during the now scheduled to start at the
aie forced’ on the exhibitor
Queens theatres between 8 arid 8:30 release.
101 a weekend
run,”
p.m.
~
Exhibs anticipate tu,;
v.r
that the
,
IMw
r
,
t
^ertcd
iLme racket must entire bill will be run off by at D. 6f J., 20th
f broken
and the print least 11.30 p.m. The moveup, the-'
Talks on Decree
must also be atremen feel; will stimulate attend^e
"hrnv«
h olcen up,” the ,bulletin warned,
Washington, Sept, 26.
arice by making it easier for the
lvillKT the film companies
should public to find baby sitters and perDepartment of Justice and 20thnc Vwpatvd 'to
cover all availabili- mits patrons to get a good night’s Fox are continuing huddles on a
io.s with
prints, or else they should rest, among other advantages.
consent decree in the industry
P)>t insisting on
preferred time.
A spokesman for Skouras The- anti-trust suit but no real progress
y so doing, the effective
_
number atres, which has been in the fore- toward settlement has been made,
oi playdates
that could be covered front in bally in the plan, said this Charles P. Skouras; president of
g
Vi1lt W ° Uld be more
than Week that if the experiment proves the company’s theatre-operating
doubled
practical the rest of the chain’s subsidiary, National Theatres, Said
u uolson tol i the
membership houses will adopt it. Some 12 here yesterday (Tues.).
i ii ?;
l\
e Can dition is serious
and Skouras theatres are affected in
Skouras Indicated that the D. of
w/ii
\
C
attention from QUeens.
Other circuit execs ex- J. confabs have been limited only
ahL? lea(Pfrticular
* ers in Eastern Perinsylpressed similar reactions. Only to discussion with i.j commitments
v< nu
Any ex hib who has diffi- houses outside of Queens which made by either Side. He said he
em
securing prints to cover will join in “early late show” test, will remain the balance of the
borikinw
bookings on an availability
date as far as could be learned, are sev- week for continuation of the cong
P 86t ,n touch with A1* eral LoeW and RKO theatres in ferences. Skouras Is accompanied
1‘ecTs 0 ffic^
Yonkers and Mount Vernon*
by attorney J ohn Lavery*

Preferred Time, Print

No
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;
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m

j

i
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start.

tied in with

will

It

be closely

NBC-RCA,

ala “Call
but even more extensively with merchandising tieups in offing. McConnell has promised to send a man here to spend
several months assimilating film

Me Madam,”

problems

m

„

....

Aide, Scouts

,

setup to facilitate

a

,

tieups of all kinds,

McConnell

NBC-RCA
“Stars,”

as many
possible for
Jolson,
A1

promised

stars

as

including

gathering, story material favorable
the industry to be released by

Groucho Marx, Dinah Shore, PerComo and Arturo Toscanini. He

to:

ry

COMPO.

said the web will run trailers on
film but will not attempt /to televise it. Date is being set up with
Jolson and W-K for later this week,
when Jolie returns from Korea

Yarns will be prepared when
Pitts returns to the industry public
relations
organization’s
Gotham
headquarters. Pitts, who was with
the Charlotte paper for 16 years,
was recently named editorial director of COMPO.
A series he did
for The Observer called “What’s
Right With the Movies” brought
him to the attention of industry
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Dick Pitts, who resigned recently as motion picture critic of The
Charlotte, (NV C.) Observer to join
the Council 0 f Motion Picture Organizations, left New York for the
Coast yesterday (Tuesday).
He'll
be there; for art indefinite time

‘

,

CQMPO

1

I

..«

Minne-

.

i

,

at its

i

I

w

Exhib group

...

has been operating it with 'Maurice
Maurer heading management.
Lopert group concluded a deal to
take over the house itself on a leasing arrangement two. years ago,
this to take effect following completion of the “Red Shoes” run,
which at the time was just getting
Phenominal success of
underway.
addition to these, TOA is
Iii.
the film was not anticipated, the
slated to give considerable time to
the possibilities of an arbitration thought at the time: being that the
svstem which the outfit feels is theatre wpuld be turned over to
imperative to safeguard the wel- Lopert within a matter of a few
Consequence of the recfare of the industry as a whole. months.
IV tli TOA’s top brass behind him, ord “Shoes” run— it’s now in its
week—
10
1st
was the need to regeneral counsel Herman Levy has
urged the adoption of some sort vise the original leasing pact. The
o equitable; system at. the ^numer- agreement now being worked out
ous regional meetings he has at- provides for the setting up of a
tended since he was named to the new corporation to hold the Bijou
lease, to be shared on the 50-50
TOA post.
New angle of the Allied conven- basis by City Investing, which is
headed
by Robert W. Dowling, and
tion will be its “buying school” for
Lopert,
Continued on page 18)
Additionally, Lopert will operate
under a management pact which

mi

week,

-Full-Support- of—the^eouncl^bfi-Tr:
V PittsbyrghruextHMonday -(2-)rPicture Organizations to. polities” and rapping him for his
It is fully anticipated that the
inject the whole picture industry present
activities
to
discredit board will vote extension of meniWith renewed acceptance by the French and the organization,
bership. Allied has been active in
public was urged by three speakers
Uhe formation of COMPO and has
at the 31st annual convention of
been / highly cooperative regarding
Allied Theatres of Michigan. Twoits functions^ with its prexy, Trueday meeting, which ends today
man Rembusch, arid its board chair-*
(26), has attracted 125 exhibitors
man. and general counsel, Abram
from all parts of Michigan. The
F. Myers, instrumental in many of
three ^speakers
were Trueman
which
decisions
through
the
Rembusch, national president of
COMPO has resulted. Board must
Allied States Assn, of motion picdecide, however, foi* what length
ture exhibitors; Ed C. Johnson,
of time it will pledge support now
president of the Michigan organiarid under what terms.
Hollywood, Sept; 26*
zation, and Henderson Richey, pubMeanwhile, in Newark yesterday
First Wald-Krasna picture, “Cowlic relations director of Metro.
poke,” goes before cameras Nov. 15 (Tues.), Allied Theatres Owners of
Rembusch said that the picture although it’s actually, in work now, N. J. voted continued participation
industry’s future was “Rosey” -as with
director Robert Parrish in in COMPO for another year. Prexy
long as “we maintain a strong 3NT..Y.- holed
up at the Hotel Belve- Wilbur Snaper was instructed to
organization.” He urged full supdere gathering local color and carty the vote to the National Alport of COMPO, and said that
background on rodeo riders, who lied conclave but there was enough
had it not been for the Korean hang out at the hotel. He’s using leeway left Snaper to switch the
War the tax burden placed on pair of wire recorders, including ballpt to the, negative if for some
motion pictures would have been one in basement, where it picks] reason he sees fit before the final
relieved.
up comments of riders as they national vote is cast.
Johnson, in his laudatory re- come
While;
of
general
approval
in from chores.
marks concerning COMPO, deW-K spent several hours with COMPO was voiced at the unit’s
clared “the cost of organization is
session, numerous of the JerseyHoward Hughes Sunday (24) and
never as much as the cost pf the got okay on total of
ites were frankly .displeased with
eight proplack of organization.”
the method of collection decided
erties, including Goodman Ace’s “I
Richey declared that the old Married
The
by, the all-industry group.
a Woman” and Jerome
silent films sold themselves beformula
which provides for conWeidman’s “Size Twelve.” Hughes;
cause of their novelty, The same
tributions at the rate of 1/10 of
told them he’s satisfied, and rething happened when sound came
1% of rental by- exhibs was quesiterated his promise to leave them
tioned on grounds of practicability
in, he said. Then during the war
alone. He’s busy £t his aircraft
mushroomed,
with
everything
with
opinions for ' and against
plant, where* personnel has been
heard in heavy Volume.
(Continued on page 21)
doubled.
After taking up a good part of
They also talked to Joe McCon(Continued on page 21)
nell, NBC prexy, regarding “Stars
Garfield-Roberts To
and Stripes Forever,” set for early

.

)

Continued participation of Allied
States Assn, of Independent Exhibitors in the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations will come up
for decision by Allied’s board this

apolis meeting last year voted to
participate in
only on a
,
trial basis for one year,
Resolution at that time provided
that Allied’s membership in the
all-industry public relations setup
could be extended only by af Amahibitors.
tive action of the board.
Thus a
With exhibitors taking sides, two vote will be held Saturday (30)
of the
more prominent inde- during a directors’ session precedpendents, Eddie Ruben and Leo ing the opening of Allied’s national
Peterson, have issued statements convention at the William Penn

Motion

ises to

.

Berger’s Snag
Minneapolis, Sept. 26.
Bennie Berger, North
Central Allied president, to toss
a monkeywrench into the machinery of the new war activities
organization headed by Harry B.
French, Paramount circuit president, threatens to split the ranks
of the; territory’s independent ex-

upcoming Columbia product top
the agenda of a three-day division
intra-industry affairs
managers’ conclave which the comOfficial figures aren’t in yet but
TOA alone figures on drawing 800 pany began at the Hotel Warwick,

theatremen to its four-day conclave, Robert J. O’Donnell, convention chairman, reported in N. Y.
on Monday (28). This takes place
Houston,
at the Shamrock hotel,
beginning Oct. 30, O’Donnell said
his estimate of the attendance was
on the basis of reservations already
m axle. Allied’s convention Oct.

+

“to emphasize

community of

Prep Wage Boosts

execs.
Pitts
(22) to

At UA, Consolidated

was married last Friday
Lee McLane Woods, a felRepresenting
homeoffice
emlow-worker on The Observer, Bride
ployees, Local H-63, International
went to the Coast with him.
Alliance, of Theatrical Stage, EmArthur L. Mayer, COMPO exec
ployees, aims to wind up new
v.p., expects to move his headquarround of wage boosts with revised
ters to the Par amount bu ilding at
employment contracts with United
the end of this week. He and his
Artists and Consolidated Film Inaides have been using facilities of
dustries, Fort Lee, N. j., shortly.
the Motion Picture Assn., of AmerNegotiating meeting with Consoliica uritil the -new offices, were
dated is set ty Friday (29) and
sessions at the UA h o. already are
MarVin L. Faris, exec secretary
underway.
H-63 head Russell Moss and Jo- of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, was named
seph Basson, international repre^
this week to succeed Robert J.
seritative of LATSE, this past Week
closed with Republic for an a cross- Rubin as the organization’s rep to
COMPO;
Rubin recently resigned
the-board increase of $3 to $5 for
close to TOO employees. Pact is re- as general counsel oi tlie Society.
troactive to July 1 and will expire Its prexy, Ellis G* Arnall, is its
other delegate.
next Aug. 31.
.

.

COMPO

Similar new deals have been set
with Universal, covering 350 h.O.
Workers and retroactive to last February, and with Pa the Industries,
for 45 member./ and retroactive to

also created this

week

an Exhibitors Committee for Participation in the Government De-

300-Car Ozoner Near Mexia, Tex.
Mexia, Texas.
Cliff Turner, Jr., and B. L. Hagle
opened the new Parkway DriveIn near hero* Ozoner has 300-car

fense .Program.
Its function will
be to work out details of a plan of
cooperation with the government
on matters involving theatre participation
during
the
present
en l’6 en cy.
J6
Committee s report will be sub
mitted for. approval to COMPO 's
exec board simultaneously -with the
plan already prepared by tlie Motion Picture Industry Council covering Hollywood's cooperation. On
the committee will be Wilbur
Snaper, chairman; Harry Brandt,
Walter Brecher, H. V. (Rotus) Har-

capacity*

vey and Gael Sullivan.

These two contracts
expire next Aug. 31.
Personnel at Paramount, LoeW’s,
20th-Fox and RKO are represented
by Screen Employees Guild, which
has two-year pacts with the companies expiring Oct. 31, 1951.
Sept.

1,

1949;

also, will

i-

.
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about women -and

Step*

When we
tures to

Pjgpj

a

launching

,

,h

seelijg

the only

it

Now,

eharm were immeasurably due

for the

way

first

i

Parry)

DAVIS BAXTER

utter

we

to the fact that

tinuous policy and at no advance in prices— a program of Scheduled

may be

ANNE

its

time in history, in a theatre with a con*

make

possible for

it

“All About Eve” from the beginning— just as

presents

F. ZanucYc

BETTE

that

should be seen -from the beginning.

it

Performances* has been devised, to

of a major

motion

were

4

saw All About Eve one of the very finest pic-

come from 20 Century-Fox, vve became aware

tufgm- fascination and

in the

men!

44

first

purchased in advance.

A

we saw

you
it.

be assured for

to see

Tickets
all,

and

any of the four daily

per*!

seat will

•

GEORGE

no one

CELESTE

SANDERS HOLM

m

«itk

picture

Thelm* RitUr > Hant>a

Monrw

||

be

seated after the start of

formanees. This guarantees you the fullest enjoyment

-

Gary Merrill * Hugh Marlowe

will

when you

TP
1

I 1

1

see the most provocative picture of the year— “All

|
»

.

About Eve”.

I;;

Crejory ftitoff
Barbara Btltt -Walter Hampden

Produred by

event

.

F«

We

|

ZAMCK P

.

by

JOSEPH

L.

believe this bold departure for a magnificent motion

picture will win your complete support.

Written far the Screen and Directed

.:

.

DARRYL

|
MANKIEW1CZ |

agree that

We

it is

new and

exhilarating

experience in movie-

What

p
1
s

:

I
1

7

<

Men and Women

of

means

*

..

The

^'SCHEDULED PERFORMANCES

."j

You

will

for your

,

...

be sure of seeing the picture from the beginning,
maximum enjoyment.

see the picture at your greatest convenience, as all tickets
be sold for specified performances, 4 times daily;

will

like*

0

You

will

know you

standing room

—

are assured d seat. There will be no
a seat for every ticket.

,

as no one

ROXY Theatre
with

UMyyJl&X- .

ANOTHER
L.

BRILLIANT

•••
-

CINTURY-fOX

ROXY STAGE SHOW

#

4 SCHEDULED PERFORMANCES DAILY
General admission tickets will be on sole daily at the boxoffice before each performance.

Loge seats may now be purchased in advance for
formances by mail or at boxoffice.

1st

3rd Showall per-

AM
PM
5:00 PM
8:30 PM

Show- 10:30

2nd Show- 1:45
4th Shew-

1

are confident you will

a

Picture Starts-1

1

:30

AM

2:45 PM
Picture Starts- 6:00 PM
Picture Starts- 9:30 PM

Picture Starts-

there will be a half hour intermission between each complete

:
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‘Moon’ Full $15,000 In

‘No Out’

Smash

$18,

Port.; ‘Tea’

Warm 10G

;

‘Sleeping City’-Vaude

Portland, Ore., Sept. 26.

good in all downtown
houses this week. “Tea For Two”
Paramount,
“Cactus Creek” at
at
Broadway, and “Destination Moon”
at large Oriental and Orpheum
shape best of lot/ “Blue Heaven”
is fine at Mayfair on moveover.
Biz

is

Estimates for This
Chicago, Sept. 26. f
Trade this week is evenly split
and- new
holdovers
between
entries, with gnly a few out of
each category showing
Otherwise, the
promise.

much

Estimates Are Nat

,

Topping the
Grand entry of “No
Way Out/'-- whose initial banning
dispute is boosting biz to smash
murky.

picture.'

is

town

the

is

$1 8.000 this session.
Boosted by a bally

campaign,

“iT

Sfeeping uity” should approach
this week
a sock $23,000 or close
Combo .house ena t State-Lake.
tries show very little hope, .with
pix no big: help. Chicago bill of
“Three Secrets/’ plus Ilona Massey
heading stageshow, is only .fair
$38,000. Oriental newcomer, “Life
Of Her Own” and Janis Paige on-

come.

The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
Include the U. S t amusement
~Tax.

;

—

000. Last week,
(3d wki, $12,000.

50-98)

—

Sock $18“The Men” (UA)

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 50-98)—
“Life Of Her Own” (M-G.) with
Janis Paige topping stage bill.
Okay $39,000. Last week, “Kiss

Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB)
Torme onstage, (2d

with

Mel

wk),

$29,000.

—

Swanson starrer
Cincinnati, Sept. 26.

Trade generally

State

(Loew’s)

(3,450;

5^75)—

ifioderate

Yesterday” (20th). Fast $16,000.
Yesterday” (20th). Sock $23,000.

m

Grand

(RKO)

(1,400;

55-75)—

OMAHA,

.

weather over “Armed

Tea’ Tasty 12G

same.
.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
Week
(WB). Modest $9,Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)— “Three Secrets”
“Tea For Two”
“In
Lonely Place” (Col) and 500. Last week,
$11,500.
“Outrages of Orient” (Indie). Solid (WB), pleasing
$7,000. Last week, “Flame and Arrow” (WB) (2d week), $5,000.
is

Paramount
Kansas

City,

Sept. 26.
New films are getting moderate
play here for most part. “Tea for
Two!’ is strong at the Paramount to
lead
city.
Unseasonably, hot

16-65)

—-“Tea

Very

(Tristates)

for
$11,000.

good
“Blue Heaven”

Two”
Last

‘Heaven’ Lofty $11,000

.(2,800;

(WB).
week,
Louisville, Sept. 26.

Orpheum
“Where

—

Sidewalk Ends”
and “The. Avengers” (Lip).
w eather is hurting nearly all spots. Good $10,Q00. Last week, “Cariboo Trail” (20th) and “Lost Vol“Desert Hawk” is dull in the Fox cano” (Mono),
$10,000.
Midwest three first-runs, staying
State (Goldberg) (865; 20-75)—
“Asphalt
Jungle”
' hly six days. Midland
(M-G) and “Mysis moderate
tery Street” (M-G). Big $5,000 for
with “711, Ocean Drive.”
this small spot. Last week, “Stars
Estimates for This Week
in Crown”
(M-G) and “Golden
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 50-751— Madonna” (Morio), $4,000.
‘Great Victor Herbert” (Par) (reissue).
Pleasant $2,000.
Last
w eek. “Dedee” (Indie), $1,400.
“Petty* Nice
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65) D. C.
-—“711 Ocean Drive” (Col) and “On
y)e Isle of Samoa” (Col). Modest
$14,000, Ken’ Okay 16G
$ l, !'900.
Last
week,
“Crisis’.*
Washington, Sept. 26.
(M-G) and “Lady Without Pass-

which

,

,

Paramount (United Par) (1,900;
4,>6di— “Tea for Two” (WB). Going ^l*Ong-at $13,0007 ^nd*^^^^
L ast week, “Fancy Pants”
m/rt ,
(Pan (2d
wk), $8,500.
Tower
• Uptown - Fairway
» _
(Fox

looks nice.

Estimates for This Wdek
Capitol (Loew’s) <2;43*r4*-85)—
“Foreign Legion” (U) plus vaude.
Slim $17,000.
Last week, “Summer Stock” (M-G) (2d wk) plus
Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; 45-65) vaude, strong $17,000.
Broken Arrow” (20th). Opened
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-80)
today (Tues,). Last week, “Desert “Underworld gtory” (UA).
Okay
Hawk (U), light $10,000 in 6 days.
(Continued on page 22)

—

1 '’

'

—

now two weeks

old.

from of courtesy cars and private
autos have been bringing" patrons

—“Three

Little Words” (M-G) (8 thfinal wk). Holding only" two extra
da vs in eighth stanza starting today

(We^.); Seventh week was $8,000
after okay $11,000 for sixth frame;
“Toast of New Orleans” (M-G)

opens Friday (29).
Strand (WB) (2,776;
:

.

—

(Par) opens Oct. 10.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
74-$1.5Q)—“Kind Hearts, Corrinets”
(EL) (15th wk). Picking up to reach

$7,700 this round after $7,500 last

Week. Continues indef.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95$l 50)
“Our Very Own” (RKO)
lOth-final wk). Ninth round ended
last night (Tues.) was $7,000 after
okay $7,500 last week. “State Secret” (Col) opens Wednesday (4).
r

—

(

I

(Col) (3d wk),

$5,800 in 6 days.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$L20)—
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 59-84)
and vaude.
“Cactus Creek” (U
“Foreign
Legion”
(U)
and
Doing mild $19,000 or near. Last
very good under circumstances. week, “Sierra” (U) with vaude, “Crooked River” (Lip). Fair $8,000.
“My Blue Heaven” at Rialto looms fancy $25,000, way over expect- Last week, “Life of Own” (M-G)
(2d wk-4 days), $3,400.
sharp despite the transport walk- ancy;
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 59-84V
out. “Life of Her Own” at State is
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$ 1.50)
“Our Very Own” (RKO) (4th wk)
wrapping up nice figure.
“Sleeping City” (U) plus Tony
Good
$3,500 after nice $4,700 last
Estimates for This Week
Pastor orch, 5 De Marco Sisters,
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200; Myron Cohen topping stage bill
Music
Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 5045-65)— “Three Secrets” (WB). Mild (2d-final wk).
First week con84)— ‘Summer Stock” (M-G) and
$4,500. Last week, “Tea for Two” cluded last night (Tues.) soared to
“Skipper
Surprised
His
Wife”
(WB) (3d wk), $4,000.
big $76,000, better than either
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; “Francis” or “Winchester ’73,” two (M*G). Great $15,000 or near. Last
45-65)—“Blue Heaven” (20th) and other Universal pix, did here, in week, “The Men” (U), $7,700 \
Orpheum (Hariirick) (2,600; 59“Snow Dog” (Mono). Sharp $11,000. ahead, “Fancy Pants” (Par) with 84)—
“Tea for Two” (WB), and
Last week, “Sunset Boulevard” Carmen Cavallaro orch, Jean Car(Par), mild $7,500, being off 50% roll heading stageshow (3d wk),- “Sunset in West” (Rep) (2d wk>.
Down
to $6,500 in 6 days after fast
due to strike.
okay $51,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65)—
Park Avenue (U) (583 90-$1.50) $13,300 in last week.
Palomar
(Sterling) (1,350; 50-84)
“Life of Her Own” (M-G) and
“Madeleine” (U) (4th wk). Off
run) plus
“Shadow on Wall” (M-G). Oke to $4,000 after oke $5,000 for third —“Crisis” (M-G) (2d Last
week,
stageshow, Oke $6,000.
Last week, “The Men” frame, Stays on,
$9,000.
Bar“Flame,
and
(Rep)
“Dakota”
(UA) att<t"“TrtrvHlifig Saleswoman”
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke$4,200
“Sunsdt bary Coast”. (Rep) (2d. runs);
(Col), tepid $7,000.
fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)
scale.
40-60c.
Strand (FA) (1,200; 45-65)— “Iro- Boulevard” (Par) and stageshow ; at
Paramount (Evergreen) (3.039;
quois Trail” (UA) and “Kiss for (7th-final wk). Still showing profit
59-84)— “Sunset Boulevard” (Par)
Corliss” (UA), Modest $4,500. Last at $111 ,000 or over, remarka ble
“Modern Marriage” (Mono)
and
week, “Where Sidewalk Ends” for seventh week here after solid
Okay $8,000 in 9 dayr.
wk).
(Lip), $11 6,000 last week, making $1,020,- (2d
(20th)
and “Hi-Jacked”
swell $11,400.
000 or slightly better for seven- Last week,
about same.

—
.

)

—

—

,

—

55-$2)

“Pretty Baby” (WB) plus Three
Stooges, The Weavers, The Maxellos, Harvest Moon Ball winners
onstage. Pic not credited with
helping much, and $43,000 looks
about all, moderate for opening
week. Holds. Last week, “Tea for
Two” ( WB) With Gordon MacRae,
Patrice Wymore, Alan Carney topping stageshow (3d wk), oke $33,000
Sutton (R & B) (561; 90-$i.50)
“Winslow Boy” (EL) (17th wk).
Built up a bit this week to $5,000.
fine/ after $4,600 last week. “Trio’’

(4,820; 55-$1.50)
(M-G) witli

into the downtown district. Exbibs
report biz ranging from brutal to

Dom,

-Mid-town biz nosedived thiis
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65)—* week to lowest average in the last
few
fnonths, with no real standout
underworld- Story”
(UA) and
on current biz horizon. Even “The
Guilty sy^tander” (FC).
So-so
Men”
at Loew’s Palace, launched
U«st week, “In Lonely
Place” (WB) and “Captive Girl” by a wave of critical kudos, is only
so-so.
“Petty Girl” at trie Warner
Itol). pleasant $11,000.

is

Emergency transportation hr the

.

Port’ (M-G), $11,000.

;

—

Downtown houses are holding up
very well in spite of the bus strike

65)
(20th)

—

:

huge $1;020,000

—

(20th), fine $12,000.
(Tristates) (3,000; 16-

(20th) (5,886; 80-$1.75>

week.
“Born to Be Bad” (RKO)
with Phil Spitalny- all-girl orch
15G, ‘Legion’ Fair 80
opens tomorrow (Triurs.),
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50r$l,75>
Seattle, Sept, 26.
“Gilda”
(Col)
and
“Platinum
Fall weather and better employBlonde” (Col) Treissues) (3d wk-4 ment because of defense demands
days).
Second week ended Mon- is helping here currently, but only
day (25) night held nicely at $18,- the top pix are doing stoutly. “Blue
000 after smash $33,000 opening Heaven” and “Summer Stock”
frame.
“Between Midnight and shape as best bets.
About-face
Dawn” (Col) opens Saturday (30). policy at Palomar means return of
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20) vaude there this week, with union
—“Good Time Girl” (EL). Despite cutting size of house band to ensexy front and ads, this British- courage stageshows there.
Looks
made is not being bought, with okay with “Crisis” this week.
under $10,000 likely opening week.
Estimates for This Week
Last week, “Reap Wild Wind”
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877; 59(Par) and “Fleet’s In” (Par) (re- 84)—
“So Young, So Bad” (UA) and
issues), light $9,200.
“Silk
Noose” (Mono) (2d wk). Okay
50Mayfair (Brandt) (1 ,736;
in 5 days after $7,700 last
$4,500
$1 .20) “Treasure Island” (RKO) week.
(7th wk). Sixth round ended MonFifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,349;
day (25) night held up sturdily at 59-84)
“Blue Heaven” (20th) and
$14,000 after $18,000 on week “Return
Jesse James” (Lip). Swell
ahead. Holds indef, with “Louisa”
$11,500.
Last week, “Black Rose”
(U) now not slated to operi until
(20th)- and “When You’re Smiling”
late in October.

helping.
Estimates for This

Mercury Soars, Biz

Roxy

“Blue Heaven” (20th) plus Mindy
Carson, Betty and Jane Kean, iceshow onstage (2d-flnal wk). Continued smartly with *67.000 in prospect after great $90,000 opening
round. “Mister 880” (20th) with
Dick Haymes, Ben Wrigley and tlie
Asia Boys, new iceshow opens
Friday (29).
State (Loew’s) (3;450; 55-$1.50)

Rosita Serrano, Noro Morales orch,
Phil Foster, Hal Le Roy onstage
(4th-final wk). Winding, up at okay
$37,000 after nice $42,000 last

—

K.C.

Holds indef.

(Loew’s)
—Capitol
“Summer Stock”

i

—

weekend

Sixth frame
iTuesrL’held very strongly at
000 after $19,000 in previous week.

on the seven weeks, sixth biggest
total ever amassed at the Hall.
Seven new bills; besides the
usual change at trie Palace/ will
open during the next eight days.
State,
Roxy, Paramount, Music

“Pretty Baby” (WB). Nice $8,000.
Last week, “Life of Own” (M-G)
wk), $6,500.
SOLID $7,000 (2dKeith’s
Wk). $14,000.
(Mid-States) (1,542; 55
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 5075)— “Sleeping City” (U). Smash
Omaha, Sept. 26.
98)
“Lady Without Passport”
“In a Lonely Place” with “Out- $9,000. Last week, “Black Rose”
(M-G) (2d wk). Lean $9,000, Last rages of Orient” are teamed
up for (20th), third downtown stanza on
week, $12,000.
standout draw at Brandeis this moveover, $5,000', no complaint.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
week with solid gross in sight.
Lyric (RKO) (1.500; 55-75)—
“Broken Arrow” (20th) (4th wk). Bogart draw plus
the spicy title “Story G. I. Joe” (Indie) and
Strong $15,000. Last week, $20,500. and billing
of “Outrages” pro- “Tillie’s Punctured Romance” (InWorld (Indie) (587; 80)-^*Devil duced lines.
Another of top. die) (reissues). So-so $4,500. Last
In Flesh” (Indie) (2d wk). Terrific
and
grosser will be Paramount’s '‘Tea week,
(RKO)
“Capture”
$8,000. Last week, $8,000.
for Two.” Show biz
Car Robbers” (RKO);

to
to

(30)!

(2,092; 90-$l .25)
(20th) (7th wk).
ended last night

—

TOP

’-‘ORIENT

in

opens Saturday

(Indie)

(UAT-Par)
—Rivoli
“No: Way Out”

.

Smart $13,000. Last week, $17,000,
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-75)—
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)— “Life of Her pwn” (M-G) (m.o ).
“Union Station” (Par) arid “Return Average $7,500. Last week, “SunJesse James” (Lip) (2d wk). Light set Boulevard” (Par) (m.o.), $9,000.
$9,000. Last week, $11,000.

(B&K) (2,700; 50-98)
— State-Lake
“Sleeping City” and “Farewell

wk). Holding to $6,000 after big
$9,000 opening week. “The Cheat”

groove this frame. “Devil’s Doorway” at Albee is very moderate
while “Three Secrets” at Palace
is
not much better. However, Hall, Capitol, Victoria arid
Rialto
“Sleeping City” at Keith’s looms all are launching fresh fare.
fancy. “Pretty Baby” ip -.the Grand
Estimates
for
This
Week
shapes nice.
Astor (City Inv,) ( 1,300; 60-$l ,50)
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)— —“Edge of Doom” (RKO) (8th
wk).
Cool weather helping, and
“Devil’s Doorway” (M-G). Moderate
$11,000. Last week, “Lady Without holding nicely at $6,000 albeit not
Passport” (M-G) with Helen Kane, solid; seventh round was $7,000.
Peggy Ryan, others onstage, okay Stays on;
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20$19,000 at 55-94c. scale.
Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55- $2.40)— “Red Shoes” (EL) (101st
75)
“Blue Heaven” (20th) (2d wk). wk). Picking up to big $6,500 or
Solid $7,500 after good $10,500 near, ahead of last week’s $5,200.
Continues.
preem.

(2d wk), big at $11,000.

—

is

a

—

(594; 44-98)
“Jungle Book” (Indie) and “Thiel
of Bagdad” (Indie) (reissues r (2d

!

“Deeds To Town” and “Awful
Truth” (reissues), $2,500 in 5 days.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-75)—
“Blue Heaven” (20th). Excellent
$18,000 or close. Last week, “Three
Secrets” (WB), okay $15,500.
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-75)“
“Saddle Tramp” (U). Trim $13,000.
Last week, “Our Very Own” (RKO)

tomorrow

(Mage)

Rialto

.•

(RKO) (2,500; 50-98)
“Fancy Pants” (Par). Okay $13,000.
“Our Very Own” (RKO) arid Last week, “Life* of Own” (M-G),
“Bunco Squad” (RKO) (2d wk). $14,000.
Palace

.

,

open s

WB)

(

(Thurs.).

arid “Counter
(m.o.), $5,200.

—

(1,200;
(20th).

Last week, “Black Rose’” overall total to reach a high figure.
Spy” (Col)
Strong undertone even with pix
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 50- whose runs have been stretched
85)— “Destination Moon” (EL) and too long is encouraging to veteran
“Golden Gloves Story” (ELV day- theatre managers;
U
date with -Drpheumr—BigH|»6;OOOr
Ace newcomer is “Sleeping
Last week, “Blue Heaven” (20th)
arid. “Young Lovers” (EL), $5,500, City,” with Tony pastor band, Five
Qrpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 50- DeMarco Sisters, Myron Cohen
85) “Destination Moon” (EL) and topping stageshow, which is giving
“Golden Gloves Story” (EL), also the Paramount a big $76,000 openOriental. Nifty $9,000. Last week, ing week. Strand is not measuring
“Fancy Pants” (Par) and “Snow up as well as it has been recently
Dog” (Mono) (2d Wk), sock $9,000. With “Pretty Baby” and Three
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400; Stooges, Harvest Moon Ball win50-85)— “Tea For Two” (WB) and ners heading stage bill; Stage lay“Side Show” (Mono). Nice $10,000 out was hurt apparently by the
or near. Last week, “Blue Heaven” way the crix pushed the pic around,
(20th) and “Young Lovers” (EL), with modest $43,000 a b o u t all.
However, bill is holding.
$ 12 200
“Good Time Girl/’ British-made,
United Artists (Parker) (890; SOBS)
“Lady Without Passport” is reflecting: lack of names known
(M-G). Mild $4,500. Last week, to U. S. audiences, with only $10,“Three Little Words” (M-G) (4th 000 or less at the Globe. New bill
at
Palace,
on regular weekly
wk), sock $4,000 in 4 days.
change, brings in “Cacitus Creek”
with vaude but it’s hot faring well
with $19,000 or under.
;-run champiori arid still top
grosser is “Sunset Boulevard” with
stageshow at the Music Hall.
Seventh and final week will show
about $111,000 or over, veTy fine
for such stage of run. Gives Gloria

erie”

(20tri)

•

Grand (RKO)
“No Way Out”

i

$6,500.

promises okay $39,000,
Pacing the holdovers; “Broken
Cleveland,. Sript. 26.
Arrow” in fourth round at Woods,
Rains finally: let up here, bringis aiming for strong $15,000. “‘Our
Very Own” is virtually as strong ing some sunshine to key boxin second frame as opening week offices, with week’s biz reflecting
Palace. improved
conditions.
at
“Fancy
$13,000
nifty
with
Hipp’s
Roosevelt’s “Union Station” and Pants” at St&e is okay.
“My
Blue Heaven” is tops with
“Return of Jesse James” is mild
$9,000 in second stanza while “Lady excellent stanza. Palace’s “Saddle
Without Pastport,” United Artists Tranip” looks trim.
second rounder, is slow $9,000.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warners) (3,000; 55-75)
50-98)—
“Petty
Girl” (Col).
Spicy $13,000
Chicago (B&K) (3.000;
“Three Secrets” (WB) and Ilona or near. Last week, “Destination
Massey heading stageshow. Fair Moon” (EL\ $18,000 in 10 days.
$38,000, Last week, “Tea For Two”
Esquire (Community) (704; 55-75)
(WBi arid all-vaude bill (2d wk), —“City Lights” (UA) (reissue)
$30,000.
(m.o.). Sturdy $7,000.
Last Week,
stage,

week run to become one of top
seven grossers to do over $1,000,000 at this house; “Glass Menag-

;

(

Film gross estimates as reported. herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e„
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures, are net in-

.

Week

Broadway (Parker) (1,850; 50-85)
With only four new bills and
—“Cactus Creek” (U> and “Avengers” (Rep). Okay $8,000 or over, the unseasonably cool weather,
Last week, “Pretty Baby”
WB) Broadway first-run business is getand “50 Years Before Eyes” (WB), ting a healthy hypo this, session.
$7,200.
exMayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85) However, there are too many
—“Blue Heaven” 120th) and “The tended-run pictures, many of them
YOung Lovers” (EL) (m.o.). Lofty now past their sixth weeks, for the

,

.

—

;

—

I

a
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FABIAN— FABIAN THEATRES
V.V.

Wednesday, September

27,'

1950'

PICTURE CROSSES
‘Men’ Sock $11,000 In
Toronto; ‘Tea’ Big;. 126
Toronto, Sept. 26.
„
“The Furies”
and “Tea for

‘Sunset’ Vivid $23,000,

,

Boston, Sept. 26.

fltres,

.

.

Based on 24

(

theatres.

$14,000,
Egllnton,

Same Week

Last Year

Mem-

second stanza at

chiefly first runs, includ•

N. Y.)
Total Gross

.

$2,612,000

cities

1,140;

and 201

>

down from nice first round.
Estimates for This Week
-^-Aslor (Jayco x ) (1.200; 5 0-95)

Own (RKO)

(5th Wk)r
after nice

Off to about $ 7,000
$8,500 for fourth.

RKO)

(

for

*

first.

San Francisco* Sept. 26.
r
Biz has hit the skids again here
r
some unexplainable reason,
with few new entries doing much.
“Sleeping City” looks stout at Or'

pheum. “Blue Heaven” is fairly
good at the Fox and “Tea for Two”
is doing well at Paramount. “Three
Secrets” also looms fancy at St.
Francis.
“No Way Out” is com?
paratively smash at the bandbox
United Artists.
.

.'

(Rep), poor $7,500.

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
40-85)— “Tea for Two” (WB) and “Train to
“When UTmbstone” (Lip). Hot $20,000.
You’re \ Smiling” (Col). Mild $10,- Last week, “Kiss Tomorrow Good(WB) and “Big Timber”
000. Last week, “Crisis” (M-G) and bye”
“Mystery Street” (M-G), surprised (Mono), an okay $15,000.
Staie (Loew’s (3,500;
“Petty Girl” (Col) and

St.

%

Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)

‘Three Secrets” (WB). Fancy $12,Last week, “Sunset Boulevard” (Par) (4th wk), nice $9,000.

000.

Toast’

Orpheum

(No. Coast) (2,472; 55“Sleeping City” (U) and
“Blazing Gunfire” (Lip).
Sturdy
$18,000 or near.
Last week, “In
Lonely Place” (Col) and “Small

—

85)

; ‘Fireball’

Fast

20G

14G; ‘Men’ Fat

World” (EL), $12,500.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,208;
Philadelphia, Sept. 26.
55-85)—“Admiral Was Lady” (UA).
Baseball continues the main
in pennant-starved Philly,
crowds watching games at
Shi be Park and over TV exacting
a heavy weekend toll at first-runs.
Biz is spotty as a result, with
surplus of holdovers also damaging: Despite this, “Toast of New
Orleans” looms smash at Randolph.
Only other newcomer,
“Fireball” shapes great at Stanton.
Addition of stageshow is boosting

topic

with

third week of “Union Station” to
fine figure at Earfe.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)
“Life of Own” (M-G) (4th wk). Fair
$9,000. Last week# tidy $11,000.

Mild $7,000.

Last week, “Louisa”

(U) (3d wk), $8,000.

Stagedoor (Ackerman—Rosener)
(370; 85-$l)—“Faust and Devil”
(Indie) (2d"wk). Light $2,000. Last
week, $3,500.
State (Par) (2,200; 60-85)—“Sunset Boulevard” (Par) (m.o.) (5th

Boyd
“Three

(WB)

—

50-99)
(2d wk).

(2,360;

(WB)

Secrets”

to $12,500 after

.

.

trim $18,000

opener.

Earle

(WB)

50-99)

(2,700;

—

'Union. Station” (Par) (3d wk) with
Sugar Chile Robirtson, Rory Calhoun, Lita Barry added onstage.
Fine $22,000.
Last week,: sans
stageshow, okay $12,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Blue
Heaven”. (20th) (2d wk). Off to
$14,000. Last Week, great $22,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 5099)
“Sunset Boulevard” (Par) (5th
wk). Holding at $8,000; Last week

—

fancy; $10,000.

Karlton

“No Way Out” (20th), Smash $10,000.
Last week, “Black Rose”
(20th) (3d wk), $2,800.
-

*

•

'

;

99)— “Devil’s Doorway”
wk).

Nice

$7,000.

Week,

Last

(4,360;

50-99)—

‘Summer Stock” (M-G) (4th wk).
Mild $12,000 after $15,000 jor third
week.
Randolph (Goldman)

(2,500;

50-

99)— “Toast of New Orleans” (MG).

Socko $31,000 or close. Last
week, “Three Little Words” (M-G)
(4th wk), $9,000,

Stanley (WB)

(2,950;

50-99)

(1,475;

50-9.9).

—

The Men” (UA) (2d wk). Trim
or less. Last week, boff

•

$20,000

$30.000.

Stanton (WB)
lureball”

Lonesome”

(EL),

$12,500.
u

Trans-Lux (T-L)

destination

1'ine $6,000.

—

Great $14,000.

(20th).

Last week, “High

.

.

.

.

sagging.

.

“Blue Heaven”

.

.

.

.

$26 J)00-iri fivA-locatioris^
“Fancy Pants”- looms fine $16,A* Paramount. “All
000 at
Quiet on Western Front” shapes
solid $20,000

Boulevard”

for

'fifth

;

—

.

•

,

.

'

i

.

*

LUSH

DENVER;

(20th), fine $14,000.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO)

—

Tramp”

Denver, Sept. „ 26.

(2,800; 35-

70)

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 60-$l)—

$8,500.

(Mann)

9C

(400;

—

(600; 50-99)
Moon” (EL) (6th wk).

Last week, $7,500.

(20th) (m.o.) and
(Par) (2d run) (2d wk).
$1,000. Last week, $1,700.

“Furies”

Good

—

—

60-$l)—

“Broken Arrow”

Estimates for This Week
Aladdiit (Fox) (1400; 35-74)
State
(Par)
50-70)
(2,300;
“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB)
“Pretty Baby” (WB). Light; $5,500. and
“Young
Daniel
Boorie.”
Last week, “Union Station” (Par), (Mono), day-date with Denver,
$5,000.

(900;

$6,300.

fair.

week; “Bombardier” (RKO) and
“China Sky” (RKO) (reissues), fair

(U) (8 days), $19,500.

Four Star (UA)

“Next. Voice You Hear” (M-G) (2d
wk). Pleasing $5 >000. Last week,

-

Mercury Dips

iii

St Loo,

B.O. Climbs; ‘Life’ Great

Webber, Good $3,000. Last week,
50-85)— “Rogues Sherwood Forest” (Col)
“Destination
Big
House”
Has done and

St* Louis, Sept. 26.

(Rep), $3,500.

Broadway (Wolf berg)

Drop of mercury to around 45
Sunday (24) accelerated

(1,500; 35-

74)—“Summer Stock” (M-G)

degrees

(2d

turnstile activity here# continued
cool Weather boosting biz at many
spots. “A Life of Her Own” shapes
great at Loew’s whil© “My Blue
Heaven” also looms nice at Am*>
Our Very Own” also
bassador.
wound up okay at the huge Fox.

(Continued* on page 22)

4

Estimates for This

Ambassador (F&M)

Week
(3,000;

60-

75)—“Blue

and
Heaven’-. (20th)
“Farewell to Yesterday” (20th).
Nice $14,000. Last week, “Thre©

(2,240;

Smiling”

Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)—
Detroit, Sept. 26.
Louis “Satchmo” Armstrong and “Union Station” (Par) and “If This
Sarah Vaughan, Be Sin” (UA). Fine $17,000. Last
All-Stars,
his
others on stage are hypoing “Fire- week, “Pretty Baby” (WB) and
200
ball” to a neat $40,000 for a 22d “Lost Volcano” (Mono), $9,000.
Keith’s (Schanbetger) (2,460; 20- birthday present to the Fox. Biz
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70-95)
60)— “Saddle Tramp” (U). Good elsewhere is expected to bounce a
—“Convicted” v (Col) and “When
$8,000. Last week, “Desert Hawk”
of
out
Tigers
bit with the Detroit
You’re Smiling” (Col). Qke $12,000.
(U) clicked brightly at $7,700.
“Fancy Lust week, “Arigel and Badmari”
town ove? weekend,
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)—
looks to be fancy it the ..(Rep) and “War of Wildcats” (Rep)
Pants”
“Union Station” (Par), Sturdy $7,- Michigan while “Union Station” is
(reissues), $10,000.
“Destination
week,
Last
000,
shaping good at the Palms.
Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-9J)—
Moon” (EL) (3d wk), mild $3,900.
Estimates for This Week
“So Young, So Bad” (UA) and
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90-$l)— “Humphrey Takes Chance’’ (Mono)
“Blue Heaven” (20th). Nice $10,Last week, “Black Rose” “Fireball” (20th) plus stageshow (2d wk). Mild
Last week,
.

Hollywood Par.

at

—

$7,800.

You’re

“Sunspots,
to $10,000

down

;<

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 2060)—“Life of Own” (M-G). Fairish
$9,000. Last Week, “The Men” (UA)#

plus

frame

is

“Breaking Point”; is very, mild and

“Louisa” (U) (3d wk).
relatively bettor at this sure-seater
than at the larger house von its
Business here is a bit offish this first week. Good $3,000 after big
week with only a few bright spots
$3,500 first week, over hopes.
7
reported. “My Blue Heaven,’ at
the New, and “Union Station,” at
the Mayfair, look toppers, both doing nicely. “Petty Girl” was good
at the Town.

Hippodrome (Rappaport)

Tn two

-set

Providence, Sept. 26.
“Life of Own” slim in second ses4 days.
iry Own” at the RKO sions.
Nortown, University (FP) (959; Albee is leading a fairly active
Estimates for This Week
1,556; 38-67)—“Black Rose’' (20th) town with sOck total. Also doing
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,
(3d wk). Big $10,000 after last well is the Majestic’s “My Blue
Loyola, Wilshtre (FWC) (2,097;
Heaven.”
week’s hot $ 13 ,500.
2,048; 1,719; 1,248; 2,296; 60-$l)—
Estimates for This Week
Odeon (Hank) (2,390; 48-$l. 15)
“Blue Heaven” (20th) and “Big
“Louisa” (U) (4th Wk). Still
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)— Timber” (Mono).
Nice $45,000.
steady at $7,000 after last week’s “Our Very Own” (RKO). Quick Last week, “Panic in Streets”
$8,500.'
turn and heavy weekend promising (20th), $31,300.
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 38-67)—“Tea rousing $17,000. Last week, “UnHollywood, Downtown, Wilterii
for Two” (WB). Big $12,000. Last derworld Story” (UA) arid “For- (WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 60-$l)—
bidden
Jungle” (EL), nice $12,500; “Breaking Point” (WB) (2d wk).
Week,: “Flame and Arrow” (WB),
(3d wk), $10,500.
Fay’s
(Fay)
25-65)— Mild $18,000; Last week, $26^500.
(1,400;
Loew’s State; Egyptian (UA)
“Savage Horde” (Rep) and vaude
Uptown (Loew) (2,743 42-75)
“Sleeping City” (U) (2d wk). Off to onstage. Fairly good $6,800. Last (2,404; 1538; 60-$l)—“Life of Own”
and “Train to Tombstone”
week,
(M-G)
“Yourtg
Daniel
Boone”
(Rep)
$4,000 after last Week’s fair $7,000.
and vaude onstage, $6,500.
(Lip) (Loew’s only) (2d wk). Slim
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)— $14,000. Last Week, $27,800. e
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,“Blue Heaven” (20th) arid “Prisoners Petticoats”. (Rep). Neat $15,- 890; 2,812; 50-$l)—“BOrn To Be
(RKO) and “Bunco Squad”
Bad”
000. Last week, “Tea For Two”
(WB) and “It’s Small World” (EL), (RKO). Good $25,000. Last week,
Own” (RKO) (3d wk-3
Very
“Our
same.
POO.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44- days),’ $4,
Los Angeles Paramount (F&M)
65)— “Destination Moon” (EL) and
40-$l)—“Fancy Pants” (Par)
“Leathernecks Have Landed” (Rep). (3,398;
West” (Rep). Nic©
Opening tomorrow (Wed.). Last and “Sunset in
Minneapolis, Sept. 26.
$16,000, Last week, “Sunset BouleNewcomers are far in the minori- week, “Pretty Baby” (WB) and vard” (Par) and “Lonely Hearts
ty currently, line-up including only “Destination Murder” (Rep), weak Bandit” (Rep) (4th Wk-6 days),
three major entries. The trio is $7,000.
'
$7,500.
/
“Summer Stock,” “Pretty Baby”
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65),—“The
Hollywood Paramount ) (F&M)
(UA)
and “Destination Moon” but none Men”
and “Adam and (1,451; 50-$l)—“Simset Boulevard”
is sock. It’s the third week down- Evalyn” (U). Fairly good $15,000. (Par) /5th wk). Okay $10,000. Last
town for ‘Louisa” and second for Last week, “Skipper Surprised week, sturdy $12,000.
“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” and Wife” (M-G) and “Mystery Street”
Orpheum# Hawaii (Metropolitan)
(M-G), slow $10;
“Union Station.”
50-$l)—“Quiet oil
1,106;
(2,210;
Strand
44-65)
(Silverman')
Western Front” (Indie) and “BayoEstimates for This Week
(2,200;
(reissues). Fin©
—“Petty
Girl”,
(Indie)
(Col)
and
Charged
“Chain
net
(Par)
50-70)—
(1,000;
week, “Lady
“Union
Station”
(Par)
(mo.). Gang” (Col) (2d wk); Started Mon- $20,000 or near. Last
and
day
(M-G)
(25).
Passport”
First
week
Without
was
good
Moved over from: the State. Fair
“Crooked River” (Lip), $12,000.
$4,500.
Last week, “Black Rose” $ 10 000
»
Vogue,
Ritz,
Artists,
United
(20th) (3d wk), okay $4,000;
Studio City, Culver (UA-FWC)
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
(2,100; 1,370; 885; 880; 1,145; 60-$l)
“Summer Stock” (M-G). Welf-liked ‘KISS’
$19,000,
“Shakedown” (U) and “Border
picture but shapes only good $13,Rangers” (Lip). Medium $26,000
000.
Last week, “Broken Arrow”
‘BABY’ $9,000 or near. Last week, “Saddle

Baltimore, Sept, 26.

20-80)— “When

.

V

—

Sock $11,000.
Last week, “Duchess of Idaho”
(M-G) (4th wk), good $6,000 for

World

Brisk $10,000; Tetty’

commanding

is

the largest slice of boxoffice coin
with nice $45,000 in five theatres.
“Barn "to Be Bad” shapes good
$25,000 or better in two houses.
“Shakedown” is getting a medium

Secrets” (WB) and “The Avengers”

Ted Mack’s Amateurs.

(Rep), $12,000.

50Okay $16,000. Last week, “Under(M-G) (2d world Story” (UA) and vaude, $13,-

(1,000;

$10,500.

^Mastbaum (WB)

38-67)

<2,096;

.

Hallo Blue Bat ‘Heaien’

(Col)

(Goldman)

.

“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” is
“Destination Moon” (EL).
Bright $11,000. Last week, “Kiss getting top coin here this week,
Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB), $9,000. playing in three houses. Overall
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,800; 35-70)— total looms nice for the Cagney
Okay $5,000. Last week,
wk).
meller. “Summer Stock” is land“Quiet on Western Front” (Indie) “Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB)
(m.o.).
Second loop stanza finds it ing a fourth week at the Broad(reissue) (2d wk), $6,000.
Last way. Elsewhere trade is poor to
United Nations (1,150; 85-$l)— holding its own at $5,500.

—

Down

.

“The Men” (UA).

;

at $12,000.

;

Loew’s (Loew)

Estimates for This Week
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40*
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 60-85)
(Par).
Boulevard”
85 )— “Sunset
—“Once
a Thief” (UA) and “Red
Strong $23,000. Last week, ‘‘Tea Desert” (Lip). Thin $10,000. Last
For Two” (WB) and “Prisoners week, “High Lonesome” (EL) and
Petticoats” (Rep), $22,000.
“Destination Murder” (RKO), $10,Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 40-85) 500.
“petty Girl” (Col) ancj “When
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—“Blue
You’re Smiling” (Col). Unexciting Heaven” (20th) and “Lonely Heart
$17,000. Last week, “Crisis” (M-G) Bandits” (Rep).
Fairly good $17,and “Mystery Street” (M-G) $16,- 000 or near. Last week, “Panic In
500.
Streets” (20th) and “The ShowParamount (NET) (1,700; 40-85) down” (Rep), disappointing $13,000.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,847; 60-85)—
—“Union Station” (Par) and “Joan
of Ozarks” (Rep) (reissue). Not' “Summer Stock” (M-G) (2d wk).
more than average at $10,000. Last Down to $12,000. Last week, sock
week, “Pretty Baby” (WB) and $26,500.

“Showdown”

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$461,200
( Based on 18 ihedtres
Last Year
... $551,000
(Based on 18 theatres.)

(1,180;

(38-67) -t- “Treasure Island”

.

,

(3 ,200;

.

(FP)

“Furies”' (Par). Lusty $12,500. Last
week, “Fancy Pants” (Par) (3d wk),
$ 12 000

'

40-B5)-r
“Shakedown” (U) and “Congolaise”
week,
Last
(EL). So-So $10,000.;
“Convicted” (Col) and “Beasts of
East” (Indie), heat $15,000.
Fenway (NET)) (1,373; 40-85)—
“Union Station” (Par), and. Joan
Mild
of Ozarks” (Rep) (reissue).
Pretty Baby
$5,000. Last week,
(Rep),
$2,“Showdown
and
( WB)
800 in 6 days.
Memorial (RKO), (3,500; 40-85)r~
“Blue Heaven” (20th) (2d wk). Off
to about $14,500 after nice $22,000

Boston

.

26.

Entry of new bills this week is
helping biz somewhat but there is
nothing iii the sock class.
Holdovers are holding back overall
total,; since most
of these are

.

Victoria

(RKO) (2d wk). Fine $11,000 at
two houses after last week’s smash
$23,000 which took in Beach (1,•3.16) and St. Clair (1,420) for 4house combo opening round.
ImperiM^BT^ (3^3r~^3^8)—

orial is

“Our Very

LOS Angeles, Sept*

(UA) and “Great Plane Robbery”
(UA). Light $11,000. Last Week,
“So Yoiirig, So Bad” (UA) and
“Beauty on Parade” (Col), nice

.

ifig

Fenway also is just fair. Shakedown” at Boston is only so-so*. Blue
in

.

.

-

Heaven”

.

.

ium 26 G

—

Estimated Total Grass
This Week
$2,309,000
(Based ori 25 cities; 200 the*

is

Two”

deluxers are housing holdovers.
Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
State (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 698;
694; 35-57)
“Kiss for Corliss”

;

barely average while
“Union Station” at Paramojmt and

Orpheum

LA. Very Uneven,

are pacing the town to neat returns, with “The Men” also up
high for new product. Most other

‘Station 15G, Petty’
About routine biz reported herie
major spots
this stanza at most
although “Sunset Boulevard” rit
Met shapes strong, and leads the
town. “City Bights,” which reopened the Qopley, looms solid.
and
State,
at
Girl”
“Petty

13

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)-r-“Th©
Furies” (Par) and “Bunco Squad”
Opened today (Tues.).
(RKO).
Last week, “Our Very Own” (RKO)

;

and “Rookie Fireman”

headed, by Louis Armstrong and $12,000.
Trim $40,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,2.80; 20-75)— Sarah Vaughan;
Adairis (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)—
“Sunset Blvd.” (Par) (2d wk). Sim- Last Week, “Black Rose” (20th) “Our Very Own” (RKO) (2d wk).
1950” (20th)
“Holy
Year
and
mering down to $9,000 after pleasSlipping
to $7,000. Last Week, nice
(2d wk), big $28,000.
ing getaway at $16,300.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; $9,000;
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)
Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70“City Lights” (UA) (reissue). 70-95)—“Fancy Pants” (Par). Fancy
Opening tomorrow (Wed.). “Petty $27,000. Last week, “Tea for Two” 95) “Summer Stock” (M-G) (4th
Down to $4,000. Last week,
wk).
(Mono)
Fair”
Girl” (Col) is Winding up at good (WB) and “County
okay $5,000.
(2d wk), $16,000.
$9,000 or near.

—

okay

50-75)—
“Life of Her Own” (M-G) and “On
Great $20.Isle of Samoa” (Col).
000:
Last week# “Crisis” (M-G)
(M-G),
Street”
“Mystery
and
$ 12 000
60-76)—
Loew’s (Loew)

(3,172;

.

.

Missouri (F&M) (3.500;
“Black Rose” (2.0th) (2d wk). Starts
today (Tues*). Last V^ek ‘-‘Rose
(WB),
(20th) and “Tea for Two”

$8,000.

000.
(20th) (3d Wk), $5,800,

(Col),,

$14,000.

.

neat $10,000,

(Ind) (1.500;_6(>*75)—
(Par) and ; ‘ Lives
Lancer” (Par) (reissues).

Shubert

“Beau Geste”

;

—

Bengal,

Oke $4,000.
FpU” (Par)

!

l

Last week. Paid in
and “Trial Without

Jury” (Rep), $5,000.

-

'
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Volmar’s Foreip ‘Don’ts’

London,

Victor Volmar, publicity director
for Monogram International Corp.,
authored a piece on foreign versions which the Journal of the
Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers is slated to run in
its November or December issues.

Sept. 19.

The chance of commercial radio
coming to Britain have strengthened considerably in the last few
weeks, in political circles ip London* it is now regarded as almost
certain that the Beveridge Com-

Volmar, who is supervisor of foreign versions for Mono International^ explains the intricacies of
Full Sked Again subtitling, dubbing and narration
for U. S. films intended for release
Mexico City, Sept- 19;
in overseas market. His yarn is acMexican pic production has re- companied by a table listing
sumed again after a fortnight's sus- which censor boards in manytabus
forpension caused by the hassle of eign countries have set:
up for
producers and players over what films.
the producers asserted was the performers’ supposition that they intended to place a ceiling on all pay.
Squabble halted all wbrk in local
studios excepting that of "The Kid
from Mexico/* starring Mickey-

mission, now inquiring into the
future charter of the British
Broadcasting Corp., will make a
recommendation in favor of sponsored broadcasting.

A

-

favorable

recommendation

automatically
isn't
however,
followed by government adoption;
many mem;
that
known
.it’s
In fact,
hers —of—the— Cabin et—and leaders Rooney,
Wanda Hendrix 'and Rob
of the Opposition parties have con* ert
Preston, which Jaime Menasce
introduction
sistently opposed the
is supervising at the Tepeyac plant.
commercialism into British
of
Admitting, that the suspension
therefore, an open
It's,
radio.
of work was a setback, the trade is
London, Sept. 26.
question whether they Will be inconfident that the expected new
Biggest controversy of the year
fluenced by the findings of the high,
output of 130 pix will be is developing over the selection of
Royal Commission,
achieved this year.
a British film for the Royal ComThe. present BBC charter exmand performance on Oct. 30. It’s
pires in 1952 and no changes can
the selection committee inbecause
be introduced before that time. Plenty of Headaches
sists on adhering to the legal definstage, there’s no indica.

'

,

:

At

this

Beveridge recommendation would advocate the setting up of an independent station, Or would propose the transfer of an existing BBC wavelength:
for commercial purposes.
Events have been taking place
during the past few weeks which
have increased the chances of some
form of sponsored broadcasting.
Since the BBC placed an embargo
earlier this year on artists who

ition of a British film, as deter-

tion whether a

mined by the Quota

On Color Pix Program

j

Montevideo, Sept. 19;
The emphasis in Argentina's film
industry is on the attempts at making color pictures, with plenty of
back-patting about the great strides
the pix business Is achieving as
Emelco proceeds to make the first

major feature

tinter.

However,

this

Act. Final
date for submitting entries Was extended -one week, and expired
yesterday (25). Now believed there
will, be at least 12 candidates for
the honor, final Choice to be made
by an industry committee with a
strong eXhib representation.

ducers voiced their objection to
the inclusion of "The Mudlark”
among the candidates.
They
argued that while technically a
British pic, it should be excluded
because made by an American
company, with a Hollywood star,
director and producer. When their
objection failed, they suggested the
,

:

OWN NEWSREEL

THEIR

There has been no

BBC

official
scribed as “The Devil arid the
loss of “Much Bottle.”
Binding,” but it will necessitate a
The biggest snag on this first
revision of schedules, as in addi- Argentine Technicolor
opus looks
tion to the initial broadcast,
it to be the lighting. Currently Argenregularly had two repeats each tina is undergoing a period of inweek.
tense poverty as regards electric
power supply. This shortage affects
the film studios considerably and
Emelco Will have to use portable
generating equipment for the special arc lighting necessary to the

Top Money Radio Star
Sydney, Sept.

12.

Bob Dyer, who came /here originally with the A. B. Marcus
show

doing a hillbilly act at $50 weekly,
a!
b
£ ? ccn signatured by Colgate,
r-aimolive to dp a weekly commercial radio show
on a nation-wide
.

network through 2 UE, Sydney. Reportect yearly salary is $87,000,
Highest paid to a radio performer

Down Under.

Dyer is presently doing a weekly
span for Atlantic Oil over 2
here, arid is also booked for
a weekly show over the
Australian Broad-

UW

casting

cial).

Commission (non-commerUnder Colgate deal, Dyer
artists and

must provide his own
production setup,

‘Snow White* Preem in Tokyo
Tokyo, Sept. 19,
“Snow White,’* first Walt Disney
pic to ‘be released in
Japan under
trie producer’s
import contract with

Export Assn.

London, Sept.

Sydney, Sept. 12.
Alexander* director of
the U.S. Information Bureau Jtiere,
has authored a play titled “Orney
Boy ” dealing frankly with sex perversion.
It is in for a run at the
-Independent—theatre,— Nprth-HSyd’
ney, under the management of indie legit operator Doris Fritton,
who also produced the play. Cast
is mainly local talent.

Tom

MEX NABE PREEM

Mexico

City, Sept. 19.

Cine Mexico, new top first-run
nabe, has copped exhibition spotlight here by launching a super
fall-wiriter drive with the screening of "Broken Arrow” (20th). It
was strong at 46c. top oh tee-off.
“Gunfighter,” “September Affair,” “No Way Out,” ‘Where SideWalk Ends,” “Panic in Streets,"
"Stella,” "Mr. 880” and "I’ll Get
By” are set to follow, all from 20thFox.

There were only two new picone British and one AmeriBoth got good starts after a
favorable crix* appraisal.
U. S.made, “The Heiress,” at the Plaza,
did a strong $5,000 on its first weektures;
can.

end, with a big $11,000 in

its initial

stanza likely. British pic, "Seven
Days to Noon.” is winding its first
"Boy" is rated okay for U.S. sum- round also very big $12,500 at the
mer stock, but may not be so good Leicester Square.
on Broadway in its present form.
"Mrs.
Metro’s
British-made
Alexander has scripted his brain Miniver” with stageshow finished
child so as not to give offense from its third Empire week at a strong
'

the sex angle, story being about a
young man’s escape from the Influence of at homosexual. Alexander has done some successful
chores for Aussie radio.

Restriction

on

TV

$16,000.
"Black Rose,” despite a
panning by the crix, as in the U.S.,
closed its second week at the Odeon
in Leicester Square at $11,500, still

sock like opening week.
“Caged,” ’’at the Warner,

week

in

ing with smash fourth week at the
Carlton, $10,100, near-capacity,
Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par) <1,128; 65-$1.60)—«

London, Sept. 19.
on the production
of home TV receivers announced
by Prime Minister Attlee at the
emergency session of Parliament
may provide a unique situation
When the television network expands next year.
According to some experts, there
is an acute danger that when the,
Manchester arid Scottish stations

The

are

restriction

operating in

Boulevard” (Par); (4th
holding speko as a
major West End production, drawing capacity crowds nightly. Fourth
stanza was powerful $10,100; pic
“Sunset

week):

!

1951 there will
to pick

manufacturers now are

making and

selling 43,000 receiving
sets per month. But they have had
difficulty in coping with the demand in London and Birmingham,
the only two areas presently serviced by TV. They had intended to
up output to a minimum of 50,000
sets a month to meet present demand and also to supply the new
territories.
If government rearmament leads
to serious curtailment of production, TV. receivers may become as
scarce as motor cars. For these,
long-suffering Britishers have to
wait anywhere from three to seven
years;

ML*

prices.

bias.

(3,099;

50-$1.60)—

Greer Garson-Walter Pidgeon starrer wound up strong at $16,000.
“Three
Little
Words”
(M-G)
opened this week (18).

Gaumont (CMA)
.

1

(1,500;

45-$L60)

^-“The Milkman” (U) and “Saddle
Tramp” (U) (2d wk). Double bill
currently moderate $5,500.
“No
Way Out” (20th) set for Sept. 21.
Leicester Square Theatre (CM A)
ll, 753; 45-$1.60)— “Seven Days to
Noon” (BL). Big crowds throughout the day have given this new
• t •

•

%

J |

J%-

•*

ft

$1.60)—“Tarzan

and Slave Girl”
(RKO) (2d wk). Closed at $6,500,
surprisingly good for this type of
film in West End.
"Capt. Blood”
(Col) comes in Sept. 22.
New Gallery (CMA) (1,376; 45-

Alleged Anti-Left Slant:

$1,60)— “Annie Get Gun” (M-G) (2d
wk),

Still

sturdy after

eight-

its

week stint at Empire. Strong $5,London, Sept. 19.
Odd development here is that 000. Holds agairi.
Odeon-Lelcester Square CMA)
the British Broadcasting Corp. is
]
>

1

nAn

(20th)

As

a result, several Labor
are meeting to launch a

^

(

Mm
,
Black
R ose „
Proving powerful
despite what critics said. Still sock
with $11,500, and way above high
grosses hit by "Panic in Streets”
(20th) and “Cheaper by Dozen”
(20th), here recently;
Holds over
/0

new demands.

,,

(2d wk),

Odeon-Marble Arch (CMA)

(2,-

200; 45-$1.60). “Mister 880” (20th)
(2d wk). Modest $6,000.
Ealing’s
“Cage of Gold” follows on Sept. 21.
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 65-$1.60)—

“The Heiress”

(Par).

Opened very

strongly, with big $11,000 likely on

Week. Continues iridef.
Rialto (LFP) (660; 45-$1.60)—
“Wooden Horse” (BL) (7th wk).
Still holding strong with $3,400.
“Gone to Earth” (Korda-Selznick)
0P ens sept. 22.
45-$1.60)—
Ritz
(M-G)
(432;
“Wooden Horse” (BL) (7th wk).
Holding nicely around $3,000. Confirst

.

:

tinues.

Warner (WB) (1,735; 45-$1.60)—
“Caged” (WB) (3d wk). Holding

firm at $6,060; stays a fourth stanza.
is the
22.
Breakstpri of the indie Breakstoii- “Bright Leaf” ( WB) opens Sept.
closed down arid
McGowan outfit arid feature playwill not reopen until the middle of
ers Florence Marly and Robert
October with "The Heiress,” The
Peyton, have been on location in
Victoria also will rebpen some time
Dublin, Sept. 19.
Nippon since. July 24. Miss Marly
that month.
already has returned to the U. S.
Total payments for film rentals
With so many stageshow theatres and others are skedded to leave from the Republic of Ireland durshuttered it is not surprising that sOon.
ing 1949 is estimated at $1,820,000,
the five first-run houses stayed
Film now goes to Consolidated according to a Central Office of
opeii all summer, with very good Laboratories in Hollywood for scor Statistics report just issued here,
_
business on reissue American pix. ing and final editing. Release plans Payments were made in sterling to
for the pic have not been an- London offices of distributing com-

The Nacional

now
is

’

;

i

j

.

Newt
On Page 17

Other Foreign

%

British-made thriller a powerful
sendoff; Initial stanza shapes very
big at around, $12,600. Stays on.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 45-

Fight BBC's

being charged with an anti-leftist

*

stays iridef

Empire (M-G)

j

labor

Still

“Mrs. Miniver” (M-G) and stageshow. (3d-final wk). British-made

be few receivers available
up the programs.,
British

con-

tinues so well At $6,000 in its third
that it holds for a fourth.
t“Annie,” in second West End run
at New Gallery, continues, big $5,000 in "second round there. “Sunset Boulevard,” still a top, is scor-

Set

hire schedules submitted by
the Newsreel Assn, to the exhibs
involved increases as high as 25%
on existing rentals. Particularly
hard hit would be the newsreel
theatres which would pay the top

theatre open

‘ARROW* IN

the theatre.

L.

:

'

on the whole has stayed
around an average level despite an
unofficial bus strike which kept
thousands of Londoners away from
ness

sides.

New

19.

The weather continues to help
the West End film boxoffice, Busi-

Exhibs are strongly resisting the M.P.s
Since the higher Democrats Listeners Assn.., which
prices coincide with the freeing of will report to the executive on
newsreels, many theatre owners all controversial programs.
Founder of the new organizacolor filming Since the generators are threatening to cancel bookings
are noisy, sound will have to be unless they receive substantial con- tion, Col. George Wigg, M.P., alcessions.
ready
has had talks with Lord
dubbed in after the scenes are shot,
Simoh, BBC chairman, and with
making everything even more comother officials. There is no intenplicated;
tion apparently of forcing artists
As a result of the suspension of Portuguese Actors Burn
speakers off the air, but Wigg
and
pic^
film imports, no Technicolor
Over Brazil Unit’s Click and his colleagues want to “stop
tures have been released in Buenos
the abuse of the role of impartialAii’es this year, as against four reLisbon, Sept 12.
ity of right-wing partisans.”
leased last year and three in 1948,
The Brazilian company of Alma
The Argentine color films are
Flora
Caminha,
at
and Delorges
also designed to help tourist trafthe Variedades since August, is First Joint Japfic to the country's beauty spots,
•gp.
»» tv • , j
and as a result 85% of the shooting continuing to do well with twiceFeature Film Finished
of “Gaucho and the Devil” is; to a-day repertory of comedies by
Tokyo, Sept. 22^
be done* abound the southern lake Brazilian and other South AmeriFile 212,” first joint
districts, reputedly more beautiful can authors. The company is doing
pic to
than Switzerland; in the Andean so well that Portuguese actors arid American-Japanese feature
be filmed in Japan since the war,
foothills around Mendoza 'and the technicians are protesting this sowound
its shooting schedule
up
bid Northern colonial City of Salta, called Brazilian invasion because
with its gems of 17th century archi- so many are but of work. The only last week. American production
staff; headed by producer George
tecture.
Trindade.

;

Daiei Theatrical Co., had its Nipponese preem at the Tokyo Imperial theatre Sept. 17.
Screening
was a benefit with proceeds going
to the Japan
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
now is on road-show bookings, It
^be initial one to be rel
jeased in Japan under
a private
rat fi e r than through
he Motion Picture

tween both

Days’

Big $11500; Hose’ Rousing ll^G, 2d

The controversy began when pro-

participate in commercial radio, nationalistic pride is somewhat misa n umber of top British acts and placed because after each day’s
series have gone over to Radio shooting, the negatives must ClipLuxembourg, the only British out- per to Hollywood for processing,
let for sponsored broadcasting.
return by the same route for sound
The announcement a few weeks dubbing and continuity, and then
back
that
Donald Peers, top make another air trip to Hollywood
abandonment of alternate British
British vocalist, had been Signed for final editing and making of
and American films, and the selecu p for a Luxembourg series, has copies. The first Technicolor picof the best available film from
tion
been followed by the inking of ture Is set to be directed by an
any source. This also was turned
the “Much Binding in the Marsh” Italian, Ernesto Remani, while the
company by Harry Alan Towers. photography is being entrusted to down because the time factor made
This show, which features Kenneth a Swede, Humberto Corell, who it impracticable.
Among the films being submitted
Horne, Richard Murdoch and Sam Worked for Metro during the makto the selection committee are
Costa, has been in the top three ing of "Annie Get Your Gun.”
In producing this first Argentine- Ealing’s “The Magnet,” De Grunof listener favorites for a number
made color film Emelco will col- wald’s "Flesh arid Blood” and
of years.
“The “Much Binding’* contract laborate With Trans-America Films, Monarch's “Lili Marlerte.”
an outfit set up in Buenos Aires
covers a three-year pediod with a
by Roberto Garofalo to exploit a
season of 39 weeks in each year.
Deal involves an investment of ap- new .color process, known as Technicolor UX2, which photographs
proximately $ 150,000.
color on a single band of film. The
Ast the Radio Luxembourg Sun- process also calls for a special
type
day programs already include a of make-up, imported from HollyLondon, Sept. 19.
Gracie Fields show, there is an in- wood. At any rate, art
Argentine
tense battle developing for support cast, headed by
Production of an exhibitor sponElisa Galve and
during the peak listening periods. actor Juan Jose Miguez, are to have sored newsreel is one of the proAdvertising experts hold the view the honor of participating In the posals under discussion to counter
that the capture of two or three
a mo vb to increase , as from next
experiment.
more popular series for LuxemThe story, "The Gaucho and the month, rental terms for the five
bourg Would result in a substan- Devil;” has been adapted by the British reels. Action on this and
tial
turnover of listening public director, Ernesto Remani, from a other suggestions will be deferred
from the BBC to Luxembourg.
Robert Louis Stevenson story, de- until there have been talks be-

comment on the

7

‘Heiress’ Tall $11,000,

On

.

.

Bat

nounced, blit understood one of panies.
the U. S. majors may handle it.
The amount is on a par with that
Breakston expects to announce paid in 1948, and when finally
plans soon for a second production, revised may even be higher.
:

•

.
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THEATRE MEN ALL OVER THE

COUNTRY KNOW THAT
HUMPHREY BOGART IS ONE
OF TH E M OST CON SI STENT
TOP PERFORMERS
AT THE BOX-OFFICE.

THAT’S
IN

WHY

A LONELY PLACE

WILL PLAY IN

MORE THAN
13,000 THEATRES!

IN

A LUNtLT rLAUt

GLORIA GRAHAME

with

Frank Lovejoy, Carl Benton Reid, Art Smith, Jeff Donnell and Martha Stewart
Screen Play by Andrew Solt

-

A SANTANA PRODUCTION

BOOK

IT

.

Produced by

ROBERT LORD

NOW FROM

-

Directed by

NICHOLAS RAY

COLUMBIA!

'VARIETY'!'
I

It,

LONDON OFFICI

Roland Petit’s Les Ballets de
Paris, due in New York early next
month, premiered a new ballet

Coin Situation

Argentina's film industry

making attempts. to organize

in-

ternational distribution to help obtain much-needed foreign currencies

The

for the national exchequer.
Producers’ Association, has

had Confabs ,with Entertainment
Board officials designed to map
out plans for opening combined
distribution

offices

Europe and Mexico

in;

the U.

S.,

If thes e are

.

capturing foreign
in
markets, they will be allocated
funds to allow purchases of raw
stock abroad.
The high cost of raw stock has
doubled production costs since
1948, according to Argentina Sono
Film's prexy Luis Angel Mentasti.
Fifty copies are made of each picture and the cost of raw stock for
this is $10,000 greater than two
years ago. Other increases in
costs makes $100,000 to $200, Q00
as the budgets for the simplest
Argentine picture.
A plan which is likely to push
production costs even higher is
now under consideration at the instigation of the Labor Secretariat.
This seeks to set up a pension plan
for all film workers* including
successful

*

.

high-salaried directors, stars and
As picture work is apt to
intermittent
and transitory
here, it will take a good deal of
smart thinking to work out a plan
satisfactory to all the interests in
the trade,
extras.

be

An unusual industry case has
been partly decided by a
court of justice. Film actoy. Angel
Magana sued Artistas Argentines
Aspciados for damages of around
$2,500 on the claim that, contrary
to his contract his credits had been
placed secondary to those of Mirtha
Legrand with whom he teamed in
just

.

•
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RKO

••

•

•

.

•

.

arrives.
Narcisd Ibanez Menta is $475,000.
to play the lead in “The Street By
Choice to be made, by Skouras
the Moon,” which Emelco will
tnake from a story, by Petit de in the initial 10-day period is beMurat.
tween the Ptdctor and the MidSari Miguel Studios has signed
However, George Skouras,
way.
Carlos Hugo Christensen to direct
a picture starring ArtUro de Cor- head of the circuit, has been out
dova.
Work will start before the of town recently and for this reaend of the year. Christensen re- son asked for more time to make
cently returned from doing film the decision.
RKO has indicated
chores for Bolivar Films in Veneit is willing to go along with an
zuela, and from directing his wife
extension.
Susana Frey re in a picture made
a Mexican studio.
Splits will be made, of course, on
Guaranteed Pictures, film outfit the basis .of cash changing hands
Which made one picture with Ital- in accordance with the stock ownlart actor Aldo Fabrizzi doing
the eriship which each of the two partdirecting, scripting and acting, is ners has in the properties and their
getting ready to produce “Facun- evaluation. Following the first sedo, an opus scripted by Dr. Pages lection by Skouras, RKO is perLarraya.
Presumably the picture mitted first crack at any two of the
Will have a partly political back- Bronx theatres, then Skouras has
ground, as the story covers a pe- his choice of the next two.
riod of Argentine., history when
Unaffected by the split is RKO's
the dictator Juan Manuel
de Rosas 20% stock interest in Metropolireigned supreme.
tan, which has been trusteed*

m

—

—

Renee

Hughes Divvy

*

;

Thief”), starring

Ballet drew eight curtain calls
and looks a likely Broadway clickContinued
eroo.
It has a colorful- Apache
from page 3
Jssss
theme, and uses a revolving stage
production - distribution company for three fine sets.
Dancers somewhen he acquired his 24% interest times break into song,'
giving the
from Atlas Corp. in May, 1948, On pantomime an operatic
touch.
the basis that tangible assets of
the picture company will be worth
$7.50 per share after divorcement, Theatre
Construction
the theatre company will have
only cost him $1.50 per share.
Through Near East
Hughes’ present negotiations with
the Harry Brandt-led Trans-Lux
_
"syndicate, cnll-fonale of his^the=
atre company stock at $8 a share.
Washington, Sept. 26.
If the deal goes through, it would
New theatre construction in three
thus mean a profit of $6.50 on each Near East countries was reported
of the 929,000 shares he owns or today by Nathan D, Golden, film
a total of better than $6,000,000.
topper for U. S. Commerce Department.
In Irqa four new houses
The Other Angle
were started n Bagdad during the
first
half
of year. This gives Iraq
Looking at it another way, if he
sells the circuit for $8 a share, the 86 films theatres wth a total seatnet cost- to him of the picture com- ing capacity Of 70,000. In addition,
pany will have been only $1 per three Bagdad theatres have been
share.
Since it will have an esti- air-conditioned recently, Using U.S.
mated tangible asset value of $7.50 manufactured equipment.
In Lebanon six theatres are unper share, Hughes has a profit of
$6.50 a share Or almost $6,000,000. der construction in Beirut, but none
is expected to be finished before
The extra $4,000,000 dividend
which he is planning just before the end of 1950. In .addition, the
divorcement will be voted by the luxurious new Rivoli, a 1,700-seat100%-owned theatre subsidiary to er, was dfpened n Beirut. There are
the parent company. The amount now 44 theatres* with total seating
of 24,346, in the country.
is permissible under an indenture
In Syria new film houses were
agreement entered into by
Theatres, Inc., with Bankers Trust, opened last year in Aleppo, Hama,
Latakia
and Banias. Country now
N. Y., Feb. 1, 1946.
has 48 picture theatres with about
This provided for a loan of $26,- 25,000 seats.
000,000 against 20-year 3% kinking
fund debentures. Loan has since
been
reduced
to
$21,000,000.
Laurel-Hardy French Pic
Agreement
provided,
however,
that in order in effect to insure
the loan, the theatre company
could never enter into any agreeParis, Sept; 26.
ment that would leave less than
During the filming of “Atoll K”
equivalent of $11,000,000 in fluid on the Riviera, with Laurel and
reserve in the treasury of the the- Hardy starred, the trawler Saint
atre company.
Louis was used in shooting a seThe combined theatre-picture quence showing the boat being sur-

•

-

"Berlin’ in

yesterday (25) at the Marigny,
titled “Croqueuse de Diamants”

;

Vienna Prestige Battle
v- -f

;

Jeanmaire.

Ultimo Modelo.” He also
sought seizure of the film but con- companies now have about $25,fiscation of the picture was denied 000,000 in fluid reserves—cash on
by the. court. Damage angle has hand and Government securities.
yet* to be decided.
The picture Hughes intends to keep all of this
just closed after a seven-week run in the picture company except the
at the Gran Rex Theatre, where it $11,000,000 required by terms of
grossed $60,950 in the first five the Bankers Trust indenture. Thus
he Will transfer the $10,000,000
weeks.
called for under the split-up agree“Native Son,” which Was made
ment, plus the $4,000,000 special
locally in an English version, with
dividend to make up the $14,000,author Richard Wright in the lead,
000 difference between the $25,and Pierre Chenal directing, has
000,000 and the $11,000,000.
been delayed. It is expected to be
The $11,000,000 called for under
flown up to New York before the
the indenture is not actually stated
end of this month.
“Surcos de
as
that sum. That's what it is figSangre,” directed by Hugo del
InCarril and Celestino Anzuola, to- ured to amount to, however.
denture
actually says that RKO
gether with- last year’s best seller,
“Ragged Football,” made by an in- Theatres, Inc., will not declare any
dependent studio, were submitted dividends (other than stock diviby Argentina at the Venice Fes- dends) unless, after giving effect
to the proposed dividend (a) the
tival.
consolidated net working capital
San Miguel studios is getting shall be at least equal to
$750,000
ready to shoot “Trees Die Stand- and (b) the consolidated net ining,” adapted by the author himcome from Dec. 31, 1945, phis the
self from Alejandro Casona’s legit
amount of $7,800,000, plus the agplay of the same name, which had gregate principal amount of
dea successful run of two years in bentures
issued under the suppleBuenos Aires. Carlos Schlieper is mental indenture (Nov.
1, 1947
to direct and vet actress Amalia bringing
the total loaned to $26,Sanchez Aririo, from the stage ver- *000,000) shall be greater than the
sion, has been chosen as one of aggregate amount
of all dividends
the leads. Arturo Garcia Buhr is declared subsequent to Dec.
31,
to take the role played by Esteban 1945.
Serrador in the legit production.
Production on Upbeat
Adriana Beneti, Italian actress
of “Four Steps in the Clouds”
Skouras 1st Choice
fame, is due in Buenos Aires on
55= Continued from page 2 5^5^
Get. 5 to appear in “Pa ja Brava,”
which Starts rolling as soon as she 000, and the Marble Hill, Bronx,
•‘Eposa

17

Paris, Sept. 26.

Buenos Aires, Sept. 19. <
Needled by the government,
which is granting it all-out protection,

'

Petit’s ’Diamond’ Hit

Are. Pi

is

INTERNATIONA!,

PSutETT

Mirtln'i Plact, Trafalgar Square

Vienna, Sept.

19.

Day-and-date openings in Russki
and U.S. zones, of Vienna, respec-

London Film Notes

tively of Soviets’ “Fall of Berlin"
Herbert Smith, exec in charge and Motion Picture Export Assn.’s
of J. Arthur Rank's film produc- “Nigotschka” (M-G) has kicked off
tion at Denham, quit by mutual
the attendance, and prestige battle
arrangement. Joins newly-formed
film
company, Jewish National of the film year.
Fact is that, while the print has
Films .
Patrick Kirwari arid
.
George H, Brown have completed been available for release here for
film script, “Hotel Sahara/’ which about a year, the MPEA held the
is to be shot at Pinewood studios Red-needling Garbo pick back in
by indie film company, with Rank's patient hopes of working out deal
backing. -John Paddy Carstairs for distribution of this American
will direct with Albert Lieven as product in the Russe zone. Wolf.

Shooting to start late gangJWolf, -local MPEA chiei,_gaye_
_
David Farrar re- up at last and chose the same week
,
Italy, after
as the Soviet* film festival, with
sinus operation, and due back Oct.
likely lead.
in-

October

.

.

cuperating at Alsassio,

15 to star in Hugh Stewart's indie
film ‘‘Night Without Stars,” to be
shot at Denham.

“Berlin” as its pinnacle to release
his star opus.

Nigel Patrick, after his big success in “Trip,” is last-minute addition to “The Browning Version,”

Garbo

the Terence Rattigan play which
is being filmed at Pinewood with
Anthony Asquith directing and
Jean Kent and Michael Redgrave,
starring. This is first pic Jean Kent
is to appear in since she quit the
Rank organization after seven
years...

Little doubt is held that the
film will outdraw the Stalin
pic despite the all-out bally of the
commie press for the Russki production. Garbo is a very big name
here and so is Lubitsch. There has

been heavy word-of-mouth on “NiRuss can hardly afford
to register any official protest, considering the heavy-handed blasts at
Americans in “Berlin” and other

notschka.”

their recent releases, notably
“Meeting on the Elbe.”
Western press reported this week
that the Russians’ SovexpOrtfilm
people ordered Gewista,: local version of General Outdoor Advertising, to turn over 40 choice billboard
of

NORTH FINDS TALENT
SCARCE ON EUROPE TRIP
Rome*

Sept. 26.

Robert Ringling North, here on locations, regardless of other commitments for “Berlin" 24-sheets.
his annual trip to Europe to look This won’t help much, considering
for acts for the Ringling-Barnum & local, distate for. war pix so soon
Bailey circus, claims that it is riot after experiencing too much of the
as easy to find desirable animals real thing, to say nothing of Ausor clever acrobats as before the trian revulsion for all things Ruswar. In the regior. around Milan, sian.
North found a couple acts /he rated
okay but found they wanted too
much money.
JOB
North also has been looking over
.

DAFF

’

EASED WITH

ABOAF APPOINTMENT

the film situation prior to exploitation and foreign distribution of
“Biggest Show on Earth,” Par’s
being made by Cecil B. De Mille.

Appointment of Americo Aboaf

rounded by exploding shells.
One shell exploded so Close that
the ship was damaged and had to
be grounded quickly near the
London Legit Bits
beach. Another boat was sent to
London, Sept. 12.
the rescue. It was hauled away
American Marylin Nowell takafter the ship's leak was repaired. ing
over femme lead in Prince
Littler’s “Oklahoma,” at the Stoll
after which she will tour the provTourists, Cool Weather

as v.p. of the Universal foreign department is designed to enable A1
Daff to unload a. share of his
chores as head of the foreign
operations. Sirice taking over the
last spring Daff has been
without assistance of another company officer who could take top-

post

level responsibility,

Upping of Aboaf from supervisor
inces ... Margaret Rutherford
the firm’s Latin American diviBoost Lisbon Niteries quits femme lead in H. M. Ten- of
sion also ties in with the denent’s “Ring Around the Moon,”
Lisbon, Sept. 19.
parture of Joseph Seidelman, Daff’s
the
at
Globe
early
next
year
on
Cooler weather and receding
predecessor, who will serve only
fears of war have brought back the the principle o£ never staying in in
a consultative capacity as of
usual crowd of provincial and for- one show more than a year . ,.
next Jan. 1.
Aboaf started his
eign visitors back to Lisbon and Linnii and Dunfee to do new play film career with
Paramount in
by
Paul
Vincent* author of “Saints
Estoril. There are even more forand Sinners,” titled “Prayers of London in 1925. He joined Unieign visitors here than last year
Decent Men," with Kieron Moore versal in 1939 as homeoffice reprebecause many, especially South and Margaret Johnston starred. sentative for Italy, Spain
and PorAmericans, stop here for a week or Show opens out-of-town early in tugal, and
moved up to the division
so before planing home.
October for six weeks before com- post in 1946.
Biz in niteries is substantially ing to the West End. Probably
good. The casino of Estoril has a starts at the Vaudeville in Novemfloor show with the latest importa- ber.
...

.

Emile Littler has just signed British Newsreels Ask
Leon Cortez for his “Goody Two
and Fred Adison orch. These are Shoes” pantomime at the London
War Risk Pay for Korea
in addition to local acts and two Casino for Christmas.
London, Sept. 19.
Portuguese bands, and all double
British newsreel men are reinto the. Wonder Bar and Yacht
Schwarz’s
Korean
Pic
fusing
to
to
the Korean battle
go
Club.
front unless they receive danger
Hollywood* Sept. 26.
The Arcadia nitery has the Trio
money,
the
at
*rate
of $14 a day.
Jack
Schwarz
started
filming
Barsi, Italian adagio dancers; BalThis is the stipulated bonus in the
let Helios (six Spanish girls) and yarn on the fighting in Korea.
war
risks agreement between the
Picture
which
is
“Korean
Patrol/’
Rosario Guerra. The Maxime has
Mary Mercha and her Ritmo Cu- got under way in the Hollywood Newsreel Assn, and the Assn, of
bano Boys from Spain. The ex- hills with Max Nosseck as director" Cine Technicians,
The five newsreel outfits operatclusive Crystal has only one act, and Walter Shensori as associate
ing in Britain are pooling reMexican Gloria Luz partnered by producer.
Cast includes Richard Emory, A1 sources on Korean coverage. BritJorge arid Ricardo arid six girls.
Eben, Benson Fong and Danny ish Paramount News has been
chosen by lot to send a unit to the
Davenport.
war zone, but all cameramen have
Current London Shows
been ordered by their uriion to re‘Sept. Affair’ Preem in Rome
( Figures show weeks of run)
fuse the assignment unless they
Rome, Sept. 20.
London, Sept. 26.
get the bonus.
“Accolade,” Aldwich (3).
World preem of Hal Wallis' pro“Ace of Clubs,” Cambridge (12). duction, “September Affair” has
“Brigadoon,” Majesty’s (74).
been set for Sept. 21 instead of 16
Houses Cue
“Capt. Carvallo ” St. Jas; (7).
earlier thls^month at the Palazzo
‘Carousel,” Drury Lane (16).
Personnel ShiftsK
Sistina. Warm weather caused the
“Cocktail Party,” New (21).
delay.
“Affair” has been dubbed
LOi Angeles, Sept. 26.
“Dish' Ran Away,” Vaude (13).

from France being Fernanda
Montel, the Bluebell Lido Girls (8)
tions

:

.

New

FWC

Into Italian for the opening here,
As a result of the recent absorp“Folies Bergere,” Hipp. (51).
arid will attract big names from tion of 16 film houses by Fox West
“Golden City,” Adelphh (15).
“His Excellency,” Princess (18). the many embassies, EC A, govern- Coast in Northern California, Bob
ment officials arid Italian celebs. Rothafel is shifting from the home“Holly and Ivy,” Duchess (20).
Italian distributors, seldom do office to handle operations in the
“Home at Seven,” Wyndh’m (29).
much exploitation on films here, San Francisco Bay district, which
“King Rhapsody,” Palace (53).
“Knight's Madn’ss,” Vic. Pal. (28). and this may start a new trend in includes Oakland, Berkeley, Rich“Latin Quarter,” Casino (28).
ballying pix in Italy.
mond, Vallejo arid other towns, a
“Little Hut,” Lyric (5).
*
r
Theatres were formerly operated I
*
“Mister Roberts,” Coliseum (10). $1,553,694 Mex Film Loans In Aug. by the Golden State and T. & D.
.

-

•

“Oklahoma,”

Stoll (173).

“Reluctant Heroes,” W’tehall (2).
“Rosmersholm,” St. Martin’s (6).
“Ring Around Moon/* Gl'be (35),
“Seagulls Sorrento,” Apollo (15),
“2d Tanqueray,” Hayiriarket (4).
“Touch & Go,” Wales (18).
“Will Any Gent ” Strand (3).
“Worm’* View," Comedy (179),

circuits.
Mexico City, Sept. 19.
Trade got $1,553,694 in
Others moving from the L. A. ofand discounts during fice to the Bay area are James Cox,
August from its own bank the Bob Weeks and Charles Doty, booksemi-official Banco Nacional Cine- ers. They will be replaced here by
Roy Evans, Bob Smith arid Harold
matografico, hero,
Balance sheet at end of moftjh Briskin, upped from posts as thea-

Film

loans, credits

showed

this*

^

tre

managers.
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Blair’s ‘Eileen’ In

Balaban, Freeman

Reissue Since Tacific’

Price Cut in

Hollywood, Sept. 26.
First film featuring Janet Blair
to be reissued since her click in
‘'South Pacific” road company will
which Cobe "My Sister Eileen
lumbia will re-release.
Understood studio will team it
with "Thousand and Qne Nights,
which had originally been set to
team with "Gilda” in reissues
but was replaced by "Platinum
Blonde,” 1931 Jean Harlow star"Eileen,” lensed in 1942, toprier.
lines Rosalind Russell and Brian
Aherne.

TV

American film industry’s "The Movies and You” series have been
received both in the U. S. as well as in Britain,
in N.Y. extraordinarily well
it was disclosed in New York this week, Some nine subjects out of a
inpromotion,
New Ideas bn
total of 12 have already been released in Yank theatres oyer the past
cluding stepped-up activity in co- 18 months and each has averaged between 12,000-16,000 bookings.
operative
yi v * w „ TV advertising, are likely to Shorts are distributed in the U. S. at two-month intervals.
g Gm f^om the homeoffice meeting
Following release of the initial series film in Britain on Aug. 17,
Q f paramount division imanagers London bookings on the first two subjects have reached near-saturation*
tomorrow (Thurs.) and Friday. proportions, according to Fayette W* Allport, Motion Picture Assn, of
Company is said to be concerned America international division rep in England, Of some 361 theatres
with a number of problem sales in the London release area, 324 have agreed to play "Let’s Go; to the
'/
areas and aims for remedies right Movies” and "This Theatre and You.”
at the local' level.
All 12 of the shorts are released in England every 30 days to tie in
That emphasis at the sales meet- with a "Better Business” campaign in which all branches of the British
ing will be on promotion is sug- film industry are participating, Although reports from Britain’s. hinter-.
gested by fact that company presi- land are incomplete, Allport feels that the strong support which,^London;
dent Barney Balaban and Y. Frank exhibs have given the program win be matched by theatremen- in the
Freeman, vice president in charge provinces.
,

.

There’s less livelihood than ever
any early reduction in the price
of theatre television equipment. A

RCA

—

|.

|

|

i

'•

put it this
way: "Everything else is going up.
Can you see any reason why it (TV
equipment) should go down?”
Complaint of numerous exhibitors has been that the facilities for
large-screen video and installation
of studio operations, both intend to
has been too costly, amounting to
discuss the subject, as well as new
Continued from pace 5
The ap$25,500 per RCA unit.
productions. Both camp into N. Y .
^aMt^ifi-used-inthe-PaMmount^e^i^bjectives^-Ramher-ger—made--it—
from
the studio y-sterday (Tues,).
vised intermediate: system runs point to stress that "COMPO. will
roster is Max
slightly over $30,000, it is; under- not interfere in any way with the Also on the speaker's
v
Youhgstein, ad-pub veepee, who
stood..
K-MTA affairs. It was not formed E.
trekked
back
to
the
h.
o. from the
Any substantial return on such to usurp the prerogatives Of any
expenditures would not he in view, existing association,” he said. "Its Coast on Monday after studio hudmany theatremen feel. This ap- very name,” Bamberger stated, “is dles on new campaigns. A. W.
president of Paraplies not so much to the larger indicative that it was formed to Schwalberg,
first-runs, where the amount in- cooperate with, arid be of help to* mount Film Distributing, will preside at the session.
volved is equivalent to or even all its constituent groups.”
Company’s feeling is said to be
much less than an average single
Levy's subject was arbitration.
week's gross; but to the smaller in- He said that many disputes of rela- that each difficult sales area must
dependent houses which are not tively minor Importance are find- be investigated to determine best
part of a well-heeled circuit.
ing their way into protracted; ex- localized promotional push for it.
The one approach to bringing pensive and unnecessary litigation In any event it’s clear that more
producprice
was
mass
the
down
which cart have the effect of stifling advertising on a cooperative basis
tion of the equipment by the the industry. "An effective indus- with exhibs at the point of sale is
man ufacturers but there-s Obvious- try arbitration tribunal to which in mind, and with television likely
ly no hope for this for some time exhibitors may go for an inexpen- to figure prominently.
Other speakers at the meetings
to come, if ever. Despite the urg^ sive arid speedy determination of
ings of Some prominent theatre their complaints would go a long Will include counsel Austin Keough
operators, particularly S. H. Fa- way to brighten the dismal pic- and, Louis Phillips* Paul Raibourn,
bian, who has ^nade the pitch for ture,” he declared.
v.p. in charge^ of budget and plantheatre TV throughout the counLevy said that hie and TO A ex- ning, and board chairman Adolph
t ry, only a scattered few exhibs
ecutive director Gael Sullivan will Zukor. Division managers to sit in
have expressed interest to the place before the upcoming TO A are: Gordon Lightstone, Canadian;
point of actually placing orders for convention a proposal for an all- Howard Minsky, mideastern; Hugh
southern;
the installations. Among the new- industry conference for the pur- Owen,
eastern
arid
comers to the field are Century pose of determining the industry’s George A. Smith, western, James J.
Theatres, N. Y., which is awaiting desire to adopt an arbitration sys- Donahue, central, and Duke Clark,
the facilities at two spots; Comer- tem* its mechanics and, finally, south-central.
f ord-Publix, Scranton, Which has a whether
Department of Justice
deal set for four installations, and consent should be sought ahd
BKO, which has an order in for whether effort should be made to
TV equipment for one house in the incorporate the arbitration plan, if
Bronx.
adopted, in the final court decrees
Continued from page 9

spokesman for

Stuff

Par Talks
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Stewart Granger* British actor recently pacted by Metro, thipks he’s
dogged-by, name trouble^-JEIis-right-name is. Jairiea-Stewart,- which hetoriginally used in English pix. Fearful that he’d get confused with the;
American James Stewart, he switched to the Granger tag; Now he’s:
afraid he might get mixed up With Farley Granger, but he’ll make no
more changes.
'v
He incidentally has been handed one of the best contract player
deals inked by any of the majors in recent years. It is four years
without options and non-cancellable and calls for $3,500 weekly for 40

weeks a year.

.

Recognizing the strong influence many American films have: had in
advancing the cause of democracy throughout Japan, General Macs
Arthur’s headquarters has instructed its information centers in Nippon
to help push commercial pictures which have been designated as hav-;
ing orientation value. Centers Were asked to promote patronage for
Certain commercial features through lectures, exhibits and window
Their campaign will supplement an educational program'
displays.
Which the Motion Picture Export Assn, has carried on for the past four
years under the supervision of the organization’s 'managing director in
Japan, Charles Mayer.
:

;

Newest outfit to offer a private subscription series of "off-the-beatentrack” pix is Unusual Films. Organization starts a 12-week season at
the Chapter Room of Carnegie Hall, N. Y., Sunday (I). Initial pic ffc
"The Works of Calder.” Burgess Meredith, who narrated the film,
scheduled to be on hand opening night to give a short background talk
on the subject. Sponsors of the group point out that their exclusive
private showings enable Unusual to run off pix "unfettered by censorship, or legal restrictions ”. Other films in the series include documentaries by Robert Flaherty, Joris Ivens and Sergei Eisenstein.

W

):

Those polls on television’s inroads on the motion picture audience
don’t rate with P,aul Raibourn, Paramount vice-president and president
of Paramount Television Productions. He said Par does its own polltaking rather than rely on the canvassing of outsiders because all pollsters make some errors "but they don’t tell us what they are.”
Par
knows the shortcomings of its own polls, thus can be more accurate in
drawing conclusions from the findings* Raibourn offered.

in the industry anti-trust suit.

Following issues will be
taken up in group forums: Film
exhibs,

Johnston’s Medico Talk

Scaled at $2.50

Down

Detroit, Sept. 26.
Ticket sales for the first bigEre
Assn, of America prexy, will ad- screen television broadcast of a
dress the 21st annual assembly of Big 10 foofbaT game were reported
the District Medical Society here brisk by United Detroit Theatres.
The
of Michigan-Michigan ..State
next week at the Statleri hotel,
The society’s two-day meeting game Saturday (30) will be pictured
on
the screen of the 4,039will confer a certificate of meritorious service to medicine Oct. 4 to seat Michigan theatre. Engineers
Jean Hersholt, film and radio ac- were putting the final touches on
tor, for his impersonation of "Dr. the screen’s installation Monday
(25).
Christian,”
Of the 4,039 seats, 336 reserved
seats in the mezzanine will sell for
$2.50 each, while ' the remainder
will sell at $L$0 each (tax included ) . All seats will be guaranContinued' from page 3
teed. Nearly all of the reserved
seats were taken Monday (25), and
nicolor gained 25c. WB, too, >vas

Washington, Sept. 26.
Johnston* Motion Picture

;

;

|

"

U
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near its recent high. Television
shares were actively higher on the
war news.
regard

Increasing

with

which

Wall street is , viewing the film
industry’s financial position is reflected in the New York Stock
Exchange’s report on short interests as of Sept. 25.
It indicated
that speculators are not playing
a single film company stock on
the prospect of a decline.

With
reports >of
improved
grosses throughout the country,
the Wall street bears, have shown
growing reluctance to touch the pic
stocks.
The previous month’s re-.
port revealed the only short interest to be in

2,145

Paramount, in which
shares were held on that
.

basis, as against 7,260 for the pre-

ceding month*

The

Sept. 15 period

first in sabout three

Demonstrations of a new means of automatically changing and blendprices, terms and conditions; coming color lighting are scheduled to be held in
York today. (Wed ).
petitive bidding, misallocation of.
Sponsors
of the showings are the Color Lighting Corp. and the Confilms and remedy therefor, Cole
Invented by
prez, Roilo Williams* the
plan for incentive selling* proper solidated Edison Corp.
use of right of selective buying, light mixing system is known, under a trade name of Rollocolor. Device
permits the blending of strip! ights and spotlights, as on a theatre- stage,
desirability and practicability of
buying supplies and equipment for entirely by turning a knob on control units.

New

CLC

theatres cooperatively* prices, quality and service of concerns Selling
trailers and advertising accessories.
There Will also be discussions
from the floor of the business outlook and problems incident to the
returh of wartime economy, film
actors appearing on TV and methods Of dealing with those who ridicule motion pictures, problems of
production and distribution as they
affect theatres to be presented by
the others are going fast. Tickets reps of those branches and showare being sold at all of the 18 manship.
U nited Detroit theatres.
Group panels Will be held to disThe cost of seeing a football cuss problems of various types of
game "in the flesh” at the huge theatres. One on small towns will
Michigan Stadium at Ann Arbor is be led by H. A. Cole and Charles
Niles, on large towns and subur$3.60.)
A single game sellout of a
bans by S. E. Samuelson and W. A.
of Michigan game will gross $7,- Rush, large cities by Nathan Yam505.40.
If all nine games Which ins, Benjamin Berger and O. F.
will be screened at the Michigan Sullivan, key neighborhoods and
theatre play to a capacity house, subsequent runs by Martin Smith
the season’s gross will be $67,- and Wilbur. Snaper, outdoor thea548.60.
tres by John Wolf berg and; Rube
( The
cost of seeing a football Short, and circuit buyer and bidequipment needed for screening ding by Jack Kirsch and Abe Berthe telecasts range in estimates enson.
from $25*000 to $65,000. In addiChairman of the convention is
tion, the theatre will pay the cost Morris Finkel, prez of Allied of
of a full videc crew at the stadium Western Pennsylvania, with Fred
and line charges] These are esti- Beedle as co-chairman, .Williarn
mated at $4,500 per game. WWJ- Finkel as general chairman and
TV will handle this detail on Michi- Wally Allen as assistant general

Bankruptcy petition in federal court, Los Angeles, lists the assets
of the Nasser Bros, as $673,080 and liabilities as $9,249,778.
Individually the financial position of each brother follows: James, assets
$216,751* liabilities $2,50§,784; George, assets $173,477; liabilities $2,212,203; Henry, assets $184,480, liabilities $2,210,958; Theodore, assets
$98,372, liabilities $2,319,833.
Screen Actors Guild advised its members that 'they will no longer
have to pay initiation fees to join British Equity each time they make
a picture in England. Under the new agreement, one initiation fee is
enough.
When the Hollywood player’s job is finished he notifies
British Equity to suspend his dues until his next chore in England.

Howard Hughes has

issued orders to his story department to dig up
teaming Robert Mitehum and Jane Russell: Duo
first appeared together in "His Kind of Woman” and are currently
working in "Macao.”
stories suitable for

:

U

marks the gan games.

Zukor Sounds Optimistic Note
Continued from page 5

the studios lose vast numbers of
technicians and stars to the armed
services, as they did in the last
war.
However, if this Situation
again prevails it will not be for
at least another year, in his opin?

Grid TV Okayed
Washington, Sept* 26.
Experimental
theatre TV presenabout a half-dozen of the companies
were popular with the gloom trad- tations of U. of Michigan and-U; of
In all. Exchange reported for
the current period 882 issues in
other fields in which short interests
existed as of Sept. 15.
ers.

j

Included in the latter are most
of the radio-television stocks listed
on the big board. They are RCA
(33,310 shares* an increase of 600
shares from the preceding month),
Philco <7,852, a hike of 3,000 during the 30-day period). Zenith (16,567, representing a 4,000-share tilt),

Emerson

(20,433, down- 5,000), Mag(17,761, up $3,600), Motorola
(17*082, up 7,200), and Admiral
(50,520, up 14.000).

navox

The Michigan games will be.
shown at the Michigan theatre in
Detroit, owned by United Detroit
Theatres, and will be carried by
closed transmission from the University stadium at Ann Arbor. The
Illinois games will be shown at the
B & K Tivoli and State Lake
theatres in Chicago; relayed from
the Illini stadium at Champaign.
Both authorizations were for thq
use of experimental microwave re-

|

.

MC

lay stations in the 3700 to 4200
band which will carry the video
signals. The Michigan grant, to the
Stocks Exchange also reported Michigan Bell
Telephone Co., is
as of Aug. 31 amusement good, for no more
than two months.
shares listed had a total value of The Illinois
grant, to .the Illinois
$1,040,705,662, at an average price Bell Telephone
'.Co,, is for tliree
of $18,56 per* share.months.*
'

1

***-•••-

ply* Zukor said, new players
arid go; those who make the
stay, but there Is no need to

area,

are

.

among

those

thought.
Top grosser among the reels is
believed to be Fox-Movietone, although it is in a pretty close race
with Paramount. Vying for third
and fourth rank are Metro’s News
of the Day and Warner Bros.* Pathe
reel. Metro held the show position
easily for quite a few years, but
has been getting a stiff run for accounts since
took over the
Pathe release from RKO a couple
years ago* Universal is fifth in the
amount of rentals taken in.

WB

boxoffice.)

Stars and “new faces” are subordinate to the screenplay, Zukor
indicated* His idea is that stars
alone never made a picture successful,

ster

although good names, bolearning- power of pix

the

Come

grade
reach
out for new talent only for the

reason of satisfying public demand.
This just doesn’t exist* he feels.
Zukor’s rating :as an industry,
trend spotter should rate highest

.

which dropped the news and have
returned to it. Century, another
important circuit in the New York
territory, was seriously considering
dumping the newsreels when the
war came and banished
the

know who~the

j

new

recognition of "commercial” screen fare, i.e., story mate-;
rial of the type known to be in
accord with the tastes of the publie. His thought is that striving for
product of heavy artistic, merit
often leads to product of dubious
boxoffice merit. He remarked that,
a look at the commercial perform-,
ances of films in past generally
provides good indication of the
type of story most likely to please
the public and fare well economically. (Zukor’-s comments recalled
the statement made by Paramount
president Barney Balaban at the
company’s sales convention bn the
Coast last August. "Price Waterhouse doesn’t read the reviews,”
said Balaban in lashing out at arty
product which pleases the erudite
critics and proves a dud at the
the

1

Continued from page 0

the public doesn’t

i

I

football games were authorized yesterday, by the FCC.
politan

Illinois

is
no demand for "new
faces” for the obvious reason that

new performers will be, and conseFurther contributing to the cur- quently cannot express a choice for
rent improvement, Zukor stated, is or against them. To state it sim-

years in which'

bears Were Entirely missing
from industry shares. Stocks of

the

There
j

ion.

chairman.

•

which, 'fundamentally, meet the
quota
in' entertainment
value.

in view of his career.

He became

acquainted with the trade in 1903,
operating a penny arcade in association with the late Marcus Loew,
and has been with it since. :Last
year he was singled out for a spe-t

Academy Award for contributions to the industry. Despite hie'

cial

j

(

years— he’s* 77—he still puts in full
time at th« Par homeoffice.
Feeling fit and in good health,
Adolph has set a schedule for himself far Into next year.
He will
leave N. Y, on Jan. 3 for his annual Coast visit with plans to stay
at the studio for about eight weeks.
This will be followed* he said; by
a tour of England and the Continent for the purpose of kpepiiur
posted on fiims^and their audiences,
in the Various countries.
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with the institution

youth handled press relations
for:

Screen Directors Guild of America

Bendix Aviation

(

Radio Program )

Perlberg and Seaton (Films)

War

Production Board (Special Assignment)
Director King Vidor

Director Gordon Douglas

"Gun Crazy ”
"Girl In

"Admiral Was
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^

;

My

for United Artists.

Heart ” for Allied Artists
A Lady” for United Artists

Radio programs for the Compton Agency
Radio programs for Kenyon and Eckhardt
Radio programs for McCanti-Erickson
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tlement by Metro and BKO may
throw open an exit through which
the majors may avoid paying judgments on pending suits. It is reasonably opined that reduced film
rental is far less severe' than what
communi- may amount to a constant and

Film Reviews

Argentine Runaround to Yanks
Continued from page 4

been flourishing in the absence of which although never
Hollywood product) and the Argen- cated to the press, or
writing,

treasury, which figured' it
couldn’t spare the dollars.
Argentines
the
August
In
changed tactics and began issuing
a series of decrees that were so
‘‘onerous” that it was felt advantageous by the Yanks not to put
the Careijo agreement into effect
tine

was made known

had a run of

six

weeks

at

on Friday was a “Protectionist DeIt grants higher rental percentages to Argentine than U. S.
pix, provides that they have to
gross only 80% as much as a Hollywood pic to get a holdover, and in
general establishes such radically
preferential terms for national production as to make the game hardly worth playing for foreign dis-

de-

!

|

UA

pact. Only two were
Argentine, chiefly due to the long
holdovers on all the local material
already -released. There were-three
Italian
and three French, two

cree.”

the

On

the

Throughout August, only 21 pictures were released in Buenos
Aires, against 34 in 1949, and 24 in
1948. Of these seven were U, S.,
under the

outlay, provided

‘

Opera.

all.

cash

judgments are awarded

all

exhibitors personally or over the
phone. -Since Artkino had found it
impossible to distribute the Soviet
material, lately it has dealt in
German pix from the Eastern zone,
including “L’Affaire Blum,” which

Last week’s huddles were
held in an effort to work out a
compromise under which the Americans could ship in their films arid
operate on an economic basis.
First of the Argentine measures
on ...which'.a deal was reached at
last Thursday’s meet and renounced
at

of the last war play themselves,
James Logan, a Medal of Honor
winner, and David Ludluni. Fifth
resemblance to James, and fact the Army meteorologist. Battle footage
fendants.
same James* tactics are being used was lensed by Paramount News
once again, countryside gets the cameramen and 'the Army Signal
Corps, In addition, there are film
idea that maybe James was never clips
captured
from
Italian,
Arthur Clarifies Stand
actually killed. This brings Frank German and Japanese units. E.
P.
James, now a respected citizen un- Genock served as technical direcFilm Experimenting;
der different name, into picture to tor on the A. J. Richard producsucceed in getting Hull to discon- tion, and Max Klein did the script
‘Should Be Within Limits’ tinue the supposed James rob- treatment. Winston Sharpies did
beries. By this time, however, IreHarry C. Arthur, Jr., Fanchon & land has other ideas on the sub- the music direction, with George
Steiner, Richard DuPage and EdMarco circuit topper, sought to cor- ject which eventually lead to his ward Turkisher
as associates.
rect this week the impression that death during a holdup.
Brog*
he had given recently in an open
Ireland delivers strongly in title
r
^
letter to studio heads that he ob- role,
getting extremely capable
jected to “pioneering and experi- support from Henry Hull. Giving
Francis^ God’s Fool
mentation” in picturemaking'. Ar- ’em both a run for their money
*
(ITALIAN)
thur made the clarification in a with another top performance is
Venice, Sept. 5.
letter to Edmund
C. Grainger, Ann Dvorak, enacting femme visRizzoli (Giuseppe Amato) production
and release. Features Aldo Fabrlzi. Writprexy of the Jamestown Amus; Co. a-vis to Ireland.
ten and directed
Roberto
chain. Grainger had taken issue
Technical credits are all routine. Inspired by "LittlebyFlowers of Rossellini.
St. Francis"; camera* OteUo MarteUl; editor, Jowith the previous Arthur ComNeal.
landa BenvenUti. At Venice Film Festimunique.
sizeable

put into
to

Continued from pkge S

The Return of
Jesse James

.

Spanish, and one each Venezuelan,
Mexican, Swiss and German.

.

British pictures are unlikely to
get a showing on Argentine screens
until a new Anglo-Argentine: meat
trade deal is worked out. At the
chief explained he feels
present time this is as much at a “pioneering and experimentation”
complete stage of deadlock as the desirable, but “within the limits
deal with Hollywood.
of experimentation and they should
tribs.
At present the distributors in not replace the entertainment we
Second measure was the change
in the exchange rate at which the Buenos Aires are down to reissuing are called upon to provide the
U. S. distribs could transfer their oldies like, “Till the End of Time” movie fans of the nation. The profrozen coin. Although when the and “Pride and Prejudice.” “Gone duction of ‘pioneering and experiwas nego- with the Wind” is at the Radar in mentation’ and propagandistic art
pact with the
pictures in overwhelming prepontiated in New York, the rate talked its second reissue.
derance over readily-liquidated enof' was 9.02 pesos to the dollar,
tertainment films is a fallacy which
when the time came to sign, the
would inevitably result in chaos for
peso had been depreciated to 12.50.,
us all.”
Subsequently, on Aug. 29, the government put new exchange regula“Let us by all means continue to
Continued
from
page
5
experiment and improve,” Arthur
tions into fbrce, designed to allow
and
level,
if
any
there
be
few
can
of
own
statute,
its
find
to
added.
“Let those who would, even
the peso
establishing the free rate at 14.60. these after 1951, Basis of all such try, within the limits of their own
or
“parallel”
Immediately the
actions has been discrimination in ability, to propagandize the public
black market rate went to around o.ne form or another and the elimi- into a greater appreciation of art
and sophistication, if they feel
18 or 19 pesos to the dollar. If nation of competition,
called up to do so. But let us meanit is taken into account that at tfie
However,
the
immediate
problem
were
assets
distrib
time the U. S.
while continue faithful to those enfrozen the peso stood at about 4.80, is what to do with the pending tertainment precepts upon which
cases and the companies have been
our industry was founded and
it will be realized that distributors
making extra effort in the direction which our patrons need and want
in Argentina would stand to lose
of settlement with the plaintiffs.
millions..
and w’ill pay to see.”
Brushing aside those complaints
Arthur also stated he favored
In the third place, the Argen- which are regarded
as spurious, the
“offbeat” films, but that he felt
tine government also introduced film firms obviously are
eager to they appealed to a small market
far-reaching alterations in the*taxa- disentangle themselves
from the and should therefore be made on
tion laws, which will further pena- burdensome legal
maneuverings. small budgets. He likewise made a
lize the U. S. distribution firms*
Better runs and payments of cash
economy, including a 50% tax on in some instances have been the plea for the end of cycles, declaring
“The alarmy ‘copy-cat’ habit of
all imported creative work, includbasis of compromise where the. discountless producers to quickly foling motion pictures. This tax is tributors recognized some
adjustdesigned to create a fuhd to aid ments in dealings with the plaintiff low up a successful picture by imitating it is another suicidal trait
Argentine writers, dramatists and exhibitors were in order.
which bodes ill to the industry.”
producers and is another highly
However,
stymieing
some settleprotectionist measure.
ments have been the attitudes of
Severe Penalties
companies such as United Artists,
Secretariat
Proof that the Press
which felt it couldn’t afford cash 7
has every intention of aggressively
considerations to the exhibitors
enforcing the protectionist decree
and preferred continued courtroom
is shown by the severe penalties
bouts instead. Except in rare
imposed on the Opera theatre re- cases,
Pathe will have seven
the distributors have been
cently, for a presumed infraction
camera crews at the championship
successful in keeping the specific
of the rules regarding holdovers.
bout between Joe Louis and Ezzard
nature of all cash settlements to
Theatre was shuttered for two
Charles at Yankee Stadium, N. Y.,
date outside the realm of public
days, a Saturday and Sunday, for
tonight (Wed.), but whether there's
knowledge.
not complying with the rule calla general release of the film deing for exhibition of an Argentinepends on the amount of punch conMetro,
In Chi Settlement
made picture throughout at least
Immediately foltained therein.
Chicago, Sept. 26.
one week (including week-end) of
Radio, will
lowing the fracas,
Metro
RKO,
and
two
majors
uneach month.
determine whether it will disdefendants
exhibiting named
as
in
last tribute the picture on the basis of
been
had
Opera
“Champion,” one of the 14 pictures week’s $1,750,000 anti-trust suit action and entertainment value.
United against majors and circuits, have
imported
by.
recently
Chances are if the encounter is
Artists under a separate and indi- settled with plaintiff, the Tower something of a duplication of
vidual deal made with the Central Bldg. Corp., prior to filing of the Louis’ last performance the film
Bank, and outside the pact with charges. According to Tom McCon- will be banished, to the obscurity
the MPAA. Theatre management nell, attorney for Tower, there of the file rooms of
Pathe,
had supposed that as long as the was no cash settlement, and no rather than be allowed to constiHollywood picture was grossing the money exchanged hands. Rather, it tute a further financial risk with
required percentage for holdover, is reported, terms call for a reduc- the cost of making prints, distribuexhibition of the Argentine pic- tion in film rentals when the two tion charges and advertising exture could be postponed, particu- distribs negotiate on pics with the penses.
larly as that circuit (Lococo) has Tower theatre.
When last seen in the ring, Louis
been foiled by its competitors in
Charges against majors in the exchanged grimaces, not blows,
attempts to line up contracts with complaint were for alleged con- with Jersey Joe
Walcott over two
the leading local producers, and spiratorial actions between
Tower years ago. Pathe set the new deal
for a long time has not had a hit theatre lessee, Balaban
Katz, with Ned Irish, executive vicein" its principal deluxe, first-run arid the
for allegedly president of the Madison Square
put through its swerving films from the
theatre. When
Tower
into Garderi Corp.
individual deal, the Opera was the nearby
Piccadilly. Purpose, the
quick to sign up for the first-run complaint charges,
was to divert
of this new material.
patronage from the Tower, thereby
The new protectionist decree reducing rental split which
stipulates that the theatres must had been pacted to dole out to its
Hiding for
apply to the Entertainment Board landlord.
.Harvey,, famed in play and pic,
classification
in
for
the various
In 1947, the complaint asserts, may take on earthly form after all.
categories as first or second-run
an agreement, in lieu of court liti- Having completed production of
or intermediate houses. The Board
gation, had been entered with the the film, Universal has put eight
will dictate to the exhibitors the
Schoenstadt circuit and the ma- creative minds to work on sketchadmission scales they may set up
jors, after the indie circuit had ing Conceptions of the. invisible
for each of their theatres. Classbrought charges against the film rabbit.
fication and admission scales set
David A. Lipton, ad-pub chief,
by the Bbard are not to be appeal- companies on restraint-of-trade. reported in N. Y. yesterday
(Tues.)
ed against and will hold for periods Settlement at that time had called that eight art designers
and direcfor preferential treatment to the
of one year, without revision.
tors
have
been
engaged
by
the
circuit in deference to a fullsdale
Busy Issuing VerbotenS
court battle. Terms had been early company to create ad designs for
All in all, the Entertainment
booking dates and reduced film “Harvey,” including their ideas on
Board has had a busy time of
rentals to circuit’s flagship, the his physical appearajice.
issuing
“verbotens”
and “pro- Piccadilly.
“Harvey” has been booked into
hibiciones.” Exhibition of pictures
the AstOr, N. Y., following 20thSecond count of Tower’s cur
distributed by Artkino, (distrib of
Fox’s “American Guerilla in the
Soviet material) has now been rentjsuit claims the perpetuation
Philippines,” which opens Nov. 7.

Border Rangers

{

|

Pic is an episodic- illustration of
the “Little Flowers of St. Francis”
and
describes some of the events in
Ellen Reed..
the life of the future Saint, illusCapt. McLane
L.Vle Talbot
Randolph
-....,
Claude Stroud r trating his message of love, peace,
Aunt Priscilla
Ezelle Poule and
freedom. Standout among the
Carlson
.Bill Kennedy
Tommy
..
Paul Jordan several episodes are one in which
Mrs. Standish..
Alj n Lockwood hardly a word is spoken, describing
Gans
John Merton
Hackett.
Tom Monroe Francis’ nighttime .encounter with
R^kor
George Keymas a leper, whom he kisses; the winStation Agent
Tom Kennedy ning out of Brother Juniper's blind
George Slandish.
Eric Norden
Driver
Bud Osborne and simple faith over a tyrant’s
fierceness; the one in which Francis and the Brothers go out into
Sufficient action cloaks the obvi- the
world to preach the word- of
ous story making up “Border Ran- God.
gers” to carry it in the western
Rossellini
effectively
captures
market. A lot of plot is crowded the pure and primitive life of Franinto the 57 minutes of running cis and his disciples. Though Rossellini’s style is austere and bare, a
time, but players and direction never irreverent
humor is spotted
keep it moving moderately well for in most of the episodes.
release intentions.
Performances by the non-pro
Don Barry heads the cast as a cast are all okay, with Brother
Texas Ranger out to avenge the Juniper stealing the" show, thanks
death of his brother and sister-in- to a meatier role. Only pro, Aldo
law, The brother, also a Ranger, Fabrizi, is miscast as the tyrant
was wantonly shot down by an out- and tends to overdo his role. Otello
Bob Standish.,
Mungo

•

Hungry

;

Trust Suits

.

.

.

i

i
1
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forbidden throughout the
of the Argentine
Republic. This officializes a prohibition which has existed in fact
L for well nigh two years, and
officially

entire

I

territory

Martelli’s

brilliant

camerawork

neatly integrates Rossellini’s style.
“Francis” technically is probably
Rossellini’s best job to date.

Hawk

.

Forliidilen Journey
(CANADIAN-MADE)

who
the

...
I,
United

Victor West for Lippert

He

Montreal, Sept. 23.

A
Artists
release

of Selkirk pro-

Elizabeth Leese.
Eleanor Stuart, Blanche Gautier. Produced, written and directed by Dick Jarvis and Cecil Maidenj camera, Roger
Ra1 ne
At Pri
ss theatre, Montreal, Sept.
S o « ft n

release.

spots a number of good action
moments and builds some suspense

T

at the finale. Barry, Lowery,. Wally
Vernon, in for comedy as a timid

22, 50. Running time, 95 MINS.
Jan Bartik
Jan Rubes
Susan Douglas
Gerry Rown
Richard Kronold

Sherritt ...
outlaw; Miss Blake, and the others Mary
Professor Bartik
do what is expected to help keep
the footage moving. Paul Jordan,
moppet, adds interest for juve Shipping Agent
ticket buyers.
Sherritt
On the technical side, production Aunt
Dancer
measures up to budget, okay lensing and editing helping. Brog.
!

Rupert Caplan
Blanche Gautier
Eleanor Stuart
Elizabeth Leese

For

its first film, the new Canacompany, Selkirk Producpicked a whodunit using the
beauty and photogenic possibilities
of Montreal as the background.
Forbidden Journey” concerns a
DP from middle Europe, his attempts to pass on a vital message
to a sympathizer in Montreal and
the counter-attempts by “agents”
to stop him. It is a minor-league

dian

RKO

tions,

Cassino tfo Korea
(DOCUMENTARY)
Hollywood, Sept. 22.
Paramount release of A. J. Richard
production. Features Quentin Reynolds,
With James Logan. David Ludlum. Tech-

nical director, E. P. Genock: script treatTiisnt, Max Klein; film compiled by George

Morrie Roizman; sound,
William Swift, E. Warren Wood; music
Winston Sharpies; music associates, George Steiner, Richard DuPage,
Edward Turkisher; narrated by Jackson
ck
rad
own Sept, 22, '50. Running
®<L

director,

&

U

r

William Berke produced, direct- duction. Stars Susan Douglas and Jan
features Gerry Rown, Richard
ed and did the original script with Rubes;
Kronold, Mac Shoub,

RKO

B&K

.

.

story line.

RKO

majors

.

with charmer Pamela Blake,
figures only incidentally in

RKO

UA

.

law gang led by Robert Lowery.
Barry takes on the identity of a bad
man, goes below the border to lure
Lowery and his boys into Texas so
the Rangers can close in. By the
time a bank robbery setup (the
bait) is run off, the outlaws are
dead and Barry has found romance

RKO CAMERA CREWS
AT LOUIS-CHARLES FITE

-

.

:

—

1

Don Barry
Robert Lowery
Wally Vernon
Pamela Blake

..

.•

!

.

Don

Stars

Barry, Robert Lowery,
Wally Vernon, Pamela Blake; features
Lyle Talbot, Claude Stroud, Ezelle Poule.
Directed by Berke.
Screenplay, Victor
West,. William Berke; camera, Ernest W.
Miller; editor, Carl Pierson.
Previewed
Sept. 20, '50. Running time, 57 MINS.

|

j

With “Francis,” Rossellini has ap-1
plied his bare, realistic style tb the
religious film and produced an uncomproriiising, controversial, but
important picture.
If
properly
launched, film has distinct art theatre possibilities in the U.S.

Hollywood, Sept. 20.
Lippert release of William Berke production.

•

MPAA

Running time, 93 MINS.

val.

F&M

,^

.I MINS.
time, 59
-

An okay iQwercase special for
the doublebills, “Cassino to Korea”
is a compilation of footage from

Yanks Harvey Out
Of
Ad Dept

World War

II’s

American

cam-

paign in Italy, hung together with
narration to draw a parallel with
the current fighting in Korea.
There’s little of the latter, which
lessens timeliness of this subject,
title and exploitation possibilities can mean some ticket sales:
Most of the 59 minutes are given
over to frontline scenes of beach-

but

heads and the difficult march on
the Gustav Line, climaxing with

the taking of Cassino. Only in the
latter few minutes are clips of the

Korean battling brought in and
already they are well behind current headlines. Footage n compilation by George Fineman has been
ingeniously edited by Morrie Roiaman to show what the United Naof the agreement had hurt its own
“Harvey” opening is anticipated tions forces are up against
theatre, which is located ne#r the
in
early next year. It will preem on Korea.
rival Piccadilly, both of which are
the Coast, however, before Dec. 31
Quentin Reynolds handles the
on “A” policy.
in order to qualify for the Academy major
narration, with other narraMeanwhile, the out-of-court setawards.
tion by Jackson Beck* Two heroes
i

b.o. bet.

Film lacks pace and wallop. Jan
Rubes, himself a DP from Europe,
is well cast as the pursued, and
Susan Douglas, the only non-Cahadian in the cast, lends warmth but
is hardly convincing as the young
student suddenly thrown into the
strong-arm, political implications.
Both suffer much from poor recording, as do most of company.
A sense of evil, expected from
the agent and his' killers, is missing, and the leisurely pace with
which the hero moves from the
docks to the rendezvous with his
uncle, does little more than give
the viewer a travelog of MontreaL
Climax in the unfinished St.
Joseph’s Oratory is most exciting
scene in the film, and the vastness
of the imposing building gives
Roger Racine some of his best
photography.
Camera generally
is fine*

Gerry Rowan, as the uncle, is
by Blanche Gauand dancer Elizabeth Leese
cover some of the rough spots.
Story throughout is thin, lacks
needed comedy touch and could
easily
be cut IS minutes to
heighten dramatic effect and genstandout, and bits
tier

eral pacing.
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PICTURES
Supercinecolor In

Can’t Block Martin-Lewis Kine
'

-

of Cinecolor’s hew
three-color process, Supercinecolor,
studios will bring about a .plant expansion

NBC

board members, Allied last week urging
if they con- not to hire actors who use
radio
•tinue “belittling” the film industry, or Ty shows as a forum for ridiculmay
take
business
re- ing films. In addition, Allied plans
the picture
taliatory measures against the ad- to discuss the situation at its
Pittsburgh convention Monday (2)
vertisers’ products.
Letters, signed' by COMPO exec through Wednesday. In a memberveepee Arthur L. Mayer* stated: ship bulletin, Allied threatened to
“As you will see from reading the have exhibs blackball pictures using such actors, Bulletin declared:
script of this telecast, 'this treatment of our industry by the Col- “Martin and Lewis are said to be
gate company is very much as if good comedians, but certainly they
are not indispensable to the mothe picture industry had produced
tion picture business and they and
a picture in which a wellknown
commercial product was shown to their kind should., be told in no
be scorned by the consuming pub- uncertain way that if they use a
rival medium of entertainment to
lic. Were the industry to produce
such a picture, I am sure you would injure the film business, they cannot
hereafter- expect__to_appear- in
agree that we would -be— doing
films.” Bulletin added that “fun’s
damage to that product.”
fun and the film industry can enMayer, while not threatening acas well as to

COMPO

warned that

-

joy a joke at

production

to

tion of these slanders.”
by declaring: “COMPO,
of all branches of the
Comedians, themselves, meanmotion picture industry, does not while, issued an open apology to
propose to take such attacks lying the industry last week, declaring
down. We are not only enlisting that “we regi'et exceedingly this
the cooperation of our studios and incident and wish to assure the exmotion picture theatres in our hibitors that it will not happen
protest against this particular in- again” According to M&L, they
cident, but we are alerting them never thought the skit would be
to be watchful of any similar at- construed as injurious to the intacks, so that we may take what- dustry; “had we thought so, we
ever steps in reprisal may be never would have performed it.”

made up

They explained:
“As you know, we are

Mayer also sought to enlist full
exhib cooperation in “the fight. In new to
aii open letter to exhibs urging equally

relatively

motion pictures and are
new to television and ra-

them to send in their own protests dio. Our principal experience has
to Colgate, he averred: “Like your- been in the intimate atmosphere
is tired of seeing the of
self,
nightclubs and personal apmotion picture industry pushed pearances, where satire is always
around. We believe that if we accepted in good fun and without
show a united front against such complaint.
now realize, howirresponsible tactics, we can bring ever, that such is not always the
halt.”
to
them
a
case with respect to radio, teleExhibs, meanwhile, have taken vision or movies, which reach vast
their own action, with National audiences.”

COMPO

We

.%vW»>

i% F

**

*

'

,

of

subject

the

collections

finally

Plan to Build

was

facilities

reportedly

is

coming from the Chemical Bank

&

Trust Co., N. Y. Institution has
acted as the company’s bankers in
the past and this time is said to
be advancing around $500,000.
Burbank, Cal., plant of Cine-

on a three-acre tract,
now capable of handling about
150,000,000 feet of prints annually.
Expansion plans blossomed into
reality following the company’s recent deal with Columbia, which
calls for the -use -of- Supercinecolor
color. located

is

on

five full-length features. Initial
pic under the pact, “When the

Ava Gardner

New

proval.

Exec committee of the Council
Motion Picture Organizations
under consideration at its
next meeting the plan for a national “Starmakers Contest” proposed
by Leonard Goldenson, United Paramount prexy. An outline of the
plan, which Goldenson and his staff

Snaper, who presided at the session reported good progress in his
efforts to get from exchanges sufficient advance notice of availabilHe said that the
ity of films.
problem had grown to such an extent that in some cases theatremen
were given only a few days in
which to negotiate for a film and
then book it whereas “all the time
possible” was needed.

He

of

will take

devised after a series of industry
meetings, has been forwarded to
the members of the exec committee
for study prior to the meeting, on
which no date has been set.
Plan is a promotional idea to attract business to the b.o., to create
interest in new players and generally hypo interest in pix. In sendexec
ing out the tmtline,
v.p. Arthur L. Mayer said that
prexy Ned
while he and
E. Depinet were not personally endorsing this plan, they both believe that something of this nature
deserves consideration.

said his initial Complaint to

various exchanges brought
unanimous pleas of “not guilty.”
He said he followed this up with
the
to
further' communications
branches and he feels now that the

the

COMPO

now
sales personnel is
distrib
more alert to the exhib buying and

as Julie

In Metro’s ‘Show Boat’

Pic Stars

COMPO

booking problem.

Group selling of pix also occupied an important spot on the
agenda, With the consensus reported as being their area was too
competitive and compact to make
preferable.
blocks
Of
licensing
Mich.-Allied
I
Snaper said theatremen are more
gan.
prices of — -=
*
Other toppers in the film cast concerned about the
Continued from page 9 "
they
than
subject,”
vital
are
Kathryn Grayson, Howard films, “a
licensing people accepting anything just to
Keel, Joe E. Brown and Agnes are about the methods of
He said, however, group get some entertainment and to forthem.
Moorehead.
selling probably would go over get their problems. The postwar
period, which showed a terrific
well in “the wide open spaces.”
Brotherhood
Snaper reported his queries to drop in theatre attendance, was
for
the fault of everyone in the indusEric Johnston, prez of the Mo- the distributors on their plans
tion Picture Assn, of America, last group selling brought from the try because “we did not go out
week was named chairman of majority of companies replies that and sell our product. We were too
Brotherhood Week, which will be th^y had the plan under consider- complacent,” Richey said.
Then the ball got rolling on the
observed nationally next Feb. ation. Only Paramount, he reThan
18-25.
lated, committed itself to the block slogan, “Movies Are Better
His appointment was disclosed licensing method but with some re- Ever.” Boxoffice attendance picked
are
we
“now
adding
said,
he
up,
which
by NCCJ head Dr. Everett R. strictions, presumably those
becoming complacent again.
Clinchy.
are demanded in court decrees.
Hollywood, Sept.

26.

Metro handed Aya Gardner the
Julie Laverne role in “Show Boat”
after half a dozen other gals had
been mentioned for the part originated on the stage by Helen Mor-

j
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COMPO
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meeting,

the

double the

his letter

necessary.”

Continued from pace 9

dropped when the dissenters adfirm’s existing laboratory capacity, mitted they were unable to come
it was learned in New York this up with a better plan which would
week.. Coin to finance the boost in be likely to win all-industry ap-

program designed

its expense, but it Redskins Rode,” has already been
cannpt permit an endless repeti- completed.

tually to use the nation’s theatre
screens in retaliation, concluded

AM-COMPO

Big Expansion Program
Launching

Continued from page 5
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her own story

tells

-If* been such a hard, long road

down.

Others who read what

them to say
too!'

'If

I

I've

traveled.

done may

Ethel Waters, a colored

I

came up from

be encouraged.

woman, could do

so low

want

I

that,

I

can,

"

Here's an astoundingly revealing autobiography of one of America s

greatest singing and dramatic stars.

childhood

in

From a

vivid description of hep

a vice-riddled, section of Philadelphia, to her most recent

theatrical triumph,

it's

a warm, personal, moving story. You'll be fas-

cinated by her colorful, true anecdotes about the Prince of Wales,
Darryl Zanuck, Merle Oberon and

many

other great names.

And

you'll

learn which two performances she considers her greatest moments.
Photo .by
.

Don't' miss "His

EHRENBERO

Eye

Charles Samuels.

IN

Is

on the Sparrow," by Ethel Waters, as told to

Be sure to read

it

• , • •
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FUTURES
CaL Giveaways Back

So.

RKO, Par Chains Refuse

to Side

Los Angeles, Sept. 26.
Film houses in this sector have
revived the giveaway corneon, regardless of a recent movement by
to
exhibs
California
Southern

abolish the costly custom. Abolition movement broke down when
Minneapolis, Sept. 26, 4
some of the theatres started giving
RKO and Paramount circuit re- ‘Good
away autos, television sets and
Girl’ Hit
fuse to 60 along with North Cencash, and others had to fall in
Ohio,
tral Allied by boosting first-run
line to meet the public demand.
subthat
so
downtown admissions
Though it holds a Motion Picture
Some of the downtown houses,
sequent-run independent neighbor- Assn, of America seal and was notably the Orpheum, do heavy
hood and suburban houses also placed in the, Glass “B” bracket of business because of giveaways on
may tilt their scales, as NCA has the National Legion of Decency^J Tuesday nights, but most of the
No immediate raising Eagle Lion Classics- ‘'Good Time others barely manage to split even
suggested.
of prices is contemplated now, Girl” has been banned by the Ohio .when the costs of the merchandise
according to Harry H. Weiss and and Pennsylvania censor boards. are counted up.
Harry B. French, RKO-Theatres Bltienosers refuse to give the Britand Paramount circuit heads, re- ish import a greenlight without
c
claiming that
cuts,
spectively, who don't believe the substantial
advances are practicable. Between some of the sequences are imthpin the two chains ope rate prac- moral,
‘Skedded ..Performances
ideally all of the important loop
Picture is owned in the U. S.
first-runs and moveover houses.
territory by Expert Pictures Corp.,
For ‘Eve’
While rising theatre operating i n which Ed Kingsley and Oliver
While returns on 20th-Fox’s elsuch admission Unger are partnered. Feeling that
for
call
costs
*
on its
boosts, boxpffice conditions don’t, the boards of the two states have forls to sell exhibitors
French. overstepped themselves, Unger has “scheduled performances” plan for
it’s a greed by Weiss and
in for
be
Won’t
Eve”
As the result of increasing costs requested that the panels review “All About
exfor downtown film going, includ- their decisions or otherwise he \yill some time, latest roundup of
ing parking costs and a streetcar appeal the matter through legal hibitor reaction to tlie idea indihave
concates the company will
fare boosted to 15c., the trend of channels.
patronage has been away from the
pj c stars Jean Kent and was siderable trouble lining up early
Exhibs, for the most
playdates.
neighborhood
the
to
first-runs
Arthur
Rank
and
produced by J.
loop
and suburban houses where there’s Sydney Box. Samuel Goldwyn, Jr., part, are extremely wary of the
and their general
feasibility
plan’s
free parking and a lower admis- is associate producer.
reaction is to 'wait until “Eve” is
sion, and from which most patrons
tested in situations comparable to
are walking distance away, they
theirs before booking the picture
say.
themselves.
Weiss and French feel that a
Plan, which involves a modifiedfurther admission boost downtown
IN
roadshow system of hay ing tickets
would make the aforegoing trend
in advance for specified perbetween
Detween
paramount
sold
.paramount and
Aussie
even
pronounced,
more
even
Universal - International over the formances <?f the feature and
though the uptown and suburban
Casey Jones" appears cei> .which Would forbid any customer
theatres also. upped their scales al-:
‘aui.^ go Par s way under.. rules from entering the theatre after the
though Still remaining wider the!
l *\c
A5sn
feature starts,, is not being made
5-°.
loop houses. It’s even suggested
America’s titlopegistratipn bureau. mandatory by 20 th in its contracts
that it would be in order for the
an
with exhibs. Idea is presented Only
liejghborhodd and suburban houses
AveeK
^
ta | JgjL’
la’W
“ek as a request in the licensing agreey jast
to raise their prices to the present
f
Par
countered
pubnd
making
ments, With the only stipulation
by
level of the loop first-runs. Those f
that 20 th is insisting on being that
ft.e.filic over the weekend a plan also
1
that policy point .out t/i
advocating
1*^1
film
that
to produce a
label. “Eve” be played as a single feaunder
that the uptown and suburban theSince both companies are signa- ture only.
atres still would have an advantage
Film preems under the “skedded
^(Sr*patroiw : ’woUld still have ^ tories to the MPAA’s title agree- performance”
system at the BroacL>hent, Par appears, to hold priority
free parking— a service that costs.:
slated
icu for
avaway
Roxy wet
xvoAy
and is Met
Oct xo,
13. aim
unless U-I comes up with, ah ace
50c, or thereaboiitsf downtown
National Theaopenings
in
many
hole.
'
Par
registered
the
the
’
or be free from streetcar and bus fh
tres’ houses, owned by 20 th, soon
transportation charges. The earlier moniker originally in 1938 and reExhibs, particularly
1 ^s
June, afterwards.
r e 8 ls tration
runs enjoyed by the uptown and
those in small tow- ns, noted that
suburban houses since the consent 1949.
the, Roxy and other key
U-I didn’t; stake its claim offi- results at
decree also are hurting the downcity openings.will not offer them
toivri first-runs, French points out: cially until last week. In addition
sufficient, proof of the idea’s feasi?ar, there:- are previous i^gis^
Downtown first-runs now have a
bility, since it may work in the
ia tion^of the tag with the
70c. admission after 5 p,m. as com- t
Edward Small and Warn- deluxe show'CaSv houses but not in
pared to 60c. for the neighborhood
B ™s. That would rank U-I as their situations; As a result, they
er! suburban
cuhnrhan houses
hmiQPc With
with 28-day
2 ft-rlhv
and
/Plan to wait until 20 th tests the'
fifth on the list except for the
are
also
There
earliest.
runs, the
system in -some qf its owned-andrule that no studio can hold a
50c. teen-age and 15c. children adclaim for more than 18 months operated smaller situations.
missions downtown.
Twentieth, meanwhile, teed off its
Without proof that it is actually
Since NCA sent out its bulletin working on a pic to be released ad campaign on the Roxy opening
with a three-quarter page ad in
suggesting that admission price under the label.
the amusement section of the N. Yl
boosts are in order, Bennie Berger,
Par, in addition to comihg under Times
Tiovroc Sunday
9 A )\
ia
24
foU
and js
its president, says many out-ofthe 18-month deadline, has even lowing up that ad-in all dailies up
already have raised
town houses
a stronger claim. Its last regis- to the time of the opening. Ad
,.i
*i
A
h„- Italion was of a Copyrighted work emphasizes the desirability of. seeare going to 50c,. for example, he
presumably the song of the same ing “Eve”, from the beginning
asserts.
name), so its stake would hold (story is told in flashback) and
There’s some opposition among good as long as the copyright is
details the “skedded performance”
the trade to any admission boosts good (56 years). The only way
based on the belief that such ac- another company can use a copy- system.
t ion’s effect w ould be to drive many righted title is if the
copyright
ienna Pic
in
people aw'ay from the theatres and owning studio issues a waiver.
cause them to look to television
Ralph Meeker, who recently
Par^s plan is for a Teehnicolor
for their film and other entertain- musical
-with Robert Merrill, Met- wound up an acting chore in Arment.
ropolitan Opera baritone. U-I is thur Loew’s ’^Teresa,” planed out
planning
a
comedy co-starring over the weekend for Vienna to
Donald O’Connor and Jimmy appear in “Four in a Jeep,” Eng-

DENVER
(Continued from page .13)
Holds* again,
Nice $7,000.
wk).
Last Week, $9,000.

Time

By

(Cpckrill) (1,750; 35-70)
Poor $8,500.
-—“Lawless” (Par).
Last week, “Fancy Pants” (par),
(3d wk), nice $8,500.
Deliver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)

Pennsy

.

“Kiss

and

Heaven”

!

—

]
1

;

:

1

!

and big outlay for extra advertise
Webber (Fox)' (750; 35-74).— ing.
“Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye” (WB)
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 45-80)
and ’‘Young Daniel Boone” (Mono), “Life of Her Own” (M-G). Press
also Aladdin, Denver. Good $3,000, gang climbed all over this one,
“Rogues Sherwood but Lana Turner’s return with
week,
Last
Forest” (CoJ) and “Destination Big Ray Milland’s name, too, should
House” (Rep), $3,000.
help it to satisfactory $14,000. Last
week “Fancy Pants” (Par) got
45-80)
Stanley. (WB)
(3,800;
i
Notices
“Union " Station” .(Par),
okay and show’s signs of building
Up to $13,500. Last week “Three
INDPLS.,
Secrets” ( WB) in 9 days about
.

;

•

.

,

|

,

—

|

.

'

HFE’ OKE

A

!

.

—

'

•

-

m

j

•

W

.

!

;

'

,

diana, looms slow.
Estimates for This

.

,

—

$15,000.
Indianapolis, Sept. 26.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 45-80)
cold weekend, first of season, “Three
(hv.o,).
(WB)
Secrets”:
is blamed for slowdowns at boxof- Didn’t do too well in over-sized
fice this session. “Tea For Two,” Stay at Stanley and showing same
'Looks like
here.
hurt, least of all, is gunning for sluggishness
Last week re$5,000 Will do it.
lusty week at Circle. “A Life Of issue of “All Quiet on
estern
r
t
Ipr A u, n *> *."
mod- Front” (Realart) smacko at $9,500.
Hel
oew *’
V"
Tnerate, and “Union Station,” at In

i

j

;

•

'

—

—

.

$3,000,

.

.

;

1

-

,

.

.

)

—

'

^

j

I

i

_—

Fulton,

.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton IShea) ,(l;700; 45-80)
“Louisa” (U). Little comedy teed
off briskly and shapes tailT$9,00O.
May stay eXtra four days to put
Orpheum (RKO) (2,200; 35-74)^ house back on Wednesday open“Three Little Words” (RKO) and ing. Last week, third of “Broken
“Bunco Squad” (RKO) (3d Wk). Arrow” (20th) helped by a midOkay $9,000. Last week, $11,000. week sneak preview and did fine
Paramount (Fox (2 ,200 35-74) $.7,500,
and
(WB)
Baby”
“Pretty
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)
“County Fair” (Mono), also Es- “Saddle Tramp” (U). The notices
Last week, for this Joel McCrea starrer were,
Mild $7,000.
quire.
“Sierra” (U) and “Farewell to good; and it’s heading for nice
Yesterday” (20th), $6,500.
$10,000, just about what “Pretty
Vogue (Pike) (600; 35-74)
Girl” (Col) did last Week. Disap-,
“Flesh and Fantasy” (Indie) (2d pointing for latter picture, hbwLast week, ever, in vievv of heavy exploitation
Fine $2,500.
wk),

|

.

•

.

.

.

“Pretty Baby” (WB; and “County
Fair” (Mono), day-date with ParaLast week,
mount. Fair $2,000.
“Blue Heaven” ( 20 th)-jmd-u Gbiden
Gloves Story” (ELK $3,500.

!

'

“Golden

and

(20 th)

•

i

;

(

Aladdin, Webber.
Last week, “Blue

Gloves Story” (EL), $19,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74).

:

Nothing outstanding here, this
nearly
week,
With
everything
slightly better than average. Lana
Turner on marquee getting “Life
of Her Own” a little action at the
Penn despite notices“Saddle;
Tramp” looks very good at the
“Louisa” also is fine at
Harris.

Tomorrow Goodbye” WB)
Boone”
Daniel
“Young

(Mono), also
Nice $13,000,

.

-

Pittsburgh, Sept. 26.

—

;

,

Week

Tower’ High $17,000

,,

,

—“Tea

Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44-

I

^

MPAA

,

.
i

1

;

-

-...

.

i

(

V

!

Meeker

f

Montreal, Sept. 26.
strong all over this ses“Forbidden Journey.” pronice $ 11 000
sion.
Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)-- duced locally, is doing sock curi“Union Station” (Par) and “Big osity trade at Princess. Returns
Timber” (Mono). Slow $9,000, Last in all deluxers are up in recent
week, “Blue Heaven” (20th) and weeks because of Consolidated
“Farewell to Yesterday” (RKO), Theatre’s new policy of charging
night scale from 2 p.m. Sundays
big $12,700.
Keith’s (G-D) (1,300; 44-65)— and holidays.
Estimates for This Week
“No Sad Songs” (Col). Dull $2,500
Palace (C.T.) <2.625; 34-60)—
first-run. Last week, not first-run.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 44-65)— “White Towner” (RKO). Great $17,“Life of Own” (M-G) and “Counter- 000.
Last week, “Lonely Place”
spv” (Col). Okay $11,000 or close. (Col), $15,000.
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
Last week, “The Men” (UA) and
“Traveling Saleswoman” (Col), fair “Broken Arrow” (20th) (2d wk).
Sock $14,000, ^following opener at$8,800.
Lyric
44-65)— $ 21 000
(G-D)
(1,600;
|;“Panic
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)
in
Streets”
(20th)
and
“Riders In Sky” (Col). Tepid $3,500. “Forbidden Journey” UA). Smash
Last Week, “The Torch” (EL) and $15,000.
Last week, “Flame and
Arrow” (WB), big $10,000.
“Congolaise” (EL)^ $4,000.
000.

,

,

Biz

i

|

,

!

,

(

1

Loew’s (C.T.) (2.855; 40-65)—
“Three Little Words” (M-G) (3d
Still good at $15,000 alter
solid second week at $20,500.

;

Continued from page

3

string of events in past weeks suggests new problems always a possibility. New revisions of the proposed agreement Were inserted by
Hughes at a meeting with Sam
Dembow, Brandt’s representative,

wk).

being
production
Lazar Wcchsleiv
‘Trial’ Huge
Buff
Wechsler. a Swiss, several years
Buffalo, Sept. 26.
ago produced “The Search” for
[Metro release.
Big news here this week* is tlie
Meeker’s pact calls for his serv- w’ay the appearance of Martin and
To
Through Par ices
in Austria for 14 weeks. Yarn
Telephone solicitation of funds ."concerns the Allied Four-Pow er po- Lewis is boosting “Cariboo Trail”
or the United J ewish Appeal, con- [lice patrol there, consisting of at Paramount. Terrific total looms
}
ducted in the office of Paramount Americans, French, British and fpr* week.
Other spots are sufpresident
Barney Balaban last Russians®
fering from influx to the Par*
Wednesday (20), drew pledges of
“Three Secrets” shapes nice at the
UJA reported. Special
$80,000,
ACQUIRES SCULPTOR PIC
Center.
battery of telephones was set up
Canton-Weiner Films has acquirEstimates for This Week
for; the 17 persons in the amuse
ed U. S. distribution rights to
Buffalo (Loews) (3,500; 40-70)
'yho "ent lo woi*.
in
Clay,”
20-minuter
“Liie of Her Ow’h” (M-G). Opened
reminding prospects of the earn- “Composers
which portrays the works of prom- today (Tues.).
Last week* “The
paign.
inent. sculptors.
_
Men” (UA) and “Big Timber”
_
Chairmen of the amusements diThomas Craven produced the (Mono), good $16,000.
vision of UJA are Fred J; Schwartz,
pic in ther U. S. and France, with
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)^vice-president of Century Theatres,
Andre pantan and Frederic Bornet “Cariboo Trail” (20th) and Martin
and Sam Rosen, veepee of Fabian handling the
photography. Film & Lewis show onstage. Huge $28,Theatres.
Participants in the sohas been booked for Oct. 9 at the 000 or better.' Last week, “Blue
licitation included Harry Brandt,
Heaven” (20th) <9 'days), nifty
Manny Frisch, S. H. Fabian, Irving Sutton theatre, N. Y.
$18,000.
Greenfield, Philip Hodes, Arthur
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70L
Rep’s German Manager ill N.Y.
Israel, Jr., J ulius Jdelson, Jack
Dr. Rudolph Goldschmidt, Re- “Three Secrets”. (WB). Nice $ 11 ,Levin, B. S. Moss, Charles Moss,
000
or near.
Last week, “Union
public
Pictures
International Corp.
Torn Murtha, Max Seligman, SpyStation” (Par) (2d wk) (5 days),
ros Skoiiras, Morton Sunshine and general manager in Germany, ar6 000
$
rived in New York for homeoffiee
Robert M. Weitman.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
huddles with company prez Richard W. Altschuler and foreign “Saddle Tramp” (U) and “The
Rawliiis Heads Indie
Avengers”
(Rep).
Fair $10,000.
sales veepee Douglas T. Yates.
Hollywood, *Sept . 26.
Before returning to Germany in Last week, “Fuller Brush Girl”
(Col) and “Congolaise” (EL), ditto.
John Rawlins was elected presi- October; Dr. Goldschmidt will
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40dent of Ventura Pictures at the visit Republic’s North Hollywood 70)—
“Woman on Pier 13”' (RKO)
annual stockholders’ meeting, with studios to looksee current product. and
“Rock Island Trail” (Rep)
Frank Melford as veepee, Ben Koe- He will take the German-language Mild
$10,000,
Last week, “High
nig as secretary and Irving D. Kop- dubbed version of “Rock Island Lonesome”
_
(EL)
and “Bunko
pel as treasurer.
Trail” with him back to Berlin.
Squad” (RKO)7 ^$8,500.

made* there

UJA

by

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)
Eagle and Hawk” (Par).
Strong
Last week, “Shadow on
Wall” (M-G) and “Hocdown” (Col),
*‘i

28G

$8,000.
$7,000.

WASHINGTON

j
i

T

.

(Continued from page 11 )
$10,000.
Last week, “So Young,
So Bad” (UA), okay $10,000.
Metropolitan
(Warner)
(1.163;

:

j

Thursday (20)
night. The memorandum drawn on
the terms accordingly was changed
by Dembow and relayed to Brandt

on the Coast

last

for consideration.

Brandt and his Trans-Lux as=
went into a huddle Mon-

sociatcs

day

the offices of attorney
Milton C. Weisman on the new additions made by Hughes.
They
agreed to go along with the
changes and so informed Dembow
by phone, accompanying this information with the proposal for
(25) in

,.

Hughes

to notify Brandt by letter
satisfied that both sides
are in full accord on the pact. The
letter Would serve as a signal for

that he

Brandt

is

to;

go ahead with arrange-

nients for financing.

Dembow

followed through with
another session in Hollywood with
Hughes on Monday night but firm
commitment by the latter on
penning the requested communique apparently was not in immeview.
day; “We’re

iliate

Dembow
still
.

said yestertrying to make a

We’re still negotiating. We’re
trying to conform and I believe
we have conformed.”

deal.

.

:

lish-language

Durante.

is

.

.

RKO-Brandt

In

f

65)
For Two” (WB) and
“Young Lovers” (EL). Dandy $13,Last Week, “Our Very Own”
(RKO) and “Beaver Vall'ey” (RKO),

|

:

Lusty 9G,

Pitt; ’Louisa’

Denham

!

—

'

•

•

*

•

:

!

^
*

.

>

'

'

.

^

’

[

,

44^74)
“David Harding” (Col)
and “Isle of Samoa” (Col). Slow
$5,000 for first-runs.
Last week,
“Cariboo Trail” (20th), better than
estimated at $ 6 000
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)
“Tfie Men” (UA). Only okay $16,000, despite press acclaim.
Last
week, “Fancy Pants” (Par), better
'than expected at $16,000,
but
under usual Hope takes.
Playhouse (Lopert) (845: 50-85)
—“No Way Out” (20th). (2d wk).
Steady $7,000 after fine $ 8,000
:

—

.

,

!

.

j

opening stanza.

Warner (WB)

(2,164;

;

44-74)

—

“Petty Girl” (WB).
Nice $14,000.
Last week, “Sunset Boulevard”
(Par) (2d wk), steady $12,000.

.

1

v

;

I

'

J

in
Hollywood, Sept« 26.
Jtro signed Gary Copper lor
one of the eight sequences in its
episode picture, “It’s a Big ..Coun*'
try.”

Cooper, will represent Texas as
cowboy in a sequence written by
Dorothy Kingsley.

a

,

PICTURES

Wednesday, September 27, 1950
Savini’s
Robert M.

UA's Income Pictures

to learh further of the

new

UA

management’s plans before accepting dates on the films.
‘Cyrano’ on Sked
Also on the release; sked arid

UA

Oldies
Astor

Savini,

Pic-

week picked up
three old United Artists pix from
tures, prez,

Continued from page 3

nre I G. Goldsmith’s “Three Husbands" and "Tire Scarf" and
Harry Popkin’s “Ellen/’ While the
negatives have been delivered to
repeated
UA there have been
delays in sending the pix into disIt has been reported
tribution;
that producers pave been waiting

3

last

TV

Elliot Hyman of
Pic, Inc. for
reissue.
Trio were all turned out

and secretary Max Kravetz—-with
owners Mary Pickford and Charles
Chaplin came and Went with no
momentous announcements. One
session with the owners was held
in McNutt’s downtown law office,
Sherman-Fink Unit

by Benedict Bogeaus between 1944
and 1946.
Threesome includes “Mr. Ace,”
with George Raft and Sylvia Sid“Dark Waters,’’ a Me4e
ney;
Oberon,
Franchot
Tone
and
Thomas Mitchell starrer, and
“Bridge of San Luis Rey” with
Lynn Bari Akim Tamiroff and

*

As far as could be learned,
stapzas otherwise consisted of a
number of separate meetings of
Coastites Edward Sherman and
Max Fink, with McNutt, McNamee
and Miss Pickford, Sherman, an
agent, and Fink, an attorney, are
endeavoring to set up a unit which
Will finance UA. production, and
through which all of the. pix destined for the distrib will funnel.
;

,

Francis Lederer,

with playdates actually set in New
York and Los Angeles for Nov, 23
is Kramer’s “Cyrano.” That won’t
help the company too much, however, since the producer has eleet~ed to roadshow the- pic; UnderSherman and McNamee are both
teims of his contract, distrib gets native
Philadelphians
and old
only 10% fee on a two-a-day play- friends. They have been in close
-off as against 271/2% in regular contact ever: since the McNamee

There has been particular resent-*
ment that McNutt and McNamee
kept so closemouthed on

Fledgling revolt of United Artists
is understood to have
little sympathy from Ellis G.
Arnall, prexy of the Society of
Independent Motion Picture Pro-

producers

have

won

these points.
While!

at

a

session

ury and being paid; to the producer
from there.
That means that Kramer will
1

.

owe UA 10% as its share, rather
than UA owing Kramer 72V£ % as

those

;

understood that all of the
indies represented did not favor
the move, some of them attending
the conclave only because they
were requested to do so by those
who did favor radical action. Latter
group sought to prevail upon Ar-

UA

with

to give the

TMted
tives

distribution

con-

would be to their interest

tracts, it

It is

new management the

gUpp^Tof^d^iverliTg'

^

on

are finished or in

pix! that

work.

Names of those* attending the
session were kept dark, since there
their representations. was so much difference of opinion
As an alternative they wanted the on the suggested revolt and there
producers to band together to hire was fear of reprisals by the UANew management of United an outside attorney to present their management against
the producers'
Artists has decided to fight former squawk or# else form a committee pix now in or about to go in reand
speak*
to
Chaplin
Miss
and
lease. In any event, it appeared
prexy Grad Sears’ claiin for $14,Pickford in person. Among out- highly
unlikely
thafr
anything
000 in salary he claims is owed him
side attorneys suggested for the Would result from the meeting.
for the period when he was absent chore was Arnold Grant, a former
It was reported, meantime, withrecently because of illness,
UA. rep of Miss Pickford on the
out confirmation, that a group of
prez Frank L. McNamee and his board; but who has since split with four or five
producers were
her.
huddling on the possibility of
associates agreed Monday (25) that
forming their own distributing
Justman in Key Role
they Would not settle with Sears.
They have authorized the comA leader of the revolt is under- company along the lines of the
pany’s counsel, O’Brien, Driscoll, stood tp have been Joseph Just- original UA. They would own it
Raftery
Lawler, to file an an- man, who as proprietor of Motion cooperatively, guaranteeing it a
swer in Federal court to Sears’ Picture ’’Centre Studios in Holly- minimum of three pix a year, and
would set up offices in 26 exchange
suit for the coin. Extension has wood has a financial interest in a
cities, with Clark Film Distributors
been granted in filing the answer number of
releases, He is unsince the action was transferred at derstood to have support from Ed- physically handling the prints and
backroom operation.
UA’s request to U. S. jurisdiction ward Small, among others,
from the N. Y. State supreme court.
Burden of their squawk is that
nall to

make

,

hierarchy.

Since operating funds are needed* by the company even more so
than production coin, Sherman
said last week that the group- he
and Fink represented were also
ready to put up that. Amount, required is said to be between $750,000 and $1,000,000;

1

UA

UA

Sherman-Fink plan is to get exProducer thus elimi- clusive rights for product into UA.
divvy.
nates as a worry the status of UA’s They are talking of 24 pix a year,
&
treasury. In addition^ since there’d budgeted at around
$600,000, with
be bound to be a delay in the a few in a higher category. Scheme,
payoff to
of its share, Kramer it is understood, contemplates ah
would have the coin represented exchange of stock options between
by the 10% as a setoff in an emer- the Sherman-Fink producing unit
gency to anything else owed him aiid UA, so that if it works Out
by the company on his previous satisfactorily S*F will eventually be
McNamee group held up Sears’
pix.
handed a considerable hunk of the $2,000 weekly pay check and $500
It must be stated in this regard, company;
in expenses for eight weeks, That
however, that UA, despite the
was from July 11, when they took
hardships it has suffered, has not
over under a deal with owners
Signs
failed to live up to the letter of its
Mary Pickford and Charles Chapcontract in making payments to
Hollywood, Sept. 26.
lin until Sears returned to work
First actress to be signed by for the company as general sales
date to its producers. It has also
kept current on all payrolls.
Monogram since Gale Storm ex- manager. From the $20,000^ thus
Big meetings slated for last week ited more than a year ago is Jane alleged due, former
topper
between UA’s new operating trium- Nigh, who drew seven-year pact acknowledges $6*000 is deductible,
virate
board chairman Paul V. starting at $300 weekly, for 40 representing expenses advanced to
McNutt, prexy Frank L. McNamee weeks a year.
him.
his

UA

•

Mono

are

|.

ment.

group moved into U A July 11* and
have been in long daily huddles
since Sherman and Fink came into
New York from the Coast 10 days
ago to lay their plan before the

UA

producers

in

:

Kramer decision to roadshow
has another aim, however, than
merely saving a chunk of the distribution fee or giving the pic a
big sendoff. Under roadshow release, a producer’s own organiza?
tion makes all collections from
theatres, rather than the money
first going into the distrib’s treas-

the

all

SIMPP’s equally disturbed, there was no
New York headquarters Monday unanimity that forming a commit(25).
Group of about eight pro- tee or getting a rep to call on the
ducer^ or their reps called on owners would serve any purpose.
Arnall With the aim of getting him Arnall promised no action and
to squawk to UA owners Mary there was agreement with him by
Piqkford
and Charles Cffaplin some of those present that siiice
about the company’s hew manage--* th'fere Was no real alternative for
ducers,

.

release.

23

Nigh

:

UA

:

UA

Raciti Preps *CicF

new management headed by
Paul V. McNutt and Frank McNamee has done nothing in the 2V£
months since it took over to alleviate the company’s tight operating
and production situation and is
thus putting producers with new
films upcoming in an untenable
position.
They wanted, whoever
calls on Miss Pickford and Chaplin
the

—

who

some

producer

Spanish war

tale of the historical

hero,

Picture will be made in Spanish,
and English with two. sepMarch in

are in New York—
clarification on plans
policy regarding UA’s future.
of

to get

Italian

Raciti,

recently completed his first

American documentary, “America
Bound,” is rounding up four Hollywood names for “The Cid,” a

whom

—both
and

Aldo

Italian

arate casts, starting next
Spain.
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sparkling column

Broadway

of the Herald Tribune front

appear

in all editions

Monday

to Friday, he’ll give

about show

Early Bird on

you the

inside, the

business, the bistros, the

Herald Tribune,

New

on,* Front

low-down, the

latest

people and places of the

world’s most exciting street— Broadway! Don’t miss
in the
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—
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Hy Gardner—
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PICTURES

Referendum Seen III
1-8X- Fight
CUSe Oyo
Tax
s’cuse
O
5% m

has had no theatre since July, 1949,
when the Mermen, operated by
B & B Ainus. Co., was destroyed

f

M ft
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from Film
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personals at Mayfair (nabe) where

7

•
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4

,

Inchon

.

celebration, decorate their
houses and be sure their newsreels
carry the special trailer made by
Metro.
_

Week

JRf.U
PITT^RI
1 i ijuunui
Jack Simons, with Loew

here

s

m

arid later
in New England, return-

m

Criterion,

.the'

MnnA

,

,

Moorestown, and the Fox, R\y er,

-•

'

U

Plans to urishutter two^others
i n-liis-cham-^the Hollywood here

side.

.
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Olson who moves up from salesman. Personnel shifts disclosed by
ELC distribution chief William J.
Heineman during a regional sales
s
meet at Blackstone Hotel
flotel here.
Arthur Weinberger,
Weinberger*
form
formerly
office manager for Warners, upped
to Chicago city sales manager.
Benjamin pirod, previously salesman. becomes
hernmes country
emintrv sales manaman,
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with such pix as “Sunset,” feel that
the studio should resist/
“Sunset,” incidentally, will earn
Par better than $600,000 of its $1 ,80Q.000 production cost out of New
York alone. Of that^ about $300,000
in rentals will corner out of the

seyen-week engagement at Radio
CltY Music Hall and another“$3po,r
000 out of the CLPc.itits arid subseq^nts. it is estimated. Since the
of exoloffa^
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of a film’s .gross,

that would mean under ordinary
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are new owners and operators of expected to bring in nationally
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a number of execs, based on results

formerly with
Eagle s Lion Classics, appointed
manager of Lippert’s Los Angeles
Schneider and Chet
branch. Frank Schneider
Dari Wilkerson, ad manager for
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Drive-In, Ohama, Neb., now serving with the 1st Marines in Korea.
Wm. Haber, manager of the RockTri-States),
et, Rock Island, 111..
Fox West Coast opened its re- also has been recalled to active
modeled Fox theatre, a 1,300- duty. David Kerr, formerly at the
Ipwa, is taking
seater
Redwood
in
Citv
with Garden, Davenport,
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over for
overfur Haber.
George Jessel as M-C.
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Republic is taking its Orson
;
Welles production, “Macbeth,” off.
the shelf for a local run ait the
'w h lir». fnn /i u nar1
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Ene Arts theatre, starting. Sept.
ope^tes in
Robert L Libnert closed deal to Kansas and Missouri, has started
litigation here to restrain his two
from Sani K Decker it ’becomes brothers from engaging in the theatre business in Si. Joseph, Mo.
a bianch offiro for distributfoToi
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Application seeking an injunction
IiioDcrt Pictures on Oct 1
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a_ facet of another intra-industry theatres,” he added, “they’ll bo
discussion point the past few years, ready-made fans and customers.”
That s
e idea of making lowbudgeters in the sophisticated mold
Sylvan Leff , formerly salesman
of the British ancl foreign-language with Universal, acquired Realart
product that cleans up in the art franchise for Albany and Buffalo
houses. ARain the question is why [ territories;
t|?y :fo ^•1 * Me everyone with the
iM,****iO
i„ r
same n
picture?
Why
not turn
out product that could get by on
an economic basis via appeal to a
specific segment of theatregoers?,
Entire subject, of course, is much
easier of academic discussion than
practical applications. In the first
P
1.
J l_ _
^ ?J
place, for either the big-city or art
house product, there’s the matter
of getting i proper scripts.
And
what might, seem one thing to one
Production exec .night seem some,
eht>tely diffeient to another.
wh*t. /comes to the actual
point,. o£ making a film, the producer’s natural thought is why not
try to get something to appeal to
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0 ff ec t that viewers should watch
for his full-length films at their
na fo e theatres. Thus^ he explained,
city com whiie perhaps somewhat
he considers video as a trailer for
dubious
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Edvvard G. Murray, formerly dual policy.
Annamae Suffern, 20th-Fox bookwith sales department of Monogram, joined WPTZ as film buyer, er'here, is .seriously ailing at
Slurray will pick and buy all films Illinois Masonic Hospital.
P. J. Dee,
Dee,. Alliance. Theatres
Theaties
station,
used by the television station.
Ireland./
is now prexy returned from Ireland.
Interest in
in. the Phillies .is
Refurbishing of the Oriental gets
at fever pitch. Typical to the hot
Besides candy
interest is. the Merben theatre underway s o on.
which interrupts the show to give counter, complete; recarpeting and
installation of sliding seats will
scores of night games.
Sidney E. Samuelson, head of be Tncluded in revamp.
_
Jim Velde, formerly Eagle Lion
Theatre
Allied Motion
Picture
Service, named Harold Greenberg Classics branch manager in Des
as assistant to Rnv Riillender. head Moines, reolaces GeorffC Lefko as

mount’s homeoffice. He recently
disposed of. his theatre holdings in
Ohio and Kentucky to join Allied’s
buying and booking service,
Zero Mostel, currently at the
Latin Casino, has been making
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th#»
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is
his pic “Panic in the Streets
W. Vernon (Bud) Kennedy, in showing.
homeoffice acUnited Artists
Beverly Tyler, featured in The
0U r *,^ eS
^e
ir
counting- .department;- r® si| n ©d^o- -Fireball/’
!u o/
c Q f?iS"
T
join procurement office U. S. Ai my pearances at the Stanton on SatuiSignal Corps in civilian capacity, gay (2 3).
Kennedy
manyears,
general
17
With company
g idniy saiimelson,
will serve as cost accountant at a ger of Allied, urged all members
to get behind the. Pennsylvania
Fort Monmouth, N. J.
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Exhibs 'Unfair'

Sepi 26.
I
Syracuse, N. Y., Sept.
I
Continued from page 3„
T
Fight by this city s 24 theatre,
field, 111., lighted by the Armenpropos
5% TV and if .exhibitors don’t want to
operators against the proposed
trout Circuit
Hugh Graham, owner of Web- admissions tax appeal's headed for; buy my pictures because of that,
there’s nothing
can do about it.
st er North St. Louis nabe, hiked a referendum as a last-ditch measEddies' scale from 10c to 15c to ure. Hope is to swing the public I believe, though, that if my films
Plan vote on the city council’s bill be- bring in money at the boxoffice.
unruly j uves.
discourage
backfired because riiore teenagers fore Jan. 1 when it is slated to go exhibitors will book them whether
turned out on upped scale than be- into law.
I’m on television, radio or what.’*
.
, v;
j? ore
:
.
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Autry
bas^ his diarges
far Public sentient clwr^
un& Marco shuttered its . asSabee
exhibithe
the
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ot
fairness
lact that his TV
"
on.
the
sjde.
St '^,is, *000-seater in midtown ?
;
addition to newspaper films to date have played in only
tors'..
In
future,
In
film
house
as
sectori
editorial support, 10,000 individ- six key city areas in the east. In
the theatre will be available for
spot bookings, roadshows, concerts, uals have sent in postcards in pro- none of these, he pointed .out, have
his theatrical westerns ever reThe Fox and test of the levy.
Conventions, 'etc.
. v
ceived much play.
Consequently,
Missouri, F&M controlled houses,
he said, exhibs have had no chance
are within two blocks of the St.
If
I
J
to judge yet whether his Video acLouis.
ll€f 16S HCduS lYU v
Crusade of Freedom, stations
tivities will help or hurt at the
tr n
c 4 oa
Hollywood, Sept.
28;
have been set up in 23 local theaboxoffice.
He stressed that his
H. J. Herles, of Sound Services, TV films have not been seen in
res an(i members of the MPTOA
0 f- Eastern -M-issourr-rnid-SoUthern- -was-eleeted-toAsucceecl Larry^Tryon Ohio where -most of the —exhrtr-^
Illinois .win, establish more than as president of the Motion
""”'' Picture
ioo'hi^the
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house from John Sparts.
-therefore, that it is getting a disDamon Frans purchased the in- proportionately high percentage of
terest of E7 W. Capps in Navarro income from New York as comPrive-In at Corsicanna.
pared with the rest of the country.
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WHOSE YARDSTICK DO YOU
What was originally designed by NBC as one of the web’s most
ambitious promotion hooplas— “world premiering’' highlights of the
RCA-financed “Call Me Madam" legit musical on a coast-to-coast
network hookup—almost came a cropper last week and practically
Broadcast went on as
fizzled into just another one-sliot sustainer.
scheduled Sunday night (24), but without the assist of Ethel MerIrving
Berlin,
star;
Howard Lindsay or Russel
man, the show's
Crouse; its composer-authors.,
As originally conceived, the broadcast wals scheduled to preem
from the newly-refurbished Center theatre* N. Y., before a specially-invited audience, with the show's major components parBecause of difficulties in getting the Merman-rBeriinticipating.
-Grouse-Ljndsay com ho back to N. Y.- during—the- show’s Bostontryout, it was then decided to originate the preem from the $hubei t theatre in the Hub. That's where matters stood until almost
the last minute, when NBC balked over forking over, a heavy tab
for relighting the Shubert on Sunday night.
At the last minute the event was moved back to N. Y., emanating
from the Longacre theatre. The network settled for Rosemary;
Clooney, Perry Como and the Mitch Ayres orch*

By (GEORGE ROSEN

honCoca-Cola arid
Pepsi-Cola has turned into a
battle of the singing Irishmen.
Morton Downey has long been
associated with Coca-Cola, so
the Pepsi outfit this work pact*

ment operations
'

Battle for
ors between

AM

out in
and TV this season in
the most confusing, free-for-all
competitive race among the nose«
counting boys,
From Nielsen and Hooper down
to latest Trendex outfit inaugurated by a couple of ex-Hooper execs
who are Out to make a bigtime
splash in the radio and TV markets, the contenders for supremacy
in the field of quantatiye rating research Will be slugging it out on
.

-|

Situation

is

soft-drink

knows nothing as
anticipate there will be
bjowoff when the renowned leader' returns from Italy
a couple weeks hence.
Some of those at NBC who are
close to the symph operation regard the inoving of the orchestra
into the late Monday ‘time, when
Toscanini will follow “Voice of
Firestone," “Telephone Hour" and
“Cities Service Band," and the
constant shuttling around for an
origination point, as the opening
wedge toward a gradual dissolution of the orch.
In recent years
it has cost NBC $500,000 a year to
sustain the orch, including $96,000
for Toscanini’s salary. The inclusion of the Monday night symph
hour as part of the projected sponwhich

yet),

ed Phil Regan for spec’ al promotional and advertising activ-

a

ities,.

Whether Pepsi

will build a
television
show
or
around the singer hasn’t been
determined. According to Alfred N. Steele, new prexy of
the
company, Regan’s full
chores will be detailed, in the

radio

all fronts,

such that the picture

changes from week To week, with
one o^ another operation announcing some major change in tech-

hear future.

Result is that the networks,
stations, agencies and sponsors who
subscribe to the various services,
are thrown into a continuing, state
of bewilderment. Within the past
three or four weeks alone, five major switches Were announced by as
many companies—Nielsen going
exclusively audimeter (and dropping coincidental) on TV; Hooper
inaugurating liis two-state, 12-city
service to project a reasonable facnique.

The networks in recent weeks
have been confronted with a nejy
trying to get people
headache

Prexies on Defense

—

into the radio

and television

The presidents of the five
radio and television networks
—NBC, ABC, CBS, Mutual and
DuMont-— will get together in

stu-

Fact that the

dios and theatres.

tickets are cuffo apparently doesn’t

N. Y. Dyt 2 to formulate a defense program in the event of

mean a thing anymore. It’s increasingly felt that if the situation continues, the webs will be forced into
giving door prizes or instituting
some variation of “dish night" to
get ’em in.
Situation, of course, doesn’t apply to the top personality shows,
such as the Colgate Comedy Hour,
Kd, Sullivan, Milton Berle, etc.
Tickets for these and some other
top-budgeted shows are at a premium.
But with the rank and
and TV
realm

file

an emergency.
Plan is part of the overall
program initiated for radio and
TV by the National Assn, of
Broadcasters.

Stirred

cent

,

maximum home

reaction.
Situation has thrown a scare into
NBC because of the vastness of the
Center theatre, N. Y., now being
renovated for radio-TV studio purposes. With a normal 3,000 seating
x .parity which they’re cutting
down to 2.500. (A lot of the top
comics pacted by
refuse to
use the theatre.)

NBC

!

weeks..

Hynes,

Jr.,

by E.
assistant

Started

former

G.

to
in
R. B.

Ward Dorr ell, Hooper’s veepee

charge of station relations, and
Rogers, former assistant to HooThere’s still a lot of confusion per;
Trendex is bringing out
and speculation on the final stop- monthly ratings in
and TV
ping-off
place for Maurice B. based on the coincidental teleMitchell, whose sudden resigna- phone technique.
tion front bis short-lived tenure on
Nielsen Still High
the NBC payroll to accept a post
Nielsen, of course, has been top
with Muzak cued no little trade dog ever since buying out Hooper’s
Mitchell joined NBC a
buzzing.
network rating services. But excouple of months back when he pressions
of dissatisfaction over the
quit spearheading the Broadcast
fact that he’s still five weeks beAdvertising Bureau for the NAB.
hind on his ratings are still being
Mitchell’s Mujzak post, as gen- heard, while a considerable numeral manager of Associated Pro- ber of people in the trade question
gram Service, is believed to be Whether his limited sample is an
merely a cooling-off position until adequate expression of the nation's
he moves back into the CBS op- likes arid dislikes.
eration. He’s a product of ColumAs for Hooper, he’s still got a
bia since his pre-BAB regime, “national" gleam in his Taring eye,
when he managed the then-CBS- constantly expanding his operastation in Washing- tion, though to all intends his conowned
ton.
tract with Nielsen calls for- restrictJust what induced Mitchell to ing his service to a local basis.
On the city-by-city rating front,
still
cuing
NBC
so
fast,
is
scram
speculation.
He’s reported to be Hooper has been finding the comfrom Pulse becoming
only one of about 35* persons petition
brought in to the NBC operation tougher and tougher, with Sid Rosirf recent months who are in the low's Pulse operation in both
$25,000-a-year pay- bracket. Those and TV now shooting out to emclose to him say he got tire (J of do- brace a 13-city coverage.
Others in the rating swim ining practically nothing.
clude Videodex, which provides
both a city arid a Composite service
covering a 17-city sample; American Research Bureau* whose upcoming national TV service will be
based on 2,200 cases; the aforementioned Trendex, which has applied
Faust of Chi Replaces the Hooper technique of telephone
Sudden exiting of Edwin (Red) coincidental service on a 20-city
Reynolds from CBS network radio TV Coverage; Tele-Que, which servsales last week, after a 15-year ices the Coast on TV ratings; A1
operation,
Radox
association with the web, cued con- Sindlinger’s
siderable surprise among his col- which at the moment appears to be
the more
and
half-out,
half-in
and
He's the
leagues iii the trade.
third veteran sales staffer to exit limited Corilon Service, which samthe web in recent months, others ples individual markets via coinbeing Jack Bacham arid Bill En- cidental ratings, on request of

AM

WTOP

NBC,

which has the Schlitzsponsored Ronald Colman show,
“Halls of Ivy," has been nudging
in

general direction of the
Victor parent hierarchy
and asking “how come?” in the
wake of the growing popularity of
the recorded version of the “Halls
of Ivy" college tune, originally
penned as the show’s theme.
the

RCA

the

Wha

AM

particularly
distresses
that
Tower Records
grabbed off the tune for waxing,
and it’s this version that’s current-,
ly getting a play on the nation’s

NBC

t

is

Tunc

hitting silch a stride
anticipated a number of
colleges will adopt it. Incident re-

that

is

it’s

calls how, some months .back, NBC
veepee John Royal sought to persuade Colntan to hold Ivy College
commencement exercises ony the
air.
Plan, however; never jelled.
.

NBC

has

received

some

in-

quiries from followers of “Halls, of
Ivy," wanting to know if the college will have a football squad this
season.

Cleveland, Sept.

WTAM, NBC’s
(26

honored

.26.

o-o outlet, today

!

sign,

Reynolds was sales contact on
all tiie J. Walter Thompson and
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
accounts (in radio’s heyday the
JWT liaison was the “prize baby"

its

Washington, Sept. 26,

Ed

Kirby, wartime* chief of
the radio branch of Army public

More recently* the
only JWT radio activity at CBS relations, last week was recalled
has been “Lux Radio Theatre," to active service with the armed

in the house).

27th anniversary
with a haif-hour documentary tell- which the Coast Thompson office
ing of the station's growth from a handles,
15,000-watt
Brought in to succeed Reynolds
battery-operated
station, owned by Willard Storage is Dudley Faust, of the Chi. office,
Battery Co., to its present *50, 000- Reynolds is taking a month’s vacawatt position.
tion, before reactivating himself.
1

clients.

Col.

forces;

Kirby will head the radio-telebranch of the public information division of the armed servT
ices, under Maj. Gen, Floyd J.
Parks
vision

Spot on Coast

Amer-

ican Research Bureau (ARC) going
national in October; Videodex expanding to 62 cities; Trendex
shooting for a projection covering
all interconnected TV cities and effecting
tie-in
with Western
a
Union, it itself a switch on radio
research.
Result is that everybody has been going around in circles trying to slide-rule the succession of moves.

The new Trendex operation has
up the most interest in re-

radio

stanzas, particularly in the
of audience participation
free tickets are going a-

shows,
begging.
It
presents a serious
problem, because the talent needs
those full-throated audience yocks
rebounding: into the- mikes to in- \
vite

simile of a national rating;

John West,

in charge of adver-

RCA,

tising for

will

get the nod

as successor to Sid Strotz as

No.

1

LIKE?

Around NBC it’s the feeling that
the network hasn’t heard the last
of the “Arturo Toscanini Story,"
Although the maestro of the NBC
Symphony Orchestra is now scheduled to originate his broadcasts
from the Manhattan Center on
West 34th street, N. Y., in the

Battle of Cola Chords

Nine major audience measurewill be battling it

;

25

NBC’s

administrative head in Holly-

At the October meeting of
the NBC board* West will officially
get his network veepee stripes.
wood.

Toscy

some

major

sor-participating “Operation Tandem," is seen as a last desperate
to get off the sustaining
hook with the costly symph.
The 84-year-old maestro didn’t
like the idea of being evicted from
Studio 8-H in Radio City, which
has been converted for television
purposes, and reportedly squawked
over the initial plan to house the
orch in Carnegie Hall, N. Y., which

move

;

meant stair climbing. The switchover from Saturday 6:30: to Mon-

NBC

day at 10 ruled out Carnegie Hall,
however, and NBC then planned to
install the sympli in the Center
theatre.
However, it was decided
His checkout does to originate a TV show from the
Motorola, etc.
Center
that hour and the web,
at
not come as a surprise to the trade
and was anticipated ever since in scouting about,, came up with
Tom McCray moved into the the Manhattan Center (which is
Hollywood
talent - programming also used by RCA Victor for resetup as part of the revamped cording purposes).
Beyond the Carnegie Hall stage'
NBC regime under the Joe McConnell-Frank Folsom-RCA hier- of thinking, Toscanini reportedly
nothing of the plans. If, as
knows
archy.
Strotz is stepping out of
give fulltime attention to his
other interests, including his Coast
with Coca-Cola,
franchises
F

to

.

some believe, he’ll refuse to go
While basically moving, in as a along with the switches, it may
relations man, West has
pose a problem on his RCA Victor
himself
into association.
integrating
been
other operational spheres and for
Since the RCA-sponsored Toscy
same time his star has been on tour of 33 cities last spring, the
the ascendancy.
His takeover of maestro’s recordings have been
the Coast operation further solidi- one of Victor’s prize possessions,
fies the parent company’s RCA with the tour adding up to one of
overall .masterminding of the NBC the most fruitful promotion venpublic

broadcasting subsid.
It’s also speculated that Str otz’S
departure will result in a general
.

shakeup

of
Strotz joined

heads.
department
in Chicago as

NBC

tures in RCA annals. It’s a question now whether a Toscy-NBC
breach would also affect liis RCA

Victor relationship.

program manager under Niles
Trammell, then became central
division head. He later moved to
N. Y. as veepee in charge Of programs, and switched to Hollywood
eight years ago to head the western
division. He went to N. Y. two
years ago to organize NBC’s tele(Continued oil page 38)

Elaine Barry is reported threatening legal action against NBC because of the network's recent
resurrection of recordings of the
late John Barrymore (to whom she
was married) doing a series of
Shakespearean plays. Miss Barry;
who also appeared in the series,
‘University Theatre’ Slot which
were done originally for raWith “Operation Tandem"—-the dio back in the mid *3 0s, claims
had
no authorization for the
NBC
five-nights-a-week programming conActually Miss
Use of her voice.
cept designed for a six-sponsor parBarry received no credit tag on

NBC

Snarls

Finding Of

ticipation-—still in a state of confusion and practically' slowed down
to a one-wheel

finding

it

movement,

NBC

tough going resolving
fall program, lineup.

permanent

is

its

the repeat transcribed scries and
there was no Awareness on the part
of listeners that she was even cast
in the series.
NBC is still getting considerable
plus reaction to the Barrymore
series and Hedda Hopper is currently sparking a movement to
have RCA Victor record them for
public sale.

Fate of the “NBC University
Theatre," for one, hinges on the
outcome of the “Fiye-By-Night"
project. Slotted the- past season in
the Sunday 2 to 3 period, “Univer^
sity Theatre" is being ousted to
make way for “The Catholic Hour,"
which in turn is being moved out
of the Sunday at 6 slot.
“Counterspy,’’ the Phillips Lord A
NBC wants to put “University
by I
Theatre" into the Thursday night package which was dropped
dropped us.
10 to 11 period, but that’s the hour ABC after Pepsi-Cola
the
.to
returning
is
reserved for the “Screen Directors sponsorship,
It goes
C.
Guild" Thursday segment of “Tan- air, this time on NB
9:30 to 10
dem"^—when and if it^ ever gets into the Friday night
3.
Nov.
V
rolling. If “Tandem" materializes, time, effective
nw/kM C'Al»
ipl 1 nv that
T*
“University Theatre’* remains withberth.
a
out
•

.

t

4

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.
...

.

;

Wednesday, September 27, 1950

RADIO
NLRB Sets WD$N Vote
Washington, Sept

Ah

26.

election to determine whethin
er program staffers at
Superior, Wis.’, wish to affilate
with the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers (IBEW), was

General Foods, which touched
Off the political blacklist problem

now
vision

confronting
industries

ANA

radio-telefiring Jean

the

by

,

.

problem. Advertake no. action against any actor now on one_
of its shows who might be listed in
Red Channels the brochure purporting to name performers with
Communist, sympathies.
As for Miss Muir, who. was
to

solution

the

.

.

problems

resolving

•

•.

NBC and

ANA

.

.

3

to

Mary Mar-

garet McBride will earn about
$300,000 a year under the deal
worked out for her by ABC. Miss

McBride is moving her midday (1
to 2) program over from WNBC,

ABC

Gotham
Y., to WJZ, the
flagship, taking along all of her 19
clients.
is opening up
In addition,
the 1:30 to 2 p.m. network segment

ABC

co-op her program, the web
feeling she’s a natural for midwest

to

is

slice of

.. .

.

.

.

Faye,

.

Jerry Lester has resolved his differences with NBC, and the network is planning to give him his
own radio show. Lester, star of the
“Broadway Open House,” late night
video show, had been working
without a contract the past few
weeks, despite the web’s willingness to hike his $1)500 a week salary for his three-nights-a-week TV
stint to double the amount. Lester
and network came to an agreement,
however, the latter part of last
week, Lester agreeing to the $3,000a-week pay and' the plans for an
ambitious
production.
Lester initially wanted a spot on
the Wednesday night star-rotating
JV. series, and during the breach
CBS had a Lester gleam in its eye.

.

Radio Premieres

-

either new
after

To

air

SEPT. 30
Hopalong Cassidy CBS*
General

Foods,
Ru bicam.

&

Young

Escape.

OCT,

1

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CBS,

3 p.m.

Procter

through Benton
;

;

&

&

CBS,
Gamble,

Bowles.

OCT. 2
Railroad Hour. NBC,

;

8 p.m;

;

Detroit, Sept. 26.

personnel changes in

the wake of realignment of top
brass in the G. A. Richards sta-

9

Groucho Marx Show. NBC,
p.ni. DeSoto-Plymouth Dealthrough BBD&O.
Bing Crosby Show.

WJR.

9:30

p.ml

Chesterfield

CBS,
ciga-

through Cunningham &
Walsh.
OCT. i
Refreshment Time (Morton
Downey),
CBS, 10:30 a.m*
Coca-Cola, via D’Arcy*
rets,

Vice-President George Cushing,
former news editor, has been given
greater administrative duties. He
Will continue to supervise the news
department and, in addition, will
take over public affairs and ad-

Judy Canova Show.

vertising.

1

10 p.m.
Bates,

rejoins Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Chi office as veepee and account exec. Joseph Bumgarner also joins office as account
exec:
.Robert Huiieigh’s Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday news-,
casts on WGN now sponsored, by Miller Brewing C6.
Judith Waller*
Chi NBC director of public service and education, in N. Y. for Protestant Radio Commission confab
.Mutual prez Frank White here for
meetings with Central Division execs
General Foods has picked up
12 weekly participations on National Home Institute series gabbed on
WMAQ by Philip Hayes. Bob Hartman exits continuity editor berth
at WBBM this, week after six years.
After a vacation in Mexico, he’ll
settle in Calif orhia
.Packagers Stu Dawson and Lowell Jackson in
Detroit on biz
Tom Diskin, formerly with A1 Dvorin agency, takes
oyer as office iiianager for Universal Radio and TV Co., Oct. 2;
Northwestern U. radio classes held in WBBM studios twice weekly
John Cole, ex- ABC staffer, in at Schwimmer A: Scott agency as
radio-TV writer
launched a half-hour documentary Saturday
(23) based on case histories from files of Pacific Garden Mission on
Skid Row.
WBBM announcer Patrick O’Riley, singer Elaine Rodgers
and accordionist Don Orlando put on special show for vets at Hines
hospital last week
.Patricia Bums new ad-promotion chief at Standard Radio Transcription Services
Wezlynn Tildon, Janice KingsloW,
Pierre Roque and Carlos Jones, actors from WMAQ’s “Destination
Freedom;” appearing in the Guest Theatre Productions’ “Glass Menagerie”
Curley Bradley, Mutual’s “Singing Marshall,” off to Wichita
for personal appearances.
.Cowboy singer Roy Starkey cutting 260,
five-minute openr-end transcriptions for. Universal Radio and Television
Peggy Taylor set as regular chirper on WGN’s “Songs We Sing”
.... Bill Jenkins and Larry Alexander subbing for platter-pusher Carl
Nelson on WBBM’s “Matinee at Midnight”.
.Singer Tony Fontain*
and Star. Noters, instrumental group, feeding a quarter-hour, cross-thebbard musical stint to Mutual via WGN*
.Ilona Massey, star of NBC’s
“Top Secret,” made honorary member of World Secret Service Assn,
let Chi confab last week.
.

Colgate,

.

,

NBC,
through Ted

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WGN

;

.

.

.

.

.

ers;

at

Thomas Denton

.

Assn, of American Railroads,
via Bentoii & Bowles.
OCT. 4

Changes

CHICAGO

IN

.

8:30 p.m.

.

,

.

.

Sus-

Red Skelton Show.

social fronts.

..

.

taining.

Jack White, former newscaster,
has been named news editor,

.

.

,

8:30
via

.

pm.

WKY

week

.

.

.

a list of shows,
or returning to the
a summer hiatus,
is

scheduled to preem on the
four major networks during
the next 10 days:

Stephens will return to
after a six-month absence, to resume his Weekly discussions of
world affairs oh diplomatic, eco-

last

.

.

Cass Daley is being kept on: NBtl for. Another eight weeks after a
There is apparently sponsor interest
full 13 with her family comedy.
and if that doesn’t come off it looks like NBC will have another top per.Rollo Hunter was moved up as
former in its TV. comedy iirteiip.
assistant to Bud Edwards, ABC’s western division program head ...
Louella Parsons didn’t care to have Hollywood By-Line follow her on
ABC and had Bob Kintner rescind an earlier order ... Jerry Lawrence
and Bobby Lee, the whiz kids,, take on their first picture assignment
and turn out the treatment and screen play of “Billion Dollar Baby” for
Sam Goldwyn. Aside from that they whip up scripts for Railroad
Hour, “Halls of Ivy,” Charles Boyer show, and “Conflict,” which is being readied for Edna Best
Keith Brown’s radio servicing job with
William Morris has beeii taken over by Jack Creamer, formerly of
NBC and MCA. ..; Judy Canova will have "Ezio Pinza as her guestar
Diana Bourbon turning over the keys of the Ward Wheelock
Oct. 31
agency to Carroll Carroll and makes her exit from radio and the
business world. She will go into retirement at Pasadena and being a
former newspaperwoman will undoubtedly write a book. Art Bailey
and Russ Johnson came out from N. Y. to attend the farewell party.
Brewster Morgan, but here for Compton to supervise TV filming of
“Fireside Theatre” for Procter & Gamble, sneaked off to Las Vegas
"
Sept. 10 and took the vows with Eleanor Boysten, Pasadena socialite
Carl Haymond, northwest station owner, won the So. Cal. Broad.Hollywood will
casters Ass’n gold tournament with a low gross of 70.
salute the American Legion at its convention here with a half hour network show Oct. 9. Stars from every studio will take part.
.

WKY Gab Series

were announced

.

.

City.

tions

.

HOLLYWOOD

IN

afternoon.

Oklahoma City, Sept. 26.
Dr. Waldo E.";-. Stephens,' Okla-

Two major

.

!

.

Following

r

.

;

(Sept. 21 -Oct. 7)

WJR

.

.

to affiliates.

More

.

.

closed circuit broadcast yesterday

nomic and.

.

.

should hike her annual take to the augurate a new
300G mark.
mentaries at 9:45 p.m. Friday,
Sept, 29, over WKY, Oklahoma

UP;

.

.

however, insisted the web

Resume

.

WNEW

•

.

.

up to their contract giving
them the 7:30 to 8 time. Net explained its new moves in a special

Okla. City Oilman

.

.

relations, will inseries of radio com-

AM

.

WMGM

:

generous homa City oilman and authority

MAKE

.

;

.

.

midwest co-op sponsorship, on international

LESTER, NBC

i

.

live

that her 19

clients, plus a

.

.

Both programs will be devoted
to Pennsylvania themes and Gov.
James H. Duff, Mayor Bernard
Samuel and other city and state
officials Will appear at the afterThe arrangements
noon show.
were announced at committee
meeting (22) in the Ritz Carlton
jected “Dream Show,” cooked up attended
by 115 industrialists,
in an effort to take some of the business men and reps from civic
play away from CBS’ solid block organizations.
of Sunday night comedy shows, as
A former Philadelphia who Will,
a result will take over the 6 to 7:30
be honored during the week is
p.m. period.
William S. Paley, chairman of the
NBC had hoped to slot “Dream board of CBS, who will receive a
Show” from 7 to 8:30, since CBS “Pennsylvania Ambassador award
gets rolling Sunday nights at 7
at a luncheon sponsored by the
with Jack Benny. Harris and Miss Northeast Chamber of Commerce.

.

The web estimates

New York

.

,

.

.

to

extract excerpts from her hour local program for a half-hour transcribed condensation, which will
go out the following day on the

network.

.

.

BACK AT

Plan

.

.

WNEW,

the lucrative. N. Y. irt-t
die, is; moving in where the networks no longer dare to tread.
Following announcement that
CBS was yanking the .'New York
Philharmonic out of the Sunday
afternoon 3 to 4:30 spot, Dick
program manager,
Pack,
has moved swiftly in a bid to grab
off the habit-forming Gotham audience conditioned to midafternoon
longhair music. Effective Sunday,
Oct. 8, Pack is converting the same
3-4:30 time for a recorded symph
program,, which will be available
for sponsorship.
-

HARRIS-FAYE WON’T

clients.

.

.

.

”

audiences and

.

.

W

•

N.

.

.

:

WNEW

estimated that

WNYE

.

Coin In

Advertising Agencies, the National
Assn, of v Broadcasters and other
industry organizations. Spokesmen
for the webs and these organizations told Variety this» week that
they are going into the meeting
With “completely open minds.”
They emphasized the seriousness
of the situation and, while none
would say whether they had any
He’s been huddling with Benny
specific proposals to offer, they exGoodman as a likely candidate for
pressed confidence that some conthe commentator for the series.
structive formula could be arrived
It’s
a switch for the station
at that might lead to a solution of
which has always been identified
the problem.
Only new casualty among the with the musical pop idiom.
performer ranks this week was
Hazel Scott, who was dropped by
DuMont following the expiration
of her contract. DuMont spokesmen, while declaring that the
DELAY:
7:30
(Continued on page 38)
in a last-minute decision
yesterday (Tues.), scheduled the
Phil Harris-Alice Faye show to
resume Sunday night (1) in the
7:30 to 8 p.m. slot Web’s pro-

It’s,

.

;

.

actress for a role in a GF-sponsored
radio or TV show.
AFRA meet; to be held at the
Hotel Astor, N. Y., will be attended
by delegates from the four major
networks, as Well as most of the
top agencies and advertisers. In addition, representatives will be on
hand from the American Assn, of

.

Walter Thompson,
_
7
agency on the Kraft account, have siyety“(5li all shows throughtrat“tlre: day7T~^J^ohirRenE^ King’s Miss us
formerly
A-Shoppin’,”
heard,
9:45
a.m.,
cross-theon
WCBS
at
Goes
been running into some difficulties
in trying to set the Kraft-spon- board, expanding to 25 minutes and moving into; the 4:30 to 4:53 p.m.
Jack Lloyd appearing on “Hollywood Star Playhouse’7 Mon-,
sored Sunday afternoon “Falcon” period,
show on some indie stations in day 12).
Canada for sponsorship by Kraft’s
George F. Foley, Jr;, television chief for Cecil & Pr.esbrey, has reCanadian subside
signed to join forces with Robert E, Brockway, prCz of Pathe Corp., in
Plans were all set to feed the Foley & Brockway, radio-TV management firm. James N. Lister also
show over the Canadian Broadcast- leaving C&P to take over as head of the new organization’s productioii
Irwin Lewis named continuity director at WINS,
.Ted Husing Corp. lines, with JWT record- staff
ing it off the fine and giving the ing and Walter Kennedy inked to broadcast the N. Y. Giants’ home
indies the platters for delayed football games via WMGM, with Adler Shoes and Kaiser-Frazer coMutual’s “Rod & Gun Club of the Air” launching a
sponsoring
broadcasts.
CBC, however; put up a squawk series of shows from famous fishing and hunting resorts Oct. 5 with a
Charles' E. Seitman named sales diover- the use of its lines for non- special program from Bermuda
Canadian network stations. Only rector for WLIB. He was formerly an account exec with WAAT*
AT
/ “Robert E. Kintner Day” set for Oct
and
17 by
V
\
alternative now is for JWT to record it off the line in N.‘ Y. and Stroudsburg, Pa., the ABC prexy ’s hometown, with Gov. James II. Duff,
ship the show to the Canadian in- slated to award him a plaque as “Pennsylvania Ambassador”
dies.
This, however,
puts the Herbert Classen, formerly with the Compton agency, joined Ruthrauff
Ernest Hartman resigned as proshow in another category, involv- & Ryan as a radio-TV time buyer.
producing transcription fees for actors, gram manager of WSTC, Stamford, Conn., to join the
Ray John.Hermit
Murdock
tion staff
new to “Our Gal Sunday”.
etc., hiking the cost to the client.
son
joining “Young Widder Brown” ... Anita Anton added to “Just
NBC and JWT were still trying Plain Bill”
Patsy Campbell, who’s played the title on “Second Mrs.
to resolve matters this Week.
CBS sports
Burton” for the last three years, raised to star billing.
chief Red Barber feted on his 20th year iii broadcasting With a cocktail
New appointments
party in the Hampshire House yesterday (Tues ).
Theatre Guild’ Kicks Off
to the Frederic W, Ziv Co. sales department include Warren H. Bearden,
for Georgia and Eastern Tennessee; G. W. P. (Red) Atkins, for Alabama
.Riqhard R*
and Chattanooga, and Don Reynolds, for North Carolina.
Davidson, formerly with Universal and United World Films, named
Citation for CBS’ Paley sales manager of the Souvaine Co,, indie Radio-TV packagers.
L, Marsland Gander, radio, editor of the London Daily Telegraph, arPhil adelphia, Sept. 26;
Seyrived in the U. S. last week for a looksee at American radio
Two network shows will origin- mour Siegel named interim director for Region IV of the National
ate here Sunday Oct. 15, to kick Assri. of Educational Broadcasters until the end of October.
Oscar
off the fifth annual Pennsylvania Brand and David Randolph, now broadcasting back-to-back Sundays on
The U. S. WNYC, slated for a dual Town Hall concert Oct, 7. .Mutual news
Week celebration,
Steel “Theatre Guild on the Air” veepee Abe Schecter guest speaker before The Woman Pays club lunchwill be broadcast" from the Acad- eon yesterday, (Tues.), . .Peggy Lobbin. of the “Rosemary” cast set
emy of Music iii the evening, and Oct. 12 for her wedding to Grant Dickson Green, 3d.
the NBC “Variety Show” will be
telecast from Town Hall in the
J.

.

.'adBristol Meyers and
visory committee member, andt
Paul West, AN A prexy.

WNEW Now Sees

.

;

.

leanings (which the actress has
GF
the
denied),
categorically
spokesman declared it would be up
to the committee, evolving from the.
AFRA meet to clear .her of those
charges. Once that has been accomplished, he said, she can audition on equal terms with, any

,

Third child (all girls) bonulast
system’s brass, superintendents, etc.
He’s radio scripter; she’s ex-script editor for
to Irv TunickSi
station
/WCBS celebrated the 52nd anni of George Gershwin’s birth yesterday (Tues.) by playing the composer’s tunes exclu-

week

...

be

will

. ..

,

Albert Brown, ANA- board
chairman; Robert Brown, of

from the cast of NBC-TV s
“Aldrich Family” following rightwinger protests that she had Red

.

.

,

,

fixed

CITY

off its

.

Friday

ing from alleged Communist
influence in radio and television. Present at ANA meeting
was' board member Howard
Chapin, General Foods ad director, who reportedly g ave
background of Jean Mulricase*
ANA; reps who will be sent
to meeting with object of assisting- radio industry in its
exploration of methods for

ting full faith in the all-industry

meet called for Friday (29) by the
American Federation of Radio Artists in an effort to arrive at some

fJBC has put

.

(29) called by national AFRA
board to discuss problems aris-

GF, a company spokesman told
Variety yesterday Tues. ) is put-

tiser,- as a-^r esulir-wi 1 1

New York

meeting in

NEW YORK

IN

Sunday night “Dream Show” preem two weeks
“Original Amateur Hour” marks its second anni oil
until Oct. 29
night (Thurs.)
tomorrow
web
.Patsy Campbell featured on
ABC
the
gaining unit station announcers,
TrCya Frazee doing ABC’s “Desalesman-announcers, program di- NBC’s “Charlie Wild” Sunday (1).
rector, and full and regular part- tour” today (Wed.) ... .Bert Knapp, WMCA newscaster, sportscaster
and disk jockey, leaving the station after five years to concentrate on
time continuity writers.
“This Is, the UN,” album
radiOrTV sportscasting pn a freelance basis.
giving the story of the United Nations, which was preppeff by Saul
varson and Elinor Gardiner under supervision of the UN’s Radio division, Ayill have two auditions today (Wed ), one at WQXR at. 3 p.m; for
editors of educational mags and the N. Y. Times, and another at 3:15
p.m. at the N. Y. City Board of Education centre,- for the N. Y. school

Sends Emissaries

Chicago, Sept. 26.
of the
Assn, of National Advertisers
after lengthy discussion Monday night (25) voted to send
representatives to all-industry

porarily its. long-standing policy
covering the use of controversial
material or personalities,
_
.(

ordered last week by the National
Labor Relations Board.
Board found eligible for the bar-

Board of directors

Muir from a show with the claim
that she was. a “controversial person,” has decided to suspend tern-,

WDSM

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

.

<

.
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some years has there been such an absence^nf radio sales
on network programming as currently exists, In past
found sponsors already committed oh their
midrSeptember
years,
season's plans. Not so this year. With the exception of the clients
52-week
stab at their previous programming,
returning for another
little new business has cropped up. As result, there's more open

RADIO

Not in
activity

+
The TV studio space situation in
N. Y. has brought in its wake a
whole new

set of headaches—tryfind studios arid theatres
which to house the Gotham-

ing to

be some clarification in regards to the Korean war situation,
and division of raw materials (the uncertainty of. which has cued
of client holdoffs). There will also probably be a rea number
appraisal of^M-TV^bY amumber ~of~video" ulientswha are committed to 13 weeks on TV shows, but will then decide whether a

in

will

return to radio is

more

Minneapolis, Sept. 26,

to institutional, public service and
religious programs, Sunday finds
In
the corn green for WCCQ.

the CBS
ated is putting

owned-and-opernew service and
Sunday program-

revenue into its
ming.
Last fall the E. G. Clinton Co.,
distributors of farm equipment,

broadcast a test series via their
Sunday shows, the commercial offered a Fan Pac Barn
One week
Ventilator for $159.
later 256 inquiries were turned
management,
Clinton
over to E. G;
and that was the beginning of the

WCCO

Sunday
idea.

morning

farm

market

.

With longrange planning and
followup by WCCO sales manager
Carl Ward, plus another sales success story in behalf of Doughboy
Industries,

New

m

practical.

With most network affiliates devoting Sunday morning schedules

short,

originating radio programs that are
being evicted in o r der in
akeroom for the video attractions.
It’s become a vicious cycle, with
the constant need for TV studio
expansion forcing radio shows to
find new points of origination.
The situation is particularly
acute at NBC, where, especially
over the Weekend, the fall-winter
schedule calls for a sizeable increase in the number of network

Richmond, Wise.,

shows emanating from New York.
Monday, too, presents a problem,
with the “Voice of Firestone,” “Telephone Hour,” “Cities Service
Band,” NBC Symphony Orchestra,
all N. Y. originations, although Hollywood gets the major play the
Stations rest of the week.
FCC Okays
Radio actors don’t like it, and
Washington, Sept. 26;
are registering beefs. On the one
While some broadcasters are hand, they say, the networks are
pulling out of FM, there are constantly raising a hue and cry
is as strong as ever; that
that
others who are preparing to go
Four of them last week the alarms over TV’s so-called ininto it.
were granted Construction permits roads are exaggerated out of all
proportion, and that radio is doing
by the FCC, one of whom had reeverything to perpetuate its stature
applied after allowing his original
as an entertainment medium,
permit to- expire.
Then why, the actors argue, do
Commission granted authoriza- the networks contradict themselves
tions for metropolitan type sta- in their “stepchild” treatment of
tions to Arthur Wilkerson Lumber radio shows by givirig first call to
Co., Lenoir City, Tenn.; Carmi TV originations?
Broadcasting Co., Carmi, 111., and
Although the refurbished Center
An theatre was designed primarily for
•Pi- C. Wilson in Canton, Ohio.
initial grant for a community type both radio and tele shows, it’ll be
outlet, awarded to the Pioneer FM predominately a TV house. Studio
Co. in Madison, Ind., was also 8-H in Radio City, for years the
made final. major showcase for the NBC Sym-

Sept. 3 of a five-minute segment
with its own representative doing
the mike work, Len Welland, owner of the company, broadcasts
friendly tips on farm equipment
and points up the use of farm
lubricants in prolonging life of
equipment. Broadcast time is 7:55
a.m.

U. of Minnesota Farm School
expert Ray Wolf added his ‘‘Farm
Question Box"' 7:30-7:45 a.m. under sponsorship of the Carlson
Corn Crib Co. of Audubon, la.,

Aug.

27.

phony

AFRA to Open
Web

Talks

and

major

AM

stanzas,

switches to a TV-only status. Ditto
for Studios 3-A and 3-B arid 6-B,
which formerly, catered to
thesps. Same applies to most of
the legit houses acquired by NBC,
such as the International and Hudson—most all of them given over
to video.

AM

On

Sarnoff’s Cap ’n’

Gown

Louisville, Sept. 26.

David Sarnoff, RCA board chairAmerican Federation of Radio
opens negotiations this man, was recipient of an honorary
week with radio webs oil its Code degree by the Univ., of Louisville
Code, usually Tuesday (26) in the Playhouse on
of Fair Practices.
negotiated every two years, has Belknap Campus.
U. of L. announcement said Sarbeen in effect since 1946 having
been extended, intact, when its ex- noff would receive the degree of
doctor
of humane., letters “because
pired in 1948. Two main articles
to be brought up by AFRA will be of his enthusiastic support of the
the limited playing time of tran- NBC public-affairs division which
scribed spots and basic AFRA fee has sponsored the U. of L. College
radio programs.
for vocal sound effects.

Artists

BBD&O

also handled the Dewey
campaign in the last Presidential
election, with the repeat perform-

ance
the

reportedly stemming from
high regard for

politico’s

BBD&o

prexy Ben buffy and his

operation.

Agency’s Wick Crider last week
initiated preliminary huddles with
the networks on setting lip state-

wide
story.”

hookups

for

the

“Dewey

NBC’s deal with E%io Pinza,
p acted- on the Coast^over-the week-.
end by Mariie Sacks, provides for
the singer to do a series of guest
radio shots on the upcoming Sunday night “Dream Show.” (Program halt When the plariried open forum
will have a number of Hollywood on the subject elicited no questions
from the delegates present.
originations).
A closed radip-TV meeting was
Pinza’s two-year contract with
Smith,
Metro* where he’s currently shoot- chaired by William B.
Thomas
J. Lipton, ad director, who
ing his first pic, “Mr. Imperium,”
the ANA radio-TV
forestalls any TV commitments for as chairman of
steering committee, spearheaded
that period of time.
to obtain rate
attempt
the
group’s
Singer has signed an RCA Victor
reductions from the four webs. It
recording deal.
was learned that no further plans
were offered at the meeting for
t

continuation of the rate reduction
campaign as an organized group,
but that pressure can be expected
from individual member companies.

Much of Smith’s report on repercussions from radio time values
was directed pt the four webs, chiding them for refusing to sit down
reps, per invitation of
with
last July, to discuss revaluation
lawyer Isaac
of radio rates.
Digles challenged the web spokesman’s statement given at that time
as reason for the refusal, that such
a meeting would be illegal. Counsel asserted there was nothing ilaction, which he
legal in the
claimed had no overtones of pres-

ANA

ANA

Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co.
inaugurates the most intensive
campaign in jewelry industry annals next Monday (2), when it tees
off its ambitious series of Longines
ANA
Symphonette airings on the ABC
network. At a time when sponsors sure.
are siphoning more coin into video,
•Most concrete proposal was ofupbeat repre- fered by Fred. Manchee,v BBD&O
the Longines
sents one of the healthiest reaf- veepee, that advertisers, ’agencies
.

AM

firmations of the

medium

months.

in

many and broadcasters come to ari
ment on radio-TV surveying

agreestand-

On a “proportionate saturation” ards and to take the lead in calling
pattern evolved for the Longines
(Continued on page 38)
radio advertising campaign—which
Will spread out to 143 markets
throughout the couritry the watch Schwerin
Job
outfit will be sponsoring 11 halfhours weekly in New^ York City
Pact;
Rates
alone.
These break down as follows: the WJZ pickup of the Mon-

—

Sommer

52-Week

day-through-Thursday ABC broadcasts (Longines is plunking down
Horace Schwerin, the “test-’em$18,000 weekly for time alone for while-you-wait” program analyzer,
the ABC Syimphonette segments); has a new contract coming up with
five-nights-a-week
on NBC. Schwerin, who practically
a
series
WNBC, the NBC Gotham key; and called all the turns on the web’s
the WCBS pickup of the two CBS summer lineup in 1-2-3 order, with
Sunday network shows featuring the ratings jibing with his initial
both the Longines and Wittnauer analyses almost right down the
shows.
line, is getting the nod for another
Under terms Of the ABC deal, 2-week’ride on the web shows, but
the Monday, Tuesday and Wednes- under a modified arrangement.
The Schwerin technique will
day night shows will get a 72-station ride hitting 60 major markets. henceforth be used for doctoring
shows once they’re on the air, with
(Continued on page 38)
the pre-test phase of activity beInstead, NBC proing dropped.
gram execs are keen about ths
Electropsychogalvonometer
new
device now being perfected at the
:

RCA

ciates, presents “Visitin’ Time,” a every 26 weeks. Guild has decided
farm variety show 10-10:30 begin- this is small recompense for servning Oct. 26;
considering spots
ices rendered
E. G. Clinton and Doughboy In- can be aired over hundreds of stadustries meanwhile continue their tions, an uncountable number of
Sunday sales schedule with WCCO times daily.
Farm Service Director Larry Haeg.
Also Guild will pitch to get
Haeg, who. operates his own farm
used on
and represents his farm com- scale for any vocal effect
program.
a
munity in the state legislature, is
Up
Will
bring
AFRA
addition
In
another big ace in the farm schedat its confab with networks a probule.
lem basically concerning CBS and
Mutual, Guild execs declare these
two webs are using recordings of
choral groups, as background arid
often as an integral part of a
Show, on an otherwise live layout.
wants to kill this before it
AFRA
Gov. Thomas -E. Dewey and the
becomes standard practice and
N; Y. State Republican Party is curtails employment of AFRAites.

count;

Shots on NBC ’Dream Show’

AM

Through Makenzie agency, Minneapolis,
the
Hubbard Milling
Company of Mankato, Minn., purchased a WCCO package with
John Arthun, Scandinavian folksinger, and emcee Frank Butler.
AFRA will request of networks,
Program greenlighted Sunday (17) repayment of scale to all perform7. a.m.
ers making transcribed commerThe Morton Salt Co., through cial spots. At present members
KlaU-Van Pietersen-Dunlap Asso- etching these blurbs are paid only

getting the “BBD&O treatment” in
the upcoming campaign, the agency having just grabbed off the ac-

Pacted for Guest

4

WCCO

has sold six accounts for
The WCCO rural
Sunday a m.
sound looks like this.
Associated Dealers Supply of
Willmar, Minn., began sponsorship

Piiisi

Chicago, Sept. 26.

Radjo and tele, given only a oneday billing at the four-day annual
confab of the Assn, of National Advertisers, failed ’to generate ths
expected excitement at the parley
which opened here Monday (25)
JVlonday_session devoted-t o-ANA-’s—
offensive for an AM network rate
slash in areas hard hit. by video’*
audience grab, ground to a lame

laboratories

in

Princeton*

which will measure the brain re-

by giving ine a half-hour off here action to programming before it
Champaign, 111., Sept. 26.
goes oil the air. (It will also be
Combination of enthusiasm by and there during the day. When
available for filmsr and legit shows)*
the average small town radio staf- I say off, that means I just don’t
Electropsychogalvonometer will
fer for his job, plotted against the happen to have any programs on
be used on Unsuspecting audidisillusionment coming from a the air. Of course, I must pull all
ences, since the Wired device will
small weekly paycheck and lack of my own records for shows during
be concealed in the chair’s backfinancial support from the station- the next period I am on duty.
rest.
write
“I
local
news stories, proowner, was pointed up in a letter
received this week hy the Univ. of duce two dramatic, shows a week
Illinois’ radio department from a (one with an entire Cast of children), I write commercials on de1949 graduate.
Following is the letter, with the mand, run the control board when
Time With
writer’s identity and station call- I’m needed and. do my best to
cover the mistakes of the secreWith Philip Morris dropping out
letters deleted:
tary
boss’
(the
daughter).
Oh
yes,
of sponsorship of the CBS Thurs“I’m a staff announcer at .
.
»
111.
I’ve been here Since about a I knew there was. something else. day night “Crime Photographer”
Week after graduation. It’s a 250- I fill my regular duties as a staff show, it looks like Camel cigarets,
watter, daylight indie,; in a large announcer and when I’m not busy, via the William Esty agency, will
market, both farm and industrial. I answer the telephone. I not only move into the 9:30 to 10 time.
do not get paid for holidays, I just However, the rival ciggie company
If your unsuspecting students are
don’ t get h olidays period.
They will probably settle for an entirely
still asking about what to expect
in the way -of jobs, maybe I can say we get time-andra-half for different program, in view of the
Eleanor French
over
40
hours
the
but
rumor
is existing Philip Morris identificahelp disillusion them before it’s
Dept, for Columbia too late.
that turning in a time card with tion with “Photographer.”
more
40
than
hours
is comparable
Eleanor French will head the
uses another show,
If Camel
“At the end of six months, I renewly-expanded television and ra- ceived a $5 a week raise, so now to stealing money from the tin cup CBS will continue with “Photogdio department of Columbia Ar- my salary has reached the magnifi- of a paralyzed blind man, so I rapher” in another time segment
tists Management, top concert bu- cent sum of $35 a week.
For that really am not qualified to verify on a sustaining basis, in view of
reau.
the program's audience pull.
remarkable remuneration, I work this time-and-a-half myth.
“But in spite of all this—arid beCamel currently sponsors tne
Miss French is a former musical six days a week on a split shift,
lieve me, I haven’t exaggerated the Bob Hawk and Vaughn Monroe
comedy actress and nitery singer, With Mondays off. Just now I situation—
I
like
the
business. stanzas on CBS. Last jrcar.it also
and daughter of Ward French, Co-’ work from 7 a.m. to 4 pm., which There’s
a certain satisfaction in had “Screen Directors Guild and
For the in my book adds up to riine hours;
liimbia board chairman.
airing a good show In spite of the Jimmy Durante, but Carnet canpast three years she’s been con- however, I am credited with sixmoved into
This amazing handicaps. I curse and tear my celled out on both as it
nected with the artists and public and-a-half hours.
the video programming picture.
(Continued on page 38)
1 mathematical feat is Accomplished
relations division of Columbia*
’

New Show

.

Heads

AM-TV

'

.

.

.
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Jim Andrews

To

assistant to
the prexy in charge of radio and
television for the Maxon agency,
left this week for the Cosst. Durr
ing a two-week stay in Hollywood,
he’ll supervise production pf several Hank McCune films for Peter
Paul, which are aired Saturday
nights via NBQ-TV.
Andrews plans also to scout new
other
properties
for
potential
Maxon accounts.

Video Victual*
Television actors might be
getting more money this season than they have in the past
but that didn’t dissuade John

ican Telephone & Telegraph, but
whether the nets will accept them
While they
is another question.
declined to be quoted, on the plea
that they hadn’t yet had a chance
to study the allocations, top execs
of both ABC and DuMont indicated
their dissatisfaction and the possibility that they might refuse to go
along with the AT&T allocations.
With the current contracts for
use of the cables expiring Saturday (30), the webs had been hud.

McQuade, who’s appeared on

many

McQuade

two

how

is

box

selling

lunches to video performers
Who can’t take time out during
rehearsal sessions to leave the
studio.

Nod on Handling

Thesp launched his new
venture last' week by passing
out samples of his wares to the
cast of ABC-TV’s “Treasury

to line up new schedules. Discus
sions broke down, however, on
TV’s perennial problem Qf there
being four nets and only one or

in Action.” He plans to
continue acting, of Course.

Men

.

.

{

of the top video dramatic shows, from starting a
sideline business on TV sets.

,

In such

stations in sortie cities.

Coast

James Andrews,

S.

Allocations on the' Bell System s
coaxial cables were finally handed
to the four major television networks yesterday (Tues.) by Amer-

to

0.0.

Philadelphia, Sept. 26.

DuMont, for one, had dethat the cables, be allocated on an “equitable” basis, meaning each web would get 25% of
NBC and CBS,
the cable time.
however, argued for allocations
based on affiliation agreements in
6uch cities and the contractual
commitments of their affiliates for

WPTZ

situations,

has been selected by Gilto handle the World Series
pickup at Shibe Park for ail three

manded

lette

Chicago, Sept. 26.

Downey

9

*

Saloon Date

A

slight printer’s mistake on
tickets for the preem of Morton

Chi indie radio operators whose
video ambitions have been forestalled by the FCC freeze are closely eyeing the activities of

Downey’s new CBS-TV show
Friday night (21) gave the
CBS guest relations depart?,
ment one of its biggest headaches to date. Show was aired
from the Town theatre, on
Manhattan’s Ninth avenue, but
the tickets carried the address
of a saloon on the other side of
the street and about a block
down.
Since the Town was only recently taken over by CBS and
since the Downey show Was~
hew, the web was afraid. stubholders might go to the wrong
place. As a 'result, guides were
posted at the saloon door to

the local

contested.

The

corral the errant ticket-holders and re-route them to the
theatre.:.

that the government would collect
there from $8 to $10 per act. But how
these amounts would be
much
are sufficient cables to meet the
needs of stations on the majority raised at the retail level, depends
of routes but that the conflict on whether prices are marked lip
arose from the desire of more from the overall manufacturer’s
than one web to furnish pro- charge and whether competition
grams to stations at the same time for business keeps the. tax at the
Example is the N. Y. -Boston, route, minimum.
which has two available channels,
The Treasury Dept, estimated it
adequate to feed shows fulltime to would collect about $42,000,000 anthe two existing Hub stations. nually from the TV tax, but since
While neither the phone company this figure was based on an anticinor the nets would disclose de- pated production for 1950 of
assignments around 3,500,000 sets, it is likely
tails
of the. cable

lanta and Jacksonville.

AT&T

emphasized

that

!

fUll seasons,

have

crews

WPTZ

boasts that

covered

more

its

big

ple of

cial footing.

After pouring, in some $4,000,000
since the station was launched' in
1940, parent company B&K twO
years ago threatened to turn off
the spigot with a hinted surviv e-ordie ultimatum. The withdrawal of
the theatre circuit subsidy makes
the
situation analogous to
that which will be faced by future v
indie Chi video entrants.* Two of
the three other teevee plants are
web-owned, while the third, WGN-.
.

WBKB

Hollswvood, Sept. 26.
Taking a leaf front the film industry’s. book, television is hitching
its wagon to the stars. Thesps are
being inked to firm, exclusive longterm contracts in a definite move

aggressive

Lots of Black Ink

years.
:

The

fact that

WBKB

p,m.

Second series of 30-minute teletunepix completed by John Nasht
toplines Edith Pinf, Dolores Gray"
and Charles Trenet and will be
offered to stations in this country
by William Morris office, Nasht is
returning to France this week.
Series was made in France at a
cost of $175,000 for 13.
An 18piece violin orch and a full orchesIra backstop each film,
Nasht’s
first package of 13 foreign vidfilms

Talent inked thus far include
Charlene Hawks, J olipny Dugan,
Betty Hoyt and Bob Hopkins ait
KNBH; Peter Potter, Nils. T, GranN.T.G. ) and Eddie Silverlund
(

KTSL; Tim McCoy, Spade
Cooley, Iha Ray Hutton, Dick Lane,
Bobby Ramos and Kolia Pandit at

man

at

KTLA

(McCoy, incidentally, having been inked for tele, motion pictures and merchandising tieups )
A1 Jarvis, Betty White, Johnny
.

was made in England and many of
Bradford and Hawthorne, at KLAC- the 15-minute shorts have; been
TV, and Kay Christopher, Roscoe beamed in this country.
Ates, Rex Bell and Ray Berwick
To date, AFM, which controls all
at KEGA-TV.
musical sou ndtrack, lias made no
effort to stop

Exquisite

Brassieres,

through

Quaker

Oats, through Sher-

OCT.

,

first employed by Eddie
Cantor on his recent video bow; is
being advocated for all comics on
NBC by the net’s prexy, Joseph
McConnell.
The technique has
proven so successful that McConnell \fras*^emo’d Fred Allen, Martin and Lewis, Bob Hope,' Bobby

air live,

Clark,

Ed Wynn, Danny Thomas

and other cream-line comedians
give

it

to

the production budget, McConnell
is of the opinion that results more
than justify the: expense. Idea is
to film the dry run and put it
through the editing process to eliminate weak spots and tighten the
show generally. Practice was used
in radio by some shows, which
played back the recording of the
run-through.
In the years when
there were live repeats it was com?
mon practice to work over the sec.

airing,

Thompson,
College Bowl (Chico Marx). ABC, 9 p.m. Pharma-Craft Corp.,
via Ruthrauff & Ryan; American Safety Razor, through R & R.
Horace Heidt Show. CBS, 9' p.m; Philip Morris, via Blow.
Musical Comedy Time. NBC, 9:30 p.m.
Procter & Gamble,
through Benton & Bowles, Pedlar & Ryan.
:

.

via

OCT. 5
NBC, 8 p.m.
..

Groucho Marx Show*

BBD&Q.

.

DeSotO-Ply mouth Dealers,

CBS, 9:30 p.m, Lever Bros., through SSC&B.
Cover Times Square. ABC, 10 p.m., Air Wick, through Wein-

Big Town.

a try.

While the cost factor increases

ond

2

Chesterfield cigarels,
Perry Como Show.
CBS, 7:45 p> m.
through Cuhningham & Walsh.
LUx Video Theatre. CBS, 8 p.m. Lever Bros., via J; Walter

I

traub.

OCT.

Man

Against Crime.

CBS,

Pulitzer Prize Playhouse,

Young

&

6
8:30 p.m. Cameis, via Esty.
ABC, 9 p.m. Schlitz Brewing, via

Rubicam.
’

Chester, the Pup.
ner, Leach & Co.

-

ABC*

Ken Murray Show.

Oct. 7
12 noon.

CBS, 8 p.m.

Mason Candy, through TurAnheuser-Busch, through

D’Arcy.

Frank Sinatra Show. CBS, 9 p>m. Sustaining.
Sing It Again. CBS, 10 p.m. Participating.
Songs For Sale. CBS, 11 p.m. (New time). Sustaining.

Nasht

beaming

n .
p
ri
Ihents pay
On Garden bports
r
5%
N. Y. Daily News’ WPIX this AFM trust
week pacted with Standard Brands

[

of the ini-

AFM

pact

fund.

However,

sta-

tiohs can avoid this tariff when us*
ing foreign tailor-made telepix.

j

for the remainder of the 120 sports
events it has scheduled starting
Oct. 15 from Madison Sq. Garden,
N. Y. With Chevrolet Dealers and

package.

producers to pay 5% of
receipts, or stations to
of Class A rate card, to an

calls tor

,

I

1
5 p.m.

man-Marquette.
Showtime, USA. ABC, 7:30 p, nl. Dodge, via Ruthrauff & Ry'an.
Celebrity Time. CBS, 10 p.m, Goodrich, via BBD&O.
Take a Chance, NBC, 10:30 p.m. Nestle, via Cecil & Presbrey.
Pre-testing of television shows
on film before they are put on the

tial

in
.

OCT.

NBC,

Show,.

likely to

slight reduction in earnings
during the fall and winter Season
because of its. CBS tieup, is deemed
significant. Chief factor in the hypoed summer take was that the
station
was beaming a bigger
schedule of full-rate local shows
because of the hiatus slowdown of
(Continued on page 40)

.

Brandford.

Gabby Hayes

is

show a

affil-

will be covered from
first-refusal option system-— jump,
a special television camera booth,
away the talent with a
located behind home plate and sus- in, snare;
stapended from the second deck at better offer and leave the first
tion high and dry.

SEPT. 29

1,1

Now

summer, quarter.

year’s

Only KFI-TV of the local stations has not' signed contracts with
talent, station deciding to continue

.

ABC,

.

with current profits running 200%
over last year.
According to a
WBKB spokesman, the station’s
profit topped $200,000 during this

standard operational procedure with film studios, has only
been adopted by radio in recent

long

AM

of

Black entries have piled up
steadily since the first of this year,

up a stable of attractions
the coming years. Star-system,

the policy adopted by the
iate over a number of years.

deficit
fall

1949.

to build

for

Mitchell

policy,

sales

working shot

pending complete^ study, it’s
the amount. will be much greater.
""
lieved that AT&T assigned' one If 1951 production equals this
line fulltime to NBC because it year’s expected 6,000,000 to 7,000,
lias a primary affiliate in Boston,
000 set output, the Government Shibe Park.
WBZ-TV.
Thus, the remaining take may approach $90,000,000,
three nets would be forced to
taking into account the rise in
Baltimore—Robert Kriger, forshare, time on the remaining single
Congressional merly with program
since
prices
the
dept,
of
channel.
Joint Committee on Taxation re- WMAR-TV.
joined WPTZ,
FGC last Week, meanwhile, de- ceived testimony froi the industry. Philadelphia, has
as director.
cided on a hands-off policy in the
In a letter to DuMont,
impasse.
Which had asked the Cojhmission
to intervene, the FCC declared it
would be “premature and inappropriate to intervene in the matter*
(Sept: 27 -Oct. 7):
at this time,” and noted that AT&T
must allocate usage on an “equitFollowing is a list of show's, either new or returning after a
able basis” where conflicts arise.
summer hiatus, scheduled to preem on the major television netNow that the phone company has
works during the next 10 days:
submitted its schedule and the
SEPT. 28
webs are still not satisfied, it’s beBlind Date.
ABC, p.m. Gruen, throufih Stockton, West &
lieved the FCC may be forced to
Burkhart.
step in for., a final solution.

Robbins Nest.

pioneering

succeeded in turning the
into a slight profit by the

Other stations have been hard at
league, games than any other statotal of 28
tion in the business. The producer- work, however, and a
have been signed to date.
contracts
director team of Pres Stover and
yearly
options
carry
Cal Jones have been at the controls Contracts
exercised only by the
for more than 500 games, with En- which can be
the
behind
Basic
idea
stations.
gineer John Roth supervising the
system is that tele, unlike radio,
technical setups.
time
in
’The same staff will be in charge needs a longer period of
which to smooth out a program.
at the World Series games in Philof a 13 or 26-week peadelphia. Their plans call for the At the end
feels a paruse of five cameras, including one riod, when the station
show
is rolling well, anticular
equipped with a Zoomar lens., The
other station could— under the old

^

WBKB’s

sponsible for

exploits, the station was dropping
between $16-20,000 weekly. Cutting
costs to the bone and launching an

;

*

WBKB

franchise,

is

TV, draws sustenance from the Chi
Tribune fortune.
When John Mitchell, former
B&K theatre top official, was called
in as manager in 1948V replacing
Capt. William Eddy, who was re-

station, as if in fer

•

CBS-TV

seen as the most clear-cut examwhat the future holds for
the non-net operation .forced to
stand pretty much on its own finan-

networks-—ABC, NBC* and CBS.
WPTZ’s long dominance in local
sports coverage has recently been

buttal to its detractors, coupled the
announcement of the Gillette tie-in
Washington, Sept. 26.
sponsored programs,
With its already set commitments
10%
Consumers will pay 5 to
In an official statement yesterto handle the TV ^origkwtions of
day, AT&T noted that because of more for television sets beginning
the Army-Navy game for NBC and
the “conflicting desires of the net1 as a result of enactment the Penn football games for the
works,” it had been necessary for]
(23) of the" new. tax bill ABC web.
the Phone company to make as- Saturday
sniping,
tlie
outside
Despite
signments for the fourth quarter of Which extends the present 10% exWPTZ’s selection by Gillette came
1950 on the remaining routes in cise on radio receivers to video.
anybody
at the
no
surprise
to
as
accordance with its tariff With the
Because the excise is on the
FCC, Sections on which the as- manufacturer’s selling price and station, a station spokesman said,
all the
handled
since
WPTZ
has
signments were made, principally
because the radio portion of TV Phillies and Athletics baseball telefor evening shows, included: N.Y.is now subject to the tax, it is
During the last
casts since 1947.
Boston-Providence; N.Y.-Syracuse; sets
expected that the retail price two years. When the games; were
Cleveland-Kochester; Day ton -Indi- not
the
amount
of
hiked
the
be
will
TV outlets
With
other
two
shared
anapolis - Louisville; Washington
Richmond-Norfolk, arid the other levy. On the basis of the $130 here, WPTZ crews and canieras
price
last
manufacturer’s
handled the pickups for all stations.
facilities being newly opened Sat- average
With a record of baseball coverwhich include hookups February When testimony was
urday,
bill, it was estimated age of both leagues games for four
the
taken
on
west to Omaha and south to At-

WBKB,

Balaban & Katz-owned indie staAlthough currently holding

tion.

.

1

Gets Gillette
Cigars having already
signed for the Other events, WPIX
Garden
the
sold
on
out
is now
Ned on Array-Navy
U
SC
NBC television, as had been gensif win
\viii
nhm
Instant unase
Chase V.
plug instant
& erallvy expected was
tawprt thia
SanbOrn, with the Compton agency
o af „*.v Razor.
!???« SJS..
p k by ^UlqUe
p i11pH Safety
iTnd
'handling
the accoimt.
account Bankroller
wanxi ouer t ie ]yj
nanemng me
axon agency to handle the
will co-sponsor 60 of the events
v xr,,,,.
^
G o
2 at
with Webster. Kickbff Bate^^for SB
2ftadll,ra
V.
P
will be Oct. 16, when tbe WPIX^
Pickup will mark the filth succescameras move into me
the uaiuen
Garden lor
for
cameias
slVe y fear that NBC has carried the
the Gene Autry rodeo.
annual gridiron contest. Because
of the coaxial cable extensions re*
MIKE DUTTON TO ‘STORK'
cently,. the game this year wi 11 be
Mike Dutton, Hollywood radio ’carried by. 47 NBC outlets, meaning
director, took over this week as as- it will be seen by probably its
sociate producer and writer to Abe largest audience in history.
Burrows
on
CBS-TV’s “Stork
Regularly-scheduled home games
Club” show.
of both Army and Navy are being
.“Stork,” which had been aired carried this year by CBS-TV, under
three nights weekly from 7:45 to fi, sponsorship of Essp. Game between
moved into the 7 to 7:30 p.m; the two military academies, howcross-the-board slot Monday (25), ever, is considered a special, to
with Johnny Johnston and Vir- which Gillette has full TV rights.
ginia Reynolds scheduled* to re- This year’s game, incidentally, is
place Pbter Lind Hayes and Maty also to be carried by several theHealy, who are vamping to take atres on the interconnected web
over their new series for Borden’s. via large-screen vildeo.
Webster

Game

I
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j
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Wednesday, September 27, 19S0

Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town” on CBS - TV came back
strongly in the rating fight against NBC^TV's “Colgate Comedy
Hour” Sunday night (24), cutting the spread between the two to
Fred Allen stanza on the Colgate show copped a 33.9
six points*

CBS

in a special four-city survey taken for. NBC

by American Research
Bureau, while “Toast” came through with a 27.9. Preceding weeks,
with Deari Martin & Jerry Lewis starring; Colgate racked up a
35.6 against the 23.3 of “Toast.”
On the other hand a special 12-city Trendex rating prepared
Eckhardt gives Sullivan the best of it
by CBS and Kenynon
ith a 26.9 again st Al len’s
b y a narrow margin, showing ’Toas t”
garnered 23.3 against
26.3, while the previous week “Toast”

The new , ANTA (American National Theatre & Academy) TV
series,

ABC

;

&

Lewis’ 32.8.
Martin
Reduction in the rating, spread between the two programs was
hailed this week by Sullivan and CBS execs as proof of their
contention that it’s far too early in the season to draw any definite
conclusion from the audience surveys. According to them, with
thousands of new video Setis being installed monthly, no habit
formula has yet been developed in video. In addition, they point
out that the ratings being drawn by the two competing shows
As Sullivan noted,
still represent a good buy for both advertisers.
a 27.9 based on the number of sets now in circulation represents a
much larger audience than would a comparatively higher rating
:

,

'

last year.

major sponsors, for
programming, giving
the network a dominant grip in the
commercial
daytime
program

NBC

(1) nlgh;> will mark a milestone in legit-video relations. While
primarily the new ANTA half-hour
program, “Show Time U.S.A.,”
will—ser-ve-as the video entry oL
the Dodge Motor Co.* Which is
picking up the tab, under the
broad pattern evolved for the series, the legitimate theatre, both in
New York arid on the road, will be
a major beneficiary of the upcoming series.
It’s not only a case where ANTA
will share: in a considerable portion
of the sponsorship coin, in return
for some of the theatre’s top personalities lending their talents at
nominal fees, but one of the principal intents of the show is to do a
public relations job for..the perpetuation oF a b gtiirie legit in and
out of New York,
To the potential audiences of
millions to whom the TV show will
be available, there will be a minimum plugging of 16 current Broadway and on-the-road attractions,

television led the four
total gross

'

major networks in

for the first eight
mouths of 1950 with $9,691,175, it was revealed this week^_
'by Publishers Information Bureau. Same web, which also is ,.
closest to a sellout point ondts
cream evening time for the
current season, led the parade
billings

sweepstakes. It represents the first'
major move-in of top bankrollers
_on daytime T V.
vV
Procter
Gamble has bought
the 2:45 to 3 p. m. cross-the-board
period on Columbia as its initial

,

&

during August, last month
checked, with $1;248,696.
Following are the gross billings for three major Video
webs during the first eight
months of the yean

P&G

NBC—$9,691,175.
CBS—$5,146,191.
ABC—$2,394,592.
DuMont was

riot

1,

would be an immediate: prospect.
And although he did not close the
door on other systems* he said that
the FCC would go ahead with the
CBS incompatible system, if on
Friday (29V manufacturers hadn’t
come up with some form of bracket
system, which would permit either
an adaptor or convertor to be used
to pickup the

CBS

system.

Coy seemed
to

to be indifferent as
whether or not the set manu-

facturers had
that from the

such, pointing out

FCC

alone, seven

methods were available. However,
a check by Variety of several representatives from large companies
found several had submitted plans
and would be ready on Friday to

Butler?

;

Latest come-on in the selling
pf television sets is that used
by local distributor here. In
response to radio spots, customer can call in and get set
sent, out for the evening, plus
complete dinners for four or
five couples, and a maid for

listed

Meanwhile, General Mills has
pacted with CBS for two half-hour
afternoon periods, with plans to install . Betty Crocker in both segments in a femme-slanted program.;
P&G is eventually staking a bigtime claim in afternoon TV programming, considering five full
hours.
For the past few months
the soap company has been alerting its nine agencies to reappraise
the whole daytime TV structure on
shows; and facilities. Fact that it
got the initial nod, CBS feels, has
solidified its bid for sponsorship
acceptance.
There’s still considerable jockeying and bidding among NBC*
CBS and ABC in an attempt to
grab off the Bert Parks daytime
TV show, which General Foods has
bought for a three-times-a-week
showcasing, although Young
Rubicam, agency on the account,
has yet to designate the web.

in

the report.

serving the meal, all on the
cuff.

Dealer says that the test is
paying off with the average
cost of the evening ranging
about $20 and practically about
75% of the pitches selling one
Couple or more. Family holding the party also gets a discount on their set, too. Only
restriction is that none of the
viewers have a set before
pitching into the free meal.

submit these to tests.
Coy admitted the CBS method
was not perfect, with the FCC
looking for a compatible one,, with
Which receivers could take off a
black and white image from color
programs. But he said of the three
plans, RCA, CTI and CBS, only
the latter gave life-like Color
However,
transmission.
deems it necessary that the color
question be resolved in the near

A

Shubert Alley
of
facsimile
placarded by three-sheets, posters,
billboards, cards etc., will serve as

the weekly thematic montage shot
for the series, heralding arrival of
the new shows, the present entries,
tryouts, arid ro^.d companies. It will
be attended by a plea to the viewers to support these shows, either
in their home towns or on scheduled visits to Broadway,
flee Breaker’ Into TV
Top legit talent, recognizing the
inherent values of the ANTA video
series as a showcase for drumming
up a new enthusiasm for the theatre, have agreed to reprise some,
of their outstanding bits, at token
prices, and for most of them the
ANTA show will serve as an “ice
breaker’’, for their
It’ll

be-

Hayes,

who

ing shows are Tallulah Bankhead,
Judith Anderson (doing the sleepwalking scene from “Macbeth”),

Noel Coward, who previously had
spurned top coin offers during his
N. Y. visit, and Gertrude Lawrence.
Henry Fonda emcees the opening
future for Owners of 40,000,000 to
show arid it’s his first time up in
TV. Also scheduled for future ap50,000.000 sets to be sold in the
Harry Ommerle is moving out pearances are Alfred Lunt and
next few years, even if the presentday 7.000,000 become obsolescent of CBS network sales and succeeds Lynn Fontanne, John Garfield,
or have to be adapted.
Charles Underhill as director of Vera Zorina, Cornelia Otis SkinCoy said the Commission would television programming in the ner, etc.
hold off adopting a final color code
Scenes from incoming and preweb’s first major TV realignment. vailing shows will be inserted
if manufacturers turned up with
newly-creover
a
takes
Underhill
some bracket system, but if not
(Continued on page 40)
the FCC would immediately select ated post as general manager of
pro(Continued on page 40)
under
the video department
gram veepee Hubbell Robinson, Center Theatre, N. Y., In
For weeks there had been a
Jr.
Preem as TV Showcase;
veil of secrecy over impending
changes that cued the jitters

FCC

among the programming person-

&

Godfrey’s Talent Scouts,” is cuing
repercussions from two different
directions.

On the one hand, Young & Rubicam, agency on the Godfrey Lipton
Tea account, is reportedly disturbed over Heidt going into the
post-Godfrey time* which would
thus bracket two talent development shows back-to-back. It’s Understood that when Lipton Tea
originally pacted for the Godfrey
stanza it was on condition that
CBS would not come up with a
similar type show the same night.
Meanwhile, Funt, creator of
reported
“Candid
Camera,” is
threatening action against Milton
Blow, agency on the Philip Morris
.

plunge into TV.

inltialer .and it’s a first for her, as
well. Thus far pacted for succeed-

nel.

The dropping of Allan Funt’s
“Candid Camera” on CBS-TV by
Philip Morris and the installing of
the new Horace Heidt TV show as
replacement in the 9 to 9:30 Monday. night period following “Arthur

“TV first” for Helen
previously had rejected

$6,500 for a one-shot, but will help
kick off the show next Sunday ‘with
a scene from “Victoria Regina.”
Carol Channing will also be on the

&

.Dec.- 4.

under an agreement reached between the prodi cers of the ANTA
show and the Dodse bankrolled.

Chicago, Sept. 26.

(

P&G

splurge.
Will install a' drama
series by Jean Hallo way called
“The First Hundred Years,” which
was initially trfed out on P&G’s
“Fireside Theatre” series.
It’s a
William Morris package sold to
Benton
Bowles, agency on the'
account.
Teeoff date is

;

No

TV

afternoon

next

5

Chicago, Sept. 26.
Wayne Coy, FCC chairman, in a
speech before the sixth National
Television Conference yesterday
forecast that color teevee
(25

week wrapped up two

of the nation’s

Sunday

&

w

which preems on

this

29

.

One advantage of putting television dramatic shows on film was

underlined this week when Bigelow-Sanford Carpets bought second-run rights to a group of halfhour shows aired last year on CBS
u n d e r International Sterling’s
Deal was set by
sponsorship.
account, on th
grounds that PM Young & Rubicam, which handles
filmed commercials integrated as both accounts. New Bigelow show
part of his “Camera” show are be- will take over the Sunday night 0
;ing used by the agency on PM’s to 6:30 period on CBS starting
Other TV slots.
Dec. 10.
Film package, containing 17
shows, was filmed at the Jerry
Siegel Settles Out Of
Fairbanks studios in Hollywood
last year by Y&R producer Frank
Court in Ken Murray
Telford and carried on CBS under
the title of “Silver Theatre.” They
represented the first commercial
Suit; Dissolve
dramatic series to experiment with
Hollywood, Sept. 26.
Fairbanks’ multi-can filming techUndisclosed out of court settle- nique. Bigelow, meanwhile, plans
ment of Dave Siegel’s $250,000 to have more filmed to follow the

damage suit against Ken Murray, original 17.
Deal will mark the carpet outCBS and Budweiser was made fit’s return
to television after alminutes before Murray flew east most a year’s layoff.
Company
to resume his network teleshow. last
year bankrolled the DunY.
Suit, which was pending in N.
nihger-Paul Winchell & Jerry Masupreme court, was based on honey show on NBC-TV.

Siegel’s participation iii Murray’s
House ’Whittled’ to Size CBS
threeryear deal which guaranNBC transformed the dedicatory tees Murray $100,000 annually.
WOR-TV SALES PERK
for the Center, theatre,

In ironing out beef, Murray and
Ommerle was brought into riet-^ exercises
N. Y., which it recently renovated Siegel also agreed to dissolve
work about a year ago as a pack- into a television Origination point, eight-year partnership in “BlackABC has sold a full hour of age sales specialist. He has a long into an event of civic importance.
WOR-TV, N. Y., moves into the
outs.” Siegel, who owned 40% of
Wednesday night video time to
sweepprogramming
and varied background in program Although first scheduled show out show, said Murray actually was re- daytime
Campana. Client is moving into
of that spot, the simulcast of the creating reviie on television al- stakes effective Monday (2) with 15
development.
hours of weekly time sold. That’s
“Voice of Firestone’’ show, was though using different tag,
the 8 to 9 period with a weekly
Whether or not the change was slated for 8:30 p.m. Monday (22),
in addition to the .22 hours of
series of British pix not previously
in this country.
Films will be pitted against

shown
CBS*

“Arthur

and

Godfrey

His

Ed
Danny

Friends” program and NBC’s

Wynn

-

Jimmy

Durante

-

Thomas star-rotating series.
Campana will use the same
-

..

“First-Nighter”

title

to

its onetime radio
pany checked out of

that applied
series.

AM

Com-

a couple

years back.

TV

'

,

weekly

nighttiriie

Sales

pitch

sales.
built around the
that “all time is
.

concept
guaranteed, since no network can
iifdie

move

in and dispossess the local
client” appears to be paying off.

Fending windup of the World
Series schedule, the daytime program structure will vary, but from
then oft the station will adopt a set
pattern for a total of 14. hours a

.

The
Arnold
Bread-sponsored
t(
“Life
Begins at 80” program, now

Wednesday 8 to 8:30, will
be moved into the Tuesday night

telecast
at

cued to the swift-moving NBC as- festivities started long before with
cendancy into topdog program- exercises in the lobby in which the
theatre was Cut by Derby Foods on Prowl
ming position in TV (giving it ap- ribbon of the
York’s acting Mayor Vincent
proximately the same status it en- New.
Impellitteri, and addresses delivShow
For Kiddies
joyed in AM prior to Bill Paley’s
Rockefeller, NBC
maneuvers a couple years ago, ered by Nelson
Chicago, Sept. 26.
and
when he wooed oyer the top NBC president Joseph McConnellof the
Derby Foods, through Needham,
president
shows with capital gains deals) A. Wylie Corbett,
'Louis & Brorby, is shppping around
But the fact Avenue of the Americas Assn.
isn’t being tipped.
Center theatre, recently leased for a half-hour kiddie network
remains that in recent weeks the
the Rockefeller interests* video show. ‘‘Magic Slate,” NBC-TV
trade has been cognizant of NBC’s from
Was,
before its conversion to tele sustainer which shared alternate
dominant position in the bigleague
and activities, the largest legit house weeks with “Quiz Kids” during the
sweepstakes
programming
seater which summer is believed a likely proscorralling of such TV talent as Ed- in the world. A 5,000
few years housed pect.
die Cantor* Fred Allen, Jimmy during the past
by Arthur
produced
shows
the
Ice
Food Company is Currently bankDurante, Bob Hope, Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis, Bobby Clark, Wirtz and Son ja Henie, isn’t gen- rolling “Sky King,” twice*weekly
adventure series on* Mutual.
(Continued on page 36)
Danny Thomas, tet al.
I

10 period.

Camoana moves
1

into

the hour

about the middle of October.

j

j

.

,

l

day of programming.
Elgin

Watch,

via

J.

t
waiter

in Chicago, k?S' bought,
time signal availabilities.

Thompson

up all
The Monday night “Ford Movie
marathon pix pact has been renewed for another. 26 weeks.
/

*
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TELEVISION reviews
Charles .Cobum, Minevitch RasDi Gatanos,
Sid Stone, Fat Rooney, Sr., Alan
others
Roth Orch,
Supervisor: Ed Cashinan
Producer-director: Arthur Knorr
Bobby Gordon,
Writers:' Berle,
Danny Shapiro
p.m.
Tues.,
8
60 Mins.,
cals, Eileen Farrell,
...

TEXAS

CO.

NBC, from New York

(Kudner)

at a .time

summer sabbatical
when video budgets are

his

the highest
It’s no longer a free
in history.
major netthe
ride for Berle with
works putting forward 'the top
names and writers available.
Exposition of NBC and CBS top?
raters have made video comedy
more sophisticated than it was two,
seasons ago. Television tastes, gena chie v ed an upward
erally, have
level and with the greater choice
of video shows, the highest echelons of talent and writing must be
drawn upon,
Berle’s preem (19) represented
one of the best; shows put on by
Berle Within his familiar formula.
He
There’s little criticism of it.
garnered a batch 'of excellent talent
with Eileen Farrell, Minevitch Rascals, Di Gatanos, Robert Alda and
Charles Coburn to offer excellent
The individual contriassistance.
butions hit their mark. Sid Stone’s
pitchman commercials are still
among the best in video.
:

1

•

.

The One sketch, however, revealed that Berle heeds some outside assistance*, For the past three
'seasons; this comic has been drawing virtually upon his own reThe bit on
sources exclusively.
was a compendium of

everything he ever did, in different
Although played will with
dress.
the aid of Robert Alda, it was generally old-hat, arid didn’t bring the
boff olas that usually accompany
Berle’s clowning. Sketch revealed
that Berle is in dire need of new
ideas and an expansion in the writing department is. necessary.
Surprise of the occasion was the
clowning Of Charles Coburn. This
usually dignified filmster kidded
along with Berle in a recollection
of Palace vaude in a yock-gettirig
manner. He did Jimmy Durante,
Ted Lewis arid Pat Rooney imitations in the finale along with Berle.
His monacle dropped only occasionally; Pat Rooney was brought
on for a brief bit at the close of
the show.
Surrounding talent Was well integrated with the rest of the show,
The Di Gatanos opened the act
lineup nicely with a graceful ball
room exhibit of overhead lifts and
spins that brought applause.
At
the conclusion, Berle chimed in
with his familiar burlesque dance
bit, funny in itself, but a piece
which has been on display too
•

many

With

Ted

Dancers,

t
Butler With Gertrude Berg, Philip Loeb*
John
Eli Mintz, Arline MCQuade, LarJack Miller,

Collins,
others;

music

^

Walker,
Robinson,
Betty
ry
others
Producer; Worthington Miner

_

Producers: Collins, Barry Ward
60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 4 p.m.

Director; Walter Hart
Writer: Gertrude Berg

PARTICIPATING
NBC-TV, from N. Y.

Kate Smith,- a day time- staple; on ge
radio for 20. years, made her entry CBS-TV, from N. Y.
(Young & Rubicam)
into video Monday (25) as the focal
“Give me a swallow the glass,”
point around whom NBC-TV plans
Goldberg says when she
Molly
to build its daytime programming.
a drink of water. “It’s time
Show, With Ted Collins at the wants
expire,”
she tells her husband
to
helm, was a suitable translation of
when it’s time for bed. And there’s
the type of stuff that has made
movie she liked so most—that
Miss Smith, an AM star. Entertain- a
“Southern Boulevard.”
ment, household and beauty hints
All of w hi c h means that the
to the housewives and Collins’
back on CBS-TV
homespun newscasting, were blend- Goldbergs are
for
another season, and it won’t
which
ed into a neat package
Sanka to keep
featured more production than is require any Instant
televiewers awake. It remains
usually given to daytime offerings. their
draWhile the program: sagged at the a warm experience in video
!

times.

matics.

three-quarter turn, it norietheless
represented a good TV teeoff for
Miss Smith.
For a starter, she displayed an
of
easy camera presence and,
course, sold her tunes with all her
by-now standard apiomb. (with
“Moon Comes Over the Mountain”
for a theme song, of course, and
God Bless America” as a signoff).
She did a capable jobdn her general role of f emcee,, interviewing
her guests and giving out With her
philosophizing, advice to viewers
and hints on new kitchen gadgets.
Show naturally is pitched to the
housewife audience and; while it
Was the kind that required their
full attention before the screen
for most of the hour, its 4 to 5
time is probably the period
;iri.
§ Uring which most of them can relax from their chores.

The

Gertrude

as Molly

Is

^ * A ^

Show

—

—

ance of comedian Sam Levenson,
who made his bigtime bow on
“Show Biz” and marked up his

With Mrs. Berg
this show.
season with one of its typically
Probing into the funny foibles
well-performed and directed per? of his Brooklyn family in a monoformanCes of the Goldberg family, log about the school kids’ homeits foibles, its earthy family-type work, L.everison’s routine must
humor, And all of it in good taste, have struck home to. his entire
though the script’s basic situation audience, and it Was delivered
was rather tenuous.
with his deft, sure-paced timing,

—

Goldberg—preemed- for- the^ne\v-}^sixth-appearance with

itself

TV

•„

.

,

TV

SHOW

S

MIDNIGHT JAMBOREE
With

Bob

(B; B, D.

Herm

McLaughian,

&• OJ-

THE

ARTMEN

JaXre“

mSe

.

•

•

•

•

<

:

^aughlan

win

]Si^ech^m^D^ni^ian-

.

^

•

,

“All My Love” displayed good tone
quality and strong possibilities but
needs playing time to develop style
and confidence. Miss Fox and Vas-

THE PUBLIC LIFE OF CLIFF
NORTON

Producer-writer: Roy AVinsor
quez dusted “Yours” which was in Director: Ben Park
elective both vocally and produc- 5 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 5:55 p.m
tion-Wise.

'

Art Lund,’ Eddie Dudley and
Harold Spiria joined the opening
night guest lineup, Lund’s vocal-

Hollywood, Sept. 26.
jack Grcgson, Buddy Ebsen and izing registers stoutly but perForeman Phillips havf»been inked former fails to establish himself as
by KECA-Ty to teeoff the yi de- a personality being completely at
outlets new day daytime program a loss as to what to do before the
lens. Dudley pulled out some hfifty
schedule Oct, 9.
piano artistry and showmanship
Gregson, with Ted Fio Rito
With his tinkling of an ad-lib
backing, is set for a two-hoUr
boogie routine but misses badly in
daffy stint with guests.
Ebsen the vocalizing department. Spina
*tnd Lillian Randolph follow With arid McLaughian
ran through a
Phillips will head a western Jam- comedy bit oil the 88 which they
boree
enjoyed.
Free-

AMERICAN FAMILY FLAKES
WNBQ, Chicago
flstor
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After aome. experimentation, it
right formula has
appeers
showcase effectively
been found
the talent? of comic Cliff Nortomin
this solo briefie. With time out for
commercials, Oie comedian and producer-writer Roy Wipsor have less
than three mtoutes to build up a
Strip, 'back
Pi n Sle gag situation.
after a summer hiatus, appears to
be stressing the gently satirical
motif for more consistent chuckles,
(Continued on page 40) ___
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Supporting

-
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cast; !n-

eluding
Ken Rockefeller, Ben
Lackland, Barbara Joyce anr Billy
James, was good. One of the better
features of the show, incidentally,
was the standout set, designed by
Otis Riggs, of the old Staten Island
home. .Coe, who also directed, took
full advantage of it in giving his

cameras free play.

Ruth St. Denis, modern dance
pioneer who at 71 is still appearin recital, made a brief appearance on ^DuMont’s “Starlit

irig

Time”

Sunday

A

(24).

distin-

guished figure in the art World,
Miss St. Denis gave the show an
impressive as well as a bit of an
A couple Of
eeriri five minutes.
rioridescript dance teams welcomed
her presence, while she sat in a
hazily-lighted background like—
priestess receiving their dance of?
ferings.
When Miss St. Denis, in
closeup, told about her forthcoming recitals, rind described her
dances, there was a touch of distinction about the program as well
as On her.
“Starlit
Sunday’s
Otherwise,
:

Time” session was on a humdrum
level, variety show malange that
lacked sparkle and originality,
with a production quality that was
The special
almost amateurish.
shadows,
in
effects,
montages,
images, that Were used to “decorate” song or dance turns, were
more pointless than effective;
Song offerings, such as Phil
Henna’s “I Won’t Dance” and
Holly Harris* “Street of Broken
Sketches,
Dreams,” were okay.
On the whole, Were brief and with
little point. Reginald Beane’s songs
and piano-playing were the show's
standout,

There is little to choose, from
week to the other, in the Max
Liebman “Your Show of Shows”
(NBC) these days. With Sid Caesar

0 ne

as the talent mainstay, the Lieb-

layout may waver here and
it consistently maintains
and entertainment
briskness
value that probably stamps it as
the top musical-variety format in
Last Saturday night’s show
tele.

man

there, but

a

Was another example of this,
Filmite Lee Bowman was the
guest emcee, and he handled, the
introductions casually and straight,
In his sketch with Caesar and Iiriogene Coca, it was the material that

wa^

at fault.

,

Otherwise,

it

.

was Caesars show.

as usual. It is perhaps anti-climactic to mention once more the vast

*" e J?
3ctcnz3tions* Biit since tele rifts &
tendency to show;up a performers

^

Caesar would do well to watch
those calories. His prime foil, Imo£ ene Coca, while a funny little
pixie, is e
gritting to be overly fa?
of Britain, be c}jcked Wjth impresta fie r TV audiences with
sions of the British scene but was
sameness of gestures and griless effective with a domestic gag roaces
and draftee anecdotes. Youthful
Robert Merrill, the Met Opera
Nelson did a good job wiJi an riaritone, and Margaret Piazza, just
amusing puppet.
signed by the Met, clicked in brief
.
Special frozen rink for the blades* s ong spots. Especially sock Was the
turns undoubtedly cost Lincoln- nove Ry Hamilton Trio, in a dance
Mercury Dealers a tidy sum. At act> “The Master Thief”; they are
that it was well worth it for Jean two girls and a man who go through
Arlep, of the Hotel New Yorker s the burglarizing of an apartment,
ice revue, pleased with snappily a n i n dance.
executed spins and twirls in a solo
i n the first portion of “The Satbit and The Rookies (from the urday Night Revue,” the overall
same revue) also socked across title of the two and half -hour show,
with their slapstick antics. Adagio the Jack Carter-emceed layout
team of Phil Romano and Terry maintained its hectic pace and
Brent proved strorig closer for the showed sorive improvement over its
session. Sullivan officiated through- earlier weeks. But it still revealed a
need of discipline. Carter does
out with his standard emceeing.
practically everything, and one Certainly doesn't doze when he’s on.
producer
Playhouse”
“Philco TV
Fred Coe, anticipating hot competi- Patricia Morison arid Cesar Rotion for dramatic properties this mero were his main guests, on the
season, had 11 scripts lined up last show, but they served as little
prior to the new season’s teeoff more than guesting personalities,
but he might A sketch in which they satirized
three weeks ago
have sewn them up too rapidly, gangsters Was weak, though there
Fantasy has never been too sue- was a^ cute finish by Donald Richcessful oil video but Goe preeiried ards doing a Cagney,
this year With Maxwell Anderson’s
“High Tor”; arid followed; it up on
“The Clock,” Emerson Radio and
NBC-TV Sunday night (24) with Television’s half-hour;, drajriatic
“Pear Guest and Ghpst,” adapted show on NBC-TV Friday night
by Alexander Kirkland from a story (22), proved an interesting session
by Sylvia Dee. Yarn was an incon? from the poirit of TV technique,
sequential little; fable about an For “The Morning After,” a doamiable ghost helping out a mother mestic thriller by Eugene Paul,
with her problern children, which not; only had. a two character cast
missed the charm for which it was but also used a favonte device of
evidently shooting. Little sympathy motion pictures of having the
was felt for any of the characters audience hear the. players recite
arid, while the ghost faded in and their private thoughts,
out Well enough technically, he
Story of a man who wanted to
added little to the story’s apprial. kill his wife
but didn’t^- was
Extremely slow pac e wasn’t effectively portrayed by Raymond
helped any by star Josephine Hull, Massey and Mady Christiaris. Outwho marred an otherwise fine wardly they were a happy, middlethesping job by forgetting her lines aged couple. Privately, the # husin three different instances, in each barid thought of his wife as a “hag
of which an offstage prompter and harridan” while she, in turn,
could be clearly heard. It’s too bad loathed his dog and penchant for.
nobody has yet developed a better liquor,
suspenseful
Particularly
prompting device for TV. Barry were scenes where Massey was on
Nelson scored as the ghost, in the verge of strangling or poisoriprobably the most Immobile char- ing his spouse. Abrupt ending,
acterization yet seen on TV.
He however, strangely left the viewer
played his entire role seated on a in the air.
rieft,

^
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As

Saunders, Myrna Fox, Ray Vasquez, guests
Producer: Bob McLaughian
60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., If p.m.

D

on one show a .month, Whereas
Berle is on every week. With each
program the, amount of fresh material and new. explorations are in-

tnn

A

SCHAEFER BREWING CO.
WABD, N. Y.

star of the show bearing his
name, Irish tenor John Feeney
dished out a pleasant 15 minutes
The Minevitch Rascals
can
pn Friday night’s (22) preem. His
always be counted 6n to hold their GODFREY’S
EP
T Warm, friendly to lies easily capJ ohnny Puleo’s clowning,
spot.
tured the flavor of Erin in such
STORE OF
AIR
with capable assists by the other KLAC-TV, Los Angeles
standards as “Little Grey Home in
harmonicists, .made good viewing.
West” and “Little Bit of
f^e
Bob MeLauBhlan’ri “MidmVhF
Berle chirned in with this turn.
Heaven - Mary VMlee Broadway
musters up a bit
Both Puleo and Berle were garbed
d
S )1
a S
i ,?oHn J
in Lord Fauntleroy outfits to give production than the usual rim of
nn
Shine On
voice in dueting
S®?
the act a somewhat different dress- late night stints currently running Harvest
Moon as part of a guest
ing.
The ragamuffin costumes Wild in this city. McLaughian, pri- stint with Feeney.
marily a disk jockey, along with
„
seem more fitting for the turn.
But while the musical portion of
Berle’s buffoonery hasn’t dimin- eight other platter spinners, are the stanza was topgrade, the proemceeing
guest
filled
now
variety
ished in vigor and desire to please,
& r arn as a whole appeared too
but the rich vein of clowning and shows close to the witching hour. leisurely paced on the imtialer.
ideas has run a course. Berle must This one, however, manages to siirl lvm S room set, used as a
tap other fields, particularly in the round itself with a permanent cast background, ..was- •••also otoo drab,
writing department, if he’s to re- and a top grade setting.
^Unfortunately
tain his high favor.
has
Even with the present status of not boxed himself in with strong uted to an obviously modest budgthe Berle show, he’s still in a fa- permanent talent. Herm Saunders.
peenev himself handles the
vorable position rating-wise. Berle handles backing on the 88 and also olus^foV SchaeTer’s ’bL^^^
destill retains, one of. the important takes a few solo turns during each
foatroriiring vet intime slots in Which direct compe- CVening;. Saunders fills the bill
tition hasn’t started to assert: itself. Well but the same cannot be said ict Georse Shacklev’s musical acThis factor may keep him on top for Myrna Fox and Ray Vasquez. c 0m oInimCnt is an asset For those
F
0
en
ir
for a while, but ultimately the slip
iewers seeking surcease from late
on “Frieridlv sWr^ ?nd V
will show unless lie recruits some awav
evening variety shows arid old
though
she
is
Phptogenically
outside help.
Latter facet is
fillilS) the <‘Feeney Show” is welpointed up by the fact that most charming; she was quite flat and come relief.
Gi lb.
of the top tele comics are putting amateurish. Vasquez’ vocalizing of

Jyse.

»

The debut program concerned Levenson also elicited one of Burwith the return to New York rows’ best cracks, When he told
Of the Goldbergs, after a Califor- Burrows he’d pay him “whatever
nia stay. The entire performance you’re worth” to write a
show
was seen aboard the transcontin- for him, Burrows answered: “I
ental train.
don’t work that cheap ”
Terper
The initial script dealt specifi- Bill Callahan, Who sounded as
cally with the desire of Papa Gold- though he had a legit, problem by
berg to return to California and seeking advice bn whether he
set himself up in the dress busi- should continue* in show biz or
But the family was finish up his law schooling, regness there.
East Tremont istered /solidly with his fine dancagainst California.
avenue, they felt, Offered so many ing. Vocalist Vivian Blaine scored
Collins, as he does on Miss more advantages than Hollywood with her rendition of “Orange
Smith’s radio show, generally gave and Vine. The manner in which Colored Sky/’ although she hasher an assist in her work. For his papa was persuaded to remain in done better with slower numbers,
newscast, which is to be a daily N. Y. was comparatively unimpor- Miss Blaine, incidentally, is starfeature, he chose to detail his con- tarit; the dialog arid warmth with ring in the upcoming Broadway
ception of what a news commenta- which it was all propelled made it musical, “Guys and Dolls,” which
tor should do in order to brief his amusing TV.
is being staged by Kaufman and
A
audience on What they could ex(The Califbrnia-to-N. Y. angle of penned by Burrows. Ruth Chatterpect in the future,
ft sounded the
script, incidentally, tied in ton was the panel guest.
okay, if he doesn’t go in too rather adroitly with the recent
much for editorializing rather L. A. to N. Y. Of the troupe, after
Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV “Toast of
than analyzing. Show’s big produc- they had completed their “Gold- the Town” Sunday night (24) tossed
tiori
number featured the John bergs” film for Paramount).
viewers three iceskating turris as
Butler Dancers (6) in a sock interMrs. Berg, With most of her well as Gloria Swanson, Rudy Valpretatiori of “School Days.”
The laughs deriving from her malaprp- lee, comedian Harvey Stone and
set, camera work and general ex- pisms rather than the basic script,
ventriloquist Jimmy Nelson. Bill
cellence of the turn would have was neatly foiled by Philip Loeb as added
up to good video fare, but in
done credit to a nighttime show.
her husband.
view of the talent available the auThe production was excellent, dience impact should have been
Miss Smith has departmentalized the hour, with the final seg- and 'Walter Hart’s direction was still more effective.
ment on the preem devoted to a largely responsible for the show’s
Although Miss Swanson’s brief
fullscale plug for Columbia Pic- easy pace. Arid the camera gave the story of the ups and downs of her
tures’ “Fuller Brush Girl.”
She illusion several times of depth career was interesting, her recent
presented a lengthy clip froin the: where it Was vitally needed. That stint on Don McNeil’s
Club
film which, with Lucille Ball arid opening commercial for 'Instant emerged as a crisper performance,
Eddie Bracken Starred, gave her Sanka coffee, by Mrs. Berg, was Actress’ “Toast”, debut was a trifle
Kdhri.
some expensive talent probably for overlong.
overlong. Vallee registered via a
free and gave Col a tremendous
vocal of “Let’s Put Out the Lights”
plug. Show is open to participat- JOHN FEENEY
and contribbed a bit of nostalgia
mg sponsors,, two of whom so far With Mary Vallee, George Shack- Kv tfintiTitf
TTipdipv
nave pacted for 15 minutes each
Vipfnrp
ley, organist
once a week.
a u pH+o
Neither 'of these, Producer: Gladys Franklin
e
a
f
however, participated in the preem. Director: Don: Rosenquest
^po^itp^rn
*rt
cnmp?
nf’
6
48
"iS }? -chS °
a
Stal..
15 Mins.; Fri., 11 p.m.

Farrell’s single tune, “Un Belle
Di,” in Which this soprano showed
operatic calibre. She also showed
fine vocal timbre, excellent phrasing and melodic accent.

creasingly necessary,
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Busin ess” probably hasn’t been receiving as much publicity as some of
the new shows this season because
it’s a year old,, but the program
certainly must be drawing boffo
Word-of-mouth. Consistently bright
arid sparkling entertainment since
it resumed last, month, the show
did it again Sunday night (24).
Program’s secret, if it has one, is
probably the Way it mixes, in its
guest variety talent With the huand adult
repartee
morful
tossed out by Clifton Fadiman, as
moderator, arid Abe Burirpws and
George S. Kaufmari as permanent
panelists. Sunday’s show, moreover,
was graced with the sock perform-

Berg-scripted

show,

.

Another strong point was Eileen
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CBS-TV’s “This

.

Milton Berle, returning for his
third season as head of the ‘Texaco
Star Theatre, - comes .back from

this display

THE GOLDBERGS

KATE SMITH SHOW

TEXACO STAR THEATRE

Tyith Milton Berle, Robert Alda,

.
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Wednesday, September 27, 1950
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RADIO REVIEWS

THE NEW YORK STORY

CHARLIE WILD, PRIVATE EYE

BANK

BREAK THE
PEOPLE ARE FUNNY
Petrie, Peter Hubbs, With Bill Leonard, guests
emcee; Rod With Bud Collyer; Win Elliot, an- With George Rogers, announcer
Producer: A1 Morgan'
others; Bill
With Marian and Jim Jordan, Bill With Art Linkletter,LeFevre, announcer; Lew White, organist
Ned
O’Connor,
ArDirector: D. Gordon Graham
Thompson, Cliff Arquette,
Writer: Peter Barry
Producer: Ed Wolf
'
nouncers
.
Writers:
Morgan, Fred Freed, MarWhite
Larry
thur Q. Bryan, Gale Gordon, The
Producer:
Director: Jack Rubin
Guedel
John
Producer-Director?
tin Weldon, Leonard
King’s Men, Billy Mills orch (20)
Director: Carlos D’Angelo
Writer: Joseph N. Kane
10i30 p.m.

FIBBER McGEE AND MOLLY

Producer-Director: Max Hutto
Writers: Don Quinn, Phil Leslie
Tues., 30 Mins., 6:30 p»m.

PET MILK CO.
Gardner

NBC, from New York

Russel M. Seeds)

of the most durable of the
aud-participation shows,
Are Funny” returned for its ninth
year on the airlanes with its elemental comedy ingredients intact.
Art Linkletter, the glib emcee who
has been responsible for th is
,

Only newcomer

director
Max Hutto, a change, dictated by
Mc“The
the switch in agencies.
Gees” continue to be what Don
Quinn and his writing aide, Phil
Leslie, make them and that’s been
good enough to keep them in the
top 10, and no nose bleed. They’re
used to high places on the rating
escalator and it’ll go up rather
'

BRISTOL MYERS

NBC, from Los Angeles
(

After 15 years of skidding over
the airways dh Jonhson wax, the
Jordans are now on a milk route
for Pet. What the canner bought
Is what Johnson gave up, down to
the last man in Billy Mills’ orchestra.

30 Mins, Mon.-thru-Fri.; 11 a.m*

RALEIGH CIGARETS
One

NBC, from Hollywood
(

30 Mins.; Tues.,

is

(Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield)
For many years one of the nighttime quiz show stalwarts, “Break
the Bank” has moved into a morning cross-the-board slot on NBC.
Program is bankrolled three times
i

,

a week by Bristol Myers, who also
back putting the picks up the Wednesday night television
tab, and is carried sustaincontestants through the hoop of
It s ing the other two days.
the usual screwball stunts.
First morning show, Monday (25)
juvenile stuff for the most part but
Linkletter plays for the laughs retained the nighttime format, With
contestants pairing off and chooswith skillful infectiousness.
This show is part of the new trend ing a topic on which they could
In giveaways that was started on pyramid their earnings. Questions
the “Truth or Consequences” TV maintained a pretty high standard,
program with its confrontation of especially as the earnings grew
a wounded U. S. soldier and his higher.
mother. On this show’s preem (19),
Bud Collyer handled emcee
Linkletter—gave away.-a-two-week chores
from
nicely, “refraining
leave to a Marine reservist who simulating
high-pressure excitewas just getting married. This ment where none really existed.
of course, was in okayA 111)3
giveaway
M
Tf *v**v%A¥
pleasant
I/AVUUUMV without
manner was
it ily
His 111UU11W1
o*
airer’s

click,

is

30 Mins.; Sun., 5:30 p.m*

3Q Mins., Fri.; 10:30 p,m.
Sustaining

NBC, from N. Y.

CBS, from N. Y.
Heard .six mornings a week over

WILDROOT

(BBD&O)
a routine formula,
familiar to this' type of entry,
“Charlie Wild, Private Eye,” Wildroot’s “Sam Spade” successor, rates
Script is
as an average .meller.
loaded with stereotyped characters
and cliche dialog. Preem story ,
however,' had a nice twjst that
made up for some of its shortcomings. Another novel aspect on the
initialer was the sendoff given the
show via telegram by actor Howard Duff, who portrayed “Spade.”
Opener had Wild trying to help
an old friend beat a murder rap,
of which he claimed innocence.
After tracking down the various
suspects and clues, Wild wised-up
to the fact that his budd y was pulling a double cross and was really
the guilty party. As is the pattern
with most of these shows, the story
was told via flashback.
In t)iis case the hero dictated his
adventures to a tape recorder. Program didn’t offer too much iii the
action or suspense department.
Plugs for Wildroot hair tonic
were heavy.
Gros.

Following

CBS on “This Is New York,” Bill
Leonard is now being targeted at
the evening dialers via a weekly
half-hour show. Program, broadcast in addition' to hi? regular a.m.
airer, is labeled “The New York
Stpry” and like the morning show
follows a reportorial format. New
entry* features interviews, capsule
.

.

|

news stories and tips.
Leonard handles all phases of the
show with a directness that lend9

•reviews,

a tone of authority to the proceedings.

On preem show, opening interview dealt with New York City
and its defense mechanism in case
of an atom bomb attack. Answers

’50-’51 sample
than down if
to questions pertaining to this
- the
can~b«r used as' a- -seasonal barosubject were supplied by Arthur
meter
.Wallander, in charge of civil de“The McGees” have moved from
fense for N. Y. and acting Mayor
Wistful Vista but the new address
Vincent Impellitteri. Among the
raised^the question of feeing overly genial, and interviews
Is just another small town where taste but it
facts presented was Wallander ’s
isnt
Department
War
the
itfe g ue sts were on an interesting
w
the mayor, village sawbones and whether
claim^that an atom bomb shelter
sundry characters drop in to pass erring in tying up such frivolous |* and inoffensive plane. Win Elliot’s
couldn’t be readied until 1955 and
commercials were short and direct
the time of day. Nothing of great commercial programs.
in case of an attack the subwajl
For the rest, the. participants inShow as a daytimer managed to
moment ever happens but that’s
would, be about the best place in
what makes, it folksy and believ- dulged in the standard obstacle sustain interest without resorting
which to take cover. Other interprizes,
to the hysteria that typiftes so
able. Quinn and Leslie can make a races for the $100 giveaway
views included one with Joe Louis
whole script of Fibber putting up One young man had to find a many of the daytime quizzes.
and Ezzard Charles regarding their
prewould
who
JUVENILE
DELINQUENCY
There's definitely a secure niche
a window shade or opening a closet womam-and child
championship bout today (Wed.),
door, the real test of their crafts- tend to be his wife and baby in for it in NBC’s daytime program- With Joe Wershba, narrator; Wern and another with songstress JuaHansen, announcer
*
Chan,
manship, which shows through order to cash in on an inheritance. ming.
Latter’s recording of
nita Hall.
Producer: Larry Beckerman
Another gal came with two suitors
every crack and crevice.
“Bali Hai” was played to provide
Writer: Wershba
Like many another returning and asked Linkletter to help her
only
musical segment.
program’s
Latter
them.
Mins.,
P.M.
ALEXANDER’S
30
10:30
Wed. (15),
DINNER AT
show there was the slender thread decide between
Miniature reviews of legit shows
Sustaining
©f story line to tie together a vaca- problem was suitably handled on a With Larry Stevens
during the
opened
and films that
WTOP, Washington
Producer-director: Stevens
tion adventure, in this case Fibber strictly zany basis.
Though a one shot broadcast, week were rattled off by Leonard.
Plugs for Raleigh cigarets have 30 Mins., Wed.; 10 p.m.
playing chef to a covey of barbethis is second of an irregularly Commented upon the play “Daphne
cued chickens. It turned out as ex- a surprisingly frank peg. Only dis- ALEXANDER’S RESTAURANT
spaced series of public service pro- Laureola” and the pictures “Bitter
pected, the whole thing was a tinction between this and other WINS, New York
This is a weekly .half-hour ce- grams planned by town’s top Rice,” “The Sleeping City” and
fiasco and Molly had to put the brands, it’s claimed, is the Raleigh
Berm.
lebrity interview stint which Larry watter. It is in line with the in- Pretty Baby.” A human interest
birds in the kitchen oven. No fig- coupon on the back.
Stevens handles and has packaged. creasing social consciousness of story dealing with, a man who
ment of the Quinn-Leslie imaginaShow is recorded at dinner time capital’s stations, and with stepped bought a bus to cart around his
tion, it actually happened on the
from
Alexander’s, near Radio City up cooperation with current civic family (wife and seven children)
Jordan ranch a few weeks ago.
was also related by Leonard, in
in New York, and broadcast later problems.
Truth proved funnier than fiction.
Stevens
Joe Wershba, CBS news corre- addition to the closer which conon Wednesday nights.
Many of the laughs, and thfere
of
sisted
news tips.. Show
celebrities
and
minor
spondent,
obviously
his
heart,
interviews
put
was the usual cascade of them,
presented an. assortment of topics,
stemmed from a play on names,
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fonianne, people with interesting occupa- as well as his best news gathering
underlining
each with adult and
of
the
efforts,
moving
half-hour
extent
into
this
That’s
the
tions.
such as Harlow Wilcox being called co-starring in Morton Wishengrad’s
account of one of the country’s top intelligent commentaries.
“Milk-ox,” and Fibber’s fumbling adaptation of “There Shall Be No show.
were all taped.
Interviews
On basis of segment caught (20), problems. Because he used the
malaprops. A whole routine was Night,” provided a distinguished
°
Gros.
made of McGee’s running gag with parlay for U. S. Steel’s “Theatre the people interviewed and National Training School, a ReCliff Arquette on “I’m hungry; Guild on the Air” series. The Rob- Stevens’ handling of them didn’t form School for juve offenders, as
make
an
interviews,
to
lab
his
research
and
interest
for
sustain
enough
I’m McSteed, glad to meetcha ” e rt E. Sherwood drama, written at
eager for a second hear- airer has a general interest which HOBNAIL CORNERS
etc. ad infinitum. The laughs never the time of the Russian invasion of audience
4
TT
A
x
makes it a candidate for use any- With Bob Hurd, Dale Smith, Carol
llag and no sooner is one whimsy Finland, has undiminished impact in g- He talked to an ex : fighter, a
Berrar; Gay Jones orch
minor roles where on the web. Wershba spent
out of the way than another comes against the background of con- couple of actresses
Writer: Hurd
rolling in on a wave of pixie- temporary events, even suggesting ? n Broadway, a cloth manufactur- 40 hours taping interviews with the
Producer-director: Fred Patterson
* executive
»"**»
,n<
**™«-™*
mnrtswnter.
sportswriter.
with
and
a
young
law
breakers,
as
well
as
ing
punning.
the possibility of a legit revival of
Actress interviews followed the members of the Training School 30 Mins.; Tues., 9 p.m.
Bill Thompson helped fatten the the play (another Sherwood hit
NORTHWEST FOOD MANUFAClaugh quotient as the Old Timer, originally done by the Lunts, same pattern: what they’re doing, staff and other top ranking experts
TURERS ASSN.
as did Arthur Q. Bryan as Doc “idiot's Delight,” also retains great how they started and got where in the field. Results, though spotty,
» eawI ®
they are, what they’d like to do. are evidence of the painstaking
Gamble, and Gale Gordon as Mayor topical power).
This second entry by KOMO
provided
an
reporter.
manufacturer
efforts
and
skill
the
The
of
LaTrivia, which was dropped for a
But except for the stars, and
in the live show category
staffers
Technique used is more jourfew years out of respect for Mayor even they were notably below their interesting comments from Dick
“Scandia Barn Dance,” is
La Guardia, inspiration for the brilliant standard, the broadcast as clothing mills help plan fashions nalistic than documentary. There (first, strong
in its third 13 weeks)
character. The music is more than a whole was only moderately im- in advance. Stevens also got some is a tone of understatement and a going
malange of rube humor and
incidental and solid contributions pressive. Both Lunt and Miss Fon- interesting commens from Dick factual quality that is moving and is a
Young, N. 11Y. Daily News
convincing* However, at times this square dancing that listens well
were made by The King's Men and tanne
V**V.*A.
JUJUVU, their
vug lines,
numerous
laillAC muffed A1U1IIV.X
11 ^ sportsiV ^
_
of the reportorial format becomes dull, and should also please the studio
Billy Mills’ crew.
characterizations were imperfectly writer, on the current state
Dodgers.
Brooklyn
and some attempt at a more dra- audience. Each week some local
The sponsor was petted all defined, and although several of
But his interviewing was a bit matic note would help. This is square dance club guests on the
through the show and the McGees their scenes together had the acHe
apparently
most marked in the interviews with show, with caller putting the visichimed in a couple of times to say customed magic, Lunt’s bit in the on the dull side.
Night
what a great guy he is. Topper by little Finnish schoolhouse didn’t doesn’t have that touch whereby a the adult experts, whose objective tors through their paces. Seattle
it
was the West
"Wilcox was the line, “you’re lucky achieve complete clarity and Miss good interviewer can get a person analyses need additional warmth caught
“Pretty Little
doing
Promenaders
prod,
with
easily;
had
to
exhe
one
talk
interest
to
give
the
human
to
if you were a Pet milk baby.”
Fontanne’s unforgettable reading
replying in one-sentence pects of the subject. The inter- Girl” with Alan Denhart calling.
Helm.
of the farewell letter lacked the guests
statements.
views with the youngsters themSinging stars Dale Smith and
expected fire.
Choice of guests in a wider field selves, however, make up for this Carol Berrar, both do a nice job
Heard against the memory of the
NAME IS MARY BROWN
of occupations, and selection of in their frequently bewildered, Bob Hurd, who writes the show,
With Gail Manners, Joey Nash, gifted original cast, including Syd- more talkative guests, would make sometimes self conscious, but al- also handles the lead comedy part
ney Greenstreet, Richard Whorf,
chorus
the show more interesting and at ways sincere attempts to explain of Pop Hobbs, proprietor of the
Montgomery
Clift, Elisabeth Fra
Writer: Michael Johnson
make it smoother. the reason for their deviations. It Hobnail Corners Square Deal Merser and Thomas Gomez, the sup- the same time'
Producer: Lou Frankel
that cantile, working in the commerthese
interviews
in
porting radio players sounded char- On the basis of show caught, is
30 Mins., Sat., 7:30 p.m.
0se Wershba’s skill as a newsman is cials handily and joining in the
acterless.
They included Sandy JilSe g fillers JUS * anQ ^her ^i,!£,
Sustaining
Chan,
Backgrounding
most
apparent.
dance calling.
Campbell as the son, Mary Fickett
WFDR-FM, New York
himself, he gets to the core of his
Morris Simon directs the orLast summer’s Golden Jubilee as the daughter-in-law, Leo Lucker
stories.
young
subjects’
chestra, which backs dancers and
convention of the International as the sardonic uncle, Daviid Cor- THE CLIFF JOHNSON FAMILY
is
of
program
effect
General
win
as the broadcaster
and William Producer: Cliff Johnson
singers in good fashion and he also
..
Ladies Garment Workers Union at T
Mnpntlnol
n*u~u
thought provoking. It is well in30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri,,. 8:15 a.m. tegrated and interesting, despite a contributes a violin solo for neat
Atlantic City was highlighted by
Homer Fickett’s production seemed Participating
break in pace.
a 30-mmute musical narrative
few dead spots. Format is one
lacking in dimension. As in former WGN, Chicago
Production and direction by
staged by the Northeast Division
which may well be applied to other
seasons, Norman Brokenshire was
morning subjects of a public service nature. Fred Patterson keep things movcross-the-board
This
of the ILGWU. WFDR, the labor
the r e gu 1 a r announcer.
ing right along for a high quality
airer, which recently shifted to
union’s FM station in New York,
Lowe,
Reed.
show.
from WBBM, remains one of
tape-recorded
performance
the
Over- the past year or so,
the most unusual shows in Chi ra- THE GREATEST STORY EVER
and, with the voices of Gail Manners and Joey Nash superimposed Radio Attractions has developed dio. Program is an expansion of
TOLD
D. M. SHOW
over the original, gave it its initial into one of the prize segments the hubby and wife breakfast table (“The Daughter of Jairus”)
With Dick Mills
within the realm of transcription chatter idea, with the Johnson’s 30 Mins.; Sun., 5:30 p.m.
radio presentation last weekend,
4 Hrs.; Mon.-thru-Frl„ 7 a.m. and
It turns out to be a delightful programming Under the combined four daughters, ranging from 10 to GOODYEAR
4 p.m.
tour-de-force
in
labor - politico WMGM-Metro-MCA auspices, it three years old, providing unex- ABC, "from New York
Participating
propagandizing in the musicomedy has expanded into a major opera- pected assists. Series comes direct( Kudner )
Albany
WPTR,
idiom, with about a dozen songs tion embracing several hundred ly from the family’s suburban
Returning to the air Sunday (24),
Dick Mills, new WPTR pr*.
markets and giving local stations home, and its unrehearsed sponta- for its fifth year, “The Greatest
blended into the “Mary Brown
gram director-disk jockey, made a
narration of the ILGWU its Or- a hefty chunk of qualitative pro- neity and intimacy cash in on the Story Ever Told” resumed its high
slow though reasonably promising
ganizing and negotiating, its edu- gramming at nominal cost.
radio audience’s apparently unlim- level of religious simplicity and
Perhaps the major showcase on ited, interest in the lives of people impressiveness with a quietly-told start in his lengthy air assignment
cational
problems, as
assorted
benefits and for the windup its the
Radio Attractions cata- willing to spend part of their ex- drama of hatred, love and forgive- (a pair of two-hour periods daily)
the 50,000-watter.
Indications
political pitch to vote the labor log is the hour-long weekly “MGM istence in goldfish bowls. If the ness. Story, “The Daughter of Jai- on
Theatre of the Air” dramatic Johnson moppets are as animated rus,” gave a lesson in tolerance as were he might not be spectacular
party.
should
well.
Strangeness
wear
but
It all comes off as a simple ex- seriesf which are vested with the as they sound, strip would seem a it depicted the Biblical tale of Jaito the Capital district and hamperposition of the “strength in unity” same top-shelf production values natural for simulcast treatment.
rus, a quick-tempered man, who
theme, built around songs that, for that pertain to a “Lux Radio TheaRambling patter on segment hated Gideon because the latter ing effects of hay fever about
were
the most part, are highly reminis* tre.” This was again borne out by heard (20) maintained good inter- had voted against him in an elec- both of which he talked
cent. There’s a bit borrowed here last week’s presentation of “Billy est, mainly because of the ad lib tion for the town elder. When Jai- braking factors. A singing dee jay.
Mills
to
confined
that
phrase
(sometimes suggestive of Marc The Kid,” with Zachary Scott, contributions from the kiddies. rus’ daughter, Sarah, fell ill, she
Blitzstein’s “No For An Answer” heard Friday night on WMGM, Both Cliff and Mrs. Johnson dis- was able to bring the two men to- snatches, but they were enough to
indicate
pleasing pipes.
operatic paen to organized labor) N. Y., in the 7:30 to 8:30 slot. played a friendly naturalness and gether and show. her father the
Approach was generally quiet
and a bit borrowed there (recalling Despite two previous pietorial ver- worked the youngsters into the ses- error and dangers* of his hot temand restrained, leaving the music
the “Talking Union” labor ballads) sions that came out of the Metro sion nicely. The time and weather per.
but all accomplished with an un- lot, the radio adaptation had a reports and a couple of records
Performances and scripting were to carry the entertainment load.
a wider selection and
ashamed lyrical intensity and fer- distinct flavor and richness all its were woven into the show to pre- tuuaiij
equally uu
high level,
on a JUAii
v
with
witu no
mi Mills played
if
_
vor that excuses the' pilfered clef- own, adding up to an hour of solid vent too many lulls when the con- sentimental false notes, but quite apparently a greater number of
e
* at
case
rs
en * s
n
fing.
entertainment values.
versation lagged. Frame wound up in character With the moving sim- P Vi,* A !u
^f
?f^
Albany territory,
Both as sugar-coated propaganda
Howard Dietz, the Metro ad- with a little spat between two of plicity of the incident. SponsorMUls
not
if
possesses
pleasant
a
for union organizers and as enter- publicity veepee who doubles into the girls which sounded realistic.
ship by Goodyear, as always, was
tainment, it has a lot of offer and directing the series, does an effecIntegrated spiels for participat- in perfect taste, with only the brief colorful speaking voice, which he
rates an AM (as well as FM) ride tive job on the continuity integra- ing sponsors were ably handled by opening and closing announcement often holds down. Mills obviously
on the kilocycles.
Dave•
Rose.
Johnson.
tion and intros.
as identification.
Bran, ,
(Continued on page 38)
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On TV,

Powers was a natural .

grabber from the

start,

sponsors. Powers

sells for

knows how

to sell people

a sportswriter for twenty-five years,

Powers learned how to write

Jimmy

to interest people.

His newspaper column "The Powerhouse” has had
a readership rating of

63% Men, 13% Women

show you

to

And

market, with the highest

TV reception—more

among 4,000,000 families
record of getting results. Whether you’re

As a radio commentator
Jimmy Powers learned how

for the last ten years,

to try out a

to talk to interest

to learn

listened*to of the sportscastfers,

richest metropolitan

1,400,000 sets

your feet wet

and

one

he’s only

—the station

his successful case histories!

wpix has the world’s

probably the highest rating of any sportswriter.

people. He’s one of the best liked, most respected

getter for

TV is a proven sales medium. Ask any

wpix man

As

an audience

sponsors because he
. . .

of the scheduled staples on wpix

where

, .

and an action

.

in'

.

.

than

and a

getting

TV for the first time ... or want

network program

.

.

wpix

is

the place

how tause TV properly, and profitably!
WPIX, the New York News station
.

220 E. 42nd

St.,

New York

City,

.

.

MU 2-1234

^

..

Wednesday* September 27, 1950

TELEVISION
program chiqf Jay Faragliam. . .
Packagers She]! Chartoc and Don
Cole have been appointed consultants for the Gordon Best agency.
Richard O’Connor, Magnavox
.
to

Tele Chatter
show on
“Colgate Comedy Hour”

New York

.

.

.

Nelson Case, announcer for the
Frigidaire commercials on NBC’s
Bob Hope show Sept. 14, pacted
for the same job on the webs
Bobby Clark show Sunday night (1).
Jerry Martin, formerly with
William Esty and NBC, named TV
Duane Jones
director for the
“Chester, the Pup,”
agency.
carried unshow
cartoon
children’s
til now by ABC’s midwestern net,
interconnected
going on the full
web starting Oct. 7 with Mason:
.

.

.

.

.

NBC s
.

.

.

Mary

Papa,”

humous Deed,” Which will be given
an airing on NBC’s “Lights Out” Rugs. Half-hour show is packaged
Monday 2.
hv Rndem & Associates

Hollywood

“You Can’t Take

set to co-star in
It-

of

With You’’ as
ABC’s new

the. first DJ0tedng_-

Prize

Pulitzer

.

.

,

Mai Merritt will script.
Jlm Bakcr will produce" the- Alec
Cooper-Jack Owens shows on

ter.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

KCR, which

.

&

football games.
direct the

Bill

WBKB

TV

Balaban will
remote crew

feeding the games to the StateJack
Lake and Tivoli houses. .
.

.

NBC

Trindell, Chi
tele studio coordinator, received Army “greetings” last week. . . . Curley Lambeau, Chi Cardinals coach, to guest
on Red Grange’s ABC-TV sports

show Thursday

.

.

.

KCR

.

.

.

.

WBKB

,

KNBH

,

Inc.’

,

.

.

and KCR,

WARD

-

Playhouse’’ Oct. 6 under Schlitz
Eight KFI-TV diBen Brady, KLAC-TV.
Beer sponsorship.
rectors joined Screen Directors
vet Hollywood radio producer- Guild, sole holdout being Bob.
writer, easting to take over as aswho also has an execuon CBS’ Hiestand
sociate-'producer-writer
the station. SDG
Lou tive position at
“Ken Murray Show.’’
local stations except
all
has
now
Florence upped to full directorship
directors are With
whose
at the N. Y. Daily News’ WPIX.
Radio’ and Television Directors
Don Garfein, formerly in the sta- the
Guild and KTSL whose directors
tion’s commercial production dehaven’t made any affiliation yet.
partment, moved into the associate
... Margaret O’Brien will make
director’s spot vacated by Florence.
video how Oct. 4 on Don
her
... American Television Society McNeil’s Chi Breakfast Club show
resumed its regular forum meet- and will follow it a month later
ings after a summer hiatus last
with a guest spot on Ken Murray’s
night (Tues.) at the N. Y. AdvertisGene
program in New York.
ing Club with a discussion on film
lensed Coleen Gray at ApLester
as the answer to network video.
Vallee
at
Rudy
Valley and
Harry P. O’Brien named man- ple
.
Coronado for his “Hollywood On
ager of the RCA Exhibition Hall
the Line” vidfilm series for CBSin Radio City, succeeding Howard
“Crusade in Europe” reTV.
Davis, who resigned to join the
peats on KECA-TV in November
Clardirectorial staff.
Series
its third local beaming.
director of for
.

officials

p

Nov. 30 Teeoff

Set, for

“Today’s Racing from Tropical
Park,” which brings filmed reports
Of the Florida races to N. Y. video
screens the same day, is slated to
tee off Nov. 30, opening day of the
Florida racing Season, under a deal
set this week between the track

weekend

.

,

Tropical Park Racing

f
Vriwnrd
Edward Mp.
Me* tested the system last year over
Security s veepee,
(DuMont, N. Y.) during the
Burr Tillstrom, Fran Allison, jack Gettigan, here * n y e.?^ating ,5
last three weeks in February, plans
Fascinato and Kuklapolitan play- case, said the firm initially refused
for to. make any payment to Hornsby s to have a complete 13-week run
ers to N. "Y, this
splurge in connection with release widow, Mrs. Dorothy Hornsby, who this year, shifting to Hialeah when
new RCA album, “Happy is currently living in Yuba City that track opens.
of
“Hawkin’s with her three children. Firm later
First six races are filmed daily,
Mother Goose.”
Falls,” Chi-originated sustainer, ia offered her $11,000 to settle the developed at the track and put
slated to bow off with Thursday claim.
aboard a
p. m. flight, which
Right’s show.
Chief obstacle is the fact that reaches N. Y- four hours later..
Jackhr Van, Skeets Mintort and th e policjT^vas less than a year Films will then be telecast at 11:30
n old when Horjnsby died. If it had p. m. six nights a week, with
ir
re ular
f ?
l as packaged
?
by k e en n effect for two years it now dickering for a' sponsor and
Tilt Spot,
s
j
Sid Page for Drewrys Beer & Ale- would have been incontestable.
outlet. Joe Roberts will again proJohnny* Paul and the TuTones
duce for KCR, With the show again
Joe Wifson to do
.
stay on.
as a special feature an
presenting
Katz
commentary on Balaban
CaI
interview with Bill Corum and
theatre screening of U. of Illinois MOSUIa If D110W

Video rights to the King FeaGloria SwanCandy sponsoring.
tures comic strip “Snuffy Smith”
son guesting on ABC’s “Stop the have been acquired by Maurice
Music’’ tomorrow night (Thurs.),
L. Kusell who is planning a new
Charles Coburn and Ella Baines telefilm series based on the charac.

.

.

,

.

author of “The Post-

is

llUKrliMjI

.

:

‘

It to

ins Of

UADMCDV INCIIDANfT
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Reid pacted for the femme character lead on Harvey Marlowe's
WOR-TV production, “Trapped,”
Richard Seff,
Friday night (29)
featured player on WPIX’s Leave
.

PAYMFNT ON
"11
Olfluu TilUfllilil

or
Hoilywood, Sept. 26.
prexy, reports sales of tele-radio
Security Life Insurance of Denmanufacturing firm hit $31,716,the
of
630 during past fiscal year for a ver is withholding payment
new record, topping previous $48,000 life insurance policy held
Dave Hal- by the late Don “Creesh” Hornsby
year’s $24,402,206.
per, Chez Paree host, to make his on the grounds the comic knew
video debut on Robert Q. Lewis’ be had polio -before he tbok -out
CBS show this Thursday. . . the policy but withheld the infor“Talking With Toni, ’V featuring mation from the firm.
Hornsby
Toni Rodgers. Switches from radio died in New York just before he
TV Oct. ®
was to have embarked on a series
.

Cantor’s

Eddie

CTAII

night

(28).

.

.

.

Austin Kiplinger, Chi Journal of

In!!'

.

WGN-TV

Ml
n

a

*T

l

Vine IUUC
King UIT1COI
rfA-|AC|
i*U15

guests.

Roberts, incidentally, also supervised tensing of training camp

“Frank Sinatra Show” tees off films of Joe Louis and Ezzard
via CBS-TV Oct. 7 as one of that Charles to be used a& special TV
network’s few bigtime entries dur- trailers
for
their
heavyweight
j n g the last several years that has
championship fight tonight (Wed.).
not been pre-tested via kinescope, Film, bankrolled by the Interna*?
^program’s format and cast were tional Boxing Club, which is profinalized only this week and, since moting the event, wap supplied to
^ j s airea dy f n rehearsal, there CBS, Telenews, Tel Ra, All Amerwas no opportunity for the usual ican News and WPIX for their
newsreels.

L an on-thelooking to the preem as
from “The air audition.
WNBT
over the Vance-Fuller Team
which
will
take
Show,
Innocents,” guested on “Quiz
ence Schimmel named
was first shown on KTTV and Kids” last week.
Jim Moran & to 10 p.m. slot, is to be a musiCBS’ “Garry Moore Show.”
Kiddie Show
Larry has renewed Wednesday night cal-variety format, with Sinatra as
For
again on KECA-TV.
Herbert Gottlieb joined Ted Ash- then
Comic Ben
Kolpack’s “Small Talk” has been wrestling on WENR-TV for his the “singing host.”
Rosamond Vance, who has done
ley Associates, radio - TV talent
set for telensing over KTSL. ... Courtesy Motor Sales Co.
cast
permanent
Blue,
who’s
to
be
a
kiddie,
a
number
of
programs on
management and package outfit.
Paul Dudley inked to a five-year
member, will have a weekly “Blue TV, and Lorenzo Fuller, currently
Lisa Kirk pacted for a series of
Ackerman
Harry
with
CBS
pact
by
There’s
to
Family”
also
•
*
sketch.
radio and TV commercials for
in the Broadway musical, “Kiss
will start off as producerLondon
be a' vocal quintet and, possibly, a Me, Kate,” debut their new mopOldsmobile, to be turned out at and
the Frank Sinatra series
femme singer. J. Carroll Naish pet show, “Van and the Genie,
the Jerry Fairbanks studio in, Hol- writer of
lead
in
Livesey
plays
the
Jack
John Rich, field/ pro- in New York. He’ll return to the John* Masefield’s
lywood.
“Tragedy
of has been set as guest on the on WPIX, N. Y., Oct. 8, for Scottylater to create new TV and
duction supervisor for the McGraw coast
initialer and plans to do a video
.
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Chicago

Dick von Albrecht,
staffer, joins

ex-WKRC-TV

WGN-TV

as assistant

.

{SnS

.

for an appearance on CBS’ “Nash
Airflyte Theatre” Nov. 3
Jack
Albertson, not Frank, in the cast of

.

m

Maugham

Tintair

i

m

WEWS’

week by WEWS, Scripps-Howard station here, for a new crossthe-board series in the 4 to 4:30
With the new Kate
p. m. slot.
Smith show having teed off yesterday (Mon.) on NBC’s WNBK,
plans to use Morris as a
Special pitch to lure teenagers to
its channel,
Singer, who formerly emceed a

this

.

i

i
1

.-*!«**-CO
and

_ soC4

^ tS

Teenage Pitch

Cleveland, Sept. 26.
Baritone Bob Morris was pacted

i

^

;

WEWS

I

j

variety show on KSD-TV/ St. Louis,
also be starred in the “Bob

will
|

*

m

ot
(9et
ceS

o«'

nce

Miss Vance, who conceived the
show, will also write it. Seymour
Fuller,
Kaplan is the producer.
will ' continue
incidentally,
in
“Kate” in addition to handling a
daily disk jockey show on WLIB,
N. Y.

.

.

short spots for television plugs in advance of his terpery stands around
sponsors
Robert Montgomery scheduled to the country.
address the Overseas Press Club
Monday (2)
Martha Scott signed
stories.

TV

.

days.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(28).

.

.

.

Show is a 15pop, a confection.
version of his “Life with Luigi” minute weekly, 12:30-12:45 Sun-

Douglas radio character. Paul Dudley is
Allen is producer. .Henry Cald- producer, Hal Gerson directs and
and
well’s “Cafe Continental” returns Axel Stordahl will arrange
for the fall season Oct. 7. .Walton conduct the music^
9
Anderson is preparing new adaptation by Eric Maschwitz of “CarisMills
is
colMichael
sima”
Hours
Col/s 294
laborating with Ted Kavanagh and
Columbus, Sept. 26.
Cary Edwards to devise a new
With WBNS-TV’s plunge into
Howes
formula for the Bobby 'Howes
programming, Monday
show. .Producer Bill Ward is set- morning
series
the last of the three TV stanew
by
(25)
for
a
details
tling
Terry Thomas and Vic Oliver
tions in the city to expand into
The recent Arts Theatre produc- A. M. time, the total number of
tion of “The Gentle Gunman” was television hours available to viewscreened last night (26) with the ers in this area amounts to 294
complete West End Cast headed by eac h week.
Robin Bailey and Michael Golden.
Breakdown of this time by staDr. L. S. B. Leakey will be show- tions shows WLW-C, the Crosley
ing more of his African discoveries 011 tlet and first station in Columa program of Pre-historic Man
bus> offering an average of 114
9
d
hours weekly; WTVN, the Edward
wIvmnniJ T nvin a
inH
e
Merrit^wiu'b^ playing tl^i? orig- Lamb station telecasts 95 hours
each week and WBNS-TV. The Distoal partT in a TvTefsLh of vll
Gielgud’s “Party Manners,” which patch station, 85 hours,
of Sept. 1 a total of 84,000
in
collaboproduce
will
the author
the Coration with Kevin Sheldon Sunday sets were in operation
area.
lumbus
day (1).

formance tomorrow

.

.

the Great,” a poet’s play
which has its second per-

in prose

.

.

which

WPIX

,

.

Associates-NBC crime document- AM shows for local origination.
Marian Richman and Daws Butler
ary, “Wanted,” resigned to join
NBC’s program production depart- dubbed voice tracks for Courneys
ment.
Lefty Gomez, Dolly Productions’ chimp starrer
Stark and A1 Schacht slated to “Chimplock Hums and the Net of
Fate,” series satirizing Sherlock
participate in a round-table discusHolmes for Bing Crosby Entersion of the upcoming World Series
prises.
Revue
Productions,
in a special 15-minute show via
headed by Sherman Harris, made a
ABC Friday night (29).
deal with California Studios to
Larry Schwab, Jr., director
lens 13 and possibly 26 half-hour
alternate weeks on NBC’s “Lights telefilms at the lot.
Jerry
Out,” assigned to direct the new Fairbanks inked Lisa Kirk for
“Musical Comedy Time” series, video and radio blurbs for Oldspreeming next Monday (2). Since mobile.
Sid Fields and Roberta
it’s to be aired once every two Lee checked out of Charley Foy’s
weeks, Schwab will still have a Valley nitery to plane east for apshow a week .
John E. Gibbs, pearances on Frank Sinatra’s CBSindie talent and package agent, TV program.
Gloria DeHaven
meeting W. Somerset Maugham on drew the
lead opposite
the latter’s arrival from Europe to- Dennis Day for latter’s video audiday (Wed.) to discuss plans for tion show.
Frankie Carle
CBS’ upcoming “Teller of Tales,” lensed a dozen 45-second video
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

for Chi Na-

Patsy Bruder and
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Morris Show” Tuesdays and Thursdays at 7 p. m.

Ed

Louisville

MYSTERIES
five minut# open ond
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BILLY JACKSON Agency

57^1
x

continues

Booking Acts of All Kinds for Television,

M,oC

Radio,

Vaudeville,

film

wood, now available on a 3* or
5 weekly basis to regional and

|)rint

Driscoll,

and Walter Quinn, TV
'cameraman, of WHAS-TV staff,
have joined up with the Marines,
j Quinn is a World War II vet, having had service in the South Pacidirector,

TV

completed In Holly*

and

Nighl

Clubs—

*

ROSALIE JACKSON
1564 Broadway, Now York
Telephone: JUdson 6-9171

Wednesday, September 27,
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RADIO-TELEVISION
Chi Jockey Saxon Set

New WGN

Center Theatre as TV Showcase

Chicago, Sept. 26.
Jerry. Saxon, longtime nightwatchman on the WIND disk jock
this
show, has returned to
week with a platter program aired
over WGN. Show is beamed Monday through Friday at 11:15 P.M.
for a half-hour, 'witlT Saxon spinning only light classics and keeping chatter grooved toward the
platter buildup.
Program is bankrolled by local

Continued -from page 2$

.

roster to consider.
For Firestone, it was another
One of the
“first” chalked up.
oldest network radio shows, Firestone was the first sponsor to try

tre'

or the

The

initial

NBC

studios.

show, however, re-

veals that NBC has gone to great
pains to make this site more attractive for its top talent. Size of
the stage has been cuf"down considerably, and an excellent amplification system has been installed
so that a performer won’t |tave to
sacrifice television values io. trying
to reach the audience. The tele
mikes are extremely directional so
that there won’t be a vocal back-

loudspeakers feeding
the audience are spotted so that
there shouldn’t be any conflict.
The Center stage still remains an
extreme -y large affair. So large
that the Howard Barlow-conducted
orcbostra of nearly 50 pieces occupied only a comparatively small
fire and. the

space. There was sufficient room
for a quartet of cameras to swung
around without interfering with
the action. In addition, stage had
room for smaller sets.
v The* general run of audience
gathered by the network, will get
more of a show here than is seeii
on the screen. So much iriore, that
it will be difficult, at times to concentrate on the stage action! Setting up scenes, and frantic movement of camera dollies attempting
to reach the target in time, will
provide additional divertissement
A comic of
for the audience.
Wynn’s calibre could possibly do
it.

But with its drawbacks, there
should be additional rewards for
those playing this house. A laugh
coming from so large an audience
should really sound like something
to the parlof viewers, and applause
for musical efforts should reach

i

S21 (60th Street)

NEW YORK
Are you looking for charm*
ing and gracious apart menfs? Modern, high celling s, cross ventilation, large

Judge John Knox.

j

the

first

]

;

Two

j

[

SCHENLEY LIQUOR ADS
ON RADIO-IN ALASK

tions, two of which handle networks and one independent.

Total of .$50,640.28 in claims for 870 of its members has been collected by Coast AFRA in the last year and only one large sum remains
uncoUected-^-the $12,000 still to be paid off to AFRA members from the
»*.'*«*«**:
going to hit radio in the territorial
Using 5,000 watts, it offers both “Box 13” transcription program series. Coin snayed during the 12U. s.—but it’ll be in Alaska. Schen- CBS and NBC programs.
is month period includes fees for transcribed programs which fell in
ley International Corp. has signed the key station of the Alaska arrears, additional coin due from rebroadcasts, fees due for putting of
for a crosS-the-board, 15 -minute Broadcasting System, which con- program audition platters and other incidental sums not readily colsports show over the Alaska Broad- sists of six stations, and is located lectable by the performers themselves.
casting System’s six stations. Pack- in Anchorage.
KENI (Midnight
aged by the network, the program Sun Broadcasting Co.) founded’ and
Roger W. Clipp, general manager of WFIL and WFIL-TV, Philadelwill be bankrolled Mondays, Wed-, sponsored by the late CapL Austm
phia, has been named campaign chairman for the 1951 March of Dimes.
- nesdays and Fridays by Schenley ”
— pio- He succeeds former postmaster Joseph F. Gallagher, who led last year’s
E. Lathrop, wealthy Alaska
Products and on Tuesdays and neer, carries ABC, Mutual and
successful appeal and who will serve in an advisory capacity during
Thursdays by Blatz Brewing.
some NBC shows. The swank stu>
Deal marks the first time that dios of KENI, in the Fourth Ave- the coming campaign.
Clipp accepted the post at the fall meeting of the executive board of
any domestic radio network will nue Theatre bldg, in AriChorage,
have carried liquor commercials. is equal to the most modern in the the Philadelphia Chapter, National Foundation of Infantile Paralysis j
Schenley last year was all set to States,- with an auditorium that can sponsoring organization in* this city for the Dimes drive. Last January,
toss several millions into radio ad- seat 150 persons. Third Anchorage Clipp and the staff at WFIL-TV, enlisted the cooperation of all Philadelphia stations,
and TV, to stage a television auction that netted
vertising. Oil ABC, but the deal was station is KBYR.
nixed by the FCC. McCann-Erick- _ The Lathrop organization also $11,000 for the polio fund.
son handles the Schenley account, owns the powerful 5.000 watt outwith Raster, Farrell. Cbelsey & let in Fairbanks for ABC and MurviLLE’S 45,700 SETS
Clifford setting Ihe deal for Biatz. tual, in competition with ABS’
Edgar Peterson Gets
Louisville, Sept. 26.
KFRB (1,000 watts), Which carries
With
29 but of 33 distributors
CBS and NBC.
Pulitzer
reporting,
certified
public accountBurt Brazier
Stations of the Alaska Broadcastant audit show's there were 45,700
Hollywood, Sept. 26.
Editor, Variety:
ing System cover the rest of the
Edgar Peterson, former produc- television sets in the Louisville
The last time I wrote to you was territory with outlets at Seward
Juneau tion assistant to Dore Schary, David area as of Sept. 1.
watts;
250
At that time I left for (KIBH),
in 1947.
This is an increase of 6,513 sets
Selznick
and RKO, has been chosen
Sitka
watts;
(KINY),
5,000
Woods veterans hosp. in Mil- (KIFW), 250 Watts, and a short- by Young & Rubicam to supervise over Aug. 1.
production of “Pulitzer Prize Playwaukee.
I’ve been there untii wave station at Anchorage.
house” on television for Schlitz.
now.
He will make his headquarters in
My friends in radio were absoN. Y., where the dramatic series
lutely magnificent with their hearts
will originate.
__

.

|

KFQD,

A ">fcJka

the first station in Alas(1924), is the leading station

KFQD

.

|

•

-

i

‘

j

AM

TV Show Nod

Back

’

PARK AVENUE

it’s

simulcasting
to use the Center theatre. Indications are that it’s ideal for musical
shows such as “Voice.” Pageantry
will go over extremely well here,
and the size should be' no drawback to legit players versed in
stage mores.
The Center theatre remains a
challenge on all fronts, especially

International thear

large.

j

The motions to be filed are for the purpose of bringing the issue
before the court. They allege facts which are undisputed in the case
and thus provide the basis for argument.
Emerson dealers, Rube Schoenberg
The case will lie argued by attorneys for the ABC, NBC and CBS
and Abe Shulman, who strangely netw'Orks the FCC and the Department of Justice.
4
enough are demanding no spbnsor
Although court orders in Chicago and New York stayed the ban
announcements, patterning the
it
was to take effect last Oct. 1, FCC officials believe their,
before
commercials, instead, along inlottery rule had the .effect of stopping the trend toward metre and more
stitutional ad lines.
giveaway programs and di^pouraging new shows. It’s admitted the giveaways are still “a live issue” but the programs are regarded as “on the
way out” and no longer the craze they once were. However, it’s conplunked
who
officials
to network
Population
Small
Alaska
ceded that the network shows are about as numerous as ever but their
down an investment estimated to
audience is said to be less than before the ban was ordered. It’s the
be close: to $500,000 in acquiring
this-house_ahd,to
non-netw'ork
,,
«.bn will
nriii be using
nein?
the performers wiio
With
More
these premises.
Series of spots urging radio listeners to register for this year’s elecIf the Center works out, then as
Anchorage, Sept. 26.
tions have been taped by a number of show biz names, under the aegis
in the dedicatory address Of NBC
probably
is the only area of Labor’s League for. Political Education of the American Federation
Alaska
prexy McConnell the Center will
in the world with a 129,000 popula- of Labor, Spots, which are being made available gratis to all stations,
justify its status as a forward step
tion that can boast of nine commer- were produced under the supervision of Morris S. Novik, indie radio
“free television for a free
in
cial radio stations with two more consultant.
I
Jose.
people.”
in construction presently. AnchorAmong those who have taped the 20 and 45-second announcements
age, with a population of only 31,- ve Frank Sinatra, Dinah Shore, Henry Fonda, Ruth Hussey, Eddie
000 (1950 census), has three sta- Cantor, William Holden and Fannie Hurst
<
and now

'

more intimate

Inside Staff-Radio
forgotten issue of the legality of the FCC giveaway ban
Will goon be argued in court. Motions for summary judgment are to
be filed by the parties early next inonth and the case will probably be
heard in New York aroimd the end of October. A three-judge court,
which will include Circuit Judge Charles E. Clark and District Judge
Vincent Leibell, will preside. Assignment of the third judge (to rePlace Judge Isidor Rivkin, resigned) will be made by Chief District

The almost

AM

thunderous decibel measurements
That’s something for the NBC,j

erally regarded as the ideal setting
for a television showing* It’s a
barnlike structure, and a comic will
have to have an acute sense of
audience values in order to punch
oyer a laugh to the audience. Ed
Wynn is the only comic, so far,
Most of the
daring this house.
Others on the NBC roster have
for the
preference
voiced their

On

Platter Airer

!

|

rooms, new equipment; will
!and pocketbooks, and I want them
decorate for you.
all to know I’m back in circulation
e.
60
$.)
(toz
$208.50
rooms—
3
and appreciate how they stuck
4 rooms—- 375.00
by me. I’m back doing the shows
5 rooms— 450.00
I was doing before, particularly as
6 rooms— 425.00
Carter Trent on “Pepper Young’s
tE. 8-6664
TE8-5J32
i

<

j

!

BROKERS PROTECTED

•

,\

Peterson was assistant producer
on such pictures as “Bachelor and
Bobby
Soxer,”
“The Farmer’s
St. Louis, Sept. 26.
The Griesedieck Bros. Brewing Daughter” and “Spiral Staircase.”
Co., through Ruthrauff and Ryan, During the last war he was asso-

Buys Wash.

U. Grid

Games

bankroll broadcasts of all ciate of Frank Capra in the producgridiron battles of Washington tion of documentary films for Army
last
University, the only local college Signal Corps. He left
that will field a team this season. summer to join Y&R.
St. Louis University, the other colAmarillo, Tex,
BiH Fairley,
legiate school tossed in its gridhere,
iron towel after the close of the commercial manager of
has
been
upped
to
the
post of gen1949 season which w as disastrous
from both a playing record and eral manager.
financial standpoint.
WTMV, East St. Louis will carry
KSD, the
the play-by-play stuff.
St. Louis Post-Dispatch (Pulitzer)
will broadcast all home games of

will

OVER 250 TV SHOWS
Currently 81st Week

RKO

—

\

KFDA

CBS-TV
.

Radio Registry

r

Washington.
The suds makers w ho also sponsor a 75-station midwest web of
play-by-play of all games
St, Louis Cardinals
again bankroll the hockey
games played by the rejuvinated
If and when
St. Louis Flyers.
broadcasting is permitted for local pro boxing Griesedieck will be
in on the ground floor;

the

played by the
will

Mich. Hockey Network
Detroit, Sept, 26.

WJBK

has been named key sta10-station
Michigan
a
Hockey Network Which will broadcast 35 home games of the Detroit
Red Wings’ schedule. A1 Nagler
will handle the play-by-play ac-

tion

We're proud of the successful
company wo keep on WJBK

in

Network

includes stations in
Flint, Saginaw, Battle Creek, Port
Huron, Ann Arbor, Jackson, Alpena,, Petoskey, Traverse City and
Cadillac. Sponsor is the Storh
Co.,

blondex

MORRIS

GRENN AN CAKES
STANBACK HEADACHE

PURITY'S

REMEDY
SULPHA

counts^

Brewing

PHILIP

BORDEN'S INSTANT COFFEE
DR. CALDWELL
CARTER'S LIVER PILLS

ft

SW ANSDOWN CAKE MIX
B C REMEDY

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
PALMOLIVE SOAP

Follow these leaders and boost your

through .Zimmer-

WJBK-TV.

Keller agency.

—

Boston Sydney V. Stadig, Technical Supervisor of WBZ-TV has
been recalled to active duty in U. S.

and D'.monl

I

spot.

*

CBS

WJBK-AM * TV-DETROITNATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS'

Navy with Fred Osgood, longtime
supervisor of station’s Hull transmitter, moving into vacated video

3

affiliate.

NEW YORK
Represented

Nationally

22,
.

by

THE

MADISON AVENUE

488

ELDORADO

.5-24 55

KATZ

AGENCY.

'

INC.

1

P&niEfY

^Uanhi., A>Uku>i-—
.For

letting

me

pinch-hit again while

Everybody on the show

... helped make

sors

it

swell

summer

series*

=

ALU

the spon-

a vacation for me*

HUcu/ihA-fCh&itenfceld-For also letting me stand in
,

you Vacationed*

including

.

for Bing

Crosby on a

OF

"THE ABC'S

MUS'lCi"

and working with such nice folks as Ralph Flanagaii
and the nation's top disk jockeys*

G.H& GalMmJUaReco^di.^—
For the chance to
night time

TV

your great products on our

sell

series,

"THE

SHOW GOES ON"

every Thursday night, starting September 28 .

^hankl, An^uUd
For

letting

Sunday

me

li ak&iA;*-*

Cook up something

night at ll

for

you every.

on CBS-TV.

^lUcuiki, M*i. Paley—
For giving me the opportunity in the

first

place.

(lalt&U J2. JHeuUi
Exclusive Mgf.:

TED ASHLEY' ASSOCIATES

Press:

GORE-SOLTERS

-
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AUTHORS LEAGUE SET
FOR TV WEB HUDDLES

Dudley’s Shamus Has
Hollywood, Sept. 26.

Radio Reviews
Continued from page

’One-World’ Background

Jimmy Durante and producer
Phil,

32

Cohan

to prep the comic’s NBC tele debut
popular music, recording Those
c ha:
Oct. 25; Also going along is Gene
and releasing companies, al- --Charlie ^la ”
Hartifian—
^nink
and Dj9k .Haingan
Fowler, who’s bioging the Schnpz.
though the latter-^and their local Lynn Srooks ue 1 0I s
v
ws
1 lt
quiz
CI
draw too much plus
Writers Charles Isaacs and Jack
representatives
rl
^ ; i7P J
hc-i
heard,
shot
one
are flying to N. Y. tomention. On
pe
e Ellinson
Martin s daily stints tena to b
reDeatedlv pleaded for donations
morrow (27) night.
.is live and v^ile,
Voice
Hi
s
uneven.
by
usable
of portable typewriters
Understood Durante’s sponsor in
steel-like_. Occa
a nerebral palsy occupational- but the tone is too
up, effect being rotating lineup will be Motorola
therapist In v i e w of extended sionally he eases
netot stint is smoother. He displays; a fairsense or another client now being
brdXliing time^
competently gotiated.
from 7 to 9 a.m. Mills will have a of humor. He also
of which
opportunity for public serv- handles the advertising,

knows

artists

—

i

^

.

,

’

Series

i

^

i

,

;

there is
concern.

(

JflCO.

effort.

With Sandy Taylor

WPTR. Albany

sical material.

j

jockey
of a teenage disk
Ail’,
-a ii —
i—
'i a.i n
-1
contest on the station in T94&-and
since,
show
type
that
of
presenter
Sandy Taylor aims at a broader
Saturday
with Ills
new oaiuiudj
ms iiew
audience wun
auaience
program. Initialer reached a fair
entertainmeut mark. It likewise revealed evidences of immaturity in

Winner
•

General Foods

j
— Continued from page 26
With Skip Farrell; John Holtman;
Joseph Gallicchio orch
option was
pianist-singer’s
Whaley
Producer: Bert
Writer: Morgan Perron
dropped because of her Red Chanvvf
y
p.m.
30 Mins.; Thur.-Fri., 10:30
nels listing (which s he refuted in
Continued - f rom—
WMAQ^ Chicago
unHouse
the
before
Testimony
Since local live musical programhair, scream and threaten to quit
mihg is something of a late evening American Activities Committee —but I wouldn’t miss the experifeashow
they
wicj
iwilc-wccivij
twice-weekly
ui«il
uus
rarity, this
raniy,
admitted that
week), aamuiea
weetv',
last
ence I’m getting. Variety? I have
hiring baritone Skip Farrell and the
nrfthahlv sell tn
tb€ time Miss a daily telephone quiz show, sevpiobabiy
^oulfi
full NBC-WMAQ staff orch shapes
^
by eral types of record shows, news,
up as a smart entry. Easy-to^take Scott had occupied more easily

2 Hrs.; Sat., 9 a.m.
Participating
i

a^^cliain

foi

BIG CITY SERENADE

SMILE WITH SANDY

,

sufficient

is

proposals for incorporation in the
Productions and shooting schedule
projected contract*will be tied in with filming abroad
Proposals were lined Up by repof “This World Is Otirs” series
which Dudley is making for Repub- resentatives of the various member guilds of the parent AL organlie rdcflsc*
Budgeted at $25,000 each, pix ization, including the Authors
Dramatists Guild, Radio
will combine travel glamor with Guild,
Screen Writers
Guild,
mystery. Other locations definite- Writers
the new TV Writers
and
Guild
ly set are Greece, Italy and France.
Projected contract with
Group.
The webs will cover the sale of TV
not
rights to literary, dramatic and muj

;

j

great
ice, including support of the war

'

With the national television comHollywood, Sept. 26.
of the Authors League
New mystery series of vidfilms mittee
scheduled
to open negotiations this
tagged “International Detective”
week with ABC* CBS and NBC on
will go before the cameras in
use of literary properties on
French Morocco in Pecember with the
the League called a meeting of
subsequent films to be shot in dif- TV,
in the N, Y. area for
members
all
world.
ferent locations around the
to review draft
being made by Dudley last night (Tues.)

train east Friday <29

,

•

.:

.

voice and in; judgment, which must
be expected in view of fact that
the spinner is only 19.
Youngster would do well to rely

j

of

popular stuff, reducing the chatter. Taylor did moderately well,
interviewing, via a recording, Ri.
1
cardo Montalban as a commercial
Jaco.
plug'

•

.

.

.

session offers strong competition to] turning
usual run of platter shows and

:

it

another

over to

per-

markets, interviews quite often.

•

I

conceivable kind of
been replaced read every
commercial and even did a playI.
dance band remotes.
,,
9 hd
ana
Wednesday
Monday,
the
by-play of a Thanksgiving football
The well-integrated production h
has the musical portions of the p riday 7:45 to 8 p.m. slot by Susan game while perched on the peak of
program sandwiching, some pertia grandstand roof. I grow old try*
...
rent and' ably-delivered patter by;
ing to get programs to time on the
On another front, meanwhile, nose—
On
Farrell and John Holtman.
-in short, I’m learning.
show caught (7) script dealt with Gypsy Rose Lee referred her case
almost had the manager
“I
nostalgic sidelights on the 1893 to her attorneys, Fitelson & Mayer, talked into setting up a news room
Chi Columbian Exposition. Ditties for “appropriate action.” Miss Lee for local coverage but the deal fell
used were attuned to the reminis- had been objected to by the Illi- through—he couldn’t stand the excence theme.
nois American Legion, which wired
I have been fortunate in
pense.
Farrell kept to the ballad cate- a protest to ABC prez Robert E.
several good news
gory for his/ three songs, all of Kintner asking her to be ousted establishing
in the city and through
contacts
which he handled excellently. His from her new “What Makes You
them have obtained several good
version of “The Song Is You” Tick?” show.
Protest again was
Backing and based on a Red Channels listing. local stories in my spare time. I’ve
topped the group.
Joseph
scooped the two local papers at
special arrangements by
Wheii Kintner forwarded Miss
three times bn hot local stuff.
Gallicchio and band were particu-?
group, least
Legion
denial
to
the
Lee’s
Orch
Incidentally, the papers treat us
larly lush for a local show.
asking for further proof if they
a
into,
Doodle”
“Yankee
turned
like untouchable lepers. Only one
had any, the Legion said it was up of them condescends to print our
first-rate musical production for
the
furnish
to
Counter-Attack
to
Dave.
the closer.
program log. Sounds like the ’20s,

j

.

St. L.

:

;

:

1

Sf. Louis, Sept. 26.

About 50 TV
which are basic

•

,

!

!

j

!

With Kris Martin
1 Hr.; Mon.-thru-Sat., 8 a.m.

CO.

.

Goldman, Walter & Kanna)
Kris Martin, from a Chicopee,
(

Mass, station,
of

is

the latest in a

mikemen who have conducted

this

program

since

WROW

de-

WKNY,

buted three years ago.

stations

20 of
on the

net, will carry the Veiled
Bail, the outstanding social event of this burg Oct. 3. The
program, of 60 minutes duration,
will originate from the Henry W.

Prophet

Kiel

(municipal) auditorium by
the only local TV station.

KSD-TV,

NBC relayed KSD-TV’s
program of the ball to several of
its Midwest stations as a fill-in dur-

Last year

-

list

stations,

CBS TV

j

MORNING WATCH
STANDARD FURNITURE
WROW, Albany

Veiled Prophet Ball

‘

m

ing a transmission breakdown.
The 20 basic-stations on the CBS
net will carrry the ball this year,
in addition to many of the other
30 stations that have working
doesn’t it?
“The station has absolutely no agreements with the network. Four
'

is tied in for the second
Newcomer leaves the impression he hasn’t yet hit liis top
stride or evolved the surest ap-

Kingston,
half.

Her show took the

proof.

Author Merle Miller this week news policy. However, I handle cameras will be used in televising
began devoting his full time to an ali the newscasts except one and the proceedings which will be of a
investigation Of the blacklist prob- have inaugurated a policy of my two-hour, duration for KSD dialers.
lem as head of a special commit- own as far. as possible. Still get
tee set upi to study the situation greeted with three minutes of
by the American Civil Liberties commercial for a five-minute news
Union. Miller is interviewing as show once in a while. Scream as
many people as possible who I may, it doesn’t do much good.
might be able to throw some light But, as I say, I still* like it. Tell
on the subject. ACLU spokesmen me, am I crazy?”
said a full report on his conclusions would be made public at the
completion of his probe but dedared that, since they want to tie
John

—

.

.

taining, interesting and dull, which
should improve as the format is

1

shaped ana the content

!

iized.

is selectiv-

three half-hours,
represented the best

Of the

first

third
radio, Even this

the

i

dragged in spots.
15-minute segment would be
Feature includes interviews with and bits by the ‘Club
artists; chats with individuals and down all the facts in the case, they
Continued from page 25
A ^VA v to
couples brought up from the ^u- would
A1U VA> AAV/
HUUIU vjpiuuauij
probably have
no report
dience; an occasional commentary make for three weeks or more.
vision operation, returning to the
by Walt Sheahan; baseball scores
Coast when that job was completed.
Sheahan
odds-and-ends.
and
Since McCray !s advent, Strotz
pluggel a Cadillac convertible
was limited to administration of
which a friend wished to sell on
the Western division. He Was reanother stint:
Top entertainment contributions
ported unhappy over the division
Continued from page 27;
MayWere soprano solos by Terry
of authority. He will act as confair and an Italian emceeing rou- research
Dissatisfaction sultant for a period after his sucsignals.
tine by Tommy Ford.
with expense and inadequacies of cessor is chosen.
Sheahan possesses an ingratiat- current multiplicity of audience
McConnell also has another post
ing personality and an infectious
groups popped up fre- to fill in this division— the replacelaugh for the informal routine. He surveying
in ment for John Elwood, recently
sessions
and
regular
in
quently
should clear, the tone and clarify
resigned manager of KNBC, Frisco.
Giveaways include corridor discussion;
the diction.
Best
Ifoods Both KNBC and KNBH, web's
orchids and beauty treatments.
Brown,
Albert
Signon and signoff is by Charlie veepee, was elected chairman of Coast videoperations, report directRandell’s orchestra, which might ANA board, replacing William Pot- ly to Jim Gaines* head of o&o
stations.
be heard more often.
Jaco.
ter, of Eastman Kodak. Paul West
1

1

A

I

,

preferable.

'.

j

air as

scheduled.

CLUB SHOW

proach. Friday blocks—-when show With Walt Sheahan, Guests
is called “Coffee With Kris”
30 Mins.; Sun.-thru-Sat., 12:30 a.m.
reveal him to best advantage, per- HAWAIIAN KLUB
haps because they permit a WROW, Albany
friendly personality to blossom.
WROW’s second night club ongination is a grab-bag of the enter-

West

•

,

j
•

(

!

|

!

j

Courtesy of M-G-M
Now appearing with

:

,

DONALD, O'CONNOR
11
In "THE MILKMAN

I

‘

(Universal-International)
I

—
—

:

ANA

*

FOR SALE
NYACk.

Small

Hudson

on

ostato

close; to Helen Hayes' estate. 1 1 rooms,
3 baths, maids' quarters;. 500 ft. of
riparian rights, 2-car garage, ell heat.
,

Seen by appointment.

A. C.

GALLAGHER CO.

Rlverdale Ave. and 263rd Street,

New York

Klngsbrldge 9-9174

For a profitable, dignified career
in

the

glamorous,

ever-growing

was reelected ANA prexy. Wesley
Nunn, Standard Oil of Indiana ad
was named vice chairman.
Remaining sessions of the parley,
which winds up Thursday (27),

stage

MAK

& TV
E-UP

You know the importence of proper makeup— fho
• nviablo position makeup men and women occupy in
the theatric# f world.
Here’s a quick, practidal, interesting course that qualifies you as an expert: in

end character makeup for every type of role
medium..
Under the personal supervision of
Richard Co rson ,fa mous author of " Sf a g e Makeu p’\

straight

end

actor, director,
versities.

Live,

with

exclusively

deal

Does This

NOW

NOTARY PUBLIC
FLORENCE GORDON
Hotel Edison (Mezzanine Floor)
228 West 47th Street. New Yerk 19, N. Y.
Circle 8-5000
Ext. 24

these

prevalent in formal and off-thecuff discussions of delegates at the
confab here. Possibility that

"A

becomes dearer;

vc.y unusual story. Different from any other program on tho air."
In tho plot synopsis is 'terrific'."
like thie show because It is so well developed and thought
.

"The Imagination

ANA

next year may see considerable
curtailment of advertising budgets
was mentioned frequently although
most ad execs professed they were
adopting a wait-and-see attitude
until the fuzzy economic picture

Interest You, Mr. Sponsor?

Ldoking for something new In on adventure show? Read
cheers from networks and New York agencies about a daily serial, ready tor production now:

Uncertainties growing out of international situation and bearish
attitude toward teevee because of
channel freeze continuation was

.

''We especially

out."
j

"We have never read such pictorially perfect, synopses.
these are not the actual experiences of real people."
"Very much Impressed with the presentation,"
"A swell show."
"Can be made Into an oxcellont radio property,"

Amazed

to learn

'

A

Detailed Presentation is Available

Would You

"

Like to See It?

Write Box 1 5, Stouchsbung, Berks County, Pennsylvonia

magnificent, block-long facilities in the heart of the
theatrical district.
Day and night courses.

REGISTER

Letters, Scripts, Etc.
EftlcUnt, Rapid, Modarata Rataa

i

printed

coach and Instructor at leading Unimodels used. Free Placement Service;

APPROVED FOR VETERANS

PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER

director,

media.

;

Continued from page

27;

For the Thursday night broadcast,
143 stations have been pacted, including 125 major markets.
The
Mishel Piastro-conducted programs
will

be transcribed.

The Longines

AM

spread will
give the symphonette an increasing
id^gtification prior to its embarking on a coast-to-coast concert tour
of the major cities, which gets
der way Oct. 14 in Cleveland. Tour
is self-sustaining, representing the

um

first

ing

such junket by a symph havits

comeuppance in

radio.

.

—

_

;

!

.

on music and his knowledge

V

*.

I

;

»

L- to- date-has had no-eontractr
with any TV network,; sponsor or
agency. Thus, any property produced so far. on video has been
-bought independently from the author or his agent.

INTERNATIONAL SINGERS
Conducted by Clifford Kemp is selecting voices for
his Choral Ensembles for Concert, Radio r and TV

appearances
Auditions to be held — Sunday f
October 1 and 8 —~ 2-4 p.m.
Mondays^ October 2 and’
8-10 p.m .
Tuesdays, October 3 and 10—-8-10 p.m.
at C.B.S. THEATRE BUILDING, Studio 806, 1697 Broadway
•

9—

*

Wednesday, September 27, 195{F

P&RIETY
Moran roared through
falls

a series of

and tumbles that rocked the

house performer’s sense of timing

Continued from page

.

occasionally “over?
rather than
reaching in an attempt to garner
lauKua,
jik laughs.
big
^fUpnt viewed (20) dealt with
Norths miSdvuntures at a cock-

to

30

move any

—

of its

shows from the

block.

“Theatre”

is

merely

showcase

a

.KECA-TV

sup- fectively.
Three solo numbers.
plying facilities -and basic .pTOduc-.j however, did not pay off: Though
for the agency with

,

asMres ® s is-

New system of telecasting filfn commercials from a remote control
location without a studio switchback is now being used by ABC-TV.
System, utilizing a new type utility projector produced by General
Precision Labs, projects the commercials direct from the film into a
standard image prthicon camera, thereby eliminating the need of studio
Standby facilities to handle the plugs.
Pro j ector has a special “pulldown sprocket intermittent,” which
solves the problem of flicker caused by film running through the projector at a different frame-per-second speed than that of the video

ifiSSi ra

Hostess, or lainei -nei

d oeuviesv

perfect, insuring surefire reis
sponse. Miss Russell voealed two
The Paul Winchell show on NBC had to be cancelled out Monday
tunes hitting pleasingly on “Crazy (22), when an AT&T amplifier burned out at the International theatre,
He Calls Me” but missing on up- N. Y., Origination point of the show. NBC substituted a filmed travelog
tempo version Of “Sunny Side of of Holland. It’s not yet determined whether Winchell will repeat the
the Street/’ Bachelors Trio hackslated for Monday or do another.
stopped the show and did so ef- show

anVt

throning
fields
1

on
"kept "l^ayoiit "was- vety poorly framed
Continued from, pa Re 29
with i.amb running through three
fhnv?n»
fon(| at the comic until he f
V
interspersed between a
tUd routines
«"a°s hfl,Sly handcuffed
single song by Martha Tilton and a CBS color, on the theory that to
ended up on the floor and Norton dance number by Jesse, James and wait for some compatible system
received the go-sign from his host?
Correll. Program was brought to a would take too long and sets in
ess. He walked out, silently mutter
Use would reach a much higher
full stop between each presentaS
hich in the
t
^12°
bite^and ion with usher announcing forth- figure than now* all whic
of a° sesScm^that
/coming chore in what was a mix- [future would; be obsolete,
liuiuui.
atand
next
revue
of
vaude
a
...
lure
.
j
Addressing a meeting of the
Ed Roberts, workingJ .willv good rr a C tj 0 !V ..at a sideshow. Station'
copy, ended the show with an aoly.-.: ijia-cked- -out 'ljetw e en'--eacli- number, Assn, of National Advertisers here
m
^
(25) Coy touched oh an
Monday
Dare.
client.
handled plug for
trick which proved more irritating
1

d

l

j
i

•

cameras.

oh “Talent Parade,” amateur show aired via

•

j.

j

:
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_
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CAP

’N

PETE

hoped for.
Lamb’s skits,

With Pete Abenheim
Producer- writer: Abenheim

Doug

much

of the confab discussion in
unsettled
internareferring to
tional conditions, lie ventured it
would be some time before the
serious
effects, of
the defense
eflon will be felt by the broadcasting industry, but warned that the
whole electronic field may eventually be hard hit.
critical parts
shortage niay occur when the cur-

1

failed

all

three of

to click as a
script
chore

result

of

a

/

An old show business name hit show biz’s newest medium last week
WOR-TY, N. Y.\ One of
the winners, a 19-year-old accordionist-singer, gave his name as Keith
/'
/-.
Albee.
/
Seems the contestant’s father was a relative of the late E. F. Albee,
one of the heads of the famous Keith-Albee circuit, and decided to perpetuate the liame by passing it hn to his son./

:

l

l-

'

Televisipn Commercials are more pleasing than radio commercials,
TV setowners, according to results of a survey
Almost 83% of those interviewed
Staff.
conducted by Daniel Starch,
stated a preference for the video plugs and less/than 2% favored the
radio commercials. Remainder, about 15%,' thought they were about
the same. Large proportion of the objections raised to TV comipeiv
cials were directed at spots on local prograriis, especially those on participating shows where it was felt the plugs were too frequent, and top
long-winded.
at least in the opinion of

&

by
Dave
poor
Schwartz. Material by no means
RED
had that shiny new feeling. Each
KRON-TV, Sail Francisco
of the skits lacked a finale, thus
Justifiable awarded top kudos.; just fadeout instead of punching
conclusion.
Lamb deserves
to
the
as
Academy
Television
A
by the
best TV children’s show in north- more.
Tilton’s
Miss
talents
were
com1
ern California, this warmly human
NBC television, instead of. concentrating its three cameras for footm* p
sang “Sun a
_
vehicle continues to garner stature pletely wasted./ Chirp
c eq
ball coverage oh the 50-yard line,' as it has done in previous years, has
pfrppt
as a solid and sane juve attraction/ In the. Morning and Moon at Night.” mint
workeid oUt new position^ for the 1950. season which it hopes will give
Acro-tap dance
..
,
,
Appealing to 3t-j to 12-year-olds, } and bowed’ off;
Agency head predicted it prob- viewers a better picture of the action. As planned by sports director
of whom six. chosen at random team of Jesse, James and Correll
ably would be six to nine months Bill Garden, only one camera will be stationed on the 50, with the other
fro rn the video audience, are par- worked hard winning hefty reV
If the play swings in either.
ticipants, the parcel includes the sponse. Unfortunately background before the TV freeze is Jifted. He j,| wo located at each of the 20-yard lines.
use of a puppet dubbed !‘Sliort_; music, supplied by Buz Adlam’s said the FCC probably .will, b e i^ire c ti on^he—20 -y avd—lirte—len^es-wiW—be used to cover the line play,
Tirrmpcemd applications
nnnlir>nhnnc ’frw-a
w
.
- ii. 1..
processing
for
orcli.
was
tele
poorly
arranged.
Band
pirate)
retired
O’Copper”
(a
John
witii tfie 50-yard camera roving the backfield.
who interviews the kiddies about backstopping sounded more like a permits in unepntested cities by
DuMont web this week, meanwhile, set plans for a 20-minute show
their own interests, activities, etc/! solo number than mere timing April of next year. but. application preceding each of the Notre Dame home football games it will pick
Main pitch is a series of tall tales music for performers; Added to hearings in competitive cities will up this season, starting Saturday (30) with tlie ND-North Carolina conby Cap’n Pete relating his “ex- this was poor mixing which brought probably extend into .1952. It was test. Show will depict campus life at ND and at each of the schools
a seafaringman; also orch to the foreground again put- indicated applications now on file
plotts'”- as
the Irish are playing, with the proxies of both universities discussing
fairy..tales, phantasies^ etc. Added tmg dance team in a secondary will not necessarily receive pritheir schools/
gimmick is the use of nine or more spot,
ority.
Robert Finkel s camera direction
drawings made by Cap’n Pete prior
12under
the
present
VHF
Television set retailers in the Seattle area are buying full page, ads
to show, which are used to ill us- i^vas .adequate as were sets for
channel setup, he predicted about. in Seattle dailies, plugging personal attendance at the University of
Pix are Lamb s numerous routines. Ffee.
narrated.
trate ’story
500 stations out of 645 engirieei- Washington football games. Games will be televised, and this fact is
—
awarded to children at end of the /
irigly possible outlets Would actualShow.
RED GRANGE PREDICTS
aiding in set sales, but dealers doir’t want any cpmebacks from the U
in traditional sea togs With Grange;
Cap’n Pete P-_±
guests; Jack Lester,* ly be built. But by moving up to on small crowds “because of television” so they are doing their part; to
V
^1.1
J1-.
^^
the 45-channel WHF band, 3,200
portrays a friendly, sympathetic
s
announcer
boost attendance at the games.
character. Handling of youngsters Producers: Shepard Chartoc, Don video stations would be engineeringly feasible for a full national
is adroit and pace is even and a pCole
KJds watching the new Dick Tracy telefilm series are going to be
pealing. A pleasant relief froni the Director: jfohii D. Berg
coverage. Coy said the next five
sure the guy’s a slow starter. Series, which bowed on ABC Sunday (24)
blood and thunder inellers and an Writer: Ei
years will see TV covering. 90%
Ed Short
has
very little rough stuff in the first two films. Vidpix w ere launched
effective substitute for them, this 15 Mins,; Thurs., 10:15 p.m.
-of- the country.
at a time when video networks were under fire for using too much"
parent-approved/ medium passes FLORSIIEIM SHOES
The
FCC
topper
came,
out
broadiir^XTnmr Chicago
blood-and-thunder stuff during the juve viewing' hours so writer-promuster as entertainment fl'Olfl WENR-TV,
ly for Phonevision or some other
Ted.
ducer-director P. K. Palmer made the first two as gentle as possible.
every juve slant.
( Gordon
Best)
form of home boxoffice, telling By the time those had been canned,
the heat was off. Third aind fourth
Here’s a sports package that advertisers their “pocketbooks just
PICK YOUR IDEAL
should capitalize Strongly, on inter- weren’t deep enough to meet the pix began to build up the Tracy of old, fifth contains two murders, a
fight and the sixth Will open with a hanging.
With Ernie Kovacs, Andy Anderson est in college and pro football. demands of promoters.”
He men- gun fight and a fist
Director: Don Rowe
Built around former All-A me rica ri tioned
specifically $800,000 paid
15 Mins.; Thurs., 1:15 p.im
Indicative
and pro player Red Grange, Who out by Gillette for World
of CBS-TV’s attitude toward color is the request made by
series
IDEAL MANUFACTURING CO.
expertizes
knowingly, show fits video rights. He
the web to Gene Lester; producer of the “Holly ood on tlfe Line” telesaid he did hot
WPTZ, Phila.
well into ABC.-TV’s sports profil m series, for information on th e budget difference between black-an dwish to see the set owners denied
A combination fashion and audi- gramming,..
W'hile and color prints.
Lester has informed, the W'eb, which Uses the
Inilialer (21), showed Grange to opportunities to view major sport“Pick
Your
participator,
ence
series, that the nut will be boosted by 50 p o if tint is used.
Lester,
Ideal/’ gives viewers a chance to be a competent ad libber as he ing events, and other spectacles,
now
gets
for
each 15-minute film, has .figured the cost at
who
$2,000
Win garrnents modeled on the reeled off his predictions on how because of advertisers’ inability to $3,000 inasmuch as he will have
turn
out
four
prints
of
film
to
each
bankroll
them
“free”
on
teeveei
The dresses are displayed the seven college leagues Would
show.
and included in the estiiriate is that fact that, the stars and agency
by professional models, /“Mavy” shape up this fall. Covering a lot
involved each get 10% of the CBS figure.
and “Peggy,” with running com- of territory in a few minutes, his
mentary by Andy Anderson, femme pace here was a bit too fast. Frame
Spade Cooley, under fire recently because of some of the talent Used
spieler who supplies details on the took on movement with the arrival
on lvis Saturday KTLA Holly ood) program, wound up heaving a
toggery, shown.
The raiment on of guest Jay Berwarigcr, ex- All
Coritihucd from page 29
the models is virtually identical American and currently a
Couple
of acts off the bill last week as a precautionary measure. Cooley
grid bl_
and the gimmick is that one out- ficial. Host and guest moved to -a --weekly.- On the second stanza lias 9 large juvenile audience and is sensitive about arousing parental
fit is the prpduct. of the Ne\y Jer- drawang^'Gh.art.where^they-- showed
Thomas Mitchell will do a bit from lre; Acts .beaved last week.'" were a dancer who, Cooley feared, might
sey company., while the other is tne held positions .of the various
“Death of a Salesman ” The a l- be considered a iittle risque and a comedian dropped because of one
from a higher-priced dress atelier,
tlnent ex‘
jready-opened “Daphne Laureola,” [of/hikYoutines^ Incidentally, C°Qley also, became the first KTLA perErnie Kovacs, WPTZ staff artist, planations and anecdotes.
i
1
vans s on *he. TMter, former to blurb another film studio mi the Para mount-owned station.
Show was laid out in a sliuhllv
W ho acts as the emcee, makes teleI*,
In return for the ldan of a prop from Universal-International, lie solidly
Robs n ln
phone calls from names sent in mcongruous set which looked more » 1 *1f >v.! th
,?
the impending “Affairs plugged “Saddle Tramp,” UI’s current first-rim release on the Coast.
(postcards) by the tele audience/ If like a kitchen than a coach's of- Cluffon
State,”.
“Bless
You All,”
person phoned picks 'the “Ideal” fice. Spotty lighting at times also of
.'George- “Gabby” Hayes, veteran film cowboy character actor, can
dress, the winner gets a gown in hampered slightly an otherwise “Legend of Sarah/’ “Guys and
shortly lay claim to/ being the first flying television actor. He’s starring
Dolls.” etc.
her own size and color. If viewer ablv produced segment.
in
the Quaker pats show which toes off Oct. 1 on NBC-TV: Program
fails,
she collects a consolation
ercialS
with Ja P k Lester
The ANTA show, an offshoot of
x
mg, were, top.
prize.
Program is heavily on the ^£?‘T
P
quality,_ being its original radio series a couple will be live in New York and Hayes will have to shuttle between coasts
foul* times- during the first 13-week period.
commercial side and Set up for the [potently brief,
Trips are necessitated by
Dave.
years back, has been in preparation
the fact that Hayes is featured on the Roy Rogers airer, also sponsored
lady shopper, Viewers are told the
for a year by Howard Teichman,.
price of tlie dresses, and diagrams THE JOHNNY GRANT SHOW
•by Quaker, which is taped on the Coast in packages of three or four
are flashed on showing the Ham- With Nancy Chaffee, Bachelors who will, direct the series, and Nat programs at a time.
Kroll, his partner in packaging the
monton, N. J>, factory and its loTrio, guests/
cation in relation to Philadelphia Producer: William Martin
WBKB management is not in the
arid large cities nearby.
60 Mins.; Tues.-thru-Sai., 1 1 p.m.
least fearful of the time when the
Admiral Dealers
Guesswork provides pleasant, va- Participating
end of the freeze will let Chi CBS
riation to the usual walk-on. fash- KECA-TV, Los Angeles
ion shows, and the giveaway, is exveepee Les A-tlass take over the
Chi's
Johnny Grant bounced into teleti'a enticement for dialers.
web’s Chi franchise. Whaley er the
Kovacs vision with this show and. though
.Continued from/ page 23
San Francisco, Sept. 26..
and, Andy could tone down the admittedly nervous on this initial
audience problems that might; arise
“Oh, Goody, look-a-here” manner. video stint, showed signs of show- CBS commercial
Freddy. Mart in and his orch, and
programming. But with the loss of the CBS shows,
Usually, three to four dresses and manship and possibility of shaping
with the net having, priority for station figures it will be able to the St. Francis:, hotel, will join in
their competitive cOunterpaHs are into
stout witching hour person^continue /to do a job for the local
presenting the first major hotel
shown on each program. Garments ality. Grant possesses the ease and commercial shows from’ 6:36 to advertisers.
shown are in sport, street and eve- ad-lib quality, necessary for filling 9 30 p.m for which the local outsupper room show on video, when
let
gets
its
30%
of
rale
Station’s
card, earnfall
schedule, which
ning wear.
Gctgh.'
this type stint, His major problem
ings are expected to drop some- tees off Oct. 2, will find it beaming.! JVIartin s crew and the “Admiral
is the. same as that of other lace
Band of Tomorrow” go on Friday
PREMIERE THEATRE
hour programs built on the in- what when the CBS fall lineup 66. hours of local shows, practically
8:30 to 9 pun. on KGO-TV for
'With Gil Lamb, Martha Tilton, formal ad-lib approach. He’s got to takes over, displacing 15 or 16 a 100% sponsored, plus 34 hours
[from the net. Backbone of the local « 13-wcck stand, with the Admiral
Jesse, James and Correll; Buz have a strong nightly guest roster. local-sponsored shows./
Adlam orch
How long this is possible is anyWith commercial rather than cros s-the-board / daytime accounts distributors of Northern California
Director: Robert Finkel
body’s. guess.
showman aspects dominating the are the 60-minute remote bank- sponsoring tlie series, declared to
Writer: Dave Schwartz
Platter pusher is assisted by station’s local programming policy, -broiled by Goldblatt’s department: fotal 75,000. It’s the highest local,
30 mins.; Wed., 7 p.nri
Nancy Chaffee who ,is pleasing to execs recognize that the CBS tieup 5tore and “Fim and Features,” two- budgeted package. Show will be
‘
KECA-TV-ABC, Los Angeles
view and will work, into a strong helps
chatter
session
featuring telecast from tlie Mural Room of
tap a broader audience than hour
Gil Lamb opened up William foil for Grant once pair becomes
might
be
possible on the strength George Menard, half-hour of which the^ St. Francis with the regular
Morris’ “Premiere Theatre”, pack- accustomed to working together.
is
sponsored
by
the
Fair
Store. dining patrons on hand in the conage; suffering miserably from poor At this morrient there’s a wee bit of local offerings alone. As proFuu ..a nd Features,” an Ivan Hill veritionaL.settirig,
sciipling. ,and
staging.
Though too much—pawing--goin g -on be- gram director Sterling. (Red-L. Jpackage, switches
from WGN-TV.
Quinlan puts it: y We get oitr qualMartin show, which lie. perfected
Lanib could not carry this, package tween Grant and Miss Chaffee..
Faced with an acute space prob- in a sustaining run pn KTTV last
into the realm of entertainment by
Opening! show gue s t.s were ity shows from CBS to balance the
.our
quantity
local/
of
shows.”
lem in its ci'amped 12th floor stu- season, will lip«t four young musihimself, he did show television Jimmy Wakely, Pat Moran and
could prove a socko medium for Madelyn Russell.
However, on the basis of the suc- dios in * the State-Lake building; cians, one. each week being chosen
a k e 1 y ran
his talents. Morris office will have, through two fast numbers, cori- cess of the past summer, when net [plans are underway to take over to
become part of the 44 Admiral
to do better than this if it expects graKTaled/
iut programming was at a minimum, another floor in the same building, Band of Tomorrow’*
Director:
15 Mins.,

Ellison

Mon. and Wed.,
GOOSE SHOE CO.

.
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the one 4
band business
veaiyis showing another up-

this

A number

business,

Oiic-nighter

factor in the

The Asphalt

of the country’s
set lor long onetop bands are
commencing next
stretches
pighter
month that; will carry them right
locations.
into the winter
indicate,

,

Music .bi? revenues, which began
to spiral up slowly in July after a

Jingle

Trying a new technique to
break
into
publication,
a
would-be songwriter went
straight to the public yesterday (Tues.) to gain support.
Armed with a placard, a portable phonograph and an acetate of one ot his three songs,

the east, reports
beat, Especially in

Some

;

~

Leading the one-ruglifer parade
Sammy Kaye, with 55 consecuin the midwest
tive one-nighters
Ralpli flana:
starting Oct. 1, and
CU 1 with 52 consecutive dates in

at the Statler,

New

York.

agencies have, also renumber of
ported' an upbeat, in the
locations using big bands: They
have
say the one-nighter successes
cued room and hotel bookers to
so
and
try,
a
bands
big
give the
have met with
far the elTOrts
Bookiiig

“Goodnight Irene,” meantime,

is

rooms and hotels funking,
hands, on the grounds it would

.

Marking further dissolution of
American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers and foreign performing
exclusive tieups between

lead to raiding by other agencies.
"
known, however, that the
It’s

the sole diskery not to feel the
marked pickup during September.
That, however, is due to the fact
that Decca has been doing a Capacity business since July and has
been riding along on a high level

tune of the upcoming “Guys and Dolls” Broad-;
way musical, dut at the 46th Street
theatre, N. Y., on Nov. 9, is Frank
Doesser’s “A Bushel and a Peck.”
In anticipation of its Wide acceptahee, 70 sides already been cut by
all the major (and minor) recording companies, believed to represent a new high pre-release backPotential

]

hit

ever since.
Decca’s

.

;

Snader, thus setting what
a pattern for the music
biz in its dealings with producers
of teeyee films. Following demonstrations: last week of his threemiriute musical
vidpix,
Shader
conferred individually with the
publishers
through
publishers*
agent and trustee Harry; Fox arid
came to basic royalty agreements.
While agreements must be made
individually,
top music figures
say these first agreements are
likely to set a standard for most
publishers and producers. It’s reported that the rate is 2% for productions, lVfc% for standards arid
Hi for pop tunes, against the
fee Snader, gets from stations Or
networks, for his film*
Under Snader’s original contracts with a few publishers, a
clause provided that royalty rates
would be set at a later date. The
new rates would now go into the
contract, and would hold until
ASCAP’s agreement with the television networks runs out. Snader’*
talks took place with Fox, not,
as previously reported, under the
aegis of the Music Publishers Protective Assn,
MPPA in no way
was consulted or brought irito the
picture.
Publishers met individually with Fox and registered no
objections to Snader’s terms.
Leader in getting together with
Snader was Mills Music.
Irving
Mills, veepee and Coast manager,
set the original pact with Snader
and was one of the first to agree
on the new rates, it’s not known
h6w many other publishers have
come to terms.

%

their top hits.

new

Statler hotel chain has opened
nine of its rooms to bands, and
that. a couple of spots in the east
have opened their doors to the
dancers.'

Louis

nearing
the
500,000
marker, which is the new ‘'magic
circle” figure that pubs aim at for

The boom among the diskeries is
equally marked. Decca, heading for

at royalty agree-

may prove

currently

success. The agencies, however, refused to reveal the names of the

of music publishers

week arrived

ments with indie telepix producer

;

and asked the public to sign
petitions demanding recording
of the numbers.
Walker claims- he successfully picketed Broadway last
year for a singing job.

m

Rackmil Sets Two-Week
,

cleffer Edward J; Walker set
up a sidewalk shop on Broadway, where he played his tune

and midwest, starting
closes
about two weeks, after he
*

the east

this

spring slump, are currently climbO.O. of European Market
ing at an accelerated pace to the
Milton R. Rackmil Decca prexy,
healthiest levels since the end of
World War II. Attack of prosperity takes off on -a tworweek o.o. of the
European market next Monday (2),
is hitting both the music publishing and platter endo of the indus- London will be the first stop, with
Rackmil also planning to visit
try in a boom tha t’s going wav
beyond the normal fall-winter r is.ei, -Paris^and Amsterdam:
Dave Kappi diskery’s exec viceMusic pubs, who were the first to
prexy, is also planning to leave
feel the slump in biz and are genthe New York homeofftce early in
erally the last to get the benefits
October for his annual fall visit
from a business pickup, are now
to the Coast, for some waxing seswondering if “the good old days”
sions there.
aren’t returning.
Numerous pop
songs in the mediujn-hit class are
now selling copies at the rate of
about 1.000 a day. A number like

•

is

41

HEALTHY

BIZ
slralig

ORCHESTItAS-MCSIC

JS&RIETY

,

Broadcast Music,
Ihc., last week inked a. reciprocal
three-year pact with the Spanish
writers-pub agency, SGAE, beginning Jan. 1, 1951. ASCAP’s deal
to rep SGAE in the U. S. runs out
at the end of this year, although
the latter society will continue to
represent ASCAP in Spain until
rights societies*

;

Two Big Disks
For the past three months Decca
has been in the unusual position
for these times of releasing two
disks in the 1,000,000 class. The
Gordon Jenkins version of “Good- the end of 1951.
night Irene” is now over the 1,Jean Geiringer, BMI vice-prexy
log for a single show tune.
While the remainer of Loesser’s 250,000 level, while the Gary and in charge of foreign relations, negooriginal-cast aiuum,
album, Bing Crosby duet of “Sam’s Song” tiated the deal with SGAE in Eliscore aiiuuiu
scuicand the uu^iiidJL'toai,
vvhich Decca will bring out, will is around the 1,000,000 mark and rope. The pact was Jnked in the
no ^ k e released until Get. 15, the' still going strong. Impact of these U. S. by Jacinto Guerrero, SGAE
cdmnanies have been two hits carried the rest of the prexy, and V, Moreno Torroba, direcording companies
Washing Oct; 9 on a location in
given an okay for release of Decca catalog along, with the re- rector of the society. BMI prexy
ington. D. C. Herman, incidentally “Bushel” and the title, tune
on sult that the diskery has had to Carl Haverlin Stated that several
'
At least two rhajor publishers,
put on additional shifts at its press- U. S, pubs are propping early pubemphatically denied reports that
however, are known to have set
lication arid exploitation of about a
ing plants.
lie intends to disband.
is fea t ur ed in the show by
separate deals with Snader. They
Decca prexy Miltoi. R. Rackmil dozen Spanish compositions. HaverCouple of units have been set Vivian Blaine.
are the Warner’s group, Music
ascribed the general pickup in the lin expressed the hope that U. S.
Guy
for their winter locations.
Holding Corp., and
Publishers
disk industry to his company’s de- pubs will in turn be published and
Lombardo is already escoriced in
Chappell and its subsidS. The cision to enter the 45 rpm market. exploited in Spain.
the Roosevelt Grill, N. Y., for his
Wamer’S; group is said to have set
As a result, Rackmil said, retailers
winter
stopover.
Ray Anthony,
separate terms for use of any of
have gained confidence in the sta4
following six weeks at the Pallathe George Gershwin works, which
dium. L. A., opens the Statler, N. Y.
Part of Almanac’ Score bility of their platter merchandise Young Bergman to Front
it controls.
In the Chappell dealj
and are restocking their depleted
on Novi 27 for lour weeks.
certain restrictions are reported to
Jack Robbins this week acquired
inventories.
have been placed on the Rodgers
publication rights to part of the
Orch
Victor is also humming, with a
& Hammerstein works, most of
score of John Murray Anderson’s
100
increase in pop music bias
Bob Dewey orch, new outfit or- which reside in the catalog of
“Almanac,” Broadway production
this month as compared to the last ganized by RCA Victor under the
Williamson Music, a Chappell
planned for this winter. Music is
couple of months. Company is cur- leadership of Victor artists and
subsid.
by Vernon Duke and lyrics by Og- rently being boosted by Perry
repertory staffer Dewey Bergman,
den Nash.
Como’s “Patricia” disk and Eddy is being primed to hit the road next
Both the National and American
profesional department is ready(Continued on page 43)
year with Bergman’s son, Robert
Leagues may receive name band
ing cam paigns on two of the songs
Dewey Bergman, fronting. Younger
support in this year's World Serics.
from thb rcvlle j. jr. Robbins &
Bergman is currently attending the
the Philadelphia PlulUes and
Sons als0 publishes the score of
U. of Southern California.
Hie N. \. Yankees cop the pen“Gentlenien Prefer Blondes” and
Victor, meantime, will release
nants in their respective leagues,
Extending the reshuffle of the
[ wi „
ublish the score Of a prop
four sides by the Dewey orch next
file opening games at each of the
jected spl in g production of the
week. New vocalist with the 14- •London Records setup which beteam s home grounds; vvill receive
gan with prexy E. R. Lewis’ ar^Iorris Green revue "Greenwiili
a musical sendoff.
In face of Decca’s adamant re- man crew will be Tony Furtado, rival in the U. S. last month, Tuttl
That is, if there vni
a ga Follies.”
v
are .iio
fusal to release Ethel Merman, who was recently discovered by Camarata has resigned his post as
no blavofT
cami's' in either
playoff games
RCA Victor is going ahead with disk jockey Fred Robbins. Berg- director of artists and repertory.
league and the series starts as
plans to w ax a show tune album of man, who was arranger for Guy
scheduled next Wednesday (4).
Joe Delaney, who signalized the
Morris Easting
“Call Me Madam” without the legit Lombardo 15 years ago, is featurElliot Lawrence’s orch will play
new regime at London when he „
Another ing a sweet dance style. Numbers
'singing star.
musical’s
‘Dolls’ Preems
at
the series’ opening game at
For
over from Coral to‘ become
moved
songstress
is being sought to fill on the band’s initial solo effort will
Shi be Park, .Philadelphia, providEdwin H. (Buddy) Morris, head
be “Beloved, Be Faithful,” “Some- London’s sales chief, will also haning the Phillies take the National of Morris Music, is due in New Miss Merman’s slot in the show’s
Jack
body’s Crying,” “Home” and “Get dle the top a&r chores.
League pennant and everything York next week for a four-week album version, which will feature
Pleis will work under Delaney as;
Happy.”
original
Cast.
of
the
the
rest
goes along per schedule. If the stay.
musical director and publisher
Publishing exec, who conRCA, which bankrolled “Madam”
.series is delayed and the Phillies trols the score of the forthcoming
Camarata will return to
contact.
for over $200,000, was anxious to
>viii Lawrence’s orch will be unable
and
“Guys
musical,
composing and conducting as a
Broadway
Richardson Back
get Miss Merman for the Victor
to attend the opener because of a
London record arti st.
Dolls.” will attend both the Philaprior commitment at the Circle delphia (Oct. 12) and the New album and was holding intensive
Booking Bands
Before his return to England
execs for
theatre,
Indianapolis,
beginning York (Nov. 9) Openings of the play. negotiations with Decca
Hollywood, Sept. 26
last week, Lewis completed reorDecca
the past couple of weeks.
:Tlvm:sday.(5):
Morris, who headquarters on the
One of the band business’ few ganization of the London sales
chiefs, however, flatly., refused to
'U.v Lombardo’s orch will play
Coast, will also huddle on the
femme bookers, Ann Richardson, and talent setup. Present exec
atthe opening game at Yankee score, other tubes and the com- allow Miss Merman to! record under
is back at work after several; years staff comprises D. H. Toller-Bond*
^aduun;- N: Y
promotions with the Victor banner, pointing out that of retirement.
the pany’s
Vidpix
providing
She joined the who Continues as assistant to
it Would injure the value of their
Y ankees
ankoos wind up
iniwitii
tip n nun tv
with the pennant.
y. manager Paul Barry.
Frank Foster agency, bringing into Lewis,' Delaney, in a two-ply post
exclusive right to Miss Merman’s
Lombardo has performed a similar
the stable the Ike Carpenter Orch as sales rind repertory head; Leo
disking chores.
chore for the N. Y. ball club in
which recently arikled Music Corp. Hartstone, administration chief;
tlie past.
Miller
of America.
and Remy Farkas, director of the
v
Publishers
Miss Richardson worked f6r company’s longhair artists and
Music
Miller,
Bob
GAC in the east for me years repertory department.
Contact Employees prexy, is cvu>
before the war, handling bands.
rently recuping at home, follow_ Out
She also handled; Haul Whiteman
T. Push Philfies
a successful eye operation for
Annual Election
for a time. When she married, she Pipper Death Leaves
In line with; the Philadelphia
Ballots will go out Oct. 2 to
was the third per- Phillies’ baseball surge, the Sun- left showbiz and settled in Detroit.
rcai'iy 1,000 members of Song- * operation
Plant Sans Mgr.
First booking since her return
On his eyes.
Bay drug stores of Philadelphia was thri spotting of Carpenter at
X'itcts Protective Assn, in the formed
The sudden death Monday (25)
label, Sunhave
their
own
formed
oi^anizatiqn’s
annual
election.
the Skyliner Club, Fort Worth, for of Arnold L. .Pipper left M-G-M
Dallas Longhair Sked
YV iters will elect seven members
Ray, to distribute a recording of
[four weeks starting Frid ay (29). Records without a_plan t m anager
Da llas, Sept. 26.
4he- Elliot-Lawrence-Bix—Reichner
_io_4hio-.21-nian-couiK.‘il for a term
at a" flat $2,000 per frame.
Assn,
Music
this week. Pipper, who headed all
The Dallas Civic
ot t.lu-ee years.
tune, “The Figlitin’ Phils.” NumCouncil members
here during tbe comoperations at the plant in Bloomchain
serve on a rotating basis, with will present
drug
ber
the
was
waxed
for
Memorial
field, New Jersey, died in
ing season Gregor Piatigorsky, celseven new members
backed
Atlantic Sets Laurie Tate
elected each list; Astrid Varnay, soprano; Gui- by Joe Grady’s orch, and is
Hospital* New York;
Venr
Philadelentire
•by
the
a.
picture
of
Tate,
songstress,
Laurie
signed
seppe di Stegano, tenor; the Robert
M-G-M execs said announcement
1$ also a with Atlantic Records, N. Y.
ollowing official tabulation on
come for
Shaw Chorale; Isaac Stern, vio- phia ball team. Grady
Gal is also working as vocalist of a replacement won’t
the council will elect new linist,’ and’ Benno Molseiwitsch, disk jock on WPEN, Philadelphia.
another couple ef weeks.
officers for
hvith Joe Morris’ orch.
Platter sells for 75c.
one-year term.
pianist.
i

.

But it’s the one-nighters which
aic supplying the big dates and
the big money to the bands that
are Willing to go through the grind.
Stan. Kenton starts a tour of 27
oiH‘-nighters in October, working in
Woody
the east and midwest.
atw the
a week
Herman, following —
a,,.
v ----- "
on
goes
Island,
Long
Boulevard,
a string until Nov, 20 that’s unbroken except for one Week start-
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ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

September 27, 195Q
Best- British Sheet Sellers

and
Betty

'

MolflSSfiS,

Mo*

Sept. 16)

London, Sept

18..

Pic Music
Bewitched
....
Sterling
Have I Told You,
Leeds
Sam’s. Song.
... .Sterling
.

.

,

;

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

good beat o ver well-balanced,

a

Week ending

Silver Dollar.

HERM SCHOENFELD-

By
Brewers

(

Disks

Blackbird ...
Box & Cox
Daddy’s Little Girl
Yale
New World
Mona: Lisa ...
Sentimental Me
.Cinephonic
Once in a While. .... Magna
My Foolish Heart
Sun
" Connelly
Dearie
If I Loved You
X Williamson

*

.

One advantage

.

’- <
Bear" (London). varied instrumentations. This set
*Grizzly
l'isces
based comprises eight great standards,
-Molasses," a novelty tune
theme, gets a including “Star Dust," “Once in a
sidewalk
old
on an
Eight juve-like rendition by Miss While," “Laura," “I’ve Got a
still Crush
on You," “I Can’t Get
Brewer. If this type of item
this could be Started," “East of the Sun," "Deep
his any impact left,
since
Purple,"
side
“J’m in the. Mood for
Miss Brewer’s biggest
Lenity Love." Rosaline Patton handles a
Music,; Music."
'•‘Music,
also brace of vocals in good style.
12
Carson bn the Discovery Tabqi
brightly but
Candy & Cake
Dash
deliver this number
Platter Pointers
bit Mqo
Rbmember Cornfields Arcadia
the infantile accent is a^
London flip..Y.
Quicksilver
Morris
P ronounced. On the
.M-G-M ha s packaged a fine s'et
is^a smappy
Connelly
Ashes of Roses /.
Jver. “Grizzly Bear”;
deliv- Of Hawaiiai* tunes by the LaniMcHeart VV right
Your Heart.
two- beat, number punchily.
Intfre and;, orch, one of the standBrewer
Both
Brewer.
Lennox
Let’s Do It Again
ered bv Miss
out combos in the island style
,
backgrounds.
Only Eyes For You Feldman
sides have solid
Mills Bros, have a good side in “I
Happy Times;
Feldman
Billy Eckstine: “By My Love"- Still Love You" (Decca) . . .Ken
Tzena Tzena Tzena
Leeds
Moment Ago"; “Blue Barry’s rendition of “It May Be
-Onl v a
Shep- on
Me and Shadow F. D. & H.
Lonely
Christ mas"-“The
Sunday " rates attention (LonPiano Roll Blues
Leeds
More .commercial don)
hercl" M-G-M)-.
Eileen Barton has a
Oh, You Sweet One Southern
is given
'sides by Eckstine, Who.
couple of cute sides in “Baby Me,"
num- an oldie,
jiere a lotirsome of ^low-beat
and “What Will Be, Will
bers which he can project most Be," a calypso number (National)
“Be My Love" and ... Jane Pickens has two tasteful
effectively.
‘•Moment Ago" are excellent bal- patriotic
Sides \ in
“God Bless
kuK ereamily .rendered by Eck- America" and “America the Beauback- tiful" (Victor)
«tihc, with suitably sweet
Kbrii Kobblers
.
grounds bv RusS Case brch, “Blue have that film-going plug tune,
Arthiif Schwartz tunes are slated
Christmas," a holdover from last "Let’s Go Out to the Movies," f or heavy
disk promotion this fall
season, gets another. which. is so
> car's Xmas
corny that it might
>*
v
line treatment
r
damage the cause it’s aiming to •on the. basis of two alburns being
line tune in a. bucolic setting, is serve <m-G-M)
prepped by Decca and Columbia.
,

.

'.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

New York
visits,

.

•

...

:

.

;

.

The
its own to demonstrate songs.
air. by BBC. Likechain stores, Firman says, are one
any performer found acceptof the best retail outlets available
ing payments is banned from the
to British publishers.
air, Result, says Firman, is equitFirman, who is in N: Y; to confer
able
opportunities for all publishDECCA,
ers to get their songs played, on with American publishers regarding
songs on which he holds Britthe merit of the song arid the abilrights, will be here for another
ity of the “exploitation man," as ish
month or more. He said he’ll pick
the British eoiitaetman is called,
Whether such a system coiild be up rights to a couple of tunes he
On the same
likes, and has brought over a numlabel,
Trudy Richards delivers Decca has pencilled iri a set of achieved here, is doubtfql, .Firman ber of British songs rights to which
Remember,, in England.,
nicely on “I’ll Never Love You" [.top Schwartz numbers, which, w ill says.
he. will assign here.
Lawrence Welk has an okay be cut by tlie Gordon Jenkins orch we ve 6°t only one radio network,
the BBC. Here, you’ve got countversion of “Petite Waltz” (Mer- and chorus;
k
X
cury .
Bing Crosby etched some
Columbia, meantime; is going less stations that must enter into
more tasteful hymns in “Holy, ahead With plans to wax a shoW- agreements and; keep them. It
Holy, Holy God Almighty" and “O tune album of “Band Wagon," the would, be extremely difficult,"
God, Our Help in Ages Past" with Schwariz-Howard Dietz legit, mu siWhile the code prevents the
the Ken Darby Singers ^(Decca)(^ ca j 0 f the early
wealthier houses [from exerting un1930’s, with Mary
Boy Ross delivers, nicely on Martin starring in the platter set. due advantage, Firn^n says, there
“Call of the Shepherd," Don RodColumbia
Broadcasting
System is generally enough of. a savings in
money to offset this entire^ And
01
it gives the lesser publishers an opRanri Wagon’
Band
Irving Green; president of Merboards for a colorful side on
portunity to get performances on cury Records, flew to Europe Sat•“Nola” (M-G-M).
their songs.
(23) to look over possibiliurday
Standout folk, western, jazz,
Biz Picking Up
for setting .exchange deals
ties
polka, reliigous, etc.; Eddie Mar- Hub’s Bobby Norris Set As
Apart from the payola angle, with foreign diskeries. Mercury has
shall,
“Buddy, Stay Off That
long been mulling the idea of exWine" (Victor)
The PinetopHildegarde Music Leader
changing their domestic pop maspers, “Big Parade Polka" (Coral)
empliasis
on
disk
jockey
heavy
ters for foreign longhair masters,
Boston Sept,. 26.
Harold Burrage, “I Need My
surprise
expressed
Bobby. Norris, longtime leader of
with the pops being pressed in
Smokey Rogers,
Baby" (Decca)
“Lose Y'our Blues" (Coral) ... the Hub’s WNAC. staff orch, has at the importance of the deejay Europe and the foreign longhairs
Floyd Tillman, “I’ve Got the been appointed musical director here, saying / that while in recent here. Diskery has had one such
been deal in Denmark, and idea was to
Craziest Feeling" (Columbia)
for Hildegarde, the post recently months a coUple of bits have
Luke the Drifter, “No, No Joe" relinquished by Bob /Grant, and is made in England via heavy dee- expand all over Europe.
no
comthere’s
concentration,
Morgan, burrenlly breaking in the new or- jay
(M-G-M)
George
Green will v also look over the
Afraid to Love Me” (ggnization during her Providence parison to the weight <iach exerts international situation, which, of
liis respective country. One posin
(Columbia).*
course,
must figure as a major
.Biltmore
engagement.
Although.
is
factor in any negotiations he conthe majority of sidemen were re- ,sl ^ e^ reason lor- tne difa.crcnce„
are. only a few ducts. Up 16 recently, raw material
that
there
the
fact
cruited by Norris iri the Hub, SalComito Pro Mgr. In
vatore Gioe continues as her per- disk jockeys, in EngJand, and its shortages overseas prevented imn
pianist, witlv,-M.el Rosenbach '.unlikely- the uu?n^ er will be | “ plementation of the plan, but by
sonal
St. Nick Co. Reorg
last spring, shortages had eased
and Joe Spallino held over from creased.
;
^
plugging continues to to the point \vhore Mercury was
British
In a reorganization of .Johnny the Grant organization.
Marks’ publishing .firm, St. Nich.oNorris, a violinist* has at various emphasize commercial shows aml a t)lo to send a special agent over
Television t 0 lay the groundwork lor negotialas Music, Lou Comito has been times been connected with R ay remotes, Firman says.
named professionai manager in Noble, Ruby Newman, Jack Ren- h^u’t grpw<n enough iii England tions. Now Green must decide
to be -an imporl ant factor, but “we w hcther the current crisis will afNew York with Jerry Lewin added ard arid jabk Marshard.
contact every possible outlet, and f cc t rbw jiialerial supplier to an
to the local staff.
Tom Sherman has been appointappreciable extent,
Xavier Cugat orch will stage a television is one of them.”
Regarding business, the pubed Chicago manager, with Danny musical revue here at the Houston
Since a good portion of MerCameron stepping, into the Coast Auditorium Nov. 7. Other Texas lishing exec said it’s been picking cury’s longhair catalog, comes from
up in recent weeks. He’s ooLimistic over ser
S pot.
Green will probably eondates are being lined lip.
.
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•saperabiy produced.

;

“Could
Ilaymcs:
.......

Dick

Be”-

Haymcs has

•Home" (Decca).
pleasing .side in

Fine Victor Young background
Flipover is a highly listenable version of the standard.
Mel Torme: “Recipe for Ro(Capitol).
mance" - “Do - Do - Do”
‘•Recipe" is a bright rhythm number bounced smartly by Torme
who gets more animation on this
side than usual for his crooning
Good, for jocks and jukes.
style.
Pete Rugolo batons on a jump
Reverse is a smart rendition
boat.
ot lie Gershwin oldie now getting
basis of the cur, renew el spins, on
rent Warner Bros, pic, “Tea for
Tw o.” Sonny Burke batons effec-

j

.

j

1

.

:

.

^

.

.

;

;

.

.

.:

,

;

on this side.

|

!

Gene Autry: “Frosty the Snow
Man ’-“When Santa Claus Gets
Your Letter" (Columbia).
Autry
conies up with a couple of Xmas

.

1

.

„

.

.

“Snow Man"

.

.

|

...

a light beat that sells,
Boy
Rogers on Victor alho has a good
cut of “Snow Man." “Letter,” by
Johnny Marks, who .Wrote last
years Autry click, “Rudolph, t lie
Red-Nosed Reindeer," is another
okay seasonal tune for the kkttdes.
Carl Cotncr backs up with a jing-

,

lias

^

!

j

,

1

I

:

Ink Spots: “Right About Now”-.
“The AVay it Used to Be" (Decca).
Ink Spots are delivering in pre-

i

!.

the Capitol flipover,
Miss Lee has a change-of-pace rojnantic Gypsy number with guitar
backgrounds.
.

Desmond:

“A

i
1

1

Bushel

Long

Sally"
(M-G-Mi “Bushel,’’ which is beginning to .stir some excitement,
gets one of most colorful cuts by
Desmond.
Bounced out with a
thiir. this side is solid
for jocks
(»u(l j
kes. “Sally ” is a good ballad
Jell-executed by Desmond..
Tony
Jlotlola brch, with Ray Charles

GOODNIGHT IRENE

(8)

J on kins-W cavers
Frank Sinatr i
...
V King Co/c Trio
J'
Victor Young..
Bing & Gary Crosby
Bing & Gary Crosby,
Joe “Fingers” Carr
Jenkins-Weauers
.......
Mitch -iullcr.
Tony Morlin
.

MONA

LISA

(12)

(Paramount)

3.

SIMPLE MELODY

4.

SAM’S SONG

(10)

(7)

(Berlin)

.

.

••

Lawrence: “College Proxii"
Tx
a,
of the younger dance
Vv,! n
*i
gmlleaders now making his mark,
-inrence delivers a fine package
ce Vhythm® in this Decca
sot'
?
Lawrence’s band blays with
-

,

(

.

l

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

•

•

p

.

i

*

t

I

5.

TZENA, TZENA, TZENA

.

7.

8.
9.

10 .

LA VIE EN ROSE (5) (Harms)
CAN ANYONE EXPLAIN (4) (Valando)
ALL MY LOVfe (3) (Mills)
I WANNA BE LOVED (18) (Supreme)
BONAPARTE’S RETREAT (10) (Acuff-Rose)
:

;

Dacca

(
j

Billy'

.

"

.

negotiations

the

New

from

io-..n

York.

It’s,

how long Green

will

Signs Cherry

Don Cherry

'ha^ been
Booking
and nitery dates.
Singer’s
television
radio and
bookings are handled by Lester
Music publisher ITowi
Ijcwi
Richmond is his personal manager.
:

Singer.

with

Associated

.

Co^’n. for theatre

1 '.

Secund Croup
I’LL

Kay

.

.

.

•

•

• )

1

DIDN’T SLIP,

I

WASN'T PUSHED,

NO OTHER LOVE (Disney)
OUR LADY OF FATIMA (Robbins)
I’M FOREVER BLOWING BUBBLES
.

.

.

1

•

.

*

.

.

.

C<mt nuta from page

41

}

;

•;

Fran. \V arraii

:

•..

.

Red Foley

\

I

.

•

.

Music Biz

Mercury.'
.Victor

...

.

.

.

}

.

Capitol

SlarrrTenn. Ernie

Frankie IAine :
...
Tony. Martin

i

Danwne
S"mmy / Kaye
.

.

.

.

;

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

#

;•*

i

%•

'•

•

•'

•

•

*.

•

•

•

*

•

»

'•A

•

FELL

Frankie

V

•

ic-

.

Da n

t

La hie
one

.

.

.

Mercury.

.

Doris

(Remicfc)

.Victor

Marti:i

Day.

Jo Stafford

.

j
l

(Remick)

.

•

.

•

•

0

4

•;

<

•

ft

Rcjd Foley v,

.

'.
•

.

f
.

.

..

b>'cv.

w

.

Itch," both of

.

es

.'best Vic t-or
about five months.

are hitting the

mark

in

'

.

1.'

new promotion

'

the Top 10

)

j“L.

GM

V

j
)
*
r

Capitol

Mercury

.

.

.

.Decca

,
1

i

Capitol

Decca

Jenkins-Shcw

[Figures in, parentheses indicate number of weeks sono has

I

iy
Columbia "31
.

...

.

KaUcmHaycs

.

if-

Mercury

;

.

,:.,:M:

Dean

w’liich
j

j
.

Perry Conu

•

“Love Bug

1

Victor
.

.

.

no'd’s

1

!

Hugo Win ter halter
•••

Victor :

Dacca
... Mercury
Columbia:

;

Vic

not
stay,.

ovorrea*.

signed

Capitol

Starr.

of

piirt

ABC

Coral
.Mercury
Dacca
;
.M-G-M
.

.

Eckstine

Kay

k

;

Victor

Bios:

Pal\i

:

•

[away

Dacca
Columbia

,

Page
Andrews. Sis-J enkins

:

.

.;

C'" pitot

.

:

Ames

Cowl

wr s to have been handl cd o n a
trip.
i'or
Sept. 1, by
.schc titled
David rail,. Mercury’s longhair
chief, hut Hall was unable to get

:

.Decca

...

:

j

6.

monic..
:

Decca

(

(Cromwell)

(II)

|

Capitol

;

j

•

ul

.

.

.

.

^

1

.

.

\

(Sam Weiss)

•

Xotreet.

.

l

.

Take That Away
‘‘Can’t- We, Be Friends"
On the Sunny Side of the

.

.

l

2.

Decca
Co’umbia

\

(Spencer)

,

Can’t

.

Czech Philharmonic. Danish S(ate
Radio orch and Prague Philhar-

!

1.

NEVER BE FREE (Valando)
MUSIC MAESTRO PLEASE (Bourne)
Album Reviews
Herman Chittison: “Keyboard
I LOVE THE GU Y (Shapiro-B)
Capers”
(Columbia).
Chittson’s
e can keyboard style
is excellently
CINCINNATI DANCING PIG (Old Hickory)
showcased on this long-play set in
which he interprets eight fine
.... ....
HARBOR LIGHTS (Chappell)
J'landards.
Chittison ranges from
.C.
(Paxton)
STAR
EVERY
COUNT
JlH* complex [to the unadorned,; aU.
DREAM A LITTLE DREAM (Words & Music)
vays maintaining
a good taste in.
jiis melodic
SHOES (Jefferson)
y
variations.
’
Numbers T VAGABOND
K °t include “Memories of
v
CROSS MY FINGERS (United)
1
You, .VI Let’s Fall in
Love,” “DaiicJUS& SAY I LOVE HER (ABC)
1,1R 0rt .the- Ceiling," “Isn’t It
Ro- T J
riant ic,"
“September dn the Rami’
I’LL ALWAYS LOVE YOU (Famous)
.

i

.

.

•

of Sept. 23

:

(i

back up effectively,

v> ith
his
present longhair
fer
sources there. Among the groups
'.supplying .'Mercury., with longhairs
Bay^rian Rad'o orch,
the
are
:

Week

.

On

Peek"-“So

.

,

j

sound like a parody of
their
own imitators with Bill
Kenny’s tremolo', solos and the
broken-speak interludes by the
bass; Both tunes are okay, lor this
combo but a slight variation in attack might produce another click
IVftgy
Lee:
“Life
Is
So
Faeu liar "-“Once In a Lifetime"
(Capitol).
Miss Lee, who duetted
“Peculiar" with Bing Crosby in
the pic, “Mr. Music," socks across
a line solo on this side.
"Louis
Armstrong and Louis Jordan, on
Deeea,
give
a
broad clowning
treatment
of
this
number on
currently

.

:

[

cisely the same exaggerated style
as they did years ago.
But they

•

,

1

^

beat.

oingers.

|

.

.

j

a

;

!

.

1

t

and

..

:

j

I

helps.

Johnny

..

i

most .of the, batchy musical
phrase repeated in the chorus.

times for the. juves,

.

.

the

Decea.

wise,

.

..

“Could Be,”
good melody with - a. conventional
Rendition makes
lyric.

ling

log taken off the

[

a
a

rimi antic

ti\ely

performances gets his entire Cata-

.

BY

:

•

source of sales;
-i
Otherwise, Firman, says, demonslralions have been replaced by
records. Two chain store outlets in
London, the Woolworth Chain and
tlie British Home Stores, both use
records to demonstrate pop songs.
Woolworth’s, as a matter pf fact,
doesn’t even sell records, but buys
lific

says the code that publish
British Broadcasting# Sys-

Under the agreement, any pubmaking payments for

j

.

summer, the practice continues,
and according to Firman, is a pro-

lisher caught

i

,

in

into about two years
ago, prohibiting payment to artists
for performances, is working out
entirely satisfactorily.

.

i

Firm ah,

for one of his periodic

tem entered

.

.

About 30 years ago, the company

a nd the

.

.

;

^

Co., Ltd.,

ful publishing houses.

3

.

My

!

one set up a hall in the resort of the
Isle of Man, at which it demons
of Britain’s oldest and most powerEvery
strated and sold music.

&

Feldman

rector of

'

Second

.

British music business,
an
^ sJ n healthy state.
J
<J
incidentally,
Feldman,
still uses
demonstration method of selling music, but only in one spot.

mu- about the

ing to John Firman, managing di-

.

.

.

•

the British

publisher' has over American
./i-'.i ,
,,
firms is the fact that lie doe.nt
have to pay for his plugs, accordsic
„

.

P

.

newspaper ad campaign

1

;,

for

its

45 rprn line.
h ; is also getting i;s pop
d q pa rt m ent into sh ape to c n s h in
on '.Ihh season’s boom. Fastest moving Col disk currently is “Jlarbor
Lights." waxed b.\ Sammy Kaye as
his first assignmen.i..•'since swi jeh ing
(;•;

p-

11
from Vidor, Dinah Shore S
Always Love You;" Doris Day s
“Orange Colored Sky" and Mitch
Miller’s “Au Re voir Again" are
1

L

also br ing lifted
trade revival.

up

in the general,

Name Local 802 Blue, Unity Tickets;
Commie Issue Seen as Election Factor
nominee of the leading opposition
group. Henry A. Maccaro, former
exec board member, is Unity’s
choice for vice prexy, and Sam
Kramer, a member of the “middlecommajor tickets were virtually
group has been named
pleted. Balloting for the local's of- of-the-road"
for the treasurer’s post. Nominee
ficers will take place in December.
for the key secretarial post will be

Electioneering campaign in New
802, American Federation of Musicians, stepped into high
gear this week as slates of the two

York Local

Wednesday, September 27, 1930

yARIETY

OnCHESTOAS-MUSIC

I

I

I

Following the administration's
named later.
nomination of it ticket, the Unity
Unity’s strategy board, meangroup named the running mates to
presidential time, is planning a counter-punch
Feinberg,
Williami

against the administration forces
by issuing a statement denouncing
Communism.
The attack against
the Commies is being made to take
the sting out of any possible Commie-t'rint accusations made by the
administration against the Unity
ticket. Latter spokesmen, at the
same time, flatly deny that they
will make any deals with the Commie circles within the union.
At the present time the race
within Local 802 is narrowing down
to the Blue ticket, representing
the administration and headed by
presidential nominee Sam Suber,
land the Unity ticket, headed by
Feinberg, who teed off the campaign early in the summer when
he was nominated. The Coalition
group, headed by Dave Freed, is

Statler Hotel Chain Sets
Its Fail

Two Name Orchs Pacted
1

i

^

!

(

I

i

,

,

mond

novelty,

lasses," a

Cultural

I

|

A

,

DEVOL

ON

as

AFM AID
NEW BAND

CARLE DAUGHTER

DeVol would build a
two-hour promenade concerts. A teleshow.
SEEKS
typical Third Programme, accord- dance crew around a trio of sidemen
currently
Oxydol
on
the
show
ing to Fassett, shapes up this way:
RELEASE
DISK
a talk by a modern poet, a lieder if the AFM local will bypass its
Hollywood, Sept. 26.
recital, a talk on the Festival, per- work-spreading rule that musicians
Marjorie Hughes, daughter of
formance of a Lytton Strachey working a full week knd earning a
play, a lecture on anthropology, set amount can’t take on additional Frankie Carle, has asked for a release from her Columbia Recordconcert by the National Youth chores.
If deal goes through, DeVol will ing pact which expires next March.
Orch, a concert of Elizabethan
She hasn’t been summoned for a
be
the
second
batoneer
form
to
a
music, discussion of Soviet affairs
and a recorded Bela Bartok dance band for a Palladium date. recording date in four months, nor
Jerry Gray, who recently complet- have any of her disks been requartet.
In 18 days, Fassett completed ed a terpery stand, now is back leased in the last three months.
and shipped 17 recorded interviews on the “Club 15" airer, making Carle exited Col last January for
RCA when Mannie Sacks moved
with leading British music author- records.
over. CaYle said he had talked to
ities, including the Earl of HareSacks and can get the singer into
wood, music critic of the Daily
the RCA stable.
Telegraph; Sir Arnold Bax, master Admiral Disks Switch
Singer was elevated to soloist
of the King’s Musick; Sir Thomas
status two years ago, and given a
Beecham; Sir John Bai'birolli; WilTag in Trademark Hassle regular 5% royalty deal following
liam Walton; Benjamin Britten and
Following Admiral Corp.’s beef a strong pitch from Carle, who was
F,. M. Forster; Ralph Vaughan Williams and Christopher Fry. He also that it was -infringing on its trade- at that time a stout seller for Col,
recorded interviews in the midst of mark, Admiral Records, N. Y., last'
musical activity, including one at week switched its name to Adam
Covent Garden with a rehearsal of Records. New title, according to
GREAT STANDARDS TODAY!
Carrano,
the Sadler’s Wells Ballet as back- Nicholas R.
diskery’s
head, w^ one of over 4,000 sent
ground.
Cooperating with Fassett in se- in by 1,497 disk jocks throughout
LIKE
curing the recording equipment the country in response to a nameand arranging interviews were the finding contest sponsored by the
The Adam tag was
British publishing firm of Boosey record outfit.
& Hawkes, the British Art Council suggested by Micky Else, platter
and Rodney Pelletier, chief of the spinner for station WWPA, Williamsport, Pa. Coinciding with the
North American section of BBC.
new label is the slogan “first with
Julie Stern, Broadcast Music, the best." An Admiral TV-combo
Inc., profesional manager, going to set was awarded Else for his con-

CDL

j

with Orchestra

Columbia LP Record FL*9501 or
78 rpm album F-5.

—

Chansons Parisiennes Volume 2
Columbia LP Record FL-9507 or
78 rpm album F-9.
Edith Piaf Sings
Columbia LP Record FL-9510 or
78 rpm album F-12.

La Vie En Rose
or 4004-F

SEEMS
OLD TIMES

.

|

Coast. Sunday (D, with first stop
in Chicago. It’s a disk jockey contacting junket.
>

(in English)

„

38948 or 7-inch 33H LP Record

Top Songs on

1-776

(

'

Les Trois Cloches
Perrlne Etait Servant#
45001-F

TV

Alphabetically Listed
Week of Sept. 15-21

(Based on copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index r .published
by Office of Research, Inc., Dr.
J ohn G. Peatman t director
Hoop-Dee-Doo ........ Morris
’

.

•

•

•

•

•

•

COQUETTE

Initial release

on the

new

label

be two sides by Dolores
Brown, 1938 Duke Ellington discovery who recently signed With
the waxery. Disk will be the first
of" Miss Brown’s released by the
company,
Sides, already recorded, are “I’m Alone" and “That’s
As Far As You Go With Me."

Air Force

outlet*

Shillelagh

S.-B.

Under My Skin
Chappell
Somebody Loves Me... Harms

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

SNUGGLED ON

YOUR SHOULDERS
LEO FEIST.

A

He Is also writer of “Tears of
Sorrow/’soon. to be released.

INC

America's Next Big Ballad!

“ALL
MY LOVE”

Hillbillies

Same Old

.Leeds

5

•

will

Top Standards
El Cumbanehero
Southern
Most Unusual Day
Robbins

Teasin’

Tzena Tzena Tzena.Unde’term’d

33^ LP Record* for Uninterrupted Listening Pleasure

tribution.

San Antonio, Sept. 26.
Air Force Cpl. Sam F. Heiskell,
stationed here at Lackland Air
Force Base, has formed a hillbilly
band among his fellow trainees.
year ago he was leader of a similar
band on an Athens, Tenn., radio

I Love The Guy .... Shapiro-B.
La Vie en Rose
Harms

Originator of

PACT

. •

Un Refrain Courait Dans La Rue
38912, 7-inch 33^ LP Record 1-743
La Vie En Rose
TJhe Three Bells

4

is customary, is to get out first
with the tune. Delaney also intends
to spot Miss Brewer in roles other
than that of simply a rhythm and
novelty singer.
Chirp is set to
record a couple of ballads in the
near future.
New novelty was first recorded
on the Discovery label by Lenny
Carson and a group of children.
SEEKING
Dee jay attention cued the other
diskeries to cut the song.
RichBUILDING
mond, incidentally, is publishing
the tune in his new Warwick MuHollywood, Sept. 26,
Frank DeVol will ask AFM Lo- sic catalog, which *is applying for
cal 47 for permission to use three an ASCAP license and which was
quotaed sidemen in a new band formed only a week ago to separate
plugging
from the
he’s
forming, which has been “Molasses"
sought for a date at the Palladium, pushes on his other songs.
subbing for Freddy Martin, who
cancelled because of his Frisco

Fassett noted a sharp renaissance of public interest in classical
music, sparked to some extent by
the Edinburgh Festival and the
Royal Albert Hall promenade concerts. He credits to a large extent
the British Broadcasting Co. for
sustaining public interest in music.
BBC’s special feature, the Third
Programme, takes most of the
credit for the increased attention
to music. The BBC broadcast the
entire Festival and each of the

Chansons Parisiennes

slowed-up version of the

domain melody, ‘A Tisket,
Tasket" and a new lyric. Mer-

public

,

casts.

STOCK THESE BEST-SELUNG ALBUMS AND SINGLES!

with

cury has pressed the tune with
Washington and New York spots, Roberta Quinlan, Jan August and
neither of which use acts as some an orchestra and chorus under
Marty Manning, while London has
of the other locations do.
Cugat’s
orch,
Xavier
which cut the song with Teresa Brewer.
opened at the Statler, Washington, Both companies had the song out
Sept. 18, will be followed by the this week.
Ted Weem’s band tomorrow (28).
Mercury, on its version, emLatter crew goes in for two weeks. ployed a speedup device, and is
Ralph Flanagan’s orch, currently ballyhooing its side on this anat the N. Y. Statler, will be follow- gle.
Diskery speeded the tape up
ed by Jimmy Dorsey’s crew Oct. 16. to 85 rpm while transferring it to
Ben Ribble’s orch went into the the master for up-tempoed and
Detroit Statler for an indefinite high-keyed effect. Diskery is sugstay starting Monday (25). Burl gesting to disk jockeys and customIves also began a two-week en- ers that they slow the record down
gagement at the spot on the same to “hear how Miss Quinlan and the
Record
day. The Statler’s William Penn others normally sound."
hotel, Pittsburgh, brings in Joseph was cut last Tuesday night (19>,.
Sudy’s orch for an indefinite stay, and 50,000 records were in the
beginning tomorrow (Thurs.) Carl hands of distribs by Friday (22),
Brisson also opens at the spot along according to eastern sales chief
with the band for a two-and-one- Joe Carlton.
half
week engagement. Albey
London sales 'topper and new
Albert’s band begins an indefinite artists and repertoire chief Joe Destand at the Cleveland Statler laney persuaded Miss Brewer, who
Monday (2) along with Russell had a baby only a couple of weeks
Swann, who goes into the spot for ago, to slice the tune. Session was
two weeks.
held early last week, and will be
Steve Kisley’s orch opened at at distribs sometime this week.
the Boston Statler Monday (25)
Delaney is instituting a policy
for an indefinite stay, unaccom- at London under which songs that
panied by an act. Likewise for look promising will be cut despite
Mort Dennis’ band at the St. Louis other recordings of the song. Idea,

other cultural subjects is meeting
with good response by the British
listening audience, James Fassett,
CBS supervisor of music, said last
week following his return from a
three-week recording tour of Eng- Statler. Hildegarde, along with her
accompanist Salvatore Gioe and
land. Fassett recorded interviews
with leading English musicians and the William Norris orch, open at
composers for his “Your Invitation the Buffalo Statler Tuesday (3).
The Norris outfit travels with the
to Music" program and his intersinger. They’re booked into the
mission features of the New. York
spot until Oct. 15.
Philharmonic-Symphony b.r o a d

ALL RECORDS IN HER 4th SMAbH
APPEARANCE AT VERSAILLES IN NEW YORK CITY

time

'

Programs Going Over

NOW BREAKING

this

Mercury and London leading the
Tune is “Molasses, Moway.

,

votes had to be cast for the full
slate of exec board members. New
ruling permits members to vote
separately for each candidate.

British: Fassett

Major recording companies have
jumped onto another Howie Rich-

(

expected to shy clear of any test
of strength at the polls in Decernher in view of the accented antiCommie atmosphere in the union.
Several independents may run for
exec board members.
Voting in Local 802 this year will
be conducted under a new by-law
eliminating the “single-shot” ballot. Under the former procedure

With

Onto ‘Molasses’

•

1

Heavy emphasis in British programming on classical music and

Band Bookings;

In line with the fall and winter
bookings currently being made by
the Statler hotel chain, a number
of bands have already begun or
are set to begin engagements at
the chain’s various outlets. Of the
eight hotels included in the Statler
string, only two have name bands
booked in so far. These are the

!

BBC Longhair

Majors Jumping

i

Frenc h Title “Bo lero"
;

Widely Recorded—

Program Now!
MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadway

New York

19
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20-3850 *(47-3850)

m

Bless This House

The Rosary
20-3905 *(47-3905)

Patricia

Watchiug the Trains Go By

20-3931 *(47-3931)

So Loog Sally

Marcheta
20-3930 *(47-3930) (with BETTY HUTTON)

•i0>

Bushel aad Peck
l.

She’s a Lady
*45

RCA VICTOR Records -*

RPM

Selection

.

THE BENNY RUBIN SHOW
Sustaining

WENR,

Chicago

This is the latest among the current crop of d.j. shows. Were it not
for the midnite airing, arid the waxings, program Would probably resemble an evening comedy show.
Rubin, who took over the show
recently from Johh McCormick, is
prefectly equipped for this predominately chatter - type stirit,
bringing in a gab sharpness lack-

ing in any other local

d.j.

airing.

Insofar as the vet entertainer
uses a telephone arid celeb guest
shots, the program sticks pretty
close to what presently amounts
to standard format in Chi shows;
but there the similarity ends. Tele.

is

used to iriduce anecdote

from listeners, rather
than records; and for full producrequests

tion effect the comic uses a studio
He
announcer for straightmari.
tees off from that point with some
lengthy jokes and intimate glimpses into showbiz. Springboard, for

rival
plugs.

Program

formula

as

it is,

.

.

With all this, Bellairs manages
to spin a good supply of platters.
Music in the format is only to
serve as an interlude between the
chatter. Disks, of which seven or
eight are played in the 60-minute
stint," are comprised solely of current pop vocals, most of which are
present bestsellers. Only * rarely
does the twirler use straight: instrumentals. When he does, it's
usually pretty standard stuff at fast
tempo, arid neither tricky nor

*

brings to the gab, there's simply
Increasing the
too much Rubin.
present six waxings would tighten
the show considerably and lend a
Hollywood, Sept. 26.
little more force to the badinage.
Board of directors of AFM Local
Show is aired simultaneously
renewal of the tune
with two others of the same type, 47 is mulling
'
but heavy demand for chatter union’s Working agreement with
beamings in Chi should still per- the International Alliance of Themit the comic a healthy following. atrical Stage Employes for mutual
cooperation in the event of strike
Mel.
Pact
or negotiation difficulties.
INTERMISSION TIME
expired three years ago and wasn’t
Mai Bellairs
rehewed.
60 Mins.; nightly, 11:30
Contract, which had been on the
Participating
books for years, originally was
WCFL, Chicago
drawn up to insure harmony when
This disk^ jockey show got off the two unions were working toto a fairly slow start, but with new
gether in vaude or legit. New deal,
spiriner Mai Bellairs at the helm,
if .it goes through, would cover the
it has since managed to capture a
motion picture field primarily.
substantial following. Program is
If the 47 board decides it’s a good
beamed from the Intermission,
theatre row eatery, with Bellairs idea, it will recommend the move
working out of a fishbowl arrange- to James C. Petrillo, who will then
ment which enables sidewalk pas- have to get together with I A topsersby to glimpse, the act. Attempt pers to work out details.
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“Simple Melody” (Berlin)
“Sam’s Song” (Sam Weiss)
“All My Love” (Mills)
“La Vie En Rose” (Harms)
“Can Anyone Explain” (Valando)
“Lady of Fatima” (Robbins)
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“Bonaparte’s Retreat” (Acuff-Rose)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena” (Cromwell)

8

“Thinking of You” Remick)
“Count Every Star” (Paxton).
7
“No Other Love” (Disney) ..... 10
“Cincinnati Dane’s Pig” (Old Hick)
‘Sometime” (Witmark)

.
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6
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10

10

8
8
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Robbins Preps Uke Book?
Piano Score on ‘Paradise*

Flanagan Sets Postwar

Opening
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Week Record

Jack

Three-way deal under which
Statler London Records was to sign pianRalph Flanagan or ch is currently ist - bandleader Bill Snyder and
with Tower
racking up the best business the buy up his contract
Records, Chicago indie label, was
Cafe Rouge of the Statler hotel, still up in the air yesterday (Tues.),
N. Y., has had since the war years. with a decisiori due to be anBand drew 2,592 covers the first nounced today. London sales chief
week, and 2,272 covers the second, and artist and repertoire head Joe
Delaney met with Leonard Romm,
which ended Saturday (23). Open- Arena Stars executive, and Music
ing week is the best since late Corp. of America reps, to decide
.“one way or another” whether the
1945.
Arena
Previous postwar record was deal would go through;
Stars is Snyder’s personal manin
Monroe,
1949,
Vaughn
held by
band.
books
the
with an opening week of 2,357 and ager; MCA

At N. Y. Hotel

Robbins

is

preparing

and

score. Editions will be

brought

out to coincide with the 20th-Fox
film version of the legiter. Film,
incidentally, will not use the legit
score.

Rights to the score, which Robbins claims has sold 5,000,000
copies, were held by John FranklinMusic Co., which Robbins bought
out two
or three years ago.

Deal, should it go through, calls
for London to buy Snyder’s Tower
contract, at the satrie time providing that recording sessions would
be handled by 'Tower prez Dick
Bradley.
Snyder would probably
get a longterm pact, with guaranteed minimum number of sides per
year.

ALL MATERIAL READY

“NORTH POLE TOWN”
A Real Xmas Jingle
Available, in 45

Victor
and 78 RPM

Prof .Copies and Orks

WIRE OR WRITE TO:

BURNETT, LTD.
Saranac Lake,

Mercury Buys 16 August

New

York

JCLUNG AGENTS)

(SOlC

.

From Diamond

Mercury Records has purchased

PROGRAM THE NEW
WEDDING STANDARD
DOROTHY STEWART'S

16 old Jan August sides from DiaRecords, for whom the pianist made his first disks.
August is presently under contract

mond
to

RCA

Records by

Pact was reported set last week,
but negotiations were held up because of the- shakeup in London’s
a & r department.

Oldies

Mercury.

Among

ME
YOUR HAND

the sides included in the
August’s version of
is
“Misirlou,” and a number of his
other hits.
Mercury will release
the masters in albums, as singles
and on LPs. Aside from value in
the records themselves, one of the
key reasons Mercury made the purchase is to keep August recordings
other than Mercury's off the mar-

GIVE

purchase

LAUREL MUSIC CORP.
Hit roadway,

ket.

N. Y. If

America's Favorite Folk Singers
Feist Suing Acuffs

On

‘Mississippi’

Use

An

GUY
LOMBARDO’S

I

V

infringement
suit
which
sought damages, an accounting and
an injunction was filed in N. Y.
federal court last week' by Leo
Feist against Roy Acuff, Mildred
Acuff and Freddy Rose. Action
charges that the defendants since

.

Deem 27178
45rpn<.9.27 173

I

Yv\
///•

ACE DISC JOCKEYS FEATURE THEIR RECORDS
FROM COAST TO COAST

SAM FOX PUBLISHING COMPANY
R

^ *

BUNDING

•

RADIO

G

I

I

V

•

N

[

YORK

\

V

THE WEAVERS
Now — STRAND, New York
Currently the No.

Personal Direction—FETE

April, 1950, pirated a 34-year-old
Feist number, “Mississippi.”
Written prior to 1916 by Bert

Hanlon, Benny Ryan

and

signed to Feist.

F "

|"

5

Exclusive

Harry

“Mississippi” was first
Vroqght out by the William Jerome
Publishing Co. Following renewal
of the tune’s copyright hr '1944, the
complaint states, rights were as-

Tierney,

!

Decca Record

1

Tzena— Good Night

tzena, Tzena,

tj*

Irene

KAMERON

•

JL-

-

Management

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER,

New York
|

745 5rh Ave.

PI.

9-4600

a

ukelele book and a piano edition of
the score of “Bird of Paradise,” a
1912 legit hit with Hawaiian theme

;

a four-week average of 2,387.
Flanagan’s average fop tne first
two weeks is 2,382 Covers. Flanagan also broke the opening Saturday night postwar mark with
782 covers, while Monroe’s previous high was 741.
Whether Flanagan’s business
presages a return to good band
b.o. is uncertain. Band has been
grossing' well on one-nighters and
in the few locations it has played.
Current big biz riiay simply be a
manifestation of this individual
band’s popularity. But there is at
least one factor that must be considered. This is the fact that television, which is a considerably
more important factor this year
thari the last and preceding years,
still hasn’t stopped the customers
from coming out for the band.
Wartime figures for the Statler
were considerably higher than
Flanagan’s present grosses, but
most of them were attained simply
because of the fact that people
to
had money
spend.
Glerin
Miller, for example, averaged 2,373
covers per week over a 13-week
period in 1941, at the height of
his popularity, while in late 1942,
in the midst of the war-time boom,
Charlie
Spivak averaged 3,275
covers over seven weeks. Another
indication of wartime’s effect on
the room’s business was Jimmy
Dorsey’s 2,650 average over 16
weeks in 1942 and his 1943 average
of 3,186 covers over 20. weeks;
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Interviews make up the largest
portion of the show. D.j. chats
amiably with the diners and occa-
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Survey of retail sheet music
sales, based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

;

Good

.

•

use of theatre passes, free victuals,
a running photo beauty contest,
and sets aside highschool and
college nights for juve bait.

sionally lures visiting

and as masterful a touch as Rubin

.

.

makes

.

platters..

.

free

getting

restaurants,

In cases of celebrations, birthday
or otherwise, Bellairs doesn’t miss
the most part, is Rubin's many a trick; rior are the big names left
years as an entertainer, with fre- out of the feteing either. His voice
quent harkbacks to the lusher New is also a considerable factor iri the
York-Palace days.
Higher pitched
show’s success.
Music is employed In neat fash- than most and unusually flexible,
ion, used priinarily to bottle up the
the jock is tailor-made for live
comedian’s tales. Tunes are most- shows with heavy audience contact.
ly oldies of pop variety, ranging
Commercials are on a participatfrom jump to sweet but nothing ing basis and only for products
current. Yet, show in its present
Mel.
form cbuld be strengthened With used by the eatery.

some more

,

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

made throughout the stint tQ
hypo' business alorig the street,
with film houses and hotels, even
is

55 Mins.; Mon«-tliru-Sa^, 12 a.m,

.

USSIEfr

ORCHESTR AS-MUSIC
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Survey of retail disk best
based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing com*
p arative idles rating for this
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“Mona Lisa”— 1010 .......

2

2

3

3

“Play a Simple Melody”

4

4

“Sam's Sane”—27112,
^‘Can

8

5

.

.

.

.

—

1

10

7

7

10

15

.

.

...
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K.

KALLEN-R. HAVES
of

.

.

12

9

JO STAFFORD (Capitol)
“No Other Love”— 1053

14B

•

(Decca)
of Fatima”

SAMMY KAYE
A

(Columbia)
You”—38848

16A

“Orange Colored Sky”

VICTOR YOUNG
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“Sometime”—3878
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“You Wonderful You”—27 122.
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“Music, Maestro, Please” 5458
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“All My Love”—5455
8B 12
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THE WAY YOU LOOK
TONIGHT iv
LONG AGO (And Far Away)
YESTERDAYS
SMOKE GETS IN YOUR EYES
THEY DIDN'T BELIEVE ME
TILL THE CLOUDS ROLL BY
ALL THE THINGS YOU ARE
THE TOUCH OF YOUR

HAND

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
(

No. of
Recoi
Records

Label
Decca

No. of

Mercury

3

Points
232
123
75

Victor

4

56

7

Capital

4
;

NEW
<

..

Coral

London

••

•

Records

Label
Columbia
....

1

Points
50
35

1

7

4

Valando heard the song and began
Deal was
it back.
set, but Martin then changed
his mind and appointed Henry
Spitzer selling agent for the song
Tommy Valando. Laurel Music and assigned plugging work to
head, finds himself in the unique Spitzer, thus leaving Valando in
position of being without a Christ- the cold and without a Christmas
song.
inas song, although two writers under contract to him turned out one
that he thinks will be a hit. Trouble Carle Propping Series
is, according to Valando, he turned
the song over to another publisher
Of Music School Setups
without realizing its value, and he’s
With backing from a California
been unable to get it back.
Nearly a year ago bandleader syndicate, orch leader Frankie
Freddy Martin told Valando he had Carle is setting up a new corpoan idea for a song to be called ration, Frankie Carle, Inc., which
“Christmas Time,” but hadn’t been will cover a new piano teaching
Outfit was incorporated
successful in getting it written;- method.
Valando took the idea to George last week in New York with the
Weiss and Benny Benjamin, who okay of the N. Y. educational comArthur Schmoyer, reare- under contract to Laurel, and missioner,
had them go over It. Valando then searcher in piano teaching methbecame ill and had to be hospital- ods, will be general manager qf
Meanwhile, Benjamin and the company, whose first studio is
ized.
Weiss finished the song and showed currently being established in Los

SANTA SLUFFS VALANDO;

REVIVALS

'

•Available as single records In 71 and 45 rpm.

Based on Points Earned

NOW

|

|

‘You’re a Sweetheart’

Standards by

For Christmas

C-H-R-I-S-T-M-A-S
and

THE MERRY
CHRISTMAS POLKA
For tho Winter Stason

to Martin, who declared he wanted to publish it through his own
firm. Benjamin and Weiss consulted Valando at the hospital, and the
latter* who hadn't heard the song,;
gave his okay/
After coming out of the hospital.
it

FROSTY
THE SNOWMAN
Hlu & RANGE

_

;
»

*

•

Songs.

Inc..

N. Y.

AVAILABLE IN ALL

Angeles.
Franchises for the music schools
are being, sold oh a statewide basis.
Carle plans to hypo the new com-,
pany’s business via personal appearances at the schools while on
tour with his band.

Favorites
SPEEDS!

3

MANHATTAN TOWER
A

to try to .get

almost

‘Exactly Like You’

Two Ever-Popular

His

GORDON

Musical Narrative

JENKINS and His Or ehastra and Chorus

DL 8011 a 12-lrich Long Play MlcrogrooVe Unbreakable Record e Price $4.85
(includes: CALIFORNIA)
9-2
d Two 45 RPM Unbreakable Records e Price $2^5
DAU-723 e Two 10-inch 7S RPM Unbreakable Records • Price $2.75
,

ALBUM

f

AVAILABLE IN LONG PLAY AND 70 RPM

UHLirviimn
CALIFORNIA
A

( The Golden State)

Mailed Narrative

Played by GORDQN JENKINS and Hit Orchestra and Chorus
8011 a 12-Inch Lena Play Microgroove Unbreakable Record o Price $4.85
(Includes MANHATTAN TOWER)
DECCA ALBUM DAU-722 a 2 10-In. 7t RPM Unbreakable Records a Price $2.75

DL

America's-: Fastest

=

Selling /Records!

>

i

Wedneaday,

September 27 , 1950

Tops of the Tops
Bradley, Tower Records top-

Don

New York

New York and

from

back

per,

Russ .CarSid Mills bedded at home as a week-long confabs.
result of a fall in which he hurt lyle pegged for Rice hotel* Houston,
Mills
Harmonithe
from
month,
away
his back. He’s
Nov. 2 for a
Music prof essional office indefinite- cats slated for Hollenden hotel,
WINS
Johnny Bradford
ly
Cleveland, Oct. 19 for two weeks.
Frankie Laine, currently at
deejay, tying in with Columbia
Records-Times Columbia promo- Chez Paree, will make a p.a. at
the
“Frosty
Autry's
Gene
the Palace theatre when his pic,
tion of
Harry Ranch orch “When You’re Smiling,” bows this
Snowman”
four
for
Houston*
week. ... Don Reed Orch set for
into Rice Hotel,
Ralph Flanagan office Martinique, Chi, Sept. 29 for two
weeks
He’s follovyed by Will
has moved' from its Seventh Ave. weeks..
Bldg* in N. Y, Back, who moves in Oct* 10 for
location to the
Bob Diament appointed new a month.
business manager for Xavier Cugat,
Margery Hyde,
effective Oct. 1
.

.

.

.

.

RKO

.

.

.

.

giving a! memorial, concert for
Eileen Zay at Carnegie Recital Hall
Oct, 22, with proceeds going to the
.

.

Oct. 20 at the Apollo theatre, N< Y.,
with one-nighters. in between

.

.

.

...

.

an indefinite stay.

in N. Y...
his crew

publicity

Office
Earl Brown and’

Jimmy

Chicago
ing Co. prexy, takes, off next week
on a two-week tour of the south,
in quest of fresh hillbilly talent for
London, whom he serves in an artist and repertory capacity.
..
Anita O’Day bowing at trie Hi-Note
for two weeks. ... Mel Torme Will
pipe a one-nite concert in Winnipeg Sept. 30, ,
Max Miller will
cut eight tracks for Columbia
LP’s Sept. 28. ... Sid Page has
booked Phil Spitalny for the Telephone Pioneers convention Nov. 17.
Irwin Berke, Shapiro-Bernstein Chi rep, in plugging a new
tune, “It’s A Marshmallow World,”
has sent 500 pounds of marshmallows via mail to orchs and d.j .’s.
... Johnny Aladdin into Balinese
Room, Blackstone hotel, Get. 1
A1 Morgan moves to The Copa,
Pittsburgh, Oct, 3, for third time in
seven months.
Capy LaFell
>
held over at Dundee Dell, Omaha.
During recent vaude engage.
.

.

here,

.

.

.

.

lost $3,000

.

.

.

Oct,

5,

.

.

.

.

at Circle theatre, Indianap-

olis.
Follow at Riverside theatre,
Milwaukee, Qct. 12, for a week,
then move to Don Carlos Casino,
Winnipeg, Oct. 20, for a week.
Clyde McCoy set for Army installations in San Antonio for nine
days Oct. 19. ... Will Back orch
inked into Trocadero, Henderson,
Ky., Sept. 29 for two weeks.
.

.

.

.

.

Ray Pearl orch

at the Muehlebach
hotel, Kansas City, till Oct. 17.
Jimmy Palmer set for Melody Mill,
Chi, Oct. 13 for six weeks. .
Don Ragon band to Claridge hotel,
.

.

.

Memphis*. Oct. 6 for three weeks.
Follows
at
Rainbow Ballroom,
Denver, NW. 7 for two weeks. .
.

.

.

Attractions has set Gene Austin in
the Dragon Grill, Corpus Christi,
for two weeks beginning Oct, 3;
plays the Monteleone
later he
Hotel, New Orleans/opening Nov.
29
Frank and Sandra Gallager
and Mike Caldwell on the bill at
the Monteleone for a fortnight
Eric Correa crew wound its stand
at the Broadmoor Hotel, Colorado
Springs, Sept. 23,. and moved to
the B.engalaire, Tulsa, oil the 25th.
Jack
Cathcarts’
Continentals
hurry out of Eddy’s here after closing Thursday (28), to make the
Empire Room of the Palmer House,
Chi, Friday (29)
Prof. Backwards
set for the Brown hotel; Louisville,
beginning Oct. 6 recently closed at
the Bengalaire, Tulsa
Roy Brill
orch now at the New Avalon Club,
Casper, Wyo., where he moved
over from the Cowboy Bar/Jack,

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

son,

Wyo.

.

.

.

Billy Eckstine
and
will do a special

George Shearing

20 -minute afternoon show ori the
campus for U. of Kansas City students Sept. 29; two will be in
town for an evening concert arid

.

.

.

,

.
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.
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.

.

.

Advanced
Paxton

..... Beacon
W’ords-Music
. .... .

.
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.
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*

.

.
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.
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*
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Supreme
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.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

Know

.

.

.

.
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.

.
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.

with Baron Elliott, who recently
organized his own band and spent
the summer at Cow Shed In Conneaut Lake, has been Called up by
Ciro Rimac back
the Army
.

Red We’ve Got

Is the

....

.....

,

.

..

.

•.

.

...

.

.

but it’s likely the band,
comprising the same personnel,
will go out in about three weeks.
Mean while* Dorsey, who. during
his layoff in the past couple of
weeks has been recording at a fast
pace for Decca, is scheduled for
another waxing, session Friday
(29).

; :.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

*
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Life,

.

Odette

.

Life

.

.

.

.

Undeterm’ed
.Paramount

. .

.

.

.

*

.

. ,

,

.

.Miller

, . .

;

. .

.
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The remaining 20 songs of the week (more in case of ties),
based on the copyright Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popu•
lar Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by th& Office
of Research, Inc,, Dr. John G. Peatman, Director. Alphabetically
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Sea Of Blue
.
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..........
Hoop-Dee-Doo
If YoU Were Only Mine
... .........
J ust Say I LO ve Her
Keep Your Eyes On the Stars ...

set yet,

.

.

‘

Home.,

Dorsey has definitely decided to take his band out on the
road again,. Irving Chezaiy his New
York office manager, said yesterday (Tues.l. No dates have been

.

.

You Wonderful You—- 1 ‘Summer Stock”

limited

BAND ON ROAD SOON

.

.

into

Tommy

.

.......

.

.

Powell, on trumpet,
Red French, both

. . .

* .

t
Fight the Feeling— “Let’s Dance”

Why

,

.

. .

.

.

.

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

Tonight Be Tender To Me
Tzena Tzena Tzena .....
(

.

.

.

.

. . .

.

We Want

The Red

.Leeds,

... .Hill Sc

Range

...
Sentimental Me
.... .... .Knick’b’ck’r
Remick
Thinking Of You t “Three Little Words”
Chappell
Third Man Theme— f “Third Man”
...........
.

,

—

,

.

;

,

.

.

BMI Hassle

.

.

.

.

t Filmusicat.

.

.

.

* Legit musical.

to Highlight

Chi Ballroom Assn. Moot
Hollywood,. Sept. 26.

Chicago, Sept. 26.

Third annual Dixieland Jubilee
Operators
Ballroom
Assn.’s annual conclave kicked off concert will be staged at the Shrine
this morning (26) at the LaSalle Auditorium here Oct. 6 by Frank
hotel here. High point of the con- Bull and Gene Norman, with two*
vention, however, is not expected beat crews from all oyer the coununtil Wednesday when Tom Ar- try due to participate.
cher, association’s music licensing
Already set are Sharkey Bonano,
chairman, will issue a report on the Castle Jazz Band, Firehouse Five
present status of the controversy Plus Two, Pete Daily, Ted Vesely,
which is still waging as a carry- Ben Pollack and his Pic-A-Rib
over from last year.
Boys, Cavanaugh’s Curbstone Cops
Dispute, which stems from BMI’s and Eddie Skrivanek and his “Sexlicensing attempts at ballrooms, is tet from Hunger,” consisting of
not expected to be resolved at the Zutty Singleton, Georgie Thow,
present meeting, but Archer’s re- Charlie LaVere, Blake Reynolds
port should cast some light on and Joe Yuki.
National

j

to

Eckstine Pact Renewal
Harry Meyerson; M-G-M Records
artists and repertoire chief, flies
to Chicago Saturday (30.) to huddle with Billy Eckstine on the singer’s contract renewal. Eckstine is
appearing there in his concert tour

Meyerson
due back in New York Monday ( 2 ).
Meanwhile, Jesse Kaye, M-G-M
Coast manager, is due in N. Y.
Monday (2) on a two-week business trip, during which he’ll confer
with Meyerson and general manager Frank Walker*
with George Shearing.
is

.

present NBOA feelings.
Additional high-points on the
agenda will be reports on effect of
^abaret tax, television and the
minimum rule of the
on ballrooms. Panel session on territory
and name band problems will be
hashed out by panel members.

TcUphoncst Hollywood—JCrestview 1-S267|

Now

Chicago, Sept. 26.

New York

—Clrelo 7-3563

York

j

Vet orchster Bernie Mann has
been inked by Tower Records for
eight sides to be cut next week in

New

mj presents

By WILLIE STEIN and MILTON DELUGG
MUSIC, Inc., 146 West $4th Street,

Agent— KEYS

Tower Inks Mann,

AFM

FRANK MUSIC CORP

Sole Selling

» r»

*

.

.

.

.

Sweetest Words

.

.

,

.

.

.

Pusateri’s Prime Rib, new midtown hangout. .Hotel New Yorker
has switched policy and now has
music offered by Hazel LenningShe opened
ton on the organ.
Sept. 11 for four weeks. .Dick LaSalle crew plays one-nighters go
ing east and opens at the Plaza
Midland
hotel, N. Y., Sept. 29

Wanna Be Loved

.

.

.

.

.

and drummer
alumni of Jimmy Dorsey
.
OrKen Wayne has checked in
at Colonial Manor for an indefinite
Jimmy Morgan, formerly
stay

.

.

*

.

.

.

ganist

.

a

for

.

,

.

.

•»

.

.«

>.

.

^

worth of music, reportedly burned.
Bob Vincent to Century Club,
.
Mankato, Minn. Sept. 30.
Nov-Elites pacted for Club Alexandria, Newport, Ky., Oct. 20 for return engagement.
Joe Maize
and The Cordsmen into Kilbourne
hotel, Milwaukee/ Sept. 30.
Mills Bros, inked for one week,
.

.

.

.

Mel Torme

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

Rose

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . *

. ,

..... .Valando

. .

i

. . . . .

Jimmy Emmert, formerly with Bob

A1

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

crews for his pit orch this season; Carl Biesacker, sax and clarinet, ex-Gene Krupa; trombonist
Crosby, and

..

A cuff &

Always Love You-r-1 “My Friend Irma Goes West”Famous
.Harms
i. .... ..
La Vie En Rose
... .Paramount
Carey, US. A.”.. ....
Mona Lisa-— 1“ Captain
t
... Chappell
Nevertheless— “Three Little Words” ....
/.
^. Disney
No Other Love
Spitzer
...
Our Very Own— 1“ Our Very Own”
,
v. ...
Play a Simple Melody .....
/. ... Berlin
.Paxton
...
Punky Punkin
....
... V. ....
.Sam Weis 3
Sam’s Song .... .....
*...,.,* .... ..... ...
Witmark
... .,*....* ........ ..
Sometime

,

.

ment

.

.

..... .
......

.

.,.•>>>

......

.

. . .

I’ll

into

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

Cocktail
Green’s
Bill
at
Pearl crew in for its annual stand stay
Billy
of
the Lounge Thursday (28)
in
the
Terrace Grill
Muehlebach, replacing Dick La- Catizone’s.Trio closed month’s stay
Salle
orch
Louis Prima orch at Club 30 near Chester, W. Va.
played the Town Hall ballroom
Tuesday (26), one of the bigger
names to play this new dancery
Don Tiff is back in town and heading the trio for Johnny Franklin in

.

,

.

Vogue Terrace
for week of, Nov, 20
Luke Riley,
pianist and conductor at Casino
theatre, has a lineup from name
band booked

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

,

.

.

.

.

...
.

Dream Of Me

Little

.

Johnny Brown’s Club for a
stay. He opened Monday
... Ralph and Buddy Bonds,
date in Las Vegas after his fort- (25)
wind up 10 -week
organists,
twin
night in El Casbah here... Ray

.

.

.

Kansas City

:

..

,

Lou Holtz jumped west

.

.

Ray

.

Putnam, Universal Record-

.

Ina

.

kee, disk Jock, currently in N. Y.
on a one-week stay.

,.

.

.

have had their current
booking at Harlem’s Baby Grand
club extended to a 26-week stay
... Bob Larson, WEMP, Milwau-

Bill

Springs, Oct. 10

Hutton band being
booked by General Amusement
Corp. for one-niters on the Coast
at $750 against 60%. All dates are
anchored around her weekly KTL
GAC’s band coordinavidshow
tor Jack Whittemore in town
Helen O’Connell came put of retirement to cut four sides with
Frank DeVol at Capitol. Former
Jimmy Dorsey thrush will get 50%
of batoneer’s regular royalties on
Chuck Cabot booked
the disks
into the Trianon Sept. 30 for $400
Spot owned by
against 60%.
Horace Heidi was closed during the
summer;
.

Sy Nathan, former drummer with
the Reggie Childs and Jail Savitt
orchs* is opening his own personal

management and

Dream A

,

Palm

.

.

.

.

.

.'.
Spencer
/.
..... ...... . .
^Goodnight Irene
; * /.
..... ... ..... Chappell
Harbor; Lights
... »
. .
>
Shapiro-B
.
Honestly I Love You
....
* ....
United
I Cross My Fingers
.Famous
.
. . .r. .
I Don’t Care If the Sun Don’t Shine
...... Shapiro-B
I Love the Guy (I Love the Girl) ... ....

•

at Chi-Chi,

.

,

.

....

,

.

........

.

..

,

.

. * .
.

;

.

.

^

.

.

.

.

.

...

. . . . , . . . .

Can’t We Talk it. Over,
Count Every Star
...
Daddy’s Little Boy

.

Mills
...... .Pickwick

.

.

Bonaparte’s Retreat

Will follow with
to town for his

.

begins .broadcasting with" his trio
from the Raleigh Room of the Warwick over an NBC wire Oct; 2, has
been signed by RKO for a musical
Frank York orch opening
short
the new Porterhouse Room of the
Sherman hotel, Chicago, Oct. 1, for

Love

Can Anyone Explain

.

.

.

.

Lorry Raine visiting deejays in
Philadelphia, Akron and Cincinnati
Marvin Cane bedded with
Cy Coleman, Who
touch of flu
.

.

My

Beloved Be Faithful

President. Hotel’s Drum Room currently has Howard Leroy orch, and

:

Gene
Damon Runyon fund/.
Krupa into State theatre, Hartford,
weekend of Sept. 30, then opens
.

listed.

All

dance in the Municipal auditorium.
The university will open the can>
pus ball season Oct. 7 with Jessie
Price and Warren Durrett orchs
the musical chores
splitting

Harle Smith, back
annual stint here.
Hollywood
Johnny Duke crew follows Smith
Local 47 passed a rule under in the Drum Room late this year
which no tooter making less than Stan Kenton orch into the Pla-Mor
$60 a week cart be forced to pay Ballroom for a one-nighter Sept.
Palladium 30.
for his Own uniform >
dickering With Frank DeVol for a
five-week 'stand around the holiday
Pittsburgh
Aaron Gonzales orch
season
Bob Rhodes, who used to have a
the
at
indefinite
stand
opened an
of his own, has joined the
Bob band
Olympic hotel, Seattle.
Lee Helton outfit on Sax. Rhodes
Millar musicrew bows into Fla- continues as p.a. for. Bill Green’s
mingo, Las Vegas, Oct. 5 for two- Casino
Billy Eckstine-George
Former LA. Philhap* Shearing Quintet inaugurate jazz
weeks
Gasslin
concertmaster,'
monic
concert season at Syrija Mosque
Jacques, joined Lyn Murray’s CBS Oct. 1
and Norman Granz brings
1
orch. r
ih “Jazz
at
Philharmonic” two
Desi Arnaz starts a 19-day stint nights later
Woody Herman

.

Mary Maiuzzo and Evelyn Reade

.

“Goodnight Irene”
Best British Seller.
“Silver Dollar”

.

.

of the ioeek {more in case of ties), based on
the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular
Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office of
Research / Inc., Dr, John G. Peatman, Director, -Alphabetically

The top 30 songs

Seller on Coin Machines

.

.

of Sept. 15-21, 1950

*i

“Mona Lisa”

.

Week

Survey

“Most Requested” Disk

.

.

,

Retail Disk Best Seller
“Goodnight Irene”
Retail Sheet Best Seller
“Mona Lisa”

19, N. Y.

York.
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Formby ‘Varieties’ Sock

Dissidents’ Suit Vs. 4A’s

$24,800 1st Wk., Toronto
Tpronfo, Sept. 26.
Prior to his trans-Canada tour
to the Coast, George Formby and
his “London Music Hall Varieties”

Name Lineup

Nitery Belt; dick’s

racked, up a sellout $24,800 on
indications are that the trial 4 week’s .engagement at the Royal
started last week in the N. Y. suAlexandra here* with 1,525-seater
preme court seeking to declare the Yavensonne Agcy. Sets
Biz
Grid Gaines
scaled at $3150 top.
1942 takeover of the American
Advance sale for second week
40
Hotel Route
Columbus,
O., Cafes
In
Guild of Variety Artists by the
encouraging.
also
is
Boston, Sept. 26.
Columbus, Sept. 26,
Associated Actors and Artistes of
is
hypoing
will
drag
on
season
illegal,
Football
hotel
be
Arki
to
America
Yavensonne, entertainment
arid nitery hi# in Columbus, Ohio
for at least a month. First major director of the Sheraton hotels,
State-Southern Methodist Univerwitness is Florence Marston, exec- has formed the Artists Corp. of
sity game set for Saturday (30)
utive secretary of .the N. Y. branch America which will be conducted
has
who
along
jammed the town and filled
Guild,
Actors
Screen
regular
the
agency
of
lines, YavenUp most of the available hotel
sonne has been booking the mawas on the stand all last week.
space.
Mrs. Marston came to court origi- jority of the talent for the 28
The Deshler Wallich hotel has
Sheraton hotels in U. S. and Cananally to aid defense attorneys headset Rudy “ Vallee and the Teddy
da
and
indicates
that
he
can
ROsenoffer
Samuel
ed by former Judge
Powell Orch. The Grandview Inn
man on background material perti- an act a route of 40 weeks.
has tapped Bobby Hackett Quartet
However,
Officers in the corporation innent to the litigation.
arid smaller spots are expanding
plaintiff's legal battery put her on clude Neal Lang, general manager
budgets to entice the pigskin
the stand in their behalf. She was of the Park Sheraton, N. Y. Yavenmajor lineup of indie
First
examined by plaintiffs’ attorney for sonne has long been director of vaude time comes with the re- crowd.
two days, and the defense took the chain’s Oval Room of the sumption of s^ageshows on the
over for the remainder of the week. Copley Plaza hotel, Boston.
Schine circuit, which has a majority
Law firm of Nathansqii, Halpren
of its houses in upper N. Y; A1 &
Belle Dow office are now. booking
and Scholer, before start of the
trial last week, had told defending
12 houses of the circuit with a total
attorneys that one of the 4A board
playing time of 38 days. It’s the
members would be asked to testify
longest independent route so far.
Amount of time on the Schine
for their side, but it wasn’t exHollywood, Sept. 26.
pected that Mrs. Marston would be
wheel, so far, is Short of last seaAmerican Guild of Variety’ Artson’s total when 29 houses were in
called at that time. Testimony inists
intervention
has resulted in a
operation. Likelihood is that other
volved was mainly documentary in
Pittsburgh, Sept. 26.
theatres will open as soon as the 30-day stay of execution of the
She was asked to identify
form.
Acts set for first commercially
police order stripping Larry Potpicture lineup is set.
documents and testimony on both
sponsored unit tJSAAF is sending
Gus Lampe, Schine’s general ter’s Supper Club of its entertainsides revolving around the history
into Alaska for tour of Army, Air
manager, has so far designated ment license. License was to have
since its formation in
of
Force and Naval bases include
atertown, Gloversyillei been revoked as of midnight SaturOswego,
Next witness for the
July, 1Q39.
Frank
Marlowe,
Randolph and Co., Amsterdam, Geneva,, Glen Falls, day (23).
plaintiff is expected to be either
Slim Timblin, Turner Twins, Lind- Auburh, Syracuse, Oneonta, Albany
Police action followed a cracknaMatt Shelvey, former
say Dancers, Chester Fredericks
and Corning to institute stage down last month when officials
tional administrator, Who was oustand Bobbie, Lana Ross and Lani shows in Nv Y. and Lexington, charged that chirp Virginia Maied in 1947 by the 4A’s, or Danny
and Joe. Unit will assemble here Ky., as the only other house. Sole sori, a longtime fixture at the ValFitz, former
board member
and
give a breakin performance at full week stand is in Syracuse, ley niteryTwas singing risque songs
from Boston, under whose name
Syria Mosque Oct. L then take off Others
interspersed with off-color asides.
are two and three days;
the suit was instituted; Other mafor Great Falls, Mont., for single
Dows have also set the Park the- Potter won one ten-day reprieve of
jor witness for the plaintiffs will
show
before
heading
into
Alaska
Ephrata, Pa., for Sunday the license-lifting and, after exatre,
be Fred Dale, who heads the Bosfor alihost three weeks of barn- shows arid the Walter Reade circuit hausting all other means, appealed
ton branch set up* by
dissito coast AGVA chief Eddie Rio
storming.
dents;
is also set to come in with a route
for assistance.
Show was put together by Joe sometime next iriorith.
The current trial is a continuaRio agreed to attempt a direct
tion of the 1948 court proceedings Hiller, heading local talent agency,
approach to Mayor Fletcher Bowwhich sought to reinstate Matt and head of his theatre department,
ron
on the grounds that lifting of
Shelvey as A VGA’s national admin- Anton Scibilia, who got Loyal OrPotter’s license will deprive peristrator.
However, a mixup over der of Moose to bankroll it. Army
formers of a place to work and to
naming an attorney of record doesn’t have funds available yet for
remind the Police Department that
caused collapse of that action, arid acts, but they’re taking care of
AGVA performers always give nuis
Music
America
Corp.
of
reShelvey signed a stipulation agree- transportation and food and lodg- activating its
New York concert merous “concessions” to the Police
Hiller and
ing he would not participate in ing while in Alaska.
department with the pacting of Show.
AGVA affairs. Upon the outcome Scibilia, working with Lt.^Col, Jo- Edward
Potter’s only recourse now is an
Snowden to head up longof this case also hinges the fate seph Baqgham, heading entertainSnowden’s appeal to the Police Commissionactivities,
hair-style
of similar actions brought in Bos- ment division of Air Force, are
entry marks the first time er’s counsel, consisting of five
hoping to get number of industrial
ton and Philadelphia by
disprominent citizens appointed by
firms here and elsewhere interest- that serious attention will be given
sidents.
that
style
entertainment since Paul the mayor, to over-ride the decied iri putting up dough for addiTwo other witnesses were exam- tional shows in future, Jay Stoehr, Gregory- resigned from that oufit sion. He has already fired Miss
Maison.
ined out of tUrn. First was Esther
Moose national official, with head- two years ago. Harry Squires origSpot represents an investment of
Bykoff a former
employee, quarters in Pittsburgh, will accom- inally started the concert division
who was brought in from San Fran- pany troupe as company manager. at MCA, but such activities were some $80,000 and is built around
cisco to identify documents which
dormant in the N. Y. office upon the entertainment policy. Underwere admitted as evidence. Tom
his resignation, to start his own stood Potter will shutter the place
permanently if unable to get the
Senna, former head of the Boston
agency.
AGVA local, also performed a simiPrior to Snowden’s employment, license restored;
lar service.
concert activities were coordinated
.

:

Philadelphia, Sept. 26.

'

Up

Wk.

j

Reopening of the

three

city’s

largest cafes brings the' after-dark
situation here back to normal after
a long summer slough. The Latin
Casino reopened (18) with a floor

show headed by Zero Mostel, Kay
& Ayres. Rran
Warren took over ‘the stellar Spot

Armen and Copsey

which relighted Monday
and Palumbo’s turns on the
Mickey
with
(28)

at Click,
(25);

footlights

X

.

In 12 Houses

:

.

AGVA

Shaiighnessy heading the revue.
Nicky Blair, back from a vacar
tion in Canada, has planned a busy
leaning
season for the Click,
heavily on name draws. The big
musical bar has always been a
showcase for top talent and Blair’#
lineup for the coming season is in,
In addition
the upper brackets.
to Miss Warren, Blair: has skedded

Mel Tdrme, week of pet. 2; Xavier
CugaL Oct. 9; Patti Page, Oct. 16;
A1 Morgan, Oct. 23; Stan Kenton,
Oct, 30, and the King Cole Trio,
Nov. 6.
Lionel Hampton’s band is slated
for Nov. 20 (Army-Navy game
Week) to be followed by Vaughn
Monroe, Nov. >3Q. Ralph Flanagari
has been set for the first week of
the New Year,

W

AGVA

AGVA

AGVA

:

.

MCA

AGVA

AGVA

by Vernon Stevens out of the Chicago office. Current plan is to have
concentrate on short-hair
Snowden
shows, “Night of Stars,” Under
tours, but should any longhair perauspices of the United Jewish Apsonalities
made available, tours

Paid Talent for
of New York’s major

One

Cantor’s Carnegie Concert

benefit

peal, will be a paid affair this season; It’s planned to spend around
Eddie Cantor’s cne-man concert
$7,500 for talent on this year’s
at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., Saturday
event, which will be held at Madi(30) looms as a sellout.
It appears son Square Garden, N. Y.* Nov, 20,
that gross will hit around $6,800,
In previous years this Organizasame figure as his Carnegie concert
tion garnered the top talent in
last season.
York during its annual affairs
Cantor has booked a tour which New
at a cost of about $12,500, which
calls for appearances in Ontario
it paid to Theatre Authority, under
Get. 10 and 12, plus other dates to
provided for 10%
be played between his once-every- a contract which
of the overall take with the $12,500
f our- weeks video show on NBC.
top. Percentage was based on ticket sales, donations and program
;

will

be
be arranged.

Snowden

is

out a jaunt for

currently

mapping

Guy Lombardo

in

March. He comes to MCA from
the Charles A. Wagner office, where
he was second in command in Wagner’s productions
touring.

of

operas

for

Y

,

Morgan, who appeared

at
the Baccara, Paris, for about
three
years, last played the
.

Mer

Knocke Sur

Casino, Belgium,

NeW

leer fpr Dallas

dates at that time.
Singer will get $7,500 for Paramount stand under an old commitment for three engagements at
This is the last one
this; house,

under

The new Dorothy Franey

vue current at the Century

ice re-

vancing money to prospective riitery Owners, which may stymie
plans for reopening of several N.Y.
spots. The hatcheck tycoons have,
thus far, refused to advance the
$20,000 and up now, demanded for
cloakroom annual rentals because
of the possibility cafes may do a
foldo before they Can retrieve their
•

investment.
Several deals have been stymied
because of refusal of concessionaires to go along with opening
latter know their coin
is necessary in most ventures, and

plans.

The

-the pact.

generally have taken a chance.
However, with the current boom in
night clubs,, they’ve backed away
from laying out coin unless assured

Eatery Add# Shows

of operator’s solvency:

Dallas, Sept. 26.

For example* no deal has yet
Baltitnore, Sept. 26.
-Hotel Adolphus is titled
been made at the Havana-Madfid,
SL
State Fair.” It features the
restaurant,
Brent - N. Y., which was recently taken
Waldrop’s
Prestons, Patty Greenup,
Bob Martyne, Wood, Md., is inaugurating a door- over by a syndicate headed by
everly Osborn, Mim Scharlack, show starting Friday (29). Policy Lewis Lewis. Other prospective
Harriet Kenney and Marilyn Scar- calls for three acts comprising a bonifaces are similarly scouting
comic, singer and dancer.
around for deals which would proHerman Waldman and his orch
Spot is being booked by the vide the initial operating costs.
provide the music.
Charles agency of this city.
The concessionaires feel that

Room

Delays Return to* U. S.
Kay Thompson,

Hollywood, Sept. 26.

'

week, prior to beginning an en- of the regular salary.
at the Maisonette of the
Hotel St. Regis, Nov. 14. Gal, onetime vocalist with Art Mooney’s Billy Eckstine’s N.Y. Par
urch, is being repped by Barron
Date Set Back Till Easter
Polan, who set the St. Regis deal.
Billy Eckstine’s former ChristChirp, who’ll concentrate on slnguig American songs with
mas
and New Year’s date at the
French
Paramount,
lyrics, is being billed
N. Y., has been set
as the “American From Paris.”
back to the Easter show. Eckstine
will be filling a series of concert
Miss

Kay Thompson’s H. 0.

Harpo Marx opens a six-week

Date

gagement

Atlantic City, Sept. 26.

.

Show Will be run under the
American Guild of Variety Artists
setup,
which calls for a $25 minAfter working abroad for the
New York concessionaires are once the prospective nitery owners
past four years, songstress Jane imum payment to all performers,
Morgan returns to the U. S. next with top acts getting one-seventh becoming, increasingly wary of ad- spend the cloakroom rental they’ll

For St. Regis, N.

,

with- unseasonable cold
weather has knocked usually fair
September business into a cocked
hat this past few weeks; although a
nuinber of small conventions have
brought in delegates and their
families to help things along.
In this week are Kiwanis interdistrict,
Pennsylvania
national,
(24-27) with 1,200 delegates; and
the United Spanish War Veterans,
who are now in session in Convention hall with 2,500 delegates.'
Biggest convention slated during
the fall is the American Gas Assn.,
which comes in next weekend (2-6).
It will bring in 16, 000 delegates
plus those who will be here in allied groups.

originally scheduled to arrive in N. Y. from Europe
Sunday. (I), has been delayed due
to a holdover engagement at the
Casino de Paris, London. Spot is
on the
option
exercising
its
2 Atlantic City Spots
comedienne through Oct. 6. Miss
Change Ownership Thompson, however, will be back
Atlantic City, Sept. 26. , in the states in time to appear on
Ownership of two night club# the initial airing of NBC’s “Dream
Show," which has been put back
shifted last week.
Nate Cohen, who operated the from Oct. 15 to Oct. 29. She’ll
uptown Lambs Club for several Serve as a regular on tbe 90seasons, disposed of his interests minute Sunday program;
to Jack and Ruth Richards. Charlie
She’s also expected to fill a
Merlin bought out his partner, nitery date ini Las Vegas in NcvemMax Uretsky, and will now operate her.
the Nomad Club solo:

revenue.

Jane Morgan Pacted

Hits Atlantic City Biz

tour Oct. 13 in Sacramento with
his “Harpo’s Concert Bazaar”. Trek
is set to extend through the north-

west and Texas.
With the star will be operatic
singer Christina Carroll, pianist
Jeanette Savran and the Ivan

Kirow ballet company.
fold once the going gets rough;
One of the major reasons for increasing wariness of concession opin
Biz
50th
erators is the fact that cloakrooms
Sadie Banks, perennial songno longer provide the,.major por- stress at the Old Roumanian, on
tion of the revenue.
Most coin is New York’s lower east side, will
made on photography and .sale of celebrate her 50th anni iri show
novelties: Since wages and cost of
business at the fall opening 'of
merchandise is on the increase, that spot Oct. 4. Miss Banks made
greater revenue must be realized if
her bow in 1900 at 15 and since
the concession is to be run at a
then has appeared with leading
profit
Another factor tending to performers pn the Yiddish arid
diminish the investment in niteries
English stage. She has been at the
is the fact that the concession boys
Old Roumanian for 17 years.
are repeatedly called upon to make
Surrounding show Will include
loans to the bonifaces.
Bop City is now almost exclu- comic Jack Winston, singer Mary
Toy, and dancers Buster
Mon.
sively owned by concessionaire Abe
Ellis, who placed chattel mortgages Burnell and Alverda.

Show

Anni

’

,

.

.

on the spot when it was known as
the Hurricane; That spot isn’t reBIX QUITS SHOW BIZ
garded as a money-maker at inter-;
Singer Tommy Dix has retired
vals and additional coin has to be
from show business to become art
put back into the operation to keep executive in a lumber concern in
it going.
Birmingham, Ala. Firm is owned
.

.

by Dix’s father-in-law*
Publicists Guild, organization of
Dix had been doing an act with
cafe pressagents, holding a “meet
the press” cocktail party at the Edith Fellows at time of dissolution
Hotel Warwick, N. Y., Thurs. (28).
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Maisonette,
(ST.

Melba outfit likewise plays neatly
Cotillion Room? IN- Yfor the straight dancing, and Ralph
(HOTEL PIERRE)
Lane’s band is danceable on the
Mimi Benzell, Stanley Melba’s Latin
rhythms.
Orch, Ralph Lane Rhumba Band;

for six weeks on her first
Miss Benzell is set for eight
this time, and it’s the kind of
booking that draws class patronlong
has
Room
Cotillion
The
age, considering Miss Benz ell's Met
been a difficult room in which to Opera
Margaret
background.
work, because of its physical lay- Truman, for instance, was among
out, but Minii Benzell, repeating the audience on night caught.
Kere after her initial smash at this
Kahn.
spot a yOar ago, has little trouble

cover weekends after

9’.

15,

Here

$3

minimum weekdays after 9:15.

trip,

.

the far reaches of this hotel
Mocainbo.
The
nitery despite its handicaps.
Hollywood,, Sept- 19dark-haired operatic soprano, With
Toni Arden, Eddie' Oliver Orch
a catalog that must satisfy the
c ov e r,
( 5 )
Latin* Aires
tastes of any audience, has im- (9
proved considerably in her show- $1.50, $2.
maintaining
a
manship, let alone
There were no cameras in evihigh entertainment level with just
dence, but it’s a cinch bet that
her voice;

filling

Hollywood
.

.

) ,

;

'

Arden was launched on a film
On a two-show-nightly policy, Toni
career after her opening at this
Miss Benzell is doing 35 minutes of
Few
swankery.
Strip
Sunset
songs that go all the way from an
making their Coast bow
opening “Siboney” to a swingy singers
as strongly—-or so
registered
have
and tricky version of “Lo, Hear the
with the film colony.
In between she deservedly—
Gentle Lark;’.’
Handling the sold entertainment
does a pop ballad, an operatic
light
opera spot particularly in a room of this
(“Traviata”),
aria
(“Vilia”) and> for her finale and sort, is no sinecure for a singer,
encore, what she describes as but Miss Arden manages it neatly.
‘‘turning back the dock’* for some Opening stint, a. 25-minute .affair,
drew salvoes and her handling of
traditional tunes.
“Foolish Heart”
Miss Benzell, at show caught, such material as
was attired in a simple, white and “Sorrento” goes over solidly.
only
has
a fine Voice
Chirp
not
in
taste,,
gown that is
excellent
and she has excellent backing and an excellent delivery, she’s a,
the
value of
knows
singer
who
from the Stanley Melba band. The
lyrics and their proper purveyance.
As a result, each offering has added impact. She ho1,ds her audii

,

tors

from the

easily;

off-stag

in-

tro with the opening bars of “My
Heart Stood Still” to a socko windup with “You’re Breaking
Heart.” Show wise, she leaves ’em

My

'
'

yellin’.

Rich

backing

is

provided

by

Eddie Oliver’s band which continues to share the dance assign*
ment with the Latin-Aires. On a
.

JAN

PATRICE

One-show

HELENE

a

nite

basis,

there’s

plenty of time for terping and the
two crews keep the floor jammed

—Currently—

Y.

following

more unique

Chi’s

among

Latin Quarter, N. Y.

nitery-goers,

(FOLLOWUP)

frequently for reMargaret Phelan, Milt Shaw who return here
handles own piano
Orch, Horace. Diaz Orch; convert, peats. Thrush

Night Club Reviews

$2-

IS.

REGIS HOTEL)

considerable

Kap.

steadily.

CAROUSEL, Pittsburgh
VA Casliali, K. C.
(HOTEL BELLERIVE)

Broadway’s cafe season get*
an early hypo with. Sophie Tuck-

accompaniment for her ultra dit- er’s return to a familiar haunt.
lapsing frequently—and de- The Latin Quarter looks like it’s
a husky, mascuThe Maisonette of the St. RegiS line style, which pleases the in for boff business. For the first
time in many years, there was a
"
hotel, in recent years, has become

$1.50, $2.50,

ties,

liberately— into

one of the better showcases for
singers. The pleasant and intimate
surroundings which attract the car-

crowd.

line waiting for tables.

The atmos-

Repertoire consists of lesser phere attendant to Soph’s openknown, Volatile French tunes, ing was a recreation of the eagerwhich she manages to uncork after beaver cafe-going habits of World
riage trade and younger elements some preliminary boodling.
She
has proven' an excellent backdrop finds time to slip in the more fa- War II, In this instance, it’s not
singers- who
have already miliar “La Vie En Rose,” but this so much the times as the lure of
for
reached some measure of success. hardly pleased as well as her one of the most reliable staples
in the cafe industry.
Margaret Phelan, who opened saltier numbers. One such ditty,
Miss Tucker gives glitter to a
the fall season there, is one of “Adultry,” although ^ riot among
production which has been runthe more pleasing tunesters to her usual genre, draws yocks from
ning at the Lon Walters spot for
have clicked in the eastsideries, the chirper’s rather esoteric back* many months. Dressed in a flaming
She has an excellent classical back- ground chatter and asides. Lucre- red creation, she immediately proground, as has been evidenced on tia’s forte seems to lie in her
vides the aura of “The Last of the
previous stints in this part of town, ability to give the weirdies a little
Red Hot Mammas.” From that
can give out with a full voice when of their own medicine, keeping alpoint on. Soph let her delivery and
the occasion demands and can lusions Freudian and precious and
material speak for itself. She's a
modulate her pipes to meet the a cut smarter than the tutored gab
superb performer ^ drawing hushed
needs of the smaller spots.
in most chichi rooms. Delivery is attention during serious moments
Contrasted with her early ap- throaty and sometimes sexy; she
and yocks when essaying her rispearances at the now defunct Glass punches lyrics frequently too hard,
Hat of the Belmont Plaza hotel, and at other times drops off to a gaieties. One of the highspots of
40-minute session was the proher
there’s a complete revamping of whisper.
This may keep patrons jection of an item labeled, “Make
style. She’s developed into a stylist attentive, but it also keeps ’em
it Legal, Mr. Segal,” a truly funny
who depends almost exclusively straining.
bit of writing. Another tune of
upon her excellent middle register.
Show caught heard singer pipe
She projects in an easy and ap- “Dowri With Love,” and “Remind moment is her “Horseplaying
plause-winning manner to get to Me” among the domestics; the rest Papa,” but the highlight of her
turn comes with “Some of These
her audience, and imparts a saiicy were imports.
Mel.
Days” tagged onto another song
cleverness to the majority of her
a rising ovawhich elicits virtually
lyrics. Response proves she meets
'
tion.
Elaine Room* Mpls.
the demands of the exacting clienimpresses
that her
Miss
Tucker
RADISSON)
(HOTEL
tele.
material is secondary to her perMinneapolis, Sept. 23.
However, should Miss Phelan
in
sonality.
Her
the
stature
world
Annamary Dickey, Eddie Camcontinue her present repertoire, reof entertainment commands repeat diners may lose interest. She den Orch (8 ) $2.50 minimum.
spect.
Her
vitality,
innate
of
sense
shows a tendency to deliver tubes
Making her initial Minneapolis showmanship arid awareness of
with Similar subject matter and
with the same type of projection. appearance; Annamary Dickey pro- audience values, indicate that she
For example, there were a couple vides a pleasant song interlude. could recite the alphabet and bring
Of tunes lamenting her need of a She exhibits a fine soprano voice down the house, With all these atman, and both came out with little with plenty of range and an in- tributes, Miss Tucker’s material is
(Continued on page 52)
differentiation. Delivery of Other gratiating tone and her numbers
numbers took on virtually a john- are wisely selected to afford a
ny-one-note character. It is fairly melodic treat and to suit all musilate in her turn that she essays a cal tastes. She puts commendable
straight ballad and other major dif- dramatic feeling and touches into
ference conies at the close of her her offerings," But it puts too heavy
Hello
number with Bizet's “Serenade a burden on her to require her to
Espagnol,” latter delivered with carry an entire supper club enterweek
in
:

,

'

.

This tune gives her a
boff sendoff to compensate for her
previous errors. There’s nothing
wrong with her delineation that
a
more sapient song-selection
Wouldn’t cure,
Jose.

full voice.

Embassy Room* Wash.
(HOTEL STATLER)

Kansas City, Sept. 22.
Jimmy Savo, Joe Vera Orch (5)*;

Begora end

tainment load single-handed, as she
is called upon to do in this instance. For such a chore she does
not seem sufficiently heavyweight.
Miss Dickey precedes each number with aptly worded commen-

and remember you heard

it

here . Thanks for the pi ugs
on your program at the

taries. Her sole actual variance
from straight song otherwise is
a circling of ringside tables for
a vocal tete de tete with the Oc-

Washington, Sept. 22.
Xavier Cugat Orch (16), with cupants during one offering. “It’s
$1, $1.50 cover.
Abbe Lane, Dulcina, “Rubber a Grand Night for Singing” starts
her on a vocal Way that carries
In line with the recent upping Legs” Garcia, Otto Bolivar; Evalyn
through “Thinking of You”;
of the talent budget for bigger Tyner & Trio; cover charge $2, her
a song about a girl who laiew what
names, the Casbah has Jimmy Savo $2*50,
she wanted, “I’d Rather Be With
in for a fortnight, his first date
The Embassy Room, town’s You,” an operatic aria, a medley of
in Kansas City in 15 years. He’s
a number with comedy
been away too long, judging by the swankiest supper spot, has re- oldies arid “I
Never Kissed a Man
opened, after a summer hiatus for overtones,
hefty turnout.
redecoraTion and redesigning. With Before.” Her closer, “Make BeJoe Vera leads off show with a
the Xavier Cugat troupe as open- lieve,” takes her to. the ringside
lilting piano version of “Tea for
tables.
ing
Two,” and then brings on Savo,. themattraction, it has been packing
Eddie Camden’s orchestra, holdnightly; likelihood is that
who mimes, sings and kids his Cugat in
will hang up a new record of ing over, backgrounds the singer
way through 40 minutes of laughs. business
well and does its usual satisfactory
during
his 10-day stand.
He begins with his pantomime of
The show is typically Cugat, dance music stint. Room about half
the little man out in the cold, and
plenty of Latin-American music, filled at supper show Saturday,
eats a few lighted matches to warm
Rees.
singing and some dancing and,
up the proceedings. Takes a turn in
the late evening, he moves over
at Warbling “Black Magic” in farinto some of the oldtime dance faClub, Phoenix
cial' fashion, and gets a big hand
vorites for the mature audiences
for his “I’m Married To a StripPhoenix, Sept. 9.
which frequent the room.
tCase Dancer.”
Orch (4) with
Ken
Kennedy
The change in tempo, of course,
In established style Savo like- is provided in the show by vocal- Terry Pollack , Pinky Tomlin; no
minimum.
wise wraps up “Honey,” “Road To ist Abbe Lane whose deep, sexy cover, no
Mandalay” and “River Stay .Way voice is in striking contrast to her
Sammy Da Mommio, Texas resFrom My Door.” Closes with youthful blondeness. Miss Lane
“Some Contagious Evening,” sati- tops the show with her offerings of taurateur Who has taken over the
defunct Sundown club, doesn’t
rizing the “South Pacific” hit for the new samba, “Chiquita
Banana,”
a large quota of laughs. Backed a calypso, “One at a Time,” and know from show biz. Although the
current layout is fair enough, Da
all the way by the Joe Vera crew, “L’Amour.”
Then for the re- Mommio’s lack of knowhow is mannow. completing a full year’s stand mainder of the half-hour
show, she ifest in poor production values and
in the Bellerive*.
Quin.
joins the weaving always in motion
weak spotting of talent.
front line of the Cugat troupe which
New talent setup calls for a biadds a certain electric quality to
weekly booking of band and name
the show.
“Rubber Legs” Garcia, does a act, with nut pegged around $1,200
bouncing, running solo dance while a week. Localite Babe Clatterbuck
balancing a tumbler of water on his is booking the shows from the talhead and Otto Bolivar comes ent roster of the McConkey Music
through strongly with baritone ren- Corp. of L. A. What Da Mommio
needs more than anything else is
ditidn of Latino selections.
More spots should be found for a front man Who knows the nitery
business
and can mold the SunDulcina, the flashing South American who sings and dances one spe^ down into some semblanee of a
night
club,
as it was before. Curcialty and who spends the rest of
the time as a kind of perpetual mo- rently it’s being run like a drive-in,
complete
with
car hops,
tion incidental background to the
No stranger to these parts, Pinky
other specialty acts. This gal has
plenty of oomph and the payees Tomlin’s standard vocal act runs
to the usual “And then I wrote”
like her style.
But the highlight, of course, is routine. He’s on for about an hour,
Cugy himself. He is. the fnagnet much too long, and opening night
that fills the Embassy Room nightly found him singing past the 1 a,m.
with his corny jokes and his way local curfew deadline.
with the band, bringing but ai speKen Kennedy, who virtually
cial quality Which makes his ag- grew up in vaude as a member of
gregation tops in this town. Cugat the Four Kennedys, has a good
and company move from here on a band of its type and a pleasing
60-city concert tour. Evalyn Tyner mike manner. He alternates on the
and her trio fill in for darisapation. vocals with Terry Pollack, both
finding favor with thel payees.
Lowe.

I'm

this

Ireland.
Where are you?
Just wanted to say hello
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Grant’s Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR
St., New York LU 2-4488
WHERE. SHOWBUSINESS MEETS
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*
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TALENT CONTEST
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Professional
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DUBLIN, Ireland
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COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branches of Theatrical*

FUN-MASTER

CL A SON'S
ORIGINAL SHOW RIZ GAG
• Nos. 1 thru 35 @ $1.00 each

''THE

flLE"

•
(Sold In Sequence Only)
SPECIAL— FIRST 13 FILES FOR $10
BIG SPECIAL— ALL 35 FILES FOR.
ONLY $25
9 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book $10 #
—all 3 diff. Books for $20—
$25 9
• MINSTREL BUDGET

9

4

BKS., *a. bk
—BLACKOUT
4
Vols. for $85—
all

$25

9

dlff.

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
(reissue), $2.00

NO

,

i

WEEK

THIS

;

•

(Duplicate Prlzu Awarded In tha Casa at Tie)

SONNY KING
Currently Headlining In Vaudeville

C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 St., Now York 19

Dept.

V

I

I

LOEVV

RUBY RING
THE UTMOST IN

ACROBATIC DANCING
Currently
Thcmk$ to

the

JOE DANIELS

DirectlbB:

EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
1560 B'way, New York City
JUdson 6-3345

1

A 2 Room Offices

1

.

in

NORTHWEST

2

ROOM

STUDIOS

756 Seventh Ave. (50 St.)
NEW YORK
Opposite Roxy Theatre

Apply

REASONABLE RENTS
EARL DOUGLAS HANSEN
Room

403

Le Beouf,CIii
Chicago, Sept. 26.
Lucretia; no cover, no minimum.
.

BEN

.

This spot has had a succession
of French singers in its three-year
operation; all styled to fit the
room’s decor and patrons.
Cur*
rent chanteuse, Lucretia, in the
past few months has garnered a
1

JANE

ROCHELLE and BEEBE
"And Rechelle

In the

arid Beebe ere, es Always, lust the best eccentric dance team
business."— Dally Variety.

NOW—Bimbo’* Club 365. S. P.

Myt.t AI Wlls oe,

1

501 Broadway, N.Y.C.

Wednesday* September 27, 1950
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Latin Quarter^ Boston

cided to work as a threesome. Routine shapes up stronger than before, even though Latin opener

Roosevelt Grill* N. !•
(HOTEL ROOSEVELT)

Boston, Sept. 21.

Martha Rape, Ben Yost Guards•
Guy Lombardo Orch (14), with marked break-ln. Trio is seen in men (5). Barron & Bernay, Arden
Carmen and Lebert Lombardo, a parody of. Hindu dance (cum Fletcher Line (8), Dave Lester
Kenny Gardner, Bill .Flannigan; §hankar-Jack Cole) and a “Frankie Orch (.8), Don Rico Quartet ; $4
Dick M,ulliner Orch (A); cover it Johnny’ ’dance skit. Both turns minimum
,

Night Club Reviews
Continued from page 50

,

atmosphere is conducive to enterconsequently, the asHer current tainriient and acts
tailored.
carefully
that have seen
sortment of
Latin Quarter stanza is Soph at her service in that country do extremebest, even though some, of her ly well.
lines are lost to many in the audiTlie proceedings are emceed by
ence because of her Yiddishisms. Alexander Yahalomi, who is apthat Could be disIt’s an item
parently
skilled at languages. He
pensed with, but it’s doubtful that docs stories in Yiddish, sings a
the same flavor could be imparted Bavarian dialect tune, and a numin any other tongue.
ber that encompasses multiple
Miss Tucker is surrounded by tongues; He’s good at getting authe LQ production and act retinue dience participation and providing
which has Billy Wells and. the a warm atmosphere for, the acts..
Four Fays replacing the Kanazawa
The song department is. well
Trio, Act provides a fast opening handled by the team of Hillel &
gambit with its t u m b 1 i n g and. Aviva. This boy and girl duo purOtherwise rest of the vey the Israeli hill songs in a senclowning.
show is stet with Roger Ray, sitive Vein, Male plays a native
Choppy,’ Harrison & Fisher, Ralph woodwind instrument with feeling.
Young and Toni Carroll.
He emits sounds which create a
Miss Tucker is Obviously the plaintive moad, while Aviva tamreason for the SRO business here. bourines. Both voices are apparWith her there’s always Ted Sha- ently well-trained and pair propiro, who has ivpried her accom- vide good harmonics.
They also
paniment for nearly three decades. make with Stirring marching songs
Jose.
to give Overall roundness to their

.,

1•

Latin Quarter,

Guy Lombardo’s orch keeps

]

?

i

1

*

Hollywood

j

.

A

‘

Ilabilii. N. Y.
Zamira Gon provides the dance
Zamira Gon, Hillel & Aviva, element of the show. In two numFuerJulius
bers, she performs a Chassidic
Martha Schlarnme,
dance which shows imagination and
stain Orch; minimum $2, $3.
an Israeli aura. Both items show
Motya Nemiroff, the minehost of excellent body discipline, a fine
the new Habibi cafe, has apparently sense of native choreography and
gauged the times correctly. He’s good projection.
abandoned the Russ decor of the
Martha Schlarnme is a refreshRussian Skaszka which he former- ing youngster with a Warm voice
ly ran on this site, in favor of start-: and an appealing manner.
She
ing New York’s first Israeli; enter- works in several languages with
tainment salon. Ideologically, he’s each tube hitting the mark.
.

.

,

bound
ments

The new spot

Julius Fuerstein orch plays dinner-music during 'lulls and showbacks well.
Jose.

is

to attract the Yiddish elefor sure and will no doubt

•

^pull in other language groups because of the fact that, as yet,
Israeli’s culture Jr, fairly cosmopolitan, since it’s now a melting pot of

band’s
tegrated organization.
Lombardo’s library is an equally
important factor in the setup. Although the musical style is as
standardized as a minted coin, the
book is neatly varied over the
whole range of standards and curLombardo comes up
rent pops.
this

MoadonlirooL
tedariiViive, K* 4.

European elements* and the native
Gene Williams Orch (12) with
arts are only now asserting them- Adele Castle, Al. Morgan; $1.50
selves.
minimum.

Surrounding bill is only fair,
with Barron and Bernay giving out
with standard terp routines and the
Ben Yost Guardsmen purveying a
brand of unimaginative vocal arrangements. Although lads make
a sharp appearance in white uniforms arid red caipes and have okay
voices, from the reaction of ringsiders, its time such overworked
warhorses as “Student Prince,”
“Old Man River” et al;, were retired, at least for nightclub stints.
Their best bit was “Ranger Song”
With Miss Raye getting in the act

Woods,”
This stand will further zpom her
Lombardo’s band purveys the stock, although opening night
most danceable music in the trade, showcasing was far short of perand that undoubtedly accounts for fection. Chief drawback was the
his consistently, big b.o, reception routining, occasioned apparently by
here. Those lilting reed passages opening night’s one long show inover the muted brass section are stead of the usual two. Result was
the standard for sweet-style music ah overloading of special material
which has stood up over the dec- stuff, particularly in the first half
ades like no other form of pop of the turn’.
Lombardo’s tempos, of
music.
Miss Wilson impresses again as
course, still have that free, easy
a singer with style and savvy. She
and lucid quality which is the bed- handles her special material stuff
rock foundation of his music’s with a fine selling job, making
danceability and listenability. The
the lyrics count. Her voice is fine
Lombardo freres, with Carmen on for
the intimate room circuit and
sax and clarinet and Lebert on
she gets the proper mixture of
trumpet, are the cornerstones of
and sweetness into the
suggestion
stable and tightly in-

..

picked a winner.

The choice of Martha Raye to
reopen the newly redecorated L.Q,
appears to be a happy one with the
mistress of zanities dishing out a
raucous brand of humor strictly
for nightclub regulars.

ing along. It s long reached the again before Mostel. Joe Frasetto,
stage where a Lombardo click is. who played at the Click all last
taken as much for: granted as. a spring and recently conducted the
Radio -City Music Hall gross. But Atlantic
“Miss
City
America”
taken in the: long perspective, the pageant, is the new bandsman and
b.o.
Lombardo’s
of
regularity
gives solid backing to the show.
Comedienne gags and clowns her
smashes, whether on one-niters or
Gagh.
way through a sesh of songs,
on location, is a cliche that’s her
music
the
of
a Great Day, Mariana,”
“There’s
phenomenon
come the
Ciro’s,
“Feet’s Too Big” and her tradebusiness.
22.
Hollywood,
Sept.
mark, “Mr. Paganini,” giving each
Returning to his regular stand at
Julie Wilson , accompanied by number the works, but good. Howrthe Roosevelt Grill for another fallLester Crosley; Matty Malneck's ever, it was what the rafter-hang*
winter season, the genial maestro
Orch (9), Geri Galian Rhumband ing first nighters wanted and she
is delivering the same musical incover $1.5G, $2.
(5 )
a
didn’t disappoint as the solid rehim
made
has
that
gredients
action to each number attested.
standout draw at this hotel room
change of pace, singer does a
For
bulwark
for the past 20 years.
In the two years since Julie
Magic”
against the changing modes in Wilson debuted on the Coast, she nifty job on “Old Black
she can really sing when
is
proving
dance music, this organization
has climbed steadily up the supperWinds with “Sunny
living disproof of that old Victor club ladder of success. Current re- in the mood.
Moore-Emma Littlefield sketch: turn date comes after a London Side of the Street’’ for sock applause.
“Change Your Act or Back to the click."

;

“

performance.

and effecBoots McKenna
tively costumed.
roll’ line is on for opening ensemble and
are amusingly danced

$1.50, $2.

!

;

a bubbling personalFrank Dailey’s policy of booking With such past, clicks as “Dangerhas made the Habibi an extremely attractive spot with Bob- a name band plus a name act, to ous Dan McGrew,” with Kenny
rio’s murals giving a bright desert build a dancing plus two-showsGardner vocaling, or his newest inmotif with near-eastern flavor. The nightly policy seems to be Work- strumental Decca hit, “The Petite
ing out well,, to judge from recent
Waltz,” each time registering with
business.
The second such book- the same potent impact. Bill Flaning Since the policy was inaugu- nigan, recently added as a vocalist,
rated three weeks ago is the Gene
also impresses nicely with, his deep
Williams orch, in for four weeks, baritone pipes. The Lombardo Voand singer-pianist Al Morgan, who cal trio neatly backs up the vocalplays, a week, leaves for; three
ists as well as pleasingly handling
Weeks, and returns for an indefr* choruses on tHeir own.
inite period.
Dick Mulliner combo fills in
The Williams unit, which closed
sets
the
Glen Island Casino three neatly between the Lombardo
additional dansapation rhythms.
for
weeks ago after an 11 -week stay,

Nemiroff,

ity,

BOBBY

some horseplay.
The Arden-Fletcher girls are
also on hand for several production
numbers. Dave Lester is back on

.with

turn to register strongly.
to handle the baton
Best of her newer stuff is “Be the bandstand
and customer
Glad Y ou’re Neurotic,” which she for showbacking
with
Don Rico Quartet
dancing,
projects with warmth for top relulls.
filling
the
turns. She also reprises some of
Elie.
Biz good.
her oldies such as “You Came a
Long Way From St. Louis” and
“A Mari Could Be a Wonderful

Turn, could, however,
stand more of the familiar stuff,
particularly in such a lengthy presentation,

-Thing.”

REX

•

With accompanist Lester Crosley
keyboard, Miss Wilson gets
plushy backing from Matty Mal-

at the

neck’s crew which
will probably

is

starting

RAMER

what

be another long-dis-

tance holdover here. Alternating
on the dance chores to dish a
Steady latune beat is Geri Galian.

Currently:

Kap.

BARNES & CARRUTHERS

.

!

...

Hemi

for the New Jersey,
spot, which books in bands both
for their dancing and listening
Lalin CasEito, Philly
values.
Williams’ crew is set up
Zero Mpstel, Kay Armen, Copsey
for dance music, but it’s not what’s & Ayres, Boots McKenna Girls ( 8 ).,
commonly called a sweet band. Ar- Joe Frdsetto’s Orch (10) ; minirangements are simple and direct,
$2.50, $3.
tempos, are brisk and danceable,
but there’s none of the syrupy
The
Latin Casino tees off the
saxes or Staccato, trumpets that
characterize most of the dance new season with a triple .attraction.
units today.
well calculated ttf bring them in.
Instrumentation, comprising four
Zero Mostel gets top billing, but
saxes, three rhythm, three trumequally potent as a draw is Kay
pets and two trombones, is utilized
Armen, the “Stop the Music” chanin such a manner that one section
Who makes her.nitery debut
carries .the melody at one time, teuse,
this show. Copsey & Ayres, the
in
Generally it’s the saxes with the
opener, have
trumpets and trombones, working third, act on the
following here.
a unit, carrying the fill-in always had a
as
Miss Armen’s Voice, familiar to
phrasing. There’s a some doubling
on clarinet.
Brasses' generally everyone with a radio set, is warm,
and nicely modulated.
full-bodied
work without mutes, although occasionally their is. some hat work. Vocally she is all that her followers
Williams fronts nicely and han- could ask, although her floor style
Adele on opening night tended toward
dles the male vocals well.
Castle, who sang with Tony Pas- concertizing. This was heightened
tor’s band previously, does a go'od by the fact that the singer perjob on vocals.
mitted no serving while she was on.
For Morgan, this is* his first She loosened up, however, as the
eastern, date since he gained rec- week progressed, rearranging her
ognition as a top recording and numbers and added a triple-lantelevision artist.
Apparently his guage version of “Dark Eyes” (RusLondon recording and video repu- sian-English- Armenian) that hit
tation preceded him, for the audi- with the ringsiders. Another solid
ence would applaud each time he lilt is “Just Say I Love Him,” a
announced a v number they recog- number she has recorded and
nized. The singer-pianist is a slick which is taken from an old Italian
showman, and his opening was a tune. She’s on for a half-dozen
sock one. From the opening num- numbers and the variety can be
ber, his fantastic piano style, in judged by the titles:
“St. Louis
which he plays with long, vertical Blues,” “Where or When,” “Begin
strokes as if he were chopping the Beguine” and “Danny Boy.”
wood with two hands, his smooth
Zero Mostel registered a distinct
chatter and song, intros, and his
hit at the opener, with old ' and
solid song delivery held the audi-

is

excellent

Famous Rest., K.

C.

FAIRS

Kansas

.

Max Cooper

City, Sept. 22.
Trio, Mary, Rains;

Direction:

EDDIE ELKORT

no cover, no minimum.
Low &

Leslie Grade, Ltd., Inc.
250 West 57th Street
New York, N. Y,

:

Opening Sept. 28

j

!

mum

Baltimore

followed by

i

The Famous marks another of
the downtown Baltimore Avenue
which

is going out after
with entertainment as
the magnet. This: restaurant and!
cocktail lounge has offered music
only previously, but now goes in

bistros

more

biz

|

]

I

!

'

Hartford

,

]

Recent engagements:
Latin Quarter. N. Y.
Club Charles, Balti.
Adams, Newark, also
the Xavier Gugat
Concert Tour
and Guest TV Shots

j

,

1

Show
Broadway Open House

Milton Berle

;

j

|

Personal

/

Management

!

i

6-0672

JUdson

1

Wally Overman

-NOW-

Warner Theq., Havana, Cuba
Sept. 21. October 4th

Thanks,
Harry Smith-Herb Marks Agency
.

.

/

j

MARTIN
1674 B'way, New York
SY

.

Mgt.— MATTY ROSEN, New York

SAM ROBERTS— Chicago

zanities.
He opens with his
takeoff on the Board of Education’s
lecturer on eugenics to mild response; but really. Warms them up
with the imitation of the lost airplane, whose motor registers panic

new

.

Chan.

ence; throughout.

as

it is

unable to land in the fog.

The

America's Foremost Song

familiar
“one-toot-a-half-atoot” routine is brightened considerably by the inclusion of a bur-

Stylist

lesque of Ezio Pinza singing

Enchanted Evening.” For his getaway he does a composite of all the

Currently

Mammy

LA COMMEDIA
59 West 52nd Stroet,
t

•

New York

Copsey

(Indefinitely)

JOt MARSOLAiS, H97 Broadway, New York

City
.

Ayres

is

now

a trio

KAYE

GIVENS

FERRIS

Max Cooper

Trio draws the nod
the new policy, and
do so nicely; nonchalantly
mixing up music, comedy, songs
arid diskpantomimes far into the
night. Outfit basically is a music
combo, with Cooper on drums and
guitar, Jerry Willis on sax and
Jim Feeny on piano. They go in
for comedy chatter, song satires,
and a flock of zanyisms to embellish their work.
Both Cooper and Willis vocal
a pop song straight, but that is
the exception rather than the rule.
Cooper takes a turn at imitating
Busse, Ink Spots, Frankie Laine,
Vaughn Monroe and others, or runs
out a comedy monolog such as a
satire on Sam Spade. Willis is long
on record pantomimes, doing a
nifty on “Maharajah of Magadore”
knd adding Jimmy Durante, Betty
Hutton and others. Two team together for further comedy, patter,
or throw in a. duet strictly for

to inaugurate

they

DANCING ALL

IN

At times three get together for
instrumental numbers, these being
mostly on the jam side and featuring some first rate pianology by
Jim Feeney, Act turns out. a lot
of entertainment from extremely
small
quarters,
working on a
minute stage, the Famous having
the only back-of-the-bar stage in
town. During respites by the Cooper
threesome, Mary Rains works out
on the organ, making it continuous
entertainment for the spot. Biz is
upped considerably since the entertainment policy came in, and
apparently will be a steady diet
for the time being;
Quin.

FUN

'

<>

NOW

SHOREHAM HOTEL
Washington, D. C.
HANS LEDERER.
LESLIE GRADE, Ltd./

Thanks,

LEW &

Inc.

W neers

laughs.

HAL

GEORGIA

.

Currently

BILTMORE HOTEL
Los Angeles

CREATIVE COMEDY
Jennie Tourel, back after four

arid

JIMMIE

for outright shows;,

singers in uninhibited dis-

play.’

APOLLO RECORDS
Direction:

“Some

.

months in Europe and

Israel,

is

with the return of Caroline Ayres,
who originally danced in the act prepping a new song cycle for voice
and left a year-and-a-half ago. Bob and orchestra by Francisco MaliCopsey, male member, has kept on piero which she’ll present at the
Marge, his other partner, and de- Library of Congress end of October...

Comedy Routines and Burlesque
$5,00 a

copy

Comedy Acts Written
$2.00 per

minute

A. GUY VISK
WRITING ENTERPRISES
12 Liberty Street, Troy, N. V.

•;

.
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Wednesday, September 27, 1950

P^RiEf?
Charlotte Rae
Clarence Williams 3
Waldorf-Astoria

'

Vaughn Monroe Oro

I

Zlggy Talent
Mlscha Borr Ore

'

Met Set for Big Splash

CHICAGO

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER

27

"Roaring 1’wenties"
Susan Scott

^

Friend

Joel.

Jesse Elliot

<WR) waiter Read#

:

Connie Baxter
David Vogel

'

Numerals, in connection with blllt below Indicate" opening day of show
Whether full or split week
Letter in parentheses Indicates circuit <FM) Fanchon Marco; (I) Independents
Warner;
(L) Coew; CM) Moss; (P) Paramount; <R) RKO; (S) Stoll; <T) Tivoli; <W)

Ray Arnett
Bobo Lewis
Bobby Barry
Henry Brandon Ore
Che» Farop

(
•

NEW YORK

CITY

Ilona Massey

Capitol <L) 28
Phil Spitalny Ore
Music Hall (I) 21

Gary Morten

:

Bettlna Dearborn
Rockettcs

Asylum

Brown & Brown 3

State (L} 27

28

A 4c D Russell
Jerry Colonna
Bell
H 4c

Bd

Moms

W

.

Mabley
2 Zephyrs
Pinkney Roberts
Tracey McCleary C
Bar re
Paramount (P)
28 Only
Asylum of Horrors

Strand <P) 30 Only
of Horrors

Asylum

WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 28

Anita Martell
1

(P) 28

Archie Robbins
Anthony Allan 4c

H

.Celebrity Oete,Ue

Gil

Marlon Davies
Elimar
Devine 4c King
Gerda Bornstad

Hope

Mae

.

:.

Nemacs

B.otonds

Veronica Martell

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M)

ASTON

Hippodrome <M) 25
Issy Bohn

.

BIRMINGHAM

H

A

4c

25

Ross

Patricia.

;

Empire (I) 25
Joan Winters

Splendid.

4c

BLACKPOOL

Guy Fielding

Grand

Alan Alan
Reggie Dennis

25

(I)

Josef Locke

Jack Kadcliffe. Co
Ronnie Ronalde
Joan Stuart
F 4c J Grey
Larry Drew
Jiminy Wheeler
Opera House (I) 28
Tessie O’Shea
Nat Jackley

American

Spitfires

Karl Kari

CHISWICK
Empire

25

(S)

MiScha Auer
3 Smith Bros
Jane
Alan Clive
Joe King

Tiller Girls

EAST HAMPTON

25
Billy Cotton Bd.

Arthur Haynes
Edwlna Carol
Len Marten

DuMarte

Ken Morris

D'Albert
Danny Lipton

1

.

4:

EDINBURGH

Empire (M) 28

Norman Evans
<l)

25

Ernie's Sealions
Gilbert Houcke
Pierre Alizes

John

Tiller Girls

PARK

FINSBURY

Cycling Astons
Lester's Midgets

GLASGOW

Empire CM) 25
Les. Ritchie 4c

'

Scott

Nat King Cole
Ian McClea'rt

Annettes
ClrcUsettes

WINTER GARDEN
(I)

Duncans

Collies

25

.

Mildred

Hammond

John Gerrard
Noon Bros
Gridneff 4c Co
George 4c Lydia
Garden of Eden
.

Hippodrome (IK 25
Whitaker

.Billy.

Mimi Law

Clayton

Lovlies

HACKNEY

C Fair weather
Phil Lester

Empire (S) 25
Svend Asmhssen 3

A.

Pat Hagen

H
V
W.

Hi Diddle Diddle

Max Wall
Terry
Robert M'-rcton

Debs

Tanner

Sonny Hughes

Hlrlck
'

Elizabeth Parsons
Eric Marsh
.

Terry'* Juveniles

.

A & V

.

-'

•

Burnell
Alverda

El Chico

Rios

Los Gltanos
Pilarin Tavira
Sarita Herrera
D* Alonso Ore
La Commedla
Maxine Sullivan
Loon A Eddie’s
Eddie Davis
Nola PardiJean March

Newman
Sis

Farrell

Wayne Thompson
Bourbon
Irina

4c

Park Ave

Bourbon

Hotel Asror
Xavier Cugat Ore
Hotel Biltmoro
Sydney Ross
Harold Nagel Oro
Hotol Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker
B Cummins Ore
Rookies
Jean Aflen
B. Pennington
Arthur Johnson

r

.

.

TV

any good, shows must be written
and rehearsed arid edited enough
in advance so that on TV-Day
everyone knows what he’s doing..
If a plan like this works for big
operations like national magazines
and metropolitan newspapers, why

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hotel Pierre
Minvl Benzell
Stanley Melba ore
Hotel

Park Sheraton
Irving Fields 3
Hotel Plaza
:

Jane
•Raye

Sophie Tucker:
Mons. Choppy
Billy Wells 4c 4
Fays
Harrison 4c Fisher
Naaman Dcrs
Ralph Young
Art Wanor Ore

Froman
4e'

N.aldl

Mark Monte
Nicholas Matthey

Ore
Hotel

Roosevelt

Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel

St.

Regis

Margaret Phelan
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Ore
Hotel Statler

Ralph Flanagan Ore

Bayne

Henriquez

Hotel Taft
Vincent Dopez Oro
Latin Quarter

.

.

.

Three new works

Saranac Lake

Verdi’s

“The

By Happy Benway

Versailles

Edith Piaf

Emile Petti Oro
Panchito Ore
Villas* Barn
Gerry Fitzgerald

Tek Fletcher
Freda Whig
4

Some

Davtd Blight
Village

Vanguard

R Dyer-Bennet
Marie Young

“Don

won’t

Club Will Rogers hospital.
Ted Hooper and Sam LaBalbp,
ex-Rogerites, back to their jobs
after an all-clear on recent checkup-

Bob
grove,

:*
.

(Columbia Pictures) Coson his vacation here, takes

time out daily to visit the gang
here and spread good cheer.
Chris Hagedorn, former NVA-ite

and theatre treasurer, in for
annual fishing vacash and checkup,
drew an all-clear.
Bob Coffey, hamaonica player,
in for observation and rest.

Jean de Baudoin, formerly of
the Maurice Evans Co., ended his
observation period with an allclear.

Thanks

it

on

Wagner’s
and

Dutchman”

Flying

work for TV?

this season are

Carlos,”

Continued from page

Strauss* “Die Fledermaus.” BeetSaranac Lake, N. Y., Sept 26.
Many thanks to Doug Maxwell, hoven’s “Fidelio” will, be revived,
dee jay of CBM, Montreal, for hts utilizing old sets.' Season will be
two grand salutes to the Variety longer this year than last, when it

.

.

Du-Roy
Anton Petrov

BOSCOMBE

M

(I)

Mme

.

Bobby Beaumont

4c

GRIMSBY

June Scott
Les Cooper

Peter Grant
Patricia Hartley

B

J Slack

Palace

W. C. Handy
Billy Banks
Gloria LeRoy
Noble Slssle Ore
Chic Morrison Oro
Rigoletto Bros
Jack Spoons
Frank Evans
Tommy King
Harry Meehan
Billy Banks
Harry Armstrong
-

Dick Tubb Jr

Day

.

Icelahd
Shaw ore

dollars to do this.
But anything
that’s done in TV in the next few
years is going to cost that if it’s to
be any good. And if
is to be

.

Ruth Webb
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

Callahan

Durso Oro

Roslta

Roumanian
Ranks
Winston

Mary Mon Toy
Joe LaPorte Or*

Ray

Jean Marie 4s
Robert
Shaye Cogan
.Mickey Devine
Austin Mack
F. Alvares Ore
Diamond Horsesho*
Ross 4c LaPierra
Rudy Cardenas

Artie

Old
Sadie
Jackie
Buster

D'Aquila Ore

Jackson

Copacanan*
Joe K Lewis
Carol Bruce

.

E

4c

RUth Brown

M

Ave

Fifth

.

.

.

Bill

.

Christine Barrett
Downey & Fonvllle
Haze) Webster

City
Cavalcade of Jazz
cafe Society
Errol Garner
Phil Napoleon Oro
Cliff

1

Simone Dolphin
Hawthorne

-

Lionel King

Joy Nichols
Dick Bentley
Costello Twins
Nino Wonder Dog
4:

'3

Canfield Smith

25

Jimmy Edwards

St Clair
3 Bassi

W

.

Balcombes

No

.

,

.

;Jim

.

Jimmie Daniels
Baby Hines
Norene Tate

.

Empire (M) 25
Harry Lester Co
3 LeRoys

Baudy’s Animals
Knie’s Horses
3 Goetachis
Dorehesters

'

.

3 Cordells
Maple .Leaf 4

3 Peters

.

4e Austin
4c P King
Senor Carlos

Bil 4c Bil

Jacques 4c Maryse
7 AshtonS
Roberto Chiesa Co

Pavilion

Gray

F

Charlie Cairoli

Paul Co

Jimmy

(I)

Arthur English
4c. DenzOr
Georges & Dorina

Wenman

5 Brahms
Tower Circus

Laconics

Palace

3

Little Club
Ernie. Warren Ore

Bop

Palace (I) 25
Cheerful C Chester
Fred Ferrari

Boliana Ivanko
Marriott 4c

Norman Paris
Julius Monk

:

Stuart Ross
Harold Cooke
Eadie 4c Rack

Garland Wilson
Ellis Larkin 3

Dave Park,
Frances Duncan
Del Monioo Dcrs

Mathews

Maureen. Sims

‘

Michael

Four Lads
Deuces Wild

Blue Angel

.

.

.

Conway
Brown

Shirl

Coleman Hawkins

Chlttison 3
Bon Soir

Ladd West
Fredel

CITY

Le Ruban Bleu

.

Viscount

Terry Thomas
Ben Yost Guards
3 Glanders
Sheila

HEW T0BK
Blrdiano
Charlie Parker

Tony 4c Eddie
Weavers
Bob Mac Arthur

Voltaire

Jerry Desmonds

.

Rudy

4c

BRISTOL

Fields

May

4c

Gloria

‘

Cabaret Bills

.

Jon Pertwee
Dowle 4c Kane

'

-

.

Denis Gordon
Arthur Volluni
Gordon Rolfe

3 Jokers

Reco

Will Sklnher Ore

.

.

John Tiller Girls
Bonn-A-Chords
Sweet Notes

Merry Macs

Tommy

B

4c

3 Lafateers

VAT Elliott

Pipers.

:

.

Hazel

Dagmer 4r Rell
L Clifford 4c Freda
Sherman Fisher Gls Maurice 4c May
Hippodrome (M)

'.

Dick Calkin

.

'

.

Fredericks

C.

Donovan '& Hayes

BRIGHTON

I

Hippodrome (I) 28
Johnny. Lockwoqd
Dagenham. Girl

Wilier Neal

.

-

25

Mystic Tones
Lee^Wiler
Terry Twins

.25

MCShane

4c

Violet

4c

MONTREAL

N Gayety (I)
Mara Kim
Guy Marks

Winifred Atwell

Lucan

.

2 Dancettes

4c

youngsters, and directing them by
the experienced hands; it would
also be pulling in a good solid supply from the veteran Jiag writers
who have been the backbpne of
radio and will probably break
their backbones oh TV uriless they
get some sort of help as suggested
above.
It is even possible that
with this editor system, material
could be bought in the open market the way T^blications do.
Perhaps this plan as written
here is over-simplified but all that
is needed to work out. the details
is a network willing to hire, on a
fair yearly salary, some of the key
writers; someone to hire a lot of
new writers, and junior writers, at
salaries that seem commensurate
with their abilities or known talent; and someone to map out the
mechanics for the working Of the
writer-pool—how copy progresses
through primary editors to a desk
that routes it to the show that features people who use that kind of
material. This is then adapted directly to the people involved.
It may 90 St quite a few million

.

.

Melodv 6

Rhoda Diane
Bob Andrews

Roy Lester

.

ran 18 vyeeks.
It will run from
Nov. 6 to March 25, for a 20-week
regular span, with two experimental weeks added of open performances; for an overall 22-week
season. Touring isn’t lucrative any
niore, due to hiked costs, according to Bing, so the spring tour will
be cut down to five weeks, to start

1

accumulates for the shows
that their boss has scheduled, In
this way TV would not only be tapping new wells of stuff from the

'

Pete Taylor

2 Lindners.

.

Patterson
Jackson

.

Granada (I) 25
Les Murphy

Empire (M) 25
Alan Dean

BRITAIN
-

YORK

Empire (I) 25
Jack- Lewis
Sonny Dawkes
Tommy Rose
Arthur Krtotto

EAST HAMPTON

N

Continued from paje
rial that

\

Ray

4r

new

.

CANADA

NOTTINGHAM

.

Frank Thring
Ernest Maxin
Anthea Askey

-

Howard

Michael

.

Bobby Mack
Wilma Harrison

Marika Saary
Phillip Tappin

Steve Bacher

Max -Bacon
Levanda 4c Van'
George Mitchell Co Reg Salmon Co
Krista 4c Krlstel
Annell 4c Brask
Vernon Sis
Saveen 4c Daisy

Denny Dennis
Fraser Hayes 4
Sandy Lane
Eddie Gordon 4c
Tobas. 3

Charles Rolfe-

Chribi

Will Mahoney

The Met estimates it will save
on production expense by haying
accountant for telescoped its repertory down to
Mutual Entertainment agency .
22 productions (20 operas, one
.
Georgie Goebel switches to MCA double bill and a choral symph
as of Jan. 1 with David O’Malley work, Verdi’s Requiem). It admits
as
retained
personal
manager. to getting better radio terms this
Goebel returns to Helsings; Dec, 15 Season from Texaco on its Saturfor three weeks
Martin Sc Lewis day matinee broadcasts, while gainset for Chase Hotel, St. Louis, Oct.
ing further revenue from increased
the Andrews Sisters in
6, with
broadcasts due to a longer season,
following week
Strum is Th'e
., Ed
Met expects to make some exnew narrator Of ‘The Roarin’
tra coin from a gala “package 0 of
Twenties” at the Blackhawk
.
three
operas, including opening
Dick Contino, Ben Beri, The ConOpentinentals pacted for new show at night, set at upped prices.
ing
night
is to be televised, for
the Palmer House, Oct. 6.
Chin-Chin, Palm Springs, Cal., added revenue;
switches, to
name policy with
The Met has also been asking its
Willie Shore set for Nov. 12
.
subscribers for voluntary donations
Johnny O’Brien set for two weeks amounting to 20% of ticket prices,
at the Mapes Hotel, Reno, Sept. due to its disappointment on the
29
Kathy Collins inked for federal tax rebate, and response
Helsings Oct, 6.
has been highly favorable.
One
Met: official estimated the take on
this appeal would run into six
Hollywood
The Four Jokers bow at Charley figures. Foy’s Valley Supper Club tonight
Subscriptions are running higher
(26)
Elizabeth Talbot-Martin than last year. Approximately 95%
returned to Jim Dolan’s Cafe Gala of subscribers have taken the full
on Sunset Strip for an indef stand double series of 18 weeks; the new
... Dick Contino booked for a two- Tuesday subscription series is pracweeker at El Rancho, Las Vegas, tically sold out, and the waiting
starting Oet. 25
Tom Noonan
for subscriptions is longer than
& Pete Marshall getting $1,000 per list
frame for a fortnight at Desert before.
On the other hand, only 70% to
Inn, Las Vegas
Patti Page into
72% of the house is sold on subthe Shamrock in Houston, Texas.
scription
leaving 30 % of those
Ada Leonard at the Sundown,
Phoenix, on a two-weeker at $550 subscription performances to be
per
Andy and Della Russell sold at the boxoffice. There will
.
open a one-w eek Validate at be about 110 subscriptiori performLoew’s, Providence, Thursday (28). ances; 10 sold-out benefits, and
Jack Joyce keyboarding beside about 10 or 15 open performances
the pool at the Hollywood Roose- that have to be sold from the botvelt
Lou Holtz headlining new tom up. There’s still the question
layout at the Last Frontier, Las'
whether the new works will draw a
Vegas
Sonny Chris quartet
inked for a fortnight at the Cas- full sale On open or subscriptiori
bah, Salt Lake City, starting Oct. performances. On the other hand,
17
Romo Vincent held over there’s been frequent complaint
for another fortnight at the Bilt- that tickets for Met performances
weren’t available.
These ticket
more Bowl.
seekers are being relied on.

Chicago

Empire (S) 25
Anton Kras

Bygraves.
Skating Meteors
Forsythe & Seantoh
Yale 4c Diane

Norman

Ray Johnson
Audrey Jeans

.

WOOD GREEN

;

Empire (M) 25
Floyd 4c B'Nay

Johnson

Charles

28

(I)

Armand Perren

L

Max

Roy Koyston

i

PERTH

His Majesty's
.

;

Parislenne
Palace (M) 25
& F Preston
.

NEWCASTLE

Arthur. Askey
Valerie Tandy

Eugene's Ballet

.

Bob Bromley
Howard De Courcey Soubrette
Morecambe 4c Wise Cyril Bdganny Co

.

Tivoli

Bob Murray

Lester Ferguson

Clifford Stanton

.

Ileana Sazova.

.

25

;

The Met has added to its roster
an assistant conductor in Leo Taubman; two bassos in Gottlob Frick
and Fritz Krenn, and a mezzosoprano
Margaret
Roggero.
in
Last-named was seen on Broadway
recently as the secretary in GianCarlo Menotti’s “The Consul.”

atinjg

.

.

Maids
Bert Draper
Lew Evans....
Ronnie Smith
George Fairhurst
Johnnie Culshaw
8 Mii'th

(S)

lish.

curity.

.

:

Wim

de Jong
June Liudgreh
Tivoli 0) 25
GuusBrox 4c Myrna: Jacques Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
M 4c H Nesbitt
Joe Whitehouse
Wally Boag
Alice Broniipaim
Babs Mackinnon
Cissy Trenholm
Marquis 4c Family
Detrby
SIDNEY
Chevalier Bros
(I) 28
.

25

.

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE

•

Ballet

Ben Yost Vikings-

;

Hippodrome

.

(I)

.

Bing admitted Monday that operexpenses would have to be
cut, but that the new management
would need a season of observation
m
Mazzone-Abbott dancers pacted before Instituting such cuts. As
increased
this
season’s
for the Beverly Hills Country against
costs, however, management points
Club, Newport, Ky., Oct; 6.
Pearl Bailey sighed for the Desert to certain immediate advantages or
Inn, Las Vegas, Oct. 3 arid follows savings.
with the Riverside/ Reno; Oct. 19.
Telescoped Rep

Co

Tony Toner
Joyde McGrady

MANCHESTER

Phyllis Dlxey.

Galli Galli into the Latin QuarInk Spots
*
N. Y.v Oct. 27.
^
tapped for the Elmwood, Windsor,
Canada,. Oct. 30, with Harmoiiicats
slated ‘for Nov. 10. . . . Jayne Manners into the Bowery, Detroit,
Monday (2}. . . Arnaut Bros, due
back f r o
Europe* Nov. 1.
.
ter,

3 Larks Bros
4 K-Foleys

Ribeiro

4c

Hippodrome

.

RUTLAND

CHICAGO

Chicago

Iris

New York

:

HAMPTON

3 Bentley Sis

3 Suns

“Fidelio,”
“Der Rosen-;
coin (last season the Met paid the Italian;
“Flying
Government $250,000 on admis- kavalier,”
Dutchman,’’,
sions).
On strength of that hope, “Tristan and Isolde” and the four
management took on the added ex- “Ring” operas, all in German;
pense of about $75,000 in unem- “Faust/* in French, and “The Magic
ployment irisurance and social se- Flute” and “Fledermaus” in Eng-

-

WOLVER-

-25.

Rose Murphy
Deep River Boys
Lois Green
Barbara Perry

PROVIDE NC R

BALTIMORE

'

25.

Carroll Levis

Palladium (M)
Tommy Trihder

Dick Stabile

Crackshot

Empire. (M)

LONDON

jerry Lewis
Marilyn Maxwell
Berry Bros
Barr 4e Estes

;

Mel Cole Ore

Georgie Gobel

Ryan 4c Young
Len Young
Maltas Dogs
Stan Jay 4c. Joan
Delbary Co

Flack 4c Lucas
Margerita 4c Chas
Kirk Stevens
Zio Angels

.4c

'

Folle Miler
:Judy Talbot'

'

2-

SWANSEA

Venue
Rosemary Andree

Stanley (W) 28

Dean Martin

•

.

.

Berty Borrest

Hal Monty.
Johnny- Denis Co

PITTSBURGH

Fitzgerald

Bernard Miles

.Empire (M) 25

.

Dinah Washington
Joe Thomas Ore
Herb Lance
Edwards Bros

Otis

Les Spanglers

Wynonie. "Mr .'
Blues" Harris

A

Miles
Maxwells (2)
Frank Masters Ore
Vine Garden*
Barton Bros
Phyllis

Empire (M) 25
Curzon 3
Syd Seymour

El Granadas

Mabel. Scott

.

Johnny

SUNDERLAND

Mad Hatters
jackley & Jee
Ken Barnes 4c Jean Collinson 4c Breen
Horrors
LIVERPOOL
Betty Hobbs Girlg

of-’

-

Skating B1 vdeura

Mary

Vierra

Helsings

S Stephens

4c

Douglas. Duffy.
Harper Flaherty
Fitzgerald

Abbott Dcrs
Eddie O’Neal Ore

•

D

M

4c

:

Bob

Eileen O'Dare
Me.rvyn Roy

Merry 3
Magyar Ballet

25

(S.)

Bobby Breen

PHILADELPHIA
Earl (W) 29
Illinois Jacquet O

•

(I)

M

Latonla (W) 5 Only

.

Jackie

Palace
Nitwits
Sam Costa

-

Marglt Kollar

LEICESTER

;

Memorial (W)
28 Only

•

Royal

.
!

Empire (S) .25
Eltham 4c Sharpe
Marienne

Asylum of horrors Les .Marchants.
Kizina 4c Karen
OIL CITY, PA.

fill

Little Esther

F

McKeesport

Asia Boys
Carpi Lynne
Sklppy Baxter
Apollo (I) 28

<

.

.

Roger Smith

•

4c

'

Baker

Belle

Paramount (P) 27
Tony Pastor Ore
De Marco Sis
Son ,4c Sonny
Myron Cohen
Roxy 0) 28
Dick Haymes
Ben Wrigley

.

.

Palace (R) 21
Lai Fbuns
John. Steel
Rollo & Cressy
to

Elizabeth 4c Collins
Walter Jackson.,
3 Le Roys

Yvohrie ClaVel
Smith 4c Dale
Hal Le Roy

Corps Ue Ballet
Sym Ore

(5

Palace <RJ 28

Winter
Frank Paris
Morris & North

Shirley Keller
Viola. Crucil

Eddie Williams

Pep Graham

SHEPHERDS BUSH

Banner For butt

Jerry Mapes
Jack Raffloer
Farrar 4c, Carter

Los Gatos 3
Doran & France
D Dorben Dcrs
Chico Ore
Gee Davidson oro
Palmer Houso
Georgia- Gibbs

Jarrett

4c

Hotel Stevens

•

.1

merely strengthen or increase that and Set Svanholm, and the first
“Fidelio,” March 6, with Bruno
estimate.
Walter conducting and Kirsten
Bing wants to make a striking Flagstad in the title role— all as. a
impression in his first season at the. single
“package,”
with
upped
Met’s helm, and has planned three tariffs, and a top of $60 for the
three
will
works.
It
also
have
a
lavish new productions, while mullspecial New Year’s Eve performLast season (when
ing a fourth.
ance of “Fledermaus,” with Dorotlie Met lost 325G), it mounted thy Kirsten in the lead.
only one new production, "KhoAnnouncement of the repertory
vanchina,” which cost about $60,- puts at rest fears that the Italian,
000. to stage. Of this Season’s three .wing would be wiped out arid a topnew operas, “Don Carlos” will cost heavy German list substituted. The
more than $50,000 to do, while pro- 1950-51 season will include “Pagliduction costs on the other two, acCi” artd “Cavalleria ’Rusticana,”
though, less, will be substantial.
“Don Giovanni,” “La Bpheme,* p
The Met had hoped that Con- “Madama Butterfly,” “Manon Lesgress would repeal the 20% federal caut,” “Barber of Seville,” “Don
admission tax, so that the opera Carlos,” “II Trovatore,” “La Trav ir
house could benefit by that extra ata” and the Verdi RequiemV all in

Joan Hyldoft
Arnold Shod®

Dave Barry.

Empire (M) 25

-

Woods
•

CLEVELAND
Sis

;

SHEFFIELD

.

Kay Korlz 4c E
Caryll 4c Mundy

Rltx (W) 30 Only
Asylum' of Horrors

'

Brunhilda Roque.
Marienne Vickers

Frankie Laine

4c .Simone
Duval. Girls

White

•

Empire (M> 28
S Mandy 4c Jerry
Reid 4c Squires

.

CLARKSBURG

Ivanhoes

Duval

Victor

4c

LEEDS

Charioteers
3 Dunhllls

Kenny Bowers

•

Doreen

Continued from page

Jayne Walton
Billy Chandler Ore
H Edgewaier Beach
Keith Knight
Lillian Brooks
Vic 4c Adio
Bill Snyder Ore
D Hild Dcrs

Blackhawk

were described

3

as comprising the

“top 20% of each trading area”
and in many instances appeared to
l-epresent the so-called “lost audience” which the film industry generally has been trying tb reach.
|

The tour teed

in San Francisco
Ferrer has since hit.
Dallas, New Orleans, St. Louis, Chicago,
Cleveland,
Philadelphia;
Washington, Montreal and Boston.
Ferrer set and maintained a rigApril 9.
Met would like to visit orous schedule throughout the toui*,
other cities, if only to spread the in addition to the actual lecture.
“gospel,” but financial affairs are Minimum of one-day layoff between
so serious, said Bing, that it has to dates gave him a chance to. make
the juhips with comparative ease.
pass up a long tour.

Aug. 24

arid

As an example of the saturation
Three-Breem Package
selling job accomplished in each
The Met will bow Nov. 6 with (town, Ferrer, in Dallas, kept 28
“Don Carlos,” staged by Margaret set-ups including video appeari

to

Versey

Strum

and Webster, with sets by Rolf Gerard ances, radio dates, and an extra adand conducted by Fritz Stiedry. dress before the Kiwanis Club.
Jussi Bjoerling, Robert Merrill,
Thesp’s attitude toward the tiyBoris
Christoff,
Jerome Hines, ing trek was simply that “no actor
Delia Riga! and Fedora Barbieri can hope to survive If he depends
will be principals. The Met is of- entirely on someone else to sell him
fering the opening night’s “Don and his picture. His duty to him-

Pauline Fallor for their thoughtful
gifts to many of the colony;
Among the ex-Rogerites in for
annual
check-up
were Louise
(RKO) Harris and Jules Zwillins.
Both rated an all-clear.

Yours truly celebrates
birthday Friday
anni as Variety

his 65th

(29); also his

mugg

here.

Write to those who are

ill*

20th

Carlos”;

the

litch,

preem

of “Fleder- self and to his suivival, if not to
with Ljuba We- the picture at hand, is to put on
Patrice Munsel, Rise Stevens, his saiesirian’s shoes and go out and

maus,” Dec.

Richard

20,

Tucker, John

Brownlee pitch/*
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P&R1ETY
Hays Out

real dramatic flame at any point.
the
with
script
deals
Talky
trumped-up “ritual murder” trial
of five Jews in Hungary late in the

of

19th century. Play is based on an
actual occurrence,
From a dramatic standpoint,

Considerable resentment is being expressed in Pittsburgh by advance
ticket holders for Sadler’s Wells two-day stand at Syria Mosque there
Oct. 6-7, because of the announced programs. Ballet troupe is giving
something might be done with three performances, one Friday njteht and two. Saturday /and seats were
“Bush.” It needs a tremendous sold out- practically from first announcement even before local reperamount of pruning and re-shaping, toire had been set.
and elimination ot unwieldy- flashThen it was discovered that the British dancers would give “Swan
backs which are supposed to
_
ton, Sept.. 21, *50.
Lake” at both matinee and evening, Saturday, /,Oct. 7, which brought
S0
Florence. ........ ...
?3 ?} heighten the impact. Effort is not
Emhardt
since some patrons had bought for all three performances and
pretests,
... ... Robert
Hannibal.
i
worthwhile, however, since both
Ma®
Fairy May
.Hugh Reilly locale and subject matter remove figured inasmuch as Sadler’s Wells Was here for only two days, the
Jeffrey,
... ........
r
r»
i .i..
rlnHtra
IlAtiaoil
Mrs. Paddy
,. ...... .Gladys Henson
from the general interest cate- repertoire would be different for each show. Beegle Concerts, sponsorT1
ing the Pittsburgh appearance, has said there is nothing it can do,
...Brandon Peters ! gory, nuti&ating against its chance*;
i
THus
; . . .i
sinde the programming i^ entirely the province of Sadler’s manageSamuel.. .... . .... is.... Robert Wendell ior success.

The Curious Savage

I^gond of Sarah

Wilmington, Sept. 21 ,
Theatre Guild and Lewis Sc Young pre$*
entatlon of comedy to three acts by John

v

Philadelphia, Sept. 26.
Kermit Bloomgarden presentation of
acts by James Gow^and Patrick. Features Patricia CoUinge, .Dithree
in
comedy
rected by Peter GlenvlRe; scenery and
Arnaud D’Usseaii, Stars Marsh Hunt,
Ld- lighting, George Jenkins; costumes, Anna
Tom Bolmoro. Etliel Griffie*; features
mon Ryan, Philip Coolidge, Judith Par- Hill Johnstone. At Playhouse, Wilmingrlsh.

Staged by .Bonn

Joseph Sweeney.

.costumes.
W. Levy; sets, Ralph AIswainR;
Ben Edwards, At. Locust, Philadelphia,
Sept. 25, 50,
t,
Hun*i
.-Marsha
Minerva Pinney ..........
-Tom Helrnote
Adam Harwich
I*.

Walter Landis.

^''gar Caniei'on

Mr? Angus
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.
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Coohdge

Edmon .Ryan
v
.Joseph Sweeney

.......

.
.

.Philip

j
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^Judith .Paj**®h
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Clementine Pinney ......... ••Ethel

•
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Wanda Manklewicz.
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Authors obviously felt they were ment.
something urgent, particWhen “Come Back. Little. Sheba” opened its tour in Pittsburgh last
at this time, namely that.
and reason frequently are week, show found itself at the last minute without an actor to play the
bit role of the Western Union messenger.; In New York part had, been
feria* anVblind
filled by Arnold Schulman, author of Theatre Guild’s recent Westport
trouble, however, is that the play is (Cohn.) tryout, “My Fiddle’s Got Three Strings,” and he had intended
more -message than entertainment, t 6 go on the road for touring experience and then decided to stick
c’aqt ffencrallv- manaaes to. cive
around New York to be on hand for any possible action anent “Strings ’'
credible performances despite the
It was. too late for the Guild to get somebody else for Pittsburgh, so
lines and Wicclair’s stilted directhere are no standouts, the management immediately contacted’ the Pittsburgh Playhouse and
White
Barn strawhat to see if they had an Equity member who might
Sets by Rudi Feld are okay. Kap.
Latter sent along Gerry Stovin, recent Carnegie Tech
fill the bill.
drama school graduate, who had been working as actor-technician all
summer for White Barn and only recently joined Equity. He got the
bit for the engagement here, and Guild expected to have a regular on
hand for the start Of th e Chicago engagement.

.

I

The

staff:
.

.

of highly agreeable
and a sane and
knowing directorship blend to
make “Legend of Sarah,” new
James Gow-Arhaud d'XJsseau play
Which, opened tonight (Mom at the
Locust Street, an easily-digested
and generally entertaining eve-

Emmett.

Dr.

number

performances

saying

!

Campbell
.Sydney Smi h

Miss Wiihelmlna. .... .Flgra

A.

Wednesday, September 27, 1950
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John Patrick’s new comedy seems
headed for at least
.has a fiehei all
on, .Broadway for R ^
satisfactory plot, quite a few spar-

)

:

i

:

n®s
j}
But iu its P^sent foi.in
?/*aracteisit seems to lack the lequisites of

«

|

ning. At another time one might
hit,
have predicted unqualified success a smash
“The Curious Savage” has nothfor the new Kermit Bloomgarden
with aborigines. Savage
ing
to
do
production, but in these days when
is the name of the family which
it7 is not only a question Of a sura mother and her two
comprises
vival of the fittest but a survival
sons and daughter who have her
of nothing but the “fittest of, The
committed to a mental institution
fittest,” future Broadway chances
in order to get control of her
Affairs of Stale
for the piece are problematic.
The Theatre Guild is not “retiring” from production, it declares in
money. The first act seems, unusunnKie- a statement signed by Theresa
and urea
Fred rF. FinkleRichard W. Krakour anct
»11v long,
lnnfy VinthnPA an
all me
thp rharaeThe plot of “Legend of Sarah” aiiy
cnarac hoffe
Helbiirn and Lawrence Langner, coout once
resenta tion of comedy in three
p
and
novelty
of
elements
has some
This refers to a Variety item on the Guild’s various proters have been properly, presented acts <five scenes) by Louis Verneiiii. stars directors.
the authors tell their story with the action picks up. Peter Glen- Celeste Holm;. features Reginald Owen/ duction tieups, indicating, according to the Helburh-Langner interpreShepperd Strudwick,
O’Neil,
Barbara
riirpcHnn
adult assurance and a neat sense V1
PeC T 10Il I s flWt
S ?
Harry Bannister; Staged by the author; tation, that it had “retired” as an independent producing outfit.
>lvL
i
IS to be found. Getting; Paul Morrison: costumes. Dorothy
of footlight requirements.’ If the
The principal fault
The Guild states: “Daniel Marin Was the director .of ‘Come Back,
“Legend” runs a little thin as the in the play itself, but there are iJeakins: production assistant. John Hag- Little Sheba,’ nothing, more.
Katharine Hepburn was the star, of ‘As
N * Scpt 2o - 50; $4 80
Unfolding proceeds and if the last apparently enough laughs to win
You
Like It,’ nothing more. The Brattle Theatre is not the producer
act, especially the first part, seems cpn?iderabks u Ppdrt.Mlrs. Savage’s Ehill“ „ UMell ,y. .... .... .Reginald Owen
‘The
of
Relapse.
The
association
of John C. Wilson and the Guild dates
... ..
Elmer Brown
a little incredible and hard to take, children are somewhat overdrawn, Lawrence.
these factors should not be too while the guests, despite their Constance Russell. ...... .Barbara O’Neil; back many years, eriibraces many plays, which have been pleasant and
profitable.”
The Guild substantiates that it is associated with Lewis
damaging to the overall effect, but eccentricities, never appear
Harry Bannister .&• Young in producing “The Curious Savage” and that it was linked
that is just what may happen in much affected as to require insti- Byron Winkler
Broadway’s analysis of the comedy, tiitional care. It seems questionwith Anthony B, Farrell in producirik 44 Arms and the Girl.”
that so many, lovable charac...
,,
„ _ of State is
Gow and d’Usseau, formerly as- able
Although Affans
ters, with nary a stinker, would be
sociated* with heavy, controversial
type. If the play hardly a prize dish for theatrical
drama, deal here with a young in a place of this
intended as a farce such ob- sophisticates, it is a pleasantly dicouple who, after a tempestuous were
v
and quite illegitimate relationship
J***®'
in Greenwich Village, wind up in
expert
Florence
is an unhappy mother which Celeste Holm. and an
Patricia
Collinge
heretohas
withdrawn Medium” opening at the El Capia bitter squabble. The guy;
who has substituted a rag doll for cast, maintain a deft blend of sehThen he
tan, Hollywood, Oct. 5.
fore somewhat of a complacent
her dead child. Hannibal,, a former timent and laughter. It should be as star of “Curious Savage,” with returns to
heel, goes on to become a successN Y- to resume his TV
Marie
Carroll,
understudy, tembelieves good enough for a moderate boxstatistician,
govemment
her
to
returns
has regal,
Turet
The
chores;
Maurice
...
ful writer.
to be a musician and saws office click.
porarily taking over.
The John placed Vince McKnight in handling
New England home, denies to. himself
discordantly on a violin at the least
Verneuil
which
Louisf
play,
The
a
Patrick
carrying
play
is
trying out in Bos- publicity
chor e s; for George:
everyone that she is
provocation. Faity- May is a flighty
vehicle for
torch and becomes a leading figure young girl who must be frequently whipped together as a
ton
James Light has joined the Brandt’s ^ubway circuit. ^ .
a synthetic trifle
Geraldine Hamburg, who has a
in the “restoration” of the town, assured that she is loved. Jeffrey, Miss Holm, is
the
faculty
drama
departof
Yale
Which has played a historic role in once a concert pianist, will not about a plain schoolteacher (the ment as visiting critic in play di- singing lead in the N. Y. Carnegie
quite believ“Beggar’s
current
the Revolutionary War. Naturally, touch a piano and believes that h .s situation isn’t always
Hermione Gingold, Iriterplayers’
who becoiues wife-in-name- recting
her ex-flame shows up and as ex- face was horribly disfigured during
Opera,” is d a ti g h t e r of Kansas
Senator. As British star/ will, make her U. S.
branch,
exchange
Paramount
pected, she gives him a furious the war. Mrs. Paddy .reluses^ to orily tp a young U. S.
City’s
title
“Lily
debut in the
part of
s t a tesmen and assorted dignitaries
Harry Hamburg.
brush.
talk Dther than to recite a list of move through their Chevy Chase, Henry,” Peter Cookson’s produc- manager
Lipsky
have
David
Here the plot reminds a bit of the things she hates and she spends Md ii v i ng r 0 om, romance buds tion of the Mae Cooper-Grace Phil Bloom and
Rodgers & Ham- split up their partnership, and will
.
Arthur Richman’s “The Awful her time painting wavy lines m- pi ecisely as the audience expects, Klein play.
Jerome each do publicity solo from their
have
signed
l
Truth,” with the hero letting the
and bursts Coriveniently info bloom m erst e in
o
j
Whyte as stage manager of the old quarters.
Mrs. Savage, who since the death at the third att curtain,
gal find out for herself rather than
edition
of
musical
forthcoming
through him directly that she’s of her husband has been doing all
Susan Leigh, daughter of Vivien
,
g „ othing even raildly ‘‘Anna and the King of Siam,”
mixed up. with a couple of phoneys those silly things she had always
Leigh, returns to the Coast this
v 0 !! tlie pi j^ce, u
^
it is at
unexpected ab
in
had
suppressed
interested,
wanted
to
He’ll
do
but
Lawrence.
Gertrude
more
starring
much
are
j
who
Week after a Visit to New York.
and
constiucted
capably
?t
continue his duties as musical
making coin for themselves than to avoid irritating liini, is commit- lea
Bonita Primrose has returned
.
sprinkled with
tod
hv
children.
Sen,
Tichildren,
Sen.
of
her
three
ted
by
Guild
“restoration”
supervisor for the Theatre
in the historical
to New York after two years in
der the authoi s
Campbell,
pressagent
George
.
the town. Aiding the young man in tus Savage, the greatest obstruc- the
"
South
Africa with “Annie Get Your
1 1
P^rf° p hi a n c
Theatre, Cam- Gun” and “Oklahoma.”
for the Brattle
Aliu$ subtie campaign is the gal’s tionist in Congress; Judge Samuel umphant assist. ^_ P
JBss
bridge, Mass., has been admitted fred Drake returned last week
shrewd, acidulous mother who has Savage, who has had more dcci- first solo starring appeal ance, is
HO use for the “restoration” idea sions reversed thari ahy other mem- captivating jcpmbination °i Cin- to membership in the Assn, of from an extended European vacaand who produces at the psycholog- ber of the judiciary, and Lily BeUe, derella and Maggie Wylie. Except Theatrical Press Agents & .Mana- tion. ;
The total profits disMargaret Lockwood is re- tributed thus far to backers of
gers
ical moments a diary by one of wbo has been divorced six times.
country-mouse^ fnsL
After her commitment they d #- ^°,r
portedly set as star of the London “Member of the Wedding”
the family ancestors (feminine)
is
playgoei
mentally^nprinal
which
no
cover that their ^mother has conRice’s $112,500, not $37,500, as reported.
in
Elmer
of
which discloses the fact that m‘could be expected *o^^eve;.her production
Judy Garland,
“Dream Girl”
.
Stead of being a heroine and m ar- Verted, the $10,000,000 Savage for- .playing js ( 0 nvmc 1P.,
Ken
Parker lias withdrawn
]]
are ‘tune, into negotiable bonds, which
tyr, the colonial gal was little nidi
an already a possibility for a Rodgers- from the cast of the Originals Only
she has hidden. Principal action of and skillfully sustained, wi.h
noozy
men class noozy.
floozy.
an a high
mgn
than
com- Hammerstein musical for next sea- production of “Hidden House” to
concerns 1their 6
efforts to exquisite sense of timing and
The play’s most obvious fault is 0 bt.ahi these ^bonds from her and ecly taste. What’s more, the actress son, is being sought to star in supervise the Brooklyn Masque
that most rif its situations and cci- ^b e assistance she is given by the displays the personal magnetism “Careless Love,” the Paul M.ilton- players’ presentation of liis own
Bud Fishel-Gcorge Lessner musi- play, “There’s Always a Murder.”
131
requisite for stardom.
guests in resisting their efforis.
/V
cal which Lorraine Lester hopes
The Richard Aldrichs (Gertelegraphed well in advance.
Among the talented featured to
Patricia ColUngej is excellent in
present on Broadway this sea- trude Lawrence) have returned to
dialog
is
brisk
hand,
other
the
the
persuaplayers, Reginald Owen is persua
the
..re role of Mrs. Savage and she is
Joseph Kipness has op- New York for the season,; after
son
and keen and seldom banal, and. the ^Liv
eldei
assisfpd
hv
thp
entire
e*isi..’
<:ive
as
a
kindlv.
nerceDtive
elder
perceptive
kindly,
sive
cast
ably assisted by the
unique,- w T Mae Cooper as Fair May and statesman Whose
not-, unique,
characterizations,
liaracterizations, while
wmie not
inspired wire- tioned two shows, both scripted by summering at East Dennis, Mass.
First act xsobel Elsorri as Florence worthv pulling causes most of the play’s Philip and Julius Epstein, One is
Defendants William R. Katzell
are
re hardly stereotyped.
a dramatization of Dostoyevsky’s and Ray Golden have beei#direeted
as an abundance of laughs, the of special mention. The setting of
has
...
_ action; Barbara O’Neil is effective
Karamazov” and the to appear Friday (29) for pre-trial
second^, (and; best) has a shrewd the living room at The Cloisters, (even in her final, awkwardly-writ- “Brothers
ininglmg
coffiedy and serious wit h its ceiling high book shelves Ten scene) as his feline wife; Shep- other is a musical edition of Sheri- examination in the -breach-of-conmoments but the third^ act sags for and its scrollwork for barred win- pcrd-'Struclwick "is -plausible as the dan’s “The Rivals,” for. Which tract' suit brought by director Daits first 10 minutes before righting clows, is Avell done.
somewhat pompous Senator (par- Jerry Livingstone and Redd Evans vid Alexander. Trial is now set for
Klcp.
itself with a spontaneously amus'i
Oet. 23 in Brooklyn supreme court.
ticularly in one good scene in the will Write the score.
ing final curtain.
Wesley Addy and Joseph Wiselast act), and Harry Bannister is
Daniel Mann,; who just, finished
TIip Iliirniiijf Ititsli
Under Benn Levy’s deft and
acceptable as an ingratiating Sec- man will be featured in “King directing the subway, circuit ediWell calculated direction the entire
retary, of State.
Lear,” in which Louis Calliern will tion of “Streetcar Named Desire,”
Hollywood, Sept. 22
cast distinguishes itself. Best op
Michael Todd, is giving a staging tuneup to the
starred
be
room
A/VIH. VVV
UMJk Morrison's
4 JLV& A.AIJV' 4 *
living
** ***{-> •*
set
Paul
./Walter. Wicclair produbtion df. tlranm.*.
lUT-Aiiel-vA-'.!
portunities are offered
onereo jviaiMia
in tbroe t\Ha py Geza Herc'/eg and Hp :va ting suggests proper elegance and .whose “Peep Show” revue is apBroadway company of “Death of a
Hunt and Tom
1®
'v
cn s g 0 ns ?rc ^siiitably parently on its way to paying off Sal esm an, ” starring Thomas Mitch'V
separated but still affectionate At Coronot,- Hollywood, Sept.
V
f?»
Garden,
(with
the
Winter
N.
Y.
Sat
in
character.
decorative,
as
well
as
'50;
ell.
He’s being sought to stage
22,
lovers, and by Ethel Griffies as;.the 4op
“Affairs” is anything but an im- weekly grosses of over. $50,000), Steven Sclieuer’s proposed produe.V
T
outspoken mother. In their alterup
entire
has
lined
the
$100,000
play,, but it- seems .entertion of “Sunday Breakfast” and
nate moments of affection and Bailiff
...,.;Roy
gchnUcri taming enough ior popular con- financing for his forthcoming pro- is assisting Martin Ritt on a teler
^
“
Spleen, Helmore and Miss Hunt re- State.
Attorney .
...
Rudy MrKool sumption
duction, “Tcvye’s Daughters”
Kobe.
vision series.
District
Att.
Substitute
Anthony Canon
call some of the similar scenes in
designer Oliver Messel
British
Chief Investigator ..... J; Byron Foster
•‘Private Lives.”
They are both Defense
took an examination last week for
Counsel..
Rudoluh Anders
able and discerning. Miss Griffies, His -Associate
Richard Fletcher
membership in the United Scenic Ford, Schildkraut For
and Wig Preem
Sch'trd
,.
.Manfred Furst
a veteran last seen in “Miss Lib- Joseph
Artists Union and is awaiting adAbrahivm Buxbaum
Buff Stanley
erty,” does a top notch job as the Rabbi Tauli
Brattle’s ‘Characters’
\
mission, so he can work on BroadSam ScmCaustic mother, the best in the Hermann Wotlner ......Gilbert Marshall
Set for A.C. Pix House way shows; He’s tentatively set
Boston, Sept. 26:
Richard Barron
play. Judith Parrish clicks surely Member of Parliament
to do the scenery and costumes
Mrs. Solymosi
.’.Hazel Franklyn
Atlantic City* Sept, 26.
Ruth Ford has been signed by
as a pert and assertive domestic, Mrs. _ Hurl
...
Mildred Carr
for the Olivia de Havilland revival
Through the efforts of Harry of “Romeo and Juliet” ... After the Brattie Theatre Co. of Camand Philip Coolidge and Edmofi Hr. .Szabo ....
J. Lawrence Slone
.Virginia Tanjtan Waxmann, owner of a string of
Ryan are quite acceptable in the
vy
leaving the Coronet, N. Y. to make bridge To
costar
with
Joseph
Ungracious roles of the two men Mrs. Lenwei
............ Joyce smith motion picture houses in .the; C-lly, room
the incoming “Hilda Seliildkraut in their
forthcoming
Who aim to feather their nests by Ancireas Melchior. ..... .. N®d Eirkhanv the UVof Pennsylvania’s Mask arid Crane,”for the
Hartmans revue,
the “restoration” scheme.
’.'show will premiere here at “Tickets, Please,” will move to the production of “Six Characters in
MnV.Srnert-*
TFieirt"*
With a stunning set by Ralph Moritz gchwr .... ... ...... Ralph i.pwin
the Warner theatre Nov. 18. Show Hellinger, N, Y.
The stage- Search of An Author.” Play will
1
Alswang, the cqmedy ads up to af-r
Davw
::';:;:;;:;;®® ««•.'»%.. *• benefit, with cash 'go-; hands union, in negotiations for a tee off Brattle’s fall season, Oct.
fable and adult entertainment, but Jo^ef. Mate.1
.Ren ci’Ac^ftti ing to a student assistance fund
new
contract with the League of 3 and will mark the third year of
it is dubious if it has quite enough
chohtha.uer
.Otto W? Vi5 flip
nrnipptro J eci: nf
01 Vp
Uiae Tvinei’c
1} lliei S N Y. Theatres, is demanding a producing by the company in CamX e fllde
P
Darlnka Kisch
France*; Conic v
>
body to carry it across to solid Mrs.
Grossbera.
Laioia Wendorff club, composed of former students l.Of'p- wage boost, plus a 5% pay- bridge.
Broadway success.
Waters.
"
ment for a welfare fund
V
of
resort
the
school
system.
,
Others, signed for the production
e k
Geraldine
Brooks arrived this
ai
Ralph Clifford, juvenile at Mal- sit^rable pe!?od this Vez^ HereWaxmann plans a top campaign week from Holly
wood to conclude are Cavada Humphrey, formerly of
C61m Atterbury’s Playhouse, Al- zeg-Heiriz &erald collaboration has ^ 0 se1 ^
aril r s 4,2
s ® ats
the
Mafgaret Webster company,
arrangements for a Broadway play.
f l1
f
JJ°
bany, last season and with Harry finally won a tryout,
Roger Gerry has gone to the and Michael Wager, last here in
only to prove fnces- starUng at $1 and going up
L. Young’s Brattleboro (Vt ) Sum- the script’s limitations.
lto $ 5
A
supper fiance after the Coast to direct tlie James Doolittle “Streetcar Named Desiro,” With
“The
Burni mer Theatre group,
has gone to ing Bush” smoulders through three I show at a beachfront hot el will production of Gian-Carlo Menot- supporting roles filled by members
France to study drama.
alow acts, failing to burst into any give the affair a social flavor.
“The Telephone” and “The of the resident company.
ti’s
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Where
Following

Sadler’s Wells Ballet

impression and the playing of the
supporting cast is notably below
the level of the original company,
the Arthur Miller drama remains
who couldn’t go, stuck close to the a powerful and intensely moving
DelicaStage
experience.
phones at Lindy’s,
Perhaps Mitchell’s Willy LOman
tessen and Chandler’s, to be the
It wasn’t Will improve and the performance
first to get the bad news.
just -to see “Harvey,” which was as a whole will become smoother,
opening that night at the Mont- as the star and the other actors,
This mob had seen have more chance to become accusclair theatre.
“Harvey” played by Frank Fay, tomed to each other. But at the
Jimmy Stewart, Bert Wheeler,: moment, their playing isn’t fully
Jimmy Dunri arid even Brock Pem- integrated and the drama lacks
Cumulative impact. And, although
berton.
This occasion was more than Mitchell seems temperamentally
This was suited to the role of a back-slapjust an opening night.
the night that a certain disk-jockey- ping drummer, his performance
.

j

i

.

l

commcntatpr-phone-answerer and seems somewhat surfacey, particthought stirrei-upper was to throw ularly in the early scenes.
The others, it must be admitted,
his diaper into the legit theatrido not compare with the originals.
cal ring. Up to now,’ this tyro hod
A lien by is poignant and spoPeggy
on
marks
unimportant
only three
radically effective as the; wife, but
his theatrical scratch-pad: a high
misses
the steadily gathering heartschool play, an unfortunate appearbreak Mildred Dunnock gave the
ance at the Greenwich Village Inn part. James Gregory is forceful
and a so-so m.c. job at Lo.eW’s as Biff, but his performance hasn’t
State N. Y.
the dimension Arthur Kennedy
The Brandts, astute showmen, had] Frank Maxwell doesn’t equal
eminent and firstI

i

I

fiddle young man could pack their
theatres, on the bridge .and sub-

Cameron

[

way circuit. Sp they baited their;
tongues with the line, “How about
you playing the part of Eiwood P.
So Barry
‘Harvey’?”
in

Dowd

Mitchell’s

portrayal

of

Hap; and their scenes together miss
nicely-balanced Comedy that
their predecessors achieved, Howard Smith is a solid rock in his
original characterization of Charley, Willy’s understanding friend
from next door, and Torn Pedi still
registers in the bit part of the bartender, although he leaves the Cast
shortly for another show.
Even with its present, obvious

WMC

A all-night protecGray, the
tor of Civil fights, actors’ rights,
democracy' borsht circuit v slaves,
and any other things that may
come up that might start a hassle,
appeared as the star of “Harvey”! flaws, however, “Salesman” .reBefore the curtain went up there mains one of the memorable
was the usual goings-on of the dramas of Broadway history,
Broadway crowd. / Snickers, beHobe.
hind-program whispers, raised eyebrows of the wise guys who .came
to see this immature, ungifted
pretender exhibiting his insufficiencies, while the natives of Montto see
clair, who merely came
IV. Y. City
Go.
“Harvey,” just sat. and stared. The
(CITY CENTER, N. Y.)
lights dimmed, the Curtain wept
enterprising
N.
Y.
City
The
up and in a few minutes there, was
Eiwood P. Dowd with Barry Gray’s Opera Co. teed off its seventh year
It was the new at City Center, N. Y., last Thursday
goose pimple.
Barry Gray, a quiet, restrained, (21) with a sprightly performance
tranquil and outwardly calm Barry of Puccini’s “Turandot.” The opus
Gray as Eiwood P. Dowd, with real may be minor Puccini musically,
makeup on his face and a char- but it has a spectacular quality
acter suit; Barry Gray the. actor. which the Center authorities capAfter the first act, the audience tured smartly despite the large
was a bit dazed. This guy Gray handicap of an inadequate stage.
(Perhaps The enthusiasm and verve of a
had made it, so far.
he was dazed too, backstage). City Center presentation still serve
In the second act he stumbled on to overcome flaws in casting or
a line, and the mob thought, “Ah, other production details, to conthat’s more like it, there he goes, tinue the Center’s reputation of
TIMBER!” But the old Usually having the most exciting
folks ,
Barry Gray came to the rescue of operas in town.
Vladimir Rosing’s staging of the
Eiwood P. Dowd and he recovered
And so the guy crowded work, and Laszlo Halasz’s
like a veteran.
got through the third and last act. direction of orchestra and cast,
The curtain falls. Applause, bows, were standouts in the production,
more applause and more bows. No overshadowing individual performspeech, fortunately. And the skep- ances. Orchestra sounded rich and
fluid under Halasz’s baton, to’ give
tics died of skeptic poisoning.
The Brandts have surrounded some of thq lush music its full due.
Barry Gray with a good cast. Fran- Chorus work, too, was highly
.

j

in the Josephine
Hull role, does a splendid job, as
does Lee Truhiil as Ruth Kelly.
Si Oakland as Marvin Wilson and
the vet Arthur Jarrett as Dr. Chumley are tops, as is Phillip Carlyle
Frederica Goas Dr. Sanderson.
ing, who was in the original, cast,
Chauvenet.
is splended as Mrs.
Howard Whitefield, Burt Mallory,
Madeline Holmes, the direction of
Paul Foley and the. settings of John
Boot all help Barry Gray to unnervous himself!

Pamela May has been every inch
Queen of the Wilis;
Leslie Edwards is doing some exmiming
as the hot-headed
cellent
Hilarion; Michael Somes has been
doing some of his best dancing, as
well as carrying himself in princely
fashion, as Count Albrecht, and
Miss Fonteyn has been a beautiful
dancing actress and utterly believable peasant girl, as Giselle,
Opportunity for dazzling virtuoso
work isn’t as available for her here
as in other ballets, but she makes
Giselle a poignant characterization.
Other two preems are short
works by Sadler’s chief choreog“Les
rapher, Frederick £shton.
Patineurs” is an utterly Charming
ballet about skaters, in which outspirits run high at all times,,
and comedy blends with precision.

door

Brian Shaw reveals high skill in
his dancing here, especially in his
turns, while Rowena Jackson has a
virtuoso bit in a terrific spinning
sequence that tears down the house.
Ashton’s other work, “Dante Sonata,”

Dragica Martinis, as Turandot,
although a little shrill, gave a
commendable performance, in an
improvement over her last year’s
debut. Raphael Arie, basso making his Center debut as Timur, did
a sturdy job. Giulio Gari was a
resonant Calaf and Dorothy MacNeil an appealing, though not
always
vocally
Liu.
satisfying
Lawrence Winters, Luigi Velluci
and Nathaniel Spriniena made up

Didn’t

in?

Raymond

Hitch-

cock Wander through the audience
shaking hands with the customers

between acts?
Didn’t the great
-John Barrvmore throw away the
text of “My Dear Children” and
about everything but the
Show? (Which was a great idea),
Weil, Barry Gray has two more
weeks (Brooklyn and Bronx) and
by the time he gets .through he
will no doubt change his name to
Barry-More Gray.
talk

:

Heath of a Salesman
(MOROSCO,

N. Y.)
Thomas Mitchell, who has been
starring for more than a year in
the tpurmg company of “Death of a
Salesman
took over the Assign4

ment

last

week

Author royalties
deals)

.

.

.

.

•

(excluding

....
salaries
.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

an .impressionistic work

PLAN

CO-OP

ST. L.-K.C.

trio.

.

•

.

• ••
•

t

«

t

•

Director royalties (excluding share-of-profits)

Choreographer royalties

$8,245,300
7,663 ;400
2,853,500

28.8%
26.8%

2,237,600
1,906,700
1,735,800
694,200
522,200
101,300

7.8%
6.7%
6.1%
2.4%
1.8%
.4%

10%

share-ofi-profit

.

Musician
...
Production operating profit
Manager, pressagent salaries
.

•

•'

.... ....... ....
Advertising, miscellaneous salaries, photos
and signs, office expense; travel arid hotel
expenses, payroll taxes, rental of equipment, designer fees, etc.
3,468,000
12.1%
(Note: The explanation for the fact that the total distribution
exceeds the total boxoffice Receipts is that there is an overlap between theatre rental and stagehand arid musician payrolls, since
the house and production almost invariably share those items.)
: ...

.

>:.

'

.

;

.

.

.

1

Dallas

Symph

N.Y. Theatres

Set For

Continued from page 57

(“Death

Dallas, Sept. 26.

of

a

Salesman”);

The

Barrymore had 51 lighted weeks
with three different shows; the
Majestic and St. James (“Where’s
Charley?”) were lighted 51 weeks;:
the Alvin and Broadhurst (five different bookings) had 50 weeks
each, and the Miller had 49 weeks
with two -different shows.

Nine Housesjn Red
Although some theatres had
relatively small profits, only nine
are figured to have operated in the
red—-the B’elasco is Understood to
have approximately, broken even
on its six weeks of legit, four of
which were with. “Madwoman of
Chaillot,” at modest grosses, Only
one Shubert house, the Golden,
with 14 lighted weeks Of low
grosses,
showed
an
operating
deficit.

First big concert tour for Mario
Lanza since the tenor attained film
Drominence is being prePDed by
•

his

managers, the Judson, O’Neill

&;

Judd

division of Columbia Artists
Tour is to run from midJanuary to mid-March, for about
20 concerts, ori basis of two a

Mgt.

week.
Terms--which are pretty
high for a new name in the concert field
will be 60% of the
gross, with a minimum guarantee

—

.

of $2,500. Tour will open in California,
with singer working
through the midwest and south,
and east as far as Boston. There
Will be no recital in New York.
Program will be of the straight
fecital variety.
Lanza will have
an assisting artist, probably an instrumentalist, with him, who will
play his own groups of numbers.
Lanza will do opera arias for his
first song group, with, folk or modern songs in another group, arid
tunes from
pix
scattered
his

through the program. Singer made
his first film starring appearance
a year ago or so in Metro’s “The
Midnight Kiss,” while his second
pic, “Toast of New Orleans,” opens
at the State, N. Y., Friday (29).
He’s currently at work portraying
the name role in Metro’s “The
Great Caruso,” with a Metopera
,

cast in support.

Operating expenses for the Various houses were figured on a 52week season, rather than a 40week or 35-week basis, as used by
some theatre managements.
In
other words, the annual rental Was
divided by 52 and spread over the
full year, including both lighted
and dark weeks. Iri the case of
lighted weeks, the show’s minimum rental guarantee was figured
as approximately the theatre’s operating expense.
In the case of
dark weekfe, the weekly overhead
Was figured to include taxes, interest on the mortgage and such operating items as basic payroll,
minimum heat and maintenance,
etc.

..

Shubert
houses
include
the
Barrymore, Belasco, Booth, Broadhurst,

Broadway,.

Golden,

Imperial,

Century,
Majestic,

Cort,

Na-

Plymouth,
Royale,
St.
dairies, Shubert* and Winter Garden. City Playhouses theatres Are
the Coronet, 46th Street, Fulton
and Morosco. Independent houses
include the Alvin, Beck, Biltmore,
Center, City Center, Empire, 48th
Street,
Hallinger,
Hudson, Lyceurri, Mansfield (booked by the
Shuberts)* Miller,
Music
Box
(booked by the ShubertsJ, Playhouse and Ziegfeld.
tional,

Vs. Ex-Partner Settled

.

answer phone calls, as he does on season that ensues.
his
radio
program.
And Why
shouldn't he? There is ample precedent for this.
Didn’t De Wolf
Hopper recite “Casey at the Bat”
between the acts of any show he

was

is

about the forces of good striving
with the evil, and is too reminiscent
of other such symbolical pieces, as
well as devoid of any striking
choreography, to be particularly
effective. Moira Shearer, as a child
of darkness, arid Miss Fonteyrt, as
a child of light, do stand out significantly, but riot enough to make
Brori.
the work a success.

satisfactory.

a lively counselors’

.

.

“Turandot” was a good choice
The customers may have been
disappointed in not seeing Gray for the Center’s opera preem, and
come out during intermissions and augurs well for the eight-week
.

.

the autocratic

.

Woodbury

,

its mood, and create a better illusion than several recent U.S.
presentations.

,

ces

.

project

Opera

.

.

Following the lead of the -N. Y.
and delight, with Misses Fonteyn
and Shearer dancing brilliantly as Philharmonic, which had "an engagement
recently at the Roxy thethey alternated in each, and Miss
Fonteyn, in both miming and danc- atre, N. Y., the, Dallas Symphony
ing, rocking the house at each ap- Orchestra will perform a similar
pearance, to warrant her rep as stint at the Palace theatre here for
one of the world’s great dancers.
the Christmas show; running from
Of the ballets preeming last Dec; 22-28. Walter Hendl, orch’s
week, the “Giselle” is probably the musical director, will conduct. He
most important and .certainly the wrote the music for the 1945 lemost controversial. The 100-year- giter, “Dark of the Moon.”
old; two-act classic seems to have
, The 1950-51 season, marking the
disappointed U S, critics accustomed to a more intense; dramatic orch’s 50th arini, will be highlighted
by a six-week tour of the southVersion as staged by American
troupes. But the typically British east and midwest; beginriing Feb,
version, for all its gentle, almost 26.
detached style of playing that annoyed the purists, does successfully

the

.

.

the large, intensively-schooled company shows to best advantage, are'
still the classics they first introduced last year; in the. full-length;
four-act “Swan Lake” and ‘‘SleepPerformances of
ing
Beauty.”
both ballets have been sheer magic

I

]

figured that this

Theatre rental (includes the house share of
stagehand and musician payrolls)
Cast salaries
Stagehand salaries

:

.

.

season:

don, in its second Visit to America,
has confirmed the sock impression
it made at its U.S. debut last fall.
Currently doing a three-week season at the -N.Y. Met, the troupe impresses once again with its overall
discipline, the great care for detail
in staging and performance, the
de ballet, a
well-drilled corps
strong list of soloists, arid above
all a top batteiy of ballerinas.
Troupe, for instance, can produce
four ‘‘Swan Lakes” in a row, each
one with a different femme lead
worthy of the Sadler’s tradition, in
Margot Fonteyn, Moira Shearer,
Beryl Gray or Pamela May.
Repertory is a handsome, varied
one, with four new Works being
premiered on this visit, three of
them having been shown during
the past week, But the staples of
the repertory, and those in whidh

The disk-jockey $et, accompanied
by pi’act'ic'ally all the skeptics of
Broadway, trekked to Montclair,
N. J., last Tuesday night (19). Those

esti-

mated $28,614,500 boxoffice gross (excluding $5,722,900 in federal
admissions taxesk from all Broadway shows during the 1949-50

(MET; OPERA HOUSE, N. Y.J
The Sadler’s Wells Ballet of Lon-

By JOE LAURIE, JR.

Went

It

an approximate distribution breakdown of the

is

Broadway, following Gene Lockhart and Albert
n
title part originally
Played i!
by Lee J. Cobb. Although
ms performance leaves a mixed
on.

Sept; 26
in the works

St. Louis,

Broru

Cooperative deal is
for the Municipal Theatre Assm)
which sponsors alfresco operettas
in Forest Park here, and the Starlight Theatre Assn., which plans a
similar operation in Kansas City
(ORIGINALS ONLY PLAYnext summer. Paul Beisman, manHOUSE, N. Y.)
Current production of Tracy ager of the local organization, arid
Hull’s “Hidden House” by Orig- John A. Moore, president of the
inals Only, off-BrOadway group, is Starlight outfit, will huddle here,
a painfully tyro affair. Weakest as- soon to work out the proposed
pect of the show is tlie generally setup, which would involve conpoor acting, but the: play itself is tracting talent for the same shows
an unexciting whodunit With a me- in the two cities.
lange of foreign types for supposed
According to Beisman, the projadded dramatic effect.
Bea Boyajian is unconvincing ect is still only in the talking
and shows little emotional range as stage, but Jerome Whyte, musical
a gal ensnared in a web of in- production manager of the Thetrigue. Ken Parker, who has skated atre Guild, is being considered as
in Broadway ice shows and is a general manager arid production
playwright on the side, plays an manager of the Kansas City venEnglish lawyer in a phony accent ture, which is reportedly figuring
and is supposed to provide what- on opening its 1951 summer seaever comedy relief there is. Of son with a production of “Desert
the others, Blake Simms is chiefly Song.”
notable for bis voice-similarity to
Beisman says the St. Louis orVincent Price.
r
Although the production is billed ganization will gladly help with
project in Swope
as “the first ‘thriller’ to be staged the planned
arena-style,” the production actu- Park, Kansas City, where the $1,ally employs proscenium staging, 000,000
amphitheatre has 7,600
but with the audience on three seats and parking Accommodations
sides of the stage.
Gros.
for 2,500 cars.

Hidden House

]

j

.

This is the first big exploitation
opportunity for Columbia in a long
while, arid bureau plans to splash
lie tour big.
Metro and RCA Victor also expect to share in tire
tour promotion, with advance men
sent to the cities
will be given, etc.

where

coricerts

Lanza was* first heard at the
Berkshire, Mass.; Festival in 1942,
then went into the Army. When
he came out, he went into radio,
following which, he hit his stride
iri

Judgment

for $5,848, obtained
by producer Horace W. Schmid-

lapp against his former partner,

Richard W. Krakeur, was satisfied
this week and a suit to force payment Will be withdrawn in N. Y.
supreme
court
today
(Wed.).
Schmidlapp was seeking to collect
Krakeur’s share of the incorne or
profits from “Affairs of State,”,
which the latter presented Monday night (25) at the Royale, N. Y,
in association with Fred F. Finklehoffe.

films.

Papers in the suit didn’t reveal

what the original debt covered, but
showed that Krakeur confessed:
judgment in November,- 1948.
About a year ago, Schmidlapp
Kansas City, Sept. 26.
Orpheum Theatre, dark since tried to garnishee some income of
last spring; is scheduled to reopen Krakeur’s, but the attempt failed
with the Blackstone show Oct. 16, an 5 be subsequently Withdrew the

Orpheum, K.C., Reopening
With Legit-Pix Policy

according to Leon Robertson, Fox
Midwest city manager. City celebrates
(stock

week

its Annual American Royal
and horse show) festivities

Of Oct. 14, and theatre open-

ing is
event.

in

conjunction

with

the

Lacca

.to

Yolanda

Markova-Dolin

Lacca,

formerly

with

the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo,
sails for England next week to
join the Markova-Dolin Ballet.

Following the Blackstone show
on stage, house will go to a film
Dancer, who left ballet for films.
policy With “All About Eve.” Later
several legits are booked for the Was featured in “G. I. Joe,” ‘‘The
house, carrying out the policy of Chase” and ?So This Is New York/'
varied attractions established last She’ll perform with Markova-Dolin
season.
during theft London season.
.

.

‘

;1

. .
.

.

!

; !;

;

/

L’VILLE

Plays Abroad
(LONDON PALLADIUM)
19.

Val Parnell preiontaUon
two acts nnd 13 scenes. Staged by Charle.-*
Henry; Ranees by George
scenes by Matt Broqks; music by- <Jeoifie_
Melaclirino; lyrics by Erie
London
costumes by Alec SbankS. At

Murphy,

Barbfti^-jPer^iL®
Ladd, Bentley
Gi;een. Hall, •;Norm an and
menaaii
Sisters (3). Iris and Rebeiro,
O’Dowda, Sonya llaiya, George Baron..
<5>.

is a rehash of Val Par“Starlight Roof” produced
the London Hippodrome
at
bv him
in 1948 in w h i c h Vie Oliver
feastarred, with Barbara Perry
tured.
In new edition Tommy Trindcr
Perry feais starred, with Miss
timed. Show played nine weeks at
to
Brighton,
Hippodrome,
.tlie

Revue

nell’s

LEGIT, FILM

TliP

City* Sept. 12
Clncmatogr'tilca Mexlcana release of- a.
Salso y De la Serna production; Stars
Maria ''Elena Marques. Andrea Palma* Car!1A|>
features Patricia' Moran,
Navarro; fA,h,vi
lbs ktouduva.
Carlos Muzquii. Alfredo Varela, Melizas
Polly, AmpiVro. Montes. Directed by JoseOrtiz Maroles. Screenplay, Maurice de. la
Sbrna and Carlos Leon. At Cine Mam-,:
Running time., 91
Mexico City.
cala.
;

Last spring’s showing of film revivals rented from the Museum
was a sucof Modern Art, -N.
cess, and will be expanded this
* will
be by
Attendance
season.
according to
only,
subscription
Bethel Hodges, secretary of the

i

<

)

i

•

•

Trinder makes an early appearance, and at once shows himself to
be very, resourceful and greatly
improved by his recent American
trip. Gets plenty of laughs with
his gagging about Broadway and
sly barbs at America generally.
Introing

the

cast,

the

her appearance
Green, Australian, who

first
is

burdened Mexican year.

decide
to
left
Audience is
whether or riot the ending is happy,
Miss Marques, after a tangle of
misunderstanding and circumstanr
tial evidence that blights her maiv

'

;

|

s

'

;„

Lady V

(5-7).

p aris M

frftm

“Legend of Sarah” ( tryout)—
Locust, Phila. (25-7) (Reviewed iri.
i

films,

'

—

j

;

!

:

.

to

—

'

Ktdiifiriiii Heroic
London, Sept. 13.

of the leads in Parnell’s Palladium
“Cinderella” pantomime last year.
Gal has fair set of pipes, and does
well by a number “Make Mine Al-

Theatrical Productions* production
farce in three acts by Colin MorAt
Directed by Prank Denuody.
Whitehall, theatre, London.
Wally Patch
Sergeant Bell .......
(Larry Noble
.......
Morgan

s

new

ris.’

.

legro.”
“Title Quiz,” suggesting names
Tone ....... , ......
of popular plays and musicals, is [Gregory
....
sort of charade, which has been •Sergeant- McKenzie
Thoiupston
done to death by every seaside Pat
Raymond.
Penny
concert party. Trinder who works Captain Percy. ...
.this; has plenty of stooges to call Gloria Dennis
out titles for laughs, with some of Medical Orderly.
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

;

.

:

v

.

.

,

.

.

.

set in “I Know My Love” for
Thanksgiving >veek; the D’Oyly
Carte will be in for Christmas
tveek, and Olivia de Hayilland in
“Romeo and Juliet” is pencilled in
for January.

;

... .
. ....

,

.

;

.

.

.

.

'.

Wilmington (5-7).
“South Pacific”

I

Louis
;

Concord, N.

H

—

Northern, Chi. (25-7).
“Two Blind Mice”— Erlanger,
Aud:, Rochester
Buffalo (25-28)
(29-30); Royal Alexandra, Toronto
;

*

Sept. 26.

With the windup of the strawliat
circuit season iri New Hampshire
over the Labor Day holiday, there

May

—

.

—

Outlook Good for 1951
Barns in New Hampshire

j

(25-7).

-

Kiel Aud., St.

Named Desire”
“Streetcar
playhouse, Wilmington (2-3); Karlton, Williamsport, Pa. (5); Cornmunity, Hershey, Pa. (6-7).
Great
Darliri’ ”
Li’l
“Texas,

.

:

—

“Relapse”

•

•

.

Dermot Walsh and staff at the hospital.
Brian Rix.
Kentucky Junior Chamber of
Anthony ^.Baird
Betty Impcy Commerce has agreed to sponsor
.Helen Jessop
.Colin Morris road torirs by the Pioneer PlayElspct* Gray house, will act as boking office
George Radford
John R. Chapman and will’ sell tickets and handle
Scots Soldier.
the titles plenty blue.,
business details. Hogan Trammell,
Bentley Sisters do acrobatics,
Although a caricature of army exec secretary of the Junior Chambackberids, handstands and splits
life as seen by newly-inducted re- ber, is official rep for th6 tour.
to good returns. Follovy.ed by the cruits, this farce by an ex-anny
Deep River Boys (with J allies officer provides plenty of broad
Lundy having replaced George laughs and situations though it is Other Actors Co. Shows
LaWsoti), coining on to big recep- little iriore than. a. barrack room
Tour After ‘Smoke’
tion, they tee off with “Baked a sketch. Its chances are purely loDallas, Sept. 26.
Cake,” go into “Bewitched,” arid cal, and topical, and will appeal to
The Actors Co. production of
top with “Chattanoogie Shoeshine male theatregoers of the less disBoy,” for sock returns.
criminating type, rounding out the “Summer arid Smoke,” set to tour
Barbara Perry works well with triangle of service comedies, the the Interstate Theatre circuit, with
Trinder in several numbers, and others being “Seagulls Over Sor- Dorothy McGuire, may be the first
her solo dances are also effective. rento,” and the record-breaking of a series of road presentations of
Another clicker is Hall, Nor- “Worm’s E^e View.”
the same group to play Texas. R. J.
man and Ladd, in the second half.
Three rookies— a dude,, a hick O’Donnell, .veepee and; general
These are three goofy guys, who and an artful cockney fall afoul of manager of Interstate* said on his
attempt to play instrurnents with an exacting sergeant, who booms
comedy results, Act is newly- incoherently, and a fanatical physi- return from California recently
formed combo, and looks like it’s cal training expert. Most of the that after playing here* the Tenwill tour
going' places.
laughs come from misfit uniforms, nessee Williams drama
Trinder’s skit, “The Batman,” draughty quarters, medical exam- Texas and the Denver-Salt Lake
from
members
region.
calling upon two
ination and the parigs of. inoculaPlans of the La Jolla Playhouse
the audience to participate, is tion.
very mediocre and falls flat. AudiFemme interest is supplied by group are still tentative, but other
ence was much too sophisticated members of (he women's army, shows may be sent out with film
to go for that kind of stuff.
two of whom are concealed in the names as stars.
Big reception is accorded to hut while the men are stripped for
Rose Murphy, who has endeared inspection. Both sexes are sent out
herself to Londoners in a very on operational exercises, get inSkeds Legit
S. F.
short time. Miss Murphy’s rendi- volved with the “invading army”
San Francisco. Sept. 26.
tions cotpprise, “As I Walked Up and nearly get blown up with live
San Francisco Municipal Theatre,
To My Baby,” “I Can’t Give You ammunition used in error.
Anything But Love,” “Dark Eyes,”
All the stupidities are accident- municipally-sponsored
non-profit
“Cecilia,” (her own arrangement, ally turned into achievements, and organization, has announced a, fiveand best), “Me and My Shadow, the trio are highly commended for play season to include “Father
arid encores with “I’ll See You in their conduct in their first taste of Malaehy’s Miracle, “The Eagle Has
action. The playboy makes up with
My Dreams.”
Two Heads,” “The Firstborn”
Closing, with entire cast on to the woman officer with whom lie
“Johnson
Jordan,”
Over
and
(Continued on page 61)
take a bow, had members of audi“Richard II.” The subscription
rate for the entire season will be
.

—

:

•Rix

of

(tryout)—

i

chances, becomes a nun.
Mounting, direction and acting are
Grah.
very. good.

Lois

—

Variety this week):
starting Sunday (24)
“Lend An Ear”— Cass, Detroit
Chaplin’s
“City (25-7).
Charlie
26.
Louisville, Sept.
Lights” dri a grind policy* House,
“Lost in the Stars” PhilharPioneer Playhouse, located at having been a film spot for long monic Aud., Los Angeles (25-30);
Omaha (3-4'; Music Hall,
is
Oriiaha,
time
prior
to
its
conversion,
Danville,
Hospital,
Kentucky State
"
(5-7). •••
City
Ky., will open its new season to- fully equipped for pix. and hopes Kansas
Forrest,
Roberts”
“Mister
night (Tues.) with a Broadway cast that will be its life-saver when
Phila. (25-7).
in “Peg O’ My Heart,” running there are no legit attractions availBost.
Colonial,
“Oklahoma”
“Night able.
through Saturday (30).
,
After “Ear,” things should be- (25-7).
Must Fail” will follow. Plays are
(tryout)—
French”
“Pardon Our
p re.se n t e d publicly Tuesdays gin to look up for awhile. “Death Opera House, Bost. (25-30) (Rethrough; Saturdays, with Monday of Salesman,” with Albert Dekker, viewed in Variety, Sept. 6, ’50).
night performances for patients comes back Nov. 13; the Lunts are
Playhouse,
(tryout)

by Biz Group some
with

riage

was one

—

Erlanger, Phila; (26-7).

As a result, new theatre, which
replaced old Nixon, is spotting in

Tour

Aud., Rochester

4);

mother.

:

make

entations,
zs wnen
when
definite in sight until Oct 23
“Lend an Ear” comes in for a fort

,

|

(tryout)

—

;

j

the, typical

Bright”

“Burning

.

:

as

(2-7).

.-

;

j'

definitely dated, and the
biz it docs will be primarily due
to the American attractions;

,

—

1

is

Gayety,

(tryout)

—

.

|

Show

“Barrier”

Wash. (25-7).
^Brigadoon” —^ Metropolitan,
Providence (25-26); Aud., Worcester, Mass. (27); State, Portland, Me.
(28-30); His Majesty’s, Montreal

|

•

.

:

—Shubert,

!

This is one of the best of the
now-style Mexican films that, stress
1quality. It has interest for Ameri?}
cans in that: it ably covers tne
teenager problem in Mexico and. group.
Maria Elena Marques,
features
Other officers of the Green Room
This looker can act, and she war-;
Schneider, prez, and
Its a r^, Alan
capacity biz.
bles three songs beautifully.
George A. Hendon, Jr., vice-prez,
the U.S. seem good.
Shortage of top vaude names lias chances in tl
Louisville's
to
assistants
Mauri cio de la Serna; copro- both
prompted Parnell to bring revue
and Mayor Farhsley. William Hodapp,
in for two.: weeks with Gracie ducer-distributor of the pic,
Fields following, on closing bill of Carlos Leon wrote a tight plot about radio station WAVE writer-pr
be production manager;
|'th'e cdhventrbved-beiiufY-''Wh%i.cir^!-er.,' will
the vaudeville season.
and family finaneiai;pa U i ;stuber. treasurer, arid BarTo augment show Parnell has cunistances
when
stress force irito pro singing
bara Meeker and Dorcas Ruthenbrought in two colored name
wins a radio amateur contest. berg, directors,
Rose Murphy arid the Deep River she
a newcomer, is caNavarro,
Carlos
in
established
“Beggar On Horseback.’’ “Lysinow
Boys. Both are
n
pab'e as the medical student male
and “Hedda Gabler” are
England through their broadcast- lead. Andrea Palma, stage-screen strata,
slated for; production later this
ing and disks:
competent
;
man
is
Vet character wo
!

It”-

.

>

%,

'

Like

Shubert, New Haven (28-30); PlySeries opens Oct. 3 with Victor mouth, Bost. (2-7),
(tryout)
Borge and includes Pittsburgh
“Call Me Madam”
Symphony Orchestra, Nov, 27; Shubert, Bost. (25-7 (Reviewed
Luboshutz and ‘Nemenoff, Jan. 15, in Variety, Sept; 13, ’50).
and Robert Shaw Chorale in [ “Come Back, Little Sheba” -March. Mt. Lebanon group is al- Erlanger, Chi. (25-7).
“Curious Savage” (tiyout)—Wilready talking about doubling hum(25-7)
(Re viewed in
Bost.
ber -of events and perhaps booking
them for two-night stands each in Variety this week).
CapiSalesman”—
“Death of a
52.
tol, Salt Lake City (25-26); Aud.^
Pueblo* Col. (28>; Chief, Colorado
Springs (29); Macky Aud., Boulder
(2-4);. Holrie,
(30); Aud., Denver
Oklahoma City (6-7)..
Biltmore,
Disciple”
“Devil’s
L. A. (25-7).
Pittsburgh, Sept, 26.
Blackstorie,
Lil”
“Diamond
Legit season liere banged into a Chi. (25-7).
%
quick stymie after getting away to
“Gentiemeii Prefer Blondes
one of the best starts in years. Fol- Curran, Sari Francisco (25-7).
“I Know My Love”—-Shubert,
lowing. a sizzling fortnight of “Oks
lahoma” and profitable week’s New Haven (2-7».
“Innocents” Harris, Chi. (25-7).
stand with “Come Back, Little
“Kiss Me, Kate”—Ford's, HaitiSheba,” both Theatre Guild pres
Nixon hasn’t an vthing niore (25-30).;- Erlanger, Buffalo .(2-

•

'

You

to be offered.

starrers.

MINS:

(Sept. 25-Oct. 7)

“Ai

Phila. (25-7).;

.

such plays as “Rain,” Oct. 3-3, at
the Brown hotel. Among the film
oldies scheduled to be shown are
“Mark of Zorfo,” “Blue Angel” and
Harold
Chaplin*
Charlie
early
and Rudolph V alentino
Lloyd

(MEXICAN)
Mexico

Current Road Shows

Pittsburgh, Sept. 26.
Mt. Lebanon community group,
Which recently organized a “Music
for Mt.’ Lebanon” series* has already Sold every ticket for the
four concerts it will present this
That aniounts to 4,800
season.
seats in the 1,200-capacity Mellon
Auditorium, where’ the events are

'

.

Trindei;, Bps.

Mt, Lebanon (Pa.) Cojicert
Series All Sold Out

GROUP PLANS

ence shouting for Miss Murphy
Louisville, Sept. 26.
(she did not take a bow as she had
to produce in-the"New. group
*
to rush to the Colony and Astor
revivals
clubs, where she is doubling from round legit and present
Rogei
of classic films will be launched
show).
known
be
to
Project,
here Oct. 3.
as Green Room, Inc., will produce
DanfiimDiiis Ago

Starlight Weiulezvous

Deep River Boys

•

Wednesday, September 27, 1950

LEGITIMATE

London, Sept.

—

.

(2-7).

1

are indications that most, if not all,
of the summer theatres would operate, again next season.
Nine Of
the 11 companies which opened
their schedules late in June or
early in July managed to continue
through the. season as planned.
The most popular play, apparently, was; “Harvey,” which was
staged by four New Hampshire theatres, as well as the Ogunquit
Players, across the state line in
Maine. Other houses which pre-

:

!

[

.

'•

1

|

.

.

.

•

—

-

McCliritic, dir.

—

“Day After Tomorrow” (Cl
John Shubert, prod.; Gerald
Savory, dir.

London

—

Players,

“Springboard to Nowhere” (D)

—Eddie Dowling,
Montreal, Sept. 26.
His Majesty’s theatre Opens the
local legit season* Oct. 2 With
“Brigadoori.” Following are “Two
Blind Mice,” with Melvyn Douglas,

The SFMT* under the Adult Edu-

LAFAYETTE THEATRE,

work.

New

“Oklahoma”

’

i

!

,

1

(M >— Dick MarJerome Moioss, Bruce Savon.
“Red* White and Blue” (R)—LeRoy Prinz and Owen Crump, for
American Legion; Prinz directing.
“Ballet Ballads”

tin,
!

•

Capable, conscientious, male secretary
(38) available to star, prpducer.
1

the best

i

Laszlo v Halasz, -music director of
N. Y* City Opera Co., is now with
Oscar Brand and the Randolph
Henry JSouvaine Co., specializing Singers skedded for Saturday,. Oct.
on opera broadcasts, etc.
7, at Town Hall.
[

York 52, N. Y.

f

prod. -dir.

HOLLYWOOD

Oct. 16-21

The new lineup appears
Paul Jaretzki, former assistant to in years.

Batavia , N. Y,

c o Faber, 147A Walton Avenue,

Oct. 9-14;

and the Luqts Nov. 6-11.
Montreal, once the top legit
stand in Canada, has had lean pickings* in recent seasons, with Toronto, getting most of the bookings.

bational Division of the San Francisco Board of Education, also
operates; a workshop featuring free
classes in all phases of theatre

Motion Pictures, Vaudevillt or Shows

Feuer
Kauf-

—

[

$5.

Approximately 1,000 Seats

S.

Arthur
“Hilda Crane” (CD)
Schwartz, prod.; Hume Cronyn, dir,
“I Know My Love” (CD) (Road)
—Theatre Guild & John C. Wilson; Alfred Luot, dir.
“Relapse” (Cl
Theatre Guild,
prod.; Cyril Ritchard & Albeit
Marre, dir.

’

FOR SALE OR LEASE

—

“Guys and Dolls” (M)
Martin, prod.; George
man, dir.
.

&

,

,

—

Dwight
“Country Girl” (D)
Deere Wiman; Peter Glenville, dir.

“Harvey” included the
Lakes Region Playhouse in Gilford, Charlestown Summer Theatre, The Barnstormers in Tainworth and the New London PlaySecond on the list was
house.
“Born Yesterday,” which was produced by the Lakes Region Playhouse, the Barnstormers and New

I

Fully Equipped for

) ,,

Rodgers
“Burning Bright” (D)
& Hammerstein, prod.; Guthrie

sented

I

Muny

1

m
C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama R ( Revue r,
M (Musical), O (Opera, Operetta ).
Keys:

Box V- 127, Variety
154

W.

44th Street
19, N. Y;

New York

I

nMI

PERFORMANCES

.

DEATH OF A SALESMAN,

Howard Smith

M0R0SC0 THEATRE,

N. Y.

HOWARD SMITH
Mgt: LUCILE A. PHILLIPS,

“I am glad to see, by the way, that
is
still
piayihg Willy's
neighbor and only friend. Ml*. Smith is
an actor who doesn’t seem to know how
to do anjdliing wrong on a stage. There is
an air of Tightness about everything he
does which, is one of the great coiriforts of
my relentless playgoing.”
—RICHARD WATTS, Jr., N Y. Post.
.

STILL GOING STRONG!

New

York

Mgt.:

IRVING SALKOW, Hollywood

.

“One who has stuck, and wlio is giving
just as fine a performance as he did on
the opening night of “Salesman,” is Howard Smith, in the role of the Salesman a
friend and neighbor, Mr. Smith is of great
value td Mr. Miller’s drama.’'

—JOHN CHAPMAN,

Dally News.

,

J-

.

;

experience and training pqts them

on the highest rung.
Among the
players inked for. the 1950-51 season are Peggy Ashcroft, Roger
Livesey, Alec dunes and Ursula
Except in special circumJeans.
stances, they are riot available for
Other assignments, nor are they encouraged to undertake film work.
Production scheduled for the
opening season, in addition to
“Twelfth Night,” include “Henry
V,” “Merry Wives of Windsor,” Ben
Jtonson’s
“Bartholomew
Fair,”
“Captain Brassbound’s Conversion”
bill
comprising “Elecarid a double
Plays
tra” and “The Wedding.”
will normally fun for a straight

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
By Prank

»

Billy

Rowe

Berlin bureau, sailed for Europe

Tribute

Billy Rowe” night Sunday (24) on the Mauretania,
Publicity firms of Mike Hall As23 at Bop City,
ivill be held Oct.
sociates and Frances Kay-Gig Rosto honor Rowe’s 15th anm enfeld have merged. Simultanethe Pittsburgh Courier, ously with
as' editbr of
the merger, Sam Geison,
the
Negro weekly. Chairntaning
the affair are previously with Jthe Hall firm, rehandling
committee
signed
to
open
his own flackery.
Tne Louis and Tallulah Bankhead.
Selig Seligman, aide to United
Widmark
Jackie Robinson, Richard
Paramount
Theatres exec Edward
Gerri Major, society editor of

Salute

•‘A

nY
And

the N. Y. Amsterdam News, are
Vice-chairmen, while Ray Robinson
Ed Sullivan ai^ Robis treasurer.
publisher,
ert L. Vann, Pittsburgh
honorary ^chairmen.
as
serving
are
as a
held
Affair is also being
benefit for the American Negro
Theatre, incorporated to build a

Wet, Wash., Sept., 22,
afternoon TV. I tried it
and
the talent doesn’t have a rehearsal be-,
fore going into action. This one had a Negro choir, a singer from light
opera, three federal employees, and an author. The show ran an hour.
It was over KFI-TV, an outlet of Los Angeles. The m;c. was’a weatherbeaten oldtimer, announced as “Bert Wheeler;” No, it wasn’t that one.
Another one/ In fact his name was not Bert but Rurritt Wheeler.
They use allure on this secret circuit to nook you to work for nothing. One Of those voices with a smile books you over the phone; They
don’t tell you it’s afternoon TV. KFI is an old and honored radio name,
month to five weeks, with a short so why Should they tell you it’s gone down in the world to afternoon
,•
-;/
repertory season to follow, when tv?
"v.
programs will be changed pightly.
They ask you to coirie at 1 p.m. You look in the papers for listings.
The first season is being extend- You can’t find this one listed anywhere. One paper lists “Open House”
ed until July,; making it the longest at CBS. CBS says no, they did have a Harry Babbitt show called “Open
in the history of the theatre. This House” hut not any more. The nearest they have at that hour to “Open
has been done in order to play an House” is Art Linkletter in “House Party.”
Hmmm, playing opposite Linkletter; who has a giveaway show, Fine.
active part in the Festival of Brit-,
ain.
As part of the extended sea- Well, a little more researching proves “Open House” is a TV show a
few
miles east Of CBS “and 1:30,” says the voice with a smile, “will be
will
theatre
productions
son
be
by
the Young Vic company, \yhich early enough because we don’t go on till 2 o'clock.”
You arrive on the dot. The switchboard gals in the rotunda are too
opened its current season last night
(Mon.) with the production of “The busy to answer anybody at the moment, so you sit it out. Nearer the
Merchant of Venice” at Chelten- door is a quartet, three civilians and an air force staff Sergeant who
ham. This will be. the fifth season looks as if he must have been grounded for eating too often and too
of the Young Vic, which early in well. They are huddling hard,; Probably on some enlistment pitch.
This isn’t like night TV at all. Only the night before I had worked
the new year is skedded to play
Holland and the Scandinavian, on KTTV, a CBS outlet, on a half-hour show emceed by Roy Maypole.
countries; The company is, a full- There they had scripts. There they had props. There they had a Max
scale professional outfit, and its.; Factor makeup man to make; us old crocks look' like polished pewter.
object is to do for provincial cities There they even had rehearsals. Even I had one; It was nice teamwhat the parent theatre does for work. It went over well. Besides it wa^ at 9 p.m. People look and
listen at 9 p.m.
But 2 in the afternoon is the siesta hour in any old
London.
Because of the interest of Ameri- Spanish town. Including L. A.
They Shoot From the Hip
can tourists in the Old Vic, the
management is planning an adFinally a worn and weary jockey who lookfed as if he had graduated
vance^
booking
arrangement from horses to disks came on stage and busied himself with some pathrough the American Express, by pers. I assumed he was Mr. Wheeler. I sent an eiriissary on stage.
which tourists will be able to book The man with the papers admitted he was Mr. Wheeler, but he was too
their seats before leaving the U*S. busy to be bothered.
“When does Mr. Scully go on?” the emissary
wanted to know. “And for how long?”
Wheeler said that was what he was figuring out at the moment.
When his calculations were completed he came to the footlights and
met his guest star. He said Scully would be next-to-closing. It was his
‘Sunset’
practice, he said, to introduce a guest and let him run for 10 minutes.
^ssssm Continued from page 4
But suppose he runs down? “Oh, then I ask a question or two.”
.At this point I recognized all too clearly that this was the guy wbo
11 weeks, “Anna and King of Siam”
(20th), eight stanzas, and ‘Valley Was in a huddle with the Air Force sairge* We had time for rehearsals
with
the sarge who was not going to he on the show, but not with me.
of Decision” (M-G), riiqe sessions.
When Mr. Wheeler returned to his divan a guy came up to me and
The Paramount opus also will
rate fifth of sixth in standings of whispered, “You’re being framed. I heard Wheeler say to the sarge ias
pix as to record total attendance. they said goodbye, ‘Okay, I’ll put a pin in him’.”
It’s the job of muggs to think faster than Mr. Mdto, so I said to the
Too, it achieves the record of having the third greatest attendance guy who gave me 'the tip, “Fine, get me a pin.” He got a little gold
in any one week at the Hall, the job, a safety pin, from somewhere. Maybe from Mme. Scully.
Meanwhile, m.c. Wheeler was free-wheeling through his Negro choir
first week of “Sunset.”
“Sunset” additionally is winding and his commercials. He got one laugh that must have gone oyer big
up its run With the third biggest with the veepees of KFI. He referred to his outlet as CBS.
When called to the stage I had my props—a pin, a copy of “Behind
grossing week in the history of the
the. Flying Saucers” and a paper saucer, which I intended to use to ilVast Music Hall the film’s first
week in the seven-week run. Also lustrate how magnetic energy overcomes the law of gravity. The first
curve I threw at the m.c. was shaped like a question mark. I asked
it rated the Hall’s fourth biggest
gross session, the second round. him if this were an open house for open minds or an open house for
closed
minds. He said for any minds,: or tliose who had no minds at all,
“On the Town” (M-G> is first arid
TV.
second on individual attendance which shows you What even m.c.’s think of housewives on afternoon
Then
I asked, him if his was closed or open on the question of flying
and grossing weeks. In addition,
said it wasn’t open and it wasn’t closed.
saucers.
He
the pic smashed several daily
When I told him that Variety muggs are trained to get it first and
marks for specific days of the
get it right, and what did he mean he was going to put a pin in my
week.
premise? Did he think 'it was a bubble or a balloon or something?
One obvious reason that “Sun- While he was fumbling to slip out of that last-minute tip on the frameset” did not stand higher in total up, I took the pin from the lapel of
my coat in one hand and held a
weeks played, like “Harvest” and copy of the book in the other. Then I handed both to him saying,
“Mrs. Miniver” (M-G) is that the “Here’s a pin. Try sticking it in the hard cover of ‘Behind the Flying
holdover figure now is higher than Saucers’.’’
in 1942-43, when there was a lower
He grinned sort of sickly, like a comic, who- had been handed the
scale of admissions.
Too, there straightman’s script. The Air Force sarge, he protested, had told him

gold in the true-confessions hills.
lawyer who came into the Paramount fold via his work on the
anti-trust staff of the U. S. Dept,
of Justice, he’s turned to writing
the pulp soapers weakends and has
sold five out of five tries.

A

cessful novelist,
Priced at $1, it will use 26 color
plates arid 175 reproductions of
w estern art with both covers and
insp- covers color jobs* Magazine,
pages will be suitable for
w'
frai.. ig, will be nine and eighth by
.

.

Mex Red Charges

Continued from page 60

ness and mechanical employees
regularly.
Just before the alleged decree,
El Popular had been in such money
difficulties that it published infrequently, and its help frequently
appealed to the Labor- Ministry to
compel payment of wages. Since
"

Larry Noble

a sharp, little East-

is

End

lad, and Brian Rix has the
cream of the casting as the Lanca-

shire lad who isn’t as much a fool
as he looks. Elspet Gray does well
as an attractive head of the Women’s section, with Betty Irripey and
little

but stand

and provide

to attention gracefully

Th © Queen’s Comedy
Edinburgh, Sept.

The Edinburgh

Festival

Society,

;

Records

1.

Ltd.,

presents the Glasgow Citizens’ Theatre in
new play by James Bridie. Directed by
Tyrone Guthrie and John Cassoii. Setting
designed and executed by Molly Mac*

Ewen. At Lyceum, Edinburgh.
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This Festival contribution is
typically James Bridie fare, sparkling with wit, whimsical in its ap000 damages for having given his proach, a mixture of the jovial and
name to a character who is also an the serious.
Two leading British players,
industrialist
in Cheney’s novel,

Cheney,

detective

story

writer, is being suied in Paris by
industrialist Rene Bigard for $12,-

“Take Care, Beauty.” The char- Sonia DresdeL and Walter Fitzthe novel is that of a gerald, head th'e production; along
crooked businessman, who, after with the players from the Citizens’
The play is
the police hound him* commits sui- Theatre in Glasgow.
imaginatively directed by Tyrone
cide.
Cheney wrote the novel at Le Guthrie and John Casson, but
Touquet, where the action takes chances are dubious.
The stage is divided into threp
place, and Bigard claims that one
of his competitors there suggested sets, by far the larger section being
raised slope depicting Heaven
his name to Cheney.
on which the Gods and Goddesses
Below
argue among themselves.
Balch’s German Stint
the Earth, a narrow foreground
TV writer-director Jack Balch is
strip of the stage, where the morhas been in Germany the last few
tals,
Greek soldiers besieging
weeks writing a full-length film on
live.
In a small green-lit
acter in

•

'

,

,

was a desire by Paramount to get they had spent $600,000 on experiments to prove there was no such

the film out in more general release in the N. Y. metropolitan
area, and the Hall also had a backlog of product.

“Harvest,” which ran 11 weeks
1942-43 for the all-time peak
for long-run Hall engagements,
grossed $1,090,000, not a great
deal more than “Sunset.”
And
“Harvest” ran through the yearend holiday season, with extra
shows and admission prices. “Mrs.
Miniver,” which went 10 weeks in
the summer Of 1942, totalled $1,Yet through ail runs some humor 006,000, seventh highest grosser,
that keeps the piece on a serio- but second longest-run film at the

-

Dispatch.

Ziff-Davis Switch to N. Y.
Chi magazine publish-

Ziff-pavis,

ers for the last 20 years, is
ing its
headquarters to

comic plane,

Sound acting helps
mov- The Jupiter of Walter
New stage and screen actor,

this piece.
Fitzgerald,

is a dominating study, as Is the coy, WhimModem
has pering and feminine portrayal of
and Juno by Sonia Dresdel. Also tophas notch casting includes the army
made the move;
medical orderly of Roddy MacPopular Photography and the millan, who plays a rationalist seepulp division are supposed to go ing visions.
east about the first of the year.
Duncan Macrae, Scot legit actor,
has a neat cameo as a sort of country-blacksmith Vulcan, armamentCHATTER
maker to the Gods. Stanley BaxA1 Josephy and Joe Petracca
Mercury and Eric Woodter’s
dheir serial, „ ''Something for burn’s infantryman are also solid.
f .9*4
Birds,” to Cosmopolitan mag.
Gord.
,,-Beth Brown has sold her novel,
^Man and Wife,” to CreStwood
B °oks .for pocketbook publication.
Ethel
Waters’
autobiography
.
published, today (27) in the Ladies
Home Journal, titled "His Eye is 2S5S5 Continued from page 57 sssJ
on the Sparrow.”
Byle Wheeler contributed an has been garnered for the first seaan accepted thing that all
film art direction to son. It’s
X2£lysi».r
working for the Old Vie
rile How and Why
of Motion artists
^ture * which is being com- make financial sacrifices, as salaries
Pded by Muriel de Lisa.
are only a fraction of those of
stage,
.Novelist
Frances
Parkinson the commercial' West' End
and Drew Middleton, chief Conversely, It’S, argued-" that they
correspondent of the N. Y. Times’ benefit in the long run, as Old Vic

York

in the near future.
publication,
Bridge,
already settled ip Manhattan
Part of the advertising staff

.

I

year-end

holidays

Money Talks As Usual
“My boys spent $1,000,000,000 on magnetic

•

“Bells,” which ran nine weeks in
(early December of ’45

-

.

|

1945-46

through

I said.

research as a defense weapon, carried on 25,000 experiments on land;
sea and air and examined personally three flying saucers, not as their
main Work but as a byproduct. You never heard of their main work
because the atom bomb scientists got all the play. The atom bomb is
an offensive weapon and as everybody knows offensive people get mote
attention in this world than the other sort.
“Beyonfi a certain point it’s a question of belief, and the magnetic
energy boys had a story that seemed both more amazing and more
believable to me that the Fentagonians who had blown hot and cold
on the Subject for three years and right now are in their negative
phase.”
I took a paper saucer and pointed out that if the law of gravity were
completely in the saddle I couldn’t even lift the saucer. But because
my body has magnetic energy I could lift the plate and send it sailing
through space at great speed and it would make 90 degree turns, turns
that would tear a rocket to piece. Then I shot the saucer right at the
camera* It headed straight for the lens and then veered off. The
crew dived for non-existent dugouts*
It was a good trick and old jugglers like. Fred Allen would, I feel
sure, have loved it. It’s been a long time since a juggler got next-to-

Hall.

.

'

„

“Not enough,”

.

Its

‘

thing as a flying saucer.

in

Troy,
location in Munich
on assign- corner is the Sea, where Neptune
ment from a pair of indie pro- and his tribe make several brief
ducers;
appearances.
Balch, who will be returning to
The moral or message of the
New York next weekend, is also play
is difficult to grasp.. Maybe
adapting a best-selling novel of
The Gods fight
Bridie has none.
several years ago.
He's former, it out in intrigue over the Trojan
drama editor of the St. Louis Post- war. Mortals die at their whim.

;

•

.

glamorous background.
The author contributes an effective cameo as an old school tie captain
with more geniality than
brains,
Clem,

Diomede
mid March. El Popular has pub- Nestor...,.*..,..,.....
Laurence Hardy
seems Machaoh
.Kenneth Macintosh

lished regularly and its help
to be getting paid regularly.

12G Damage Suit In

I

•

Dermot Walsh, providing languid
contrast as the spoiled town boy.

Helen Jessop doing

President Miguel Aleman of
Mexico has ordered a probe of
charges published in Mexico City
by the National Action Party
(PAN), a rightist organization, that
by virtue of a decree which Presiclrnt Aleman himself signed last
March 14, the Mexican government;
is paying El Popular, Mexico City
daily which is the Mexican communist party’s organ, a $3,000
monthly subsidy. PAN included in
its charges an alleged photostatic
copy of the decree which explained
that the subsidy is to enable El
Popular to pay its editorial, busi-

Peter

It’s

-

with one of the most ambitious had quarreled because of her joinfield.
try the
to
publications
ing the army, providing the sole
^Masterpieces,” which comes out thread
of love interest.
Nov. 10 as annual and then will
Wally Patch, best known for his
go quarterly, if first run of 300,000 screen characterizations, makes the
of
is successful, is the brainchild
most of the forensic figure of the
Louis Zara, editor-in-chief and suc- sergeant, with another film actor,

.

weapon.

•

Quarterly

Ziff-Davis, Chi magazine pubmarket
lisher, will enter the art

12% inches.

fin, America has a secret
it’s ‘sqch a secret that even

.

theatre in Harlem*

New Art

;

En

.

Hyman, has discovered unexpected

Scully

well

into January)* is the ace grosser
‘.'Notorious”
with $1,200,000.

(RKO), second highest grossing
pic, ran eight weeks in 1946, starting late in August; It hit $1,100,

closing.

We left 'them laughing. As we neared 'the exit, I began telling the
bunch about another time I crossed up double-crossers. Back in 1936
the All Year Club talked me into getting Gene Autry to pitch for the
Victorville Rodeo* and then talked me into writing the whole radio

000

.

program.

"

—

Well, I put in pitches for Autry, Victorville, the prez of the All
Yearlings and not to he too big a chump, one pitch for myself. When
|±253 Continued from page 57
we went on the air I discovered my line had been killed. So halfway
(TUes.)
persistent reports that through the program X cut from the script and said, “Who killed the
Paul Lukas is withdrawing as fea- line about my running for the lowest office in the lowest legislature in
tured leading man. “He’s under the land? Did you do that, Gene?”
Autry was bewildered. He swore he hadn’t seen the script till that
contract, we’re not even considering replacing him and he hasn’t moriaent. Then I threw more questions which got back all the personal
plugs
that had been killed. Executive arms were swinging all over the
said anything about leaving,” the
producer said. He also pooh-poohed studio. More fun. Afterward I told them, “That will teach everytrade 'reports that Robbins might body not to try to make a mugg out of a mugg!”
By, the time l had. finished relating this scrappy note to_ Scully •
insist on havifig his name removed
an L A. cop,
as choreographer. “Nothing to it,” Scrapbook we bad reached our parked car. There stood
the only
Hayward remarked. He emphasized He was writing out a ticket for overparking. He was, I suspect, no
goo(L
to
up
his intention of bringing the show guy awake in the neighborhood of KFI-TV and he was
and get tinea
to the Imperial/ N. Y., Oct.. 12/ as So you can have afternoon TV. You play it as a benefit
five bucks.
scheduled.
*

f

•

‘
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here to confab with Spanish pro,

ducers.

Company of Maria Guerrero and
“Mr. &
Roman on their way back
Con- Pepe

Alice Frost, of radio’s
Mrs. North,” shopping for a
necticut home.
Alfred ^Drake and Mrs. Francis
L. Sullivan in from Europe Saturday (23) on the Mauretania.
Gordon MacRae returned to the
Coast yesterday (Tues.) after winding up a stage stint at the Strand.
Charles MacDonald, assistant to
L, E. Thompson, RKO Theatres
exec, recuperating following eye
operation.
Smiley Burnette, who co-stars
with Charles Starrett in Columbia
westerns, vacationing with his wife
at Southbury, Conn.
Daniel Reed giving the second

from Peru and Bolivia after conSouth American
cluding their

:

tour.

The Catalina Barcena Company
now touring the - provinces, with
plays to be premiered in Madrid
this fall, has done well with “The
Countess of La Banda,” by Manuel

Alcion.

.

;

By Hal Cohen
Pat O’Brien at Vogue Terrace
while his new picture, “The Fireball,” is at the Harris.

,

.

Eddie Peyton back to Miami
Broadway performance of Edgar
Lee Masters’ “Spoon River” at Beach for the winter after five
(1).
Sunday
Hall
months
of barnstorming.
Town
Sarah Vaughan and George
Carmen* Miranda set for Chicago,
theatre Nov. 24. She’ll guest with
Milton Berle on his TV show here
prior to Windy City date,
Murray Silverstone, prez of 20thFox International, leaves over the
weekend for a two-month _tour of
company operations abroad.
Actress Danielle Darrieux in
from Paris today (Wed.) on the

Treadwell celebrated their fourth

.

,

’

.

.

!

Jack Rieger, Trinity Productions
prexy, planed to the Coast Sun(24) for about 10 days on a
production deal for his new film,

attend a wedding.
Pearl Bailey, now a local resident, a click at the Merry Land
Club.
“Combat Assignment.”
Pianiste Evalyn Tyner waxed her
Bea Lillie, Rex Harrison, Lilli first platter, due for Oct. 9 release,
Palmer, W. Somerset Maugham, in her new contract with Decca.
Aldous Huxley and Paul Gallico
Nancy Osgood, director of femme*
among those who arrived today programs for WRC-NBC, tees off
(Wed.) on the; Queen Mary.
a new mother-daughter series this
Ben Harriman’s Aquarium cafe week.
adding Max Kaminsky’s Dixieland
Terper Walter Long celebrated
5, which recently revived Charles- his 14th wedding anniversary at
ton nitea. at Coq Rouge and will Club Kavakos, where he was doing
repeat at the 47th Street spot.
a nitery stmt past week.
Gregg, Western Corp.
,E.
S.
Sen. Alexander Wiley (R., Wis.)
veepee, and R. O. Strock, com- hosted an^ invitation screening of
pany’s recording director, returned his own documentary at MPAA’s
to New York last week after a trip Academia Monday night.
to the firm’s Hollywood division.
Italian film star Isa Miranda in
Indie film producer Jack Wrather town with her husband-producer,
In town with his wife, actress Dr. Alfredo Guarini to tub thump
Bonita Granville, for several weeks. for their latest pic, “Walls of
He’ll have business discussions Malapaga.”
here while Miss Granville will
guest on radio and theatre.
Lena Home and husband, LenSan Francisco
nie Hayton, who is an arranger
and conductor for Metro, back from
By Ted Friend
Europe. Also arriving was ballet
William Perlbergs at the Fairdesigner Nepot-Chauvire and his mont; ditto Benay Venuta.
ballerina wife, Yvette Chauvire.
Frank Fay doing the- seven
Frank Scully, Variety columnist, hills; ditto Ann Rutherford.
and author of the much-bally ed
Lucius Beebe and Chuck Clegg
“Flying Saucers” book, partied by in for opening of “Gentlemen
showbiz attorney Fanny Holtz- Prefer Blonds.” i
mann over the weekend. He’s
Patricia Neal and Ruth Roman
visiting town on a round of stunts to LA folowing opening day
p.a.
for the publisher, Henry* Holt.
at St. Francis for “Three Secrets.”
Richard Widmark, in for preem

day

'

’

“No Way Out”

at

United Na-

tions, feted by 20th execs and
Critics Council.
Jerry Gaghan
Freddy Martin introducing tune,
Jerry LeSter will be featured at
the Poor Richard Club’s first din “I Wish This Evening Were Just
Beginning” written by Grace Kahn,
ner of the new season (27).
Richard Bonelli will replace the widow of songwriter Gus Kahn.
late Giuseppe De Luca in the vocal department at the Curtis Institute of Music.
Jimmy Blair, forme r 1 y with
By Gordon Irving
WCIC, Washington, D. C., has
Will Mahoney topping vaudejoined the Lamb & Keen Agency,
ville
in
Edinburgh.
as TV director.
Allan Jones back again in vaThe Musicians Union (Local 77)
has passed regulations carrying all riety at Glasgow Empire Nov. 6.
Norman Evans goes to Glasgow
members inducted into the servin his Own show, “Over the Garices dues free, while in uniform.
Charles Fredericks has joined den Wall.”
Alec Finlay arid Robert Wilson
the cast of “The Lady From Paris,”
which relights the Erlanger thea- plane to U, S. and Canada for fall
tre (26), replacing Harold Patrick. tour Oct. 9.
Rutherglen Repertory to preem
Stoney McLinn, WIP arid Mutual net sports commentator, given “Bridal Earth,” new play by Murray
McClyiriont;
a testimonial dinner at the Latin
Sonnie Hale arid Charles Heslop
Casino (18) in honor of his 50 years
here
in comedy “Queen Elizabeth
of sports reporting.
The Philadelphia Orchestra, un- Slept Here,” with Victoria Hopper.

By

der Eugene Ormandy’s direction,
Convention, at the Bellevue-StratFrank Smith, vet Chi showman;
ford hotel, Oct. 5.
feted this week on 73d birthday.
Carlton Alsop in town to view
wife, Sylvia Sydney, in “The Inno.

cents.”

Arthur Fillig, who lensed ‘‘The
By Geeno Garr
Jorge Negrette and wife Gloria Sleeping City,” currently at the
State-Lake, in town for p.a.’s and
Marin back from Paris,
Annabella back to her Madrid radio guest shots,
house while waiting to start a new
Producers Harald Bromley and
pic.
George Brandt, playwright William
and composer Alex
^ Sara Montiel arrived back from Archibald,
Mexico to star in. a' new, revue this North, in for opening of “The In;

.

Mary Begonha planed back from
Buenos Aires to
San Sebastian.

fulfill

contract in

Raymond Borderis, director genial of the French film industry,

&

,

Jean Hersholt tossed a WelLangs on Minneapolis Star-Tribune
Hunting Party with Edgar Bergen cbme-hpme dinner for Sol Lesser.

Buddy de Sylva’s estate is offerat Auditorium, Sept., 28.
U. of Minnesota theatre will ing. to sell all his story properties.
Jo Ariri Marlowe recuperating
sponsor, six-month tour of “She
Stoops to Conquer” and “Night from an emergency appendectomy,
Miriam Hopkins leased Ella
North
Minnesota,
Must FaU” into
and, South Dakota; Montana, Wis- Raines' home in Coldwater Canyon,
Betty
Hutton will launch the
consin and Canada towns where,
local organizations will underwrite Community Chest drive in Long
Beach,

engagements,

~Don
of

nocents.” ,

Henry M.

“A

Page* collapsed on the set
Streetcar Named Desire” at

Warners.

Leon Gordon reported resting
By Lary Solloway
comfortably after an emergency
Marilyn O’Shaughnessy joined appendectomy.
Roberta L. Lippert bought the
Cover Club show. Kirby Stone
Quintet and Nikki arid Francine Jordan (Fibber McGee arid Molly)

home in Encinq.
are held over.
Jack Benny tossed a farewell
New building opposite Roney
dinner for^ Joseph H." McConnell
floor
second
for
facilities
has
Plaza
"
spot for 700 seat nitery or Arena and Manie "Sackis.
venture.” Story deals with the lives theatre. Builder flooded With bids.
Judy Garland to San Francisco
of Rolls and Boyce, joint inventors
Kitty Davis going ahead with for a radio stint, prior to her deof the Rolls-Royce auto.
plans for “Theatre-Iri-The-Round” parture for N. Y.
Buster Crabbe’s “Aqua-Parade” productions at her club. Expected
Dorothy Kirsten ordered to reat Wembley, which had its season to start in October, using local port for rehearsals at the Metroextended two weeks, opens in Italy talent,
politan Opera, Nov; 1.
late this .month: v Thb South of
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
Miami Immigration
France is to follow, after which okayed Garry (World Citizen) Da- and Sciences will move into its rereturns to England, probably vis for reentry into this country. modeled quarters, Oct. 2.
it
opening at Manchester. Rena! and He sez he’s back to stay. Clean
Hal Wallis returned from EngRuby, one of the show’s acts, bill by the board okays his^perma- land with reports of improved busihis
booked by Bernard Delfont for
ness conditions over there.
nent residence here again.
“Folies Bergere Revue” at the
Robert Jfoung starring in a
Brotherhood of Railway TrainHippodrome, opening in February. men and Miami Fashion Council special film trailer for the National
Infantile
Paralysis campaign;
meets here, expected to hypo biz,
Charles Brackett will be keynote
were a disappointment to most
hotelmen and club ops. Lots of speaker at the Screen Publicists'
fourth annual Panhandle dinner.
There are 452 film houses now people, but careful spending.
Elizabeth Taylor narrowly esoperating in Norway, according to
caped injury when her new car, q
the recently published figures.
wedding gift, took fire and blew
Metro’s “Border Incident” and.
up.
RKO’s “The Threat’* were banned
Sweeney
Maxwell
By
The Ray Starks and Jack preissin Oslo during June by the State
Glasgow Orpheus Choir here for mans celebrated a “double feature”
Censorship Board (Statens. Filmfarewell concerts in Dublin arid 10th wedding anniversary with 350
kontroll).
“We’ll Get Married,” being pro- Belfast.
gUeStS.**-*
Geraldine Fitzgerald to N. Y.
duced by Norsak Film AS, leading
bought
Kay
Walter
Lantz
Norwegian producing company, had been vacationing here after Kyser’s Holly wood Hills marise
which manages Norway’s only stu- film-making in England.
and
is selling his San Fernando
Over 30 members of Catholic Valley home.
dios at Jar near Oslo, is nearing
completion. Knut Yran is produc- Stage Guild left for Rome on Holy
Barney Balaban in town for ParYear Visit with a special gift for
ing and Niels Myller directing.
amount huddles for the first time
Production was begun recently the Pope.
Production of T. S. Eliot’s “The since Y. Frank Freeman took over
by Norsak Film AS on “Krane’s
Inn,” adapted from the play by Cocktail Party” at Cork by Illsley- the studio reins.
Jack Cummings harided a com-*
Cora Sandels. Astrid Hennin-Jen- McCabe Productions has been
plete shooting script of “The Stratsen is directing. American camera- postponed,
Hilton Edwards and Michael ton Story,” autographed by Monte
man Arthur OrnitE is technical
supervisor while camerawork is MacLiammoir. to Venice. after fix- Stratton, to the Helms Athletic
ing Dublin Gate Theatre Christ- Foundation’s library,
handled by Per Jonsson.
mas season.
Rex Carlton, prez of Laurel
Requiem Mass for the late Sara Films, arrived from N. Y. Monday
Allgood, celebrated in Dublin, was (25) on a talent hunt. His
comattended by Abbey Players, gov- pany recently completed “Mr.
By Maxime de Beix
ernment and civic representatives. Universe”
and
plaris
another
(33 Blvd. Montparnasse)
Searle Kramer comedy, “Two of a
Lucette Caron back from Biar-

Board

Kind.”

ritz.

Paul Claudel to give 34 lectures
on French radio.
Jackie Winston irito Gatineau
Gene Moskovitz to American Club next week.
hospital for minor surgery.
Gatineau Club show has Calvert
EC broadcast won Portuguese Sisters, Allan
Drake and King
tenor Lou Pitarra a contract for Bros.
two Paris musical comedies.
Jimmy
follows Charlie
Dorsey
Gregory Rabinovitch conferring
with John McConville on latter’s Spivak into Standish Hall for a
week.
return from London Columbia
sales meet.
Barbara Ann Scott in Yrom LonMaurice Chevalier, who opened don, where she starred in “Rose
at the Varietes here, arranging to Marie On Skates.”
take his friends for a dinner in the
Canadian
Repertory
Theatre
Epemay champagne cellars.
opened new season with “Life With

Las Vegas
By Ken Frogley

A

Father,” Amelia Hall is directing.
Cancelled at St' Andrews-by-theSea, N. B., because of rail strike,

Canadian
Weekly
Newspapers
By Eric Gorrick
Arthur Rigby in British comedy Assn, annual convention now is
at Palace, Syd- skedded for Oct. 23-25 at Quebec’s
Chateau Froritenac.
ney, for Fullers.
“Sunset Boulevard” (Par) is getting healthy coin at Prince Edward,
Sydney, on longrun.
Sid Albright, local 20thrFpx
By Helen McGill Tubbs
topper, planes to N. Y. in October
Sara Menkes here to sing In
for homeoffice confabs.
Peter Lawford and Maureen Rrime Opera and on the radio,
“The Heiress,” with Renzo Ricci,
O’Hara arrive here next month to
take leads in “Kangaroo” for 20th- in Italian, at the. Eliseo theatre.
Fox.
Mike Frankovitch dickering for
Fifi Banvard, indie legit produc
services of Valli for pic to be made
er, is doing only so-so in Tasmania in Italy.
with stock. Current* show is “Clut-r
The Roberto Rossellinis-, have
terbuck.”
taken a house by the sea outside of
Williamson-Tait will send a local Rome, and have become comcompany to play “Annie Get Your muters.
;

“Madame Louise”

will ser ye a pre-season musical
cocktail for the Master Brewers

’•

six-week

London

.

of

run

at Palace,
Hollywood
Sydney, in “Two Mrs, Carrolls.”
over to Princess, Melbourne,
Moves
Martha Vickers recovering from
David O. Selznick in town for for five weeks for the Fullers, then
surgery.
preem of “Gone To Earth.”
to London.
Hugo Haas laid up with virus
New Cecil Landeau floorshow, returns
Ealing* probably will make
“Autumn Nights” opens qt Ciro’s “Robbery Under Arms” in this infection,
David
Sarecky hospitalized with
next Monday (2).
Eric Williams,
zone next year.
John Davis visiting Paris office Ealing’s locar manager, planes to heart trouble.
Fred Finklehoffe recovering from
of Eagle v Lion, and planes from
London soon for conferences with virus pneumonia.
there to Amsterdam,
Sir Michael Balcon and Reg Baker,
Bill Williams and Barbara Hale
Harry Alan Towers planing to
to Palm Springs.
New York Oct. 9, for a quiclde
Harry Sherman in town after
visit; will be away about a week,
to
film huddles in N. Y.
returned
Louis- Hayward
William Dieterle in town after
Hollywood after three weeks loBy Les Rees
cation shooting on “Dick TuTpin’s
Jan Peerce into Auditorium con- three months in Europe.
Bill
Gordon checked out of the
Ride.”
cert bowl Oct. 15,
^
Harry Levene planning early
Lawrence Welk into Prom Ball- hospital after, a checkup.
to
acts
trip to N. Y. for cabaret
Roy Brewer to Vera Cruz to at*
room for one-nighter.
v
pncle’s
funeral,
play at his Mayfair Bagatelle
his
tend
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota TerOtto Krugers 4 celebratirig their
Room.
race has Hoagy Carmichael.
wedding
anniversary.
Leslie Strange, former vaude31st
Annamary Dickey tops Hotel
villian, known in U. S. as well as Radisson Flame Room show.
A1 Schaumer laid up f6r three
England, quit show biz to operate
Curly’s holding over Sammy weeks with a fractured foot.
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus returned
grocery chain.
inShore third week on bill that
Mary Field, who has been mak- cludes Tommy Williams and Little from a business trip to Europe.
William, H. Wright checked in at
ing children’s films for the Rank Buck,Organization, joined the British
Delphine and Six Metro after a two-week vacation.
Andre

smash

wedding anniversary here.
Gene Jannuzi, asst, drama editor
of Post-Gazette, and his wife seecensorship board.
ing Holly wood on their vacation.
Ray Milland celebrates his 19th
Juggler Bobby Jule off for Las
Vegas to open two-week engage- wedding anni on* Saturday (30).
here filming in David E.
He’s
ment at El Rancho Wednesday
Rose’s “White Heather.”
(27).
Phillips sighed his old
Jimmy
Niew Amsterdam accompanied by
Kevin Jo Jonson, Summer opera
her author-husband Geoge Mit- choreographer, signed to stage writer Jimmy Kennedy to new
calls for
simkides.
dances for NBC-TV “Musical Com- long term contract which
a minimum of six songs per year.
Metro studio music director edy Time.
Henry Kendall stepped into
Johnny Green returned to the
Marcelle Feiner, John Johns and
Coast after a quickie visit here over Helen Wayne Rauh Set for leads breach when Frank Leighton, star
the weekend on personal and com- in Playhouse opener, “Goodbye, of “The Dish Ran Away” at the
Vaudeville, was rushed to hospital
pany business.
My Fancy,”
Paramount
Mclrierney,
Jack
Joe Mann and Elaine Beverly in- for operation.
Jack Sullivan, Universal pubtheatre’s ad-publicity chief, ex- to Monte Carlo on Friday (29) for
pects to be leaving hospital for
week, and Jimmy Spitalny fol- licity director in London, flying to
N. Y. to represent the United
home and recuperation from heart lows them in for two.
Kingdom and Ireland in “Harvey”
attack this week.
conferences. He will attend preem
.Lawrence Wonderling adding
on the Coast.
after-theatre entertainment to Le
Edward Dryhurst is dickering for
Vouvray, eastside eatery, this Week
picture rights of screen play by
installing “Chico” Reyes, pianist,
By Florence S. Lowe
and Mirko, guitarist.
The Phil Regans in town to Val Guest titled, “The Great Ad-

fall,
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CHATTER

Rome

!

.

Fisher, veepee of the
DeVry Corp., sailed on the Queen Gun” in the stix. Show clicked
Elizabeth last week for a three- for over three years in the major
week Visit of European distribu- /keys.
tors of his firm’s film equipment. I
Elisabeth Bergner wound up a
,

Loqal niteries all reporting Increased attendance over last summer.-.

•

Golden slipper cambling hall
and saloon is newest spot on resort
going over big.
Spike Jones a sellout, as usual,
Flaming Room with revamped
act after heavy pre-appearance
radio spot campaign;
Jon and Sondra Steel big clicks
at
El Rancho Vegas, keeping
roundup room full following successful Rudy Vallee stint.
Mexican singer, Paco, after successful subbing for Gloria De
Haven at Desert Inn when latter
was forced to relinquish spot due
to death of her iriother in Hollywood, Went from here to Hotel Reforma, Mexico City.
Town’s biggest sooial event, the
Press Club’s Branding iron dinner,
awarded to Hotel Thunderbrnd.
Occasion features dramatic show
strip, arid

at

.

pasting foibles of wellknown local
citizens, and stars cast of Las

Vegas

little

theatre.

Grourid-breaking for a sixth re-

-

sort hotel, yet

unnamed,

is

near.

Backers are downtown casino owners. Will be first local hostelry to
Gwynne Pickford Ornstein to be more than two stories* Plans
Paris* to join her husband, UA’s call for modernistic six-story strucGeorge Ornstein, after a trip to ture next to the Last Frontier
the Scandinavian countries.
nitery.
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;
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Sept. 21 in

OB

years ago after
trouping with the gam T. Jack
and other burlesque shows.

ES

retired

.

fn
'

.if?

A

Sun
WUej
staying

of France,

he began tack Sept. 23

touring the United States with the
French Army Band in 1919 he wasr.
engaged by the Boston Symphony
Orch as a viola player, a post he
held for a year, before taking over
the first trumpet chair;.
He retired from the orchestra at the
close of the Tanglewood season

].|MM editorial writer..

at their
>and she was
Mass.,
4 amer home in Harvard,
ill.
became
she
n
v

Born in Dorchester, Mass., a
(laughter of .James A. Herne of
“Shore Acres” fame, one of the
leading actor-playwrights of his
'

.

hebut
time, Miss Herne made her
Grifat 16 in the ingenue role
next
The
1899.
in
Davenport,”.
fith
vear she played in ‘‘Sag Harbor,.’

m

native

his musical career as a singer, winning first prize at the Paris Conservatory of Music in 1906 and
later touring France with his wife
as a tenor-soprano team.
While

New

Harold S., Pollard,
WorldtTelegram and

of

York

at

last July.

m

Survived by wife and son,

;

EUGENE
Eugene

and 1901-02 she was in “Shore

•

:

•

(

in Hollywood,
Surviving are his wife
daughter, Claire, actress.

of

SS

S

’

1

^es

>

means of kinescope recordings. A
coaxial circuit is still some years

j

so that the basic message of the
ROBERT A. INGERSOLL
in the future; Italy has no plans
Robert Allen Ingersqll, 39, form- beyond these nine stations for the ort?amzation--tte need for cooperer screen Writer, died Sept. 20 in time being, but pf course, the web ation on a world scale-—can be delivered without distorting or imMesa, Ariz.
in the
will
TTAAA be expanded
VAI/U1AUVU Aii
VAAV future.
V*
He had scripting credits on
any way the entertainFirst Italian receivers wiU sell Paring
two films, “Reflected Glory” and for about $450, according to Pug- 5? ent val u e °f
> n question,
“The General and Miss Green.”
The
definitely is not, on a
project
liese, and the price is expected to
neither
drop to about $20Q when mass proMILO GURNEY
duction is underway. There is no Hollywood nor the UN wants to
Milo Gurney, 76, pioneer radio decision yet whether Italian TV hurt itself or each other. What is
writer, died in Chicago, Sept. 19.. will
carry commercials; however filmed for is famihfirity through
Survived by wife and son,
and
it' is a good guess that theatre, continued reference to the
opera and news will be sustaining, its activities. Eventually, the. hope
Irene Johnston, secretary to Vic
is
that
filmgoers
will
accept
a
with advertisers offered an opporBlau of Music Publishers Holding
character in a picture as naturally
Corporation, died Sept. 21 in Jack- tunity to sponsor such things as «s they now accept, say, a script
revues,
light music, vaude** etc.
son Hole, Wyo.
This is the way it is done now in differentiation between a T-Maii
and a G-Man.
Father, 60, of Frank Jarema, RAI.
"We have something definite to
Italy currently has 36 transmit-:
Pittsburgh dance band leader, died
at his home in that city on Sept. 18. ters in two audeo networks and sell,” Skot-Hansen points out. “The
UN
is not just an office building in
will start a third such web (largely
FM for such things as quality New York. It is the focal point of
many -human,^ dramatic stories. I
music, etc.) after Oct. 1.
have a oproximately 1 ,000 stories
Bettie Cunningham to Barton B.
in my files that could serve as bases
Church* Dallas, recently. Bride, is
for strong entertainment pictures.”
a continuity writer on KRLD*
«
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Dallas..';

Lee McLane Woods to R. Richard

UN-tinged Scripts

Continued from page 4

Pitts in Charlotte, N. C., Sept. 22.
Bride was Staffer on The Charlotte. ential, since far larger sums are
(N.C.) Observer; he’s former film Usually involved in production and,
critic on same paper and recently in any case, it is likely they will
frnTPrt balances
halnnppc
cleRr fhipir
their pnHrn
entire frozen
resigned to become editorial direc- pImp
tor of Council of Motion Picture by the end: of the one-year agreement,
So minor differences in terms
Organizations,
Schatzie Anne Royal to Richard aren’t too important

i

,

UN

.

’

V

1

UN

O’NEILL, JR.

O’Neill, Jr., 40, son of

the playwright, died in Woodstock,
The younger
There followed seasons as lead-' N. Y. t Sept. 25.
and,
Goodwin,
O’Neill, h professor at the New
Nat
for
woman
ing
in School fop Social Research, N. Y.y
in 1905-06, for Arnold Daly
“Candida,” “You Never Can Tell* had slashed his left wrist and
and “Mrs. Warren’s Profession.” ankle. His death was listed as suiby the Sheriff of Ulster
jn 1906 she played with Daly in cide
another Shaw play, “Arms and the County. He recently played a lead'•
ing role in M Gold in the Hills,”
Man.”
/
Among the many subsequent put on in Woodstock to raise funds
productions in which Miss Heme
” for the Woodstock Foundation*, and
had also recently appeared on the
were “The Squaw Man
a ted
•’Expressing Willie,” “Our Bet- radio show “Invitation to Learnters,” “Rosanne,” “The Acquittal,” ing.”
His mother, divorced from the
“The Grey Fox,” “A Bit O’Love,
and elder O’Neill, and father survive;
“Mayfair,”
Deep,”
“Skin
“Ladies of Creation.” Her last ap- also his half-sister, Mrs. Charles
pearance was in “A Room in Red Chaplin, the former Dona O’Neill.
and White,” at the 46th Street
Theatre, N. Y., in January, 1936.
ARNOLD L. PIPPER
Besides her husband, .she leaves
Arnold L. Pipper, 56, plant mana sister, Julie Herne, also a retired 'ager of M-G-M Records since the:
actress, and a brother, John T. firm’s inception; died Sept; 25 in
Herne.
New York. Funeral services are
being held today (Wed.) in East
F. W. HENNINGER
Orange, N. J.
Frederick W. Henninger, 72, a / Pipper, who headed all pressing
veteran of more than 20 years in operations for the diskery, joined
the amusement park business and the firm in Sept., 1945, and tpsecretary-treasurer of Kenny wood gether with g e n e r a l manager
Park in Pittsburgh, died at his Frank Walker, helped set up the
summer home in Conneaut Lake, organization. Prior to joining
Fa., September 18. An organizer M-G-M, he was manager of record
RCA Victor.
of West View Park in Pittsburgh manufacturing for
Acres.”

tnC
aCr°
Sm7«roVlhe
Daces

P

George. Carleton/ 65, stage and
Symphony Orch, died Sept. 20
screen actor, died of a heart atWest Stockbridge, Mass. -

ton

Chrvstal Herne, 67, actress who
(^orge.
created the title. Tole, in- Wife,
‘Craig’s
play,
k’pIIv's
hits, died
imong other. Broadway
the
Boston, Sept; 19. She was

Continued from page

UN
int^-cuy
y work through the numerous comof the world organization..
Rome will have a separate staIt Will
tion not on any network.
and! get the northern programs by ho " ev ®r js more dramatic, The

GEORGE CARLETON
CHRYSTAL HERNE

Italy a station apiece in
Genoa, „ Venice,
Milan,
Turin,
Bologna, Ferarra, Savpia and LaSpezia. Origination points will be
Turin and Milan and microwave

'

She

—

Hollywood after a long North

illness.

r

_

—

*

As" an example of the rappoirt
is ^gainlnK ground between
industry and the UN. the Idea
world organization .was
,-tbe.
20th*FoX S
In Jhe
planted
the Script
SCript. of 20tl>Foxs
P^hted in
Mister ,880.
by having a few

:

_

scenes take place at .Lake Success,

where Dorothy McGuire works as

ah interpreter. Similarly, UN acor personnel -figure., in other
scripts currently in. studio, hoppers.
Another 20th film/in which the device^ used is tjte currentlv shoot|hg ‘House pn Telegraph Hill, in
which the heroine is a DP girl
pleted at the termination date of brought fo this country by the
International Refugee Ors
facturer.
the pact. The clause waS eliminated
ganizatiori.
June Ridgon to William Bobin, when the Americans, objected.
More
topical is “Korean Patrol,”
British had put it in in fear that
He’s with
Pittsburgh, Sept. 23.
as the pact drew near its close the dealing with the current Far EastBrad Hunt band.
ern situation. Jack Schwarz jjoJoyce Fineman to Harold D. Yanks would rush out to dump all

A. Harper, New York, Sept. 20;
Bride is daughter of John F.
Royal, vice-president of National
Broadcasting Co.; he’s a sales exec
;
•_
Of- Metro.'
Joan Barton to Earl “Madman”
Muntz, Las Vegas, Nev., Sept. 2£.
Bride is singer; he is TV set manu'

;

w

'

Major switch asked by the
Yanks -in the rough draft of the
agreemeht---and accepted by the
British is in the bonus provision
jm-Qutright purchases. This had a
clause stating that the bonus would
apply only on films that were com-

!

tivities

—

i

’

Field, Jr.V Pittsburgh, Sept. 10.
Bride’s daughter of Archie Fine-

their

man, veter a.n

several years.

coin

into

Outright Ibuys

duction points

of

up

the theme tnat

fi
represents
conflict
UN
might not be made for
Americans denied Police action to meet/a threatening
Latest in the line of procrisis.
Patti Brill to Hugo Fredlund, any sudh intentions/ but argued it
Hollywood* Sept. 24/ Bride, is an would be unfair to limit expendi- ducers to come uo with an idea on

JWosie (Humble
September 27, 1947
We'll always mist you.

Pitt exhit.

films, that

,

THE STAFF OF WARNER'S MUSIC COS.

tures to fully-completed pix, since the subject is Ed Gross* who Is
for pernegotiating with the
Billie Jo Palmer to Bob Lund- there might not be enough of
blom, Chicago, Sept. 23. He’s man- them, and this clause was not in mission to lense a good part of a
feature
at
headquarters.
ager of Eddie Hubbard d.j. show. the original understanding.
Where possible, of course, the
Ollie Franks to M. E. Maltby,
theme of the
as a whole, or of
Fontana, Cal;, Sept. 15. Bride is
one
of its branches, could serve as
a legit actress; he’s a hotel owner.
;a basic plot outline for a HollyGloria
Thornton to William
wood film. Frank Capra’s upcoming
Slack, Dallas, recently. Both are
Continued from page 1
Bing Crosby starrer, “Here Comes
members of the Rubin Flayers at
tbie
Groom,** devotes; considerable
lar books on films and the Broadthe Playhouse In Dallas.
footage to
child relief work.
a^ stage.
actress./

UN

Pipper was in the recording business for over 31 years.
Survived by wife and a daughter.
Swigan took over the operation of
Kennywood in 1950 and two years
ARNOLD SCHLEIFER
later
he
became
sectary
Arnold Schleifer, 78/ for many
treasureiY a post he held at the
years lessor and manager oD the
time of his death.
Three of Herininger’s sons are Claremont Inn and the Tavern-onactive in the business, tOo. Carl E. the-Green restaurants, N. Y., died
Henninger is general manager of in New York Sept. 23.
Schleifer leased the Claremont
Kennywood; Harry W. Henninger
its controller and Robert F. Hen- Inn on Riverside Drive in 1934,
an
arrangement which lasted until
ninger in charge of concessions.
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Langley
In addition, Henninger is survived two years ago. The Tayem-on-theby his wife and a stepson. His first Green Was taken over by Schleifer Hickey, son, New York, Sept; 20.
under
his management at Father is “Duke” Hickey, film
and
was
'vife, Mrs.
Ruth Comstock Hen- the time of his death.
publicist.
ninger, died in 1937.
Survived by nephew end niece.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Loeb, twin
daughters, San Francisco, Sept. 14.
WILL H. COHAN
FURMAN
L. WOLF
is head of Music Corp* of
Father
Will H. Cohan, 73; former vaude
Furman L. Wolf, 55, managing America office there.
and
burlesque
died
comedian,
Wolf
Engelbrecht
&
of
Mr,
Mrs. James Whitmore,
director
and
a/ter a heart attack in New York,
18.
Santa Monica, Sept.
Theatres Co., died recently at son,
Sept. 20.
Since his retirement
Father is a screen aetpr.
from the stage some years ago, Clarksville, Tex.
KOrda,
Vincent
EngelMrs.
E.
and
Wolf
and
Mr.
In
1930
O.
he had been a stage doorman at
purchased the Lily theatre, son, London, Sept. 16. Father is
Various Broadway theatres and at brecht
State art director for Sir Alexander
time of death had been working Clarksvillfe, and later the
and Avalon theatres there. Sur- Korda productions.
a the Music Box theatre.
Mr. and Mrs, Johnny Forrest,
a son Cab, who
Cohan, who got his start in the vivors are wife and
Seattle, Sept. 12. Father
heyday of clean burlesque, soon succeeds father as manager of the daughter,
Is newscaster on KOL and KIRO
and State.
established himself as a topline Avalon
there; mother was formerly music,
Gorman comedian and for many
librarian at KIRO.
FRED H. GILL
years headed his own shows on
Fred H. Gill, 64, acrobat who
the old Empire Circuit and Columbiz.,
show
years
in
nearly
spent
50
bia wheel.
When that branch of
show business seemingly ran its died Sept. 23 in Columbus, O. He
circuses with his
in
S.
Cycle, he teamed with, another bur- appeared
lesque’ comedian, Joseph K. Wat- brother in a tumbling act, and later
Continued from page 2
Paypo and Lee
son, * with whom he toured the was a member
vaude circuits until his retirement. comedy team.
him a general; fill-in on the AmeiHe retired two years ago be- ican television situation.
Survived by a brother and sister.
cause of ill health. Survived by
Theatre Raiding
two daughters and a sister.
EDDIE MILLS
One of the things he will watch
Eddie Kaplan, 40, known prowith great interest in New York is
MAURICE R. MATHEWS
visionally as Eddie Mills, died of
con- the use of the studio audience to
Mathews,
59,
R.
Maurice
heart attack Sept. 21 v at Phoenix,
virhoop up the shows and provide
A- Y., following a performance at cert,’ radio and recording musiN. H., applause and also the leasing of
the Three Rivers Cafe in that town. cian, died at Rochester,
' :•'
theatres by webs to serve as large
„
Mills had worked through a per- Sept. 16.
He had been a violinist with the studios. “Soon New. York may
formance with his partner, Paul
Hadley, Kmo Rapee and find itself without theatres,” he
Jerry, despite 4he‘"fact' that -he was Henry
Victor Herbert orchestras, and in comments of the latter phase. He
feeling ill. Shortly after the close
years was an instructor of assumes that TV in Italy will hit
recent
of the show, Mills collapsed and
in the U. of New Hampshire motion picture exhibition, just as
was dead by the time a physician violin
music department.
in this country, but doesn’t bearrived.
lieve it will be too bad. He is inMills
formerly
the
headed
HAROLD L. SAWYER
terested in the angle of films procomedy team of Mills, Kirk & MarL. Sawyer, 38, bass play- duced especially for video/
Harold
un and recently had gone on tour
er of Frank Bell’s staff orch at
Today/ Italy has one transmitter,
with the Barton Bros. Several
WEEI, Boston, died in the studio a operating experimentally in Turin,
weeks ago, he teamed with Perry
few minutes before the orchestra and using the 625-line pictures
«nd they were breaking in new was to go* on the air.
which appears on the way to befirt at this
spot.
Survived by wife and. two sons. come the standard for most of EuSurvived by wife and a Son.
right after the turn of the century,
he and the late Andrew W; Mc-
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TV Ahead

.
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STELLA GILMORE

rope.

If,

as is expected, the go-

by the end of
Mrs. Mary C. Weaver, known as ahead nod is given
Mager, 65, 'or many Stella Gilmore to burlesque and this year, Italy plans to set up an
years trumpet player with the Bos- musical comedy audiences, died eight-station television network in

GEORGES
n
Georges

UN

MAGER
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UN
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Kirk Douglas

is planning independproduction of “Nowhere to
Go/' an Ivan Tors scregnolay dealanded 'ing with the life of a Displaced
*^
organizations
as person Who fights for
a new home
haS in the U. S. Tors and Sam Meyer
,

a

,

ent

^

U
Way
names also have collaborated on a screena n fain
?
entitled “Port of Peril,” dealSLiWinnl:
pSnhS
fnr
ganizations, combed the lists for
4 nc with th^ cholera epidemic
people with ^radio and video con- w hich UN
machinery defeated in
nections and published them in E^ypt
•‘Channels." That obviously will
Levy has penned “A Lady
be the format^ inputting together Makes History ” In which tTN delenf

an

exposure of Hollywood.
Since they’re not wholly familiar
with names in the film industry, it
appears that anyone supplied with
such membership lists would have
to
fine - toothcomb
Hollywood*
checking each name as to possible
position in the cinema industry.
Kirkpatrick said sales of "Channels” had been relatively slow in
Hollywood
Hollywood but that he
hie is working
out a deal with the State American
Legion Commander. Hagberg, although dodging most questions,

gates drop dlolomatlc affairs temporarily to smooth the path of
love for a young lady. Joseoh Hoffman has another comedy In
“Friendly Relations,” the story of
a femme member of a TTN mission,
And Filmakers, the Collier YoungIda Lupino indie* Is readying a
scriDt
dealing with the World
Health Organization, a
branch.

'

UN

Cprwtn Preps Tamily*

On a
project

much larger scale is the
Norman Corwin has under-

taken at Metro. He’s working on a
acknowledged receipt of a letter screenplay tagged “The Human
from Kirkpatrick ordering him to Familv.” based on his UN broads
contact the Legion.
cast* “Document A/777.” Theme is
ABC prexy is John G. Keenan; the UN Declaration of Human
^
Kenneth M, Bierly is veepee; Rights.
Thomas A. Brady, who Was memOther projects are in the works
her of the Los Angeles office of or being discussed. Screen Writers
’

-

FBI in 1945/ is assistant secre- Guild, for examole* has notified its
All are lawyers and, like members that Skot-Hansen is availwho is not, are able for consultation on any story
Kirkpatrick,
During their ideas that could take a TTN slant,
former FBI men.
years of government service, the
In a little different directfon is
frequently
worked to- the work Myrna Loy is doing for
quartet
gether in investigations of Com- the world organization. She’s now
murtism.
Washington,
headquartered
in
Quitting the FBI at various where she devotes her time to
times between 1945 and 1947, they UNESCO.
formed ABC and sought private
Film colony veterans venture the
contributions to “fight commu- opinion that Hollywood's, recogninism.”
They, got sir few, so they tion of the UN can eventually giean
weekly more than a mutually advantageCounterattack,
started
edited
Andrew ous diplomatic liaison. It could bo
newsletter
by
midwest
newspaperman the start of a highly important oeAvery,
th0
who attracted their attention riod in Hollywood’s life
through several articles on Com- emergence of the film medium as a
point
munism for the Chicago Journal dom^nsnt influence in helning
the path to true world cooperation.
of Commerce.
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